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TO THE READER.
We send the first number of the Social Re volutionist to many whomvw? believe to
be liberal and disposed to patronize a free journal. We should be glad for all such to be
come subscribers; but if they cannot, it might be convenient for them to send the copy to
progressive friends, or'otherwise apprize them of the existence of such a journal; and in
behalf of free investigation and candid truth-seeking, we respectfully ask them to do so.
We should wish for all intending to subscribe, to send us their names soon, that we may
know how large an edition of our second number to print.

Our first Eb.—Owing to circumstances beyond our control, the first No. of this jour
nal has been delayed nearly a month beyond the time specified in Prospectus. Hereafter
if will appear promptly by the first of each month. As the preliminary matter belongs
properly to this No., it is not a specimen of what our journal will be. 'Several articles
intended for it have been deferred for want of room.

LITERARY

NOTICES.

SPIRITUAL MESSENG-ER.—E. Mead, Editor and Publisher, Cincinnati. We are
glad that a paper of this kind has been commenced in Cincinnati. It is a liberal weekly
at $2,00 a year, and bating the typographical errors in the number before us, it looks well
and gives promise of usefulness. It proposes to investigate Spiritualism as a means nf
Human Brotherhood and the welfare of the Race. It is almost a fac simile of the Spir
itual Telegraph, N. Y., and as Cincinnati has ready communication with the most liberal
portions of the world, we hope the Spiritual Messenger will be tvell sustained.
NICHOLS’ MONTHLY; a Magazine of Social Science and Progressive Literature; a
Liva: journal ^vhich no progressive mind can afford to do without. T. L, Nichols. Cin
cinnati. .
BUCHANAN’S JOURNAL OF MAN; an original, profound and scientific monthly
of sixty-four pages, devoted to the highest department of human inquiry—the human
brain as the organ of mind, without a true understanding of which, the conditions of hu
man happiness, cannot be established. Terms, $2,00. Longloy Brothers, Cin.
TYPE OF THE TIMES. Longley Brothers, Cincinnati. This is a, weekly newspa
per printed partly in phonotypy and devoted specially to the Language Reform. It is lib
eral and progressive in its general tendencies, and is one of the freest papers in the West.
MURRAY’S REYIEW; a monthly journal, .critical and reformatory, daring and free.
Terms $1,00. 0. Murray, Fruit Hills, Warren co., O.
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A SOCIETY RECOGNIZING THE PRINCIPLES OF MET CAL TOLERATION.
If swell as accept the abnegation of Sectism will send their names and post office address, with a
few postage stamps, at their option, to defray expenses, we propose to print a list of the same and send
it to each one. .-Let it be distinctly understood that this project has no ulterior purpose which does
notappear on its.face. Its only object-is to enable the most liberal minds to become acquainted with
each other. The list of names will be given that each may make the most of it in his own way.
• The list will appear when a sufficient number of names have been received.
Address, John
Pattekson, Greenville,‘Darke County, Ohio.
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INTRODUCTORY.

Books by thousands, and journals and papers by millions, issue yearly from the fertile
womb of the press. As the Autumn leaves, fall the printed sheets around us; and scarce
ly can we glance at one, before another takes its place and demands our notice in its turn.
Why increase the number, then? says one. Why flood the world with books which it
has neither time nor patience to read? I answer: good books, books written by thinkers
and containing a faithful transcript of their souls, are few in number; and papers in which
the Reformer may freely declare his thought, and by which he may blow a blast that
shall awaken the sleepy world, are still fewer. Fashionable Reforms have their advocates,
and some that are not half fashionable, but the free thinker and the out-speaker in writ
ing for those papers which advocate individual reforms, must often curtail his noblest
thoughts and keep back that which he deems to be of the greatest importance for mankind
to know.
Many papers are mere, collections of drift wood, caught as it floats down the stream,
and presented to the reader with little design and poor arrangement. Others are sold to
sects and parties, beyond whose limits they dare not stir one step, nor utter one manly
thought conflicting with their creeds. All, or nearly all, are Mammon’s; he is the great
newspaper proprietor; and without him they can do nothing, For money, you shall puff
the veriest rogue that ever trod, till the multitude hail him as a saviour and elevate him
to the highest office in their gift. For money, an impudent quack can have his poisonous
compounds blazoned to the public with a hundred lies, by which the health and happi
ness of thousands are sacrificed. Newspaper proprietors and editors live in cities at great
expense; and to maintain it, they'are oft obliged to sell conscience and manliness, though
many grieve at the bargain they are thus compelled to make.
The time has come to preach the soul;
No meagre shred—the manly whole.
Let agitation come. Who fears?
We need a flood. The filth of years
. Has gathered round us. Roll, then, on!
What cannot stand, had best be gone.
Let us have a free press, resting on a free soil, supported by free men, and the redemp
tion of the world draweth nigh. The Social Revolutionist is thus- free. .. It will ad
vocate what its editors believe to be true, fashionable or unfashionable; whether it pays or
costs, and whether the great and noble favor or oppose.
w. o.
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We have long wished for a Radical Organ in the West. A periodical journal as the ex
ponent of Radical and Revolutionary Science, and the medium of publicity and historical
record of practical movements, designed for human good;—such a journal, of central lo
cation, brought fairly before the public and sustained by persevering effort, seems still to
be a desideratum. We have long waited for others to supply it; but since it has not been
done, we now attempt it ourselves. We are independent thinkers and practical Social
ists, with an abiding faith in the instincts of fraternity and the omnipotence of right; and
the purpose of our monthly is inquiry and propagandism. We believe it the right of all
to utter any candid thought, however heretical, unpopular or revolutionary. We claim
the right for ourselves, and cheerfully accord it to others. We intend that our journal
shall be emphatically a fbee one. It is only through free thought and free discussion that
we arrive at truth; it is fearless action that pioneers the pathway of progress and extends
the dominion of practical right. Be it for us to advance with the brave!
Progress moves by revolution, and revolution may and should be peaceful as to all the
machinations of physical warfare, though there must be conflict with ignorance and sel
fish interests. The condition of the earth-home of rudimental humanity has been im
proving far innumerable ages. So reads the record; and the advance has been through
crisis and revolution. The history of organic progress and physical change is inscribed
in unmistakable characters, upon tablets of stone, and the lesson is ours to study. In the
history of the Race we likewise find a'record of crises, catastrophes and revolutions; and
the end of these is not yet. The advance guard of humanity stands upon a higher plane
than it ever has, and its destiny is to go still higher. What it has achieved has been
through the effectual agency of revolution. Reaction may follow action, but each new
forward movement passes beyond the last; and thus the race advances. The law is writ
ten in destiny, and it is not in the fiat of men to change "it.
The revolutionary idea is a God-send to the Race, and whether men welcome it or nail
its promulgator to the cross, or cover him with ignominy and breathe all manner of anath
ema against his manhood; still it avails nothing;—the idea cannot be slain, and it will
live to triumph and make all men glad.
Men will yet glory in external things, and infatuated with the mad ambition of war>
kill each other and make homes desolate, for the ostensible purpose of maintaining “or
der,” or advancing freedom. But much of this is the mere clashing of superficial and
phenomenal elements. There are central energies which lie deep—radical and primary
forces, little suspected by the many, which are peacefully, quietly and irresistibly work
ing out results for human good, far more stupendous than anything known to the preten
tious philosophy of priests and rulers. Human hope is in this underlying principle.—
The simple thought acting upon the character and moulding it, and thence acting upon
human relations and moulding them,—this is the process of human redemption.
We shall always welcome the radical thought and its brave and manly utterance. We
shall refuse publicity to no opinion, whatever, for any difference between it and ours. All
that we ask is, that the writer be candid and earnest; his thought of seeming importance,
and expressed in language brief, vigorous, terse and to the point; and all the better for be
ing fresh and original, both as to manner and matter.
Friends of Free thought and free speech, we shall need your sympathy and aid. We
often feel that the atmosphere in which we move, is cold and cheerless. We have an
abiding faith in the power of truth over men, and can stand by our faith, come what will;
but this does not satisfy the craving for brotherhood and sympathy, which is common to
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as all. We can make any reasonable amount of sacrifice, if but able to feel that we are
doing what seems to us good; but without the cooperation of friends, we could do but
little, and it is in the fraternity of effort that we have so much to hope. It is our most
earnest wish to do something for the moral elevation of ourselves and others; but if cow
ardice or any shape of recreancy to principle, be the price of what the world calls suc
cess, we don’t want it. The world needs the searching thought and its fearless utter
ance in prayer and love. We know that the world plats crowns of thorns for the bearer
of glad tidings and the faithful witness against hypocrisy and cant, and give them gall and
vinegar to drink, and we expect to share the usual fate; but if there be union among the
pioneers of humanitary progress, there need he no fainting by the way, and the good
work will go steadily on.
The Revolutionist cannot be regarded as the organ of any party, movement, or en
terprise. To assume it as such would seem to us unwarrantable egotism and presump
tion with a considerable taint of old party drill and despotism which we would religious
ly avoid. Every social enterprise and humanitary movement may be represented on its
pages, and it is the organ of those who write for it and of no other. We hope, however,
that in the freedom and progress, which is the very stuff it is made of, it will embody the
spirit and express the heart’s best wish of many a one, and happy shall we be if it
does.
The contributors of the Revolutionist will represent various, and in some repeats,
conflicting phases of thought; but we shall tolerate each other. The opinions of the ed
itors and of the corresponding editor diverge on some points, and a like dissimilarity ob
tains among the contributors. These differences pertain more especially to the dietetic,
marriage and other social questions. Any one who cannot patiently read an exposition
of a thought which conflicts with his own, will hardly find this journal a source of un
mixed gratification. Sects are at war with each other for a difference of opinion. Each
sect has its articles of faith, written or understood, and all who are recognized as the breth
ren thereof, must accept the creed. Our creed, we think, should be tolerance, simply,
for this embraces all; and then may we work together as brethren, for that Freedom
which is the birth-right of every one. We would that ours were the freest journal in
the world.
Much will appear in the Social Revolutionist which neither Editor can endorse, and
each disclaims resposihility for any sentiment but his own. What either writes he will
answer for; each contributor must stand sponsor for his own pen; and thus may we pro
ceed in free investigation with independence and harmony.
To thinkers and to the youthful not yet drilled into the hate of innovation or the dread
of investigation, more than to any other class, does this journal appeal.
We would have the Social Revolutionist an Organ for the Brave; and as such,
we should greatly prefer that every one who may write for its pages, should give his ut
terances the public sanction of his name.
The Publishers. *

Total Depravity.—-The doctrine of depravity has vitiated all the philosophies and
religions of the world, and we have not yet rid ourselves of its malign influence. Many
who suppose they have are still in thralldom. We must not heed our passional attrac
tions! 0, no! we must torture our selfhood into conformity to some conventional, hut
dwarfish standard ofmoralism. We must live in discord with the divine laws of our being
to be “virtuous!”

/
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Having answered many letters of inquiry respecting our enterprise, and still continuing
to receive them, we publish the following as a general answer to all.
Our Grroup’' commenced operations in August, 1853. We were few in number when
we began, and are still so. We have always held that those only should cooperate in full
fraternity of property interests, who have mutual confidence in the integrity, industry and
persistent purpose of each other. At the outset, we supposed that several families—twenty or more, perhaps,—might thus harmonize in fraternal league, for the means of s
higher life; but our experience has been such as to convince us that they can not. Our
faith in fraternal cooperation remains unshaken. We hold to the doctrine of self-sover
eignty in fraternal relations, with respect to property and the struggle for life, as before;
but we think these things can be achieved only in small groups and in the community of
groups. The large community with a regular central government necessarily infringes on
the rights of the individual; and there is no remedy. The small group of tried friends,
however, whose attractions are known to each other, may cooperate without any detri
ment, whatever, to the prerogatives of the individual. Then, each group in turn, may be
come individual and cooperate with other groups, and thus widen the range of frater
nity.
1. The Individual. 2. The Group of Individuals and Fraternity in the Group. 3.
The Community of Groups and the wider range for Human Brotherhood. 4. These con
ditions culminating in a higher Freedom for the Individual than any hitherto known in
Human Society. Experience, observation and reflection brought us to these views during
the Summer of 1854.
We are but one group, as yet, of thirteen persons—eight adults and five children; own
400 acres of land, 110 of which are under cultivation; four town lots in the new village
of Stelvideo, upon one of which is a two story frame house 48 by 18 feet, with a kitchen
18 by 16 feet; a large steam saw mill with one mill saw and two circular saws and ar
rangements for other machinery. The farm is one half mile from the mill and town prop
erty, which are located on the Columbus, Piqua & Indiana railroad, eighteen miles West
of Piqua graded but not completed to our point. Expect a station at Stelvideo and a
thriving village.
Such is ou r propertyj.basis. The soil is good; the resources of the country for wealth
and rural beauty, promising; and we are satisfied with the climate and the health af the
place. Our business requires more cooperators, and we may enlarge our group by grad
ual additions, if such as would be in sympathy with us and our principles, should choose
to make this their home. Other groups might operate upon our machinery, and also on
the farm. Should wish none for cooperators but such as are workers by habit and incli
nation. Should rejoice in the fellowship of practical men and women—workers as well
as thinkers. Head and h and should be united in the same individual. Professional poets,
orators, artists, lawyers, preachers, etc., so apt to be idle and visionary, are not the men to
realize the social idea.
Plain, practical, every day workers must take hold of it, or it
will never be achieved—integral men and women, in whose hearts artistic aspiration, in
whose heads the wisdom of contrivance, in whose hands the skill and efficiency of execu
tion, can alone make the consummation sure.
The following is a general notice of principles:—
I. Freedom for the individual to be true to his best ideas of harmony or right, main
taining, however, that such freedom is entirely compatible, in the true man, with any
property arrangement which shall secure greater advantages for all, than can be possibly
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obtained under the conditions of isolation and antagonism. We place our “individual sov
ereignty” in something far higher than the control of property. In the harmonious
group, each would manage the business he executes, and may have the use of more prop
erty than he could honestly have, laboring for himself, in competition wdth his fellows.—
It follows that we have no sect, party, clique, or school. In politics, religion, morals,
medicine, diet, etc., all are free. We would be liberal and catholic in all things.
2. As to property, each invests in the business of the group, all that is his. The orig
inal sum is guarantied him, but no interest allowed upon any pretext whatever. Each
should feel that he is entering upon a work worthy of life-long effort, and that he will
thus devote his energies; hence, the group, in self-defense, can only agree to pay any re
tiring member his capital in ten yearly installments.
3. Education, the care-taking of the sick, the maintainance of old age, etc., are guar
antied.
'
'
. \
4. As to labor; the land, capital and machinery are so many appliances in the hands of
labor for the creation of wealth, or the means of life. Out of the gross ^ proceeds of the
business are paid the guaranties and the expenses of production, and the balance is di
vided to all the members yearly, according to the labor-time of each.
5. The individual member is charged with board at cost, and finds his own clothing,defraying the expenses of his pleasure excursions, etc. Parents are responsible for their
children.
6. Ho distinctions are made between the sexes but such as spontaneously arise.
Over two years experience with these simple regulations, convince us of their practi
cability and complete adaptedness, in the little brotherhood of friends, to social transi
tion.
Our property arrangements are binding upon honor and conscience only. They are
written out for reference, as a guide to harmonious and consistent action. The law will
not help us live our faith, and surrounding elements do not concur to carry us triumph
antly onward. As it respects our property regulations, the law and public opinion are
against us, and so we deem it best to have as little to do with either as possible; holding
ourselves at all times responsible to meet our engagements promptly.

OUR

MOTTO.

“How there are the editors of the Social Eevqlutionist;—they pretend, tq make a free
paper;—why, there’s no such thing in the Universe, nor can there be. It’s not in the
nature of things. Whoever aims to get the'control of a journal is apt to do so for the
benefit of his hobbies and crotchets. What! do you suppose when he is pledged before
the public to cherished opinions, and his pride and vanity implicated, that he is going to
let in the ablest advocacy on the other side? Ho, sir: you don’t catch him there. If you
did, he would be a simpleton, and have nothing positive or reliable in him. Ho one who
loves the truth will peril it. To be earnest and eager for the advancement of certain
views, and then permit crushing articles against them to appear in his journal, is not in
human nature. The editor who admits every vagary of thought or imagination into his
columns, however ably put, is earnest in nothing, and his journal the organ of mischief.
It will unsettle the mind and set it afloat upon the great sea of human life, without com
pass or rudder, to be dashed to • ------”
Stop, friend; not so fast; let us be heard before we are convicted. We know that all
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our errors, half unconscious of their fragile hold upon life, have organs sacred thereto;
and it is necessary that they should have, for otherwise they could not live. They dread
the shock of free discussion, lest it make their disjointed, rickety systems “all to flinders
flee.” We are well assured that the interests of truth are best subserved by the free in
terchange of thought. When a strange truth and an old familiar error are presented to
gether, we well know that there are some minds—a vast number, indeed—so begrimed
with prejudice, interest and cowardice, as to accept the error and reject the truth. There
are many such, too, who suppose themselves in favor of free discussion, but when it comes
they are horrified and cry out “danger.” Whenever this journal does so, please let us
know. Whatever may be the present fate of any principle put in free discussion, the
truth must eventually be the “gainer.” Flourishing error thus put to the test, will grad
ually lose its hold upon the mind. Root after root will be broken up until all the nui
sance will be eradicated. However small the germ of truth, it will take root now or here
after, and though it may perish in barren soils, it will grow in others, and the tree will
shoot its top toward the heavens, and its fruitage will be for all men at last.
These views are based upon the presumption that man, in the aggregate, loves truth
rather than error. Some men love darkness rather than light; but all do not, and very
many cherish error, believing it to be truth. We don't believe in total depravity.
“But you talk of propagandism!”
Verily; and is exparte pleading necessary to propagandism? Then is it falsehood we
would disseminate. Believe it, friend, the discovery and spread of truth is most surely
and speedily effected by inquiry absolutely free.

Notes from the Decturing Field.—“The world is ripe and rotten ripe for change.”
I have been lecturing during the past six weeks in Ohio, Pa., and Ind., and the above
line was forcibly impressed on my mind. Never was there such a disposition to investi
gate, to inquire into the truth of old ideas, cherished notions and grey-headed dogmas,
as now. The world is waking, for day draweth nigh.
I lectured at Cottage Grove, Indiana, on Theology, Woman’s Rights and Slavery; there
was much interest manifested, especially on Theology. I showed the utter folly and ab
surdity of the so-called doctrines of orthodoxy, exposed the foundation of falses on which
they are built, and pointed to a more excellent way. The orthodox were invited to re
ply, but as usual, there was no answer. The friends at Cottage Grove are of the right
stamp, intelligent and manly. From Cottage Grove I went to Dublin, lectured twice in
the Universalist church on Theology, to the great pleasure of some, and the exceeding
dissatisfaction of others. At Milton, I lectured twice on the same subject, the friends at
both places making considerable effort to draw out opposition from the orthodox party,
but without avail. Some of them have discovered that agitation is death to error, and that
for corruption to breed, the waters must be stagnant.
To the friends of Reform everywhere, I say be of good cheer; the Winter of the Past
is melting away, and the sunny beams of the Present are reviving to the soul. The Fu
ture is before us, radiant with beauty; labor, and it is yours. Our enemies are numerous
but their weapons are weaker than straws; their armor is made of a spider’s web, that a
babe can pierce. Live tbe true light, ever obedient to your noblest thought. Walk the
path of duty, however steep or arduous. Be mild as a Summer’s breath, firm as the
deep-rooted mountain,. pure as a ray of light; and the truth ye teach and live, shall tri
umph over all.
w. Ds
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BY ALFRED BRIDGE.
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As many think that the dissolution of the North American Phalanx implies that the
like fate awaits all attempts at organic changes in orvf present social organization, it may
be expedient to draw attention to the present prospects of such mop|tnents.
The North American Phalamx^when I visited it, two years since, seemed to be mam
aged by practical men, and was, in many respects, thriving, the domain well cultivated,
labor well paid, and the domestic department well organized. "W ith the exception of the
single men’s apartments being overcrowded, comfort reigned supreme. The following
are some of its defects:—
1. The capital was nearly all owned by non-residents who invested it, how ever, without
expectation of profit, as the stock was always below par, yielding, at that time, but 4}^
per cent of interest, which was a higher rate than that formerly allowed. Probably the
majority of the Community were hard workers, many of them to the extent of neglect
ing mental culture. I was informed that they generally lived from hand to mouth, saving
nothing, though living was cheap, rent not high, and the par rate of wages, 90 cents for
ten hours, varying from $0,60 to $1,20, according to skill, efficiency, Unpleasantness, etc.
Nearly all those who did save, invested in more profitable stock, leaving absentees to keep
Up an Association in which they had no particular interest.
As the generality Oi those
on the ground gave no tangible indications of any particular interest in the movement, it
is no matter of surprise that notwithstanding the zeal of a few disinterested philanthro
pists on the spot, the institution foiled to . meet the sanguine expectations of its projectors.
2. The neglect of the intellectual and aesthetic element.—Some residents there attrib
uted the failure of the Brook Farm Association to an undue predominance of these,
and so ran into the opposite error. A well known engraver in Philip wished to reside at
the Phalanx and practice his profession; but no; he must work on the farm; if allowed to
join, he would not he permitted to follow his attractions. So he did not come.
3. The immediate cause of the dissolution of both Associations, were disastrous fires,
and no way attributable to the principles on which they were based, unless that the sov
ereignty of the individual was not a sufficiently prominent element in the constitution of
the North American Phalanx.
4. The formation of Victor Consideraiit’s Colony in Texas, probably hastened the dis
solution of the Phalanx, as many of the members preferred establishing themselves in a
more genial latitude,to working hard one year or two for nothing, which they must have
done, to regain the loss of $20,000 by fire, to say nothing of the indirect loss occasioned
by the want of the buildings.
Thus endeth the North American Phalanx!? P.equiescat in pace! Where is the Phoe
nix Association that is to arise from its ashes?
•;

? , f Since the above was written, the domain of the North American Phalanx has been sold. ; It was
bought mostly by associationists, and cooperative rife will be maintained, but under some modified
form. Under the concentrated.rule of the Phalanx, a few had control, and, consequently, only a few
felt an abiding interest in its welfare. A large portion of the cooperators were there but for a compara
tively brief sojourn, and such cared to contribute little or nothing to its permanent success. If all the
workers could have had an interest in the real estate, or been permanently associated in attractive
groups of tried friends, the loss by fire would not have precipitated the dissolution o. the Pnalanx.
If there be a new phase of cooperative industry organized on this domain, and we trust there will, it
is to be hoped that it will excite a more general and lasting interest in the cooperators and prove more
successful than the old.
^>‘
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The Hopedale Community, near Milford, Massachusetts, is on a substantial basis. As
yet, they have no unitary dwelling, though several among them are favorable to the prin
ciple. A minimum subsistence is guarantied to all members. The requirements to
membership are rather strict, being limited to non-resistants, etc. Though free from gross
fanaticism, it has, what most reformers would consider, a greater number of rules and
regulations than are consistent with individual freedom. Kissing laws, or rather antikissing ones, smack too much of the old times in Connecticut and elsewhere, under the
“puritanical regime” to be relished by come-outers generally. It would seem scai’cely
necessary in any decent community, to make a formal enactment that no two individuals
should kiss each other unless mrrried, or engaged to be.
Such regulations savor much
of the records of Blue Laws, which give particulars of a man being fined and whipped
for kissing the gilds; another fined for kissing his wife on a Sunday, etc., etc. Perhaps,
however, they may he the best judges of what they need, but other Communities get along
at least as well physically and morally, without such regulations. Meanwhile they are
about to organize a branch in Minnesota. As they will have there more room to expand in
regard to land, they may perhaps take down some of the high fences, according to the
law of correspondences.
On the whole, however, the defects are much outweighed, by their good qualities.—They are, in the main, intelligent, honest and benevolent; in many respects, decidedly
progressive. Above all, they have more faith in works than words.
An experiment in Social Science, organised by Josiah Warren and S. P. Andrews, is
now being tried about 41 miles from New York, on the Long Island Railroad. Its prin
cipal bases are: Individual Sovereignty and Cost the Limit of Price. Its advocates oppose
combination of interest under any circumstances, and thus may seem Anti-Socialist, hut
in reality, by withdrawing the elements of discord, they favor co-operation as far as a
demand exists. Cooperation admits of individual control; combination does not; hence,
discord, or a liability to it. Their principle, however sound, cannot be fairly tested in the
locations they have chosen. The land is secured by Mr. Andrews to such as want it, at
$28 per acre, which some people there think, much more than better land could have
been bought for in the vicinity. It is good for fruit growing when cleared, provided ma
nure enough is applied; but the scrub-oak with which the ground is covered, is extremely
difficult to eradicate. Some say the land is leachy, and the musquitoes, not appreciating
Warren’s principles, do not adapt the supply to the demand. Two years since, about
fourteen families were on the ground—not enough to carry out the principles. I presume
they have not materially increased.
The remains of another experiment of the kind, is to he found in the vicinity of Smith’s
Landing, 40 miles from Cincinnati, up the Ohio river. The citizens of Utopia still remain
ing, have no land to expand upon that they can purchase at reasonable rates, in small
quantities, and though strong in the faith, not only of individual sovereignty, hut of coop
eration, they are compelled to leave for more roomy localities. Intellectually and morally
they stand on a high plane: but quarter acre lots and no manufactories hut a saw-mill, are
rather unpromising materials for extracting much of this world’s goods, under any system
of social regulations.
The Raritan Bay Union, near Perth Amboy, New Jersey, though of recent origin, is
superior in finish to anything of the kind yet attempted, and seems based on a substan
tial foundation. A large stone building has been erected with all conveniences for unit
ing domestic life, combining the advantages both of privacy and cooperation, in a high
degree. The internal architecture is such as to admit of more privacy than village or
city life, and conjoins in one all the advantages both of country and city residence, with
many that belong to neither. The Union as such, combines only for the care of the do-
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Main and buildings and for domestic purposes: even combination for the latter being a
matter of choice. Individuals will, so far as disposed, cooperate in groups. N o guaran
ty; rents expected to pay interest on capital and repairs; $100 per annum for a suite of
four rooms; land $95 per acre; sufficient investments required from each, to pay the prin
cipal of the building accommodations received; also for his own land and business, ii he
wants any. Two acres of land and four rooms would thus require an investment of $1,190; after that, each for himself, no employment being guarantied. These regulations
-are probably necessary under the circumstances.
The different elements of success seem here to have been combined in something like
proper proportions; the Union is thus a standing positive proof oi the practicability and
superior advantages of the unitary household. Its location, however, is a drawback,
though an excellent one for the East; but its success would have been far greater had it
been located on the Ohio river, not far from Cincinnati, where building materials could
have been obtained for less than half the amount they have now cost, and where there is
a much better field for industrial and commercial enterprise. For the aristocracy of re
form the location is suitable enough, but not for such reformers as don’t happen to be on
the money-making track, which latter class comprises the vast majority; rich people be
ing usually satisfied with things as they are. It is well worth visiting, however, as a
model of the unitary household, adapted to convince the most skeptical, of the superior
economy, comfort and privacy of the cooperative over the isolated household.
The Icarian Community, at Uauvoo, now contains about 500 members. A branch con
nected with it, has 3000 acres of land in Iowa. Their organization is unitary, commu
nistic and democratic, both in the household and business affairs. Don’t believe in luxu
ry; are not strenuous advocates of individual sovereignty, though allowing as much as
they think compatible with the welfare of the whole. In nationalities, the F rench pre
dominate; next to them, the Germans; but there are some Anglo-Saxons, ffhey are in
creasing rapidly, both in wealth and numbers.
The Ebenezer Association, located near Buffalo,FT. Y., is principly German, and on a
religous basis; they are very wealthy; live, I think in separate buildings, but are strictly
communistic in property matters, and are said to undervalue intellectual cultivation, being
in this respect similar to the German communities in Ohio.
The Oneida Community and its branches, are founded on a religous basis, combined with
some peculiar ideas on the sexual question. They are communistic and prosperous, but
individual sovereignty is below par, though considerable attention is paid to intellectual
culture. It may perhaps be well to observe, that not having visited the communities
mentioned in this and the two preceding paragraphs, I may be in error, but have confi
dence that what is said will be found substantially correct.
The Rising Star Community, near Greenville, 0., is composed of a small group of farm
ers, owning 400 acres of land. It is not expected to enlarge much, unless by the addi
tion of other groups, for the formation of which, facilities will be given. Their arrangments in their cv n group, are communistic in regard to property matters, each being
paid according to hours of labor; no premiums to skill or capital; but such as are particu
larly deficient in both, however, are expected to acquire them at their own cost. They
wish to encourage the settlement of working reformers in that vicinity. A rail
road station is expected to be located, in a year or two, on one part of the land, where a
small village is springing up, offering favorable opportunities to some kind's of mechanics.
Considered in a pecuniary point of view, the location is decidedly advantageous. Those
in whom ideality predominates, would find a want as regards scenery. It is capable, how
ever, of being much beautified by a little culture. On an elevation commanding a pleasing
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prospect, it is proposed to erect a unitary building, as soon as there are sufficient men and
means on the ground. There is a printing office on the premises, and all that is required
to make it a pleasant and profitable locality for men and women of the right kind.
An extensive movement is now going on in Western Texas, having in view the settle*
ment of reform communities and neighborhoods of various gradations. Victor Considerant, formerly of France, is one of the leaders; Albert Brisbane another. About one hundred, or so, are on the ground. Prospects of establishing a reform colony or community
of some kind there, are decidedly good; but those now there seem mostly deficient both
in the dietetic and aesthetic elements of reform. Probably, as conditions are modified, this
may change. Beef, whiskey and coffee, which form' an important item in the diet of the
majority, women included, are decidedly unpromising materials out of which to manufac ture harmony and progress. Some capitalists in Prance are said to be furnishing means
for the commencement. One leading man among them is said to be pro-slavery; and
other ele ments of aristocracy play a conspicuous part in the domestic arrangements. It is for
the present questionable whether the social atmosphere of a slave State will sufficiently
harmonize with any practical reform, to admit of much progress in cooperative move
ments, especially when one prominently engaged, objected to the West India emancipa
tion act, because-the production of sugar, coffee and spices was thereby diminished; if it
vdid make men and women happier, what did that amount to? They are nothing com
pared with the Almighty Dollar!
It is highly probable, notwithstanding, that the movement will affect the social institu
tions of Texas much more than it will be affected by them. If it succeeds according to
present appearances, it will prove a thorn in the side of despotism, gross or refined. The
immense distance of the “seat of war” from the more progressive-centers of intelligence,
in the United States, will, however, be seriously detrimental, not only to the increase of
members on the ground, but to its influence on society generally. The distance is of
little importance so far as European emigrants are concerned, as it involves no material
increase in the cost of transport; and as Americans will be there in sufficient numbers to
prevent serious blundering, the natural inaptitude of the French for colonization, may be
•overcome. The population of Texas are, in general, not qualified to appreciate any move
ment of an advanced character, but a generation or so may make a material difference as
to that. The nucleus of the colony is on Trinity river, near Dallas.
The present position, then, of the social reform movement in the United States, is this:
The ideas enunciated ay Fourier,; Owen, Josiah "Warren and other Social Reformers, pres
ent and past, have been and are undergoing a boiling down process on the fire of adversi
ty, whereby the gasscous and watery matters, forming so large a portion of the whole,
are now being evaporated. The result is that many now discover that there is more sub
stance in these teachings than was formerly imagined. Much that'was once supposed to
be pure mysticism, is now found to be based on a solid substratum of fact, and vice versa.
The failures of the past are j ust so many experiences—reliable guides for the present and
the future.
Statistically speaking, the rate of mortality, in reform coummunities, in America, be
tween 1840 and 1850, amounts to about 90 per cent; but the laws which regulate the
health of such communities, considered as respects bodies, are now better understood
than: they were, and, consequently, of six started within five years, four are progressing,
:and two (for the present) standing. Four of the six may be considered as decidedly
permanent, and there is but little fear for the other two. A considerable under current o f
agitation, on this subject, has been flowing for some time, Which began to find expression
both in words and acts, about the time of the advent of modern spiritual manifestations.
The influence of these latter being to produce wide-spread dissatisfaction with things as
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they are and earnest aspirations for a social atmosphere in accordance with the spirit of
love. It will, however, take considerable effort and caution to give much of it a practi
cal direction. B ut the ball, small at first, gathers as it rolls; the stone cut from the moun
tain without (visible) hands, begins to fill the earth as a mountain. Many religionists are
seeking to act Christianity rather than to rant about it. Many secularists who would
not receive the idea of a future life as a dogma, do receive it as a scientific fact. On this
ground, then, many of previously opposite opinions, harmonize. The redundancies of
supernaturalism being cut off on the one hand by the same facts that fill up the emptiness
of a faith, which consists only of negatives; on thcf other, a common ground of union is
formed; the old heavens having been rolled up as a scroll, or, in other words, the old the
ologies found to be less spiritual and elevated than they were supposed to be. The old
earth, the lower social elements, and material philosophies having been purified by fire, the
new heavens and the new earth “wherein dwelleth righteousness,” are being rendered
visible. A rational theology based on a rational, social philosophy, constitute the spirit
ual correspondence to the “new heavens and new earth,” spoken of in an old collection
of spiritual communications and mention of facts relative to spiritual intercourse.
Socialist writers have made serious mistakes in thinking to subdue evil by altering the
form—the social structure, while leaving untouched the essence.
To make a true so
cial order out of the masses of men, would be as impracticable as to make a steam engine
out of rotten wood. A few minds may be sufficiently advanced to form model communi
ties; probably more are, than is generally supposed; but the men must first be somewhat
purified from gross physiological and dietetic violations of law, accompanied by equally
gross theological ideas, before they can become component parts in any social organiza
tion much superior to jthat of the present. Such writers have got to learn that all re
forms go hand in hand; with even step must advance the enfranchisement of the individ
ual from the chains of ecclesiastical, dietetic, political and social despotisms. To pork-eaters
and whiskey-drinkers, “society as it is,” is doubtless better adapted than “society as it should
be.” The law of correspondence is universal. The slaves of priestly terrors or unnatural
appetites and lusts, cannot be politically or socially free no matter what the organization.
On the other hand, present social organizations tend to produce unnatural bodily appetites
and discordant spiritual conditions—an infernal trinity of cause and effect.
Grain-culture and fruit-growing are the appropriate avocations; fruit and grain the le
gitimate food of the Harmonian, though in a transition step from the horrors of isolation
and social discord, other avocations and other food may sometimes be necessary.
“Individual sovereignity is well; but unity is better. Purity is indispensable; but love
guided by wisdom, will fuse the whole into one homogeneous mass.”—Spiritual Com.

FRANCES

WRIGHT.

MEMOIR OF FRANCES WRIGHT. By Amos Gilbert. Published by Longley Brothers, Cin., 0.

“Jesus was arraigned as a blasphemer; Frances Wright as an infidel. It was the same
class that brought the charges, and the accusations were identical, having the same ob
jects in view, which was simply to victimize an individual whose principles they dared
not attack, inasmuch as every one was self-conscious of their truth, and whose lives re
proached their haters, though no word had been uttered.
“Frances was denounced as Atheist, Deist, Mohamedan, and by some it was intimated
that she was a shrewd Christian in disguise. They were all mistaken; she was neither
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but simply a Free Inquirer who neither affirmed nor denied regarding that of which she*
knew nothing.”
Such being the character, in this respect, of our subject, with whose life could we better
commence a series of biographical lessons in the Social Revolutionist? Frances Wright
was a pioneer woman in the cause of human rights, and like all such was misrepresented,
misunderstood, maligned. So true is it, as Lamartine says, that the world throws stones
at those who bring unwelcome truths. Original teachers are the world’s best friends,,
and it seems cruel that we should receive our benefactors with a volley of missiles; but
it is even so; we do, and there may be philosophy in the fact.
If we wish to provoke the opposition of either an individual or a class, we have only to'
make objection to the faith orpractice of such class or individual. If you take exceptions tothe course of any one showing thereby that you are without faith in his infallibility and perfec
tion, he is pretty sure to lose confidence in you, and is often not slow to avenge himself for theindignity. As to individuals, there are exceptions now and then; but as to classes, never.
When the indignity is offered to aristocratic, vain and conservative individuals, or tcr
classes, the offender must suffer. He urges new doctrines, and the very fact of his doing
so, calls in question the infallibility and all-sufficiency of the old, and impeaches the wis
dom of the orthodox and conservative in general. The wealthy, wise and well-to-do are
not going to brook superior wisdom, nor have men suspect that their ways of thinking
and doing are not absolutely right ways before G-od and men; and hence, they treat the
bearer of a revolutionary thought first with contempt, and then with violent persecution
with contempt, for seeming weakness; with violence, for manifest strength. And then
in Frances Wright’s case;—why, she was nothing but a woman! and women had never
been known for wisdom in theological, political or social science, and “why should ‘Fan
ny Wright’ presume to be wiser than her sex—wiser even than we lordly men, for she
calls in question our long established usages? We will put her down! and our dutiful
wives and daughters shall help us. We will call her infidel and hint that her virtue sits
loosely upon her;” and the miscreants did it. The wealthy and aristocratic leagued with
clerical defamers, drawingroom-tattlers and venal scribblers, and they made a character of
odium for Frances Wright with the public; while she made one of unsullied integrity with
her own conscience, her appreciating friends, and her God. That tissue of falsehood and
hate will hang like a pall upon her aspersers, and impede their moral growth; while this
of conscious uprightness will beam “a robe of glory” as the heroine triumphs upon her
spiritual pilgrimage.
There are myriads now in her adopted country, the field of her useful labors, who bare
ly know of the name of “Fanny Wright,” and believe her little better than a blaspheming
harlot. This is the work of slandering priestcraft and conservatism. But as our opening
paragraph has it, this is the way the same classes did it 1800 years ago; and this is the way
they have continued to do down to the present day. They used to nail the offender to
the cross, put him in a caldron of boiling oil, stretch him on the rack, burn him with
fagots, take off his head, etc., etc. But there has been progress in these later times,
and persecution has to use different weapons now-a-days: and it covers its victim with in
famy and ejects him from a reputable standing amongst his fellows; and to bring about
this result, it will invent any necessary amount of falsehood. A pseudo conservatism
and irrational orthodoxy defame, because vulgar ears are open, and it is the worst they
can do.
As the author of the Memoir of Frances Wright observes, there are many who have
adopted her views to an extent which she would have considered ultra, yet have never
accorded the justice due to a wronged sister. And herein lies one of the grossest wrongs
of which the persecuting spirit is guilty. Whole masses will visit indignation upon an in-
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dividual who dares to stand alone for a truth, and brand him with ignominy and make him
a sdeial outcast; and yet when these same masses tardily come to see the truth which
their brother kenned at a glance, and had the hardihood to announce, they are loth to
make reparation for the injustice done him. He gave offence at the outset, in calling their
omniscience in question, and now, that they have changed, they do not forgive him, but af
fect to believe that in some way or other still, does he deserve the odium as of old. They
were popular when opposed to him, and they are popular now that they stand where he
did, and it is always respectable to be popular. The many are always right; and whoso
thinks otherwise, must be tabooed and the act remembered against him, as the brand
against the criminal. Some future generation, however, is apt to do its duty to the
wronged innovator, and give him the credit of dauntless manhood.
I quote from the Memoir of Frances VvTight:—•
“The subject of the following brief Memoir, was born in Dundee, Scotland, in 1797,
and died in Cincinnati, Ohio, 1853.
“In person she was tall and of firm muscle, rather slender; she was straight and walked
with a firm step. Her brown hair, which she always wore short, inclined to ringlets; her
head moderately large, and well balanced; her eye, aye that eye! the longer you looked,
the more it spoke. It is believed she was a far more interesting subject to the physiog
nomist than to the phrenologist.
“It is a very natural inquiry, what Was Frances Wright’s education? It is not known;
the probability, however, is that it was such as was best suited for a lady of fortune, who,
having everything at her command, would have nothing to do but figure in aristocratic cir
cles, to receive and return visits, etc., with whatever is valued in high life. There is no
evidence that she was a classical or mathematical scholar, or that she was familiar with
natural science. She spoke French fluently, and may have had some knowledge of
other modern languages. It is not known whether she could draw. She wrote verses
which would have been prose but for the gingle of the terminal words. For music she
had no taste, frequently retiring as soon as it began.
“She had neither time, taste, nor talent but for the one absorbing subject—the improve
ment of her fellow beings.
“Her father’s place of nativity was the same as hers. Both were the offspring of the
wealthy class. Shortly after the birth of Frances’ sister Camilla, both their parents died,
and their children were taken to England, to the home of their maternal grand parents.
Here they remained until Frances’ seventeenth and Camilla’s fifteenth year, when they •
returned to their native place.
“A pretty correct idea of the motive for such a movement may be formed from a letter
which Frances sent to the writer twenty-five years since, in which she said the oppression
of the masses by the aristocracy of wealth, grieved her, and the clumsy reasonings of the
ologians disgusted her. It may be inferred that she hoped for partial exemption from
both evils, when and where she would be from under the directing and restraining power
of those who had their settled orthodox opinions regarding the rights of the wealthy and
the paramount importance of the religion which they adhered to.
“In this retirement, for such it was to her, freed from the coercion and restraint of her
former dictators, she applied herself to study. Following the natural bent of her incli
nation, Man was the subject. The science of social life was her chosen, all-absorbing
theme. She saw there were many and great evils in the world, and she was fain to trace
their origin and ascertain their remedy. She applied herself intensely to the perusal and
study of accredited history, keeping in the meantime an ever watchful eye on the move
ments of the living world. In this, more than in any other period of her life, it is believed
she perceived the causes, uses, abuses—in brief, the general workings of the political or-
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ganizations. In those of the past and nearly all of the present, she discerned one ehment at least, incompatible with the general good; that notwithstanding they purported
to be a protection to the weakagainst the aggressions of the strong, in practice they served
to place and retain capital in the ascendant—to estimate products above the producer
—they accounted position more than manhood, and, hence, they favored a classification
which precluded social intercourse between the extremes, without regard to the relative
merits of the classes; and hence that they were used to sustain, perpetuate and increase
the existing inequalities which had disgusted her from very childhood. Of ancient gov
ernments, that of Sparta alone had her approval; and in the political desert of mod
ern times, she discovered but one oasis. It was the United States. Its citizens had
adopted the best of the Spartan principles of government, with such improvements as
centuries of experience had gradually suggested, preparatory to the creation of a civil su
perstructure resting on a Veritable republican basis. She found in the Declaration of
American Independence better principles than she had seen before. It claimed the man
hood of individuals irrespective of incidents, and the fraternity of ,the race, despite of art
ificial and anti-social arrangements. She was fascinated, and in her youthful enthusiasm
she resolved to witness the efiect which free institutions had on the character and conduct
of man.”
She made a visit to the United States; was enraptured with New England society, and
wrote a book entitled. “Views of America,” which her biographer says, was rather “A
panegyric by an infatuated girl in her teens.” She afterwards went to Trance and re
sided three years in the family of Lafayette. There she studied the philosophy of gov
ernment with the benefit of her host’s political experience, and projected a “History of
Three Revolutions,” being the one in America, and two in France, in all of which had
Lafayette acted a conspicuous part. But an act of her hero paralyzed her pen and she
dropt it.
She returned to the United States, landed in the South and discovered negro slavery.
She labored with the masters to show them that they were wrong, and drove them from
every position but that of the pecuniary advantages of slavery. Reasoning would not an
swer here; facts were not at command-, and so she conceived the design of demonstrating
by an experiment, that slaves might become free without loss to their owners.
“She purchased a large tract of wild lands in Western Tennessee and, thirty slaves
male and female, (with their own consent.) She drew up a constitution or system of
regulations. By the articles, every slave was charged with his price, in the bill of sale;
then with boarding and whatever articles of clothing he required, and credited with his
labor. Any over-work and extra care and management was carefully accredited; labor
rated at usual prices, and articles of eonsumption at cost. A portion of each day was ap
propriated to giving and receiving of instruction. When the credit balanced the debt ac
count in the ease of any slave, he was free.
“It was not to be anticipated that one born and bred in the lap of wealthy aristocracy,
who had probably never kneaded bread,churned butter, or perchance, put a stitch in a gar
ment, should, without the presence of necessity, voluntarily turn woodman; or that an
enlightened, refined female should forego the pleasures of intelligent intercourse, and con
fine herself to the society of uncultivated, undeveloped minds. But she did it, and might
have been seen with her swarthy companions, piling brush, rolling logs, etc., etc., from
early dawn to dusky eve. As a specimen of her application to business, she has left in
the morning twilight in search of their cows, and returned in the evening twilight, hav
ing traversed the forest a whole day without a mouthful of food. Several times she went
alone on horseback from Nashville, Term., to New Harmony, Ind., through a wilderness
country with several rivers of swimming depth. Once she fell in with two men who had
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black man in custody. After some altercation, she took the black mail behind her and
repaired to the office of a magistrate, to ascertain if he were legally held. The risks she
ran on these excursions were less than might be supposed, for she was a first rate swim
mer and equestrian.”
Her health gave away, and though not a communist, she went to Owen’s Community,
at New Harmony, Ind. The Nashoba experiment did not seem to be verv satisfactory;
but the slaves were manumitted by Frances and taken by herself to Hayti.
On the 4th of July, 1828, she delivered the oration at New Harmony. This seems to
have been her first public effort of the kind, and it succeeded so well that she soon ven
tured as a lecturer, to disseminate radicalism in all the principal cities of the Union. It
seems her lecturing produced much excitement, and, consequently did good, fi here were
those who appreciated and sought to sustain her in her perilous work; hut the many did
not, and they frequently threatened her with mohish violence. But she stood firm when
men quailed. She seems to have been a physical hero, as well as a moral one.
She wrote as well as lectured. “A Few Days in Athens,” now in book form, first ap
peared in numbers in the New Harmony Gazette. She also wrote two volumes of a
philosophical history of England. “As joint proprietor and editor ot the Free Inquirer,
she opened its columns without a condition but the use of decorous language.” But her
traducers did not see fit to meet her there; they could do their vile work better upon
ground that was not free.
“She bought a church in New York, and named it the “Hall of Science.” To that
place she invited those who were opposed, to come and attack her views, or defend their
own. It was a standing, pressing invitation, hut they came not.”
What is given in this little volume of Frances Wright’s labors, in behalf of reform, ia
so full of interest, that one wishes to know more of the details connected with her lec
turing tours and her management of the Free Inquirer.
Frances made one great mistake;—she threw herself in marriage bonds. Far better
had she taken Paul’s advice.
Her husband was a French physician, some 25 or 30 years older than herself. They
could not understand each other, and their only child was won to the father’s side. D’Arusmont financiered his wife’s estate into his own name, and otherwise managed as her mas
ter, to outrage her womanhood. Frances applied for a divorce, obtained it and sued for
Tier property, but no decision was made previous to her death. She willed it all to her
estranged daughter.
Such a will does not seem to be very creditable to Frances; perhaps she was no longer
herself. She had seemed to be in much concern lest her daughter’s education should be
perverted through the debasing influences of fashion, aristocracy and wealth; but certainly
the legacy of $150,000 would not be likely to undo the mischief which the folly of the
father, a “mad and bad man,” had done the daughter. One might suppose it might have
been quite as favorable to the issue of the case in Court, for her to have devised her prop
erty, or at least a part, to some institution, for the eradication of wrong, or for the allevi
ation of human suffering. But although in better days, Frances declared that she had
staked her fortune, her reputation and her life on the cause of human improvement, yet
she seems never to have done much after she had married. There may have been two
causes fortBis:—
1. The prevailing opposition, coarse slander and rowdy violence with which those re
ceived her whom she most wished in her soul to benefit, may have ultimately discouraged
and disgusted her. If it did, she is not the first one, by any means, who has fallen in
this way.
2. But what is more likely, is that the marriage hell into which she had unwittingly
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thrust herself, had seared her affections and blasted her womanhood. If this was the
cause of her final apathy and inaction, she is not the first that has fallen so sadly. Many
even of the sterner sex have been thus sacrificed to the demon of domestic conventialism.
Frances Wright did not accept the popular theology, but she seems to have been deep
ly religious, and far more wisely so than her defamers. Without faith in dogmas, her re
ligion was one of action, according to inherent right. She believed in the “Higher Law.”
She was an earnest friend of freedom, and hesitated not to assail the tyrannies of
wealth and aristocracy; of legislative enactment and social conventionalism. She plead
the cause of the feeble and down-trodden, of the laborer, of woman, of humanity; and
the Race will yet accord that honor which is justly hers.
Frances Wright seemed to think with precision and to express her ideas with clearness
and force. Few women, certainly, have thought so profoundly and written with such
vigor. We could give illustrative extracts from the “Memoir” before us, but have not
room, and shall have to refer the reader to the volume itself. It should be read by every
liberal and thinking daughter of America.

REFORM

EFFORT.

BY L. H. B.

The long Winter evenings are near. They remind us of past social and intellectual
enjoyments, which add sp much to the beauty and pleasantness of life. We must have
something to while away the long, dreary hours, to interest, gratify and improve. The
busy season of care leaves hardly a moment for these.
Some of the best means of diversion and improvement, are lectures and social gather
ings. Although in the country we cannot always enjoy the privilege of frequenting the
lecture room, yet, in good neighborhoods, persons of intelligence may congregate for mu
tual benefit; hold meetings once or twice a week, in a central and accessible place, in
which important questions should be introduced, an occasional essay read, or anything else
that might he desirable. At such meetings, the various reforms of the day might be con
sidered in relation to their bearings on human welfare, which would serve as a means of
cultivating the oratorical powers of those who engaged in the exercises, by acquiring the
faculty of expressing their ideas with readiness and precision. As every faculty of the
human mind is susceptible of a high degree of development and is necessary in the har
monious individual, so the power of communicating our best thoughts to others in an ef
fective and agreeable manner, is also an indispensable acquisition; and though all cannot
become eloquent speakers, all may acquire the faculty in a higher degree than they now
possess it. So long as men’s energies are bent to sordid gain, and individuals are subjected
to the disadvantages of isolation under existing social institutions, they will not ennoble
their lives by cultivating their Grod-like powers.
Much good can be done through lectures. Many who have no disposition or time to
read many books, would attend a lecture. The magnetism of a powerful speaker oper
ates effectually on the masses, and its swaying power is often manifest. Those who pos
sess the faculty of drawing other minds in sympathy with their own, are capable of ac
complishing great good or evil. It is through this means, to a great extent, that the va rious reforms have been propagated. Reformers, coming in direct contact with the people,
have elicited the sympathies of those who were sufficiently advanced to appreciate and com
prehend the principles which they promulgated. Think of the rapid sti’ides with which
modern Spiritualism is advancing, and the number of lecturers in the field! This is to
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tell on the destiny of the Race.
Social meetings of an elevated character, exert a salutary influence on all. d hey cul
tivate the mind and refine the feelings; draw out spontaneity of soul; awaken fraternal
sympathies, and harmonize the discordant social elements. I'Ve really have-little of true
sociability; that which goes by the name is usually made up of mere externals. Men
and women (ladies and gentlemen!) meet at social gatherings, in which the vanity and fool
ery of fashion generally preclude everything of a high-toned, intellectual charactei, and
in which light and trifling conversation constitute the sole feature. Against such, let all
sensible people protest; dispense with useless formalities, and institute a new order in
which instrinsic merit shall have its award; and when people come together, let it be to
accomplish some useful purpose.
Progressive minds will avail themselves of the means within their reach to increase
light. The earnest, whole-souled reformers of the age, will not allow precious moments
to flee, without some tokens of good as the result of their efforts. They will arouse the
stupid; put the fogy in doubt; enlighten the ignorant, and spread the blessings of knowl
edge and love everywhere, by disseminating the great and glorious truths which shall re
deem the Race.
The times indicate a general desire to investigate. The increasing light is creating a
demand for more. The coming season will afford excellent opportunities for scattering
broadcast the seed that will germinate and choke out the encumbering weeds. Our des
olated fields present a mournful aspect. Their natural beauties are all marred. Igno
rance and intolerance have told a sad tale in the history of man. Let the right, and
good, and true be vindicated, and the accumulated rubbish of ages swept away.

THOUGHTS.

BY

W. D.

Thoughts, gentle thoughts are springing like the flow’rs in smiling May;
Bright earth-stars, fair and golden, with a blessing in each ray;
They gladden childhood, in its dance along life’s verdant lanes,
And soothe the years of manhood, in its time of toil and pains;
No desert soul so barren, but they beautify the spot;
And where they fail to germinate, there God himself is not.
Thoughts, dreadful thoughts, at midnight, when the soul is all a wreck,
Their hurried footsteps pacing up and down the sounding- deck,
And dark misdeeds wdthin the hold, weigh down the ship like lead,
The creaking timbers groaning like the ghosts of troubled dead;
While gaping wraters round it for possession seem to fight.
From thoughts like these, God save us, in the lonely hour of night.
Thoughts, holy thoughts, like stars arise, when night enwrap the soul,
Or beacon lights above the sea, when waves of sorrow roll.
They close the door on vanity; they shut out lust and pride,
Like fairest angels, wandering forever at our side;
To every soul of earth they give a seraph’s shining wings,
And far above the gates of morn, she soars aloft and sings.
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Thoughts come like blazing comets, ’ thwart the gloomy ev’ning sky,
And wonder-stricken millions look with terror upon high;
They dread lest ev’ry fabric on this God-made earth should fall,
Lest comet so portentous should destroy and ruin all
But thoughts, too, have their orbit, all eccentric though they look,
No waver in their burning track, unwritten in the book.
Thoughts come like Spanish galleons, with treasures o’er the sea,
With richest jewels freighted, as a present for the free;
Each soul is on the tip-toe, when their gallants touch the sky.
Our hearts with high hopes laden, as those vessels drawing nigh;
Each noble ship be favored, then, its destined port to win,
And Heaven’s breath safe waft them with their precious cargoes in.
Thoughts come like avalanches from the lofty mountain brow;
The cedars firm and mighty, with their sturdy branches bow;
The rocky, moss-grown castles fall,—no turret left unthrown;
While loud above the thundering, comes superstition’s groan;
All hoary-headed wrongs are swept like leathers on the blast,
Into oblivion’s deepest gulf, where sleeps the worn out past.
Thoughts come like shocks electric from the battery of Truth,
To strengthen manhood’s nerves of steel and fire the pulse of youth;.
They wake to action virtues that have long been left to sleep;
They stir the soul’s calm fountain to its very lowest deep;
They blast each growing error with their fiery lightning stroke,
And leave its striken carcass like a rifted mountain oak.
Thoughts yoke themselves like fiery steeds, and drag the world along:
Woe to the stumbling blocks that would its onward march prolong!
Yain; tyrants, despots, slaveocrats, its course ye cannot stay;
Resistless as the Universe, it moves upon its way.
Dash on, brave thoughts, in storm or shine, in day or darkest night!
The goal we’re destined yet to reach, is love, and truth, and right

SABBATH.

Know the birds aught of a favored day? Reveal the twinkling stars its coming? Is
there a day in which the rills cease to leap, the sap to mount the forest trees, the grass to
grow, the flowers to blow? Morn wakes the world to labor every day; evening ushers
in the only Sabbath Nature knows, the breaking of which invariably brings its own pun
ishment.
Night gently draws the curtain o’er the waking world. “The daisies shut up their
sleepy red eyes, and the bees and the birds go to rest.” Sleep weighs the eyelids down
like lead, and with a voice we all can hear, a touch we all can feel, proclaims this is my
Sabbath holy. The man or woman who breaks this Sabbath is a sinner—a violator of
God’s own ordinance; but he who works upon a Sunday in plowing, sowing, reaping,
mowing, chopping, or any other noble labor, is a benefactor to his race. Resting when
Nature calls for rest, and working when she calls for labor, he lives the true life, nor
dreams of devoting one-seventh of his time to idleness because a prophet or a priest hath,
told him so. The Sunday comes to him as come all other days. Morn lifts the curtain?
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night let down, and softly wakes the true roan from his dreams. A myriad voices call to
labor; it were a sin—a violence to himself, to disobey the call. His fruit trees grow; they
need his trimming hand; the ripened be nips hang; they must needs be gathered; his corn
is pushing through the ground its way; the vCmeds around, require his hoe. Thus Nature
says to all: Each day shalt thou labor and do all that thou hast to do, and in the evening
shalt thou rest.
Is the seventh day rest then of ho value? It may be to the slave, self made or other
wise; if men overwork during the week, it may be an advantage for them to make Sunday
a-rest day; just as sleeping in the day time may be useful to those who are prevented from
sleeping in the night. For him who lives a true life every day, no Sunday Sabbath is
needed.
How are God’s commands set aside for the foolish teachings of men! Many persons
work during the greater part of Saturday night, setting God’s Sabbath at defiance that
they may keep man’s Sunday Sabbath.
Sunday is the priest’s market day, in which he deals out his orthodox wares to the un
thinking multitude, and tells his false and foolish stories, making God a monster, man a
born fiend, and earth the lobby of a bottomless pit—the prison-house of the race, whoso
Jailor is the Father of us all! Sabbath-breaking with him is a deadly sin; and the winds,
the waves and thuderbolts of heaven are chartered by his jealous God, to have it in their
holy keeping.
Fables absurd, ye’re doomed to die;
The tomb gapes for each priestly lie.

LEAF FROM AN UNPUBLISHED DICTIONARY.
BY W. D.

GOD, the all-powerful friend of orthodoxy.
GOD’S HOUSE, the place where orthodox people meet to worship.
'GOD’S PEOPLE, the orthodox persons who meet in God’s house.
GOD’S MINISTERS, the preachers who sell dishes of orthodox talk in God’s house.
GOD’S CAUSE, the support of orthodox talk-sellers.
GOD’S WORD, the book from which orthodox ministers take receipts for making ortho
dox dishes.
GOD’S LOVE, the favorite regard with which God looks on the orthodox, blessing these
precious few infinitely beyond their deserts, and cursing all others eternally.
HEAVEN, the good place where orthodox people go, who have attended God’s house,
been fed by his ministers, read his word and supported his cause.
HELL, the bad place where all other people go to.
RELIGION, something mysterious that orthodox people receive from above, that can be
got to-day, lost to-morrow, and found again: a ticket of admission to Heaven, with
out which no one can see God.
FAITH, an undeterminable something that those understand least who talk most about;
that which brings Heaven down; rolling of the soul on the atonement; a believing
that your sins are forgiven before they are forgiven, in order to get them forgiven.
DEVIL, a phantom raised by priestly conjurations, which knowedge will, before long, lay
forever; the jailor of hell who provides a cell for all, whom want of orthodoxy shuts
out of Heaven; a horned, long-tailed, hoofed monster, armed with a three-pronged
fork, whose mouth belches forth sulphurous flames, and out of whose eyes dart light
ning. His portrait used to be drawn each Sunday by orthodox priests, but of late
this has been sadly neglected, and it seems probable that this monster’s death is not
far distant.
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VKGET AEIANISM.

BY L. H. B.

The relation of the Dietetic Question to other reforms is too important to be overlooked
by any consistent philosopher. Those who affect to behove that the character of the
food taken into the stomach for the sustenance and renovation of the human system, is a
matter of little moment, manifest a disposition not altogether creditable to a progressive
mind. The effect of the quality and quantity of our food on health is demonstrated nearly
every day of our lives. When more is taken than the stomach can manage, the symptons of indigestion soon appear. So also is the effect of quality observable in the develop
ment of the human system. That diet is always best which gives good, firm muscles
in connection with the observance of the law of exercise. What that diet is, each indiual must be his own judge. That knoweledge which is derived from experience is most
reliable, when under the direction of knowledge. But owing to general ignorance of phys
iological law, few persons can make their experience a fair test in dietetics, because it is
impossible to avoid all the pernicious habits in which we have been bred and to which
nearly all persons we associate with, are addicted.
I would observe that one great need of the Race is spiritual development, as a prerequi
site to an improved social condition; vegetarianism is known to be favorable to this
design; nor need the spiritual growth be effected to the diminution of bodily health and
vigor, as some are wont to believe. I shall only add the following reasons among others
that might he given, in support of vegetarianism. I shall consider this subject more in de
tail at some future time.
1. The vegetable kingdom contains all the elements of man’s food, and, therefore, it
may be derived directly therefrom.
2. Man’s constitution is adapted to cultivating the earth, and subsisting on its fruits.
3. The higher wants of his being require that his physical labor should he limited, to
give time to attend to the development of his whole being.
4. The expense of attaining animal food must exclude it in an economical point of view.
5. Flesh-eating is repugnant to the higher faculties, and, consequently, will never ob
tain in a true society.
5. The destruction of animal life, for food, except under extreme necessity, is a barba
rous custom, characteristic of the savage state, which renders the human soul callous,
and holds life in low estimate.
6. The true life can have nothing which does not harmonize with man’s higher nature,
and all its offices will contribute to the growth of the harmonious individual; that what
ever relation we may now be placed in, which does not contribute to that end, is an evi
dence of a rudimental state of existence. (I use the term “harmony” in its usual lim
ited sense.)
7. The manifest tendencies of the Race are toward the higher planes of intellectual
and spiritual existence, and whatever hinder their growth in this direction will be set
aside; therefore, vegetarianism must ultimately become universal.
8. The objection urged against the views set forth, on the ground of exclusiveness, is
impertinent to the subject. The healthy growth of the individual and of society will
modify the physical conditions of life, and harmonize them with the spiritual element.—•
The simple fact that antagonisms would still exist in man’s nature, indicate the necessity
of eternal progresssion.
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QUEESTION.

Note. More than a year since, the following chapters were prepared for the “Type of the Times/*
and a few of them sent, hut rejected as unsuitable for its columns. They do not claim to be a reg
ular essay. Much that is well known or to be found in published works, is intentionally omitted,
even to the detriment of system, completeness and the general effect of the series. Any chapter
will read out of us connection. As our pages are open to all sides upon this and every other ques
tion,no reasonable individual will object to the Social Revolutionist or. account of any candid views
therein presented, since under such circumstances, the only cause for alarm would be the fact of free
discussion. I am impelled to the advocacy of doctrines which some of my good friends may think
offensive and mischievous, and I regret to give them pain, but when I have a thought which seems
to mo important, it is by a necessity of my nature that I utter it. But why not all feel safe with one
of old, ^ the reflection, that if this counsel be of men, it will fail: if of God, it will stand. Neither
individual nor group is in league with me, in the publication of what follows. I alone am responsi
ble for what I say, and I hold myself in entire readiness to meet the consequences.
John Patterson.
INTRODUCTORY.

These are times that deem nothing too sacred for investigation. Men are desecrating
the old shrines, triumphing over broken idols, and fairly notifying the gods that their espe
cial and exclusive supervision is no longer needed. Sacrilegious man! But the mys
tery and authority of superstiton are passing away, the scepter is given to intellect, and
the true philosopher is becoming the priest.
The marriage institution is one of these old sacred things;—it is labeled for the strict
est scrutiny, and the work of taking it to pieces is fairly begun. This century must in
vestigate it. The question in itself, is one of vital importance. It comes home to the
beans of men and women. It affects the center of life itself; and so deeply involved are
the conditions of happiness that none of us can be indifferent.
Less than a year ago 1 read Nichol’s Anthropology. Thought it contained errors, and
think so still; but no reading ever set my brain to work like that. The hook is daring,
original, eminently suggestive, and I could not but think; and the more I thought, the
more I yielded to the author’s views; and where the book stopped, I set up for myself—
dhe views meantime suggested, I was anxious to write out before Nichol’s work on mar
riage should appear, for 1 felt in every nerve that Nichols could not but say all I had
thought. But other business more urgent and practical, prevented the making of the
record, and now I have read the book. Some things which I expected to find there, ap
pealed not, others which I did not look for, are there. The book is less philosophical in
its matter, and more racy and popular in its manner, than I had anticipated.
At any given time, the state of one’s opinions is influenced by all that he has read,
heard, observed, felt, thought. In writing now, I shall be true to myself, investigate as
fulty and fairly as I can, and adopt such conclusions as seem to me just.
The relation of the sexes is as legitimate a subject of inquiry as any other. The moroid condition of some minds which eschews it, I have some charity for, but no sympathy
with. I shall write, therefore, as seems me best, presuming that all my readers are “pure
minded.”

^ A x itiable Sight. A portly biped, six feet tall or nearly, with progressive ideas in
his head and reformatory wishes in his soul, but too cowardly to utter them. Angels and
good men weep to see it, but devils laugh!
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AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

BY ANNE DENTON CRIDGE.

I was cradled in orthodoxy,—trained up in what is termed the “nurture and admoni
tion of the Lord,” or “the way we should go,” yet the result, “when ne is old he will
not depart from it,” has not followed. On the contrary, my former associates would say
that I am wandering in the mists of scepticism. lean look back, however, to my child
hood, and see the religious impressions and godly training then received. I can trace them
to their results, and perceive their crushing, blighting effects upon tne soul.
A change
has come over the spirit of my dream,” and now I feel that I have found a living faith in
exchange for a shadow. The world is full of what are termed “religious experiences,”
“memoirs,” “happy deaths,” etc. Something which passes beyond the ecstacies of super
stition and is more rational, seems to be needed; hence, 1 give to the reader of the Social
Revolutionist a true narrative.
CHAPTER I.
Early

History.

How Orthodoxy turned Heaven into Hell;—Solomon vs. Experience and Reason;—Schools vs Healthf
Cured of Suicide Homeopathetically.

Darlington, England, was my birth-place; and there were the scenes of my childhood.
My parents were Methodists, and their children received all the advantages of an orthdox
education. My mother, however, was never converted—never realized that her sms were
forgiven. She met in class as an “earnest seeker,” but she had too much good, strong
sense to be duped by her imagination. She could not work herself up to that grand
point,—conversion; her nature was not excitable; she was a calm, earnest thinker, with
forehead broad and high; her mind had a decided tendency to reason upon, and investi
gate all subjects; but she had been surrounded by Methodistical influences from birth;
had never been out of the pale of the church; hence her growth beyond it, was exceed
ingly slow.
_
Father!—yes, I must speak of him. He was a whole-souled Methodist; had felt his
sins forgiven” and “went on his way rejoicing”—rejoicing ever. He never seemed to have
so many doubts and fears as most professors of Christianity have. In temperament, he
was almost purely nervous, features small, eyes blue and very bright, forehead promi^Such were my parents, and oh how I loved them!

To my childish fancy, mother was

beautiful—nicer than any of the mothers of my playmates.

Father’s eyes, too, I con

ceived to be the most brilliant and 1'oving.
Wealth and luxury were not ours, hut comfort and peace smiled upon us. Here were
all the elements for a happy home. Father and mother well organized, loving eacn other
and their children fondly. There was a canker worm, however, secreted in the shape of
orthodoxy.
_
Recollection carries me to my home, which was pleasantly situated, commanding a dis
tant view of the country. My brother Willy and sister Lizzy are there; again, we wan
der by the stream; again sail our paper boats. In fancy, I live over the past.
Memory commences with the little prayer my mother taught me. Quickly I learned
it; but I bad no idea whatever of its import. Free from anxiety or fear, I was merry,
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actiye child. With my brother I rambled o’er the fields, gathering brambles, berries and
flaw ers, or seeking birds’ nests, perfectly satisfied to look at, without robbing them.
How I loved to see brother and his playmates at their games! have stood for hours,
without any other female child near me. I thought boys’ games so much better than
ours, and even at that early age, I wished 1 was a boy. There was a freedom and bold
ness in all that they did which I admired. Did I inquire why we could not have play
things like boys? the very philosophical?) answer was given: “because you are girls.”
When a very little child, I was sent to_school. Our school mistress sat in an arm-chair,
and kept at her side a long stick with which she rapt our fingers, if we did not attend to
our work. We read four times a day:—the remainder of the time we worked like little
machines.
Sometimes my work lay on my lap, for back and chest cried out for rest—rap would
come the long stick, rattling over my fingers to spur me on again. Or if very idle, (na
ture would break out,) we knew the truant’s clog would be our portion, or the dunce’s
cap our head-dress.
Oh, that stern school mistress! How I did sigh for liberty! It came. Listen to these
words: “Poor child! how pale she looks! Jane, do not send her to school, for a while,
but let her run wild”—my father’s words. Had it not been for his common sense in this
respect, I should have been a poor specimen of humanity. “Run wild!” yes, I did run
wild! How I bless him for those words!
“She will be a dunce, if allowed to run like this; she is quite well now; look at her
ruddy face; she must be sent to school,” mother would say. Accordingly I was sent; but
the sickly face and dull eyes came again, and then father pleaded for me to “run wild.”
Thus my young school days passed.
Molly P-------- , our next door neighbor, was a good natured old soul. She would sit
Winter evenings and tell us ghost stories and tales of horror. One oft-repeated story was,
that hell was under our house; that there was an old woman, in a red cloak, sitting in an
arm-chair, who has been burning in hell from eternity. Though we craved such stuff,
yet we trembled exceedingly, and the only reward for her mistaken kindness was, that
she had to see us home.
What questions this induced me to ask father about hell, devils, etc. Ever ready to
answer, he would tell me the old story about the devil being turned out of heaven, all of
which seemed very strange and mysterious, and it filled me with terror. Darkness
brought ghosts and hobgoblins. ' In my dreams, I saw the old fiend with his grizzly head,
huge horns, curly tail and cloven feet, with hundreds of imps dancing round him in a
circle. In terror I awoke, but so greatly was my imagination excited still, that I saw
them at my bedside, or little ones dancing on the table. With the daylight vanished
these phantoms, and I was the gayest of the gay.
Every night the “good old book” was brought out, a chapter read and prayer offered by
my father. While he was at prayer, I would think over all he had told me about people
burning forever in fire and brimstone; then again, about heaven, where the people are
singing and praying forever, repeating to myself, “forever! forever!! never an end!!!”—my
youthful mind stretching farther and farther with the word “forever.” In agony I often
wished I could be annihilated. Hell I dreaded; heaven I felt I should tire of; I knew how
weary I felt every Sunday while the long sermons were being preached. The idea of a
sermon or a prayer without an end was intolerable. What if there were eternal singing?
Who could endure it? Never to romp, play, or laugh! How dull! how uninviting! But
even such a heaven was better than hell. So I felt when a little child, and so big chil
dren feel. Believing they must go either to one place or the other, they content them
selves by thinking—better go to heaven than to hell.
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Father’s business took him very much from home. How we used to watch for hiscoming! How anxiously inquire how many times we must sleep before his return! His
return filled the house with glee. Father is come! greeted him on all sides. How lov
ingly he would fondle and kiss us! How sweetly smile as he took from his pocket the
expected good things, which he never forgot to bring us! Yes, I loved my father, and
dearly did he love his “little questioner,” as he used to call me. So happily, too, he used
to simplify his subjects to suit my capacity. He never became impatient or tired; he would
listen to my objections, and try to remove them so lovingly. Then I loved my father—
almost idolized him; but a change came over the scene.
Doubts of his love arose in my mind. There was a cause for this. What was it?—■
Sanctioned by the authority of Solomon, the whip, the rod and the strap made their ap
pearance.
Having a very severe headache one Sunday afternoon, father said I had better go to
Sunday School. Willy started without me; I felt lonely, soon fancied myself better,
and started. Had gone but half the distance, when I felt a jieavy hand on my shoulder,
and in an instant was turned round. I looked up—it was father; not a word was spo
ken; he looked calm and stern. I felt I had done wrong; knew father was grieved; so
my feelings were anything but pleasant.
Then came the first flogging. On a Sunday, too! Shall I ever forget that first whip
ping? Never! Young as I was, recollection yet recalls every incident in connection
with it. I see father with his birch rod; I hear his words:—“Anne, I must whip thee for
this. Thee has disobeyed thy parents, and in so doing, sinned against God. God only
loves good children—obedient children. I don’t like to whip thee, hut it is my duty.—■
God tells us if we ‘spare the rod, we spoil the child.’ I want thee to he good, therefore,
I use the rod.”
How my heart ached! “How can father love me? He does not,” I said to myself.—
I felt humbled, degraded; was afraid to look in father’s face. ’Twas long before I re
gained my former confidence, if ever. I don’t know why father did not thus punish us
when we were younger; perhaps he thought we could not understand or appreciate it fully.
Now we were governed by fear entirely;—we must not do this, that, or the other, or we'
must be chastised.
Though mother could not play the tyrant, she seemed to think it quite right for father
to do so. All our misdemeanors were remembered, told to father on his return from
journeys, and the requisite chastisements inflicted.
I will relate one instance that left a deep scar on my spirit as well as upon my body.—I took some black silk and muslin from a trunk belonging to mother, to make doll clothes.I was discovered and reported to father. When I was in bed and asleep, they came to
my room; mother held the candle while father took me out of bed. I awoke to see and
feel the cruel lash of the leather taws on my naked back. Oh! slavery reigns even around
our own hearths.
At first I felt crushed; thought father cruel, but that I really was a wicked child, and
would never go to heaven, but must burn forever in hell. It seemed to change my whole
nature; before, I was a merry child; life was one joyous round; now I was thoughtful
and unhappy. Oh, to die! Often, yes, often I thought of leaving this comfortless life,
and wished I could get a rope over a beam in the stable. But then hell would be my
portion, I thought, and so I was content to live on.
Hell was of some use for once, on the Homeopathic principle of “similia similibus curantur.” Orthodoxy thus partially cured a disease of its own making. Too frequently,,
however, the remedy proves impotent, when the disease has taken deep root; and suicideor the lunatic asylum becomes the doom of the unfortunate believer in endless misery.
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1 am now surprised that I did not become a poor nervous shadow of a woman. Na
ture, however, has her remedies always at hand, and she does the best she can. She
could not remove the destructive influences by which I was surrounded, therefore, she
partly paralyzed them, and prevented me from becoming a broken-spirited, useless being,
by energetically arousing the organs of combativeness and destructiveness in self defense
against the monstrous outrages to which I was subjected by my father.
He whom I loved: yes, my own father—he who had been the idol of my soul, I now
almost (shall I write the word? yes,) hated. I became impertinent and daring. Though
compelled to promise that I would not do a certain deed again, each time I was flogged,
yet I would not yield until pain compelled me to. When alone, I repeated to myself, in
a low voice, all the oaths Icould think of, though I never used profane language, or thought
of it at any other time. (My brother says he did the same.) “I will do it again the first
chance,” I would say; “I never will be conquered.” Faithfully I kept my promise, and
as faithfully father gave me My reward. On such an occasion after father had given his
old authority, “spare the rod and spoil the child,” I answered: “Yes, and the bible says
something else.” “Well, what is it?” asked father. “Parents, provoke not your chil
dren to wrath;—now, that is just what you are doing with me.” He smiled, said noth
ing, but that time I escaped.
What did our house become? To me, the house of mourning. Mother has often told
me, that before the rod was introduced, she and father lived in love and peace; never had
any hard feelings toward each other, but that afterward the spirit of discord came.
My slavery waxed greater as I increased in years; my lips could not be sealed. I pro
tested earnestly against the treatment I received; consequently, I was flogged for my
saucy tongue—flogged for what flogging had caused.
Had it not been for father’s religious opinions and the notions of duty which grew out
of them, his conduct in this respect, would have been very different. He was naturally
kind and affectionate, and his love for his children strong and deep.
Thus worked the Solomonian rule in our family—“spare the rod and spoil the child.”
Yet this doctrine is recognized by our orthodox friends, as well as by a host of bishops,
ministers and orthodox members generally, as the Word of God!

INQUIRIES

MADE.

As to the matter of inquiry, we shall set the example.
1. The writer has heard hundreds of sermons and exhortations, but never yet knew
the following passage to be taken as a text, or illustrated in any way. Acts iv: 31—35.
“And when they had prayed, the place was shaken where they were assembled to
gether; and they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and they spake the word of God
with boldness. And the multitude of them that believed were of one heart and of one
soul; neither said any of them that aught of the things which he possessed was his own;
but they had all things common. And with great power gave the apostjes witness of the
resurrection of the Lord Jesus: and great grace was upon them all. Neither was there
any among them that lacked; for as many as were possessors of lands or houses, sold
them and brought the price of the things that were sold, and laid them down at the apos
tles’ feet: and distribution was made to every man according as he had need.”
Can any one of our preachers or their followers tell us why a record, seemingly so im
portant, is so generally overlooked?
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2. Was not this proceeding on the part of the apostles, rather revolutionary?
3. Ihere is a group oi reformers who were known for a while by those amongst whom
they lived, as “infidels;” and as a matter of course, they were considerably maligned;__
but it was not till they resolved themselves into a “community” that popular censure and
social excommunication were fuily visited upon them. Rejecting the plenary inspiration
of the Bible and holding the government of the Universe to be by general law, were bad;
but renouncing the selfish, exclusive use and control of property, to adopt the brother
hood of interests, was a great deal worse. Now, can any member of the church, pro
fessing, as he does, to accept the apostles as his teachers and examplars, tell us wherein
consists the heinous offense of brethren uniting their property and making common work
of the struggle for life, as this group has done, and for which it is persecuted?
4. The group in question departs from the discordant isolation of modern Christianism
without going so far as to the ultra communism of these early Christians, and yet the sin
in this respect, of said group, is reckoned to be great and much deplored by their sectarian
friends. Now, can any one tell how great the offense against Grod and man would have
been, if the group had adopted the community in all things, as here recorded in the Acts
of the Apostles, to have been done by Peter and his brethren?
We shall be at some pains to bring these queries before such as ought to answer them,
and we hope they will do so for our benefit and that of our readers. As the querist now
looks at these things, his answer would be a very brief one; and he may yet give it, but
wishes first to hear from some one or more of that class, whose seemingly unacountable
ostracism of the social group, has been the occasion of presenting these difficulties.
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FROM.”

Queries upon any subject, if accompanied by the evidence of having proceeded from a
candid and thinking mind, will be carefully considered by some one connected with the
Revolutionist. Earnest seekers for the right, may assist each other, and should do so.__
Those who assume to know all truth now, are just right themselves, always have been,
and always intend to be; those who can set aside the claims of a revolutionary truth and
settle the matter with their own consciences by a superb sneer;—why, such can hardly
learn any more of God’s Universe and its government. Few of those will readout jour
nal. They sometimes hear; and one observes:—
“You want us to reform, do you?”
“Yes.”
“Well, what do you want us to reform from?”
“I admit, my friend, that the idea of searching after the right way, doing as well as we
know, and better as we grow wiser, does imply that there are some things for us to learn
and some to “reform from.”
“Well, what are they? that’s what I would like to know.”
“You acknowledge, don’t you, that there is much misery in the world? In no individ
ual is happiness unalloyed. Now, we hold that if all knew the right and did it, the
great cause of human suffering would be removed. It is in ignorance of the truth that
wrong is lived and pain suffered.
The land speculator cheats the people out of a foothold upon God’s earth; deprives
them of their independent homes; makes the many dependent upon one, and lays the
basis for misery in splendor, and misery in rags.—The inebriate makes a beast of himself
and turns his household into a den of squalid wretchedness.—The slaveholder retains the
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human chattel in degradation, and in the act, debases himself and family.-*-And then there
■are slave wives and slave husbands, and the relationship is a mutual wrong to each other
and to their offspring. Negro slavery and marriage slavery are held by their abettors to
be very sacred institutions; and they are thus held in consequence of a lurking conscious
ness that the institutions are falses and will not bear the test of scrutiny, and hence it is
made a great crime to call their sacredness in question. Impelled by the instinct of selfpreservation, therefore would they blast the liberty of speech, which, in one case, they
punish with imprisonment or death, and in the ether with social ostracism. We have
hireling slaves—bondmen, by the necessity of social wrong, and whatever their seeming
freedom, they are too generally crushed to earth and have not the power to rise. We
have a system of organized isolation and antagonism of human interests, supported by
law and public opinion. In commercial and industrial pursuits, one class is preying upon
another—each is seeking to overreach his neighbor, and there is much of a general Ishmaelism, in which the hand of every man is against his fellow. We are not brethren as
we should be; seldom so, but at our social and religious meetings. We are not one as the
early brethren were, with a community of effort, for the means of life and full fraternity
in the enjoyment of all things. We unite too little in well directed effort for general
good. The Kace is one, and it is impossible for one individual to advance greatly beyond
his fellows. There is a necessary fraternity in the penalties of wrong doing as well as in
the rewards of well doing. In the matters of health, one may suffer for the sin of anoth
er. Sluggish streams, stagnant marshes and undrained soils, generate infectious poisons,
the cause of which there is not individual intelligence and cooperative effort sufficient to
remove. Filth accumulates in cities, the debauchee contracts disease in the midnight rev
el; and thus originate contagion and death for many. In the everyday habits of life-—in
eating, drinking, sleeping, dressing, airing and working, we violate the laws of health
and get sick. We think that we have made God angry with us, and in a sense we have,
—pity we don’t knowhow and why.—We entertain dreadful notions, too, of the Ruler of
the Universe, and we ought to get rid of them as speedily as possible, for they make us un
happy. A Deity that would bring men into existence, foreseeing that the Race would in
cur the penalty of death, and all but a few, suffer eternal agony in the flames of hell, is
a monster of cruelty, which nobody ought to believe in, and the day is coming when no
body will.”
The querist heard but understood not, and went off muttering: “Licentious infidel,
you will have your part in the lake that burneth with fire and brimstone!”
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Ceresco, Wis., Oct. 3,1855.
Ffiend Patterson:—I venture thus familiarly to address you, because, judging from

a letter received by my friend, Mr. Cook, and a prospectus therein,—I believe you to be
a practical reformer, on the most liberal basis, and, consequently, a friend to humanity.__
I have long desired to see such a journal established, as the one described by you, by and
through which mind may interchange its deepest thoughts with kindred minds, without
having first to ask, will the editor dare to insert it for fear of a loss of patronage?
It is most unfortunate that the leading minds of society should be dependent on their
Writings or teachings for a living. Newly discovered truths pertaining to human progres
sion and development are ever deemed unpopular, and the discoverer, if not self reliant,
has to “hide his light under a bushel,” or starve.
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And now, notwithstanding you have “answered acres of letters,” I must ask you to an
swer one more: but first, that my questions may he distinctly understood, I will endeavor
to define my position. I have no hope of any permanent and soul-satisfying success for
any social experiment that is not founded on the broad basis of religious, political, social
and affectional freedom, the last not least but greatest, and the true basis of all other
kinds of freedom; for if we are not owners of ourselves, but are claimed by another with
the customs and usages of society, and the law and its myrmidons to enforce the claim,
* v/hat freedom have we? The legalized marriage institution is directly antagonistic to
individual freedom, and those who submit to its yoke, can, at best, but be free in pairs.
This basis is so repulsive to the strongest prejudices and deepest feelings of the masses,
that I have little hopes of success for any social experiment which maybe attempted in
the midst of, or near so-called civilization; for if we suppose that the adults connected
with such an experiment, are able to bear the persecution,-—legal, mob and scandalous—
which would be heaped upon them, and still live in freedom (which is to suppose more
than I have yet seen realized, or soon hope to,) still the children—the rising generation—
(on whom, as a Socialist, I base my strongest hopes for the practical regeneration of hu
manity,) cannot bear it, and if our hopes of salvation for future generations are based on
our ability to surround our children with more truthful and virtuous influences; how will
those hopes be blighted, when we find that in consequence of their necessary and una
voidable mingling with the discordant elements around them, they are made, by the oper
ation of the most potent tyrant, public opinion, to be ashamed of us? Their affections
are alienated from us, and we find that our greatest enemies are those of our own house
hold. Such, philosophically (and practically as far, at least, as my experience has proved)
is the necessary result of attempting association on a liberal basis, in the midst of civili
zation, and ever will be until we can, at lea^t, and from the commencement, successfully
compete with our surroundings, in the attractiveness as well as the intrinsic value of our
educational and social arrangements, and, in fact, in every department of life. This can
not be done without a large capital, and the rich man cannot “enter the kingdom of heav
en,” for the very powers and faculties of mind which enabled him to become rich, effectu
ally control the desire or willingness to make such use of riches. Better, then, to go out
side of civilization, and out of the influence of such antagonistic surroundings, and, com
mencing on a true basis, teach our children the inestimable value of freedom—the daugh
ter of philosophy and mother of purity.
Thos. P. Wright.
Bemarks.—There are points in this letter, and it is such as we like to publish. It is
suggestive, and while we read, we are compelled to think.—But lam not in favor of hid
ing our city in the wilderness; I would build it right on the hill-tops of civilization, that
all the world may see. Mobhish conservatism may throw hinderances in the' way, and
attempt to pull down as we build up; but persevering, working builders—self-centered men
and women, with a consciousness of unswerving rectitude and a just estimate of themselves,,
will eventually challenge respect and overcome all opposition. Even the Perfectionists, so
very heretical and hearing the taint of fanaticism, though persecuted at first, are now un
disturbed in the midst of Ishmaelism.—If the one-tenth of those who talk Socialism would
unite in groups and communities of groups, there might soon be a brilliant page in the
history of social progress. The trouble is, that property and labor, the means and ener
gies of social realization, are not made available, but life and its opportunities frittered away,
idly longing for, and talking about the “good time coming.” We must work as well as
pray, or we shall never hear the glad song of humanitary triumph.—If we go outside of
civilization, we remove ourselves from those latent elements of social progress upon which
we should act, and at the same time subject ourselves to the hardships and privations of
pioneer life, one tendency of which would be to estrange our youth and send them back to

the “flesh-pots of Egypt.” I have faith in the human heart, and believe if we train up a
child in the way he should go, he will not depart from it. Harmonial life in the Brother
hood would exert an educational charm over the young, from which they could not escape.
The intelligent cooperation of a mere faction of professed Socialists, in an ordinary locali
ty, would secure almost at once, greater advantages ol use and attraction for old and young,
than obtain generally in civilization. When will there be a concurrence of social endeavor
resulting in the conditions of integral life? Whether in the midst of civilization or beyond
it, let us have fraternal action—intelligent, well-directed, persevering, conquering effort!
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BY J. H. COOK.
(,0 Liberty! thou power Bupremely bright.
Profuse of bliss, and preg-nant with delight.”

Kind reader, glance not hastily and indifferently at my theme because a hackneyed one.
There is’a broader, deeper, and higher liberty,than ever a Henry proclaimed, or Republi
canism has ever perceived or procured. There is a constitution more sacred, more im
portant to be rightly analyzed, read, construed and obeyed, than that which even a Web
ster has so ably defended: yea the Constitution of Man; the noblest of nature’s works, and
far above all human laws, enactments,constitutions or creeds. Its nature and character;
its claims and rights, are holy and indestructible and must—will be known and heeded.
As an Anthropologist, I have long desired to give to man that freedom of thought and ac
tion, which is indelibly written upon his nature. Be it known that mind, all mind is
free; and that it instinctively repels all restraint upon its natural action. Mind, although
comparatively free in the United States, is by no means as free as the politicians or the
clergy assert. Birds, animals and men are caged and chained, physically and mentally,by
custom, fashion, selfishness and law, I would have laws to prevent, never to punish
crime; laws compatible with man’s nature; and that recognise in cases of crime, the in
ner as well as outer condition of the culprit; and treat him accordingly.
If legislatures
and courts knew the nature of man,the former would abolish many old, and enact many
new laws; and the latter would be often disposed to say, as he who knew what was in
man, said:“Gro and sin no more.” Moreover, it is a great query with me, whether law, on
the whole, prevents more crime, than it causes. We talk about the majesty and sanctity of
law; and because the mass of men are passive and peaceable, we (not I) are prone in our igr orance of nature’s laws of mind and progression, to attribute it to human laws and institu
tions. Men of predominant animal natures, desire to control others, and to be protected
m selfish schemes for power and property. Men whose higher nature predominates;who
“are a law unto themselves,” feel no need of law for themselves; no desire to exercise arbi
trary animal power over others; and therefore, should not be included under, and com
pressed and oppressed by laws adapted to lower planes of existence. I here distinctly
proclaim to the world, that I suffer under, and feel compressed by man’s laws and cus
toms, that it has no more right to impose on me than the Puritans had to banish and per
secute Quakers; that it is as absurd for it to make laws for me, as it would be to force me
to wear the garments of my infancy;—and that I shall resist and react in proportion to
my compression.
The individuality and expansiveness of every developed mind, and the self-acting ten
dency of all its faculties, cause it often to disregard those laws and customs which com
press and oppress it,or restrict its natural liberty. The reaction of higher natures upon
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the society that would pull them back and pull them down, is very great; and not yet
much understood or regarded. Expanded minds are like gases which require much
more room than when they were in the form of solids, or unexpanded. As matter as
cends in the scale of existence, by expansion and refinement, it gains m power; hence we
see why it is that the physical mob-power “is growing beautifully less” m its efficiency to
quell the voice of truth. “Whosoever shall fall on this stone—developed mind-power
shall be broken; but on whomsoever it shall fall it will grind him to powder. ” Individual
and personal rights, naturally and absolutely, sacred and paramount to every thing else,
are now wofully absorbed and invaded by written laws, constitutions, charters, opinions
and customs. It is utterly impossible to prescribe in, artificial language, rules of action
for men; for every man’s idea of right and freedom is the product of his unwritten consti
tution. Hence the endless differences that arise between the learned in the political world,
as to the import of written laws and constitutions; and in the theological world, as to the
meaning of creeds and text books.
The drop of water that reflects red to one person, reflects not red, but some other
color to every other person. I once heard a celebrated divine say, that: “ Imperfect nature,
and misleading words (what a comprehensive phrase,) dimmed our vision of God;” and
if he had said of man too, it would have been equally true. Let us turn then to man s
organization, read its unmistakable language, and solve the problem of true liberty and a
greatly improved society. By so doing we shall become convinced, that most men might
be left to their own SELF-government, (and indeed there is no other,) and the eviis that
the law attempts, but fails to prevent; and moreover disease, and discord be vastly dimin
ished, and not increased. Thus would be annihilated the innumerable, piebald, multi
form scape-goats of the age. Not one half of man’s moral power can now find room, or
permission, to wield its mighty and irresistible force over our sin-stained earth. Ask the
liberal far-seeing soul, longing for the fruition of that ideal life of the distant future,which
his intellect clearly discerns, if he feels free—if he finds himself at liberty to speak and
act entirely as his mind dictates, and he will answer emphatically, no. The restraints
of law and stereotyped opinion, often prevent a man from doing much good, in attempting
to prevent him from doing some evil. I always wanted to do just as I had a mind, and it
has often been a great expense: but that expense has made me a wiser and better man to
day than I ever was before.
The atoms of a chemical compound are free to move in the direction of, and towards the
objects by which they are attracted. So it should be with men and women in general.
They are too much like dumb-driven cattle, forced by law, opinion and necessity, into
spheres and alliances for which they have no affinity.
Avarice and animal intellect are blind and deaf to the conditions and claims of human
ity. There is a traffic in the souls of white as well as in the bodies of black men. Society puts
manacles and straight jackets upon men, and then persecutes, oppresses and punishes
them because they (“free agents”(?) do not act freely and virtuously. But thank Truth,
it shall not always be so. Man’s expanding and progressing higher nature shall gradually
and surely gain the ascendency over the animal man, and a long summer of peace, har
mony, justice, attractions and an abundance for all, will succeed this winter of want, re
pulsion, coercion, perversion and inversion. We need—we shall have a form of society
analagous to the Human Constitution, in which there will be individuality and attrac
tive, cooperative action, where each plane of human development shall have freedom
of action, by which it will slowly but surely pass to higher life. 0 man, study thyself, and
learn liberty and Christ-like liberality! “Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at
hand!” It is “within you.” Quench not its fires. Has man a mind? Shall it not
be free?

SOCIAL- AND MORAL CONDITION OF THE WORLD,.

SOCIAL AND MORAL CONDITION OF THE WORLD.--NO I.

BY J. K. STAHL.

When we look abroad over this wide world, what a scene of confusion, strife, and blood
shed is presented to our view. Among the lower animals, we behold one class tearing to
pieces and devouring another.. In fact, almost the sole enjoyment of many of the carnivora
is to satiate their appetites on the blood of the slain.
Nor is man an exception to this blood letting and flesh eating. He not only slays the
inferior animals and satiates his appetite theron, but he marches into mortal combat with
his own species. Thousands are engaged in manufacturing the implements of death, and
furnishing the munitions of war, while thousands more, march to the field of battle
and there in cool blood, torture and murder their fellow beings! Man is truly the most
fiend-like of all created beings; and yet he is said to be “only a little lower than the an
gels.” True there are many individuals of the human family, who are indeed angelic
and God-like; but to take the whole race, where will we find a species of the lower ani
mals, half so fiend-like, or that has inflicted a tenth part the miseries and death on their
fellow beings, man has. It would seem that almost the whole human family are descend
ants of Ishmael; for the hand of man has ever been against his fellow, and it will inevita
bly continue to be so until his human, or spiritual nature, predominates over his animal.
But when we contemplate the gross wickedness of the world, we are ready to ask the
question; will that day ever come when man’s spiritual nature will predominate over his
lower passions, and all strife, persecution and bloodshed, be at an end. We would despair
of the world’s ever arriving at this desirable condition; were it not for facts that go to prove
that man is slowly,though steadily progressng in all that is noble and Godlike* When
we take a retrospective view of the past, and view such characters as Antiochus Epiphanes, who butchered 40,000 of the inhabitants of Jerusalem in cold blood; as Hamilcar
who threw all the prisoners that came into his hands, to be destroyed by wild beasts; as
Asdrubal, who put out the eyes of all the Roman captives he had taken during two years,
cut off their noses, fingers, legs and arms, tore their skin to pieces with iron rakes and
harrows, and threw them headlong from the tops of his battlements; as Jenghis Khan,
who caused seventy chiefs to be thrown into caldrons of boiling water, and took pleasure
in beholding his army beheading 100,000 prisoners at once; as Tamerlane who displayed
his sportive cruelty in pounding three or four thousand people into large mortars, or build
ing them among bricks and mortar into a wall. I say when we look back over the his
tory of the world, and behold such characters as these, and hundreds of others equally
cruel and fiend-like, and compare them with the individuals of the present age, who occu
py similar positions as rulers of the world, we are at once struck with the great advance
ment man has made, and is still making, towards a state of peace and innocence.
When the leaders and rulers in the middle and early ages of the world, were thus cruel
and blood-thirsty, what must have been the state of society among the masses? We
may form some idea of it when we recollect that wars of plunder were continually carried
on; neither life nor property was at any time safe; the state, kingdom, or empire, that was
prosperous and flourishing one day, was laid in ruins the next. Even Greece and Rome,
With all their boasted civilization and enlightenment,were no exception to these convulsive
throes. In their palmiest days, a very large majority of their population were slaves; and
what freemen there were, were principally warriors in active service. Wars of conquest
and plunder, were their occupation, in the early stages of their power, and continued to
be, until they had conquered all the surrounding countries; and then came on their in-
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temal broils; their Peioponesian and Social wars which shook them to their centres, and
put an end to all their imaginary greatness. Such were Greece and Rome, in all their
boasted wisdom and power. What their society was, we may imagine when we consider
that the individuals rvho composed it, were almost universally slaves and warriors.
It indeed saddens the heart when we reflect on the history of man in times past. How
shocking it is to think that man, “the lord of creation; ” created for high and noble pur
poses, should worse than brutalize himself; and spread death and misery throughout the
land. But we are lead to rejoice that a brighter day is now dawning, and that a still
brighter is held in reserve for the future. It is true, we still have wars and bloodshed;
but our wars are wars of principle, and the captives are no longer cruelly put to death.
Governments are now regular, and life and property are in a measure secure from the at
tacks of roving marauders. The light of science is shining brighter, and illuming more
minds than at any former period of the world’s history. The stability of governments and
the security of person and property are favorable to a more rapid and permanent advance
ment than at any former time. Many evils and miseries yet afflict the world, but they
arise principally from a condition brought upon us by the action of the past. To change
this condition, and place man in a natural and true position, is now the great problem of
the age. Its solution was commenced by Luther and Melancthon, and has been steadily
progressing ever since. It will no doubt require ages to fully solve it, but from the signs
of the times its solution is sure.
LETTER

AEOM

ENGLAND.

We have received a very interesting letter from a friend in London, Eng., from which we
take the liberty to extract the following items.—[w. n.]
“ Nov. 30th.—The King of Sardinia and suite arrived on a visit to this country. They
left to-day, Dec. 6,1865. They received a gracious welcome, but not comparable to that
given by the French to our Queen, when she visited Paris.
The Turkish Sultan is expected here early in the coming spring. A general desire to
obtain a view of these ‘ Lions of the day,’ is quite apparent.
Leaving the Political and turning to the Religious world, I have to remark that Atheism
is fearfully increasing. Perhaps the same may be said of Mormonism, in some counties,
though in some portions of the country, this monster delusion is losing ground.
At5 Kingston, Ireland, a section of the Catholic Church, Called Redemptionist Fathers,
have been violating the laws, by turning public Bible-burners. The Irish Correspondent
of the Christian Weekly News, says in reference to the proceedings‘After much diffi
culty, decisive steps have been taken—justice invoked, and the Rev. Bible-burners, des
pite all their assertions of innocence and winnings about slanderous misrepresentations,
are bound over to trial at the ensuing session of Court. Every evasion was tried, but when
it was found that the matter must be investigated, a Papist priest, at a Sunday political
meeting, openly avowed it. The fierce brutal violence, the savage threats of revenge, the
numerous assaults, not on the witnesses only, but on every one identified with Protestant
ism, but too clearly indicate the direction and tendencies of the teachings of the Redemp
tionist Fathers.’
_
Please send me two copies of your pamplet, entitled ‘Common Sense Thoughts on the
Bible.’ I obtained a copy of it from a friend, but while iii my care, it was destroyed by
an individual who looked with horror upon such a work, and, therefore, must needs com
mit it to the flames.”
___ And thus the world goes on. The teachings of the Protestant are at
war with those of the Catholic, and such teachings must be forbidden. The teachings of
another are at variance with the teachings of the Protestant, and his works must be des
troyed. Like some of the monsters of Nature, bigotry and intolerance are inseparable;
and while one clings to its idol, the other dooms to swift destruction whatever opposes
the blind idolatry, and thus they
“----- wisely shut fhe ray
Of God’s free Gospel from the simple heart,
And to the darkened mind alone impart—
One stern command—obey.”

SEARIUAGE QUE3'X’I0N.

T I~I E

MARRIAGE
PURPOSE

OF

QUESTION,
LOVE.

Love is of many kinds: Fraternal, Parental, Filial, Sexual, etc.;' the kind or com
plexion of love depending on its object and its relations to us. There is a love which
might be called the sexual courteous. It is by virtue of this that a greater degree of ur
banity and tenderness universally obtains between persons of the opposite, than between
those of the same sex. Conjugal love, I understand to be a union of the sexual and fra
ternal. Respecting the sexes, some speak of an animal love. I know of nothing of the
sort. There is animal appetite, and this may be connected with sexual love, or it may
not. All love is spiritual.

Sexual love is a rapt, romantic, refining, elevating, spiritualizing, ennobling passion.
In its natural course, it leads to the sexual union and sanctifies it. When, in the course
of this essay, I use the term “ love,” without qualification, I mean sexual love.
This love has a purpose; and what is it? The question is answered in one word—
offspring.
This is the whole purpose of sexual love.
“0, horrible!” exclaims some sentimental and over-refined “lady,” or “gentleman.”
“Love! that is so pure, spiritual, holy! Have so base an end? It abhors so vile a
thought as that you have uttered.”
You may, but it does not. The plain, practical coupling I give it, is the end in nature, it
must come to at last. The inexorable truth of our social nature is too strong for affectation.
Verily, true sexual love is just as pure, spiritual and holy, as you say; but it does not
abhor the very end for which it is thus divine. We should not become too exclusively
spiritual and morbidly sentimental, in this every-day, material world of ours.
We may note two features of offspring: the spiritual and physical—the soul and body.
These are derived through parentage, and unless there is sufficiency of body as well as of
soul in the parents, the child will be wanting in that condition which fits it for this mate
rial world. The spirit which has not an efficient body to serve its ends in this world of
bodies, does not live a natural life, and fails, in part, of its destiny.
“We must not wed deformity,” is a proverb “founded on the nature and fitness of
things.” We maybe attracted to such, as friends, but not as lovers. Mental obliquity
is in like manner detrimental to sexual love, except in cases where the defect in one, com
pensates the excess in the other. All this is significant, and every unbiased mind must at
once perceive its meaning.
Love leads to union of the sexes; offspring results from the union; hence, a true love re
gards the physical condition of the lovers, and brings together, only such as are fitted,
physiologically, as well as spiritually, to become parents to the same child. Let this be
pondered. It may mean more than appears on the surface. Men may gainsay the truth,
but God rules; and (excuse the seeming irreverence,) Deity is eminently practical.
Objections are made to an ardent, romantic, soul-absorbing affection. “It is a morbid
manifestation of the love element, and, under proper social arrangements, would not ob
tain.”
I maintain that it is a natural, right working of the love principle, and belongs, by un
alterable law, to certain temperments and stages of development.
There is a use in this high wrought, spiritual feeling of love-regard. Its purpose is to
tone down the animality of the lovers, and fit them for the sexual embrace. For two of
the opposite sex, youthful, robust and vigorous, to become parents without the prerequi
site of love, would be a transmission of mere animality. In their case, a refining, eleva
ting, ennobling love is necessary for the good of the offspring. Such a love excites the
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whole moral region of the brain—all the spiritual faculties of the soul. If you want to
arrest the waywardness of a wild, reckless youth, present a worthy object that,will inspire
him with love, even to frenzy. This done, be becomes not only more capable of trans
mitting, but of receiving spiritual influences.
Hence, persons “ in love,” are more easily wrought upon, at “revivals,” than if not thus
affected, and vice versa. Such tempests of religious enthusiasm favor the activities of
sexual love and amarous desire.
Romantic passions obtain most in youth when animality is most predominant. As age
advances and the various influences of life tone down the animal nature and arouse the
spiritual, the sexual love does not become so rapturous and romantic. The good of off
spring does not require that it should.
LOVE

MAKING.

Suppose that by advertisement or otherwise, a correspondence is brought about between
two candidates for matrimony. They stand upon the same spiritual plane; he is mascu
line, she is feminine, and their minds are congenial. Both are ardent and imaginative;
and each moulds the plastic material of an unknown lover into the ideal longed for. Sure
that they love and will love truly and confidingly, they meet, and not very strange to say,
the spell is broken, and the parties wake up as lonely as ever; only that each, if assidu
ous to cultivate it, may now have an additional friendship. The tentacula of the living
magnetism disregard the cool decisions of philosophy, and if duly heeded, unite such only
as are fit for mutual parentage,
Nature is true to herself, and the instincts she implants, if unperverted, are infallible.
An ardent imagination overheated may lead to this perversion. But oftener, the feelings
are disregarded, and the union consummated because foregone conclusions, however erro
neous, are satisfied. Similarity of faith and passable health of body are pretty much all
that thinking persons have heretofore asked. If the assorted pair, after a few months ac
quaintance, can not manage to love, they know, nevertheless,that the conditions must be
right, that love must eventually come, and so the irrevocable step is taken. I have little
faith in scientific match-making. The various shades of temperament; the numerous
faculties of the mind and their relative degrees of power, so multiply and complicate the
conditions, as to render difficult, if not impossible, the practical applications of science,even
if the laws were known. The delicate tests of attraction and repulsion in the parties
themselves, determine the aggregate of these complex and subtile conditions, beyond any
thing which science can at present do. But the trouble heretofore has been, that the phi
losophy of the affections generally received, is little more than systemized prejudice.
Persons congenial as to intellect may always become friends, but not always lovers.
Some unknown peculiarity of temperament may stand insuperably in the way. If it un
fits the pair for the parental function in connection with each other, nature forbids that
love shall sanctify the union.
LABOR.

’Tis the two-edged sword of sharpness;
5Tis the boots of seven-leagued stride;
’Tis the stone that turns our pewter,
Into gold, bright, pure and tried;
’Tis the hyfnn all Nature’s singing;
’Tis the prayer God loves to hear.
He who labors, finds an answer
To his supplications, near.

w. D,
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THE BATTLE OP FREEDOM.

WHAT

IS

RELIGION?

Not masses, nor crosses, nor Catholic creeds;
Not mumbling of aves, nor counting of beads;
Not church-going, psalm-singing, paying of priests,
Attendance on sermons, psayer meetings, or feasts;
Not wearing a broadbrim, and plain thou and thee,
Or straight-collared coat, from the world’s fashion free.
It is not to kneel with a long pious face,
Or sing solemn anthems in some holy place;
In sect to be cradled, or on a creed nurst,
Believing that ev’ry outsider is cursed;
That God has in heaven ordained us to dwell,
But left countless millions to drop into hell,
lleligion is love in the heart and the life,
The soother of sorrow, destroyer of strife;
The soul’s best physician;—relieves ev’ry pain,
And in her dark cavern lights hope once again.
It curses no one who has doubt of its creed;
It hunts up no martyr to burn or to bleed.
It tells of no devil with torturing chains,
No hell of unending and horrible pains.
It seeks not to bless men by force or by fear,
But draws them by love, to a God ever near.
It tells of the right, and it bids us obey;
To happiness, virtue alone is the way;
This world it makes happy, and then, beyond this,
It points to another, all sunny with bliss;
Bright heaven of beauty, how fair are thy skies!
Thou home of the good, and thou school for the wise*,

w. D.

THE BATTLE OF FREEDOM.

Come up to the standard, ye good men and true,
Ye’re chosen by Freedom, she calls upon you.
Come up to the standard, for this is the day;
The enemy’s forming in battle array.
His banner’s uplifted, around it they fly
As birds in the Autumn, that darken the sky.
Congress-men, senators, judges are there,
And man-stealers many, as motes in the air;
With rum-dealing deacons and slave-holding priests,
As crafty as serpents, as savage as beasts;
These all have enlisted, and all receive pay,
The champions of virtue and freedom to slay.
Come up to the standard ye good men and true,
1 his host’s to contend with, and warriors are few;
Then haste ye from city, and village, and town,
The battle is waging, the foe’s hearing down;
The enemy makes a grand charge to regain
The home of his father, his ancient domain.
Bring broad swords ye freemen, your arms daring youth,
And fight in the cause of Jehovah and Truth;
For one shall be able a thousand to fight,
And two noble men put ten thousand to flight;
Then haste to the field, let the King’s work be done,
ilie battle of Freedom and Truth shall be won*
v. o.
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THE

BIBLE.

BY W. D.

The following was written in reply to an article in the Type of the Times, signed “ THEOFIL,”
and being considered by the Editor, unsuitable for that paper, is published here.

T. The Bible agrees with the method of Nature, m imparting truth.
D. How so?
T. It has its difficulties and its mysteries.
I). So has the Koran; so has the Book of Mormon; so have all professedly sacred
books; but if this is sufficient evidence to prove that a book is a revelation of the Divine
will, it would be easy to prove that a thousand mysterious books are equally so.
T. Its method of instruction is not that of the philosophers.
D. Well, suppose it is not, is it any better or more truthful on that account? I know
many who would regard it more favorably if its method of instruction was more like that
of true philosophers; more in agreement with Nature and the developed reason of man.—•
I see no resemblance between Nature’s method of imparting truth and the Bible method.
Nature ever teaches the same truths; what it taught ten thousand years ago, it teaches now;
the lessons that Socrates and Plato received, are now rehearsed to us;—no truth left out,
no sentence altered. The Bible teachings are as various as its writers. The sabbath
is represented by it to be so sacred that death was the penalty for a breach of its observ
ance; and it is again represented as a thing of no importance, that may be observed or
not, as each one’s judgment shall dictate. Nature never contradicts itself. The Bible
cannot certainly claim any resemblance here, for it contradicts itself in hundreds of places.
It tells us Glod is no respecter of persons, and yet that he chose Jacob before he was born;
elevated him above his brother, and conferred upon him peculiar favors, for no other reason
than, “ that the purpose of God according to election might stand.” It tells us that we
should hate our enemies and love them; perform our oaths, and yet above all things swear
not; and represents God as the loving Father of all, and a monster vile as imagination can
paint. In what respect, then, does its method of imparting truth resemble the method o
Nature?
T. Its external evidence challenges belief.
D. We should like to know wiat this external evidence amounts to. Does it prove that
Moses wrote the books that go by his name and that God inspired him to write the code
of laws contained therein, many of which are so manifestly absurd, cruel and bloody?—
Does it prove that the apostles wrote the contradictory accounts of Jesus, that are to be
found in the Gospels? Does it prove that the amatory song of Solomon was penned under
divine influence? In fact, the external evidence so much talked of, amounts to nothing,
it can prove nothing of all that we so much need to have proved.
T. The Jews once were a powerful nation, and their annals are attested as none other
ever were.
D. So you say; but it is so common with you to forget that such assertions require some
proof. If true, it would not prove the Bible to be God’s Word, but it is far from being
true. From what you say, the facts of Jewish history are better attested than the facts
of British history, and we have more reason for believing that God commanded the Jews
to murder the men, women and children of Palestine, and that the walls of Jericho fell
at the sounding of ram’s horns, than we have for believing that Alfred was king of Eng
land and in many battles routed the Danes. You cannot believe your own assertion; any
man of reading and reflection knows better. Where is the evidence to prove that God
made a passage through the Red Sea for the flying J ews; that J oshua caused the sun and
moon to stand still that the Israelites might butcher their enemies; that God endowed a
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brutal man with supernatural strength; that this strength lay in his hair, and that by
means of it he killed a thousand men with the jaw bone of an ass? Is there not internal
and external evidence to show to an unprejudiced mind, that the Jews, as a nation, were
proud, haughty and exceedingly intolerant; that they invented stories of God’s interference
for them to increase their self-importance and enable them to look down with scorn upon
the “Gentile dogs.”
T. It is absurd to suppose that Moses could palm on a whole nation, a festival like the
passover, to commemorate an event that never took place.
D. Not so absurd as you may think. What would have been easier than for Joe Smith
to palm upon the whole Mormon people any ceremony that he chose, in commemoration
of any event mentioned in his Bible, and that too in this age of investigation and enlight
enment? How much easier for Moses, in that day of ignorance, had he been so disposed?
But there is no necessity for us to regard the ceremony as being so instituted. It is pos
sible that an epidemic, at some distant period, had cut off great numbers in all the neigh
boring nations,and the Jews being left untouched, the Israelites to commemorate the event,
instituted the passover, conceiving that their God had protected them from the destroying
angel, as they termed the pestilence. Again, ceremonies are often instituted, and the oc
casion of their institution, in the lapse of ages, becomes entirely forgotten, when it is no dif
ficult matter to invent a story to account for them, and no hard thing to induce the credu
lous or the careless to believe it.
T. Equally difficult would it have been for the apostles to tell the people, of their day,
that they had seen and done what they had not seen and done.
D. Do you then know what the apostles told the people of their day? You have no
evidence to prove that they told them any of the miraculous stories recorded in the Gos
pels. There is good reason for believing that the apostles neither preached nor wrote the
marvellous things therein told, but that as the story of the Nazarene rolled, it gathered;
as stories generally do. You take too much for granted which requires proof—proof too
that neither you nor any other person can give.
T. Its internal evidence is ample.
D. True; but it is no evidence of its being a revelation from God, but of the contrary.
Its internal evidence proves it to be contradictory in its statements of doctrines
and facts, and that not once nor twice, but hundreds of times—false in philosophy,
unworthy of confidence in history, unsound in logic, ignorant in science, dark, mysterious,
childish and unsatisfactory. It abounds in indecent and foolish stories, ridiculous and
childish conceits, and wild and extravagant accounts. There is no order in its arrange
ment; no unity in its style, and no connection in its argument. It contains bad grammar,
bad morals and bad philosophy. It sanctions kingly tyranny; upholds slavery, and has
recorded the lives of some of the vilest wretches that ever lived as patterns for us to copy.
There are innumerable important moral, physical and scientific truths of which it says
nothing, while a great portion of it is taken up in telling the same things over and over
again, sometimes in precisely the same words, while other portions are occupied in rela
ting what is of no use to anybody.
T. There is plain teaching enough to teach man all his duty, without his plunging into
the mists of obscurity.
D. You are mistaken; there is a great portion of man’s duty that the Bible does not
teach, and many things that it does teach man to do are no duties at all. What does it
teach respecting the laws of health and the duty of obedience to them? If it does teach
anything with regard to eating and drinking in one place, it contradicts itself in another.
It favors the drinking of intoxicating drinks, and it favors abstinence from them; it favors
flesh-eating and abstinence from flesh; but of the great laws of health, obedience to which
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is of such vital importance, it never says a word. It teaches blind and complete sub
mission of children to parents; wives to husbands; servants to masters; and subjects to
kings, destroying the will and manliness of the weaker party, and giving to the tyrant
all the power he may desire. Where i t gives good advice, it is done in such general terms
that each man must guess for himself the method to be pursued, and there is no man but
what has been plunged into “mists of obscurity” in trying to discover his duty from the
Bible. Suppose a man wishes to know his duty with regard to the possession and distri
bution of wealth; he goes to the Bible and finds wealth spoken of as a blessing; God is
represented as bestowing it upon individuals and nations as a reward for their obedience.
Again, he reads, “ Lay not up for yourselves treasures on earth;” “ Give to him that asketh
of thee;” “ Lend hoping for nothing again;” “Blessed are ye poor;” “Woe unto you that
are rich;” “ It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man
to enter the kingdom of heaven.” Any man going to the Bible to learn his duty on this
subject would be left in doubt and would of necessity return to the God-given guide with
in him.
T. Its books teach the same great truths.
I). The existence of the spirit after death is a great truth. One book teaches that “ a
man has no preeminence above a beast” and that “as the one dieth, so dieth the other;”
while others teach the soul’s eternity. Some books of the Bible contain no great truths
at all, such as Esther’s and Solomon’s Song, and the differences between the teachings of
other books is so great that any unprejudiced mind may discover it.
T. Its discrepencies are those of independent observers and are not contradictory.
D. If true, it would not prove the Bible to be a divine revelation any more than the
agreement of separate histories of England would prove them to be divine. But what you
say is not true. Read the genealogies of Matthew and Luke; the conflicting accounts of
Christ’s birth, his sermon, his calling of the disciples, his miracles and his resurrection.—
The differences are numerous and irreconcilable and plainly show that the men who wrote
the Gospels were not observers at all.
T. The character of its teachings is so exalted as almost to demonstrate its divinity.
Read Christ’s sermon on the Mount, for instance.
D. The character of its teachings is no more exalted than that of the teachings of Soc
rates, Plato, Seneca and many others. I have read Christ’s sermon on the Mount—read
it carefully, and find nothing in it to show that its origin was superior to man’s thought
Out of the number of professing Christians existing, I know of no one who regards its
teachings as being practical. Its doctrine of a particular, partial providence, gives evi
dence of an unexpanded intellect, though there are some good lessons taught in the whole.
In conclusion, let me ask you a few questions which you may think of at your leisure.—•
If the Bible is a revelation from God to man, what is the reason that the All-Father has
left so many of his children without it? If its teachings are so plain, how is it that Bible
believers differ so widely in their views respecting them? Which Bible contains God’s
revelation? There being hundreds, all differing, it is important that we should know.—
If the Bible is a revelation from God, does it contain the whole of his will, or only a part?
If we can learn some portions of his will without such revelation, why not all? Since
Bible writers erred in their conduct, they must have erred in their judgment, or been wil
ful sinners. If they erred in their judgment, what was there to prevent them from wri
ting their errors? And if they were willful wrong-doers, what confidence can we place in
them? Do you know a man who makes the Bible his guide and attempts to obey all its
teachings? Do you know any one who attempts to obey literally all the New Testament
commands? If he does not obey them literally, what is it that tells him they should not
be so obeyed? If it is his reason, is he not making reason his guide?

INFIDEL

REPENTANCE.
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INFIDEL REPENTANCE AND WHAT IT PROVES NOT.

Heard a Methodist preacher lately, and he preached a Methodist sermon. There was
nothing startling (or revolutionary!) in it—nothing original; it was that good old kind of
sermon we might have heard about the time this preacher was horn. It was mild and
humanitary in its tone, and in this respect, far superior to some discourses I have been
privileged to hear from the same sacred box. The sermon was a tilt against liberalism,
and it attempted logic and reason, but here as usual, the failure was signal. It was a suc
cessful sermon though. Its calm, insinuating manner and its specious sophistry answered
all the purposes of the speaker. Such attempts are powerless only where there is intelli
gence enough in the hearer to detect the weaknesses. Sophistry and declamation are
often more powerful with certain classes, than the consistent presentation of truth.
The preacher didn’t seem to know the difference between a “school” which was nega
tive in its want of faith, and a “school” which is positive in the fullness of its faith, and so
he pronounced the names of two or three “infidels” of the last century, repeated the cler
ical slanders as to their lives, depicted the horrors of their death-bed scenes;—and he did
it all to bring into discredit those reformatory efforts which are destined, at no distant
day, to lessen very much the demand for such wares as fashionable clergymen bring to
the market-place of fear and superstition.
I am quite inclined to be sceptical as to much that is said of the death-bed scenes of
“infidels.” I am much disposed to suspect some of them as pious frauds to save a “wick
ed generation,” or rather as clerical inventions to save the consequence and quarterage of
the inventors. But although there may be romance in these terrible narratives, still, like
most romances, they are doubtless “founded on fact.” Some of those in the latter half
of the 18th century, who opposed the popular theology, like many who defended it, led
vicious lives, and such when they come to die, are not apt to evince much rapture, either
at the prospect or the retrospect. Admitting that all which is told be true, still the facts
don’t prove what the preachers want them to prove, or I have not read the records aright.
That he who is called an infidel or Universalist repents his faith or want of faith, on his
death-bed, and is unhappy for the course of his past life, unblessed of the oracles of pop
ular theology, is no proof whatever that popular theology is true. Opposers of fashiona
ble religions, rather than recant, have suffered martyrdom. But this does not prove the
truths of the dogmas died for; it is evidence only of the martyr’s sincerity. That indi
viduals have triumphantly died for conflicting faiths, is a fact which no intelligent person
will deny; or that martyrdom may be thus endured, is a possibility—a probability even—
which no one acquainted with human nature, will call in question. Atheists have
suffered martyrdom for their opinions; but this don’t prove the truth of Atheism. The
Eastern devotee throws himself before the wheels of Juggernaut, and is crushed to death;
the Hindoo widow piously and heroically ascends the funeral pile and is consumed with
the dead body of her husband; but these voluntary sacrifices don’t confirm the religion
of Brahma.
How, while there are some who don’t shrink from death for the same opinions of which
others repent on their death-beds, then, most certainly, is the fact of repentance logically
impotent to prove the truth of the opinions now embraced, or the falseness of those re
pented of.
But there is another consideration in this connection, and a most important one it is too.
It has been observed that when persons are near dying, they are apt to use the language
first learned, however many they may have learned and spoken since. During the prev
alence of yellow fever at Philadelphia, Dr. Rush observes that an Italian, in the beginning
of his illness, spoke English; in the middle of it, Erench; but on the day of his death
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only Italian. He had learned successively, Italian, French and English, hut in his last
hours, spoke only the language of his infancy. Dr. Johnson, when it came his turn to
die, laid aside his own magestic rhetoric and the Latin hymns he loved so well, “and was
heard with his sinking voice, muttering a child’s prayer which he had learned on his
mother’s knee.” A Lutheran clergyman, of Philadelphia, observed that the Germans
and Swedes of his congregation, when near death, always prayed in their native languages,
though some who did so, had not spoken them for fifty or sixty years.
In all these examples, as the patients grew weak, they seemed to approach the condi
tion of their childhood; and if they became children again, in the use of language, why
might not a Yoltaire become the child he once was in the fear and trembling of a terrible
theology, and recant his philosophy, whenever bodily weakness had rendered his mind
unfit to appreciate it, only to return to the faith of his manhood on recovery, again to fall
whenever the disease unmanned him?
Now, here are two cases: 1, the return to childhood, in the use of language; 2, the re
turn to childhood, in the terrors of an infantile faith. I conclude, therefore, that the retail
ers of those hobgoblin stories of the death-bed remorse of rational philosophers, have
wholly failed to establish their point. When I am told of the man who, under physical
torture and debility, became a child in the terrors of the child’s faith, I think of the man
who became a child under like circumstances, in the use of the child’s language;—and
who can blame me?
Our clerical logic runs thus: Orthodox devotees die in the triumph of faith, therefore,
orthodoxy is true and points out the only road to happiness here and hereafter. But this
proves too much, as the following obituary notices show:—
BOKN INTO THE SPIRIT WORLD.

“ In Waterford, on the morning of Friday, the 22d June, 1855, at the residence of her
brother-in-law, John Proper, Miss Albertine Hicks exchanged her mortal for her immor
tal home, in the 26th year of her age.
“ Miss Hicks was endeared to her many friends, by her gentle disposition and great
kindness of heart. During her long and painful illness, which was borne with uncom
mon patience and fortitude, she became acquainted with and ardently embraced the spir
itual philosophy as made known to her, principally through the mediumship of Mr.
Proper. Herself a partial medium, she often felt the soothing influence of her spiritfriends who seemed to be constantly around, preparing her for the great change so soon to
take place ; and it was with a joyful heart she received the welcome summons to lay aside
her mortal garments for the brighter robes of immortality.”
“ Departed this life, at Fairfield, Conn., on Friday evening, March 6, 1856. Margaret,
wife of Almon Roff, aged 53.
“Mrs. Roff had been in feeble health for some years, but since January her physical
powers rapidly declined. As the change gradually approached, she relapsed in a semi
unconscious state, and for some days manifested but little disposition to notice her friends
or other abjects in the external world. During this time she probably sustained more
intimate relations to the sphere of spiritual existence. About two days previous to her
final departure from the body, she was aroused to a state of outer consciousness, and called
her friends to her bedside. She assured them that Spiritualism was true, and exhorted
them to believe. Her departed relatives and friends she affirmed had been to her to pre
pare her mind for the transition, and they would come again and take her with them.—
This lucid period was soon over. Gradually she became apparently oblivious of outward
scenes, and her spirit passed away,
‘Calmly as to a night’s repose,
Like flowers at set of sun.’ ”

“Born into the spirit world, at his late residence, in New Haven, Oswego Co., N. Y.,
Feb. 3,1855, Hezekiah Nichols, aged 65 years. His last illness was inflamation of the
lungs. He had been a resident here for the last 40 years, having left a dear family and a
numerous circle of very near and dear friends to feel deeply his absence, as a husband,
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father and brother, and in short, most truthfully and beautifully exemplifying, in his daily
life, in prirate and in public, at home and abroad, the rare quality of a positive Christian
life.
******
“ He was in the fullest and most truthful sense, a Spiritualist, and left the form as he
lived, peaceful, not having to wait to give his testimony alone in his last hours of weakness
of body upon a dying bed, but letting his life speak, which proved not merely that he
believed, but knew not only in whom he believed, but the truth of Spirit-intercourse,
testifying as with one of old, ‘we have come to an innumerable company of ministering
.spirits.’ He was not one who sought for outward manifestations to convince, but with
him it was a progressive growth out of his more material nature, in which he was early
.shrouded in common with his brother man. In his early days he united with an ortho
dox church and was long an active member, but in 1838 was led to renounce and shake
off its sectarian dogmas and consequent material darkness; since which time he has not
failed in meekness, love and faithfulness, in public and in private, to proclaim himself an
uncompromising enemy to every form of tyranny over the immortal spirit of man; and
that he could no longer starve on the husks of materialism, fed out in Jerusalem temples
or material mounts of Sammaria, but drank of that fountain that was in him, springing
up into everlasting life. And while he bore this testimony in private and public ministra
tions, ‘the common people heard him gladly,’ bearing unmistakable evidence to the intu
itive perceptions of man, that, although not a priest after the order of a carnal command
ment, he was truly one after the power of an endless life.”
There are thousands of living witnesses to justsuch examples as these. They are of fre
quent occurrence, and notices thereof appear weekly in our spiritual journals. I don’t
quote them to prove Spiritualism by any means, but to show that the devotees, not of or
thodoxy only, but of the most heretical faiths, depart this life triumphantly. Swedenborgians, Rationalists, Univerealists, Harmonists, Spiritualists and all other “heretical”
believers, who live conscientious lives, are quite as likely to pass from earth peacefully
and happily, and some of them far more so, than are the disciples of orthodoxy.
How if our agreeable little preacher had been intelligent enough to have known these
facts and their logical bearings, and candid enough to have given them proper moral
weight, he would not have perpetrated a sermon, so sadly exposed to criticism. We
shall send him a copy of this review, and if he still persist in the sophistry, it maybe fair
ly concluded that he is wanting in the candor or logical acumen necessary to see the facts
in their manifest analogies. But “reason” is often maligned in the pulpit, and it is not
strange that every shape of sophistry lurks in the sanctuaries of superstition. But our clergy
men generally should be careful how they presume upon the ignorance of their hearers,
for light is spreading, and the less prejudiced and more intelligent, seeing the weakness of
a position, such as we have just examined, will suspect a similar weakness? in the other
bulwarks of -orthodoxy; and thus, one by one, will the dogmas perish and the craft and
glory of their defenders pass away forever. Let them beware!

Sects.—What would become of mankind if all sects were destroyed? When the soul
by whom they were formed in its childhood, sees proper to throw them off, it will be pre
pared, in its manhood, to put on better fitting and more beautiful apparel. Underneath
all these institutions—Methodism, Quakerism, Catholicism, Mahomedanism—lies the soul
as the soil beneath the wheat crop, and when the present growth disappears, a nobler one
will take its place. Ho poison can kill the truth; no medicine can save a lie. God’s life
blood circulates through the one, and it is immortal as himself; the other came from noth
ing, and thither must it go, though it drag one half of what the world calls great and good
along with it.
w- u‘
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Berlin Heights, Erie Co., 0., Dec. 1855.
Friend Patterson:—I make the following extract from a letter recently written by

a very independent, reflective and conscientious woman, who has given the subject re
ferred to, a patient and thorough investigation. I know of no person I could more joyfully
welcome to the ranks of the advocates of Freedom. With such friends our cause is sure
to triumph.
“I wish to tell you how increasingly beautiful the principle of Freedom looks to me.
Plow many are laboring in the cause of freedom, who have scarcely a glimpse of the full
meaning of the term! I see now more clearly than I did at the time, why you contended
so earnestly for “ Freedom first,” and that in freedom the question of one, or a plurality,
or succession of loves, m ust be decided. I am still as much of a monogomist in theory
as ever;—that seems to me, to be the highest idea of sexual relation and that all
will, in the distant future, see it so. But it is not for me to say that those whose ideas of
the highest life differ from mine, are less pure in heart or sanguine in belief. I am
perfectly satisfied to let time and a progressive nature decide. I admit also that what is
the highest life for one, may not be for another, either now, or in a higher state of devel
opment.”
Who, save a bigot, does not, from the heart, respond to this sentiment? And yet, to
endorse this sentiment, is to endorse fully and emphatically, the doctrine of Free Love.
The representations of the doctrine of Free Love, which meet us at every hand, are ex
cessively amusing, notwithstanding the disgust and pity which they excite. Judging
from some of these representations, one would conclude, that in order to carry .out the
doctrine of freedom, every man must, “in duty bound,” be attracted sexually to every wo
man of his acquaintance, and every woman must “ submit” to every “ demand” made
upon her!* (It is the wife and not the free woman who must “submit” to
every “demand” made upon her!!) Humiliating as is the task, the advocate of Freedom
must explain that he is simply in favor of Freedom(!) and that he has no idea of compel
ling people to love more than they are inclined to, as they are now compelled to love less.
The truth is, people have always been used to arbitrary arrangements, and they can
think of nothing else. They consider that it belongs to society, to mark out the path its
members are to follow, and if monogamy is no longer to be the rule, why, of course, po
lygamy or promiscuous sexual intercourse, or something else, must be. But let us labor
on in hope; for while there are none so low as to be unfit to enjoy freedom, there are
probably none so dull that they may not, in process of time, be made to comprehend free
dom.
The advocates of freedom believe in Nature, and feel sure that in freedom, Nature will
be obeyed. Hence, our whole duty is to contend for freedom. Freedom we demand.—
We give the supporters of the present vile system notice, that we ask no favors. Mar
riage we shall destroy. We shall then obey our attractions. We shall then know who
we can love, and how well. Till then, Freedom is our only watchword.
F. Barry.

President Pierce on Eeform.—In reference to Massachusetts and kindred States,
President Pierce, in his Annual Message, says:—“Although conscious of their ina
bility to heal admitted and palpable social evils, of their own, and which are completely
■ within their jurisdiction, they engage in the offensive and hopeless undertaking of reform
ing the domestic institutions of other States, wholly beyond their control and authority.”
This is one of the best hits of the Message, and if the “ social evils of their own” refer to
hireling and marriage slavery(!), we say amen! We deplore and execrate chattel slavery,
but that don’t justify us in overlooking the slaveries at home. Let us take the mote
out of our own eve first; but the penchant is to look abroad for evils to correct. It is so
comfortable “to wrap ourselves up in the cloak of self-righteousness.”
* See various popular journals.
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Since a monthly of 32 pages will not admit a very large amount of matter, it should
be filled with the very best. Our journal is radical and not intended for those who read
merely for amusement. It is meant for use in suggesting thought and arousing to action.
It will hardly be possible, therefore, to give much encouragement to young writers, how
ever much we might wish to do so. Those who write fancy articles for pastime, would
find a better market for their productions elsewhere. But some thinkers are not prac
ticed writers, and an original thought will be acceptable always, whatever its dress.—
Long articles, unless full of thought and interest, are always objectionable. Nobody has
time to read such. The style of beginners is apt to be too diffuse. It is the ambition of
many to make a long article rather than a good one; but such articles are as worthless as
the Pharisee’s long prayers. Writing which is done as a task, is seldom done well.—
When the intellect is aroused and the thought is clamorous for expression, the writing
gives pleasure, and so does the reading.
But I’m not sure after all, but there’s ambition enough to figure as writers, without
giving it much encouragement. Beginners should be content to write for their immedi
ate friends and to re-write over and over again for themselves, until they are better pre
pared to appear before the public, than they often are when they attempt it.
If it be reputation that any one is after, a few brief, terse and telling paragraphs will
do more for him than a whole magazine of windy, wordy, wishy-washy twaddle would.
Every one who writes should aim to condense. He may express much thought, if he
can, but should do it in the fewest words possible, A transparent style through which
the thought and feeling look honestly into your soul, is the best for any purpose. It may
not enchant you at first glance, but it will stand wear.
Ornament has its place certainly, and it should not be overlooked. It rests the author
ity for its use in the “ nature and fitness of things,” and, like any good quality of style,
has its law of brevity. Clearness of expression is incompatible with a multitude of
words, and clearness is essential even to ornament.
The use of general terms, when we wish to express definite ideas, makes a flat, sleepy
style, and is a common fault, especially in spiritual literature. If our ambition be for a
style graphic, fresh and sprightly, we must make our thought precise and give it the ben
efit of the exact word.
We may be as comprehensive in thought, as refined in sentiment and as intense in
feeling as we may, but unless the expression be pure and precise, it will not be impres
sive. “Brevity is the soul of wit,” and the “points” of style cannot appear without it*
A friend suggests that Queen Anne’s idea was a good one. A celebrated divine preached
before her, and she liked the sermon, but thought it a pity he had not had time to make
it shorter.
If the writer of this article should fail in what he recommends, it will be but another
proof of the fact that “ it is easier to preach than practice.”
Darke County Arraigned.—In an article in the Spiritual Messenger, it is claimed on
authority, that there is not “common sense or common honesty amongst the people of
Darke County in sufficient quantities to sustain any such thing as Union Stores.” And
said article furthermore asserts the probability that, “the Ohio people in general are much
elevated literally and figuratively above the dead level of Darke County.”
As to “common honesty” or a strict regard for the conventional standard of right, we
feel well assured that our neighborhood here in Darke County, would compare favorably
with any other in Ohio, or elsewhere, not formed by concerted immigration. And as to
the “common sense” in the case, it will be time to decide that, once the subject of Union
Stores has been agitated amongst our people. What our neighborhood and thousands of
others in every section of the Union want, is, not aspersion,but agitation. It is by this
means that the native capacity to appreciate, must be developed into actual appreciation.
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Much is said now-a-days about extremes, and it might he well to get a better under
standing of the matter. The conflicting ideas which prevail are not a little amusing to a
philosophical mind, and here commences the investigation of the causes producing diver
sity of character. The undeveloped mind looks upon every unusual mental manifesta
tion as an ecce ntricity, growing out of the oddities or peculiarities of the individual, with
out associating any known principle in Nature. And here may be traced the cause of the
tyranny of popular opinion, which recognizes no constitutional differences in mind. Take
for instance, the following:—
“ The model character is a complete blending of the individual with the surrounding
and controlling element, with no sharp points to alienate him from others, in opinion and
external appearance; moderate ‘in all things,’ and not predisposed to fanciful illusions,
which tend to abstraction; no advocate of a peculiar philosophy unthought of by others;
no disorganizer of sacred institutions; a profound venerator of authority and the law; is a
conservator of public good and willing to sacrifice manhood to necessity; not contentions
and disposed to create discord by the advocacy of peculiar doctrines; a ‘peace-maker.’
“ This is a model for you to study and imitate. These straying propensities of crazy
people must be checked. This want of deference to the sanctity of popular opinion
must be corrected. It is not in taste. You must respect others more. We insist upon
less of your saucy, dignified independence.”
And thus reasons the world. Being itself on a low plane of intellectual and spiritual
existence, it would bind the expanding mind to its own sphere. It will not accede to new
demands, because it perceives no needs. It cannot see the growing wants of a higher
state of being. Here is a man, an agriculturist, who lives a quiet, retired life; attends to
his concerns, and is a peaceful member of the community. Yet, with all, he is peculiarly
independent-minded—disregards conventional law and is an infidel to the popular faith.
More; he proposes a scheme of Social Reorganization—a dissolution of old forms for a
change in the life conditions of individuals to promote fraternity and establish a Univer
sal Brotherhood. For this, public sentiment is arrayed against him, to crush efforts at
practical realization. He is accounted an ultraist, with views of a dangerous tendency.
Thus, he fails to receive his award, because unappreciated and misunderstood. He is
viewed in the extreme and condemned without due hearing.
The truth claiming our attention in the foregoing remarks, has reference to the degrees
of mental and spiritual development. The individual of uncommonly developed refiectives and perceptives will rise in his views above the surface thoughts of the masses.—
He lives a higher life, and from his lofty position, scans the world of mind, and accords to
true merit its due. He assumes not his attitude in ostentation, but from the impulsion
of the soul’s outgrowth, in its attempts to grasp sublime, eternal truths.
But is this incongruity in human action really surprising? The action of mind is sub
ject to fixed laws, and every manifestation must be controlled by some deep, underlying
principle. System obtains in all the realms of God’s Universe, and the mind who is in
capable of tracing any connection in the central forces controlling matter, is yet unacqainted with the most sublime truths in Nature. Our actions are but an outer expression ot
inner conditions.
Generally an idea is an association of the common understanding with custom or usage;
in its highest sense, it is a truth engendered from the Infinite, projected through interior
•organs into consciousness, and thence through external organs into speech. Men adhere
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to common ideas and become so absorbed in their surroundings, that ideas from the Infi
nite source of all thought, opening into the freshness, beauty and grandeur of a higher
life, do not occur to them. Inspiration of thought belongs to few, and under its power,
these act, feel and think unlike the great masses.

LOVE

OF

T H E WORLD.

“ Love not the woild, neither the things that are in the world.”

Hike not the test; it savors too much of monkish austerity, and sounds like misery’s
voice, issuing from her gloomy cave, on a dull November morning. He who loves God
can hardly help loving his beautiful world and the beautiful things he has placed in it.—
I pity the man who is so priest-ridden, that he cannot, or so apostle-ridden that he would
not, love the bright world in which God’s love has placed him. He who loves the
world is in no wise less prepared to love God and his brothers, than he who believes that
“sullen gloom is sterling true devotion.”
How pitiable it is to think, that under the influence of such passages of scripture, as
the above, millions of human beings have closed up the natural fountains of their souls,
and gone through the world dry and withered trunks, instead of budding, blooming men
and women, blessing and being blessed. Men have been afraid to love their wives; wo
men have trembled at tbs love they felt for their children, and dreaded lest their jealous
God should destroy those objects which called out the natural feelings of the soul. The
gods of the heathen shall perish; the idols of wood and stone, of brass and iron shall de
cay and be no more remembered; the devotee of Juggernaut shall be amazed at his own
folly; and just as certainly shall the gods of Christendom die; the angry, jealous, mean,
revengeful, little-souled gods, the work of foolish priests, the idols of their ignorant im
aginations, shall vanish, and the Infinite Father of the Universe be loved by all his intel
ligent children.
w. d.

Reform

for

Reformers.—There seems to be need for Reformers to reform in the fol

lowing respects:—
1. In looking abroad for evils to correct. Let reform like charity begin at home.
2. In striving too exclusively for intellectual and spiritual development. Let us not
forget the body, but cultivate our physical energies, and educate the whole man. It is
integral growth we want. Fragmentary culture is not compatible with individual pro
gress.
3. In depending too much on others, for the means of life. We have hands and should
use them in productive industry, in the workshop, field, or garden, else we are sinners.—
Let us place ourselves in circumstances of independence,—upon the soil, if we can; draw
our subsistence therefrom, and pluck from our own vine and fruit-tree; then may we utter
unwelcome truth, and none shall hinder or make us afraid. Supplying our own needs in
independence, we dare be men.
L In not cordially granting toleration to those of different faith. There is too much
sectism even amongst Reformers. We assume to be right ourselves, and all others wrong,
and we treat them as the abettors of error. We forget that the knowledge of truth is pro
gressive; and that what suits one plane of mind, may not suit another. Above all things
we insist upon tolerance for the faith and works of others. Every one must be allowed
to engineer the Road to Happiness for himself.

V
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Reading a few days ago Goodrich’s History of the United States, I was struck with a
passage on page 170, which reads thus: “And who will affirm that the unusual
age to which the signers [of the Declaration of American Independence] as a body at
tained, was not a reward bestowed upon them for their fidelity to their country, and the
trust which they in general reposed in the over-ruling providence of God? Who can doubt
the kindness of that Providence to the American people in thus prolonging the lives of
these people, till the principles for which they had contended, through a long series of
years, had been acknowledged, and a government had been founded thereon?” How here
is a history, written expressly for schools, inculcating as a truth that which is a most mis
chievous falsehood. If Providence prolonged the lives of some of these men, why not
all? Why was Thomas Lynch cut off at thirty years of age, John Penn at forty-seven,
others at forty-eight, fifty, etc., while some lived to be ninety and upwards? Why did
not Providence continue them all alive till now, and thus stamp the seal of truth upon
this miracle, and confound all tyrants and unbelievers in special providence, forevermore?
It is true the signers of the Declaration lived to a great age; it is said that the average
length of their lives was 65 years, but was there no natural reason for this, that a super
natural one had to be found? As a body they were men of good judgment, of temperate
habits and strong constitutions, received from their hardy forefathers, and strengthened by
manly toil; they neither wore themselves out by intemperance, nor rusted out with indo
lence, and the natural consequence of this obedience to physical law, was health and
old age.
If Providence lengthened the lives of the signers of the Declaration of Independence,
why did it not lengthen the lives of the fighters for independence? Why suffer one hun
dred and forty noble-hearted men to fall at Bunker’s Hill? Why not save the thousands
that lost their lives in upholding that declaration? If Providence does lengthen the lives
of men, when they stand up for Freedom and Truth, surely those were the men to ex
pect it. If the British had once found the American army bullet-proof and death-proof,
all war would have stopped at once; Peace and Freedom would have smiled in every
home, and tyrants, in all ages, would have heard of it and trembled. Such notions of
Providence are mischievous; they lead people to imagine that if God’s*moral laws
are obeyed, his physical laws may be set at defiance with impunity, and yet nothing can
be more false, and every day’s experience proves it. They also lead people to think
that Providence shortens men’s lives; for if it lengthens them for one purpose, why not
shorten them to answer some other purpose; Hence, when a man gets drunk, falls into
the river and is drowned, the exclamation is, “what a mysterious Providence!” If a
boiler bursts and kills a hundred persons, Providence is the agent, though the engineer is
often severely blamed and punished, at the same time.
If we obey the law, the reward is ours; if we disobey, we fall into its jaws, and
are sometimes sorely bitten; and we might as well attempt to run from under the bend
ing heavens, as to escape from the penalty when the law is broken. Any doctrines con
trary to this, universal experience proves to be false, and all books teaching them, are in
jurious to the reader, unless he is sufficiently advanced to know better. We need an en
tirely new set of school books, free from sectarian bias, and teaching the everlasting laws
of Hature; and we shall have it. Reformers! labor, and the work shall be done.
w. n.
The night is pregnant with the day;
the storm is father of the calm;
And battle’s hot and bloody fray
Heralds the conqueror’s crowning palm.
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SP. COM. ON THE MARRIAGE QUESTION.
ALFRED CRIDGE, MEDIUM.

Nothing is more common than to estimate the condition of the human race prospective
ly by the false position and unnatural relations in which we are now placed. But nothing
is more calculated to lead to incorrect conclusions, as to the ultimate destiny of the Race,
both in sexual and in other relations, than to suppose, that what is true of the Race, in
their present relations and position, is also true in regard to their permanent and really
natural states. Were the marriage relation to he adjusted in conformity to present organ
izations, it would be a very low phase, not much above the lower animals in its nature and
practical results. The ideal standard of a true marriage relation is now about as correct
as it can be; but to attempt adapting to that standard, existing men and women would he
as absurd as to endeavor to carry five hundred weight on their shoulders, because men
who live aright and develop their muscular powers for several generations in succession,
might have the power to carry as much;—this is now done by the porters of Smyrna.
The difference between the advocates of the old scheme of marriage and those who call
themselves reformers, is simply this: the former wish to compel an outward conformity
to a true ideal; this, in the present state of things, is impossible; the capacities of mankind
for forming true matrimonial relations, being but small, owing to existing educational sys
tems. The latter assume that the present perverted tastes and appetites of men, are
correct indications of what true marriage relations should be. They speak as if none
should strengthen their muscles to carry any more than they now can; that nature says,
we are to be weak, because we are weak. The former says, that because under a proper
system, we should he able to carry four hundred weight, therefore, we must carry it now.
Both are wrong. In a reformed society, the spirit and the flesh are no longer at war.—
Both will point in the direction of a true conjugal and social order, which will he on
earth as in the world of existences, where affinities rule supremely and outward circum
stances bend to them.
There is one way, and only one way, to attain true conjugal relations, in the general
ity ,of cases: it is to organize a true social order, as a basis. As long as circumstances
are discordant, so men and women will he to each other, even if inwardly harmonious.
Take away the causes of discord, and the majority of matrimonial relations would ap
proximate correctness. But what breeds discord, at present, between married parties, is
not so much a want of conjugal relationship to each other, as to a false social order and
disseased physioal organizations; causing unnatural cravings because of the undue supply
of natural wants.
These natural wants being supplied other things will right themselves. The propriety
of relaxing considerably the present marriage bonds, is not questioned by our circle; but
only a few among recent arrivals see any necessity for the agitation of the marriage ques
tion as a fundamental idea in practical reform, as in a true social order, all would be ad
justed without special effort, and there is no advantage in doing work twice over, and
frightening people with horrors which will never exist.
Remarks by A.C.—The mode of adjusting matrimonial relations in civilized life, by
which an institution—a shadow—is made to crush natural and sensitive beings, reminds
me of the following anecdotes:
An Indian became a convert to what is called Christianity. He had two wives to
whom he was much attached. The missionary told him that he must give up one. The
Indian begged hard to be excused, but the iron morality(?) of the Calvinist recognized no
human sympathies. One of the wives was repudiated. A few weeks passed, and she
died of a broken heart—tortured to death, a sacrifice to the Moloch of civilization.
A New Zealander became a convert to Christianity; but the circumstance of his having
two wives was a barrier also in his case. In vain he pleaded—the missionary was inex
orable, he could not be admitted as a member of the Church, and he went away sorrowing*
and perplexed. A few days afterward he came back to the missionary with a joyful
countenance. “Me good Christian now: me no have but one wife” “ What did you
do with the other?” asked the missionary. “Eat ’em,” was the innocent reply of the new
convert.
“Things have been in the saddle” almost long enough.
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The spirits are much looked to now-a-days for practical wisdom. They are sought in
counsel for private and public good; and this is all very natural, considering the circum
stances under which we have been educated. Communion with this unseen source of in
telligence has interest certainly, and, as I am quite inclined to think, its peculiar uses, too;
but the wisdom of looking to this source for counsel respecting the practical affairs of life,
may be questionable. We can only decide this by a careful study of the laws which con
trol the character of the communications.
I announce the proposition that: The laws upon which depend the character of spiritual
communications are very nearly analagous to, it not identical with the laws upon which
depend the charcter of thought.
I. If a group of spirit-seekers with mediums in sympathy, have very decided prejudices
in favor of any dogma, the spirits will confirm them. They are confident in the fullness
of their superstition, and the spirits tell them what they want to know. Let this same
group attempt to reason upon the^same subject, and invariably will their logic bring them
to their cherished dogmas.
II. Thus with the decidedly prejudiced; but how with one that is partially liberalized?
Upon some bright morning, a new thought which controverts a whole bevey of prejudices
gleams upon his mind, and he don’t like its obtrusive bearing, but tries to thrust it out of
the sacred temple of his mind. It will return, however, despite his efforts, and he is com
pelled, at last, to look it fairly in the face. Beyond all expectation, it begins to seem
friendly; he likes it better the more he courts its acquaintance, until finally he takes it into
full companionship, and holds it an inseparable part and parcel of himself, so dear is it.—
An individual of similar mental condition, gives the spirits audience in a circle of like char
acter with himself, and a new idea is developed—an idea he was not looking for—and
which he thinks mischievous and wrong;—he is inclined to reject it; hesitates, but begins
to think about it candidly and earnestly. Other spirits visit the circle and urge the same
thought, until at last it is cordially received. The mental revelation in the one case, and
the spiritual revelation in the other, seem to be governed by laws which are analagous if
not identical.
III. We will take the case of a confirmed radical. Accustomed to revolutionary thought
he is in expectancy of such, and at times they pour upon his mind thick and fast. He has
triumphed over many a prejudice; he loves conquest in the dominions of truth and he goes
forward with the strides of an Achilles. He is self-reliant, and, as a philosopher, appeals
to the spirits. The philosophers of the heavens respond and suggest revolutionary radi
calism as profusely as his own mind had previously been in the habit of doing. The spirits
may divulge much that is new to him; but his own mind had often done the same. The
same law which rules in the one instance, seems also to rule in the other. If it be as
sumed that in the one instance, spirits suggested to the mind internally, and. in the other,
externally, I shall not object at all. The assumption would be entirely in accordance with
our proposition.
If those who are merely affectional, commune with spirits, there will be merely an
interchange of kindly feelings. The seekers want love, not thought, and they get what
they want. A Presbyterian preacher in Massachusetts questions the spirits, and their
answers are unexceptionably Presbyterian. A Methodist preacher in Pennsylvania gets
Methodism, and thus it is that all theologies may get spiritual confirmation. Puritans
seek and get their views of marriage; harmonial philosophers and Swedenborgians theirs;
Fourierists theirs, and thus the world round.
The spiritual revelations which any group of persons receive, are merely the reflection
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of the predominant mentality of the group, just in the same manner as the thoughts of an
individual correspond to the predominant condition of his mentality. There is this analo
gy in the evolution of principle; and the same law obtains in regard to the revelation of
fact. Prophecy is internally unfolded to the mind and outwardly revealed to the senses as
well
If it be true that the spiritual response corresponds as in normal thought to the state of
mentality; then is spiritualism no very authoritative source of wisdom theoretical or prac
tical. Let us test it
The husband is in California and the wife has grown wear3^ of his absence. She longs
for the soothing balm of masculine sympathy, and one of her friends is ready to accord it.
Mediums themselves; they consult the spirits, and obtain consent as a matter of course.
It matters nothing as to the right or wrong of the step; if the parties desire it, whatever its
character, the spirits will grant their wish.
I am quite aware that habitual wrong-doers have received advice which made a great
change for the better in their lives; and they seemed very grateful for it. A pedler is
called to a useful and honest occupation; a spendthrift and idler is called to industry and
frugality; a drunkard is reclaimed, &c.
This class of phenomena nmy obtain under the following conditions: First, when the
friends are spirit-seekers and anxiously concerned for the delinqent; and secondly, when
the wrong-doer himself is conscious of the delinquenc3r and has better moods of mind when
he ardently longs for moral supremacy and the happiness which belongs thereto. In the
one case the spirit-advice came to appreciating friends; in the other, it came by virtue of
the delinquent’s own appreciating moods. The fact that he reformed in either case, is ev
idence that there was a basis in his mind for the reception of redeeming counsel. When
depraved tastes rule in the circle,the communications are vile without a redeeming quality.
Let us imagine a group of Socialists to whom a suitable locality is an object. The spirits
are consulted in all sincerity, and the answer is such as corresponds to the preponderating
judgement and imagination of the circle. One group has had two locations pointed out
in this way, and failed to settle on either. Some such groups, too, are prone to inquire
as to the qualifications of certain individuals for cooperation, and here as in all cases where
there is sincerity in the querists, the answer will be no better than such as the highest
wisdom of the group could have devised; and if there be a magnetic predominance in the
circle, of a lower wisdom, the answer will not be so good.
Those who are wildly fanatical will find spirits enough to favor their wishes. Thus,
God and the angels led Harris, Scott and Co., to Mountain Cove, but the elements were
soon dispersed, and the Mount of God was not established.
In all cases will we be answered according to the measure of our wisdom and not oth
erwise. If vain and ambitious, the spirits ivill play the sycophant; and if we have a hobby,
the spirits will help us ride it.
The fact, therefore, that the spirits favor any practical movement b}r their especial guar
dianship, is no evidence of superior wisdom or success in its management or results. The
investing of any reform or movement, however, with the prestige of spiritual guidance, I
have no doubt would swell the train of espousers; but in this I could not discern the prom
ise of success; since many wonld be allured tw the witchery of angel leadership, who
who would be wholly unqualified by the want of inward fitness for the revolutionary ad
venture. The authority of angels is specious, external and apt to be delusive. Herein lies
the hidden source of future trouble and splendid failure. To avert the danger, we invoke
the strong arm of the worker, and the sturdy, sound sense of the practical mind.
I should certainly interpose no objection to frequent communion with unseen intelli
gences upon the question of Societary Reform, or any other. The more rationally it be done,
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more good will result. I should expect beneficial results somewhat as follows:—•
1. There must be harmony in the circle before the responses can be satisfactory, and this
must have a good effect upon the seekers.
2. Such converse upon questions of interest is an excitant to the mind, and new thoughts
may be struck out, and new modes of action suggested, whether coming directly from pro
fessed spirits or not.
3. If we believe that exalted spirits sympathize with our holiest aspirations and most
earnest efforts, the faith would be grateful and spiritually exalting.
4. Notwithstanding discrepencies in the manifestations, there is a pretty general concur
rence as to the philosophy of life here and hereafter. The reason, as it appears to me, why
it is so, is because the more liberal and advanced minds are those who cultivate and give
publicity to the spiritual disclosures. These teaching far beyond those of acknowledged
human origin, excite an interest in the public generally, and are starting many minds upon
the pathway of progress, who under ether circumstances, might have been standing still.
The excitant in such cases seems to be rather an outward one; but deride external ap
plications as we will, they seem to be useful as irritants, stimulants, and tonics. They act
by a law similar to that by which, the putting of the body into the attitude of an emotion,
tends to excite that emotion.
But after all it is not wise to rely upon externalities. We are not to be lifted up by out
ward force; and all wisdom is not to be infused into our minds by objective methods. The
means of development must act through the centre of our being as an incentive to the un
folding of the human spirit, that it may rise by the innate forces of its own essential na
ture. We should look within our own selfhood formed by all our past experiences, for wis
dom, and nit to any outward source, as a finality—not even to the spirits—not to the
heavens!
Note. -This article may be deemed open to criticism, and if so. we shall be happy to consider
any objections which may be made thereto. We have treated the subject with much brevity and
may be misunderstood in consequence. We ask a careful reading before judgement is given. 'This
subject needs to be better understood.

About Reformers.-—The very word “Reformer” implies activity. A reformer is one who
is active in the abolition of wrong and the establishment of right. Those who profess re
form and act not, are dead heads on the car of progress. There are all grades of reformers
from those who are just feeling their way out from general conservatism, to such as stand
in the forefront of radicalism; from the anti-alcohol reformer to the ultra social reformer.
All these should tolerate each other; and it is a pity they should ever indulge in mutual de
preciation. It is the prerogative of persecution, time out of mind, to set upon innovation.
Moderate reformers too often persecute those who are more ultra; and these in turn are too
apt to forget the uses of moderation and compromise in the reformatory efforts of others
All have their appointed work to do, and each must labor in the sphere of his attractions.
They are all laborers in the field of progress for the great work of human redemption. The
ultra and radical are absolutely indispensable as pioneers in the pathway of human pro
gress; and the more temperate and conciliating who consult expediency are equally indis
pensable to the activities of progress amongst the masses of men; and the one should thank
Ood for the redeeming toil of the other.

A Sedentary Foible.—Much of the exacting fastidiousness of the learned and scien
tific, is due to the fact that their native proclivities and every day habits keep them to
hooks and brain-work within doors, and hence, they run too much to nerve and sensitive
ness. 1 hey need the callisthenics of field and workshop in breeze and sunshine to invig
orate the body, calm the nerves, and make the man all over natural.
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CHAPTER
The

sin of

II.

Being Happy and Joyous;—Religion and Misery;—Anecdotes of Meth
Others;—Conversions and Backslidings;—Bogs, Fogs and

odist Preachers and
JN ightfall.

I was very early the subject of “ religious impressions ;”—early imbued with the desire
to flee the wrath to come” I remember when but a child, being present at a revival
meeting:. Several were shouting glory! and telling what the “Lord had done for them.”
The ministers and others were passing among the people, enquiring about their “feel
ings.
A feeling(then unaccountable, but, which I have since discovered, is produced by
magnetic sympathy) seized me, to be like them. I wept profusely; but had I been asked
why, I could only have replied, I cant help it.
My reading then consisted principally of “Memoirs’’and “Happy deaths of children,”
obtained from the Sunday school library. The desire for this kind of reading became a
passion, I looked at nothing,cared for nothing else: would get alone and weep over them,
despise and loathe myself, feeling I could never be so good or so happy as they. I con
ceived that I grieved Cud in my play by forgetting him; in vain I resolved to be serious,
or pious; the ever gushing joyousness of my nature would flow out in spite of all attempts
to repress it.
When about 13 years of age, we moved from our native place to Shildon, a small town
m a colliery district. Father opened a grocery store, and did a good credit business among
the “Grodly”—that is to say, among divers sub-divisions of the Methodist sects, such as
Primitive Methodists, Methodist Associationists, etc.
The colliers generally are a neglected, religious and ignorant class. Father had great
faith m those who belonged to a church; would give them unlimited credit, and sadly
they repaid his confidence. The Primitive Methodists, or Puritans, as they are gener
ally called, were the happiest; none shouted so loud, or prayed so long as they did, and
none were so deeply in debt. Curiosity often led me to their meetings, especially lovefeasts and prayer meetings. Oh! what bawling and shouting! One might really think
that their Grod was deaf, or on a journey. This reminds me of a remark, made by a
friend of mine, who, passing a meeting house, where the people were praying and shout
ing, said to a religious friend, at his side, “ What building is that?” “Oh!” said he, ” that
is God’s house!” “Why,” he answered, “ I should think he must be from home, or his
children would not make such a noise as that.”
Their love-feasts were all confusion; three or four were sometimes moved to speak at
once; each so absorbed in his own story, that he knew nothing of what the others were
saymg. Most of them were rough-spoken people, using dialects almost unintelligible.—•’
One man at the top of his voice would say: “ Bliss the Herd; while ah’ve been sittin’ here
the divil has been sayin’ ‘don’t speak; ye’re a miserable sinner; ah’ll have ye at last, and
ye’ll be ashamed to speak before so many;’ but, bliss the Lerd, here ah is, and ah’ll speak
a good word for the Lerd.” Then would follow a long account of temptations, shortcommgs, etc., all of which were laid on the poor devil’s back. The following is another gem of elo
quence which fell from the lips of another of these love-feast orators: People say, “Don’t nah
when their sins is forgiven, but ah nahed; wadn’t they nah if twenty steeyan (stone, 14 lbs,)
0 ®eurfe^°ff their backs!” This man and scores of others that I have listened to, all happy
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all enjoying God’s smile—were deeply in debt, wouldn’t pay or try to pay; were extrava
gant, outrageously so, and would feast and gormandize, no matter how or where the ma
terials were obtained. I often used to tell father, that at the day of judgment, there
would be quite a host who could testify he had fed the hungry and clothed the naked; be
sides, if there ever should be war again in heaven, he might raise quite a strong party,
among those whom he had benefitted. ‘‘No fear,” I used to say, “but you will get to
heaven.” My love of fun in these cases, as imf,other instances, for the time being, coined
all before it, religious impressions not excepted; these latter, however, on regaining the
ascendancy, would produce bitter sorrow and repentance., I had not yet learned the senti
ment of the poet, that
“ Religion never was designed
To make one’s pleasures less.”
Hence, that every so-called religion which tends to cast a shadow over the bright things of
earth, and restricts the exercise of mirthfulness, is nothing but a sham.
These Primitive Methodists believe in “falling power;”—believed that if peonle were
really sanctified, they would fall down into an unconscious state for a time. Several pro
fessed to have experienced this;—said, that just before falling, they saw bright lights;__
others, that they saw a something which they compared to bars of brass. Xanny Pepper,
a poor ignorant girl,-who hoed potatoes, gathered turnips and cut wheat in the harvest
fields, for a living, often enjoyed this “ falling power.” Almost every Sunday night, Nan
ny might have been heard praying mightily, for an hour or two; then would come the
crisis.; four or five men would try in vain to hold her, while she screemed like a mad crea
ture and threw herself in a thousand grotesque attitudes. By and by, she would become
exhausted and fall down, like one dead.
Being attracted to the meeting house, one Sunday afternoon, by an unusual uproar, I
found two happy souls—Nanny Pepper and Peter Lacky—-in an unconscious state. After
the congregation was dismissed, we asked some friends near them to sprinkle water on
their faces, but the females around interposed with a positive “ No! for they were happy.”
By and by, they awoke, shorn of their strength and robbed of their healthy color. Peter,
in a feeble voice, remarked; “Ah thout ah was e’ hiven.” Nanny Pepper went through
this performance on Sunday, and on the Monday she -was cursing and swearing in the potatoe field, or wherever she happened to be working. Mystery it was to those poor, igno
rant people. Palling power, they were confident, was from the Lord—a super-excellent
blessing conferred on his children. How Nanny could sin all the week,and get this bless
ing on the Sunday, was a problem they could not solve. James Ellet—a good old man,
belonging to the Primitives—often visited at our house. Mother and he discussed this
subject. Mother took a natural view of it; said it was excitement and mesmeric influ
ence or sympathy. Poor James could not and would not believe this; he had experienced
the blessing; besides, scripture was on his side. He brought forth Ezekiel and the brass
which he saw in his visions; argued that Ezekiel felt the falling power too.
James was fastidously conscientious; would never tell what another had said, unless he
could give it in the same words. “ I think,” commenced or ended—sometimes both—every
sentence. “I am afraid I should grieve the spirit and miss my way to heaven, by telling
an untruth,” he would say. Yet with all his conscientiousness, he used tobacco, though
he thought it wrong—a waste of money and injurious to health. After repeated trials to
conquer his taste for the weed, he gave up the attempt; he could not remove this “ thorn
in the flesh.”
He used to say to mother: “ Oh, Mrs. Denton, if you only experienced this falling pow
er, you would be so happy; the world would lose all its charms; you would be so absorbed
in love, you could not attend to your family or business; you could do nothing but pray
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and praise.” Mother would say: “ Well, James, I don’t want to feel it then; I believe in
being “dilligent in business; fervent in spirit; serving the Lord,” just as the Bible says.
Our prayer meetings were not so noisy; our God we supposed was a little nearer to us;
yet they were far, very far from being still. When Mr. Woolstonholme or Mr. Pierson,
(two great vocalists) visited us, there was a “ glorious outpouring of the spirit,” and the
people opened their mouths in loud rejoicings. These men had “great power with the
Lord,” (great power with the people.) There was an adding to the church, whenever
they came amongst us.
I often determined to “ give my heart to God,’’ and often resolved to go to the penitentbench, but could not overcome my dislike to the operation, and thought when I should be
converted, would prefer it to be in secret; did not like the idea of shouting “glory, halle
lujah!” before a congregation. The shouting I imagined to be an essential part of the
work, (performance, I ought to say.)
To me there was something ridiculous about it;
at any rate, it supplied food for my mirthfulness, in spite of my serious impressions.
The preachers expatiated considerably on this feeling; said that those who were ashamed
of going to the penitent bench, showed that they were ashamed of God, and could never
be converted, until they were willing to do anything, or be anything for God. Thus they
argued, but it was long before my “ stubborn heart would yield.”
I made known my desire for salvation to some of the members. We always had prayer
meetings Sunday evenings; at one of these meetings, they prayed and wrestled with God,
for my conversion. I Was urged to “ throw myself upon the Saviour;” to cry out, “Oh,
save me or I die;” not to think of waiting until I Was better, but to come, all sinful and
degraded; “Jesus is ready;” “God stands ready to receive;” “ Save, Jesus, or I sink; I
yield; 0 save me or I die!” These and a hundred more cant phrases, falsely called reli
gious expressions, they kept repeating, in an exciting tone. I wept profusely, and at last
thought I felt the something, but could not feel sure; there was a doubt about it. They
asked me how I felt;—told them a feeling came over me very different from any I felt
before; that it was a happy feeling. This, they assured me, was the blessing; I need not
doubt; so I tried to persuade myself that I was admitted into God’s favor.
“Now I am converted,” I said to myself; “I must love and respect my father; ‘child
ren, obey your parents;’ I must obey him, no matter if his request was unreasonable.”—
Went on pretty well for some days, though I had to rush to my room often, very often,
to crush my insulted, indignant spirit down; prayed several times a day: “0 Lord, make
me love my father; destroy this feeling of repugnance,” etc. etc., was the burthen of my
prayer; but somehow or other, my prayers were not answered; I felt the same desire to
answer, oppose and object that I had ever done;, managed to keep pretty quiet for about
three days, when the spirit breathed unto me of old, broke forth in a mighty torrent.—
Chained I could not be; could not be a servile slave. Away went “ mysterious feelings;”
I was a backslider; I played with my companions as gaily as before; opposed every ap
proach, or semblance of approach, or interference with my rights, as an individual, most
daringly; thought my conversion only fancy; would give my heart to God sometime, but
was sure I could not be a Christian, while with father, for in spite of everything, I could
not love and respect him; so it was no use for me to try to be a Christian. Passed about a
year in this deplorable condition, but a more deplorable season followed, though that was
bad enough. Every Sunday I felt I “ was on the brink of hell,” and was constantly urged
to join the church.
Mr. Pierson came; protracted meetings were got up; scores were converted. “The
windows of heaven were opened,” and pardons showered down copiously on “poor mis
erable sinners.” My brother was a member of the church; had experienced the mysteri
ous blessing; was very active in the meeting, urging the mourners to believe. “Only be-
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lieve, only bMieve,” I have often heard him say, “ and the blessing is yours.” What was
it they were hrged to believe? That they had the blessing, and then they would have it.
Scores, yes, hundreds of times I have heard them say to “seekers:” “ Believe that ye
have it, and ye have it..” ;; For me this seemed an impossibility; I told them so. They
referred me to the New Testament. I could then only say with the poet:—
“ Stretch my faith’s capacity wider and yet wider still,
And then with all that is in thee my soul for ever fill.”
or:—
“Oh! to laugh at impossibilities,
And cry it should be done!”
How my girlish days were darkened by these heathenish ideas! How they poisoned the
sweets of play; for I fancied it wrong to laugh and be merry. “How can you laugh when
sinners are dropping into hell?” we were asked by our preachers. How I deplored my
condition every night, believing that if I died before morning, I should awake in hell.—
My reason, yes, “blind reason” would interpose; a discussion often followed between it
and doctrines poured into me. “God is love;” why urge and beseech him? “Ask and
ye shall receive;” but God knows what we need, why ask him then? Why so necessary
to believe? I’m saved if I do right; surely, God can’t send me to hell. But God requires
it; ’tis God’s appointed way. Weak mortals must not reason with God!
Again I was prayed with and for by the good people of our church. Again I received
the blessing, attended, as before, by doubts and fears. Wm. W., one of the class-leaders,
asked me if I would not like to “ meet in class.”
Class meetings I feared, because the members were expected to speak every week; but
thinking they would help me on in the right path, I agreed to attend, if mother gave her
consent. He called on mother; told her my wish. “ Well,” she said, “ I would be very
glad if Anne was converted; she needs it, but I can’t give my consent for her to meet in
class. She is too young to decide what religion is true. I prefer that her judgment be
matured first; she will then be better able to come at correct conclusions, one of which
will be, I think, that her present conversion is only the effect of excitement.” He looked
at her with astonishment, talked with her awhile and left, doubtless thinking she was very
far from grace. To me there appeared something reasonable in what mother said; yet I
thought she was not doing exactly right.. Again I backslid; and as every slide is consid
ered to take you farther backward and downward, I suppose I got® a long distance, this
time; became more and more natural, and hence less religious. Don’t remember that I
did any more wrong, or felt any greater inclination to wrong-doing; my natural tenden
cies were to the good, the true and perfect.
In a short time, Mr. Woolstonholme was sent for. He came. His power, as a vocal
ist, was extraordinary. He did indeed “ pray without ceasing.” His upturned eyes were
constantly overflowing with tears. The night of my conversion came. Woolstonholme
entered the pulpit; gave out the hymn in a low, melting tone:—
“Jesus the name high over all,
In hell, or earth, or sky:
Angels and men before it fall,
And devils fear and fly.”
His prayer was powerful, full of faitlffand praise; subject of discourse, the Crucifixion.—•
How the tears rolled down his face, as he pathetically depicted “Jesus, our God,” bear
ing his cross, praying for the thieves, in his dying moments. The whole congregation
joined with him in weeping. Low, stifled moans came from each and all.
Without dismissing the congregation, he slipped from the pulpit into the body of the
church, and commenced the prayer meeting. His voice was as before, low (as we used to
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say, so like the voice of heaven,) gradually rose as his faith rose; souls would be convert
ed; he would have “seals for his ministry and souls for his hire.” Others were called
upon to pray, while he went among the people, to gather together the “ penitents.” I was
found and led to the penitent bench, as a lamb to the slaughter. After weeping, pray
ing and wrestling for about three hours, I obtained the prize—was converted, indeed!

INQUIRIES

ANSWERED.

The following is an answer to “ Inquiries Made,” in the first number of the S. K.:
I am no preacher, nor am I any man’s follower; but I hope a few words from me, may
not be deemed out of place. I don’t think the text quoted “ is generally overlooked.”—
You say it is not preached upon. I answer, the prating part is generally practiced upon;
but the consequences which were then said to have followed prayer, do not follow. The
filling with the Holy Ghost don’t come, for that enabled the recipients to speak the truth,
or was to, when it came. The shaking don’t come, except sometimes by the stamping and
other physical demonstrations of the congregation; and the being of one heart and one
soul, don’t come; and the great gifts (graces) don’t come, such as speaking with tongues,
[different languages,) and "the cloven tongues, as of fire, none of these come. And now
why, in the name of common sense, do you think the selling of lands and houses, and lay
ing the prices of the things sold at the Apostles’ feet, should come? When any of you
Reformers shall make such demonstrations as followed the praying, on the day of Pentacost, you may expect the price of my houses and lands at your feet; but until you can
make'such demonstrations, it is rather extravagant, if not presumptuous and impudent, to
ask. I suppose the reason why our modern preachers don’t insist upon their followers sel
ling their houses, lands, etc., and laying the prices at their feet, is, because they have a
little more modesty than our self-styled Reformers; they only beg for a little; our Re
formers want all. I am a believer in Individual Sovereignty; that is, do what I have a
mind to; say what I have a mind to; come when I please; go when I please; and suffer all
the consequences of my sayings, goings and doing, whether I please or not. This is the
sum and substance of individual and collective rights. I will judge of my own rights;
my neighbor will, as he has a right to do the same; and when my neighbor judges he has
a right to what I think I have a right to, we will compromise; refer it to a third person, or
fight it out, as the case may be. This is the way the world has been going along for the
last hundred thousand years, and will forever hereafter, all you Reformers to the contrary
notwithstanding. Human judgment always has and always will, in some shape or other,
rule the world. Pew men learn in any school but the one experience teaches, and the
reason is, they can’t learn in any other; and what is the use of blaming those who can, for
teaching school in such a way and manner, as is best calculated to advance their pupils.—You, Reformers, are trying it after your own ideas of right, and you make but little pro
gress. Those educated in your schools will make nothing but “ fat bites” for the sharks
of the world’s school, unless protected by the sharks of association, that they may be
food for them. The decree has gone forth, whosoever learns, must pay the tuition fee.—Governments always filch all they can from the people; that is, get all they can for the
government they give the people, and associationists will do the same, and do it too in
many ways the people don’t think of; and I confess it is not a little provoking, to have a
thing filched right before your eyes, by the rascality of law, and be forced to live in a com
munity so blind they can’t see it and won’t help to reform it, but support the law, which
plunders you and them. I have sometimes a mind to turn Reformer and boss a few, in
order to get my money back: get houses and lands sold, and the price of the things sold,
laid at my feet. But this, it seems, is not enough, for some Reformers; they would have
female virtue theirs, or, at least, in some more convenient position than it is. E. L. Crane.
Remarks .—With the above, we received one dollar for the S. R., and request for
Isn’t it odd that we association people didn’t “ shark” the Doctor of his dollar?
But the Revolutionist will be carefully mailed to his address for a whole year, and we
hope it will revolutionize some of his fogyism.
His dollar was good, but his squib, better. By some means, we have all got “ bumps
of fun,” big or little, and it is quite natural and right for us to gratify our sense of the ri-
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diculous, upon fit occasions; and the Doctor’s article is as good as a Comic Almanac or a
glee song-book. But we don’t mean to pay for his article, except in kind. Wo shall do
him good in return.
His charge that “our Reformers want all,” creates a slight suspicion that he has mis
read the passage. The record is, that distribution was made to every man as he had need,
and that they (the people,) had all things common; it don’t say that the Apostles had all!
Above, the Doctor is great on individual sovereignty! But a short time since, he wrote
himself a firm believer in the doctrine, that man was “ born to be head of woman.” This
fixes the fact that a man and woman are one, and that one, the man! He is the sover
eign head. Upon similar principles, it is held that all men are created free and equal, but
that negro men are born into slavery!
Certain Reformers insist upon the self-sovereignty of woman, that she may, at all times,
be true to her instincts of purity and womanhood; but our gallant Doctor thinks there
must be some bad motive in this, and there’s not a libertine in Christendom who would
not think so too. Meet companions they! To the pure, freedom is pure; but not so to
the vulgar-minded. Out of the filthiness of their own imaginations do they judge others.
Woman is now inveigled. Social necessity often renders her easily caught, and then
she has a “head.” Hot being.a sovereign individual, she is at the mercy of another, and
whether he love or hate, disease and unhappiness often follow as a consequence of their
sins, dependent not upon her will, of course, but his. If woman were free and had the credit
of a head of her own, a certain profession would have far less to do, and our considerate
Doctor would not so readily “ get his money back,” as he says.
Uext time he writes, the Doctor must be serious.

The Anti-Pantheist.—The first number has been received and read. It is a vain at
tempt to stay, with a feather, the rolling torrent of Reform, that is sweeping away the
sand-based structures of the past—the accumulated rubbish of the dark ages. Ridiculous
is the attempt, and we can only smile at the man who is solemnly engaged in making it.—
The author would fain lead back the souls who are feeding fat in the pastures of God’s
heritage to the creed-fenced fields of a barren theology, where

Misery’s flock on thistles feed,
And wolves are ever nigh.
Yain! vain! Some silly fugitive may return to bondage, his base soul remembering with
regret the flesh pots of Egypt; but fruitless will be the attempt to induce an army of free
men to resume their cast-off chains, to bear him company.
The style of the work is excellent and its execution faultless; but it does seem a pity
that so much pains should be taken to erect a sepulchre over a mass of dead ideas—dead
beyond the power of resurrection. If those who are engaged in this work, would but
make use of their time, talents and money, in teaching men the laws of God, as manifested
in our own nature and his works around us, and leading them to obedience, they would
then be living to some purpose, and their reward would be sure. But all attempts to re
suscitate a dead theology must be as futile as it would be to try to revive the feudel system,
and call back the ancient barons, to rule over their prostrate serfs.
w. D.

Died.—Miss Catharine Congdon, of Syracuse, H. Y., departed this life, Nov. 23,1855.
She was a member of the Progressive Union, intelligent, and a worthy example to all who
knew her.
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BY J, H. COOK.

Believing that a harmonious human brain corresponds with and foretells a harmonious
society; believing also that a true and thorough knowledge of the structure and functions
of the brain, or the whole nervous system, furnishes an unerring formula for the solution
of all the momentous social questions, now interesting and perplexing the most exalted
minds, I propose, in a few brief articles (as I must be brief for the want of space,) to par
tially .state and apply the formula.
It is already generally admitted that society is as its individuals; but this truth needs
to be scientifically and minutely stated and defined, and brought home to those who can
think and feel.
The world will often thoughtlessly admit a truth stated in vague, general terms, which
it will reject when accurately defined and applied. My philosophy and motives may be
questioned, while I, through the human brain, attempt to solve some important ques
tions. The brain ik a world or sphere, whose organs or fibers, in the aggregate, point to
ward and relate to every object in the Universe, and fitly represent the world of man
kind, who together also relate to and point to all things and principles.
The brain, like mankind, is in a progressive state, and is being perfected and built up
plane upon plane, slowly but surely, shooting forward and upward into the harmonious,
peaceful and heavenly regions of Wisdom and Love.
As the great mass of mankind have the lower and hack brain in predominance, so all
nations and societies, more or less are earthly, sensual, Selfish, warlike, intolerant, ignorant
and unloving. Like Geological upheavals; like the earthquake and the volcano; like the
storms of the lower atmosphere; like the dwarfed and sickly plants, in sunless places, is
the life of a man or a nation, whose bottom-head and back-head prevails over the supe
rior regions.
Every coarse brain represents the coarse nations or tribes. Every refined and impres
sible brain represents the refined and spiritualized circles of mankind. The lowest brains
represent the most undeveloped tribes of men. The highest brains represent the highest
nations. The predominant top-heads and front-heads, whose radii sweep the hitherto un
known and unsurveyed regions of divine truth and goodness, have as yet no collective
representation—that is prospective.
Leaving the reader to perceive the analogy between every form and degree of brain de«
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velopment and “every nation, tribe and tongue” I proceed upon anthropological authority
to introduce a tolerating compromise between all degrees of conservatism and all degrees
of reform.
A man mostly developed in the selfish, energetic and lower intellectual regions of brain,
and therefore absorbed in the production and accumulation of material wealth, and not
able to appreciate or comprehend the higher mental and spiritual life: looks upon the ultra .
Reformer as his enemy, working against him and his interests, because being ignorant of
that mental philosophy which would assure hfm that he is not a whole man, nor such a
fragment as his neighbor Reformer, he takes his o wn mind to be the measure of all others.
The man who is developed to see and feel the wrongs and discords of society; whose
nature craves the spiritual and refined, is very apt to underrate or unduly censure the sel
fish or worldly man or his pursuit, upon whom or which he is often as dependent, as the
sucking child upon its mother for physical sustenance.
Could these two men really know themselves, and perceive that they are working foe
each other on different parts of the great Unitary Temple of Truth, how liberal and God
like, compartively, they would be!
These two cases will serve to indicate the results of all constitutional differences.—
What is the great want of the present age? True philosophy and untrammeled thought
answers: Hot similarity of opinions, pursuits and attractions, but toleration of all the
unavoidable fruits and products of man’s complex nature. The whole world, most re
formers included, need to have the important truth that, “All nature’s diffeeence makes
all nature’s peace,” deeply stamped upon the tablet of the soul.
Do we expect the sick to work, the deaf to hear, or the blind to see? Let us then
have the same sympathy for and toleration of the mentally and spiritually lame, deaf,
blind, etc. Do reformers give the selfish world credit for all it is doing for them? By
no means. I have been for fifteen years, an ul tra reformer, and have sacrificed most of
my time and all of my means, to reform the world; but perhaps I have not done as much
for that purpose, as the conservative capitalist, who, with his means, has developed the
earth’s physical wealth, so indispensable as a basis, for the support of that superstructure
upon which I (and most reformers) are more inclined and better qualified to work. The
reformer, to be happy and do good, needs for intimate and permanent associates, those who
fire “part and parcel of himself;”—“birds of a feather;” and to aid humanity on every
plane, to grow out of any state into a higher one; and not vainly attempt to “toma
hawk opinions into men,” and teach them to jump from the bottom to the top of the stairs
of human ascent.
In my next I will speak of the cerebral groups, as prophetic of a glorious future society.

Dkom L. A. Hine :—My labor at home, and my lecturing abroad, are enough to whiten
my locks, for I give nearly twice the lectures, under far greater disadvantages, in a year,
than come from most other lecturers or preachers, sermons included; and friends may some
times think I neglect them.
I am from home sometimes for two months, as I have been until yesterday, having held
60 meetings. I shall drop you a communication for the Revolutionist, soon as I can.
find time.
Loveland, Jan. 30, 1856.
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It is now universally admitted, at least by all thinking minds, that there are many dis
cordant elements in the existing state of society. The different castes or classes into
which mankind are divided, have separate interests. These clash with each other, and
many of them are at war with the highest good of the human race. At first sight this
may not appear; but upon further scrutiny, it does. These clashing interests are the
source of much enmity and misery in the world; in fact, they are our greatest .social evils;
and if we would cure them, we must know their causes; we must investigate, scrutin
ize, analyze existing society.
To throw in my mite toward this all-important work, is the object of these numbers.
There is no danger of discussing the subject too much. Let us have it presented by dif
ferent minds in every conceivable form.
One of the first and general divisions of mankind is into producers and non-producers.
We are so constituted and related to the physical world, as to require food for the stom
ach, clothing for the back, shelter from the inclemencies of the weather, means of convey
ance for ourselves from one locality to another, etc., all of which requires much manual
labor to procure. In this necessitous work, a large majority of mankind are employed,
and may justly be termed the producing class. The remaining minority perform none of
this labor, and are a non-producing class. It is the interest of the former class to get as
much for the products of his labor as he can, while the latter is interested in getting them
as much below par as possible. Here then is a clashing, the effect of which runs through
all society and strikes a death blow at the happiness of man.
These necessaries of life are termed wealth; and if all things were as they should be,
the individual who labored most would he the most wealthy—wealth being the product
or representative of labor. But this we find is not the case, for many of the most wealthy
perform no labor; and as a general thing, the more wealthy the individual, the less he la
bors. But notwithstanding all do not labor, the world is full of wealth, sufficiently so to
make every individual comfortable and happy, provided it was equally distributed. After
wealth is produced, it is, as it were, set up to be gambled for by the world, and he who is
the most expert gamester, gets the most. In ancient times, and even now, among savage
and barbarous tribes, this game is played off by roving marauders, who follow plundering
for a regular occupation. They are looked upon, by civilization, as a set of Outlaws,
cut-throats and robbers, and beneath the dignity of human beings. And yet the same
eivilizees under the sancti on and protection of governments, are committing the same
crimes, only in a milder form; for whenever an individual begins to possess more property
than his own labor has produced, he must be taking the product of other men’s toil; ami
though he may not be a cut-throat, he is as emphatically a robber, as the ruffain who plun
ders on the highway. The one takes property that is not his own, by force or stratagem; the
other by his skill and cunning, and under the protection of law and custom. The man
who steals a horse is prosecuted and imprisoned; but he who cheats his neighbor out of
his horse in a trade, is lauded for his skill and shrewdness as a trader. He has taken a
horse in a “respectable” way, and therefore he is a respectable man. But the former
whose crime is no greater, is an outcast from all respectable society. So goes the world
in regard to property.
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The producing class is divided into head workers, and hand workers; and both do vi
olence to their own natures, and to the best interests of the race. Man follows his attrac
tions, a large upper and frontal brain gives mental attractions; and the individual shuts
himself up within doors—pores over books and papers, to the entire neglect of his body;
and becomes a monstrosity. A large basilar and posterior development with the
motive temperament, gives attractions to manual labor, and the individual hammers and
digs away without ever stopping to think, and thus he too violates the laws of his being,
and his immortal soul is crushed within him.
The non-producing class may be divided into those who perform no productive labor
either mentally or physically, and those who exercise their brain in laying plans and
schemes for the purpose of obtaining a large amount of wealth. The latter own their thou
sands of capital, and according to the law and custom of the age, so long as it is skillfully
managed it continues to get more, and that too in an increased ratio. And thus the capi
talist may have the wealth of hundreds of laborers at his command, though he himself,
may procfuce nothing. This class might be termed licenced robbers, and are in fact a
very useful class under the present condition of the world; for it is principally through
their efforts that our rail-roads and all public improvements are made. The former divis
ion are drones of the world, and hang as a dead weight upon it. They “toil not,” and
yet they are fed and clothed. It is generally admitted that the world would be much
better off without them, and so it would; but I am not certain that they are the worst
class in society.
Another division of the world, is into professional and non-professional. We have M.
D.’s and L. L. D.’s whose pecuniary interests are in direct opposition to the people and
to the highest good of the race. The Dr. lives by his profession, and, of course, is inter
ested in making that profession a remunerative one. And perhaps there is no other class
that possesses the same facilities for accomplishing desired ends as the physician. And
when we look around and behold the spread of disease at an accelerated rate, in propor
tion to the increase of physicians, we are led to conclude that they are exerting a delete
rious influence on the health and constitution of the race. I admit that there are many
individuals of this profession who are far above resorting to such, base deeds; yet the temp
tation is there; the general tendency is in that direction, and all may unawarepbe led into it.
The lawyer lives by his profession, and he too is interested in making his business profi
table. He may talk of peace and justice, but it is his interest to have “no peace;” for if
peace and harmon3r always prevailed, he would have either to give up his cherished pro
fession or starve. He is then interested in having society in a continual broil, that he may
be regularly engaged in dispensing “justice” among the contending parties. And when
we consider the increasing numbers of this profession, how busily they are employed, and
how many of them are growing wealthy, we conclude that they wield a powerful influ
ence in demoralizing society, and thereby making their profession pecuniarily profitable.
xhe loregoing divisions of the human family pertain more particularly to the present
age; but there is still another division which has existed in all ages of the world. It is
that ol leaders and followers. There has, in all, times, been those who have taken
tne lead in all the great achievements of man—those who have led the van and cleared
the way xor those who follow. The former class is small in comparison to the latter,
but the individuals who compose it are, as the apostle says, “the salt of the earth.’? It is
through their action that the world is kept moving onward and upward. Many of them
are ambitious and restless, and at times, feel like getting behind the world and driving it
at once into order and harmony. But all past experience tells them that man is not to be
driven, and, hence, they must be content to lead, though it be at a snail’s pace. This fol
io w-iiiydeader class mightbe subdivided into those who may be led gently along, and those
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who partake so much of the nature of a certain animal, that they are all the time falling
back. And when we behold the vast numbers that belong to the latter subdivision, and
reflect on the force with which they are pulling back, we wonder how the world moves
along as fast as it does. But the tendency of riian, as a unity, is onward and upward; it
is a law of his being ; and no power can permanently stop his upward course.

SOCIALISM.—-THE
BY

CAUSES

JOHN

B.

OF

FAILURE.

WOLFF.

Socialism is an attempt to reform the abuses and correct the evils incident to the un
developed state of the human mind. Philanthropists intuitively perceive, and naturally
seek to remedy the wrongs forced on their attention. Unfortunately the most of this
class of minds are mere theorists—lacking the power of practical operation. Their
ideas and measures are tinged with their peculiar organizations, and the results of their
eiforts are determined in their owrn minds by their own conceptions of what should be—>
and not what cdn be. Grenerally they overlook the great demonstration of ages—that
great changes—'radical improvement—are not the result of sudden' ebulitions of enthusi
asts, but of slow progressive gradations, costing much time and a vast amount of labor.
One of your correspondents draws much consolation from the late and rapid strides we
have made; but it strikes me that we have only changed the means, not the principle.—
For while our military murderers do not pound their prisoners in mortars, or build them
in walls—we find in China, tens of thousands slaughtered cruelly, while others are literally
cut to pieces by inches. We see the Turk drinking the blood of. the Russian, and shak
ing him with his teeth like the dog; Look at the despotisms of Europe;—the ignorance
of the multitude;—the political and social wrongs and corruptions of the freest and most
enlightened people on earth, and then tell me if the difference is not in the refinement
of the means of murder and torture? Much remains to be done before day light dawns
on the darkness of earth. Ages will yet elapse before there is any general approximation
to a true estate of society. Groups may harmonize, and demonstrate man’s capacity for
the most enlarged idea of freedom; but the masses will grow slowly into a fitness for the
Eutopia of the higher life.
But herein is no reason why we should desist from our efforts to instruct and elevate.
I shall comprehend in a single sentence my idea of the causes of previous failures. So
cial Reformers have applied an absolutely perfect rule to an imperfect subject.
Man has been taken as he might be—not as he is. He has been taxed beyond his pres
ent ability; more has been demanded than he is able1 to bestow; and hence the frequent
and disastrous failures, with all their discouraging ^effect on the friends of Reform. We
want a system progressively adapted to the growth of the interior faculties; a system,
that preserves the individuality of man, the sanctity of the family circle, the minimum
of cost, the maximum of benefit—-the natural stimuli to industry,' improvement and per
fection. We want fraternity, equality and freedom from falsities of all kinds. We want
removed all temptations to vice, and we want it demonstrated that our highest happiness
is subserved by virtue, truth, honesty and intelligence. We want no compulsory associtions or relations, but all conjoined according to God’s law, and not man’s institutions.
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QUERIES.

I wish to propose a few questions.
Did God create pure angels? I mean, beings purely immaterial and intellectual. If so,
where is their proper home? Did one such become “the serpent?” Did Paul sin in help
ing to kill Stephen? Will he eternally regret that sin? What do the orthodox mean by
“pardon of sin?” Do you feel sure that your revolutionist can live? Do you think
the orthodox will wish to reply in it?
Could you afford to print 3 or 4 pages in the ‘Revolutionist, ’ in ‘phonotypy’? I am one
of those who make little matters, bend to the Language Reform.
I hope that Theology, may be well examined in your paper.
In man’s pristine state, was ignorance or the devil the cause of the first sin?
Well, dear sir, I find that I am so much inclined to run into questioning, that it occurs
to my mind, that I may be an active contributor to your pages, simply in asking questions(?) You remember the adage: “A fool may ask a question that seven wise men can
not answer.”
J. A. Rutherford, Honey Grove, Texas.
Answer s.—We do not think there are any beings immaterial, for not being matter,
they would be nothing. What God has done is difficult for any one to say who has not
been admitted into his counsel chamber, as the orthodox divines appear to have been; but
if you mean by pure, free from any temptation to evil, we do not believe that any such
beings have ever existed, do exist now, or will ever exist. There may be individuals in
the spirit world who have been born there, for we know of no reason why man should
cease to propagate his species when he becomes better fitted to create noble souls, but we
have no idea that such beings will be beyond the power of wrong-doing. Ignorance, we
have no doubt, will continue forever, and must forever bear its fruits.
With regard to the serpent, we have no belief in his snakeship. The story is a child
ish attempt to account for the origin of evil.
If Paul is to be believed, he did sin in helping to kill Stephen, but he sinned ignorantly,
and a sensible soul will see the folly of regretting what occurred of neccessity.
With regard tq the pardon of sin, friend Rutherford being a member of an orthodox
church, can perhaps answer his own question better than we who have been so long out
side of the sanct/uary.
We believe the Revolutionist will live. The encouragement we have received hith
erto, shows us that there are minds enough prepared to sustain a free, radical journal, such
as ours. One thing we are determined to do, and that is to make it worthy of life, and
we are not much concerned about Anything else. Whether the orthodox will reply to
our remarks in the journal, we know not; if they do, it will be of such a character as the
specimen contained in the present number. Orthodoxy and Freedom are sworn enemies,
and orthodoxy being a miserable coward, is seldom found in the field.
We should like to print a part of our journal in phonotypy, but cannot afford to buy
the necessary type, at present. If friend Rutherford or some other phonetic friend would
supply us with the type, it could easily be done. We are giving our labor to this work
for nothing, and it is not too much to ask others to do a little of the needful work. w. d.

A Creed.—All men are brethren, and should treat each other as such.
All do as well as they know how; therefore, when a person does what looks wrong to
us, we should rather pity his ignorance than blame or punish him. “ Father forgive them
for they know not what they do.”
We need more freedom; less government; less artificial rules; more natural instinct;
more natural and less artificial gods; more health and less luxuries; more simplicity and
less mystery; more love and less hate.
Gould.
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BY JACOB WOOD.

I was born and raised in the Fold of Methodism, and fed from infancy on free grace.
My Pasture was fenced by G-ospel Timber, guarded by opposition to all evil, such as swear
ing, lying, drinking whisky, Sabbath breaking, frolicking, fiddling and dancing; and it
was governed by the code of the ten commandments. Taught to expect Salvation by
faith in Christ; feasted on the love of God by attending to the preaching of the Gospel, go
ing to prayer, class, and love-feast meetings; and was as happy as fallen man could be this
side of Heaven. But passing one day on the east side of my beautiful Eden, I heard over
the fence a great noise of splashing, and washing, and making clean of sins; and seeing one
rider off, I felt a little mulish, and over the fence I went.
And here I found new pasture indeed, with many advantages., The people all seemed to
be happy. They, too, seemed fenced in by gospel timber, and with this advantage, once
in grace, all was safe now and forever more. This new doctrine pleased me well, for I
had been taught, by many good men, that there was danger in yielding to sin and making
skipv reck of faith, and go to hell at last. But now the idea of being secure, pleased me
so well, and being much taken up with my npw doctrine of final perseverance, I nearly
forgot my old cloverfields of class and love-feast meetings, though still a believer in the
meritorious sacrifice of "Christ.
Butone day> walking on the North-East side of my beautiful Eden, I heard over the
fence a conversation, on this wise, showing how simple their neighbor Baptists and Meth
odists were, for pinning their faith to a dead man’s sleeve, and of his being God-man with
us; that man was a fallen and depraved being, incapable of saving himself; and they said
how degrading such a doctrine for so noble a being as man, and how mortifying to think,
he could only get to heaven by faith in a man who couldn’t save himself!
He now having jumped the fpnce, because I had no fears but I could jump again, so
over I went, and found much more liberty in doing as I pleased, in matters of relfrion
morality, etc.
Having now changed pastures three times, I lent freely a listening; ear to anything I
could hear; and passing still farther North, or into a colder latitude, I heard over in an
other pasture, a great noise of fiddling, dancing, drinking and. making merry, and some
telling what beauties their Eden had, and how much happier than their neighbors, “for
we have no hell of unquenchable fire, no fears to keep us from enjoying life, by indulging
m anything we may desire to do; for we may cheat, lie, steal, murder, sabbath break, and
a sure of heaven at last. For the Bible has gone through so many priests, hypocrites
anu backsliders, that they can’t prove there is any such place as hell in all the Bible.
. is doctrine pleased me well, for I thought the Bible a good book, if it had no hell in it.
now began to have itching ears for anything new, and had nearly forgot my old clover
pastures that used to make me so happy and fill me so full of God’s love. I now rather
desired new scenes of pleasure, and over the fence I went, and found myself surrounded
y a t e motley throng, making light of religion, etc. Here I found many who told me
ey once belonged, some to Baptists, Methodists, etc., and, in fact, some from all those
pastures, I had passed through. There vve had many talks; how glad we were, that
now we were clear of church trammels and superstition; but sometimes our fears were
a armed when some of our number would die, for sometimes the fear of hell would get
0 o t lem, and they would say, Universalism would do to live with, but would not do
. 10
But t:i:le:a we would console ourselves by saying, they were not in their
n8
or had the deliriums; for, in feet, many of our numbers, after indulging in the
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liberties of our doctrine, would indulge much in drinking and many other evils of the times
and thereby shorten their days on earth.
And now having changed views often, I lost my relish for prayer-meeting, class and
love-feasts; and having but little fear of hell, I avoided all places of solemn, serious
thought, and avoided all places where I would hear of hell and those hobgoblin stories;
but yet in spite of all I could do, when I laid me down to sleep, those fears would flit
across my mind, and I thought if it was not for this old doctrine of hell, so often spoken
of, I would have been much easier.
Still getting farther North, in a colder clime, I overheard, just over alow fence, not near
so high as those already crossed, for in fact, I discovered a place, smooth as an otter slide,
where many had passed over before me, and now with a hop, step and a jump, I found
myself safe over.
And here I found new light, indeed, that the Bible was not inspired and written by the
authors of unerring wisdom, and that all those passages which speak of a hell and suffer
ing an eternity for a few sins in this life, was nothing but the old fogyism of priest-craft
and superstition; and that in these days of human progress, we dug down in the bowels
of the earth and found enough to convince any wicked man that the old Mosaic account
of the creation is fifty-nine thousand years too late in its date, for we can easily prove this
by finding many things that we can’t account for, and it being one of the most prominent
articles of our creed always to disbelieve, we find it much easier to give the lie to Moses
account, notwithstanding much of old heathen history speak of many things that Moses
spoke of; and now I had very little respect for what I did; seeing myself so far advanced,
I could make light of my former religious fears; I could publicly mock and scoff at the
Methodists coming to the mourners’ bench, notwithstanding I once delighted in all those
Godly employments.
And now I neither feared the God of the Bible, nor regarded man. I could openly vi
olate the Sabbath laws of our land, by the economy of keeping Nature’s Sabbath,that is, every
night when sleeping. I could then keep Sabbath with the hogs, horses, mules and other
animals, who worship the God of Nature, just as I do by eating and sleeping, only I could
make more of a scoff at religion than they.
But one night while keeping Nature’s Sabbath, was led to take a retrospective view of
rny past life, and involuntarily led to exclaim: “ What wonderful progress I have made, like
metempsychoses, passed through some five different species of nondiscript animals, I
hardly knew whether I was anything or nothing, so that nothing seemed to trouble me
except now and then, when some of our number would die. You don’t believe how it
made me feel, when I heard of the death of our worthy brother Voltaire, who, when told
by his Doctor, he would soon die, said: ‘ Then I will go to hell and you will go with me.’ ”
And then there was our gifted brother Tom Paine, who labored long and hard to crush
Christianity, but when on his death bed, called on God to help him—on Christ to help
him; and whose death bed scene was so awful, that the servant girl did not want to stay
in the room with him. And there was Francis Newport, when on his death bed, ac
knowledged he was one of those spoken of in Revelation, who plasphemed God because
of their pains. And there was Servin, and Gibbon, and Hobbes, and Altamont and a num
ber of others, while in life and health, despised and made light of the religion of the Bible;
yet when they came to die, they acknowledged the awful foreboding of future punish
ment.
Nowthose with one-half inch of conscience disturbed almost all my Sabbaths with much
uneasiness, but I was aroused from, this by one of my brothers coming in and telling of
the great discovery lately made in human progress; that we had now discovered a real
spirit progress, not such as spoken of in the Bible, where it speaks of the spirit of God,
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Witnessing with ours, that we have passed from the fear of death to that state of happi
ness, so often exemplified in those crazy Methodists, when they shout and say glory.
But, says my friend, this is accomplished by sitting down and putting your hands on a
table, and if there is a medium, the table will tip, tip, tip; and how you may ask it many
questions, and will almost always receive answers. And father, there is one way by
which you can always tell, if they speak truth or not; whatever they say, be sure and
weigh it well, in the scale of human progress or reason, and then you will know if it is
true. Do with them as you would with a bad boy, when he said he fed your horse. Go
and see and then you will know. And farther, it is said this spirit rapping has been so
powerful, that a few years ago, down near Dayton, the floor of the house tipped down into
the cellar, and this set the cook-stove to tipping with its contents of hot water, fire and all,
so that they thought the devil had come to take them to hell, some badly burned and
scalded. And many other wonderful things have been done by them. There was the Fox
girls, who, after having tipped a fine fortune out of the pockets of the credulous, have re
tired to private life, with many others, who have found a home in the insane asylum, and
others still wandering round, like wild geese without a leader.
And now I awoke and found myself in the vicinity of the Rising Star Community,
Darke Countjq Ohio.
Remarks. —There again is that grand bugaboo of the death-bed repentance of
“ infidels.” Puissant argument! None so stupid but they can use it, and, in their imagi
nations, put ten thousand infidels to flight! And Doctors of Divinity don’t think it be
neath the range of their wisdom. The case of Altamont—of Altamont? Yerily! A
spectre of remorse which leaped from the brain of Dr. Young, as Minerva from the head
of Jupiter! In like manner have originated many other such goblin shapes of terror.
The dying rationalist suffers pain, as dying people often do, and he exhibits some mus
cular contortion, not unusual under such circumstances and the servant girl is frightened.
She tells her preacher about it, and he manufactures therefrom, a monstrous story to
frighten people out of reason into the irrational support of the clergy. We wonder if all,
who are not members of some orthodox church, die so wretchedly!
A few years ago a story was circulated, that Orson S. Murray in a storm on lake Erie,
called on' God for mercy, but was drowned, while his orthodox friend escaped. Now this
was a falsehood without any foundation in fact, and brother Murray is still alive, and do
ing good service against the priestly knaves who palm off such mischievous fabrications,
upon the unsuspecting people. False as this story is, it is yet retailed from the pulpit by
those who claim to be the ministers of God. This is a specimen ofthe way they do it; and
if their God loves the service of a lie, why let them do their master’s will.
In an article in our last No. on “Infidel Repentance and What it Proves not,” we pre
sented some evidence,of which there is a vast abundance, that Spiritualists, “infidel” as
they are, die in the triumphant hope of happiness in the spirit world. If the happy death
bed scenes of orthodox Christians prove their faith true; then does it certainly follow,
that the happy death-bed scenes of Spiritualists prove Spiritualism true.
We expect no one to give our article on “Infidel Repentance” a candid consideration
and still continue to prate about the death-bed remorse of heretical believers, to bolster
up the declining power of superstition and priestcraft. That the attornies of orthodoxy
resort to such flimsy make-believe and futile argument, betrays either their own ignoance, or their dread ofthe “troublous times” which are coming upon all the abettors of
heathenish error. The “signs of the times ” are all against them, the fatal decree has gone
out against the craft; and that decree is sealed in heaven. By the light of truth and sci
ence will all be judged; and whatever the sentence of any one, it will be for his own ulti
mate good.
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But Spiritualism has mads lunatics. A pretty story for a Methodist to tell! The
storms of hell fire and bri mstone, and raging devils, and a vengeful God, which orthodox
preachers have - poured upon ignorant, fearful, trembling audiences, have sent far more to
the lunatic asylums, than modern Spiritualism has, or ever will. “But modem Spirit
ualism has been the occasion of insanity, therefore, it is of the devil.” Fine logic; let us see
whither it leads. The official reports, show that before the late manifestations of Spirit
ualism were heard of, hundreds became the inmates of lunatic asylums in consequence of
religious excitement, having its origin in orthodox teachings; therefore, is orthodoxy of
the devil! We must be careful that we don’t prove too much. Logic is a two-edged
sword, and if we don’t handle it aright, it is apt to cut our own fingers.
This insanity, my friend, has a deeper cause, than has ever been dreamed of, in your
philosophy. All who have lost their reason, from any kind of religious excitement, were
predisposed thereto; and that predisposition, has grown out of the social and theological
falses, under which they have been bom and raised. Parents living in discord, or in the
fear of want, in the apprehension of a dreadful hell, or in disregard of the physiological con
ditions of the conjugal relationship, give birth to nervous, quaking children; and then ed
ucate them into all the dread, and terror, which their devil-peopled theology inspires;—
and no wonder that such are unbalanced by a spiritual communication, a Methodist revi
val, or end-of-the-world prediction.
The following article was suggested by our friend’s “ Panorama,” and we commend it
to his special attention.
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As our popular theologies are abundantly peopled with elfs, demons or “devils,” as
they call them, their votaries must not be offended if I give a running history of one of
them.
The Elf of Fogyism has figured in all ages of the world. He is always respectable, al
ways popular, always in a majority, or else in authority. His especial mission on earth
is to oppose all change and innovation; to quash all reform, and war with progress at every
step. His devotees are the “fogies;” and they do the work which their master instigates.
A long time ago, the fogies in Greece held to faith in a multitude of gods; but Socrates
had faith in only one. He was a disciple of Human Progress and Reform, and when he
taught the unity of God in the face of the Greek Pantheon, which contained no less than
30,000, the fogies charged him with corrupting the Athenian youth. Baffled in argument,
they resorted to ridicule, just as the fogies do now. But ridicule had no terrors for the
calm old sage, and the fogy rulers gave him the juice of hemlock to drink;—a summary
method of putting a stop to Reform, which, thanks to Human Progress, fogies can’t use
now-a-days.
Afterward appeared a certain man among the Jews, named Jesus, and a most noted in
novator was he. He violated the holy Sabbath, ate with publicans and sinners, de
nounced the hypocrisy of the times, and taught truths which the Scribes and Pnarisees
did not teach. And was the * ubiquitous Elf idle all this while? Hot a bit of it. He
roused up the indignation of his votaries, and they called J esus many hard names, ac
cused him of perverting the people, and brought him bound before Pontius Pilate, ihere
was no' evidence to sustain the accusation, the Governor declared; but the fogy people
cried out the more, “ Away with him! Away with him! Crucify him!” And when he
was nailed to the cross, they passed by and railed pn him, wagging their heads-*—the fogies
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mocking the man Jesus. They could have daubed a carricature of Human Progress!
Centuries after, when Christianity had sadly degenerated, came one, Martin Luther,
who published heretical theses, inveighed against priestly corruption, and strove manfully
for Reform. The Elf of Fogyism was greatly incensed, and he swore a terrible oath
that he would have Luther burned, as Huss was for the same offense, one hundred years
before. But in this, the Elf failed, and the angel of Progress began a new song; and the
earth has rung with one eternal pean'of triumph from that day to this!
Galileo was no sort of a fogy, hut a reckless innovator and revolutionist. He didn’t
hesitate even to upset the heavens and turn the planets topsy turvy. He changed the
center of planetary motion, fixed the sun, tore up from its deep foundations this big earth
of ours, and set it in giddy whirl, to usher in the morn and eve, and ever varying sea
sons of the year—a paltry errand; and the fogies were indignant. It was heresy, they
said; and the Elf raged in the Pope and Cardinals; and Mr. Galileo had to recant. He did
indeed point his telescope toward the heavens and show the moons of Jupiter and the
cresent shape of Yenus; but the Elf so “biologized” his subjects, that they wouldn’t believe
what their own eyes saw. And when poor Galileo died, they would not allow his body
to he buried in consecrated ground. Such a pattern of a long face is this same Elf of Fo
gyism! He always affects sanctity, and pretentiously assumes to be the especial guardi
an of all that is holy.
Protestantism was straggling for life, in England, and Queen Mary and Bishop Bonner
sacrificed a few noble men to the Demon of Fogyism. In time, the High Churchmen be
came Fogies, and then it was their turn to persecute, and they pounced upon the Dissenters.
At length came the Wesleys, and both churchmen and dissenters persecuted them.—
But what mischief had John and Charles Wesley done? 0, nothing, only they did good
by a method of their own; and that is a high crime in the penal code of Fogyism. They
had a little Society at Oxford for mutual improvement; and they visited prisons and poor
families, to dispense charities and impart religious instruction; but all this was unpardonably “ibeeg-xtlau” at that time; it was a step in human progress, and the meddlesome
Elf tickled the tongue of slander, and it told lies about the Wesleys; and the dupes of
Fogyism believed all that the envenomed tongue of slander told.
The Wesleys took to preaching;—not in churches, in a regular way, as the regular
preachers did, but in private houses and the open fields, for the church was closed against
them. They taught some novelties of doctrine, and ten thousand people would flock to
gether at one time, to hear them. This alarmed the emmissaries of Fogyism; they
thought there must be something had in it, and they invented ingenious modes of perse
cution. They assailed the field preachers with noisy horns and rowdy jeers, heseiged
their meeting places, pulled down houses over their heads, and spouted water from en-,
gines to drown out their religious zeal. But the Elf of Fogyism grows weaker as the
world grows older. In the case of the Wesleys, he failed. The Methodists made their
opprobrious name honorable; but the Elf is a wily one, for when he could ndjt quash the
innovation, he set about it as usual, to make fogies of the innovators, and at last he suc
ceeded. Leading Methodists—and I am sorry to have to say it—are no longer for inno
vation and progress, as in the days of John Wesley; they are fogies now, and the ugly
Elf is their standard bearer.
In the progress of human events, Spiritualism arose with a power it had seldom or
never manifested before. And what is Spiritualism? Simply the belief that spirits can
and do communicate with persons still in the flesh. The means of communication are
various, the most important of which are by images, writing and speaking. On the day
of Pentecost, the spiritual mediums there “spoke with tongues;” and the mediums
amongst us at this day, often do the same thing. But the fogies scoffed in the days of the
aposGes, as they are scoffing still.
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Many of our day who have been outraged by the selfishness, sordidness, exclusive
ness, aristocracy, profligacy and hypocrisy of the churches in general, had renounced
the doctrine of immortality and given themselves to the oblivion of spiritual annihilation^
Spiritualism has been a messenger of joy to many of these. It has restored their faith in
immortality and “given them a blessed hope of happiness beyond the grave.” But the
votaries of the Elf, say all this is evil, and Spiritualism a trick of the devil. But here
again will their master’s work not be done. Spiritualism is going on to conquer
and make glad. Its manifestations are so obvious and demonstrable, that few who inves
tigate are able long to resist the evidence of spiritual agency. Professor Hare, one of the
most scientific men of the age, commenced experimenting to prove electricity the agency;
out he unexpectedly proved it to be spirits; and now he and his book are converting their
thousands. John Bovee Dodds wrote a book to prove that the agency was not spiritual;
but now he has renounced his book and become a Spiritualist. The “heresy” of Spirit
ualism is advancing with a rapidity wmch is a matter of wonder even to its friends. In
some parts of the country, whole congregations are turning from Orthodoxy to Spiritual
ism, and their churches into temples for free investigation. And thus, the Elf and his
coadjutors are foiled, as in the days of the Wesleys. Wesleyism was one step in the path
way of Human Progress; and Spiritualism is another. Progress is the law of the race;
but the Elf of Pogyism is infatuated and doomed, and he will persevere to the last in a
fruitless war against God, Truth and Progress.
Socialism is another step toward universal harmony and happiness. It is disorganizing
and revolutionaiy, as well as reconstructive; and the Elf becomes unusually rabid. As
pirations for harmony and fraternity, and practical attempts at realization, reproach the
isolation, antagonism, discordance and sordidness of Fogyism in general, and are singular
ly offensive to the sanctimonious Elf; and he lets loose the asp of calumny to sting and
torture the good and brave.
The spirit of Fogyism has been the same in all ages, but the weapons of its warfare
are not as effectual now, as., in earlier times. Hemlock juice, the cross, fire and fagot,
rack, and rod were his agencies of old; but now, they are misrepresentation, calumny,
and social outlawry. And why is it that the Elf has to use gentler means than of old?
Christians tortured and burned one another to save Christianity. In the name of the
Christian religion did they take each others lives. There is constant strife still among
the sects; but homicide no more, and why? Simply because the Race is progressing; and
in consequence of this very progress which Fogies try to ridicule, the Nineteenth Century
enjoys a bliss of freedom the world never knew before. Liberalism is gaining daily; men
may think, speak and live true to their highest ideas of right, and none can hinder.
But still lives the Elf of Fogyism, though his dominion is passing away. And the same
spirit which induced Aristophanes to ridicule Socrates, and the Athenian Judges to pass
sentence of death: the same spirit which induced the Jews to arraign Jesus^for breaking the
Sabbath, and teaching strange doctrines; the same spirit which burned Muss, Servetus
and Latimer in the sacred name of religion, and hung the Quakers; that spirit which
brought false accusations against the Wesleys and beset them with mobs;—that very
same spirit has actuated our Orthodox brother to ridicule Spiritualism and Human Prog
ress. Had he lived in the days of Jesus Christ, he would have exclaimed in derision,
wagging his head, “Hail, king of the Jews!” He would have done the bidding of the
chief priests and elders and cried out with the multitude, “Crucify him! Crucify him!”
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BY PETER JEFFRY.

There are undoubtedly great inducements for Reformers to immigrate in companies to the
unsettled portions of the great West. There, on navigable streams, they can settle in
social groups, each in his own element of social reform, from the practical 160 acre far
mer to the perfect communist. .The want of funds is undoubtedly one of the greatest
obstacles in the way of practical reform. Those who are rich enough to he independent,
are not very likely to do much for practical reform, because it does not pay two per cent a
month and a share of the spoils from the poor man’s misfortunes. However, in union
there is, strength, and where there is a will there is a way. By taking advantage of the
present crisis of affairs with regard to Kansas, emigrant companies can get pecuniary as
sistance from those infants of reform, whose one idea is absorbed in the evils of African
slavery. They seem to be willing to pay people to go to Kansas and oppose the extension
of negro slavery; and if a group of social reformers should go at their expense, and stop,
or help stop not only chattel slavery but every other system of slavery and wrong, I sup
pose it would do no harm. This plan is within reach of social reformers, if they hut will.
It is true that the law and the profits are all opposed to the real interests of progres
sive truth; but there is one law in the state of Ohio, which a band of true-hearted Reform
ers might turn to account. I mean the law that provides for the organization of primary
and graded schools in every township. I believe there are yet whole townships in Western
Ohio, in the hands of non-resident speculators. Now supposing that eight or ten families
should purchase twenty or forty acre lots, in the center of one of these townships, and or
ganize the whole into one school district; levy a tax of ten or twenty thousand dollars,
with which to build primary and graded schools; five or six thousand to make roads,
bridges, etc.; a yearly tax of three mills on a dollar, to pay teachers and meet other inci
dental expenses? Would not this be apt to make land sharksdhink they were biting the
bare hook? I have every reason to believe they would give up the ship and sell their
lands to pay their taxes. I have no reason to believe that any but liberal-minded people
would buy such land, or that any one man would be willing to buy a large farm, where
taxes were laid on with such liberal hands! For my part, I have no scruples about the
honesty of such a scheme, and very few about the practicability of it. If these thoughts
are worth putting in your pages, I should like to see them there; if not, I would like to
hear practical plans divulged by others.
Remarks .—The above suggests the following thoughts: 1. Those Reformers who
would not have energy enough to get to a new country, without emigrants’ aid, I should
not have much faith in after they got there;—so far, at any rate, as practical efficiency is
concerned. There are palliating circumstances, however, and there might be some excep
tions. 2. I have rather more faith in a really active Reformer, who has a few hundred
dollars, than in one who has no property at all. Cause why; a full purse is generally
fatal to the activities of Reform; and the penniless Reformer has not been tried. 3. One
reason why Reformers are so generally “poor,” is because they are a self-sacrificing people.
They rise in their aspirations above the earth-plane, and have become habitually shiftless
and improvident. Such would not be very suitable cooperators for the initiative of a
Western movement, in which skillful business management and hard labor would be nec
essary for awhile. 4. Speculators have generally understood their game too well to locate
a township in one body. They are apt to leave alternate lots to settle up Rnd increase the
price of theirs. 5. The idea of a Western home for all classes of liberal persons, from those
who want the family in isolation, to those who want individual sovereignty, social free
dom and the Phalanstery, is a good one. We expect to hear much of this before the close
of the year 1856. “The devil has all the best places” east of the Mississippi, and Reform
ers should see to it at once that he don’t get all west of it.
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A location far West—^Kansas for examaple—'Would have the following, as perhaps, its
principal advantages. 1. Ine bheapnoss of land, wonid enable all classes of reformers to
locate in the vicinity of each other. 2. In a pecuniary point of view, there could be no
risk, as the increase in the value of property would he a sufficient guarantee against all
possibility of loss. 3.* The fashion of immigration is tending Westward, and it seems
to be rather easy to fall in with the fashion. 4. By going far enough, the right propor
tions of woodland and prarie might he obtained,, which would greatly facilitate farming
operations. 5. The fertility of the soil would well reward the husbandman’s toil.
The disadvantages might he summed up thus: 1. The difficulty of getting there with
the various implements of industry. 2. The trouble and expense of transporting grocer
ies, dry goods, hardware, &c. 3. The difficulty of procuring any considerable variety of
fruits for several years. 4. For some time, there would be little demand for mechanical
labor,except for the Community’s purposes, and if could not be relied on as a paying business.
5. If on a stream to secure water power and other advantages, there would be danger of
agues and fevers, and their relics, as heart, liver, nervous and dropsical diseases. 6. Such
a location would remove positive minds too far from their appropriate field of action; and
a press could not be sustained. 7. An atmosphere of gorging selfishness and speculation
so fatal to the higher aims of life. By the contagion of legal gambling, prevalent in the
far West, perished the vVisconsm Bhalanx at Ceresco, That Stoicism which ignores this
shape oi evil, mu^t equally ignore the educational influence of any condition of society
whatever. I1 ev are above temptation; none independent of their circumstances; and all
.would do better, if surrounded by right conditions.
A Northern location would be favorable to the development of energy and hardihood
but it is not the region for a variety of delicious fruits. A Southern locality would have
the advantage of a genial climate, but its very blandness and benignity relax the physical
energies and weaken the activities of our higher nature. I would prefer a medium—say
on or near the 39th parallel. Here flourish the peach,apricot and grape, with pretty much
all the fruits of a higher latitude; and here, too, obtains that change of season which fa
vors the principle of action and reaction, a necessary condition of human development.
A locality in the States—say Western Virginia—would have the following advantages:
1. A central position with ready access to markets, the objects of interest, and the spheres
of reformatory labor in the IT. S. 2. Fertile valleys; and slopes adapted to grazing and
wheat culture. 3. An abundance of, stone and the best of timber. 4. Mountain scenery.
5. Pure atmosphere;—exempt from the various diseases which arise directly and indi
rectly from malaria, and far enough South to be out of the region of pulmonary com
plaints. 6 Pure soft water gushing from sandstone rock. The pure air and water, and
mountain scenery with freedom from pulmonary and malarious diseases, would make a
community of liberal people in that locality, an inviting retreat for invalids and students.
Situated between the East and West, of medium temperature and ready access, it would
be adapted to various occupations, and to cooperators from all points of the compass.
The objections, I shall leave for others to list; for if I did it, I might find myself answer
ing them as I proceeded. I am rather partial to Western Virginia, and have been for years
past. It is under pro-slavery rule, but there are not many slaves in that part of the state,
and many of the people wish it to be free. The laws will help us nowhere; and negro sla
very is not the worst of slaveries.
I don’t present this synopsis as perfect, by any means.

1 wish to hear from others who
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contemplate action. Let the statements be brief.
only will take an interest in this department.
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Thinkers will understand; and they

INITIATIVE.

Could not radical Socialists organize a joint stock company for the purpose of raising
funds, wherewith to purchase a domain, in some locality, to be determined upon by the
stockholders in their own way? Lay off the domain in lots converging toward, or con
venient to the site for unitary dwelling. Sell these to groups or individuals to bo held
in their own right. Sell at cost, or at an advance no greater than six per cent per annum.
The site for Phalanstery, Orchard, Garden, Ornamental Grounds and other general pur
poses, might he held in trust. Practical farmers and the requisite mechanics would re
move first, and put the home in readiness for others. The various social centers already
established might remain for the present, as po ints of social attraction, discipline and as
similation.
When and how will a sufficient number of earnest cooperators unite to solve the prob
lem of fraternity and social freedom? Practical minds must' determine. Let us hear.
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BY W. D.

List to thy thought, as its gentle voice greets thee,
And sternly unshrinking, obey its behest;
Heed not the clamor of Custom that meets thee,
Still doing thy duty, leave Heaven the rest.
Cherish thy thought, ’tis a sapling supernal,
Transplanted from heaven, to flourish below;
Food fit for gods, it will yield thee eternal;
Neglected, its fruit will be sorrow and woe.
Live to thy thought, be the God-given plan
Thy guide, as the soul’s walls successively rise;
Patiently build, thou shali see, brother man,
A temple of beauty ascend to the skies.
Trust in thy thought, ’tis an anchor will hold thee
From drifting when storms of adversity blow;
A compass, when thick clouds of darkness enfold thee,
Still guiding thy bark o’er the billows of woe.
Utter thy thought, see thou lock not the coffer;
Thus meanly and miserly hiding it there;
Out with it boldly, not fearing the scoffer,
As bright as the sun, and as free as the air.
Follow thy thought, it will lead to the mountain;
Thy soul shall then bask where the flowers bloom ever,
Drink blessed draughts at felicity’s fountain,
Bejoicing with friends that no Future shall sever.
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I M M O R T A LIT Y.----S P. COM.
I had a worthy and beloved friend, James Hambleton.

Three months since he passed
away. A few days since I took a letter from the Post Office, and as usual threw the en '
ve op away before I read the letter, hence I cannot say whether mailed in this, or anoth
er sphere. The sentiments are in accordance with those of my departed friend. That
is all I can say about it. It is forwarded to be at your disposal.
Amos Gilbert C
A^os Gilbbkt
My Dear FrienbOur early entrance upon the investigation
of creeds, dogmas, doctrines and sciences—attracted our minds towards each other as
these investigations led us out from and away from all theological organizations, and into
as it were, a new and untried field. Together we journeyed along, combating error whereever it showed its hydra-head, until we found ourselves trusting only in the tangible and
demonstrable, and rejecting everything invisible and intangible. Thus while we had to
our own minds demolished (and risen above) creeds, doctrines, myths, fables and all the
uncertainties of which modern theology and teachings of a future are made up we found
ourselves limited to intellectual research, and our existence to the occupation of this out
ward form.
Thus it may be truly said that in our passage from ignorance and superstitions, we stopped
at tne half way house of facts and knowledge, which treat of outward or external and
never arrive at the haven of the interior temple, where wisdom and eternal principles open
up to thehigherintuitive faculties of the mind; causes; their source; their inherent proper
ties, and their power of unfolding all things material, intellectual, aspirational.
We never rightly apprehended the great law or principle of formation, however well we
may have comprehended reproduction in its higher manifestations. An eternal existent'
must, as a cause, necessarily produce eternal existences; if that eternal cause is possessed
of and manifest love, wisdom, goodness, justice and intelligence, then the offspring or
the eternal existences springing out of that cause, will or may possess (though in a limited
degree) all these. And if transmutation or transformation of matter is a manifest process
m its passing from a low or to a higher state or condition; then it may as truly apply to
those destined or conditioned to live or exist eternally, as to the lower forms of unfoldings
Again; as ultimates are in all unfoldings of forms, so in the human; and as these vary in
the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms; the same rule, or law applies to man. The
ova of the butterfly, finally after passing through various forms and stages of apparent ex
istence, ultimates ma butterfly. The effect, or offspring is tending constantly to a like
ness of the cause from which it started. There is great truth in, “That which is born
of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the’spirit is spirit.” As the germinal es
sences differ, so will the ultimate differ; their grossness, or fineness, or elementary con
stituents, determine the character and intelligence of their ultimates. Now the germinal
essences are as widely different in the vegetable and animal kingdoms, as sap' and blood
differ. Every germinal essence or principle, should be likened to the essence or principle
called leaven; that is, it has the power to bring matter to its own condition. Again: the
germinal essence of the human, is endowed with the elements of love, intelligence reason
and aspiration for a future, which belong not to the germinal essence of plants or animals
It is a well established law or principle, that supply preceeds wants, or desires; and the
whole order and correspondence in nature, tend to establish this position. Are not the
wants, needs and desires (so to speak) of the vegetable kingdom at hand, and supplied from
the mineral and the elements? Are not the wants, needs and desires of the animal king
dom at hand, and supplied from the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdoms and the ele
ments? And is it to be supposed that a cause endowed with power, wisdom and intelli
gence, will not keep up and manifest harmony throughout his unfoldings? Impossible!
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Then man’s germinal essence, being endowed with the elements of, and unfolding these
higher attributes, (wants, needs and desires, of a continued existence,) must, and will find
their appropriate foods, and gratifications; else, absurdity is in nature’s unfoldings, which
is impossible. Now if there exists, an invisible cause, possessing love, knowledge, wis
dom, intelligence, justice, form and power; then in the history of unfoldings, there must
be an ultimate unfolded, possessing, though (it be in the external,) alhthese in a limited
degree, at least. And as a secondary cause, can only impart itself in the importation it makes,
and as all things and matter, are tending from a grosser, to a finer condition, so it is with
all essences, or leavening principles, and particularly of germinal essences, or principles.
It is gross in mineral, finer in the vegetable, more refined in the animal, and finest in the
humans. That which is invisible in the mineral, scarcely detectable in the vegetable;
quite apparent in the highest forms of the animal, and perfectly apparent, or unfolded in
the humans, is conscious existence, and wants, or desires and (in man) aspirations
for immortality, or continued existence, with continued progress, or unfolding in
knowledge and wisdom; and they too, must be gratified. As a cause cannot impart more
than itself, and what it does impart, is of itself; then the germinal essence, or principle,
must of necessity contain the element of desire, as manifested in the animal, whose
fruit is aspiration in the humans; a looking up for things to descend into and grat
ify that aspiration, or appetite. And as wants exist secondary to supplies, or foods to grat
ify that want, desire, or appetite; and as man cannot cease to need, want, or desire, so
there must continue to be the elements of supply; hence the being called man, springing
into being from germinal essences of all the 'mineral, vegetable, and animal form s, united
and refined, and having added these to the man unfolded, refined, progressed, essences or
leavens, capable of Unfolding the human form, and with it the principles of love, aspirations,
intelligence, wisdom, goodness, and justice, all analogy, or correspondence in the sever
al kingdoms (independent of the fact being demonstrated to many highly unfolded minds)
goes to prove most conclusively that the humans are immortal, and must ever continue to
exist in some form as conscious, and as aspifational beings or existences.
Dec. 6, 1855.
James Hambleton.

Sin.—We are fenced in by the laws of Nature on every side; fenced in from surrounding
h arm. These laws can neither be destroyed nor broken; they are as eternal and immu
table as G-od himself. To sin is to pass over the boundary that they make, and wander
on the forbidden ground. The man, woman or child who does so is a sinner; and may
generally observe the evil effects produced by the trespass^for outside of the boundary
the air is unhealthy, and pain, sorrow and woe are the fruits that grow in the land.
Sins of ignorance are common; we pass the boundary and are often unaware of it till
the evil consequent upon transgression visits us. Sins of compulsion are perhaps as com
mon; selfish men take possession of the land, which is the heritage of all, and thus coop
up in murky cities, millions of human beings who cannot do other than sin; they are driv
en by society to the commission of crime, and ever driven back by the pains and penalties
of nature, till wearied out they lay down their miserable lives.
The greatest, the worst sinners, are those who thus compel others to sin; the honorable
members of society, who denounce the compelled sinners in unmeasured terms, that make
nets in which to catch these little flies that buzz around Humanity, while they, the great
buzzards that feed on her vitals, dash through and escape.
w. n„
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v 'L^ no^ a kittle singular, that, at this period of the world—-after all the thousand-andone essays wnich have been written, demonstrating the almost total absence of happiness
from social life, as heretofore, and up to-the present hour, existing—’that the possession of
wealth cannot grasp it; that all the institutions which the wisdom of men have invented,
cannot secure it; -we say, notwithstanding all this, and our great attainments in science,
happiness seems farther off than ever, showing conclusively, as we think, something radi
cally wrong with the social machine.
It will not do now to tell us, that this is all owing to man’s natural depravity. (That
fuel woman’s story has now well nigh run its cycle; at least, it is dead with all enquiring
minds.) Neither will it do for some old fogies to say, “ let well enough alone; it is God’s
I rovidence/’ and all such nonsense as that, for assuredly the time has now fully come when
this question must come up for judgment; the problem must be solved, though all the old
cherished institutions of society should be bundled in a heap and sunk in the mighty
ocean!
11 is not my present purpose to enquire where the wrong is, or to attempt to point out
a remedy. I only intend to glance at, what I call, a piece of patch-work upon our present
system of things—a kind of tinkering of the old tea kettle of our worn out, corrupt
society.
Not that I am inimical to this said “patch-work,” for who knows but it may lead (in time)
to the desired Reforms, which all humanitarians have so much at heart. Probably it is a
truth, as some assert, tnat our present institutions of society, bad as they are, and corrupt,
are only in the ratio to the immense amount of ignorance in the great mass which consti
tutes that society; consequently, that we are fitted for no better.
I need not pause here to inquire as to the truth of such assertions, nor who is to blame
for such an amount of ignorance. Let us take it for granted that it is true, and let us go
to work and patch again—-and again! Certain am I, however, that we never can make
a new implement out of the old materials. All that we can hope for is, that it vfill the
more speedily tend to open the eyes of, the. great mass to their true position, when the
work of Reform will progress accordingly. After all, what can we do with ignorance?
Nothing!
To all writers upon Social Science, we of the present day must confess ourselves high
ly indebted, but to none more so, than to the proprietor of the “Journal of Man.” This
great teacher—if not the greatest—is most assuredly doing his part in the great question
of Reform, and, strange to say, noticed more by presses at a distance, than those at our
very door! Neither shall we stop to enquire whence is this—nor the petty squabbles
about petty things, which I thjjnk degrade the columns of our public presses at the pres
ent day. Suffice it to say; there is more truth than poetry in the assertion that, “a
prophet hath no honor in his own country.” And this is exactly the case with the ami '.hie editor of the above Journal.
This great modem Philosopher, sometime ago, had an article in his Journal, entitled
“Mending the World,” in which, all the various nostrums of the'“menders” were most
ably reviewed. Whether he located himself among the group, I cannot pretend to say;
but at the time, I reserved a place for him among them; at least, I thought as much.
Be that as it may, this gentleman, some years ago, planned a unitary dwelling in which,
few of suitable minds, might live and enjoy many advantages which our present system
of isolated house-keeping absolutely deny us; and at one-tenth less cost, too. But it was
not realised.
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In the present January Number of his Journal, he comes out with another article enti
tled, “The Panegyrium,” prefaced with the question:-“What have we to do?”—a very
proper question indeed.
We will here quote a few paragraphs from this article, leaving the reader to peruse the
whole at his leisure. Would that we could find space enough to quote it entire;—it will
amply repay the perusal.
“A noble edifice should be erected, towering above surrounding buildings. In a village
it should be surrounded with a grove and a garden; in a city it should be central, in
this edifice we should concentrate every thing that is loved by man or woman, and every
influence that could purify, elevate, or enlighten. There should be a large hall devoted
to public lectures, and smaller apartments for smaller assemblies. The directory should
provide a course of miscellaneous lectures, from gentlemen distinguished for talent, elo
quence, learning, or their prominent position before the public. They should also p. ovide full and able courses of instruction in all the sciences and various species of knowl
edge which are deemed useful. Thus the Panegyrium would afford to the whole people
an opportunity not only of being amused, but of being instructed in Natural Pnilosopliy.
Chemistry, Geology, Botany, Natural History, Astronomy, Anatomy, Physiology, Phren
ology Moral Philosophy, Education, History, Biography, the Science of Health or Hy
giene’ Political Economy, Constitutional Law, &c. Every evening of the week might
be occupied by one or more lectures.
.
^
Another hall should he devoted to amusements. In this, every evening should be
occupied by something attractive. Either an exhibition of paintings and panoramas, a
vocal or instrumental concert, a fair, a ball, or some other species of enlivening exhibition
or engagement, should be prepared for every evening.
^
In a third hall a library supplied with all the late and interesting books, easy of access,
and a reading-roonr supplied with all the leading newspapers and periodicals, should be
open at all times.
In another portion of the building should be the gymnasium, where lively athletic ex
ercises should give health and pleasure.
. , .
, Jt
, ,
For the parlors there should be a suite of apartments richly furnished, under the control
of the ladies, where gentlemen should be admitted only by special invitation, as in the
etiquette of ’the private residence. In other apartments the sexes would meet upon
equal terms; throughout the whole the influence of woman should be felt, and visitors
disposed to violate the laws of social courtesy and decorum, should be carefully excluded,
or, if admitted, should be expelled if they disregard a proper admonition.”
“Amom- the most important refining social influences of the Panegyrium would be a
dancing room, in which, without the formality and ostentation of a regular ball,, soc.aigroups might at any time, enjoy the pleasures of dancing and music, whenever inclination
should prompt. It is probable that, through the greater part of the year, small dancing
parties would occupy the hall every evening, when there was not some very engrossing at
traction elsewhere and on frequent monthly, if not weekly occasions, the choio-jig naai
would become a general resort for all the supporters of the Panegyrium, either as specta
tors to enjoy the "music, or as participants in the dance. Dancing and music, thus ren
dered accessible at all times to the people, would not be accompanied by the irregular
hours, unusual expenses and temptations to dissipation, or intemperance, with which they
are often at present associated. On the contrary, they would become a highly important
portion of the mornl culture of the people. »Refined amusements would thus lill
tnv
intervals between tbe more sober and intellectual attractions of the lecture-hall, libraxj
and reading-room.”
But Dr. Buchanan is not alone in this matter, for we find a paragraph bearing upon the
subject, in the Spiritual Messenger of Jan 19th, under the caption of Unitar}
Homes,” and is as follows:—
True and intelligent republicanism clearly points to a state of society in which the pri
vate possession of great pecuniary wealth ought to be a comparatively unimportant mat
ter, because it should yield to its possessor little more real comfort, or even luxury, than
can be readily acquired by every industrious man. Complete protection from tne weather
in healthy, well-ventilated, comfortably appointed and tastefully arranged apartments,
good food, scientific cookery and an ample supply of artificial light, appropriate clothing.
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pretty furniture and draperies, delightful books, engravings and works of art, may all be
obearned at little cost, by skillful combination of liberal economy and wise arrangement.
Ignorance, not poverty, is the barrier to be surmounted, and the richest man in the world
can scarcely realize more than this, though he may, of course, carry' out the idea on a more
magnificent scale. But even here his advantage need not be really worth mentioning, for
public baths, gymnasiums, theaters and music-halls, libraries, lecture-rooms, parks, war
dens, picture-galleries, museums, schools and everything that is needed for the liberal°education of an intelligent freeman’s children, can easily be obtained by the genuine repub
lican, if he will only take the trouble to want them. All, and more than all, these sources
of gratification lie folded up in his industrial palm.'—Vaux’s Architecture.
I confess myself fully indebted to Dr. Buchanan for so ably, doing that in detail, which
I had intended to sketch a bare outline of, myself, for the consideration of a number of in
dividuals now 01 gamzing in New York, under the name of “ The Kansas Vegetarian Com
pany,” and who intend emigrating chither in the Spring. I find the subject thus all “ cut
and dry” to my hand, and have no hesitation in recommending it to their attentive peru
sal. However, some of them already say,—-“We will run a tilt with the great Doctor,
and in the wilderness, we will beat him at his own game; for his scheme will only suit a
few, being confined likely to those having capital,—whereas we will show the way to the
millions without capital. It will be city fog, suffocation, disease, starvation, crime, and all
uncharitableness, versus heaven’s pure air, exercise, health, freedom of body and
mind—in short, the true life up to the point of temperance.”
Well that is great boasting, certainly; but after all, if properly conducted, we don’t see
why it should not be realized. Who, indeed, would waste time and means, in patching
and plastering up an old rickety concern like a city? It is like putting a piece of new
'doth upon an old garment. It is “full of rottenness and dead mens’ bones.” Without
pretending to the gift of prophecy, we predict that a time will come, when our great cities
will be depopulated, and that will be, when man shall arrive at a knowledge of himself
and his true position in this mundane sphere—a knowledge which the worthy Doctor
above mentioned, by his writings is laboring hard, and for these 18 years past, too, to sow
broadcast amongst his fellow men, all over the country.—verily he shall have his reward!
Swedenborg wrote for generations (as he said,) 100 years after him—Buchanan for less
than half that time.
Wm. Me Diarmid.
Remarks .—The spirit truly is moving upon the face of the waters. Some three
or four weeks before the above article and Buchanan’s Journal for Jan., were received,
the Junior Editor of the S. R. delivered a lecture on Temperance, at which the writer
hereof was present. Whilst listening with thoughtful attention, the latter seemed to see
the Upas tree of drunkenness, from its topmost and outermost branches, down to the low
est fiber and spongiole of its roots, deep set in the great heart of humanity. How futile
seemed all the efforts of Temperance Societies, Secret Orders, Maine Laws, etc., to erad
icate this evil!
In the cause of drunkenness fnust be found the remedy. And what is the cause? Is it
constitutional depravity, in consequence of an arbitrary curse? No philosopher thinks
so. True happiness consists in the legitimate gratification of all our faculties; and if thus
gratified, there would be no perversions, as in gambling, drunkenness and other vicious
habits. If our nature is suppressed in one direction, it is sure to break out in excessive
action in another. Existing institutions do thus suppress it, and hence, our houses of
prostitution, gambling, drunkenness, lunacy, and thus on to the end of the catalogue.—
People live in social exclusion, too often with uncongenial mates and the children of dis
cord; and to escape the vacuity, ennui, platitude and unloveliness of home, the husband
goes to vicious places of resort, and begins a career which ends in the lunatic asylum, the
penitentiary, or a premature grave.
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The human mind requires variety, diversity, freshness—something to rouse it up into
pleasurable action; and if it don’t get this on a high plane, it will on a low one. If it can
not get social enjoyment in connection with elevating tendencies, it will have it in connec
tion with degrading tendencies. If we stop dram-drinking, by compulsion and make no
provisions for elevating enjoyments; tobacco-chewing, smoking, card-playing and other
vitiating practices will only increase. Maine laws will do but a small part of this work.
Deprivation will not answer; we must furnish the positive, substantial means of elevation.
We must draw humanity upward; we cannot force it.
Having divulged these views to my friend after the lecture, he replied: “We have the
authority of the Chambers, W. E. Channing and Joseph Barker for it; and a lecture on
amusements as a means of temperance would be good.” Of course it would. There is a
vital principle in it, and the world does move.
Dr. Buchanan’s plan, as referred to, is good so far as it goes. It is philosophic and strikes
toward the roots of the evil; and when it is fairly in operation, and the old earth and heav
ens are on fire with the agitation of social freedom, and all the slaveries are melting with
fervent heat, we may look for the new heaven and new earth, wherein will be freedom
and happiness.
Nothing short of a radical, heroic treatment will remove the distempers of the social
body. We want social revolution and reorganization. Fraternity and cooperation, as in
dispensable to individual sovereignty, must be established. We want the conditions o
ntegral life—a range f or all the activities of our nature—objects for the gratification of all
the faculties of our being.
Appended to Buchanan’s article are newspaper notices of philanthropic movements in
.Boston, the object of which is to provide the means of education social recreation and
amusement for the working classes and others. Stephen Pearl Andrews has already ac
complished this to a considerable extent, in a very simple and economical manner, in the
city of New York, by means of his social League. “Honor to whom honor is due.” Panegyriums, Social Leagues, Lyceum Hotels, Our Homes, Artizans’ Protective Unions, etc.,
are Social Stations on the road of ! lumanitary Progress. There is a perceptible tendency
toward the more comprehensive Phalanstery of Fourier.
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A new sect has arisen in New Haven under the shadows of Yale College and Orthodoxy
in general. The founder is Mrs. Rhoda Wakeman, who testifies of herself as follows:
“I shall be 70 years old next November, have had 17 children, and been a widow20
years. I have been a messenger from God about 30 years; experienced religion about
that time, and have walked with Jesus Christ ever since. _ First experienced religion be
cause my husband abused me, and I expected to die. He finally killed me and I was
dead; seven hours, and then raised. Two angels stood beside me when I went to heaven
and touched me with their bright swords, and I rose again! Christ came to me when I
was in Heaven, with his nails in his hands, and spoke peace to my soul. Another spirit
came to me and spoke, saying: Make your peace with God. I then kept on praying.
He took me to Paradise and told me all about Adam and Eve, and all the other spirits.
This light then came on me so that I had to look up, and the spirits said i was numbered
as one of them. Saw Christ and all the holy angels. Christ had on the thorns and looked
as he was when crucified. Saw God sitting upon his throne in all his glory; about
the throne were all the angels in their white robes, and they were all happy spirits there.
This spirit then came and took me back to earth again, and when I got there, I saw my
dead body on the floor, and felt bad because I had come back to this wicked world to live
again. Soon after I saw two angels who came to me and spoke to me kindly, and then
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Christ appeared to me, and I fell down before him. And Oh! how happy I felt! and how
happy I then was!”
Three fanatical murders have grown out of this new religion, and how many legal ones
vail follow is not yet known. It seems that Amos Hunt was a bad man, and tried to noi
son the “prophetess” and some of her followers.
“Amos Hunt,” says she, “was the man of sin, and he put his spirit on Justus Mathews
I was sick, expected to die, and asked them to take Mathews out of the house He Zd
Snthm SaCl Simt ?iat he was takmS awa7 my divine spirit, and killing me by it- and if T
should die, the judgment would come. This man of sin cursed God^nd when he died
there was a black spot on the throne of God!”
6 a oa'
Her “brother” killed Mathews to get rid of the evil spirit, save the “messenger of God ”
and stave off the “judgment.” One of the instruments of death was a “witch hari”
eluh. The vmtim was a believer, it seems, and was willing to be sacrificed for the good
of the world. The founder of the sect has assured the jury, that if herself or any of her
people are convicted, the world will immediately be destroyed!
It was in the legal investigation of the case, that the preceeding developments were
made A precious compliment to the 19th century, it is! Such, however, are the fruits
°f ^ faDulous religion. So long as pur theologies are peopled with devils and vindictive
go s, we may expect such sects to rise. The ignorant and uncultivated will not be much
tetter than the demons they fear and worship; and when the dark counsels of superstimn, m their dreary, quaking souls, demand an outrage against humanity, their hands
are ready for the deed.
A
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BY J. H. COOK.
Tune.—“0

Susanna,”

etc.

Come all ye daughters of the land,
And sing in joyous strains;!
For your salvation is at hand,
From fashion’s filth and pains.
Loud let the name of Bloomer sound.
Hills, plains and valleys o’er,
As lightly, freely skip and bound,
As birds unfettered soar.
0 the Bloomer, that’s the dress for me;
Soon may its beauty, freedom, health appreciated be.
The “ house I live in” shall no more,
Be burdened and confined;
With broom I’ll sweep the earth and floor,
But not with skirt behind.
I walk with freedom, run with ease,
Can gaily whirl or dance.
I ramble now just as I please,
For now I “ wear the pants.”
0, the Bloomer, etc.
I’ll never mind the scoff or hiss,
Of senseless fop or belle;
For they have sorrow, I have bliss;
They’re sick, but I am well.
My garments e’er shall indicate
Depth, purity of mind.
My form shall be elastic, straight,
Attractive and refined.
Q, the Bloomer, etc.
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There is the earth, said God to man, labor and it is thine.1 Bestow thy strength upon
It, and it will make thee strong in return; beautify it and it shall make thee beautiful. I
have done the best I could, but there is much room for improvement, work with me then,
and thou shalt be rewarded; spend thy time in idleness and thou shalt be cursed in body
and mind. So has it been, so is it, so will it be.
Labor is a necessity of our nature, and we can no more do without it, than we can be
healthy when eating improper food or breathing impure air. A piece of iron in constant,
.moderate use is kept bright and wears but little; throw it into a corner, and it soon be
comes a useless piece of earth. A book used with care will last for centuries; shut it up
in a closet, and the moth and mould will make it useless in a few years. So is it with man;
idleness eats him up like rust, destroys him like a canker-worm; while labor ever keeps
him fresh and vigorous. We were made then to be workers; happy the man who under
stands this law of his being and acts accordingly. The necesshy for labor that exists, isno more a curse than the necessity for drink when we are thirsty; and the theological fa
ble that teaches it should be discarded by all sensible people.
Not only does the body demand that the body should work, but the soul demands that
the body should work. Constant mental labor cannot compensate for the want of bodily
labor; to ensure perfect health of body and soundness of mind, both must be actively en
gaged. What is the reason that priests, poets and lecturers are so notoriously vicious?
Is it because their vocation naturally tends to vice? The true priest and prophet, the true
poet and lecturer is engaged in one of the most soul-elevating employments: and such men
are vicious because thejr consider it disgraceful to work with their hands, live on rich diet,
thus stimulate the animal propensities to unnatural activity, and having no manual exer
cise to reduce the tone of the system, when the winged seeds of temptation fall, they find
a deep soil and produce an abundant harvest of crime.
Burns, the ploughman, writing poetry, awakening in the hearts of his countrymen a
love of the beautiful, the free and the true, was a noble fellow—and had he owned the
land on which he labored—in a right manly position. But Burns the poet, neglecting his
work, associating with literary idlers and frequenting taverns, was a pitiable sight—a man
“fallen from his high estate.” Had Byron been a working man, he might have lived till
now and poured from his golden harp such matchless strains as angels love to hear. But
he was born a lord, or in other words, a titled idler, and the consequence was, he lived as
the fool lives, and died as the fool dies. Priests, as a class, are determined to dodge the
Adamic curse, and however much the' brain may sweat, they are determined that the brow
shall escape. What is the consequence? They are the world’s curse; the greatest pre
tenders to sanctity, and yet living a life of continual transgression. They uphold the tyrranical government of England and the slave holding republic of the United States; they
take under their sacerdotal cloak the woman whipper and the man thief, and profess to
give God’s sanction to the basest crimes. They stand in the way of all reforms, ever pull
the world back, and not till they are out of the way—scattered or ground to powder—will
mankind march on to happiness and heaven. Give every one of these black locusts a ten
acre lot, and let him build upon it his own cottage, dig and plant fruit trees around it,
plough his own field, plant his potato patch, and chop his own wood, and he will he likely
to think more clearly, and act more nobly than he ever did before. There is nothing but
labor that can save these most helpless and hopeless of the human race.
“We must all labor or steal, by whatever name we call our stealing.” We need food
clothing, shelter and means for improvement; somebody must provide'them; if I do no
thing towards it, then others must do their share and mine too, and what right have I to
throw this burden on them?
... n
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Mary Lyndon, or Revelations of a Life.—-The excellent autobiography of Mary
Lyndon is not without faults. As a truthful narrative, there is too strong an infusion of
.romance. The artistic finish of the work is so complete, that one suspects-too much im
agination. We do not question its essential truthfulness, however; the facts are given,
doubtless, as the romantic mind of the writer sees them. As to truthful autobiography,
we confess to a taste for what is a little more prosy. We like the scenes to be laid in this
common-place earth of ours. In Mary’s love for the angel Lynde, one feels that the scene
is laid in heaven.
Another fault occurs in the shape of “too much of a good thing.” We have been in
moods when we could have relished, perhaps, twenty pages of those love-letters; but forty
would have been quite too much at any time. At present we could not enjoy more than
ten. Their egotism is one of the most natural things in the world, under the circum
stances, and was doubtless of infinite importance and thrilling interest to the parties at
the time, and may be yet, but as a matter of publicity, so much of it, is not quite to our
taste.
One almost feels that in its execution the author was too absorbingly intent upon the
esthetic and marketable quality of the book. But its redeeming features would cover a
multitude of sins. Its substantial merits far outweigh its faults, in the balance of any just
criticism; and what are faults to one mind may be real merits to another. We have be
come terribly practical and are no longer prone to hero-worship.
The vigor of conception; the beauty and chasteness of style; the roundness and completness of finish, must attract every reader. But it is to the Reformer, with philosophy
in his head and humanity in his heart, that this book especially commends itself. It
brings out the startling hideousness of existing social wrongs, especially those of mar
riage, as sustained by law and public opinion. It is a telling work for truth and purity,
and G-od speed it on its glorious mission, is our soul’s deepest wish!

Female Life Among- the Mormons.—We commenced the reading of “Mary Lyndon’”
expecting the incidental portraiture of the wrongs of exclusive monogomy, and we found
what we expected. We commenced the reading of “ Female Life Among the Mor
mons,” expecting a fair expose of the wrongs of polygamy, but finished it in disappoint
ment. The picture is so outrageously over-wrought, so blotched with perfidy and be
smeared with human gore, that it cannot but disgust any charitable mind. So far from
being a true record, after the first few chapters, the fiction betrays its malignant injustice,
on every page. None but morbid minds, looking out for hideousness amongst those of
different faith from themselves, can relish such a book. Had it not been carried to the
extreme of falsehood and calumny, it might have served a useful purpose, in exposing the
evils of polygamy as a system of despotism, resulting in equal wrong to tyrant and slaves.
But as it is, it deserves to be “damned,” and would be if the American public were char
itable and just. So far from being the work of a woman, as it purports to be, it is in all
probability the contrivance of some masculine caterer to the morbid cravings of a vicious
taste for tales of intrigue, perfidy, lust, cruelty and bloodshed. One feels that the writer
must have a heart almost as bad as that which he attributes to Joe Smith or Brigham
Young.
Some peering- eyes on the look out for the dreadful consequences of “Free Love” have
managed to find them to their heart’s content, in this volume. We have not been so
lucky. The book deals with an institution which is one of the worst, if not the worst
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form of despotism over the affections. If it exposes anything, it is tyranny, not freedom.
Whoever heard tell of the Mormon or polygamic recognition of the sacred rights of wo
man to self-ownership and the voluntary control, through life, of all that affects her wo
manhood? The Mormon wives are owned by the husband. They are slaves, without
freedom to assert the claims of love and chastity. The asp of connubial despotism stings
alike the victims of polygamy and monogamy.
TALKS
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1.

“Trust in the Lord with all thy heart, and lean not unto thine own understanding.”
--What do you mean, Solomon, by trusting in the Lord, and not leaning to our own un
derstanding ? You do not seem to be aware that if people trust at all, they must do it
with that very understanding which you tell them they must not trust to. I suppose
you mean the same as the orthodox priests do, when they talk after a similar fashion, and
there meaning appears to be this: Trust not in your own judgement, it will lead you astray and the pit that is bottomless receive you; but trust in our teaching, which is infalli
ble and heaven shall be your portion. But Solomon, we have not confidence in you, we
cannot help being suspicious of a man who made a thousand women the victims of his
unbridled lust, and lived a life of titled idleness, appropriating what the toil of thousands
produced; were you indeed as wise as some people imagine, and as good as our best
thought, we should still dislike your advice, for to neglect to lean on our own understand
ings would keep us children forever. We beg leave therefore to change your language
and make the text read thus: Trust in the laws of God with all thy heart, and lea i up
on thy own understanding.
“Whosoever shall say to his brother, thou fool, shall he in danger of hell fire.” If you
speak the truth, Jesus, you are yourself in danger of hell fire. If I mistake not you are
the person who said to the Pharisees, “Ye fools and blind;” now it is not very becoming for
you to threaten others with hell fire for doing no worse than you do. You should be an
example yourself of mildness and forbearance, which I am sorry to say you are far from
being at times, or you stand in the way of your own instructions, and pull down with
your right hand while building with your left.. I am sorry, too, to hear you repeat that
old rabbinical story of hell fire, to deter people from wrong doing. It seems a great pity
that a man who has nobly outgrown so many Jewish fables, should still retain such a fool
ish notion as that; for I tear there will be many silly enough to believe it because you give
it sanction, without looking any farther.
w. d.
Notes prom the Lecturing Field.—During the last month, I attended for three
days, a meeting of the Friends of Human Progress, held at Greensboro, Henry Co., Indiana.
The subjects of Land Beform, Woman’s Rights, Treatment of Criminals, Education and
Orthodox Theology, came up for discussion. Mr. Lockwood, a young, hut remarkably
eloquent lecturer, Dr. Pease, Samuel Maxwell, and others took part in the discussions.
Old Orthodoxy received some hard blows and though some of its dear friends were present,
they could not he induced to lift up hand or tongue in its defense. But on the day after
our meeting, thinking probably that we had gone, a traveling dentist, backed by two
Methodist preachers, lectured against the positions taken by us at our meetings. At
the conclusion of his lecture, friend Lockwood and I replied to his remarks. His igno
rance was remarkable even for a defender of orthodoxy; one of the scripture passages quo
ted bv him, and fathered on St. Paul was—“Though I be slain it will not prove a fact”!
From Greensboro, Lockwood and I went to Spiceland, a little quaker town, about three
miles off. Found an excellent school house and lectured on Theology and Spelling reform
to large audiences. A Campbellite minister made some remarks at the close of the theo
logical lectures, and we had a short, though agreeable discussion; he was an intelligent
and manly opponent, bnt the difference between us was not great. I lectured three times
k°use
Anderson Town, where I found some noble hearted friends, and at
Chesterfield also three times to crowded houses. In the last mentioned place I obtained
eight subscribers for the Revolutionist; the people are wide awake and the power of orthodoxy is broken forever. Spiritualism has been mightily at work, and its fruits prove
its divinity. It is doing more to destroy the false religious notions, that abound in the
world, iban all other agencies combined- Angels are breaking- to the people the bread of
-iife, and the dry husks of a dead theology are consequently cast aside.
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The same No. of the N. T. Weekly Tribune brings us the news of two discoveries: Of
the North Polar Sea by Di\ Kane; and of the Free Love League by the city press and po
lice.
Dr. Kane and party have undergone many hardships, made some discoveries, and thus
affected a good for which they are given a right brotherly welcome home. They have
added to science, are honored for the service, and this is right.
The advocates of freedom for the affections have, as they think, discovered certain princi
ples of social science of great value to the Race, and semi weekly meetings have been insti
tuted to give them a practical bearing. The public is apprised of the fact, and in a twink
ling the censors of the press and the police pounce upon the social party, and arrest the
most conspicuous members.
The public have an appreciation of the enlargements of science in the direction of geog
raphy, but not in the direction of our affecfcional nature. Social innovation puts in jeop
ardy the interests of professional aristocrats, and the prejudices of ignorance everywhere;
and the strong arm of the police is appealed to to put it down.' But why send the police
here? why not first clear out the dens of Mercer street, Church street, Five Points, and
Cow Bay? All these places are known and acknowledged to be infamous, but law and
custom sanction their existence. They are, I believe, held by the infallible public to be a
necessary condition of civilized society, and must be tolerated, or worse will follow. And
this is our glorious civilization!
But the Free Love League projected and controled by some of the noblest men and
women in N. Y. City,—that must be broken up. Its members act from principle and for
principle, they eschew, all shapes of adulterous license, and conduct their social reunions
with a proper regard for freedom and order;—and herein lies the secret of police interfe
rence. “But rowdy outsiders congregated about the door and made disturbances in that
part of the city”. Did they? Then, why not arrest them, and let the quiet insiders
alone? The very fact that principle lies at the bottom of the reformatory movement, and
that noble and distinguished persons are enlisted, makes the arbitrary interposition of the
authorities necessary to bring it into disgrace, and put it down. Yain hope! and the le
gal plotters, how shallow! Their act, the offshoot not of intelligent deliberation, but of
blind impulse! These arrests will do more to advance the cause they were meant to sup
press, than the combined efforts of a whole host of its friends. The N. Y. Tribune has
done far more by its opposition, to spread Free Loveism than to suppress it. It has done
it indirectly, I will concede; but without its opposition, the doctrines could not have
attained such wide publicity, to the conviction of many. The late disclosures by the ubiq
uitous press of N. Y. City, are a godsend to the doctrine of freedom for the affections.
Dr. Kane’s name stands high in public estimation, and popular men seek to do it honor;
the leaders of the Free Love League are unpopular, and the authorities have tried to bring
odium upon them. It will be different in the future. While the name of Dr. Kane will
be esteemed as much as ever, (bating the usual wear of time,) the names of Andrews,
Brisbane, Lazarus, Nichols, and others will stand far above it. The greater exaltation
will obtain in consequence of the far greater sum of human happiness growing out of the
labors of these social reformers; and the bounding hearts of disenthralled millions will,
award the just meed of gratitude and respect to the world’s benefactors.
The announcement of a Free Love League would not arouse a tythe of the restive las
civiousness amongst the native children of the American forest, that it has amongst the
virtue-loving people of Gotham. And N. Y. City is famous for its civilization. Wealth,
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and schools and churches abound; preachers, notables, and respectables give tone topuo
lie morals; but the announcement of a league which meets to promote freedom for the afiedtions, arouses lewdness in the rabble—the spawn of civilization—and lewd suspicions m
the puppets of social conventionalism and the executors of municipal law. Have not our
social arbiters and dictators had it all their own way long enough? If the repressions and
perversions extant in the affectional relations, have resulted in a lustfulness of xmpu ^e,
and a foulness of imagination, far surpassing anything of the kind known amongst our na
tive savages, is it not time that we consider whether or not there be principles of purity
and freedom, upon which may be generated a diviner type of humanity?

OUR

CITIES.

Our cities are rotten to the core; they are beyond the power of medicine and surgery and
must of necessity die. Hypocrisy whines in their pulpits; falsehood pleads at their bars;
roguery stands behind their counters; brazen-faced effrontery sits m their editors' chairs,
and poverty, slavery, filth and disease, like wild beasts, live in their dens and make them
a perpetual home. It is not in the power of mortal to live the true life m a city; the citi
zen is of necessity a sinner; he breathes impure air, drinks impure water and eats impure
food. If a lawyer, minister, editor or teacher, he cannot obtain the physical exercise that
his system requires; he cannot be a healthy man. If a poor artizan, he is at the mercy of
his employer, working at unhealthy and dangerous employment, or for long, weary hours
to the detriment of his soul and body.
.
Manhood is a poor thing for a man to possess in a city; it is stock sadly below par; a
suspicious note rejected by everybody. Are you rich? you must be mean to keep so; are
you poor? you must be mean to live. If you cannot be, order your coffin, or get into the
country, buy, beg or claim a piece of land, go co work and be a man.
Whether our cities are built on rock, clay, gravel or sand, lying is the stratum on which
they rest. The priest is a grand retailer of lies, it is his life business; the lawyer lies, les,
and is proud of it, lies, and is paid for it; and the better the liar, the better the lawyer.
The physician lies to his patient, the merchant to his customer, the servant to her mistress,
the editor to his subscribers, and the quack medicine vender, by his aid, to every body.
Cities are cesspools to which flow a thousand filthy streams, there they stagnate and
breed corruption; they are dens of thieves, continually despoiling the laborers of the coun
try; they are nests in which the drones of the social hive love to congregate, and w ^ere
they manage to consume a large portion of what the working bees produce.

Spiritualism.—Your synopsis [“Spirit Counsel”] is good. It may be rendered useful
and reliable, but only to free and independent minds, seeking light and truth; controlling
their own mental states, and attempting no control of others. And even then, the action
of no mind in or out of the body sh6uld be substituted for the action of our own minds.
Exercise is the pabulum of mind. He who relies on another, wrongs his own soul. It

may answer his present purpose, but it ends in loss.

Self Eeliakce.—Neither do I desire to lead, or to be led; but simply to receive
and impart. I know of no way enabling us to arrive at conclusions so well or so correct
ly, as that of improving and developing our own powers of judging. I, too, am thme
for WELL CONSIDERED ACTION.
^0^3i'n XimeS.
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RY J. H. COOK.

Who is the wisest man? He who has discovered the most links in nature’s chain and
can see their relation and dependencies.
Who is the best man? He who does the most good, present or ultimate.
What, to. every person, is the import of such words as, good, wise, right, just, duty,
pure, beautiful, spiritual. A meaning which no person can precisely define'for, or im
press upon another person.
If G-od is every where, is He not every thing? Yes, yes, YES. Why should Spirit
uahsts masculinize God, by calling Him “The Great Positive Mind” and not also, The
Great negative Mind? Echo answers why. Can law, custom, or opinion, create or de
stroy, any human attraction? Impossible.
world sk°ul(i we take the most interest? The little world(?) on our shoulders
W hat constitutes the trunk of the tree of Social Evil? Legal marriage. Is the sun a
polygamist. Yes, all the planets in the Solar System are his wives. Is legal marriage
a far greater curse than African Slavery? Yes, by far. Is the world as wise and goSd
brain?0™’ can be? Yes- 'What is the souRCEhf human law? The occipital and basilarCould any one’s action in the past have been different? No.
[Queer idea that of the sun’s polygamy. We don’t see its application. Rather “revo
lutionary” to transform those thunderers Mars and Jupiter into two of Apollo’s wives.]

DIRGE

OF

THE

HEART.

BY G. E. LOCKWOOD.

With silent lip and folded eye,
Thou sleeps’t to wake no more on earth;
Yet in my heart’s lamenting sigh,
Still lives the mem’ry of thy worth;
And, even in my dreams, I see
Thy face and form, so dear to me.
Thy grave is where, in other years,
Our childish whispers oft were breathed,
Where, hallowed by affection’s tears,
The tendrils of the vine are wreathed,
And sobbing winds, through night and day,
Now sadly sing thy funeral lay.
’Twas long ago! and time has left
His lines and shadows on my brow,
I live of all but life bereft,
And what is life unto me now?
My soul is wedded to the past,
Oh! can this grief forever last?
Erom spirit-lips thy own loved strains
Have thrilled upon my pensive ear;
Till, saddened by the sweet refrains,
Mine eyes have wept the scalding tear;
So sweet the pathos, so divine,
I thought the very words were thine.
And spirit eyes have turned to me
Their beautiful and earnest light,
So like the joy that circled thee,
When all around was calm and bright,
That well I know the charnel’s gloom
Has not destroyed thy youthful bloom.
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Extsa.—With this number we send an Extra. It tells its own story. Just such a
Journal as this, is very much wanted by not a very great number of people. But so far,
our success has been quite equal to our expectations. There was no reason to believe
that a journal so radically free, and necessarily offensive in consequence, could be placed
upon paying ground at once. Effort will accomplish this. We want the receipts to pay
for the paper and printing. The Editors and Contributors are quite willing to give their
labor for the good they may do. By means of the Extra, our friends may help us. The
publication of this Journal will not stop with the 12th number. None need fear to send
the price of a year’s subscription. If they want something fresh and housing, we are
vain enough to think, and egotistic enough to say, that the Social Revolutionist will fur
nish it to the extent of any reasonable demand.
Contributions.—-Our two serials; The Human Brain in its Relations to Society; and
The Social and Moral Condition of the World will be resumed next month. A radical
and suggestive essay on God’s Laws and the World’s Needs by Dr. E. L. Crane; a strange,
weird and eloquent article, shockingly revolutionary, by Joseph Treat; Notes from
the Lecturing Field by friend® Cook and Barry, will all appear in next No., if possible.
Exploration.—A company will leave St. Louis for Kansas, the First week of
May, on a tour of exploration. Another will visit Western Virginia about the same
time, for the same purpose. The intention is to explore,, report results, and then de
termine as to the point or points, and arrange the preliminaries of actual settlement.
Both parties extend invitations to such as feel an interest and wish to join them Some
who cannot join may be willing to do something toward defraying the expenses of those
who give their time. Any demand for particulars addressed, at once, to Rising Star,
Greenville, Darke Co., Ohio, will receive immediate attention.
Exchanges.—Papers bold enough to exchange with the. Social Revolutionist, are
worth something! Amongst those we have not noticed, we cannot but name the New
England Spiritualist. When we see such evidence of industry, used to such a “ telling ”
purpose, we must commend it. The “Spiritualist” is a pet of ours. The Wisconsin
Home is a cheerful monthly; and the North Western Orient far better than its awk
ward name and looks, But all the liberal papers are good, and all others have their uses.
Next month wfo think to list such as exchange with us.
*
Books.—Dr. J. R. Buchanan wrote us that he had sent a copy of his Anthropology,
but we never received it. Have a copy, however, as everybody making any pretentions
to mental philosphy, should have. May get room for a review some day. Price $2,00.
Address Dr. J. R. Buchanan. Cincinnati, Ohio.

We have received from the publisher, L. E. Barnard, Box 996, Cleveland, 0., a copy
of Three Lectures on the Harmonial Philosophy by Hon. Warren Chase. We suppose
the price is 2Sets. Wrote a brief review of the same, but there was not room for it in
this number. The lectures are ail good; the second especially. The truths contained
in the first half of this lecture, should be flashed in the face of Bigotry everywhere.
Mischievous clergyman have been vilifying the name of Thomas Paine, this long while;
but the world is getting better. The Friends of Truth and Free Thought celebrated
the 119th Anniversary of the Birth day of Thomas Paine at Cincinnati, Jan. 29,' 1856.
Avast concourse of people assembled. The U. S. Band from the Government Barracks
at Newport Ky., was in attendance. Salutes were fired from Newport, and from the hills
which overlook the Oity. The Author-Hero of the Revolution deserves National honors;
but more than all does the man Thomas Paine deserve honor for the manly utterance of
his own thought. Let Justice be done though Priestcraft fall. The Oration was deliv
ered by Dr. T. L. Nichols; and an Address by F. Hassaurek, Esq, Both are fine produc
tions. The Proceedings of the Festival are printed in a neat pamphlet by Nicholson &
Co., and sold at 10 cts. a copy,' Let the Truth go forth!
Christian Civilization.—Wfo have been imposed upon with an inferior quality of pa
per for this No.; and there may be some of it for the two which follow. It is quite im
possible, to make-a journal look well, (however well it may be ad) with flimsy paper to
print on. And this “practical realization” of the frauds of paper dealing, don’t give us a
bit higher opinion of Civilization than we had; and our war, offensive and defensive; and
our operations, destructive and constructive, against the Cannibal Monster, shall go on.
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The conditions requisite to success seem to be:—1. Capital. 2. Practical talent. 3,
Manual industry. These relate to the sphere of physical activities; the spiritual embrace:
1. The affectional. 2. The intellectual. 3. The esthetic;—these three culminating in
a religious aspiration which can be satisfied only with the conditions of freedom, progress
and harmony in all the spheres of life.
Our earth-home is a material one, and we cannot build our house without a foundation.
The physical basis is absolutely indispensable to permanent success. This has been en
tirely too much overlooked heretofore; and hence, one cause of failure. We are glad to
see that working people—those who combine the physical and spiritual elements in the
accord of individual wholeness, are taking so lively an interest in the activities of social
reorganization. It is in such chiefly that our hope is. There may be exceptions in trans
ition, of course—there must be; but in a harmonic society of integral men and women,
the soul that appreciates, the head that devises, and the hands that execute will concur in
the same individual. Activity and development will be entire and symmetrical, and not,
as heretofore, distorted and fragmentary. A harmonic society would be the aggregate of
harmonic unities. 1. The Individual. 2. The Group of Individuals. 3. The Frater
nity of Groups.
Presuming that the capital said to be held in trust for the work of harmony, will not
be turned into sordid channels, but faithfully appropriated, there seems to be a cause for
apprehension as to the initiative, in that too much haste may prevent general concurrence
in well-considered action.
Commanding the capital which they do, there is no need for great haste. As an es
teemed friend has written us; a great error heretofore has been too much unbalanced en
thusiasm which led to ill-devised action, and consequent failure. Hot giving time for ges
tation, the offspring was feeble and sickly, and it soon perished. Haste is not speed; and
is it not possible, almost probable at this moment, that the energies and means now ready,
may be expended in hasty and diffused action, and fall short of any speedy or complete harmonial realization? Those who desire to act do not know of each other to any great ex
tent. We should be glad to see a brief parley, that the plan of operations may be well
matured, and that such as contemplate action, may be enabled to understand each other.
There must be a general reconnoisance of the fie_ld of operations, as a preliminary; and
It would be well for each individual to do what he can in this way; but we think it would
not be best for any to commit themselves in partial effort of a permanent character, and
thus forestall others, and divide action, or else make it compulsory on the part of some.
We would respectfully suggest that there be a general inter-correspondence and personal
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inter-communication as far as may be, and as fast as can be brought about. Let the feel
ings of all be consulted, and the opinions of ail h& heard and considered. Let the move
ment be a brotherly, democratic one. We are not friendly to aristocratic, egotistic schemes
upon any pretext, which are calculated to administer to the vanity and ambition of any
one or any set. Let every one with available energies, be enabled to feel that the enter
prise is his or hers. With time for the mutual interchange of suggestion, there might
be-a general concurreue of voluntary [individualistic and fraternal] movement.
We don’t presume to dictate as to what would he the best plan of operation, but since
the prospect is so fine fora “strong pull,” it would seem to be best for us to get a “good
ready,” and “pull all together.” What we insist upon is, opportunity for a general under
standing, that all the possibilities of concerted action may be realized.
It is not absolutely necessary that all the forces he concentrated upon one point; but
the localities selected should he convenient to each other. The contiguity of considera
ble numbers is absolutely indispensable to the realization of all we wish. For some to
remain near the Alleghanies, and others locate in Kansas; they would be too widely sep
arated. Any healthy point on or near, and of readj^ access to the Ohio river, would
seem to he desirable. The latitude is favorable, and if different aggregations of the social
elements should form at different points, the river would facilitate inter-communication,
and thus bring them into the vicinity of each, other. But our own choice would he for
concentration upon one point. Should there he an aggressive spirit from without, there
would he need for greater power within.
On account of the cheap lands and the fashion of immigration, wejiadonce supposed that
the far West would inevitably be the place for any considerable attempt at social reorgan
ization. Having written to several on this presumption, we learned that quite a number
who have studied the West, think it unfavorable to the inauguration of higher social con
ditions. We obtained evidence also of a much larger amount of capital, and more heart for
this work than we had known of before. We wmre only in favor of the far West because
we thought it a necessity. The conditions which wre then thought made that necessity,
we think nowr, do not exist. The concerted action of the numbers, energies, and capital,
now voluntarily offered for the work, would secure eminent success in the midst of civili
zation, and wre are in favor of a location in the States. The question, howeter, is an open
one, and we want all sides to be heard and the best to be done. The following are extracts
from private letters respecting the movement. A friend at Modern limes says:
“My mind has been turned much to Kansas. Ever since the passage of the notorious
Nebraska bill, I have held the opinion, that the whole of that Territory would be free.
It seemed to be putting the North and South in competition on the same ground, and it
has seemed to me, where the enterprise and perseverance ol tne foimer have an open held
and fair play with the stereotyped, laggart and tardj^ movement oi the lattei, Fieedoni
has nothing to fear. There are four or six adults here, who would be glad to settle in
Kansas in one or two years, (fee.”
A friend in Indiana writes:—
“Yon too have the Kansas fever! I must say I have not. I don’t believe tree freedom
can he had in Kansas. With the men who control the free state party, it is only a ques
tion of self-interest Slavery would interfere with their own claims, and prevent their makino- money. They care little for the right. Even now they find it expedient to send all
theriiltra abolitionists, such as Wood and Shankland out of the country. To satisfy the
conservative element in society, they would join to put down any radical movement lor
freedom; especially freedom of the affections. I have been a resident of Illinois for many
years, and in my opinion, the extreme West is more under the thumb of the priests than
the central and northern states. Iowa, wherever settled, is more bigoted than Ohio.”
Our friend goes into the details of a calculation, too lengthy for insertion here, to prove
that nothing would de gained to capital by a location far West, except through the mo-
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ftopaly of the soil for the purposes of speculation; and we think he makes out a pretty
clear case. More definitely with respect to location, he says:—
“Social cooperation is necessary to give us freedom for our social attrac
tions. We shall agitate by letter till a . way for action is opened. I am pleased
with your choice of Western Virginia. I should think land of the proper variety of soil
and well timbered, with running brooks and soft spring water, might be had at low rates.
But a point should be selected of ready access to a good market. I should prefer an ex
ploration there to one in Kansas. Could we fix on a plan to find such a spot as the above?
I had rather go to it and have less land, and enjoy mountain scenery, pure air and pure
water. We should be happier, live longer; and our children would be healthier.”
A friend who has been in the Korth West, writes us from Illinois;
“ Lot the right spot he found in Kansas or elsewhere, and there will be hundreds with
true hearts and willing hands, to join. The kind of mind that is now moving to Kansas
or other new regions, is easy to he converted. “Sir,” as J. Adams said, “before God I
believe,” that the region West and South of the Missouri will, ere long, be speckled with
fraternal groups of living men and women. You see I, too, am getting rapsodical.
The many I have conversed with on the subject, seem to see the necessity of making a
center on new territory that we may have a prior or political claim; and that then, birds
of our feather can and will fly to us, and other birds fly from us. It is this very fear of
being molested or of having to move that makes many so averse to trying to act amidst
civilization. Kansas, to my mind, will never be a slave state, and Missouri will not mo
lest those who take no active part in political affairs; so it seems now to me. With re
gard to the advantages of Western Virginia, I respond in to to. No tongue can describe
the exalted rapture and the sublime, spiritualizing effect that mountain scenery produces
■within me. I have often thought I would forego everything else to enjoy it. But it
seems to me that a group anywhere within the old states' South of Mason and Dixon’s
line, would soon be routed and scouted, no matter how peaceable and non-interfering they
might be. The Southern states have not regarded, to any great extent, the subjects that
have been agitated in more Northern latitudes, as preparatory to the reception of our
higher truths. Innocent individuals from the North, are there groundlessly suspected
and devilishly treated; what then might be expected to occur to a large company, who
would be looked upon as base designers against .Southern institutions, notwithstanding
•their innocent and reasonable protestations? I don’t think you could get many radical
Individualist.!; to go that way.”
A friend i)i Iowa writes:—“ It seems to me that the atmosphere of society, in all its relations and parts, which
necessarily belong to the settlement of a new country, is in many essential respects adverse
to social enterprises. The spirit of speculation, assuming a sort of gambling form, is so
far as my experience goes, rampant, and it appears fatal in its influence to what we social
reformers desire. If we could gather numbers and go far away as the Mormons have
done, so as to secure a commanding influence in our vicinity, there wonld he no difficulty
•on this score. But I seriously consider it a question whether it is not best to try the es
tablishment of groups in older communities and among the most thoroughly educated, de
veloped and refined classes of people the country affords. Before I came West, I thought
a new country was the place to attempt social reform or reorganization; but the more I
see of it, the less firm is that conclusion.”
A friend who went to the far West a year since, to engage in cooperative life, and has
studied Western influences with especial reference to social reorganization, writes us:—“Western influences, so far as I have observed and experienced, are unfavorable to social
:and intellectual culture; this would be true to some extent, in any newly settled region.
The hardships and privations that are unavoidable, make it so. But in addition to this,
the West is wholly over-run by speculation and monopoly, in its most rampant, almost
fiendish forms. “The Devil” reigns supreme here. A case in point; the Dubuque Land
'Office; the previous one for this district was closed in the early part of winter, preparatory
to a division of the land district, and the opening of another office. This “ease-up”
■seemed only to sharpen the jaws of the land sharks. They prowl round over the country
selecting the best locations, like so many beasts of prey. “The great day” comes—they
rush to the Office, each determined to be the first to get a grab. So intense was the excite
ment that, although the Mercury was 34deg. below zero, crowds of them stood at the
’Office door all the night previous to the day of opening; some so near freezing, to death,
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that they were unable to attend to their business, when the hour arrived. Though this
maybe an extreme case, it is a fair illustration of the maddening pitch to which, specu
lation let loose, will drive men. Attending this, are all kinds of swindling and deception..
In Kansas there will be a modification of this. The lands there are being settled,,
before they come into market. The strife will be for the best claims, and between the
settlers, speculators cannot do so much. But if reports are to be credited, this strife
often reaches madness; sometimes ending in blood-shed; at least this is true in some partsof Minesota, where the same conditions exist. I do not mean 'to say, that every body
here is wholly devoted to the god mammon. ” There are many who would prefer some
thing better. But it is the prevailing influence. When any project is suggested;-will it be
a “paying one?” is the first question that comes up, and the answer, no or yes, immedi
ately determines the action in reference to it.
I am decidedly opposed to the West as a home. I can see nothing to- be gained, and
much that must be lost by it. Land I know, costs hut a trifle; but say, you pay $1. 25per acre; it will cost more time and means, to make improvements, buildings and other
appurtenances of a home, in the frontier settlement; than your home would cost with the
same improvements, at $40.00 per acre, for the land in some favorable location in an improved paid of the country.
I have said I was suited with your idea of a home; and I am for “action” too, if any
thing can be bone. The only question is, as to number; of this I am not well enough
acquainted to judge. But let us try what can be done; for I have no other hope.
Give me freedom, number and variety, sufficient for the gratification of my varied at tractions; and I care not so much for other things,—location, property arrangements, &c.
A friend with ample means has visited Southern Illinois, with a view to looking up a
site for future operations. He has found one in an excellent fruit region, which is very
accessible to market. It combines the advantages ofprarie, timber and good water; but
it is level, and fevers prevail, in that part. He thinks of securing a tract of from 1000 to
1600 acres, before the rise of prices, and of using it for the purpose of a manual labor
school and harmonial home; should no better place be found. He says:—
“I have some means to use in the good cause, when I can see where there is a pros
pect of good being done. I want to combine my means and efforts, with others in some
movement for good. In a joint stook company, under suitable arrangements for pur
chasing land and making improvements; sustaining a good school and promoting other
desirable objects. I would take $25,000, and then I would make my own improve
ments as I thought best. I should want a company of $100,000, and with that we
could get a right start. ”
Whether this much capital stock could be raised for the objects named, we cannot say.
We shall not be too sanguine. We are just beginning to learn of the radical powers that be,
and our data warrant us in saying that a capital of $50,000 could be raised, payable in
three yearly installments; leaving as private capital in the hands of individuals, an aggre
gate of $100,000 which would eventually be used upon the ground, for the prosecution of
industrial and other humanitary enterprises.
Considering the great need which many feel for higher social conditions, it would seem
that the time has come for something of a decisive character to be done. We have the
capital, the skill, the energy; have we the real humanitary stuff in the individual?
We have the profession, and our optimism and zeal will not permit us to doubt the real
ity. We would guard against the worst, but believe the best of our fellow-men.
Since writing the above, we are impelled by new accessions to our stock of facts, to extend
this article. We hardly know how to treat this subject of actual movement. Each week
brings us additional facts. The calculations of yesterday may be invalidated by the facts
of to-morrow. All the word we get is cheering. A short time since, a friend proposed
to get up a joint stock company with a capital of $25,000. This we thought a high figure.
But only a few days after, we hear from a friend as above, who agrees to take $25,000 stock,
himself. We hear of action originating in different sources, having similar objects in
view. Some of the different parties, we believe, do not as yet know anything of each
other. So much has coma to our knowledge within the last two months respecting move-
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m^nts which aim at better social, industrial and educational conditions, that we do not
prstead to say what may not be done. If there is any faith to be putin the professions
of seemingly earnest men and women, there is reason to believe that hundreds of individ
uals with a capital of hundreds of thousands, will soon be in readiness for the workAn eternal quietus must be put upon the Sactisin of Censure, or the Censure of Sectism.
Mutual toleration for every earnest man or woman whatever the faith or the life, we
would make the only test condition of fitness for the enterprise. All else will regulate
itself. We must tolerate, else we are sectists to all intents and purposes. Sectisrn
and toleration are antagonists. Reformers are growing more and more out of the dark,
contracted caves of the one, into the broad and radiant fields of the other.
The principal difficulties in the way of getting up an extensive movement at once,relate to
Toleration and Locality. After a proper interchange of views, there may be unanimity,
but if there should not be, it may become necessary for certain parties to decide upon some
thing definite as to location and then organize with reference to that. Some of our best
men say positively, that they will not go to the far W est.
Should there be unanimity as to the place, and a spirit of mutual toleration amongst
those who now seem anxious for something to he done; it would seem best, perhaps, to
organize a joint stock company with reference solely to the purchase of land and its sale
to actual settlers. Then let collateral companies organize to build up a School for Integral
Education, a Retreat for Invalids, and a Unitary Home for such as want it. All, so far
as we know, want the School; many, the Unitary Home; and if located in a healthy re
gion, with fine scenery and pure, soft water, the Retreat for Invalids would be useful, and
might be a good investment of labor and capital. As sqon as a sufficient number should
find accommodations on the ground, groups would voluntarily organize upon their own
plans for the prosecution of needed industries. Above all is it important, by voluntary
cooperation, to open up the sources of industrial enterprise to woman, that she may sup
port herself and vindicate the^rights of her womanhood. Until she can do this, she will
not get the love and respect she craves. The woman of refined sensibilities, more than
the stolid slave of the South, needs emancipation. Thousands feel the wrong, but few
know the remedy. Some do; and a gush of prayer from the deepest fountains of her
soul, are.going up to the Eternal Powers of Right, for deliverance; and that. prayer will
be answered.
If any wish for further acquaintance with their Social brethren, and notify us of the
fact; it will give us pleasure to help them all we can. So far as we have a special work,
in our humble way, this of reorganization is it.

THE CERESCO UNION.

Dear Brothers;—I rejoice that there are minds hold enough to write and publish such
■a paper as yours, and that conditions exist which make it tolerably safe to do it. I am
thoroughly convinced that the progressive radical reformers, feel the fact, that they hold
the preponderance of power Mentally, and that they can and will give direction to the
Onward March of the Race. It is astonishing to see with what ease they sustain them
selves when brought in contact with opposing forces. There seems to he so much day
light, that the shams and screens, used to cover the falsities ov the prevailing systems of
theology, politics and business, no longer subserve their former uses, and the tendencies
of these antagonistic institutions are seen to be subversive of happiness instead of securing
it, and there only needs to be a more excellent way discovered, to be adopted. Those
who have light should now let it shine. I have found by my own experience, and obsar-
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yation upon the experience of other minds, that there is a powerful lever, in the possession
of live magnetic minds, the power of which, has been very little understood. I refer to
the existance of a mental or spiritual influence or “aroma" which seems capable of being
projected or conveyed to a great distance, calling into unison the heart and feelings of
kindred spirits both in and out of the form—even as the vibration of a musical string in a
music store, will cause every other string upon the same key, in the store,, to vibrateThis in an especial manner seems to be transmitted to a communication upon paper, and
is that element by which Psychometers read the character of the writers of letters &e„.
If this is true, then should every reformer pen his burning thoughts and holy aspirations to
his friends—increase his correspondence far and wide, conscious that it is not so much
the fine rounded and well proportioned periods and faultless grammatical sentences, as the
amount of Soul infused into it. As the time gradually arrives, “as come it must, and come
it will" for a’ that; when the thoughts can be read, because their quality and kind can be
felt—then will the pulsations of each great heart as it struggles for freedom and a higher
life diffuse its aroma or influence to all kindred elements, elevating, ennobling and eman
cipating them from slavery and bondage.
I took up my pen to indicate to socialists, spiritualists and progressive minds generallyr
that at Ceresco can be found a few minds male and female, who are ready to cooperate
with them in doing the work that seems demanded here, as from its history, being the,
place, where for seven years the Wisconsin Phalanx lived and flourished, doing its work,
and the liotle knot of reformers that kept the ground since and made it notorious as a cen
tre of infidelity to fogyism in all its forms, and since the rather more notorious “Ceresco
Union" which it is said entertain some of the most abominible doctrines, that ever dis
graced any community, such for instance as holding communion with departed spirits,
making reason the highest authority, recognizing the sovereignty of each individual to live
their own true life, without let or hindrance so far as they can so do at their own cost; v
believing that there is no real marriage, but the marriage of affection, that children begot
ten and born in repugnance and hate, are the most unfortunate and unhappy in their ownlives and a curse to the race, that entire affectional freedom with the elevation of woman
to an equality with man is the natural safe and only exodus out of the evils consequent
upon present unhappy and repugnant relations of the sexes, and that unity of interests,
in commercial and business relations will secure a greater amount of happiness and a
greater equality in the distribution of wealth, than the present selfish, isolated and antag
onistic system of society. All these questions have been and are being discussed and ag
itated here. Public opinion around us, is prepared for it, nothing else is expected of our
community, this taken in connection with the great beauty and loveliness of the place, its
healthfulness, and its proximity to a growing and beautiful village in the most central
wealthy and beautiful part of the state, with a daily mail, an express office, a rail-road,
mills and machinery, &c., seems to us the proper point from which the light of our princi
ples can most successfully radiate. We are determined to do our duty in holding this
place as a city of refuge, ultimately, (but now a place for workers,) for all true hearts who
would come out of the Egypt of social and religious darkness into the promised land of
harmony peace and brotherhood.
Let all those who feel interiorly attracted and drawn here—come. A considerableamount of pecuniary means will be needed to establish business, build a Unitary Edifice
&c., &c., before those who are unable to sustain themselves can find a home here.
For further information, visit us if possible, or correspond with the secretaries: Mr.
M. E. Morse, or Mrs. Elizabeth Adams, Ceresco, Fond-du Lac County, Wisconsin.
M. E. Morse.
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Dead Sea;—Class-Meeting Experience;—Fall
Seventh Heaven into the Dismal Swamp.

the

from the

“Were you really converted? Tell us how you felt, that we may judge,” has often
T>een asked me. This question will doubtless rise in the minds of our readers, so I will
state, as near as possible, my feelings at the time.
T did not merely say that I believed in Jesus; that I renounced all sin-and intended,
to do right; this, I was told, was not sufficient; but I was made willing to die and be
anything, so that I might find mercy—toiling to receive it in his own way, (Methodisti.cal way, of course). There was an earnest purpose; a giving up of all, and a dying to all
things; a determination, if I perished, to perish at his feet, (that is to say, at the penitent
bench). I ventured all on the atoning sacrifice; then, and not until then, I seemed to re
alize the presence of a divine power. “ Maiden, thy sins are forgiven thee,” was whis'.pered to my longing soul; and in faith (fancy) I saw “Jesus, our God.”
“ Was it not a reality? Can you deny sucli evidence?” may be asked. I answer, I
believe that there was in it some reality; integrity, veneration and benevolence were
unade triumphant over the lower faculties. So far as I was led to right-doing, so far it
benefitted me; but that all this excitement and stretching of imagination was real or nec
essary, I deny. An earnest purpose to do the right could have been achieved without
all this. I need say no more here; future chapters will show how and why I renounced
the “faith of my fathers.”
Plow my glad soul did rejoice! I was a “brand plucked from the burning.” “Jesus
Is mine and I am his,” I repeated constantly. Now I am taken into God’s favor; Jesus
smiles and lovesme too; Jesus’ blood has washed all my sins away. So I felt; and I re
formed for a time. Occasionally, however, the devil(?) would take opportunity to tell me
that I was deluded; that it was only nervous excitement; or that I could not hold on my
way very long.
Mother very reluctantly gave her consent for me to meet in class. The night came;
Mary B---------, a young person about my own age, and with whom I had become ac■quainted on the evening of my conversion, called for me. I remembered the penny (two
cents) which the members are expected to give every week; put one in my pocket, and
with a palpitating heart, made my first entrance into a class-meeting.
Each spoke in turn. All seemed to have been blessed during the late outpouring. At
last I was called upon, but tears choked my utterance; could only say that I felt my sins
forgiven. I was urged to hold on; not to lose the prize, but “run with pleasure the race
set before me.” I was told that temptations within and without would beset me, etc., etc.
I left calm and cool; excitement was gone; alas! there seemed little to comfort or bless
me in a class-meeting. Felt I had gained nothing, and was disappointed. I was deter
mined, however, to be the Lord’s; if I perished, to die in crying for mercy. Prayer was
my only fort.
Then came the crushing, breaking away time. Instead of playing, I prayed; instead
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of a light, merry heart, rejoicing in the buoyancy of life, I tried to think this a howling
wilderness, and that
“ Nothing is worth a thought beneath,
But how I may escape the death,
That never, never dies.”
I left my gay, laughing companions; became a serious, long-faced Methodist. Alas! how
many “short comings” I had; how often I grieved the spirit; but I would never rest until
I felt forgiveness. “For whosoever shall keep the- whole law and yet offend in one point,,
he is guilty of all,” often made me very wretched; if I sinned, no matter if a mistake, or
only once, surely, according to this, I was-as guilty as a person who had.broken all!-—
“Then I ought to be converted again,”' I used to exclaim. I spoke to one of our mem
bers about it; the answer was, that I had felt the witness of the spirit; that though I
might sometimes sin and cause the angels of mercy to turn away and weep, yet God
knew our frailty; knew our proneness to sin,, and was ever ready to forgive. This did
not satisfy me. On further inquiry I found it an unsettled point. It was often brought
on the carpet for discussion, whether “once in grace always in grace,” or “could we per
manently fall.”
Every night I examined my conduct during the past day. Generally found some sin,,
either in thought, word or deed, to deplore. Bitter, very bitter were the tears I shed al
most every night. Mother used to say, and say truly:—-“0, Anne, thee is a miserable
Christian.” I was not always miserable. I schooled myself to be- even on the watch to
conquer every worldly desire or attraction; hard work, it was* but by keeping my heart
lifted to God, I have sometimes passed a whole day constantly rejoicing in his love—re
joicing that I was in his favor.
Strange as it may seem, though fourteen years, of age, I knew nothing of the miracu
lous conception of Christ, until a- short time before my last conversion. Mother explained
it to me. I remember smiling incredulously; in an instant I thought of the heathen my
thology, but mother reminded me that it needed a divine person to satisfy offended jus
tice; that, being divine, it made the sacrifice greater. The oft-repeated bugbear—“blind
reason”—silenced me; made me swallow it down as gospel and chided me for such sinful
thoughts.
My uncle James was an infidel;- that is to say, infidel to all orthodox notions of reli
gion. He seemed anxious to lead me to reason on some of their doctrines; asked me if I
could explain the Trinity. (How could there be one?) I referred him to the candle,
which is composed of the tallow, the wick and the fame; yet these are one. He re
minded me-of the-Athanasian creed which says “Father is God, Son is God and the Holy
Ghost is God.’r How does the following sound? he asked:—“The tallow is a candle, thewick is a candle, and the flams is a candle; yet there are not three candles, but onecandle” I saw at once my illustration was groundless. In such a dilemma, I would
tell him that I was content to wait; for what I knew not now, I should know hereafter.
Soon after my conversion one of our preachers gave us a sermon from this text—“And
be ready always to give an answer to every man that asket.h you a reason of the hope that
is in you.” He- urged the necessity of knowing and understanding the ground-work of our
faith. I thought of course I ought to understand my religion—ought to he able to show
that it was consistent with reason, and defend it with sound argument. I thought with
shame how often, uncle had silenced me, and accused myself for not having well fortified
myself. Never did I suppose how contrary to- all reason and philosophy were the doc
trines of our church. How must I commence? I asked myself. “Search the scriptures”'
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Was the answer. So to the book itself I went. Every leisure moment was spent in read
ing and studying the “book of books.” For hours after our family retired for the night I
have stood by my bureau reading. The more I read, the more I was enveloped in clouds
and darkness. I will “ask of God, for he giveth to all men liberally,” I would exclaim.
How I plead with God to open the eyes of my understanding to help me to discern the
spiritual truth contained in his word; to direct me to some passage or passages of scripture
applicable to my condition! How I tried to exercise faith. “Ask in faith without doubt
ing and it shall be granted.” I had heard of persons opening the Bible on some portion
just suitable to their minds. I tried, and believed God would do so with me. Often, very
often, after exercising faith in this way, I have taken the Biole in my hand, opened and
reopened; but there was nothing for me. Oh! why is it so? I have exclaimed in agony.
God will answer believing prayer;' then I did not have sufficient faith; or perhaps this is
not God’s way. Why take one passage? I must study the whole doubtless; compare one
part with another, and so come at the truth. This I commenced to do; but there appear
ed so many contradictions, as the whole could have so many interpretations. Often I
have laid my aching head on my bible, and exclaimed: oh! God, I shall be an infidel!
At prayer I hesitated to say for “Christ’s sake,” and would reason thus: It cannot be
right to say “for Christ’s sake:” is it not for my own sake, that I may be saved from sm
and gain heaven? I will say “through Christ;” that must be correct; through his blood
and sacrifice. In an instant the racking thought would come—oh! I am selfish. I do not
love the Saviour; I do not comprehend how greab was the sacrifice he made, if I did, doubt
less I would be willing for his sake alone, without any self in the matter, to receive divine
truths, and “find my happy way to heaven.” How I plead with God to know the truth!
how I prayed for light on this subject! but it came not in this way.
I naturally supposed conversion was only the beginning, a foretaste of the enjoyment
of Christian life. Progress, my thirsty soul desired; surely there were living waters I had
not yet tasted; surely I should know more and enjoy more of God. ’Twas all in vam;
the happiness experienced at conversion was the climax; all after was just to and fro.
Like a swing I got to the limit at one side, and in seeking an equilibrium was thrown to
an equal distance on the other; or like an animal tied to a stake, I could grasp nothing be
yond the length of the rope. In despair of any thing more or higher, a wish has often
risen in my mind to be again converted, that I might once more taste the height of joy
Scarcely was such a desire formed in my mind, when I imagined it to be a temptation of
the Devil, and actually feared to turn round, lest I should see the grizzly old gentleman.
I listened’to our members in the class-meetings: they told of their short comings and un
worthiness; all like myself seemed to own a swing, I could learn nothing of progress.
Class-meetings were no help to me whatever; I always left sad and sick at heart; if on the
top of the mount one time, the next witnessed stories of short comings; God’s countenance
was hid &c. Blessings were so transient, we grasped them and they were gone. Of
course after excitement there was reaction—sadness; when I examined myself for the
cause, and found no actual sin, (sin could be the only cause of depression, we believed,) then
I had sinned in thought. There was a gaping ghost, turn which way I would. Allow
me to introduce you to our class-meeting. ’Tis winter; a bright fire burns in the meet
ing house; first one and then another enters, kneels down, sighs and looks very serious. Not
a word is spoken; all are waiting for our class-leader—fhomas D.; he has to walk five
miles; and is rather late. Thomas is a good, conscientious man and highly esteemed, so
humble, so good. Listen to his prayer; he is telling God what frail, sinful creatures we are,
that we are not worthy to lift our eyes to the place where his honor dwelleth: of his great
love in sending his only begotten son into the world to die for us; of the important place
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he fills as class-leader, and for which he feels utterly incompetent, He finishes his prayer^
look at him, as he stands with his hands clasped, and tears in his eyes. He is tall andi
healthy; his hair dark, except a patch of white hair on the left side. Why those tears?'
why that child like attitude? He is telling of God’s loving kindness to him, a worm’ off
the dust; how he is lost in wonder, love and praise, when he looks at the great atonement
made to save rebel man from “eterxal deathW
'‘How is it with you to night?”—“How is it with you to night?” is passed to each.
Mrs: B: tells about the same thing every week. She has so many troubles, trials, and
difficulties-;: so many' doubts’ of acceptance; so many shortcomings; but the Lord stillsmiles upon her. Mrs. H. gives the same story every time. “I feel unworthy to speak
a good word for the Lord; frail and feeble as I feel my|elf, but I can raise my Ebenezer
and say ‘Hitherto the Lord helpeth me.’ ” Next in order is Mary B., my bosom friend.
“I am in a strait between two,” says Mary, “having a desire to depart and be with Christ,which is far better.” Mary is a great-favorite with the gentlemen; I rather fancy she is;
in a strait between five or six, as she generally has that number of suitors.
The sisters finished, he passes to the brothers. J ohn B. is the first; tells us of refreshing
seasons. John is full of zeal for the “house of the Lord;” he is a preacher; no smooth
quiet talk is heard, when he occupies the pulpit; mightily he preaches; mightily he prays.
Mother has often said to him—“John you speak SO loud, depend upon it you will destroy
your usefulness. Your health will suffer.”
I must shout, Mrs. Denton; sinners are perishing. Would you not shout, if you saw a
man about to fail over a precipice? As to my health, God will take care of that; I must
and will spend, and be spent for the Lord. How much I admired John’s character! so
earnest and hearty in his amens, both at preaching and prayer meeting! and probably the
most sensible. Usually the last one to speak, is Tommy—“an idiot.” “Ps a poor fellow;Lord bless Tommy; boys run, pull Tommy’s coat; Tommy vexed—Devil—Swear at them.
Poor Tommy—Poor Tommy.”
The speeches ended; they suddenly woke into life. What a shaking of hands! What,
kind “how-do-you-do’s” are exchanged! Surely, they did not see each other, though
they have all been talking. Formality has vanished.
Soon after my conversion, it was announced that a discussion, on the truth of Christ-ianity, to continue three nights, would take place, between Joseph Barker and Mr.
Campbell, an Owenite, in Darlington. We were then residing several miles from the
place. We had heard of Joseph, and decided at once, to go. The large Primitive Meth
odist meeting-house was crowded to excess, long before the time.
Mr. 0. took the position that, wherever Christianity had been introduced, the people
had retrograded, etc. Joseph argued that it was not Christianity but Sectarianism, etc.
Joseph’s opponent was allowed by all, and by experienced Christians, to be an able cham
pion for Owenism. He was quite as mild and tolerant as Barker, though he was noted
for his mild and Christian spirit. Joseph Barker, I understand, has since said that this
discussion shook his faith in Christianity more than any thing previously.
It had a curious effect upon my mind; so the Bible, as the man says, is not believed in
by the majority of earth’s inhabitants. We call the Mahomedans infidel; they call us
infidel; thousands of intelligent and sensible men don’t believe it; it is not then an estab
lished fact, beyond all doubt; I must examine for myself; I must be intelligently con
verted; I have swallowed without knowing the contents of the dose.
The different churches lauded Joseph to the skies;, said and felt him to be indeed the
“Defender of the Faith,” even as the Pope, three centuries ago, conferred the same title
on Henry the Eighth, of England. Like his historical prototype, J oseph Barker has sub
sequently signalizsd himself by attacking the faith he formerly defended, and defending
the faith he formerly attacked.
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True to my intentions, I began earnestly to examine for proof of the truth of the
Christian Religion. It was a dreary, unsatisfactory search. I made no progress toward
anything tangible. My experience in divine things remained about the same. I then
conceived the idea that I should enjoy more, if dead to the world—its pleasures and vani
ties. For my gay clothing, I substituted garments of drab, etc.; a straw bonnet without
any trimming; a drab or pea dress in the place of pink, blue, etc. Our members de
nounced pink, as if they really thought it a wicked color. Yet I never could satisfy my
self that God made the white rose, and the devil, the pink one. I was, however, per
suaded in my own mind that I ought to deny myself; to crucify all worldly desires and
dove kof adorning the person. I could do all this with comparativeTase—much easier
than I dould destroy or crush down the joyousness of my nature. “Put away all fool
ish conversation and jesting” came like a spectre to crush the spirit of fun—'generally
frightened the latter away, but coukTnot always succeed. Nearly every evening we spent
at my friend’s home, Mary B---------. There the young people of our congregation were
attracted, and there the buoyancy of youth triumphed over every barrier. Yes, thank
heaven, the human soul cannot ever be chained to the dust. Our sober faces threw off
restraint; wit was the order of the day. Merrily we laughed; merrily we talked. Being
naturally of a very joyous disposition, when it did gush forth, I felt as if I never could be
bound again.
John W---------, a young man of my own age, and a particular friend of mine, often
chided me for my merriment. Pie reminded me of the text: “put away all foolish conver
sation and jesting,” etc.; begged of me to try and eonquer “this evil propensity; to pray
for strength,” etc., etc. John was true to his idea of right, in this respect; his face was
as serious as his mind; his mild eyes and sad countenance remained the same, when all
around him were convulsed with laughter.
One time, Mary and I were determined to make John laugh. He leaned back on the sofa
evidently feeling holy horror at our sallies of wit. We were about to give it up, when he
raised himself and said—“I will open my mouth in parable and speak dark sayings, such
as have never been uttered from the foundation of the world.” This made 'us laugh tre
mendously, and in vain we asked him to speak the dark sayings; he was silent and im
movable. John, before his conversion, was joyous, exceedingly so; his face always bright
as a spring morning; but alas! this had fled; night, gloomy night, shrouded his spirit.
Religion! call it not by that name; ’tis the demon of misery; what else could blight the
silvery laugh of youth, freeze the gushings of joy, and chain the soul in everlasting night.
Wolstenholme came among us again. This time he preached sanctification. Surely
this was what my soul thirsted for. “Whom he justifieth, he sanctifieth, and whom he
sanctifieth, he glorifieth.” Surely this is progress; now my soul, drink and be satisfied.
Am I willing to be dead to all things here below? am I truly desirous to live in closer com
munion with God?—I will give a quotation from my diary.
Nov.21st.—“Oh to progress in divine life! why should I stand still? the world willtempt; its beauties attract. Oh for power to conquer all! Sanctification! shall I ever
attain that prize? Oh God! show me the way; do with me what seemethto thee good;
unworthy, unworthy I am; but God delighteth to bless.”
Fervently and earnestly I sought the prize. Memory carries me to West Auckland.—
There is the little meeting house; scores of prayers are ascending to heaven for this great
supernal gift. Oh how hard to pull the blessing down! not until dead to all but the one
great desire of my soul—not'until utterly prostrated—until reason seemed to totter on
her throne, did I grasp the glittering bubble; with it, came in almost an audible voice, de
lusion! delusion! The devil of course! oh! how he pops his horns everywhere!
’Twas moonlight, had to walk about a mile to my home: how blessed I felt; love, un
bounded love seemed to fill my soul. Plow beautiful all nature looked! she seemed to
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have put on her best robe to salute me. My heart was lifted to God in praise and prayer^
I was overwhelmed with love and gratitude.
How am I going to retain this blessing? Shall I profess sanctification? How like pre
sumption! Can I, do I love, with a true affection my father? Oh God! leave me not;:
“guide me, oh! thou great Jehovah.”
Next day was Monday; I could do nothing hut pray; tears of joy flowed constantly,.,
and tears of fear too. I felt more in danger of falling than ever. Sanctified! every wrong
desire, every inclination to evil cannot live in a sanctified soul. Alas! alas! on the Tues
day morning I answered father in a cross tone; my sanctification fled, and threw me into’
the lowest hell of anguish. In vain I sighed and wept; the dove had left me forever.

FOLLOW YOUK SOCIAL ATTRACTIONS.

BY

,T. H. COOK.

I know a lady who was once, full of premise, merry, hopeful and healthy. She loved'
Her father was an unloving, positive,,
miserly man, and forbid the young man’s visiting his daughter. But she could not help
loving him. She was finally, one night, by her friends (?) taken away by force, to a town
fifty or sixty miles off, where lived a young man who had been to see her; who had some
wealth, but nothing that was attractive to her. Her father wanted she should marry
him, because he bid fair to be rich. Bewildered, half crazy,, and desirous to please her
father and some others, she did marry (?) him “in haste to repent at leisure.” Her hus
band (?) has a coarse, low, animal, selfish, dishonest head, and she the reverse. The pro
duct of their union has been three puny, discordant, animal children. I told the mother
that one of their children would not live a year, and it did not. I used to call and con*
verse, and invariably sympathize with her. Poor woman! She never told me her suf
ferings in words—it was not necessary. There she is, a wreck of what she once was;
tied up for life, by law and a heartless public opinion—that “average of human prejudice,”
to an object, worse to her, than the dead bodies that used to be- fastened to criminals, to
remain there until the putrifying and nauseous carcasses^ dropped off, piece by piece; “with
not a hope except the hope in death,” which ere long will relieve her from a burdensome
and painful life, that would have been happy and greatly prolonged, had she folio wed. her.Social Attractions.
I know a lady who, at the age of eighteen, attended my private school. She was poor
motherless, and did house-work for a living. She was beautiful, agile, high-minded and
loving, and eager to get knowledge. She soon became a teacher. She refused the com
pany of several young men, who sought her in marriage, because they were uncongenial
and her inferiors. She continued inflexible in her purpose to marry none but a “real affin
ity and an equal” until she was thirty, when despairing of finding her most precious jew
el, and to make sure of a home (?) and avoid the stigma of “old maid,” she “jumped out
of the frying-pan into the fire,” by becoming the slave of a man, whose plane of life is far
below hers, and who is far inferior to those whom she had formerly rejected. She did
once have a suitor whom she loved; but detestable and insuperable difficulties begotten by
a false society, will cut off or smother the attractions.
My list of cases similar to the foregoing, is long and sad.
a worthy but poor mechanic, and he loved her.

“I call Faith an assent upon rational grounds.”
be resolved into reason.”

“Faith must necessarily, at length,
John

Wesley.

Marriage

the
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STRATEGY.

Two individuals are cultivating a matrimonial affection for each other. They meet at
stated times, in holliday dresses and the best of humor. In seeking to please each other,
they are careful to set forward their agreeable qualities, and keep back such as are not.
This is human nature, and it will avail nothing to make war upon it. O. S. Fowler may
counsel lovers as long as his “Matrimony” continues to be read; but they will never ar
range to meet in their every day dresses, and be to each other what they are in their ev
ery day moods. They can not be thus false "to the laws of their being. The purpose in
nature seems to be., that the preparation for the parental function shall be the investing of
each other with attributes really god-like; and this can only obtain, when the parties uni
formly manifest toward each other, the most god-like qualities of their being. The rapt
lover will not believe evil of his “intended.” He has wreathed her all over with garlands
-of beauty, and wrought her essential being out of the elements of perfection; and she is
divine. The charm works by reciprocity and example. The sweetness of the one in
spires with nobleness, the other; and vice versa.
1 wo lovers, having matured their affection in May-morning guise, but still unmarried,
are brought through business incidents into the same room, to eat at the same table, and
sit by the same fireside. As a matter of course, they strive to maintain the charm with
more assiduity and guardedness, than if the law had made them the property of each
other, and taken away the legal right of further choice in the matter of the affections.
But every effort to the contrary, they sometimes meet in repulsive moods. The distrac
tions of care, the exhaustion of excessive labor, the pain of bodity disease, or—but it
matters little; the mood is repulsive; and the tendency is to dispel the enchantment of
“Love’s young dream.” Conjugal love requires perfection in all the conditions of parent
age. Unnatural life or ill 'health in any shape, as well as deformity of mind or body, wea
kens the power of the individual to inspire another with sexual love.
A few months have passed, the spell is broken, and the guise of divinity is falling off.
The year is complete, and each is willing to release the other, and look for a new love.
How do they manage now? The smiling lips, the affectionate glance, and agreeable
manners, as before, enable each to find a new “attraction,” in which another object is in
vested with all the loveliness and perfection of the first.
Is there nothing suggestive in this? It is well known that a residence of several years
In the same family, is exceedingly unfavorable to “match-making.” Does this not signify,
that too realizing a knowledge oi the character of each other, is not favorable to that aban
don of love, which leads in purity to the sexual embrace. Their mutual regards may
have been conjugal at first, but the constant intimacy of every day life together, if long
concinued, are fatal to the freshness and romance of sexual love, and at length, they come
to regard each other as brother and sister. How significant! Will any perpetuo-monogamist give us the fair and full interpretation of this fact?
A certain degree of strangeness seems to be necessary, that each may mold the other
mto his Ox her own ideal. Youthful lovers know little of each other really.' One makes
the other in the ideal what is wished for in the actual. Herein is the law. It is right.
Let them generate the God-like ideally, that it may be the more likely to spring from
them actually. Anything else would be treason to their own instincts, and a violation of
natural law, which few in courtship are capable of committing. Those lovers who per
suade themselves, that they are very philosophically revealing their real qualities to each
ether before marriage, generally manage to deepen the delusion. The utmost candor is
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professed, and very sincerely, too; but this is the time to he true to love only; and hence*;,
all the affectation of a candid self-expose, may only become, hereafter, the occasion of se
cret heart-burnings, or of open bitterness and reproach.
I assert the law; and lovers will be true to it despite all the pseudo-science of love ma
king, and the cant about candor and honesty. Witness the advertisements of matrimoni
al expectants in the W. C. Journal. Each describes his or her own character, but are
the faults and foibles named there? Not a bit of it;—the attractive qualities only; and
some are well nigh perfection; so much so that it might puzzle friends to recognize in the*
portrait, the character of its author. Will the Fowlers charge these disciples of theirswith falsehood and wrong doing? Their solemn teachings are assuredly unheededandthe truth of nature is too strong for the counsels of a false philosophy.

marrying.

But lovers rarely have opportunities thus to know each other, they rush into wedlock,,
and occupy a cottage by themselves, to live a life of domestic felicity, such as “Civilization
presumes. Is there anything in the ceremony, in the law, in public opinion, in the mar
riage bed, or the isolated home, that would infuse perennial life into their loves, and make*
them ever one? Nay. Before marriage, love was a perpetual free offering, fresh fromthe sanctuary of the soul; now, it is held to be a necessity, They have each other under
legal obligations, and demand love as a duty.
We are beings with instincts of infinite aspiration and boundless freedom, and we abhor,
slavery of all kinds; and the more advanced we are, the dearer is freedom and the more ab
horrent slavery. Add to this the consideration, that while the parties are free, each feels
the necessity of cultivating the affection to maintain its force and secure its object, but.
that after marriage, the object is no longer in jeopardy, as affection is compulsory by the
conditions of the law;—and then, to all this, add the satiety and sexual exhaustion, which
almost invariably follow upon the intimacies and temptations of wedlock as it is, and what
guarantee is there, that our wedded' pair will be more likely to retain affection as hus
band and wife in their own cottage, than as lovers in the same household?
But while the prevailing institutions, and customs are impotent to impart continuity
to sexual love, they refuse to recognize its disolution, after they have crushed it to death.
It may be all a wreck, but still society demands the show of love, and the recognition'
of the parties in all the sacredness of a genuine affection. They are made to be hypo
crites, and unmitigated adulterers. They are in bonds to each other both the slaves of
custom; and pollution abides in all.
Some laws are adapted to the lower planes of human existence, and not to higher planes.
As man advances he becomes the subject of higher laws. Polygamy and Monogamy be
long to the grosser spheres of humanitary life. Rude and uncultivated man will have
some form of affectional despotism. With him it is a social necessity; an imperious-de
mand of the inferior elements of our being. With too many in the rudimental spheres
of human existence,, the sexual relationship is conceived to be little more than the indul
gence of lustful appetite; hence, when we speak of free love, all such imagine that we
mean free lust; they are not capable of any higher conception.
It is out of this animal feeling that our marriage laws have grown. Since the sexual
relation is felt to be little more than lust, the object has been to confine it within certain'
limits, legalize it there, and make it respectable. The mantle of popular favor is thrown
over it, and henceforth it is holy. By the magic of general sanction pollution trans
formed into purity.
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The inseparable accompaniments of this course have bee® inversion and perversion, re
pression and license. Monogamic marriage gives the license of lust to pairs, and malpb
it exclusive. The tyranny and exclusiveness sustained by marriage law and social con
ventionalism make their victims;—adulterers within the pale’ of wedlock, and libertines
and harlots without. As a class of civilizees, our libertines; and as an institution of civ
ilization, our houses of infamy are as legitimately the concomitants of our marriage regu
lations,. as the exclusive licentiousness of wedlock itself.
All this grows out of the animality and despotism of our undeveloped nature. An ad
vanced humanity demands higher conditions. It rebel's against the exclusiveness and
compression from which proceed perversion, sin and consequent misery. It assumes free
dom to be the indespensable condition of sexual purity and social harmony.
But to assert freedem without defining it,, is too vague. It must avoid equally the ex
tremes of compression and license. There’s freedom only in right doing. We must as
certain what is the right for us, before we can be free in action. Charity must have a
basis in philosophy. Mutual toleration and social freedom can obtain only through the
acceptance in faith of the essentials of freedom; and what these are, we trust our pages
will do something hereafter to reveal.

SOCIAL

MOVEMENT

TEXASWARD.

The radical thought of Europe and America is more than ever acting upon large bodies
of the people, and developing the mere agitation of theory into a resistless eagerness for
the activities of realization. Many social enterprises are being projected, and some of no
mean promise have been put in actual progress. Amongst these, the movement Texasv
ward, whatever its ultimate fate, seems at present to enjoy the largest share of common
inquiry and socialistic attention.
Victor Considerant, the projector of this enterprise, is a Frenchman who was condemned
to transportation for protesting against the desecration of French arms in the overthrow
of the Roman Republic in 1851. He escaped to Belgium, and has remained there, except
when in the United States. He did not like any of the North Western states or territo
ries, in which to lay the scene of his new societary operations. He deemed the climate
hostile, and ill-adapted to the needs of his European cooperators. He and Albert Bris
bane went to Texas, and found it, as Considerant thinks, “the pearl of all the 32 states of
the Union.” They were enraptured with the beauty of the scenery and the beneficence
of the climate; and all that they saw and heard wrought upon them the inevitable convic
tion, that this was “the land of realization.”—Hear Considerant:
“Suddenly, on the fourth day, after four or five hours’ march,the horizon enlarged,
the forest opened and we came out into the head of a valley whose loveliness confounded
all my previous notions of terrestrial reality. It extended before us in its length. To the
right and left, rich prairies rose in elegant undulations towards lines of wooded moun
tains, whose summits ranging on different plains, all verdant near us and blue in the
distance, enframed the landscape. From the depths of the valley, halfway up its sides,
the prairie unfolded its superb carpet of grass and flowers—then skirting the forest where
it ceased, the darker verdure of the woods delineated capes, isthmuses and gulfs of highly
varied forms. Clumps of great oaks, elms, walnut and hickory, rose here and there like
islands upon the declivities of the hills, while on the bottoms, the sinuosities of a vegeta
tion, more varied in species and in shades than that of the heights, announced the current
m their water courses.
The landscape was classic and charming; its character surprised us beyond all expres
sion. In all civilized and cultivated America, I have seen nothing so sweet, so bewitching,
so ornate and complete as these solitudes by which we entered the high basin of the Red
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Eiver. Brisbane and I were struck with the same idea; we seemed to behold, transport
ed into this rich climate and under the splendid firmament of latitude 34, those admirableparks, created and sustained at so great an expense by the high aristocracy of England.
Whoever has visited the parks of Richmond and of Windsor, need only banish their fogs,,
illumine them with radiant sunshine, bathe them in an atmosphere already southern and
refined, and he will see, at least in its general arrangement, what we had before our eyes
for sixty miles; it is at this point, that musing as I rode in the silence, I many times to
tally forgot my self, and looked around for the villa, the castle, the residences of luxury or
of high agriculture, whose images naturally associated with those orchard-like clumps,
those pastures intersected by cool groves, and those grand arborescent curtains which
shaded the' slopes of the prairie.
Nature has done all. All is prepared, all is arranged: we have only to raise those
buildings which the eye is, astonished at not finding; and nothing is appropriated nor sep
arated by the selfish exclusiveness of civilized man: nothing is cramped. What fields of
action! What a theatre of maneuvres for a great colonization Operating in the combined
and collective mode! What reserves for the cradle of harmony, ;fnd how powerful and
prompt would be its developments, if the living and willing elements of the World of
the Future were transported there! A horizon of new ideas, new sentiments and hopes,
suddenly opened before me, and I felt myself baptised in an American faith.
The projectors accept Fourier’s plan of reorganization; and though they doubtless
expect to realize their ideal of a harmonic society, yet they do not propose any definite or
decided plan of organization as binding upon the cooperators. The large amount of cap
ital invested must, no doubt, receive its dividend. But all who go there, seem to be left
at liberty to adopt their own modes of life, however different these may be. I again
quote from Considerant’s pamphlet, “The Great West.”
“ The best form of the first establishment will be its natural form, that is to say, the
form which shall result from the free play of the sympathies or attractions of its members.
What is the method of nature in the formation of vital organisms? The germ once
deposited in its embryonic sphere, its progressive organization only requires a suitable
nourishment. Under the sole influence of the initial or germinal impulses, the elective
affinities of the elements supplied by nutrition, accomplish that work whose result is the
living being.
Suppose our sphere prepared. The germ, the negative or initial and impulsive idea,,
embodied in the colonial agency, receives in this sphere the nourishment suitable to the
first developments of the social organism, i. e. of the elements attracted to the general
idea and aim of the work, and calculated for the first realization.
We have only to leave, in these conditions, to the elective affinities of the elements in
contact, to the free play oftheir social activity, the constitution of the new Society.
What organization they will produce, we know not, and we cannot know with cer
tainty until the result is attained.
But what is positive, is, that in any case, we shall thus have obtained the first social
nucleus constituted in the best conditions of force, health, and activity, relative to the
state of its elements, and perfectly capable of fulfilling its functions in the ulterior work
of the colonization which is then assured and becomes easy.
Our settlers must find a field open to all kinds of life, from the individual and fragment
ary system, even to integral association, comprising all the intermediate degrees. In other
terms, the sphere, must enjoy, if possible, an unlimited elasticity.
The nature of our project and its local data marvelously concur towards this freedom
of action. The climate, the vast space, the facility of building, of improvising establish
ments either collective or individual, render this idea possible and easy of execution.”
“An individual, for instance, may wish to keep his domestic affairs apart, but would like
shops or fields of the association. Another, on the contrary, prefers to work on his own
account, hut he is very glad to proffit by the associative table. Others again will engage
in some special co-operative work only a certain part of their time, and will employ
the rest outside on their own private account.
Besides, every family or every individual, whatever system they may at first have
adopted, will always preserve the option of changing and of passing at will from one to
another. The supreme law is liberty and reciprocal adaptation.”
This is liberal, and just the thing for an extensive movement, if the individuals and
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groups are allowed to hold the soil in their own right; if not, the monster capital of Four
ierism may eventually swallow them up.
1 enumerate conditions which may operate against success. Some of these are gener
al and would affect any movement of the kind; others are special.
1. Its prestige and eclat. I may urge as an omen of evil what most might deem the
contrary; but I have no faith in imposing externality, when the object proposed is the ar
rangement of outer conditions in answer to the inner needs of spiritual harmony. If we
appeal to the external man, we attract elements, which may clog the movement.
2. The unfitness of many who are attracted to this movement by Considerant’s glow
ing account of the country and the advantages of combination. Such seems to be his
own opinion of many who are in the movement, when he speaks of “attaching them more
strongly by the convictions of reason, to a work which has hitherto attracted them chiefly
by motives of sentiment, by vague aspiration, or by pecuniary interests.” The character
of the emigrants already on the ground, does not augur well for the installation of a high
order of society.
3. The movement sets out with the distinction of caste. There are aristocrats who do
the directing, and menials who do the working. The one is polished and refined; the
other coarse and boorish. A harmonic society can only be made up; of harmonic men
and women;—-each embracing in his or her individuality, the balanced activities of the
physical, intellectual, esthetic, affectional and spiritual elements of our being. If we
have the heads that plan, and the hands that execute in different individuals, we shall but
repeat the distortions, discordances and oppressions of Civilization. Whoever does not
exert his physical energies to the extent of supplying his physical needs, is as much a
discordant individual, as he who labors to excess; and the system which involves the ose
extreme, is pretty sure to have the other.
4. Americans do not seem to be permanently attracted. Some who went there to find
homes, have returned dissatisfied with the movement and the country.
5. Such movements are apt to attract too large a proportion of non-productive elements.
Those who have capacity to appreciate, are very often without the capacity to execute.
Many, too, are impelled by the secret motives of some petty ambition. Vigilance with
proper regulations may be a sufficient remedy.
6. The power of the movement as to Capital and numbers, would present inducements
to some who care for little but ease,, with enough to eat and wear. The same conditions
in connection with the present low price of land in Western Texas and its probable rise,,
would attract others who care much for property and little for equity or fraternity; and
some such, who go under the auspices of Considerant’s movement may yet become slave
holders; as some in the Wisconsin Phalanx became inveterate land speculators.
7. The climate is voluptuous and enervating, engendering a love of ease and sensuous
gratification. There can not be that mental and physical activity in Texas, which obtains
in the sterner regions of the North. Variety of season, extremes of heat and cold, and
the stern and forbidding aspects of Nature, seem to be incentives to physical and mental
energy. Persia seems to have been once a more hostile region than now, and its people
then a greater power in the world. Rome was once a land of snows, and then it held
“universal dominion;” but now, that the climate is bland and genial, the “Seven Hilled
City” lies in political torpor, and is not a positive power amongst the nations. Rome was
overrun by hardy adventurers from the North. It is true, that other causes operated
here, besides climate, but this has, in all such cases, much to do. It is a maxim which
has grown out of the observed contact of peoples, that a Southern race cannot sustain the
aggressive onset of a Northern one. Amongst rocks and mountains, with sterile soil and
lasting snows, it is said, is the place “to raise men.” And why? Why has New Eng-
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land sent her hardy sons to all parts of the world, to conquer success wherever they go?
There is compensation in things, and wherever the region is hard to subdue, there are ther
conditions of Nature fitting the soldier for conquest. They nerve him up, and make him
equal to his work. Action and reaction, or action and rest are the conditions of develop-ment. It is thus, that the blacksmith’s arm grows bigger and stronger; and it is thus,
that the Philosopher’s mind dives deeper at every successive effort.
I should fear that many a one who leaves the free states of the North for the Elysian
fields of Western Texas, will paralyze half his reformatory energy. Here too-in the freer
North and West, are the progessive elements upon which to act. It is here that the ar
mies of Socialism must be raised; and it is here, it would seem, that they should be or
ganized, and enter upon their career of conquest.
It may be thought that a higher latitude is not favorable to esthetic and spiritual cul
ture. But is it not in this same North of ours, that everything liberal and progessive has'
sprung up, even Spiritualism itself? Chattel slavery once darkened the glens of a colder
clime, but it could not live for the winds that whistled freedom amongst the hills;—
and as that slavery went, so will hireling, marriage and all other slaveries go; and first*
will they flee before the sweeping winds of the North and West.
The genial climate of Texas is doubtless more favorable to the initiative, and for the
European elements. It is best, no doubt, that the social problem shotfld have, not only a
“many sided solution;” but that the elements of solution should be brought together under
the different circumstances of climate and locality.
Thus far, all Fourieristic movements have failed; and so far as they abstract from labor, to
give to capital, so far do they cherish the seeds of dissolution. The Texas enterprise,
however, although Considerant and Brisbane are disciples of Fourier, cannot be consid
ered strictly a Fourieristic one. There is a catholicity about it which augurs well. Out
of the foreign elements may be formed consolidated associations with central rule; and
they may be successful, too, in a sense; but I have no great hope in these to satisfy
the highest wants of our being. They crush the individual. But fraternity and coopera
tion are necessary conditions of individual sovereignty;—and how these may be estab
lished, is the problem to be solved.

SUGGIESTIVE
SPIRIT

EXTRACTS.

COUNSEL.

But a knowledge of the laws pertaining to the transmission of thought through medi
ums, may show that, in many cases, neither of even the above considerations is neces
sary to obviate this objection. Who can show that, were even a Bacon, after “progressing
for centuries in light and knowledge, amid the revelations of eternity,” to undertake to
communicate his thoughts through an organism imperfectly developed, and of small ca
pacity compared with the one he employed when in the flesh;—who can show that he
would not be obliged to come down in the scope of his ideas to the capacities of that or
ganism, and thus represent himself inferior even to his former self? We believe it will
be found a universal law of manifestation, that no instrument can be a medium for that
which is above and beyond its capacities. Individuals may be stimulated, at times, by
inspirational influence, to the achievement of what is beyond their ordinary reach, but
not what is beyond their capacity. All theists will admit that every created object is a
manifestation of the Creator; but the Deity himself cannot manifest through the sun, as
a medium, more of himself than that medium is capacitated to trasmit; nor can he man
ifest through a musquito more of the Divine than the musquito is capable of manifesting.
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He could not reveal through Moses what Moses and the people of his age were not ca
pacitated to receive; nor did he through Jesus what his disciples were “unable to bear.’*
So neither Lord Bacon nor the highest arch-angel can be expected to unfold through a
human organism any more of the “revelations of eternity” than that organism has be
come capacitated to transmit. If it has not risen above the ordinary level of human at
tainments, in the body, then we do not see how, in the nature of things, it could become
‘the channel of communication for thoughts much above the ordinary level.—A.E. Newton".
The practice of consulting with “familiar” or “pythonic spirits” for selfish and ambi
tious purposes, or of seeking their instructions as ultimate and absolute authorities, with
out any reverent regard to the will of God [the perfect man] is just as heathenish as ever.
There can be no possible objection, however, even according to the Mosaic law, to our
conversing with the spirits of our departed*’ friends, or with any spirit, however high or
low, so long as we regard them as mere fallible men, not receiving their data for ultimate
authority, or, in a degree, giving them, in our minds, the place of God. Nay, as high
■and pure spirits may as easily approach us as low ones, provided we render ourselves
worthy of their visitatations, this new spiritual unfolding may be made to us the vehicle
nf the most high and holy instructions and influences; and considered in this light, it is
our duty to study and conform to its laws, and develop its resources.
But on the other hand, extensive and varied experience prompts me to submit, that, as
,a general rule, people should not meddle much with this affair, unless they can approach
it with a cautious, conscientious and deeply and wisely religious spirit. In the absence
of these qualifications for spiritual communion, one who abandons himself to a free indul
gence in it, will be extremely liable to be led into the vain belief that he is a very great
man, or that he has a wonderful “mission” to perform, or into other errors and extrava
gances equally discreditable to himself and to the cause, and will probably end by aban
doning the whole thing in disappointment and disgust.—Wm. Eishbough.
You must exercise your reason and common sense in every act of your lives, and not
blindly follow the leadings or teachings of any being, in heaven or on earth, without first
bringing to that test within your own breast—that God in man, as some call it. Now if
we should believe without bringing to the test, all these spirits tell us, we should be wor
shipping those who are of our brethren, instead of the God within us; and they, knowing
this fact, and seeing the tendancy in human nature to worship whatever seems superior,
do many times tell us falsehoods, or, at least, perplexing stories, to save us from* the wor
ship of angels, which also is idolatry, and bring us back to our reason—the God within
’ that volume of true majesty in man (as the poet says,) which distinguishes us from
the brute creation. But when we come to understand them aright—as we should—giv
ing them their proper places in our understanding and affections, then they will be—what
God designed they should be—•“ministering angels” to us, bringing many glad tidings and
heavenly messages of consolation to their brethren in the flesh.—E. Mead.

THE

SCRIPTURAL

HEAVEN,

But according to Warburton (an English bishop,) and Whately, archbishop of Dublin,
the Pentateuch does not give any account of another world; and in the Gospel we find
that, according to Christ, the other world is in the same cavity with hell, where all who
seek the good things of this life,” are, like Dives, to be broiled to eternity in the fire
“prepared for the devil and his angels, from the foundation of the world!” The blessed,
meanwhile, like Abraham and Lazarus, are sufficiently near to converse with them and
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witness their misery. We find that the only heaven promised by Christ and his disciples
was that of being judges in Israel. Now, I should be quite as willing to sleep forever as
to have for my immortal soul either of the rewards held out in Scripture; and hence I con
sider it of immense importance to be informed that there is such a Spirit-world as that de
scribed by my Spirit-father and confirmed under test conditions, by the higher Spirits.. In
no other case have I found any one to derogate from the importance of this information
admitting it be true.—Robert Hare.
FREEDOM

FOR

WOMAN.

Suppose yourself the wife of a confirmed drunkard. You behold all your earthly hap
piness passing away; your heart is made desolate; it has ceased to pulsate with either
love, or hope, or joy. Your house is sold over your head, and with it every article of
comfort and decency; your children gather rofmd you one by one, each new comer clothed
in rags and covered with shame; is it with gladness you now welcome the embrace of that
beastly husband, feel his fevered breath upon your cheek, and inhale the disgusting odor
of his tobacco and rum? Would not your whole soul revolt at such a union? So do the
forty thousand drunkards’ wives now in this state. They are discontented, and hut for
the pressure of law and gospel, would speedily sunder all these unholy ties. Yes, sir,
there are women pure and virtuous and noble as yourself, spending every da}' of all the
years of their existence in the most intimate association with infamous men, kept so. by
that monstrous and unnatural artifice baptized by the sacred name of marriage. I.might
take you through many, many phases of a woman’s life, into those sacred relations of
which we speak not in our conventions, where woman feels her deepest wrongs; where m
black despair, she drags out days, and weeks, and months, and years of silent agony. I
mi-ht paint you pictures of real life so vivid as to force from you an agonized exclamation:
How can woman endure such things? We who have spoken out, have declared oar rights,
political and social; but the entire revelation about to dawn upon us, by the acknowledg
ment of woman’s social equality, has been seen and felt by hut the few. The right to vote,
to hold property, to speak in public, are all-important; but there are great social rights,
before which all others sink into insignificance. The cause of woman is, as you admit,
a burden, and a deeper one than any with which you compare it; and this to me is the
reason why it must succeed. It is not of lands, but human rights—the sacred rights of
woman to her own person; all her God-given powers of body and soul. Did it ever enter
into the heart of man, that woman too had an inalienable right, to liberty and the pursuit
of individual happiness? Did he ever take in the idea, that to the mother of the race,
and to her alone, belonged the right to say .when a new being should be brought into the
world? Has he, in the gratification of his blind passions, ever paused to think whether
it was with joy and gladness that she gave up ten or twenty years of the heyday of her
existence to all the cares and suffering of excessive maternity? Our present laws, our
religious teachings; our social customs in reference to the whole question o marriage
and divorce, are most degrading to woman; and so long as man continues to. think and
write to speak and act, as if maternity was the sole object of a woman’s existence—so
Ion- as children are conceived in weariness and disgust-you must not look for high-toned
men and women capable of accomplishing any great and noble achievement. But when
woman shall stand on an even pedestal with man; when they shall be hound together,
not by those withs of law and gospel, but in holy unity and love; then, and not till .hen
shall all our efforts at minor reforms, be crowned with complete success. Here,, in my
opinon, is the starting point; here is the battle ground where our independence is to be
won.—Mrs. E. C. Stanton to Gerrit Smith.
Remarks.—All that we have happened to see. either as philosophy or feet, since th*

CARNAL QUESTIONS AND DIVINE ANSWERS,

■publication of “Spirit Counsel- in No. 2 of the Social Revolutionist, goes to confirm the
■position there taken. The enunciation of the principle and its illustration in the first of
the above extracts, are singularly apt and felicitous.
Mrs. Stanton places the question of Woman’s Rights upon its true ground. Woman’s
wrongs are not so much political as social. The very conception of “Woman’s Rights” is
an abnegation of the institution of marriage. Monogamy presumes the dual life union of
one woman with one man united by a coalesced love which melts them into one. Think
0 tiie fragment half of a dual unity claiming rights! It is nonsense, and Fogydom laughs*
just as we ought to expect. The loyalty of the writer hereof, to the cause of “Woman’s
Rights?’ always was questionable, till he rufl the point of his logic through the gamies.
1 there H a whole family of them; as Poly, Mono, etc.] We must allow woman to own
i 7c
?7mUSt be freG t0 Vindicate her selfhood at all times and in all things; and the
platiorm of Woman’s Rights which does not cover all this ground, is not broad enough for
-a whole man or a whole woman to stand upon.

COMMON SENSE QUESTIONS AND BIBLE ANSWERS.
BY
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’Tis true, the world is very bad,
No mortal soul can blink it;
But then, it’s not so deadly vile _
As some fault-finders think it.

The mass so vile, at Washington,
The devil finds no fault in,
Would drop asunder, were it not.
That there ’s a pinch of salt in.

All poor men are not whining knaves,
Nor robbers, all our rich men.
Reformers, clearing off the track,
Be careful where you pitch men!

No doubt, dark shadows cross the earth,
Scarce liven’d by a stray light;
But how is it, these shades are seen?
We live in Virtue’s daylight.

All pars© ns are not crafty priests.
Proud, lying, base deceivers—
Guides, who for pay, lead far astray
Their band of firm believers.

The deeds at which our fathers smiled,
Nor thought a man the worse for,
We look upon with deep disgust,
And give our direst curse for.

All lawyers are not gabbling rogues,
Intent alone on plunder,
Who, for a dollar, scale the mount
Of Jove, and steal his thunder.

The world is but a school-boy yet,
That each day learns a letter,
And all the time is striding on;
Thus, daily growing better.

Our legislative halls are not
Sodoms without a Lot in;
Though you will find, of members there,
Tew groups,without a sot in.

Then cease this everlasting growl;
Be gentle, kind and tender;
And, since the world is bad, let’s join,
And do our best to mend her.

O'CJB

FATHER

ABOVE,

When discord is shooting the arrows of strife,
And jealousy pois’ning the sweet springs of life;
When tempted our brethren to injure or kill,
Because of some real or fanciful ill;
May reason restrain us, and brotherly love,
Rememb’ring we all have one Father above.
When danger and sorrow hang darkly around,
And hushed into silence, is sympathy’s sound;
When life is enveloped in sadness and gloom,
And friendship is buried within the dark tomb;
When wide seas divide us from those that we love,
How sweet is the thought, “we’ve a Father above.”
When death, with his summons, approaches our bed,
And youth, in its vigor and beauty, is fled;
When dim is the eye, that once beamed with delight,
And dark round the soul, fall the shadows of night;
We’ll lie down in peace, then, asured of his love,
And go to the home of our Father above.

w. D.
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NOTES FROM THE LECTURING- FIELD.

Ihe fogy town of Dayton had its orthodox propriety sadly shocked, Igy the holding of
a Spiritual Convention at that place, on the 5th, 6fch and .7th, of the present month.
Wairen Chase and myself, were the principal speakers, and the good attendance, the
breathless interest manifested by the audiences, and the enthusiasm of the friends of Pro
gress, were truly gratifying.
1 he newspaper scribblers, as usual, rung the changes on Heresy, Fanaticism and Infi
delity, which would doubtless be echoed from the w'ooden box, sound and safe and ortho
dox, of many a church, after we were gone.
Ihe U niversalists kindly gave us the use of their house for one of our evening meetings,
and many of the members took a lively interest in the convention. Chase is a noble
champion for the right; a profound thinker, a clear reasoner and an impressive lecturer.
I lorn Dayton 1 went to Richmond, Ind., where the “ Friends of Human Progress ” we reholding a three days meeting.
John 0. Wattles, one of the oldest laborers we have in the Eeform field—a man I had
for years, been anxious to see, was present, and gave us a lecture full of the fire of youth'
for, though growing old in body, his soul is young as ever.
L. A. iline gave us some noble discourses on the Land Reform and Harmonial Educa
tion, unfolding a plan for settling a township, with working reformers; building in the
centre, a College worthy of the age. I expected to find Richmond at the North Pole, as
far as Reform is concerned, but was agreeably disappointed; finding there a host of warm
hearts—lovers of truth and humanity.
I felt, on leaving Richmond, that I had been sinning. Fourteen lectures in five days
had been too great a drain on my vital energies, and I was glad in the prospect of a day
of rest.
Noblesville, twenty five miles north of Indianapolis, was the next place to be visited.
A few hours ride over a level but fertile country, brought us to the spot. I gave four
lectures at Noblesville, and two at Demining, a small place five or six miles distant from
N. Found many whole souled friends, alive to human well-being. One good, Methodist
brother at Demming, after hearing my exposure of orthodox delusions, exclaimed, “God
will not allow him to live long. He will be struck dead some of these days; an exhibi
tion of righteous indignation.” A friend who was present remarked, “I wonder God does
not kill the devil that prompts such men to talk as they do.”
But Truth is coming like the Spring. The icy-chains are melting; the chilly winds
have fled to their mountain caves, and the balmy breezes of the South are grateful to the
heart. So the hard soil of the soul is softening under the influence of Truth, and sweet
flowers are unfolding their petals to the rays of the sun of righteousness.
w. B.

A Question for Theists.—If the Universe is the work of an ail-wise and all-powerful
Designer who “created nothing in vain” but formed every thing on the most economical
principle that could be, why did he not make the heavenly bodies prolate instead of oblate
spheroids? Then the vast desolate regions surrounding the poles of all known worldswould be comparatively mild and fertile,
j. Mo So
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JOURNALISM .--TliE DJE(TREES OF ITS FREEDOM.
BY ' J. W. TOWNER.

What is a free paper? In the most enlarged sense, a free paper is, negatively, one that
is devoted to the advocacy of no particular system of faith, politics, or ethics. And,,
affirmatively, it is a medium for the expression of thought upon all subjects which con
cern man, his production, developement and welfare. To be free in this sense, a paper
should be controlled by no one person, or-any number of persons as to its subject matter;,
none should assume or exercise the prerogative to decide what subjects do concern man
and are, therefore, worthy of discussion or consideration in its columns. I) or when any
such censorship is exercised, a paper ceases to be free, or shows that it is not so. Most
papers are free to a certain extent; free in the sense above alluded to. That is, every pa
per has certain principles, to the advocacy of which, it is professedly devoted; and each is
generally free for the expression of thought in favor of those principles, and also, to a lim
ited extent, to contrary expressions, if articles containing them be written in a respectful
and careful manner. Every paper (at least, with scarcely an exception,) is professedly
devoted to the true interests of the Human Race; and most, to “alb’ of said “true inter
ests.” and is free for the expression of thought thereon; the editor or publisher, or both
assuming to decide what the true interests of man are. But I take it,_ that this freedom
in its best sense, is still not the freedom which the projectors and supporters of the “Social
Revolutionist” desire to see established for it. We do not want merely a freedom boun
ded bv even the best man’s conception of what it is proper and profitable to discuss.
There are a few papers which are worthy of great praise for the bold utterance of tho’t
on unpopular subjects, and which within limits they have prescribed for themselves, are
uncommonly independent and free. The perusal of them has cheered and does cheer the
hearts and strengthen the aspirations of souls longing for the elevation of humanity to
higher conditions of freedom and happiness; but still it is felt that they are not exercising
so broad a freedom as is desirable. However noble a work they may do, and no doubt
are doing in a certain sphere, it is felt that there is a growing need for the extension of the
same nobleness of effort into a more comprehensive field.
The Liberator, Hew York Tribune, Phrenological Journal, Type of the l imes, and
some others belong to the category of papers partially free. The Liberator is “set for the
defense of the gospel” of “no union with slave holders;” and the patience of its Editor
with the arguments of those who oppose his favorite doctrines can hardly be said to be
“lon^-suffering.” He refuses to regard the subject of slavery as an “open question, and
stands in the same relation to its advocates, that “orthodoxy” of any kind occupies with
respect to its opponents. The Tribune brave and outspoken enough on chattel slavery,
its enormities and obscenities, has a very delicate regard for the tastes and feelings o i s
readers when Stephen Pearl Andrews would lay bare the secrets and press home the er
rors of marriage slavery; and it considers the discussion of the matter improper m its
columns The Phrenological Journal is exceedingly chary, especially of late, of treading
on the toes of the theological and political images which tlm people have set up. ihe
Type of the Times finds it convenient, and probably for its interest, to follow a simi ar
course in shutting out a radical discussion on marriage. But of this perhaps there is no
reason to complain, for none of these papers ever professed to be entirely free, in the sense
in which we are speaking of freedom. When a paper has a set of principles or measures
to advocate, it is not to be expected that it will step out of its course to ^uss such as
are foreign to its particular purpose, and its supporters cannot consistently ask it to do .
Even in case a paper is professedly free for the discussion of every subject P^mmgto
the ^eU-being of the Jtocej if the Editor reserves the right to decide wLe is, and what
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not consistent with such well-being, one cannot complain if he closes his columns against
the discussion of subjects which in his estimation are inconsistent therewith. No man or
class of men can be expected to live above the plane which they occupy, yet while it is
evident that the class of papers referred to, are doing a great good, it is also evident that
a greater good may still be aimed at. It is to be hoped that the “Social Revolutionist”
will not make war upon those less free, but that it will invite to the enjoyment of a high
er freedom by presenting the-exemplification of its beauty and power.
Newspaper enterprises are in some respects like other business enterprises, and those
who would succeed in them, must study well the law of “demand and supply.” This
law governs in this as in all other departments of human affairs. Since newspaper pub
lishing commenced, we have had just as free papers as the mass wanted or could appre
ciate. Papers wearing the muzzle of party and sect, of systems and creeds, have flour
ished and do flourish, because the people are muzzled and demand nothing freer or better.
The most liberal journals, though exercising but a limited freedom, nevertheless receive
but a meagre support, simply because, even with the limitations to their freedom, they are
freer than the masses. And he who undertakes to establish and conduct a paper freer
than his cotemporaries, does so at great risk of pecuniary loss; unless he have sufficient
sagacity not to initiate his enterprise until a demand has arisen for his product. The es
tablishing of free papers must necessarily be, to a great extent, experiments to test the
freedom of the people, their success depending upon the existence of sufficient individual
freedom to warrant their support. There must be attempts and failures, and every at
tempt will help to prepare the way for final success. And we trust that the “Social Rev
olutionist” though it may be fated to die at a year old, will do some good in this direction,
and thus help on “the good time coming.” We are looking to it for a free paper, a paper
as free as we feel ourseives^o be. But let those who wish to occupy its columns not be
deceived. Let them not think that everything, on every subject, however written, will
or can find admittance. Though their contributions may all be interesting and valuable,
some of them may be crowded out for want of I’oom. It cannot be expected that a 32
page octavo journal can hold every thing, Hence, its conductors must have the power of
selecting from the mass, so as to give us what seems to them best, refusing nothing, how
ever, on account of the quality of the subject matter. In this respdct the freedom of the
“Social Revolutionist” is limited by its capacity to contain. [Some very good people, and
fine writers are impulsive, and sometimes indulge in offensive personalities which could be
well dispensed with, and it would seem that there should be a tribunal somewhere, pre
sumed to be impartial, that may suppress such allusions, that the journal may not become
a messenger of unnecessary pain to some. Eds.] And then, contributions may he so illegibly written, or imperfect in composition, as to demand too much of the Editor’s time
to fit them for the press. Should such be refused, let them not think this is not a free
paper. When such contributions get into print, it should be esteemed as a favor; it can
not be demanded as a right.
While we are endeavoring to_ find and to exercise freedom, let us in all things endeavor
to obtain consistent and comprehensive views thereon.
The Bible.-—-If the Bible is the only enlightener of mankind, why was Egypt, before
the Bible was in existence, called the “cradle” of civilization? And where did Homer,
Solon, Lycurgus, Hippocrates, Pericles, Pythagoras, Confucius, Socrates, Plato and a host
of other illustrious personages, who flourished before the time of the Bible, and whose
productions have been beacon lights, from their day to this, to illumine the path of man,
get their wisdom and enlightenment? Why were the Grecians and Romans without the
Bible, so much more enlightened than the Jews who had it? And why did the Roman
Empire become less enlightened when the Bible and Christianity were introduced into it?
And why was it that the re-enlightenment of mankind, after the dark ages, came through
tke Arabs, who had not the Bible?
j. ^ g.
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SPIRITIJ ALIISM, SOCIALISM, AND FREE LOVE.

BY ALFSEB CEIUCfE.

^

Free Love has been asserted and denied to be a doctrine of Spiritualism. Spirit com
munications differ from each other as to its utility and desirableness on earth, but all agree
that it is the law of the Spirit world. Irrespective of the opinions of Spirits on the par
ticular point, the philosophy of Spirit existence, both in the form and out of it, as inferred
from the fact of Spirit intercourse, clearly demonstrates the necessity of freedom in all re
lations, to Spiritual progress. The sexual, conjugal, and parental relations being the most
important that human beings can sustain to each other, it is correspondingly important
that in these relations, above all others, they should be free.
There are certain laws and facts of Spirit intercourse, admitted by all intelligent Spir
itualists. Uncongenial relations tend to attract low spirits, and, consequently, to render
spirit communications less reliable and more unedifying. This effect is intensified as the
relation becomes closer. A false matrimonial relation is,therefore, the most powerful agen
cy that can be brought into operation to prevent, retard or falsify spirit communications.
A Spirit here writes as follows: “We think the practical result of discordant matrimo
nial relations on Spirit intercourse to be owing, more to the antagonism produced by the
combativeness of each on the other, than by attracting low spirits. At the same time, so
far as inharmonious relations degrade the parties holding them, in their inner nature, so
far does such a relation impede spirit intercourse of a reliable kind.”
Another spirit writes: “Then seek to establish those relations on a right basis at first
and less trouble will ensue; for changes are, in themselves, inharmonious, and destructive
of that quiet, settled feeling which should characterize a good medium for reliable spirits,
Changes, constant and fleeting, are replete with inharmony in themselves; and henco, they
who would cultivate their higher natures, and attract spirits of a reliable kind, should
seek to rectify their relations, once for all; and not he wandering hither and thither in
the mazes of passion and sensuality.”
Discordant social relations operate to attract low spirits in two modes. First, by the
effect of the discord on botn, as above specified. Second, if one is much below the other
in spiritual developement, the latter suffers from low spirits attracted by the other;—suf
fers from contact with low spirits in the form and out of it; for where one is, the other is
also. Mediums, or at least those above the lowest grade of them, being more impressible
than others, suffer correspondingly more, and communications to them are much less el
evated and reliable than they would be, were they among kindred spirits.
What applies to matrimonial relations in the highest degree, applies, more or less, to
social and business relations. All uncongenial relations call into action the base of the
brain. “Evil communications corrupt good manners.”
The conditions of permanent spiritual progress are, then,—first; power to dissolve all
uncongenial and false relations;—to individualise, and disintegrate ourselves from the in
congruous mass in which we are held, not by inward attraction, hut by the outward forces
of law and physical necessity. This constitutes the element of individual Sovereignty or
Fkeedom. The second step is, to cooperate; to follow our attractions; to form true busi
ness and domestic relations;—-or, in other words, to love. Thus we obtain the elements
Freedom and Love, forming, in combination, free-love. This then, being the essence of
Spiritual progress, Free Love is the doctrine of Spiritualism.
The first step to he taken by progressives, in the path of social reform, should be to
have none in their homes, or places of business who are the slaves of orthodoxy or appe
tite. Reformers dan be obtained in sufficient numbers for nearly all useful employments,
and no reformer carrying on any business, need to have hanging about him a set of stupid,
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smoking, drinking wretches, far inferior, in point of cleanliness and morality, to the aver
age of horses, and little, if any, above the dirtiest of hogs. Degraded as the last men
tioned animal is, he is far above such beastly practices as smoking and chewing tobacco.
The principle of Progressives employing none but Progressives, unless absolutely com
pelled, would gradually lead to improvements in business and domestic relations; to the
introduction of cooperation in place of competition, and of Individual Sove&ignty instead
of Slavery.
One of the principal obstacles to Practical Socialism consists in discordant matrmonia!
relations. However desirous one of a married couple may be to realize Love in life, noth
ing can be done unless both ai’e. Such Socialists as hope to realize the combined order,
and retain compulsory marriage, will find themselves, not only mated, (after a fashion, )
but check-mated. One scabby sheep infects the whole flock. The snow and ice must be
taken off the ground before seed can lie sown to advantage. It is useless to expect to
reap harvests of grain before the trees that impede the sun’s action are cut down. False
relations must be dissolved before true ones can be formed. A child, in an instant, can
destroy the work of years. One discordant person in a reform community can upset the
whole.
While there is an intimate connection then between Spiritualism, Socialism and FreeLove, neither need be saddled on either of the others;—each is strong enough to cany
itself. Could it be proved to-morrow that Spirits never did, and never can communicate,
Free Love would be as true as ever. Could Free Love be proved a monstrous conception
of degraded minds, the fact of Spirit intercourse would not he less demonstrable; and if
both these were demolished, the advantages of cooperation in domestic and business re
lations would he quite as easily proved as now. Each should, and can he proved on its
own basis. Many minds prepared to receive one or two of these principles—constitut
ing a Trinity in LTnity of Reform—are not yet prepared to recieve the integral three.
Those who have only just now abandoned their idols, are not prepared to grasp all, and
may sometimes reject all, because they cannot accept all. Now, as in times of old, the
way to inculcate truth is—“Line upon line, precept upon precept; here a little and there
a little.”
W E STERN

VIRGINIA.

Emigration has its tidal waves as the ocean. Standing as we do here in Central Ohio,
between two great currents, the one on the North, setting to Iowa, Wisconsin, etc.; the
other on the South to Kansas, Missouri, etc. We have carefully watched the progress
and success of these tides, and if we were called upon to-day, to say in which current
we would swim, we should answer—neither of them. For some years, our eyes have
been turned in another direction, and if forced to chose a new location for agricultural
pursuits, we would go to Old Virginia. Of course, the field of adventure is not so large
as at the West, but just now it seems very inviting. Let Yankees go into the Kanawha
valleys, and Old Virginia would look up in a few years.—Ed. Ohio Cultivator.
The Little Kanawha river, the Great Kanawha and its branches, below the Greenbriar
and Guyandotte and the Big Sandy, water a mountainious country ol very uniform char
acter, and for the most part, yet covered by its native forests. The rich bottoms along
the principal rivers, have long since attracted settlers; but it is only of late that the soil
of the mountain sides and tops has in some places been so improved as to show its value
for agricultural purposes. Formerly, the uncertainty of land titles was sufficient to keep
oft substantial settlers. The general roughness of the country, the labor of clearing off
the wild growth, and the want of roads in former times, all stood in the way of emigrants,
while the rich prairies of the West possessed strong attractions for them, in spite of mud,
musquitoes and fevers.
Now, at last, the land titles of this country are generally settled; some good roads have
been made through the mountains, and sufficient experiments have proved that these
mountain lands, when cleared, are excellently adapted to many valuable products.
There is every variety of soil, from a rich, black mould, to poorpiney land, and from
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loose soil to stiff, heavy clay; generally the soil is a good mixture of the two. There is
also every variety of exposure, from warm Southern nooks, to cool Northern hollows.
Although the soil is so various, and often quite steep, it is not so apt to be gulled by
rains as the gentler slopes of East Virginia, or the lime-stone soils of the valley.^
A remarkable circumstance is, that crops on the mountain side are less affected by
drought, than they are on the river bottoms. Of course they are less injured by exces
sive wet; but why should they not suffer more than level lands in a dry season? I he
reason is, that these mountains are composed of nearly horizontal layers of porous sand
stone and clay slate. The rains and snows of the Winter and Spring, keep the pores and
crevices of those rocks charged with water, which oozes out during the Summer into the
soil that covers the rocks of the mountain sides, and keeps the soil moist, while the water
that falls on level grounds, all sinks away, or is evaporated in a dry season. This also
accounts for the fact, that many small but permanent springs, are found on the mountain
sides and at their feet; some even near the top which never fail. But the small streams
in the valleys often disappear in a dry season, because they flow under their loose gravelly
beds, where they can always be found by a little digging. At their sources in the moun
tain sides, the water seldom disappears entirety.
Fine crops of corn may he raised on these mountains, hut the soil is more especially
adapted to wheat and tobacco. Potatoes and turnips succeed equally well. For orchard
fruits, grapes, berries and nuts, the mountains are decidedly better than the low grounds,
the crop being more certain and of superior quality. Every sort of fruit can find, on al
most every square mile, the soil and exposure which suits it best.
Finally these mountains are destined to become a fine grazing country. Rich, moist
levels may produce more grass to the acre, but for pasturage, few countries can excel these
mountains, after they are cut and set in grass.
The woods afford good pasturage during six or seven months in the year. Sheep and
hogs can live all the year in the woods; the mast often keeps hogs fat during the Winter.
The clearing of these mountain lands with the axe and mattock, costs much labor.
The custom is to girdle'the largo trees, and let them stand, while crops are raised among
them. For pasture lands, it is found cheaper to cut down and burn the undergrowth,
without grubbing, and to scatter grass seeds among them. . Gradually the cattle and
sheep kill the sprouts, while the grass takes root and occupies the ground.
In many parts, the fine oak and poplar timber may be^ sent profitably to market.
The demand is now great, and yearly increasing, at the Kanawha salt works and coal
mines, and along the Ohio river.
The convenience of cultivating very hilly lands is great. The mountain farmer must
not use the heavy broad-footed horses in the plow and wagon, but oxen or mules. ^ By
the by, mule breeding would be a very profitable business here, as these hardy animals
can get much of their living in the woods, and on blue grass pastures they would need
little winter feeding. As to the trouble of plowing and hauling on mountain sides, it
may be a question whether it is worse than working in the mud of rich low lands.
What should recommend these mountains especially to a farmer, is the pure, healthy
air which he and his live stock will breathe. There is not in America a more healthy
climate than is found on the mountains of Kanawha. The small valleys among the moun
tains are healthy—'quite so—but the sides and tops of the mountains have the most pure
and invigorating atmosphere. He that lives on them, if he uses common prudence, will
seldom need a physician; and here, if any 'where, may an invalid hope to recover sound
health, and a healthy man hope to live to ah old age.. Here too, live stock of all sorts
are healthier than they are in most low lands; the writer of this article speaks' from, ex
perience. Five years ago, being advanced in life and in such bad health as to be^ obliged
to give up his professional employments, he settled on the mountains near the Kanawha
river, and commenced clearing a farm in the woods. In a year or two, he felt that the
mountain air was renewing his constitution—that summer's heat did not oppress him,, as
it did in the low grounds: that fatiguing exercise did not exhaust, but strengthened him,
and that he could expose himself to the night air, and all weathers, without injury. By
imprudence in cold weather, he sometimes felt touches of an old complaint, the rheu
matism, but by simply taking better care of himself for a few/ days, it left him.
[America?? Farmer.]
remark s.—To

Henry Ruffner.

our mind, no place combines so many advantags fora harmonial home

as W.Va. Such scenery, salubrity of climate; adaptedness to fruit .growing, pure water, ac
cessibility and

cheap lands,

We believe are a combination to be found nowherb else.

•?
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This country has been overlooked, for reasons which are valid to the individual immi
grant, but which would not affect a large body of cooperators, taking their own social in
stitutions with them. We are in favor of a thorough exploration of this .section with ref
erence especially to the character of its people, of the laws they execute, of its political
and social atmosphere. It is our faith that a harmonial home could be triumphantly es
tablished there. W e are not sure but there is less danger of aggression from without,
than there would be in a free state locality farther West. The aggressive spirit of the
South has especial reference to the '"peculiar institution,” and in W. \ a., there is not much
of that. In the North the spirit of aggression sets with greatest hostility against what
ever aims at the overthrow of those central tyrannies by which the strong are enabled to
prey upon the weak. For this reason all attempts at industrial and social reorganization
are obnoxious to Priestcraft and Speculation.
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Some of the papers and preachers are noticing us in a way which they think is not
very complimentary. A paper in Indiana, after denouncing the Social Revolutionist as an
Infidel and Free Love journal, closes with a verb in the imperative mood: “Down with it.”
“ Infidelity!” We permit free discussion upon all questions, because we are. not afraid
of the truth; and that is “infidelity!” “Free Love!” An odious epithet, verily, as
though love could be enslaved! All love is free by a necessity of its nature; it cannot be
compulsory; but by your cursed tyrannies, you may defraud the affections, by denying the
privilege of loving; you may stanch the gushing fountains of the heart, blight its holiest
aspirations, and shrivel up the soul This you have done, and the consequence is, that
there is little love in the world, and a great deal of lust.
When we commenced the Social Revolutionist, two of its editors and about half its
contributors were professedly Anti-Free Love; and yet this is a “Free Love journal!”—
Thinking persons of conflicting opinions have united upon this as a medium for the free
investigation of all subjects. They fear no ordeal. They have faith in truth and in the
human heart. They would prove all things and hold fast that which is good. They are
not bigots and tyrants, and hence they incur the displeasure of those who are.
One of our ablest contibutors had promised us a series of anti-free love articles for pub
lication in the Social Revolutionist. Faithful to his agreement, he went to work in a very
thorough manner, to put an effectual quietus upon the new-fangled fanaticism of Free
Love; but before be got through, he found himself on the wrong side! The joints of his
logic wouldn’t fit. The articles were not sent; but the author says that his materials,
collected by some industry, are at the service of any one who wants to make strong work
for the fogy side of this question. As a writer and speaker, he has since publicly defen
ded the same doctrines, which he had before thought it his duty to oppose. We know of
others, whose experience has been similar; and your humble servant is one of them. It
is easy to denounce; but not so easy to erect a bulwark of argument, which the raking
fire of a keen, searching, remorseless criticism would not utterly demolish. We are not
only willing, but anxious, that the Anti-Free Love view shall be set before our readers,
in its strongest light. If justice has not been done it in our pages heretofore, it is because
its professed friends have not been loyal to their cause. Let our Indiana friend keep cool.
Bluster and denunciation are not the weapons to use here. The battle must be pitched
upon other grounds; and well do we know upon whose standard victory will perch.
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BY J. H. COOK.

I here state this incontrovertible proposition: that human society will approximate to
harmony and purity, as fast as the human brain approximates to like conditions. Hu■ man society is but the out growth, or outer representation of the internal growthplanes of action and altitude of the human mind, indicated by its external instrument;
the brain. All forms of society, have hitherto been more or less selfish, material and
discordant; because the brains of men and women were of a like character. The nat
ural division of the human brain into groups of individualized, but cooperative organs in
dicates the plan and character of a true harmonious prospective society. If we refer to
any organ of the cerebral sphere, we find that it invariably points in a particular, and
the same direction; has invariably the same function, which can have no substitute-—in
short, has an indestructible individuality. Around this organ are located a circle of or
gans, each having its peculiar function and direction, or individuality, differing from, yet
more nearly resembling the character of their centre, and of each other, than any other
organs of the brain. As we recede from the aforesaid starting point we find that the di
rection and function of organs differ more and more from it in every respect, until we
reach a point or organ which is designed to counteract, or check, its extreme tendencies
and activities. Thus we see that the cerebral organs are developed in groups of indis
soluble affinities—affinities caused and sustained, by relations and condition, that promote
attraction and prevent repulsion. Every organ cooperates with every other organ, in pro
portion to their nearness to, and opposes or checks them in proportion to their distance
irom it. No organ of the brain comes in immediate contact with its opposite or check
power, nor with any intermediate organ; (the first circle around it excepted) but is con
nected with, and influences them by intermediate agents, or a chain whose links succeed
each other in degrees of attraction or repulsion. We may readily perceive the necessity
of each organ being free to act in its own way, time and direction; for without this
freedom there is not, there cannot be natural, constant, harmonious cooperation. Every
organ cooperates and opposes, impels and checks, attracts and repels, in order that all
the functions and relations of the whole brain, may be performed and sustained. No or
gan when acting normally, disturbs or hinders the action of any other organ or group of
organs. We see also that since every part of the brain is accoperatwe individuality, so the
whole brain or being was designed to, and ultimately will be a cooperative individuality.
If these brief, partial and imperfect representations of man’s cerebral structure be correct,
they furnish (if anything furnishes) an unerring guide to a true prospective society, and
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an immovable basis, upon which the philanthropist and philosopher may rest his hopes of
the future condition of a true life. Outer forms of society being but correspondences of
internal development, it is just as necessary, that from time to time, those forms should
be modified or abolished and superseded by more liberal and tolerant ones, as it is, that
the boy growing up from youth to manhood, should have each succeeding garment made
larger to correspond with his increased physical dimensions.
The mass of mankind in ignorance of this truth, look upon present forms and systems
as fixed, and the best possible. Many scientific minds, well versed in physical science,
who know the facts, principles and relations in the lower world of matter, and who have
applied them in the construction of machinery and works of internal improvement and
communication, by and through which human labor has been greatly abridged; material
wealth, in all of its forms, been increased ten thousand fold, in a short time, and on the
wings of commerce, been distributed over the globe, and the ends of the earth thus
brought together,—are faithless about, and ready to oppose proposed new plans and forms
of Society, although they are philosophically inevitable, and just as possible and proba
ble as, and far more important (if changes are important in proportion to the happiness
that follows,) than all rapid, powerful and wonderful material structures. Could men
but read the revelation and prophetic language of their own progressive brain, they would
discover, that in social, as well as in all other improvements, “where there is a will, there
is a way.” The novelty and revolutionizing character of any new reform of society is no
proof of its impossibility, or, of its being inimical to human purity and elevation, but, to
my mind, of the contrary. The lesson to be learned from the human brain, is, that men
and women in a future, true society, are to stand in the same relation to each other, that
the different organs of that brain, hold; and to be at the same time as'independent and
free; also, that those persons, whose developments are alike, or nearly so, are the only
ones, that can cooperate together in close proximity and relations; and, that even their
small difference is necessary to their union, as is the case with the organs of the cerebral
groups; also, that when men become wise enough, instead of trying to live and act in imme T.vte contaet with others, indiscriminately, they will be linked to them, by a chain of
gradual affinities, repulsions,antagonistic or assistant powers; also,that like the organs of
the brain, there will be room enough for all, and work enough for all, as they are respec
tively capacitated to receive and enjoy; also, that like the center of each cerebral group?
the groups of a true society, will have their center, chief or pivot, who will from his own
nature, be self-elected, and between whom and the other members of the group, there
will be reciprocity of action, friendship and harmony; also, that as the members of each
group ever maintain a distinct individuality; and, that a member of any group cannot be
a member of any other group; nor, can a group fill the place of another group; and, that
there will be difference enough between the members of groups, and contiguous groups, to
prevent repulsion, and resemblance enough to cause attraction.
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The present age has reason to boast of its arts and sciences, for never was there a previ
ous time when the inventive genious of man was so fruitful , and so many new truths un
folded to mortal vision. The means by which the wants of man are procured, are daily
being facilitated by the introduction of new machinery. But almost in the same ratio as
we shorten the means of supplying our wants, are our wants increased. As man advan
ces from the savage state to civilization and enlightenment, his wants increase, and will
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ever continue to do so as long as lie ascends in the scale of being; so the time will never
come—as some have vainly prophecied—when all manual labor will be performed by ma
chinery, “and man stand off and look on.” ISTor should we wish for such a state of things
so long as our physical systems are constituted as at present, to require so much exercise
for their development and healthy action. Man is formed for physical labor, and without
it there can be no perfection.
.-From the most authentic sources of information that can be obtained , the power that
has been brought into action by machinery within less than a century past, is equal to
about six hundred millions of adult laborers. If this be a correct estimate—-and we have
reason to believe it is—vthen the amount of labor, now performed by machinery is far more
than was rquired to support the world one hundred years ago, and yet there is plenty of
labor for human hands. If the amount of manual labor no w performed is equal to What it
was one hundred years ago, then it follows that it requires more than double the amount
of labor to supply the wants of the world now than it did before the late inventions of ma-chinery, or one hundred years ago.
It may be asked then, what is the advantage ~of all our boasted machinery if the amount
of labor to be performed keeps pace with their increase and nothing is gained in the way
of lessening the physical labors of man? There is a gain in this direction, but not to the*
amount of labor performed by the machinery. The increased wants of our civilization could*
not possibly be supplied by hand labor; hence without machinery many of our wantswould go unsupplied and we should labor under many disadvantages. Machinery supplies*
our wants more plentifully, and thereby enables us to live faster, enjoy more, and makegreater advancement in moral and intellectual culture.
One would think that writh all this machinery to assist the laborer in his toils, his com
dition would be one of comparative ease, and luxury. But what has been the effect of ma
chinery in its practical operations on the day laborer? Ls he benefited by it? Has hehailed it as a kind genius sent to assist him in his daily toils? or does he look upon it asso*
many rival workmen born into existence from the fertile womb of invention, with whomf
he has to compete? This last is the true light in which he has been compelled to view
it. No one derives any benefit from machinery but the owner; and the capitalist under
stands his own interest well enough to know that these untiring, soulless, workers are
much cheaper and more profitable to him than human laborers; hence he delves deeply
into machinery and is thereby enabled to doubly oppress the laborer. This perversion of
machinery in the hands of capitalists has been a cruel and deadly curse to Hie laborers of
Old England; and the same causes that have oppressed the laborer in the did world; are
at work in the new, and if a revolution is not effected for the emancipation of labor, the day
will come when he will eke put the same miserable existence here that he now does there That time may yet be in the distant future, for we have many fair plains and fertile val
leys in the wide West, to receive the laborer as he becomes oppressed in the older districts.
The common day laborer now occupies the same position here that he did in England
five hundred years ago* that is,his day's labor procures him about the same amount of the
necessaries of life; and should the same causes continue to obtain here that did there, 500
years Will bring him to the same point of oppression and starvation.: But the emancipa
tion of labor is now becoming the great problem of the age, and it is to be hoped that the
friends of humanity will solve it before the clanking chains are much tighter drawn upon
it. Ihere is hope for America,but for the Old World the night is dark. Ground down by
the iron heel of capital as the laborer is there, he has no power of seif-resuscitation; and
his noble lords, deaf to his cries, revel in their palaces and extend no arm to save. Social
ism has no salvation for them. Talk to them of cooperation and the unitary home, and
they know not what you mean. Their souls are too nigh crushed out to appreciate their
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own condition, much less that higher life to which socialists aspire. The boon oi social"
ism is for those who have aspiring souls, and long for a more harmonious society than haft
yet dawned upon earth. To such it offers a blessing, but to the toiling millions of Europe
it offers no relief; and unless some internal revolution works their redemption, a long exis
tence of poverty and misery awaits them.
Let the laborer of our own country take warning before the strong chains of capital are
too cioselj' drawn around him. His surest hope is in the principles of a free government,
and the liberal spirit of the American people in educating all classes. We have some wise
and good men in our legislative halls, let us have more like them,-—let the monster capi
tal be bound by the strong arm of the law, and the soil reserved for those to wrhom it
rightfully belongs, and the laborer will have little to fear, tie may then sit around his
own fireside, till his own soil, and sing his songs of freedom.
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Before marriage, the obsequious and attentive lover wants to live only for the idol of
his heart; counts his own will as nothing; yields in everything. “The happiest time is
now,” and we say, “let her thus reign forever.” Flow radiant the ideal of her future, to be
marred—-not always, but often, 0 how sadly!
One extreme leads to another. She has self-hood now—•individuality, and so moral
force; her lover feels it, and behaves accordingly. But married, she and her affections
become the husband’s property. From being her lover, lie becomes her lord; and from
being obsequious, he becomes exacting. But the master is not free, and after a momen
tary gleam of joy, he realizes his actual position, and chafes under the restraint. Such is
the testimony of many. The bonds may be sweetened with love for months—for years,
perhaps; but untold millions have not been so fortunate. Shut up in their domestic pris
on, the pair become restless, irritable and dissatisfied with each other. Neither are to
blame, but they blame each other, and become a mutual torment. Before marriage,
they were free, and had assumed neither to appropriate nor to be appropriated. Hence,
the world of love was open to each, in proportion to his or her capacity to receive it and
be happy. But now, there is a system of legalized.espionage, and he has cut off all his
brethren from her love, and she has cut off all her sisters from his love. Fie assumes to
be appropriated bjr her, and in consequence, his female friends shun him; she assumes to
be appropriated by him, and her male friends shim her. They twain are left alone in
their dual glory. Thus abandoned by others, so far as the institution is regarded, which
isolates the pair, they endeavor to make the most of each other. The one feels tFiat the
other should be able to give a full response to al! that his or her affcctional nature craves;
and this is the beginning of trouble. Only contracted natures,.such as have little compass
of soul, can find a complete affectional, soul-full response from any other one being.
Larger souls possess a variety and breadth of social capacity which no one individual even
of the other sex can fill. For brief periods, there may be a considerable degree of dual
absorption, but this has a special purpose, and it cannot be lasting. The changes to be
rung upon a high wrought and complicated being, are too varied for this. A great soul,
looking to one for what the many only can give, instead of satisfaction, finds vacuity and
disquietude. Then follow in legitimate order, exactions, outraged feeling, censure, recrim
ination, repulsion. Both may be noble, but infatuated by the falses of marriage,they be
lieve eacq other to be ignoble. The thongs of affectional despotism are festering in
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their souls, and little dream they of the real cause of all their anguish. The wrong is
in the accursed sjstem, a.id not .11 each o-tner. Remove the unnatural constraints
of marriage—its coop and tether; permit woman to bo queen of herself, and she will be
true anu faithml before Gcti find man. Sue will he subject to tne bonds of affection, to
principle, to her lug.'.os’, uioug'n, end lo no other. Men will find st necessary to continue
their attentions througu i.le. \v itbooi :-d;ive~WiVes, sro.10ct to the masierds nod, they will
have to respect woman as the individual center of her own affeetional sphere. Would
this not be a boon for every noble woman? Thousands of the married could answer; thou
sands meant to he the creatures of affection, who are shut out by the tyranny of marriage
from almost all that is lovely, upon their own plane, till the heart becomes a waste, from
which not love, but sighs, go forth!
The entire capacity of the soul should be filled. All of our affeetional needs should be
supplied. What one cannot give, it is not only our right, but our duty, to seek in another.
It is a sin against our nature to disregard the deepest wants of the soul. Puritanism and
Deity are at war; and let the starveling range himself under the banner of Puritanism; the
great soul will choose a mightier Chieftain.
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As it relates to the affections, before and after marriage, I may be charged with com
mitting a great error.
“Before marriage, the parties are free to choose, and it is this;
which puts in jeopardy the constancy of the affection; after marriage, there is no such
liberty of choice, and the parties, aware of the stringency, are necessarily true to each
other. So far as they are considered good members of society and obedient subjects of the
law, tliey are bound to cultivate the one affection and check the wanderings of a lawless
imagination.”
There are just two fatal errors in that idea. It presumes, first, that love can be put in
fetters; and secondly, that the affections are under the control of the Will.
The two
errors, however, amount to the same thing.
Love is a bird of freedom, and it must soar and sing.
The moment you cage it, you
check the spontaneous outgushing of its melodies, and the bird pines away. When love
feels that the conditions of its existence are compulsory; that it is no longer winged with
spontaneity, but fettered with the obligations of duty, it begins to languish in the stran
ger’s land, and would seek its own dear, rosy fields of freedom. If you want the bird
to be beautiful, joyous and happy, to live and sing, you must let it be free to fly and perch
as it wills.
In the matter of the affections, Will has just the same power that it has over the be
lief. We must believe according to the appeal which the evidence makes to our minds;
and we must love what to us is lovely, and we cannot help it. Men can about as easily
add to their stature, by taking thought, as by an effort of the Will, to believe a doctrine
which is manifestly absurd, or to love an object which is loathsome and repulsive. The
expressions: “I cannot believe that doctrine to be true;” “I cannot love that individual,”
are stereotyped.
It is true that a stubborn effort of the Will, in connection with prejudice and supersti
tion, may effect both love and faith to some extent; but thus armed, it serves more gen
erally, to make dupes of married people and church-goers. They affect to love, just as
Calvinists affect to rejoice over “God’s glorious plan of redemption.”
Here is an individual who alwrays prays for faith. Why? Simply, because he does
not fully believe. What he calls his faith, is an excrescence stuck on; it outrages his rea
son, and is no part of himself. Y et, by fervent prayer and hard trying, he has fairly per
suaded himself that he is a “believer.” He will not encourage doubts;—0, no; that
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would bo wicked! And by force of Will, he modifies circumstances and conditions, and.
thus manages to retain partially an arbitrary belief, and to deceive himself into the con
viction that his faith is unexceptionable and God-approved. If quite an undeveloped
being, he may fairly subdue the freedom and spontaneity of his inner nature, and palsy
his manhood.
It is just so with the many who are yoked in marriage.
The twain must love each
other; prejudice, ignorance and superstition come to the aid of Will; consciousness is de
ceived, and the parties manage to believe pretty fully in their love, long after it has become
merely a friendship—and often a very cold friendship, at that.
When we begin the use of compost and artificial culture, we get a morbid growth—a
monstrous production. The stamens turn to petals; the flower is barren; Nature’s pur
poses thwarted; and now in place of reality, we have a great deal of sham. A. love which
requires cultivation and constant effort to keep it “burning,” has no longer the sanction
of divinity in it, and it had better “go out.”
Love being spontaneous, it often springs up very unexpectedly in forbidden grounds.
How frequent that one individual forms an ardent attachment to another in spite of all con
viction and effort to the contrary. Divinity is in the affection, and Truth and Nature are
mightier than the Will.
But still, as there are some who shut their eyes to truth, and thus manage that all the
faith, they ever have, is the old one, however untrue; so others, by making themselves
repulsive, and shutting beauty and loveliness out of their souls, may have no other than a
legal love, however uncongenial.
Conversed with a lady friend who claims to accept the idea of freedom for woman; but
she would have “the pair unite for a life-love, think of nothing else, and then they would
always love!” Just a few days before, had conversed with a church-going man who
claims to reject sectarianism; but he would not read original authors, or look into new
doctrines, tor, as he said,“their tendency is to unsettle the mind! Thus we go—half
■out of the old shell, thinking all the while that we are free.
A fogy-marriager has said, he “made no doubt that most married persons, by looking
round a little, might find others they could love better than their legal mates, but,” that
<‘it would be wrong for them to do so.” They avoid such loves now, by keeping aloof
from the sphere of their attraction;-that is their only way; and considerations of expedi
ency may make it proper to do so, but considerations of absolute right, never. That all
are not free at all times to enjoy their highest loves, is proof to every harmonious mind
that the system which necessitates the sacrifice, is a compound of despotism and discord.
It is a system of arbitrary coercion, and not of natural attraction. It is based upon
the dogma of human depravity, and ignores the God-like qualities of our nature. It plants
thorns in the pathway of life and cripples all its roses. It maintains a Gehenna of filth
and pollution in the midst of civilization; and good men are sick with the stench which
covers all the land. It is a tyranny working out the direst infernalism amidst the cen
tral forces of human destiny; and for this it is doomed! The decree is registered, and a
higher humanity will execute it.

Providence Regulated by Law.—It appears to me, that the interposition of Provi
dence in the affairs of men, and a divine influence on the human mind, are under regula
tions, or laws, according to the economy of the gospel, which are as wisely adapted to at
tain the end proposed, in the circumstances of the subjects to which they are applied, and
operate with as much certainty, under the circumstances, as the laws by which the heav
enly bodies are preserved within their respective orbits, and directed in their various mo
tions.—Db. John Whitehead,
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We sometimes hear it said; ‘‘God’s laws are broken;” “he broke God’s laws by so do
ing;” “he is punished because he does not render obedience to God’s laws;” &c.; &c.
dhis language is not strictly correct. .If 1 rightly comprehend the facts of the case, God’s
laws, as revealed to us through nature, are never broken. If a man through a mistake,
or otherwise, swallows a dose of poison, God’s laws for the preservation of health are not
broken, they stand as before the poison was taken, in full force and effect. You ask “if
the law has not been broken, what has been done?” Simply this; the man who swallowed
the poison is placed, by so doing, in such a relation to God’s laws for the preservation
of health, as to be affected disagreeably by them. The first thing then for a man to learn
is this: What God’s Laws are. The second thing is, for man to learn how to place him
self m such relations to them as to be agreeably affected thereby. I know Sin is defined
to be a transgression of law. If a man ruins his health by needless exposure, it is said,
e as sinned.” Sin then should be defined, the placing of yourself in such a relation,
to law, as to be disagreeably effected, thereby. If we look at this matter closely, we shall
find this is what the World calls sin. Perhaps I should extend my definition of sin,
a littley Sinful actions, are such as affect the doer, or others disagreeably. If a man
steals, hes, swears, &c., the effect is disagreeable to himself or others, and often, to both
self and others. If no one Md ever been disagreeably affected by any action of man what
ever, the idea of sin would never have entered the world; if this is true, it show^s conclu
sively where the idea of sin came from. But is it contended that all actions which disa
greeably affect the doer or others, are sinful actions. I answer, when properly understood
it is so contended. It is true vrf have sometimes to act in a manner which is somewhat
disagreeable to ourselves or others, but it is because the action taken in all 'its consequences wdl yield more pleasure than pain to mankind in general. It is also true that men
iffer as to what sinful actions are. For instance, some contend that dancing should be
c assed wuth sinful actions, and the reason they assign is, “there is more harm than good
resulting from the practice of dancing.” Others think more pleasure than pain is the re
sult, therefore, class dancing with commendable actions. Hence, it is plain, that our ideas of
good and evil, righteousness, and unrighteousness all have their foundations in the amount
o happiness, or misery flowing from the sayings, and doings of mankind. So far as God is
concerned, it is immaterial what position man sustains to his laws; but it is by no means- a
matter of indifference toman. God has so constituted man, that-he may be pleasurably and
profitably affected by all that surrounds- him; God has also constituted man that he may be
painfully affected by all that surrounds him;and these two capacities of man,of knowing what
is pleasurable and painful, is the great lever destined by the laws of God to work man’s reemption from Sin; that is, his redemption from doing such things as have more pain than
pleasure attending them. Selfishness is much condemned in this world, as if it were a
hmg not fit for a man’s heart. It may be seen by the forgoing, that this condemnation
o selfishness is all wrong. It is a feeling of man given by God him self—a feeling by which
e most beneficial results are worked out to mankind The truly selfish man is the very
best in community. A man who injures his neighbor is not a truly selfish man. He is an
ignorantly selfish man, and has done an act against his true self interest. God has made
man to be governed by his self-interest, and it is a foolish thing to try to govern him in any
other way. If you would guide man in the way he should go, enlighten him; show him
at his own private individual interests require that he act honestly and uprightly. Will
any man take upon himself to say, that itis ever man’s private interest to wrong his neigh-
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bor? It appears to me, much of the teaching we hear, instructs man that his private, selfish
interests are incompatible with the public good, and that man should lose sight of himself
in almost all of his actions; whereas in all of his actions the great inquiry should be, how
will it affect myself? Have not all the great benefactors of mankind done themselves
more real good than they could have done in any other way; and can we suppose for a mo
ment that they did not feel the good of their actions coming home co them in pleasm e and en
joyment every day? H ever teach man he has a selfish interest incompatible with the rights
of others; for he has no such interest. All the law in the world is God’s law! “What a hor
rid proposition that is,” says one. All the actions in the world are God’s actions! "W hat a
horrid, foolish proposition that is,” says another. “ There is no use in talking to a man who
can believe such a proposition for a moment. It is blasphemy, even to suffer such a thought
one moment’s resting place in your head,” exclaim, more than two thirds ©f the world.
All admit God created this wrorld; gave it its laws; set it in motion, at least near six
thousand years ago; that there was no law, no principle, or cause of action, except what
came from God originally, is a fundamental maxim; even the Devil himself, is not behe\ed
to be co-existent with God. Then if the Devil is not a self-created being, he is a God-cre
ated being. That the devil created himself and set up an opposition to Almighty power, is a
contradiction in itself; for it can’t be true, that God is Almighty, and yet, there is anothei
self-created being in his dominions, thwarting his purposes. But says one, to say, ail the
doings, thoughts, and actions in the world, are God’s actions, etc., destroys all idea oi ac
countability.” Not at all, as I think. Accountability rests entirely on the fact, that wffien
man stands in a certain relation to other things about him, he is disagreeably, or pleasur
ably affected by them, as the case may be. Common language calls this, “God’s penalty
for violated law,” or “just accountability to God;” and to this definition! have no objec
tion when rightly understood. The present condition oi the world, in all of its ph\ sical,
moral and intellectual developments, is but the necessary and proper out-birth of its mr' mation and laws, which wrere made and given by God, himself, when the world first had
existence. If this last sentence is not true, then there is in the world a -power, or powers
independent of God’s Almighty power.
This idea of God’s doing every thing, by no means interferes with the fact, that certain
actions which God performs through man, but which for brevity of expression we say
man does, has a tendency to fill the world of mankind with pain and suffering; and certainother actions fill the world with happiness and enjoyment.
God’s laws have developed man a thinking being; he is capable ofthinking when there is
something oneratingon his faculties, such as seeing, hearing, etc. God’s laws have so devel
oped things, as to have the power of acting upon his hearing, etc; hence, it is, man thinks.
To some part or power of man, the world has given the name of “man’s will;” hut this
will is so arranged, that it never acts until some cause makes it act, and any given cause act
ing on the will of man, gives the will a definite and proportional action, just with as much
certainty find precision as any given power, acting upon a water wheel, will give the
wheel, definite and proportionate action. The will is connected who other parts
of man; of course, the other parts connected with the will, are given a definite and propor
tionate action. So with the wheel; it is connected with other machinery, which has giv
en to it definite and proportionate action; and the one is as much under the control of God s
laws, as the other.
There are now causes and effects developing themselves, which will ultimate in a “peachblossom” this spring; the peach-blossom, with all of its beauties of color and fragrance of
odor, all say, is the work of Almighty power—the work of God. There are now, causes
and effects developing themselves, which will end in a fit of passion, .and thrust the murder
er’s dagger to some innocent man’s heart.
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Now, I ask, if the causes and effects which are thus to ultimate, are not equally the de
velopments of God’s laws? If any one says, the last train of cause and effect, is not a de
velopment of God’s laws, as well as the first, I would like for him to put his
finger upon the cause, or tne effect in the whole train, which is not in perfect accordance
■with Goa’s laws. Let us look for a moment at God’s way of governing the world. God
has made man capable of being pleasurably affected, in some of his relations to things that
sui round him ne is also so constituted, that he may be disagreeably affected by things
aiounri nim. Man is so constituted that he knows when he is enjoying happiness, or
suffering misery—he is so constituted that he loves happiness, and hates and shuns mis
ery Man is so made, that he cannot voluntarily act without motive, but can will to act
when his wih is stimulated by sufficient motives. Man is so made, that to be happy is
a sufficient motive, to move the will to action.
'
"
God has also so made man that by much experience he can learn vdiat actions produce
happiness, and w hat actions cause misery; and it is from,this knowdedge man acts. Is it
not a fact, if man had no knowledge as to what kind of actions would cause happiness or
pain, he would be as likely to do one as the other. Again, God has given all men certain
faculties of mind, all, however, concentrating in self. There isone of the faculties, we call
benevolence. Now benevolence looks out for self in a more extended and different range
than some other faculties, and it sees, or thinks it does, (our self styled Reformers are an
example) that the greater part of mankind are not doing such things as wall ultimate in
their happiness; hence in order to turn man in the direction which they think most conducive to tne happiness of the 'world, and their own good of course, they throw out their
views among nxamdnd, as, a fisherman does a hock, to catch and bag, all who are willing
to bite. The truth Oi the matter is simply this: If the ideas taught are truths, and if any
one is induced to practice the truths taught, so far at least, the world is benefited by the
teaching. But if the ideas taught are not truths, hut falsehoods, then the world is injur
ed by the teaching; but God’s laws are constantly bringing ..good out of what the world
calls evil. Ihe very injury done the world bj" errors in teaching, points man in the direc
tion he should go. So Avhen error oi teaching comes, it is under all the circumstances,
(and this is the way every thing should be considered) the very best that can he done.
It is true we often say if things had been so and so it would have been better, but take
the if cut and then any transaction is best as it is. After a man has done an imprudent,
or wicked action, he always says, if things had been so, or so, I would not have done it.
But here as bciore, take the if out and he would always do as he did; because the motive
to action, the if being out, was sufficient to make him act as he did. Say any given action
is performed there was a train of causes and effects which commenced with the very
dawn of creation leading on to the given action, and every cause in the whole train pro
duced just the effect it was competent to produce, no more, no less.
Had man the wis&om of the Almighty, he could take any given effect, and from the
effect, go back to the cause which immediately proceeded it, and so on back, step by step,
until he reached the dawn of creation; and in the whole course he would find that no cause
had produced a greater or less, or any way different effect, than just what it was compe
tent to do.
This doctrine is in perfect keeping-with the teachings of the Bible as I understand them..
It is further deducible from the nature of an all-wise and all powerful Being. Nor does it
interfere with the fact, or with the justice of the fact, that man is painfully affected by
some of the relations which he sustains to things around him, for these painful relations be
come motives in him, to place himself in such relation to things as'will give enjoyment.
For instance, a man steads his neighbors horse, he now sustains a relation to the horse, his
neighbor, the lav/ and the rest of mankind, calculated to give him pain and suffering. Now
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this is all right, for his relation to them, though a painful one, is a natural—a God-made
consequence of such relation. Carry this principle out into every thing, and you will
have a full view of how God governs the world—God has so made man that he must be
governed by selfish motives, but God has also so made man that his own greatest individ
ual good is perfectly compatible with the greatest good of all the world—not only compatable, but it can be found in no other way. Let no one suppose if the above is all the pun
ishment God inflicts on the wicked, he may be indifferent as to the things he does. Think
a moment, reader. The relations you may sustain to the air, fire, water, earth, poison or
their various ingredients may produce the most excruciating pain, or the greatest pleasure
possible to your physical system, so long as that system lasts. So with your relations to
morals and religion, live in accordance with their principles, and you will be happy; place
yourself in a relation opposed to their principles and you will be miserable as long as. your
moral and intellectual being lasts; and if man’s intellectual and moral being is eternal, (I
think there are not many who doubt their eternity or duration,) then here there is an eter
nal Hell for you, and there is no escaping it, except by placing yourself in such a relation
to God’s universe, as will make yourself and all mankind most happy. With such a mo
tive before man, if he knows the right way, he cannot help walking in it. Hence the world
needs knowledge —and God’s laws are so constituted as to give it. The Father is at the
helm; and all is right.

COL. FREMONT’S MARIPOSA ESTATE

#

----Is at length confirmed to him, and if he can succeed in taking possession of it, he may
be regarded as one of the richest men living. The patent has been signed by the Presi
dent, and delivered in person, at the White House, to Col. Fremont. The instrument is
engrossed upon parchment, and covers twelve sheets, including on a large sheet of parch
ment, a finely engraved map of Las Mariposas. Col. Fremont bought this tract in May,
1846, of Alvarado, ex-governor of California, for $3,000 in cash. The title has been a
long time in litigation, but is now fully confirmed by the Supreme Court at Washington.
The tract is upward of Seventy square miles in extent. It embraces the town of Mari
posas, containing 4,000 inhabitants, and a number of other small towns and settlements;
and it is estimated that there are upward of 15,000 people now on the estate.
Rich in gold dust, the value of the property is said to be almost incalculable. And the
title to all this property, the Supreme Court has confirmed to one man, and the great
President of the United States has signed the patent with his own hand, and delivered it
in person to the lordly monopolist. Such is the magnificence with which the highest
functionaries in this Republic swindle the people out of their soil. The greater the
wrong the more need of imposing ceremony to give it sanction. What virtue there is in
a parchment! A patent of despotism; it clothes one man with the powers of a tyrant,
and enables him to rob 15,000 people of their homes! And this is law and government!
It is Democracy; “the greatest good for the greatest number!” If the people really dO'
govern, how stupid they must be, thus to cheat themselves!
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There perhaps never was a time in the history of the Race, when the question of affectional freedom was so deeply and searchingly investigated, as at the present. To my
mind, this critical analyzation of this most vital and delicate of all questions, pertaining to
human development, appears to grow legitimately out of the fact, that the indissoluble
marriage relation has been, and now is the greatest barrier in the way of social reorgani
zation and affectional regeneration; and I have long since arrived at the conclusion, that no
attempt at reducing the social problem to practice will ever be successful, that is not com
menced on the basis of individual freedom, in every relation of life. But as we can do
nothing successfully in ignorance, it is highly essential that we acquaint ourselves as well
as we possibly can, with the science and philosoph}’ of that which we propose to reduce
to practice.
With this object in view, and as a means toward a better understanding of the subject,
I propose—as near as I can, commit them to paper—to give you my thoughts on the ‘ ‘Phil)sophy of Love,” taking for my motto the assertion, as an axiomatic truth, that there is
notan atom in the Unverse precisely the same for two consecutive moments.
I will not stop lengthily to argue the truthfulness of this assertion. It is basedjon the
universality of motion—change—progression. Conceive of something without motion,
and you conceive of something void of the Deific principle, and destroy the omnipres
ence of that principle. Ueither can you conceive of motion without change. Every mo
tion is the result of adequate causes, and as no set of causes can possibly be put in oper
ation to place back the thing moved, precisely to its former position, progression or retro
gression must ensue. (There may be partial, but universal retrogression there cannot be,
or the Universe would be a failure.) Motion is the concomitant of the Deific or life prin
ciple. Change follows motion, and progression is the general result; and if change and
progression are observable in a million of years, it must be occurring during every moment
of that time, as the annihilation or suspension, even for a moment, of the life-principle of
the Universe, must result in universal confusion—chaos—monotony—death. My pur
pose is to apply that axiomatic truth to prove the unphilosophical character of the indis
soluble marriage relation, and deduce from it and other correlative axioms, a true philos
ophy of love.
If the proceeding ideas on the subject of change, be true, the absurdity of promising *
and binding ourselves to love one object for life, must be apparent to every observer. It
is unphilosophical to promise to do anything twenty-four hours in advance, not knowing
what may occur, to make it injurious to ourselves and humanity, to perform our promise.
In business matters people begin to realize the necessity for, and adopt in practice, this
idea, and the time will come, when no one will require his fellow to do as he agreed to, if
the doing of it will result in more misery than happiness; when there will be neither
binding, nor being bound—marrying, nor giving in marriage—but we shall all be as the
angels, free;—free to seek out that which will conduce to our greatest happiness; free to
be led by that which, to us, is attractive; and free to follow and endeavor to attain to the
highest aspiration of our being, without being charged with treading on forbidden ground,
because all will realize the truth, that there is no forbidden ground, but that we are truly
at liberty to try to “prove all things and hold fast that which is good,” and that our pro
gression and true happiness depend on the exercise of this liberty. What is the primary
condition of happiness? Individual freedom to exercise the “inalienable right to life, lib
erty and the pursuit of happiness,” so long as we do not interfere with the equal rights op
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others. If this right is inalienable, it cannot be taken from me; and if in the exercise of"
my freedom, I have the right to give my liberty to another, he has no right to receive
it any longer than the desire to give it continues in me; otherwise he has the right to hold
a slave. Neither have I the right to give my liberty but for the moment, for the next mo
ment I am changed, and this changed or new being has no right to be held by the prem
ises of the being from which it has changed. In the language of my motto:__“There is
not an atom in the Universe precisely the same, for two consecutive moments.”
.
tmtil whei1 applied to the affecticnal relations is calculated to alarm the love prin
ciple, causing it to fear that the object of its highest and most concentrated affection may
become changed, so as to be no longer loveable, or (what is perhaps most feared,) no longer
loving.
That the principle is nevertheless sound, no truly philosophic mind can doubt.
But the change, though differing in the degrees of its rapidity, in accordance with the
force or volume of the causes brought to bear in its production, is generally slow; and
though we are constantly changing, we still retain our individuality; the new particles
composing the mental structure, as well as the grosser parts of our organism, are absorbed
by, and assimdated to the old mass, affecting it, but not generally perceptibly changing it.
except through a lapse of time.
Love between two of opposite sexes, is a loving appreciation of each other, based upon
a mutual fitness and adaptation; for there cannot be a true loving appreciation; without a
fitness or adaptation. A vessel cannot receive that which it is not camoitated to holdneither can it give that which it never contained; and where there is a mutual adaptation,
the change is much more likely to be an increase of points of attraction, than a decrease'
until all the points of attraction that naturally exist, are reciprocally absorbed. What is
this appreciation, but an-absorption of, or drawing into, and blending with our own exist
ence the object, or essence of the object appreciated? What boots it, that one says, “thou
hast spoken or done well and truly,” if he prove not, that lie knowingly and feelingly says
so; and, if knowingly, he has absorbed the essence of that which was spoken, or done, and
by digestion and assimilation, made it a part of himself; and, in the communication of that
fact m his or her own language; new associations of‘ideas will be brought out, anpreciated
and reciprocated, creating new ties or causes of attraction, until the two are intimately
knit together in the bonds of friendship or love.
But, the highest expression or manifestation of this idea, will be found in appreciation,,
based upon a natural fitness and adaptation in the conjugal relations. There, the loveprinciple, appreciating theNwisdom principle, and breathing forth that appreciation in the
language of love, fills the latter with a soul-inspiring joy, and strengthens it for deeds of
nobler daring, and raises its aspirations, to higher and still higher attainments, in the great
and unbounded field of harmonious thought and action, going forth with increased zeal
and energy, and, again returning with its rough-hewn gems, it pours them into the bo
som of love, there to be appreciated, softened, mellowed and etherealized by its purifying
and vivifying flame. ^ Wisdom furnishes the gems, and love, the flowers; appreciation and re
ciprocation weaves them into a wreath, which binds the two in one; and, happiness, bliss,
is the result of the union. I speak not of the wisdom principle as exclusively belonging
to the male, or the love to the female; but as necessary ingredients for the production of
harmony. Wisdom without love, is cold and cheerless; love without wisdom, is blind and
helpless.
I have said, “until all the points of attractions that naturally exist, are reciprocally ab
sorbed,” and the question naturally follows, what then? In answer to which, I must in
troduce a correlative axiom. Conj ugal love is the result of the. chemical action produced
by the interblendmg of auras or emenations surrounding two beings, in whom there exstsa mutual fitness or adaptation in temperment, education,, phrenological and physio-
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logical development etc., etc. It is the effect produced by the contact and inter blending
of affinities, positive and negative, Or, love and wisdom principles, brought together as
causes, and the exquisite feeling called love, the effect; a commingling of two elements in
affinity with each other, resulting in a birth, eternal, in its effects, if not eternally individ
ualized. The affinitizing or attractive condition, may be represented by the interblend
ing and effervescence of an acid and an alkali; and, like unto these, temperments and quali
ties differing in a degree, at least, can alone secure an active blending, and give forth the
product, Love.
The passive condition may be represented by the mingling of water with water; there
is no spontaneous action, and no product. It is the condition of hundreds in the legalized
marriage relation, who are looked upon as very happy, but who, in reality know nothing
of the feeling of pure, active conj ugal affection.
The repulsive condition maybe represented by an attempt to mix water and oil; you
may bottle, cork, hermetically seal, and shake them up, but even in the bottle, they will
individualize themselves; and if any product is given when you uncork them, or through
explosive gases, generated by stagnation, they burst their bonds; it is a fetid odor.
Another correlative axiom, and one which grows legitimately out of the preceeding, is
that the natural and unavoidable effect of the interblending of affinities, is assimilation,
(“Show me the company you keep, and I will tell you what you are.” “Evil communi
cations corrupt good manners,” etc., etc). And tboultimate effect of assimilation is to des
troy the power of active blending, and the product, love, resolving into a passive state;
and if through ignorance and the force of circumstances, a close connection is persevered
in, resulting in the repulsive condition. If the foregoing premises are true, and the rea
soning therefrom legitimate, the conclusion is unavoidable that “Eternal companionship is
not the true philosophy of love;” and if it be so, in tne truth we have nothing to lose, but
everything to gain. However beautiful our weal of to-day may appear, if to-morrow it
is overshadowed by a loftier and more resplendent ideal, we may rest assured that it will
appear still more beautiful to us, as soon as we are able to see and realize its beauties.
With harmonized individuals it will be the substitution of an eternity of circles of va
riety, for an eternal circle of sameness. Where there is an entire adaptation and fitness,
our earth-life may, in many cases, be too short for the absorption, digestion and assimila
tion of our mutual attractions; and when this point is arrived at, be it in this sphere or in
the next, we must either part and follow other and superior attractions, or settle down into
the passive or repulsive condition. Harmonists will never get to the repulsive, because
they will harbor no feelings of blame or censure for the change. They may calmly rest
in the passive condition, until a superior attraction presents itself, and then kindly and
joyfully part, and each go on their own way rejoicing, mingling with their newly-discov
ered kindred elements, and enjoying another round of appreciative and reciprocative bliss.
And as each will become changed in different directions, from the necessity of comming
ling and assimilating with elements differing from themselves, why may they not meet
again in the rounds of eternity, and find themselves just adapted for the enjoyment o. an
other round or circle of interblending reciprocality? 0, what pleasure to contemplate the
recounting of their joys whilst apart, as well as when previously united. The loving sym
pathetic recital of all their travels, history; the mutual congratulations of growth and de
velopment; and all the other untold and now inexpressible ecstacies of harmonious life in the
future, which is even now so gloriously dawning.
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BY W. D.

From Nobleyille I came to Anderson, where I heard for the first time in several
months, an orthodox sermon. It reminded me of days gone by, when orthodoxy was my
doxy, and I sat as I felt it my duty to sit, “under the droppings of the sanctuary.” The
sermon was on the rest that remains for the people of Grod. Of course, we were told that
labor was a curse, and that in heaven the curse was removed, and people rested from their
labors; then he continued in something like this strain: “But heaven, my friend, is not a
place of idleness; all are busy in some way or other;, they praise, and pray, and rest not
day nor night;” nor is this, all; the botanist \Vill find employment in forever examining the
“rose of Sharon and the lily of the valley;” the geologist will study with ever increasing
delight, the “rock of everlasting ages;” and the astronomer will gaze with rapture through
out eternity on the “star of Bethlehem.”' Now, though forever seemed a long time for a
geologist to study one rock, a botanist to examine two plants, and an astronomer to gaze
on one star; yet, reform must be rapping at the pulpit door, when the preacher can find
employment for geologists in heaven. Not long ago, hell opened its jaws and took in ge
ologists as the shark did Jonah, but it appears now that heaven has a corner even for them,
and employment too.
Having received an invitation to lecture at Winchester, Ohio, I went there and gave
three lectures, two in the Methodist church,and one in the Town Hall; the holy place beign
closed against such deadly heresy. I remarked in my second lecture, that all that was
necessary for men to do, was to be natural; that if human beings could only be induced to
live according to nature, they would be as happy as they could be in this world. A Meth
odist minister present, thought, if that was the case we had better go to the heathen and
take lessons and conform as far as possible to their manner of living; since they are the
simple children of nature.” But, said I, the heathen do not live naturally; they are igno
rant of the laws of nature and disobey them continually; it is a great error to call them the
simple children of nature; as far as they live natural, breathing pure air and taking ex
ercise, so far, it would be well to imitate them, but no farther. But no explanation could
satisfy the Methodist friend, who evidently felt chagrined, because he could make out no
better case. The orthodox people in this little place seemed to be much excited at the
prospect of the destruction of their gods, and very wrathful against the image-breakers ;'
but I trust they will find out before long, that what can be killed had better be, and what
can be destroyed is unworthy of existence. People have been so long accustomed to hear
the silly, absurd and monstrous stories of theology repeated to them as- sacred verities,
that it drives them almost mad, to see rude hands laid upon them, the veil torn away, andtheir native ugliness exposed. But it must be done some time, and in my opinion the
sooner the better. So long as people waste their time in attending church, listening to
fabulous stories, and going through a round of useless ceremonies, how can they advancein intelligence and virtue?
From Winchester, I went to Louisburg, where I gave two lectures, one on Spiritual
ism, and one on Orthodox Theology. After the latter, I had a short discussion with a
doctor of Euphemia. The arguments that he advanced were, that we should not know
that man was any better than a dog, without the Bible; that where the Bible was not,
men were savages; and that if orthodox ideas were false, many great men had been de
ceived, etc. Some of the champions of orthodoxy remind me of the old Kentish laborer.,
who, being brought before a Committee, appointed to inquire- into the origin of Gloodwin
Sands, was asked his opinion. “Well,” said he, “gentlemen, in my humble opinion the
cause of Goodwin Sands is Tenterden steeple, for when I was a little boy, Tenterden
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eliui'ch had no steeple, and there was no Goodwin Sands; but just as soon as the steeple
Was built the Sands came.” So with these redoubtable defenders of the Bible. Along
With a thousand civilizing instrumentalities the Bible is read, and forthwith, our virtue,
our enlightenment, our advance in science and mechanical improvements, are all attrib
uted to this collection of Jewish fables and rabbinical fancies. Where fish are, water
abounds; therefore, fish produce water, and if they were destroyed, the water would all
dry up, and we should die of thirst(?). There is one clerical blackguard in or near Louisburg, who makes the pulpit a fort whence he may fire at every one who dare to think dif
ferently from himself. He has spent several Sundays in abusing the friends of Reform
there, and in inventing and retailing base slanders respecting them, knowing that there
would be no privilege to reply. Like a cowardly dog, he takes care not to bark till safely
enscounced in his sacred kennel, where he can safely growl to the satisfaction of his pious
hearers. Such men would do well to make the most of their present opportunities, for
their craft is certainly coming to an end, and they must either work, beg, or die.
I am at present at Anderson, chopping, digging, planting, and lecturing in the neighbor
hood occasionally. The weather is delightful, and I drink in joy with every breath.
“There’s a harvest of beauty in all that I see,
For a leaf or a stone is a treasure to me;
And the fast gushing joy that 1 fancy I feel,
And more than the language of song can reveal.”
FROM JAMES H. COOK.

I took a seat in the cars at Chicago, and rode 160 miles through beautiful, undulating
prairie land. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincey railroad is quite thickly lined with
thriving villages, some of which, one year ago, were “nowhere.” Some enterprising man
who happens to own “a quarter” on the railroad, suddenly gets the idea that if he can
build up a village, then he shall “get rich and be somebody.” Taking the village of
0. as a sample of the whole, I may sajr from what I saw, while stopping there, that land
speculation and priestcraft aid each other. Some of the pious ones circulated a subscrip
tion paper for the purpose of building a large church, whose spire might point to heaven,
if it was a “whited sepulchre,” and where they might “lock up God during the week, lest
he might look over their ledgers.” The primary inducements held out, were, that build
ing the church would greatly enhance the value of the subscriber’s property! How can
I be rich and popular seems the chief question they were endeavoring practically to an
swer. Pork, whiskey, tobacco, drugs, Bibles, and Sunday-school hooks are the ways and
means by which riches temporal and eternal are obtained. I had notices posted of a
lecture on Anthropology, but they were taken down by the Rev. Mr. W., who ap
pointed a meeting of his own at the same time instead of mine. “ Things came round,”
however, so that I got the house, much to the chagrin of the pious gentleman, who tried
to defame me, and keep people from attendance. I had a “goodly number”, and my
labors were not in vain. I sent on a notice of a lecture to the village of M. where I was
somewhat acquainted, and where Spiritualism for four years past has. done much destructive, if not constructive work. A leading Spiritualist of the place, a former ac
quaintance and I believe an honest and sincere man, having got the idea through report,
or through the Social Revolutionist (two numbers having been sent to him) that I had
become a man of “ doubtful character,” and that I might injure the Spiritual cause by
trying to weave into its web, the odious doctrines of Free Love, conscientiously exerted
his influence to prevent people from attending'the lecture. At the time of the lecture,
he, being a little: curious to know what I would say, was there unobserved by me, the
house not being well lighted. 1 lectured in my way upon the subject of Toleration, to a
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small audience who were not hurt badly, and I think greatly benefited. The next day .
the man referred to above, during a conversation with him upon the subject of Legal
Marriage, Free Love, &c., said that inasmuch as he had used his influence against at
tendance at my lecture, and had attended himself in a sly way, and was well pleased
with what I said, especially upon the Freedom of Love, he therefore felt it his duty toconfess to me the course he had taken. I told him I had no hard feelings towards him,,
and that I should have done just as he did under his circumstances. The most pleasing part
of the matter was, that W. S. C., your correspondent and prospective contributor, had just
lectured there in his most eloquent and logical way, and his praise was justly on thetongues of all his hearers, this man included, and yet he is one of the warmest advo
cates of Social Freedom to be found. As the subject of his lectures did not necessitatehim to state distinctly how his-mind was upon the subject of love-attractions, he passed
for less, and also for more, than what he was. I here suggest that devils (?) as- well
as “angels” are often entertained “unawares.” In the village of F. where W. S. 0., in
consequence of his mighty eloquence and masterly power to show up the absurdities of'
biblical theology, was swallowed, hat, boots, hoofs, horns, concealed cloven foot
and all, one 0----- , formerly “about right,” but who, if reports be true, Ijas “ fol
lowed after strange gods,” who “bowed not nor did reverence” to Legal Marriage, was
looked upon with contempt and holy horror, because his “evil acts” had had become known.
I found at F. a few that were true to their convictions, and who would not bow the knee*
to Baal. In the village of Abingdon, 111., the people, with but few exceptions, had re
solved that no Spiritualist should lecture there, if they could help it, and as a place could,
not be had in which to speak, I gave them yp, temporarily, “ to hardness of heart and
blindness of mind.” I expect there will be “a chance there,” after the discussion that is
soon to be held there between the President of a Campbeliite Institution in that place and
the aforesaid W. S. 0. on the divinity, infallibility and inspiration of the bible. K., thecounty-seat of K. Co., with its court-house, jail, polite, Christian, gambling-houses, with
various signs, lawyers, doctors, priests, in perpetual league, offensive and defensive, “ is
the best place “I iver saw in me life to go from,” as Paddy said. The prosperity in a
worldly sense, and growth of Northern Illinois along the line of recently constructed
railroads, is astonishing and unparalleled. The power of iron rails to make everything
valuable, far surpasses the “philosopher’s stone.” “Millions of acres” on newly construct
ed railroads “want hands;” and “millions of hands” want these acres, but their “wants will
be their masters,” for these acres cannot be bought “for a song.” Surely, there will never
be a lunatic asylum for land speculators, for it would be so vast in its dimensions, and socostly, that it would require far more time and men to build it, than it did to build Solo
mon’s Temple, or the pyramids of Egypt. Ah, how the murky atmosphere of business;
and selfish scrambling for gain, deadens all the finer and heavenly sensibilities of the soul,
amid which the wounded and suffering victims of legal marriage are doomed to spend a
hopeless and hellish life. I have witnessed enough in the past three weeks to inspire me
with renewed and reinforced resolution to “do or die,” till men and women are Free, and
marriage laws become as weak as cobwebs, and are placed in the national archives as mon
uments of the barbarous past. My tour has not increased the contents of my pockets, but
it has furnished my head with many facts. Amid all the various repulsions with which
I met, I found warm, sympathizing, loving, yearning souls, who listened to the recital of
my struggles to live a natural life, since last I saw them, with a lively interest, and whose
kindness and hospitality, I shall not forget while memory holds a seat in my impressive
brain. Excuse me for perpetrating the following rhyme:—
The spurned, degraded, socially oppressed
Shall find salvation in the expansive West.
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FROM FRANCIS BARRY.

I have been abroad this Winter, preaching the gospel of Free Love. I have lectured
in Waukegan, 111.; Bedford, Battle Creek, Hickory Grove, Ann Arbor, Pleasant Valley,
Liconia, Rasin Valley, Cambridge, Wolf Creek, Fairfield, Mich.; and in Henrietta,Brownhelm, Amherst, Elyria, Eaton, Olmstead, Chagrin Falls, Brainbridge, Newbury, Auburn,
Troy, Salem and Fairmount, in Ohio.
For several reasons, I have not held meetings in a large number of places. I have been
able only to devote a part of the lecturing season, and have been obliged to travel over a
great deal of territory to find a few places where the people are courageous enough to hear
God, Government and Marriage proved to be mischieveous humbugs. I have travelled
twelve hundred and fifty miles, (six hundred and fifty on foot); made a large number of
acquaintances; defended the truth wherever I went, sowing the seeds of revolution with
a liberal hand. My private labors in the way of answering objections and correcting
misapprehensions, have not apparently been entirely thrown- away. I have obtained
much information in regard to the best fields Lor labor, which I intend to profit by in fu
ture. I have taken the field and do not intend to leave it till God—-that humbug of hum
bugs; and the huge hydra, hell-begotten monster, Government; and Marriage, that abom
ination of abominations, shall no longer curse the earth.
I should like to speak in detail of my journeyings; my meetings at various places; of
the scores of noble, free souls, I have met;' and of my encounters with lawyers, doctors,
priests, deacons, besides a host of smaller specimens of bigotry, ignorance and vulgarity.
To a great extent, however, the opposition I have encountered has been dignified and
manly. I have invariably invited discussion and criticism, and have been generally abun
dantly favored in this respect. There is a general interest manifested in the discussion of
these subjects, and there is no difficulty in getting an audience, where there is sufficient
liberality to allow rwokitionary doctrines to be discussed. I have found more radicalism
than I expected; at heart more liberality and disposition to examine candidly and serious
ly the extreme views presented; while I have found next to none^who did not need urg
ing forward on to more radical ground, yet a large number whose backs are turned upon
conservatism, and who are soon to be too strong, and brave, and free to be longer encumbeerd with creeds, customs, constitutions, forms, bibles, or gods.

Bedford Harmonial Seminary.—This institution^ located near Battle Creek, Mich.,
is conducted on the truest principles, by a genuine philosopher and reformer, and should
be patronized by the liberal and progressive in preference to other institutions. Having
visited this school the past winter, and become acquained with the proprietors and with
the plan on which it is conducted, I speak advisedly. I must not take room to give de
tails, but would urge all interested, to apply for particulars to the Principal, H. Cornell,
Battle Creek, Michigan.
F B

“To stand in his true place; this is reality. A reality which can be only in the Repub
lic- F°r only in the Republic is there recognition of the true manhood, which is the
royalty, of each. _ There each has his place as a real child of God—not as a puppet to be
worked by financial or unfinancial showmen: there each has his opportunity to climb, not
by trampling on the necks of his fellow men, but aided by them, to the royalist place his
life can fill. The real King is recognized, and worshiped with the only true worship of
a following,—an imitation which is not servile; and the true right divine, the right of
Worth, becomes the only title to the place of honor. Royalty is reality.”
[ British Republican Tracts, No. 9.]
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Many persons are satisfied that the Old Testament is unworthy of confidence; that, it
is tradition and history, seen through the distorting medium of Jewish prejudice; hence,
they regard it as they would-any other book. But, unwilling to dethrone all Their gods
they cling to the New Testament, with a drowning grasp, afraid if that should go, they
must sink in the dark waters of infidelity, to rise no more. The false must die that the
true may live; the old must pass away that the new may come in. Men must have their*
false shrines destroyed, that they may bow at that of truth alone.
Who was the grand-father of Jesus?
Matthew.—His name was Jacob. Matt, i: 15.
Luke.—You are mistaken,. Matthew; his name was Heli. Luke iii: 23.
How many generations were there from Abraham to Christ?
Matthew.—From Abraham to David were fourteen generations; from David to the*
Babylonish captivity, fourteen; and then from that to Christ, fourteen—-making, in all,,
forty-two generations. Matt, i: 17.
Luke.—It is very strange, Matthew, how you can make such mistakes, or tell suchfalsehoods as you do. Why, from Abraham to Christ were no less than fifty-four genera
tions-. I looked over the record myself, and here are the names. Luke iii: 23-34
Your book teaches that Jesus was brought up at Nazareth. How was it that his pa
rents went there, if he was bom in Bethlehem?
Matthew.—At the time Jesus was born, a wonderful star appeared in the East, which
some of the wise men there seeing, they came to Jerusalem and enquired where the Kingof the Jews was born. Herod, who was king at that time, heard of it and becamealarmed, and learning that Bethlehem was the birth-place of the infant king, he ordered
all the young children of that place to be destroyed, hoping, by that means, to kill Christ
But an angel revealed to Joseph the danger that threatened his son, and he took thechild and his mother and fled into Egypt, and remained there till Herod died, when he*
returned, but learning that ArcheladggHerod’s son, was king,.he was afraid to go to Beth
lehem, and so went and dwelt in Nazareth. Matt. ii.
Luke.—I can’t imagine where you learned all that. The fact is, that Nazareth was
the home of Joseph and Mary, and it was only by chance that they were in Beth
lehem at all, or gather that it was ordered by God to fulfill a propecy by Micah. TheRoman Emperor made a decree that all the world should be taxed, and every man in
Judea had to go up to his own. city for that purpose. Joseph being of the lineage of
David, had to go to the city of David, which is Bethlehem, and Mary went with him, and:
it was while they were there, that Jesus was born. As for what you say about Herod’s
killing the children of Bethlehem, and Joseph fleeing to Egypt, I certainly know that
there is not a word of truth in it, for instead of being afraid of Herod, on the eighth day
after the child was born, he was circumcised and named Jesus, and on the fortieth day
after his birth, when, according to your story, he was in Egypt, .or on his way there;
Joseph and Mary took him to Jerusalem and publicly offered a sacrifice in the temple,,
where Simeon, a good man, took him up in his arms and blessed him, and Anna, a proph
etess, gave thanks to God on his account, and spoke of him to all that look for redemp
tion in Jerusalem.^ When this was done, they went back to Nazareth, their own city..
Luke ii 1-39.
w.
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It was-a pleasant morning in the Spring;
*The chilling Winter blasts had passed away,
And earth was robed in her bright covering,
Of living green. Buoyant with health,
I bounded forth to taste the cup of bliss,
Which radiant Nature to her votary gives,
Conscious of keeping Nature’s laws inviolate;
Of having done my duty, both to God and man.
My soul was filled with joy; all Nature smiled;
The perfumed air was resonant with song,
Poured from the little robin’s mellow throat,
Or murmured by the myriad insect tribes,
That sang to merry music of their own;
The gentle streams which three long wearyjnonths,
Were bound in fetters by the Winter king,
Now loosed, rejoicing in the glad sunshine;
The star-flower, violet and liverwort,
Peeped forth with thousands of theirjsisters,
From out their bright green leaves;
Earth seemed so full of happiness and love,
I was content with all, and only wished
The king of Death would ever stay his hand,
Nor bid me exchange this beauteous world for one
Of brighter mould.
Bat even then, a plaintive cry was borne,
Across the meadow to my listening ear.
A flock of snow-white sheep
'Were resting from their gambols on the green,
While little lambs around their mothers skipped,
In fulness of their joy, which seemed to say,
I love to live.
I saw a man approach;
One little lamb he seized and bore away;
Nor heeded he the supplicating wail,
That from that loving mother’s heart was borne.
Pie led his victim to the slaughter house.
I followed; saw him draw the glittering knife,
Across that tender throat,
And saw the fresh, warm blood gush forth;
’Saw the last pleading look for mercy,
And turned me from the sickening sight away.
The scene had changed; the sun but dimly shone;
The flowers had drooped their heads, and seemed to weep.
A heavy cloud had veiled the dark, blue sky,
And Nature’s face was sad.
’T was thus a cloud had veiled my happy heart,
That, even here, where earth is prodigal,
And deals her gifts with an unsparing hand—
Her gifts of golden grain and mellow fruits,
That man is not content,
To let the gentle creatures God has loved,
Enjoy the life which he to them hath given.
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BY JOSEPH TBEAT.

the

Thing?

I believe in Freedom—three times: first, last, and always.
I believe in self-government, and not in any of your Kepublics.
. 1 believe in being
own Township, County and State: my own President, and Na
tion over which he presides: a Kingdom of one, and that one King to rule over it: I re
nounce allegiance to all other empires, or sovereignties; and this is my Declaration of In
dependence.
v
I believe that it is as far irom 3rou to me, as it is from me to you.
I believe there is a Dinverse; and it is self-evident that there is nothing else; and so I
know there is no God.
&
’
I believe the Universe is self-existent, and so there is no need of a God; and what there
is no philosophy for, does mot exist.
I do not believe in Religion; and ! am not a religious being; and the time will come
when no man will be: but so I believe in the existence of religion, and in fact in the existsnce of almost nothing else! there is almost no goodness, for there is so much religion:
almost no reason, for religion is superstition: almost no knowledge, for religion is igno
rance: almost no freedom, for religion is slavery: almost.no happiness, for any religion is.
a he, and lies don’t bless. Better be a man, and lean on one’s self, than fool-like, pay
homage to a phantom of our own creating, and trust to a heathen nothing. The reformer
who knows a God, knows also an Idol, and needs reforming.
I believe this is one reason why the people never can he any thing—this faith in a God,,
in a great and almighty Spook; they think that their God must he infinite, (though that
is a contradiction,) and so they must be humble, and most mighty finite; he must he in
comprehensible, (as indeed ail nothings are,) and so they must not pry into him, nor into
hiS ways,’’and so thejr must not want tp know too much: they must be responsible to
him, instead of to themselves; and attend to his business, instead of his own: he must
be their “great and heavenly Father,” and they nothing but his “little children:”__
whereas if they knew the truth, there would be nothing to hinder their looming up into
the full proportion of their own great self-hood, being their own gods; and, as very Creators,
getting up a new and holy world! I do not believe there is any such thing as sin in this
Universe—nothing only un-philosophy. I do not believe in any such thing as duty;but
onlj^ in pleasure, and nature; I-discard, all, moral obligation, and accept only attraction^
the highest question of all is, what have 1 a mind to? There is never any such word as,
Ought.
1 do not befieve that my nature is a test for any body else; I shall not be such a fool as
to say that others do wrong; what is their nature, is also their right, seeing it is even moretheir happiness. I could not possibly do as they—they cannot possibly do any thing else,
I believe in no law for a good man; and as to bad men, that’s none of my business—“let
the dead bury their dead.” Bad men shan’t make laws for me, and I don’t want to make
laws for them.
I believe in being happy; and not grieving for anything. It is well to “rejoice with
those who rejoice,” but very unphilosophieal to “weep with those who weep.” They are
crying already; cry with them, and make them cry more.
I do not believe it is philosophy to throw away life in efforts to do others good; I must
first of all, build up myself; and this will itself be doing the world the great good I owe;
the highest charity I can give the race, is my example. I shall bless and save men most",
when I am myself what I want them to be.
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i don't believe all men are my “neighbors;” or if they are, 1 do not believe m “loving
them as myself;”! must love most those most nearly on my own plane, for 1
-an do them most good, and those less who are below it; for them I could
benefit less; and I who ought to be - a power in the Universe, may not make
myself more, by wasting all on those I cannot reach. Speak that which is tru
to you, and “he that can receive it, let him receive it;” and as for the rest, they will grow
some day, and if not they, then somebod}7- else in taeir place.
I do not believe in “doing to others as I would have them do to me,” for that implies
human equality: but T believe in doing to them as I can afford to, in justice to myself, and
no less to themselves, considering how unlike we are. I believe in treating men an
things as they are, and not as they are not.
^
.
a
I believe what had a beginning, will have an end, and there is no help for it; and so i
shall have an end. I do not believe I existed before I was parented, and so I know I shall
not exist after I die; and do you suppose a philosopher will kick against this ordination.
Will he not rather be happier for such new knowledge, even though it shoflld be that be
shall not “live again?” Is it not knowledge that makes happy? And will it distress the
philosopher more that he shall not live after, than that he did not live before? Will he
make a fuss about any great fate of existence?
I believe in that Universe which is best; which gives the most goodness and happiness;
Which has the most worlds in it, and the most people in those worlds, and the most of
those people holy and blessed; and so I believe in a Universe that had no beginning ^n
that will have no end; and that is (and so always was and will be) infinite or ilhmitaMe
space; and I will not own any thing else to be a Universe; but, only an insignificant a t
om—such Universe, except as the successive races of men, inhabiting the successive plan
ets of the eternities, return hack to . their original matter, (in like manner as the planets
themselves to their original chaos,) and thus others come forever in their places. For i
there were but one such infinite formation (of worlds and tnen people on those woiids,,)
in the Universe, then that formation (and of course the Universe) would have had a hu
ginning; and before this time, too, it would have had- an end, that is, it would all have bee n
spiritualized; or if not yet, still there would a time come when this must be, for the one
rolling eternity is long enough to exhaust even any formation, and even at last, all forma
tions, so they be not hopelessly infinite. So if man is immortal, then there is no Uni
verse! And yet, you have not even that, for a choice; hut, what, is, is, and you can not
help yourself. I do not believe people make anything, in this great and magnificent spec-*
ulation of another world; hut on the contrary, they lose that and this too; it! s a perfect break
they make of both. That they don't get, because it isn’t; and this they can’t gain,,
because they have to be all the while preparing for that; they can’t go to work to savet
themselves here, for that they must needs be paying so much attention to the concerns oi.
hereafter—the thing is to be saved, but the salvation is to be in heaven, and not on earth..
I know that this idea of immortality stands in the way of ail progress, and that the*
world can never be redeemed so long as it continues to bear sway. A hundred thousand
years hence, they will say that the spirit-land was a complete “sell'’ men couldn’t gain
it, and it wouldn’t let them gain any thing else. A tithe the time and pains the race have
wasted in trying to find a heaven in the skies, would have made their own world a paradise.
I do not believe in money; and without fail the time is coming when there will be none
but men will coin their gold and silver into dishes to eat, and pots and kettles to cook; and
if all were as I, that time would he to-day. Money is a little the most almighty of all the
gods; and land monopoly, chattel and wages slavery, the liquor traffic, poverty, wretched
ness and crime, are its worship. Not “the love of money,” hut the money itself is the
root of nearly all evil—both Copy Eights and “big bumps of Acquisitiveness” generally.
“No money” will be one of the loudest battle-cries of the future.
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I believe m every man working three or four hours every day, to pay for himself, wherereformed!’ ^ ^ Lecturer’ Editor’ or Author; and hc who does not ko work, needs to be
I believe in a free planet, and aright to burrow my plow somewhere on its virgin face;
and 1 accept its grains and its fruits, its water and air, and light, together with its magnet
ism of all elements, and its inspiration of hidden influences, as the true sustenance of its
lgEest race of beings—the most spiritualized results of its chemistry, for its most spiritu
alized race of children.
I believe in Association; according to development and attraction: men drawing in one
way, because that is the way each wants to draw; and yet in numberless things drawing
apart, and it’s nobody else’ business.—Harmony in variety, and Individuality in Unity.
. 1 believe that the parents make the children, and that the world will never be good
till they make them right.
I believe that women are included in the “rest of mankind,” and are, therefore, the ver
itable “lords of creation;” and so I give them “the keys of the kingdom.”
I believe never a bit in Marriage, but only in Love, and Love is° free: never a bit in
Lust, but only m Love, and Love is chaste: never a bit in legal adulteries, but only in the
congress which parents a child, and no more: never in all the horrid filth and polution
with which the world-brothel of to-day is reeking, but only in what shall go to make up
the better world of hereafter—things beautiful, and pure, and clean as the stars!
And I believe that one of those beautiful things, is, that men and women should flow
together; that each should sway to his or her strongest attraction; that the yearning of
the human soul for the dear love of the other sex, be not longer denied, but its craving for
this sweetest bliss the heart can know, be answered and filled. Let the male and female
humanities, on every side, have infinite invitation to reach forth their tendrils, and clasp
them round their lovers and their loved whenever found—each a lover and a loved, accor
ding to attraction and then draw together, blend and fuse, till they melt away into one
soul, one harmony, one beautiful and holy heaven! Let male and female live together; be
together; work and rest together; flow together by day, and still more, be mingled by the
blessed night, that sees them locked in one, long embrace; let their tenderest, their most
secret, most sacred, their very “ holy-of-hoiies,” be together—and sex no more a bar to all
than age, size, complexion! Sex?—the very thing which demands all this; the reason why
all should be. Male and female have no “holy-of-holies,” excejDt with each other. Hot
male with male, nor female with female, can know such sacredness, pureness, oneness;_Such, ‘ I am you, and you are I, and it’s all one we!” as with the nearer other-half of the
human. And not m the wide world, nor in the whole Universe, can either otherwhere
find such heaven of satisfying; such wild delight; such intoxicating bliss! Apart from
the high, serene joys of philosophy, there is no happiness like this of Love—giving and
receiving, attracting and flowing, losing and finding yourself, two becoming one! Male
and female rushing together like kindred drops, with passionate transport of fond caress,
and heart strained to heart, and lip pressed to lip, and warm breath against the cheek and
whole being wrought up to bursting rapture—this is what will heal sorrows and wipe
away tears, and satisfy the long call for sympathy, and feed the deep hunger of the spir
it’s cravings, and make men new creatures;—this is what will give them their fill of hap
piness. And I record my eternal protest against the decrees of onr false and vicious civ
ilization, which denies this dear Miss of love to such multitudes of aching and breaking
hearts. Millions of great souls are dying, both men and women, in and out of mafriage
for the want of an opposite love! And if the heart’s need is yet for more, and the soul’s
great longing impel it on to take that ehieftest of all earth’s sacraments’then let these
pure and tender loves ripen still into a higher, which, as the fullness of all, culminates in
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tliat truest and most perfect human ecstacy, which gives existence to another human be.
ing! Two souls so resolved into each other, with almost the very sex lost in the identity
that each may say, ‘‘’Tis I am reproduced!” Two natures fused into one glowing life,
that from that dual one another life may be created. Molten humanities, poured together
like liquid gold, and stamping a priceless ingot in this Alchemist’s cup of refining! This
which is holiest in man and woman, shall bless the earth with a like holiness; with child
ren who shall never need reforming, out of whom the devils of hate, arid lust, and unhapnappiness, shall never have to be cast, seeing these fierce tormentors were never horn
in them. And as to the low, bad brothers everywhere around, peace! for till what time
these shall themselves grow up to this great innocence, they shall not ask for all this
freedom, but rather shalTbe afraid of it, hugging their chains and crying out: “Hold me,
that I do not something desperate!” The good need no keeping back, and the bad .shall
restrain each other. And yet, it is by this very freedom, that the bad are to be changed
into good. Love is what men need, even ignorant, and fighting against it; and not till it
comes to make them rich and happy, will they ever know how poor and miserable they
were. At last, there is no such power to save as this opposite magnetism—love to, and
from the other sex, shall yet be crowned one of the mightiest Redeemers of the world!
And, I believe in as much more higher and holier than all this, and farther along in the
world’s glorious history; more, both of philosophphy (truth) and of practice(life,); even to
announcing utterest revolution, and then revolution onfthe top of that—society, (that is,
now) disorganized, and torn to veriest shreds, so as to have left, not so much as a sample;
and, then there-after reconstructed and built up into yet higher and higher development,
in an unceasing progression, through the long and mighty age of the world! Men will
yet believe almost nothing, they now believe, (only, that then, it will not be belief, hut
know-ledge,)and they will do almost nothing they now do. In both respects, it will be
another -world! And men shall be happy!
And yet, all revolutions are but growths, and, I believe the way to bring them is, to
make one man right, and I’ve no right to preach to any one but myself. When each
one says, “I’m the man to be reformed,” and in earnest takes himself in hand, that day,
the “golden age” has come!
And so this is the “Social Revolutionist.”

ASSOOIAT, ION.
BY ANDREW RICKEL.

EQUALITY.

1st. To love others and to do to others as we wish them to do to us, if we are in want
and distress, is the greatest commandment and highest duty of man to man.
2nd. That we should not be partial in loving and supplying the wants of our fellowmen, in everything that pettains to their temporal, physical and spiritual well-being, al
though they were our enemies, speaking evil of us, persecuting us, etc.
3d. That we should practice this love to the human family, until equality fully exists,
or until other men’s well-being is secured as well as our own.
4th. That being thus impartial, we shall be perfect and God-like in this respect.
5th. That the early Christians understood and practiced equality and impartiality, as
taught by Christ and the Apostles, at least among themselves, if no further.
6fch. That inequality is dangerous and hurtful to those who possess too much of thta
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world’s goods, while others are suffering for want of enough.
7th. 1 hat inequality is very injurious, misery producing, oppressive and degrading to
those that don’t have enough of this world’s goods, and that it is not the will of God that
it should be so, and that the selfish system of isolation and speculation, is an anti-chrjstian arrangement, and will have to be done away with before righteousness can prevail,
and the royal law, the golden rule, the highest commandment towards man, can be ful
filled perfectly, or, to any great extent.

TBE

MEANS

OF

EQUALITY.

First. That the earth with all its elements— soil, air, water, etc.,were created for the
children of men to use and enjoy, and of right, should be free to all—to make use of as
is needed to make them comfortable and happy, and no more, and, that it is therefore a
sin, a crime against nature, and our fellow-men, to monopolize and speculate with the
same, for the sake of living in idleness, ease and splendor, without laboring.
Second, that the whole human family have one common origin, created by the father
of ail spirits, and therefore, are entitled equally to their father’s bountiful creation, and
should of right possess enough thereof to supply all their legitimate wants.
Third, that it is a law of nature, and a self-evident fact, that man is formed for action
—that labor is necessary to healt^ and sprightliness, and therefore, it is the duty of all
men (if able) to labor, at least, a good part of each day, at some useful employment.
i ourth. That man is a social being, and cannot well be happy in an isolated state,
and cannot as advantageously, profitably and successfully carry on business in isolation,
as in association, and therefore, theqiropriety and necessity of association, and the sin,
the misery and unhappiness of the present isolated gnd antagonistic state.
Fifth. That there is now wealth enough in the world if it were properly applied, to
make the whole human family comfortably situated, and, that this wealth was produced
by laborers, and not by the idle, the speculators, the monopolists, the drones of society;
and therefore, the poor, over-worked laborers should have their equal share thereof, if not
more. That if any should be exempt from labor, it should be those, that have broken
down their physical constitution by over-exertion, and have their health destroyed by
suffering, want of proper food and clothing; and those who did not get a proper education,
because they had to spend all of their time in procuring means to keep soul and body
together.
Sixth. That all Talent should be considered as public proprty, and should be employed
fox the good ot all, and .not to selfish ends, merely.
Seventh, --hat government, if right, would secure these natural and spiritual rights
to every human being that does his duty in laboring according to its strength and ability,
and therefore, government should stop all speculation and monopoly, and limit the right
of property to proper and equitable limits, and by so doing, might approximate a true state
of society.
Eighth. That all these natural rights cannot be enjoyed by all men, under the pres
ent system of government, where this system of isolation, speculation and monopoly, and
of course, antagonism of interest is sanctioned, or at least, tolerated.
.
int^’ . ■L Jlat the rcmec]y for
these infringements of natural rights, can only be found
m association voluntary association—there, one of willing, orderly and harmonious indivi ua s can make a stop to all monopoly, speculation and antagonism, as far as their influ
ence will reach, thereby, bring people to recognize, acknowledge and treat their fellowmen as brethren and sisters of the same great family; and then they can live and prac
tice all those noble sayings of Christ and the Apostles, so worthy of our consideration,
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Yiz: to do unto othors as we wish thorn to do to us, and to love our neighbor as
ourselves, and even to love those, and do good to those, that speak evil of us and perse
cute us, etc.; otherwise, those passages of scripture referred to, seem to be a sham, or of lit
tle consequence, (although said to be of the highest importance,) and the realization or
practice thereof an impossibility, and too absurd and ridiculous to be undertaken.
Proper association, therefore, is the means to equality, as also, an abundance of all the
things pertaining to man’s temporal, physical, intellectual, moral and spiritual weil-being
and happiness, and by the children of men having all their natural rights respected and
secured to them, they may become what their Creator intended them to be, viz: individu
ally and socially happy. Yes, they may become perfect; prepared for every good work;
blessed to the full extent of their capacity; a blessing to all around them, and an honor
to their Heavenly Father. Barth may become an Eden of happiness in comparison to the
present state of antagonism, and misery and degradation.

FREE

LOVE — GOD

IMMORTALITY.

One contributor favors us with an article in which the principal character is“G-od;” an
other writes “God,” the “humbug of humbugs; and a third puts him down an “Al
mighty Spook.” One contributor reaches with his philosophy, into an eternal future of
fresh springing loves and joys; another tells us there is no philosophy for a life hereafter,
and that it is not philosophical to wish for any. There is a plea made for the freedom of
the affections; and we have only to regret that there is none made against such freedom. But
none has been sent, and as we cannot make it oupself, we shall have to wait till some
body else does. It is in no swaggering spirit we say that our journal reaches many of
the most profound thinkers of the time. Such is the fact, and we are not too modest to
state it. The Social Bevoltjtionist has access to some of the principal centers and
sources of revolutionary thought and radical reform; and we believe that most of our
readers are already infected with the Free Love Heresy, or becoming so in theory, at
least; and if any wish to counteract this tendency, now is the time to strike. Our pages
are free, and the invitation is cordial. Whether it hit or not, all we ask is force in the
blow.
As to Immortality, it is not as strange to me that I shall live in a world hereafter, as
that I now live in this. There seems to me quite as much philosophy for my living in
another sphere, as for my having already lived in two. But metaphysics will hardly
settle this question; it never has. The discussion is now placed upon other grounds. We
are aware that friend Treat has elsewhere attempted to account for all wonders, by refer
ence to the unconscious action of intelligent forces; and though there are some excellent
things in his “Tract,” we believe, as to the main intention, it fails signally. There are
classes of “physical manifestations” which all attempts to account for, except by direct
reference to conscious intelligence out of the flesh, but deepens mystery and mystifies phi
losophy.
We are told that this idea of another life has cheated mankind out of the enjoyment of
this. It has, in the same way that false apprehensions as to our destiny to-morrow, may
make us unhappy to-day; but this we can’t accept, in Court, as testimony against to-mor
row. If the religious hypochrondriac—the victim of untruth and superstition—give
himself a deal of trouble, in this world, all about the horrid nothings of a heathen theolo
gy, he simply unfits himself for the enjoyment of happiness in the next world;—that
is all. His falses don’t destroy God’s eternal truths.
“I believe what had a beginning, will have ah end, and there is no help for it; and so I
shall have an end.” If “I” sprung from, nothing, possibly I might return to notmng. If
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I had my beginning in gross matter, possibly I might end in gross matter. But T, the'
veritable self-hood, in my case, claims a higher origin for itself. Complicated in the ele
ments of its being, it is,, nevertheless, a unity, and it refers its origin to a like complica
tion of principles, which, in unity, constitute the Life of the Universe—the Central Force*
of Progress, Destiny itself, working out eternal results—Spirits that never die.
We like our friend’s poetry and rhetoric better than some of his philosophy;
as when he says: “I believe there is a Universe, and it is self-evident that there-ismothing*
else; and so I know there is no God.” We may test this logic as follows: I believe'
there is a Universe, and it is self-evident that there is nothing else; and so I know that
there is no Joseph Treat.
We protest against any wholesale or unqualified denunciation of “God.” If it be the*
sect-gods, or the idol-gods that are meant, of which every idolater, whether called “Christ
ian” or not,, has one or more; friends Barry and Treat cannot abominate them more Ihan;
we; and with every shaft they hurl at the. historical monsters, goes our hearty “God
speed.” Let us destroy the false conceptions; but there is a central truth that bids us
spare the name.
Amid all the various, diverse and absurd conceptions of an inscrutable Power, there is
a principle which is common to them all; and this is the essential God-idea. This idea isco-existent with man, and no power can eradicate it from the human mind. It is the
nucleus of a series of progressive God-characters, which are commensurate with the va
rious stages of human development. The Methodist has a rather better conception of
God than the Calvinist, and the Spiritualist better than either; but essentially, all refer
to the same occult Energy, and all use the same name; and why not? Some of friend
Barry’s ancestors were hunters, warriors, traders, etc.; such characters as the last of the
line would not be; shall we, therefore, denounce the modern “Barry,” because the histor
ical ones were more or less vicious? My ideas of the Deific principle differ very much
from the Antinomian’s; but he says “God” to designate his, and I say “God” to desig
nate mine. When Copernicus made this flat, angular “earth” round, he stuck to the old
name; and he was a philosopher.
We know that all these monstrous shapes of gods, grew out of the* idolatrous planes of
human existence; and so long as there are human beings on those planes, such gods will
be worshipped. War as we will, we cannot destroy them, and it will avail nothing to fight
the name. The God of any one is the best conception he can' form of the All-Source of
Universal Action; and the only way to deprive him of his idol, is to elevate him above the
falses with which he has enveloped the God-principle. We can only demolish the Pan
theon of the world’s idolatry, by enticing away the votaries who stand sentinel;—and by
all tlie appliances of human development must this great work be done.
But there are many whose souls would expand more rjjbidly, if out of the contracted
sanctums of their idolatry. They are ready for the crisis; and we have but to unveil
their idols, and show them the monsters,they have worshipped.
I use the term “God,” and always expect to. It is a most significant word, to my
mind, and I can’t afford to do without it. By the term “God” and all of its class, I mean,
in short, the Collective Energies of the Universe in Unity.
Exalted conceptions of God and of Immortal Life cannot possibly do any mischief, but
a great deal of good. The plague-spots of the religious world are: its false notions of
Deity and of the life to come. That there are false conceptions of Future Existence,
does not disprove the doctrine of Immortality;—and that there are false conceptions of
the Ruling Principles of the Universe, does not disprove the existence of such principles,
in their distinct unity or God-form.
Appropos to the above, we move the adoption of the following resolution:—■
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"Resolved, That the God of the Jews, as delineated in the Old Testament, is an in
consistent and discordant (immoral,) character.
If any of our readers can find a man of acknowledged ability to sustain the negative of
this resolution, in a public debate, we shall find one who will do ample justice to the af
firmative. This is only one , of the issues of these times; but we must get these old hea
thenish gods out of the way, as fast as we can;—and the more thought we can
arouse, the better. As we unlearn error, we put away our false gods; as we learn truth
and live it, we become true men in the work and wisdom-worship of the True God.

C O lit R E S P O N 1> E N C E .

Triumph ot? Freedom.—-I will begin by remarking, that T. who came here with me has
by his public lectures, and as a medium in -private circles, for the past ten days, done a
great work in the mind here for Social Freedom, and amid a mighty opposition, the cause
of Free Love is mightily expanding. He gave his last tremendous lecture,on Free Love
last night, and has caused the spiritual goats and sheep to separate, and the two leaders,
higherto in the spiritual cause here, are to lecture against each other next Sunday—
mirabile dictu!—“now let thy servant depart in peace, for my eyes have seen thy salva
tion.” 'Never did I expect to see such victories here, in so short a time!—J. H. C., Wau
kegan, 111.
Cheer for the Brave.—During my- stay in the city, I also called on the Nichols;
for “these that have turned the world upside down have come hither also;” and some of
the people believe and. consort with them. The devout Greeks, a great multitude, and
the “chief women not a few.” But Certain lewd fellows, of the baser sort, moved with
envy, are trying to set all the city in an uproar, and the same old cry once raised in Thesalonica, is now being echoed by the Press. And I say, God speed them all. They are
all helping on the work of progress. Agitation is the first thing in order; regulation the
next. Perfection follows somewhere in the train; and then, we shall begin to live, and
know what we are living for.—Susan S. C.
Social Questions.—I long to be among free, tolerant spirits, who can see a beauty in
obeying our spontaneous attractions, and regard with a boundless toleration all deeds aris
ing from a nature free and unrestrained by all legal impositions. I scorn the virtue man
ufactured by legal force. I hate the Pharisaical spirit exhibited by “law-abiding people,’*
when a strong nature asserts her power over the sham life of the world. And, as I scorn
and hate these, so intensely and decidsly do I love, all the beautiful, true and holy impul
ses of the human soul when its white wings are unshackled, and it is fetterless and free
to act the beautiful thoughts upspringing in its inner life.
I may see a thing abstractly true, but can never incorporate it as my own, unless liv
ing, breathing facts are there to force the conviction upon me. It has been thus, thro’ all
the phases of the social idea.
Never until this, time, have I admitted full belief in free
dom for Love. Until within two years, I have thought the isolated home, with its two
lovers, the sweetest spot of earth. Now, my eyes are less dim! I see, that marriage and
the isolated household are the two wheels of Juggernaut, to crush its victims everywhere;
all, unconscious tho’ they be of the cause of all their sorrow.
I, see most strongly, that the “civilized household is a patchwork of impertinent drudg
eries, requiring the forfeit and unsparing renunciation of one’s favorite tastes, pursuits and
and means of true developement,” and, as I see that entire freedom of the affections, as
for ever}' other sphere of the soul, should be the glorious inheritance of all; then I see
that unitary life is the great panacea—-the great restorer. For well I know, that so long
as the isolated home remains, just so long will it be useless for you to preach for the
freedom of woman. Woman must own hersrif and still have the sweet privilege of lov
ing; and she can have neither in the outside world. Love can never be free until man
and woman shall be self-sovereigns, and this sovereignity can never he attained out of
the united home of the Phalanx.—Cordelia B.
Reason vs. Sectism.—I used to belong to the Albright church, hut was expelled about
sixteen years ago, when I was about twenty-six years old, for writing about the imperfec
tions of that church, and suggesting how improvements might and should be made; and
for nothing else.. I was whipped into their ranks however, about a year afterwards, an d
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remained in it, an obedient member, not calling any of their notions in question, until
about two years ago, when I again broke their bounds, and was found reading books con
taining new ideas, and worse than that, I spoke well of some of the ideas, I had learned
from those books. This was a great offense; I was accordingly tried, convicted, con
demned and executed without their ever reading a syllable of the books; there was no com
plaint whatever of any immoral or vicious conduct against me,but with them it was
enough that I broke over the bounds, in search of wisdom. But I have not been the loser
by the process.—A. R., Geneseo, 111.
Words of Cheer.—Your language is appropriate to my soul. I have longed for a
“Radical Organ,” through which I might express some of my views, and, perchance, min
gle with my fellow laborers, for the restoration of suffering humanity.
I have, many years since, laid off all Sectarian, and even Religious obligations pertain
ing to man’s dictatorial government; and, while I claim “Individual Sovereignty” for my
self, I would, also, extend the most liberal lenity and charity to all;—believing the time
is fast approaching in which all governments will be suspended;—in which it will be no
longer necessary for “men to teach every one his neighbor, saying ‘Know ye the Lord!”
neither to arrogate to himself superiority over his fellow, but when Reason shall be in all
things our most powerful weapon.
No Creed or sect my Soul can bind;
My Brotherhood is all mankind.
In view of the many absurdities, and even damning ills which have grown out of Po
litical and Religious governments, and seeing the hydra-headed monster of Slavery gen
erated, and tolerated in the land of boasted freedom, I am constrained to withold my hand
and voice from the political franchise, which, though meritorious in design, is too ill-fruit
ed to meet my approval.
I send you my name and subscription for your Journal; and am glad to learn that our
immediate neighborhood (Salem) has sent ten names to your aid. I hope to hear of jmur
liberal support in every direction.
The love of money, and the luxuries of life diminish in the brightness of their attrac
tions, as we turn our minds to the more sublime realities of Science and Heavenly knowl.
edge. Even life itself, without heavenly, future hope, would be a dull monotony of daily
toil.
But Heaven inspires with blissful hope,
And bids our souls arise;
E’en death itself shall lose its sting,
When men are truly wise.
My Friends;—I long to see the time when “Righteousness shall cover the earth as the
waters do the sea;” when a union of sentiment, and a reform in our practical life, shall
so far be disseminated throughout our land, that we shall he enabled ffice to face, to see our
brethren in the great work of individual and national reform. May all be encouraged
in every good word and work.
William Huddleston.
NATURE

AND

THE

SABBATH.

BY W. D.

For Nature knows no Sabbath day.
’Tis Sunday, but the morn peeps out;
The breezes play the woods about;
Maiden, sing thy merry song;
The wild birds sing their gayest song,
Ploughman, drive thy team along;
And echoes sweet the notes prolong;
Blacksmith, let thine anvil sing;
Wide fly the blazing gates of day,
Woodman, make the forest ring;
And Sol rolls on his sunny way;
Sailor, spread the snow-white sail;
The trees are weaving Summer bowers;
No Sabbath knows the flying gale.
The bees are kissing maiden flowers;
Young streams are dancing wild and free,
City toiler, full of care,
And linking hands to meet the sea;
Out and breathe the balmy air;
The spider spins his silky line;
Out, and bathe thy dusty feet,
The vines around the old oak twine.
In the meadow cool and sweet,
Up! idlers, up! the world’s at work,
Where the birds, God’s heralds free,,
Nor meanly thus your duty shirk.
Shall preach his Gospel unto thee.
Yost poachers lead your souls astray,
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TO QTTB BEADEES.
This No. completes the first volume of the Social Revolutionist. It has lived six
months, and we have the best of reasons to believe that it has lived to a good purpose._
When we commenced, we knew very well the difficulty of making it sustain itself.—
There are enough liberal minds in the United States to sustain several such journals, but
there is difficulty in reaching them. Many who would like to read it, dare not take it
from the Post Office, and others are afraid to. It would deprive the one of bread; and both
of their good name. It is hard enough to starve the soul, but the body must be fed.—
Could not some one whose business would not be effected by popular odium, order the
club in his own name, and then furnish the journal privately to* such of his friends as
might wish to read it? We have clubs now at several Post Offices, and two or three at
some, but we send to more than a hundred offices, at which we have but one or two sub
scribers. If a club could be ordered to each of these, our Journal would be self-sustain
ing at once. Several of our subscribers have made up clubs, partly by correspondence.
We think, much might be done in this way. We have plenty of Extras yet, which our
friends could circulate amongst the liberal. We furnish them to order, gratis. We
have sought every opportunity to extend our circulation, and we feel no doubt, but we
shall come near enough the paying point to justify us in continuing the Social Revo
lutionist.
But it is better to sustain it by subscription, than by donation. The publish
ers earn their living by manual toil, and they cannot very well afford to make much
of a yearly donation for any purpose. Whether we shall have to do so or not, in
this case, will depend much on the active interest which its readers take in the cir
culation of our Journal in their several localities, and amongst their liberal friends,
wherever thejr may be. If each one would do a little, it would amount to a great
deal in the aggregate. There is not as much of our Journal as we would like; hut
we cannot enlarge it without more readers. We should like much to give at least
thirty-two pages of reading matter beside the cover, and so would our printer, as the
present form is inconvenient.
Dear Reader, this Journal is not Patterson’s organ, nor Denton’s organ; nor the or
gan of any great “I am.” It is not the organ of any one individual, party, sect, or
der, clan or clique;—it is emphatically a Free Journal—the freest on earth. If you
deem it worthy, we confidently appeal to you for help.
“I am already taking more papers than I can find time to read, being compelled to earn
my bread by the “sweat of my brow;” or in other words, I am a farmer’s wife, and have
many duties to call my attention; however, aside from cultivating Mother Earth, I find
some time to cultivate the inner pian or woman; and apart from all these things, a pa
per like yours, can never be one too many. It is bound to do its work in the great field of
social reform, and I as a stranger sister, bid it and you, Grod speed. Your paper must be
supported. It is useless for people to say, I do not need the paper; I have already enough.
Let each brother and sister lend a helping hand to forward the glorious cause of freedom.
Let each one send their might; what is a dollar to each? and yet each dollar helps to de
fray the expenses of publication. Brother, sister, send your one dollar! It will return to
you some day (in benefits) ten fold.”
“I want the Revolutionist to live. I love its free, bold spirit which dares, eagle-like,
to look at the sun.”
“The S. Revolutionist is more than I anticipated. I think it a happy thought; much
needed, and well fitted for its work.”
“Your monthly gives unqualified satisfaction. I hope that its present course may
continue.”
Such are the words of cheer from some of our readers.

AETIGLES REOEIYEB.—A real flood of articles on G od, Future Life, and kindred
themes;—shall bring them out as fast as we can. Also, a letter from Cincinnati to “Friend
Wright,” and one from Boston, to “Dr. T. L. and Mrs. M. S. Gove Nichols.” The Broom,
a serial, which we will commence as soon as we see an opening. Briefer articles, as Tem
pest in a Tea Pot; The Doom of Nations; 0, the Morn for me!, etc. The serials are all
continued, and will be got out as fast as possible. A sketch of Charlotte Bowen, and ex
tracts from the Octagon Settlement Company, Kansas, must find a place in the next
number. Give us more subscribers, and the printer will give us more pages. We pre
sume no one will object to crowding the advertisements out, this time.
The Post Office address of Wsr. Denton is now changed to Dayton, Ohio, at
which place he has recently taken up his abode. Correspondents will please note.

O^/ABack Nos. of the S. Rev. furnished from the beginning.
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BY J. H. COOK.

In continuation of my deductions from the brain in my last article, I remark that a
knowledge of the true functions, relations and growth of the brain shows us, that all im
proved forins of society are based and dependent upon the selfishness of past lower, and
more material forms of life; for the brain of man has been developed from the lower to
the-higher; the higher growing out of, and dependent upon the lower; and the lower in
turn, being modified and cheeked by the higher. Men mostly developed in the basilar
regions, like the societies which they mostly compose, are selfish, discordant and unspir
itual, and are like a house without a roof or a top to shelter and shield its inmates from the
elements without. Men whose brains are fully developed in every region, with a pre
dominance in the coronal, are harmonious in themselves, are not partial, nor indifferent to
any sphere or function; but, view all things “in a proper light;” and fitly represent those
prospective societies wherein all human faculties are harmonized and gratified; all spheres
filled; all objects pursued; and where all degrees of animal and spiritual life have natu
ral scope of action and reciprocity. Each part of the brain is dependent upon, and aids,
directly or indirectly, immediately or remotely, materially or spiritually the action of ev ery other part. The coronal region is not, and cannot be independent of the basilar re
gion. The front head cannot say to the back head, I “have no need of thee.” Organs
nf a high spiritual range, cannot say to those of a ploding earthly range, we “are self-ex
istent, and acknowledge no relation to you.” So it will be in, and such will be the char
acter of, the forth-coming societies that philosophers foresee, and good men desire. It is
written in indellible characters all over the human constitution: “Whether one member
suffer, all the members suffer with it.” If spiritualized reformers suffer through the
grossness, selfishness and compression of the masses of humanity, the latter in turn suffer
in want of the holy hope, and light, and life which can be seen, felt and enjoyed only in
the upper chambers of the soul; and through the want of a firm and fixed belief in their
liigh, future destiny. As the brain is slowly, but surely passing to a state of harmony,
so, and consequently society is slowly and surely approximating to heavenly accord.
Let no social reformer flatter himself that by any external arrangements or forms of
society, he and others with him, are to be relieved entirely from the storms, discords and
teeth-cutting of progressive life. While human brains are transitionary and progressive,
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human society will be so; audits changes will be but the adaptations and correspondences
of the outer to the inner life. We learn from the human brain, why it is, and how it is,
that it will take the whole world to reform the whole world; or, that no class of reformers
can exist entirely distinct from the world; but that they are parts of the same whole
body; links in the same chain; they must have (like the organs and the groups of the
brain,) connection with, and be more or less dependent upon the whole world of human
ity, however inferior in development the great mass of humanity may be. It is difficult
to understand the nature and character of these unavoidable relations, as it is difficult to
understand—they are not yet fully understood—the complex relations of the brain. It
is evident to me, that in a brain fully and actively developed, all spiritual conditions are
consummated step by step, in an upward direction by a division of labor; or that the work
of forming, transforming, elevating, refining and spiritualizing, is commenced in the basiler, and finished in the coronal region; each plane of organs doing its peculiar work, in
due time and succession. As strong presumptive proof of this division of labor, we re
fer to the fact that very coarse constitutions are invariably developed in the basiler brainf
and can do only the most simple, coarse labor; while the most refined brains are mostly
developed in the higher regions, and can only do the most refined and complicated work.
In the present state of society, these two extremes of development are more or less mu
tually repulsive to each other, and the use and necessity of the one are but little appre
ciated by the other. They do not realize that every link in the human chain; every
wheel in the human machinery; every lever in the cerebral wheel; every strata built up
in that mighty, complicated world, resting upon the spinal column, is indispensable to
harmony and wholeness; and that in ascending the Jacob’s Ladder of human progress'
no rounds can be strided over or omitted. 0, if Reformers could but look into their own
souls through the clear glasses of a true Anthropology, they would learn to allow, as phi
losophers, what they now condemn, and to rejoice often in the ultimate results of those
temporary conflicts and repulsions, which for the want of patience, fortitude and foresight,
now sadden and perplex them. A man whose brain is developed in the regions of Cau
sation, Intuition and Spiritual Life, even amid present societjr, can smile at the impotent
assaults of the warlike elements of animal life, and sit in perpetual serenity and sunshine,
like a Humboldt upon the summits of the Andes, while the nether atmosphere below
him is dark, wild, stormy, furious and eonflictive.
Contiguous organs and groups of organs excite each other to action, in the human brain,
and so it will be in the natural arrangements and relations of a higher form of society
than the present which is not based upon the principle of natural self-action, nor of sympa
thetic, cooperative action, but interposes obstacles in the path of human progress, difficult
to surmount and galling to the liberal soul. I might here remark, that society is both
right and wrong;—right to those who are so developed that to them it is not repulsive or
oppressive; and wrong to those who feel, and see, and suffer from its selfishness and dis
cord. I use the word “right” in the sense of fitness and adaptation; and “wrong” in a
sense the reverse. As fast as the human brain is developed to demand an improved
state of society, the demand will be made, and in due time that demand will be supplied.
Transitions in the brain are not sudden; nor can the outer correspondences of those trans
itions be sudden or disastrous to any human being. When men are developed into the
philosophy of humanity, and the humanity of philosophy, thejr will discover and apply
the fact that human brains and human society stand to each other in the indissoluble re
lation of cause and effect, antecedent and consequent; and to modify or improve the for
mer, is also to modify or improve the latter. If many of our Reformers would far better
acquaint themselves with man’s true nature, their philosophy would be far more consis
tent, and their proposed practical measures far more efficient.
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Of all the great achievements of the world, man has been the hero. It is man that holds
the reins of government, and controls the political destinies of the world. It is man that
discovers the laws of the Universe, and founds the arts and sciences. It is he that makes
discoveries, invents machinery, guides the vessel across the deep waters, builds cities, mon
uments, etc. Man has done everything, woman with a few exceptions, nothing. Phys
ically weaker by nature, she has, in all times and in all countries, where physical force
governed the world, been oppressed and enslaved. In ancient civilized Greece, women
were looked upon merely as necessary to population, and had no freedom of choice as to
who should be her lord and master. Polygamy universally prevailed. In Rome there was
no polygamy, and woman was treated with more consideration, but still she was under
perpetual guardianship. In all past ages of the world she has been looked upon as the
''‘weaker part of humanity,’' and with a few exceptions, treated with contempt. Nor is
jher present treatment, in many parts of the world, much more lenient. In Africa, wives
are the veriest slaves of their husband, and kneel before him in adoration. The Moor
says of women,” they were made to bring us children, make our oil, and do our
drudgery; these are the only purposes to which their degraded natures are adapted.”
The women of Asia are purchased slaves; and it has become a proverb with them, that
■"woman has nine lives and bears a great deal of killing.” Polygamy prevails throughout
the greater portions of the earth. Women are shut up in harems, and never permitted
to see any one of the opposite sex but their despotic master. In many barbarous tribes, she
is compelled to provide all the necessaries of life, while the men live in luxury and idleness.
She is burned to death on the funeral pile of her husband; buried alive with him when he
dies; strangled to death on his grave,and in every'conceivable way tortured and persecuted.
It is to the barbarous tribes of Northern Europe that woman is indebted for all she pos
sesses of freedom. It was among these rude, but brave barbarians, that woman was treat
ed with the greatest respect and honor. And ever since the rise of those mighty tribes
to power and civilization, she has had more liberty than at any previous time.
But it has been reserved for woman in the ninteenth century, and here in the United
States where man has achieved his highest political liberty, to make her declaration of in
dependence. She has declared that,” the history of man is a history of repeated injuries
'and usurpation on the part of man towards woman, having in direct object the establish
ment of an absolute tyranny over her.” And in proof of this she presents the following
facts:
“He has never permitted her to exercise her inalienable right to the elective franchise.
"He has compelled her to submit to laws in the formation of which she has no voice.
"Having deprived her of this first right of a citizen, the elective franchise, thereby
leaving her without representation in the halls oflegislation,he has oppressed her on all sides.
“He has made her, if married, in the eye of the law, civilly dead.
"He has taken from her all rights in property, even to the wages she earns.
“He has made her, morally,an irresponsable being, as she can commit many crimes with
impunity, provided they be done in the presence of her husband, he being in all intents
and purposes her master—the law giving him power to deprive her of her liberty, and to
administer chastisement.
“After depriving her of all her rights as a married woman, if single and the owner of
property, he has taxed her to support a government which recognizes her only when her
property can be made profitable to it.
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“He has denied her the facilities of obtaining a thorough education—all colleges being'
closed against her.
“He has endeavored in every way that he could, to destroy her confidence in her own
powers, to lessen her self-respect, and to make her willing to lead a dependent and abject
life.”
Such is the declaration that woman is now making, and she seems to be prompted by
the same bold, independent, daring spirit that impelled our forefathers through their
struggle for political liberty. But notwithstanding the wrongs under which she labors,
she is perhaps freer than at any previous time. And it is owing to this freedom she now
enjoys, that she is enabled to declare her Whole rights. The imprisoned and enslaved
have no powers of self resuscitation. It is only when a people are comparatively free, that
they become capable of appreciating and obtaining more freedom. And thus it is with
woman; man is granting her freedom enough to enable her to appreciate what freedom is,and she is now developing her nature and declaring her rights. When she becomes strong
enough to free herself, then will she be freed, and not before,—man will never free her.
Although woman is the acknowledged slave of man, yet in most enlightened countries,
she is treated with due deference. The etiquette of our day is decidedly in her favor.4*
She is helped over fences, in and out of omnibuses, stages and rail-road cars. At public
assemblies she has the best places and seats. She often passes free, where men pay ad
mission, and in many things she is more favored than man. In suits at law, she has a de
cided advantage over men. In America and many European countries, she goes and
comes when she pleases,mingles with such company as suits her, whether male or female,
and as a general thing, feels little or no restraint. The maiden of America, if not as free
as anjr other human being, is undoubtedly freer than any of her sex in the past history of
the race. When she becomes of age, she has all the rights and privileges of a citizen—
except some political rights of minor importance-—and is recognized as an individual
both by law and society. The customs of our society have made it her privilege to min
gle with the opposite sex, act the coquet as much as she pleases; and finally make choice
of*the one that is to be her lord. True, custom has not universally granted her the priv
ilege of “popping the question” (at least only every fourth year), but she may, and some
times, does do it. She has the inalienable right to accept or refuse any suitor,whether for
social enjoyment, or final acceptation as a husband.
One of the greatest oppressions of woman, is the small amount of wages allowed her for
her toil. As a general thing she labors perhaps, double the number of hours per day that
man does, and in return, receives about one fourth as much for her day’s work. Why allthis difference? When women do as much work as men could do of the same kind, and
do it as well, why not receive the same wages for it?
This discrepancy in the wages of women is not so much felt by the more wealthy class
es, but many of the day laborers are groaning beneath it. It is the widow who is left with
some half dozen or more helpless children and no means of support but her own labor, ■
that feels most keenly the galling chains of this tyranny. Her fate is fixed,—her little
ones that are as near and dear to her as her own life, must either be trusted to the mercies
of a cold and heartless world, or pine and die with her for want of food and clothing. The
benevolent hearts of the American people administer in a great measure to her wants in
the rural districts, but in our cities she is less fortunate. It is there in cellars and garrets,
toiling at the midnight lamp, that she wastes her frail form away and sinks into a prema
ture grave.
There is another bondage under which woman is groaning; one that is not only draining
her of her life’s blood, but, like a canker, is eating out the vitals of all humanity. While1
crushed beneath other oppressions she was not sensitive to this deepest of all bondages;
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but now, when she is growing into life and action, she feels its galling chains. She begins
to know and feel that she is an individual, and as such has a right to her own person.
She sees and feels that her individuality is the property of another, to whom the law and
custom has given it for the purpose of gratifying the lusts of its owner at will. This is
the bondage that underlies all other bondages, and one from which she has yet to be freed.
There is a great battle to be fought, and women are to be the heroes. It will be a bat
tle between human rights, and time-honored customs. Woman is buckling on her ar
mor, and drilling her forces;—her munitions are preparing, and ere long the aetion will be
commenced. No doubt the conflict will be long and tedious, and many hearts may fail;
but may the Powers above, and man below, protect and strengthen her in her might, that
she may finally come off victorious in the end; free herself from all bondages, and then
may the world be redeemed from sin.
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A Plea for Harmonic Education. The greatest Educational demand of the age is
the organization of our Colleges in harmony with the physical and mental constitution
of man. By L. A. Hine; Cincinnati, Longley Brothers, 168)^ Vine street. 1856.
We have received a copy of this pamplet from a friend at Yellow Springs, 0., who is
interested in its circulation. We have read it with much interest. It is a work greatly
needed, and it ought to be widely circulated. If every clergyman had a copy and would
study it, and live its truths, it would do him good. And if the whole fraternity of them
would proclaim its doctrines from all the pulpits in Christendom, for the next year, and
enforce them in every possible way, they would effect more real and everlasting good
than they will do for the next century, by their present course. Nowhere else have we
seen the nature and obligations of harmonic education, so clearly and forcibly presented.
The “Plea” should be in the hands of every parent, teacher and student. Its philosophy
wouldn’t hurt some of our “advanced” reformers, especially those more aristocratic ones,
who talk of harmonic education, harmonic development, harmonic life and all the round
of harmony, apart from the condition of useful physical labor, as though we ^had no bod
ies to use, no limbs to exercise, and no physical wants to supply. Talk of preparing the
subject for iunmony in any institution where there are not fields, gardens and work-shops
m connection therewith! It does seem to us like the veriest absurdity. Harmony
up m ideal realms somewhere between heaven and earth, is not the thing we need. We
must bring our institutions down a little; and as much as it may offend our delicate tastes,
v. e shall ha’v e to plant our harmonial structures flat and square on this gross earth of ours.
A Harmonic institution which is not self-supporting through its own harmonic energies;
—a Harmonic institution which does not embrace within itself a field for all the activi
ties of our nature, and first of all, the Physical in uses, is, in our material earth-home,
simply a practical untruth, and we may as well give it the proper name.
And yet we have no great faith in Manual Labor Schools, so called. School is life,
an life is school. l his idea ol getting an education under twenty-five is a false one, and
i vitiates all that it touches. Schools have been started embodying the manual labor
p mcip e. This was a good so far as it went; but the evils of idleness and aristocracy
verwhelmed it, and it perished. And why so? Why did not the truth increase, and
e untruth wane? Simply, because the leading idea of education, in limiting it to a
ne period ox life, and thus making it an isolate and objective something, is radically
'
an<^ PaiCe^ of discordant social conditions, and it swallows up every har
monial truth which is brought in contact with it.
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The first requisite it would seem, is to understand distinctly that life is a school, and
education or development upon true principles, the business of life. Then let us estab
lish the conditions of our schools; in other words, of our Life. To get our school right,,
we have simply to arrange our society aright, and that done, harmonic education resolves
itself into Socialism. Educators may dodge at the mention of this formidable name, but
they will have to get used to it. A false system of society demands and will have a false
system of education. The one now, has the other; and while our vicious social condi
tions obtain, society will not permit us to incorporate a great deal of practical harmony
into its system of education. Fate itself forbids it.
You cannot make your manual labor school pay, as I see, without resolving it into a
despotism, to which I should not want to submit my children. You would have to pla
toon and officer your workers with squad bosses and walking masters, as on our public
works, or in manner somewhat similar. Espionage, the eye of despotism, would be there.
Manual labor as a means of education, must be made attractive; and as long as students
make a temporary residence for the purpose of education only, there are few industries
that can be made attractive to them. So far as their education is an affair of locality, they
should get it where their home is; or, at least, where they have a permanent interest,
held in their own right. Each student-worker must, to a certain extent, control the bu
siness he executes; and what is more iuperious still, if possible, is that he shall feel a per
sonal and direct interest in the proceeds of his own work. Now, how are we to establish
these educational conditions? The true science of society must answer. When we have
a true society, we have a true school, and vice versa. The harmony of the one is- the
harmony of the other. This seems to us a proposition which admits of no question and
requires no argument. And yet it gives us pain to announce it, so little will it be appre
ciated; so little, for a long time to come, will it be acted upon.
In a school of life there must be as little despotism as possible. If it is ever resorted
to, let it be for temporary and special purposes. The individual must be thrown upon
his own manhood, or it can never be developed. All possible avenues must be opened up
for the harmonial gratification of his industrial, social, artistic and spiritual attractions.—■
Halls, libraries and apparatus will be provided by voluntary cooperation. Classes ac
cording to the demand, will be formed for the prosecution of any particular branch of
knowledge. “Professors” who support themselves by manual industry, will be elected
by their own tastes and qualifications, and each will be sovereign in his own work. The
school will not be a complicated and ponderous establishment under official management
and despotic rule, hilt a spontaneous, self-adjusting institution, regulated by attraction,
and actualized to the extent of every possible equilibrium between the demand and sup-

piy-

How long shall we cry in the widerness, “Prepare ye the way?” How many with
hearts and hands, have a thorough appreciation of the fundamental principles of a school
of life? The world wants example. It will not believe till we point to the city of hu
manity upon its hill tops. The falses of a discordant life, and of an isolate and fragment
ary education to match, have pervaded cur intellections and deadened the impulses of
harmonial aspiration. Our whole being needs regenerating, and the work must begin in
the sacred chambers of our faith.
When shall we be ready to project the ideal into the actual? Meantime let us agitate.
We expect the Social Revolutionist to do its share. Hine’s “Plea” for Harmonic Educa
tion is well calculated to move the waters, and no one can do better with a dime or ten
cent stamp, than to send it for a copy to T. E. Tabor, Yellow Springs, Ohio. A better way
would be to get them by the dozen, and put them into the hands of every person dis
posed to be liberal at all. When will Reformers send out the “tracts,” as the ortho
dox do?
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BY ANNE DENTON CBIDGE.

CHAPTER

IV.

What’s in a Name?-—Methodism ys. Love;—Reason and Creeds;—How Reputa
tions are manufactured;—-Sermons and Cabbage;—Jumping Tommy;—H. C.
W RIGHT.

“Hpw would? you like to read Tom Paine’s Age of Reason, Anne?” asked my infidel
uncle Jasper. I had been told it was a dangerous book, so replied: “I would not read it
on any account.”
Sometime afterwards he told me he had a book he would like me to read without
knowing the author. To this I objected. He urged me to read but two pages or one
page aloud. I commenced:—“I believe in one God and no more, and I hope for happiness
beyond the grave, etc., etc.”
“Well now, what is your opinion?” asked uncle. “I think it excellent,” I exclaimed.
“ ’Tis Tom Paine’s Age of Reason,” he said. “What do you think now?”
“Well!” I answered, as I laid the book down with holy horror; “I believe he commences
in that strain just, to attract people; he was an infidel, and that is sufficient.”
I blush now to think of my ignorance and bigotry, hut it must be remembered that
orthodoxy had clouded my vision.
I became acquainted, when about the age of seventeen, with William W. W. We were
mutually attracted to each other. Much we loved. How sweet was life! How beauti
ful all around! The birds sang sweeter; the flowers looked prettier! I could under
stand better the spirit of Nature and beauty,for their spirit lived in my heart; they echoed
and re-echoed to' each other.
I was a teacher in the Sunday school; never thought of absenting myself on any ac
count, but when love entered my soul, I often left early to wander with my Wm. through
England’s flowery meads.
Mary B-------- - often used to say when I asked her to look to my scholars:—“0, Anne,
your conscience will condemn you for this one day.”
“Why so, Mary?” I asked; “I have done my part; the Superintendent will attend to
the remainder, as there is only singing and prayer.” But Mary’s serious face, full of con
cern for my immortal spirit, looked anything but satisfied.
Thank heaven, I never was so far deluded as to think it wrong to walk out on a Sun
day. In vain I heard it preached against; in vain our brethren shook their pious heads.
I knew from experience, that I could worship God quite as well, and often better, while
enjoying the beautiful earth and the bright sunshine, than in the meeting house. Praise
rose spontaneously. The harmony in Nature responded to my desire for harmony in my
own being and all humanity. Here was the secret of its charm. There were no contra
dictions; no discord. Each part harmonized with every other. Like a weary child, I
rested on her lap; the hobgoblin stories of orthodoxy, for the time being, were forgotten.
How sweet were those days of love! Together we conversed, hoped and believed; but
alas! we differed in some of our religious opinions. Instantaneous conversion he could
not believe. I told him I knew it to4be a reality, for I cotild point to the time and place
where my chains fell off and my soul went free. He was a member of the Episcopal
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church; did not approve of our prayer meetings; thought them unnecessary.
Instantaneous conversion I believed a fundamental doctrine of Christianity.
“Be not unequally yoked together with unbelievers” came as an imperative command.
0, must I tear him from my heart? Is it indeed necessary that I should suffer what
must follow, in obedience to this text? The hible speaks of the saints coming up
“through great tribulation.” Again: that we must “take up the cross.” 0, God, give me
thy aid! Thus I reasoned with myself.
The sacrifice was made; we parted.
Lonely and desolate was all within and around me after this. I tried to be more de
voted; more “dead to all worldly desires.” “I have done my duty; let this console me,”
I said, but it was all in vain. I could not tear my love from my heart. It lived, and will
live ever.
A thick pall of sadness was thrown over my spirit, which was only increased by
the sickness of my mother. Anxiously I attended her and watched by her sick bed,
fearing each day would be her last. In addition to other troubles, she was not converted;
said she could not exercise “saving faith;” wished Mr. H., one of our circuit ministers, to
be sent for. He came. I was present. Mother told him her condition, and that she
wished him to explain “saving faith;” that she had been an earnest seeker for religion,
from childhood, but never understood “saving faith.”
He explained it as well as lie could, but mother said that it did not look reasonable;
that she could not understand it.
Mr. P., our superintendent minister, was next called. Surely he could explain it sat
isfactorily; he could, of course, satisfy her mind; he could make all clear. He talked
about the “merits of Christ;” “the great atonement,” etc. “All this,” mother replied, “I
believe; but I want to know, what is ‘saving faith;’ what am I to believe?”
“ ’T i s very s i m p 1 e !” he replied. (He was remarkably slow of speech.)—•
“Believe that ye receive, and ye receive,” “Believe that
ye have the blessing, and it is yours!”
“What! believe that I am accepted, and then I will be accepted!” said mother.
“Well y e s ,” he answered.
“But that is an impossibility to me. 0, I shall never realize it—never!” mother said,
as she laid her pale face on the pillow.
I think I see her now as I saw her then.
I thank God she did not die then. Ho! She lived to know it all a fable of the past.
Mr. P. often came to smoke his pipe with father in our large and comfortable kitchen.
“Well, Mr. Denton,” I remember him once saying, in his slow, quiet way,
“what can we do to (puff) cause the prosperity of Zion?
Our
Misssio nary (puff) cause is doing (puff) well; funds g r e a t ly (puff)
increased during (puff) 1 a s t year. (Puff again.)
*
Good old worthy Christian, puff, puff and smoke made quite an item in his ideas. He
was, however, a good, conscientious man, which cannot be said of all the “trumpeters
of Zion.”
One comes to my mind at this moment, a Mr. B. Pie was quite a popular preacher.
A sermon:—“The reign of sin and the feign of grace” was a general favorite.
To
increase his popularity, he had it printed. But alas! alas!! what had been only whis
pered among a few, became generally known that it was copied from a book of sermons;
and farther, that all his sermons were copied.
Godly people like “worldly people,” push a man who is low, still lower; accordingly,
Mr. R., an influential member with whom he hoarded, made it known that said preacher
was a gormandizer; that he could eat a goose at one meal, and other things in propor
tion.
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A yet farther discovery was made—that he had been very poor all his life; was a shoe
maker, and, therefore, “nobody.” 0, Christian! “By their fruits shall ye know them.”
The parentage and poverty of Jesus, their master, were forgotten.
Mr. H., our circuit minister, of whom I have just spoken, was highly esteemed. He
only had one fault; he wore a diamond ring on his finger. In vain lie excused himself
by saying it was given to him by the lady of his love when dying; that it was her dying
request that he would wear it for her sake.
It was wrong to wear gold for a very good re '.-on; the hi Wo said-so, and a very philo
sophical reason, but one not much regarded. Troast-pins, chains and rings glitter in
abundance, even in Methodist meeting houses.
Mr. H. was a merry, lively speaker in missionary meetings; had an excellent method
of translating certain coins of gold, silver and copper from the pockets of the, audience
into the missionary box.
At one of our meetings he became very serious; told us the heathen would assuredly
be lost—lost eternally, unless we send them bibles and missionaries; that whoever lent to
the Lord would receive four-fold, etc. Told us of a poor old woman who had worked
hard all 'summer in order to purchase a warm cloak for Winter, but she was so full of
love and pity for the poor heathen, she gave her money to their cause. The Lord re
warded her ■ by inclining the hearts of some ladies who heard the case, to buy her a
much better cloak than she could have purchased.
He told of poor persons doing without sugar, tea and butter to aid the “poor heathen.”
I looked at him. He was dressed in superfine cloth; had a gold chain and watch, and
gold pencil case, which told plainly he did not make any sacrifice for the “poor heathen,”
and yet he would have the poor deprive themselves of their only luxury—tea, nay, far
ther—garments to protect them from the cold.
He did not finish here. Doubtless he had been rn an exploring expedition, for he in
formed us there was a great clock in hell which instead of saying tick, tick, said eternity,
eternity, and that “when one damned spirit calls out to another damned spirit, what
o’clock it is, the answer is, eternity! eternity!!”
The members of our society were too advanced to receive this. His popularity dwin
dled considerably. He was considered “behind the times.”
Often have I heard the question discussed, whether the heathen would be saved or
not without the bible; and it was, I believe, the unanimous opinion, that if true to the
light that is given to every man, they would.
Another strange but good character presents himself as “Jumping Tommy,” as he was
called. He was a devoted man, full of fire and zeal. He was a preacher in the Primi
tive Methodist church (Ranters); believed in a hell of fire and brimstone; believed that
thousands were dropping into the bottomless pit every moment, and he labored and
preached as one would naturally suppose ail persons would who believed in such a doc
trine.
He used to perform some wonderful feats while preaching. His subject one time, was the
“Prodigal Son.” When he came to his return home, he suddenly turned.round; opened
the window behind the pulpit; put out his head, and in a loud voice exclaimed;—“Molly
Molly, there is our son Tom; yonder he is! yonder he is!”
Of course such eccentric conduct attracted great numbers. Mother and I were among
the attracted. It was Sunday evening. The large chapel was crowded, so much so,
many sat on the pulpit steps. His subject was;—His Majesty, the Devil. In the midst
of his description of the “roaring lion,” he rushed down the pulpit steps; took the first
man by the shoulders; shook him thoroughly, saying: “I will shake the arch fiend out of
you!”
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He spoke of the day of judgment “when the angel will set one foot on the sea, and
the other on the land.” To illustrate this, he leaped on the pulpit seat and put one foot
on the bible.
About two years after this, I heard him speak his experience in a love-feast. He was
pale and emaciated; had broken a blood vessel several times, and expectorated blood
constantly. All this was the result of loud preaching and praying. He could preach
no more; he was fast sinking into the grave in the prime of life, a victim of orthodoxy.
As near as I can remember, he spoke his experience as follows:—
“Bless the Lord, I have enjoyed much and been protected much. One time, bless the
Lord, I was so happy that I jumped from the pulpit, bless the Lord, on to a poor old
woman, but, bless the Lord, she was no worse.”
In glancing over this part of my life, how many dear faces, curious and interesting in
cidents come to my recollection! The calm and loving countenance of Henry C. Wright
rises before me. He delivered an address to the children belonging to the Sunday school
of the dissenting denominations in Darlington. How beautifully loving was his voice.—
His subject was Peace. He talked of Boston, Hew York, etc. Little did I dream then
that my future lot would be cast in this “beautiful West.”
His “Kiss for a Blow” found ready sales. It was a general favorite.
Pitman and his
“Write away, fly away; these are the days
For Knowledge, Invention and Science to blaze,”
gave a brightness to our firmament.
I joined one of the classes; was soon able to write phonography tolerably well.
Heartily, right heartily, I respond to the first words; I was able to read in phon
ography:—
“0, may it enlighten the busy world round,
Till millions shall say, we are writing by sound.”
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We often hear the argument advanced, that the bible must be from God, for no human
being could have foretold the fate of cities and nations as it does, unless they had been in
spired by Him who knows the “end from the beginning,” and thus wrote the page of his
tory in prospect, that men might read and understand and be converted to the truth.
Unless every thing in the universe is as fixed as the motion of the planets, it is utter
ly impossible for man or God to know the contingent future. The destiny of every atom
of the globe must be mapped out, its pathway distinctly marked, from which there can be
no deviation, or prophecy is an impossibility. A fly may kill a king, and upon that
king’s life hangs the nation’s future; but an atom so small that the unassisted eye cannot
behold it may determine the life of the fly, and hence upon that atom may depend the fate
of a mighty nation. Leave one atom a lawless wanderer, a fugitive from fate, and the
whole world is at its mercy. Ho thistle down must be uncounted and uncared for; and
the course of the mote dancing in the sunbeam, must be as well determined as the track
of the blazing comet. Every motion of every human being—the deed of the hand, the
word of the mouth, the wink of the eye, the false oath of the witness, the leer of the
profligate, the lash of the slave-driver, the stagger of the drunkard, and the stab of the
assassin—all are fixed as fate, and by no possibility could they be otherwise.
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Supposing this to be so, I propose to see, what the bible prophecies are worth; whether
they furnish evidence of a divine inspiration or not; whether they are the conjectures of
men, or extracts from God’s book of the future, in which the actionsof all human beings
are written, and the destinies of nature mapped out before their existence.
To be a prophecy worthy of the name, and especially one, upon which to base a revela
tion from the Divine Being, these four things should be proved respecting it.
First. That it was uttered before the events which it proposes to describe.
Second. That it related to events which could not have been guessed or been likely to
occur in consequence of pre-existing circumstances.
Third. That it was fulfilled in every particular.
Fourth. That it was so plainly stated that its meaning was obvious and its fulfillment
evident.
The reason for these must be evident to every thinking person, and for such only I
write. I know of no scripture prophecy respecting which these can be proved; and yet
destitute of these proofs, what is it worth? There is good reason for believing that some
scripture prophecies were written long after the events to which they refer had taken
place; many of them,or part of them refer to events that were very likely to come to pass, and
that any one of good judgment might regard as probable.
Many are so obscure that there can be little certainty about their meaning, and believers
in scripture have regarded them as applicable to different nations, and events in history, that
are totally dissimilar. And though there have been partial fulfillments of some of these
prophecies, yet when scrutinizingly examined in every particular, they are invaribly found
wanting. Prophecy fulfillers are under the necessity of taking a part of a verse in one
place and dovetailing it into a part ofa verse in another place, in order to make the prediction
correspond with the event. Many of them twist history, and then twist prophecy, until
they have bi’ought about something like an agreement between them, when they trum
pet it forth to the world, proof beyond controversy of the truth of God’s word! History
cannot be relied on that has gone through the hands of men with bible prophecies in their
minds; consciously or unconsciously, they have perverted facts to suit their fancies, and
written down prophecy as actual history in the absence of any testimony whatever.
Rollin may be relied upon when his religous prejudices are not in the way; but when
they are, you may as well depend on the word of a Jesuit or the testimony of an early
Christian father who believed it perfectly right to lie for the glory of God and the good of
souls. The same may be said of Josephus. History will be re-written by men who love
truth above all things; and then the “pious frauds” that will be brought to light, will as
tonish many.
The first prophecy contained in the bible, may be found in Gen. ii: 17. “But of the
tree of knowledge, of good and evil, thou shaft not eat of it; for in the day that thou eatest thereof, thou shall surely die.”
Our existence at this time, proves, that it was never fulfilled. Adam did not die in the
day that he ate of it; and it appears that the serpent told Eve the truth when he said,
“ye shall not surely die.”
I know the construction put upon this passage by orthodox theologians, “in the day
that thou eatest thereof thou shall become liable to death,” but if God meant this, he
surely could have said it before the event,as well as a commentator afterward, and thus
saved himself the suspicion of saying what was not true.
Some say, the prophecy meant that Adam would die spiritually; be liable to the pen
alties of eternal death; but why does it not say so? and why must the prophecy be al
tered after the event? If this was the meaning it was still unfulfilled; the wicked liv
ing forever as well as the good.
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xhe Hebrews who wrote the OKI 'iesfanient, do not appear to have thought it very
disgraceful for their God to lie, and they occasionally represent him as instructing others
to do so.
'
.
Another prophecy often referred to, is found in the succeeding chapter, in the curse pro
nounced upon the serpent which persuaded Eve to eat the forbidden fruit; “it shall bruise
thy head, and thou shall bruise his heel.” Gen. iii: 15.
Strange to say this is made
to the Devil and Jesus! To an unprejudiced mind
it must be evident that the :
stod by the facts, that men were apt to'
bruise serpent’s heads,' the . being
and tint being the easiest way to kill
them, and se; ents more likely to injure th
eels of the men who were attempting to
kill them in i is manner..,
^ Moses, who id supposed to have written this account, lived above two thousand years
aiier this prophecy is said to have been made, and oft course, must have been well aware
of tue u ay m which men treated serpents in his day*. There is not the slightest reason
for imagining that the prophecy had any reference to Jesus, and if it had, if orthodoxy is
to be believed, the prophecy has not been fulfilled; the devil rules the world and seems
likely to rule it. He has killed Jesus and many of his followers; and is emphatically the
God of this world, and the God.of the next, or the principal portion of it.
The present condition of the Jews,is generally regarded as being a fulfillment to the very
letter of prophecies made respecting them thousands of years ago; they are confidently reiered to, triumphantly pointed out, and there is scarcely a church in the land, but has
mng with the account of this wonderful fulfillment of prophecy—this “standing miracle
which has nothing parallel to it in the phenomena of nature.”
Vvith regard to these prophecies, in the first place, it may be. said, that they are quite
indefinite as to time; they do not say that the dispersion of the Jews, should take place
intone hundred, one thousand, or ten thousand years after the prediction, and if it had
not yet taken place, bible believers would simply say,“ well, the time has not yet come;
the Lord wiil do it in his own due time.” Again, they are made contingent. Moses says,,
“it shall come to pass if thou wilt not hearken to the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe
to do ah his commandments and his statutes which I command thee this day, that all
these curses shall come upon thee and overtake thee.” If there had been nothing that
looked like a fulfillment of these curses, how easy would it have been to say, “the greater
part of the Jews do keep the commandments and statutes which Moses gave them,, that
day, and therefore, God has not allowed the Curses to fell upon them.” Only a part of these
prophecies has been fulfilled;. and that part which has been, is neither astonishing nor
remarkable, much less “miraculous.”
the prophecy fulfiller, writing for the religous Tract Society, quotes two verses in
Leviticus, and skipping sixteen verses, dovetails them into two more, takes one from Deu
teronomy, two fiom Jeremian and. ends with one from Eosea; making all together a most
miraculous prophecy ! Suppose that I was to prophecy all the things that I thought were
likely to happen to the United States; if they adopted a certain line of policy; say, for m>
stance, continue to uphold slavery; -is it not likely that some part of my prophecy would
be fulfilled? Would there be anything miraculous in its being so? Would anybody
conclude that a large book, containing the writings of Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, and
Adams, in which my prophecy was recorded, was the Word of Godin consequence of it?
In the prophecy contained in the 26th chapter of Leviticus, we read: “I will even appoint
over j'Ou terror, consumption and the burning ague that shall consume the eyes, and
cause sorrow of heart.”
Are Jews more liable to consumption and ague than any other people? Are Jews af
flicted with consumption and ague in countries where the diseases are unknown, to other
people ? If so, it would be well to let such facts be known.
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The 29th chapter of Deut. is a continuous prophecy concerning the future condition of
the Jews. In it we read: “And the Lord shall1 scatter thee among all people, from one
end of the earth even unto the other; and there thou shalt serve other gods, which neither
thou nor thy fathers have known, even wood* and stone. And among these nations shalt
thou find no ease, neither shall the sole of thy foot have rest, but the Lord shall give
thee there a trembling heart and failing of eyes, and sorrow of mind. And thy life shall
hang in doubt before thee, and thou shalt fear day and night, and shalt have none assur
ance of thy life.”—Lent, xxviii: 64-66.
Do the Jews serve other gods—gods of wood and stone? Do they find no ease nor
rest for the sole of their feet? Do their lives hang in doubt before them? Do they fear
day and night, and have they no assurance of their lives? Those who are acquainted
with the Jews, know that these thing's are not so. We read in the 24th verse: “The
Lord shall make the rain of thy land powder and dust; from heaven shall it come down
upon thee, until thou be destroyed.” When was this prophecy fulfilled? When did pow
der and dust rain from heaven and destroy the Jews? In the 29th verse of the same
chapter it is said: “Thou shalt not prosper in thy ways and thou shalt be only oppressed
and spoiled evermore, and no man shall save thee.” Is it true that the Jew's do not pros
per in their ways? Is it true that they are only oppressed and spoiled evermore?
There is no nation under heaven that prospers as well as the Jews. They seem to
have inherited the money-making propensity of their father Jacob, and whatever they
undertake seems to prosper in their hands. “As rich as a Jew” has become a proverb.—
Who ever saw a Jew begging? They keep their own poor; live at ease; seem to en
joy themselves as well as any, and are at this time, the great money lenders of the world.
Kings depend upon them and ministers bow at their behest.
It is true that they are scattered through all nations, but is there anything wonderful
in that? Americans may be found in every nation under heaven; so may Englishmen,
Scotch, Irish, French and Spaniards. Had the negroes been the people referred to, how
literally, then, would the prophocy have been fulfilled! They are cursed in the city,
and cursed in the field. They “betroth wives, and other men lie with them;” they build
houses, and other men dwell in them;” they “beget sons and daughters, but they enjoy
them not, for they go into captivity;” they “serve their enemies in hunger, and in thirst,
and in meekness, and in want of all things;” “he puts a yoke of iron upon their necks
and destroys them.”
Read the 28th chapter of Deut. with the negroes in your mind instead of the Jews,
and you will find that it applies with ten-fold more force to the negro than to the Jew,
though many parts of it are quite inapplicable to either.
I may be told that they still remain a distinct nation, though they possess no national
■domain. And why so? Simply, because they are, as a nation, a religious sect. Let a
Jew renounce his Judaism, and he is no longer a member of the nation; he is cut off as a
dead branch. Let any nation do so and they would retain their nationality, for as long
as the sect existed, so long the nation would endure, and religious sects are the most en
during monuments on the globe. Their peculiarities of faith and worship have induced
them to live in societies, generally fn cities. They have in consequence of this, remained
within their own sect, and kept up their sectarian forms in some measure, to the present
time. Yet in America, inconsequence of universal religious toleration, they .bid fair to
become amalgamated and lost—merged into the Anglo-Saxon race.
The curses pronounced upon the Jews, were to come in consequence of disobedience
to the Mosaic law; but prophecy fulfillers of the present day, tell us, that the Jews are
scattered and cursed in consequence of a disbelief in Jesus as the Messiah, and that they
»ever can be restored, till they “bow in adoration at the foot of the cross,” They are t/j
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renounce the Mosaic law; obey another in many respects totally dissimilar, and the curse
pronounced upon them for disobedience of the Mosaic law will be removed! Marvellous
consistency! Wonderful fulfillment of prophecy!
There was nothing remarkable in the prophets foretelling the dispersion of the Jews;'
nothing was more likely, as the Jews loved their own country and their beloved city
with intense fervor; the organ of inhabitiveness being large in the Hebrew brain, what
more likely to induce them to act in a certain manner, than to tell them, that if they did
not, they should be scattered among all nations and their country be given into the
hands of strangers? This the prophet accordingly did, and among a multitude of proph
ecies which never came to pass, this single item was fulfilled, and hence the “living mir
acle” among us at the present day.
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“With too many in the rudimental spheres of human existence, the sexual relation
ship is conceived to be little more than the indulgence of lustful appetite;' hence, when
we speak of Free Love, all such imagine that we mean free lust. They are not capable
oi any higher conception.”—S. Rev. Page 112.
If you' do not mean free lust, what do you mean? If you are not contending for free
dom of coition according to mutual attraction, for what are you contending? Free
dom of Platonic love?—you have that now. Who would care a “fig” how much Platonic
love a man may have for all the women in the world? The Let is, and there is no use in
trying to deny it, we are contending for freedom of coition, or nothing. Talk about Free
Love without this! Freedom of love between a man and woman—if we except mother,
sister, daughter—which has no virility in it! Nonsense! 0, the delights of love between
a full,grown, full blown, lovely woman and a eunuch! Faugh! Be sure that the man
who has a true woman’s love,has her body and soul—all;—and at the first flash of hisloving eye, her Platonism will dissolve, like mist in the sunbeam. Give me a free love
which permeates all the soul and all the body too. Hive mo not only freedom to love,,
which all now have, but to do, provided I thereby wrong nobody else, what “love dic
tates.” And this is right. It is just as natural for man and woman to desire coi
tion, as to desire food and drink, and just as right to gratify that desire, provided, in doing
so, nobody be wronged; and when man and woman shall cease to have such desires, they will
be no longer men and women, but will have become something else—monsters, or what not,
no matter. What can be more natural than for a healthy, well-developed, loving wo
man to desire to become a mother, or for a “whole man” to desire to become a father?
And what can be more nearly right? Nothing this side the throne of Hod!
This sentiment has been so long a part of my very self, that it seems more like a selfevident truth, than a proposion to be argued. I “go in for” sexual freedom, not because it
will make men and women better or worse; nor because it will increase or diminish coi
tion, but simply because it is a right of which none should be deprived; never doubting,
that whatever is right will always result in good. This talk about sexual purity is “all
in my eye.” Men and women in free love or out of it, will alwtrys go to excess in coition
till they learn from others, or by bitter experience, its folly. Of the results of our doc
trines I have no fear, for nothing can be other than an improvement on the present con
dition of love matters. Without mutual desire, coition can never, by the law of nature,
be right; and with it prior to contract, expressed or implied, it could seldom be wrong.
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Having “thus faced the music,” and perhaps shown myself more radical than most of
my reform brethren, I shall take another tack and present some of my views on the
other side. I not only believe in free love in perhaps one of its most obnoxious forms,
but also in the sacredness of contracts, whether expressed or implied. This may seem a
contradiction, nevertheless such is the fact. I “go in for” both principle and expediency;
indeed I consider expediency itself a great principle.
When the condition of the world shall make principle and expediency identical, it will
then be abstractly true that the only right is strict conformity to natural law; but it al
ways was true, and it always will be, without regard to abstracts, that whatever promotes
happiness is right, and causes pain, is wrong; and until principle and expediency do be
come identical, we must be and aught to be controlled in our actions by expediency; while
as reformer's, we should endeavor by our teachings, to converge the two lines of principle
and expediency to the nearest possible point.
Hot only have men and women sexual love which should be gratified, but I believe
they have sentiments and desires aside from that, which are too sacred to be trifled with;
and hence, they may acquire rights which no human being can, without crime, invade.—
And while all should be free to make such love contracts as they may choose, provided,
they do not thereby wrong another, and they have no right, in any case, to make a con
tract which will wrong another. And here must freedom in the manifestation of love,
be limited. Those who would be absolutely free, should make no contracts, which they
may not, by the very terms thereof, terminate at pleasure.
Men and women are selfish and always will be; and in no case more so than in the
matter of the affections. It is folly to look in this direction for benevolence. All we
can reasonably claim is justice, and can hardly hope for that.
I desire to have no rivals in my love affairs. I wish not to share the love of any wo
man with another man. And this feeling is not peculiar to me, but common to the race;
to both men and women, and always will be. Hone but a mere theorizer can ever feel
otherwise; yet however much I may dislike to have the woman whom I love, give her
love to another, I concede her right to do so, prior to contract with me. If without my
voluntary act, a woman becomes my lover, and I reject her, I do her no wrong, however
unhappy she may in consequence he. But if, by my voluntary acts, I have made her hap
piness depend upon my conduct, it is my duty, if, according to her ability, she performs her
obligations to me, to do all in my power to promote her happiness, even though I thereby
sacrifice my own. If I do not, I am a monster of vilenesss and perfidy. Having volun
tarily surrendered my liberty, I have no right, while she remains faithful to her vows, to
resume it. If fool enough to do so, I have a right to make myself a slave, and having
done so, may justly take the consequences. If she restore me to liberty—which, having
good sense, she would do—well; if not, I must abide her decision. It is not enough to
say, I have ceased to love her, and, therefore, should he free to seek those whom I can
love, or suffer in my affections. In the case supposed, one must suffer. Which should?
The one who faithfully keeps the contract, or I, who to he happy, must break it? It may
be a hard case, but not difficult to decide. I must sacrifice self to duty. It is enough
for me to know I have voluntarily made her happiness depend upon my conduct, and that if I
seek my happiness contrary to contract, I will destroy her happiness, who is here presumed
to he still faithful to me. Here there can he but one course for an honorable man. Every
such man, in such case, will sacrifice himself, if need be, to duty.
If she voluntarily release him from his obligations, the case is otherwise, and he may
leave her without wrong to her, as the contract is rescinded by the only competent party.
These remarks of course refer to the matter between a man and woman without regard to chil
dren. Having children we owethem a debt which must be paid to the best of our ability, what-
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®yer may be tuo unhappiness resulting to us. Yet, having none, there can be no obliga
tion to become a parent without love, even though bound by promise, for we had no
right to make such a promise, because we have no right by our contracts, to compromise
the well being of another, as we should do, by becoming a” parent without love; for in this
case the child must suffer. In short, the contract which one has a right to make, if made,
should be, as far as possible, kept; as well a love contract, as any other. If one would
avoid trouble, let him not make the contract; but having made it, let him abide the result
till released by the only competent party—the one to whom he is bound. I object to
marriage laws, not because they demand the faithful performance of the marriage contract,
but because they unjustly prescribe the kind of contract. I say, let the parties make just
such kind of contract as they choose; whether marriage for life, a year, or a day; and then
let them stick to it till both rescind it, or till it expires, according to its own term. And
let the law and public opinion condemn not the contract and the sexual life resulting
therefrom, hut the faithless disregard of the obligations assumed. Let all the honor lie in
doing the duty undertaken; and the disgrace be for a failure in this regard.
There can be no argument in favor of breaking a voluntary love contract, which would
not be good- against any other contract under heaven. All just contracts should be as far
as possible, kept.
In a word, let every body be “free to love and do what love dictates,” till he has been
fool enough to bind himself to do otherwise; but let him never break his contracts, while it
is possible to keep them.
Reply .—Ay, there it is, all in a nut shell: “Let him never break his contracts
while it is possible to keep them.” We look upon all our friend’s logic about the valid
ity of love-contracts as the veriest failure, for the simple reason, that love is not a volunta
ry act. The rapt lover with more furor than philosophy, swears to he faithful forever;—
suspended in mid air, with his heels dangling between heaven and earth, and his hands
firmly clutched about the swaying bough of a great oak, he engages to hang there a whole
day, but drops at the expiration of an hour. “Guilty,” you’ll say, “for breaking his con
tract.” Say rather, “a fool for making it.” The fulfillment of his promise, depends upon
the continuance of a muscular effort, which his will cannot sustain. Of like character is
your promise to love. You make your contract, and yet in spite of every effort to the
contrary, your attraction may change into repulsion; and what do all your vows amount
to?
It is not true, that “there can he no argument in favor of breaking a voluntary love-contract, which would not he good against any other contract under heaven.” I may prom
ise to obey a reasonable person, and that promise, I may keep for life; for while his com
mands are reasonable, obedience depends upon my will; but when I promise to love, I
promise what I have not the power to do, except as a spontaneity. Then why plead for
the obligation of such contracts? Will it satisfy the other party to give the semblance
of love, when there is no reality? Will the pleasure of lust, and the sham of love suffice?
Will the carcass serve, when the spirit has fled? Does it answer the ends of truth, right
and happiness, to play the hypocrite in a life of vile shams? Can men invest a lie with
the virtue of a living truth, and hid it warm my heart and make me happy? Shall I re
ceive it joyfully, and feel that my soul is full? Where love is not mutual, be sure, that
not one only, but both must “suffer.” A love-contract cannot be valid; and there
is no power in heaven or earth, that can make it so. We may justly suffer for the folly of
making such contracts, hut certainly not for breaking them.
“Free to make love contracts, provided we do not wrong another.” Now we are won
dering all the while, what would constitute wrong in this case. To our mind, a love con
tract binding through any considerable period of life, involves conditions at once, arbitrary
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and discordant; and is, therefore, hy the necessities of its essential nature, a wrong to the
parties themselves, to others within their social sphere, to humanity itself. A contract
which may he dissolved at the instance of either party, is no contract at all; but whatever
is binding beyond this in the matter of the affections, involves tyranny and wrong. Love
contract! The very name is a solecism. Love is spontaneous, and a contract, arbitrary.
Where there is love, there is no need of your contracts; and where there is not love—hide
thy face, 0 modesty, and stupify, if thou canst, thy sensibilities, 0, chastity, for moralizing
sages say, that the “good of the state” demands your sacrifice in a life of sexual discordance
according to contract!
But it seems, “there can he no obligation to parent a child without love, even though
bound by promise, for we had no right to make such a promise, etc.” Verily! and what
monal man and woman ever had a right to promise love for life, when they have not the
power to lAep tnat promise; and in failing to do so, each may compromise the happiness
or the other party to the contract? Under a love promise, and still, not bound to have
children! What does this mean? Is not the sexual congress and its consequent, chil
dren, bound up and implied in this same marriage contract? What does such a contract
amount to, if you cannot give the Platonic element, and then refuse the physical? The
very mention of such a thing is absurd. The con tracting party who has failed in love,
may sti# accord the gratification of lust, for this depends on the will in connection with
physical competency. But “there is no obligation to become the parent of a child;” and
of course there is no obligation for any act which renders such a result likely; what then,
according to our friend’s showing, becomes of the love contract, which he tells us is bind
ing? The spiritual element not dependent upon the will, cannot be given; and as the
pnysical ultimation creates the contingency of unhappiness to another being, it cannot be
had; and consequently, the contract is null and void to all intents and purposes—nothing
absolutely, but the veriest moonshine.
dhe contract can cover no ground but that which is accessible through an act of
volition by the contracting parties. Love does not lie within this domain, but coition does;
and when our friend denies the obligation of this, he upsets all that he has said in behalf
of the validity of love-contracts. If marriage means nothing more than that the parties
agree to live together in an isolated home and treat each other kindly for life; this, if be
nevolent individuals, tney may do, and let them stick to their bargain. If one is faithful,
so let the other be. Or if it be a compact for the mutual gratification of a natural appetifci, this, too, they may observe, and in the midst of isolation and discord, it maybe the
best they can do. But this system of isolation is an outrage to every exalted mind; and
I don’t debate social questions upon the presumption of its eternity. The reign of so
cial freedom and woman’s rights can never be inaugurated till the isolated household is
superseded by the unitary home. Till then, there will not be full permission to love;
and men and women will continue to be more or less the slaves of their lusts.
“If you don’t mean free lust, what do you mean?” I mean Free Love, and lust
“never a bit.” What is lust? Simply, sexual appetite destitute of the element of loveWhen the spiritual element goes before, and brings out and intensifies all the conditions
of mutual attraction,, the sexual ultimation is pure; and when these conditions do not ob
tain, it is more or less impure; But we are told that “this talk about sexual purity is ‘all
in my eye.’” We supposed that our marriage beds and bawdy-houses told a different
story. I wo persons of opposite sexes, may be drawn together by sexual appetite alone,
and in a moment after the act, feel disgust; and this is Lust—all the Medical Professors
in Civildom to the contrary, notwithstanding; and it is not for this we demand freedom.
If permitted at all, it should be to prevent something worse. Even lust, temperately in
dulged, as every physician and intelligent observer knows, may be a conservator of health
in certain cases, and better for some than celibacy, or other venereal perversion; fet
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the necessity for this and its prevalance at this moment, are but the horrid reekings from
the stew of Civilization.
An unsophisticated maiden calls upon her physician and asks to be restored to health: “0,1
can’t do anything for you; there’s nothing much the matter; just get married!” She
might love one man well enough to risk her life destiny with him, but his affections
are the legal property of another. Thus cut off, she embraces the first legal opportunity
which offers, and marries a very worthy gentleman, considered within himself, but whol
ly unsuited to the sexual relation m a life union with her; and thus, to get out of one
hell, she plunges in another, and so endures for life, the torments of both. The falses
which necessitate the lust, would not permit it to be temporary; but they put upon it
the tyrant’s seal of a life-long duration, The system necessitates the wrong and then
perpetuates it. 0, the beauties of civilization! Let us bow humbly to our priests and
untruth
lawgivers, and thank them for its blessings!
mightier than we with God’s Truth? Shall he boldly proclaim his lie, and we stand
trembling with the truth upon our lips, and yet too fearful to utter it? Shall we be cow
ards to cringe at the feet of tyranny, and quail at the glance of a lie, and live the false
hood of others rather than be true to ourselves, and brave and free to project into
outer forms the divinity that moves within us?
Permit the privilege of loving to- such as demand it, and with them there will be little incen
tive to sexual pollution, sit is the want of love, the “aching void” produced by affectional
starvation, that drives the husband to his grog; the wife to her tea; and both to the ha
bitual couch of their licentiousness. They resort to all shapes ofunnatural stimulants to make
life endurable; but the remedy aggravates the malady, and the world swarms with the hag
gard victims of inanity and discord.
I deny that there is freedom even for Platonic love. Men and women guard the means
of sexual gratification under existing tyrannies, as a mastiff guards his lunch of beef.
They assail whatever puts the lust-possession in jeopardy; and love between the sexes
does this, however refined and Platonic it may at first assume to be. If our friend is in
the habit of making himself agreeable to slave-wives, he has seen tyrants’ eyes in this
civilization of ours, shooting death into him. Freedom is now accorded to all kinds of
love but sexual love; but not to sexual love in any of its stages. We demand that this
love shall gambol as freety and gaily as any other. We demand freedom for sexual love,
that there may be no occasion for lust. Sexual appetite will still obtain; but y^hen vital
ized by the prerequisite of sexual love, its gratification is natural anci right. Coition is
then the culmination of a matured sexual love? and, as such, it is the holiest act of human
life.
When these conditions obtain; when sexual love leads naturally and religiously, to its
physical ultimation, the limits of sexuality have reference only to excess, mutuality of de
sire, and the identification of the male parent. When love informs a desire which is mu
tual, the act cannot be wrong within itself. Amongst the intelligent in freedom, our faith
is, that excess would be rare.
It is the dirty custom of bedding male and female to
gether forlife and calling it nice, that makes the marriage couch the hot-bed of licentious
ness, and breeds impurity deep into the blood and bones of the children of civilization,
even before they are born. We can only get rid of these licentious customs through
freedom; and the day is coming when the handcuffs of pairs will never be put on, and so
ciety will retain its elements in their individual integrity.
I know that there are mere streaks of men and women, such as seldom breathe the
fresh air or exercise their muscles under the invigorating gleam of Sol; who stay withm
doors, and strain their life energies through their brains,—as well as grosser bipeds who
“
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contend for this custom in marriage, of one bed for two; and they say:—“We enjoy each
other more, and the nocturnal proximity does not tempt us to excess.” They might in
dicate it all arithmetically, and the figures present no^very formidable array, nor appear in
any way alarming; yet, considering the sedentary, studious and exhausting habits of the
parties, it might be excess for one or both. We say it is vile. It leads to excesses of
some kind; if not to exhaustion, then to ungratified excitement, and morbid sexuality,
which is perhaps still worse. It is all part ami parcel of the same licentious system of
marriage, audit will last just so long as there are men and women ignorant enough and
gross enough to practice it.
9

Our friend wants no rivals in his love affairs. I do; and so does he. His lower nature
wants the tyranny of exclusion, and mine does too; but his higher nature wants rivals,
and so does mine. He says he wants freedom; and what is this but to say he wants ri
vals? for he knows very well, that in freedom, he will have them. Without rivals in
freedom, the object would not be worth the effort of conquest; and every rival would
give an additional glow to the angel life of our dear one, and we should love her all the
more intensely. One reason why married men love their wives so little now, is that
they are exempt from the conditions of rivalry. Love had never been made dual and ex
clusive, had it not been for the despotism which proceeds from the base of the brain; and
that tyranny will remain just so long as the lower elements of our being predominate in
their functional activities over the higher. Our friend’s higher faculties predominate, and
so he wants freedom and all the conditions of rivalry.
Note.—-Our friend, “Exeprincep,” must excuse the liberty we take with his doctrines;
and our r eaders must excuse us for publishing an article whose author comes not in personal
shape before them. Some of our friends can do good in two ways: at posts of honor in
the ranks oi conservatism, slipping in liberalism edgewise; and also, through the S. Rev.,
sheltered behind a “nomme deplume.” If an honorable functionary of the state or nation,
the editor of a very popular jouanal, or a professor m some college, would lie in ambush
upon our battle field, and pour a volley into the camp of error, we shall let him. But
there are some poor fellows of us not so well off. We are not encumbered with a
reputation that is easily unmade, and have got to stand out bare breasted in the open
field, and take it as it comes. So let it be.
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The following are extracts from a letter of a Methodist preacher to his sister, (“after the
flesh”):
“And now what conclusion, am I to come to in your case? Oh! shall I say with my pen
what I am compelled to think, in reading your own letters: To suffer the whoremaster, par
amour and adulterer to bow down upon you for your and their devilish lusts, and thereby
become an adulteress, a whore, a harlot and a prostitute; and then contend for it, and try to
persuade others that such is the only true course ofhappiness in this life.—'Yes, when thy
body and flesh are consumed in the grave, thy soul shall mourn in hell to all eternity amongst
devils and damned spirits, and the knowledge ‘that salvation was for me, and I refused it, or
I might have been with my sister and brothers; but now, I am in hell fire, mourning at
last.’ —-Herodias. left her own husband and lived with Herod, but soon showed her Wom
an’s Rights in being the means of beheading John the Baptist, and I think no more of you
than of her, if you had the power—and were as faithfully reproved for your sin in as public a
manner as you have committed sin.—'And now, sister, if you will return unto the Lord
and to the keeping of his commandments, I will forgive and try to forget the past, but if not,
I wish no more letters from you, neither to see you in this world again. But my prayer is
that God would have mercy on you, but if you will not repent and return to God, I pray that
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he would shorten your days, as in that event your eternal sorrow would not he as great as if
you should live and become grey-headed in sin.
Farewell to you now and forever, unless you repent of your sins to God.”
We premise first, that the writer of;this letter afterwards acknowledged to his'sister that
it is love only which sanctifies the inaniage relation; and, secondly, that he himself would
not remain with a wife with whom he could not live happily, Now, as tried by the princi
ples involved in his own concessions, what great crime had his sister committed to merit
the hideous denunciations of this letter? 1. She had been married to a man whom, after
years of effort to do so, she could not love as she felt their relation demanded. 2. She and
her husband believing that their affection for each other, was more that of brother and sis
ter, than of husband and wife, and that it did not justify their relation, mutually agreed
to separate, which they did, and are still friends. 3, She has since contracted an affection
for one between whom and herself there is congeniality, and they recognize each other in
that relation, which they conscientiously believe, their mutual affection not only justifies,
but renders pure and holy. 4. For all this does the pious, but mistaken man, belch out
anathema and filth, only a tithe of which we have quoted;—he tvould send his sister to
hell, because she would not live in legalized adultery with one she could.not love; and be
cause she lived in illegal relations with one she does love. Her clerical brother would have
her conform to the laws of men, rather than to the known and acknowledged laws of God.
The writer hereof had received from friends the names of several persons who were
said to be ready for social action; and he sent to all a circular letter containing some of his
ultra views on the sexual question, with a note in pencil on the back; which was addressed
alike to male and female. One copjr which was sent to a woman whose name the writer
had never heard of before, was intercepted by her legal master, who returned the following
reply in red ink, put on with a heavy hand:
“I wish to informe you in regard to your miss stake, you hav awoke the rong passinger
this time. Sur, In the note which you addresst to my wife, it seams that you recognised
hur as one of your infurnell, Devlish, hell Bound band. I should like to no who your
Informant has ben, then I would setle matters with him in A shorte way. now Sur, I
and my wife hav nothing to do with such A sistom of free lust ism, nor eny afinity for it.
I consider your click the most Contemptable, you mean Contemptable out laws, it is
well for you that you are out of my reach to night, since you hav insulted my wife in this
shaim fui manner, 0 you mean, black, harted free lusters, you. talk about reform, your
sistom is to much like old Solomon and Jo Smiths, this looks like Progression dont it.
your minds never got as high as a Womans head but stops at a part be low. I will let
you no that I am the bus ban of-------------the chois of hur earley life and She is content
their with, and wants nothing to do with such Jack asses as you are. -------- -----------•.
I indorce the above sentiments of my bus ban as my one in regard to your dirty sect.
Mrs.-------------------”
The note of indorsement is in the same hand as the rest, only smaller, and it is not
likely, the wife had anything to do with it. She is probably the wretched slave of a bru- •
tish “hus ban.”
As a contrast to the above, and called forth by the same circular, we present the following
from a woman who is represented to us by friends as one of the noblest of her sex:
“Through the kindness of ------------ , your circular letter of Jan. 6th, is received.
I am glad you were prompted to write it, and would that it might have a wide cir
culation. That it was the free, untrammeled .thought and an honest outgushing of
feeling, is most convincingly obvious, and my- heart asks the expression of a response.
I may not do more now, but I see in the future., the realization of cherished hopes,
—the establishment of something like true social conditions, etc.”
We present these extracts as rather striking specimens of many we could give, which
go to show that our lower faculties are for the slavery, and our higher faculties for the
freedom of the affections.
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FROM J. W. TOWNER.

Under this nead, I find in the March Uo. of the Social Revolutionist, a brief synopsis
©f the advantages and disadvantages of different locations for settlements of Social Re
formers. Others who contemplate practical movement, are also invited to express them
selves on the same subject. I embrace the opportunity to do so. But I only wish to
speak respecting one point at this time, namely: the idea of locating in a new region of
country. By a new region of country, I mean one which has not been settled at all,
or which has not been settled long enough to have outgrown “land jobbing,” and
the spirit which conceives and nourishes it. All who are acquainted with the West
and its settlement, know that after a region is open for settlement and persons com
mence making “claims.” during from five to fifteen years, speculation of this
kind is rife; “land sharks” swarm, ready without scruple, to grab everything within
their reach, making it their business ?o prey upon both the fortunes and misfortunes
of others.
d hey know also that the spirit of speculation which pervades the
country under such circumstances, is very contagious, that almost all become sooner or
later, infected with it, and- the consequence is, jockeying becomes a general trade in
the community. It is true that industry and enterprize, a consequent thereon, are
manifest during this period in the settlement of any desirable region of country;
trade is brisk; money is plenty; labor commands good wages; and produce, high
prices; all of which are outward evidences of prosperity; but it is only the pros
perity of our selfish, plundering civilization, and that does not seem to me desira
ble. I think now that it would be very unwise to undertake to reduce socialism
to practical form in such a location. It appears to me that it must fail. I do not
belielve a company of persons can be found large enough (I mean of persons who
are of the true temper.) to withstand the onsets of civilized speculators, without
being overborne or corrupted by them. The fact of a company of persons coing out
and forming a pioneer settlement, even if it be for the sake of getting rid of the spec
ulation and robbery of civilization, should they choose a location having many natural
advantages, would be but throwing a bait for the “land sharks” to follow. They
would come, and could not well be hindered. 'Land jobbing would be introduced;
it would excite dispute and hot contention about “claims;” speculators would secure
large entries of land when it came into market, by corruption, fraud and bribery; would
lay out towns on paper, and deal largely in town lots at a high figure, and so on to
the end of the chapter. The individual, and the body of Socialists would be hemmed
in and menaced by an array of selfishness and rapacity on all sides; and true indeed
must be those who would be unaffected by their malign influences. But it may be
said, such circumstances would try the stuff we are made of.” If we think we steed
a trial of this kind, then, it is better to have it; if not, not. When I came to the West,
I came to look for a chance to make social effort, for a place to which the true-hear
ted and free might resort for the purpose of instituting higher conditions and relations;
but a residence here of a yes#has satisfied me that it is not best to undertake any
thing of the kind in a “new” location.
The laws will help us nowhere.” Very true; but in a new location, will not the
greediness and unscrupulousness of land-jobbers impel them, with the law on their side,
to oust, in fair means or foul, a body of radical Socialists who might be in possession
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of the best chance. Coveting the “Eden” these had made, or were likely to make, would
not those be seized with a deep horror of the license they were about to practice, and of
the disastrous results to “law and order” which would follow their being allowed to re
main unmolested? As a general thing, men do not care so much about the law, unless
they can make it minister to their selfishness. Would there not be more occasion for
this in a “new” than in an “old” location?
“When and how will a sufficient numberof earnest cooperators unite to solve the prob
lem of fraternity and Social Freedom?”
It must be done within a few years, at most, or elsfe the work deferred until a new gen
eration of socialists rises. Those whose minds and hearts are now enlisted in the cause of
Social Reform will soon have passed the meridian of life; many of them will have become
old, and unless something is done soon, the work must be bequeathed to posterity. The
question as to the time when, then, is simply this: Is such a union and solution of the fra
ternal and social problem possible in our day? If we believe that it is, it is time we
were taking the initiatory steps to make the possible the actual; if we do not thus be
lieve, then we have only to “cry in the wilderness prepare ye the way” for che coming of
the Social Messiah in the future. But for one, I believe it is now possible, and fervently pray
that while I live, I may be able to help prove it.
But “How?” I offer the following, not as a plan, but as suggestions for the formation of
a plan. Let some one, or several if convenient draw up a paper, stating the general prin-.
ciples which radical reformers desire to embody in social relations and institutions, the
object for which subscriptions are asked, and the method of operation. Let those principles
be so clearly stated, that there can be no misapprehension respecting them; so that no one
need make a mistake in starting.
The necessary steps in the method of operation
would be perhaps something like the following: First, to obtain subscriptions of a certain
amount of stock in shares so small as to be within fhe reach of all, male and female.
When a sufficient amount is taken, let there be an election of directors to take charge of
and manage the concerns of the company, as ordered by the stockholders. The stock
holders will of course, organize themselves in some way, either by contract among them
selves or under some law regulating stock companies. The former would be better; we should
have as little to do with the law aspossble. When all is ready, make an assesment upon each
share of stock,large enough to cover the travelling expenses of the directors and others who
would be willing to give their time in looking for, and securing a location. When such
location is found, call in stock enough to secure it, and then, let such as can, get ready
and go to the spot immediately and commence the work. Let joint stock operations ex
tend only to the purchase of the location and the construction of a Unitary Dwelling.
When the land is secured, sell it in lots at cost. Rent or sell apartments in the Unitary
Dwelling in the same way. Arrange things so that persons would not be obliged to
group more closely, or to cooperate any farther than their attractions lead them to do.
These are some of the most prominent things necessary to be done.
Whoever prepares a paper as above, would do well to circulate it among those he might
know to be interested in such a scheme, before sending it out to the world, so as to
have it finished to meet the ideas of all. Perhaps, it might be better for us do correspond
with each other on the subject, and agree upon a committee to perform the work. What
ever may be done, let nothing be done in haste; let n^steps be taken prematurely.
Before binding ourselves in any way, it would be well for each one to become acquainted
as far as possible with others in different localities. Individuals in one locality might be
deputized to visit and bring reports from others in other localities. Much can be learned
by correspondence. We want no “hot-headed enthusiasm, but cool heads and pa
tient souls. If we will commence soon, we might get ready to seek and determine upon

a location in '57, and commence our work and of the inauguration of Social Keform and
Harmony in ’58. Have we heads and minds for the work?

FROM J. P. LASLEY, IOWA.

I fully concur in what is said above by friend Towner. Formerly, I looked to the far
West as the most desirable for a location; and I think a hurried trip through the coun
try (such as is generally taken by those who look for locations) would have confirmed
me in that opinion. But a year’s experience and observation, surrounded by those “try
ing” influences, has thoroughly changed me in this respect. By the by, I object to this
idea of being “tried.” It seems to me, to be borrowed from the old Theology, (“the
heavier the cross the brighter the crown,”) and has about as much foundation in philos
ophy, as the system itself. According to my idea, the object of social effort is to bring
about conditions, wherein we shall be as free as possible from all deleterious influences.
If this be the true purpose, why should we seek a location with special difficulties in this
direction? As to the advantages spoken of in the article above alluded too, I think,
I may say this: First, that cheapness of land would be no advantage; for the rea
son that the other accompaniments necessary to the building of a home, would cost more
in such a location than the same accompaniments, with the price of land added, would in
a more favored location. Second, that with the proper regulations, there will be no pe
cuniary risk anywhere; and, that if pecuniary profit be desired, if can best be attained
by efforts for that specific purpose. Third, as to following the fashion, I think the ten
dency would be to follow on into speculation and land jobbing, which we should avoid,
unless for weightier reasons than, that it “is rather easy” to do so. Fourth, that al
though, the “right proportions of wood and prairie land might be obtained,” it would be
no real advantage, for the reason, that others selling at a later period, could not get such
situations; and the fact, that first choice locations possess so decided an advantage over
those taken afterward, creates such a monopoly of those locations, as to greatly increase
the difficulties of farming operations, if not to materially mar the agricultural prosperity
of the country.
FROM A FRIEND IN MINNESOTA.

As to the question, where is the most suitable point? let me contribute my
mite of experience. I have long engaged in the work of reform, and studied well the wants
of thfe age. I came to this territory with a company of reformers, to find here, a home,
wherein we could live the principles we believed to be true; but we are not in the right
place to secure that, and I am satisfied that the far West—and FT. West along the bor
ders of settlements, is not the place for such organization. The elements are too unset
tled, too crude and inharmonious. Speculation is the great moving power, and nothing
is too mean or grovelling, not to be used in securing selfish ends. Coveteousness is the worst
active passion, and it will be years before the public mind will be settled so as to let the
intellectual and social faculties rule. Colleges and higher schools cannot be sustained
yet,- for a long time. The mere cheapness of land is by no means the greatest requisition,
and that is ail that can be secured by going West. The first great requisite, I consider,
is a healthy climate. Second, a"central point easy of access, and a cheap communication
with the great markets, Third, good land with timber and good water, at a price equiv
alent to their real value. I know of no place where all these exist in a greater degree
than Western Virginia, and Eastern Tennessee and Kentucky.
I have long had my thoughts upon that portion of the country, and long to go there;
and as soon as that portion is selected, I wifi be there with them, heart and hand.
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I have had enough of border life. We are on Government land not yet brought into mar
ket. Squatter titles are a constant source of wrangling and contest; few neighborhoods but
have their harmony broken by disorderly and unprincipled settlers; society is yet con
glomerate, and will remain so for a long time.
FROM A FRIEND IN WISCONSIN.

With reference to location, I am not wedded to any particular place, thing, or per
son, only as they are, or may be conducive to the carrying out of principles. But wheth
er on the hill tops of civilization, or on the unoccupied lands of the far West, we must
to insure success, be positive to our surroundings, we must be physically or pecuniarly
independent, and socially, intellectually and spiritually superior in power and attractive
ness to our surroundings to succeed in civilization; and we must be superior to the lone
liness and comparative isolation of a new country to succeed there.
The grand desideratum is to draw together a sufficient number of radical socialists, per
sons on one plane in relation to the great question of affectional freedom, (and as a legiti
mate consequence all other freedoms, for this is the root and centre of all,) to secure the
blessings of social life without the discordancies of civilization.
What we need is, the ability to surround our children, (and the weaker and more sensitive
to popular odium of the adults,) with such an influence that their affections cannot be alien
ated from us,—the ability to feed their whole beings, that they may not through social,
intellectual, or spiritual starvation, be forced to seek food amongst our opponents^ and
thus have their minds poisoned against us and our principles. We need this for our own
happiness and development, but they who have a thorough knowledge of principles andia
consequent hope for, and faith in their power to bless, can afford to wait whilst our chil
dren lacking these, cannot; and the advocacy of radical socialism in the midst of civiliza
tion, to an extent which brings public odium on our heads, without the power of feeding
them, as above described; destroys our influence over them for good, and makes our prin
ciples repulsive; I speak not of this theoretically, forhave had a painful experience of
it, not only in my own family, but in many others; neither do I fear but the ultimate re
result will be good, and hence, I continue to advocate radical socialism; but ’tis painful to
see the weeds taking possession oi the ground in which‘1 want to sow my seeds, knowing
that it will cost a great deal of labor to eradicate them, and (that the so wing® of the virgin
soil with pure seed, would much accelerate the advent of the good time coming. A few
miles, or a few individuals may make all the difference; the question is one of numbers or
distance and whether in civilization or out of it, the greater the number, on the individ
ual, attractive GRoupand interblending series plan, the greater the chance of success.
FROM M. B. POLYBLAYK,

TORONTO, B. W.

1. I hold that all lands should be held in trust for the community, to be purchased by
subscription according to the means of its members.
2. Every member, male and female, should be paid equally, according to time served;
have separate houses if desired, and spend their income in their own way, and at their
own cost.
3. A unitary home should be provided for all who desire it.
4. Every facility should be given to those wishing to retire from the community, and
members investing capital should be refunded upon retirement, or on a short notice ex
cept a small fund, say enough to pay for one or two acres of land which should be sunk
for ever! Such land will form a good basis for the successful operation of any commu
nity composed of members able to succeed at all.
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1 have said, that all lands should be held in trust for the community, which I consid
er one of the elements of success. A sure means of avoiding individual selfishness being
Carried too far for the general good. Now with respect to location, I have but little to
say at present, more than, I deem it important to keep within civilization for the purpose
of markets to take surplus produce. Absolute success can scarcely be expected without
large exchanges with civilization.

FROM J. A. CLAY, MAIXH.

I have been an interested reader of the Social Eevolutionist; and the more so since I
think that a practical movement, in the right direction, is likely to grow out of it. Still
I find, as must be expected, error in some of the minds that propose that move. It would be
strange indeed that we, creatures of all the false circumstances, were not more or less un
der the influence of those falses. That to which I refer more particularly is the proposi tion for a joint stock company with a large capital.
Now the joint stock company with a monied capital as a base, is a part of the pres
ent organized society, which true reformers ought not to carry with them to their new
homes. The whole property system is an evil, and connected with it, are all other evils,
to a greater or less extent—-more or less remotely situated. Marriage slavery, first of all,
chattel slavery, wages slavery;—legislation which creates, sustains and perpetuates the
law which perpetuates these slaveries; the sword and the soldiery which back up the
few; intemperance which makes the soldiers, and the whole monied interests and power,
and I might have added the religion of our fathers, which lies back of all these__are
but fragments of one great whole evil which true reformers repudiate. And any one
part carried into a new society, must take along all the other evils therewith connected.
A joint stock company to purchase of ignorance and avarice, a domain and such other
needs as humanity has been robbed of by the property system, would be well; but if it
would prosper and realize to its members their highest ideal, it must then leave the prop
erty system with whom it belongs, and in its stead, form a joint love company. Such
alone can ensure them the quiet and happiness that all desire.
Any reform short of this will need further reforming, and it will be wise, that reform
ers who can, place themselves on the rock at once, that they can be at ease with the most
undoubted assurance of permanancy.
I would by no means throw obstacles in the way of those progressives who do not see
thus far, for the first step; but would, if possible, induce those who can see the way clear,
to avail themselves of the whole truth at once.
With love and freedom as principles for the basis of a movement, I should entertain
Ho fears of a monied power acting derogatory to the final welfare of the enterprise; for I
have the utmost confidence in these principles to redeem the world. But without abso
lute freedom and love, I should have no hope of success to any society, though their
numbers outvie the Eastern armies, and their wealth the Eastern kingdoms.
There seems to be a variety of opinions as to the most proper vocation for the germ ef
& new social order. It is important that the first especially, have favorable circumstances;
though I attach more importance to the germ itself. I am looking for movements East,
West, North, and South. This sun of righteousness, love and freedom, will rise and dis
pel the smoky black, clouds of old fogyism, and leave a genial atmosphere everywhere. If
tve have the right material anywhere that is healthy, and the soil will return to the hus
bandman fair compensation for his labor.
The proximity to a large market or any market will soon be unimportant in a well reg
elated society, for such will produce and consume the principal of its own productions
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and thus avoid the Sodoms of civilization. It would be well for those having this Western
fever to go west; though I would, if permitted to join one, prefer the older settled states.
I once had the Western fever which was caused more from a desire to get rid of the cut
throat system which everywhere prevails than from anything else. I went West, got
cured, and came home, and have since learned it was better to live down a wrong than
run away from it.
In speaking of a location, one of your writers says: “By the by, mule breeding would
be a profitable business here;” and again he says: “Sheep and hogs can live all the year
round in the woods.” I have hoped to live long enough to see a little colony founded,
who could sustain themselves on the soil without requiring the slavery of animals, or be
ing enslaved by them. And I do not yet despair of coming so near to it that we can live
without being obliged to breed animals for others to wear out, or feed and slaughter hogs
for others to consume. However, I should not hesitate, if permitted, to join an associa
tion on a much lower plane than my ideal, and run the risk of elevation.

FROM A LADY FRIEND IN INDIANA^

Ho one more earnestly desires than myself, to have some social movement tested, and
prove practicable. If it cannot be done, it is a sad comment on reformers and their boast
ed charitableness. But I believe it can; but they must bring their high-flown theories
down to actual life. Take the world as it is, and the men and women in it to be subject
to like changes, as each finds himself liable to change.
The great idea of Individual Sovereignity, is a humbug! It has done good, but it can
not be carried out in the light that some of our prominent reformers hold it, neither is
the plan of paying each member for every hour’s work they perform, a feasible project.
It would work better for the men than the wonen; the work of the latter is composed
of so many trifling items, it would need a brace of lawyers to keep track of it. Then,
such a plan would foster selfishness, a thing already too plenty, even in reformers.
One thing is true, too true. Women are far more selfish than men; and it is to them
we are to look for success. Men will have to furnish means, but what of that, if women
are not with them, heart and soul?
We are educated entirely on a selfish plarf; we rule our own houses, we become accus
tomed to petty authority, and it makes our natures selfish. Hever having anything to
expand the mind save dress and the round of domestic duties, we naturally become nar
rowed, and cannot bearfanything that does not exactly coincide with our opinions, we
instinctively feel, “lam right;” and it will take time, and much patience on the part of those
who are ready to lead a true life, to lead those who have yet to learn to work together
for the good of all.
The plan of association which I think will succeed, while others fail, and one which I
would join, would be, to have ail give their property to be kept in trust by trustees.
Let the members work in groups, have a Unitary Dwelling, and the proceeds of their la
bor go for the good of all. Each work with the same unselfish feeling that a family of
children do, when under the parental roof. Each do what he or she is able, and of such
work as is necessary; of course, there must be directors, but all should be in common.
I know, many would think this way of proceeding would deprive them of individual rights,
but let them try their plan; it cannot work; at least, I shall have to see it successful,
before I would be willing to join them; for as much as I long for a harmonic home, I had
rather never try it, than to have it fail after commencing.
I would ask some of these “Individual Sovereigns,” what aged people, invalids and
children were to do for a home; have a provision set aside for them? That would savor a
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little too strong of an alms house, for me. No; we must have all fbee. There must
be an entire consecration to the work. We must live for the good and happiness of others.
Our happiness will thereby be increased ten-fold.
The only way we can be “independent” is to live by ourselves, for as long as we come
in contact with others, we are dependent. If it is our wish—our life to live for and make
others happy, so far as it is in our power, that [makes us “individual sovereigns,” then.
I want an opportunity of living such a life.

FROM A FRIEND IN CINCINNATI.

lam becoming more and more settled in the conviction, that what is done in the way
of Association, at present, must be more or less established on existing business princi
ples, leaving an avenue open for advance as we get prepared for it.
I can’t see the full propriety of your Virginia idea. It will not answer. It would be a
bad condition to be placed in, to live amidst an evil to which you could make no refer
ence in a free way.
On the whole, I think it safer to locate where there is the full freedom of the Press
and tongue, even though there may be bigotry and intolerance—where there is capacity
to understand—reason to be appealed to. The quietness of the ignorant boor—his toler
ation is uncertain. Let but his passions be appealed to by your opponents, and where
is your safety? Not in his reason, which is undeveloped, and which is all you would pre
fer to appeal to, except his intuitions of right and wrong; and could they be depended on?

FROM ALFRED CRIDGE.

There is no use in “pulling up stakes” for nothing, because we want to live a little
nearer our ideal, than we have been in the habit of doing. It does not follow, that we
should abandon location and employments, which habit has rendered comparatively, if not
positively familiar, pleasant and profitable. In some cases this may be necessary; and
when the movement becomes 50,000 strong, a new location should be sought for the mass;
but until then, there is no use in removing ourselves from all intercourse with, and influ
ence on that very social organization we seek to reform. Freedom is a treasure, but we
may pay too much for it. I see no necessity or obligation, binding on the Social Reformer,
who may be doing a fair business, as a merchant, mechanic, or a professional man in some
city or central locality, to remove to Kansas, Minnesota, Texas, or Western Virginia to aid
in starting a new social order. It can be done far better at home. He should not remain
among old fogies, but reformers sufficiently progressed should gradually concentrate in
favorable localities, where a large portion of the population are somewhat progressive estab
lish unitary households, and arrange business matters so as to carry out cooperation as
much as circumstances will admit without sacrificing individual sovereignity. Some
may say that all mercantile and professional men are living on stealings, getting more for
their labor than it is honestly worth, even where it is not valueless or positively injuri
ous. This, however is owing to defects in the social organization, common to all kinds of
business, and especially prominent in buying and selling land. Even the land cultivator
in seasons of high prices, gets more for his labor, than it is worth, according to an eqitable standard. So that amounts to nothing.
In regard to Western Virginia, the editor of a liberal paper in Cincinnati, says the
people there are more like dogs than human beings—that is, the whites. Moreover the
institution of chattel slavery necessarily degrades that society in which it is pormitted
below the hell even of civilization. To every depth of rascalitygthere is a lower deep]
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and the infernalisms of civilization are outweighed by those of barbarism. No slave
state can claim any Social position above that of barbarism.
Surrounding
influences must affect a community; and such influences in a slave state are generally
worse than those of a free state. The people are more brutalized and the legislatures more
tyrannical. Notwithstanding that anti-slavery agitation may be below our plane of reforma
tory effort, we must keep out of the influence as much as possible of the system of chat
tel slavery, in order to accomplish much in the way of social renovation.
Those who have been accustomed to farm life should, if in a progressive neighborhood,
remain on their farms and cooperate as much as circumstances admit. Sometimes, ex
changes cah be effected by which reformers could bring their farms more into juxtaposition
with each other, and when in the neighborhood of cities, a gradual substitution of fruit
growing for cattle, grain, etc., would enable a comparitively small amount of land to fur
nish profitable employment to a large number of people, and thus in some degree, coun
teract the injurious results of land monopoly, and render removal to the West unneces
sary.
When? Those who wish to realize the benefit of Unitary Homes and cooperation,
should, without making rash alterations, shape their movements with a view to that end
at once. As a preliminary step, all uncongenial relations, business and domestic lue
should be dissolved as soon as practicable. The work of disintegration being completed,
that of cooperation (not of aggregation) can be commenced.
How? In the country by making such additions to their houses, as will qualify
them for transitional Unitary Homes for four or five families. In these arrangements,
both in city and country, privacy should be a primary requisi e, and the law of supply
and demand in regard to social intercourse well understood and thoroughly acted upon by
all concerned. Every grown person should have a room to himself or herself, if practi
cable; and if not, every married couple or family—where if is intended that these institu
tions shall be retained. Privacy is essential to the soul’s growth; some want quiet, rest
and study when others want conversation, excitement and action. A common room for
meals and conversation, and a common kitchen should be among the institutions, but the
private rooms should be “sanctum sanctorums,” wherein each individual or pair, may be
free to grow and retain his individuality, and not be like a forest tree or a flock of sheep.
The domestic labor should be equally divided among all the females, and no lazy or in
efficient person admitted, still less a discordant or gossiping one.
In the cities, suitable houses can be rented and the requisite arrangements soon made;
but a union of less than six adult persons is almost certain to result in more or less
discord.
The art of living economically and well in regard to diet, should be carefully studied by
all concerned, or cooperation will lead, as it has led, to extravagance.
Kemarks.—Does it amount to nothing that merchants and professional men are sus
taining discordant relations by the very business of their lives? Is it a reason for re
maining in isolation and antgonism, that we are doing a thriving business? Does it jus
tify the wrong to say that it belongs to the system, and that all are guilty, the difference
being only in degree? The very object in coming together would seem to be to get rid
of these falses, and establish the conditions of a diviner life. Let us not abandon civilzation, but create our fraternal home in its midst. The great need is exemplification,
and until there is more of this, our talk will not amount to much. So far from abandon
ing occupations suitable to the individual, cooperation would seem to be a means of real
izing that end. And we know that many of our Socialists who would be most efficient
in working out the practical solution, can turn their hands to a variety of industries with a
facility which would bewilder any of our esthetic dreamers.

We ought to know something of this affair of the small group. We have tried it and
found it wanting. It is good so far as it goes: but it don’t go far enough. It is an advance
upon the family in isolation, but it cannot satisfy a large soul that is conscious of its needs.
What we want is the cooperation of considerable numbers, that there may be many
groups, x hese must be formed by attraction and modified by attraction. They will not
be exclusive and distinct as to their individual elements, but interblending. They will
not be permanent as to their individual constituents, but subject to the law of change and
variety. These things will not be determined by the Community, as such, but by the in
dividuals and groups thereof, according to their own sovereign will, straightened only by
the necessity of circumstances. Each individual must be thrown upon his own respon
sibility, to labor in his own way and live. None should be compelled to cooperate, but all
should be permitted to do so in such manner as they wish, and so far as they can. Secure
every intermediate condition to facilitate all that are higher j make sure work of every step
but throw no obstacles in the way of those which are to follow.
Nothing short of this can relieve the apprehensions of individuals—satisfy all the so
cial conditions of our complicated being, and secure the elements of present success.
Without the cooperation of considerable numbers, the legitimate cravings of the soul
must go unsatisfied and the end cannot be achieved; and if left to act with that freedom
which our higher nature demands, the many will cooperate with less discord than the
few. Unite one hundred persons; organize the domestic department properly, and it will
go on harmoniously, as has already been practically demonstrated. Unite five or six
families; place the domestic concerns in charge of the women thereof who are to take
an equal share of the responsibilities in permanent relations to each other, and we should
have a pretty mess of it. Not one such group in twenty but would be torn to tatters, in
less than three years. Yet it is superior to the isolated family and a better way to live;
the family holds, and this would not, for the simple reasons that the family is linked and
knotted together by the necessity (1) of isolation; (2) of animal appetite; (3) of the law; (4)
of education and prejudice; (5) of conventionality and public opinion;—and these liga
ments bind not the group.
We do not think it so important to locate amongst intelligent people, since we take our
own society with us. Intelligent surroundings are desirable certainly, if, at the same
time, liberal and tolerant; but this is not always the case as to individuals; and as to
neighborhoods, we know of none in which it is so. When intelligence allies itself with
family-sustaining and property-snatching, as it does in an especial manner in the Western
sections of the Union, it becomes aggressive. The sordidness engendered by the antag
onism and strife of the isolated family arrangement, seizes upon the soil, monopolies
and gives it a fictitious value, and then attacks whatever endangers affectional exclusive
ness, as the vitalizing center of professional, commercial and social craft and privilege.
Wnat we want is, first, to live amongst a people that will not molest us; and, secondly,
to live in a locality with ready access to the elements of social progress in the States. To
live our principles, we want to be left undisturbed; but to propagate our principles, we
want to make as much disturbance as possible.
Western Virginia is central and accessible; it has fine scenery, an abundance of timber,
a healthy atmosphere, and excellent water; it has facilities for manufacturing, farming and
fruit-growing; and its lands are as cheap as in Kansas. It presents a combination of ad
vantages which no other place does. The only question is: Will its laws and people per
mit us to live our faith in peace? If the affirmative of this be ascertained to be true, W.
Va. is the spot above all others.
We have no fears whatever, of the degrading influence of chattel slavery. The very fact
that advanced reformers have so far outgrown it, is the reason as it seems to us, that a co
operative brotherhood would have nothing to fear from its infectious influence. It is not
the evil which disgusts, but the one which entices us, that we have reason to fear. The
social plane of negro chattelism is too far below us to be dangerous; but that of speculation
and sordid gain is not. The debasing influence of negro slavery, I believe would not touch

a colony on the Ohio and Kanawha rivers; hut in the far West, the contagious influences
of land speculation and property snatching, I fear would.
Upon friend Wright’s principle, that we should be positive to our surroundings, I
would locate among the simple, ignorant children of nature in Western Virginia, if not
the tools of priestcraft, rather than amongst the intelligent, but determined and aggres
sive Puritans of Wisconsin, with all their professed anti-slavery. The opposition of intel
ligent conservatism, would be manifold; not the least effective form of which, and most
difficult to counteract, might be the blandishments and allurements of fashionable life, by
which, as friend Wright has elsewhere remarked, it would aim to seduce our youthful
population. But in a rural district, amongst a boorish but inoffensive people, nothing of
this kind could occur.
Propagating the ideas of a higher freedom requires other conditions. As Journalists
and Lecturers, we should aim to reach those people who are rid of the lower forms of
slavery; such as are more intelligent, and would give more opposition. In the mental
action and reaction this generated truth is thrown up, and some must always embrace it.
But we can only state these points here; we hope to add others and elaborate all more
fully some time hereafter. Meantime, the writer hereof and others will visit Western
Virginia and South-Eastern Ohio to study the character of both places in all the condi
tions which would affect a liberal colony in either place. We expect to report in time for
the Oct. 'No. of the S. Eev.,if not before.
If conditions should he found favorable in W. Va. and S. E. Ohio, and friends think
well of the project, an attempt may be made to get up a joint stock settlement company,
with reference to each point. Those who wish to avail themselves of the cheap lands and
natural advantages of W. Va. and are not afraid of its social institutions, would go there.
Those who wish to settle in the older states, hut are apprehensive of slavery, could prob
ably not do better than to locate in S. E. Ohio, near the Ohio river. If neither company
should succeed in getting enough to justify operations,they might unite, perhaps, or at least
a sufficient number do so with sufficient means to settle in one place or the other. If ei
ther company should get enough, let it go on. If both should succeed, all the better.—
Their ready access by the river would enable them to sustain each other.
It would hardly he safe to get up a joint stock company without reference to the local
ity somewhat definitely specified. To leave this altogether an open question might pro
duce dissention and dissatisfaction, and paralyze cooperative effort, even after a sufficient
amount of stock had been taken. But even if this source of contention should not pro
duce a rupture, it would seem to involve a feature of despotism which it might be well
to avoid. Owing to the falses with which we are surrounded, the temporary despotisms
of combination may be» necessary to establish the conditions cf a just individualism; but
even these we should avoid as much as possible. A joint stock company is objectionable,
we all know; but how else are we to achieve the end? Individuals by isolated effort can
not do it. No one can secure the basis unless he is wealthy; and how did his wealth
come? By the despotism of false social conditions, of course; and hence it is, that while
in the midst of falses, we must endure more or less of despotism even in our struggle to
be free. We must combine; and if there be a better way for the initiative than a joint
stock company, let us have it. The first step, as we now see, would seem to require a
statement of the object in vieu; and a joint stock company involving as few contingencies
as possible, and contemplating nothing more than the purchase of the domain and its sale
in lots to individuals. This would fee entirely safe and good so far as it goes. It would
bring the liberal and tolerant together, each upon his own responsibility. Phalansterians would locate their lots together, for the most part; and then organize their
company for the erection of the Unitary Dwelling. After that, the industries accord
ing to demand, to individual tastes and fraternal attraction.
I write to suggest; and adopt the dogmatic style to save type and time.
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BY J. H. COOK.

In a preceding article, I should have said no center not “member” of any one group of
the cerebral organs, can be the center of any other group. An organ may be a member
of several groups varying in each one, in position and function from center to circumfer
ence. In the^ groups and series of groups of our prospective, nature’s plan of society,
all human capacities may be gratified and all desired positions will be attainable. One of
the most serious obstacles that have been, now is, and will be in the way of practical
freedom and toleration, is the disposition on the part of so many reformers, arising from
more or less occipital development to he arbitrary leaders; arid if this development be
connected with a fullness and activity around and hack the ears, they will inwardly
be deceitful, jealous and selfish, although their philosophy may be sound, and their de
sire for greater freedom strong and earnest. Such difficulties will continue to exist as
long as men have such developments as dispose them to assume capacities which they do
not possess, and their associates have not consciousness and intuition enough to truly
read their character beforehand. Human nature like “murder, will out,” as well among
reformers as conservatives; and it will generally “out” sooner and stronger from less
outer restraint. The truly philosophical and practical reformer, who bases his hopes of
a better form of society upon the true, whole nature of man, does not assume that our
idea can he fully realized in any one form of society now possible, in any respect. A
mountain whose top is gilded by the first rays of light standing in eternal grandeur and
sublimity, has a broad, firm basis. Those brains which are developed somewhat (this is
but an imperfect analogy) like a mountain inverted, are not doing the most, although
they may desire the most, or the highest degree of perfection and refinement for human
ity. Again, those heads that are built up unevenly from the base, cannot see mentally.
or ideally all the parts in their natural order and succession of the desired future har
monic societies, of small or large numbers. A brain whose functions are gross and ma
terial—material in the usual sense only—desires and finds a form of society adapted to
such functions. They do not, cannot “see every part of that stupendous whole” which
comprises all forms, conditions, relations and functions, past, present and prospective.
They can not see and appreciate what is in existence, above and for them. Xhose who
are inversely developed, have but little knowledge and appreciation of, or faith in the ma
terial basis of the “House” or the society in which they live. Hence in looking- forward
with high hopes to a form of society adapted to their developments, they see, because
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a degree of spirituality and refinement for which there is no material basis.

Such are the development of a large majority of social reformers. They have corres
ponded with, and subsequently visited various associations and centers, which they had
idealized without reasons into havens of rest, and mansions of bliss, where delicious fruits
and fragrant flowers were already developed in profusion, and were awaiting their arrival.
Poor, starving soul! I know how to sympathize with you. Tour sufferings shall be mit
igated at least, if you will exercise the faith of a true philosophy of man and society.
You must learn, that it requires development of the lower brain, to execute the mandates
and give material form and basis to the ideal of the upper brain. If vou want' liberty or
social freedom, you must help to make those conditions necessary to its existence; and if
your cerebral developments are Tight, you will be a do-something as well as a knowsomething. lou cannot have a sufficiently free and capacious earth-home, made to ordei, or in the time that God is reported to have “made the world,” or out of the same material(?): “nothing!” A predominant top head requires outer conditions as different from
those of a predominant lower head, as are those of a tree-top from those of its base. The
foimer wants a large space, expands and diverges heaven-ward; lives upon, and is fed by
light, heat, air and the imponderable fluids or gases. Here is the fragrant blossoming and
fne loving fructification. So the fully expanded top-head waves its wide spreading’, gracefm, fragrant and fruitful branches in divine and spiritual regions, whose powers and object
cannot be compressed into the limits of the gross and animal. Pew social reformers have
tnose cerebral developments that wiU fully sanction in others the attempt to practice the
ultra and unpopular principles which they sanction and advocate in the abstract. The
upper front head that sees principles and relations, is unselfish, calm and diffusive; and
the circumstances that excite it to, and keep it in action, are very dfferent from those condi
tions that excite and keep in action the selfish, praise-seeking, practical, positive and en
ergetic faculties, or regions of the brain. Therefore, there is no necessary correspondence
between the extent of a man’s belief, and the extent to which he will practice that belief,
or tolerate its practice in others. Few are developed to see principles. The great mass
of numanity cannot see the high principles of Love and Wisdom; for the general altitude
of their cerebral activities, is below the range of those uncompressed and uncompressible
powers. Reformers are often charged wfth inconsistency, because they cannot, or do not
practice what they preach. But abetter knowledge of human nature, will show us, that
every man is always consistent with himself, as a whole. Ifby consistency is meant, such in
ternal structure and such outer conditions as shall enable a man to do, to think and to
feel in just proportion and harmony, then consistency is impossible. But if consistency
is being as wise and good, and doing all that, and as well at any time as we can, then is
any one—then are all consistent. The difficulty is, in wrongly in ei ring that because that
one organ, group or region of the brain acts so, and thus, when excited, therefore any oth
er part of that brain will, or can, in the present state of development, act in harmony with
it or them. Every transition of societjr into forms to represent higher conditions of cer
ebral de velopment, is lengthening and strengthening the love and wisdom levers of the su
perior regions. Each higher and comparative harmonious form of society, will diffuse it
self among, and reflect upon the lower forms, more or less, according to the law of action
and reaction, sympathy, radiation or induction in the brain. A man of superior develop
ments and commensurate, executive or occipital power, in consequence of the great scope
and power of his influence, will give an upward tendency to human society, that the pre
vailing influences of the basilar region can destroy. So it is with small groups, or associ
ations of men and women whose minds are really noble, high and pure. They may sufer much from the darkness and ignorance around them, but their influence is permanent
and indestructible.

X

BIBLE

BIBLE

PKOPHECIEiS.

PROPHECIES.

BY W. L.

There are many passages in the bible which are styled prophecies, and„of which much
capital is made, that no common reader would dream were of such a character, xhe
curse of a drunken man is set down as the inspiration of the Almighty; and men find an
argument for present cruelties, in the mutterings of an inebriate, wno is said to have lived
4000 years ago.
“And Noah was drunken, and he was uncovered within his tent. And Ham, the
father of Canaan, saw the nakedness of his father, and told fehem and Japhet, who cov
ered the nakedness of their father, walking backward, so that they might not see his na
kedness. And when Noah awoke from his wine and knew what his younger son had
done to him, he said: “Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be to his breth
ren. Blessed be the Lord God of Shem; and Canaan shall be his servant. God shall en
large Japheth, and he shall dwell in the tents of Shem, and Canaan shall be his servant.’5
Gen. ix: 21-27.
It appears from this that Ham, the father of Canaan, was the guilty one; but he is not
cursed at all. Noah passes over the head of the offender, and curses his innocent off
spring. “Cursed be Canaan.” What could induce Noah thus to act, or rather Moses to record
this denunciaiion upon Canaan? Bishop Newton in his dissertation on the I rophecies, ex
plains the matter clearly. He says: “This account was plainly written by Moses fortheencouragement of the Israelites, to support and animate them in their expedition against a
people, who by their sins had forfeited the Divine protection, and were destined to slavery
from the days of Noah.” No doubt of it; and written, too, after the Canaanites had
been enslaved by the Israelites, so as to make it appear that God had doomed them long
before, to be the victims of the conquering Jews. Had the curse been pronounced upon
Ham, the scripture statement regarding the Israelites’ bondage in Egypt would have fal
sified the prediction, for Egypt is called, in the scriptures, the lana of Ham, hence, the
curse is turned upon Canaan. Some pretend to see evidences of this curse in the present
condition of the negro population of our country, whom they style “the servile progeny of
Ham.” But what kind of a being would that be who would doom unborn millions to a.
life of degradation and woe, for the thoughtless act of a boy ? Besides, no curse was pro
nounced upon Ham; and there is no more evidence to prove that the negroes are descended
from Ham, than there is that they are descended from the renowned Baron Munchausen.
But the prophecy states that “God shall enlarge Japheth, and he shall dwed in the
tents of Shem, and Canaan shall be his servant.” This may mean that Japheth would
become a large man; live in his brother’s tent, and have his nephew, Canaan, to wait
upon him. Or it may mean that the descendents of Japheth would become very numer
ous and dwell with the descendents of Shem, and the descendents of Canaan should be
their slaves. If the former be considered the true explanation, it is impossible to tell
whether it was ever fulfilled. If the latter, it is just as Impossible to tell. I remember
being told, when a boy, that Europe was peopled by Japheth; Asia by Shem; and Africa
by Ham. But where is the proof? We ask in vain. Granting that God did curse Ca
naan by making his posterity slaves to Shem’s, then the curse of slavery is rolled upon
God, and all its iniquities traced to the Fountain of all good!
When Iff gar, Abraham’s concubine, fled from Sarai, the angel of the Lord found hex
in the wilderness and said to her, “Behold thou art with child and shall bare a son, and
he will be a wild man; his hand will be against every man, and every man’s hand against
him; and he shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren.” And when Abraham after-
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ward drove her Into the wilderness, the angel of God informs her that he will make
of her lad a great nation. Abraham, on one occasion, says to God: “0 that Ishmael!
might live before thee.” And the answer that he receives is: “Behold I have blessed
him and will make him fruitful, and will multiply him exceedingly; twelve princes shall
he beget, and I will make him a great nation.”
These prophecies respecting Ishmael are said to have been fulfilled to the letter, in
the Arabs who are claimed to be the descendents of Ishmael. They are wild men; their
hands are against every man, and every man’s hand against them. But the prophecy
does not say more than that he should be a wild max, etc. Supposing the Arabs to be
his descendents, then, the fact of their being robbers is no proof of the fulfillment of that
prophecy, and how far it was fulfilled in the person of Ishmael, we have no means of
knowing outside of the book that contains the prophecy.
_ But 18 said that he should beget twelve princes, and this|was fulfilled, for Moses
gives their names.
True, and thus fulfills his own prophecy. Let men write prophecies, and their testi
mony alone be sufficient to establish the fulfillmenhof them, and prophets of God will
be as numerous as religious fanatics.
What evidences have we that the Arabs are descended from Ishmael? Dr. Kitto says
that the Arabs have a notion that they are descended from Abraham through Ishmael’
but says it is quite certain that the inhabitants of Southern Arabia^are'Tiot of the Ishmaelitish stock, and attributes to their vanity the’disposition they have to trace themselves
back to Abraham. If he had also told us that it was very doubtful whether the inhabi
tants of Northern Arabia were the descendents of Ishmael, it would have been equally
as true.
When Jacob lay on his death-bed, he called his sons together to tell them what should
befall them in the last days. Of Reuben it was said, “thou shalt not excel.” Very in
definite. Excel in what, wisdom, power, wealth, virtue or numbers? In the 1st chap,
of Numbers we learn that Reuben did excel severaFof the tribes, in numbers, ‘at least.
Of Simeon and Levi it was said, “Cursed be their anger, for it was fierce,’and their
wrath, for it was cruel. I will divide them in Jacob and scatter them in Israel.”
How was this fulfilled?
_
^1C l^th chap, of Joshua, we read of the tribe of Reuben receiving “seventeen
cities and their villages,’’^as their share of the promised land; hut there is no intimation
of their being scattered or- divided. The Levites were scattered, it is true, but this was
no curse to them. They received no less than forty-eight cities, throughout the land, to
dwell in—a much greater number than their brethren, and then lived upon the best of
everything, withoutjhe labor of producing it. Of Zebulon it is>aid,|“He shall dwell at
the haven of the sea, and shall be for an haven of ships.” This appears to have been ful
filled, but where is the proof that it was written before its fulfillment? Or supposing it
to have been written before, was not there a possibility of its fulfilling itself? The tribe
of Zebulon settling on the coast of the Mediterranean to fulfill the prophecy! Some
parts of Jacob’s prophecy are not worth noticing; but there is a prophecy made respect
ing Judah which|has often been referred to as®a proof of the inspiration of the bible. “The
sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nora law-giver from between his feet, until Shiloh
come; and unto him shall the gathering of the people be.” What are the facts? The
sceptre did depart from Judah nearly 600 years before Jesus came, supposing him to be
the Shiloh.
From the time of the Babylonish captivity, the sceptre departed from Judah, and nev
er returned. Herod who reigned in Judea when Jesus came, not being even a Jew.
The prophecies fairly examined, are not even shrewd guesses, but plainly show their
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writers to have been careless and extravagant. They are a true image of the times in
which they wrere written, and it does seem amazing that rational beings can ever be led to
imagine such crude, illiterate, vague, and, in many cases, ridiculous compositions to have
been dictated by the Supreme Being.

FREE

LOVE.

The North-Western Orient, for June, contains the following, in reference to this sub*
ject:—
“This modern heresy has inflicted a sore injury upon the cause of Spiritualism through
out the country. The public are justly shocked by the announcement of tenets, which,
in their consequences, would designate conjugal continence as ‘legalized adultery.’
“The principles of Free Love, as expressed by those who are its expounders, seem to
prevail with a certain class of minds, whose intellectual powers are inadequate to the
task of tracing causes to ultimates by force of reason, without actual experience; while
those of superior powers readily perceive effects, and would avert them by a firm resis
tance. Every prominent medium who gives utterance to Spirit teaching, repudiates mod
ern Free Love. Every intelligent Spiritualist has rendered his dissent.
h. h.”
The above remarks seem to have been called forth by numerous slanderous reports
circulated about Waukegan, 111., against the Spiritualists of that place. The writer
seems concerned for his reputation, as evinced in the attempt to stay the current of
popular indignation, which has set against those supposed to be indentified with Free
Love principles.
No doubt Spiritualism suffers from its association with liberalism, as must every
individual who has courage and manhood enough to assert his individuality against
the tyrannical exactions of a false and corrupt society. So long as the slave is obe
dient, he has nothing to fear from the master. So long as a Spiritualist maintains
his popularity, society don’t care for his doctrine; but let him announce views of a
revolutionary tendancy, and society will assign him his place in double quick time.
It is not true that those who teach Free Love doctrines have not the intellectual
acumen to trace causes to ultimates. We pity the man who is so ignorant and un
truthful as to make such an assertion. Among them may be found the most pro
found thinkers of the age. As a class, they will compare with any, for intelligence,
integrity and chastity, and many of them would put our “Christian” moralism to shame,

for the purity of their lives. And yet they are denounced as licentious and unprin
cipled! This is significant. Let the facts of experience speak for themselves. “Every
tree is known by its fruit.” The advocates of Freedom for the Affections ask only
for Toleration. They believe in Nature. They are willing to test their principles.
It would seem that those who assent to the doctrine of the right of every individ
ual to live his highest thought, would have a clearer idea of the principles of Free
Love, after they have been so ably and fully presented both by Spiritualists and
Anti- Spiritualists.
Nor is it true that “every intelligent Spiritualist has rendered his dissent,” but
on the contrary, the greater portion of those who advocate Free Love, are Spiritu
alists, some of them very prominent.
It will not suffice to deny this before the
world, its facts are too well ^ known. In view of this, some Spiritualists fear and
tremble. But they must “face the music;” and they will find it their gain, ultimate
ly, to show more manhood by the candid investigation of'a subject to which they have giv
en, as yet, little thought. Such unkind and illiberal expressions don’t tell much for
Spiritualism. This age demands truth from every man. Prejudice and bigotry are but
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relics of the past, and ought not to find countenance in the intelligent and educated.—
Let him cease to speak who has not the dignity of manhood to meet the consequences fol
lowing the expression of any honest opinion. Men of nerve will withstand the opprobri
um of a corrupt, despotic society. Those who are cowards and slaves are not the world's
reformers.
l. h. b.

THE

DOOM

OF

NATIONS.

BY GEORGE ROBERTS.

“Egypt and Israel, Grreece and Rome have had, in turn, their glory and the grave.”—
©. B. Pierce.

America but follows in their downward road to ruin. The strong man who prays up
on the weak and defenceless, is thought to be what he is—a hoggish, cruel coward; but
the mighty nation that exterminates the Indian, enslaves the African and massacres the
Mexicans, is held up as a pattern for the nations of the earth!
As individuals, the rich men of England never could oppress the poor, as they now can
by means of their government. Governments are but “infernal machines,” whose im
mense size and splendor dazzle the eyes of the beholder and divert his attention from
their real character. Human beings will not always submit to human government, which
is but another name for tyranny. Organized oppression must meet with final retribution.
“Though hand join in hand, the wicked shall not be unpunished.” Individuals only can
be saved; nations are doomed forever.

O,

THE

MORN

FOR

ME!

BY HELEN H. HOWARD.

Oh, the mom for me! when the golden light
On the Eastern sky is gleaming,
Ere the woodland choir
Has attuned the lyre,
Or the world with life is teeming;—
When the stars grow dim and forsake the sky,
■ And the Queen of night is sleeping;—
When the waking flow’r,
From its tiny bow’r,
Like a timid child is peeping;—

As the royal steed
Had forgot his speed,
And the burnished course before him;—
Though the gentle eve may awake the lute
Of the poet and the lover;
And the maiden’s song
To the starry throng,
In the azure vault above her:—

Though they tune their harps to the notes of love,
While the sacred vows unspoken,
In their eyes revealed,
When the cloudlets pause while they blush reply
By their lips are sealed,
To the sun’s warm, earnest greeting,
With
affection’s choicest token;—
And the night-winds, rude,
To the solitude,
Though the night may boast of the quenchless fires
Of their day-homes, are retreating.
That adorn her raven tresses;
When the shades of Sleep
Though the countless quivering beams of morn
O’er the eyelids creep,
Are forever in commotion;—
And her hand the bosom presses;—
Though they dance with glee,
On the earth and sea,
Yet the mom for me, as an emblem bright
And the islands of the ocean.
Of the dawning day before us;—
When the Wrong shall flee,
And the Eight shall be
When the burning car of the day-god rests,
But the reigning Monarch o’er us.
While the hidden hosts adore him;

GOD.

GOD.

Reply to John Patterson.
\

BY F.

B A RRY .

You believe in something you call God; but you do not believe in what people in gen
eral understand by that term. I affirm that you have no right to say you believe in
a God, when you reject the idea that term is understood to represent. How can we use
terms properly, except according to their common acceptation? By the term God is un
derstood an infinite, omnipresent, self-existent, all-creative, all-powerful being. Now,
that there can be no such being, you (and every other philosopher) know. There can be
but one infinity, and if there is an infinite God, there can be nothing else. But we know
there is something beside, so we know there is no infinite God. We know that two things
cannot occupy the same space, and that if “God is everywhere,” everything else is no
where! But we know there are other things everywhere, so we know there is no omni
present God. We know that if God “made all things,” the time must have been when
there was nothing in existence, except God, and we know there must have been an eternity previous to the creation of the first thing that was created; so there was a whole
eternity with nothing in existence, except God, and that he was for all this eternity doing
nothing; that he was not even thinking, for there was nothing to think about; that he was
just nobody, for there was no material, either spiritual or material, inexistence, (for God
afterward made everything, and had yet made nothing) of which a being of any kind
co Id be composed.
Yet the great mass of people believe in this self-existent, omnipotent, infinite, omni
present being, and this being they call God, and they agree in ascribing to him all these
attributes. They differ as to the minor traits of his character; some think he has a “good
disposition;” always mild, generous and humane; others think he is fretful, fickle,passionate,
revengeful and fiendish; some think he has a peculiar taste for roasting people; others
think he can be pacified with blood, and if he can get blood enough, he will get along
without any roasted souls, and that the “blood of Jesus” will answer as well as any.
Some think he wants his dishes seasoned with brimstone; others think he is particularly
fond of burnt mutton; some think he has a very large body, with a hand large enough to
cover up a man in the crack of a rock; others think he has no body at all, but still agree
that he is of the masculine gender. But however they may differ as to these minor points,
they all agree that “he” is a great big fellow, who fixed things and manages things to suit
himself.
Now you, my brother Patterson, do not believe in this great omnipresent, all-powerful
ae” this magnificent compound of absurdities and impossibilities. You believe in a
Universe oi matter that always existed, and that it is and was eternally under the con
trol of self-existent, self-acting law or principle. You believe that all the phenomena of
Rm Universe consists in the natural operation of self-existent law or principle upon eter
nally existing matter. You do not believe that anything was ever “created.” You do
not believe in any power superior to, or independent of Natural Law. You do not cher
ish any idea that cannot be properly described without the term “God.” Then why use
uJ What right have you to it? I must say, in all kindness, that I regard you as a
thief. You have taken that “sacred name” that has always described that “great and
g
being, ’ and applied it to an idea that the great mass of mankind would pronounce
rank “Atheism.” In the name of propriety, in the use of words, I protest against it.
Joseph Treat says there can be no God, for there is a Universe without him; and this
is irresistable logic; but you say it proves just as much that there is no Joseph Treat—
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Not at all; Joseph Treat is in the Universe; he is a part of it; there is net a Universe
without him. But God is another character entirely. He is not a part of the Universe;
he is too big to be in it; he is not finite, like our good brother Treat, and would not be
content with such small quarters; in other words, he takes up a mighty sight of room;-—
he is infinite.
Tour reference to the ancient and modern “Barry” amounts to just as. little. The Bar
ry tribe has improved wonderfully, no doubt, and there is even yet some chance for im
provement; and the same is also true of the tribe of “Gods:” There is only this great
difference: the Barrys are real, while the Gods are imaginary! A real God would not
improve, of course; and each and all of these believers are atheistic to all the other gods;
and indeed all are really atheists, except one, for no others believe in the real God, and
possibly this one (who, T suppose, is John Patterson,) is humbugged.

REJOINDER TO FRANCIS BARRY, BY JOHN PATTERSON.

Be careful, friend Barry, that you don’t prove too much. If you eject the word
“God” from your vocabulary, there is a whole class of words that you must send along
with it. These words, like the word “God,” represent ideas, which, like the God-idea,
are as real and progressive as the “Barry tribe.” The -word “religion” is one of them.—
l)oes friend Barry discard that as the representative of a metaphysical verity? Some of
my neighbors have thought it such a pity that I should throw away religion. But I
neither reject the word, nor the thing; but I call their religion idolatry, just as I call
their God an idol; and my war is against idols, and not against God.
But in his reply, our friend talks solemnly of “law!” law! What does he mean by
that? Go ask our preachers and legislators and the great multitude about them,' what
law means! The common acceptation! Is that friend Barry’s? He can get along very
•v well without the term; then why use it? What right have you to ic? I must say, in
all kindness, that I regal’d you as a thief. You have stolen a word and appied it to an
idea of which those who coined the term, had no conception. In this regard, the term
“law” and the term “God” are precisely analagous. They represent ideas with a gene
ric truth or central verity, pertaining to each of them; and you will have to accept as your
own, the sentence you have passed upon me. Substitute your word “law” for my word
“God,” in the beginning of your reply, till you come to the definition, and see how clean
a refutation it makes of your logic!
I use the term “God,” because it is a convenient and, to my mind, a very expressive
little word; and you use the term “law” for just the same reason. I love these brief, old
terms; and I would baptize them into the new faith. It seems to me that it is not the
fullness of philosophy that would discard them, but the want of it.
The God of -every philosophic mind is just as much a part of the Universe as Joseph
Treat and Brands Barry, only more so. This God is the “animus” of the Universe, pret
ty much as there is something in me which is the “animus” of my body. When, there
fore, I say, there is a Universe, and so I know there is a God, my proposition is unexcep
tionable. Concede my definitions and you can’t touch my logic.
Let me assure my friends, that by their indiscriminate onslaught upon God, they are
the murderers of truth and English. Almost all philosophers as well as theologians, have
used this term to designate their conception of the active principle in the Universe; so
that our friends in their reckless onset, assail the God of the philosophers equally with
the God of the Sects. We ask them to discriminate; and when they hurl their shafts, to
let us know what they are shooting at. Let us know what you mean by your words.—
There are different sorts of “laws” and different sorts of “Gods;” and so when friend
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"Barry says “natural” law, we know what he means; now when he attacks the Gods, why
should he not act upon the same principle, and say Heathen-God, Sect-God, or something
of the kind, so that we “philosophers” may know that he docs not mean the idea which
we designate by the term God? This I insist upon, as what we have a rigm to expect,
in accordance with all correct usage in the application of terms.
My God is everywhere. Wherever there is life and action, there is God; and life and
action are everywhere that I know of, and I cannot reason beyond what i know. My
friend’s life-principle is omnipresent in his body; and so is God omniprescru in the "Lin
verse. God is not the modes of action,, but action itself. The modes ol universal ac
tion indicate the God-character—the soul of the 0 inverse; a nd so the modes ol my friend’s
action indicates his character—the soul of Frances harry; and it is a real big one, but God
is bigger, inasmuch as he comprehends all humanity, and in the higher range of his ac
tivities, is hourly bringing into existence millions of living human souls.
T say that God is action, and action is everywhere. When my spirit leaves my
'body, the corporeal mass does not become inactive. A higher activity has left it, and a
lower activity immediately seizes it; and both activities are comprehended in the great
God-Activity of the Universe.

GrOE>

OR

NO

OOD.—-WHAT

KIND

OF

CIOD.

BY THEO VINDEX.

“Of God above or man below,
What can we reason but from what we know?”
In No. 5 of the Revolutionist, I observe conflicting views concerning God, and am
thence induced to offer some thoughts which they suggest.
Crane is at one extreme; Barry and Treat at the other. According to Crane, “so far
as God is concerned, it is immaterial what position man sustains to his (God’s) laws.”
Perhaps so; hut I should be pleased to know where Dr. Crane learned the fact.
Assuming that God felt sufficient interest in the matter to create man with all his won
derful capacities at all, is it not a little remarkable that he should so soon become so very
indifferent about man’s welfare. Again, Dr. Crane assumes that God is “all-wise and allpowerful.” “That there was no law, no principle, or cause, or action, except what came
from God originally” and hence very logically concludes that “all the law and all the ac
tions in the world” are God’s actions. This is Theism sufficiently ultra.
Next comes Mr. Barry, and he “pitches into” God with a “vengence.” Methinks I
see his throne begin to tremble! Alas for him! However, I should like to “see the fun”
and observe the process by which Mr. Barry will demolish him. Will Mr. Barry have
the goodness to give us a specimen of his skill, in -this way, in the Revolutionist?
Lastly, comes Mr. Treat,—God bless him.—He “believes” a great many things, and a
great many things he “don’t” believe, just of course as he has a right to do. However, I
think it lucky that his peculiar nature is not a “test” for anybody else.
I believe with him that women are “included in the rest of mankind,” and am much
pleased with his view of love between the sexes. On this point he becomes eloquent. It
Is a fine passage and will “tell,” and I could almost love him for that. However, I can’t
subscribe to his doctrine of the “congress which parents a child.” I “own up” I am a
little too carnal for that. That sexual excess diminishes love, there can he no doubt, hut
that more than merely enough for parentage is necessarily excess, I don’t believe. God
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has not been so niggardly of his bQunties as all that bespeaks; there are some women who
desire more during pregnancy than at any other time, and enjoy too without apparent in
jury to the “fgetus.” So much for that.
Now’- for his God. 0! Ah! He knows there is none, and of course “ there is no use
talking.” Here, then, we have both extremes, one of which must be false, neither of
which I think is true. “That there is a God, all nature cries aloud, through all her
woiks.” On every hand we have proofs of wisdom, powrer and goodness, and hence infer
a Wise, Good and Powerful Being we call God. How any man can gaze on this wonderous
world and think and doubt there is a God, is “passing strange.” Here is one extreme
which, to my mind, needs no argument to refute. Let us look at the other.
Dr. Crane assumes, without the shadow of proof, the infinity of God’s Wisdom and
Power, and thence deduces conclusions opposed to obvious facts. He uses the mind to
prove that the mind is not to be trusted in refence to the most obvious dictates of com
mon sense.. Nine hundred and ninety-nine in every thousand will believe that their acts
are their acts, and not those of another, and must so believe till they bid good by to the
teachings of experience.
Is God infinite in Power and are “all the actions in the world his actions?” If so then,
one or the other things is true. Either there is no evil, no crime in the World, and theft,’
robbery, murder, arson, etc., are not crimes, only blessings in disguise, and the reputed
Thieves, Robbers, etc., so far from being criminals, are but Ministers of Mercy, or there
is evil crime—and God the author—the monster Felon of the Universe! Horrible!
1 heories must fall before facts. There are facts to prove that God is powerful, good,
and wise, but where are the facts to prove the infinity of either of these attributes?
That “all the law in the world is God’s law” and “all the actions in the world are God’s
actions.” There may be such facts, but I have not observed them, nor do I believe they
can be found. On the contrary, there are facts to prove a limit to at least one of these
attributes, or that man can have no confidence in deductions legitimately drawn from
just premises.
Arguments which prove too much, prove nothing, and premises which lead to absurd
conclusions, must be false.
Assume, then, for the sake of argument, the infinity of God’s Wisdom, Power, and
Goodness (I add goodness, because I suppose from the general drift of Dr. Crane’s article,
he would admit it,) and the conclusion is inevitable that there never was and never will
be a moment’s evil, real or apparent, for if God be infinitely good, he would, if he could
prevent it if infinitely wise, he knows how to prevent it;—and if there be no limit to
- his power, he can do what goodness dictates and wisdom contrives.
This is the Logical conclusion from the premises. But what are the facts of experi
ence? the only test of truth. There is evil scattering thorns along every path of life.
True, it is said “ God’s laws are constantly bringing good out of what the world calls
evd/’ yet the evils are none the less evils, real or apparant, even though permitted for
the sake of good; hence the theory which would prove that not to be which is known to be
prove there never can have been evil when it continually stares us in the face, must be
false. But this dogma of God does this and is, therefore, false.
There is then a limit to one or other of these attributes. Either God is infinitely wise
and infinitely good, or there is a limit to his power. In this way, and this only, can we
account for evil and not suppose God to be the worst being in the Universe.
Here I might rest the case, but will go farther and add, that whatever may be said of
his goodness and wisdom, there is an evident limit to his “Power.” Power not only sup
poses an agent acting, but a subject on which the agent exerts his force, but to sup
pose such subject, is to suppose it to have a nature capable of modifying the results of tfc@
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force used by the agent, and to admit this, is to concede a limit to ‘Power”—-all I
claim- there is, therefore, a limit to the “Power” of G-od.
C But here I am met with the assumption-for it is nothing better than an assumption,
‘'that there was no law.no principle,except what came from G od ongmallyand that ren
though my principle may, in other eases, apply, it will not m this. Howerer,
purely gratuitious, and as I began, so will I end.
“Of God above, or man below,
What can we reason but from what we know?”
In brief I believe there is a God of Wisdom, Power and Goodness-to what extent, not
knowino- cannot say; that God, the elements and essential laws of matter, are eterna , a
God is tL Architect and Mechanic of the Unirerse, which is itself but an assemblage of
islands floating in the vast Ocean of alimitless Yoid; that wherever matter xs, there 1S God
also; that all the forms which ho has made were produced from pre-ex'stmgetoente m
accordance with nature's essential, eternal laws; that no more than man can God p
from them and accomplish good results.

ETERNAL

PUNISHMENT.

BY J. a. RUTHERFORD.
There is a Supreme, Eternal Euler-a God. Man, the creature, owes God, the Crea
tor, eternal adoration, because of God’s supremacy. As Supreme, God had a right to
give the inferior a law. The giving of a law to an inferior, presupposes the ability m the
inferior, either to obey or disobey that law. Man is so constituted that he can o^y or dis
obey God’s law. Man never did disobey until he was tempted; hence we conclude that
man never would have disobeyed, if he had never been tempted. Man can only e
tempted through the flesh, “for the flesh warreth against the spirit.”
The flesh is the
sole adversary of the spirit; then, when the flesh has fallen off or ie , man wou n
be tempted, and so would sin no more, for it is man’s fleshly passions that bring hi
temptation, and temptation brings him into sin. Hence, we conclude that after deat
the spirit will sin or disobey no more, for sin is nothing more nor less than disobedience.
The Book says: “Sin is the transgression of a law.”
.
.
The spirit will be ever acting, and, consequently, ever obeying. Man is so constituted
by his Maker, that whenever the temptation has subsided, the sin 01 disobe ienc® w
it caused, is remembered with regret. Now this regret is so much of Hell, or uture
Punishment, for fire and brimstone cannot punish an immaterial being.
Now memory is an essential attribute of mind; then, while the mind or soul exists,
memory must exist. Man must then necessarily remember his acts, both of obedience
and disobedience, forever; or, in other words, he will remember his virtues and vices eterNow, then, as mental agony is the only Hell that a mind or soul can experience, this
remembering of our vices after the temptation shall have ceased, will be mental agony,
and this mental agony will be the Hell.
Each sin remembered will produce its proportionate torment; and each virtue remem
bered will produce its proportionate consolation, for happiness is but the proper approva
of our own acts. If man had possessed sufficient knowledge, or had he been wise as his
Maker, he would not have sinned at all. In proportion to man’s knowledge, then, will be
his freedom from sin.

From the very nature of the mind, it must improve or grow wiser forever,

a
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Now we may safely conclude that the disembodied spirit, with improved knowledge.
fcol eT fete,
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disobey, u on. 1, of course, always obey. That being the ease with the departed spirit
Ins M!A amount of obedience wouid increase, and his real amount of disobedience Zld
.ernmn toe same. But m a relative point of view, his disobedience would decrease be- '
oa. se h,s obedience increased umlly. The proportion between the amount of obediince
anu the amount of d.sobedience will.incessantly change-tho amount of obedience IT
mg more and more the ascendancy. And in the same proportion would the Tub of
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Now lest the time idea has not been tally apprehended, I will illustrate: St. Paul dies
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less time m remembering its sins, and more and more in remembering its virtues
, T”1 .Marre1’ th° notorious k“d Pil’ate “f the United States, dies, having one hunare sins 0 regret, and one, and only one virtue to approve. After death, as we haveshown above, he could not be tempted, because ho would be out of the flesh; hence it is
clear that he would not sm, but being incessantly active, as a spirit must bo from the’ very
nature of ,ts constitution its actions would be acts of obedience; or, in other words, they
Vt ould be virtuous or holy acts.
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But St. Paul will remember with regret, eternally, that he helped kill Stephen- and
that regret will be so much of Hell or future punishment.
P
’
fie^th^11hte^i!hed ra% fT hiS 0ne hUndred sins which he committed in the’
oh that is, he will eternally regret that he committed them, and this regret will be so
nuch Hell or future punishment. So we see there will be eternal punishment in every
man s case who shall have ever sinned in the flesh.
^
But in the annals of eternity, the sorrow to the joy, or the misery to the happiness
This wTTTTfT Love I” ““ °Ceaib ”
»f “d
-„uE.
Honey Grove, Texas.
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TOLERATION.

BY W. P. POLYBLANK.

A few days since I began to read [the S. Rev.] as usual, until*I came to an article by
Francis Barry, on perusing which I am told that there are people courageous enough to
hear “God, Government and Marriage proved to be mischievous humbugs, and * ins
same Francis Barry traveled twelve hundred miles or more, six hundred and fifty of
which he went on foot! Yes, he has taken the field and does not mean to leave it untit God—“that humbug of humbugs, and the huge hydra, hell-begotten mensmr -Gov
ernment, and Marriage, that abomination of abominations, shall no longer curse the eart .
What philosophy! poetic! sublime! I was so struck, Mr, Editor, with the sublimity
this radical’s language and the depth of his powers of persuasion and argument, that i
immediately laid the S.:R, aside, fully content with so vast, an intellectual pbast; fob
hack almost intoxicated with the dose; took a long nap, and when I awoke, I found my
hand firmly grasping the S. R. Some guardian angel or spirit friend must have placed it
in my hand, for I am certain I laid it out of my hand, when I dosed off! Well, I read on
and came to Mr. Joseph Treat, who, by the by, treats the subject in much the same strain,
perhaps a little more absurd, if possible. Mr. Treat denies all moral obligation; blots
out the conscientious principle said to exist in man, as well as the religious sentiment. ^
Mr Treat does not believe his nature is a test for anybody else, and yet affnms, the ieformer who knows a God, knows an idol, and needs reforming! Query.-How does he
need reforming, if there is no such word as “ought?” Wonder if this is not the censure
of Sectism on both hands, and Individual Sovereignty blown off.with the winds.. But
some of his heaviest metal is left. The drops have blown away. He does not believe m
money it’s the root of all evil. I say amen! What observer does not know that W ealth
is the power that crushes Labor down to the starvation point? , JBut, according to Mr
Treat, this monster power cannot he weakened until the idea of an immortality wine
stands so much in the way of all Progress, is crushed. Absurd. Where is the being
who does not wish to live-live on? It’s a principle of our nature and can t be blotted
out Neither is it desirable; nor is it essential for any purposes of cooperation m this h e
and the successful supplying of all our natural wants. Toleration-yes, the freest-I
have no doubt will be granted to the readers of the Social Revolutionist, and Mr. Treat,
I am sure, will not he angry with me in saying, that the spirit of his Social Revolution is
run mad! and of course he must be allowed to run, so long as he breaks no bones and has
ground to stand upon.
.x
Messrs. Editors, the Free Love heresy appears to he spreading with a fearful rapidity.
think it is well if Reformers would consider this all-important subject, m all its bear
ings before accepting this theory. The political institutions of any community must he
considered in relation to marriage or no marriage. The abnegation of marriage m the
present state of society, no one of course will be found prepared to adopt. But I, for one,
am not prepared to deny the union of pairs, even in a community of common property,
and who must to all intents and purposes, be considered as man and wife, whether mar
ried by priest, public opinion, or the civil law of the community. The word Marriage,
as I understand the term, means nothing more than an expression on the part of two in
dividuals that they are mutually attracted; and so long as the attraction remains, so long
should they be considered man and wife; when it ceases, let the parties so declare it, and
the marriao-e is dissolved. This of course will be an institution of marriage and divorce.
Thus far am I prepared to go, and no farther; for I hold that the abnegation of all mar
riage law or the adoption of the principle by society, of not recognizing husband and
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BY JOSEPH TREAT.
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-All the difference between a Monarchy and a Republic is this-__
““ the rest> » • Republic, oil the^rest ruleP„“e ’if f»an

;lU,
T' a “epabliciisat 0"e8,‘ ^pa-flwity-an impertinence; if he docs
not agree wuh-hem, then he is just as much cowed as if a king had made the law. So
a Reformer-a Philosopher (the two words mean the same thing,)-can’t rote- but on
the contrary, he’s a Gome-outer, in double-quick time.
ZT

blyaMifh™wirThey
* teX °n kno"'W8e »«' t™*. which the future will inevita
bly abolish. When a man is writing a book, if he don’t „«* a number of hours every
day h,s health will suffer. Put this work will at once earn him his living and theiS
fo? ™rj A
7tinf-;'"d if ^ a B-W. he won’t have any. ^ boolt
tor the million! A grand sight, better ones than we have now, though! Books to make
he million think! And when the world gets to be decent, aid men come to Ihe inT
sociation, they’ll tumble Patent Rights overboard, in the same manner.
Common Schools. Infant Schools were once all the rage. But the “infants” were too
young and so the Schools killed them; and this in time killed the Schools. And ComchTd oug-ht^ever t
7 g ^ &t6; ^ “ ^at Part> for the ^me reason. No
ought ever to go to what is commonly called a school. A child was made to be out
houie r^ildTs
d 7 ‘TV' ?alf-10 d° ”JthinS bUt be C°',ped “P in » sch»oIouse. A child was made to develop its muscles, not its brain—muscles first brain nf
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fte child’s mind all it can bear; and thTtot
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ve any they a n t fit to. But when we all get into a Community, it will be the easiest
mg m the world, to take proper care of the children, as any man can see at a glance
Depend upon it, our vaunted Common Schools will yet be nowhere
Colleges.-Perhaps these will never be utterly swept away but at least thev will
be completely revolutionized. If still Colleges, yet they will not’know themselve Se
Dead Languages w.Ii be ruled cut; and if men want to see what is contoTin he «
Classics, they will read it-once for all-in a translation. For the rest they will find
something else to do, than to pore over the ignorance or the folly of the Ancients
I„
ofstat
7 aWay thei1'liTeS in SearChing f°r the Wisd0m of P«°. »r Swedenborg
great NotHngL
e8r, they
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■ Al,m3EUTcH llATH™ATI0“—I’or, at last, there is no truth which is not Mathemat
res. This infinite Vniverse divides intofive; Things; Facts; Space; Time: ^ruth Ttot
aresubstances: Facts are what Things do: Space is the where of Things, or Facts: Time
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when: and Truth is their that—the that Things exist, or Facts take place, in
Space, in Time. There is no possible existence but these five; and these are always, and
necessarily, distinct from each other. A Thing is never a Fact; and a Fact is never a
Thing. A Fact is never a Truth; and a Truth is never a Fact. We are always saying:
“That’s a Fact:” but we lie every time—we mean, It’s a Truth. Things are always
Matter; the other four are never matter: they are only Realities—Somethings, as op
posed to Nothing. Thoughts, Ideas, Love, Justice, Goodness, Power—everything else
you can think of—analysis will in a moment resolve each of all these, into one or the
other of those five. Thus, a thought is either the matter of your brain, (for every time
you think, you waste a part of its matter,) and then it is a Thing; or it is the giving off
that matter, and then it is a Fact; or it is what you think, and then if is a Truth. So a
principle is always a Thing—Matter (as Electricity or Caloric)—or a Truth. And a Law
is either a Thing, or a Fact, or a Truth. Thus the Law of Gravitation is, either the Mat
ter which falls, or the Fact of its falling; or the Truth that it falls, did fall, or will fall.
Truth is a Certainty; and the Certainty of what now is, differs not a whit from the Cer
tainty of what will be. And then the Law becomes simply a Truth. And then there
are no Laws, but only Truths. And then at once, all Truth is Mathematical. Mathe
matics is the science of quantity. But Time is quantity; and so is Space; and then all
Truth about these, is Mathematics. And Things are all quantity; and of course all
Truth about them, is Mathematics. And Facts are what Things do; and then all Truth
about Facts, is Mathematics, because it is the Truth about the Things doing. So that
there is not one Truth in the Universe, which does not depend for its truthfulness,
upon the immutable laws, and inevitable exactitudes of Mathematics!
Immortality.—Even the question whether we are Immortal, must be settled by
Mathematics.
Aye! it is so settled—Immortality barred by the Mathematics,
forever! Out of fifty ways in which this is done, here are three: First, all Mat
ter would inevitably get used up, in the eternal process of manufacturing spirits. Any
one earth would get used up; and so would a whole solar system; and then all solar sys
tems would; for the same process would he going on, at the same time, in them all.—
Secondly, all Space would get used up—there would no longer be any room for all the
spirits. A whole eternity gone now. Must be getting pretty thick up there! Thirdly,
Matter and Space must eternally check-mate each other—the more material to work up
into spirits, the less room to put them; and, on the other hand, the more room to put
them, the less matter to make them out of. Take which horn of the dilemma you will—
either is fatal.
G-od.—This Mathematical analysis makes short work of God. He just steps out! In
the twinkling of an eye, he’s nowhere! He is not Things, nor Facts, nor Space, nor
Time, nor Truth; and of course, he’s Nothing! Just as I expected! But you can’t help
yourself. No man can hold an argument on this question one minute.
Mathematics.—Truth, Science, Philosophy, Knowledge, Nature (that is, what agrees
with Nature)—are all one. And Nature is the Universe; and then the highest expres
sion of any truth is, That’s the Universe. It’s the Universe to be so and so; it’s the
Universe to do this or that.
Greatest Statement.—The greatest statement ever put forth in Morals, was that me
morable and most magnificent asseveration of Gen. Jackson:—“I take the responsibility!”
—and the greatest statement in Philosophy is, What is, is! All of goodness and great
ness, all of Individuality and Freedom, all of Reform and Human Redemption, is summed
up in those four words; and the whole infinite Universe is crowded into those three.
GEN. Jackson—up there. That is to say, Butcher Jackson, Gut-throat Taylor, Killoff-by-the-wholesale Scott! No great improvement on the Colonel Moses, Captain Josh-
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ua, and Brigadier General David of

old times'!
Only “following in the footsteps of their
illustrious predecessors!” And then the Military Academy at West Point, where they
“teach the young idea (and ‘old ’uns’ too,) to shoot”—hang—fire!

Two Sides to it.—livery man was made to labor; and he who labors not is a loafer
and a robber. The great Destiny writ forevermore in the book of Fate, to each in dividual man or woman of earth, reads: “Work, work, work!” This is the inevitable law,
and from it none shall ever escape. But the other side is j ust as true—man was not made to
work. If he must work some, still he was not made to work much. He was made to
cultivate, enjoy and live in his brain, not Ids muscles—his social, mental and moral nature r
not his arm-nature, nor his leg-nature. ‘To live is the object, and it needs not a great
ado for that. Far more work is done already than is required, (even to make every one
of the thousand millions rich,) were its avails only properly distributed—were there no
mean sharks (let alone the mere drones,) to grab more than their share. In an Associa
tion we shall not work as we do now; and we ought not to, even to start one—it is a
sin against Nature. It is to kill ourselves—die before our time. Work is one of the
greatest sins and curses of the world.
No Side at all.—Yes, for neither of these sides is true, after all—both in the end
are false. Neither were we made to work, nor yet were we made not to work; for—we
were not made at all! Qur parents originated the germ of our existence; and after that, we
grew, like a squash, or a pumpkin! As the boy said, “It whistled itself!”
And even as
to the parental act which originated us, that, too, was a growth—an out-growh, a spon
taneity, of simplp nature. At last, everything is self-existent.
Too Brief.—Doubtless some or other of these many radical propositions will not be
readily accepted; but that is the very thing—there is not room to set forth their full evi
dence. This is the significance of their being “Things to think of.”
remarks by l. h. bigarel.

We can’t see the consistency of our friend’s reasoning, in regard to Immortality. If
the Universe is infinite, and spiritual intelligences finite, by what means could the
latter finally absorb all matter and space, in the eternal process of their creation ?—
Though new beings were to merge into life throughout the ceaseless ages of eternity, yet
there would still be infinite matter and space, because infinity is illimitable. Nor
will the creation of new spirits be confined to our earth or even the system to which this
earth belongs; but we may conclude that other worlds, and system of worlds, will also
contribute. When we consider the process of life-development, the truth of this hy
pothesis appears still more evident. We know that the process of organic development
in Nature, is from lower forms of matter to higher and more refined and complicated
structures. Hence, it is evident that spiritual life is progressive. In passing from the
earth-sphere, the external form is cast off, and the soul, or life-principle, takes on an in
visible, or higher form of matter, and thus throughout its progressive, eternal career, it
will rise higher and higher in the conditions of its being, by assuming forms of matter of
a corresponding character. But it may be urged by the opposers of the doc
trine of immortality, that if what has just been stated be true, why would it not go to
prove the future existence of animals as well as human beings? In reply, I would state
that the existence of animals appears to be subordinate, and, hence, they pertain to the
earth, or rudimental sphere. Human beings possess characteristics which do not per
tain to animals; for instance, the power of reason, intuitive perception and memory, which
eminently qualify them for developing through interminable ages. On the other
hand, animals do not appear to possess any such remarkable gifts, but such only as serve
as means of protection and existence; I know the intelligence of some animals may be
urged as an argument to disprove man’s superiority over the rest of the animal kingdom.
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out lam fully satisfied that the force of this objection will soon disappear by a critical
examination of the constitution of the human brain. Even admitting that animals have
a being in the spirit world, It could not diminish the force of the argument, establishing
man’s future, eternal existence, but on the contrary, would carry with it conviction that
would be irresistable. Who can conceive of a wiser arrangement than that the realms
of the infinite Universe should be peopled with intelligent existences in the enjoyment
of immortal life? Where is a higher design?
Our friend’s attempt to disprove the God-idea, is equally unsuccessful. If by the use
of the term he means the Sect-Gods, no one will doubt his proposition. But applying a
correct and consistent idea;—make God the intelligent power, or active principle of the
Universe, and where is his logic? To tell us God is not Truth, don’t prove it so, as every
man must know. So that amounts to nothing.
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BY W. D.

If a company of bandits wished to engage a reverend gentleman, to pray for success in
their marauding adventures, and bless the spoil upon their return, it would be no difficult
matter to find a man for the work. The Democrats at their late Convention in Cincinnati
appear to have met with no difficulty on this score. The Rev. Nicholson, of the Episco
pal Church, offered a prayer, commencing thus:—■
“0, Eternal God, we, thy helpless creatures, desire to make our supplications unto
thee.”
And so you commence to ask favors of God by telling him that he has made you help
less! It is certainly nothing to the Creator’s credit, that he should have made his crea
tures helpless; and supposing it to be true, I should hardly have commenced by telling
him so.
“Thou art glorious in holiness, fearful in praise, doing wonders.” What do you mean
by fearful in praise? and what do you mean by doing wonders? Had you any meaning
ip your mind, when you used the words, or did you say them over like a priestly parrot,
because you had heard somebody else do so, or read it in an old book, and thought what
had been said to God, would do to say again?
“While thy tender mercies are over all thy works, thou art of purer eyes than to be
hold iniquity; and thou puttest away the wicked like dross. The very Heavens are not
clean in thy sight.” You profess to believe that God knows all things, and yet you take
upon you to tell all this! If you want anything and think you can get it by asking for it,
why not do so in a straight forward, manly way? You tell God that he “puts away the
wicked like dross.” If you mean by wicked, those who do wrong, it is certainly not
true, or you would not have had that Convention to pray before. If the heavens are not
clean in God’s sight, whose fault is it?
“Wherewith then shall we come before the Lord, and bow ourselves before the High
God? For we have erred and strayed from thy ways, like lost sheep. We have fol
lowed too much the devices and desires of our own hearts. We have offended against
thy holy laws. We have left undone those things which we ought to have done, and we
have done those things we ought not to have done, and there is no health in us.” Of
course, God knows that well enough. You have been telling him soever since I knew
you; and if what you told him a while ago is true, he cannot behold you, and he must
put you aWay like dross. Why don’t you mend, if you are so bad? If you were to
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spend the time in doing good that you now do in telling God how bad you are, you would
mend yourselves and help mend the world. Besides, how foolish to keep telling God
what he knows, and what you have told him a thousand times before. If you were an
idiot or a lunatic, you might be excused, but having common sense, do put a little of it
into your prayers.
“But 0, what infinite love, thou hast manifested toward us! for thou hast revealed to
us the way of salvation through the death and sacrifice of our Lord Jesus Christ, thine
Eternal Son, in whom whosoever believeth with the heart, shall not die eternally.” Do
you mean to say that God has revealed a way by which men who continue to break his
laws, do the things they ought not, and leave undone the things they ought to do, can be
saved? If you do, there is certainly no truth in it. If you mean that men are saved
when they cease to do wrong, and henceforth do right, then God did not reveal that by
Jesus Christ, for the world was made on that principle, and men have always been saved
in proportion to their obedience to natural law. If a man drinks liquor, who or what can
save him from its effects? If he does not drink it, he saves himself thus far, of course.
You call Jesus Christ God’s Eternal Son; did you ever think what ridiculous nonsense it
is to talk of an Eternal Son? If a son, there must have been a time when the father be
gat him; how then can he be eternal? What do you mean by a man believing with .his
heart?
If a man believes at all, he does it with his brain; and if all believe in Jesus
shall be saved, you need not trouble yourself about the majority of people. But you tell
God they shall not die eternally. What do you mean by that? It would be just as wise
to say that the good should be born eternally, as that the wicked should die eternally.
“0, Lord God, for the sake of thine only Son, have mercy upon us, miserable offenders.
Spare those who confess their faults. Bestore those who are penitent according to thy
promises declared unto mankind in Christ Jesus our Lord.” Cease to offend and be
faulty, and all will be well with you; if you do not, all the prayers in the world cannot
help you.
“And grant most merciful Father, that hereafter we may lead a holy, righteous and
sober life to the glory of thy holy name.” If you do your part, God will be sure to do
his; but if you drink wine and brandy, it is not in God’s power to make you lead a sober
life.
“We approach thee, 0, Lord God, at this time in an especial manner, as the universal
Ruler of men and things. Thou conductest both in heaven and on earth, after the coun
sel of thine own will. Thou settest up one, and then pullest down another.” If what
you say be true, God is a miserable workman. He pulled down the French Republic, I
suppose, and set up the despicable tyrant that now reigns over France. He set up Tay
lor, a red-handed murderer, and Pierce, a mean, cowardly truckler to slave power, and
is about to curse us with another of like stamp, or perhaps worse. Don’t tell us that any
more, or we shall conclude that your God is the devil; for nothing whiter than a devil
could have done such actions.
“Thou art the avenger of thy truth on the nations that depart from thy ways, while
thou art the rewarder of all such as diligently seek thee. O, Lord, bless our beloved
land! Let it not be said of us: Ah, sinful nation; a people laden with iniquity; a seed of
evil doers; children that are corruptors. They have forsaken the Lord; they have pro
voked the holy one to anger. They are all gone away backward. But let integrity,
justice and the fear of God prevail in all our high places of authority.” You may pray
to God not to have that said of you, but the damning truth remains the same; that is just
what you are; and if God could have been provoked, he would have swept you all away
long since. You ask for the fear of God to prevail. Would it not have been a little wiser
to ask for the love of man to prevail, so that the bonds of the oppressed might be broken
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and Freedom bless the whole land. But you were so craven spirited that you dared not
do it, lest you should offend the slavery Propagandists who engaged you to mumble for
them.
“Rebuke throughout the land the daring spirit of infidelity, of insubordination, and of
an excessive worldliness. Let truth and righteousness flow down all our streets, and the
songs of the righteous be heard from all the habitations of the land.” I know what you
mean by infidelity; unbelief in priestcraft and theological rubbish. No doubt you would
be glad for God to rebuke that, so that you and your craft might be exalted. Your prayer
alone is sufficient to make a thousand infidels. The worst infidelity is unfaithfulness to
our convictions; and if God was to rebuke that, you and your brethren would be the first
to receive that rebuke. If truth and righteousness were to flow down the streets, you
would be one of the first to make an outcry, for it would wash you priests away like a
flood. No, one would be in greater consternation than yourselves, at the answer of
your own prayer. I have not time to go over the whole of this prayer, but the above is
a fair sample of it, and of the way that men talk nonsense to God. We talk about hea
thens. We need not go abroad to find them; our towns, our churches and our pulpits are
full of them. They need converting as much as any ignorant Yezidee who worships the
devil that he may keep in the good graces of the potent God of this world.

THE

RESURRECTION.

The following queries were recently proposed to a Methodist circuit rider; they ex
plain themselves:—
1. Is not the body of man subject to the same physiological laws to which the bodies
of the inferior animals are subject?
,
2. By the incontrovertable evidences of Geological science, we know that animals died
countless ages before the advent of man;—-was not the principle of death then, in their
physiological constitution?
3. By virtue cf the physiological laws of their being, the bodies of animals have their
periods of birth, growth, decay and death;—by virtue of like physiological laws, the body
of man has its birth, growth, decay; and we want to know, why not its death, also.
4*. Since our bodies change once in seven years, what particles of all our several bod
ies, will be collected to form our “glorious body?” By what rule of choice will the pref
erence be given to any set of particles? And as some of them must be rejected; what ne
cessity or reason for retaining any? As the body was being constantly renewed to suit
the needs of the soul on earth, and assimilated new particles for that purpose, till at the
end of every seven years, all the particles were new; why not fhke all new ones at the
resurrection? Wherein, I repeat, is the “reason and common sense” for molding into the
spiritual body any of the identical particles of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, sul
phur, phosphorus, etc. which entered into the composition of the earthly body?
5. Does not this idea of the resurrection become ridiculous, when we make it mean
anything else than, that the soul will have a body, adapting it to its heavenly home?
6. You place your hope of immortality in the resurrection;—now, we, whom you call
“infidels,” believe in the immortal existence of the spirit, and that immediately after the
death of'its fleshly body, it receives its spiritual body, adapting it to its new sphere of ex
istence;—now, what hope have you, more than we? You place your hope upon one basis, and we upon another; but does not our hope answer to all the yearnings for immortal
ity, as well as yours?
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7. We have hut one “judgment;” that, by vhich the spirit finds its appropriate place
at once, in the spheres of spirit existence. Good spirits must, by a law of their being,
immediately enter upon the enjoyment of happiness; bad ones must necessarily, be un~
happy, until they learn to fulfill the conditions, by which alone, spirits can become hap
py, whether m this life or the next. You seem to have two judgments; one, which gives
the soul its appropriate place in Hades; the other, which sends it to heaven or hell; now,
after the first, what need can there be for the second? That the first was not formal, is no
reason for one that is, since it must have been virtual, and to all intents and purposes a
judgment upon the character of the individual; also, how could his appropriate place in
Hades be determined?
In reference to these queries, the preacher remarked, that they contained nothing new;
that they were as old as the hills; yet, we understand, that he thinks the science of Geology upon which a part of them is predicated, so new, that we cannot rely upon its teachings.
He has since delivered a sermon on the resurrection, in which frequnt allusion was made
to these queries; but no attempt made to answer any hut'the fourth one. It was as
sumed, that the body which is raised, is the one that died, or it would be no resur
rection. We had to think how much better off our friend would be, who is rather re
markable embonpoint, than Galvin Edson, who is perhaps as tall, but weighs only forty
pounds. Our friend went into a calculation based upon the principles of animal and veg etable Physiology, to show how small a portion of a body in dissolution could possibly
enter into the constitution of a living body. But, although he forgot the cannibal, who
is slain a week after he has feasted on his enemy, and, also the invisible particles which
pass into the atmosphere from decaying carcasses on the field of battle, and even from
the graves of the entombed, and are appropriated by the vegetable products which men
consume; still, his calculation, imperfect and partial as it was, showed that the same
identical particles of matter may, in the natural course of things, become incorporated in
more than one human body. However few these particles may be, the difficulty looms
up as big as ever; and how are we to get rid of it? Our friend had an easy and most effec
tual method. He just assumed that God could watch over the particles of matter which
are laid aside at “death,” and so endow them, that they could not enter into other human
bodies; and the thing was done—done by the “law of miracles;” and we suppose that no
chemical test, however delicate, could distinguish a particle of oxygen or carbon thus en
dowed, from these vulgar atoms of the same element which floats at random without the
seal ox a protecting Providence upon them. All done according to the “Science of Mira
cles!” the central principle of which we should announce thus: An imaginary power
sufficently arbitrary and mysterious to account for all the absurdities of any idolatrous
theology; a virtue or potency which is resorted too in the extremities of a bard run logic
to save old and beloved dogmas that are doomed to die.
If, for example, any theology asserts the absurdity that three are one, and we contend
upon mathematical grounds that three are not one; our guardians of mystery tell us,
stick to your mathematics, it lyvil! do well enough to calculate the eclipses of the moon
by, or ten per cent; but in divinity, three are one, and we can prove it by the Science of
Miracles.” If you prove by the sure teachings of Physiology and Geology the utter and
hopeless absurdity of the dogmas, that death came into the world by the “Adamic curse,’7
and that our animal body in dissolution is to be collected together at the sound of a trum
pet,united again with the same spirit, and transformed in a twinkling into a glorious spir
itual body which shall live forever; and theolgians tell us; “keep within the domain of
your physical sciences, and don’t step upon forbidden ground; we have a higher sci
ence than yours; it explains all mysteries, and disposes of all seeming absurdities;—the
Science of Miracles.” And there you see, we may as well stop. Our carnal logic and
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common-place science are superceded by a logic and science that are divine.
Now, we have a proposition for our friend in particular, and for clergymen m general.
It is this; By this same Science or Law of Miracles, we will justify every absurdity of
heathen mythology with as much ease and readiness as you justify the absurdities of your
“Christian” theology. If you doubt it, try us. We should confirm the virtues of your
divine science, and show that experience, reason, common sense and science are as noth
ing in its blighting presence.
Our friend defines an “infidel” to be one, who does not believe the truth. Who is to
judge as to what the truth is? In some respects, our friend believes more than I do; m
others, I believe more than he does. He thinks that he is right, and I think, that I am
right. 1 have the same right to judge that he has—no more and no less; but he calls me
an infidel; and I call him an infidel. Now, which has the best right to bandy the epi
thet? But when our friend uses the term with respect to us, he speaks it gently; and
when we apply it to him, we shall try to emulate his good example.

FIELD

NOTES.

BV W. I).

Several weeks ago, lecturing in the neighborhood of Anderson, Indiana, I was chal
lenged by a New-Light minister to a discussion on the bible. The question proposed
was “is the bible a revelation from God?” The discussion commenced, May 26th, and
lasted two days. The first day, the New-Light minister was my opponent, and the sec
ond day, a Campbellife minister, who was sent for by express, to assist his discomfited
I always knew that preachers, as a class, were exceedingly ignorant, but I did not dream
that men who have been preaching for twenty or thirty years, could bring forward such
childish and absurd arguments as these men did. They knew nothing of history beyond
what they had gathered from some Commentary on the bible and Keith on the prophecies,
■and took all for granted what they said. The following are a few of their assertions,
during the debate:—
“Without the bible, we should know no more of God than the horse does;
It it
had not told us that God was in the shape of a man, we might have thought he was in
the shape of some beast!” “We should not know we were men, if it was not for the bible!”
“Children have to be taught to talk. God must have taught the first man, and it was
VERT likely that he gave him a revelation at the same time!”
“All the morality in the
world came from the bible.” “The bible and nature exactly agree. Look at the ac
count of the flood, and then look at the shells found on the top of mountains.” “We are
told that the rocks were rent when Jesus Christ died, and everywhere we find cracks in
the rocks’!” “Look at the rainbow; every time we see it we have a proof of the truth of
tliG bible!”
Such ridiculous assertions as the above abounded in the discussion. I knew that or
thodoxy was weak, hut I certainly did not anticipate that men of fifty years of age, who
had been preaching for years, could be found who would present such childish arguments
as these men did. Well may the sheep be lean that feed in such miserable pasture; well
may the people be ignorant who rely on such teachers for instruction.
At Muncie I saw more wonderful manifestations. A spirit foot was exhibited; my boot
taken off by a spirit; bells rung; spirit dances performed, and marvellous things of van-
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CHARLOTTE

BOWEN.

BY FRANCIS BARRY.
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and^of8 whom ot**’^ers of^he Social Evolutionist are acquainted,
b:comp ;
, 5s °^them have heard- ^ has been my good fortune the past winter, to
c u te a ,27 f 2 t ^ thiS WOrldfuli °f C°WardS and flunkies> t0 say nothing of
there ar o bel g°7 ^
Wh° tel1 conside^le truth, and believe still more,
7bP ! n benf0Und 0nly here and there one who dare to think and speak; who dare
oe and do. One of these is Charlotte Bowen, of Waukegan, 111.
w- 2 bS recollected ^at a great commotion was raised, the past year, at Ceresco
77 2aS8'meetmg °f PUre-minded men ^of —0 — called, and vomited forth a
, _ slderahlevquantity of righteous indignation. A mob of virtuous ladies (legal presti
ges are always virtuous!!) was called out to rid the place of a being whom Christ might
not have condemned, but who was supposed to he too bad to be allowed to live in Certarticle7 W°7r~ 7 °ld hag fr0m WaukeSan” was no other than the subject of this
pherl it77
1
trUeSt WOmen? aS weU as one of the ablest philosophers it has ever been my fortune to meet. Whether my noble sister has ever violated
tm°rf ^ 1 ^ ^ ^t0 Say' With trUe di^ and dependence,
she refuses to admit or deny anything in regard to the matter. This is the true position.
, 2 nn: sha11 be found a few naore men and women with sense and courage enough
bO a e sucn a position and maintain it, people will have begun to find out, that minding
them own business is a paying operation. To all such brave, true souls, I would say be
ot good cheer; the day of Humanity’s redemption is at hand, and ye are the Bedeemers.
They who dare speak the truth do well; but it is they who act as well as speak
WHO DO as well as teach, that are the saviors of the world. Whatever other teachers of
the glorious gospel of Freedom may do, you and I, my sister, must be true to our princi
ples, which is to he true to Ourselves. Let us he true to Nature; let us obey our attrac
tions; let us live the doctrine we teach. Let us leave the timid and prudent to sacrifice
ueir manhood on the altar of a senseless and exacting popular sentiment; let us leave the
fa4 in!lititllde of fools and big°ts to ^we on in their folly and their madnes, but let us he
true to truth, love, freedom. Then shall Humanity “rise up and callus blessed.”
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A'MPLIFIEL.

BY HARMOlsriA.

[The following Communication hails from Cincinnati, without the name of the authoress: but on
account of its intrinsic worth, we print it, believing that few of our readers will have any difficulty
in referring the authorship to the only “unity” from what just such an article could proceed. Ep.]

Friesd Weight:—Ton say that Love in opposite sexes, is a mutual appreciation,
based in mutual fitness and adaptation; and that it continues until all the points of at
traction are reciprocally absorbed, and then comes passivity or repulsion. You think
that this state of absorption, or digestion and assimilation of attractions, may continue
beyond the earth-life, in some instances, because this life may be too short to reach the
passive or assimilated state.
.
'
You speak of these assimilated ones then seeking loves and afterwards coming together
again with spirit riches to enjoy them.
I am not about to find fault with your doctrine, but with your want of doctrine. A by
cannot these loving and assimilating partners of whom you speak, find time and oppor
tunities for other unities and harmonies whilst their own unity is being completed, and
thus enjoy the aggregation of spirit riches continually, and from day to day count new
treasures'in the unity of love and wisdom, constituting development? We are all con
scious of a wish for the eternity of loves—our attraction is constancy, but the ever recurrino- necessity is change. How cannot the two be united?
^ You seem, in your philosophy of love, to be like a musician who would play an overlastin- succession of duets, but who had never conceived the idea of an opera. A little
more study of your subject, and the harmonies to be found between the harmonies of
Love and music, will enable you to form a much more comprehensive idea of this beau
tiful philosophy—the philosophy of Life, of God, of Heaven.
The present idea of Love is of sensual ^asjire—and everybody has a consciousness
if not a knowledge, that this leads to death; hence the popular and well grounded oppo
sition to Free Lo°ve. It is really opposition to the tyranny and degradation of LustAdvocates of Free Love are getting themselves defined, and their opponents exposed
pretty rapidly.
. . ,
,
...
,
The world wants love; it prays and agonizes for it; but it is too good, even m its great
wickedness, to accept animal Love for the Spiritual Life-giving Essence—the very God.
' I speak what I know and testify what I have seen, when I say love becomes more living be
tween partners who are most largely affiuited, as new lovss come into the heart and life
of each. There is a continual bridal to those who have ascended the harmonic plane oi
Love—who have abjured all animal love that is not informed and made living and holy
b',- Spiritual Love, and by being confined to use, and not wasted by selfish gratnication.
Those who have arisen from the plane of animal love, who hold themselves free to love
all that is lovely to them, realize two great goods;—they have no jealosy nor distrust,
and they have an ever fresh and living bridal love.
^
o
But this freedom of love cannot be reached through the waste of the Senses. A
who seek to make love free without a vestalate to prepare them to know its uses, and to
enable them to fulfill them, will find themselves involved in; change, jealousy and the
death of soul and body.
'
I assert, then, that the true Harmonist will consecrate himself or herself, to the .reedom of love, by emancipation from the tyranny of the sensual desire;—that they will
use the sensual expression of Love only for the wisest reproduction of which they are ca
pable, and that all Love beyond this use, they will devote to the unities that constitute
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development The smile of woman’s love is the sunshine which evolves wisdom in mas
from generals to all particulars; and man’s loving appreciation of woman becomes the
mode of her unfolding and beautifying herself and all things within her sphere.

ro DR.. T. R. AND MRS.. M. S:. Gt NICHOLS.
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Individuals who indulge sedentary and studious habits to the neglect of physical exer
cise in the open air, under the life-giving rays of the sun, would, I think, do well to be
sparing in the use of a diet which requires the exhalation of much oxygen to consume
the superabundant carbon. As, under such circumstance, there is less oxygen received
through the lungs, a greater proportion should he taken with the food. But if I were to
indulge habits of this kind which tax my nerves, and cheat my lungs of air and my mus
cles of exercise, I should soon be a fit subject for the mad-house. In this respect, others
may do with impunity, what I dare not do; hence, we observe that the same habits of life
do not affect us all the same way.
We all have bodies, or should have, and it would seem to be a law of our being, that
all should devote a part of their time to physical industry for the supply of their physiical needs. As those who are active in the open air, inhale much more oxygen than
those who are inactive within doors, they crave such food as contains a greater proportion
of the elements which enter into combination with oxygen in the lungs, and the chemical
changes therein effected become stimulating to the animal life; the blood flows more vig
orously; the chest expands, and the whole physical man attains to a vigor and buoyancy
of which the striplings of the counting-room and studio know nothing. Having a sound
body, such are prepared to exercise the functions of a sound mind. By a just expenditure
of our life energies in physical and mental activity, the equilibrium may be maintained
all through life, and this would be harmony, as I conceive, in our present spheres of exist
ence.
I know that by shutting ourselves up within doors, and doing hut little to excite physi
cal activity, we may attain to a condition of nerves, in which, by spasmatic effort, we are
able to astonish the world with greater displays of genius, than we could have made by
greater harmony in our habits of life. But such fragmentary culture develops the spir
itual prematurely; it exhausts the individual, and he becomes old at an early age. The
blood flows sluggishly or feverishly in the veins of his children, and two or three gener
ations are sufficient to extinguish the family forever. Such is one of the penalties which
Hod inflicts for the unjust absorption of vital energy by the higher faculties of our na
ture. There is an exhausting superabundance of activity in one direction, and a debili
tating want of it in another. And the consequence is that the whole man becomes dis
torted, dwarfed and diseased. The robust farmer or mechanic, whom Plato and your
selves would deem a sensualist, lives to a hale old age himself, and his blood runs full
■and free in the veins of his progeny, and his name descends from generation to genera
tion; and this is one of the modes of divine reward for the naturalness of his life.
You speak of emancipation from the tyranny of sensual desire. Now as it respects the
sensual desire for food, it will be a long time before we can sing the song of deliverance.
Its demands are imperious and we must comply. The desire has strength in proportion
to the importance of the end subserved by its gratification. The desire for food guaran
ties the life of the individual; and there is another desire which guaranties the life of the
Bace, and you cannot subdue either without the most fearful penalties. If you weaken
the one, you put your individual life in jeopardy; if you weaken the other, the penalty
falls upon your offspring. Subduing one is death to the individual; subduing the other,
death to the Bace. Whatever invigorates the body, invigorates these desires; whatever
enfeebles the body, enfeebles them.
Hence a dietetic error. Sexual desire is “immoral;” we must tone down our animal
nature; become spiritual: and so reject as filthy the best of foods for sustaining bodily
vigor. But every philosopher must know that it is not our physical nature that we want
toned down; for we have little enough now, in all conscience; but it is our spiritual nature
that we want toned up. By the process of toning down the animal; we may shoot up
the spiritual like a plant in a hot-bed; but the growth is morbid and exhausting, and it can
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not last from generation to generation. If we would increase the spiritual elements of oar
being in a natural way, in this earth sphere, we must be careful not to- tone down our an
imal povveis, but be very careful to tone them up, and then develop the wihole being in
harmony. What vital energy should be expended through one channel of our being,
must not be expended through another, or we shall mike bad work of it in the end.—
Each faculty must be exercised with due respect to the needs of all other faculties, and
then will the whole man grow together.
If freedom for the affections is not to be installed till mankind may control the sexual
desire,, as they now control the desire to ride on horseback, or to travel in foreign coun
tries, we who are fighting for it, may as well lay down our arms. If the conditions of affectiooal freedom be thus the conditions of lineal extinction, then is freedom “a sound
ing brass and a tinkling symbol.” What seems to be a more likely condition of freedom
for love, is the voluntary control of the natural function amidst the free play of the social
elements in harmonic life.
You have recently promulgated as a sexual law, that “the material union is to be had
only when the wisdom of the harmony demands a child.” I look upon this law as the
legitimate child of a fragmentary philosophy, and this in turn as the offspring of frag
mentary culture and unsymmetrical development.
If the law be true, as I understand it, the wrtuous old bachelor whose life comes near-..
est your standard, should live to a greater age than the married man, and develop a higher order of manhood. In his case there has been no amative waste of the'energies winch
should be consecrated to development, and the virtuous economist should receive his re
ward m a thrifty manhood and a green oidage. But is it so? The prudish old bachelor
and the nusky old husband; the manhood of the one developed with sexual inactivity,
and the manhood of the other exhausted by sexual excess; and what prominence has the
sexual niggard over the sexual spendthrift? The excess of married Ke is one extreme;
and the abstinence of your rule another. The mean between the two. would slim to be
the requirements of health and happiness. This mean can only be'found and practiced
in freedom; and every one must find it for himself. Woman must be released from slav
ery and the individual allowed to live his highest thought, both as to practice and expe
diency, amidst the most perfect toleration.
But you have assumed to give the kw; and all who violate it are presumed to -be sin
ners. Individuals who have the same right to judge i « yourselves and whose lives may
have been as symmetrical as yours# and in their own opinion, more so, rebel against this
law, in their highest wisdom; and however noble their lives in all other respects, yet for
this you rule them out of the Brotherhood of Harmony. They cannot find acceptance
and toleration, for your rule is absolute. It is the despotism of every sect on earth.
Everywhere has nature shown the utmost solicitude for the preserval ion of the species,
and made the surest possible provision against their extinction; and the human race is no
exception. As it relates to plants and 'animals, there is a superabundance of all the ele
ments of reproduction. Hundreds of seeds are produced for one that ever matures a
plant. There are hundreds of drones to meet the contingency of the union of only one
ol them, in the air, with the mother bee. All nature is governed by law, and not any
part of it by specialities; not even man himself. Had natural government been by prov
idential interference, one male bee would have been sufficient; but as it is, the seeming inharmony oi a superabundance becomes indispensable to the continuation of The species.
It is just so with man's sexuality. When you get enough to ensure the continuation of
the species, you have a superabundance; and this is a necessity of humanity under the
general law government of the Universe.
“But the lower animals have no such superabundance, and would you regard man he-
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' ow them?” I simply state the fact; if there be degradation, a power beyond us has im
posed it. The very reason that'man is superior to the brute creation, would seem to be
the reason that & superabundance of the sexual element is a necessity of the Race for its
perpetuity. The brute, is little more than annual;-procreation is necessarily an animal
act, and the lower forms of animal-’existence require but a small development of the fac
ulty. Its function being in the line of the animal nature, or predominant being of the in
dividual, it has no antagonists of a spiritual character to overcome, and hence is sure to
effect its purpose. Bat man has a high intellectual and spiritual nature which antago
nizes the animal; his offspring is feeble arid requires much care; and when you get enough
of the sexual element to overcome these higher elements of our being, and the repug
nance of caring for offspring, so as to insure the perpetuity of the Race, you have more
than your rule tolerates. The sexual element in man has strength in proportion to the
antagonists of sexuality to be overcome,'so as to make abundantly sure of the propagation
of his kind; and if this pronositiriu be true, it follows that primitive and undeveloped peo
ples have less of the sexual anpetite than the more advanced races; and I think the facts
wdl sustain this ns a rule. ^ crirollarv of tn is jv-’oposhion would-be. that as xaces plot indi
viduals always,} advance in spirituality, their sexual, wants will become more and more
a necessity of their nature.
The healthy and symmetrical man would find no relief in the amount of sexuality per
mitted by your rule. If rse cuutiv<H6 those habits wn ch keep up the, vigor of his body
and the symmetry of the whole man, in all respects but those of sex, and observes your
rule in that, he would be necessarily less pure and spiritual, than with a temperate indul
gence of amative desire, accord'ng to its own indications. Many, I know, through ner
vous exhaustion of studious habits in a close atmosphere, may tone down their animal
nature so as to come wi chin 3rour rule: but I know just as well that such a kfe is sinful.
The writer hereof knows something of this by fell experience. When he attained his
majority, he was endowed with a healthy flow of blood and a vigor of constitution which
is not the lot of every one. As a necessary accompaniment of this, his sexual nature
had power and activity. But be became a student, and made h;s intellect and friendship
n&;.ure the channel through. winch he expended all his vital energies. As a matter of
course, he became very pure and chaste without the least approach to sexual desire. He
should have been rewarded for so holy a life, bathe was. not; and if the penalty be any
measure of the sin, he sinned more during a few months of that period of his life, than
in all Ids life besides. He suffers yet, and shall till he lays aside the old body, whose laws
he has violated.
As man is now constituted, whoever so absorbs the sexual element of his being in any
mode of life, as to bring its activities within the range of your late teachings on this sub
ject, does so at the expense of physical completeness and human symmetry; and he does
it at his peril. One who so lives is not capable of the complete sexual act, except through
spasmodic and exhausting impulses. He is not physically competent; and it is not strange
that his family degenerates.
Your law presumes a harmony which Gfod has not himself achieved in the Universe.
There are earthquakes and volcanoes, marshes and malaria, the scorching winds of the
desert and the chilling winds of the Winter; yet the Universe is a unit, and harmony
therein predominant. Universal government is by law; and hence the necessity of excep
tional discord. By discordance of life in one direction you may overcome discordance in
another; but be careful that you do not lose a great deal more than you gain. You may
achieve what seems to you a greater harmony in your earth-life, but so far as you do so
through the suppression of your animal nature, the effort is a violent one, and exhaust
ing; AND IT LEADS TO DEATH!
Our faith is to a great extent the creature of orir lives; and vice versa, of course. When
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I was exhausted with intellectual labor, my intuitions would have inclined me to yohf
rule far more than they would have done a few months before, when my life was mors
natural and truthful; or if I had been a medium, I would, by the same law which governs
intuition and revelation, been more likely, under the influence of nervous exhaustion, to'
have received such teachings as these, with which yourselves have been favored. All un
natural life, of which the dissipations of novelism and spiritualism are examples, per
verts the instincts of our nature; and I trust none upon any question of harmonic life who
gives a monopoly of his vital energies to any class of his faculties.
In the early stages of harmonic movement, the individual must be thrown upon his own.
responsibility in all that concerns himself; and then we must tolerate all. This is the pre
cise opposite of rule and sectism; and until we ignore all shapes of sectarian despotism
and discard utterly all ProcuStean bedsteads for any other than our individual self, we shall
fail m freedom, progress and harmony ; and end in clique, clanishness and sectism. The
division of mankind into sects is an evidence of progress toward harmony; but sectism is
not an element of harmony in actualization.
. 1 be’lieve in the vestalate in its proper place as much as any one can. Without it I be
lieve a sexual love cannot be matured as it should be. Hence, we want freedom and tol
eration, and not the dogmas of sect. If in freedom any exhaust or pervert their sexual
nature, the penalty falling upon them and their children will contrast with the reward of
well-doing, as exemplified in the lives of those who observe the law of temperance; and
thus will the truth vindicate itself. Out of freedom this cannot be, for in the despotism
and exclusiveness of marriage, there is little incentive to temperance, as the system turns
at either extreme on absolute celibacy and exclusive license.
My dear friends, were it not that I feel entirely justified in writing this letter, I would
beg your pardon for having done so. You may think me abundantly impudent, but as
my letter has been conceived in the utmost kindness and written in the same spirit, I trust that
it will not prove offensive to yourselves any farther then its heresy of sentiment may make
it so. It may be thought that my manner has bordered too much upon the personal; but it
must be recollected that you have assumed to be the head and heart of a social body
which extends into all parts of the Union; you have assumed to he the unity to which
hundreds of the most profound thinkers and intelligent workers are looking as the center
of their thought and work; and in view of these assumptions, I think I should have been
justified in greater explicitness than I have indulged. If you had assumed only to sug
gest or teach, I should have presumed nothing more than a careful investigation of your
doctrines; but when you set yourselves up before the world as exemplars, it seems to me
that your life itself becomes a subject for public scrutiny. Did I assume to stand upon an
advanced plane of human life, to proclaim a new gospel, an imminent dispensation, and ask
that others have faith in me and reverence for me, I should hold myself in readiness for
dissection. But your friend Petek is too chary for that; he assumes simply to be selfcentered, and this character he would try to vindicate before the world. We may look
to many unities for the mutual interchange of love, and very life itself, and should do so;
but let us be careful that no one absorbs us, or we may be eventually swallowed up in
tyranny, and overwhelmed with ruin.
This letter is a plea and a protest;—a protest against exclusiveness and sectism, how
ever facma ting the iorms in which they come; a plea for toleration as indispensable to the
freedom and development of the individual. When the rules of sect-life emenate from
the spheres of mystery, and the 4d-am-holier-than~thou?? is confirmed by oracles, they
come with ten-fold power to fasten upon the lives of those who are not yet developed en
tirely beyond the planes of superstition and idolatry. W^hile there are hero-worshippers
there will always be some to ape the hero; and I accept all these as good in their way;;
as elements of agitation, but not of actualized harmony.
.
Sincerely and affectionately your friend,
Boston, May, 1856.

Peter Socialist,
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B¥ J. H. COOK.

A large number of ultra reformers in consequence of too much coronal and too little
basilar development, can see and feel, and desire and aspire to greatly improved and far
more liberal and refining forms and conditions of outward society, but can not do much in
grappling with the stern realities of practical efforts which require the health, hardi
hood, resistance, vigor and sustaining power of inferior developments. Compressed and
oppressed, wise and loving souls see many barriers in the way of their expansion and
progress, but they need the captains and armies of the upper and lower occipital re
gions to demolish the obstructions. Hence it is, that in the various practical attempts to
create the conditions of a better life that have been and are now being made “many are
called, but few are chosen.” Many in a short time, shrink from the effort, and find that
it requires “sterner stuff” than they are made of to contend with “Gath’s triumphant
champion,” or the Goliah of Mammon, and a “spotless reputation.” They have not
sufficiently studied or analyzed themselves or mind in general. They have not “counted
the cost” of going up to battle against a world “lying in wickedness.” Their love of
liberty is not yet so strong as to prevail over all other considerations, and to prevent them
from turning back like Lot’s wife, or sighing “for the flesh pots of Egypt.” The desire
for liberty and the ability to obtain it are not often commensurate. Very few would at
tempt to travel the fearful and unfrequented road of Social Reform, if they could foresee
its difficulties and asperities. Reformers, as a class, are not necessarily more harmonious,
as a whole, or more practically efficient than the world at large. Those who can on
ly idealize and philosophize, in consequence of superior frontal-coronal brains; who can
write books and essays, and paint the angelic beauty, loveliness aud harmony of future
social life, are not the ones to lay the corner stones, the foundation and the superstructure
of any proposed, improved outer form of social life. Such minds can. for some time yet,
find more enjoyment in the refined, literary, scientific, artistic, aesthetic circles and ob
jects of city life, than in thoughtlessly attempting to he sowers where they are by de
velopment only reapers. On the other hand, if Liberty, Philanthropy and Firmness be
(35)
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active and controlling in such minds, the rich lessors of txri'.BlEKcE they will learn, the
practical efficiency and resistant, self-sustaining power they will acquire, as well as the
human nature they will learn, will, in the end, amply reward them for all the temporary
repulsion and suil’ering they must endure in pioneer efforts in Social Reform. The motto1
■of sympathetic abolitionists, in their ignorance of human nature, has been the “immediate
and unconditional emancipation” of the African slave. So the motto of Utopian-brained
reformers, too often virtually is, an immediate, unnatural, impossible transition to outer
conditions for which neither they or their coadjutors are prepared. They must have
the whole of their ideal in one practical attempt, or nothing:. In attempting to accom
plish within a given time, certain purposes without adequate and efficient means, they
fail, become disgusted and disheartened, and “give up the ship.” On the other hand,
those who have the healthful, hardy, sustaining, resisting and energetic regions of the brain
developed in just proportion to the superior, frontal and coronal regions, will, “if at first
you don’t succeed, try, try again.” Every reformer should analyze himself so closely
that he can distinguish between what and how much he wants, and what and how much
he can do, to supply his wants. Some brains can say much and do little; others can do
much, although they can say but little. Let the Saver not disparage the "Doer; let the Doer
not disparage the Sayer. As no one organ of the brain can act without a simultaneous
action of many other organs, so no individual reformer can act except he excite to action
other reformers, more or less. Let it be understood, however, that sameness in the
time does not necessarily imply sameness in the degree or the character of an action.
A vast amount of deception is played upon the liberal and reformatory part of commu
nity by itinerant lecturers who assume the misnomer of reformer. They may he found
all over the United States. They have a superabundance of Animality and Vitality, an
abundance of Hope and Firmness, and are well calculated to absorb and lead captive
silly women and thoughtless and unsuspecting men. They lack more or less in the sus
taining and lofcy developments of the coronal region, which would, if duly predominant,
keep them above meanness and their hearers and associates in an upward tendency. The
mass of reformatory mind has not the critical observation or analysis to clearly distinguish
between the warm, bland, blinding and facinating characters of Animality and Adhesive
ness “that leads to bewilder, and dazzles to blind;” and the clear, calm, sustaining, up
ward and expanding influence of a predominant coronal development which many Reform(?) lecturers do not possess. Some of them bear titles of Dr., Hon. or Prof., wdiich
often “cover a multitude of sins” and cause their blind devotees to- often mistake the in
fluence of low and animal development for the emenations of the coronal regions. Let
reformers of every name and degree, study and analyze human nature so that they may
not mistake the low for the high, or the animal for the spiritual. No man can be a true
reformer who does not thoroughly understand the true science of Man. The greatest
evils are the last to be discovered and remedied, and the most highly developed are the
first to see and feel them. If the greatest slave is that being who has the most wants,
arising from great cerebral developments and sensibilities, and the least ability to gratify
them, then there is far more slavery North than there is South of Mason & Dixon’s line.
External conditions alone do not determine the degree and character of slavery. He who
by development and expansion of mind has the greatest power of reaction against exter
nal pressure, is the greatest slave, if his reaction does not free him.
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OP THE WORLD.—NO. 5.

BY J. M. STAHL..

In presenting an impartial history of the social and moral condition of the world, we
must not shrink from a portrayal of the blackest sin that now curses our world. There
is a cloud hanging over the moral world which threatens, not only to enshroud it in the
blackest darkness, but is at this time poisoning the vital springs of the race. I refer to
the licentiousness of this age. The past had its Sodom, its Rome and its Babylon, Ge
hennas of licentiousness; its RTeros, its Davids, its Solomons, and its thousands of
votaries at the shrine of Yenus. The present has its Paris with its 18,000 prostitutes*
its London with its 15,000; its New York with its 10,000; and its hundreds of thousands
of souls annually falling a prey to venereal diseases; so that it seems difficult to determine
in what age of the'world this sin has been most prevalent.
Think of our own metropolis with the light of science beaming upon it, and its scores
of church spires reaching heavenward, and a prostitute for every fifty souls, old and
joung. And should we double this number for those who attend and keep up the houses
of ill fame, we would then have a sixteenth part of the population revelling in debauch
ery! Astonishing as this may seem, it is probably far below the truth, for there is no ac
count taken of kept mistresses and secret indulgences so extensively practiced. Perhaps
there is no other place in all our land so deeply sunk in moral pollution as this great me
tropolis; but licentiousness is by no means confined to it alone; every city throughout the
length and breadth of this “gospel land,” this land of “law and order,” has its brothels
well filled and supported. And tins profligacy is not confined to the poor and the low, but per
vades all classes, from the pauper up to the millionary. Even the church is no exception;
the professed followers of Christ go up to the “sanctuary of the Lord,” by day, and down
to the sanctuary of the “Devil,” by night; and thus they oscillate between two attractions,
drawn to one by the impulse of lust, and to the other because it is the standard of respec
tability; the good of the one is supposed to overbalance the evil of the other, and thus a
respectable standing in society is maintained! And the great men of our nation, too. who
go up to the capitol, to frame laws for the protection of right and the prevention of crime,
have a special “congress” for night sessions, in which many occupy their seats more regu
larly than in the halls of legislation.
And all this horrid filth and pollution in which our land is now reeking, is tolerated and
sanctioned by law and custom! It is generally acknowledged that our houses of prosti
tution cannot be demolished;—that they are a necessity, and were they put down, a
worse condition of things would follow. How long must this state of things exist?
How long will man continue to wallow in this slough which is consuming his life’s blood,
and dwarfing his soul forever? Is there no means of redemption? I see none but in
these two words: elevate woman. Woman must be elevated above the starving point;
she must be supplied with labor, and amply remunerated for that labor; she must be
guarantied all the rights of her nature and protected in those rights, and then will the
brothels of our land moulder into ruins, and licentiousness vanish like snow before the
noon-day sun.
Deep and damnable as is the sin of public prostitution, there is another form of licen
tiousness far more damnable, because of its effects on posterity. The sin of public pros
titution is lessened by its bringing but few beings into existence to curse with its dead
ly poison. But that licentiousness which obtains in almost every marital bed, instills into
the bones and blood of posterity, poisons which cause many an ache to innocent sufferers,
and blights the immortal soul. The practical effect of legal marriage seems to be a li-
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cause to in-l-ilge in any amount of sexuality; and those who fulfill the requirements of
the law, almost universally take it for granted that they then have the right, and may grati
fy their desires to any extent with impunity. Their lives thus become lascivious, their
health impaired; a large number of children are still-born; one fourth die before they are
one year old, and half the remainder have not vitality enough to reach the years of ma
turity. And notwithstanding all this sin and misery, the laws are fulfilled, custom is
lived up to, and all are respectable! and much pitied in their providential afflictions! When*
will man learn to obey the inflexible laws of his being, rather than man-made laws andcustoms?
How strange a being is man, and how little he has consulted the laws of Nature, in
forming his codes and customs! Before marriage, the virtuous youth is full of life and
love; the sexes mingle promiscuously, and a divine and heavenly feeling thrills the soul.
They are left free to follow the promptings of their natures, and wherever their attrac
tions lead them, there they are at liberty to go; they are children of nature, following the
divine laws of their being'. The)? feel no restraint from law, until their pure and holy
love ripens into that ecstatic rhapsody which aspires to culminate in the production of a
new angelic being; then the law steps in and says: “you must not perform this holy act
until I give you a permit,” as though the holiest of holies could be made more holy by
the sanction of man-made laws. If the wrapt lovers wish to carry out the highest aspi
rations of their souls, they must submit to the law's and customs of the land; they must
bid farewell to all the youthful friends they loved; those happy days when they were
free to follow their attractions and mingle in the circles of their loves,—must have an
end; they must forsake all, however dear, and “cleave unto each other;” they must take
a solemn vow to love each other “until death doth you part.” This last they might do but
for the imposition of law and custom. Law makes them pecuniarly one individual, and
that one the man. Her property is his, and she is his property. He no longer feels un
der obligations to pay her the proper attentions to win her affections, for he now has her
in possession; she is no longer his loved one, but his wife. Custom beds them together
for life. This has a tendency to an undue excitement of amativeness, and leads to overindulgence. This excess destroys the power to love, and the frequent exchange of mag
netism which it affords, hastens the reciprocal absorption of all the points of attraction,
and love ceases. Had no human law made of the twain one individual, and constituted
an ownership on the part of the husband, they would have remained in their native free
dom and purity—two distinct individuals, and no doubt loved each other throughout life.
But now all affinity is destroyed; instead of attraction, there is repulsion, and the parties
keenly feel the galling chains that bind them together. But there is no relief; the fiat of
the law is gone forth, and compels them to live together, even though it be a hell to both.
How strange that man, by nature free,
Should bind himself in slavery.
But so it is, and so it will be until man learns to know himself and the laws that govern
his being. Then will human law be natural law, and man will be free.

WANTS.

Wanted, for public exhibition, a whole man.
Wanted, a consistent and satisfactory description of God.
Wanted from all social reformers now suffering in isolation, a contribution of one psf
cent of all their property to purchase a large, free domain, for universal toleration and
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careful, progressive cooperation.
^ il^e'l to know if grog-shops, brothels and all gambling houses support the church
es more than the churches support them.
Wanted to know how many Spiritualists inwardly believe, but outwardly repudiate
the doctrine of “Free Love.”
Wanted to know how many itinerant lecturers on reforms and spiritualism, find more
social or sexual attraction in the various places they visit, than with uncongenial
wives(?) at home.
Wanted to know what proportion of those who believe in Free Love, are prepared to
tolerate its practice.
Wanted to know if reformers are, in general, more careful about getting into debt, and
more prompt to pay their debts, than other folks.
Wanted to know how many couples are living together, in the U. S., in illegal relations.
Wanted immediately, eacn sad, lonely and loving human being, throughout the world,
to find and be permitted to enjoy at least one congenial mate among the opposite sex.
Wanted to find a place where I can gratify all natural and healthful wants.
Wanted to know how long my wants will be my masters.
4
k
REGISTRATION

AND

EXPLORATION.

BY D. H. JACQUES.
Messrs. Editors:—I observe in a back number of the “Social Revolutionist” which
has fallen into my hands, a call for the names and addresses of persons interested in so
cial reforms, and I cheerfully send you mine.
The idea of bringing as many socialists as possible into communication with each other,
is a good one. It will promote individual as well as the general good. It will enable us
to become acquainted with each other’s views and feelings, and prepare us to organize for
the work before us.
I respect and admire all true-hearted, honest and earnest workers in the great cause of
social progress. I have learned, I think, the broadest tolerance and the most complete
charity. But while I tolerate all opinions and respect all true men and women, I cannot
work with all. 1 have my methods, and others have theirs. I must either labor alone,
or with my own chosen group—with those who think and feel as I think and feel. I
wish to know who these are and where. Perhaps your plan will bring about the desired
result.
I am a socialist of the Phalansterian school, and have recently abandoned with much
reluctance and deep regret, the long cherished design of connecting myself with the
movement now in progress in Texas, under the leadership of Victor Considerant I have
been in correspondence with a considerable number of persons who have had a similar
design. It now seems impracticable for us to carry our cherished plan into execution. I
need not occupy space here to state the reasons.
It is still my desire to unite with others of congenial views and feelings in forming an
associative settlement, somewhere South of Mason & Dixon’s line; and I propose to ex
plore portions of East Tennessee, during the coming autumn or winter, for the purpose of
finding a suitable location. I am somewhat familiar with the country, and think it one
of the finest regions in the world. Its climate is certainly unsurpassed. I shall be glad
to communicate with others who may be looking in the same direction, and who are wiling to join me in the exploration, or to aid in paying tho expenses of the tour.
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Compet:\ienttary.—In June Xo. of the “American Christian Review” we find the fol
lowing notice of the Social Revolutionist:—
“It caps the climax of all the vagaries of these times of delusion. It is as void of
sense as piety; the most complete mass of confused and crude notions ever printed upon
so much paper;—the very scum of the errors advocated by the stupid dupes around us.—
There is manifestly no cure for such brainless drivellers of unbelief, sorcery, free love and
sensuality. They despise the bible, marriage and the civil government about alike.—
Their ignorance is their bliss; their glory is their shame.”
In “Buchanan’s Journal of Man” for May and June we find the following:—

“The Social Revolutionist” is the title of a monthly publicat'or, (one dollar per annum)
edited by d. Patterson, of Greenville, Darke county, Ohio, with a number of correspond
ents, published in Cincinnati, at Ply’s depot. This is the principal organ of the social rad
ical reformers. It is well conducted—its editor writes in a dispassionate, philosophical
style. One of his articles on Spiritualism was selected for republication in the Journal of
Man, but was excluded for want of space.”
These two notices present all the difference between truth and science on one side, and
sectism, superstition and bigotry on the other. But as diverse as they seem, yet, consid
ering their sources, they meet in this, that both are complimentary of the Social Rev
olutionist.

iTHK DEV'ITj IS DEAD.
BY W. D.

Sigh, priests;—cry aloud;—hang your pulpits with black;—
Let sorrow bow down ev’ry head;
The good friend who bore all your sins on his back,
Your best- friend, the Devil, is dead.
Your church is a corpse;—you are guarding its tomb;
The soul of your system has fled;
That death-knell is tolling your terrible doom;—
It tells us the Devil is dead.
’ Twas knowledge gave Satan a terrible blow;
Poor fellow, he took to his bed;—
Alas! orphan’d priests! that such things should be so;—
Your Father, the Devil, is dead.
Yhu’re bid to the funeral, ministers all.
We’ve dug the old gentleman’s bed;
Your black coats will make a most excellent pall,
To cover your friend who is dead.
Aye, lower him mournfully into the grave;
Let showers of tear-drops be shed;
Your business is gone;—there are no souls to save;
Their Tempter, the Devil, is dead.
Woe comes upon woe; it is dreadful to think.
Hell’s gone, and the demons have fled;
The damned souls have broken their chains, every link;
The Jailor who bound them is dead.
Camp-Meetings henceforth will be needed no more;
Revivals are knocked on the head;
The orthodox vessel has stranded on shore;
Her Captain, the Devil, is dead.
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BY ANNE BENTON CRIDGE.

CHAP T EE

Y .

Star Light;—Phrenology and Mesmerism;—Clouds;—Dawn;—Combo:—Channing and Parker;—Rob
bing Peter to pay’Paul;—The Sin of Original Ideas vs. the Idea of Original Sin;--Trinity;—
Public Singing and Prayer;—The Reveille.

Phrenology and Mesmerism came to illumine the night. I studied and examined with
zest. They gave me a peep into man’s inner nature. For every effect, they taught me
to look for a natural cause. I saw their tendency was what is called infidel. Mesmer
ism I knew to he true; and Phrenology through its means, I also know to be true. Here
were two great facts; and I hugged them to my bosom, determined none should rob me
of my treasure.
They were treasures indeed; they were the foundation of a new superstructure—truth.
Hay, they had a thousand uses; they formed the lever and plumb by which I worked out,
tested and tried all things. “They were a lantern to my feet and a lamp to my path;”
illumined many a dark spot and prepared my mind for mid-day splendor.
After the loss of sanctification, I passed about a year in doubts and fears, in hoping and
trusting; sometimes being raised to Pisgai’s top and getting a glimpse of the promised
land, and then sunk in the pool of “despond.”
Dark and weary days, they are passed, exclaims my glad soul! How there lives
within and around ever bright, unclouded day.
The crushing, soul-destroying effects of what is called religion and the loss of my
loved friend,—William W. W.,—blanched my cheek, robbed me of my youth and bloom,
and gave me an appearance of sadness and melancholy.
Heed I give more of my experience in that thralldom? Those who have passed
through the same ordeal, know its bitterness.
“The night is far spent and the day is at hand.” In vain I sought for a something to
satisfy my aspiring spirit; in vain I sought comfort. Preachers told “the same old story.”
Class-meeting experiences were “old stories” too. There was no life; no progress. All
was dry, barren and stale.
Intuition and reason often gave me a glimpse beyond these. Often I had fled from
their influence, fearing it was the devil in the form of an angel of light, hut now I gave
them a welcome, for I found my reason demanded satisfaction. “Combe’s Constitution of
Man” I read greedily. It was like a spring in the desert to the weary traveller. It
strengthened the young plant I was cherishing with so much care; hut I had no idea how
extensive would be its grow’th; how much it would reject as not belonging to it; neither
had I an idea of the sweet fruit it would bear, or how delightful the shade of its branches.
I sit under its green foliage while I am writing these pages. Fogs, mist, serpents and
stinging reptiles have vanished. The air is fragrant with a thousand odors from the gar
den of truth, love and harmony. I no longer awaken in the dark, racked by doubts and
fears; hut within and around is peace—eternal and undying peace.
Joseph Barker brought out his “Evengelical Reformer.” Without intending, this work
prepared us for something farther. It cleared away some orthodox rubbish and left us
anxious to remove the remainder.
Channing’s works gradually found their way to my room. I read with'rapture. He
spoke to my reason and my spiritual nature. Brightness like flames from loving eyes,
shone through the thick cloud of night which had hung over my being. I felt and knew
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there was a sphere above and beyond all I had ever known, into vs hich I could and M otdd
grow.
Onward for truth I’ll go, no matter where it leads me.
During mother’s sickness, which lasted three months, I did not attend class-meeting.
Her sickness was thought to be the cause, but there was another. My mind was in such
a state of doubt; reason pointed one way and orthodoxy another. I was indeed “in a
strait between two.”
Did I think I would go to class-meeting and tell them candidly the state of my mind,
the well known fact, they will think me backsliding, or that 1 am an infidel, would im
mediately deter me. Yet there were doubtless many, if not all of them, possessors of
similar doubts; but A was afraid of B and all the others; B of A and all the others; C of
A, B and the remainder, etc. Thus inquiry is silenced and the earnest longings for truth
stifled in their birth.
I was not, however, though I did not attend class-meeting, relax in any duty. I was
earnest and devoted; religion was the great idea of my soul; progress and perfection my
aim. Each night I examined my conduct during the day; sought for my motives, and
tried to live each day better than the last. At the same time I was very anxious to im
prove my mind. Many of the Natural Sciences I wished to study, but this falsely called
religion directly or indirectly occupied all my leisure time. Religion was the one great
thing needful, and I must be satisfied on every doubted point before I could go anjr far
ther. I spent as much time in prayer alone as would have made me profound in sev
eral of the sciences.
“Bunyan’s Grace abounding to the Chief of Sinners” was put into my hands. 0, what
an experience! It made me sick—soul sick. 0, God, can it be, I often exclaimed, that a
human being should suffer so much to gain thy favor? I was a greater doubter than
ever. Light had shone upon me. I saw a great work to be done, and much to be un
done; but I knew not where to commence. I needed help. It came in Joseph Barker.
Joseph Barker I presume is known to most of our readers. He was at onetime a
preacher in the Methodist New Connection Church, but left them because he could not
stand still. As light came to his own mind, he presented it to others in the form of tracts.
He published a series on the hired ministry; argued from the New Testament that, like
Paul, ministers should work with their own hands, and not be burthensome to the
church. This induced us to look for the Pauls of our day. They could not be found in
the Episcopal church, for their ministers were little kings, governing the poor with an
iron rod. “Send your children to our schools, or you shall have no coal or blankets given
you in Winter” was the holy threat exercised to keep up their demoniacal power. The
bishops lived in palaces; preached once a year; laid on “holy hands” (lazy hands?) onwondering children of poverty apd ignorance. Confirmation! (Abomination!) How I have
seen hundreds of children run at such a time to have their little brains paralyzed by this
Papal touch. Pauls were not there. Were the great Paul living he would disown them.
Among the Dissenters I saw men scrambling for high salaries; saw them ride in their
own carriages, visit the rich and pass by the poor; saw them leave one church for another,
if by doing so they could obtain more salary, no matter whether they could do more
good or not. But there were a few Pauls; and I found them among the “local preachers.”
Some of our local preachers who worked in the coal mines from Monday morning until
Saturday night, rose early on the Sunday; walked eight or ten miles to their appointment
and preached three times. In preaching as in other matters, the workers obtain the least
remuneration. Hard work is at discount even in the gospel market.
Joseph’s tracts caused quite a stir. People began to open their eyes and ask, does the
Lord indeed have all the money we give to his cause? or “is it given to God's cause at all?”
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The missionary fund was explored and exploded. It was found that the money collected
for the poor heathen went to support the widows and orphans of ministers, (not local min
isters) and to swell the salaries of ministers in circuits too poor to pay the requisite
amount.
I had been a collector for the missionaries two years; had received money from our
•poor members whose wives and children if they had died, would have been sent to the
“work-house.” The mother separated from the children, and the children perhaps from
each other. Yet from these had been drawn the fruit of their hard toil to swell salaries
^previously too large. I collected no more. When the year expired, I sent in my book,
saying T could not conscientiously continue the work. I received no answer. It was
passed over in silence.
My friend Mary B. and 1 decided we would not help support a hired ministry; that the
“collection box” should pass us without being richer. I see now that we made a mistake
here. If people labor mentally or physically, they ought to be remunerated. Nothing,
however, was said to us for our non-support of the church. One reason was, heresy had
crept into the hearts and heads of nearly all our members, even good Thomas D., our
class-leader, was contaminated; so there were none to reprimand; none to save, for all
had gone astray.
Having occasion to spend several months in Darlington, the center of our circuit, and
home of our ministers, I determined to meet in class; did so for a time, but finally re
flected that I ought not to belong to a church I would not support. After a time, Mr. T.,
our minister, and Mr. Wilson, my leader, called upon me to know why I absented my
self. I told them candidly. Mr. T. said he did not wish my money, but they wanted
me to continue to attend class; that the quarterly tickets were going to be renewed, and
they would be pleased to see me. I went. One after another spoke; their tickets passed
to them with one hand, while they received the money with the other. When my turn
came, I received my ticket but gave nothing. I left before the close. My restless spirit
could not find anything there to calm, soothe, or bless.
I made my home with uncle Jasper, while in Darlington. I told him what I had done.
He was very funny and jocose, and replied: “I am glad to find you a little rational. I
have some hope now that you will one day be quite sane. Joseph Barker does not know
where his free inquiry will lead him; but dislike it as you may, he and you and all his
friends are tending to and will eventually become infidels. Of course, you don’t believe
it. You shake your heads and look very incredulous; but you will one day bear that
despised but very honorable name”—Infidel.
How truly he prophesied. Infidel has been applied to us thousands of times. I like
it too as well as anything else, though it is very indefinite in its meaning. I am, how
ever, infidel to all orthodox stories—to all priestcraft and shams.
When about to leave Darlington for my home, I called on Mr. Wilson, my class-leader,
and his family, to bid them good bye. “Miss Denton,” she said at parting, “I hope you
will give your heart to God.” I was astonished and replied: “I gave my heart to God
long ago.” I crossed the street to a friend’s house, and wept profusely.
Here was proof that because I had been open and candid, I was considered as “belong
ing to the world.”
Mrs. Wilson told me that in Shildon many were falling away, and she feared the
church in that neighborhood would be broken up.
When I arrived at home, I found it even so; but the falling away consisted in reading
Barker’s tracts on Original Sin, Trinity, Public Singing and Prayer, etc., etc. These had
caused a shaking among the dry bones; a spirit of inquiry was aroused. These subjects
were discussed freely.
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Original bin I scon saw was an original old wife's story. In vain John Wesley said
children were born half devil and half brute; in vain I was told that children crying
proved original sin. I knew well that was the only way they had of telling ns when in
danger or suffering. Crying was a call for protection and attention. In vain I was told
that man had a rib less than woman, though it was said by many to be a fact. Physiol
ogy did not say so, and I knew it to be false.
Besides, the warp of orthodoxy had been considerably loosened by Phrenology and
Mesmerism. They gave a peep in the inner temple of man’s nature. I found that if
children were born depraved, their parents had made them so, and not poor Adam; and
that by obedience to nature’s laws, children could be born right morally as well as physi
cally. I began to realize something of the fact that we could by this means do more to
bless the world, than by any other. I knew too that no matter how bad a person might
be, he did more good than evil acts; the liar told more truth than lies; a thief performed more
honest than dishonest deeds. I looked within myself, and found from my earliest remetnberances, I had a greater love for right than wrong; besides, wrong doing brought unhap
piness; right doing, happiness. If men were utterly depraved and corrupt, the reverse
would be the case.
Original Sin was severed from my creed. Being the foundation of the fabric, of course
the whole fell, though it was ordy stone by stone at first.
The Trinity I almost discarded before, .but not so decidedly as now. Channing struck
the first blow; Barker gave the finishing stroke. The word “Trinity,” to my surprise, I
found did not exist in the table, and the idea only in one place: “There are three that
bear record in heaven—the Father, the Word, and the Spirit; and these three are one.”
But this was acknowledged by many come-outers—orthododox come-outers—as well as
Adam Clark, to be an interpolation.
Barker’s tracts on “Public Singing and Prayer” made many converts. “When thou
prayest, enter into thy closet,” etc. “Be not thou as the hypocrites are, for they love to
pray standing,” etc., etc., were imperative commands. We wondered very much we
could ever have been so infatuated as to suppose it necessary to Jyold prayer-meetings and
cry aloud as if God was deaf or on a journey.
^ Our noisy meetings I now looked upon with surprise; would ask myself: Will God an
swer their prayers any sooner or any more willingly, because they cry alound and are so
excited? Does prayer alter the purposes of God? etc., etc. I could not answer them,
but they were questions that prompted other questions. They were causes that pro
duced effects which in their time became causes, and so on, until a world of harmonious
wholeness sprang into existence.
An incident comes to my mind this moment that occurred in one of our “noisy meet
ings:” A “new convert”—a very ignorant man—was praying very earnestly and very
loudly. “0, God,” he said, “bless every male, and e-v-e-r-y, e-v-e-r-y; every sHEmale(?)”
he exclaimed in desperation. He was just married to a young woman, but in a few weeks
a female arrived from a long journey with seven children and claimed him for her hus
band and the father of her children.
Many portions of hymns we had not sung for some time, such as: “I the chief of sin
ners am.” There only could be one chief, and, therefore, every one could not be the chief.
How often I have heard them sing—“The great immortal died,” and such like absurdi
ties. If we had asked ourselves what became of the world when the Immortal died?—*
Did it stand still? or what kept all things in their place? for we believe ail things were
upheld “by the breath of his mouth,” we would not have sung that. But such is the
force of habit, that what is customary for us and every person else, we don’t feel inclined
to criticise.
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However, the habit of analyzing and investigation was now formed; nothing was too
sacred for our touch.
My father read and argued incessantly. He loved the truth; was never afraid of it.—
His mind was of such a character that he had not to dig for truth, but he looked within
and found it reflected there, as all within the surface of water is reflected.

FREEDOM.

BY JAMES J. STORY.

AVho is free? Hone hut Deity alone. All others are in bondage, for all other intelli
gences lack infinite knowledge, and lacking that they are circumscribed in action. God,
the soul and center of the grand Universe of universes, has diffused a portion of his es
sence—his very life throughout all intelligent nature. A lower order of life he has dif
fused throughout all vegetables, and a still lower, throughout the animal kingdom.—
Plants and animals are more free than men and women, for they are left to follow their
own attractions, while man, endowed with a higher intelligence, and possessing the at
tribute of free will, “has sought out many inventions.” Instituted ruler over'the beasts of
the field, man has sought to extend his dominion over his brother, and imposed upon him
labors and restrictions that outrage his nature and restrain the freedom to be guided by
reason and prompted by noble aspirations. How can man act in accordance with that
law which God has written upon his soul, unless free from the dictation of those around
him? God has been pleased to constitute no two souls exactly alike, and one cannot
judge for .another. That which is in accordance with one man’s highest reason and purest
aspirations, may outrage the judgment and most sacred sense of right in his neighbor.—
Therefore, each individual should be a law unto himself, living his own true life and en
joying that soul-inspiring liberty and elevating consciousness of individual worth that
should characterize the personification of Deity. Although none of earth’s inhabitants
are free in the fullest sense of the word; yet those are most free who have cast off the
shackles of prejudice and stand ready to adopt any principle that their highest
reason shall sanction. Those fearless ones who dare think and act for themselves regard
less of the opinion of their associates, they are emancipated from that bondage that kills
all the true and noble aspirations. That slavish fear that humbles and debases! And
though they may still suffer from, the bondage of error, yet they are on the car of pro
gression, and every moment they near that wisdom that erreth not. They are willing
•and ready to investigate; to search for that precious gem—eternal truth—until reason pro
claims the joyful news that it is discovered. Then is error dropped as a reminiscence of
the past, serving only to mark the onward and upward course of progression. Only in
freedom can each individual find his proper sphere, wherein he can enjoy the greatest
amount of happiness, and expend in usefulness to all around him, the God-given facul
ties of his soul. Here alone can he develop his mind and speed on in a constantly ac
celerating ratio toward that true freedom enjoyed by Infinity.
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THI-; SWi:i)ISH C^OMMUNITV.

Dear Friends:—Tt may be interesting to all those who believe in social reorganization*
to know pretty much all the movements made in that direction, and, with what success.
I have something of the kind to contribute from my own county which may be cheer
ing and interesting to all who wish to solve the social problem truly.

We have here, a Swedish Community at Bishop Hill, Henry Co. 111., founded in the fall
of 1846 by Swedes exclusively, who being persecuted in their native country, and expelled
from the established church for opinion’s sake, sought refuge in this country, and being
believers in the Communism of the early Christians, they united on that plan.
They number now, (May 10,1856) 780 persons; they own about 8500 acres of land in
one body, at Bishop Hill, and also, large property at Galva, at the railroad four miles
distant; they have 3250 acres of their land under cultivation, and 500 acres of their land
is timber.
They have seven trustees appointed, who hold all the property in their name for the
Community. They have one common fund for all, and all are equally benefited thereby;
all work according to ability and qualification. Each family has separate room or rooms,,
beds, clothing, etc. They were poor, and much persecuted when they first settled here,
and were ill provided to compete with their shrewd, Yankee neighbors. But by joining
means and hands like brothers and sisters, they have prospered exceedingly.
They have now, five or six large, substantial, unitary dwellings; the largest is a three
story, brick, 2(X) feet long, by 35 or 40 wide; the next largest is also a three story brick,
55 feet by 65; they have also, some other large and good buildings, viz. a tavern, store
and post office, a good mill, some extensive shops, warehouses, barns, bakeries, brew
eries, and a neat church in the middle of their village.
The fact is, they are rich; their buildings are of the best in the county; they own 150
horses and mules, 50 yoke of working oxen, 200 milch cows with as many calves, and
600 neat cattle besides.
They made over $36,000 out of their crop of broom corn alone in 1854. Report says,
they are taking stock in the Rock Island and the Peoria railroad to the amount of $150,000, or $200,000. I see considerable good in this community, and also, something
o" slavery. The good is, by joint stock and cooperation, they have prospered exceed
ingly, and will no doubt, continue to do so. But, in intellectual culture they are hemmed
up exceedingly, because they cannot read and understand the English language, and
books in their own language, they have but few; and they have no wish for a variety of
books. They take the Bible as thejr understand it, as their exclusive rule and guide,
and attend church about five times a week on an average, and there they drink in all
that their spiritual leaders have to offer, of which, I will not pretend to be a judge, for I
don’t understand their language. They however, keep up English school, nine months
of the year, which may do their children good, and put them in the true path of freedom
and progress.
This community is a standing monument of a successful experiment of Socialism, under
unfavorable circumstances, demonstrating to satisfaction, that the thing is not only possi
ble under the best of circumstances, but is possible and practicable even under depressing
and unfavorable circumstances; how much more so will it be under favorable conditions.
Andrew Rickel.
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BY L. A. HIYE.

As ray name is associated with the management of the Social Revolutionist, I may
be identified, by its readers, with all the doctrines it promulgates. The public have not
yet learned the nature of a Free Press, especially are not the conservatives able to dis
tinguish an individual from the company in which he associates, and, therefore, one is held
responsible for the sentiments of another. I wish it to be understood that I have not yet
been able to reconcile the doctrine of Free Love, as preached by its champions, with the
well-being of society. I have said, and say now, that all the Free Love that is consistent
with the rights of parents and children I endorse most heartily. What are the rights of
parents? 1. The father has the right to his child, and if he claim not this right, his Free
Love is evidently Free Lust. 2. The mother has the right to her child, and if she claim
it not above all things else, she is exorcised from motherhood, womanhood, and the holi
est relations of life. Parisian ladies, and some of the fashionable women of our cities
and towns, begin to despise their offspring before they are born, and while public senti
ment justifies the former, in abandoning their infants, the latter bewail the public senti
ment that condemns it in their country, and Free Love will meet their wants. 3. The
child has the right to both parents, and one of the greatest wrongs is committed if it be
robbed of this right. Free Love makes no provision for any of these rights. It proposes
to the father to abandon his child, if he shall be attracted to another woman, or be inhar
monious with its mother. 4. The mother has a right to the aid of the father in the sup
port and education of the child. And yet Free Love sends her adrift at the wliim, ca
price, or beastful propensity of the father. 5. The father has a right to the cooperation
of the mother in the nurture and education of his child; and yet Free Love tears her
from him and his, if she shall be a flirt, or pretty enough to secure the admiration and
flattery of other lovers. These scenes are acted over and over to a painful extent under
the stringency of existing law and public sentiment; and the extent to which it would be
carried under Free Love, let the numerous cases that have already occurred among its
converts, bear witness. “But,” says the Free Lover, “if there be discord, the parents
ought to separate.” This discord is in nine cases out of ten, a humbug. It arises from
the ignorance and inconstancy with which too many are afflicted. If “attraction” is to
be the watchword, why not let the thief steal, and teach him that theft is his duty? or to
lie, or fight, or kill? With those who know enough and have a profound respect for right,
Free Love will work no wrong; for such will regard the rights of all parties, and between
them there will be no discord. When one is right and the other wrong, it is simply a mis
fortune for which existing public sentiment and law abundanth^ provide. Complete your
system, gentlemen of the Free Love school, if it can be completed, or you will be justly
held obnoxious by consistent philosophers. I do not say that all the laws pertaining to
marriage are right; far from it; but the Woman’s Rights’ Reform has their modification
in view, and I think no aid is required from Free Love. You neither provide for the
rights of parents and children; nor propose an infant hospital in each township for the
support of children that may be abandoned under Free Love, by their natural protectors.
Much is said of enslaved affection. What remedy does Free Love propose? Under
existing kvws and public sentiment, parties, one of whom hates and the other loves, are
living together. Under Free Love, they would separate, and still one—the loving party
—would be miserable; while as it is now, the hating party is wretched. Ten to one, the
hating party deserves to be miserable and is unworthy of any love.
Another advantage of the present system over the one you propose, is that the chil-
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dreu are protected, while under Free Love, half the offspring of discordant parents would!
be worse than, orphans.
Besides, there are quite enough demolished households in consequence of whims and
inconstancy, under existing restraints; but these barriers all removed and the black list
would be hugely increased.
In conclusion, what is our duty under the varied circumstances of life, is the question.
In respect to Love and its consequences, it becomes each one well to consider it. Do thy'
duty, I say to each and all. Thus far I am for Freedom of the Affections.

Remarks.—-The difference between friend Mine and some of the rest of us, is, in some
respects, not so great, but it is very fundamental. He looks at the matter from one stand
point, and we from another. If he stood where we do, he would be philosophical enough
to see as vve do? and the same would be true of us, if we stood where he does. The
point we start from makes all the difference in the world. He assumes the existing form
of society with its isolated household, to he fixed and eternal; but we don’t. Starting
from the isolated household as an axiomatic truth, he proceeds logically, step by step, as
philosophers do, and when he arrives at freedom for the affections, he finds it an intolera
ble untruth. On the other hand, we start from freedom for the individual in all the high
er elements of his being, not excepting love, as “self-evident truth;” and when we get to
the isolated household, we find it to be a great, hideous, monstrous lie.
But whence originated the isolated household? A man and woman became sexually at
tracted to each other, and their animal natures demanded exclusiveness and monopoly.—
He was at pains so to notify his brethren, and she her sisters. This outraged the feel
ings of the excluded parties, and they instinctively avenged themselves by the secret exer
cise of a magnetic repulsion, which drove the exclusive pair into the isolated household,
to breed the family with all its accursed selfishnesses. Animal absorption and dual exclu
siveness were the conditions of the familiq and the family had to have a coop, the fam
ily grew out of affectional despotism and exclusiveness; and, as a matter of course, when
we start from the isolated home of the family, as an axiomatic truth, and go back, we
shall find despotism and not freedom, at the other end of the logical chain.
And this is the trouble with the opposers of any freedom; they start from wrong prem
ises; they assume the establishments of despotism to be fixed and eternally true, and then
it is an easy affair to prove freedom a falsehood. If our philosophy retain the social sys
tem, which is based upon the family, then does it become an attorney for the family itself,
set forever in its defense. And since the |kmily is necessarily allied to social despotism,
so will this philosophy be found waving its plumes in the popular war on social freedom.
The dual love relation has wrought out its own conditions; and it is very true that
while these obtain, we cannot undo the despotism of duality, and give freedom to sexual
love without robbing other loves of their rights, as friend Hine says. The wrong here is
in the despotic conditions, and the fact that they preclude freedom in any department of
the affectional sphere, ought to be some evidence to philosophical minds, that there is
something radically discordant in the conditions themselves. The despotism of duality,
with the family and its isolated home, belong to a lower plane of humanity;—upon a
higher plane, the demand is imperative for freedom of all the loves in the harmony of in
tegral life. This freedom can only obtain under the conditions of freedom; and science
and experience must establish these. Let society be disintegrated and resolved into its
individual elements; let woman graduate to a position of physical independence that she
may be morally and socially so; let her regard herself as the pivot of all she loves, and
hold her own room, and especially her own bed, sacred to her own individuality; let her
observe strict fealty to herself, and not to a lord, as our Anti-Free Love Woman’s Rights
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people most inconsistently urge; let each individual, male oriemale, secure the conditions
of self-sovereignty through the avenues of brotherly and sisterly cooperation, with the
opportunities of variety and change; let the “home” represent the fraternal principle of
our nature, and not the genital;—then will “Flee Love” be consistent with the
RIGHTS OF EVERY LOVE AND OF ALL PARTIES.
We thank friend Mine for his article. It is the first with point on that side of the
question. We hope to have more of the same sort, and abundant opportunity to discuss
the question more in detail.

CHAKY

COUNSEL CONSIDERED.

There are those who rejoice in a journal that dares to take hold of any question and
deal with it honestly. They have confidence in the human heart, and in the power of
truth over it. But not so all. The half-armed reformer, who seems to himself to be the
friend of free inquiry, is shocked at the rough handling we give some of the petted mon
sters of conservatism. He wants free discussion only so far as he himself sees the need
of it, but if I see a need beyond the range of his reformatory vision, and carry free dis-'
cussion there, he is alarmed and tenders me largely the benefit of prudent counsels. His
reform craft is but a ricketjr yawl, and where the sea is deep and the waves run high, he
tacks about and paddles to the shore.
If we touch the marriage question, a zealous theological reformer cries, “beware!” He
forgets that others more fogy than himself, deplore the wreck that he is making by the
ruthless touch of innovation. One utters the crj^ of alarm here, and another there; and
the innovator in one case, is often the alarmist in another; but it is the spirit of Fogyism that speaks through them all. If we have an abiding confidence in the power of
truth, we shall not commit the folly of opposing investigation, however radical and rev
olutionary its tendencies may seem to be.
A Spiritualist writes us that it would not be well to give too much prominence- to the
matrimonial question, as people are so ready to attribute motives of licentiousness. Now,
did you ever hear such a reason for silence, from such a source? Why, my good brother,
the preachers and their myrmidons say that your Spiritualism promotes licentiousness,
and is spreading pollution far and wide; and so, by the power in me vested, through the
virtue of your own philosophy, I counsel you to discreetness in the advocacy of spiritual
intercourse! It would be valiant in either of us, would it not, to stand in awe of lewd
imaginations?!
How much of the Social Revolutionist will he devoted to the Love question, I am
never able to say, for this depends on the “attractions” of our contributors; and we shall
continue to print what they write. As for myself, I think a right understanding of man’s
sexual nature, of central importance to human welfare. No subject within the range of
human inquiry, calls more imperiously for thorough investigation. It is my privilege to
agitate. I glory in it; and those who would attribute sensual motives, are quite'at liber
ty to do so. None but sensualists, or those under the thrall of prejudices which have
grown out of sensualism, will be forward to attribute such motives; and we should not he
troubled that any picture foibles of their own in their estimate of others.
Another tells us we had better leave the marriage question alone; for if we can only
get people to live right, the sexual relations will adjust themselves! Coolly begging the
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question, my friend. Why, bless yoxi, the very reason we agitate this question, is t#
elicit truth as to right ways of Jiving, .and set it before the people that they may incorpo
rate it into their lives-, and it is to this end that we agitate any question of reform.
“Ah, yes, but the great mass are not prepared for your views, and we had better elevate
the people.”'
Just so;, but we must not forget that there are many lines of advance; many planes of
progress, and many fields to work in for the elevation of man. You might preach theo
logical reform, and I social freedom, to our stolid neighbor for many a long day, but he
could hot understand either of us. The great mass of men are not preparedr to receive
even your teachings; then let us both be at work to elevate the people, that these things
may adjust themselves!
,
~
“0, man}* are now prepared for the truth I herald, and they cannot advance without it;
and for their sake, I must not be silent.”
Well done, my good friend; you have just answered for me. Many are now prepared
for agitation on the marriage question; they demand1.reform in the affeetional relations as
an indispensable condition to farther progress^ they ask for a chart of the path way farther
.
destiny; and God forbid that I should heed the croak of sH Fogy to stifle
whatTo me the noblest impulses of my nature!
“Sdreilhat the public are prepared for the propagandisin' of your revolutionary views
on the conjugal relations?”
> Just as sure as you are that they are prepared for theological revolution; and as I per
mitted you to be judge in one case, so should I be judge in the other;—yon of your work,
and I of mine.
Another still, assures me that-there is danger in this agitation; that I may not under
stand the subject, and so do mischief by the circulation of crude and incorrect views.
This reminds me of a caution I got, when the errors of popular theology first began to
concern me. I had said that perhaps Jesus himself did not understand the full import of
all he taught; that science and the bible disagreed, etc. I was solemnly advised not to
talk so; X was speaking imprudently; and for my own credit, and the good of others I might
influence, I ought to hush up. But the oracular and imperious style of the counsel did
not satisfy me; I wanted reasons, and they were not given, and so I heeded not, hut went
on as peryersely and pidfyol? a** ever, thinking as 1 must, and talking as I listed, all the
while getting farther and farther from the idol-worship my adviser still clings to; and now
I rejoice in the necessity that made me free. And this I have found in theological re
form, that those who are below its reach, are not injured by its agitation. Those who
want their hell and, angry God, will not give them up for the eloquence and logic of any
one. It is precisely so in Social reform;. The animal natut'e which craves the despotism
of marriage, will have it in the face of all that is chaste,, and beautiful, and lovely in free
dom.
. I have no fears, by any words or acts of mine, of making the sexual life of man any
worse than it is. WorSe conditions could, hardly be; and the only way to achieve a.
greater evil, would he to augment pollution in existing channels. Wherever changes can
be affected in the system, they can result only in good. -Theold heathenism of human de
pravity which shrinks at the touch of every innovation, must not rule,-in these counsels.
What if I donrt know all about this question, and it is certain I don’t* shall I sit in fever
ish perplexity, trembling lest some one know what I’m fhinking about? What better way
for me to learn than by the mutual interchange of thought with all who are thinking
upon the subject? And did we not project the Social Kevoluttoxist for the free discus
sion of general principles, etc.? And shall we abandon the very purpose whereunto we

appointed this journal?

Folly!

There are journals a plenty for alarmists; ours, is for

?ihe biwe! L-et us have investigation full, and free, and bold; and if the Social He volu
tion isT cannot thus live nobly, why then let it die!

'TiK J.AtV OF 1,< >YK.

BY GKOROE PYBURN.

i:

Brother reformers, and ye, my sisters who hope for the redemption of the race, and
work and wait for it, I greet you.
Of all the apostles of that sublime reformer, Jesus, none were so.honored by their
teacher, as John. The erudition and eloquence of Paul, and the fiery zeal of Peter, each
gave away before the magic power and influence of him, the burden of whose teaching
was, “Love one another.” The reason is evident. The intellect of Minerva, with the
eloquence of Demosthenes, will avail but little, except as they speak to a human heart;
and hence, the supreme importance of the lav, “Love one another”.
I have been led to these remarks by some side strokes aimed at one class of reformers
by the writer of a critique (in the S. Rev. for June,) on “Harmonial Education, by L. A.'
Mine.” I agree with the writer, that to think of a harmonious education without produc
tive labor, is simply absurd; but I would not condemn an approximation to harmonious
education, where circumstances did not render, it easj; co procure an entire education. I
am not an aristocratic reformer, but I have a plea for these reformers so designated, which
I must put in. Hear mo, and judge! When a man or woman acknowledges the fundamental
principle of human freedom, “the right of self ownership for all,” he or she is entitled to
be considered a true reformer. But, in so becoming a reformer, it does not follow that a
man shall change his nature, or size, or aptitudes. One has been educated in the backwoods on a farm; in a workshop, or in a store; another has passed his youth at school or
college in a city; his evenings in the drawing-room, or at the opera. The one is hale and
brawny, with hands and arms used to, and fit for heavy labor; the other is wire drawn
and finely organized, and utterly unable to accomplish a tithe of the bodily labor of his
stronger brother; but his intellect has been highly cultivated, his taste for art, and his
aptitude for literary labors and enjoyments, and for scientific research, developed. Who
can fail to see, that if these two men become reformers,, their work and functions are to
tally different, and, that the one may he as useful as the other, each in himproper sphere?
The farmer, or mechanic will labor with his hands as heretofore, and be independent as
much as in him lies, but will not forget to cultivate his intellect and tastes and higher
powers. But the city man must depend on his intellect alone for bread, and although ad
monished by knowledge, he may cultivate his physical powers more than before, he can
not do the work of his hardier brother.
Now is this diversity of functions any reason why they should not cooperate and work
to the same grand end, the elevation of mankind? Nay! for in all nature there is diver
sity, yet the result is one. Minerals, vegetables, animals, spirits, all tend to produce
that which we all seek—happiness. In the vegetable kingdom, all plants are not good for
Food, or for fuel, or for clothing. Much exists for the use of our higher powers—the love of
beauty and variety and harmony. In the animal kingdom too, we have reptiles, fishes
and birds and mammals. The strong lion and the swift antelope; the lazy sloth and the
nimble chitmonk; the painted butterfly and the grizzly bear; are they not all very good,
and could we spare one? Gould the butterfly sport o’er the frozen waters of the arctic
regions, or the grizzly bear loll along our public roads? no! each has its place, each has
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work which the wise and beneficent Spirit of nature has afiapted it to perform.
So with man; we need grave diggers, and some need kings and priests; we need chop
pers, and ploughmen, and gardeners, and mechanics, and printers, and men of science, and
of learning; painters and poets and musicians; the teacher to instruct, and the orator to en
trance, and we have them all. Bach form of existence, mineral, vegetable, or animal, is
a necessity-—a thread in the web of destiny, springing from the beforegoings and the
surroundings—each will help in evolving a future series, and thus aid in the work of pro
gress whereby the Infinite is revealed.
Cease, then, 0, man of iron muscle and stern resolve, to crush or w*ound thy weaker,
but it may be, wiser brother! And thou, 0 learned man, despise not him of plainer tastes
and rougher tasks; for ye are all the children of one Father!
There is another question upon which reformers are likely to divide, unless they seek
and use the charity which thinketh no evil, and which beareth long and is kind. I allude
to the Laws of the Sexual Relation.
It has been stated as the “Law of progress in harmony,” in this respect, that “ma
terial union is not to be had save when the integral wisdom of the harmony demands a
child.” Some accept with cheerfulness this law, while others reject it. But is there
any reason why those who reject it (because they cannot receive it,) should quarrel with
or part from those who can and do receive it? If one demands and maintains the right
to act, surely he must concede the right of another to refrain from acting. Because in one
state of the Union divorce is easy of attainment, while in another it is scarcely to be procured,
does this prevent them from uniting in the assertion of principles equally dear to all? Can
they not therefore unite in defending the right of every individual to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness? Let us all act together so far as we can, and when a point of di
vergence presents itself, let us separate only so far as may be necessary to secure to each
group freedom to do their own work in their own way. To these who accept the law
and live by it, aside from those who reject it, I say peace. Let no man judge his brother.
In a lettor from J. W. Towner to Mrs. Nichols, the question is said to be one of Phys
iology alone. I admit that it is a question of Physiology first, but it is likewise one
of Pathology and Therapeutics and of expediency. Physiology teaches the functions of
healthy men and women, in proper circumstances. Pathology teaches us the aberration
of function produced b}^ abnormal conditions or circumstances, and Therapeutics teach
us the mode of restoring the integrity of function. Expediency here has reference to the
choice of two or more inevitable evils.
In reference to the teachings of Physiology, we are not left so absolutely in the dark
as may be supposed, though it must be confessed that there are some difficulties in the way
of absolute certainty. Analogy may, however, assist in elucidating the question.
Throughout the vegetable kingdom, we know or have good reason to suppose that
whenever the pollen or fecundating product of the male organs, comes in contact with the
female organs, impregnation of the germ is the consequence; and, therefore, we may con
clude that the vegetable material union never takes place without fecundation being a se
quence.
In the animal kingdom exclusive of man, we have also reason to believe, (except among
domestic animals, where disease or incapacity may be presented,) that material union
never takes place without resulting in offspring.
And to ascend to man, it may well be doubted if in good health, affectional plenty
and entire freedom on both side, material union could ever take place without resulting
in offspring. (By way of parenthesis, I would notice the distinction which some Free
Lovers make between material union and the propagative act. Many are aware that the
Perfectionists teach the propriety and blessedness in every respect, of frequent material
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Union, witliout, however, its usual waste, which they say is unnecessary. I am unable
to deciae (even for myself,^ on the point; but I would be understood in all cases, when
speaking of material union, to mean the propagative act, and when inculcating abstinence,
to make an exception pro tern, in favor of their peculiar idea.)
If be admitted that under proper circumstances and in the ordinary course of nature,
offspring would always result from spontaneous material union, it follows that if we de
sk e and obtain the one, without desiring its material concomitant and sequal, either we
are n0^ w khin ourselves harmonious, or being harmonious in ourselves, we are not in har
mony with outward nature. In logical form it would stand thus:
1. In the harmony of nature, supply and demand are in equilibrio; therefore, the de
sk e or demand for material union ought to have for its concomitant and sequal the de
mand for impregnation and offspring.
2. Ly inference, tnen, the desire for union unaccompanied by a desire for offspring, is
an incomplete, or inharmonious, or unnatural desire.
But for argument’s sake admit that the demand for material union may exist in the
healthy and properly circumstanced Human Harmony without the concomitant power of,
or tendency to propagation. How are we to be cognisant of such a state? And if we
are not cognisant of such a state, do we not in every union risk the propagation ot our
selves, at a time when it may, on many accounts, be undesirable and improper? But it is
replied, we are acquainted with checks.” Checks, indeed! and who invented checks?—
ho is their father? Shall I write his name? It was Onan; and the essential of Onan
ism is procuring the pleasure of the propagative act without the consequences. I think
m many cases “checks” may be and are the least of two evils. But that the great God
in whose image man is made, so unskilfully constructed his fame as to make it a necessity
of the highest good, either to endure consequences which he does not desire, or to offend
and act against his internal sense of fitness and propriety and purity, is a conclusion I
cannot for a moment entertain. The argument of J. W. Towner in the before mentioned
letter, founded on the Physiological law, “Exercise essential to activity and health,” if it
proves anything, proves too much. He says: “Births should be few with an interval of
years between their occurrence.” What is to become then of the utero-gestative and
lacteal apparatus, if “repression and inactivity tend to debility and waste?” And how do
they “preserve that tone and power which will enable them to perform their functions in
tne best manner?” I can tell.
In intervals of ultimate functional inactivity there
are periods of semi-functional activity, which need not be farther noticed, and these would
seem to be suffiicient to keep the organs in a proper state, ready for the due perform
ance of their proper labor. And is there no corresponding semi-function performed by
the male apparatus? It is not usually stated so in works on Physiology; but, neverthe
less, there is such a semi-function, and it occurs in healthy and chaste young men, once
in ten to fourteen days; so said the great Hahnemann. Again, is It not reasonable to
suppose that if births should be few with an interval of years between, then, that which
precedes and causes births should seldom take place.
Lastly, in reference to the Physiology of the matter, I believe it to be a fact which all
experience will go to establish, that the greater the freedom of general intercourse between
the sexes, freedom of conversation, of contact in slight caresses, and the like—the greater
the extent over which the Love feeling is diffused; the less demand will there be for the
special intercourse of which we speak. It is che starvation system of our present social
state which leads to the gluttonous excesses which characterize our civilization. Pent up
waters when they find an outlet, bear down all before them, and sweep from the face of
the earth those very barriers to which they owe their power; but the broad and majestic
river which is free to pursue its course, flows onward with a stately aud calm movement,
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here giving off a stream, and there overflowing and irrigating a meadow; the while, heav
ing on its bosom, treasures to bless mankind.
In reference to the Pathological and Therapeutic bearings of the question, I would say
that it cannot be doubted that many actions which are harmless or positively beneficial is
health, may be dangerous and fraught with evil to the sick. It will be less generally ad
mitted that to the sick, certain actions may be beneficial, which to a healthy person would
be the reverse. I would instance inactivity and the recumbent posture as good for somecases of sickness, and the contrary for those in health. It must also he admitted that
the existence of one evil often necessitates another; and this is the ease with the matter
before us.
Absolute anatomical incapacity to bear children, with at the same time power of enjoy
ment in union, may be a valid reason for setting aside the law occasionally. Awl herewould be one of the legitimate occasions for the use of “checks.” There may be states of
disease too where from an inordinate functional activity of the amative power, occasional
indulgence may be a less evil than the continual mental strain and misery caused by ab
stinence. There may be, and doubtless are- cases where a large and active amative organiza
tion may have but one outlet, viz. material union. In such cases I hesitate not to say that
indulgence in temperance would be a lesser evil than its entire suppression.
But on the other hand it is- positive madness and suicide for the debilitated and sickly
to indulge. No right minded man or woman would desire to give existence to diseased
and debilitated children, and they have no strength to waste in such an expensive pleasure,
for its own sake. Every man and every woman must be left to judge and decide for themselves-’
at their own cost.
Better to err on the side of temperance than the contrary. Culti
vate largeness of love, and be not afraid' to speak tenderly and lovingty to one of the op
posite sex. Put away that ultra-exclusive feeling worthy only of a Turk, and be assured'
that in the end Love will prove a purifyer, a very savior.
A few more words and I have done. It is expedient for reformers and especially for
“licentious and abominable free lovers!?)” to be above suspicion, and to prove by their lives
that they do not use theiriiberty as a cloak of licentiousness. Let them by their lives
shut the lion;s mouths. It is expedient in- many cases that we use not our full liberty , lest
we provoke more opposition than we can stand. I do not advise however any compromise’
of principle, but say use your freedom to do the highest good. To borrow a simile from a
sister's letter: The bird goes not when weak from the frosts of winter, and amid the barren
coldness of spring, lay its eggs on the bare ground. Learn ye wisdom of the birds.
Brothers, Bisters, I have done. I love all who love the race. Love me. Love one an
other.
REMARKS.

The writer of that critique accepts as cordially, perhaps, as friend Pyburn himself,, the
principle of brotherly love; but he cannot see that when properly tempered with wis
dom, it ever requires us to wink at what we honestly believe to be untruth. I deplore
aristocracy in reform, believing it to be an element of discord, incompatible with harmony;
and what I said in my article on harmonial education is what I then thought, and what I
still think to be true. There is no wiser work of love than to he true to our own con
victions in the unmasking of error and the identification of truth, and I regret no word of
the article in question. I.know that some reformers who are constantly in the whirl of
civilized selfishness, come at length to look upon reform itself as an affair of commerce to
operate a successful business in, and if I express a candid, and as I may think, a much
needed thought, which is calculated to injure their trade, they denounce me as impolite
and ungentlemanly. One individual who considers himself and coadjutors aggrieved by
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tnv course in the S. Rev., has written he would be glad to know the animus of my spite
against them. Another who knows I make no god of A. J. Davis, and do not accept all
Ins teachings, says I must have “a spite” at the seer! I am sorry that reformers should
thus find it in themselves to look amongst the vilest passions for the motives of others in
the candid expression of opinions different from their own.
Friend Pyburn admits “that to think of harmonious education without productive la
bor, is simply absurd.” Wishing to be moderate, I ventured no stronger language than
this; but now I go a step farther, believing, in my inmost soul, that the truth warrants it.
If to think of harmonious education without useful physical labor, be absurd, then to ap
ply the name of harmonial education to that which is scientifically wanting in the appli
ances of integral culture, and blazon it forth to the world as the means of harmonial per
fection, is practical humbuggery. I expect no logical and unbiased mind to differ from
me in this matter, yet I should not be surprised if there be some who will blame me for
the utterance of this truth. I certainly do not object to any possible approximations;
but I do object to the application of a term implying wholeness and perfection, to that
which is fragmentary and imperfect. This is simply untruth itself, and though it maybe
very shre vvd in business, I must protest against it in reform.
In nw article on harmonial education I meant to excite thought by an unqualified state
ment of what I deem an absolute truth, as to the conditions of individual discipline. We
must know what our capabilities and tendencies are, what our absolute destiny is, or we
shall never be able to approximate harmony in education, but continue, as heretofore, to
discipline our youth for the vicious antagonisms of civilized society. I am not so stupid
as to reject anything which seems to me to be really an approximation to integral devel
opment, or to wish to stand still because we cannot have perfection. I trust I have looked
a trifle farther into the philosophy of progress than all this would imply. I am for all
shapes of agitation; and for attempts at approximation though they fail. I protest sim
ply against false pretension—against setting up the claim of integrality for that which is
fragmentary; and both from principle and impulse, I use plain words. I would be tolernnt to all, but charity would, in my case, cease to be a virtue, as I conceive, if it caused
me to suppress what I believe to be a much needed truth. I make the statements gener
al, particularize no individuals, and then if true, no one can consider himself aggrieved.
If any one suffers wrong by strictures of this general character, it would be because they
are untrue; and his mode of redress would be to expose the error.
We are still so near the plane of idolatry that we incline to pay court to assumption
and aristocracy for their own sake; and it seems to me there is need to counteract this
tendency, and for one, I am willing to throw myself in the way of the current, even
though it sweep me under.
One class of reformers may do a work which no other can, and I cordially accept all
that friend Pyburn says of this; but I accept it only as a means of development; as a stage
in progress, and not as the actual of harmony. Against the solecism of a hierarchial
constitution of harmonial society which our friend’s illustrations would seem to imply, I
protest utterly and everlastingly. I avow myself a democrat and a sworn enemy of all
shapes of aristocracy. We shall have grave-diggers, and wood-choppers, and clod-hop
pers, and all the round of menials so long as there are fit subjects thus to become identi
fied with the drudgeries of life; but what we want are integral men and women, and once
we get these, we shall have a harmonic society in which caste and aristocracy will be
unknown.
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“TEMPEST IN A TEA-POT,” ANE VERY E1TTEE ONE AT THAT.
BY JOSEPH TREAT.

I easily dispose of all possible objections to Free Love, by one or other of these three
very summary processes:—
Free simply means that what is free, is permitted to exist; and that is all one with
only saying that it does exist, (for of course everything exists which is not prevented.)
Free Love, then, is only Love; and that is no crime, but a virtue; yes, and if you are a
Hunker, you yourself say that it is the sum of all virtues, for you believe in an old
book which says that it is the “fulfilling of the law.” Going to spite your own Bible,
then, to fight Free Love!? And even if you are not Fogy enough to subscribe to the
Bible, yet still you believe in some God or other, don’t you? Going to spite your grand
God-of-all, then, to give Free Love a dig—seeing you say he is nothing but Love!?
“Well, I can’t help what you say, but still I’m opposed to Free Love.” No, you ain’t;
you’re not opposed to that, but to something else. It can’t be Love you’re making all
this fuss about! And if it’s Lust, then wdiy in heaven’s name don’t you quit your lust,
and not stand there all the time growling about it? If it’s so terribly bad, why don’t
you let it alone yourself, and not keep up this everlasting curtain-lecture on other folks?
You do that sneakingly, which (judging others by yourself,) j'ou say they do “freely,”
and before the world, and then turn round and abuse them for being more honest about
it than you, eh!?
“Well, but after all, I will have it that I really don’t like Free Love, any way you
can fix it!” Yes you do, though—like it first rate. You like Love as well as any body;
it’s the very thing you like best of all you do like; and the only trouble with you is,that
you can’t get enough of it! You like to have even the women love you, and so of course
you like to have the men love your wife, or else you are a mean tyrant, and not willing
to do as you would be done by! which horn do you take?

WHAT SOME REFORMERS DO.
BY J. H. COOK.

Some of 3''0ii advocate Free Love, and repudiate Legal Marriage, and then, when you
have found an affinity, propose legal marriage through fear of public opinion, and lest
your loved one may be drawn away from you by a stronger attraction.
Some of you talk long and loud against the oppression of labor and the exorbitant pri
ces and dishonesty of trade, and when a poor laborer asks you for work, banter him
down to the lowest going wages, and contend for the highest going price for your
own labor, products, or goods.
Some talk about a human being that is capacitated and inclined to act upon a lower,
more material and selfish plane of life, as though his or her services were useless or det
rimental, and he or she unworthy of regard.
Some admit the existence, use of, and necessity for a general law, principle or mode
of action, and then deny the necessity, use, or good of particular acts or phenomena
that result from that law or principle.
Some talk about the principle of love, as the all-sufficient power, and the only means
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Rscsssary noiT, to reforni and emancipate" the world, when: in fact, love is as }!et but
faintly developed in the world, >rid iB the end to he^ obtained,^ or the principle tp be
developed by other active andr efficient forces, and can only be applied as fast as it
is developed.
Some condemn the selfishness that prompts to build railroads, and all other works
of material improvement, upon which reformers and reforms are dependent, without
showing that they could have been built without this selfishness.
Some reformers' expect (virtually) effects without adequate causes.; “count chickens
before they are hatched;” build houses oh the sand; base, their hopes of Social Free- '
dem on much reading or thinking and little practical experience or knowledge of hu- .
man nature; and. form glowing pictures of the loves and congenialities that they
should'enjoy with distant correspondents "of attractive and honeyed words, if they
could live with them, although of their character as a whole, or their adaptation to
them," they are quite ignorant.

KEGd ST R ATIOiST.

BY W. D.

Every day’s experience shows me the necessity of Reformers enrolling their names
and post office addresses, as a basis for organization. In many towns that I visit, Beformers have been living alone for years, passing each other in the streets and even trans
acting business with each other, without knowing that they had a reformatory thought
in common,' till they-meet at some reform lecture, and lo! they are brothers. We never
can work efficiently until we are united, and we never can be united until we know each
other, and I know of no better plan than the one proposed. Let every man who loves
free thought, who is not afraid of the, investigation of all questions, pertaining to human
well-being, send his name and post office address to John Patterson, Greenville, or to
myself at Dayton, and a list will be made out as soon as possible and sent to every one,
that they may know who the friends of free inquiry are.
I intend at my lectures in future to take lists of the names of individuals, for this pur
pose, and trust before long we .shall have a noble band of brothers and sisters who bow
to no Baal and are prepared to investigate all things that they may learn what is true,
and when learned, will be ready, as lar as possible, to reduce it to practice.
OF course, no one will be responsible for the character of another. There can be no
endorsement by me or by any one of any individual who chooses to send us his name.—
All must act on their own resposibility, making such use of the opportunity for acquaint
ance and union thus afforded them as they .may think best.
When'individuals know each other, then organization may be effected;—-first, in towns
and villages, and subsequently in counties and section of of counties. Let individuals'
unite to'Carry out practical measures for the benefit of their particular .neighborhoods,
cleansing and beautifying towns,.planting.fruit and ornamental trees, establishing manual
labor schools, making baths and public fotintains, organizing committees for attending the
puhhc Schools, .to ,see that they are in as good a condition as circumstances will allow, es
tablishing libraries In which th® works of Voltaire, Yolney, Paine,..Bosseau, Taylor, Bar
ker, A. J. Davis; Dare, and a multitude of others that are .excluded; from popular libra
ries, may be obtained and thus, their truths become familiar to the benighted minds of thou-
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sands,—forming discussion societies where young men and women may acquire the art
of expressing their thoughts with ease, dignity and power. Let these things be done,
and they are but a tithe of what may and will be done, and our principles must recom
mend themselves to the minds of multitudes who will not listen to arguments, but could
not shut their eyes to our good deeds. Some will do nothing where they are; they are
waiting for the establishment of a terrestinl paradise—a harmcnial home where every
thing will be done for them and virtue and happiness spring up like weeds in a wet sum
mer. The number of persons prepared to live the harmonial life in association, is very
small indeed, and for that number to be increased, we must educate the people where
they are, and prepare them for that which, I have no doubt, is the ultimate destiny of"
man. To forward this object,—to make a commencement in this noble work, let all who
are laboring for the freedom and elevation of the Race, send us their names and post of
fice addresses as soon as they can. When five hundred names are obtained, the list will
be published and sent to every one, I suppose two postage stamps will cover all neces
sary expenses.

FIELD

NOTES.
BY W. D.

Three weeks ago I lectured in Yellow Springs, on Saturday evening in the schoolhouse which was crowded to overflowing; and on Sunday in the woods, to a large and
attentive audience. Yellow Springs is one of the beauty spots of Ohio. It gives one a
faint idea of what our towns and villages will be, when good taste, intelligence and
love take the place of our present ignorance, brutality and selfishness. I love the people
of Yellow Springs. Antioch College has been the means of drawing to that place many
free, noble, natural and truth-loving men and women;—the leading reformers that are to
be, who shall carry up the people from this Theological wilderness in which they are now
wandering, to the fair and goodly land that some already see, and others dwell in and par
take of its goodly fruit.
I am sorry that Antioch is not as free as it should be; that there is such an amount of sec
tarian intolerance in connection with this, the most advanced college of the age. There
is such a disposition to believe in natural depravity;—a fear that if the fetters are taken
off, poor humanity will instantly plunge into vice of every description. Have more faith
in men and women, brothers; take off the hand-cuffs and the gags; put aside the straight
jackets, and let us see if the world will not be the better for it. It is a bad plan to con
duct either a school or college as if the students only wanted an opportunity to do wrong,
and that every chance afforded them would be so employed. We need,—0, how we need a
free, unsectarian, working-man’s college—a college in which men and women could
meet on terms of perfect equality and unite in all the exercises if they chose, in which all
compulsory attendance at church should be abolished, and everything be considered a fair
subject for scientific investigation and rigid scrutiny. Colleges of this stamp will be the
rule some day, and then such as Antioch will be considered fogyish and altogether behind
the times.
I attended the Methodist church at Yellow Springs, on Sunday morning, and had the
pleasure of listening to a reverend plodder in “the good old way.” He denounced Spir
itualism in general, and me in particular, in no measured terms. Spiritualism was Tom
Paineism and davilism, and I was the agent of a certain colored individual who keeps
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large stores of sulphur in the nether regions. lie advised them to let it alone; no good
could come from the investigation of the subject. Of course, investigation is death to
error, priestcraft and superstition, and it is best for Methodism to let it alone.
Two weeks ago I attended a two days, meeting at Stelvideo, near Greenville, Darke Co.,
Ohio. It was calculated that two thousand persons were present, who listened to the
good news of glad tidings to all people.
I have just returned from Winchester where we held a three days meeting in the
grove. My sister, Anne D. Cridge, gave two lectures on Woman’s Eights, and I ob
tained about forty names for our list of unsectarian free thinkers—persons who arc wil
ling to be recognized as friendly to the untrammeled expression of thought on all questions
relating to human well-being. I trust it will not be long till wTe have a phalanx of ten
thousand who will manfully labor in the cause of progress.

BIBLE

PROPHECIES.

BY W. D.

There is one thought connected with the prophecy made by Jacob respecting Judah that is
worthy of notice. Reading the whole of the prophecy critically, from the 8th to the
12th verse of the 49th chapter of Genesis, it is very easy to perceive that the 10th verse
has all the appearance of an interpolation, and from its nature, wre may reasonably infer
that it wras added at a time when Judah held the scepter, and forged the patriarch’s
name to give currency to a prophecy of his continued exaltation. Commencing at the
latter part of the 9th verse, and leaving out what I conceive to be an interpolation, it
reads thus: “He couched as a lion, and as an old lion; wdio shall rouse him up? [ ]
Binding his foal unto the vine, and his ass’ colt unto the choice vine; he washed his gar
ments in wine,” etc. Who does not see that the prophecy respecting Shiloah, which
stands between the brackets, breaks the thread of the discourse, and has all the appear
ance of an addition at a later date than the body of the prophecy? But whether written
by Moses, Ezra, or any other Jew, it certainly never wras fulfilled and never can be, for it
is now too late.
Balaam’s Prophecies.-—Balaam, an Eastern, heathen soothsayer, is rather singularly
elevated into the rank of a true prophet, and his language, recorded in the bible, is ad
duced as a proof of its divinity. The Israelites in their travels, came to Moab; and the
king of Moab being afraid of them, sent for Balaam to come and curse them. This he at
first refused to do, but after much persuasion, went to the king of Moab, wdien he ut
tered repeated blessings on the people he had been paid to curse.
Who informed Moses wliat was said by Balaam, wc arc not told, but must believe that
he received it by direct inspiration. He prefaces his prophecy with a lying eulogy of the
Israelites: “He hath not beheld iniquity in Jacob, neither hath he seen perverseness in Is
rael. The Lord his God is with him, and the shout of a king is among them. God
brought them out of Egypt; he hath, as it wre're, the strength of an unicorn.” And this
too after the worship of the golden calf, after they had murmured for water and de
sired to return to the flesh pots of Egypt, and after God had said unto Moses: “Let me
alone that I may destroy them.” And Gol impresses Balaam that “he hath, as it were,
the strength of an unicorn!” Gol Almighty as strong as a Rhinoceros! The prophecy
states that Israel’s king should be higher than Agag, but hew high Agag was we hare a@
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means of knowing. From the account, we may suppose him to have been a petty king
of the Amalekites, and there would be nothing wonderful in Israel’s king being higher
than him.
“There shall come a star out of Jacob, and a scepter shall rise out of Israel, and shall
smite the corners of Moab and destroy all the children of Sheth.”—FTum. xxiv: 17. The
star and scepter are here supposed to denote some illustrious king or ruler, and this proph
ecy is said, by bishop Newton, to have been fulfilled in David, for wre are told in Samuel
that “David smote Moab.”
But where is the proof that the account in Samuel is true? Or supposing it to be true,
who can prove that the prophecy was written before Moab was smitten? Granting that
the whole was just as recorded, what was there wonderful in foretelling that a nation
would smite the corners of a neighboring nation during the space of several hundred
years? It would have been much more wonderful if they had not. The prophecy
says nothing about Moab’s smiting Israel, and yet the Israelites were the slaves of Moab
for eighteen years. Judges hi: 14-.
The same scepter was to destroy all the children of Sheth. If Sheth means the son
of Adam, then all mankind were to be destroyed by ic; and it seems to me that such an
interpretation agrees with the narrow-soujed, Jewish feeling, prevalent in many parts of
the bible. If it does not mean that, what does it .mean? If it does mean that, it has
never been fulfilled, and never will be.
“And Edom shall be a possession; Seir also shall be a possession for his enemies, and
Israel shall do valiantly. Out of Jacob shall come he that shall have dominion, and shall
destroy him that remaineth of the city.”—18 and 19 verses. Edom and Seir were to be
possessions for his enemies. Whose enemies? The enemies of Israel? or the enemies of
Edom and Seir? If the enemies of Israel, then they had possession already; if the
enemies of Edom and Seir, the same prophecy might have been made with regard to ev
ery country then existing, for nothing was more common than for countries to become the
possessions of their enemies, and it needed no prophet to foretell such a fate. The proph
ecy states that out of J acob shall come he that shall have dominion and destroy him that
remaineth of the city. It would have been strange if a nation had produced no one who
had dominion; and nearly as strange if he had not destroyed some city; and since no time
is fixed, no individual pointed out, and no city mentioned, Balaam was quite safe in mak
ing the prophecy. Some think this prophecy had an ultimate fulfillment in Jesus
Christ, and doubtless it refers to him just as much as it refers to David, and to Martin
Luther as much as either.
| j,“Amalek was the first of the nations; but Ibis latter end shall be that he perish for
ever.” What country Amalek was, and what was its fate we have no means of know
ing out of the bible. Josephus speaks of it, but evidently obtained his information from
the same source. But of course the end of all nations is to perish forever.
“The Kenite shall be wasted until Asshur shall carry thee away captive!” Whether
this was fulfilled or not, even the bible does not enlighten us concerning it.
“Ships shall come from the coast of Chittim and shall afflict Asshur, and shall afflict
Eber, and he also shall perish forever.”
What country is meant by Chittim, nobody knows. Some think it refers to the island
of Cyprus; others, to Italy; and others still, to the Eastern coast of the Mediterranean.
If by Asshur is meant Assyria, which is generally acknowledged by commentators,
and Chittim was in or near the Mediterranean, then it was impossible for the ships of
Chittim to afflict Assyria, for to do so they must have doubled the cape of Good Hope
and navigated the shallow river of the Euphrates in ships large enough to accomplish
such a voyage. But Africa was not circumnavigated till centuries after Assyria
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ceased to be a nation. Of H er there is nothing to be learned, either in the bible or out
of it.
So much Balaam’s prophecies. Newton, commenting on them, says: “It appears then
that Balaam was a prophet divinely inspired, or he never could have foretold so many
distant events, some of which are fulfilling in the world at this'time.
When viewed by eyes divested of orthodox spectacles, it is very clear that the proph
ecies in the bible, attributed to Balaam, are altogether unworthy of the name of prophe
cy; and that cause must be exceedingly weak that requires to be established by such ev
idence.
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A free meeting was held in a grove six miles North-East of Greenville, Darke county,
Ohio, Saturday and Sunday, July 5th and 6 th. The speaker for the occasion, w'as Wm
Denton, of Dayton. Invitation had been sent to several orthodox clergymen to be pres
ent and take a part in the meeting, it being deemed a fit occasion for the discussion of any
subject that might be brought forward, where the opponents might enjoy equal advanta
ges in presenting and answering arguments. But when the appointed time arrived, the
champions of orthodoxy were not there. It was no doubt a source of deep regret to
some to behold the “desolation of Zion,” and none to “raise the voice of warning” to the
people against the heresy of the age; but others at least enjoyed a satisfaction in the ref
utation of the errors of religious dogmas,—as an incubus to the growth of the soul and the
progressive tendencies of the race,—-which can be swept away only by the inculcation of
a broad and liberal philosophy as the basis of higher intelligence and discernment.
The first day of the meeting being on a week day and in the harvest season, the at
tendance, consequently, was not large; on the second day, however, the wmods liter
ally swarmed with people, from far and near, anxious and eager to hear. Their numbers
were estimated at two thousand. A more quiet and attentive audience I never saw. It was
indeed a glorious spectacle to witness the eagerness with which they caught the burning
words as they fell from the speaker’s lips, reverberating in the mid air and green foli
age, permeated by the refulgent beams of the mid-day sun, the eloquence and music of
their numbers, echoed again by truth-loving hearts. Here perhaps many a dark and des
olate soul beheld, if only in faint glimmerings, the dawning light of anew and more glori
ous dispensation, to bless and redeem the wnrld; or felt the power of a higher magnetism
drawing him upward to perceive the beauty and intrinsic worth of heaven-born truth,
and free from the bondage of error. The weather was delightful, though rather hot.—
With nought but the blue vault of heaven above our heads, and the green trees around
us, we sat in God’s free sanctuary, beneath the cool and grateful shade, to hear the truths
of the new gospel,—fit emblem of the higher humanity above us, congregated in the
realms of the higher spheres, each imparting to all from the fountain of his love and wis
dom.
The topics discussed by the speaker were, Man—his past, present and future; Spiritu
alism—-its origin, progress and mission; Orthodox Theology examined and refuted; with
a brief view of General Reform with reference to its bearings on human well-being. An
essay was read by the writer on Human Destiny. At four o’clock P. M., the congrega
tion were dismissed.
l. h, b.
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THE CAUSE AND PREVENTIVE OF STEAM BOILER EXPLOSIONS.
ton, Ohio.

Jacob Harshman, Day-

Who has not shuddered on reading accounts of awful explosions that have taken place
in factories and on steamboats, in which vast numbers were killed and horribly mu tillated? AH attempts to prevent these calamnities have hitherto failed. Safety valves
have been invented, boiler inspectors appointed, and fusible metal plugs inserted that
would melt at a low temperature, but all in vain; still terrific explosions blew up the
travelling public, and we still continue to be horrified by what we might well consider
we have no power to prevent.
In travelling on a steamboat, we are riding over a gunpowder magazine, and any
moment a spark may send us on a quick passage into the skies.
But there is no ill without its remedy if we could but discover it.
My friend Harshman has discovered a simple and effectual remedy for this evil, which
is explained in this pamphlet. He has proved by the most conclusive experiments that
all danger of explosion may be ob viated and one-third of the amount of fuel ordinarily
consumed, saved by enclosing the boiler in a copper jacket. The reason for this Mr,
Harshman gives. He has had much opposition to encounter in bringing this useful dis
covery before the public, and has spent much time and money, but his reward is certain,
w. n.

MASS MEETING AT YELLOW SPEIKGS.
A Mass Meeting of the friends of Progress, will be held at Yellow Springs, Greene co,
Ohio, commencing on Friday, September 26, and.continuing as long as the meeting shall
determine.
The advocates of all He forms are invited to attend and present their remedies for tho
ills that afflict Humanity. The subjects of Woman’s Rights, Land Reform, Harmonic
Education, Socialism and Popular Theology will be specially considered. Socialists of
all grades and those who are favorable to the establishment of a Free, Working-Mom’s
College, are particularly invited to attend.
L. A. Hine, Anne Denton Cridge, Wm. Denton and others will be present. F. EL
Gage, Lucy Stone Blackwell and others, are invited.
C. M. Overtox, J.D. Gage, T. E. Taber, Com. of Arrangements,

TBACTS FOB THE TIMES.
Through the kindness of my friend, D. A. Davis, of Dayton, I have been enabled t&
obtain a supply of type with which I have just printed my Poems. I propose to set up
and get out as soon as possible, a series of Tracts for the Times,—-four, eight, and twelvepage tracts on the various Reforms. One on the Bible I am now setting up. It will be
followed by others on Spiritualism, the Sabbath, Reasons why I do not attend Church,
Temperance, Education, etc.
Any person wishing to assist mer can do so, by sending me subscriptions to any
amount, the value of which will be returned in tracts or books, as soon as I can get them
out Direct:—
W. Denton, Dayton. Ohio.
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O'ar Journal.—An occasional word about our pet will no doubt be excused. Ours is
a unique periodical “as ever was.” No one No. is a “sample” of the journal, by any
means. In this No., for example, there is much said about localities, and the Res. Ed.
occupies a considerable portion of the room; next No. will have more than any one yet
on Free Love and kindred subjects, and but little perhaps from the Res. Ed. When an
article is written because the thoughts imperiously demand the privilege of coming before
the world, it is sure to have “body” in it; and the more such an article would be rejected,
by most of our more liberal journals, on account of its heresies, the more freshness and
originality it is likely to have, and the more likely is it to getinto the pages of the S. nm.,
and be read with interest and zest by every fearless truth-seeker. An article on our
side” must be well written to gain admission;—on the other side, we print the best we j ;
get. We are proud of “our journal.” It is free. Heretofore, the best thoughts of the | best thinkers have had to he suppressed for want of a free medium of access to the pub
lic mind. Many a one has suffered intensely, silently and alone with the truthful thought ;
burning for utterance. According to the extent of its monthly capacity, the So
cial Revolutionist proclaims that this shall no longer be so.—And with regard to weekjlies, it must be mentioned here, that there is one which seems to be realty fiee the
“Truth Seeker,” Angola, Ind. It is now struggling for existence, and may it triumph,
and live long to herald the gospel of Freedom.
Next No.—Brother Sine’s article against Free Love is likely to he well attended to.
We have an article in reply by Joseph Treat, and another by J._ E>. Gage, covering differ
ent ground, both of which will appear in next No. Also, “Jottings” by L. A. Iline, a reI ply to George Pyburn by James W. Towner, a letter to “Free Lovers a la Treat and Pyburn” by Peter Socialist; &c. It will be issued a few days earlier than usual, so as to get
out a reprint of No. 1., to supply those who have not received that No.
Correction.—By an oversight in last No., the name of the author of “Wants” was
omitted. They are J. H. Cook’s “wants.”

LETTER FROM J. P. DAVIS.
Mitchell, Mitchell Co., Iowa, July 27, 1856.
am now in Mitchell Co., one mile West of the above town,
situated on one of the handsomest spots I have ever seen—one embracing as many natural advantages as any in the AVest; one that has no indications of malaria, although on
the verge of Cedar river.
. „ _
„
,
We have a handsome river with pebbly bottom, rocky shores, and affording tine water
power. There is one on our land. We have building stones that will hear almost a mar
ble finish; have high, rolling, rich prairie and are near a body of^40,000^ acres of timber
of good quality. There are five saw-mills in operation, distant from fifty rods to three
miles. A flouring mill is building near by. We are supported by an intelligent, enterprisma- population; nearly to a man, opposed to slavery, and arc willing to hear all sub
jects discussed. (The majority are.) Churches are scarce. There is not a thrifty one m
the county. Last year every vote in the county was cast for a Free Soiler. This year
there is one Democrat in Mitchell.
.
Two companies, one from Prairie du Chien, the other from Muscatine, are surveying
routes for railroads to this point. No doubt we will have the cars running here within
Friend Patterson:—“I

WGooTfarm lands can be purchased here at $4 and $6 per acre; timber from $15 to $30.
We have laid off some 300 acres into five acre lots, which will be sold at cost to reformers.
We had to purchase second handed in order to get the spot we wanted. We paid from
$5 to $12 per acre, and will sell the choice part of it for $8 to $12 per acre. We could
now get $20 per acre for the whole of it. 700 acres joining are in the hands of a reform
er who says if a reform village is started, it shall come in at cost. We have six families
here The nucleus is good. We want some radical co-workers to aid in shaping it.
We design only a public building, erected by taxation and subscription, to answer for
social moral, literary and scientific purposes. A lot is donated for that purpose, and we
design commencing it when a sufficient number enlist to make it feasible. TV e anticipate
a union store. These items are all we aim at now. This is surety one step, and n we
get cooperation, we can do so much, and this effort will pave the way for a higher life. 1
am satisfied this is the point to begin at. No matter how radical we may think we are.
I have yet to find the one who has proved himself ready to make, common cause m pe
cuniary matters. No effort on that basis will succeed in this age.
We have a good water power for sale on reasonable terms.
Yours for progress,
J. P. Davis.
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Br J. H. COOK.

Havmg m Prece(Jing articles Very briefly and imperfectly pointed ontsome of the rela
tions and correspondences, past, present and future, between the human brain and society,
I will occupy the rest of my space, in this volume, in alluding to the foundation, originnature, character, and practical working and hearing of all human and sexual affinities.,
I am aware how poorly qualified I am to impart, and the world at large to receive and
appreciate instruction on this important theme, which is exciting so much interest in phi
losophers and reformers. I wish to make nq statements or deductions that are incompat
ible with man’s true nature and constitution. All human affinities depend upon cerebral
development, producing certain conditions and relations, which vary in degree or charac
ter, with every human being. Human affinities exist in consequence of human wants- or
if we had no wants, we should have no affinities. When we compare ourselves with a
true standard of development, indicated by a true Anthropology, we find these wants,
and their consequent attractions wonderfully various and numerous. Nor is the most
profound philosopher less subject to their exalting or degrading influences than the most
stolid ignoramus. These attractions are far more numerous and diversified than most
minds do or can conceive; or “than Horatio dreamed of in his philosophy.” These won
derful attractions all arise from the various developments and relations of human brains'
The mass of mankind, ignorant of their origin or their number, suppose them to be few
m number and similar in character. A person with a fully developed brain, has numer
ous wants that cannot be felt or appreciated by a deficient brain. A vast number of the
attractions between the sexes arise from some deficiency in one which can only be supp led by the excess or surplus of the same part of the brain in the other. There is a nat
ural tendency in two extremes: a positive and negative to meet, blend and happify both
parties. The high or low; good or bad; pure or impure character of these attractions
oes not trouble the philosophical mind, that sees in Nature’s grand scheme a necessity
or lem all. The natural tendency of all attractions between the sexes, is, to check ex
cesses and supply deficiencies, and thus to harmonize and improve the race. Repulsion
VOL. II. NO. III.
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is as necessary as attraction. A man and woman both possessing the bilious tempera
ment in predominance, are like two pith balls, positively electrified; and like those balls,
mutually repel each other. Both, at the same time, would be strongly drawn to one who
was deficient in that temperament, and, therefore negative to them. On this principle,
one deficient in bone is attracted to one who has a surplus of bone. One who has weak
muscles is benefited in contact with one who has strong muscles. A man deficient m
blood is made happy by being attracted to a woman who has an abundance or surplus of
blood bounding vigorously through her system, because she supplies him with that which
he needs; and he in being thus warmed and invigorated, is made happy in her atmos
phere or in contact with her person. She is also happy in thus finding a market, so to
speak, for her surplus product, and in giving she is, by a natural law, abundantly blessed.
A female deficient in the upper posterior brain, is drawn to a man who is well developed
in that region, for she being deficient in the firm, heroic, hardy, resisting and energetic
qualities of mind, is drawn to, and feels strengthened in the close proximity of a man
who has a full fountain of them which she naturally seeks. The convexity of his head
in that region is adapted to, and fits into the concavity of hers. The two developments
naturally tend to be side by side, as much as a valley and mountain are generally side by
side. A man wanting in the nutritive temperament is drawn to a woman in whom it
predominates, by an irresistible power, because she can supply his wants in that respect,
other things being equal and favorable. A man who has a large region of ficstraint, and
who is consequently wanting in a free, spontaneous flow of feeling, action, or expression, is
attracted to a woman who has Restraint moderately, and the Conductor organs largely
developed, through and by which there is a warm, open, free, unchecked expression of her
exhuberant feelings, ideas, sentiments and attractions. So the cold are attracted to the
warm; the coarse to the fine; the hardy to the sensitive; the fearful to the brave; the rash
to the prudent; the patient to the fretful, and so on. Dark hair is attractive to light
hair; dark skin to light skin; the pale hollow cheek to the rosy, full cheek or face; the*
full eye to the sunken eye; the convex mouth to the concave mouth; the small upper
thorax to the large; the tall to the broad; the angular or sharp to the round, smooth and
compromising; those who have firm, hard flesh to those who have soft, yielding flesh;
those who have naturally a dry, to those who have a moist skin; those who are stiffjointed to those who are limber-jointed, and so on. Every organ of the brain has its pe
culiar objects of attraction, its direction, range and modus operand!, which differ more or
less from every other organ. Every combination of degree or character produces a dif
ferent attraction. Every organization, vegetable or animal, naturally attracts to itself
that which it needs to gratify and happify it, and promote its growth and functions.—
“What is one’s meat,” or attraction, “ is another’s poison,” or repulsion.
I did not intend to intimate above, that extreme differences in character, constituted,
without conditions, an attraction, but differences in degree of development. Attractions
arise from differences in character of cerebral development within certain limits, and fa
vorable intermediate developments, through which the attractions act, or are tiansmitted. The predominant nervous temperament could not be attracted to the purely nutri
tious that was entirely wanting in the nervous. The predominant moral brain could not
be attracted to the purely animal, entirely destitute of the moral.
How glorious and cheering the idea, that what is needed to make us happy, is at the
same time needed to promote our growth and progress, and perfect our constitutions.—
“There is balm in Grilead and a physician” in every human being, who has what
we want, and can supply it to us. Especially is man to woman, and woman to man, thevis medicatrix naturae. 0, the Therapeutics of human loves! Who fully considers or
appreciates the theme?
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PROPHECIES.
BY W. D.

Prophecies Respecting Egypt.—Egypt, the mother of nations, the cradle of science,
the birth-place of literature, is often referred to in the bible. Here Abraham and Isaac
visited; and here probably the germ was planted of which Mosaic Judaism was the fruit.
Jacob and his sons went there and their children—70 souls—and in 215 years increased
to nearly two millions!! when they were led forth by Moses to the Promised land. But
Egypt was their mother country; and when wandering through the sandy desert, and feed
ing on one simple dish, they rememembered with regret the feasts of that land of plenty.
^‘Jewels of silver and jewels of gold” were not all that the Israelites borrowed of the
Egyptians; they carried with them much of their craft, their institutions, manners and
laws. Circumcision, it is well known, is an Egyptian rite, and has been practised there from
the earliest times. These and other circumstances, caused the Jews to incline to Egypt.
Solomon seems to have been on good terms with the Pharaohs, and the kings of Israel
and Judah relied upon their help on extraordinary occasions. The prophets being less
practical than the kings, were opposed to these Egj^ptian alliances. They thought that
the Grod of Israel was all-sufficient, and hence they denounced those who sought help
from thence, and prophesied against Egypt.
Isaiah is the first to open the thunders of prophecjr against the devoted country.—Is.
xix ch. “The burden of Egypt.” This prophecy declares that “the Lord shall come in
to Egypt, and the idols shall be moved at his presence, and the heart of Egypt shall melt
in the midst of it.” [Ver. 1.] When shall the Lord come into Egypt? Ho time is
fixed; all is indefinite; in one year or ten thousand, it may be. What is meant by the
Lord coming into Egypt? Ho one can tell. What is meant by the idols being moved in
his presence? Some say it means that they would be destroyed; but it does not say so,
nor it does not say anything that means that. When we say a man is moved, we mean
that his feelings are aroused; but as idols have none, we will not suppose that to be the
meaning. When we say a thing is moved, we mean that it is taken from its place. The
idols of Egypt then were to be taken from their places at the presence of the Lord. Can
any one prove that this has ever been accomplished.
“I will set the Egyptians against the Egyptians: and they shall fight every one against
his brother,” etc. [Ver. 2.] All ancient nations were distracted, more or less, with
civil wars; and as Isaiah left himself a boundless margin of time, of course, this part of
his prophecy was certain to be fulfilled. He goes on to inform us that the spirit of Egypt
should fail, and they should seek to idols, charmers and wizards. If anything unusual
•occurred, of course, they would, they had always been in the habit of doing so.
“And the Egyptians will I give over into the hand ot a cruel lord: and a fierce king
shall rule over them.” [Ver. 4.] This is more definite, but still not sufficiently so.—
When shall they be given over? Shall the cruel lord and fierce king be an Egyptian or a
foreigner? and if a foreigner, of what nation? Grotius and others think it refers to
Psammitichus, but Bishop Newton saj^s that he reigned long and prosperously for Egypt;
so it could not be him. He thinks it may with greater truth and propriety be under
stood of Nebuchadnezar; but he never reigned over Egypt at all; he merely made an ex
pedition into Egypt, and returned, leaving the king of Egypt on the throne. But we
are told by Newton that it may with the greatest propriety be referred to Camb3rses and
Ochus. 0, poor prophecy mongers; what shifts ye are driven to! Cambyses rav
aged Egypt, it is true, but never reigned over it; and if he had, what would be the worth
of a prophecy that is applicable to so many persons?
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“And the water shall fail from the sea, and the river shall be wasted and dried up.”—
[Ver. 5.] “The reeds and flags shall wither:” “the fishers shall mourn,” etc. Now this
is definite enough; we cannot ask for anything much more so. There is only one river
in Egypt, and that is the Nile. There is only one sea whose waters could fail(?) and that
is the Mediterranean. If the Nile had ever been dried up, of course we should have
heard of it. It the waters of the Mediterranean had failed, some account of it would
certainly have been transmitted to us.
Has the Nile ever been dried up? History says no. Have the waters failed from the
Mediterranean? History again answers no.
This we find invariably in the prophecies, that when the prophet definitely foretells
some unlikely event something that could not be guessed,—the event never corresponds
with the prediction.
The prophet proceeds to state that five cities in the land of Egypt should speak the'
language of Canaan, and swear by the Lord of hosts that there should be an altar to the
Lord in the midst of the land, and a pillar at the border for a sign to the Lord. “Thejr
shall cry unto the Lord because oi their oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour,
and a great one, and he shall deliver them. And the Lord shall be known to Egypt, and
the Egyptians shall know the Lord in that day, and shall do sacrifice and oblation. * *
They shall return to the Lord,” etc.
If this teaches anything, it certainly teaches that the Egyptians should be converted
from their idolatry to the worship of Israel’s God, and that five cities should speak the
Hebrew language. If this had actually come to pass, we might not have been certain
that Isaiah was a prophet, but we might have been surprised. How does history corres
pond with this prediction? The Egyptians never Mere converted to the Jewish faith, are
not yet, and never will be; and no one city in Egypt has yet spoken the language of Ca
naan, or the Hebrew, which was the language then spoken. But Isaiah says that God
should send the Egyptians a saviour and a great one, and he should deliver them from
their oppressors, and that in that day the Lord should be known to them and they should
know the Lord. Who was that saviour? Alexander, say the commentators. Did he
save them from their oppressors? Yes, by conquering the country, giving his officers the
military command over it, and appointing a civil governor, an Egyptian, to rule them. Is
this the way that God saves a people? And is this the great saviour prophesied of hun
dreds of years beforehand, who merely gives them Macedonian rule for Persian, its char
acter depending entirely on the men in whose hands it is placed?
At the same time, or as it reads, in that day, there was to be a highway from Egypt to
Assyria; the Assyrian was to come to Egypt, and the Egyptian to Assyria. In that day
too “Israel shall be the third with Egypt and with Assyria, even a blessing in the midst
ot the land: whom the Lord of hosts shall bless saying, Blessed be Egypt, my people and
Assyria, the work of my hands and Israel, mine inheritance.” In the time of Alexander,
the Assyrians were no longer a people. So that it is evident if Alexander was the sav
iour, the latter part of the prophecy was never fulfilled. It appears to teach, though it
is very misty, as prophecies generally are, that Egypt, Assyria and Israel should be unit
ed, and be a blessing in the midst of the land, so much so that God would be pleased with
them and bestow upon them his blessing. Did anything like this ever come to pass? Nev
er. Will it ever come to pass? It never can. Assyria has vanished; the time has
passed forever.
Jeremiah, who lived in Egypt for some time, prophesied that Nebuchadnezar would
come against Egypt, and conquer it, and destroy its idols. But as he lived in the time
of Nebuchadnezar, and might have known his intentions and the impossibility of Egypt
being able to withstand him, there was nothing more remarkable in it than for a man to
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bave propliesied a few years .ago, that the United States would conquer Mexico. Wheth
er lie destroyed the idols or not, history is silent respecting, but it is very likely that he
did, not having the fear of their gods before his eyes.
Ezekiel, who flourished at the same time as Jeremiah, but who lived in Babylon at the
same time that Jeremiah was in Egypt, and had, therefore, opportunities of knowing the
intentions of Uebuchadnezar, prophesied very largely against Egypt.
In Ezek. xxix: 10 and following verses, we are told that the “land of Egypt shall be
utterly waste and desolate, from the tower of Syene, even unto the border of Ethiopa. ISTo
foot of man shall pass through it, nor foot of beast shall pass through it; neither shall
it be inhabited forty years. And I will make the land of Egypt desolate. * * And
I will scatter the Egyptians among the nations, and will disperse them among the coun
tries.” At the end of forty years, he prophesied that they should return. Here is a
prophecy definite enough. The country—Egypt; its condition—utter desolation; the
time—forty years. And from the context, this was to follow upon its conquest by Nebuchadnezar. The only question now is, did it ever come to pass? Never. Nebuchadnezar
left the very king upon the throne that he found there, (Amasis) and returned to Babylon,
leaving the Egyptians to go on as before. There never was a time when Egjqit was des
olate for forty years, so that no foot of man or beast passed through it, and the prophecy
fulfillers themselves acknowledge that these prophecies will not bear an absolute and lit
eral understanding. True enough, but is it not evident that if they had been fulfilled, an
absolute and literal understanding is the very thing that would have been required, and
for which they would have called most loudly. If God made these prophecies, it was
just as easy for him to give literal ones as any other, and since they are by far the most
convincing, we must reasonably expect them to be of this character. How shall we
know when they are literal, and when figurative? We are left most sadly in the dark.
But the prophet takes up his “burden” again. Ezek. xxx: 10-13. “I will make the
multitute of Egypt to cease by the hand of Nebuchadnezar. * * I will make the rivers
■dry, and sell the land into the hand of the wicked, and I will make the land waste.
*
*
And there shall be no more a prince of the land of Egypt.” After Nebuchadnezar
conquered it, there was to be no more a prince in Egypt. Yet Nebuchadnezar did not
even dethrone the king who was over it then, and who continued to reign afterward for
more than twenty years, and after his death, his son Psammenitus succeeded him. Egypt
is at this present time ruled by a prince—a prince born in her own land.
Ezekiel says much more about the future character and condition of Egypt, but it
would not be a profitable employment of time to refer to all.
Sufficient has been done to show that these “prophets” were no prophets; their proph
ecies were rhapsodies; and that those who trust in them, are building on a spider’s web
that will not bear the weight of a child.

LOVE;-----A DEFINITION

AND

AN

APPLICATION.

BY J. W. TOWNER.

The love of which I speak, is sexual or conjugal love. It is commonly understood and
defined to be the attraction which men and women have for each other, which prompts
them to union with each other, in various degrees, culminating in the sexual embrace.—
It is regarded generally as a first principle, a primary cause. Many assume that it is un
der the control of the will; we may love or not, say they, as we choose; we may cultivate
love where discord and aversion are spontaneous; we may destroy it though it spring up
of itself and struggle for continued existence. Love is of God, say they; it is an essential
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attribute of Iris nature; all are made in his image; all can love, can imitate God in the ex
ercise and manifestation of this attribute towards whom they will. So love is generally
called Divine.
Putting the “gods” aside, what is apparent respecting the nature of love? Simply
this: That as sexual beings, we have affinities for each other, from which arise attrac
tions, which when allowed to have free course, results again in affections, giving us pleasure,
prompting us to close and sweet communion, and finally to an interblending of body and
soul for our own perfection and the perpetuation of our race. These affections I would des
ignate b3r the comprehensive term, Love. I would define it, not as the attraction of the
sexes to each other, but as the result of such attraction; not as an active principle, but
as the product of the operation of active principles, interior springs concealed in our being
which we have not yet analyzed and understood. Friend Wright’s definition of love, in
the May No. of the S. Rev., accorded better with my ideas than any I had ever seen.—Farther; love is the conclusion to which we come in our aftectional natures, as belief or
faith is the conclusion to which we come in our intellectual natures. I think I see a
close, if not a perfect analogy between belief and evidence, on the one hand, and love and
affinital attraction, on the other. I consider that persons of the opposite sex have the same
relation to, and operate upon our affjctional natures, in the same way as external objects,,
logical propositions and evidence have to, and operate upon our intellectual natures; or that
similar objects, ethical propositions and evidence have to, and operate upon our moral na
tures. Things, ideas and evidence are presented to us, if there is adaptation and receptiv
ity in our intellects, we receive them, and the result is belief or faith. Other things, ideasand evidence are presented to us, and if there is adaptation and receptivity in our moral
faculties, there is Conscience. So, persons are presented to us; affinity is developed, at
traction also, and the result is Love. A long definition? Perhaps, you, dear reader, will
say: What application can we give it? I consider its application to the question: Is
love enduring? to be very important.
Defining love thus, I would answer that
question thus: Yes, love is as enduring in its nature, as belief or conscience, no more so.
If things and ideas remain to us the same; if evidence presented to our minds, is the
same continually, we shall not change our belief. And so of Conscience; so of Love. But
whenever changes take place in the springs of faith or conscience; or, when by any cause'
the adaptation and receptivity of our intellectual and moral natures become different from
what they now are, then will our faith and conscience change. So also of love. If the
objects of our love change by progression or retrogression, by development or repression;
if we change, in the same way, then must our love change. It is unavoidable as long as
there is activity and growth. If it is an evil, the offiy remedy is to be found in.stag-nation and repression.
But why should we look upon change in love and love relations with fear or aversion,.
any more than we do upon change in belief or conscience? Some cannot think of this
with complacency. They believe and moralize as their fathers taught, and it were sacri
legious to think of doing otherwise. They will not listen to reason;' it is carnal. They will
not examine or study; it is irksome; they will not break off their relations to the party,
the school, the sect, the church; it is inconvenient. Even when those relations are unsatisfac
tory, people sometimes continue them through fear of countenancing licentiousness of faith
and morals. We call such bigots. May there not be the same bigotry in love, springing
from the same superstition,or the same dread of change, the same aversion to labor, to get out
of false and into true positions and relations?’
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BY FEANCIS BARRY.

For some years, a few of us have been thinking of forming an association to Reloca
ted near Berlin Heights, Ohio. The want of pecuniary resources has alone prevented its
& Those who have been agitating the question of association through the columns of the
Social Revolutionist, have seemed to be bent on finding cheap land, and a more Southerlj
location, or I should before this have urged the claims of this point But as the hoi
state of things in Kansas, must have a tendency to dampen the ardor of those who have
been looking in that direction, and as Western Yirginia does not prove as mviting as
was hoped, I conclude this'is a favorable time for those to speak, who favor other local^The point referred to, is located 45 miles West of Cleveland, and 3 miles from Lake
Erie.

It overlooks the lake and the surrounding country to a great distance, making t

scenery exceedingly grand and beautiful.
The soil is good, and adapted to all kinds of crops.
It is near the best market, and is surrounded by the best farming country m this ^gion.
It is near railroad and post office. It is the best location imaginable for fruit, v ine
is not affected by frost when it is cut off elsewhere.
Springs of good water, run from the hillside.
.....
. , ,->
The people here are behind non® in intelligence and liberality. A distinguished r e
former who is well acquainted with our people, and, who has lectured extensive y m
Ohio, says, there is more intelligence here than in any other town m the state.
Orthodoxy once powerful, is quietly and gracefully dying.
.
,TC,„Tnw
Our reformers are not divided into sects or cliques, but meet m a Free isc
where anybody may Say anything.
At Berlin Heights, is a small seminary in liberal hands, and would very easily fall in

Hall,’'

to hands still more liberal.
...
Land is from 40 to 50 dollars per acre, which I consider cheap, considering advanta
ges. There is no more healthy climate in the world. The last doctor has left because
“he couldn’t live,” and gone where the climate is worse,- and fools more plenty.
It is my settled opinion, that it will not pay to go where land is cheap. Disadvanta
ges wiH be sure to more than counterbalance the price of land, i would do away with
this difficulty by extensive fruit raising, which is the most healthful, attractive ana pro itable employment in the world, requiring but little land, and avoiding animal raising,
which requires a great amount of land, besides being a vexatious, degrading, filthy and
comparatively unprofitable employment. On the latter point, extra capital for land,
cost of fencing and taxes decides the question in favor of fruit raising against ammals.
I am decidedly opposed to running away from “civilization,” to find a home
eix we
can enjoy ourselves, and let the world “go to the devil.” Let us stay and choke the
monster, “beard the lion in his den.”
But, I would by all means choose a location,
where there would be no danger of physical violence, and where the people would asso
ciate with us, and listen to our arguments. It is very important too,_ to be near cue
mass of highest developed mind. In view of either of these considerations, this is pre
eminently the place.
.
In regard to organization, the less the better. Let us protect ourselves agams ’ie ^ 1®v6k'
andewt-throats of civilization, but don’t let us appeal to outsiders to help protect ourselves
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against each other! Such a contemptible affair would be a“joint stock company. ’’Let indivicL
uals and groups hold their own land separately so far as they intend to keep up separate interests, and let the deed of such as is to be held in common, be taken in the name ofthe poorest
(best) woman or girl who comes to our hearts and inspires us with perfect confidence. Would
not this be a beautiful lesson to the world? But, let all who wish to load themselves with
the filth of the world, do so. I will let them have their own way. But, above all things,
let us beware of capital! It has been the damnation of other associative movements,
let us “seek salvation” from their fate, by avoiding the rock on w'hich they made ship
wreck. I will “fight to the death” any plan by vhich capital shall have the advantage
of labor. I had rather see the capital sunk in the middle of Lake Erie, than to see it gain
a permanent foothold in our midst. Philanthropists of abundant means,could be ofincalculable service to humanity, by using their means as justice and manliness would dictate;
but all who regard the dollar more than the man, should have a wide berth.
Our only motto must be Freedom. Every individual, fit to be of us, must do as he or
she pleases in all respects; and those who are not “of us,” will not be attracted to us.
We shall not be troubled with tobacco chewers, for free-love will not “attract” filth. Be
lievers in marriage, “mating,” “duality” etc. will not come among us, for fear of losing
their “property.” Those however who have faith, that the “one-love” will be secure
where attraction is recognized as law, we shall of course, welcome. But I warn them
that “variety in love” will be the result.

LOCALITIES.

BY WM. W. MARTIN.
Friend Patterson:—I have been much interested in the articles of the “Social
EeVolutionist” relating to a practical realization of ultra Socialism, especially those por
tions which treat of the locality.

Having travelled over and sojourned in different portions of the Mississippi valley, I
may be able to give some useful information with reference to the best places for reformatory
settlements, for there seems to be a wide diversity of choice in the selection of a proper
locality; and it seems probable to me that no one place can be found that would
suit all the various tastes of the great body of reformers; but fragmentary and like
leaven, they will distribute themselves in groups and small settlements throughout the
country, until the whole mass is leavened. ’Tis right. Enough has been said to con
vince me that more good will result to humanity, from the gradual distillation of truth
from the heads and hearts of widely disseminated reformers, than from the concentrated
power of one home oe all. The former will kindle fires on every hill top throughout
the land, that will everywhere modify the dark and cold atmosphere of ignorance and de
pravity, and give to many minds an upward bent and a resultant healthy growth. The
latter, concentrating all the light and heat in one blaze, will dazzle the eyes of the behold
ers, and drive many away by its very brightness, before they can approach near enough
to feel its genial warmth; and the opposition—the fire(y) engines would all be brought
to bear on that one point, and the effort crushed—the fire smothered, if not extinguished.
I lived a short time, several years ago, in the valley of the Little Kanawha, Western
Virginia, and am able to speak from personal observation of that part of W. Va. 1. The
“cheap lands” in that part of Va. are very poor and covered with pine. 2. The scenery
is picturesque, but wild and far from delightful to me. 3. The difficulties in the way of
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apiculture would make and keep every farmer poor-so poor and so constantly at work
that his intellectual and aesthetic faculties would be neglected; or » *£%£££*
time to read and study, the physical system would be overtawed. ^ ^ chfflml
alluded to are; a sterile soil, rocks, stones, stumps, roots and steep hdl-sides, the little
soil there is soon washed off, and by the time the land is clear of '“1“ JSe^Tter ”
for the plow and hoe, the soil has bid good by to the state and taken to the water
on a trip to the Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico. Add to the above, bad roads that
alwaystafest a hilly country, “like serpents dragging their snow” and tedious leng^
along ” and you have a just idea of the disadvantages of W. Va. for a social garnering.
6. There is abundance of timber, and the climate is salubrious and
clear and cold. If any can subsist on cold water, pine kn0‘S'^
and white beans, the whole well seasoned with Love, let them go to .
V 1
service of animals, they wouldn't need “mule,” horse, or ox to take a trip round the sun,
those Virginia hills are plenty narrow enough to sit astride.
Eastern and Southern Ohio have a somewhat better soil than W. Va. Water about the
same; timber not so good nor so plenty; hills not so high nor so narrow and steep^
Western Pennsylvania comprises every variety of soil and surface; from the undulating
hillocks of Washington and Westmoreland counties, to the rugged and barren sleeps of
the Alleghenies. There too the water is clear and cold* but “bard.”
Southern Indiana-the soil thin and clayey; the timber good; the water “hard.”
Eastern MissOuri-prairies of abounding fertility in the North-East; few springs; bad
water and malaria. Further South, the counties bordering the Mississippi river, are brokeiphiHy and often approaching to mountainous. The hills are often barren;
pletely faced with small, sharp fragments of flint. The valleys are uniformly fe We
timbered and watered, and are more or less malarious Sprmgs of water axe
and there are also numerous salt springs. Prairie land of surpassing fertihtycan be^pnr
chased in large tracts, at twelve and a half cents per acre m the Northern counties. Those
Missouri prairies have a sub-stratum of tough, blue clay that prevents the rapid a. sorpL of Water; and when there occurs a wot season, the land is
^
We for man and beast. My brother-in-law writes from Pcm.scott
d
tile forest land Can be bought in that part for fifty cents per acre
Mrs. Martm reside
one year in Cedar county, Mo. (See map.) She represents that country as fine, fortfie,
and healthy; pure soft water welling up from pebbly beds; timber and prame m good p 0portiM, and Steamboats can go without difficulty to Oceola, on the Osage river. Shealso
assorts to the abundance and cheapness of unsettled lands.
Southern Iowa is of the same character as Northern Mo, hut as one Proceeas Nor "
ward, the soil, everywhere of great fertility, becomes more mixed with sand and be
adapted to cultivation. Timber On the creek and river bottoms, is good, on the bluffs,
which border the extensive, undulating prairies, it is scattered and scru Dy.
Western and Northern Illinois will bear the same general description n the same lat,
tude to Mo. and Iowa. Wator is purer and softer, and more malaria a. the sum
tance from the Mississippi river, in 111. than in Mo.
^
, ,1
From all I can gather, I think in thac region of Vi 0., em racing som
foun(l a
Utaries of the Osage, say in Cedar, St. Clair, or adjacent counties,
lw Mimd a
healthy and inviting locality for a settlement of reformers, and you havens muc
“quiet ignorance*’ there as in W. Va., and a:soil and climate adapted to the cultl^™
an the best fruit, corn, grain and potatoes. There you could he positive 3
roundings,” aud have access to other parts by the river.
f
I should like if it were consistent with the highest good of all, u all ret01
.
certain classssay thos* whose fundamental principles are Individual Sovereignty at their own
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cost, and Association as the basis of the economies and the law of social life, could feel
drawn together to one place or vicinity. But the attraction of W.. Ya. would have to be
of persons and not of place, for me. I should prefer Western or Southern Mo., to any
other Slave State; but in no part of the West that 1 have visited, have I found the ad
vantages, ail things considered, as in Northern Illinois; and it is my purpose to show the
facilities, natural and artificial, of this section, for the production of natural wealth. The
prairies in this part of Illinois, are rolling enough to carry off the water; are of the
highest fertility, and there is rarely a season so wet or so dry but that heavy crops can be
had' with reasonable attention. I would venture to say more corn can be raised to the
acre without cultivation in this country, than with the highest manuring and working,
on any hill land in W. Pa., W. Ya., E. and S. Ohio, or S. Ind. I know of fields on high
ridges (prairie) which have produced corn eight years successively without manure, and
one of these fields, last year, yielded from 100 to 120 bushels of corn per acre, (in different,
parts of the field.) Many Eastern people suppose the prairies low and boggy, and level.
This is a great mistake as to all, though all varieties can be found, from the impenetrable
Winnebago swamps and the fathomless muck beds of the Illinois river bottom, to the
sandy prairie heights, where, in many places, one can see over many miles of beautiful,
rolling country, once a meadow on a grand scale, but now sadly disfigured with fences
houses and barns. At the village of Providence, in this county, one can see, on a clear
day, 40 miles. Do you want scenery? What can you see in AY. Ya.? You can stand
on one hill, look down into a dark hollow where the sun never shines, and across (a cane’s
length, perhaps.) to the top of the next, just like the one you stand on. True, now and
then some grand land-and-water-scape greets the famished eye, from a hill top, up or down
the river, or from some mountain peak, over the everlasting hills. But nothing comes up
to the enraptured gaze of the beholder, with such mellowed and luxuriant splendor, as
the prairie or “barrens,” covered with tall, waving grass and interspersed everywhere, in
Spring with a multitude of flowers, vicing in delicacy, richness and fragrance with the
cultivated gardens of the opulent aristocrat. The Illinois river is navigable to Lasalle,
270 miles from St. Louis; thence to Chicago is a canal of ample capacity. There are
four railroads through this county. We have ready access by railroad and river to every
part of the United States east of the rocky mountains. There is a good market and
ready sale for everything the farmer can produce except objections to orthodoxy.
There is a tract of “barrens” in this neighborhood, of from 2,000 to 3,000 acres, that
can be purchased at from $5 to $25 per acre. The land is dry, rolling and fertile.—There is plenty of timber on it for fences and firewood.
There are sev
eral springs of good water on it; one in particular, the Sliabny spring, sends out a
volume of clear and cold water, which cannot measure less in diameter than eight to
twelve inches. Across this tract lies the Bureau valley and Peoria railroad. Apart
lies in the Illinois bottom and is covered with a dense forest of sugar, white and black
walnut, white, bur and red oak, suitable for lumber, rails or wood. To show how fertile
these barrens are, last year, although hundreds of cattle and horses pastured on the above
’tract without perceptibly diminishing the amount of grass, which went to seed and ri
pened last fall, tall, golden and waving,- it would have done credit as a crop of grain to a
Virginia farmer. Around this tract lies several farms in a tolerable state of cultivation,
containing houses, and orchards of rare grafted fruit, which can be purchased at from
$18 to $25 per acre. One objection so often urged against a Western location, land
jobbing, is here clone away. Few immigrate to this part as farmers. Many are selling
out at the present advanced prices, in order to go further West and get a greater quantity
of land than they had here. Will some one or dozen men or women of means, come and
look at this part of Illinois? People of temperate habits enjoy as good health here as any
where I know of West of Cincinnati. The people here are intelligent, enterprising and
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liberal. There are naany half-way,and a-few ultra reformers iu this vicinity. Dancing is
countenanced by alb classes.
A man here may follow his trade, or his plow on Sunday,
and a woman wear the Bloomer without molestation. Opposition to radicalism is' mild
intelligent?) and half yielding. Freedom of the affections is freely discussed but not
practiced. And this puts me in mind that the radicals are a forlorn hope to make a
breach m. the breastworks of the enemy. Few Of us can hope to gees and realise the estab
lishment of harihonial life in its full tide’of success which is ih store tor the future gener
ations'. To us belongs the solemn duties of preparation and experiment with ourselves
and others. We have to reform ourselves from the. physical diseases bequeathed- to us,
and from the soul’s pestilence—ignorance of the Hatural laws.

WESTERN » VIRGINIA

AND

SOUTH-EASTERN

OHIO.

Before I visited W.Wa., I supposed, from statements I had seen in the N. T. Tribune
and elsewhere, that slavery had depreciated the value of iandThroughout the State, and
that good locations could be had at much lower rates there, than in a Free State. 'But I
was not long in learning that good land, well improved and near to market, if not too close
to the Ohio border, .would cost mofff in-Virginia-than m Ohio. This may neem strange
to many, but I found the fact, as I thought, and then jj set about to find the, cause. All
the sources of wealth, with one’exception, are as well developed in W. Va.,; as .in Ohio.
Whatever capital could do, it has done. The salt works are hilly, up to the demand, and
are now on the decline at Malden. Millions have beqn invested in coal-minina:, at little
or no profit, and it is generally understood that;, this business is overdone. The bottom
lands along the Great Kanawha are mostly owned inlarge.tracts, and worked by tenantsor slaves. > A tract from two to ten miles, long With an. establishment‘of fifty or one hun
dred negroes, is a kind of institution in the county. The owner of a few slaves is a
man of great social consequence, and even though in. debt, he must not part with them,
if his creditors can be kept at bay, till his heirs succeed to the estate. A slave establish
ment is not a very portable concern, and the owner of it hasmo mind to move unless he
could get twice or three times-the worth of his land. Leyel,'fertile soil only will payslave labor, and when it is near market and a little out of the reach of “Abolitionism ” it
is in demand for this purpose, and can only be had at high rates. So, wherever I found
a spot of fertile land in Virginia, even where there are few slaves or none, it rates high.
The. general sterility of the soil seems to give additional value to any that is fertile. Flour'
is shipped up the Great Kanawha. • Back amongst the mountains, the -land is ’ mostly
turned to: grazing; and for this there are two very good reasons. The slopes are too steep
to till with convenience, and it will not pay to .haul grain to market. Their live stock,
will walk Off. In Nicholas; Braxton and' other counties, corn is 50 cents per bu. all
the year round, and one year after another. The fluctuations of the price in New York
and Ohio do hot reach this inaccessible country. After clearing the land, farmers corn it
a few years, and then put it to grass. There is a general destitution of lime m the soil
Which unfits it for wheat. Fruit seems to do well in some parts, but there is not much
interest taken in its. culture. There are some peaches even this year. There is much
land to be had at a low price per acre, but I don’t think it cheap land after all. Even
the fine chestnut, pine and poplar timber is worth nothing for want of a market. They
say it will not pay to haul the lumber of yellow pine more than three miles to the river;
and then, generally, the mountain sides are so Steep, and ravinehso narrow, that logging is a
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erous ' This favors the monopolist of the soil, but oppresses the landless and cripples
the commerce of the State. A dealer in the back counties will come with ^ wagon
the nearest point on the Ohio river, (St. Mary, for instance,) put up his team take a
himself to the nearest point in Ohio, (say Marietta,) make h,s purchase thew put h s
ZL aboard the next packet, unship at St. Mary, load his wagon and return home. This
favs better than to buy in Virginia, and it maybe even a necessity, for our purchaser may
™rt sol arSe at wholesale which no merchant in St. Mary can let him 1-e for want
ra license The laws of the State are virtually made by the slaveoeraey of Eastern

terpnse >>ut for barbarous [aws
omi„„us of doom, hanging over
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ExeeptPateng the Ohio, there are few good dwellings in the rural
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The old loo-houses, sombre and drear, seem to be the haunt of solitude andde-

and look at, but not to live amongst.
to the purpose than cascades, rocks and
the poetry of a beautiful
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^
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in that case I wouldn’t give
^
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^e muThave abundant means of

«hio-hcr man” will suffer. The soul may feed on
& el W Ya is generally too broken, steep and
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sterile for this.f What
litt]e water-power; and the streams go
taring country. Although moun am
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abundant however, and steam might
dry or get very low during the Summer. Coal1S
■
»e used if the facilities for —^ ZhTdi'sadvantages. There is
mountainous regions, I consider but litt e c P ^
iun affec_
no ague, it is true,^bu^there
mortaltty at times'^ The people look skinny and
tions, and the flux
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in tke m0nth of June, (when I saw them,)
streams ce sluggish and muddy, and

* Western Virginia is settling up quite rapidly of late by
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State, (some with their slaves,) quite a large num m

made by wllicU eacll county may,

^ois for itself.
now ; and others in all probability soon will have.
| The article on the Mountain Lands of

Kanawha county has free schools

int^the 4th

ex.

Wve^f alTX-dfhfaTticK wat noToubt meant to subserve private as well as pub
lic interests.
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REPORT

Where there, are pebbles, they are of a dark and lifeless hue. The water of the springs is
pure enough, but generally not cold. This I had abundant means of testing, as when
slightly ferverish after a day’s walk in the sun, I could not slake my thirst. Some who
have “soft” spring water, dig wells for the cold article, and then it is apt to be more
or less “hard.” Slavery in W. Ya. is comparatively mild. It is no sample of what slav
ery is in the Eastern part of the State, or farther South. As a general thing, the master
makes friends of his slaves, and gives them more or less the charge of business. Their
interest in the management of the labor they perform; the social contact with the supe
rior minds of the masters are means of mental development; the labor itself, moderate as it
is, maintains, if it does not increase their bodily vigor, and thus the colored population of
W. Ya. arc gradually rising in the scale of manhood. But I found no slaveholder (though
a very few, I understood, do so,) who would attempt to justify slavery on the question of
abstract right. They say, however, that the institution is their own, and believing them
selves competent to manage their own affairs, they prefer not to be meddled with. The
great mass of the people deplore the existence of the institution amongst them. They
speak freely about it and against it—at least they did so to me. There are stringent laws
on the statute books against “incendiary” agitation, but they are a dead letter. Few
people in the country districts know of their existence. In some counties there are only
half a dozen or so who own slaves, and these have but few. The great trouble is that
their State is a Slave State. I was through twelve counties and found what seemed to
me a fair degree of intelligence and liberality, though my route may have passed amongst
the better sort of people. I was told that on Elk river, below Sutton, the settlers are the
scum and refuse of depraved humanity. I didn’t care about making their acquaintance.
The more intelligent in some sections are much exercised on the question of the Church
North and the Church South. It is little more than a party question, however, and the
difference is hardly worth the war, as the church North is as much richer than the church
South as will compensate for its refusal of “promotion” to slaveholders. Still the agita
tion is hopeful. A free community would not be safe, I think, near the Great Kanawha,
or in the vicinity of extensive land holders with numerous slaves and tenents. One man
there would have too much control of the elements of mischief. But in most of the ru
ral districts through which I passed, I should have little apprehension, not more
than in such districts in free States—not so much even. The people seem to be more in
offensive and less meddlesome, though the reason may be, that there has been less obnox
ious radicalism amongst them to rouse them up. The Spiritualists at Mountain Cove,
Fayette county, Ya., have always been well used by the people of that region—far better
than the Spiritualists in Athens county, Ohio, have been treated by the people there. A
lady Spiritualist in a section of Athens county, where she is almost alone in her faith, has
to go armed to protect herself and property against the outraged piety of the (neighbor
hood.
Sections of S. E. Ohio are very similar to the country across the river; land “cheap”
and the country poor. In other parts there is more lime in the soil, and the crops look
more cheerful in consequence. When the surface lays pretty well for cultivation, the
soil is generally poorer than when the hills are steeper. I might afford to cultivate a hill
if I could only get something for the ‘(up hill” business; but when it comes to working
hard for a crop, as in these mountainous and hilly regions, and then only getting one-half
or one-third as much as we do in the Miami country, it is rather poor encouragement for
such as myself that don’t like to work any too well?
J. M. Stahl and I went out together, but parted company in Athens county, Ohio,
near the Ohio river; he to look through Southern Ohio, and I through W. Ya, He will
speak jor himself. I was from home six weeks, travelling afoot most of the time. It
Wore me down and I wearied of the “everlasting hills.” There is a wildness, rudeness and
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harshness about mountain scenery that don’t wear with me. After the mountains of
Kanawha Fayette, Nicholas and Braxton counties, the more gentle slopes of Lewis ana
Harrison counties were a grateful relief. The tops of the hills are cleared off, and one can
see out I like an ample circle of the horizon, and prefer to see the sky without looking
up at an angle of 45 degrees or more. The relation between the scope of physical and
mental vision is not all fanciful.-At Athens, 0., I took the cars for home. Between this
and Chillicothe are hills sharp and lean and lank enough to throw any anti-utilitarian in
to the third heaven of poetic rhapsody. Their remorseless jagged peaks went into my
soul like the gibes of desolation; and my heart bounded with joy for the fleetness of the
“iron horse” that carried me away from them. Between Chillicothe and Loveland, the
hills sank down, the fertile surface of the earth spread out on every side, the horizon de
scended, and I saw once more, not a fragment merely, but all the spacious dome of heaven.
TV scene was soothing to my fretted spirit, and I began to feel at home. The lands
were gracious and they “smiled with plenty.” The shocks of newly harvested gram
proclaimed the reward of noble industry, and the broad fields of dancing, leaping, laughino- corn with the very soul of life and progress in them, made me glad. I was thoroughly
cured of any penchant I may have had for “cheap lands” of the fashion I had seen Give
me a good soil with good timber, near to a good market, even if it does cost $30, $40, or
$50 per acre. Upon such a basis, with well managed cooperation, industry and economy,
all the goods of life are ours; and when the body is supplied, there is a chance for the
H0Te.—-Friend Martin’s communication was received during my absence, and I did not
read it till after my own report was written. I did not know of the coincidences, until
both articles came before me in the “proof.”
Report by J. M. Stahl.
I don’t know as I have much to say, as friend Patterson’s report covers most of the
country through which I passed. I traveled through several counties of _ Southern Ohio,
and will state at once, that I saw no place favorable for a location except m Highlan o.
The soil in this county is generally good, and lays most beautifully for farming purposes.
Timber is yet plenty and of a good quality. The peach has flourished exceedingly well,
but the past winter has killed most of the trees. From what I could learn and from the
fresh, hale appearance of the people, I think there is less of chill and fever here than m
any other part of Southern Ohio. It is connected by railroad with Cincinnati, which is
completed no farther than to Hillsborough, (the county seat,) and probably will not be for
some years. In fact all the essential conditions exist here for a favorable location, and
one might be purchased in almost any part of the county at from $30 to $50per acre.—
The country is beautiful, but possesses no grand scenery. Jackson, Lawrence, 1 ike,
Scioto and in fact, nearly all the South-Eastern counties of Ohio are of but little value
except for their minerals. .It is emphatically a mining district, and such a country is
seldom good for anything else. The land is very broken and poor, and entirely unfit or
agricultural purposes. There are of course some exceptions, but this is its general char-

^ Being well acquainted with the present site of the “Rising Star Community,” I think
it could gain nothing by pulling up stakes and sticking them down on any spot that I
have yet seen, all things being considered. It is true Darke county is an ague county,
but perhaps not more so than most of the West, and as for other diseases, it is perhaps as
healthy as most other countries. One of its greatest lacks is grand scenery; but that is
seldom if ever found in a good agricultural district, such as socialists should look to for a
home.
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«ral reasons why it is not. In the first place re °rm
their own thoughts ^doas ^oou eve^ou

their own way about every
who ^ preciscly alike

uared for this And if we were, we have been so long educated m the family,
f^ Lttation hasbecome to „ a second nature; all onr prejudices and ecen our
consciences are shaped in that direction; and, hence it is not to be
even a generation. The true life must be a work of true and growth,
old customs and usages interwoven into onr very natures, cannot
of a harmonial life. In fact, were we with our present p^utees placed insn.h a
ety, as onr reason tells us would be the true life, we could not enjoy it, bee.
1
dom.
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the Free Lover of this generation to realise the fall fruition of free
All that can now be done is to group together and use as much freedom as circum

stances will permit; or, in other words, as much freedom as any
such will be the nature of freedom so long as there is duality. In t i
.
pave the way for the next generation, to occupy a plane higher than
fit those who follow them for a still higher, or for the full enjoyment of the
All great and permanent reforms have been gradual. It is m the nature of t
them to be so, and SO it will be in this matter of ushering m a new and glorious
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OF
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B E P L Y TO “H A R M 0 NI A.”

BY T. P. WEIGHT.
r>EAlt Friends :•—I

address you as a “unity,” hut not as an exclusive duality, for
I should have been, if not a disinterested, certainly a much less interested reader of your
soul-inspiring writings, for the past three or four years, had I not grown into a living ap
preciation of the joys of loving all that to me is lovable. Lacking the capacity to re
,
digest and assimilate this great truth, I could not have read with tearful, yet joyous
tions your “Esperanza“Sisters,” etc. How it happens that you have inferred from mj
article on the “philosophy of Love,” that I believed in one love only, (for the time being,)
I cannot tell. It is true, I did not define my position on that subject, because my article,
already pretty lengthy, would have been altogether too long, had I done so an
one
justice to the subject.
The idea there expressed—“love between two of opposite sexes, is a living apprecia
tion of each other,” etc.,-can he as easily and philosophically applied to any Humber ol
loves as to one; and I have had the pleasure for some time past, of not only believing ,
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idea theoretically, hut to some extent, practically enjoying it, though at considerable1 costtAnd I may here remark to theoretical “Free Lovers,” that if they think of realizing so
great a blessing as affectional freedom, practically, in the midst of present ignorance and
consequent discordance, without passing through a fiery ordeal, they will find themselves
previously mistaken. Comparatively speaking, it signifies not how pure your loves may
be, for notwithstanding the fact tnat Spiritual love is considered no crime in the eyes of
the law, it all depends on those who pass judgment upon you, of what quality your love
shall be pronounced; and their judgment depends on their own condition and develop
ment. “To the pure, all things are pure,” but the impure color all things by their im
purity.
But to return to the one-love idea;—the very thought that we can obtain a full grati
fication of all our wants in the varied and numerous love relations, from anything short
of a perfect being, is to me absurd; and perfect beings are not to be found yet, neither
will thej be, lor perfection, if attainable, is not desirable, ( and, therefore, not attainable,
for all that is attainable, in an upward direction, is desirable; and all that is truly desira
ble, is attainaole,) as it would be the end of progression—the end of happiness, which isheaven;—the beginning of monotony—of misery—which is hell. We shall find, then,
that there is not so much difference between us—that I have “conceived of;” yea, even en
joyed “the idea of an opera;” but believing that not only simple variety, but a constantly
cnanging \ariety is necessary to the production of continued harmony, I should prefer a
change of performers as well as performance to an eternal “Opera” by the same per
formers.
Y ou may say it will not be by the same performers alone, for we shall be con
stantly discovering new loves to add to our choir;—and shall none drop off? (You have
not been so fortunate as the boy said his father was with the cedar posts; you have scd
tried it eternally, nor seen any one else do so.) We know that loves do decline, and
there is a cause for it; and it does not seem to be a sufficient reason to assume that they
were not fully affinited. Many have firmly believed that they were well affinited, yet
their love has had its Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter. I have attempted to give
the philosophy of this change, and instead of attempting to refute my position, you say:
“I speak what I know and testify what I have seen, when I say love becomes more living
between partners who are most largely affinited, as new loves come into the heart and
life of each.” Now, if I were to say, “I speak what I know and testify what 1' have
seen, when I say that love between partners who were most largely affinited,” has de
clined, and it were possible that my experience has been as great as yours,—should we
not be even? Love between affinities may and will grow, “until all the points of attrac
tion that mutually exist, are reciprocally absorbed,” except they be overpowered by re
pulsions. To use rather a homely illustration, it may be said that the stock in trade of a
lover, is the amount of attractions that are left after deducting the repulsions; for that
there are both attractions and repulsions existing between every two lovers, I think none
will deny. Ihe repulsions may, at times, be so small, compared to the attractions, that
we are blind to them; but if we closely analyze our feelings, we shall find they are there
And we remain not fixed, but are constantly changing, each in his own individual sphere and
direction; and if from any given time, in the course of our progressive existence, the new
points of attraction developed and discovered, should exceed the points of repulsion, our
“love becomes more living,” and “there is a continual bridal;” but if on the other hand
the points of repulsion grown into and presented, exceed those of attraction, our love must
become less living, and ultimately be overpowered.
Judging from the XXI lid chapter of the “Sisters,” and from the disposition in the de
velopment of practical operations to enforce obedience to Law, one might be led to con
clude that you were on .the one-love idea, otherwise you have got Charles Ashton in a
strange situation, for on the supposition that he has more than one love, what is he to do?
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and leave liim free to love the rest | |
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ana projected practical operations,
seems that your inspiration was gone, an y JM ^
bacame comparatively^ which before had heen so deeplyunteresting and vitally mstruct e,
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flat, stale and unprofitable.
(m tllis to me, the most important of all
I desire to be an earnest enquirer after;
all freedom* and if l am in error, I
subjects, because affectional freedom is the
reason better than asmo t earnestly desire to be convinced of that
T0u are and have
sertion. Still I am content you ?hould
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from the comiobeen doing a glorious work for humanity, an^
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ideals—sometime to be realized—to legally marrying y
rily enforcing obedience to man-made laws.
Ceresco, Wis., July 15, 1856., s

marriage.

BY W. B. POEYBLANK.

_

Tnu desire me to give reasons for my apprehension of fatal conseFrieyb Patterson .-You desire in
=
u be happy to do so, and
quences to humanity by-abrogating the marriage law.
will be as brief as possible.
In my last communication,
by the admission of the right -of divorce, I
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we have at the present time. 1 his lias oeen "
sponsible the parents ot the rising generation

B free love in the affections
claimed the princiarbitrary ceremony, such as
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. ^ MW as the lord I
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’ ' The iather, whose physical
'*the already
of creation demands, he should be held. : o is.
should. Some advoweak portion of society will be made^yveakeri
,be sexes, aVbr that socicates of the no law or ceremony js^mfor ^^ ^ i^ don-t know; the
ety cannot be worse than it
A
f Jm now contemplating society as it is.
system of no law is as yet untried, of course, l am
_
^hich eTery individual
Society as it ought to be,
IMI a caMin-

tern of match-making, or marriage, so called... ,
;T, rironortion as those external
Love is free, always has been, and must ““fl'6 1^ “
to wealth, convenoxious influences are ^^“^“of progression and make our Surroundings more
nience. etc. But, as we advance in the path oi process
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and more adapted to our wants, derived from a knowledge of those obstacles which mar
our present freedom, all arbitrary laws must recede, including those which at present
intrude of necessity upon our marriage relations.
lo mv mind, then, the whole question turns upon the theory of pairs, or marriage in
that form of society contemplated by the social reformer. With me, pairs and marriage
are synonymous terms, an illustration of the same principle. The theory then of free-loveism, is, h I apprehend the subject rightly, as to the duration of the sexual union,
whether it shall be for life, for one year or more. Who, I ask, will be so presumptions
as to predict. The free-love advocate says, it cannot be for life; how does he know? has
he lived his life through, that he so confidently affirms?
Is he not as great a sectist
and equally intolerant, as those who advocate union for life? The fatal consequences,
of which I speak, is this one sided argument on the part of the so called free lovers.
They are building a sectarian wall as broad and as high as the one built by the sect of
puritans and others, who continue to demand life unions for no other reason than the cer
emony oi the priesthood who confirmed the marriage; and our sentiments, say they, de
mands its permanence!
Place man and woman in true political relations, which, I believe, is to be found only
in the adoption of those principles which recognize each for all and all for each; marriage
will then find its calm equilibrium on the bosom of an advanced society, whose selfish
waves will be subdued, and all may float in perfect safety, and reach the haven of our
earthly home.
By the by, the home desired, is not to be found in present society. We must be get
ting on to the land, more out of crowded cities, and realize in practice the political,
economical arrangements we demand for a true life. All our talk and theory about
rights and needom and pure marriage;—I must stick to marriage—is but as sounding brass! Twas said by a certain philosopher, he who would be free himself, must
strike the blow. Brevity in writing;—land and labor is the order of the day, for love,
freedom and reform.

CONTRACTED

VIEWS.

BY E. L. CRANE.

Lntil a man can so expand his views, as to look upon the universe as a whole, and
every part bearing a certain relation to that whole, he will necessarily have contracted
views. I see, that some writer for your critical paper, from the fact “that there is not a
particle of matter in the universe precisely the same for two consecutive moments,” de
duces the conclusion, the “marriage relation” should not be for life. Now, if this fact was
the only thing, or fact, connected with, and hearing upon the “marriage relation,” the de 
duction might perhaps, be correct; hut the marriage relation being connected with the
world in so many different ways, and at so many different points, to me such a “deduc
tion” from such a premise, appears most preposterous. The interests, happiness and wellfire of the whole community are somewhat connected with every marriage relation made
in it, and in its dissolution is nothing to be consulted, no argument used? hut the fact, that
“there is not an atom in the universe precisely the same for two consecutive moments!!”'
To my mind, if this argument proves anything, it proves a man or woman may pledge their
vows of love one day to one person, on the next, to another, and so on through the round of
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their lives; and not only pledge their vows, but go through with ail the associations of
conjugal love. How easily is all this proved right and virtuous, and in perfect keeping
with the happiness of all mankind? Listen, reader and hear the argument that makes
it all so plain. “There is not an atom in the universe precisely the same for two consec
utive moments.” .Hear again, what is deduced from this simple fact;—if the preceding
idea^ on change, be true, it is unphilosophical to promise to do anything twenty four hours in
advance, when the doing of it will result in more misery than happiness. In business
matters, people begin to realize the necessity for, and adoption in practice, of this idea. I
know, there is a great deal of practice upon the idea of not performing contracts, but I never
knew before, it was so easily proved moral and virtuous. If a man should he sued for a non
performance of a contract, all he has to do is, to show the court “that no atom of matter
in the universe is precisely the same for two consecutive moments,” and his case is made
out as clear as a sunbeam!! and it must be a blockhead of a jury that would not render
a verdict in favor of the violation of a contract for such substantial reasons.
Again: “I have no right to give my liberty to any one, but for the moment, for the next
moment I am changed, and this changed or new being has no right to be held by the
promises of the being from which it is changed.” This is very convenient doctrine. I
receive from a man, ahorse on promise to pay him next day; but behold you, before the
next day comes, I am changed, “and the changed being has no right to pay the debts of
that being from which he is changed.” How easily and clearty the case is made out:
who can escape the force of such logic? I, the changed being have the horse for nothing;
for clearly, I am under no obligation to pay the debts of that being from which I am
changed. Our astute logician here, seems to think, as to love matters, this doctrine
may be somewhat alarming, hut adds, “ that the principle is nevertheless sound, no true
philosophical mind can doubt.” Our friend then, tries to lighten the consequences of his
logic by observing “the change is generally, slow.” What, slow7! your language above
says: “there is not an atom in the universe precisely the same for two consecutive mo
ments;” what change can he more rapid than a change everj7 “moment.” Ho, no, this
doctrine is too good for the thief, the robber, assassin and the promise-breaker, to have
it frittered away in this style. Stick to it like a man.
Seriously, is it to be wondered at, that there is so much delinquency in, and entire dis
regard as to the performance of contracts, when men seek to justify it on such grounds?
I look upon it as the great sin of this age, that there is so little regard paid to contracts.
Reader, do you not know many men who will make almost any promise, if they can se
cure a present end by it, with little or no intention of performing? Who do you find
the best men in community, the reckless, unprincipled class who make promises and
never perform, or the upright, punctual performing class? Who will sajq individuals
who are reckoned of sound mind, should not have the right to make contracts? Who
will say, the contract being made, that either party without the consent of the other
shall have the right to break the contract, simply, because in his opinion,“more mis
ery than happiness will be the result of its performance?” Some contracts may per
haps not he binding, but the umpire to judge of that matter, we have in our laws.
Is not this wiser and better than to place it in the breast of either the contracting par
ties?

MATHEMATICS.

Gentlemen:—Noticing that one of your Contributors is, “great” in mathematics, I wish
to submit the following phenomena for his solution, by his favorite science:—
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Seated evening before last, round a piano along with two other persons, there camd
upon the piano numerous raps, varied according to questions and remarks of the trio; the
piano was moved away from its usual place, and up ended, several times, then, notwith
standing the keys of the piano were covered by the lid, made for that purpose and
locked, sounds were produced within the piano; and on some of the party singing over
an air, an accompaniment was played on the piano by some unperceived agency. These
sounds were professedly produced by those whom Mr. Treat says do not exist—cannot
exist mathematically. I am desirous of having a more definite demonstration from him,
than the bare assertion he makes, that spirits do not live again after death, of w hatproduces such phenomena as the preceeding.
Toronto, 0. W., July 19, 1856.

USE
’

OF

TERMS.

BY FRANCIS BARRY.

Friend Patterson:—I

don’t think you have got the start of me in this matter of thg
use of terms, as much as you think for. I use terms, or mean to, according to them
common acceptation, always. If you can show that I use any terms in any other way, I
will “knock under.” You say, in this regard, the term “law” and the term “God” are
precisely analagous.” Now I hate to tell as good a man as you are? that you lie, but it
I should say what you have, I should utter an untruth!
People use the term “God” only in one sense, and the mass of them apply it to an in
finite being; and I use the term just as they do, and only quarrel with them about the
existence of their great being. But the term “Law,” they and I use m different senses.
We tell about the “laws of God,” the “laws of Nature,” and the “laws of the land and
we speak generally in such a way that all understand what laws are referred to When
people tell about the “laws of God,” I tell them P don’t believe m any such laws.
When they tell about the “laws of the land,” I tell them “damn the law,” and I unc erstand and use the term in this as in the other case, just as they do. When we speak o a
Natural law, we mean a self-acting principle. This is what people m general mean;
gravitation, for instance. They agree that an apple falls, or water runs down hill itself
in obedience to the law of gravitation. It is not generally thought that God does all
this directly. People do not believe in general, but in special providences. As to the
origin of Natural law, we differ; but that is another point. We use the term precisely
Why don’t you hold on to the term Marriage as you do to Religion and God?
“Give my respects” to friend Polyblank! Tell him my feelings are very much “wrought
up” in behalf of people who try hard to say something smart, and can’t.
Reply.

I am not surprised at all by our friend’s closing question. I considered that matter well
before committing myself on paper. I ignore the central idea of what I understand bj
the term Marriage, and so I discard the word; I accept the central idea of what I under
stand by the terms, God, Religion and Law; and so I retain the words. If friend Barry
cannot see a nucleus of truth common to all the notions of God, from that of the veriest
heathen up to my own and that of other philosophers? it is only because he is intell^ctu“
ally a little more obtuse than myself? and of course, I can say with perfect truthfulneeS
what it would not be truthful for him to say! The two knights who quarreled about
the shield, with silver on one side and gold on the other, were both right.

LAND

OFFICE

CORRUPTION.

Friend Patterson:—I long have thought to write you relative to land operations in
Korthern Iowa. But there was so much of fraud and villainy connected with the entire
matter, on the part of officers and agents, that I feared to report without more testimony,
and so I refrained until now.
Now we are safe in saying what we think is true, for official rascality has become so evi
dent,that it is in the mouths of all; and a paper has been drawn up by citizens,and sent to the
•proper officials at Washington, setting forth as many facts as could be got hold of, de
manding an investigation. No notice, as yet, has been taken of it, and it is not likely
there will be any. The Register and Receiver defy any one to do anything.
Land speculators could enter 2000 or 3000 acres at a time, while the actual settler, get
ting lands for himself and friends, could get only 160 acres at a time, and he was lucky
if he could make an entry a week. Thus the poor, deserving and actual settler would be
forced to board here to the amount of $10, $15, $20, or $50 to get his lands; meantime
some heartless land sharks would gain admittance, perhaps in the darkness of night, and
enter all of the choice lands. The poor laborer would get his 2nd, 3d, or 4th choice •
settle on it—raise the price of the speculators’ lands to $5 or even $30 per acre. This is not
only the case in a few instances, but is the fact in regard to almost every good location in
Northern and Central Iowa.
I presume that there are at least half a million of acres of land now in the hands of specu
lators in this district, which will be sold at an average of $5 per acre, which will amount
to 2,500,000, or it wall take from the laboring classes $875,000; or the difference would
purchase farms for 10937 persons, of 80 acres each.
The Government officers pretended to let no one enter more than 160 acres at a time;
to sell lands generally between the hours of 8 A. M. and 12 M., making sales during
this time of from 2,000 to 3,000 acres; yet men of the best veracity will testify that
5,000 or 6,000 acres have been entered at a time, out of pretended land office hours. Such
are the facts, and in the face of this the receiver defies a prosecution. He knows
who will back him. There is a fearful coalition of corrupt officials here and at Washing
ton. I have seen more corruption at Dacorrah, in the last six months, than I have seen
in any other six years of my life. There is much in this region to admire, hut there is a
numerous gang of Yankees here who combine all that is hateful and dishonest in both
politics and commerce.
J. P. Davis.
Dacorrah Land Office, Iowa, July 8, 1856.

SELFISHNESS.

“We are all selfish,” says a would-be-philosopher. “One accumulates property to
hoard up, another for display, another for his family, another for the relief of suffering,
another for the propagation of reform and the cure of radical wrong. One preaches,
doctors, or serves in official station, for the honor, the wealth, or the ‘good,’ as he calls it,
which he may do. One administers charity for the name, another from benevolent im
pulse, another from a sense of justice;—but in all this and more, we are selfish.
“Here’s our proposition, and it is undeniable: Every one acts in such a way as, in his
opinion, will make himself most happy. It is for this even that he does ‘good.’ Pursue
what road he will, he is laboring directly or indirectly for self. One adopts inis course
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as seems to him best; another that; but seif is the end of it all. Verily, we are all sel
fish; and there is no difference between us, but as to the manner in which we are so.”—
And our eloquent sage looked the Yery image of self-complacency.
Novy, that we may judge of this philosophy, let us see what this Mr. Would-Be-Philosopher is. Well, he mimics religion or prates reform, and it don’t matter which; one or
the other to all outward seeming, is his hobby. His intellect has power, but his heart is
tainted. ’ He knows himself to be selfish; but with the loom and shuttle of sophistry, he
weaves an ambiguous term into a gauze for the cover of his own sordidness. And he says
we are all selfish; one this way, and another that, and the wise man proves it
If you want a bit of his wealth wherewith to propagate reform, build up a school of life,
or in any way, promote integral education, the. wary philosopher, forsooth, must choose
his own time and place and manner of doing good, and says: “Verily, we are all selfish.”
If you ask for a little active service to exemplify and illustrate the very principles which
Mr. Philosopher says himself are true, he gives you a lecture on the freedom of the indi
vidual to do what bethinks is right, and concludes with his darling aphorism, that “we are
all selfish.” But if you are not convinced with all his rhetoric and logic, and still msis
that he give a little of his means to advance the practical measures m which he claims to
feel so profound an interest, that he may show forth his faith by his works, since specious
words are futile;—then it would not be strange if he would whine out that most graphic
and euphonious phrase-“grinding poverty,” though counting his wealth by thousandsAnd there you may as well stop. This last defense is impregnable. You have attacked
the wrong citadel. It is “encompassed round about” with a seven-fold wall of philosophic
self-complacency, and all the legions of truth could not prevail against it.
Our nonchalant philosopher has made just one grand mistake. He has bedizened his
lo-ical vision with the mists of ambiguous English; he has perverted the use of the word
selfishness, and in the puissance of his philosophy, has at once annihilated the term disin
terestedness and all idea of the human feeling whence it originated. The word selfishness
has usually the bad sense; never any other, perhaps, except m “philosophy.” Our sage
uses it indiscriminately. The man who labors for the good of his fellows that himself may
be happier, is selfish in a very charitable sense of the term; and if all men were so, we
would have no use for the word. Our philosopher is selfish in the bad sense; m less equiv
alent phrase, he is sordid. Let us call things by their right names, and not deceive our
selves. It would be well, too, for us to remember that freedom is not defiant of irrevocable
law. There is no true freedom in the disregard of conscience, truth, and humanity.—
There is true freedom only in right doing. Perfect freedom is obedience to every law of our
being. Freedom: Harmony: Happiness.
_
.
“Come, Mr. Editor, you are not to pitch into individual sins in that kind of a way. Hon ^
you know that we reformers have enough to do, if we successfully invade the ramparts of
conservatism and wrong, and proclaim the truth without quarreling amongst ourselves r
And then beware! you will injure your journal.”
.
Ah! I understand you, Most Respected Sir. The fashionable preacher does not rebuke
the notorious and habitual sins of his people; he has enough to do to preach the gospe :
He is too much of a gentleman to annoy the feelings of the wealthy and reputable in sue a
manner, and he goes on with stale sermons and a good salary, while his church still flaunts
in fashion and folly, and all the specious drapery of legalized inj ustice and wrong T he min
ister preaches to please his patrons, to he popular, and a man of consequence; and you would
have our journal do likewise, would you? Let us look right at home rather than abroad
for the evils that afflict us. The work of reform can never he effectual, unless we see w ell
to our own household. That considerate and courtly urbanity which connives at our own
sins and those ofour clique, is no part of the qualifications of a true man.
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jf the writer hereof errs in a mistaken zeal to point out for correction the short comings of
his brethren in reform, let his friends not overlook him, to see errors away in the distance,
but do the work that is nearest by, that he may be wiser and better. We may learn ofeach
other. By mutual dicipline, we may be the better qualified to overthrow wrong, and build
up the ri°'ht. We may profit to single out the “particular sins” into which we are liable to
fall. Habitual, captious, fault-finding, we should of course, avoid Errors which we are
ready to acknowledge and deplore, it will do no good to taunt us with. It is the equivocal
sin which we hug under cover that needs unmasking.
Note_—This article was written, just as it now reads, more tnan a year ago.

human

elevation,

A writer in the S. Rev., after portraying “the blackest sin that now curses our world ”
seems greatly astonished that so much that is vile, should exist. If our friend has fully
comprehended the true Science of Man, he must perceive a necessity for such conditions,
growing out of the manifestations of the lower brain. He must see the relation which it
bears to its surrounding society. The harmony which he perceives, from the develop
ment of the superior frontal-coronal region of his brain, cannot obtain m an undeveloped
society, until they attain, like himself, a higher growth. When the world has learned
the cause of the numerous ills which afflict humanity, then will it accept the great rem
edy. The world is at present as good as it can be, and it will be made better and wiser
the licentiousness of the age is a necessity. The great mass of mankind possessing:
good, active physical organizations, with little development of spirituality, give free'piay
to the lower passions, because of a lack of the spiritual element to antagonize and mfor
the animal love; hence we have all the evils of its excessive action. When the race Ms
attained a higher development in the spiritual region, the “devils of hate and lust
whom we are told, will be changed into loving men and women who will expand the
energies for wiser purposes, in adding to the beauty and loveliness of their lives.
Our friend says the means of human redemption is by the elevation of woman. We
cannot hope much for the elevation of woman until man shall advance; becauSe
superior physical and consequently mental powers, he must exert a mighty
over her, who, by nature, is more mild and yielding. Man and woman must be educated
together, (in the school of life,) otherwise their culture will be fragmentary
Woman,
from her present abject position, may seem to
tempts to elevate one exclusive of the other, must lau
the pathway of progress in mutual elevation.

LITERARY

tread
Hand in hand, let them tread
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By Mrs. Elizabeth D. Livermore. Trueman &
ZOE; or the Quadroon’s Triumph.
Spofford, Cincinnati.
.n
,,
As a new newel this work cannot be regarded; the authoress evidently possesses the
power to write a thrilling, soul-stirring tale, but she has not chosen to do so, and those
who read merely for the sake of excitement, will be likely to throw ,t down m disgust
and consider it unworthy of notice. But thinkers will find in it food for thought, and
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professing Christians much that will he likely to produce serious reflections. Mrs. Liv
ermore is bold, yet womanly; earnest, but cheerful; daring and occasionally defiant, yet
with all, consider?Hy conservative.
She has read much evidently, of English and German literature, and has looked at the
world with her own eyes, and come to her own conclusions respecting it. Jesus is her
model; there is nothing holier than his instructions; nothing higher than his philosophy.
All that the world needs, in her estimation, is to become imbued with the spirit of this
perfect man of Nazareth. But Mrs. Livermore, like many others, puts her own best
thoughts into the words of Jesus, and then of course, finds them there. The philosophy
of Christ is merely the reflection of the philosophy existing in her own mind, and Jesus
is the model of which she is the sculptor.
j.t is well, however, that notwithstanding their Christianity, some can advance to such
high and comprehensive views of things, as the writer of “Zoe.”
Speaking of the ascetic element in the Catholic church, she turns to the orthodox
churches, and then strongly and truthfully speaks of their character. “Not less griev
ous and wicked, but more insidious and life-crushing is the same in the prevalent Prot
estantism of the day, dubbed Galvanism, self-nicknamed Luthernism, or with the pre
sumptuous title of Orthodoxy, rolling like a sweet morsel its self-assurance, under its
blistering tongue. For it has by its worse than heathen dogmas, darkened our earth’s
atmosphere, set it awry upon its axis, wheeled it aside from its proper orbit, so that the
moon’s dark side is turned towards it; the spots upon the sun are so magnified to the
world’s eye, by their false position as almost to conceal its beams, and the planetary sys
tem, and the stars seem not to shine by their heaven-appointed light, but have the lurid
glare of Hell upon their spheres. 0! it is awful that this perversion of the great good of
life, this connecting, binding link between man and God, Religion, should be the chain
and manacle to force him to tremble, and it may be curse, while he gi’inds out his daily
degraded life in the prison-house of his spirit’s bondage.”
But is the authoress herself free from “heathen dogmas?” Speaking of a woman who
was unhappily married, she says: “Indiana was under God’s care and discipline no less
than her husband’s, rule, and only he should have severed the bond between them.” She
allows that there is a cause which annuls all obligation, forgetting that the New Testa
ment gives no authority to a woman to put away her husband for any cause, but allows
the husband to put away his wife for adultery.
But she continues: “To the pure and religious wife, it has been formed by bur Father.’
It was he who saw how his child needed to be tempered and trained, and through what
trials or joys she was to weave her wings for the skies. If he judged her strong and
good enough to place in her keeping one of his most faulty ones; it was that through
holymarriage, he too might become meet for his presence.” When there is no longer any at
traction between two individuals, God has severed the bond, to all intents and purposes;
and it is the only way in which God can be said to sever it. But neither State law nor
Christian law regards it in this light. If God tempers and trains his children by yoking
them with uncongenial mates, and thus making their lives a constant burden, and entail
ing a curse upon their children, the most sensible prayer would be to be saved from his
gardian care.
tier ideas of the way in which Sunday should be spent are excellent. “Sometimes
we will gather to hear one who can tell us well of the wonders of the stars. Again, anoth
er shall teach us of the trees and flowers; another of the marvels of the tinted shell, link
ing each with thoughts of God and his many-sided goodness, loveliness and power.”_
“Sometimes on Sunday evenings we will have dramatic representations in our chapel.”__
fDo you not think if a little boy or girl were striving very hard to grow up good, and
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wished to learn how, in every way he could, that if he saw represented by living per
sons, the struggles, trials, and at last the victory of some great and good man or woman,
who had toiled from childhood for this high aim, that he would learn as much as if he
went to a darkened church three times each Sunday, to hear a gloomy looking man say
in the morning, over and over again, ‘that sin is exceedingly sinful;’ and in the after
noon, tell of the ‘terrors of the law;’ and in the evening, ‘that Grod was going to burn up
a multitude of his children for ever and ever?’ ”
Mr. Stephenson, in the second volume, who figures as Young America, is a well-drawn
character, and says some excellent things in an otf hand style. Take the following as a
specimen: “The preachers condemn the theatre and preach against dancing; denounce
games of chance and skill, and now they are going to put down as a trick of the devil,
calisthenics, that the little girls find some pleasure and exercise in! I wonder they don’t
go out into the woods and fields and put a veto on the birds’ singing, and the lambs’
frisking, or read the Assembly’s Chatecism to Watch and Fido when they get up a gam
bol together! Confound their fire and brimstone notions that they are always dealing out
to us! If they really believed what they said, I should not so much care; but to see one
of your young dandy priests, with no blood in him but milk and water instead, get up,
dandling his scented pocket handkerchief, and consign to the lower regions all but a few
slim specimens like himself, just for enjoying themselves a bit in some innocent wav;
why, I can hardly keep my hands from pulling his nose for him.”
I fear Mrs. Livermore will find herself too heretical for the orthodox, and not sufficient
ly so for the heterodox, and trust she will yet advance and help to overturn and upbuild
with that power which she eminently possesses.

POETRY.

POEMS FOR REFORMERS. By Wm. Dentov. Printed and Published by Wm. and Elizabeth
M. F. Denton;Dayton, 0. 1856. Price, 50 cents, postage 5 cents. Four copies to one address,
postage free.

Written poetry is not in my line. I would not give the poetry of a fine landscape of
choral groves, fertile fields and sheeny waters for all the poetry that was ever put in words.
The stany heavens of a piercing, cold Winter evening; the rustle and fall of leaves in au
tumn; the patter of gentle rains in the still hour of night; the low, deep- moan of com
plaining winds when it is bleak and dreary without; the wild war of the winds, and the
sweep and roar of the peerless storm have stirred the fountains of feeling for me as no
written poetry ever has or ever can. When I go to mother Mature herself—to the
source of all truth, and loveliness, and beauty, and grandeur,—I get my poetry in all its
ravishing freshness, direct from the gushing life of the great, eternal Poet himself. And
of all the poems that ever took form through the constructive genius of this artistic Ener
gy,—Mau, great in action, deep in thought, large of soul, noble and earnest;—Woman,
true to herself, beautiful of spirit, pure, trusting, loving—these two stand unrivalled.—•
Man is the poem thaf thrills the soul of woman, as no other can; and woman is the poem
that melts the heart of man, and soothes, and chastens, and purifies his spirit; that mel
lows his entire being, infuses life and beauty, and makes him more a poem still. This
is “original poetry;” it is written not upon paper, nor can it be; the language of words
would he desecration, and its most eloquent tongue is silence; it permeates ail the being
with a thrilling, filling power of its own, and lives and burns in the inmost chambers of
the soul.
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As I read not much print and forget the most I do read, I cannot say whether any one
has ever affiimed it or not, but it is true that when we go to Nature for poetry, we get
the cuticle direct; and when we go to books, we get it “second hand,” and it is compara
tively dull and unprofitable. Still, I am not going to condemn book-poetry,—not by a
long way; it is good in its place for pleasure and use, and we thank brother Denton for
his little volume.
There is a great deal of sentiment put in metre that scans perfectly, but the jingle of the
■\voids is all that pays the reading, and that is poor pay. Others put philosophy in num
bers, and bury apt conceits and pointed thoughts as deep as they can get them in inverted
English, that those who have nothing else to do but to dig for the gems, will think the
more 01 them for the labor they cost. And as the object of poetry is to please, it may
be a legitimate design of the poet to write in such a way that the reader will feel satis
fied with himself for his ingenuity in finding out wrhat the author means; for then there
is a warrant in the reader’s gratified vanity, that he will pronounce his author a very
profound and original poet whom only the chosen few can appreciate! Some of these
poets are so surpassingly happy in their “finest passages,” that only a dozen or so, on
eacn continent, can understand them! Most of these (privileged writers and readers) are
not a little stupid in other respects; but this is to be accounted for, perhaps, on the pre
sumption that “poetry” has had a monopoly of their mental energies. I may be a little
perverse in this business, but I prefer to make the acquaintance of philosophy in a plain,
honest prose dress; and for all the progeny of Fancy and Imagination, I like an open
countenance and a soul that looks right through it. Friend Denton’s poetry is not of
the mystified, make-believe kind; it is frank and fair, and looks you honestly in the face.
I like that poetry best which comes into the soul with the least effort, and rouses it up
by the suddenness and wholeness of its effect. Such is the poetry of Nature; and in this
respect, has prose-poetry the advantage of versified poetry; though there are instances
in which I will admit that the rhythm and rhyme of the latter produce an effect
which nothing else can. Narrative (embracing the descriptive) receives a peculiar apt
ness, richness and fascination from the musical flow of numbers. There are examples of
this kind in “the volume before us”—of narrative both simple and allegorical. I may
mention “Gazan and the Collier,” “A Dream,” “The True Light,” and quote
THE ADVENT OF FREEDOM.

'Twas Summer eve; the soft wind rocked to sleep the nodding flowers,
While busy insects sang their loves, within the arching bowers.
I wandered forth from man’s hot town; ’twas heav’n on earth to me,
To lie upon the fragrant grass, beneath the spreading tree.
As sank the sun in glory down behind the crimson West,
Arose upon my fading sight, the star of ev’ning, blest;
And lo! enlarging, as I looked, it seemed a golden crown,
Upon an angel’s head upborne, who thus came flying down.
She cast a glance that thrilled me, as beneath the tree I lay;
Unwittingly I followed, as she gently lead the way.
She lifted up a cottage latch; how pleasantly she smiled,
And shook the peasant’s horny hand, and kissed his ruddy child.
“ My blessing on ye, breathers of the fresh, free country air;
Be manly and be bold,” she said; “be bold to do and dare;
Though tyrant knaves may rivet chains, your toil shall give you strength;
And ev’ry fetter ye shall tread beneath your feet at length.”
She visited the city; but she left the gay and proud,
And sought a little attic, all unnoticed by the crowd,
Where sat a youth, whose sparkling eyes revealed the inward fire,
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Which kindled in the bosom once, can never more expire.
She laid her hand upon his brow: “Go forth, my son, said she,
“I make thee Captain of the hosts that light for Liberty.”
She passed a gloomy prison, and her face put on a frown;
The rusty bars of iron at her presence melted down;
The treble-bolted doors flew back, that closed the gloomy cell,
Out sprung the trembling prisoner a man with men to dwell.
Her eye beheld the gallows, and it rotted to the ground,
While crowds of legal murd’rers in amazement looked around.
She spread her pinions for the South; the bondman raised his head,
For though his manhood bleeding lay, Hope, lingTing, had not fled.
The planter saw, and drew his knife, with fury in his eye,
And swore with fearful oaths, that he would hold his slave, or die.
A shadow crossed her blooming face; she left the land of thrall,
Where bondmen find their sweetest drink is bitterer than gall.
“The Church will gladly aid me now, no doubt,” the angel said,
And thither on her pinions swift, the blest deliv’rer fled.
’Twas Sabbath, and the priest beheld her coming to the place;
He closed the door and hastened forth, and cursed her to her face;
“Begone,” he said; “why thus disturb our church’s holy rest?
Thou breeder of continual strife, we can have no such guest.”
Then banned her from the “Holy Book;” “base, hell-born wretch,” said he,
“God dwells within our walls; we have no room for Liberty.”
Indignantly I heard him speak; I felt my brain on fire;
“Base uttererof pious lies,” I shouted in my ire;
But Freedom turned, as thus I spoke, with chiding look, to me.
I started; it was night profound, I lay beneath the tree;
Night’s cresset fires were blazing bright, and in their starry gleam
I wandered home to ponder on the meaning of my dream.
An instance in which the measure and rhyme are indispensible, is when a feeling sim
ple, round and complete, takes entire possession of the soul, and spontaneously seeks
expression in the music of a lyric. The following is a fine specimen of its kind:
the anthem of the free.

There’s a song the rills are singing,
As they ramble through the glen;
Echoes from the hills are rolling
Their sweet voices back again.
There’s a hymn the birds are chanting,
As they flit from tree to tree;
Nature loves its joyous music;
’Tis the Anthem of the Free.
Roll the wild waves to its numbers,
As the free winds over them sweep;
Gambol gaily in its spirit,
All the tenants of the deep;

To its notes the bees are humming,
Working on the verdant lea;
Ev’rywhere is Nature ringing
With the Anthem of the Free.
Start we then, from death-like slumber,
As its heart-tones reach the ear;
Spring to life, resolves long lying
In our bosoms, cold and sere.
Henceforth we are slaves no longer;
Up, on unchained pinions flee!
Swell the everlasting chorus,
God’s sweet Anthem of the Free.

If all poetic expression were as crystal-like and pure as this, it would reach the heart
more readily. Let some composer set this to music; and let it be sung at home and at
“meeting,” and it will elevate and cheer, and do lasting good to many a one. There are
other pieces in this little volume that would sing well; and I will be excused for insist
ing that we should think truth when we do think, speak truth, live truth; and when we
sing, sing truth.
But friend Denton, besides being a poet, is one of the most eloquent lecturers of the
day. Reformers should give him plenty of work of this kind to do, and allow him fairly
for his time. It would do them good, set others to thinking, and advance the cause of
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reform. If our friend's theology is too strong- for the people of any neighborhood, let the
liberal call for a lecture on Poetry. The Fogies will be pleased with it, and elevated,
home will get the volume and read it, and truth will come into their souls in the wreaths
0 p0esy' Jhe ‘'flowers of rhetoric” will mitigate the thorns of heresy; and the sharp
angles of reform will be lost in the drapery of flowing numbers; and the witchery of song
may break the thrall of a prejudice, wake up the sleeping energies of manhood, and set in
play, the bounding pulses of ireedom and progress.
I have presumed to offer nothing in the way of special criticism. Suffice to say, that
there are “poems” and parts of poeins in the volume which,to my mind,have little or no poetry
m them. Such are “The Battle of Freedom,” “What is Religion?” “What I once Thought,”
and a very few others. And though the volume would seem to me a greater gem with
out them, yet i have no doubt those pieces will find appreciating readers. Some may
think well of such who would take little interest in the author’s poem on “Thoughts,”
which is, as it seems to me, admirable for its originality and the richness of its deep-toned ut
terances. All Reformers will like “The Freeman’s Resolution,” “The Freeman’s Reply,”
“To the True Reformer,” and others of similar character. The author seems to be es
pecially at home in the poetry of Freedom;—and while we sing of the soul’s deliverance,
let us study the conditions of Freedom, that we may actualize the burden of our song!
I don’t want any to take what I say about these Poems as final? I can’t decide on the
merits of poetry any better than our literary umpires, who thrust themselves by an im
perious egotism, into a position of arbitrary precedence in literary circles, and then with
the pompous airs of an oracle, pronounce judgment on poetry and poets, for the next gen
eration to reverse! It is the privilege of aristocracy of any kind to act the donkey with
impunity; and literary critics are too often a cliquish, clannish set, from which no jus
tice is to be expected; and if the author of “Poems for Reformers” should fall into the
hands of any such, he may have occasion to exercise the virtue of patience.
Ine idea of “Poems for Reformers” is, I believe, a new one—an innovation in keeping
witn ihe spirit of progress; and should not “Reformers” see that it is a successful one?
Tne dedication of the volume is itself a little poem of hope:
To tiib FmEXDS of HuXviAX Progress,—Who are laboring to remove the ills that af
flict tlumamty, and speed the time when men shall form one loving family the wide world
over, these lines are dedicated by their friend and fellow-laborer,
Wm. Denton.
This little volume would make a fine present to lady friends of progressive tendencies.
Tour humble servant is disposing of a few copies in that way, and thinking that his ex
ample m this respect, is a laudable one, he cannot feel his conscience entirely clear, with
out exhorting his brother readers of the Social Revolutionist to “go and do likewise!”
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There does not seem to be much tendency amongst Social Reformers to move to the
same locality. A practical coalition of all the various classes of radicals will, in all prob
ability, not be attempted. Individual ambition, tastes and preferences will be likely to
prevent it. We hear of several attempts at actual grouping, and others tending that way.
There are probably a score in operation now, or soon to be. Quite a number who are dissatisfied with existing relations, expect soon to better their social conditions, without
being very decided, perhaps, as to the manner in which it is to be done.
Ihere seems to be central or leading idea; which determines the limits of coopera
tion. 1. One seems to make locality the leading idea: and they would not live where the
scenery is not fine, etc. 2. Another is controled by his industrial attractions, and will
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locate only where the conditions favor his business, whether it be agricultural, horticul
tural, or some branch of mechanics. 3. Another makes “vegetarianism” paramount, and
will not cooperate with flesh-eaters. 4. Another makes “Spiritualism” the organizingprinciple, and his movement assumes to be under the guidance of spirits. 5. With anoth
er, the central thought seems to be “cost the limit of price,” and individual sovereignty
through the operation of this principle. 6. With others, the rallying point is a manual la
bor school, or harmonic education. Dr. George Haskell and others, are locating in Kan
sas with this object especially in view. Others with similar practical intentions hold a
Convention at Yellow Springs, commencing Sept. 26, to confer upon the subject.
With another class, social freedom or free love is the paramount motive. These are
disposed to maintain that with proper industry and management under existing relations,
any copartnership may secure to its members the principal rights of their being except
affectional freedom and its “congeners.” They may have wealth, society and science, hut
not social freedom. Love, the great center of human happiness, is not free, and cannot
be without the cooperation of many. Persons of this class are not disposed to go into
action until thcv feel assured of realizing the object in view. Some defer hope and put off
action to the next century or the next generation; others are sanguine and want to go at
it next Spring. Most of those, perhaps,who are in haste, have little means and no permanent
homes of their own; and some are "very enthusiastic and eager for action who have not
yet themselves had a clear conception of the conditions of freedom, and would of course
fail in attempting the realization. Some of these may go into measures prematurely, to
end in failure, disappointment and misanthropy. Those who are putting off action for the
generations that are to come, have rather a conservative and practical cast of mind, with
property enough or business sufficiently remunerative to make themselves comfortable.
Such of those as are rather happily situated in their domestic relations will not find much
motive iri themselves for either preliminary or final action with reference to the outward
conditions of social freedom; and while they are putting it off, others will affect the work.
I have not much hope in either of these extremes; one wid not attempt the work for want
of motive, and the other will spoil it with unwise haste.
Between these extremes there is a middle class. They are industrious, practical and
economical, with some means generally. Their ooject at present seems <.o be, to find out
who really want freedom and accept of its conditions. They are agitating by all possible
means, and especially by private correspondence, of which there is now much amongst the
more active of radical Socialists. Proselytism is being effected to some extent in this
way. Inquirers are assisting each other, and coming to a better Understanding of the
wants of the parties concerned. There seems to be a general feeling that Free Lovers
must be better acquainted, and this will_require time. With this in view, some are con
templating a visit or convention this Yvrinter; others are contemplating a tent meeting
next June, to be held some place near Lake Erie, perhaps. Something of the kind
must he and will be done before permanent arrangements are entered into. By this
course they hope to effect something practical in three or four years. They may organize
and locate at some point already occupied by the friends of such a movement; or they may
locate in various groups at points accessible to each other by the increasing facilities of lo
comotion and transportation. A successful movement is not to he set on. foot all in a
twinkling. Those who have property, especially real estate, cannot turn it into cash at a
moment’s notice. Years may be required to avoid selling at a loss; and if Socialists have
not yet learned the folly of making pecuniary sacrifices, when the same result can be
more surely effected without them, it is time they had.
In general terms, the conditions of social freedom are individual independence and the social
inter-communication of considerable numbers. IT oman must oecome pecuniaily indepen
dent; and this must be effected through industrial cooperation, and will be just as .soon as man
is able to see his interest therein and wills it so, but not before; and communism is not neces
sary at all. It is true that some women of unusual energy will achieve this boon for them
selves; hut we are not to look to them for the rule; and generally speaking,, it must coins
directly through the practical energies of the masculine mind. Some men have already
come into this living faith and acted upon it; and we indulge the hope that many more
are coming. The work of social reorganization will of course be gradual; but it must be
remembered that this is a very fast age. In some respects it has no parallel in anj
period of the world. Spiritualism has achieved more in five years than Christianity did in five
ages. Within the memory of the living, have sprung up new sciences with a capacity for
physical and social revolution never conceived of before, and even jer, but little un
derstood. The great body of the people will be slow m rising above the plane of industri
al isolation and commercial antagonism of both which is love-selfishness tne center and
soul; but before the general rains which follow a drouth, there come partial showers, usu
ally; and so it will be in the inauguration of social freedom. Vampire aristocrats are ap
prehensive, and with reason too; they have heard the mutterings of doom, and.felt the
earth trembling at their feet, and they know the general crash must come tnat will over
whelm them and their craft in everlasting ruin!
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PROPHECIES.
BY W. B.

I'RolHSiciES itESBECTXHG NmMvEH.—Destfuction is thd fate of all cities; as "leaves
We their time to fall,” and trees to wither, and cloud-capped mountains to dissolve, so
kll cities have a similar fate. They take root, flourish, and spread on every side, then
stop, struggle awhile for existence and die, to he succeeded by others that shall share a
like destiny.
It is just as easy to prophecy the fate of a city as the fate of a leaf or tree. Grive me
sufficient time for the fulfillment of my prophecy, and I will tell you the fate of every
city on the face of the globe. To merely prophecy that a city will be destroyed; that it
will be burned with fire, or if below the level of the river, that it will be flooded, or that
it will be inhabited by wild beasts, is to say ho more than what time has been teaching
men for the past hundred thousand years, and will continue to teach them for ages to
come. Such was the fate of early Egyptian cities, whose bones strew the valley of the
Nile from one end to the other; such the fate Of cities whose names we never heard that
flourished in the valley of the Euphrates, long before Babylon and Nineveh were known;
such the fate of the buried cities of Yucatan. Where the millions trod, the forest spreads
his green arms, and in the tangled wilderness the monkey chatters over the palace of the
crowned king!
The bible prophecies include the destruction of several cities, most of them are gone
the way of cities, though not always at the time, nor in the manner indicated by the
prophet. Foremost among these stands Nineveh, the capitol of the Assyrian empire,-^
once a city sixty miles in circumference, and which contained 600,000 inhabitants.__
Against this city, which appears to have provoked the God of Israel by its wickedness^
the prophet Jonah was sent; he cried through its streets: "Yet forty days and Nineveh
shall be overthrown.” This prophecy was never fulfilled; the people repented, then God
repented, and the city was spared. God of course knew that the people would repent,
and that the city would not be destroyed, and, therefore, he sent Jonah to the Ninevites
to tell them what he knew to be false. If all the prophecies were made on a similar prin
ciple, then their non-fulfillment may be readily accounted for—God having changed his
mind!
Nahum, whose whole book relates to Nineveh, seems to give us ah idea of the mental
process by Which he foretold the fate of that city.. Apostrophizing the city, he says
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“Art thou better than populous No, that was situate among the rivers, that had the wa
ters round about it, whose rampart was the sea? Ethiopia and Egypt were her strength,
and it was infinite. Yet was she carried away, she went into captivity; her young chil•dren also were dashed in pieces at the top of all the streets: andthej cast lots for all her
honorable men, and all her great men were bound in chains.” After thus looking at No
and many other cities, Nahum might very easily perceive that all cities must sooner or
later come to the ground.
Nahum declares that God will make an utter end of the place. AAiction shall not rise
up the second time.”—Nahum i: 9. If this means anything, it must mean that when the
city should be destroyed it should not be rebuilt—it should never rise again. But what
are the facts? The city was first taken by the Medes and Babylonians when Sardanapalus
was king, and having risen to its former glory, it was again taken and destroyed 130
years afterward by Oyaxares and Nebuchadnezar. In the /th verse of the 2d chap., we
read: “And Huzzab shall be led away captive; she shall be brought up, and her maids
shall lead her.” If this does not refer to the queen of Assyria, what does it refer to?—
And yet Diadorus Siculus informs us that Sardanapalus finding that the city would fall
into the hands of the enemy, set fire to his palace, and was destroyed with all his family.
If Nineveh was once as large as it has been represented to be, it occupied the ground
■on which now stands the city of Mosul, a place containing 50,000 inhabitants, and only a
mile from where Layard has been at work exhuming the monuments, of this city of the
olden time. The prophecies respecting Nineveh are given in very general terms, and
might be applied to the destruction of any ancient city, with but slight exception, as well
as to Nineveh. Where the prophet descends to minute particulars, he fails, and thus
proves that his prophecies are no prophecies at all.

Prophecies Respecting- Babylon.—On the destruction of Nineveh, Babylon inercased rapidly in population and wealth, until she became the queen of the East, and one
of the wonders of the world. It is said to have been built in the form of a square, each
side fifteen miles in length, and was adorned with splendid palaces and wonderful gardens.
To this place the Jews were brought captives and kept for several years, and the proph
ets consequently fulminated their anathemas against it.
Isaiah speaks in general terms of its overthrow, and then says in definite language. I
will also make it a possession for the bittern and pools of water.”—Is. xiv: 23. But as
Babylon was situated “in a low, watery plain,” there was nothing wonderful in this; had
It been prophesied of a city that was built upon a mountain, that it should become pools
of water, then its fulfillment would have astonished us. xhe Babylonians had to dig large
canals above the city to prevent its being flooded, and of course when the city was des
troyed, the canals became choked, the river overflowed, pools were formed, and bitterns
would naturally make a possession of them.
In Isaiah xiii: 19-22 we read: “And Babylon shall be as when God overthrew Sodom
and Gomorrah. It shall never be inhabited, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation
to generation; neither shall the Arabian pitch tent there; neither shall the shepherds
make their fold there. But wild beasts of the desert shall lie there; and their houses
shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there.
And the wild beasts of the islands shall bry in their desolate houses, and dragons in their
pleasant palaces, and her time is near to come, and her days shall not be prolonged.”
At this present time, according to Layard and others, there is a town (Hillah) in the very
center of ancient Babylon, which contains 9,000 inhabitants. So much for the prophecy
which says it shall never be inhabited. Layard in his second vol. on Nineveh and Bab-
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ylon, says: “Shortly after my arrival at Hillah, I visited the Bits Nimroud,'’ (one of the
largest mounds in Babylon,) “my companions did a little business on their own account
on the way. Spying a party of Arabs retreating from the marshes with their tents and
cattle, they fell upon them and ‘under my shadow,’ carried off a few cows and sheep.”—
Again he says: “From the summit of the Birs Nimrbud I gazed over a vast marsh.
*
*
The green morass was spotted with flocks of the black buffalo. The Arab settlements
showed the activity of a hive of bees. Light boats were skimming to and fro over the
shallow water, whilst men and women urged onward their flocks and laden cattle.”—
And yet Isaiah says that the Arabian shall not pitch tent there, nor the sfiepherds make their
folds. Are these passages ever to be quoted again as proof that the bible is God’s word?
Satyrs could not dance there, for they are fabulous animals, half man and half goat,
which never existed. Dragons could not cry in the palaces, for the same reason; there
are no such creatures.
Jeremiah fixes the time when the destruction of Baby Ion should take place. Jer. xxv: 9.
“Behold I will send and take all the families of the North, saith the Lord, andNebuchadnezar, the king of Babylon, my servant, and will bring them against their land, and
against the inhabitants thereof, and against all these nations round about, and will utter
ly destroy them, and make them an astonishment and an hissing, and perpetual desola
tions. Moreover, I will take from them the voice of mirth, and the voice of gladness, the
voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the sound of the millstones and the
light of the candle. And this whole land shall be a desolation, and an astonishment, and
these nations shall serve the king of Babylon 70 years. And it shall come to pass when
70 years are accomplished, that I will punish the king of Babylon, and that nation, saith
the Lord, for their iniquity, and the land of the Chaldeans, and will make it perpetual
desolations.” According to this, Nebuchadnezar was to come against the land of Judah
and the surrounding nations, and utterly destroy them, and the people should serve the
king of Babylon for 70 years. So utterwas this destruction to be, that the voice of mirth, the
sound of millstones, and even the light of the candle were to be taken away, and at the
end of 70 years, the king of Babylon was to be punished, and the land of the Chaldeans.
Let us enquire as to the fulfillment of this definite prophecy. In the 11th year of the
reign of Jehoiakim, (seven years after Jeremiah’s prophecy,) Nebuchadnezar came against
Jerusalem and bound him in fetters and carried him and a few of the Jews, (less than
20,000,) among whom were Daniel and Ezekiel, to Babylon; but the mass- of the peoplestill remained in Judea for eleven years, and were under the government of Zedekiah. (See 24th chapter, 2 Kings and 36th chapter, 2 Chron.) Therefore this prophecy of Jer
emiah which declares that the land should be completely desolate, could not have beenfulfilled at that time. In the 11th year of Zedekiah, the king of Babylon came up
against Jerusalem again and carried the whole nation away to Babylon, except a few
poor Jews, who were “left for vine-dressers and husbandmen.” Allowing this to be the
time and condition of things prophesied of, though the land was not wholly desolate, how
long from this time was it to the destruction of Babylon and the release of the Jews
from captivity? All chronologists agree that the Jews were carried to Babylon 588 B. C.,
and that Babylon was taken by the Medes and Persians 538 B. C. Subtracting this
date from the former, we have 50 years instead of 70, as prophesied by Jeremiah.
From the prophecy of Jeremiah we might conclude that Babylon was to be entirely
destroyed at the end of the 70 years, but this was by no means the case. When it was
taken by the Persians, Herodotus informs us that many inhabitants of the city did not
know of its capture until three days after, and Cyrus took the city with comparatively
little bloodshed, for there was scarcely any resistance made. Two hundred years, after-
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ward when Alexander entered it after defeating Darius, it was a mighty city and “well
provided with every thing,” .and it was many hundred years after this before it could he
said in any sense to he desolate. Referring to Babylon, Jeremiah says: “And they shall
not take of thee a stone for a corner, nor a stone for foundations; but thou shalt he deso-.
late forever, saith the Lord.” Yet Layard informs us that the neighboring towns are built
almost entirely of the ruins of ancient Babylon. Babylon has been a quarry for centu
ries, he says, and, therefore, it was useless for him to dig there for monuments of the past,
as they had long since been dug out and taken away for building purposes.
It is generally stated by the orthodox that Cyrus was prophesied of by Isaiah 200 years
before he was born,'and that it was likewise revealed that he should destroy Babylon,
God declaring that he would go before him “and make the crooked places straight, break
in pieces the gates of brass, and eut in sunder the bars of iron;” but this is not true. A
Cyrus was prophesied of, but what Cyrus? Xothing is said of Babylon in reference to
him, and if, as history informs us, the gates of Babylon were left open when it was taken
by Cyrus, there was no need for any one to break them.
Those very prophecies which are brought forward to prove the divinity of the Scrip*
tures, in the very plainest manner disprove it. Many of them were translated by men
who had what they supposed to be the fulfillment of them in their minds, at the time.-*This must of necessity have biased them; and yet which of them will bear calm, un
prejudiced, rational investigation? Not one. Yet in looking over various orthodox
works on prophecy, I am struck with the effrontery with which they appeal to history
in proof of their fables, and the reiterated declarations that they make which are posi
tive falsehoods. "Who has not read of Babylon being completely desolate; that no shep
herd dared to take his Hock there on account oh wild beasts,; nor the Arabian to pitch his
V tent for “the scorpions, serpents and reptiles so numerous and deadly?” Not a word of
which is true, the shepherd feeding his flock, the Arabian pitching his tent, and thousands
of people, living on the very spot where God is said to have declared, “it shall never be
inhabited from generation to generation.”

JOTTINGS.
BY L. A. HISTE. Vbj

Free Love;-r-Bigotry in Ashland;—State Teachers’ Association}—Lectures in OhorHii;—Curb-Stone
Lectures.
Mr. Editor:—•

I see you give me credit for making a point against Free Love, and for having right
views of the sexual relation, in an isolated state of society:—but you think the present
social condition to be false throughout, and Free Love an indispensible element in the
Communistic regeneration of the Race. If the abolition of marriage and the “freedom of
the affections” are only, to generally obtain on condition of a total abandonment of the
existing social order—disorder, you would call it—I tldnk there iSjnot much danger of
the community being burdened with a very great addition to its orphan list, in conse
quence of a soon-fo-be father’s attraction to another woman!
Every state of society is perfectly natural: Communism is. unnatural now, but may be
the true state a long time hence when all the intermediate steps in Social Progress have
been taken. Society like man is a growth. Man on earth, grows through one generation;--*
society’s development covers an infinity of generations—that is, an indeterminate number.
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(Communism, therefore, is a falsehood now;—so £tlso, as you rmist admit, is Free Love.
Reformers should' attend to the'first work to be done; but from your “stand point,
you seem to overlook all that must go before, and gazing upon Pisga’s summit, are at
tempting to sing the anthem of triumph centuries before the Millennial poet shall be born.
I have just returned from a two month’s lecturing tour, and now jot you down someincidents, observations, etc.
My first stopping was at Ashland, where'I found seVeral good friends. The memora
ble incident connected with my course there, was the bigotry and intolerance of the prin
ciple clergyman and the superintendent of the Union' School. * They said I was an infidel—a shocking slander—and should not be heard in behalf of .any cause, Popular Edu
cation not excepted. Soon as bills were posted, the curators of souls, were thrown into con
sternation and diligently inquired for the audaciou§ wretch who dared to invite me there.
I was surprised to find the principal teacher opposing my efforts in behalf of education,
for I do twice as much on tliat behalf for nothing as any one else efti a gdod salary. They
could not defeat me, however, for God’s Temple is always open, Vent free, and there the peo
ple will come. I understood that the genus iritabile vatum, afe Jefferson calls the priesthood, arc seeking to establish a religious test in the board of School Examiners of that
county, requiring the candidate for Teacher to affirm his belief in the Fall, the Fish story,
the Devil, the Atonement, etc., in order to teach in the Public Schools.
Erpm'Ashland I went to Mansfield to attend the State Teachers’ Association. The
attendance was large, and the delegates cere distinguished^ for the liberality and energy
with which the Association was organized, the School Journal established, an agent paid
a high salary out of their oavu pockets, the Normal School undertaken at great expense,
etc., etc. They have and are still doing a great work for Ohio. Like all other bodies, it
heeds watching, for it seems the destiny of great bodies instituted for noble pur
poses, to degenerate. I perceive the, increasing influence of the gbxtts ieit’abile vatum
of the Association. T believe every lecture was given by a priest, and that class of bigots
are stepping into all its prominent position's. - After liberal-minded Teachers had endured
the heat and burden of the day and.established a powerful organization, the clergy stepped
in to sanction, sanctify—and ultimately be the "death of it.
After lecturing in Mansfield and several other places, I went to Oberlin. All honor to
the good work this college has effected!’ it struck out for Freedom when Anti-Slavery
was most odious, and manfully struggled to a complete triumph. From poverty and con
tempt it has risen to wealth and respectability—commanding the largest number of stu
dents that attend upon any college of America. But Oberlin is now disposed to repose
on her laurels. Atfirst.it was the champion of Freedom and Toleration. Her existence
endangered by the mob, they preached Toleration — the right of all in a free
country to speak their opinions; and . when excluded from . the popular churches,,
and even from the public school houses, they .cried out persecution and, de
manded toleration. But now that they have risen above all necessity for the aid
of that virtue, they draw the reins upon Free Speech, as closely ,as any respecta
ble fogies of the land. Last Winter I applied, for a place to lecture on educational topics,
but was shut out of tWn by the Faculty that commands every place,of meeting in that
town of three thousand inhabitants. Their reasons were that they had enough public
speaking—had a Literary Association to provide lectures,:—in short, they were all speak
ers and intended to monopolize the traffic. They did not give the real reason, to wit: ray
religious opinions. Accordingly, 1 took advantage of warm weather, and lectured four
times in God’s Temple to large audiences of students and citizens. The Faculty did not
make more than twice in their investment against Toleration. My last lecture was on
Thinking, and one of the Laws of Thought discussed, was Freedom of Thought and
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Speech on all subjects, placing every one under a moral obligation to speak freely and fear 
lessly his opinions. I showed that all Faculties and priests who denounced Freedom of
Speech, even on religious subjects and render it disgraceful for one to think aloud, if his
doctrines be not popular, commit one of the greatest wrongs by encouraging hypocrisy,
which is dishonesty, and by limiting the development of Thought by narrowing the scope
of mental action. After describing the creed by which I would be governed in the admin
istration of a college, one of the hearers cried out, ‘‘it is so here”—whereupon more than
twenty contradicted him, and there was no one else to standby the Faculty. I said noth
ing directly against Oberlin College, but of course it was not difficult to make the right
application of many things that were said. One of the students had told me that an es
say he had prepared for the commencement, had been quashed for obnoxious religious
opinions, and he must write again.
The most rigid system of proselyting is here pursued. They make it a point to get all
into the church who can be drawn in, dragged in, or kicked in—and if one is too obsti
nate and will not play the hypocrite, he or she is thenceforward slighted. They are im
pudent in the extreme in their religious conversations with the unconverted. They do
all in their power to humiliate and crush the inexperienced and unsophisticated. Occa
sionally, however, even the President finds his match. He had taken great interest in
the salvation of a lady student, and when he met her for religious conversation, would
tenderly call her “my child.” But she proved obstinate, and afterward when he met her,
would say in his blunt method, “How are you, child of the devil?” whereupon she re
turned the salutation with “very well, I thank you: how are you, my dear papa A Pres
ident Finney is said to have also got his reward for impudence, recently, in Rochester,
while there preaching up a revival. Walking out one day, he met by the mill pond, a
drayman who was swearing at his horse. The reverend gentleman accosted him with
“where are you going?” “0, up here, a couple of squares with this load, if I can get this
d------d horse to mind me.” “You are mistaken,” rejoined Finney; “you are going to
hell.” Hereupon the drayman asked where he was going. “To my lodging,” was the
reply. “No you are not,” responded the knight of the dray; “you are going into this
mill pond,” and suiting the action to the word, he gave his reverence a regular Baptist
immersion?
Two sermons on Sunday and one every Thursday afternoon, all the students are bound
to attend. President Finney preached the Thursday 1 was there. While the choir were
singing the last piece before preaching, Finney rose, opened the bible, adjusted his notes,
and turning round, stared vacancy in the face—as much as to say, “I am talking with
God and he is telling me how to speak to this dying congregation.” The singing closed,
he turns round, preaches an analytical discourse, makes an application of his subject,
works up as much feeling as possible, and requesting brother Morgan to pray, he falls on
his knees, takes off his spectacles, digs out his eyes with his handkerchief, and groans! Aw
ful time! To make an impression! Affectation I verily believed. Brother Morgan
prayed, but having sat there in the pulpit asleep, he could not rally much energy on so
short notice after waking up. Great time! Finney taxing his utmost to terrify and save
the unconverted who are exposed to eternal hell, and brother Morgan nodding over
such infinitely solemn realities! Who could believe it possible? And that, too, from the
professor, I believe, of Biblical Literature!
From Oberlin I went to many other places, but cannot prolong the narration, except
that I had a very good time generally—the best though in Oberlin. Shall try and visit it
as well as other colleges, every Summer, for some years.
I find out door speaking,' especially on Land Reform, just the method in warm weath
er. One is certain of an audience, and no anxiety is incurred in reference to a place, no
tice, slim audience, etc., etc.
Yours truly.
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In the last number of the Social Revolutionist, I find an article on the “Law of Love,*’
by George Pyburn, which contains strictures upon some of the positions m my letter to
Mrs. Nichols, upon the “Law of Progression in Harmony.” The subject matter of these
strictures appears to deserve further notice. First, however, a few words with reference to
the spirit with which reformers should treat each other, it seems to be presumed by
some, that because reformers are likely to differ from each other, and to criticise each
others arguments and positions, they are going to quarrel with each other and to part
company, dissolving all sympathetic relations and witholding all fraternal cooperation.
Friendly criticism and comparison of opinions and views may be indulged in without
quarreling in. the least. I am quite sure my letter to Mrs. Nichols was not conceived or
executed in a quarrelsome spirit. She had written to those who could not receive the
“Law,” very plainly, yet kindly. Her letter seemed to require an answer. ^ That answer
was given without impatience, anger, or other quarrelsome feelings. My protest is
here recorded against the application of such terms to represent honest differences, or the
discussions growing out of them. As to reformers parting company, they must do so when
radical differences come to exist among them. I said I was one of those whom Mrs. a .
described as parting company with them. Not that I intended to separate myself entire y
from them and their Work, or to withdraw from the Progressive Union. The parting was
in respect to the “Law of Progression in Harmony.” They made the reception of this a
condition of cooperation in the interior work in which they were engaged. Not being
able to receive it, of course I must part from them in that respect. So we shall frequently find occasion to part from each other. New fields of labor and of thought will be
opened to us in which all cannot work. But notwithstanding this tendency to difference
and divergence, we can, and it is to be hoped we shall still, in many ways, hold up each
other's hands', and extend to each other tokens of sympathy and encouragement.
I cannot have that “charity which” literally “thinketh no evil,” as long as there is evil
to deal with, (define it as we may). This same charity would have us “believe all things,
and endure all tilings.” This would destroy us as reformers at once. If we go to Paul for
instruction on this point, it might be well to remember that he was in the habit of criticis
ing the views and conduct of those who differed from him in no measured terms.—
Plainness of speech In honest and Candid criticism is not inconsistent with the sincerest
regard for, and sympathy with each other in our appropriate fields of labor.
The subject of sexual laws and relations is one which must be discussed, and discussed
fully. None is more important; none has a more potential bearing upon man’s welfare.
A proper understanding of the law within us respecting the uses and ends, the sphere
and limits of sexual intercourse, is of vital moment to every human being. Believing
that the result will be good, I say let us have the discussion. Give us light, “more light
still.” This will save us and the race.
In writing on this subject, I feel as though I had no case to make out one way or the
other. I would approach it as a student, or as an impartial j udge rather than as an advocate,
or as a partisan. I will thank any one to reveal the truth to me, and will try to avoid in
terpreting revelations of truth by the light of foregone conclusions. Let it he shown that
the doctrine—“no material union of the sexes except for offspring”—is a law within us,
and it will be received without doubt. We should all be as willing to obey the truth in
reform of life as in another, provided the truth points us thereto. To aid in illustrating
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truth, let mind come in contact with mind. The solution of the question was referred, ill
my letter to Mrs Nichols, to physiology as a source more legitimate than Revelation. The
“Law of Progression in Harmony” is a revelation from spirits. If such be the law, we
ought to have and can have a scientific demonstration of its existence, or, at least, an ap
proximation thereto. I agree that it is also a question of pathology, and as far as our
present relations to each other and to society are concerned, of expediency. No one can
object to what friend Pyburri says of the question in its pathological bearings. Much
more might be said with equal truth. No doubt there arc many who are not able or fit to en
ter into “material union,” either for pleasure or for offspring. It must be incumbent up
on every one to look well to himself or herself, in this respect, and not drain the already
too poorly supplied fountain of vitality. At the same time it should be remembered that
there are some diseased states of the sexual functions and of the general system,which are bettered by intercourse with the opposite sex.
As to what is expedient, be the truth where it may, each individual must be the judge
in his own case. For one, I would resort to expediency only in consideration of personal
consequences. No one would be so unwise as to provoke, knowingly, “more opposition than
ne can withstand.” But it is thought by some that we should be very careful how we use our
liberty, lest we retard the progress of the cause. The cause is abundantly able to take
care of itself, and will do so. Let us live as fully in the light of our principles as we
can, and not trouble ourselves about the opposition which we shall excite against those prin
ciples. That measure of personal opposition and persecution which we can brave, let
us face. I hat which we cannot endure, let us refrain from exciting.
As to using expediency so as to be “above suspicion,” it appears well nigh impossible.
In the eyes of the world, we must appear “licentious,” if we use our liberty at all. We
must either suppress or compromise our principles, or we shall be suspected; “the lions
vtill open iheir mouths.” I believe that so far as the “Free Lovers” where I live, are
concerned, there never has been any departure from the rules of sexual morality sanc
tioned by the world. And yet rumor has it, that we are sexual communists; that the mar
ried exchange partners; and the unmarried do that which is as bad, or worse. In the
name of truth, yea, of expediency, how are we to be “above suspicion?”
In reference to the modicum of sexual intercourse mentioned by friend Pyburn in his
last paragraph, on the physiological aspects of the matter, which will be demanded
in freedom, compared with the amount which is demanded in the repression of civiliza
tion, I heartily agree. The greater the freedom of the affections, the wider the range of
their activities, the more various the objects to whom they are directed, and upon whom
they are lavished, the less the demand, or perhaps it should be said, the less the tempta
tion to indulge in material union, until a certain limit is reached, where it is demanded.
“Society as it is” shuts up one man and one woman together; from constant contact, the
points of attraction between them are soon absorbed; being then no longer able to gratify
each other’s higher wants, monotony and poverty of spirit succeed. With a hunger
ing and thirsting after that mysterious something which brought them together; as a conse
quence, they rush into the physical embrace to allay the excitement of this interior craving,
and the marriage bed becomes a bed of letcherous pollution. Freedom will remove the
causes which lead to this excess, and thus remove excess itself. Still, as hinted above, I
think there is and will be a sphere for the legitimate exercise of the sexual functions
in material union, for other uses and ends than the production of offspring. This brings
me to to the consideration of the main point in the question under examination.
The conclusion of friend Pyburn is, “that the desire for material union unaccompanied
by desire for offspring is an incomplete, inharmonious, or unnatural desire,” Each of
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the premises from which this conclusion is drawn, it appears to me, requires considerable
qualification. In our interpretation of the teachings of nature’s analogies, we should be
careful and not do as theologians often do with parables, endeavor to make it <sgo^ on all
fours,” for by so doing, we are apt to involve ourselves in inconsistency and confusion.
First, it is not strictly true, that “in the harmony of nature, supply and demand are in
equilibrio.” Sometimes there is great disproportion, the supply being now profuse
and superabundant, and then meager and deficient. This is especially the case with re
spect to generation and reproduction. In the vegetable kingdom, there are multitudes
of blossoms or germs demanding impregnation which never receive it. And also multi
tudes of seminal particles which never perform the office of fecundation, in the human
kingdom we know that several ova are generally formed at a time, while but seldom is
more than one impregnated; and thousands, perhaps millions of spermatozoa are wasted to
one which fulfills the office of impregnation. Is it logical to infer m vie w of such facts, that it
is wrong to interfere with the relations of supply and demand? Because a thing is ca
pacitated to perform a certain function, it does not necessarily follow, that to arrest it m
its way to such preformance, is always a reprehensible interference with the “harmony
of nature.”
Secondly, when we say that impregnation and offspring are the natural sequence of
material union, we should bear in mind, that as a general rule, (and it may be believed,
that the healthier the person, the more certain is the rule in its application,) such se
quence follows only during the period of the maturation and expulsion of the ova a pe
riod extending from three to fourteen days of every month. During the remainder of
the time, impregnation is not the natural sequence of such union, hut an exceptional re
sult.
Thirdly, it seems to me perfectly legitimate for man in the exercise of his intellectual
and spiritual faculties to interfere with the lower harmonies of nature, to take upon him
self the regulation of the flow of supply to demand, to divert forces from their
natural channels and thereby improve upon nature, thus creating higher harmonies and
bringino- to pass results more in accordance with the higher plane of being upon which he
moves.DThose things and actions which would be inharmonious and unnatural, when viewed
from one plane of being, become perfectly harmonious and natural when vie wed from another.
In the ordinary course of nature, plants and trees assume certain forms and manifest cer
tain phenomena which are natural to them, hut man by transplanting, propagating, prun
ing and the multifarious processes of horticulture and pomology, works a complete change
in'their natures and uses, bringing about marked improvements. Now looking from the
plane of the simple being of the plant or tree, this is all unnatural and inharmonious. But
looking from the higher plane of intellectual being, it is natural m the highest degree. Cultivated man interferes with the lower harmonies of nature, m felling trees quarrying
stone and coal, emboweling the earth and appropriating its ores, converting all these mto
means and appliances of human comfort and welfare, and thus instituting higher harmon
ies. All that intellect does, is of this character. Herein is the essence of improvement
and progress; to take the natural elements and use them to higher and still higher en s
under the guidance of mind, enriched constantly by the facts of experience to divert nat
ural forces, and give a bent to natural tendencies, such as shall work for the higher good
of intellectual and spiritual beings. Taking this view of nature and man’s relations to,
and powers over it, it appears that other reasons than those given by friend PyAum are
necessary to show that interference to prevent the material union resulting m offspring, is
necessarily inharmonious or unnatural, or contrary to a just “sense of fitness, propri
ety, or purity.”
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But if his form of argument is sound, it does more than to establish the negative prop
osition, “no material union except for offspring/’ If it be true, that in the ordinary course
ol nature, the spermatic fluids or particles do not come in contact with the female germsor ova, without impregnation, thereby establishing the fact that the matter is a sequence’
of the former; it is also true, that, as a general rule, whenever the germ or ovum exists and
is prepared for impregnation, or, in other words, whenever the condition for impregnation
exists, that result takes place. Plante and trees bear their seeds and fruits every season,
reproducing their various kinds as often as nature enables them to do so. So with anil
mals, the female is constantly bearing or rearing her young; as soon as her offspring has
outgrown the necessity of deriving its food directly from or through her, she is prepared
for and receives impregnation, and so the process continues. This is nature’s harmony.—
The condition or capacity for impregnation constitutes a demand for the same.
Now, first, “in the harmony of nature, supply and demand are in equliibrio.” Therefore
the demand for impregnation ought to have its corresponding supply, viz., impregnation.
Second. “By inference, then " the existence of the demand for impregnation without
its corresponding supply, is evidence of an inharmonious or unnatural condition.
In the human kingdom, the female is subject to laws similar to those which govern
the lower animals. t o her as to them, nature says, commence bearing as soon as the
power to do so is developed in you, and continue the same as often and as long as that
power manifests itself in the production of ova fitted for impregnation. But°I cannot
say that it is wise for us to draw our analogies quite so closely, for by so doing, we estalhsh also the affirmative proposition, material union for the sake of offspring whenever
nature institutes the condition for impregnation, which is to my mind absurd and revolt
ing to the last degree. The harmony of nature would thus require woman to be con
stantly bearing or nursing childen, a burden which in any state or under any conditions,
would be too onerous to be borne consistently with our needs and aspirations for intellect
ual and spiritual progress and development.
Again, I am impressed that the contact of the sexual symbols in material union in
dulged in, in temperance, has other uses, (Parenthetically, I would observe, that by tem
perate or occasional indulgence, is meant once a month or thereabouts.) As to healthy
persons thus “wasting” vital power, there need be no apprehension, if Hahnemann's asser
tion respecting “semi-functions” be true. Not only would such indulgence be no waste in
reality; it tends, as experience shows, to mutual compensation, where there Is harmonious
adaptation and mutual attraction. Love certainly has a tendency to ultimate itself in tho
physical sexual embrace.
This in turn reacts upon and intensifies the sentiment of love. The experience of the
gentle and holy influences of mutual love, leading step by step, from the simplest forms
of personal contact to the ultimate and complete blending of body and soul in the union
of the sexual symbols, testifies to this fact in the plainest terms. How the souls of the twain
melt as it were into one, transfusing and blending their elements, man becoming thereby more
fully able to enter into a loving appreciation of woman, into sweeter harmony with her gen
tle lo\ ingness, and woman into the manliness of man! WBy not? The simplest contact
between a mutually loving pair is satisfying, ennobling and strengthening. The
warm pressure of hand, the tender kiss, the loving clasp and caress, how they thrill the
whole being, infusing new life through every department of consciousness! How much
more the complete material union! “Ah! but,” says one, “this is sensual pleasure, anil
you advocate sensuality.”
Sensuality! Indeed! Then is all the pleasure which comes from the contact of the sex
es, in kisses, caresses and the like, sensual! This pleasure comes mainly from the union
of sexual elements.. Then is the pleasure which comes from the gratification of healthy
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The Rights of Sexual Love and the Conditions of Freedom.
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But we are told that the union unaccompanied by a desire for offspring is incomplete in
harmonious and unnatural. This presumes the essential oneness of tlm amativeLpulse'
and the desire for offspring; but this assumption cannot be maintained for a moment The
sexual impulse and the love for the young are very different functions of the human mind
lhe power of the one 1S no indication of the power of the other; the one may be active
without any actmty of the other. A woman with large philoprogenitiveness and small
amattvoness will greatly wish for a child, but have very little desire for the physical unbn
necessary to this result, and may even be so organised otherwise as to feel a repugnance
to It, while in a man with large amativeness and small philoprogenitiveness, the reverse
would be true. Children take food without thinking of nutrition; brutes cohabit with
out intending offspring; but man being a rational creature, he is enabled by observation to
connect material union” with its usual consequences, and this is the source of the assocition in his mind. 1 hey are very far from being parts of the same faculty, and the activity of
one does not necessarily imply the activity of the other, any more than the activity of the
producing energies imp!,es the activity of the hoarding propensity; though the two may
I use this term in its Phrenological sense
small bones and flimsy muscles.

A heavy base to the brain may obtain along with
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ba active at the same time; and one may be an incentive to the other.
The principal point in the argument here turns upon the question of superabundance
beyond the simplest necessities of reproduction; for if we admit this, your proposition that
the desire for physical union is incomplete and unnatural unless accompanied by the desne for offspring, must fall to the ground. But even if this superabundance obtain, still
it does not follow that the amative power may not have other very important uses; but I
am now discussing the question of excess or superabundance over and above the sim
plest needs of reproduction, and it is in this sense that I use the term. There are four
conditions, which, as I conceive, most conclusively settle this question of superabundance
in the affirmative: 1. In the animal races including man, the controling influence of
amativeness seems to bo commensurate with the power of those faculties which give
aesthetic refinement and spiritual aspiration; weaker in the lower tribes; stronger in the
higher. 2. Desire as controling in the early stages of pregnancy as in any other condi
tion. 3. A plurality of sexual loves at the same time. 4. Desire in sexual conditions
when conception cannot take place.
Besides the reasons already given why the sexual power is and even may be commen
surate with the spiritual power of any race, I may add that in sexual attraction is the
central force of all creative energy.
The attraction of opposites generates, whether in
the mineral, vegetable, animal or spiritual kingdoms. Hence, in the lower forms of
indh idualized being, we find the male and female characteristics combined in the same
India idual, as in most plants and soma animals; while in the more exalted species—higher in
the scale of intelligence and spirituality, the more distinctly individualized are these sex
ual opposites, and the stronger their mutual attraction. This is the rule; there are of
course, exceptions.
With respect to that consideration which presumes the existence of desire during pregnanev in the human kind, I shall add nothing here; I leave the rule with entire confi
dence to the experience of the symmetrical and healthy subject,
W ith all existing prejudices, men and women very often do have more than one sexual
love at a time, though as they consider this anevidence of depravity, they seldom acknowl
edge it even to themselves. And if the plurality of loves obtain with all our prej udice to the
contrary, how much more readily must it obtain under the conditions of freedom? Our
faith moulds our lives to a very great extent; and often we do not do a thing because we
think we cannot. I have known a woman to say in all sincerity: “I can have only one
integral sexual love ata time;” and yet when she made the discovery that this oneloveism
makes affectional despotism a necessity; that there could be no satisfying freedom in duality,
but only m plurality, she found herself in a few brief months loving more than one, with
a cordiality and power she had never known before; and he who had previously been the
favored one, now found himself the recipient in her affectional sphere, of a more vitaliz
ing and satisfying love, than when he monopolized it all. Upon the plane of selfish, ex
clusive love, how little does the human heart realize the extent of its natural capacities!
This plurality of integral sexual loves bears upon the point at issue in this, that all
tiese loves cannot result m fruitfulness, and, consequently,there must be superabundance.:
But suppose that to get rid of this conclusion, we deny the plurality of sexual loves;
so then you might as well become the attorneys of despotism. If offspring be the proper
result of the natural ultimation of every matured sexual love, then will the dark and
gloomy, glowering Dragon of duality forever hold his court in the realms of love, and
earth will be forever cursed with aching hearts! And thus, in trying to get clear of this
excess beyond the absolute needs of reproduction, you get rid of freedom itself. As soon
as you admit the plurality of loves which makes freedom possible, you admit the superaoundant amative desire which requires the superabundance of coition. Thus, you
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must contend for the exclusive duality of the sexual love which ultimatesin a child, and
which is incompatible with freedom; or else you must renounce your faith in the “con.
gress only which parents a child.” Choose which horn ye will.
If on account of its animal elements, sexual love must be restricted in the consumma.
tion ofits integral character; if it be essentially selfish and necessarily dual and exclusive in
its physical ultirnation; then is there irrevocable discord in the realm of love, and you
and I, my friends, may as well lay aside the trumpet of freedom, and throw down the
weapons of our warfare. Jt will hoot us nothing to war on destiny, and strive against
the relentless Fates; and devils will laugh at us.
The brute mother has no desire—no longings hut the minimum necessary to the prop,
agation of the species; the human mother has, both before and after pregnancy. Pie.
vious thereto, these uneasy and depressing, even painful longings obtain in a condition of
the physiological system when there are no ova present to become vitalized.. There
may not he actual physical desire; hut whether there be or not, there are yearnings even
at times when pregnancy cannot take place; and while this proves an excess of amative,
ness beyond the absolute needs of reproduction, it also indicates the proper time for the
ultirnation of this excess. We thus find in physiological conditions, a natural relief m
union for the superabundance which will not result in offspring. Its ultirnation at this
time gives pleasure and satisfies; it is the food which the'craving demands; and hence,
I conclude that its temperate use in love under these physiological conditions, is natural
and right. These considerations are significant to my mind, and I see no way to escape
the conclusion derived therefrom, but to deny the facts; and this I expect no one to do who,
is acquainted with womanhood in the wealth of its developed resources.
There is a physiology of loye which you have overlooked entirely m what seems to me,
your want of philosophy. A matured sexual love is. not all sentiment with no rights but
such as are exclusively spiritual; it has descended into the body, upon which it has cer
tain well known effects, and in connection with which it has certain inconvertible and in
controvertible rights. The lover grows serioiis and thoughtful; the nervous and circulatory
systems are variously affected; the heart becomes heavy, and finds but a partial relief m
sighing; there is a general relaxation of the physical energies; and the intellect cannot readily
be concentrated except on what may‘be in some way connected with the object loved. All this
may become intensified into actual sadness, depression and suffering, for which there is but
one natural and satisfying relief, and that is the consummation of the love in materia,! union.
If this be denied, outraged nature either sinks under the wrong, or avenges, itself by
indignantly casting from herself the unnatural love, and seeking another by the instincts of
her integral needs. This love matured, may result in disappointment and pain as the
other did; but grant the ultirnation in temperance at the proper time, and the blood
again flows freely, the heart grows light, the countenance becomes radiant and cheerful,
and man becomes more a man, and woman more a woman, and this is the reward of obe-.
diencetothe laws of an integral sexual love.
In variety there might be partial relief in diffusion, and these physiological effects
less intense in consequence; but still the physical ultirnation is the right of every ma .
tured sexual love; the love and the right are inseparably connected; and for either to ob
tain without the other is violation and wrong.
If a woman have more loves than one at a time, as I very well know she may have, a
child cannot be the right of each; her instincts do not require such a result for every
love; and what is true of her, is true of man. Sexual love, its endearments and physi
cal rights constituting an integral love, is one thing; the desire for children is quite an
other thing; and the two may or may not be connected. In healthy, symmetrical pa-
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jeiti/S, the child is never demanded without the love which prepares them for the fruitful
embrace; and owing to this superabundance, which I claim to be demonstrated in the ex
perience of every healthy woman, the love may exist and demand its rights without any
wish whatever for offspring.
Tour faith will not bear the test of logic,, and still less will it bear the test of practice.
In the freedom, you accord, a woman may have a plurality of sexual loves. Tour free
dom may work finely, and your loving brotherhood endure so long as you adhere strictly
to Shaker practice, but the moment you veer from that, beware! So long as all the lov
ers are denied the rights of love, all are equal in their compulsory unnaturalness, and
there may be no revulsion of jealousy and envy. But herein is the element of irremedi
able rupture in your system, that if the beloved one grant the rights of love to one, she
must still deny them to all the rest. Now these, with all their Platonism, will be out
raged, and your system of free-lovism and your brotherhood of love will thus develop
the elements of discord and ultimate in dissolution..
Tour freedom will commit suicide so soon as you give it a chance to ultimate its in
herent tendencies. Shaker celibacy is a consistent despotism throughout, and so it
is practicable; monogomy and polygamy are consistent despotisms, and they are practi
cable; but you unite freedom for love with exclusiveness in the fruition of its rights and
the consummation of its integral character, and hence any attempt at actualization, must
result in inevitable explosion.
The doctrine of the “congress only which parents a child” is not new; it has been observed
to some extent, in actual life, under the conditions of exclusive duality, in the isolated
household; and these are the only relations in which it can be practiced without still
greater revulsion and discord which will end at last in isolation, exclusiveness and des
potism. On one hand, we have the plurality of loves and freedom; on the other, exclu
sively dual love and despotism; such is the inevitable coupling.
But whatever our faith, let us live it so- far as our outward conditions permit. If it be
true, our life will have a power which our words cannot have. If you believe that the
congiess is sacred to conception, so then beware that you desecrate not this “holj'' of ho
lies.” But friend Pyhurn, I discover, has adroitly woven a loop-hole into the web of his
faith; though I am not willing to think that he has any design at present of slipping out
himself. Perhaps he though Pit would be useful for others. But when brother Pyburn
tells us, it would be better for some with a “large and active amative organization” to step
beyond the limitations of the rule in question, he concedes the whole ground. I simply
claim that, in the human kind, amativeness is too “large and active,” to be confined within the limits of your rule, and so there must be additional expression. We may differ as
to what the reason of this excess is; but admitting its existence, we two stand upon precisely
the same ground. And though many may “accept the law” and live true to it in an un
true life; yet, there will ever be enough to avail themselves of your exception to make it
unequivocally the rule. Paul with all the sanctions of revelation, has not been able to
induce any considerable class of mankind to mortify the body through the extortionary
exactions of the spirit; neither can ye. The whole man will assert its rights in the ac
tualities of life, in spite of the monopolizing tendency of any part. It is folly to impose
a rule which only the few can observe.
We shall not cure the evil of excess by running into the evil of suppression. The chil
dren of the monotony, staleness and exhaustion of marriage are unfortunate enough; but
the children of a starved love such as you contend for, I am apprehensive, would be still
worse off. The dual exclusiveness of the present system with its social monotony and
sexual starvation and exhaustion, I would supplant by the attractiveness of variety under
the conditions of freedom for the plurality of loves. Then would our loveliness be a con-
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slant requisite for the enjoyment of love; and these conditions oi attractiveness ■*\e could
not maintain without the observance of strict temperance in all the manifestations of
sex. We want freedom for the subversion of wrong and the upbuilding of right. W e
want freedom that there may be a motive in love itself for the use, and not the abuse of its
privileges. It is not exclusiveness and suppression we need, but freedom for variety in
temperance, that the heart may be filled.
Many dualists and familists profess free love; but this is absurd and must be prof
itless. Few, perhaps, of all that profess affectional freedom, understand the essential na
ture of sexual love, the sphere of its manifestations and' the structure of its outer condi
tions. This is a comprehensive field, and it must be fully explored. I shall be w illing to
do my part. I have written this letter to counteract what seems to me a wrong tendency
__one which is gaining ground and already working mischief; ana in doing so, I think I
have discharged a duty. This, my dear friends, is my only apology for writing; and with
unfe’gned love for you and for all that are earnestly seeking the better way,
I subscribe myself your friend and brother,
Ieter Socialisi.

UK VIEW OF E. A. HINE,

BY J. D. GAGE.

The author asserts as the rights of parents: 1. That “the father has the right to his
child, and if he claim not this right, his free love is evidently free lust.” This proposi
tion that the father has the right to his child is not sufficiently axiomatic for the founda
tion of an argument. He should have this right and does ha\e it, when it does not inter
fere with the mother’s stronger right, or the happiness of the child, rhere are some in
stances when the father shows that he is moved by anything rather than the spirit of
love in asserting this as his right. It may be to display his power, or to persecute the
mother, and a neglect to assert it maybe from a regard for the mother, or the happiness of
the child. 2. “The mother has the right to her child, and if she claim it not above all
things else, she is exorcised from motherhood, womanhood, and die holiest relations of
life.” The right of the mother is superior to that of the father, but not to the happiness
of the child. °There may be rare exceptional cases, growing out of our present false sys
tem, where the happiness of the child would be best secured by separating it from the
mother, and here the mother’s right should yield. The feeling of pity towards the mother
who cannot assert this right above all things else, is more appropriate than that of harsh
ness. The author says that Free Love will meet the wants of those mothers who begin
to despise their offspring before they are born, and this I joyfully admit to be true. Free
Love will be negative as well as positive. It will give every woman the right to refuse
the embrace of every man except when she w ishes him to be the father of her child.
Thus she will never need to fear the production of a being, to whose birth she will not
look forward with all the fond yearnings of a mother’s heart. She will never begin to
despise her offspring before they are born, for they will be the products of harmony and love,
not discord and bate. She will never he driven to abandon them, or to murder them ei
ther before or after birth, as is so often the case under our present cursed system. 3. “The
child has a right to both parents, and one of the greatest wrongs is committed if it be
robbed of this right.” Better say that the child has the right to the love of both parents, for
where an unloved child lives with unloving parents, its lot is no better than that of a
foundling. The child is robbed of this right when it is supported by discordant parents,.
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for when the couple hate each other, they will be apt to hold touch the s&tne feeling toward
their offspring. It is to be hoped that L. A. HineAvill not again charge his fellow contrib
utors with upholding such a civilized curse as the abandonment of the child by either
parent, till he can quote some passage to that effect. 4. “The toother has a right to the
aid of, the father, in the support and education of the child. And yet free Love sends
her adrift at the whim, caprice, or beastful propensity of the father.” This is one of those
rights which our present system entirely fails to protect. Many industrious, intelligent
toothers are bound to drunken, profligate husbands,, who spend the toother’s hard earn
ings for their own destruction. This right cannot be secured by outward, arbitrary law,
but where the child is the offspring of ardent, earnest love; where its birth is anxiously
longed for, there need be no fear but It Will be lovingly provided for. The aid which a
whimsical, capricious man with beastful propensity would render a loving mother, could
not be very efficient, and any woman with a mother’s feelings to her child, would prefer
to be set adrift, rather than have herself and child subject to such a man. 5. “The father
has a right to the cooperation of the mother in the nurture and education of his child;
and yet free Love tears her from hito and his, if she shall be a flirt, or pretty enough to
secure the admiration and flattery of other lovers.” This right of the father, like that
of the mother, is one which the enactments of all the legislatures aided by the pro
clamations of all the governors, and supported by the decisions of all the courts, would
be utterly unable to defend. All the laws in the world could not make a soft, simple
lady of fashion, an efficient aid in the nurture and education of the child. The author as
sures us that the discord between parents is, in nine cases out of ten, a humbug, and that
“it arises from the ignorance and inconstancy with which too rnany are afflicted.” Here
is the direct point at issue, whether two persons have the power to love each other all
their lives, by the mere exercise of their wills or not, and whether when two persons are
uncomfortable in each other’s society, they shall have the right to separate, or be com
pelled to remain bound together, till they can convince everybody of the necessity of
separation. Whatever may be the Cause of this discord, those who are pained by it will
not be humbugged into the belief that it is harmony. “If attraction is to be the watch
word, why not let the thief steal and teach him that theft is his duty? or to lie, or fight,
or kill?” It is one of the evils of the present system that pairs are often bedded: together
who are utterly repulsive to each other, that it is impossible for them to produce1 anything
but beings as discordant with themselves as they are with each, other; yet this is no rea
son why these unfortunates shall not be prevented, as far as possible, from injuring others.
It can hardly be supposed that friend Hine asked this question for information. It seems
to be properly connected with a fling at the converts of Tree Love doctrines, a few lines
above. The fling referred to will become worthy of notice whenever we are shown how
the advocates of any reform can prevent evil disposed persons from professing their doc
trines. “When one is right and the other wrong, it is simply a misfortune for which ex
isting public sentiment and law abundantly provide.” I know of no such provision, ex
cept that divorce may be obtained in case of certain acts on the part of one or the other par
ties, who are consideredas disgraced by their commission, This is an admission of the right
of separation at the option of third parties, while we hold it to be a question with which,
in a true Social system, third . parties Would have no right to interfere. In the lines
which follow, the author commits the evident error of mistaking the freedom of the af
fections for an integral social system, whereas it is only an important and fundamental
principle which helps to compose such a system. His demand that wo should complete
our system in all Its details before announcing the premises, on pain of being considered
obnoxious by all consistent philosophers, appears somewhat unreasonable. We consider
the present social system as faisei and declare perfect ireedoto of love to be one of th©
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primary conditions of a true system, and our consistent philosopher tells us to complete
our system if it can he completed, or we will be justly held obnoxious. Our fiiend seems
to think that if two persons are living together, one of whom loves, and the other hates, the
loving party is happy and the other is miserable. How can any one conceive of a per
son so constituted as to be made happy by loving their hater, bound to them? Surely if
one loved and the other hated, the loving party being desirous of seeing the other happy,
would desire a separation above all things, so that this instead of being a question of
which shall suffer, is whether both shall suffer or not. “Another advantage of the present
system over the one which you propose, is that the children are protected, while under Free
Love half the offspring of discordant parents would be worse than orphans.” One of the
chief beauties of the system which we propose is that there would be no offspring of dis
cordant parents. Such are the legitimate results of making a woman share he r bed 'ft ith
a man she does not love. Half such children are worse than orphans now. The piotection which they receive is “such as vultures give to lambs.” L nder the system which we
propose, the children would all be born in love and nurtured in love. As the isolate
household belongs to the present system and not to ours, the pain which results fiom
occasionally bursting its bonds, must not be charged to ours.

TO

JL.

A.

HINE.

BY JOSEPH TREAT.

I expected to read the objections you urge against the Free Love doctrine, (and many
more, yet stronger,) but not from your pen. I answered beforehand, all you say; both in
my original statement, and also in my “Tempest in a Tea-Pot” long waiting its turn for
insertion in the Revolutionist, before your article was ever written.
All your objections are against Freedom—human liberty. Free Love is only a part of
Freedom—the greater includes the less.
A principle is to be judged—by its truth—in the light of all other true principles—
and -by its results when all men embrace it. Will Freedom suffer from these tests?
Will it need to be held an outlaw in the Good Time Coming? And haven’t we a right
to preach it now, then?
You yourself admit Association to be the true constitution of society; but in that con
stitution, what becomes of all your objections?
You urge: That “the father has the right to his child, and if he claim not this right,
his Free Love is evidently Free Lust:” [yes,] that “the mother has the right to her
child,” etc: [yes,] that “the child has the right to both parents,” etc: [yes,] that “the
mother has a right to the aid of the father in the support and education of the child:”
[yes, and to that of every other man,] and, that “the father has a right to the coopera
tion of the mother in the nurture and education of his child:” [yes, and to that of every
other woman.] Now grant Association, and you have all these—not only those you as
sert, but also those I interpolate for you; which last, you can never Fy any possibility have
in Marriage. No, and you don’t have even the others; but in millions of instances this
same boasted Marriage strikes them down, as if they had never even been heard of.
You again and again assume, that Free Love will open the flood-gates of vice, an
pave the way to all wretchedness from the disruption of families; and be fraught with in
numerable other ills to which Marriage is an immaculate stranger. I distinctly deny your
assumption, and as often as you make it. With an emphasis, I protest that it is Mar-
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fiagS that shall be niade the scape-goat-^the Slavery of love—and not the beautiful Free
dom which comes to us from hariftohy; and bur oWh true natures! I protest that there
would not be so much Lust to-morrow, if Marriage were destroyed forever from to-day!
What if there Shall be, a great breaking up of foundations under the operation of
Free Love,- and its pathway shall sometimes be strewed with wrecks? Is not that a very
fate of the Umfe'rse? I)idn?t the earth pass through convulsions to get here?
You-say, that the “discord between parents, is in nine cases out of ten, a humbug;”
[It is not; but on the contrary; it is a reality so notorious as to have passed into a proverb.]
“and arises from the ignorance and inconstancy with which too many are afflicted.”—
That don’t look very much like its being a ‘ 'humbug.”
“When one is right and the other wrong; it is simply a misfortune for which existing
public sentiment and law abundantly provide.” This is cruel, and the untold agonies of
myriads will brand it false! Myriads as good and noble as Joseph Treat, or L. A. Hine.
“Parties; one of whom hates arid the other loves, are living together. Under Free
Love; they Would separate, and still one—-the loving party—^worild be miserable;” [No,
it would be right the other Way; for then he, or she, would find a requiting love.] “while
as it is riow, the hatirig party is wretched.” [And the loving party is not, I suppose.]
“Ten to one, the hating party deserves to be miserable, and is Unworthy of any love,”
[and the sentiment is unworthy of you]. A more cold, heartless, inhuman utterance,
never fell from human lips. A bad cause brought you to that, brother!
Under Free Love, both the parties might become happy: iri Marriage, neither ever can be
—some difference. Besides, neither party may be a “hating” one. Good people can’t
live together happily. The fault is in the relation, not the folks.
“Under Free Love, half the offspring of discordant parents would be worse than or
phans:” and in Marriage, half the offspring of all the parents, would be blest if they
were orphans, and always had been—never had been born!
“If ‘attraction’ is to be the watchword, why not let the thief steal, etc.? Complete
your system, gentlemen of the Free Love school, if it can be completed, or you will
justly be held obnoxious by all consistent philosophers.” If Freedom (that’s ‘attrac
tion,’) is to be the watchword, why not let the thief steal, etc.? Complete your system,
if it can be completed, gentlemen of the school that denies the “divine rights of kings,”
and preachers up Bepublicanism, and the right of the people to govern themselves, or you
will justly be held obnoxious by consistent philosophers.
You close with, “Thus far I am for Freedom of the Affections.” Equivalent to, “Be
yond this, I’m for Enslavement of the Affections.” What a record to go down to the
future, and forever signed, “L. A. Hike!’’

AS BROAD AS IT IS' DONG: OR THE TABLES TURNED.
BY JOSEPH TREAT.

L. A. Sine’s argument against Free Love, assumes—and is based on the assumption-—
that one class of human rights, sometiriies need to be sacrificed to another class, to keep
the peace. His point is, that rights belonging to Parents and Children, must in any event
stand; while those belonging to Lovers, must, for that very reason, go down. Let me
base an argument ori the same assumption; and see if, presto! these different parties don’t
change places—see if the logic don’t come out Free Love, all over!
1st. Every human being has a right—natural, and inalienable right—to love whom he
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or she is amind to: whom he or she can: whom he or she is attracted to love. Ekgo,
rights of parents and children inconsistent with this, swept away.
2dly. Every human being has a right to be loved, by any body who is amind to love
him or her: any body who can, or is attracted to love him or her. Ergo, rights of pa*
rents and children swept away.
odly. Every individual has a right, (over and above all that is strictly called love,)
to flow to the general attractions, and sympathies, of society; and to receive, and enjoy,
all beatitudes conferred by congenial friendships. Ergo, rights of parents and children
gone; for of course, parents and children can’t be housed up in the nursery, and yet every
body be mingling in the most attractive groups, circles, and societies.
By this time, Lovers are evidently ahead; and the poor Parents and Children have to
put up with what they can get. But let us try the argument, simply, on the rights of those
Parents and Children themselves.
L. A. Hine has set down some of their rights—by
no means all, nor the most important.
1. Every Father has this right to love whom he is amind to, and be loved by whom he
can, just as much as every body else; and so has every Mother. Any body saj’, No?
But that’s Free Love—equal to the freest!
2. Every Father has a right not only to love whom he pleases, hut also to seek Whom
he pleases, to he the mother of his child; and to get her, if he can: and every Mother
has the same right, to decide if she will have a child; and then to seek whom she pleases
to he its father; and to get him if she can attract him. Apodictic, isn’t it? But that’s
not only Free Love, but Free Parentage! But can you help yourself?
8. Every Father or Mother has a right to such a state of society, as will surround his
or her child with harmonious and happ3r conditions: but such a state can never by any
possibility co-exist with the isolate household, nor with the million discords and antago
nisms, that isolate household must forever beget and perpetuate. In other words: Every
father or mother has a right to the eternal abrogation of Marriage, and to the resulting
installation of Affectional Freedom, as the only possible means by which the child can be
unfolded into the harmony and happiness constituting its true destiny. Or yet again: Ev cry father or mother has a right to Association, for the sake of the child. But Associ
ation and Free Love go together of course—-Association is Free Love.
The rights of Parents, then, are all, and every way rights of Freedom:—how about
of those children?
1. Every child has a right to he born of parents, who love each other, and who choose
each other to he the parents of that child. Both Free Love and Free Parentage again!
2. Every child, after birth, has a right to nestle in the love of parents, who mutually
no love and flow to each other in a great and beautiful harmony. No constraint of an in
dissoluble tie, but only the freedom of an ever new attraction! How many children And
such love now?
3. Every child has a right to all the good Society can do him, over and above all his pa
rents can do: but in an instant Marriage steps in, mad as a setting hen, “Hands off! mind
your own business! don’t want any of your interference! take care of my own domestic
concerns!” This leads to
4. Every child has a right to that same state of society, io secure its ovtn develop
ment into harmony and happiness, which the parents had a right to, in order to secure
that same development for their child—Association. In other Words, the child, equally
with the parents, has a right to“—-No Marriage and Universal Freedom—or the conditions
of its attaining its true destiny. For remember, that is the meaning of Association.
Lovers’ rights, Parents’ rights, and Children’s rights, then, all agree in this—alt
®*rto Freedom, and the calumniated Free Love—yes, to Freedom, Free Love, and Free
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Parentage! If any body says No, I refer him to an ancient and much honored document,
called, “Declaration of Independence.”
For the assumption is false, that any of these rights need to be sacrificed. On the con
trary : What will save any of them, will save all of them; and on the other hand: What
will not save all, will save none. My. system-Free Love, with Association—saves all:
L. A. Bine’s system—Marriage, with or without whatever else—neither. Who has the
argument?
And then it is his own reasoning which overthrows his own system the very conclu
sion the very reasoning sought to establish. His Proposition is, The Rights of Parents
and^Children : but it is that identical Proposition which annihilates compulsory Mar
riage, and forever inaugurates Freedom of the Affections in its stead. Pie has stricken
off his own head with his own sword.
Your pardon, my brother; but strike me as hard as I strike you; and as much harder
as you are able.
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AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

BY ANNE BENTON CRIDGE.

CHAPTER

VI.

Bayfereah;—Land ho!—The Past and the Present;—Quakers;,—Barker vs. Barkerites.

’“What is right and what is true?” became the questions of the day. “Conversation
meetings” for the purpose of hearing and comparing the opinions of all on a doubtful
passage of scripture, on what was considered a fundamental doctrine of religion, were
held once and sometimes twice a week. Occasionally we had very warm discussions at
those meetings, but never any hard feelings or abusive language, because of differences of
opinion.
Barker’s tracts were occasionally read, examined and compared with reason and scrip
ture. His tracts on “Eternal Torments,” or the eternity of hell, caused considerable dis
cussion. Strange it seems to me now, that it should have been so hard to throw away
such an absurd and abominable doctrine. A lake of fire and brimstone anywhere in Cod’s
Universe! Strange that any body should receive such a horrible belief.
“The soul that sinneth it shall die,” saith the scriptures. Die, orthodox divines tell
us, means to live forever; die, the dictionary tells us, means to cease to exist. Again,
the bible tells us “the wicked shall be destroyed;” “their lamp shall be put out;” “they
shall not remain, neither root nor branch,” etc., etc.
What could all this mean, hut that the wicked should cease to exist? We became
believers in annihilation; one absurdity for another, it is true; but it was better far than
the old doctrine; it was a step from error toward right. We could not conceive it consis
tent with a Cod of love to consign nine-tenths of his creatures to eternal misery; besides,
our sphere was very circumscribed; we believed in the inspiration of the scriptures; we
took the hestof its teachings—the best and most consistent with our reason. . Reason we
believed in using about all things; reason came from Cod; we looked upon it as one of
Cod’s best gifts to man; thought and investigation taught us better than to call it “blind
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reason;” we looked upon it as a test bv which to try all things; yet we believed in revela
tion, and this limited otir vision.
We soon learned not to take anything upon trust—not to take John Wesley, or Adam
Clarke’s opinion in preference to our own; the thought in our own soul was as worthy of
being listened to as theirs; they used their reason; why take it in preference to our own?
Had we not the right to think and examine for ourselves? Certainly.
How vividly the past comes before me! I see the little band of enquirers collected in
friend B.’s parlor; each has hisbible open: all look studious; one after another give their
opinions on some passage; light dawns upon their glad eyes; they get a glimpse in the
right direction, The scene changes: the present position of those dear friends rise beau
tifully to my view, and I exclaim:—thank God for liberty! Thank God for freedom!—
Eternal thanks for the possession of truth; for they are all basking in its sunshine.
John B. is a Dr. and farmer in Wisconsin. He lectures on various reformatory move
ments, and is as zealous in pulling down the old false dogmas of the past as he was once
in building them up.
Thomas D., our class-leader, is residing in Pennsylvania and is a thorough reformer.
Mary B. and her husband—John Parker—at that time no farther progressed than us—
are also in Pa. They have a sweet family of children, and are training them up in what
our opponents are pleased to call infidelity. John has written a volume of poetry.
George Sunter, a devoted Methodist and another of that group, is an engineer in W.
Canada. George has published several pamphlets on reformatory subjects. His first, in
the early part of the movement, was “Sunday no Sabbath;” and another, “The Bible not
Inspired.” These have been succeeded bjr various others as he has progressed.
John W. removed to this country several years ago, and died shortly afterwards, not
in the faith of his fathers, but a decided heretic. His widow resides there now, and is a
beautiful, progressive spirit.
It is unnecessary to name them all. There were females not a few, now ranked among
the most progressive spirits of the age.
Of all that little group that collected in that small Northern English town, only one is
orthodox; nearly all the others are on this side of the Atlantic, and forever free from
priestcraft as well as kingcraft.
Jane Robson alone belongs to “the good old way.” She had, previously to the reform
movement, been a member of the Primitive Methodists and Wesleyan Methodists; was
quite talented and often preached for both sects. Jane was considered a wandering sheep
because she had changed pastures.
Her husband had emigrated to W. Canada, and at the time was an itinerant preacher
among the Episcopal Methodists.
She left the sects; thought it wrong to be divided into sects and parties; rejected the idea
of hell, original sin and trinity, and would have been not only the saviour of herself but
others, (for she was truly talented,) when her husband arrived and took her into the very
heart of orthodoxy.
Last Summer when I was on a lecturing tour through Canada, I heard that a Mrs.
Robson was going to preach about four miles in the country. Thinking it might be my
old friend Jane, we drove to the meeting-house. It was her, indeed. Her subject was
the great atonement. Beautifully (looking on the orthodox side of the picture,) she spoke.
How pained I felt as I listened to her remarks of original sin, hell and the “Godhead!”—
Alas! alas!! I mentally exclaimed; how much power, and power of usefulness is blasted!
Her countenance told plainly there had been great suffering experienced in crushing
the Godhead in herself.
We talked long and affectionately of the past, of our present views, and of Joseph Bar-
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eter he is, he is g&od and sincere.^’ ,
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Having removed to Canada at ah early stage of the movement, where such ideas, at that
time, were not in vogue and her husband being decidedly of the old school, accounts for
her fetrQgressionr/, *'
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I remarked, however, that she did not give out the hymn or pray, and I Understood her
husband always performs that part. She probably yet retains fhat early germ of reform
implahtod long, long ago. Like Lot’s wife,, she has looked back and has becpme crystal
led.
- .git.,
Days of the past, ye are blessed. I lookback with exquisite pleasure. There freedom
had its birth; there the scales began to fall from our eyes; there we began to realize the
dignity and divinity of manhood. v
Gradually we came to believe that'Christians should hot be divided into sects and par
ties, but that they should be in one fold, under one shepherd—Christ; that difference of
opinion should not divide people, but w?rong doing; that Sunday was no more than any
other day, and that every day was just as good and holy as Sunday. We observed that
nature knows no Sabbath. The brooks go singing aloud, and the birds tune their voices
to the melody.' The sunshines into every little cot; the flowers unfold their petals to its
loving embrace; the world and ten thousand other Worlds, continue their onward march,
though it is the holy Sabbath. Nature knows no Sabbath.
We examined the so called “word of God.” There the seventh day is talked of as be
ing made holy, or hallowed, because God rested on that day; the seventh; day, however,
was not kept, but the first.; by whose authority was it changed? Should not every day
he a Sabbath to a Christian? , Whatever business yve engage in, or whatever we do, ought
it not to be for the good of the race? Then it would be wrong to make swords, keep dis
tilleries, sell liquors, tobacco, etc., on any day. “Is it not well to have a day of rest?”
asked one; “w-ould it not be better to have two?” enquired another; “would it not be bet
ter still,” said a third, “if we wmrked eight hours, studied eight hours, and rested eight
hours every day?” 1 m .
jji f | ..
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We ceased to recognize a Sabbath; so far we were, in many respects, like the Quakers.
This induced u3 to examine their notions for using plain language, rejecting the names of
the month and days of the week.
“You” was no longer used to the rich, and “thou” and “thee” to the poor, therefore, to
adopt their plain language would be formality. Months and days were named, it is true,
by the idolaters in honor of their gods; this we did. not consider a suflicient reason for the,
ideas associated with them had passed away; we were not recognized as idolaters, as in
days of yore, because we used them. They were merely forms wdthout the .spirit.. I
now regard Quakerism in the same light. They retain the forms without the spirit. 1
Wm. Penn and George Fox uttered their loud protest against forms and ceremonies;
but now the Quakers have resolved into a mass of formality. “Thee” and thou,” first
month,” etc., “first day,” etc., broad brimmed hats, scoop bonnets, and collarless coats,
are the great fundamental principles of the Society.
We loved the spirit of Quakerism which rejected forms and ceremonies; we adopted
plain clothing, bonnets without any trimming, etc; but had no distinguishing marks—
no badges.
'
,
#
At one of our meetings, the question was introduced: Is it right to have in our church
es, pews for the rich, and benches without backs for the poor? No, was the universal
unswer before we left. Often have I seen a lady in silks and jewelry, handed into a pew,
while a poor tottering old woman or man was pointed to a bench. Wealth has been
might, but right shall be might, and man shall yet be measured by his soul.
Joseph Barker came to lecture on reform; he was poor; made no charge for his labors,
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but trusted in Providence to supply all his needs. Threadbare coat out at the elbow*
and empty cupboards whispered that his master did pot take the best care of him.
Joseph preached against laying up treasure upon earth; against providing for old age,
urging God’s promises to take care of his own;, reminding us that the very hairs of our
heads are, all numbered. It went down very well with many, but the poor-house stood
out conspicuously with many a good servant of God, within Its walls. Their food the poor
est, their clothing the coarsest, emblematical of charity, and what kind of charity? We
looked at this with many a query in our minds; but we remembered ‘‘Clod’s ways are not
as our ways.” If people were poor, doubtless it was for the best; wealth might make
them forget God. If rich, the Lord prospered, them. True, many of the wicked are
■wealthy; but "the wicked llourish as a green bay tree,” Was the reply. We could not
give up the idea of particular providence. The time had not yet come; but it did come,,
■ though it was much later. V
Barker was faithful to his belief in Providence, though he suffered much from it; but
he never stood still; he had got an impetus, and onward be Went: Thousands whom he
had roused, went much faster than lie did. How little they imagined where truth would
lead them!
Joseph has learned to trust more in himself and his own efforts, than Providence; and
that mental labor deserves remuneration as, well as physical; why take the wear and tare
of a man’s brains for nothing, any more than of sinew or muscle ?
In the early part of the reform movement, Barker could obtain churches to lecture in;
but he had not gone far, before the doors of all meeting-houses were closed against him.
God’s great Temple, however, was always open. A table or a chair answered the pur
pose of a pulpit, and often, very often, J oseph has lectured for five or six hours to hundreds
and thousands, all so attentive and quiet that a pin might have almost been heard to drop..
Churches were shaken to their foundations; preachers, and some formed entirelyoforthodox materials, considered Joseph a wolf, devouring the flock. In some places, as in our
own, nearly the whole flock were affected; even John B. was among the number. Mother
often remarked about this time: “John will now learn not to shout so loud. Adam curses
the world no more and the ‘devil is dead;’ he has very little left to shout about.” It was
even so. John is now as heterodox and as quiet and rational as could be desired. I often
think I would like to see him “clothed and in his right mind.”- Had he remained much
longer in “the ways of the Lord,” he would long before this have been hushed in the grave;
for he had several attacks of luemorrage at the lungs, through “crying aloud. ” An inci
dent occurs to my mind this moment which John often told, to show that congregations
would sing anything the preacher gave out. John and Mr. Kipling went intoWensedale, or, as we used to call it, the hilly country, to preach. Nearly every one in
the neighborhood, owned a small lot of land and a house. I believe it is the only spot in
England where the people are the owners of the soil. Mr. Kipling gave out,
“No foot of land do I possess,
Nor cottage in the wilderness;
A poor wayfaring man.”
The whole congregation sang it doubtless “with the spirit and the understanding also!”
The next question that naturally introduced itself for discussion, was: Ought we not to
come out from the churches and be free from all creeds and isms? I remember asking
John B.’s opinion on this subject. He answered: “Anne, you can only judge for yourself;.
' if you think so, act.”
Time passed on; one after another left and formed a little band. Opinions were no test'
of membership; the requisite qualifications were a Christian life and an earnest purpose to»
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tOie riglit. They acknowledged no name but Ohri.st; professed not to be a sect; but they
were, to all intents and purposes. People called them Barkerites. A similar society was
formed in Barker’s neighborhood, Gateshead, New Castle. It worked well for a time,
but eyentually Joseph discoyered, that like Benn, Wesley and other reformers, he was
(Only, building up a sect; so he withdrew from them, for that was not his intention. Put
it took considerable time for Barker to learn this.
After much thought and earnest prayer to be directed ariSht> 1 told my class-leader,
•John B., that I had decided to lease; the church, apd deiifed him to erase my name from
the olass book. • He expressed a hope that I was satisfied I was doing right; to my reply
that I was quite satisfied, he moved his head but said nothing. I then united with the
Free Thinkers, or Barkerites.
. , .
' a
‘
One rule of the Society (understood) was to provide for poor members. After every
meeting, the question waS asked, “Are any in need of assistance?” One middle aged
man nearly always required help. He had a large family of children, for his wife had
little ones as fast as she could,'and he being hut a day laborer, could not earn enough to
We substituted in place of class-meetings where all are required to speak, a sort of
fellowship meeting where each was free to speak or not, as disposed. .
This man used to speak eloquently (considered religiously.) both m these meetings
and in prayer meetings when he “spoke with God(?)” tears fell profusely over his face as
he told of his great enjoyments and soul-refreshing, seasons. This man I now consider
to have been insane; he used to go through Hie street, prophesying(?) and reading passa
ges from the bible,
religious excitement. I remember
him one time passing our house when my infidel uncle Jacques was on a visit. He was
repeating in a slow, solemn, hut loud voice, “Go to, now, ye rich! weep and howl for the
miseries that are come upon you,” etc. Uncle turned to me and asked: “Does thee not
think that man a fit subject for a Lunatic Asylum?” I did not answer, for I felt rather
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•ashamed of such a votary.
«Is the Old Testament the word of God?” was the agitating question. My father soon
?said bNol’U With what indignation savored with a plentiful supply of wit, he used to
talk about God fighting battles, the licentious Solomon, and the murderous and licentious
David, “the man after God’s own heart.” Mother, though she had never been converted
and never was such a firm believer as father, was shocked at the readiness and perfect
calmness with which father threw his old notions overboard. Many, many years afterwards
and shortly before) mother’s death, we were mutually recalling the past and remarking
how unusual it was for persons of his age, to change their views, for father embraced
opinions so much at variance from those he had endorsed most of his life,—when mothe r
told us a little incident we had not heard before. For years after their marriage, father
was very anxious for her conversion, and often used to ask her when they - retired for the
night, if she was not afraid she would die before morning and open her eyes in the bot
tomless pit. - Mother disliked noisy meetings; always went home when “revivals” were
the “order of the day.” My father’s sister got converted at one of these meetings. Aunt
was then about seventeen years of age. When they came home, they were both full of
“heavenly love.” Father told aunt to kneel down and pray for the conversion of her un
converted sister. They both knelt down; mother was so disgusted that she exclaimed:,
“Get up, you two simpletons; I want none of your prayers.” While telling us this
she seemed to feel all the indignation she then felt, although we were laughing merrily
at the story.
This aunt afterwards married Jacques—my infidel uncle. She became ^ believer in his
religion—rationalism—and was basking in the sunshine of freedom when we were buried
in orthodoxy.
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Brother John:—Here I am, singularly enough, in a Methodist camp-meeting! The'
place looks like a little village, a large open space in the center occupied with benches, the’
door covered with straw; this is the preaching place in which are now congregated about
one hundred persons. Yesterday, I am told, there were several thousands in attendance,but there are only a remnant this morning, like the scattered ashes after a conflagration.—A woman who looks like a debauchee that has been drinking for a week—her whole ner
vous system apparently unstrung, is walking up and down, and with most melancholy
countenance and sepulchural voice crying out: “Glory he to God, 1 am so happy.” A
kind of love-feast seems to be going on. One of the preachers, of whom there are nine"
present, arises to give his experience. He is a jumping, shouting little fellow, and he tries
to gather the scattered ashes together and blow them up into a flame. They glow for a
moment, and then the thick smoke rolls up, and he sits down, spent with his fruitless la
bor. Ihe second is cool and collected; he remembers when he was a sinner, far fromGod and on the high road to hell and damnation stared him in the face; but he gives glo
ry to God that Jeeus saved him from hell, and evidently considers the great excellency
of religion to be that it saves men from the clutches of the devil.

Another jumps up; he hopes to shout till he dies; to die shouting and meet on the banksof deliverance with those who have gone before, and join with them in shouting glory to'
God and the Lamb forever. A woman is now giving her experience. “Before I came tof
the meeting, I asked God to to make me as happy as ever I could be, and I had only just
got on my knees, when I was filled with glory. I Was so happy I did not know how to
contain it, and I have been happy ever since. Glory, glory! Hallelujah!! I am ‘going
home,’ and she walks out of the meeting, and I hear her voice in the distance, “I am'
going home! I am going home!” I cannot help thinking if religion has naturally such an'
influence upon people, the most sensible prayer would be to be delivered from it.
Another woman. ‘ Six years ago I tried to give God my heart. Pray that I may be'
kept faithful. ( Weeps.) I have many trials and temptations. Three months God laid1
his afflicting hand upon me. (Weeps and sobs aloud.) He took from me my lovely babe.
But thanks be to God, after a few more struggles and trials, I hope I shall meet him in
glory.” Several others speak—the meeting breaks up, and my friend Grimes and I take
a walk in the beautiful wood, and drink in the balmy influences of nature. Delightful
contrast! A horn is blown, and my friend says it is the signal for another meeting. We re
turn. A pleasant looking man dressed in the old Methodistical habit, stands up and reads an
account of the last supper, for the sacrament is to be administered. Solemn time! After
reading he addresses them. Warns them of false doctrine and bids them stand fast.—
“There is here,” says he, “among us, an emissary of hell: (significant glances in my direc
tion;) a devil incarnate, who seeks to deal out damnable heresies among you. God save
the friends of the Church from such agents of damnation. God have mercy on him!—
Amen. There is an infidel club in Hew York who send out through the land, agents to
spread Abolitionism, Spiritualism and devilism. I have heard them many times. Yes,I heard the founder of Spiritualism denounce all the ministers of religion and all the
members of the church of God, to outer darkness and eternal hell. Sisters and brothers,guard the fold; they look for the lambs to destroy them and send them to hell. Denounce
modem Spiritualism and all inventions of hell. Let hell claim its own, but stand you
steadfast unto the end.” He concludes; they kneel around and eat a little bread, and!

drink a little wine, talking in the meanwhile about blood and death, and so ends, I sup
pose, the morning service, for we leave before they are quite done. I think, as I walk
away—a hundred years ago the Indian war-dance, the whoop of the savage, the torture of
the helpless prisoner;—now, the Methodist camp-meeting, the cruel God, the howl of the
penitent, the yell of the believer, the folly of all.-—-In the future, rational men and wo
men, with minds expanded by knowledge, hearts warmed by true affection, rationally re
joicing in a land redeemed by knowledge.
Yesterday I lectured in the woods at Barnett’s Station, six miles from here. There
was a large audience, and we had a delightful meeting. Two preachers of the Christian
church were present and took part in the meeting, which added much to its interest.—
One of them was one of the most noble men that I have met in discussion. He gave me
his name and address for our list of Free Thinkers.
Thy friend and brother,
w. d.
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I would bid farewell to earth-land,
Fold my eyes and pas.; away,
To the vale of light and beauty,
Where the hright-winged angels stray;
I would seek a home in heaven,
Where comes no despairing wail,
Where hope-buds are never blighted,
Where is breathed no chilling tale.
Oft, when purple twilight lingers,
Till the shadows quiet lie,
And the evening clouds are floating,
Dreamily, across the sky,
I have pictured fairy cloud-ships.
Coasting on the airy sea,
Guided by the hands of angels,
Who were beckoning to me.
I have longed to part the shadows,
And fly swiftly to their side!
I would cross death’s narrow river,
Where the silver wavelets glide,

;

Since I know true hearts are waiting
For me, on the other shore
Who will calm my soul’s wild anguish,
When life’s fitful dream is o’er.
Chide me not! the world is lovely,
But it hath no charms for me,
Since I saw each love-flower blighted
That was wreathing tenderly.—
When is stilled my young heart’s heating,
I would rest where ivies creep;
Where nought save the wailing night-bird
Ever steals away to weep.
Shed no tears! ’t would grieve my spirit
When I come again to earth,
Should I see you pale with sighing
O’er my early second birth.—
Brother dear. I’ll love you fondly,
And my angel arms will twine
’Bound you with as holy blessings
When I’m nearer the Divine.

A VOICE FROM THE PRISON; or Truth for the Multitude and Pearls for the Truthful.
James A. Clay.

By

Received a copy of this work, hut have had no time to read it yet, though some of our
folks who have, say it is excellent, and that it deserves to be widely circulated. The au
thor wrote it in prison—put there, we believe, for being decenter than people generally.
But we hope for time to read it, and room to give it a notice such as may be worthy of
a brave hook. Price, $1,00. Send to the author, Gardiner, Maine, or to Bela Marsh,
15 Franklin street, Boston.
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brought into view than I have seen them elsewhere.”—Amos Gilbert.
“The principles develoj ed in your admirable work meet the yearning of my truest, highest, noblest
nature—a want which I have long felt, but which I then first found explained.”—J. M.rLa Moille,lll.
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WILLIAM DENTON is prepared to lecture on Religious Reform, the Bible, Temperance, SlaveryMental, Social and Chattel—Woman’s Rights, Education, Phonotopy, Spiritualism, etc. Any one
wishing to secure his services, can direct to him at Dayton, Ohio.
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Attractions between male and female, arising from an excess in one and a deficiency in
the other of the material, animal, basilar and corporeal developments, demand closer and
longer contact than mental, moral or spiritual affinities, for the reason that the nervaura
of the basilar organs is grosser and far less diffusive and rapid in action than the nervaura
of the frontal and coronal organs, which acts rapidly, diffusively, and at great distances,
more or less. Animal attractions are of the same nature and'character as the regions of
the brain from which they arise and by which they are sustained. Theymre limited as
to the number of their objects and the scope or extent of their action. Animal love is
naturally exclusive and monopolizing. It 4s reinforced and sustained in its demands jby
the action of contiguous and cooperating organs. Its action is convergent downward, re
strictive, exclusive and compressive. It demands and creates laws, customs, institutions
and outer conditions of a corresponding character. Persons under the control of Animal
Love cannot trust themselves, nor can they trust others in nature’s free, broad field of
action, without restrictive human laws and the exercise of arbitrary occipital power.—*
Hence that love between the, sexes which arises from the region of Animality, Adhesive
ness) Hregariousness or Glanishness in conjunction with its not far distant neighbor, Ama
tiveness, in its character and natural action, is not “free,” but enslaves and is enslaved; binds
and is bound. Acquisitiveness or Selfishness saysy mv property.. Its near neighbor, Ad
hesiveness, of like character, sustained and strengthened by the contiguous groups of Sel
fishness, Secretiveness, Jealousy and Combativeness,’ says my friend, my husband, my
wife, or my lover. This is the natural action of all the - basilar and occipital organs when
predominant over their antagonists of a very different character and mode of action.-—
Hence there is no ground for apprehending, in this day of Free Love excitement and dis
cussion, that marriage laws will be destroyed or disregarded, asr long as their foundation1
and origin, the back and lower brain, is so prominent and active as it is, and for some time,
will be, in the mass of community. As the hoy having become so accustomed to a whip
ping before he retired, “cried to be whipped so that he cour.D go to bed,” so the natural
and virtual cry of all the animal organs, is, “whip” me! hold me! restrain me! by restrict
ive laws and coercive occipital power. All this is right and natural in the process of hu
man development; and human laws will exist as natural effects, and the neoessary results
of man’s animal developments, prior to his becoming so spiritualized and elevated as to be
“a law unto himself.” In ignorance of the structure and modus operandi of the brain,
much of the natural and spontaneous action of the sexual attractions is looked upon as
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-degrading and viciHs. The act of kissing, which is a natural drawing of the lips into
• contact with different parts of the person, is looked upon as innocent or vicious, according
to the unphilosophieal whims and ideas of different persons. If kissing at all is natural
and right, then the contact of che lips with one part of the person is no more vicious or
degrading than with any other part. The position of the sexes is often senselessly made
to be an index of wrong and criminal intentions. Thus to stand, sit, or recline in contact
is looked upon as Innocent and admissible; but contact in a horizontal position is not to be
looked upon with toleration. Ignorance and false notions often deem close physical con
tact vicious and sinful; but to be continuously in the atmosphere or immersed, so to speak,
in the invisible nervaura of persons, does no harm, because most people do not know or
bear in mind, that every organ of bodjr or brain has an invisible atmosphere radiating out
from, and surrounding it, which influences every one more or less, who is within its
reach. To the truly enlightened and expanded mind, all human actions, positions, direc
tions, contacts, attractions or repulsions, in the time and place and relations in which they
occur, are eight, or promotive of human progress and elevation. The natural action of
every organ of the brain, tends ultimately to its own improvement and harmony, how
ever animal and discordant it may now he. Sexual affinities may be almost wholly ani
mal or spiritual, or they may be a mixture of both in various degrees, in different per
sons. If in one person it is purely or mostly animal, ought it, therefore, to he suppressed
any farther than natural reaction and repulsion of others would suppress it? True philos
ophy answers most assuredly, no. An excess of animality is no more sinful, no more
discordant, and no more detrimental to ultimate harmony than an excess of the spiritual or
the mental. Yet the exceedingly refined and spiritualized, look upon the coarse and an
imal, in all aspects and modes of action, as wrong, and, ’therefore, to he denounced.
The greater the extremes of temperament between two of the opposite sex, the more
intense and ardent the love or affinity, while the number of attractions or loves is proba
bly comparatively small. Those more equally developed have less intensity of attraction
to their loves, hut a greater number of them. The organ of Love is located in the mid
dle coronal region of the head, and is of a pure, lofty, expansive and spiritual character.
It occupies the former site of Marvelousness, according to the Gallian System. The
group of the organs of love is generally far better developed in females than males, which
corresponds with the generally acknowledged fact that woman is more loving as well as
more spiritual, than man. Most male heads are more or less deficient in this region of the
•head, which used to be considered by phrenologists of the old system, as indicative of a
want of faith and spirituality. The inference is still true in general, in a greater or less
degree, for if .Love he deficient, we generally find Spirituality located farther forward, to
be deficient more or less; but this is not always so. The natural action of Love excites
to action the contiguous and cooperative organs, rendering lovers more modest, refined,
ideal, imaginative, spiritual, friendly and polite. Persons wanting in the Love develop
ment, are often inclined to ridicule those who suffer intensely, or become “love-sick”
from a want of affinities, or freedom to enjoy them. We shall generally find the most
violent and stubborn opponents of Free Love, to he those who in consequence of a defi
ciency of the Love Region, which generally accompanies a coarse organization, have no
love to be free. Such persons may be strongly in favor of free trade, ‘‘free soil, free
speech, free men” in a certain sense, hut “Free Love” is to them, horrible, damnable, ex
ecrable. Their attractions for the other sex being only of an animal, lustful character,
(the only lo ve they can conceive of, or realize,) they necessarily conclude that “free love”
means “free lust,” which should be licensed by law. Back-head or lower-head love is
not the kind that needs or demands freedom. Hence it is at war with that freedom which
top-head love only desires or appreciates. When love is largely developed and the front and
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Upper occipital head is deficient, the love is blind, fickle, unfaithful and liable to be extended
to unworthy objects or persons far inferior to itself. It has not ol itseit the ability to read char
acter, or to judge of the whole person towards which it may be drawn. The most loving
characters are often the most deficient in firmness, truthfulness and fidelity. They are
generally unsuspicious and wanting in the mind-reading power of Perception and Con
sciousness. They float about like vessels at sea without a captain on deck to command,
or a helm and compass to guide them and keep them steady in their onward course.
Alas! how many loving and loveiy females who have a “mountainous region'’ ot Love,
but a “desert region” of the Upper Occiput, are led like “sheep to the slaughter” and be
come a chained bird in a serpent’s power, with no ability to perceive the cnaracter and no
power to resist the influence of fascinating, artful, designing, animal men, on whom, at
present, in consequence of inner and outer conditions, they are so dependent. Love is
modified in its character by all the other developments of the brain. Amativeness in
strong development, would tend to drag it down into carnality. Love, on the other
hand, tends to check, balance, purify and elevate Amativeness. There is an indissoluble
connection between them. Amativeness without Love, is “earthly, sensual, devilish.”——
Love without Amativeness, is too spiritual and unearthly, and.generally wanting in physi
cal vigor and vitality. The purely Bilious temperament has little or no Love. Tne San
guine has much animal Love, or Amativeness, The Nervous has more or less Love.
The Nervo-Sanguine has much warmth and ardor, but is liable to be fickle and incon
stant. The Nervo-Bilious is not so warm or animal, but spiritual, elevated, firm and
abiding. Persons wanting in Consciousness and Impressibility, often at first mistake that
part of those to which they are attracted for the whole.
They cannot see the whols
person at once,, but after they have had time and a variety of circumstances to see the
whole, they often find the sum of the repulsions overbalance the sum of the attractions.

FRKE

LOVE.-----MOKE'

LIGHT

WANTED'.

Bear John:—I had perpetrated a brief article on the above subject. L. A. Hine ms&tf
the. demand at least in part. Discussion is essential to a. proper understanding of ourr
views and aims. I cannot endorse the ultras (to me) of many reformers; but I can dis
cuss and tolerate. I seek freedom—Truth is freedom. This I want, no matter how un
palatable to the public mind. But it is questionable whether that can be true m the
highest sense which is impracticable and subversive of good to its objects. JNone who
are in the light deny the multitudinous evils of ill-assorted matches, made m heaven or
pandemonium, but sadly mixed in their advent. Nor yet the abuses of the marriage bed.
It is not true that the union of the male and female principles—(fecundating matter,)
always produces, or rather reproduces. Accidents and diseases frequently defeat. But
When the conditions are perfect, the result ensues from the first contact or union.
It is not true that congeniality nor yet hearty consent is necessary to reproduction in
the human species. It is true that union in the human, as well as m all orders of lue,-should
have, does have only one object—reproduction. This attained, the reproductive act
should cease until nature again demands or permits its repetition. Otixers tnmk dilierently. 1 cannot see with them.
But I would know, as far as I can understand, what Free Lovers intend; I want to
know when their object is gained, as I now see it, how they will maintain tne rights of
their offspring, if they have any; or if, owing to the superior conditions, they will be ah.e
to care for themselves?
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A man- may not act regardless of the effect of his action on others. A man may uot
cooperate in the reproduction of himself without some reasonable show of competency
to provide for his own offspring. And he would at least be pleased to know that he was
providing for his own, and not another’s child.
No diseased person has a right to reproduce himself; for he has no right to punish the
innocent, or to compel others to bear his own burdens.
Nature indicates in unmistakable facts, by the numerical equality of the sexes; by
the union during gestation of lower animals; b3r the pairing off in Spring, that there is a
mutuality in responsibility-—a continuance until the object of the union is effected—re
production, and capacity of preservation.
Love should be free to follow its own attractions: if the falsities of Society were cor
rected: if right ideas were inculcated: if mind was taught that no legal act can sanctify
that which nature condemns-—that union in discord, is licentiousness in fact: if they were
taught—comprehended that there can be no happiness without congeniality, and no
guiltless union without a pure love—much that we complain of would not be. ’ But tell
us, pra}', somebody, just what you mean by Free Love, and just what provision you
will make for its results—though they be small compared with the present order.
Moundsville, Marshall Co., Va., Aug. 10, 1856.
j. b. w.

Remaeks.—There is not unanimity amongst those who believe in free love any more
than amongst those who believe in free religion. I may specify the different views as
follows:—1. Dual, exclusive life-union between those pairs that were born for each
other. If unhappiness result from marriage union, it is evidence that the parties made a
“mistake;” and so they should be free to seek again for the “right one.” 2. But one in
tegral sexual love at a time, which, however, is liable to perish even while the parties
live, and so there should be freedom for a succession of loves. 3. More loves than one for
the same individual, at the same time, but one of these is, or should be a “pivotal love”
a greater love than any of the rest. 4. Many loves, at the same time, for one individ
ual, but the physical ultimation should obtain only for the purpose of conception. 5. The
plurality of integral loves, or more loves than one at the same time, which should receive
the physical ultimation in temperance, as the right of the love. These several views are
a matter of course arising from the difference of mental constitution in connection with
old prejudices and the new thought. The difference of opinion as to the nature of any
human right, does not invalidate the right itself.

As the rule in freedom, offspring need not be had but when it is demanded by loving
parents; and when this condition obtains, there is nothing to apprehend for the rights of
children. Under our present system of marriage despotism, the “wife” is compelled to
bear children to a “husband” who wastes in profligacy, the bread his children should eat,
and there is no help for her, unless she be brave enough to defy Society as it is. And
under the general prevalence of freedom, the father who would desert just one child and
neglect the mother, would hardly be permitted to repeat the wrong in her case, nor to
approach any woman in love, till he had made amends for the past, and given assurances
of a better life hereafter. Some men neglect their wives and children now, regardless of
our laws; and I think our friend will hardly give marriage the credit for all the solicitude
with which women and children are at present cared for. It is in the manly heart—God
implanted it there—to love and cherish the mother and her child; and under the reign of
freedom, nbne but the most unfortunately organized men would fail in this regard. No
truth is responsible for the abuses that are practiced in its name. Some may prate of free
dom while they consciously indulge in licentiousness; but these will be comparatively few,
and we protest against making a rule of the exceptions.
Before free love can be fulfy actualized, we repeat that woman must become self-sus
taining. This will be effected through industrial cooperation; and there seems to be noth-
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ing so very difficult about this, where the parties really want to secure independence for
themselves and for each other.
A few tried friends, male and female, may form a busi
ness firm, or industrial group, making no distinction on account of sex, so far as dividend®
are concerned.
“Husbands” may voluntarily restore to their “wives” tlm individuality
which marriage deprived them of, and make a division of their property, giving the wife
an equal share, and permitting her to cooperate with the husband, or any other, as she
may see fit. [Woman’s Rights means nothing unless the woman is permitted the right
to cooperate with a good business man who is not her “husband,” if she wishes, rather
than with a poor business man who is her “husband.”
And if she may thus cooperate
with another, she may change business partners if she choose, and go where her business
calls, without the let of her husband; and so Woman’s Rights cuts up marriage by the
roots, and annihilates the isolated household.]
What is here specified as possible for
woman’s pecuniary independence, is at this moment taking place to some extent, and will
hereafter, more and more. This is only the beginning. Free Love is a regenerating prin
ciple. It has power to renew the life and make glad the heart as no other has. The
Orthodox talk of being renewed in spirit; and what are the evidences of it? Long faces
and long prayers; and they go on as before, giving the sanction ot their lives to selfish
ness and discord. Affectional freedom will mold the outer conditions, and the harmony
without will correspond to the harmony within; and the dream of “brotherly love”
will all be actualized under the auspices of this great freedom.
The crisis will bring
pain I admit but such is the fate of every step in progress, and this is due to the old error
and not to the new truth. We are just beginning to realize the rejuvenating power of
this dearest of all freedoms; and few as yet, if any, can measure the sphere of its redeemin" virtue.__Our friend’s demand for more light, and our demand, too, cannot be supplied
inthis brief space. This must be left for future volumes of the S. R., and for all the
means within our reach.
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All of us are social; and directly or indirectly is all our work, all our life, all our hapniness social. In mountain districts where there is little social intercourse amongst the
neonle they are boorish and stupid. The atmosphere is healthy and the scenery fine,,
but these do not burnish up the humanhood of the people.
The friction of mma it is
that develops mind. The isolated thinker labors under much disadvantage; he has no
help; he questions and wonders; is up to the armpits in the slough of Fogyism and with
out the cheering voice and assisting hand of a brother, he emerges slowly,
atmosphere that surrounds him, is against his progress, and he flounders on by the nardest.
Well does your “humble servant” know how this is by his own experience, i A1®]10**
ogy set him to thinking, and the bible began to look crooked. All the good people about
him worshipped the “Book;” and Voltaire was bad, and Tom Paine was bad and all the
infidels were bad—so the preachers said—and had the Fates written it that I should be
come as bad as they? It was wicked not to believe the bible all the way through and I
tried to cure my scepticism. I took to reading Paley, Chalmers, Watson, Leslie, etc., etc.,
but their “clumsy reasonings disgusted me,” and the more i read and thought, tAe more
I could not believe. I did make progress despite my sincere ana well-meant ettoits to
stumble and fall and turn back at every step; but it was slow work compared with what
it would have been, if I had been favored with the assistance of friends who had been
over this ground. With assistance of this kind, the painful crisis would have been meas
ured by months only, and not as it was, by years.
We are all affected more or less by
the social atmosphere—the aggregate of human magnetism m whl.f ^e move.
When
everybody about us believes an old fable or clings to an old error, it requires a mmd sin
gularly well disciplined to reject it. When everybody about us denies a great God-given
truth, R requires a mind singularly well disciplined to accept rt corjaity.^Wffh tfee
mass of progressive mind even, error has to wear out of it, and truth wear mto it.—
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None but a genius in originality and mental independence can discover and accept a hith
erto unknown truth, when all about him are in darkness respecting it, and set in deadly
hostility against it. A truth advances slowly at first; and those who accept it are thought
to be perverse, wicked or mad. The number at present who really are, or are willing to
avow themselves in favor of the free investigation of all questions of interest and im
portance to mankind, are comparatively few. If these could know each other, they would
feel strengthened and encouraged. There would he mutual assistance in the evolution
of truth,in agitation and propagandism. This is what the list of the Social Democracy proposes.
Let us glance at some of the ways in which good may grow out of this unorganized society.
The list will be printed early next year, and sentto all the members. It numbers
nearly 500 now, and by the time it is in print, it may reach 1000 or more; and free in
quirers will realize that they have company. Some of them may get up correspondence
with each other, and thus form acquaintances for the benefit of their intellectual and social
natures. Lasting friendships and elevating loves may grow out of such acquaintance.—
The list will fail into the hands of several reform lecturers and booksellers/ Those will
visit members and assist in awakening thought in their various localities. The list will be
sent to such liberal papers as published the Proposition, and specimens of the same, per
haps, will be sent to members, and each will thus be enabled to select such journals and
such books advertised therein, as may seem to him best calculated to supply his needs.—•
Besides, if any one have a new thought, or a new practical scheme which he wants con
sidered, he may address a circular to the Social Democracy, and may thus confer benefits
and receive them. If any social group with a leading practical idea, contemplate actual
ization, it may address its circular to the Social Democracy, and so find out who are in
sympathy with its leading thought. (A circular of this kind will, .perhaps, accompany
the first printed list.) Those who have their names and addresses registered, will thus
keep ‘‘posted” in all the radical movements of the times; and if any wish for action of
this kind, they will he more likely to ho suited, having a variety to choose from. Theo
logical reform is only negative. It relieves the mind of much error, but even under the
name of “Harmonial Philosophy,” or “Spiritualism,” it furnishes hut little positive, con
structive, informing truth. Its harmony is but the dreaip of plenty in the midst of fam
ine. _ It is a vision seen by the eye of faith, and it enters not into the actualities of pres
ent life, creating the conditions of harmony and happiness. Isolation, selfishness and sor
didness still reign. The faith warms and vivifies; but the actual life chills and kills.—
Some of the rubbish has been cleared away, but the glorious city that is to he, has not
yet risen. Many stop where theology leaves them, and they know of nothing beyond; but
it could hardly be so with members of the Social Democracy. They would come in con
tact with the actualities of a positive religion which is touching the heart of humanity,
and is destined to mold its life anew in the holiest relations of life; and few would be wil
ling to stop at the threshold of individual progress.
Such being some of the benefits likely to be derived from “registration,” it would seem
that all who feel an interest in the progressive activities of the age, should enroll their
names, and invite all their liberal friends to do so. But few yet of the subscribers of the
Social Revolutionist have sent in their names; it is probably their intention to do so when
they renew their subscription for the journal. While they are sending their own names
and addresses, could not almost every one find more or less of a liberal character, in his
or her own neighborhood, who would a o send theirs? A postage stamp or so with each
name, will be sufficient, perhaps, to pay the expense of enrolling names and printing and
sending the list. It wants active persons in this business, as in all others, to make it go
—lecturers and local agents who can reach the ears of the people, a point so necessary to
be gained in any considerable wakening up. There are now registered (Oct. 8,) over
one hundred names from Ohio, and only four from Indiana. There is not this difference
between the two States, as to liberalism and free inquiry; hut the people of Indiana base
not been reached so effectually as have the people of Ohio. So there are only two names
from Maine, two from Rhode Island, and one from. New Hampshire, while there are
twenty-six from Connecticut. The energy of one or two individuals in Connecticut, has
made the difference. Will not our readers everywhere use their endeavors in behalf of
this enterprise? It will cost but little in time, effort or money to make it entirely suc
cessful. The friends at any one point are not ubiquitous, and the success of an enterprise
like this, depends upon the cooperation of many, each in his or her own locality; and the
best that we can do is to appeal to-• thorn. I look upon this little, enterprise as an. impor
tant aid to the advanced movement in human progress, and I ieel that too much cannot
be said or done in its behalf.
Address:—Rising Star, Greenville, Darke Co., Ohio.
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BY VIVIAN GREY.

Men are apt to view the world through the eye-glaSS of their own immediate pound
ings and spelk from their own stand point. I shall speak from mme. Manyphaes of
hi have come before me, and as a physician, 1 have heard and read the umer hfe of men
and women on this point, more fully than an unprofess.onal man cam
»”v nr
in principle-till of late,-I have been forced by facts m regard to the damnm
}
of Marriage, to change my front and fight that as the monster ev.l of the a e. So
the reality is ten times less horrid than it is supposed to bo. I have .oun
than Free Lovers represent.
xa
wh q0vP<4
Perverted sexuality reigns supreme. It is a common thmg for ehddren of ho*
to excite the sexual appetite long before puberty; some with strongly marked sexual to
dencies, attempt masturbation, soon after leaving the cradle. Masturbation
o^t
practiced almost universally among boys and youth, and early opportunity are sought
for sexual commerce. Boys from five to eight years of age seek chances for yxua em
brace with the eagerness of men; and such is the ignorance or stupidity of pare ,
they succeed in obtaining opportunities for ultimations which their sexua con ■ ™
bids them to complete. Whenever file children of opposite sexes bed together, or W
familiarly where they do not fear the parental eye, in play or at school, there sexual po^
lution is at work. Only those children very defective in “““t'veoess escape it The u
der current of talk with boys, is on this topic, and they retail to oacn other with the s _
of libertines, low, vulgar tales, and strain them wits to invent worse. It
*t not be
thought that this is'the case with the most ignorant part of the community, for the worst
boys, in this respect, I have seen, were sons of merchants, doctors and ministers, schoole
^rentt art'tootqueamish to talk on this subject to children, and do not know the real
state of things. It is tabooed. Even the physician when well satisned that sexua per
version is the cause of disease, can scarcely prevail on the patient to own it. Girls very
rarely do it. Parents who suspect others’ children, do not their own.
Nor is it much if any better from puberty on to manhood. Masturbation leads many o i iocy or the grave. Others have full sexual commerce and are less prostrated, bperma arrhea prevails almost universally among young men who abstain from sexual commerce.
■Get a knot of young men together, and the uppermost idea is generally low sensualism.
Colleges and Theological Seminaries are not exceptions to the rule
Pious students
candidates for the ministry, who whine and pray about their sms and the Devil s tempta
tions, take the lead in such talk and enjoy it with the keenest gusto. In connection with
such conversations, I have heard a now prominent minister m Ky., assert that no young
man reached the age of twenty-one without practicing masturbation or having intercourse
with women; to which his co-pietists answered: “It is even so.” Almost every allusion
young men make about women, is low and sensual. With them the central idea of mar
riage, is unlimited and safe sexual gratification.
^
,
Sexual diseases and those directly flowing from them, constitute the staple of the phy
sician’s task, for which in case of the unmarried, the grand remedy with parent, doctor
and priest, is marriage and offspring. Love has no controlling power with such.. Lust,
which has led them on to private and illicit sexual abuse, impels them to marriage for
freer gratification, as an antidote for Spermatarrhea and Hysteria. With such, nightly co
ition is the rule, and the result, hopeless hypochrondria and shattered nerves m the man,

and desperate Prolapsus and other sexual diseases in woman.

Llst, being sexual gratification without love, is the predominant feature in the present
state of Marriage.
matum nightly?

Will L. A. Hine or Greelev pretend that love leads to sexual ulti

A most excellent man, whose praise was in all the churches of New England, being
asked what he considered sexual excess,Ssaid ultimatums beyond twice a week for himself
and wife would be. A few years since, a work was published on sexual diseases where
it is held that congress should be;had only for offspring. Yet the author, a man of ma
ture age, in whom the fires of passion have lost the fierceness of youth, told me his rule
now was, to have intercourse but once a week. If such is the best phase of this ques
tion, in married life, the iminimum of excess, what horrid revelations would be given,
could the inner life of married couples be laid bare to open view? The worst of hus
bands m this respect—men of coarse, brutish aspects of character—know no bounds to
their lust, but force their wives to submission with the same relentlessness of fate which
curses the slave mistress of the Southerner. Thousands of such wives have passed
through a heart-sickening life, driven to sexual embraces by the husband, without the
least natural attraction thereto, or resultant enjoyment. They are wives; they were mar
ried for that purpose, God ordained them for it, and why should they murmur against
Providence? Nothing so breaks down a woman’s body and debases her soul as forced in
tercourse and lustful coition, The prostitute’s life proves it. Add, then, to the prosti
tution of the wife, the abortions and miscarriages she endures in consequence of that ex
cess, which in multitudes of cases, never spares the lying-in-couch, and we have the key
which unlocks the secret of the ill health of American women. Here is one grand cause
of their nervousness, their hysteria, their quick consumptions, and their “peculiar dis
eases,” which afflict two-thirds of American wives. Their nerves shattered and physical
energies used up, their offspring are still-born, die in early childhood, or linger a few
brief years, to become the victims of a diseased sexual appetite. An “Old Physician,”
whose praise is in all the papers, says that congress during pregnancy entails an annual
loss of forty thousand children in the United States. “If forty thousand,” he says, “are
killed outright in the uterus, it can hardly be doubted that some hundreds of thousands
are partly killed. They, at least, are duly prepared to become the victims, sooner or later,
of actual, it may be of very severe disease.” The census of the IT. S.,for 1850 shows that
one-fifth of the deaths for that year, were children under one year of age; thirty-seven
hundredths are children under five years of age. In the city of New York, six-tenths
of the deaths were children under ten years of age. Procurement of abortion is a noto
riously common thing in cities, furnishing lucrative employment even to Professors in
Medical Colleges. Will those writers who pretend to find in the present system, such
faithful guaranties of the rights of the child, tell us how forty thousand abortions
yearly, and fifty thousand deaths of children under one year of age, shows that just and
holy use of the maternal function, in the name of marriage, which should guaranty to
che oftbpring a sound body and healthy conditions? The statistics we have quoted, are
not hastily gathered by a fanatical Free Lover, but by an Old Physician whose observa
tion on these points, has extended over a range of twenty-five years or more. Eighty
thousand men and women are thus proven to be so insatiate in their lusts as to sacrifice
their offspring. Yet we are coolly told that the barriers of the State and Church “re
moved, and the black list would be hugely increased.” Woman who is now driven to
to these embraces, by threats and force, and dread of public opinion if she refuses, would
stand on the streets and proclaim herself a harlot if left free, the bigot croaks.
The crime of forced lust, is too common to shock the sensibilities of society. The
Southern LejSree looms up isolatedly in terrible proportions, and society, in utter loath-
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:ing, demands his expulsion, and buys up his -victims. But forty thousand Legrees, hav
ing by law and religion had their claim to their wives, sanctioned as absolute and inalienble, defy the scorn and contempt of civilization, and dare their victims to break their
bonds. These wives find no vent for the pent-up loathing and agony of their souls, till
the grave opens its portals. Such is public sentiment, and such the distrust of mankind,
they dare not breathe their woe aloud. Now and then one more daring than the rest
breaks her bonds, but scorned and spurned as worse than a prostitute by men and wom
en, denied work, read out of the pale of good society, every stone is turned to crush her
unless she returns to the legalized master. Not long since, a wife in Conn., in the desper
ation of her soul, applied to the Supreme Court for a divorce, on the ground of sexual ex
cess on the part of her husband, under which her health was already broken down. Wit
nesses and phvsicians were examined, and the judge denied her plea, on the ground that
the testimony was insufficient to enable him to determine what was sexual excess, and
that her case was no worse than that of others—by no means uncommon! Had that man
had coition with any other woman but once, his wife would have gained her suit. Mar
riage lust must not be abolished, decides the State, and the Church raises the standard of
xo'divoroe, with Greeley, James, Gordon Bennett and Rev. Dr. Prinne for standardbearers.
When wives are to all intents and purposes the property of their husbands, denied all
rights to the control of their own person, all protection from their masters, more than
that guaranteid to the slave mother of the south; it is absurd to talk about protection
given by the present system to the rights of the child. As well talk of the glorious priv
ilege and protection of the slave child, who kicks up his heels and grows fat in the exu
berance of his joy.
The slaveholder is no worse than his position and system gives him the power to he,
■and often better; so with the husband. The remedy lies in the abolition of ownership. Re
store to woman her personality. Give her a right to her own earnings, let her have absolute
control over her affections and her own person and she will enter upon a happier and ho■lier life. Those puritanic sneaks, those dastard knaves—most of whom defend marriage
for the sake of their own lusts—who claim that entire freedom for woman would make
lust flow free as water, forget that in cities, where private prostitution is honorable—one
of the institutions of the age, thousands of women rather than stoop to it, stitch their
lives away at sixpence a shirt. “Naturally tend to prostitution unless restrained by law!”
“Women are chaste only because they are compelled to be!” This calumny is base a&
the hearts of its authors. They judge others by themselves. They believe in the suprem
acy of the Devil, who only now and then takes in God as a copartner m governing the
race Words are wasted in talking to them about the divine element in man, and the
controlling innate power of truth and virtue. ^ Men who crucify their God at the bid
ding of their Devil, can’t comprehend any such*ideas. How advanced reformers can row
in the same boat with these bigots, and under their black flag, we cannot comprehend.—
Our motto is Freedom, Truth, Right; will they not rally under it and battle for am,
rights?
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1st. Friend Patterson flings at me for not being “man enough” to refrain from assailing
“the pioneers of progressive thought.” Oh,Patterson! You who believe in Free Love don’t
believe in free speech, wnich I exercise, because I am not man enough to keep still!!
2nd. Friend Patterson says Societ}r cannot advance with “even front” because what
suits one don’t suit all, and “portions of the human race will enjoy fraternity and free
love, ages before the great masses will.”
What I say is this: that Free Love is not yet fit for any portion of mankind—if it can
be realized only in Community,as friend Patterson asserts—because the smallest portion of
the human race cannot sustain a communistic relation, on free principles, for the short
space of five years. There are not twenty families in the State of Ohio fit for commun
ism. This is the issue between Patterson and myself—to wit: whether community is
now practicable. I say it is not. If so, then Free Love is not practicable.
To discuss
this issue there is not space in this paper.
3rd. My idea of Social Progress, friend Patterson says, “is based on the assumption,
that what suits one individual, suits all.” Not so; there have always been some discon
tented persons in society, and there always will be. I am dissatisfied with the Educa
tional and Land Systems;—but I am contented to abide the law of progress for their re
form. All discontented philosophers should content themselves in the same way, or they
will be doomed to much unhappiness. After you have tried “Fraternity and Free Love”
m community, you will conclude to “put up” with the law, and await the realization of
reforms in their order.
Now, friend Gage, let me talk with you.
1st. lou say the father “should have this right (to his child) so long as it does not in
terfere with the mother’s stronger right or the happiness of the child.” You dare not
say that one parent has a stronger claim to his or her child than the other. As to the
happiness of the child, who is to judge whether the control of either or both parents, is
prejudicial. You would not invoke the law in such a case? If you would, why not ap
peal to the law in reference to all domestic difficulties? Friend Gage, your minor prem
ise in this syllogism, fails, and your conclusion is not sound.
2nd. You say that Free Love will give “every woman the right to refuse the embrace
of every man except when she wishes him to be the father of her child.” Every wom
an has that right now. She can refuse the embrace of her husband continuously if she
please; but Free Love says she may rush to the embrace of any other man, while law
and public sentiment say no—and so say I; in God’s name let the marriage bed continue
undefiled, and save us from promiscuous lust! Do you deny that the wife can refuse her
husband at pleasure? I say she can—and if the husband will not brook it, he can get a
divorce on that account, and she will be free to seek another. Do you say the husband
may force her? Then she can get a divorce for cruel treatment, and relief is afforded
the discordant parties.
3d. Ton say that under Free Love, no woman would begin to despise her child before
it is born. Then you must revolutionize society and imbue all women with the pride of
motherhood, as was the case before fashion and vanity had corrupted three-fourths of the
female world. The exceptions are few to the rule, that women as well as men will ulti
mate their love. Isay they shall marry in some form to do it:-—you say they should do
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it at their pleasure—marriage is a humbug. Marriage and public sentiment impose some
restraint on lust; Free Love proposes to remove it; and I here say that under r ree Love
amativeness would be ten-fold more excited and excitable than it is now. ^
l
4th. You say hating parents generally hate their children. Not so. They love their
children and prefer, in nine cases out of ten, to live together and make the best of it,
rather than be divorced and have the children divided between them. If your assertion
be true, one would suppose either parent would be glad to let the other have the chi
ren—which was never known to be the case, except when the parent so desiring, is to
tally abandoned in character and bankrupt in affection.
.
5th. You say, in reply to my assertion that the mother has the right to the aid of the
father', in sustaining the child, that “this is one of those rights which the present system
entirely fails to protect.” You mean in some cases, etc. You cite the case of drunken
and profligate fathers. Let me ask you if Free Love will cure drunkenness? It will add
drunken amativeness. Drunkards will get children if they can—and under Free Love,
they could, and more of them than now. Let me say that your opposition to my argu
ment, is all based on exceptional cases, which is the grossest of logical fallacies, when rea
soning with reference to the right relation of virtuous people. Until you correct this
fallacy, their is no further occasion to rejoin to your reply. Like friend Patterson, you
sustain Free Love as applicable to a true social state. You say it is essential to social re
generation; I say it would prove the death of any community in three years. I give
friend Gage credit for sagacity far beyond his years. Experience will yet have much to
do in shaping his opinions.
Friend Treat, a word with you:—
1st. In respect to all you say in reference to the cooperation of the whole community,
for the support and education of each child, I might let the foregoing reply suffice. That
community cannot be kept alive anywhere on this globe. This is the issue between us
all. If we enter upon that discussion, I will put you such a social catechism as will con
vince most persons I am right.
.
2nd. You deny my assertion that Free Love will open the flood gates of vice. You will
agree with me if no restraint is to be placed upon amativeness. That restraint, you say,
is in all cases affection-for “material union is not to be had except when the wisdom of
the harmony demands a child.” Oh, Treat! Treat!! How you talk!!! The champion
of Freedom—even to the freedom of the affections—and yet you are prescribing greater
restraints than any despot ever dared to propose! Besides, the very Venus of Free
Love says the material embrace is the natural right of love, and you are determined a
men and women shall love-and yet this natural right you trample under foot. For if
one woman is to love a hundred men, instead of embracing them all, she can’t ultimate her
love with one, unless the “wisdom of the harmony demands a child!!” If you are to
be a consistent friend of Freedom, am I not right the whole race will, m that “good time
coming,” bathe in the dirty sea of lust? Have I not as much right to restrain men and
women in their loves as you have in the results of sexual love? I begin back where it
can be done; you wait with your chains until it is too late to weld them on. When two
are desperately loving, they don’t stop to reason, unless some restrictions are upon them
I would make them reason beforehand, and not commence loving except under prudent
circumstances. On the contrary, you remove all restraints to love, and alter they are
so warm they can’t help it, you walk up with your dry paste of reasons and restraints.
You might as well administer the decalogue to a famishing bear.
3rd You say that “in marriage, half the offspring of all parents would be ^ssed if
they were orphans, and always had been-never had been born.” You deal by the
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wholesale, and err more in that than friend Gage did on the exceptions. It is true that it
would be better for many had they never been born.
But how comes it so? From
fashion, chiefly. Tight lacing has weakened nearly all of us, and the gewgaws of the
genteel that so engross the attention of many women that while they are mad to marry,
they despise motherhood. Scrofula and other diseases that the nonsense of the world
has inflicted are causes of this state of things. Physiology, Education and Land Reform
•w ill correct all the causes of the calamity you state in so extravagant a manner Free
Love will only make it worse,
4th. In reference to my conclusion, “thus far I am for Freedom of the Affections,” you
say “is equivalent to ‘Beyond this I am for Enslavement of the Affections.’ What a rec
ord to go down to the future, and forever signed, L. A. Hine.” I am willing to let it
slide thus signed, for all who examine it in all time to come, will understand my doctrine
to be all the freedom that is conistent with virtue. But, friend Treat, hold your horses! You
wish to enchain most of the love that is now free, by prescribing the restraint of no “ma
terial union the natural right of love—except when the wisdom of the harmony de^
mands a child.” I submit the case.
5th. But friend Treat thinks he got a glorious victory, in his second article, and I am
almost benevolent enough to let him enjoy it;—truth, however, forbids. He says I as
sume that some natural rights must be sacrificed to others, to keep the peace. Not so.
Human life is a harmonious system when every act of man is measured by truth. All
truth and all right should stand. But every right harmonizes with every other right—
and is limited by the rights of others. I have the right to as much land as I can culti
vate, but I have no right to rob another to get it. The child has the right to the nurture,
protection and instruction of the parents, and if the exercise of Free Love on the part of
the parents, would interfere with the child’s rights, they have no right to go away from
each other for sexual love. It would break up the family, and either rob the child of one
parent, or throw it entirely upon the care of strangers. Friend Treat, like the other
apostles of Free Love, would annihilate marriage and break up all family relations! It
wont do, neither can it be done, except by apostates to God and outlaws to Nature. That
man or woman does not live that would take the same care of others’ children that they
do of their own. I know of some Free Lovers who would not take care of even their own
children one who abandoned his beloved soon as she became pregnant, and the mother
and child are now in beggary. Another who abandoned his wife and child, and the mother
lately died in the hospital of consumption,—and many a heart has ached to see her re
clining her emaciated form upon some straw, and stitching away her life for the support
of her child!
6th. You say that every human being has a right to love whom he pleases, and to be
loved by any one who can love him or her. In the sense that love means universal char
ity , it is all right. But to go out of the family for love, is to stab fraternity and society
to the heart; ior society is composed, and always will be composed of cooperating fam
ilies, and to dissolve all families is to annihilate virtuous societj^, and make whoredom,
robbeiy and murder the only social bonds. When the relation of parent and child ter
minates, the parents have the right to go asunder and seek love where they can find it,
provided they do not seek it at another’s expense. 1 have heard of Free Lovers who
made it their chief business to step in between harmonious parents and plant the apple
of discord. Better burn down their houses, cut down their orchards and plunder all
theii property! Love is excited as often by cunning as by artlessness; and who dare say
that one has a right to play the foul game in love, as it can be done by any attractive
man or woman?
7 th. You say “every individual has a right to flow to the general attractions and
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sympathies of society.” Yes, if he can; if he can’t, he has no such right; rights are
often limited by one’s power.
8th. You say that “every father and mother has a right to such a state of society as
will surround his or her child with harmonious and happy conditions.” Yes, if such a
state exists and he or she pleases to take advantage of it. If such a state does not exist,
and he or she cannot cooperate with others to establish it, they have no such right.
9th. You say “every child has the right to be born of parents who love each other,
and who choose each other to be the parents of that child.” The presumption is that
every child does now enjoy this right; there may be some exceptions. But, indeed,
friend Treat, don’t make yourself ridiculous by talking of the rights of a nonentity!
10th. You say that “every child, after birth, has a right to nestle in the love of pa
rents who mutually do love and flow to each other in a great and beautiful harmony.”
Yes, yes; therefore, stand aside, ye Free Lovers; veil your faces in shame for encouraging
the breaking up of this “great and beautiful harmony,” by telling every woman she has
a right to win the love of that father away from the mother by her arts; and by telling
every man thfld he is in duty bound to seduce that mother away from the father of her
child, if he can! “I thank thee, Jew, for teaching me that word.”
11th. You say “every child has the right to Association.” Yes, if he can get it; othwise not. It is absurd to talk of a right to an impossibility. Every right raises an ob
ligation, and Mr. Treat is grossly fallacious when he attempts to establish rights on the
ruin of duty or moral obligation. His whole opposition to my views is based on that ex
travagant assumption.
My reasoning is sustained; my views on Free Love are sound, as logic demonstrates,
and time will prove. Be assured of that, gentlemen.

To L. A. Hike.
Brother:—Your “friendly chat” opens with a sophism.
My neighbor may make a
donkey of himself, but it don’t follow because I condemn the act, that I oppose his free
dom as a man or a donkey. If any one says I should be gibbeted for my advocacy of
Free Love, it don’t follow that I am opposed to free speech, because I exercise its privi
leges in expressing my convictions as to the cowardice and cruelty of such a one. And
so I am not guilty of treason to free speech, when I use it in questioning the consistency
of your course on social reform. You say I believe in Free Love, but not in Free Speech.
Was it not through my free consent as editor of a free journal, that publicity was given
to your free speech against Free Love? Then, if you be right, my practice is better than
my “belief,” and that is what you can’t say of many. I would rather be judged by v hat
I do, than by any assertion of 3rours as to what my faith is or is not.
You are not the first attorney of despotism that has said no part of the people are fit
for freedom. That has been a standing declaration with all such for centuries. But the
people assert their rights and take them, despots and alarmists crying all the while against
the depravity of human nature and the licentiousness of liberty; and so it will be when
they claim the rights of affectional freedom. Despotism always has and ever will set it
self up as the conservator of all “virtue;” but a growing humanity is gradually trenching
upon its dingy realms, and its scepter is passing away. Various groups are at
this moment entering upon the fruition of fraternity and free love to an extent which you
might not he willing to admit. As to their fitness, you assume a prerogative in deciding
against them, which they will not grant you. You are only permitted to judge your
peers! You may decide for yourself and for those in sympathy with you in this old love
of social despotism; but for such as are r_not in sympathy with the selfishness, injustice
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and impurity of sexual monopoly, you cannot decide—at least you need not, for they da
not acknowledge the jurisdiction of your court; and your master in this regard, and once
theirs, the Elf of Fogyism, will find them an invincible hand of rebels.
Kindly and respectfully.

“FREE

LOVE.”-----A

REPLY.

Note.—The following article was written in reply to an article against Free Love, which appeared
in a number of the Civilian, Yellow Springs, Ohio. With that number the publication of said jour
nal closed, and the Editor returned my article with the request that it be published in the S. R., and
himself permitted to review it. This proposition is cheerfully accepted, and our friend’s “review”
will receive a hearty welcome, without any condition whatever, except in that which relates to space;
and in this, as our journal is small, it would rather seem that the “Reply” should be the measure of
the “Review.” Freedom of speech in this journal, resolves itself into a question of mechanical ca
pacity; and whoever wants to speak through this organ, must make his words as few and telling as
possible. There is a must even in freedom, and G-od himself is circumscribed by necessities.

Mr. Editor:—You think that Free Love is not a reform. Whatever Conservatism
wants to oppose, it says is no reform; and that you still want the slavery of love, it is not
strange that you make this objection to the freedom of love, “Affeetional freedom is not
compatible with the nature of things around us.” Very true; and if things around us
were right, this would be a very conclusive argument against the freedom of the affec
tions, and would forever prevent its installation. And so you indorse “the nature of things
around us.”
wonder you oppose freedom. Despotism in the realms of the affec
tions has created its own conditions, and you war upon freedom to save these. The Re
publicans of Europe cry for political freedom; but the fat and aris tocratic despots tell
them: “You cannot have it; the freedom you want is incompatible with the nature of
things around us.” The chattel slave asks for freedom; but the master replies: “0, no,
Cuffie; your freedom would be incompatible with the nature of things around us.”
You “purpose, in the first place, to prove from the law of nature and of reason, that
the marriage relation is a natural institution;” and so you refer us to certain animals that
pair off, such as the Polar bear. Now this is very fine, but it proves too much entirely.
The higher order of animals; the more intelligent, gentle and docile; those most useful to
man; all the gregarious tribes do not pair oft' even in their wild state. The males contest
with each other for possession of the female, and the conqueror propagates his kind; and so
should man do, if your logic be good for anything. Let me tell you, my friend, that this
going to the lower animals for the laws which pertain to man, is rather a dangerous bu
siness. Man is more than all the animals put together; and if we want to find the higher
laws of his being, we must study man himself, and not the brutes. The lower animals
are content with routine and monotony; and so are the lower tribes of men. A higher
development gives the divergent and comprehensive activities of the upper brain, and va
riety and change become indispensable conditions of individual growth and happiness.
You tell us that “man saunters forth intuitively,” not for many, but for one love only.
It would be a great wonder if he did not, when custom, public opinion and law forbid
him doing otherwise. Polygamy is sanctioned by more than half of mankind; and there
a man does “go forth intuitively” in pursuit of more than one companion. But then
these are nothing but polygamists, and if their intuitions of right and happiness differ
from ours, we shall hardly give them the credit of being humans at all! And then some
of our free lovers of both sexes, having got rid of contracted prejudices, derived from a
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lower plane of humanity, do love more than one, and think they find it happifying and
ennobling; but there is no end to the folly of people who think that love, the paramount
element of human happiness, should be free, and we shall rule out their testimony!
You claim that marriage is natural, and so we should have laws to enforce it. Eating
when we get hungry, is natural, too, and so it ought to be enforced by law! Freedom
for the affections would permit change and variety, and this you say, would be disas
trous. Disastrous! Would there be so general an abuse of freedom? Sure enough,
mankind must be totally depraved, or next thing to it, and the old dogma is about right,
after all! And so we must have man-made law backed by the police to compel us to ob
serve the law of nature and reason! How lucky that there be some so regenerate as to
make such good laws and direct the God-like bayonets!
You draw a fine picture of domestic bliss; pity there is so little of reality in it. I fear
there is more of this article of domestic bliss in the imagination and on paper, than else
where. The mere fustain of rhetoric will not save a system of things that is doomed.—
Woman, you say, wants a “protector.” A protector in the midst of a civilized and Christ
ianized people! And a man will consent to become that protector, provided the woman
consents to give up her person to the protector, for the gratification of his lusts; and if
she will not thus consent to become a lust-machine for him, exclusively and hopelessly,
we have your authority for it that he will not become her protector! Don’t tell me that
this sexual abuse is not a part of the price she pays for protection. Show me one woman
who does not suffer from her protector, and I will show you a hundred that does; and
these, too, among the intelligent and religious classes. The gauze of well turned periods
will not long conceal the fetid cess-pool of legalized prostitution. The facts now being
collected, go to show that most of all does woman need to be saved from her protector.—•
But why need a protector at all? Because civilization is but systematic discord and ra
pine; and brother is at war with brother more ways than one. There is general depriva
tion and dissatisfaction in existing social relations; and man becomes a depredator against
■“female virtue;” and she wants just one brave man to protect her against all the rest.—•
And here we have the family—the blessed family; and 0 what an education the children
usually get under “the genial [discordant] influences of the home circle!” For the child
ren’s sake, if for no other, I shall war incessantly against thisbedlum of civilization, with
the hope that one day, its discords and pollutions will not”corrupt the young heart of hu
manity.
You seem to be of the opinion that free love would deprive the children of the care of
both parents. This might be true if none would avail themselves of freedom but the un
principled. Libertines may assume the garb of philosophy to cloak their letchery in;:
but nearly all that I have known to accept of free love, are such as I very well know
would no more abandon their offspring in freedom, than you would, sir, under any circum
stances. This charge against freedom, is a slander against the human heart, and the man
that makes it, is either ignorant, prejudiced, or dishonest. The father who now cares for
his child because compelled to do so by law, is a worthy parent really! Such a monster
would be a noble aid to the mother, and a great exemplar to the child! And so you would
hang this millstone about the mother’s neck for life, curse' a numerous progeny with such
a parentage, and call it holy!—Install freedom, and such a man, if he show his villainy,
will be “exorcised” from fatherhood and “all the holiest relations of life” till he learn to
be a man. Let a father desert his child, and the wilting rebuke of sovereign woman
will reach him more effectively in freedom, than your laws now can. And yet
you are afraid of freedom! The cowardice of injustice and tyranny, ever! Not a cruel
master in the South but is afraid of feeedom; not a despot of Europe but is afraid of free
dom; not a Jesuitical priest but is afraid of freedom;—cowards all! And I don’t envy
you your company!
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The most wily who secretly practice free lust, are at this moment openly committed
against free love. The women who have the faith in themselves to accept of freedom,,
are not the game for libertines. Fill the soul of woman with the love of worthy menr
and Ebertiaes would be cheated of their prey. It is woman’s necessities now that make
her their victim. The disappointed lover or the half-loved or hated wife becomes an easy
prey. In freedom there will not be this affectional starvation and suppression on the part of
woman; and a man will have to prove himself worthy to receive the boon of woman’s love..
Your closing paragraphs are lugubrious indeed. To say that by the abrogation of mar
riage, no one would be able to recognize his father, and that “mankind would wander up
and down the earth, having a home everywhere, but in factr nowhere,” betrays the mean
opinion you entertain of woman. If she would thus become a harlot in freedom, she is of
course restrained from it now by our righteous lawrs—and the faithful husband who sees
that they are well observed! Any one who appeals to vulgar prejudices, as you have done
to bring odium upon the noblest and dearest freedom that has ever come with joy to the
great heart of humanity, is, in my opinion, more unfortunate than the veriest despot that
lashes a Russian serf, or a negro slave.. If you have expressed candid sentiments, you
must remember that I have done the same. 1 cannot but deprecate such an article as
yours and regret such a prostitution of your pen; yet I entertain no unkind feelingsr
whatever, toward yourself. Be assured of that, my brother.
Onslaughts like this of yours, make the soldiers of freedom sad but strong; and }on
must excuse the earnestness of one who has even a divine faith in free inquiry, free speedy
free love, and individual and universal freedom. Attornies of despotism, ye shall all
have your day—make the most of it; the glorious future is ours!

QUESTIONS

FOK

THE

ORTHODOX.

BY W. ».

Who was it that tempted the devil to sin?
And how did such mischief in heaven begin?
And why was the crooked oM serpent, unslaity
Permitted on earth to work mischief again?
Why was he not chained in some cavern below,
Where chance there was none to breed sorrow and woe?
Pray, what kind of ev’nings and mornings were those,
Of which Moses tells us, before the sun rose?
And how did the earth in its gallant course fly,
Before its bright center was placed in the sky ?
How was it that Adam so easily fell,
Exposing the world to the torments of hell,
When fallen humanity over the land,
Temptations by thousands so nobly withstand?
If God cursed us all for the fault of one man,
Where, then, was his justice who uttered the ban?
Pray, where was his mercy, his love, or his grace,
For the weakness of one, thus to taint the whole race?
And why did he make man to live here at all,
Well knowing beforehand that Adam would fall?
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Did six days of work make the Deity tire?
If so, then, the author of life may expire;
Jehovan-'s works fail like the labors of men,
And all Nature sink into nothing again.
Who was it that Gain married? Give us some light.
His sister.” His sister! Could incest be right?
The offspring of such an unnatural lie
Would certainly dwindle to pigmies and lie.
Whence came the deep water that over all stood,
When mountain tops were but as snags in the flood?
And where, can you tell, did those vast oceans fly?
Did comets take off the abundant supply?
How was it that God favored Jacob, the knave,
And made him lord over Esau, the brave?
If God favor meanness and cowardice, then,
.The safest at last, are the worst of all men.
If God is a spirit Unknown to the sight,
Who was it that wrestled with Jacob all night?
And whom saw the elders of Israel, when
God gave his commands to the children of men?
Who gave to the Jews the grand charter of death,
“Your enemies slay, every one that has breath?”
And how can the God of that blood thirsty crew
Be loving and merciful, gracious and true?
Was God once an infant, the child of a maid?
The filler of space in a rude manger laid?
And did the Almighty grow stronger each day,
The Lord over angels with little boys play;
The maker of worlds and tb[e ruler of spheres,
Did he as a carpenter work for some years?
Was he who owned all things, by charity fed,
No place on his own earth to pillow his head?
When Jesus Christ knelt on Gethsemane’s sod,
Did angels from heaven strengthen their God?
And did he abandon himself, when he cried,
“Why hast thou forsaken me, God,” and then died?

BIBLE

PROPHECIES.
BY W. B.

Prophecies Respecting Tyre.

Tyre was a very ancient city, and after Sidon, the greatest in Fhemria, a narrow strip
©f country, lying along the Eastern shore of the Mediterranean sea. It is mentioned as
©arly as the time of Joshua, and was then called, “the strong city Tyre.”
Much dispute has taken place, at various times, respecting its situation; some contend
ing that it was built upon an island, and others, on the continent. Both appear to be
correct. All the scripture passages referring to its situation, agree with the idea of its
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insular position.,, and some cannot agree with any other. In Ezek. xxvn. 3,^ it is said to
be “situate at the entry of the sea;” elsewhere,, “in the midst of the seas; and Isaia i,
speaking of the people of Tyre,, calls them “the inhabitants of the isle.” It is very pro abie that the city was first built upon an island or peninsula, and afterward extended to.

^TheThenicians were the Yankees of older time, and Tyre became enriched with the
wealth of the nations. Like some of their American brethren, they traded m then e low men, for Joel reproaches them with haying sold the children of Judah unto the Gre
cians. The Jews ever ready to denounce and curse those nations and cities that
y
could not plunder and destroy, and especially those near their borders, who re^ed
them for their boundless cruelty, fulminated their anathemas against Tyre
Is^
is supposed to have prophesied about 712 B. C., says,.
ow , ye s ups o
,
your strength is laid waste. And it shall come to pass m that ^ that ryreshaUte
forgotten 70 years, according to the days of one king; after the end of 70 yearsjhal
Tyre sing as an harlot. And it shall come to pass after the end of <0 year,, that t
Lord will visit Tyre, and she shall turn to her hire and shall commit fornication with all
the kingdoms in the world, upon the face of the earth. And her merchand^e
her
hire shall be holiness to the Lord.”-Is. xxiii: 14-18. This appears to teach, for it is du
"tell what its precise meaning is, that Tyre should be desolatofor 70 ye^andat
the end of that time, should be rebuilt and its inhabitants trade as of old, hut what they
obtained for trading should be for the Lord.
Bishop Newton supposes this to have been fulfilled after Nebuchadnezar »»«<«>«*
Tyre and as he says', took it, but if so, then Ezekiel and Isa.ah d.rectly contradict each
other Ezekiel says in the 26th chapter of his prophecy, that Nebuchadnezar shou g
nst Tyre, break down her walls and !ay her stones and timber and dust m the nndst
of the waters and that she SHOunn be built ho moue. If she was bn,it no more after
that, of course the time prophesied by Isaiah never came.
Not only so, but there is no period in the history of Tyre during winch she was forgotEzetol ^sThave before stated, lived at Babylon while Nebuchadnezar reigned there
It is not surprising, therefore, that he should prophecy that Nebuchadnezar would bes.eg
lire anl
might very reasonably suppose that the Napoleon of those tunes would conque^it an^obtafn greafspod. This he prophesies; but

Z

nft co amiss ” and so it was in this instance'.

He says. I will hung up
y
, -r, +
nezfr king of Babylon, a king of kings, from the North, (if he had said, from the Eas ,
it wouid have been more correct,) with horses and with chariots He
^^
sword thy daughters in the field, and he shall make a fort against thee. W5ttl
of his horses shall ho tread down all thy streets; he shall slay thy people by the sword
andthy strong garrisons shall go down to the ground. And they shall make a spoft «my
riches and.0 make a prey of thy merchandise. And I will make thee like th top of a
l7d l^u ^al^it’tTlek^l^U the nest chap lilhe ^counts the gloryof Tyre' and
reiteratedheT utter destruction; (verse 27;) Uhy riches ami
thy mariners and thy pilots, thy calkers and the occupiers oftt.ymero^,
thy men of war, that are in thee and in all thy company which 18 in t^(The merchants
shall fall into the midst of the seas, m the day of thy rum. Oveisc •)
„
among the people shall hiss at thee; thou shalt be a terror, and never shalt he any ^
This is all Plain enough. Nebuchadnezar was to beseige and conquei Tyre
3
habhantf make a sped of its riches and merchandise, destroy the city and it should nev
er be built againflBut Ezekiel was mistaken.

Nebuchadnezar oesieged

yre
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$een years, and the Encyclopedia Britannica says that there is no evidence that he ever
took it. Jerome, one of the Christian Fathers, says “Nebuchadnezar sustained incredi
ble hardships at the seige of Tyre; and when the Syrians saw themselves closely at
tacked, the nobles conveyed themselves and their richest effects on shipboard, and re
moved to other islands.” So that when Nebuchadnezar took the city, he found nothing
to recompense him for the toil which he had undergone in this seige. Rollin says “before
the city was reduced to the last extremity, its inhabitants retired with the greatest part
of their effects, into a neighboring isle, a mile from the shore, where they built a new
city.” He does not state where he obtained his information from, and I think it is more
tkan probable that Nebuchadnezar never took the city at all. This much is certain that
Ezekiel’s prophecy Which stated that he should destroy the inhabitants of Tyre and make
a prey of their riches and mercandise, was never fulfilled, Ezekiel himself being witness.
Ezek. xxix: 18-19. “Son of man, Nebuchadnezar, king of Babylon, caused his army
to serve a great service against Tyrus; every head was made bald, and every shoulder
was peeled; yet had he no wages, nor his army, for Tyrus, for the service that he had
served against it. Therefore, thus saith the Lord, behold I will give the land of Egypt
unto Nebuchadnezar, king of Babylon; and he shall take her multitude, and take°'her
spoil, and take her prey, and it shall be the wages for his army.” How he had the coun
tenance to prophecy again after the failure that he had made, I know not. Nebuchad
nezar must have been credulous if he believed him the second time.
But after Nebuchadnezar destroyed it, it was never to be built again. Instead of this,
the city continued to flourish and was in a very prosperous condition, when more than
200 years afterward, it was besieged by Alexander for seven months, who with great dif
ficulty made himself master of it. Eighteen years afterward, it was again besieged, so
that it must have recovered rapidly after being subdued by Alexander. At the time of
the crusades, it was a flourishing city, and remains still, though reduced in size, its pres
ent population being 5,000 or 6,000.
Many of the Jews having been sold by the Syrians, Joel prophesies that in like manner
the Jews should sell the Syrians. “And 1 will sell your sons and your daughters into
die hands of the children of Judah, and they shall sell them to the Sabeans, to a people
far off, for the Lord hath spoken it.”—Joel iii: 8. This, like the rest of the prophecies,
Was never fulfilled, or if it was, all history is silent respecting it.
Falsehood may reign for a day, but the Kingdom is Truth’s, and she shall reign for
ever.

‘‘CONTRACTED
Reply

to

VIEWS.”

E. L.

Crane.

BY T. P. WRIGHT.

Comparatively speaking, it signifies not how much reformers may contend for the necessity
of an entire change in the whole system of society, before their ideal of a truer and
purer life can be realized. They are still, when advocating principles which are in them selves, true and applicable to the changed conditions contemplated,—frequently met by
conservative minds as though they advocated these principles as applicable to present con
ditions. My views would indeed be “contracted” were I guilty of this folly; and I should
oe equally guilty of “contracted views,” were I to attempt to bend principles to present
conditions. False customs and habits may, will, and do continually change; principles
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The conservative element in society is as necessary and useful as any other.You, brother Crane, have taken hold of a wheel of the car of progress, and are exer mg
a considerable influence; “Hold on to it like a man." But alas for the puny e or s o
an “atom” against the “Universe!” The mighty car rolls on, Doctor and you must
either change by letting go one spoke after another, or be changed by being came

never!

"you do not attempt to refute the principle, that “there is not an atom in the Universe
precisely the same for two consecutive moments,” but admit it as a fact.
you wi rea
my article again, you will find that I say, “the time will come when here will be neither
marrying, nor giving in marriage;” not that it is so now: nor is it either desirable or possi
ble that it should generally prevail now, with the present^ amoun, o en ig
: and knowledge. It will come in its own good time. But there are even now m
world, some who are bound to do right by a higher motive than a promise or a contract
and though you are personally a stranger to me, from the reading of your articles m t
Phonetic Advocate, years since, I am inclined to think you are one of them and that
some day, when you are tired with your exertions at the “wheel,” and have let go to spit
on your hands?” the car will get such a start of you, that, having had a moment to icflec
the WHOLE TRUTH will flash across your mind, and whirling you high in the air, you will

enm™

cry out with the enthusiasm of a ycug convert, “Let
Ceresco, Wis., Sept. 15, 1856.
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BY WM. HALLER.

n„

tiT
concludes that because his or some person's piano was up ended, therefore, it
was the work of those who have shuffled off this mortal coil, and havmg made the assettTou, then calls ou oue of your contributors to disprove the same mathematmal.y-satd
C°pTrC^

t0 Pr7 10 mather‘iealedTdl^ot *

Z Jordan „

i have lately had some experience in my wooden home here, on Bras
Creek "in Spiritual matters, that was quite beyond my powers of comprehension andj
’
,
, •
But then there was such manifest physical laws obtain

B

^i^thTspiritualoi^fflsembodiiff! existence of that cause will be proved tube fa^e^atoitta
The fact
scent,he

0—tU

Jy are. the,

In conclusion, let me ask, has not thisspri

itual idea be‘en the foundation of all the priestcraft
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^ay an<^ *ias g°ne UP on high, etc. Yet those poor deluded wretches were willing to, and
•some did seal with their blood their faith in all the mummery that was taught. Also,
you are aware, that they saw the person who rose from the dead and had the privilege of
sticking their fingers into the nail holes that were made in his hands; and the wound in his
side was quite a subject of investigation. Now my opinion is that the world has been
afflicted with such stuff and nonsense quite long enough without a fresh batch being got
up in the 19th century, and rammed down the throats of unborn innocence, by a sys( hematic detailed account of such impositions, as truthful history .
Waggoner’s Ripple, Adams Co., C,
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THE

MARTYRS*

BY MARY A. CHILTOU.

We hear certain reformers caution the advocates of Freedom, against preaching its doctrines, or living its life, because, they say, the time has not yet come to realize Freedom
in social relations, and, consequently, the attempt to do so under existing forms of socie
ty, must result in the martyrdom of those who try the experiment. Now with due def
erence to the opinions of these fearful and cautious preachers of reform, we beg leave to
differ with them.
We think the time has fully come to introduce truth into the most intimate relations
of life, and to abolish as rapidly as possible, all the selfish, mercenary, bread and clothes
considerations that now form the basis of nearly all marriages. It is notorious that even
in marriages of mutual attraction, the inducement to form the legal tie, to assume the
chain, is protection against poverty, combined with a purely selfish fear of the condem
nation of the world, should the lovers follow their intuitions and obey the dictates of their
hearts by simply remaining lovers.
What if somewhat of the good opinion of the worldly wise be sacrificed? What if
some of the popular smiles change to frowns? What if sun-shiny friends turn the cold
shoulder? What if the good things of this life be reduced to the bare necessaries? Is the
good opinion of the outside world; are the smiles of holiday friends and the luxuries of ex
ternal life, and all that a false society can give so valuable, that health of body and soul, that
purity and truth, that God and heaven should he sacrificed for the chance of possessing
them? We think not. And is there, on the other hand, any security in the legal bonds, against
martyrdom? Oh! cautious and conservative reformer, look about you and see the care
worn faces of your respectable married friends; listen and hear the sighs and groans of
heart-broken sufferers! What does all this sickness and misery mean that we see every
where? Are not these prudent people really the martyrs, and not the brave and fearless,
who leave home and friends, and position and luxury, for the love of Freedom and the free
dom of love? Not they the martyrs; no, you will find the martyrs among the respecta
ble and those deemed comfortable, and certainly cared-for portion of the community.__
Gould you look behind the scenes, you would find manacles on arms that in secret are raised
to Heaven, imploring relief; you would find hands and feet transfixed by nails, suspending
them to heavy crosses; you would see blood flowing from sides pierced by spears; there you
Would see the crown of thorns, binding the throbbing temples of many, many victims.
. Then> too> you might see the vinegar-soaked sponge of respectability, tauntingly offered
in mockery, to the fevered lips.
We ask, have not these martyrs been tortured long enough ? Is not the divine spark ah
most exunct even now, or would you wait until a God-forsaken humanity disorganizes into
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a death from which there is no resurrection? '.We beg you, timid reformers, to study this
picture until you grow strong in the truth, and resolve for the sake of humamty to be
up and doing, preaching the gospel of deliverance, the gospel of Freedom to all the bound
and imprisoned—the legally, but most diabolically married ones, the world through, until
the divine law of attraction shall confer health and happiness, and all our children shall
be born to an inheritance of wisdom, beauty and love, instead of hate, disease and crime,
as now.
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The Whole Thing

COME

in one

AT

IT.

View.

BY JOSEPH TREAT.

Come, it is time to begin to do something besides talk-we might write on this way for
ever, and not reach any result. What shall we go to doing? How shall we make a be
ginning? And let us all shake hands over this, that the something shall be 'lone-tliat
the end shall be brought about-that we will live in Association! Say, one and all, tha
we wont stop till we are there. We’ve been cursed this way, infinitely too long already.
And it need not take long to land us at our goal, either. Only a few months, i we wi
but take hold. A preparation of four or five years to “harmonize” us, is not only entire y
unnecessary, but, in the light of true philosophy, quite impossible. Noble ^merSOn;
know thy high oracle has given forth the response, “Before there can be union o
,
there must first be union of one;” but for once, it must be owned the oracle is at fault.
The “one” made not himself discordant, but Society; and then not till Society is armon
ized” can he be. What made, itself must unmake, our ills; and all dream of getting rea y
for Association, till we are actually in it, is a chimera. Try the experiment, who wi . 7
shall only point the proverb, “Cart before the horse.”
The next great Movement on the world’s grand chess-board of Reform, wi iave
>
not with the honorable and professional vocations, of doing good, and saving the racei
virtue and happiness—not with evangelizing nor yet civilizing, nor even educa mS,nor
last, at all instructing, mankind—not with the use of Eloquence, (the tongue,) nor .
’
nor the Press, in effecting these results-but with the vulgar common-place of looking ou
for ourselves, and minding our own business; the homely matter of Imng; n mg a
whereto dwell, and then dwelling there; gathering our subsistence from the fruit ot o
hands; and giving ourselves up to work out the great Destiny of our existence
u
’
Unfolding, Happiness. And this Movement will take on the type of Eclecticism^
not find our homes all over the world, promiscuously: we shall cull from the mig J
tudesamong whom we now live, and elect out those who shall dwell with us:
shal Sra"''
tate to our attractions, and like will draw like: those of kindred affinities, will flow togeth
erto one place; and those of yet other affinities, together to another place: and so we sha
dot the whole land with Elective Colonies, Neighborhoods, Settlements
And then
Movement will take on the type of Communism; for, being alike, and so bvmg each other,
we shall be just to each other, and refuse to injure another to benefit ourselves
g
one in fellowship and sympathy, our interests will be one-the interest of each, that of a ,
and the interest of all,that of each: so we shall help ourselves,by helping
everybody else, by helping ourselves: we shall unite to achieve ^ means and en ^
and share the resulting fruit in common: and so we shall sow the whole land with Phalan
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Associations, Unities. And by this time- the Movement (not for this instituted,) will be
a Reformer—yes, the great Reformer of the World: we shall be beckoning all others, to
do what we ourselves have done : our Example will be a living and an infinite Ser
mon, pointing to this True Fabric of Society, as the sure road that will lead mankind on
to Harmony and Happiness: in saving ourselves, we shall have saved the Race!
Supply is equal to Demand: Humanity’s great Heed ripens into Humanity’s great
Travail—and at once, this Movement is wide-spread and universal. From the Old
World, where it was cradled—nursed into existence by Fourier and Owen—it leaps across
the great waters, and quickly strikes soil in our more congenial clime; takes root, and
sends up shoots, wherever men have become most humanized: develops Leagues, Mutu
al Insurances and Protective Unions, in almost every Town; gathers the elements of affinitized Groups and Societies, in various centers: and at last plants the true Phalanx in
almost every State in the Union. What it has done is but a small part of what it is do
ing; and but the beginning of what it will do. Let the ultimated results of these two or
three years, and especially of this very year, not yet waxed to more than to its working
noon [July 30th,]—seen in the large European Colony, led on by Victor Considerant, in
Texas: in the laying out of a City consecrated to Individual Sovereignty, at Modern
Times, Long Island; and the realization of such a City, consecrated to Absolute Com
munism, at Lake Zurich, Illinois: in the projected and actually begun Associations, at
Mitchell, Iowa; Harmonia, Michigan; Hutchinson, Minnesota; Esperanza, somewhere; and
many another locality yet: and more than all, in those two already-marvels, and prime
wonders of Socialistic enterprise, the Octagon and Vegetarian Settlement Companies, in
Kansas—bear me out in the assertion. Let the thousands and true tens of thousands
everywhere throughout the country, who are literally dying to join some of these, or yet
other Associations—sick, 0! so sick of these lives of isolation and antagonism; and long
ing, as for nothing, else in the blessed Universe, for society, and freedom, and love; and so
for a Home of Harmony that will bring all these—let these longing'thousands be my
proof. And let the hundreds of thousands, even up to million, scattered the whole length
and breadth of the land, who are beginning to think of Association; and to ask, if in this,
at last, is not to be found the long-sought for antidote to human ills; the sovereign cure
of the world’s slaveries and discords; kind Nature’s own panacea for the sin and suflering of her children—let all these be witness to the truth. Aye, let it go forth and be said
and sung; proclaimed from every house top, and wafted on every breeze—that this
mighty Movement is from this very day inaugurated! “Revolutions never go backward;”
but forward, ever, are their thickening shadows flung! Socialism is henceforth our polestar, our Goal, our Redeemer, our Heaven.
*
*
But there are four advantages which we must, without fail, combine in our Site.—
Very well, we can possess them all, and yet select sites anywhere, everywhere. Health?
Nothing is easier. The least possible need of fear on that score. Nature has been very
accommodating to us in that particular; and we have only to take as good care of our
selves as she has done, to be well anywhere. Nature is healthy; it’s we that are sick!
With wit enough to abate any occasional and exceptional nuisance in our neighborhood, and
living physiologically, there is not a tract of five miles square in all the Western country,
where we may not enjojr good health, the whole year round. No, we shall yet find that
we need not be sick. Especially may we defy that grand terror of new settlements—fe
ver and ague—to do alike its prettiest and its worst, with us—it can do nothing. What
if, at first, some should experience an attack from it? They would soon get well, for they
could take time: and that’s the only reason why physiological people living in isolation,
don’t get well of the ague—they can’t stop long enough. One of the beauties of our
civilization!
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Water? We can have the very best water in the world, wherever it rains have it pureand clean and sweet to drink, and ice to cool it at that. The roof of our Unitary Dwel
ling will pour water for a thousand, to say nothing of all tne other buildings. W ater is
the universal tea; and coflee and liquor are nowhere.
Cold? It wont be too cold wherever we may be attracted to go. It wont be too cold
to live; to live infinitely happier than we do now; to live in a perfect paradise, in spite of
the cold. All we shall have to do, will be to “acknowledge the [cold] corn?” and live
accordingly. We shall simply have to dress for a cold climate. Most people moving
West or North, forget this. They expect to dress there about as they do here; and so it
is not strange that they get finely come up with. In fact, here we make much less differ
ence between our Summer and Winter dress than we ought to do. Nature clothes her
buffaloes and white bears with heavy coats, of long, shaggy hair; and when we migrate
to higher latitudes, we must turn buffaloes and bears. [The men will be hirsute
enough for beards, then!] Encased in our lurs, robes and moccasins, we can sleigh-ride
all day, against a North-Wester, in Minnesota, and not begin to dream of feeling cold.—
And besides, we shall not be such fools as to be out in the Winter Nature never intend
ed it. Winter is the night of the year; and Nature as much bids us rest from toiling
and recruit for the next season, as she does the vegetable tribes.
ihe Soakers might
teach us this lesson; who, expending their strength on their farms, during the Summer,
and thence creating perfect abundance for the year, need not, in Winter, more than to
work in their snug shops for exercise. So we shall give up our cold months to culture,
and society; to the development of our moral, intellectual, physical and passionalnatuies,
and at last, to‘ Happiness. Winter will come to he the great school-time of our life.—
And the cold will not kill us off for need of something to eat; for wheat*and the Winter
grains we can grow anywhere throughout the whole North and West; and Yankee corn
ripens all over the district of Pembina, 500 miles above St. Paul, and those who live there
say there is no country more delightful, nor that will more readily grow all kinds of
crops. And the day will come when the entire North American Continent, as far up as
you have a mind to go, will be thickly settled with people, who will all live just as hap
py as larks, for all the cold—clear up to where Dr. Kane found the thermometer go down
to sixty degrees below zero, when he brought the Pole home with him.- Ihe Frozen;
Zone will be the Human Zone, sure as there’s any land there. May have a turnippatch on that pole, itself, yet!
But the Fruit? Well, that’s the other thing—the last of the four. But it wont beso cold that we can’t have fruit. Nor, for any other reason, will it be impossible to haveit. Of course, not all fruits can be grown everywhere; but yet all fruits can be had ev
erywhere, and in their ripe, or natural condition—thanks to railroads for transporting,,
and ice-houses for preserving after transportation.
Already we can currants and
huckleberries in small quantities, to keep for a year; but we shall yet learn to seal up
whole hogsheads of grapes and plums that will keep forty years. And chemistry will
soon help us to methods a vast deal easier than exhausting the air. So one Community
will grow fruit for another, and receive a return commerce in something else. But weshall want to grow our own fruit. Well, we can do that raise fruit of almost all pos
sible kinds, and in almost any climate where we could be tempted to go. The two dif
ficulties will be: Frosts, late and early, and Winters severe enough to kill the trees.—
But the hardy trees will live, and we can make the peach trees; and everybody knows
that the grand interest in this matter of fruit, will always cluster round the peach. Wemust have peaches, and we—can have. We can have them almost everywhere. Say
or think what men will, there is no mistake in this. By having a little wit in our heads,,
and knowing how, we can raise peaches better all over the North and West, than we now ©-
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raise them here in Ohio, or anywhere, perhaps, save in New Jersey. If it isn’t exactly
Nature, yet we can make it Nature, and shall; for depend upon it, all these millions of
people that are going to live over half this Continent, are not going to do without peaches.
*
*
*
*
*
Yet if any one feels that there are, after all, drawbacks on the score of difficulty with
respect to any of these four advantages; or another one which might possibly have been
particularized—proximity to markets—still, if he is a true Associationist, all these draw
backs must go for nothing with him; they must not for one moment be magnified into ob
stacles; they must not at all be permitted to stand in the way of instant experiment—ex
periment, too, that from henceforth must forever be counted all one with success! Health,
Cold, Fruit, Markets, we can get along as to all these, and we’ll run all the risks: but we
can’t get along with this isolation; we can’t possibly put up with these mocking apolo
gies for lives; we can’t bear this famine in the heart, this longing for society, this pining
for love, this death-agony for freedom—we cant do it and we wont do it! No, no! give
us Association, for all stickling about such trifles as these. All these without Associa
tion are nothing: Association, even if it give not all these, will yet to our yearning hearts
be a Paradise!
So that it still remains, that the whole land is open to us; even to literally offering us
Sites without number, for our Harmonic Homes. For the present, indeed, we may re
gard the Slave States shut against us; for bad as is our civilization, theirs is yet infinitely
beneath it—a perfect and an unredeemed Barbarism: otherwise Virginia, Kentucky, Ten
nessee, Arkansas and Missouri might have attractions for us. But Michigan, Indiana,
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Superior, Pembina, Kansas, Nebraska, Utah, New
Mexico, Texas, California, 'Oregon and Washington—all these with their million upon
million outspread acres, are waiting to receive us, are beckoning us to come! All these
with their indefinite diversity of soil, and climate, and productions, and every possible
variety and excellence of location, are stretching out their arms to us, and calling upon
us to make haste out of our disca rds, and hie us away to the shelters where we may be
happy! All these—not to speak of our own Ohio, nor of all the region still back of us
to the East. Almost may we sing now, as in time we assuredly shall:—
“No pent-up Utica contracts our powers,
But the whole boundless Continent is ours!”—
though yet with
“The world thus all before us where to choose,”
still, emphatically and especially,
“Westward the star of empire takes its way,”

and for the most part we go with it.
For—once for all, and with literally an infinite emphasis—these homes are to be homes
of Freedom—Individual Sovereignty! Not only that the world may not tyrannize over
us, but—and much more—y e may not tyrannize over each other. No possible dream of
coming to our new abodes, while yet we bring with us the despotism, and monopoly and
exclusiveness of the old! On the contrary, that is the very motive of our coming—es
cape from this tyranny. It is the very thing we are dying for—freedom. It is precisely
what we are agonizing to grasp as ours—love: but this is freedom. It is the great want
which our natures have been so long craving—society: but this is freedom. No, no! it is
too late; the question is already settled: it is forever a foregone conclusion—we must, and
we will be free! If any of us wish to flow together in pairs, we shall; for that is our
freedom—voluntary pairing is not despotism. But if the man wishes to flow so, and the
woman does not, then that woman is just as free as if she had never seen the man, even
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if she has been his wife before. Let not that man dream, because he held his wife in the
home of isolation, that, therefore, he shall do the same thing in the Home of Society; for
assuredly he shall meet with an utter rebuff. He has no more claim on her than any other
-al) his claim is his attraction. And if
awray; but let her come; for she has an eternal right to come, even if he dps not. Association
knows no husbands nor wives; but only men and women. Let the. very heavens come
down,” but let all this individual.ty this Freedom be ouis.
Let as many of us as are so attracted, take instant steps to flow to some Associationalready in existence—-just whatever one we may for any reason like, or think we should
like best. If we don’t know as much about the Association as we wish to, sit down and
write to it, and find out—nothing can be easier. Or better yet, start off and go there,, and
see for yourself, and for your neighbors, too; for then you can tell them all about it. Perhaps some of them will go with you to see, or at least bear part of the expenses of your
going: and so, by the means, you may be -able to take a number of them^along with vou,
when you move, and not be compelled to go alone. When all things are ready, if you
are a Land Reformer, as I am, exchange your improvements with some one who can af
ford to pay you for them; or if you don’t find such a one, give your form away to those
who need it: [It’s theirs anyhow, if you don’t need it?] but if you don’t believe in all
this, then sell out; and in either case, take the means you consider legitimately yours,,
and off with you—and it is done. You have brought a reinforcement, both of numbers
and of money, to the Association; besides finding for yourself the paradise you have
so long sought.
*
*
But there will be some of us who will not feel our attractions fully met in any A sso
ciation now existing. We shall want something different—perhaps freer; perhaps not so
much devoted to any one idea—but at least more congenial: more like ourselves; more truly
our own. And then we must have it, and the very next year we can have it. Only,
“what is everybody’s business, is nobody’s;” and so we must each go to work. And to
insure that we shall go to work, and so something be done, we must get together—hold'
a Convention; and we may need to hold two or three Conventions. But if we can hold
one, that will take care of the others. True, we might perhaps get along without the
Convention. One, two, or three of us might assume the responsibility, fix upon a place
and start; and the rest of us afterwards approve the steps, and so come and join the little
nucleus, and at last, all go on together. But such a favorable termination of the experi
ment would at best be uncertain, and might be impossible. It will be far better to have
help in deciding the questions that will press upon us; besides that, acting in concert may
be the only certainty of our acting at all. Above'all, getting together, and finding how
many there are of us, and how large a capital we can command, and how much of it we
are agreed to invest in the first purchase; may be absolutely indispensable even to the
preliminary work of fixing upon a place—certainly of buying it. And the Convention
will not involve the waste of very much time, nor money, though yet we shall cheerful
ly consent to spend all we need to of both. As many of us as can attend, must; and we
can bring reports from those in our neighborhoods who can not attend: (so that our “con
gress” shall, as far as possible, represent the means, wisdom and preference of all,) and
they can mutually aid in defraying the expenses of our coming.
But of course we shall not be restricted in our search; and we may think it necessary
to send out agents of our own, to explore. Still, I for one, do not favor the idea m going
out of Ohio
And I feel it to be something more than the mere accidents of birth and
residence that makes me cling to this old Reserve. In truth, I am most heartily in favor
of Francis Barry’s selection. I am here on the ground to see for myself; and really, 1
don’t believe if we try five years, we s]iall find a better place, and I honestly doubt i we
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.'Shall as good. In fact, taking absolutely all things into account, my sober conviction is,
that now there is nowhere a location equal to it.
But, whatever the final decision as to our Site, there will be time enough this Fall and
'Winter to do the whole business up, and be ready to start with the opening of Spring.—•
No use of any “hawing and beating about the bush,” nor need. Six months will be amply
long enough to find a place, report on it, adopt it, buy it, and make all necessary arrange
ments to move to it. We don’t need to find the very best place; perhaps we couldn’t if
we should try; when we have found a good one—first rate—that is enough; let us he con
tent with it. So let us call our Convention immediately; and as immediately, follow up
these other steps which are to come after it; and so again, as immediately, consummate
the whole undertaking; and that’s the same as to say once more, as immediately, live
ix our Association!
Brothers! sisters) too—why should we wait? Next Spring, next
Spring—0! yes, next Spring!
*
*
But after all, there will he those of us who will not be able, from various impossibili
ties, to connect ourselves with any Association. Then they must do the next best thing
—carry out the social principle on a smaller scale; but still honor it and carry it out.—
Where there are two or three families in a vicinity, attracted to each other, and all at
tached to this principle, give up all the homes but one, and live there; either in one
house or in two or three houses in the same yard; and then derive the common subsis
tence from the common labors on the farm, or the proceeds of a saw mill, small manufac
turing business, or whatever handicraft they may be able to follow. I know a farmer in
New Hampshire who offers to parcel out his place of more than a hundred choice acres,
between any ten good men he can find who will cultivate it and live together in har
mony and humanity. And in Michigan, I know of a family of brothers and sisters who
wanted to make their own homestead—devoted in large part to fruit, of which it grew a
perfect wealth, both in quantity and quality—the welcome home of some loving and attracive group; to enjoy all in one, the goods and beatitudes of a truer, greater life. Flow to
gether thus, all ye who can, if only by twos and by threes; the little germ ye plant, may
yet grow and ripen into the absoluteness of a wide-spread, all-enfolding Unity!
Let this Social principle, too, failing so much as to do even this last work—band men
together in life—at least band men and women together in Society, after the example of
the noble but outlawed “League” in New York, under Stephen Pearl Andrews; and
again in another manner and degree, after the example of the “Spiritualists’ Home, Foun
tain House, Dr. H. F. Gardiner, Boston;” for all this is yet Socialism, though only in the
bud. And Spiritualism, true or false, is nevertheless even a good, because it is yet So
cialism—its genius, and especially the inspiration of Davis, pointing on to that
Goal.
So rolls on the glorious car, guided by the mighty Spirit of Progress, and sped by a
million willing hands to its Best. Discords and inharmonies cease: the earth children
stand up redeemed, and Socialism reorganizes the world!

THE

BERLIN

CONVENTION.

BY FRANCIS BARRY.

This Convention was well attended, six states and Canada being represented. The
public meeting for the discussion of general principles, was addressed by Towner, Treat,
Cook, Wright and Barry. The intelligent audience assembled, listened attentively
the most radical utterances. The Convention proper was deeply interesting, though
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mainly so as a social gathering rather than as a Convention. The most perfect harmony
prevailed, with an entire absence of the spirit of rivalry
jealousy. Perhaps never be*
fore on this Planet has there been brought together so many of the truly brave, far-see*
ing and free. There was the enthusiastic Joseph Treat, with a soul as large as the Uni
verse; the genial, practical, lovable Towner; the cool, reserved, philosophical Patterson;
the critical and scientific J. H. Cook; the good-natured Polyblank, “with his heart in his
face, and his soul in his eyes;” the modest, far-seeing Thomas P. Wright; and last
though not least(!) the open-hearted, bare-footed Frank Barry? Other brave souls
were there, less known but not less worthy or free; and Woman, too, last mentioned, but
first in our hearts, and always in our thoughts;—our brave and loving sisters, whose only
fault is, that they have not made themselves more widely known, but who are yet the
mightiest power, in saving our poor, marriage-damned world from its hell of lust and
foulest corruption; they were with us, inspiring us with new courage to fight the great
battle of Freedom.
As to practical results, they cannot at present be estimated. There will be no general
action as an immediate outgrowth. Indeed, such a result was not desired by all, and was
confidently expected by but few. There are a few, including the writer of this, who are
abundantly satisfied; some are in a measure disappointed, while all, I trust, feel well paid
for their trouble, and that the Convention, in its ultimate results, will prove anything but
a failure.
In regard to the location in Berlin that has been spoken of, all seemed much pleased
with it, and to feel that the lack of capital was the only serious objection to a united ef
fort at that point.
It is a gratifying fact that none seemed discouraged, but that all are working on for the
consummation so long labored and prayed for.
Interesting letters were received from Dr. Haskell, A. Longley, P. I. Blacker, A.
Rickel, John Dey, J. K. Moore, J. W. and A. Marchant, C. Stearns, C. Hawley, N. Pot
ter.
All interested are invited to correspond with F. or C. Barry, Berlin Heights, Ohio, or
Joseph Treat, Garrettsville, 0.

TO THE READERS OF THE SOCIAL REVOLUTIONIST.

I have just perused a well bound hook of 360 pages 12mo., price one dollar, by my friend'
James A. Olay, entitled “The Prisoner’s Voice, Or Truths and Pearls.” It was written
dui'ing the fulfillment of six months sentence in Augusta Jail, Me., to which the Author
was sent, by the Supreme Court, for daring to obey his attractions, and to love in freedom,,
I know the Author, and the history of his sufferings and persecutions in trying to live a
truthful, free and loving life. I know him to be unselfish, sincere, upright, kind, truthful,
and loving. He has suffered in a glorious cause. He is poor and has incurred a debt
to publish his book, which on perusal, will be found to be rich in Love, Purity, and Free
dom.
I am authorised to say that the work will be sent to the readers of the Social Revolu
tionist, post-paid, for 62 cents, which barely pays cost. Will you send for one copy of
more, and thus benefit yourself, the Author, and the world. Orders may be addressed to
Bela Marsh, 15 Franklin St., Boston, or to the Author, James A. Clay, Gardiner, Me.

J. H. Cook .
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Charles Hopewell.—It might be convenient for some of our readers, when they re
new their subscription, to send for “Societj'- as it is,” etc., which has been advertised on
cover of S. R. It is sold at low rates, and whatever it brings in will be so much added to
our capital for reform. The editor of this journal wrote the hook, it is true, but it may
not be much worse for that; though he has'not the knack of puffing his own wares. It
was written four years ago, and the principal portions of it he could not write any better
now—some of them not so well, perhaps. It is not so radical on one or two points, as
the Social Revolutionist; but some might think it the better for that. It would have its
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special hobby with us just now; but we are not so silly as to think every editor should
ride it because we do. Every one has a right to make just such a paper as he pleases, or
as he can. It would be folly for any one to waste his energies trying to make a free pa
per, when he can accomplish much more good by making a liberal one; and let him sail
under true colors. Friend Hine’s paper we presume will he his own organ, devoted to
“Land Reform and Democratic Education;” and if any one deserves success for faithful,
but ill-requited service in behalf of these specific reforms, for the last ten or twelve years,
it is L. A. Hine. No one can bring these subjects more clearly and forcibly before the
people, than he. “The People’s Paper” will do a work which no other can do so well,
and we trust that the “people” will see that it is well sustained.
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BY J. H. COOK.

I here ask a very important question which every one will answer as best he can. Is
it more promotive of true progress to check, restrain or suppress the natural action of any
excessive human development, by keeping aloof from all exciting causes, than to gite it
far more scope and freedom of action, than the world at present sanctions? Is it more
promotive of chastity and sexual purity to stifle, smother and suppress the excessive am
ative functions, by arbitrary and stoical power, or leave them to act more freely, subject
only to the natural check-power, antagonism and reaction of the higher brain in general,
and Spiritual Love in particular, which is the natural cooperative with, regulator and pu
rifier of Amativeness? The old way was to deny a feverish man water, no matter howmuch he might crave it; but a better and more natural way is to let him have more or
less water. A glutton can not be cured of gluttony by starving him, unless you starve
him to death, or so emaciate his system as thus to do him more hurt than good. A per
son with large Alimentiveness craves and can eat quantities of food that are not desired
or needed by, nor adapted to persons with small Alimentiveness; and this principle applies
to all the organs of the brain. In ignorance of the true structure and functions of the
brain, the world imposes unnatural restraints upon men and women, and at the same
time suppresses and prevents more or less the natural growth and controlling power of
the upper brain. If we wish the waters of human life to become pure, we must not
dam them up. Impure and discordant action is far better than no action, if it be natu
ral; for it will sooner or later develop purity and harmony. Who have destroyed life
and health by self-pollution? Those who have been deprived of free and natural associ
ation with the opposite sex—the fires of sexual love, pent up like the internal fires of the
‘earth, have burst the superincumbent strata of blind and superstitious laws, customs and
religions, scattering disease, devastation and death far and wide, through human (inhu
man, too,) society. I am not to be understood here as contending for an indiscriminate
freedom of all from outward restraint, for such an idea is not the offspring of true philos
ophy. I am only saying that many of our social laws and customs are oppressive to a
large class of minds, whose developments are such, that Freedom is what they need, and
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what their expansive natures must and will have. Spiritual Love, or the group of Love
Organs, is located in the top of the head, in the peaceable, heavenly, free and exalt
ed region of the brain, and is above all human law, being “a law unto itself.” Its reac
tion upon the powers that are now vainly and ignorantly attempting to limit its scope of
action, will prove to be irresistible. When love shall have its>atural range and freedom, it
will elevate, purify and keep within its legitimate sphere, blind and destructive animality.
If men and women are born with predominant animal brains, they must act out the ani
mal, if they act at all. The lower part of man’s nature is held permanently in its legiti
mate sphere only by the higher brain. It is true, we may by arbitrary power, suppress
all action, but that does not develop the man into a condition of self-government or free
dom. There are many whose vitality and stamina have been destroyed or greatly im
paired by excessive amative indulgence without love to absorb, control, direct and ele
vate it, who now discard, for themselves and others in a like condition, any exercise of
the amative function, even with love. Such men and women need the warm, inspiring,
invigorating, magnetism of those among the opposite sex, for whom they have a strong
affinity. Such natures can only be improved and happified by being often in long contin
ued physical contact with those whose temperament can supply them with the pabulum
of life, for which they are now famishing. Do not understand me here as advocating,
necessarily, the procreative act. I only mean a close proximity to, or contact of the two,
or the several affinities. Those who have a predominant love-nature suffer no less for the
want of outlets or conductors of their love, than those wdio are wanting in love, do for
the want of love-fountains to supply them, or loving atmospheres in which to “live, and
move, and have a being.” How pure and exquisite the physical contact, embrace or mag
netic atmosphere of those whose physical love is tempered by the exalted life-giving and
life-sustaining potency of the Love Group of the upper brain.
Much is said about the virtue of the Water Cure and many other cures, but who com
prehends and appreciates the potency and all-healing nature and character of the Love
Cure, to those whose developments render them sufficiently susceptible to its impres
sions. Every true and spontaneous affinity is, exofficio, a true and never-failing physi
cian. All human loves, of whatever name or character, are both hygienic and therapeu
tic; and were they allowed their full, free and natural scope and action, much of the dis
ease of human life would be cured. The legalizing of perpetual contact between uncon
genial natures, where love never does and never can exist, is an evil of such magnitude
and so universal that very few have hitherto seen or felt it. Tapes upon females without
license, excites universal indignation, but who shall estimate the number of rapes and
the evils thereof, committed continually by men under the sanction of Legal Marriage?—
Is it saying too much that nine-tenths of the rapes in our land are sanctioned by law, and
that the poor victims have no redress? I verily believe it. Truly, the “conjugal duties’'
of married(?) women are onerous, destructive and repulsive. 0, if they only dared to
tell the story of their long years of suffering, repulsion and social starvation under the
tyrannical and unspiritualized animality of their legal oppressors and murderers, they
"‘could a tale unfold that would make each particular hair stand on end like quills upon
a fretful porcupine.” True love blended with a true philosophy shall come to the relief
of these helpless victims to an ignorant and irrational public opinion. The love-nature
of humanity by an invincible natural law, is surely growing into power, and in time it
will sit upon the throne and put all enemies under its feet.
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Sacrifice the rights of the individual, for the-good of Society, says civilization, when
ever, and wherever, they conflict, -just now, the nation is excited about Slavery-exten
sion. - One party denies the manhood of the negro, by chattelizing him, and claims the
right to do this everywhere. The other party makes him a human nondescript, who has
no right to exist, but as a chattel in the slave states, or a freeman in Africa. Both deny
the inalienability of man’s rights, and put the heel of society on the individual; differing
only as to how, and where, and when, those rights shall be outraged. What hope of free
dom from them? None—-till they return to the forgotten Dec. of Independenoe, and
learn again, that man has certain inherent and inalienable rights,,which no social com
pacts are empowered to infringe or abridge. So radicals have ever taught. So victims
of despotism have ever claimed.
While others hear only the wail of Hungary, or the woo of Ireland, or the wrongs of
Kansas, let us not be deaf to the nearer voice of the women .of Ohio, asking for the aboli
tion of those “law's which place the married woman of Ohio nearly upon a level with the
poor slave woman of the South.” Is their claim just? If so, then the laws, or the mar
riage relation, or both, must give way in favor of human rights.
But how came woman to be thus enslaved? Where were her manacles forged? In
the universal smithery of all outrages on human rights—the bible. That myth has cre
ated woman out of man,, to be with him and of him, “flesh of his flesh,” the twain one,
and that one, the man. It makes her no co-equal with him in creation, in character, or,
in rights. He not made for her* but she for' him. After Adam’s fall, we are told, God
cursed woman with this curse: “Thy desires shall be unto thy husband, and he shall rule
over thee.” A curse, which David and Solomon took special pains to visit upon woman!
Paul, the high-priest of the new Dispensation, confirms the old, by saying^‘/Man is the
image and glory of God: but woman is the glory of the man.” For the man is not of the
woman, but the woman of the man. Neither was the man created for the woman, but
the woman for the man.” Again; “Wives, submit yourselves nnto your own husbands
as unto the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife, even as-.Christ is the head
©f the church. Therefore, as the church is subject unto Christ,, so let wives be to their
own husbands in everything.” Why, this abject annihilation of woman? Because the
myth made her for man—to gratify his passions, and to reproduce his species. Paul and
Christ had no higher idea of marriage than this, and thought it no part of a Christian’s
duty to procreate the race. 1 Yet Paul advised to marry rather than to burn; to avoid
fornication, let every man have his own wife; and every woman have her own husband.”
Cementing the chains of lust by this decree: “What therefore, God hath joined together,
let no man put asunder.” M arriage must be for life, v
Slavery with its damning crimes has not the foothold in the bible, that the bondage of
woman possesses. Strip both of their abuses, and their central ideas stand thus: Slavery
places one man under the complete control of another, which right of control is a purchaseable commodity. Marriage places woman, under the complete control of the man,
denying her identity as an individual during his life, and renderiug the tie indissoluble,
daring that period, except for crime. As the chattel principle is the central principle of
slavery, so the absolute denial of individuality to the wife, is the necessary condition and
essential idea of the marriage relation. Nor, while the central principles of these two
abominations are granted existence, can the wrongs of the slave or of the wife be righted
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The master owns the slave; let no man interfere, says the law. The husband owns the'
wife, her affections, her whole being, exclusively; let no man interfere with his rights,,
says the law again.
“Woman! She is his sla,ve. She has become
A thing I weep to speak—the child of scorn,
The outcast of a desolated home.’’

All men admit that slavery is wrong in its fundamental principles, and should cease to
exist, t hen, why not marriage? Because it is “a social compact”—required “by a rec
ognized social necessity.” “On this ground, for this reason alone, does the state rightfully
interfere with it, honor it, prescribe regulations and conditions for it.
Nay, if marriageweie not a political as well as personal matter—the assumption of a new responsibility to
the state as well as of new and endearing relations to the chosen one—it would be hard
to say, why there should be any public and formal marriage at all.” So says Greeley.
Can he deline that responsibility, divide exactly between the politicality and personality
of marriage? Tell wherein mere marriage adds to man’s civil relations? Did these pol
itical responsibilities of the wredded two, exist before, and call for, the institution of the
state, 01 did the state create them? The union of two for love and offspring existed be
fore the state, and had no need of that to perfect it.
But political economists consider the main duty of government to be the preservation
of the lights of property, and as the husband owns the wife, he becomes legally respon
sible to the state for her, just as he would be for the damages done by slaves or live stock.
So it would seem, Greeley thinks, for he adds: “Other engagements neither so important
nor so delicate are every day made and acted on without allowing any knowledge of their
existence, beyond the narrow circle of those specially interested; and so would and should
this, if a recognized social necessity did not urgently require for it formality and public
ity.” Irue love-union between two is entirely a personal matter. But marriage—the
perfecting of the title-deed to woman—has necessity for as much care as the transfer of
land.
I he “social necessity'’ grows out of the ownership principle of marriage, but for
which, it might be a personal matter, a private contract, above and beyond the jurisdic
tion of the state.
Calhoun called slavery the corner-stone of the social compact, as Greeley calls m arriage its key-stone. Both consider the protection of property to be the chief end of gov
ernment, especially the ownership of man or woman. Don’t touch slavery in the states, or
the Union will go to pieces! Don’t interfere with marriage as it is, or you will wrench
asunder the pillars of the state! But we deny altogether the popular postulate of to-day,
that the individual must be robbed of his rights to make society stable. The state comes
into being, to maintain rights, not destroy them—to preserve, not to swallow up, the in
tegrity of man. What are human rights worth, if they can he crushed at any moment,
for an imagined social necessity ? Suppose the tables turned, and man be, by marriage,
stripped of his identity and placed in bonds to woman; would he submit with ‘a sweet
and holy grace’ to a social necessity which thus defined the sphere and duties of his life?
If not, let him cease prating about social necessities and the rights of manCall the union of the two sexes a political matter, a civil right, like that of suffrage—
what then? Society has the power to permit, prohibit, or regulate, whenever and how
ever it will, for the welfare of the whole, the consummation of the marriage rite. It may
compel all, with sound frames and cool heads, to marry for procreation, as their sole end
and aim, and yet prohibit sexual contact, oftener than once in five years, or altogether.
Let compulsory moralists look upon society, as it is, see the slaves of rum, tobacco, and
lust among men, the victims of fashion, scrofula, and sexual excess among women, and
answer, if the good of society does not give it the right to prevent such from procreating
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their iike? Does not a stern social necessity require such puritanic laws, to keep up the
physical vigor and mental soundness of the race? There died in the U. S., annually, from
1840 to 1850, 47,828 inebriates; and for the same period, annually, 20,274 children under
ten years of age, died from hereditary inebriety. Thirty eight per cent of the children
born in the U. S. do not reach the age of five years. Has not society a right to sunder
the unions which produce such fruits? Ah! Says the compulsory moralist, such inter
ference would destroy the indissolubility of the marriage tie, and profane its sacredness!
Talk about the holiness of the tie, when it is made a mere cover for the most damning
lust, which shows itself in the sodden faces, hopeless air, and downcast spirit of a large
majority of married women, and through the brutal, vicious, and degraded character of
the offspring! Not many children are born now, because the mother wishes it, but be
cause it cannot be helped. Motherhood is forced upon her. Harriet K. Hunt has well
pictured the result: “The child that is accepted as a necessit}^—nursed and tended grudg
ingly—has one birthright. But the child loved and cared for in embryo, and received in
the fullness of conjugal, paternal and maternal love, has quite another birthright! I put
this down here, only as a hint; but is it not a significant one? It is an outline of a truth.
You can see the disregard of that truth in the sorrowful perversions all around us.”—
Thus indissoluble marriage brings into being an unloved and unloving offspring. It makes
home cheerless, a mere scene of domestic discord.
Observation gives the lie to the claim, that the present system guaranties the child’s
right to love and a home of love. “My way of life,” says H. K. Hunt, “has led me for
many years, both as a teacher and as a physician, to the observation of homes. The view
has been a sad, a very sad one. The joy of gratitude I have felt for my own privileges,
has been mixed with sorrow for the neglected childhood I have seen around me. I do not
care what after delights and alleviations may be instore for the life of a neglected child,
there will always be a void—a cheat—a sorrow—a loneliness in its being, which it will
feel, though often not understand.”
These facts conflict with the idea that the rights of the child are best maintained, by
marriage as it is. Let Greeley, Hine and Co., with their greatest-good-of-society princi
ple, “perfect their system” of sacrificing the individual, ere they force it upon others as
divine. Let them cease to insult woman by the taunt, that if not compelled by law to be
virtuous, she would descend to common prostitution. Even the most degraded of wives,
who are forced to unwilling and loathsome embraces by their legal owners, if free, would
be purer and chaster than now. Nor do we believe the North-side or South-side view
of the gospel according to Legree, has bettered a single character or saved a single soul.
Lewis the novelist, comes to the rescue of compulsory morality, as follows: “That the
law transmutes a desire into a crime is very true.” So, without the law, free love is no
crime. Again: “Marriage is indissoluble! And rightly so, for this one reason—whatev
er is inevitable soon ceasbs to be a. hardship; the very power which human beings
have of adapting themselves to almost any condition, makes them accept their fate
with tranquillity, provided that fate be certain and unequivocal,” Marriage then, trans
mutes wrong, outrage, despotism into no hardship at all, by making them “inevitable!”
Manhood itself is outraged by such a plea. Marriage pleads it in vain. The tendency
of the age is toward the recognition of the supremacy of natural right—the integrity of
individual freedom—as above all compacts and constitutions. As light dawns upon wo
man, she struggles for freedom and will have it. Though her hopes have been crushed,
her character blighted, and the very fountains of her being drained of life, by the des
potism of marriage, freedom will thrill the pulses of a new existence through her veins.
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HARMONY.

BY E. L. CRANE.

Mr. Editor:—Political matters being about finished and business affairs not very presaing, my mind is turned a little more to your critical journal, than usual. Your writers
are getting nearly out of reach of my ken.
“Law of Love,” “Law of Progression in
Harmony,” “Freedom of the Affections,” “The Harmony of Nature,” “Stand Point of
View,” “Lower Harmonies of Nature,” “A Thing may be right from a Lower Plane of
Observation, but wrong when viewed from a Higher Plane of Observation.”
Now all
these technicalities may be to your writers as clear as sunbeams, but to me they are most
confoundingly foggy. From my “plane of observation,” I can see nothing but Harmony
throughout the entire workings of nature; in this, I mean to embrace every physical move
ment, and every mental and moral or immoral action in God’s Universe. I hope some •
philosophical writer for your paper will take some one action or thought of the quad
rillions which surround him, and show that such one action or thought is not in perfect
harmony with all that preceded it. Has a man thought a vile thought? Show me that
such thought, is not the necessary and legitimate sequence of the billions of things pre
ceding and connected with such “vile thought.” As astonishing as it may appear to some,
even all the vagaries of the minds of Mr. Patterson, Mr. Hine, Mr. Treat, Mr. Pyburn,
Mr. Towner, and my own, are in perfect harmony with every thing surrounding. Stormswhether in the physical or in the mental elements, are in harmony with the calms which
they have succeeded. “Every state of society is perfectly natural,” says Mr. Hine. Mr.
Hine shows some signs of sanity, say I. The Harmonies of nature produce a storm which
rends every thing before it; the harmonies of nature, from this storm in part, producecalm and sunshine, which heal and soothe the effects of the storm. The harmonies of
nature produce a thief. The harmonies of nature punish the thief—heal and soothe the
effects of the theft. The harmonies of nature produce a lecherous being who contends
for free lust. The harmonies of nature produce more thinking, or deeper thinking beings,,
who can see, or think they can, that such free lust would cause woes unnumbered to the*
human family, and accordingly laws are made to keep in check that free lust practices.
The harmonies of nature make the free lust contender object to such restraint, but the
same harmonies push the necessity of such checks, and the weaker thought has to give
way. The harmonies of nature produce a cancer on the foot. The harmonies of nature
make the head say the foot must be cut off; the foot objects, hut the stronger reason tri
umphs, and the foot according to the combined harmonies of nature has to submit.—Nev
er fear friends, all is harmony, and Dad’s at the helm.

Clear as Light.—So a Methodist priest made the subject of miracles the other night,,
he thought. ‘A watchmaker can arrest the motion of a watch he makes; so can God, that
of his works. To deny this, makes God an arbitrary creator, who finished his work at
the Creation, and has nothing now to do! Why limit him thus? Why not give,scope of
action forever?’ A^ery well; why limit God’s truth by the lids of the bible? AVhy deny to
Him, that there was any need of revelations to man since the apostles wrote? AVhy not.
give Him a chance to say, as well as to do? Again: ‘AA7hat produced an impression that it
was a miracle, was such, because nothing else could have produced that impression on the
minds of the men of that time.’ So the sun must have stood still! The Jews were im
pressed that it did. ’Twas a fact then, that Jonah was in the whale’s belly three days?
Eev. Dr. Wisner once said, if the bible had said, Jonah swallowed the whale, he would
have believed it! And if so written,by our friend’s logic, it must have been equally true!.
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BY ANNE DENTON CEIDGE.

CHAPTER VII.
Robert Owen;—“The Great Atonement;”—Perfection of Jesus;—Revelations;—Paul and Women;—
Barkerism, Sectism and Quakerism;—The Stern useful;—The Marriage Question.

The. Old Testament after considerable discussion and examination, we regarded as hisltor3r, and. not inspired, but to the New Testament we clung tenaciously. Snlomon's
Song, however, sometime previously we discarded, as a love song. One prop after an
other was removed, and though part of the superstructure fell, the main building and
towers still stood proudly above the ruins. Their doom was fixed nevertheless; the sen
tence had gone forth, but from their crumbling fragments have arisen eternal mansions.
Robert Owen came to Darlington to lecture on Socialism. Being there on a visit for a
few days, uncle Jacques wished me to go and hear him. In vain he told me he was as
good as any Christian he ever knew;—how benevolenc he was;—that he had spent a for
tune in trying to benefit others;—that he was a good speaker, etc., etc. It was all in
vain; he was an infidel, and I would not listen to one.
Socialism I scarcely stopped to consider. Owenites, or Socialists, had been represented
to me, as regarding wives as common property as well as land, etc. Uncle often told me
it was false; that if I would read their works, I would have better ideas respecting them,
but he made so much ridicule and fun of religion, [orthodox religion, of course,] and of
all I considered sacred, that he had not the influence over me he otherwise would have
had. I looked upon him as a mocker and blasphemer; consequently, one to whose sug
gestions and advice, like the “great adversary of souls,” I ought not to listen.
Now, all connected with orthodoxy appears so absurd and ridiculous, that often, like
him, I am disposed to ridicule, but I know well it only does harm. Their opinions to
the orthodox are sacred. We should only use, to combat their errors, reason and sound
argument.
My brother William was in London finishing his school education. He was zealous
and devoted in religion. Had begun to speechify a little on Temperance, and had made,
what was considered, an excellent speech on the occasion of our Sabbath School anni
versary. How well I remember many of our “brethren” saying: “That young Denton
will be an itinerant preacher, some day.” To them that seemed the top-stone of aspiraration.
Brother and I wrote long letters to each other. We wrote almost wholly on religious
subjects. Each gave to the other, truth as it was presented; hence, we went hand in
hand together. Barker’s tracts I forwarded to him as they came out. When his tracts
on the Atonement appeared, we all thought Joseph had gone too “far.” Mother said she
would not allow me to send them to William; they would unsettle his mind and do him
no good.
I felt very anxious for him to read them. I was greatly perplexed and wanted his
thoughts on the subject; so I sent them on the sly. William was some time in doubt.
Many, many letters passed between us before he could give up the “great Atonement.”
Christ dying to satisfy an angry, avenging God! Original sin was struck out of our vo
cabulary. We were thus prepared for another grand step. If no infinite sin was com
mitted, why require an infinite atonement? Why die to bring man to God? Was it
not sin that separated us from God? Did he not, in scripture language, die to save us
from our sins? Was not God always ready and willing to save when people turned from
their sins? Even under the old dispensation (though many believe sacrifices were typi-
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cal of Christ’s death, and that God was pleased with burnt offerings and sacrifices,) God
is supposed to say, I commanded you not in the day I brought you out of Egypt concern
ing burnt offerings and sacrifices; but this commanded I, obey my voice, and I will be
your God, and ye shall be my people.—Jer. vii: 22.
In another part (I have forgotten where, now, for my bible is sadly neglected?) God says,
cease to do evil; learn to do well; come now and let us reason together, etc., proving that
at all times sin was the only barrier between God and man. True, Christ came, as Bar
ker expressed it, to make us at-one-mext, orat one with God, by teaching us to put away
sin; why talk of “Christ’s blood,” or his blood washing all sin away? “The blood of
Christ was shed on the shrubs of Calvary.” It was his life, his example, his goodness,,
and not his blood, that contained virtue. “He came to reconcile us to God/’' and not
God to us.
How much more beautiful appeared the character of God; with how much more con
fidence and zest we could call him our father. We looked upon him as a God of love, of
wisdom, and of unbounded care and tenderness towards us, his children. How much
more beautiful the scriptures appeared; they certainly were on our side. Strange that we
did not see it before!
Onward we went; one obstacle removed only prepared the way for another, to share the
same fate?
Could we live a life as pure as Christ’s? Was he a perfect example for us, if he could
not or had not the power to sin?
Rather dangerous ground! We felt like taking off our shoes; but everything was be
ing dissected; we had imbibed the idea that what would not bear the light of investiga
tion, had better be thrown overboard. So we took courage and investigated truth—lov
ingly and prayerfully.
Christ was tempted. The devil had even so much power over him as to set him on a
pinnacle of the temple. Some objected that that was onl}r figurative language. Another
who believed in the literal interpretation of scripture, then interposed: “Why, then, theaccount of Christ’s being forty days in the wilderness, tempted of the devil, was figura
tive, too.” “Well,” said a third, “suppose they are both figurative; that he was tempted
in spirit;—that for forty days, he was exercised by a sore temptation to fall down and
worship the devil; to forego his mission for the beauties of the world which he is repre
sented as seeing from the temple; does it not prove that he could have sinned; yes, more;'
that he was inclined to sin. Or take it the other way—literally. It is still the same, or
perhaps worse, for he so far yielded to the devil, as to allow him to lift him on the pin
nacle of the temple, which proves clearly that he could sin and wuis greatly tempted or
disposed to sin.”
Some of “our weak brothers and sisters” were shocked at this discussion; they thought
we ought to stop now; that we had gone far enough; that we would be atheists, or infi
dels, unless we took care; that Christ suffered himself to be tempted, that he might be,
as the Testament says, “like unto his brethren.” Yes, but it says, “he was isr all
points like unto his brethren.”
How if in all points, then was he fallible. He would
not have been a perfect example unless he was. WTe little dreamed that we were taking
from the divinity of Christ, and being prepared to reject the miraculous conception as a
miraculous abomination. The Trinity, to us, was a triune lie; the Old Testament a his
torical book. The devil with his “brimstone stoves” was bankrupt. Christ was fallible,
for if there was no longer a devil, then w'as Christ “tempted by his own lusts.” We
were considerably ahead; we saw not “men as trees walking,” but clearly, correctly; it
was not yet mid-day, however.
Some of us did not believe in revelations. Henry Ralphramand and a few others were
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f‘so daring” as to believe if we would listen to “the spirit” which was given to every
man to profit withal,” we would be able to discover which parts were the words of
God, and which were not.
When the question of women speaking in public was discussed, Ilpnry said he had
thought about all the passages bearing on that subject; that he had laid the matter be
fore the Lord, audit was his firm belief that all passages bearing on that subject, derog
atory to woman, were interpolations. They found their birth among the prejudices, reispecting woman, so prevalent at that time.
Though many differed from this opinion, we all came to the conclusion that it was right
for woman to speak in public. “In Christ Jesus there is no difference, neither Jew or
Greek, bond or free, male or female;” if so, why should man make any difference?
True, Paul said, I suffer not a woman to speak in the church; yet in another part, he
gives directions how she shall speak; yes, with the head covered. Paul said some
things of himself, and probably said many of which he does not tell us.
We were not prepared, to go so far as Palphramand, and as we were a little puzzled,
(one passage contradicting another,) we concluded to “leave it.” “Leave it” is a very
convenient phrase, when in a tight corner; we often had occasion to use it, as we jour
neyed along; the true meaning is this, reject it; for whatever we left, we found struck
out of our creed, and common sense substituted in its place.
Every Sunday morning we had a prayer meeting.
This was held about a mile from
our house. On my way thither, Thomas Smith, a young Quaker, often met me. “Let
me persuade thee,” he would say, “not to attend those Barkerite meetings; do go with
me to Friends’ meeting house. I know thee will like our meetings better.” I told him
that I thought I would like their meetings very well, and would certainly become a Qua
ker if I thought it right to belong to any sect, “blow, Annie, allow me to say, though
you call yourselves Christians, and reject any other name than the name of Christ, you
are, nevertheless, a sect.” “When I am convinced of that truth, I will leave them—not
before,” I replied.
Thomas did all he could to bring me to his fold; assured me he would not marry out
•of the church, and when he found I could not be a Quaker, he bade mo good bye.
1 said, that we regarded the bible as history, but we retained the commandments as
sacred, for this reason; when a young man came to Christ to know what he should do, etc.,
Christ replied, “Thou knowest the commandments,” etc.
One commandment reads, “Thou shalt not make to thyself the likeness of any graven
image that is in the heavens above, or the earth beneath,” etc.
This was brought forward for discussion at one of our meetings, and the question
asked, is it right to make or buy likenesses or pictures of any kind?
Clarkson—the young man who introduced the question—thought it wrong to buy
books containing pictures, or to hang pictures up in houses. Many of our “brothers and
sisters” agreed with him. They determined to put all their pictures away—to have no
more in their houses.
Clarkson had one in the room in which we were holding our meetings. Some one
pointed to it and asked if he was going to sell it. He said he could not do that conscien
tiously; hut he intended either to destroy it, or put it out of sight.
“You must not destroy it,” said his mother, an old lady. “I think too much of it for
that.” “An idol,” chimed in her son, which was strikingly convincing to some.
At our next meeting 1 looked for the picture; it was gone.
I did not feel interested in this discussion. I looked calmly on; heard both sides; could
not answer and did not feel disposed to answer the objection urged. I could not by any
efforts of mine, think the question of any importance, though I thought I ought. T loved
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pictures; it was a part of my being.
In childhood, pictures and flowers were my
idols. No bible or religious dogma could root that divine love from my soul. So it is
with any principles which are so intimately connected with the soul, as to seem the soul
itself. All the dogmas, anathemas and vile teachings of priests, and fools cannot des
troy them. Throw in the sand and pebbles as they may, the waters of life only rise
higher. Though it may seem choked up, their crystal drops are hid in its bosom, and
occasionally well up to cheer and bless.
We tried to be Chris dans, but could not. The fact is, “a Christian, indeed,” isa ninny,
a simple, soft, moaning, dreary, cheerless being. To be a Christian, a man must forego all
that is manlike and independent; he must shut his eyes to all that is beautiful, and make to
himself a ‘‘waste howling wilderness.” I am just reminded of Grieg, a good Christian in
Bristol, who founded an orphan asylum which was supported by the “Providence of God,”
or in proper phraseology, chance. In his autobiography, he speaks of sailing on the
beautiful Rhine, hut remarks, “I thank God I was enabled to shut my eyes, and thus
keep my mind stayed upon God.”
Beauty among our Christians or Barkerites, became a crime; the stern useful only, was
divine. My brother William so far carried out this idea, as to have a coat made without
buttons, because the coat did not require to be buttoned; he considered button-holes and
buttons useless, therefore wrong.
We laughed at him often, but he wore it on bravely, feeling himself, I suppose, perse
cuted for righteousness’ sake. How far from that groveling pit, I often think, he is now,
when I read his “song of beauty,” or hear him lecture on beauty. The soul's wings
were cut, but they have grown again, and gloriously it soars on high.
The marriage question, for the first time, I heard discussed in one of our meetings; for
the first time, I heard marriage denounced. It was argued that God’s laws were suffi
cient for his children; we were the Children of Jehovah; he was our law-giver, and we
should recognize none other. Marriage was a personal matter; that love only ought to
bind people together; that any other bonds were impure.
This was quite an exciting question. It continued several weeks. I opposed it with
all my might while in society. I thought we ought to conform to the rules of society.—For the sake of order and decency, there ought to be some form, or rather it ought to be
made public, that such and such had come together, and I considered the then present
method quite as good as any other.
Some said, that if not bound by law, the husband could leave the wife. “Very good,”
was the answer; “then he had better leave; if love will not keep them together, they
had better part.”
This idea had hundreds of converts—converts who did something more than the the
orizing converts of the present day; they practiced their theory. Society disapproved
and pointed the finger of scorn, but they lived it down and were recognized as married,
though it was not by law.
I. Walker—a believer in what I suppose would be called at this time, Free Love, but
I should call it free marriage—was anxious that he and I marry ourselves; draw up
a code of laws, our parents be present and witness the signing of them, and if at any
time we violated any of these laws, that we consider the contract broken and could sep
arate. He believed God’s laws sufficient, and yet he must have his code of laws to gov
ern his wife. I of course objected to this novel marriage.
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IjOVE. ' AGAIN.

, BY L. A. HINK.

Too mucla cannot be urged, by way of caution, to the unmarried. The greatest interests
of life, this side of our daily bread, are involved in the marriage relation.
Neither can too much be said to thd married, by way of caution, against every insidious
approach of disaffection. Marriage should be contracted with the greatest prudence, and
when its obligations are once assumed, they should be held sacred—too sacred to be dese
crated by the wiles of the Free Lover, the craft of the Flirt, or the malice of the envi
ous and the mischief-maker.
Marriage is man’s first step from perfect isolation. It is the first'form of society and
government. Out of it, flow all the beatitudes of general sociality,; and at its altar aUgovernment is baptized. The most reputable historical philosdphers 'agree that civil govern
ment originated in the Family, and whenever Familism shall be perfected, Government
itself will be perfect.
What then is the system of human, moral, social, and civil order? It is 1, Man as an
individual, solitary and alone. 2, The Farpily, the first natural, divine, and indispensable
co-operation of individuals for the greatest purposes and highest enjoyments of life, 3*
The civil union of families for the protection of husband, wife, and children—or govern
ment.
The time may come, when each individual Will be so fully developed, that civil govern
ment will be dispensed with, in respect to all ifs force and fornas. r Still, the association
of families will continue, for sociality is an intrinsic attribute of human nature. The fam
ily can never be dispensed with, for the following reasons* 1, The union of male and fe
male is a divine ordinance, for the completion of our being, and, the perpetuation of the
race.' 2, The affection of parents for. their children, and of children for their parents,
renders the union of the father and mother an indispensability: No progress in develop
ment can eradicate this affection. No human being ever was, or ever will be, so perfect
as to transcend the relation of husband or wife, of father or mother. No community of
individuals, ever nan be so perfect as to lose all regard for sexual companionships, or for
their own children in contradistinction to the offspring of others. The perfection of man,
is also the perfection of the family relation, cementing more and more the union of male
and female, and more completely unfolding all the relations and blessings of Familism.
If the objector say there are some now, who have outgrown the family relation, let it
be replied, that such specimens of perfected humanity should be exhibited at large through
the world. -There always has been a class of persons above this’relation, whose: haunts
are the thousand houses of ill-fame, in; every city of one hundred thousand people. But
are there some of the perfectly chaste, who have outgrown the family? Let them stand
forth, in their assumption and self-righteousness, that we may look all about them, and ob
serve the harmonies that attune their existence! It is here asserted that every one of you are
attempting to eradicate from your being, some of the indispensable attributes of harmonic
men and women. Oh man! If thou hast no respect for thy wife, thou wilt have no re
gard for thy brother; but Will probably attempt to disrupt his household, by seducing his
Companion. Oh woman! Hast thou no love for thy husband; above all other men?
Thou wilt have no respect for thy sister, but will be found desecrating her household, by
enticing away her husband.
But oh! domestic discord! Family despotism! Enslaved affections!! Uncongenial
marriage!! Deliver us from this bondage, and give freedom to our great love!!!
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It is asserted here, that nearly all domestic discord, flows from one of the following caus
es. 1, Deficiency of moral integrity, in respect to family relations and duties—as theft
results from a lack of moral perception of the right of property. 2, Fashion, which be
devils small minds, and creates hatred of the husband who can’t afford its expense. 3,
Instability of character, which induces a dislike of husband or wife, after a brief associa
tion, and an attachment to fresh lovers. 4, Vanity, a desire to be the queen, and find
ing some one that more fully fills liter eye as a king, than her husband, she complains of
his u^congeniality, and desires a new alliance. 5, The interposition of an outsider, an
attractive, fascinating man or woman, as the case may be, who wins affection that belongs
to another, and thus renders two others miserable till their union is dissolved, and injures,
their children afterward. There is nothing more contemptible than this. 6, A disregard
of the holiest duties of life, and a disposition to “gad about”, gossip and flirt after marriage.
Such are the most trifling persons. 7, A lack of enough to do or think of, to keep the
mind above the flatteries of the exquisite and foolish. 8, Lusting after other women:
tired of one, attached to another, and call it love. 9, Idleness. 10, A sedentary and socalled genteel life.
these causes cover nearly all the cases of domestic discord; and yet the cry is raised of
“enchained affections”!! What! Shall truth and philosophy condescend to root out
some of the highest qualities of human nature, to gratify such foolish, whimsical, nam
by-pamby, wishy-washy, sentimental fops and flirts!! Away then, praters about the
miseries of marriage, when such a scampish horde importune for relief. I do not say
there are not some who are honorably anxious to be delivered from domestic woe. For
such law and public sentiment now provide.

NOTHING

BUT

A

DREAM.

Having read the foregoing article, “Free Love Again,” I put the manuscript in mjr
pocket and went to Methodist meeting. The sermon was dull as usual, and while the"
preacher preached, I slept, and while I slept, 1 dreamed. I seemed to see the Author of
the article on the road of progress that leads- to philosophical consistency. His starting
point was the despotism of marriage, and on his way, he embraced one despotism after am
other, till he became the consistent friend of all: first, the tyranny of marriage, then of
chattel slavery, then of superstition and the church, then of absolute monarchy. The
acute and comprehensive intellect of our progressive friend was not long in discovering
the analogies between marriage slavery and chattel slavery, and the general correspond
ence of the logic by which these forms of human bondage are sustained and justified;
and as he knew the absolute necessity for marriage and held to its essential godliness,
he was philosopher enough, though it outraged his humanity somewhat, to follow the
lead of his sober intellections, and accept of “chattelism” as God-ordainedv Having
made this progress, he very readily discovered the divine sanctions of priestcraft and'
kingcraft, and he leapt with enthusiasm, into the arms of both so nearly at the same
time, that I could not tell wnich he embraced first. He made eloquent speeches at the
several stages ol his progress; and one at the start which was very much like the pre
ceding ai tide, and the others not very unlike it. It would make my report entirely too
long to give even a brief summary of all these discourses, and so I will present the more
prominent features.of but one: and this was delivered in his new capacity of priest, after”
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lie had become the consistent friend of the entire family of despotisms.
“Dearly Beloved:—Too much cannot be urged, by way of exhortation, to the un
converted. The greatest interests of life, temporal and eternal, are involved in the min
istrations of the church.
“Neither can too much be said to the converted, by way of caution, against every in
sidious approach of disaffection. Connection with the church should be sought with the
greatest seriousness, and when its obligations are once assumed, they should be held sa
cred—too sacred to be desecrated by the wiles of the Spiritualist, the craft of the infidel,
and the malice of the envious and the mischief-maker.
“Above all things does it behoove us to inculcate the sacredness of those principles
which maintain the subserviency of inferiors to superiors, and of individuals to institu
tions. Our relations to the church are sacred, as no one will question: the relations of
subjects to their most gracious jjsQyereign are sacred, for kings rule by divine right: the
relations of servants to their masters, are sacred, for the holy apostle says: ‘Servants, be
obedient to your masters;’ and the relations of the wife to the husband, are sacred, for it
is written in the Book of divine law: ‘Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands.’—
Blaspheming philosophers may call these relations arbitrary and unnatural, but we who
are specially favored of the Lord, know them to be sacred, Bring these relations into
discredit, and you have no pledge for the security of virtue and religion; no guaranty for
the supremacy of law and order;—break down these consecrated barriers, and as cer
tain as the decrees of Omnipotence would irreligion and anarchy prevail, and God’s wrath
be upon all the peoplel
“The church is the means of human perfection. Out of it flows the staple of all beat
itudes; and at its altar is all government baptized. All the most reputable Christian phi
losophers agree that without the beneficent influence of the church, government would
be only organized diabolism, as the “reign of terror” in France, unmistakably proves.
“What, then, is the system of human, moral, social and civil order? 1, Man as an in
dividual, solitary and alone. 2, The family, the first natural, divine and indispensable
cooperation of individuals, for the greatest purposes and the highest enjoyments of life.—
3, The relation of master and servant for the mutual benefit of both, especially of the ser
vant; for all of which we have a divine precedent in the family, where the wife is subject
to the husband, and the children to both. 4, The ecclesiastical hierarchy by which
man’s relations to God and the future, are duly sustained. 5, The civil union of fami
lies and their attaches for the protection of husband, wife and children, master, servant,
people, priest and king—or government. 6, The divine functionary in which the prin
ciple of government concentrates, for the good of all—or the absolute monarch.
“Visionary enthusiasts may dream of a time when each individual will be so complete
ly developed that the state, church, slavery and marriage will be dispensed with; but
wdiile such madmen ignore the divine doctrine of total depravity, they are themselves
living examples of its truth. Through the paternal solicitude of the Omnipotent Ruler
of the Universe, all these institutions will remain in their organized force and forms, till
the end of time. The church, of which I now particularly speak, cannot be dispensed
with for the following reasons: 1, Religion is a human necessity. 2, The great masses
of men must have visible forms to adore; and if they do not find these as intermediates
in the living priesthood, they will find them as finalities, in the creations of rank idolatry.
3, Hence, relations of peace and good-will obtain between the people and the clergy, and
the organization of the church becomes an indispensability. The perfection of man is
to be found in the perfection of the church—cementing more and more the brotherly un
ion of man with his fellow man, and more completely unfolding all the relations and
blessings of true religion.
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“If the objector say there are some men who have outgrown the church, let it be re
plied that such specimens ot perfected humanity should be exhibited at large through
the world. [Rather a shrewd reply,] There always has been a class of persons above
religion, whose haunts are free discussion clubs, houses of ill-fame and other dens of riot
and debauchery. But are there some of the perfectly religious who have outgrown the
church? Let them stand forth in their assumed righteousness, that we may look all
about them, and observe the harmonies that attune their existence! It is here asserted
that all such are grieving away the spirit, and closing the door of mercy against them
selves forever. 0, man, if thou hast no regard for the church and its holy ministrations,
thou wilt have no regard for thy brother! 0, woman, hast thou no regard for the church
and its holy orders, as the embodiment of the divine power on earth, and as that which
consecrates even government and marriage—institutions so dear to woman; then wilt
thou have no respect for thy sister, but wilt be found desecrating her family altar, and
dragging her down to hell with thyself.
“But, 0, sectarian feuds! Ecclesiastical discord! enslaved religion!! Superstition and
ignorance! Deliver us from this bondage, and give freedom to conscience!!!
“It is here asserted that nearly all irreligion flows from one of the following causes:_
1, Deficiency of moral integrity in respect to the holiness of the church and the nature of
religious duty, as theft results from a lack of a moral perception of the right of property.
2, The human frailty of fickleness, so great in some, that with all the means of grace,
they wijl not keep on in the straight arid narrow road. 3, Vanity, which causes many
to affect singularity of opinions. 4, An unholy ambition, which causes some to seek glo
rification for themselves, in a coterie of petty admirers. 5, The interposition of outsid
ers, or, in other words, wolves in sheep’s clothing who devour the flock. 6, A disregard,
of the holiest duties of life; a disposition to gad about, and talk lightly of sacred things..
7, Lusting after new things; tired of an old doctrine; taking to another, and calling it
progress. 8, Habits of study which lead to philosophy and scepticism. Our common,
schools are hot-beds of infidelity. 9, Heretical vagaries dubbed science, such as Geolo
gy, Phrenology, Animal Magnetism, and lastly, but more contemptible than all, Spiritu
alism, breeding all shapes of irreligion. 10, ‘Free investigation,’ as they call it, thegreatest abomination, on earth; and as the culmination of all that is fatal to society and
religion, it is more tenderly fostered by the devil than any other scourge of humanity.
“These causes cover nearly all the cases of irreligion; but yet the cry is raised of ‘en
chained conscience!’ What! shall truth and religion condescend to depraved passions,,
and gratify such foolish, whimsical, namby-pamby, wishy-washy, sentimental philoso
phers and progressives!! Away, then, praters about the wrongs of the church, when,
such a scampish horde importune relief from its restraining influence. There are enough
sincerely anxious to be delivered from the wholesome restraints of the church; and if
these must roll sin as a sweet morsel under their tongues, and we cannot induce them to
remain with the Lord, our skirts are clear, and the Prince of Darkness must claim his
own. Amen.”
During the utterance of the last words, I was half asleep and half awake, partly
dreaming and partly listening; and I could not tell certain whether the words were thoseof the priest in my dream, or of the one actually before me. Suffice it to say that all the
senses were soon active enough, and the zealous brother in the pulpit, was storming away
at the people in real Methodistical fashion, warning them against Spiritualism, Infideli
ty and Free Love; threatening them—if they did not heed—with the vengeance of God
and the tortures of an eternal hell.
If brother Hine suspects any intention in the foregoing, to cast reflection upon his
philosophical consistency, he must remember that it is “nothing but a dream!”

THAT

MATHEMATICAL

PROBLEM.

BY JOSEPH TREAT.

Something was done? Who did it? That’s the problem.
The problem concedes my main position—the grand Axiom, “All Truth Mathematical.’*
Even if “Spirits” produced the phenomena, yet the very “Spirits” are Mathematics.
Then whatever was done, Mathematics did it! Call that one point gained.
But now for the demonstration! All possible Mathematics are embodied in the human,
organism. That organism is an epitome of the Universe: the whole Universe is in that
organism—is that organism, focalized. Human organisms, then, produced those phenom
ena! How? We haven’t got to that.
But the human Spirit, and the human organism, are two distinct things—the Spirit is
in the organism. That's the very point in dispute, whether there is anything but the
organism? You assume that. But my “Mathematics” will not let you assume it; and
presently will demonstrate, that it positively is not true!
But must there not be something in the human organism, and back of it, to build'.it
up—make it what it is? Ho, right the other way. Organization is not the product of
Mental Manifestation; but on the other hand: Mental Manifestation is the product of Or
ganization. Once for all: Organization is the parent of Life, Intelligence, Spirit, every
thing!
*
Whence comes the organization, then? That is self-existent: that’s the Universe!—
Might as well ask, whence comes Hature—whence comes any thing? And if you do ask
that, as if some grand Spirit-of-all must certainly have been at work—a great, infinite
Spirit—then, Whence came that infinite Spirit? Cornered at last?
But how when a man climbs a ladder 50 feet, with twice his own weight on his back?
Must there not be a Spirit in his body, to overcome Gravity? And mustn't there be in
a Tree? That overcomes Gravity a full thousand years! And the human organism, is
as much higher,and more potential than that of a Tree as you can think. Depend upon
it, I mean something, when I say that Organization is the parent of all things! I mean
that the higher the organism, the greater and more wonderful its products. May be we
shall yet find the human organism, equal to all these astounding and infinite phenomena!
But what, when the man dies? Why, his organism dies, and of course its fruits die
with it—that’s all! It dies; and so its resulting Mind, Power, and Action, all die. In
stead of dissolution—of a connection subsisting between it and something within it—
there is simply destruction—of the organism itself—and that tells the whole story: ex
plains every thing. Don’t it?
But the organism still exists, after the man is dead. Ho, it don’t: something exists, hut
it's not the same; it's dead, now. It is no more the same, than a dead tree is a live one.
The tree may still stand; but it has already begun to decompose,, and will not stop till it
falls: so a man’s dead organism, commences disorganizing the very instant he dies; and it
won’t stop, till it’s all nothing! So the moment you killed it, that moment you killed all
its products; even though you could preserve it, a thousand years!
But human beings can’t produce such phenomena without intending it—can’t produce
them and yet be all the time unconscious of it! How do you know that? Doyouknowit?
Come be modest! Have you ever spent five whole minutes in your life in asking whether
they perhaps could not? Ho; but you jumped the conclusion! Just as you jump every
thing else, on this subject! Time you should begin to think!
But the problem. What produced those phenomena? Power! But all Power, too, is in
the human organism. There is not a Force in the infinite Universe, but is concentered
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in the live body of a man: that body, is literally the coming-together-and-union of -all
Forces! And then, human organisms, again, produced the phenomena!
But still again: A Principle produced them. No matter what, but yet some Principle.
But now, that Principle is represented in man’s organization. The Microcosm contains
all that is to be found in the Macrocosm, and more too. So,even again, human organisms
produced the phenomena!
But yet once more; Spirits produced them. But I am a Spirit, nor will own in all
Dream-land a peer! We are Spirits; and we are the Spirits! Matter ascends to higher
and yet higher organisms, each organism respectively developing a higher and yet higher
manifestation of Life; until at last we arrive at Man’s organism, which ultimates that full
and perfect Intelligence, Power, and Moral Unfolding, which we call a Soul—a true and
absolute Spirit! And then, even yet once more, human organisms wrought the phenom
ena. But there are other Spirits, besides us—’Spirits who have left the human organism.
Prove it, then—for that is the very thing to be proved—and I challenge that you can’t
prove it! And look you “Mathematics” will soon prove the reverse! For it is not, my
“bare assertion,” as the problem says. It was not, before. “J. H.” should have been just!
Has a man a Spirit, then—or, is he a Spirit? Just which you please. But wont it
make a difference? Give us your rationale. No, it wont make any; only so you do not
imply that he has a Spirit distinct from his body—-a Spirit, which after all is no part
of his body. Mind, Soul and Spirit are all one: and Man, and a Human Organism are
one: and then either of the first terms, equals each of the last and vice versa. Or, you
may speak of the Brain as more particularly the Soul, or Spirit; and then you will dis
tinguish between the Man and his body: though, yet, when the man dies, I guess his
Soul will be about as Immortal as any other part of the carcass! [Pardon me, blessed
reader! for the very tears are in my eyes, for love! and I can not seek to wound your ho
liest feelings, on a subject so sacred to you as this! But I must write my truth: I must
give forth all my inspiration. And yourself be brave; and willing to look whatever rec
ord in the face!] And then he will be a dead Soul, as before he was a live one: and when
the organism has returned to its original elements, then it will be no Soul at all; but on
ly there was such a Soul. A Spirit did exist, but it exists now, no longer. There is no
more any he.
A four-fold demonstration of what produced those phenomena—Mathematics, Power,
a Principle, Spirits: and in either case, living, human beings! Now for a demonstration
of what did not produce them—disembodied Spirits. But that is demonstrated already.
That first point gained—“all Truth mathematical”—as soon gains this other, also—no de
parted Spirits! Once grant “Mathematics,” and you give up all! But still you must
grant; and then you shall be compelled to give up! You will begin to see pretty soon,
that Mathematics is a “great science?”
For, your “Spirit” is a nothing! It don’t weigh anything, when it leaves the body: and
it don’t weigh two hairs of your head, after it has left; nor then on, forever! There is
not enough of it to be a Spirit! It’s got to be “Mathematical?” but there absolutely is
not Matter enough in six feet by two of air, (still less, what floats in six feet by two of
air,) to make a “Mathematical” Spirit! The fact stares you in the face! I defy you to
dilute my Spirit to that thinner—than—gas? But in very deed the name of every Spirit
is Lightning! and eternal Lightning! and even a true and infinite Omnipotence! and then
to talk of such a Spirit in six feet by two of air, which I could dissipate with one puff,
and which I almost have to turn away my nose every time I breathe, to keep from doing
—nonsense! it’s all stuff! there isn’t a syllable of truth in it! I deny not impossibilities;
but. I do deny any such impossibility! For myself, I absolutely know the thing can not
be!
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But Electricity exists, and Magnetism. Yes, and I grant they are Mathematical, too.
But they don’t exist “Spirits;” they are not individualized in six feet by two of air; they
are either soon wasted and gone, or they are supplied from the granite ribs of the great
globe itself. But your eternal and omnipotent “Spirits” living in six feet by two of air;
everlastingly lying around loose, hitting nobody, and nobody hitting them? ah, that per
fectly gets me! I scout it; and submit that here is an actual Mathematical demonstration
of its non-possibility! To be a Spirit, there must be first an Organism; and then matter
sufficient to render that organism compact, so as to be self-protective, seif-perpetuative;
and still after that, matter sufficient to develop power; (for all power in the Universe is
the product of matter!) but in the case of these “Spirits” in six feet by two of air, there
is neither of all these. There is no Organism; for there are not particles enough to stretch
across from one to his neighbor? so they can possibly be organized: (and it’s only another
of your sheer assumptions that anything of this kind is true!) but even if there were an
Organism, yet its substance is so dissolute and incoherent, that a whiff can blow it away,
or a Fly fly right through it: but yet, even if that were not so, nevertheless, self-evident
ly there is not that volume or body of matter in it, that can constitute it a. great, propel
ling, ever-active, never-wasting Force—such a mighty, omnipotent Force, as we know
every Spirit actually to be! And then it is no Spirit, but a magnificent, got-up-with-infinite-ado, Nothing! [Shakspeare, you were not far out of the way in “Much ado about
Nothing?”]
But mediums see Organisms in the air. Yes, for they believe in them, and so are selfmagnetized to see them. But they see everything else, too—things which nobody be
lieves to exist; or, at least, has any reason to. So their sight proves nothing: certainly,,
you cannot feel that it is at all conclusive. And in the face of an actual demonstration, I
rule it out altogether.
But the phenomena pkofess to be produced by “Spirits.” Of course, they do; and for
the same reason assigned before—“Spirits” are the universal belief. You couldn’t expect
any other result, so long as men are on their present plane. But when the world begins to
think, and to believe in reason and matter, and the inevitable Mathematics of matter—•
believe in actual Nature, and not in old superstition—then look for a different rationale.
And by this time we have reached the end of the argument; only that now it remains
to say a word as to that How—precisely in what way those phenomena were produced, by
living human minds. Frankly—I do not certainly know. Now, be as modest as my
self, and admit that you do not therefore know that they were not produced by such
minds. But if, on the other hand, you snatch at my ignorance, and claim that as deci
sive, and begin to take on airs; and set up as if you knew! and make a fool of yourself
generally? why, I shall only laugh at you! Psychology! transcendently the greatest Science
in the world; the Science of all other sciences, since literally the infinite Science of the
integral Universe; and none of us progressed enough yet to stand within even the very
Vestibule of that Science—and yet you (!) taking it upon yourself to say that you know
all about the Soul’s mysterious workings; and that if it does not do things in the precise
way which you have marked out for it, then it can not do them at all! And all this when
you can’t begin to tell how even your own apochryphai “Spirits” produce the very same
results! As if it was not infinitely harder for six feet by two of air to produce them? than
for a living, potential, human Soul! As if nothing could produce them? better than allcreating Man!
But let us see if there is any difficulty in finding enough ways, in which it is rational
to conceive that those phenomena might have been produced by human beings. Remem
ber, every Principle in Nature exists in still higher perfection in Man. Magnetism is a
principle in Nature; but though the earth has innumerable magnets; and even its pole
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are but grand magnets of attraction; and at last itself is nothing but one mighty Odyle—
yet nowhere has it any such loadstone of power—such a subtile but omnipotent influence—
as the organized substance of a human brain! Electricity is a principle in Nature; but
not on the earth, nor under it, nor yet in the sky above, is there any such Lightning to
telegraph, and flash, and thunder, as the eternal, infinite Energy of a human Soul—that
convoluted brain is more than all galvanic batteries! Radiation is a principle in Nature; and
all things give themselves off in spheres—sun, tree, clod, even the insensate rock; but no
sphere of aught beside, is so absolute, penetrative, diffusive—so a real thing, and then the
betokening of the greater thing behind it—as the enveloping aura of a human Spirit; the
atmosphere of its own self, and the visible dwelling of its ever—Presence! Elective Af
finity is a principle in Nature; and atom seeks atom in obedience to its law; and the solid
earth is but the creature of its working—built up by its sure instinct; but nowhere else
can there be any such flowing together, as the sympathy which fuses human minds into
oneness; nor then as the sympathy which brings those minds into spontaneous rapport
with things around them, and gives up all Nature to their quick sensing and clairvoyance I
And Repulsion is as well a principle in Nature; for that is the creator and continent-base
of all Individuality; but there is no repulsion so strong, (none so moving!) as that of a
human organism; both antagonizing other organisms, and also antagonizing Nature.—
And now Sixthly, Man is even moke than all this of Nature—he not only equals the en
tire virtue of the Universe, but he has even new powers superadded: and Seventhly,
Mediums are still higher yet; and, as more impressible, possess even new powers on the
top of the last: and Eighthly, the very, Mediums are more and higher still, in their ab
normal or influenced states, and can do things then, they cannot at any other times—
just as a Somnambule, during the trance, is frequently infinitely superior to himself when
awake: Ninthly, the Mediums immediately present, may by no means, be the only indi
viduals exerting an influence in the evolution of phenomena; but on the contrary, they
may be in such rapport and sympathy with others, that a very multitude may be subsid
ized to the production of the results, and even some of them when hundreds of miles
away: and Tenthly, Unconsciousness on the part of any of those thus aiding to work the
marvels, whether present or absent, is no proof that they do not so aid, but even may be
the very condition of their aiding better, or at last, at all—rjust as in the case of that Som
nambule: and Eleventhly, all these human beings so conspiring to one result, are not com
pelled to work alone to bring it, but Nature herself helps together with them; the Ele
ments are at their service—instruments to effect their bidding, or obey even their very
thought; so that at last, to their own power, they literally superadd all the amazing for
ces of the Universe: and Twelfthly, there is a need that Man should be developed into
all this power of his own, and then that Nature should thus help him with hers; that so
by a union of both, advancing beyond all this that is yet, he may still ascend in the scale
of Progression, even till he is born into the utter perfection of existence! Are not here
enough wrays in which the phenomena of the problem might have been produced—the
“raps;” “the piano moved away from its usual place, and several times up-ended;” the
“sounds produced within the piano,” though its “keys were covered by the lid, ” and the
instrument was “locked;” the “accompaniment (to an air) played by an unperceived
agency;” and all? I do not know that all of them were produced in any of these ways;
(for I don’t know but human beings might have produced them in still some other man
ner,) but I challenge that you don’t know that they were not! At least, can you equal
this rationale? Can you tell a twelfth part as many ways in which six feet by two of air
could have produced them?
But if human beings do all these things, why have’nt they done them before? Prog
ress, good brother, progress! But if “Spirits” produce them, why have’nt they done them
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before? For you know they must have known how, thousands of years ago! All this
talk of its being a late invention, is mere moonshine—stuff! I ain’t such a fool, as all
that comes to?
But I can not do justice to this whole subject in this article; and even now I have
monopolized more space than rightfully belonged to me. But the next Vol. will thor
oughly discuss the whole question; and I have already published an elaborate Argument
on it, in my Card to the World, advertised in the May FTo,

MATHEMATICS

BRIEFLY

REVIEWED.

Being something of a mathematical genius myself, it may not be out of place for me to
look a bit into this great mathematical problem. In the foregoing article, I find so little
of what is commonly known as mathematics, that I conclude our friend’s science is a sub
limation of the old«—a development, perhaps, into higher forms, formulas, vagaries, or
generalities. The stretch of this science is infinite; it goes away back to the beginning of
everything, and forward to the end of everything, and outward to the bound
less comprehension of the universal sum of all things; and in that it does so, it is a most
excellent field to rollick in all the luxuries of a delicious rhetoric; but rather a poor one,
it is to be feared, for anything like a definite application of the old science of mathematics.
The kind of mathematical science that most of us have been used to, begins with sim
ple definitions and axioms, and proceeds step by step to the perfect and satisfactory dem
onstration of the most difficult and abstruse propositions. But the new mathematics dis
penses with the starting points entirely, and its assumptions begin where its conclusions
should end. This is no doubt an “improvement”, as it saves the wear and tear of brain.
It corresponds in mathematics, to labor-saving machinery in mechanics. One of these as
sumptions in our friend’s mathematical dissertation, is that intelligence does not precede
organization, but is the result of organization; another that organization is self-existent,
is the universe, and so eternal; another that a man and a human organism are one, and
that the organized man does die; and this is mathematics!
We are favored, moreover, with just a dozen shrewd conjectures, as to the manner, in
which “the phenomena of the problem might take place,” otherwise, than through the
agency of immortal spirits; and after all this, it is furthermore conjectured, that human
beings in the flesh might have unconsciously produced these results, in still some other
manner; and this is mathematics! Suppose I were to venture a dozen-stresses as to the
manner, in which our friend gave his article tangible form; and then conclude with the
more comprehensive and overwhelming sweep of conjecture, that possibly he did not work
it off in any of these ways, but some other still, yet certainly not at the point of a
goose quill;—would I not be making progress in this new science, and would not its
originator have to acknowledge me a promising disciple? Our friend’s article may look
for all the world, as if the quill had done it, and our friend may vindicate the work of the
clove n-tongued instrument in his hand, but what does that amount to? hadn’t I proved math
ematically by a dozen definite conjectures, and an infinite number of indefinite ones, that it
could have been done just as well some other way? And so of course, this idea of writ
ing with a sharpened goose quill is an absurdity of the past, which we mathematicians
should discard scientifically!
Our friend’s demonstration, though, is not the first of the kind, nor will it be the last.
Bid not some one—a mathematician certainly—demonstrate that steamships could not
plow Hie ocean; and somebody else, that locomotives could not walk the iron rail? Yet
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old ocean’s bosom swelled for joy, and crested billows leapt exultingly and gamboled
o’er the deep, to cheer the triumph of the living palace, as it hastened by; and the iron
rail does ring to the conquering tread of the iron horse;—and when brother Joseph has
made the transit of Jordan, and awakes from the everlasting sleep he has sealed with the
seal of science to make it secure, a song will burst from his glad spirit sweeter and rich
er by far than any he ever sung over the glorious achievements of mathematics!
"When our brother succeeds to his own satisfaction in running his mathematical hodkin through the hope of immortality, I expect so fully to have mastered his science as to
be able to demonstrate that, so far from existing hereafter, we don’t exist even now!
Our friend is going to tkeat this entire question more thoroughly in the next Yol. of
the S. R. This journal was set on foot for the “free discussion of general principles and
practical measures pertaining to human progress and general well-being;” and it may be
that if we can only get rid of this superstitious idea of a life hereafter, an Elysium of bliss
will at once flow into this. If our friend persist in taking up his room in this way, we
shall not object. He must be permitted to choose his own work. But there is a pre
liminary proposition which, as a private individual, I would like to have mathematically
demonstrated first. It is this: The naked idea of immortality is essentially pernicious
to human progress and general well-being, and the batteries of mathematics should be
opened against it, till it be riddled.
Mathematical demonstrations used to be very brief and very conclusive, and we trust
our friend’s will be. In this science, we look for precision of thought and coherence
of reason, rather than for the grace of eloquence or the flash of poetry.

MATERIAL.

UNION.

BY J. D. GAGE.

In the October number of the Social Revolutionist, are two articles, written to show
the falsity of the law, that “Material union is only to be had when the wisdom of the har
mony demands a child.” The substance of friend Towner’s remarks, as to the “spirit
with which reformers should treat each other,” is commendable. The true reformer’s first
work is individual; to reform himself. Second, to unite as far as possible with his breth
ren, in the mutual work of reforming each other; and third, to labor for the general ele
vation of the race.
This law of the material union I first received from my idea of the fitness of things,
before I had heard of Dr. and Mrs. Nichols, and long before they announced it as the
“law of progression in harmony,” as soon, in fact, as I was old enough to understand any
thing of the true relation of the sexes. With regard to the spiritual origin of the law,
I do not wish to quarrel with either party, but will allow at once, that from whatever
source it may have been revealed, it should be subjected to the test ofscience, analogy and
observation, before being admitted to be of general application. The statement that some
diseased conditions are bettered by* intercourse with the other sex, I am not willing to ad
mit, nor prepared to deny. It is a fact that old people may be much strengthened by
sleeping with the young; yet this is directly disastrous to the young person, and I be
lieve it to be indirectly so to the aged also. It is drawing a vitality which does not be
long to them, and they had better let this world go and pass to another, without the stain
©f murder on their souls. It may be possible for a person with diseased genital organs,
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to find relief in sexual intercourse, but anyone must see the folly and crime of a healthy
person submitting to such pollution, and if both are diseased, their diseases will be most
likely to intensify each other. The idea of prescribing sexual intercourse for a remedial
agent, as one might prescribe a douche or a pack, is extremely revolting. I would prefer
to consider the subject as it relates to healthy and harmonious men and women, and to
consider diseased conditions as exceptional.
I can fully endorse friend Towner’s remarks upon expediency. It is not so much mat
ter what the world thinks of us, as what vre with the aid of an enlightened reason, and
elevated conscience, think of ourselves. If our acts are such as to meet with our own
full approval, we need not fear that “the cause” will suffer from them; still, I hold it to
be imperatively necessary, that we obtain the best light possible, and govern ourselves
accordingly.
“The greater the freedom of the affections, the wider the range of their activities, the
more various the objects to whom they are directed, and upon whom they are lavished,
the less the demand, or perhaps it should be said, the less the temptation to indulge in
material union, until a certain limit is reached, where it is demanded.”
Where is that limit? Where is it even in our present slavery of the affections, with
trulj' healthy persons?
Train up a child to the idea that it is dangerous and immoral to be alone with one of
the other sex; teach it that the sexual union must not be indulged in, because it may
bring lasting infamy to one or both parties; that coition without marriage, is a deadly
sin, but that after the ceremony has been performed, it may be freely indulged in; let
habits of solitary vice be formed before the age of puberty has arrived, and you lay the
foundation and insure the erection of the superstructure of a morbid condition of body
and mind, which will be filled with lecherous longings, whenever any approach is made
to one of the opposite sex.
Our friend denies that “in the harmony of nature, supply and demand are in equilibrio.” Let us examine his illustrations. With regard to the vegetable kingdom, a case
in point might be found in the Lombardy poplar. It is said that the staminate plant
has never been imported, and that, consequently, it has never borne seed in this country.
Will any one contend that it is in the harmony of nature that all the germs of this spe
cies, which are produced in a continent, should perish without impregnation?
Nature is everywhere profuse; many seeds are ripened every year which do not vege
tate. By far the greater share are consumed by animals for food, or wasted for want of
the necessary circumstances of growth, yet enough are produced to continue the exis
tence of the species. So of the pollen. It is gathered by the bees; it is shed abroad on
the air, and falls unused to the ground; it is produced by the staminate plant, though no
pistillate is near to receive it; yet the obvious intention of nature, is to produce enough to
insure the impregnation of a sufficient number of germs, and whenever a union is effected
between the masculine and feminine elements of the plant, the natural consequence is
the production of a seed. True, the pollen may fall upon the stigma before the latter is
ready to receive it, or after the germ is impregnated. Such cases in the economy of the
plant, amount to no more than if the pollen had fallen on a leaf. The union can only be
effected during a limited period of time.
Among the domestic animals and other mammalia, and even among the lower forms, a
similar analogy may he observed. There is in the females a periodical formation of ova,
at which time they are capable of becoming mothers, and it is during this period only
that the female desires coition, and excites the-desire for it in the male. Can anything
be more evident than that the natural consequence of the act, is the production of offspring, and that every failure is to he regarded as exceptional and unnatural?
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Our friend’s logic seems to be, that because during a great portion of each month im
pregnation is not the natural sequence of material union, but an exceptional result; there
fore, during this time, it is not a violation of natural law to have such union without de
siring a child. I would judge from analogy that persons who were truly healthy, would
not desire such union during this period, whether they desired a child or not, and we
have the authority of good physiologists that coition when indulged in this manner,has a di
rect tendency to produce disease, so that the analogy seems to hold good. It seems to
me a much more unnatural act to seek indulgence at an unnatural time, than to use
checks during the natural period, and either of them is so repugnant to my sense of right,
'that it seems impossible for any one not under the influence of civilized abominations, to
defend them.
I have read friend Towner’s “thirdly,” as far as the quotation from George Pyburn, sev
eral times, and must acknowledge my inability to see its bearing on the case in point,
neither can I see why every woman, and every man, too, may not judge of the circum
stances under which they desire to parent a child, without being necessitated to indulge
in coition when they do not desire such a result.
“Now, first, ‘in the harmony of nature, supply and demand are in equilibrio.’ There
fore, the demand for impregnation ought to have its corresponding supply; viz: impreg
nation.” Certainly, whenever the demand for impregnation exists. That is whenever
the woman has the capacity and desire to become a mother, she should choose a father
to furnish the corresponding supply.
“Second. ‘By inference, then,’ the existence of the demand for impregnation without
its corresponding supply, is evidence of an inharmonious or unnatural condition.”
Yes, but it would be difficult to show" that a demand for impregnation exists whenever
that result is possible. It may be the very thing most to be dreaded.
“Love certainly has a tendency to ultimate itself in the physical sexual embrace.”
It4oes when offspring are desired as the fruit of love, or when from a morbid condition
of the sexual organs and inflamed amativeness, the passions assert the same supremacy,
as in the drunkard or glutton. We might assert that the sight of agreeable food produced
desire to eat, but it would not follow that we should gratify the palate when the system
does not need nutrition.
The argument of the “influences of mutual love, leading step by step,” etc., is good if
correctly followed. The natural result of ardent love, is the desire to embody that love
in a loved and loving child, and any desire for the act which naturally produces a child
when its sequence is not desired, is as false and unnatural as the desire for food when the
system requires no nourishment.
I think that it will be seen that the charge of advocating sensuality applies against
friend Towner, with more force than he is willing to admit. The pleasure which comes
from kisses, caresses and the like, is in a certain sense, sensual, and in the same sense, the
pleasure to be derived from roaming among flowmrs and fruits, is also sensual; but as it
would be used when applied to this idea, it would be like the man who habitually in
dulged in the use of food and drink at times when they -were not required for the
use of the body, and were taken for the mere pleasure of the palate. Yet the Bachanalian can sing of the merry cheer produced by the social glass, and will contend that the
feelings and sympathies are aroused and much higher ends served than the mere gustato
ry pleasure derived from the act of drinking. His logic, however, will not prevent the
seeds of disease from taking root.
“Whatever action of this element contributes to the happiness of such beings, taking
into consideration remote as well as immediate results, cannot be inconsistent with pro
priety or purity.” True, but the very point at issue is whether this act, the uses of
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which we are discussing, will thus contribute to happiness. “As to what will thus con
tribute, observation and experience alone can enable us to decide.” “Experience keeps a
dear school,” but we are told of a certain large class who will not learn in any other.—
Those who do not belong to this class, can make use of observation, analogy, comparison,
reason and consciousness.
The idea of a number of sexual unions for the sake of their “harmonizing and love-in-^
tensifying results,” taking into account the unnatural and, therefore, disease-producing
means which must be used to prevent conception at each union, appears to me revolting,
and to use an improper adjective, tor which I would beg pardon of the lower animals,,
bestial! By way of opinion, I would also say that it appears to me that the result of
such exercise is inevitably to produce discord and disgust.
1 will take leave of friend Towner, by endorsing fully and earnestly, the last paragraph •
of his article.
As to “Peter,” I would ask him where he found the doctrine that “we should subdue ■
the amative desire, and then beget children from a sense of duiy?,, also, who advocates it?-'
It may find advocates somewhere, but I have not understood anything in the Social Rev-~
olutionist to be so intended. The amative desire should act in connection with the desire
for oftspring, neither subduing nor itself subdued, but adapted to uts legitimate use. Onemight as well talk of subduing alimentiveness and eating from a sense of duty.
The illustration of the “dear, sweet girl” amounts to just as much as that of an inter
esting dyspeptic desiring food which neither reason nor physical necessity demands. The
result which is pictured forth is the natural sequence of sexual unions repeated till there
is nothing but animality left.
“Had the law of sexual love and the physiological condition of the parental function
been observed in a temperate indulgence, before this crisis, the natural vigor of the procreative faculty, without irritability, would have obtained, fitting it for its functional ac
tivity at the proper time, according to the real, and not the mock ‘highest wisdom of the;
harmony.’ ”
The absurdity of this idea has already been shown. It does not need any such “tem-perate indulgence,” to obtain the natural vigor of this faculty.
“The sexual demand in a healthy woman is as great, in the early stages of pregnancy,,,
as at any other time.” This statement is opposed to authority and analogy. The caseswhere healthy animals manifest such a desire, are very rare, and in fact such a manifes
tation may be safely regarded as a symptom of disease. In the human species, they are
the result of temperate, or more frequently of intemperate indulgence. Children areoften born “the animalized victims of parental folly” from the mother being forced during,
pregnancy to submit to the embraces of a civilized father, who has become so habituat
ed to “temperate indulgence,” that he still demands this exercise of amativeness, regard
less of the repugnance of the mother.
“Peter” seems to think that if this- law were observed,, the distinctions of sex would'
be in a measure lost. Are not those children which- are born under circumstances which
render it probable that their parents have had but one union, generally well developed?''
The repetition of the idea of animality in the offspring, hardly needs notice, since it
has been shown to be the result of indulgence.
“But we are told that the union unaccompanied by a desire for offspring, is incomplete,
inharmonious and unnatural. This assumes the essential oneness of the amative impulse
and the desire for offspring; but this assumption cannot be maintained for a moment.”—•
Let us try the validity of this argument. I assert that the-eating of food' unaccompanied
by the necessity of nutrition, is incomplete,, inharmonious and unnatural. It may be re
plied that this presumes the essential oneness of the desire for food and the love of life;
that alimentiveness and vitativeness are very different functions of the mind, etc. The
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demand for the harmonious actio® of the faculties does not suppose their identity.
With regard to the “four conditions,”' the first I deny, asserting that the amative im
pulse is as strong in the Australian who knocks down a woman,- ravishes her and is con
sidered respectable in his own society,, as it is in the' city swell perfumed with cologne
and tobacco, who visits the house of ill-fame fora similar purpose. The second has al
ready been replied to. “3, A plurality of sexual loves at the same time.” Here 1 make
a direct issue. I “admit the plurality of loves which makes- freedom possible,” and I
deny “the superabundant amative desire which requires the superabundance of coition.”'
I am unable to see the necessity of a woman’s lying with every man she loves, or with
any of them. “4, Desire in sexual conditions when conception cannot take place.” This
may safely be considered as an unnatural and diseased action, as much so, as the desirefor food which cannot he- digested.
The disastrous results to the pitiful lover, seem to belong to the present state of ex
clusive duality in the love relations, and also to show an excessively morbid and diseased
state of body and mind. The argument which they contain, if it amounts to anything,,
has already been answered.
If, as has been shown, the necessary result- of the physical ultimation in natural condi
tions, is the production of offspring, it follows,, that admitting the right of variety, it is:
absurd to assert that “the physical ultimation is the right of every matured sexual love.”’
What kind of an Mea has “Peter” of freedom when he holds that a woman must grant
to every man whose love she enjoys, all the- favors which are yielded to any? He would
thus form a despotism worse than any which now exists among Christian, Mahomedan, or
Pagan; for admitting the right to coition for the mere gratification of the animal passion,
which he claims, it would result in requiring every woman to submit to the embrace of
every man who demanded it, lest he should be “outraged.” The right of exclusion, is
as inherently essential to freedom, as that of attraction. Again; how much lower than
the brute would that man be who should feel himself to- be outraged, because he could
not dictate to every woman how much she must accord to him.
I think I have shown that it is you, instead of we, who are advocating despotism. Weunite freedom for love with freedom for exclusion; freedom in the consummation of its in
tegral character, with freedom for self-preservation from the evils of licentiousness and
sensuality.
I am unable to see the bearing which the age of this law has upon the ease, except that
as all truth is eternal, it would be foolish to claim novelty in proof of reality. With re
gard to its being practicable only in duality, jmu have already admitted that “in variety
there might be partial relief in diffusion,” and 1 claim that adding to this, health and other
harmonic conditions, would make the relief entire.
I am not willing to make the concession which friend Pyburn has, but I do not see that
he either weaves a “loop-hole,” or “concedes the whole ground.” It does not follow
that because men at present exist in diseased conditions, that those who are striving to
reform themselves and others, should make no effort to escape.
“The whole man will
assert its rights in the actualities of life, in spite of the monopolizing tendency of any
part.” You could not have defined my position more concisely, yet your argument has
been in favor of the monopolizing tendency of one part, because it was a faculty distinct
from any other.
If “it is folly to impose a rule which only the few can observe,” what a dreadful fool
it must have been, who commanded to “do unto others as ye would that they should do
unto you.”
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T have a few words to say, in reply to your article on the rights of sexual love.
May it not be that the antagonism and disgust to the sexual act, of which you speak
has grown out of its prevalent abuse? and might not a return to its natural use, make it
as respectable with man, as with the lower animals?
Do you not assume, without any proof, that tW is excess of amative power in a
healthy, well-balanced organism?
What is your authority for asserting that there is a demand for amative indulgence by
woman during pregnancy, when the analogy of the whole animal races and the instincts
and habits of savage and barbarous nations testify the reverse?
How do you know that “brutes cohabit without intending offspring?” Does the bird
build her nest with no care for the young which are to inhabit it?
Is not the doctrine that there is no love, no desire, no yearning of the heart, but that
w iicn leads to material union, a very coarse, sensual, and false one, and contrary to the
experience of all refined persons?
Is there much reason to apprehend that the race will be injured by too general a con
formity to the “Law of Progression?”
Having put these questions, let me state a few facts or principles, which seem to me to
bear on the question at issue.
! see no reason to believe that man is naturally more amative than all other animals, or
that there are, in this respect, wide physiological differences.
fhe aunative flux is the apparent necessity of arrested development, and false habits
and conditions.
In true conditions, and with the progressive and harmonic development of all faculties,
not only is there no such necessity, but the amative power is used to the last particle
in mental and physical development.
My observation and experience approve these principles; and I see no hope of a radical
and integral improvement and harmonization, until men and women can save their lives
in the consecration of chastity.
T L N
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CRACK.

[We have received the following in a private letter from a lady of Buffalo. We are
after the facts, and want to know the truth.]
Friend Patterson:—I think Mr. P. Socialist has had his way about long enough con
cerning the women. . It is time they spoke for themselves. He says, “the sexual demand
m a healthy woman is as great in the early stages of pregnancy as at any other time-”
out I was especially blest with health during pregnancy, and yet had not the least de
sire for the sexual embrace, nor yet during the period of lactation, which I believe would
be the case with nine women out of ten, if the men would keep their own passions in
check; or in case they could not, seek their indulgence elsewhere. The “animalized victims,’ he speaks of, would be fewer by thousands, if women would consult their feelings
at such times, instead of the duty they owe their husbands—I am happy in the belief
that my child will always be purer, because I was true to my own instincts.
Yours without fastidiousness,

MERCY

FOR

FRIEND

ELINE.

Friend Patterson:—

I crave mercy for friend Hine. I don’t want to see him demolished at once. I cannot
complam of injustice on your part, or that of friends, Treat and Dage; but the battle is une
qual. Mere are three against one; and (as friend Hine says,) “my symnathies are with
the weak,” or the weaker partj. Therefore, I call upon the lovei of “£aw and Order ■>
to come out and help him defend the rights of parents and children and the sacred insti
tution which guaranties them. It is not fair to let him battle alone, if he is brave enough
WaJ smgle-hfK;fd Wlth these ruthless invaders of our social rights and institu10ns therefore I say to that party, “come up to the help of the weak against the mighty ”
And to you and to Free Lovers, I offer an apology for friend Hine’s recent forays against Free
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Love. His “sympathies” have been recently excited by a “victim of Free Love,” and as
a consequence, his ire toward Free Lovers waxes warm.
This victim is a woman who came into that vicinity some two years since, with a man,
who, she says, left a living wife (and children) in the place they came from; and now he
has left her (with a child,) to shift for herself, and gone to loving another woman; and this,
she says, is the result of the Free Love doctrines. Yery bad results, truly', and where’s
the remedy, except in abolishing the doctrines? I hold that every man, married, or un
married, ought to help provide for his children—all his children, till they are old enough
to provide for themselves. I therefore move that we petition the Legislature for a law re
quiring married men to provide for the children they have by their wives —so many neg
lect this duty.
I also hold that every woman ought to be capable of providing for herself; and, there
fore, I propose that we petition for a law requiring all girls, whether daughters of rich or
poor, to be properly educated and qualified for the most remunerative employments, (and
these surely are not those in which most physical strength is needed.)
Let the property in every community educate the children therein—male and female.Let’s straighten out our laws regarding marriage, women and children; then these “abom
inable Free Lovers” will not have so much chance to find fault with them.
I would further move that this scamp (alluded to above) be arrested in his “progress,
■until he can do business” at his “own cost,” and “steer” a little nearer the proper course
Yours for “Law and Order,”
Polly Pepper.

INJUSTICE

TO

U.

A.

MINE,

A friend in Cincinnati, who is designing to start a Free Paper, writes:—
“I think you and others snubbed Hine considerable more than was just or expedient.
He was the only one who defended the opposite view, and should have been, therefore,
handled delicately. I think there was a deal of truth and some fallacy in his remarks.
The fallacies were exposed in the first reply to him, and three or four more after it were?
rather supererogatory.”
This presumes that an encounter in a free paper is something like a fisticuff, in which
ft would be unfair for more than one to set upon another. If I write an article on a vita!
question of the age, for our friend’s free paper when he gets it started—said article not
being too unpopular to be admitted—and its editor makes a general reply which is after
ward followed by three, four, or a half dozen particular replies from others, covering
different ground, and these be rejected out of a delicate regard for my pugilistic sen
sibilities, I shall claim that truth is sacrificed to a very considerate urbanity, which
is cursing the world abundantly already, without taking it into a free paper, to cheat my
article out ofthe consequence it deserves. Let our friend remember that in such an emergen
cy, if I am master of my subject, the mope antagonists I have,and the abler they are, the better
for truth’s sake. As I take it, friend Hine has been complimented by the attention his art
icles have received. If the S. R. has pursued a wrong course in this respect, the error
has been publishing replies to friend Hine, which covered the same ground; hut this is
not the charge our friend makes. Let it be understood that the object of investigation or
discussion in a free journal should he, not the prowess of the ring, but the elaboration of
truth; then, when a question of vital interest is mooted, the editor is bound by his obli
gations to truth and free discussion, to give place as he has room in his columns, to every
distinct point definitely made on the question, however unequally such a course mayrange the contending parties. It is a false benevolence, a mock justice, a rotten eti
quette that would sacrifice the evolution of truth under such circumstances, to petty con
siderations of this kind.—-In conclusion, I will say that in managing the S. R., I have
seriously desired to make it free, and do justice to all parties and principles concerned;
and in every case, I have acted up to my “highest wisdom.” How much dissatisfaction
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there may be, I don’t know—but little has come to my knowledge; and perhaps we
should not have heard from our friend as above, but that our course seemed to him a ques
tionable one, when tried by the perfect standard he has set up for himself in the manage
ment of his “free weekly?” and he no doubt felt that by virtue of what he had already
clueved in the ideal for the freedom and justice of journalism, he was fully authorized to
sit in judgment on the actual course of the S. R.? In the event that our friend comes to
actualizing, I bid him, in advance, a brother’s hearty God-speed.

A

TALK

ABOUT 1 THE

SOCIAL

PRESENT

AND

REVOLUTIONIST;-----ITS

PAST,

FUTURE.

When we commenced the Social Revolutionist, we pledged its continuance for one year,
and that pledge is now redeemed. So many liberal papers have been started, only to fail
and cheat subscribers of their money, that, notwithstanding our guaranty for the S. R.
we have found scepticism as to its continuance even for one year, and this has operated to
some extent against its circulation. But in the face of this difficulty, and despite the ul
tra and offensive character of the subjects discussed in its pages, the S. R. has reached a
circulation (for vcl. 2,) of nearly 400 paying subscribers. To some this may appear to
be a very small result, and prophetic of future failure rather than of success; but to those
who knou the amount of vigilant action which has been requisite to attain this much,
and who see the prospective tendencies of the work, it does not seem to be small as a
present attainment, or as a basis of greater success hereafter. Some are surprised that
we have done so well; and when we consider the slow beginnings of some other liberal
papers which have achieved the desired success, we feel abundant reason to hope for the
future. By a letter received nearly a year since from H. Hacker, of the Portland Pleas
ure Boat, we learn the following particulars: Had received five dollars from a friend,
borrowed three, and pawned his overcoat for five more, with which to get out the first
No. of his paper; sold copies enough in the city of Portland to redeem his garment and
pay the three dollars borrowed; went through fifty towns in a canvassing tour, and ob
tained the names of 250 persons who promised to forward the pay upon the reception of
the second No.; but though the paper was sent to them a year, only twenty dollars were
realized from all; the indomitable journalist hired a room at twenty dollars a year, slept
on a bag of straw with his coat for a pillow, lived upon bread, potatoes, apples and water,
without salt; wrote at nights to get time to sell papers during the day, and with the pro
ceeds of this labor and small donations from friends, he kept up his paper for the first
year.—The S. R. has done better than this, so far as success is a measure of good; but
certainly not better as it respects an inspired zeal which overcomes all obstacles, and is
usually crowned with a brilliant success. In its eleventh year, the Portland Pleasure
Boat has attained a circulation of 2300. With such an example before us, we could hardly
falter; and it is proper here to say, that, although the Publishers have embraced every
opportunity, as it seemed to them, they well could, to extend the circulation of the So
cial Revolutionist, yet without the cooperation of lecturers, friends and local agents, the
amount of present success would have been less than it is.
The Social Revolutionist is guarantied for another year; and while our efforts to put it
on a sustaining basis will not flag in the least, we have reason to hope from the indications
of the present, that cooperation on the part of others will be more general and effective
next year than it has been the present. The response to the circular which accompanied
the October No., though not general, has boon cordial and encouraging, and the prospects
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of the S. E. have improved materially since that circular was written. Several additional
■ subscribers for the year have been received; a few have sent an additional dollar for tne
year; several have advanced two dollars for the coming year; one good friend in Iowa, has
donated ten dollars, another five, and a third (of Hew York city,) has written us to draw
. on him for ten in case we conclude to go on with the publication. A friend in Boston, [not
■ our publisher there,] to whose order we now send twenty-one copies, says it shall be
thirty next year; another who has procured about fifteen subscribers for this year, promrises‘twenty additional ones for next year; two others become responsible for ten copies
’each; six for five copies each; some have promised two, three, and four additional sub
scribers in their respective neighborhoods; quite a number have agreed to pay two
dollars, and some three, for the journal next year, rather than do without it. Since
the above was written, a friend here has donated twenty dollars.
We know that the S. E. has given particular satisfaction in many cases; and we are
not yet aware but it has given “general satisfaction.’ ’ Only one subscriber has ordered
his paper stopped, and he resides in Alabama, where, as he previously informed us, it
would be dangerous for him to have his sentiments known. Vv e have heard but little
complaint, and this little has been gentle and brotherly, coming from those mostly who
want free speech on religious, but not on all social questions. We should regret for any
of these to drop off from the S. E. because it is brave and free; but still, we shall not be
surprised if a few do. Yet, as we expect—indeed, as we actually know there will be con
siderable gain in other quarters, we can hardly doubt that the journal will hold its own,
at least; and may even hope that it will gain somewhat. Although it will be got out with
a cover and on a better quality of paper next year, still we expect that its cost will be
something less than it has been this, as we shall get out no extra or reprint, and send
no specimens without pay. So that if there be no falling off of the old subscribers, the
accession of new ones already guarantied, would place the journal on a paying basis. We state here that the labor we have expended on the S. E. we cheerfully donate to the
work; and whatever labor in editing, reading proof, folding, stitching, mailing, etc., we
may bestow on it next year, will be given in like manner. We feel determined that by
the cooperation of our good friends, this journal shall live and become one of the perma
nent, or rather progressive institutions of the age. As we have other means wherewith
al! to live, we make no bread-and-butter calculations in connection with the S. B., and so
we dare make it free. All we ask of its patrons, is enough to meet the cash expenses,
and if anything beyond this should be received, it will be used on the journal itself. We
had thought to announce that the S. E. would be guarantied at its present size with the
addition of a cover for the next volume of six numbers; and for the next six, either re
tain it at that size, or enlarge or diminish it, as the receipts might warrant; but we trust
there will be no need for the latter expedient; and should there be a surplus of receipts,
it will be held in trust until there be sufficient to warrant the enlargement of the journal
—an improvement much to be desired.
That the Social Eevolutionist has been free according to its capacity to receive, we think
no one will question. We have always had a surplus of articles on hand to choose from,
and we have selected what seemed to us, the best—.the freshest and ablest, without refer
ence to the nature of the doctrines advocated; except that preference has been given to
such articles as contained sentiments in opposition to those of the Eesident Editor. Sev
eral articles have been rejected, for what seemed to us, a want of point and originality; and
gome for bad chirography. Well written articles on theology from contributors, have been laid
aside: First, because the Corresponding Editor furnishes as much of that kind of matter as it
S eems to us profitable to publish in so small a monthly as this, that has so many other
questions to discuss. Secondly, because there are now many papers sufficiently free to

publish anything in the shape of theological reform. Thirdly, because so much has al
ready been written on this subject which is accessible to most readers. Still, articles on
this subject, of marked originality and power, would be very acceptable. As a general
thing, we must investigate in the S. R., subjects which no other wfree(?) paper17 is brave
enough to meet fairly. The Spiritual and other liberal papers are preparing many
to appreciate such a journal as this, which in some respects, takes the work where they
leave it; and thus supplies a need which no other journal in existence can. Some readers pro gress beyond their favorite paper, and they crave something else. For obvious reasons,
it is not in the nature of a journal to become freer and braver—the tendency is usually
the other way. A liberal paper and a free one, are different things. Most that claim
to be free, are only liberal. Freedom in a journal, implies bravery enough to
face any question of interest, however unpopular; and such a journal maybe,—necessari
ly must be, progressive. We trust that the S. R. has attained to this point of freedom—
though such a journal cannot be popular till there are more free people.
Ao one can foresee just what will be the course of a free paper, and so we cannot say
what will be the course of the S. R. for the next year, only that it will be as free and
useful as we know how to make it. We had thought to keep the different volumes as
distinct as possible, not allowing serials or discussions to run through from one to anothei, but this is impossible. The serials and discussions now on hand, however, will, no
doubt, soon terminate, and others equally interesting, take their place. The specific
character of the journal may be very different next year from what it has been this.—
There is a variety and freshness in a free paper which cannot obtain in any other. The
articles on sexual law may be thought by some to be somewhat premature, but we be
lieve they have been appreciated by most of our readers. More of fact showing the
wrongs of society as it is—especially of its central institution, marriage, will probably
be given in the coming volume than heretofore; and whether we find room for it or not,
it seems to some of us that there is need for a more thorough investigation of the Condi
tions op Social Freedom. If anything from the Resident Editor may be worthy of expec
tancy, he will mention that he proposes a series of articles under the general head of “The
Entire Front of Reform,” in which he will attempt to trace the pathway of human prog
ress and show the relations, dependencies, significance, connecting principles and con
verging points of the various reforms which bear more directly on human happiness.__'
Contributors will pursue their own course; and doctrines opposed to those we advocate,
or arguments opposed to our positions, if ably put, will always receive their share of room.
The S. R. is a free medium for the investigation of principles, the discussion of practical
measures, and the record of actual doings for the advancement of freedom, truth and
brotherhood amongst men. We are inclined to claim for this monthly that it is leading
off in the inauguration of free journalism, which, though like freedom of conscience,
much talked of, is one of the last forms of freedom to he actualized. We have an “in
stinct” that the S. R. will live, supporting itself, not by popular opinion, but against it,
the pioneer of a new era in journalism, bravely carving out a pathway of its own—a
great original making its mark upon the age, and becoming a thing of history. Shall it
be so?
The braver a journal, the less likely to succeed; and it might overtop all others in the
wealth of its truth and the .directness and force of its English, yet without the special en
deavor of such as appreciate it, it could not reach a paying circulation. There is need
that ail the friends of the S. R. work for its success in such way as they can. We put
the terms next year at one or two dollars per copy; but when two dollars are sent, we
should prefer to give the two copies in return to one address or two, provided the extra
copy can be set to work. If clubs of five wish it for four dollars as heretofore, it will be
so furnished. Could not almost every present subscriber take two copies next year, and
in some way make the extra copy useful?
The circular addressed to our readers, called not for words of cheer, hut for material
aid; hut with the one has often come the spontaneous outgushing of the other; and these
assurances of trust and cooperation have strengthened our trust in humanity and enabled
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us to realize more than heretofore the present worthfulness of the work in hand. A fra
ternal impulse has prompted a response to each friendly favor, but we had other work for
all our energies, and our good friends will have to accept this general acknowledgment
and the assurance of faithful service in this work of “revolution” as the best pledges of
fraternity’we can now give.
From a friend in Boston, we received the following:—
“I am satisfied that our movement must be carried on, by means of books and maga
zines rather than by public meetings, discussions, etc. The arguments and facts for free
dom must be patiently studied and examined in all their phases, by that frequent reierence and calm attention to the subject which a journal favors. The S. K. has been the
means of helping many in this region, and we would almost as soon see the sun darkened,
as to give up the anxiously looked for visits of this journal. It is the only medium ol free
thought in the country, and must not die for want of bread.”
The following, is from another of the Boston readers:—
“I know that as a general thing, in business matters, reformers are shiftless—very shift
less; but to read a paper that contains more nutrition for starving souls than anything the
world has yet seen, and then not pay the trifling sum required, seems to me to be degen 
erating from shiftlessness into a species of meanness. To me the b. B. is the boldest,
freest,°dearest, best journal in the world, and I would do my utmost for its preservation,
and this I think is the general sentiment of the Boston group. I hope the end ot the year
will see ottb paper in good condition and ready for a fresh start.”
From a lady of Ohio:—“Friend P.; I met with the first and second Nos. of the S. R.,
at L 'A. Time’s, last spring, and I thought it was just the thing for us m these times—I
think so still; and 1 feel that it must continue the same brave pioneer it is And 1 want
J. T. to be its editor until he becomes sufficiently “respectable” to be spoiled, and then
I shall want some one who has not been spoiled to take his place. May that time be far
hence—so far we shall never see it. I cannot tell you how much I prize and appreciate
our organ of free thought, nor your own discrimination and justice, etc.”
From a reader in N. Y. State:—“It seems to me that, as social reformers, we ought to
sustain a paper that will spread the best thoughts of the best thinkers, wherever there
are minds prepared to investigate. Such an one the S. R. has proved itself to be, etc.
A pioneer in reform and one who has suffered much for its sake,writes:—
“I don’t see that there’s any need that the S. R. stop. I am weak and wounded, sick and
sore, and lame, and poor, and homeless, but I will give two dollars for one copy, and get
subscribers as I have opportunity.”
Two letters hailing from Texas have just come to hand. One is from a lady, and reads
in part as follows:—•
, ,, .
'
“We have but lately enjoyed the pleasure of perusing your valuable journal, and con
sider It of far more worth than any other now in existence. Here, we are partially exclu
ded from the reformation which is going on, but we hail with joy your free journal. W e
cannot endure the idea of its having to stop, and are using our humble endeavors to get
subscribers. Q, that I myself could visit every part of the state for this purpose. Ho not
be discouraged; your efforts will be repaid a hundred fold. May all good influences sur
round you.”
„
. ,
,
,
The'other is from a judge of the court, who is member of an orthodox church as we
learn, and he writes like a sensible man:—
“If you continue the paper next year, then I will send the three dollars on the receipt
of three copies of the first No. I do this to sustain the paper, I stitch the Nos. to
gether substantially for future use; and I wish that my children may read them.”
Bless our friends for their cheer and their aid; and may we all be blessed in the tri
umph of a free journal, and still more in the freedom, harmony, and happiness it is seek
ing to establish in actual life!
_________________

THE PE 0 YI E ’ Y PAPER.

L. A. HINE
Has commenced a neat quarto monthly paper devoted to Land Reform and Democratic Edu
cation. Its ohject is to combine as much public sentiment as possible against the infernal
monopoly and aristocracy of the age. Just men should feel indignant at the continuance o
the Land System that robs every poor young man of one thousand dollars worth of fan
at the beginning of life, and of two hundred dollars every year he toils! It is abomina
ble to put a price upon one’s natural right. The money thus plundered of the poor, sus
tains the Aristocracy and Fashionable Education of the age, and produces the pover },
vice and crime of society.
■, -m„0.
Terms of “The People’s Paper,” 50 cents per year, or to clubs of five for two dollars,
twelve for four dollars; twenty for six dollars.
Address Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE SOCIAL REVOLUTIONIST
THE ENTIRE FRONT OF REFORM.
CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTORY.
INDICATIONS OF PROGRESS AND THE INTERRELATIONS OF REFORM.

The general title of the series of articles I propose, might seem to require the statement
of much that is already obvious to most minds; but this is not the design. I shall aim
to say that chiefly which will interest thinkers. The subject is comprehensive enough
for a series of volumes; I shall present only a few articles.
There is a manifest tendency to hobby-riding, which is all very well and I should not wish
it otherwise;—so let us all be jolly together, and ride along like brothers. We have the
right of choice in this as in other things, and I may find enough to do getting along my*
Self, without cutting my whip in the face of another’s nag. My hobby at present is So
cial Freedom, or the right of the individual to self-control in all the relations of life; and
some have as good as said that 1 have Do business to ride it. They say that affectional
freedom is no reform, or that the time has not come for such freedom, and that its advo**
cacy now will damage other reforms and work mischief to mankind in general, and all such
tmphilosophy as that. They seem to be engrossed with fragmentary reforms of their
own, and §ven if that which'! advocate were the culmination of all reform, they would run,
a tilt at me as the fogies do at them.
It will be the aim of this series to define some of the activities of human progress, as
they now present themselves for our study; and this investigation may develop the fact—
the writer’s opinion, at least;—first, that there are exclusive views of life, urged as re
form, which cannot have universal application to a being of such diversified, variable,
and complicated character as that of man; secondly, that there are certain “re
forms” which have a significance beyond what is generally supposed, that they converge
to a point, and rise to a culmination not very clearly discerned by most of their exponents.
“Moral progress” and “reform” are very nearly allied. Reform is the means, and pro
gress the result. The various reforms may be regarded as the direct, final, or foremost ac
tivities of progress.
The human race does not advance with an even front; and mankind presents at this
moment, every humanitary condition the race has ever experienced, with the addition
•of a present excellence which surpasses the progressive achievements of any former pe
riod. Human progress would be fitly symbolized by a great stairway sustaining hu
man beings upon every step, with millions at the bottom, but hundreds only near the vis
ible top. The symbol would have a triple significance as it respects, first, the different
VOL.
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stages of development in the individual; secondly, in the aggregate of human kind; and,
thirdly, in the various classes which make up the society of an “enlightened’5 nation. Any
- civilized people may be regarded as an epitome of the race. We have our Hottentots and
Bushmen in the chattel slaves of the United States, and the more boorish of “hirelings,”
’in the serfs of Russia, in the “white slaves of England” and the “beggared population of
'Ireland;” in the Lazaroni of Italy and the Cretins of Switzerland; in the filthy and stolid
beings in human shape that infest every populous section of the civilized world. Not onAy does every enlightened nation comprehend amongst its subjects the apt correspond
ents to the several grades of peoples in the world at large; but such correspondence does
the individual also exemplify in the various stages of his progressive unfolding. The indi
vidual even of the highest integral development successively represents, in fetal growth, the
■ cerebral conformation of the animal races, beginning with the lowest and ascending to the
highest. This, of course, is only a general correspondence, and some who have preju
dices to sustain, cavil at the rule, because they can find exceptions to it. After birth,
the individual in question, successively represents the mental development of the
various races of men, from the lowest up through all grades to the highest, [and this cor
respondence, too, is general, but yet truthful,] till at length he surpasses all—now stand
ing peerless in the wealth of his integral manhood.
However enlightened the parents, their child is but a rude, uncultivated being, with
the range of cerebral action lying almost wholly in that part of the brain which controls
its animal life. Though it be the germ of an exalted man, yet in the actual manifesta
tions of its being, it is but a miniature Polynesian. The social and moral and intellectu
al sustenance upon which the individual fed in childhood, is no longer adapted to him,
that he is now a man. What is social and spiritual food for the lowest grades of civili
zation, is not food for the highest; and the society which suits a Caffre, does not meet the
wants of a philosopher.
There are many in the world at large, and some even in the ranks of reform, who question
the continuous progress of the Race. They maintain that what seems to be progress, is
but the advancing movement of revolution which will at length recede, and leave the
Race no better off than it was before. That there is action and reaction in human events,
no one will deny; but the advocates of progress claim that it is through revolution the
Race advances, each forward movement of one cycle passing beyond the farthest reach
of that which preceded it. A partial view of the Race, confined, for example, to the peo
ple of New England, might give the idea of very rapid progress; while another view con
fined to the people of Italy or Spain, might give the idea of stagnation or decline; but nei
ther of itself would justify a general conclusion. The truth, as it seems to me, is, that
human progress has advanced by complicated cycles of action and reaction, and that consid
ered with reference to all peoples and all periods, it has been gradual. The growth of a
plant or an animal, considered with reference to the absolute quantity of matter assimi
lated, is slow at first, but afterwards more rapid, and so in all probability it will be with
the Race. The permanent value of one cycle constitutes the term of a geometrical pro
gression, which being multiplied by the ratio, gives the result for the cycle which fol
lows.
The geological history of the earth triumphantly sustains the doctrine of physical and or
ganic progress. The relative ages of the fossiliferous rocks correspond to the physiological
gradations indicated by the organic remains found imbedded therein;—-the oldest strata
containing the lowest physiological forms—first, xnvertebrata, then fishes, the lowest of
vertebrated animals; then reptiles, a higher order; and lastly, mammalia, the highest;—
vast periods of time intervening between the advent of the successive grades. So far, at
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least, as the development of intelligence is concerned, the law seems to hold here, that
progress was slower in the early, than in the later paleontological periods, the absolute
gain being more rapid through the mammalian age than thfoiigh any other which preced
ed it.
The CEpacity for improvement seems to be commensurate with the absolute power of
intelligence with which any race is endowed. The lower races of men are more improv
able than the animal races; and the higher types of human kind are more improvable
than the lower types. Such is the aptitude for progress implanted in our nature; and we
may infer that the higher man advances, the greater will be his capacity for growth.
It seems to me to be an unquestionable fact of history,, that the vanguard of humanity
stands at this moment upon a higher plane than any part of the Race has ever occupied
before. I do not mean by this, that there are persons now living Who can produce finer
painting, statuary, poetry, narrative or eloquence than was produced in the earlier ages of
the world. Such achievements belong not to the higher activities of oilr nature, but to the
imagination and the lower ranges of intellectual power; and-, as by the theory of progress
the spiritual energies and the highest range of intellectual faculties were less active in the
earlier stages of human development, than at present, the lower ranges were likely to take
on a more absorbing action, and may have achieved works of art in some directions, which
the genius of this age can not equal. Yet notwithstanding the ‘dost arts>> we hear of,
the inventiye genius of modern times, whether in the domain of mechanics or literature,
has wrought out far more for the physical comfort and spiritual elevation of the Race,
than did the genius of all antiquity. In the olden times, art allied itself more particular
ly with war and idolatry; it now allies itself more particularly with the industrial pur
suits of peaceful life and the literature of a more spiritual culture, as the means of devel
opment into the harmony of higher conditions.
In the palmiest days of Greek and Roman civilization, the mothers Were possessed to over
flowing with the martial or man-killing spirit. The selfish and exclusive ban of clanship
embittered the stream of human existence at its fountain. Modern civilization is bad enough,
but the ancient was Worse. England and France are not so ready to meet each other in mur
derous conflict, as Rome and Carthage were. In Anglo Saxon civilization is an anti-war
Sentiment amongst influential classes, which makes itself felt even in government. Those
who wield political power, live much in the external life, and follow closely the precedents
of history, and we are not to look to them for great evidence of progress; still the kings
and nobles of the more enlightened nations, are not so fond of gladiatorial shows, tourna
ments, bull-fights, cock-fights, and all that class of barbarous amusements, as they were
only a few hundred years since. These exhibitions, so revolting to the higher sentiments
of our nature, find admirers only amongst the lower classes of modern civilization. A
Very decided indication of moral progress is to be found in the decline of vindictiveness as
shown in the treatment of criminals. Life is no longer made to atone for every trivial of
fense. The counsels of a higher humanity are beginning to prevail, and were it not for
the heathen clergy of this country, it would be still more difficult than it is for the state
to commit, the vindictive and barbarous act of taking a man’s life, because he had taken
the life of another. In former times, the prison was regarded wholly as a means of punish
ment; but now it is coming to be very generally regarded as a means of reforming the
unhappy transgressor.
The history of science bears testimony to human progress. This is true of those
sciences which call into immediate action only the lower ranges of the intellectual facul
ties; but still more, is it true of those sciences which call into action the higher range of
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intellectual faculties, and unfold the higher laws ol our being. Geology, which has beeTt
so rich in revelation respecting the history of our planet, is wholly of modern origin; and
•Chemistry, with its witchery of decomposition and recomposition, compelling the hardest
bodies to render up the secrets of their constituent elements and the laws of their combina
tion, is a science still young in years. Natural Philosophy and Natural History, though of an
cient origin, owe more of their present attainments to the last three hundred years of
scientific research, than to all the ages that elapsed before.
The social science of the
present is an advance upon the moral and religious systems of the past, and is destined to
regenerate them all. Anthropological science in all its length and breadth, has come to
the relief of a humanity struggling to be free. From the science of his own nature, man
learns that every faculty of his being requires its own appropriate food or sphere of action,
and that to this end the individual should be free from all restraint but that imposed by
the laws of his own integral constitution. So there be those who are bursting the chains
of theological and social tyranny. The insidious advances of heretical science are sap
ping the strongholds of every despotism; and lustrums bring about as great a revolu
tion of sentiment in the armies of progress now, as a succession of ages was required to ef
fect in the earlier periods of the world.
’Heretofore the necessity of despotism has ever been presumed ; the individual has been
made subservient to institutions, and his very existence merged into the common mass of
humanity. This is not only true of actual conditions, but even of ideal ones, when the
strongest minds of antiquity molded the plastic materials of imagination at will. There
seems to have been no faith in man as an individual, and his path must be marked out for
him by arbitrary law. But through the growth of man himself and the development of
higher sciences, a different faith has been revealed; and the negation now rests upon a
mountain of invulnerable thought, that the gods no longer dominate heaven and earth
through special interference and the machinations of arbitrary rule;—and having freed the
■universe from the thrall of external domination, it bethought man to free himself from
despotism and yield obedience only to natural law, and so he became an individualist.
And as whatever man’s state of development, he projects into outer conditions all
that he is within himself, so we might destroy, if it were possible, any political, social;
or religious structure which has grown out of human necessity, and that same necessity
would again rebuild it. The fact is, man alone can demolish the institutions himself has
reared, and this he will never do, till he has outgrown them, and then he demands others
in their stead, and will erect them for himself. So there is no danger from free inquiry.
There are no questions too sacred for investigation, no institutions too sacred for the strict
est scrutiny; and whoever has attained to this advanced position in human thought, is
self-poised, and free in a boundless field of agitation. This goal has been won but recent
ly, and few have reached it as yet, but it lies in the course of human destiny, and the
Eace is advancing.
The self-ownership of the individual—of woman as well as man, in all the relations of
life, to be free at all times, not only to believe and teach his highest thought, but to live
it;—this is the pivotal principle in the programme of human destiny; it belongs only to
exalted peoples; and if there were no other, this principle of individual sovereignty evolved
as it has been in modern times, would be to my mind, an unquestionable proof of hu
man progress.
The more stolid the individual, the more despotism he can bear with patience. All
primitive peoples are the subjects of general despotism, even in some cases, to depriving
the individual of the right to his own person. But as any people advance, they chafe
imder despotic rule, and break one chain after another: hence the freest people on earth
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are those who stand foremost in the integral unfolding of their humanhood. Serfdom and
chattel slavery are the lowest forms of human bondage. When in the course of progress
the individual has achieved personal liberty, his growing individuality commences a series
of encroachments against all compressing tyrannies, and he comes forth, at length, free inthought and daring to be free in action. That the more advanced of mankind are sun
dering one shackle after another, and becoming more and more free, is the clearest of proof
that man is practically and essentially a progressive being.
Individualism is chiefly valuable as the indispensable condition of the harmonic brother
The old castles of despotism must be torn down, before the temples of freedom
hood.
can be erected in their stead. The bursting of all arbitrary bonds—breaking the thralldom which a lower humanity imposes; disintegrating society into its constituent ele
ments, and permitting to the individual the free play of all his affinities and attractions in
ail the relations of life, according to his own highest wisdom—loving and cooperating in
the brotherhood of his peers as seems to him best;—this is the religion of a higher human
ity which few as yet understand.
There has been idolatry in all ages of the world and there still is. The most prominent
phase of idolatry which obtains in civilization, is comprehended in what is called Christian
worship. Only a part of its devotees have visible images; but all of them worship an ob
jective God; and if they have not images of metal, wood, and stone, they have mental im
ages of Protean shapes, with body and head, eyes, arms, legs, hands, feet, fingers and toes,,
and all the essentials of as much a “god” as Dagon was before he was broken down to
a “stump.” Still, some of the idolatrous creeds are more rational than others, and we'
have vast organizations and great temples dedicated to the more comely styles of primi
tive religion; and these are called “reformed” churches.
This is one feature of the child
hood of reform.
A few have renounced this superstition but having accepted no positive, informing^,
and exalting principles in its stead, their faith is negative, and results practically in a bleak,
and cheerless self-ism, no better than the results of idolatry itself, if quite as good. Still
others—and they are comparatively very few as yet—have not only renounced idol wor
ship, but have accepted into the faith, and are incorporating into the life as fast as outward
conditions permit, the central, religious, or aspirational principles of an advanced human
ity. In this regard is human progress budding into manhood.
But as collateral to this direct line of religious progress or spiritual growth, there areother reforms or means of human advancement, which conservative image-worshippers, as.
well as religious progressives are laboring to promote. Temperance, dietetic and med
ical reform, anti-slavery, political and land reform, language and educational reform, etc.,,
etc., present common ground upon which all classes of philanthropists meet to battle, in
tentionally or unintentionally, for human progress..
There are certain interrelations and dependencies in reform which not all who advocatethem clearly discern. Many professional educationalists oppose language reform without:
seeming to be aware that in doing so, they war against one of the surest conditions of
educational success. So a knowledge of the human constitution is absolutely indispen
sable to educational reform, as the knowledge of social science is necessary to correct
views of harmonic education. So, on the one hand, temperance depends upon, education
to develop in the individual, resources of enjoyment outside the intoxicating bowl; and,
on the other hand, upon social reform which alone can establish the conditions of integral
life in which every faculty may find its appropriate food, and the morbid cravings of &
starved life no longer lead to excessive stimulation and the inebriate’s doom. So Woman’s
Rights grows out of the educational development of woman up to the point where sh®
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feels a need of a larger sphere, and it leads to the 'destruction or modification’ of all polit
ical, ecclesiastical and social institutions which disparage her just rights; and hence this
reform though now urged under political auspices, connects itself, on the' one- hand, "with
educational reform, and on the other, with religious and social reform.—But I will not weary
the reader with these generalities. It is the purpose of the following series to bring out
in bold relief, these interrelations and dependencies of the several reforms.
The principle of one reform runs into another, as freedom for the conscience,. implies
freedom for the heart, and the principle which sets the chattel slave free, disenthralls equal
ly the slaves of kingcraft and priestcraft, of monopoly and marriage; and as that intel
lectual and spiritual development which leads from Bomanism up through all grades of
Protestantism to the legitimate freedom and use of every faculty of our nature, and from the
discords of selfish and antagonistic familism to the sovereignty of the individual and the
loving cooperation of the brotherhood; so there' are grades in reform and principles which
permeate them all; and human progress is a great ladder with the foot resting on earth,,
and its top reaching into the heavens. All may ascend it; and while millions crowd the
rounds below, a few will venture higher and pioneer the way.

'“FREE

LOVE.”-----A

REJOINDER.

BY A. S. DAVIS.

I must confess that it is a novelty, peculiar only to a limited class of the nineteenth
century, for an Editor of a public journal, to court discussion through its columns. This,
however, is the correct principle, and if it could be ’aniversally adopted, the world would
soon begin to exhibit its salutary effects.
But, as “space” is limited, I must cut short my preliminaries. It is true, as you say,
that conservatism is the opponent of every reform, but this does not prove that whatso
ever is opposed, is a reform, or that whosoever opposes, is a conservator.
It is customary with all who claim to be reformists, to charge their opponents with con
servatism; but the availability of this as an argument, is about as sensible as it is for an
orthodox to style a heterodox an infidel.
You speak about lSthe slavery of love,” and “the freedom of love-.”| |Sir, there can be
no such| thing as slavery in love; and the term freedom is surplusage, for all love is
Free!

If I love at all, I love freely;—if another loves me, it is not the product of restraint,
neither can it be but an involuntary action of mind, produced by some extraneous causes,
over which the mind that loves, can exercise no control.§ | Hence, you charge me as de
siring that which cannot exist.
In your “reply,” you make me say “affectional freedom is not compatible with the na
ture of things around us.” I said that “a certain revolutionary movement of the present
age,” was “wholly incompatible with the nature of things around us.” Beference was
had of course to the system of Free Love and its doctrinal tendencies, as understood by
myself. You use the terms “Free Love” and “affectional freedom’’^synonymously, but
the extent of that freedom you do not define. If you mean by affectional freedom what
I understand to be its proper signification, then we have no issue to join on the great
question of “Free Love;”—but inasmuch as you make use of the terms to signify some-
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thing widely different than they have hitherto implied, I am quite distrustful that “affec tional freedom” and “free love” are but alias something else, and in fact, signify nothing
short of Free Lust.
You make quite an ado over my argument to prove that marriage is a natural institu
tion. You say my argument proves too much. I contend that it proves no more than
claimed for it. Allowing that certain animals do not pair off, only makes my argument
the stronger, admitting as you do, that in such cases, “the males contest with each other
for the possession of the female, and the conqueror propagates his kind; and so man
would do, if your logic be good for anything,” if he was not predisposed to pair off, as do
those animals to which I have hitherto referred. You say “if we want to find the higher
laws of his being, we must study man himself, and not the brutes.” Industry is one of
the higher laws of man, and yet he can learn useful lessons from the bee, the beaver, the
ant, and many other insects and animals; the sluggard can consider their “ways and be
wise.” With regard to man’s desiring but one love, I still maintain that idea, when left
to follow the inclinations of his nature; but polygamy, although sanctioned by a great
portion of the globe, is a perversion of nature,, as the condition of society amply demon
strates in those countries wherein this institution is recognized. Compare, if you please,,
polygamy with monogamy, and while we can but revolt at the degradating results of theformer, we behold in the latter, something ennobling, when governed by those principles;
which alone should constitute the basis of the marriage relation.
“You claim that marriage is natural, and so we should have laws to enforce it.” My
language was this: “I regard marriage as a civil contract, which, from the peculiarity and!
importance of the relation, should never be dissolved, except by decree of a court of eq
uity, constituted upon an independent basis, governed by nothing except the facts and
circumstances in each particular case.” If “space” would permit, we could give many
reasons for the observance of this rule. We must adapt our laws and public sentiment
to the regulation of society as it is, and not to an imaginary state of things. You ask,.,
“would there be so general an abuse of freedom?” We answer: Gfive mankind perfect
freedom with regard to the manner of accumulating property, and then see whether therewould not be a general “abuse of freedom.”
You say “that most of all does woman need to be saved from her protector;”—and in,
answer to your own question, “why need a protector at all?” you say, “because civiliza
tion is but systematic discord and rapine, and brother is at war with brother, more waysthan one.” We accept your answer as satisfactory and precisely in point. Again; in
speaking of my opinion as to Free Love depriving children of the care of parents, you
say, “this might be true if none would avail themselves of freedom but the unprincipled.”
Sir, what guaranty have you that libertines would not avail themselves of thisfreedom? In
fact what would be the distinction between a libertine and a man of unsullied character?
Providing the libertine should be a man of sufficient property qualifications to main
tain one hundred children, begotten of as many different women, he would not, according
to Free Love, be regarded a libertine, but a philanthropist! I have nothing to say against
those who have adopted Free Love sentiments and Free Love practices;—if such are
persons of chastity now, they were such before they became Free Lovers, and are no
better on account of their change of sentiments.
You say “this charge against freedom is a slander against the human heart, and the
man that makes it is either ignorant, prejudiced, or dishonest.” This is rather plain talk,
friend Patterson; but I suppose you mean no harm by it, as the jockey said concerning
his lame horse, and supposing you are rather sensitive upon this subject, I will excuse
this very mild expression of your indignation! I suppose you regard it “a slander against
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the human heart,” to say that men unrestrained by law and public sentiment, would
murder, commit burglary, larceny and many other crimes, notwithstanding it is a fact
that mankind, or a large proportion of them, are prone to commit depredations upon their
fellow man and are restrained in a great measure, by the certainty of punishment.
This is a restraint upon freedom, arising from the necessity of things as they are.
We must confess that we are afraid of any freedom that would probably result disas
trously to society, by unprincipled men taking the advantage thereof; and yet, we who
are afraid of unlimited freedom, are “cowards all!”
You say that the most who practice free lust are “committed against Free Love.”—
What is free lust but the freedom you claim for the affections, and as those who practice
free lust are on the same plane you yourself occupy and approve, why should they per
secute your doctrine, or you in return, persecute theirs?
As you abolish the distinction between libertines and men of chastity, you ought not
to make any distinction, unless you define precisely the difference between the two classes,
which you never have done. You say I betray a mean opinion of woman. I must con
fess that I am somewhat distrustful of the virtue of many women as well as of the virtue
of many men who are now restrained from licentiousness by public sentiment; but this
forced virtue is far better than “universal freedom” of the passions. On the whole, I
think my confidence in female virtue, will compare with “one who has a divine faith in
Free Love, and individual and universal freedom.”
You say you “deprecate such an article” as mine,” and “regret such a prostitution” of
my pen! Wonderful to tell! What “a divine faith you must have in free inquiry,” to
charge every one who may differ with you as prostituting his pern
I would kindly advise you either to recall this expression, or enter a disclaimer for
ever against any pretensions to freedom of discussion! If my onslaught serves to “make
the soldiers of freedom strong,” then do give me the credit at least, for being instrument
al in imparting new strength to the ardent devotees of affectional/keedom!

TO

A.

S.

DAVIS.---- FREEDOM

DEFENDED.

My Friend:—I trust that good will grow out of our discussion, and so I prosecute it.
By the laws of his own being, man is essentially free, yet he can be enslaved; by the
laws of our mental constitution, conscience is essentially free, yet it can be enslaved;
by the same laws, love is essentially free, but it, too, can be enslaved.
I con
cede you that all love which gets a chance for action, or existence at all,
is free; but by your infernal despotisms you wall it round with arbitrary law and selfish
conventionalism,—-you circumscribe its activities;—your tyrannies say, “thus far, and no
farther”—you enslave love. Whatever the affinities of two persons, male and female, if
they are in legal bonds with other parties, they dare not love each other, except as friends,
and they must avoid each other’s society to prevent the free plaj' of those affinities, which
God implanted in their natures. This is the slavery of love. You probably think it an
absolutely necessary slavery;—it may be for some; I know it is not for others; and
for myself, I burst the chains of every slavery as I can.
I am much pleased with your definition of love: “An involuntary action of the mind;”
-.—I could not have made a better one myself? Such being the nature of love, how can
you make the sphere of its activities, depend upon the “decree of a court?”
Belief is
involuntary just as love is; why not make a decree of the court necessary for one to change
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his belief? You cannot avoid this difficulty but by making a distinction between mar
riage on the one hand, and mutual love on the other. Marriage, you say, is a civil con
tract; but the love which ought to sanctify that marriage, is involuntary; and if you can
put these two things together-involuntary love and the civil contract—and make a har
monious one of them, you will do what society has not yet done, and what it never can do.
Do you claim that the “civil contract” is sufficient without love to sanctify the sexual un
ion? If not, then your claim that love is involuntary, logically annihilates marriage.
First, you say that “love is free,” then you define it as “an involuntary action of the
mind,” then “confess yourself afraid of any freedom that would probably result disas
trously to society,” then you speak of a “restraint upon'freedom, arising from the neces
sity of things as they are;” and so you put the most delicate love relation into which
mankind can enter, into the shape of a “civil contract.” It must be manifest to any
mind of ordinary penetration, that you, too, accept a philosophy of love “which is incom
patible with the nature of things around usY Your confessed truth stands opposed to
your practical system;—some of us would, as far as possible, adapt societary conditions
to this truth you accept, that we may live it; and this is “the head and front of our of
fending.”
By “free love” and “affectional freedom” I mean precisely the same thing. To some
minds, free love has a nasty signification; but the obnoxious element is not in the term
at all; and “free love” is a term not more offensive to any than “freedom of conscience”
is to a Jesuit. By free lust, I understand the freedom of coition unaccompanied by that
love which melts the souls and bodies of the twain lovingly and livingly into one; and no
where else in all God’s earth is there so much “free lust” as in your “sacred marriage in
stitution!” I advocate freedom for love and all its rights; but not freedom for lust, as you
falsely charge.
The “libertine” has not a heart big enough to love, and such do not want the freedom
love;—they want the license of lust; and such men can get that better under our pres
ent system than under the reign of affectional freedom, for the reasons briefly given in
my “Reply,” which reasons you have not attempted to gainsay. These wily fellows com
mit themselves against “free love” for a double reason: It gives them the credit of “vir
tue” with women generally as at present educated; and then free love does not favor
their operations, as it is not love but lust they want. A “libertine” or “free luster” con
summates the sexual relation without mutual love, for the sole purpose of gratifying an
imal desire; the “free lover” consummates the sexual union only in mutual love, and if
true to his principles, observes a temperance in this regard to which married lite as it is,
is an almost utter stranger; and yet you patronizingly inform us that “those who practice
free lust, are on the same plane you yourself occupy and approve!” showing how little
you understand of this subject, or else-------- , but you know the rest.
Free love is a self-purifying and self-regulating principle, and whoever makes a dissipa
tion of sexual love, lavishing it upon every one that comes along to the number of a
“hundred,” as you say, will prove his disregard for the sacredness of love, debase his
own loveliness, weaken his power to inspire love, offend the justice of both men and wo
men; and thus will excess result in the pain of deprivation, and the cure for the evil
will be found in its penalty. A just equilibrium will be found in freedom; but in despo
tism, never. I admit that those who are chaste in freedom, desired to be chaste before;
but they could not always be so for the tyranny. Those who would run into excess in
freedom, would be quite as likely to do so in wedlock, and there is this about it that free
dom favors chastity, and marriage does not. In freedom, every woman may live out a
woman’s destiny, and never be compelled to submit herself to the loathsome embraces of
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a man she does not love; but it is not alwaj^s so in marriage. The game of husbandcatching turns out rather unfavorably for the most, and the unfortunate ones must mar
ry men they do not cordially love, and so live an unchaste life; or else they must crucify
their womanly yearnings, and enter into no sexual relations at all. Hence, it follows that
a few in marriage are pretty well “matched,” while most of the more sensitive and pure
are sighing away lives of sexual prostitution, the slaves of lustful masters; and not a few
are driven or decoyed into houses of infanrg, to become the hopeless victims of mercena
ry lust, and this is 3rour sacred marriage institution! If you could look into the marriage
bed of those men who are restrained from licentiousness by public sentiment, and could
realize the sufferings of the legal victims of their lust, you would not entertain so high
an opinion of “forced virtue,” I think.—lean only give a general statement of facts here;
details are in preparation for future Nos. of this journal.
There is a great difference between learning useful lessons from the animals, and learn
ing a law of our being from them. Some animals are cleanly, industrious and gentle;
others, filthy, slothful, improvident, thievish and rapacious. Now, how does man know
to imitate tile one class rather than the Other? If we are thus to get the law, some
men may follow one class of brutes, and some another; and that is just what they now
do in default of finding the higher law in themselves.
You still assert that man’s natural instincts demand but one love; and as often as you
make that assertion, I shall deny it. But you yourself virtually deny it. If, as you say
in your first article, “man goes forth intuitively to find but one love,” why do you appre
hend “the general abuse of freedom?” Just because your own instincts tell you, in spite
of your prejudices, that this one love for life is not the law of the human heart. The soul of
an exalted humanity yearns for more love than your narrow, despotic system permits, and
you are conscious that it does so; hence, you quake at the name of freedom, lest the dis
enthralled heart leap over the walls of your conventional “virtue!”
Monogamic societjq though worse in some respects, is better, as a whole, I admit, than
polygamic; yet even our Christian civilization with its sacred institution of marriage, can
not he a very high order of society, if as you admit, that it is systematic discord and ra
pine, in which brother is at war with brother, so that woman needs just one brave man
to protect her against all the rest! And yet this is such a state of society as monogamy
makes; and you cannot unmake that sort of society, till you have first unmade monoga
my. The selfishness of exclusive dual marriage necessarily breeds the selfishness and
discord of such society as we now have; so, I am the enemy of marriage and the friend
of affectional freedom. The agitation of this question I regard as the great lever of so
cial reorganization, and so I agitate.
I don’t believe much in the politeness that smoothes up error and injustice, and so I use
“plain talk” from principle. What I said about “this charge against freedom,” etc., I then
thought to be true, and I think so still. It was but my own thought clothed in that
phraseology, which, as it seemed to me, had the greatest brevity, directness, force and
truthfulness—such being the sort of English I prefer to use—and “I take the responsi
bility.” I affirm, moreover, that “to say that men, unrestrained by law and public senti
ment, would murder, commit burglary, larceny and many other crimes,” is likewise a
slander against the human heart, and the man that makes it is either ignorant, [does not
understand this matter,] prejudiced, [perverted by a false education,] or dishonest, [hav
ing a selfish or sinister purpose in making the assertion]. The words “men” and “man
kind” which you use, include me and my best friends, and when you make such charges
against us, you are hardly the man to enter any protest against “plain talk.” We would
not abandon our offspring without the constraints of law, any more than we would “com-
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mit murder, burglary, larceny and many other crimes.” 1 think that in a matter of this
kind, it would be modest in you not to speak for any but yourself. I don’t know, my
good brother, what your occupation or profession is, but I should infer from your want
of faith in “mankind,” that you were a lawyer or a preacher?
I believe in free speech, but it don’t follow that I shall approve of every vulgar ex
pression a man may make in the exercise of this freedom. I have faith in free inquiry,
yet, if I were to write a libel on free love—before I had thoroughly studied the subject
—to make it still more unpopular than it is, I should consider that I had made a base use
of my pen. I may abuse any privilege, right or freedom, and when I do so, it is your
privilege, right and freedom to designate my act as you think just and proper. So, I have
no disclaimer to make. I must ask you, as I have friend Hine, to judge me by what I
do, and not by any wrong interpretation you may put on my words. I am very far from
“charging every one who may differ with me as prostituting his pen.” The prostitution
manifests itself, to my mind, in the assumption and dogmatism with which popular prej
udices are appealed to, to work injustice to a new thought, however good and truthful it
may be. To state objections in a candid and brotherly wa3r, as has been done for the S.
It., by our friends “J. B. V/.” and “B.,” is quite a different affair, and I consider such a
use of the pen as just and manly. I certainly give you credit for the good that will
result from your opposition to free love, even if that good be a negative result of your ef
forts. This is a distinction, however, which I should not covet for myself.

HOW

SHALL

WE

KNOW

HOBBYISTS®

BY W. S. BUSH.

Hobby horses are very convenient stepping stones to wealth, place, and power. But
unskillful riders as often get kicked out of office and place, as otherwise. There is a fash
ion in reforms, as in medicines and dress, and these men are too slow or too fast in trim
ming to the breeze. You may know the mere hobbyist, by the fact, that he advocates gen
eral principles which underlie all reforms, but refuses to apply them to more than one re
form or part of one. Here is the advocate of Woman’s Rights, or Land Reform, con
tending for the natural rights of man, on which he professes to base his argument, and
denying any power to the government to abridge them, but he will not suffer them to be
applied to any other than his chosen theme.
“The first of man’s rights, is to share in all of God’s bounties, and in the earth as one
of them. As much land as a man can use, he is by natural right entitled to.” So the
Land Reformer tells us. Why? Because of the generic principle, that he has a natural
right to appropriate whatever he can, to meet the necessities of his being. This is the
fundamental principle which underlies all his rights to any part of the material world.
He has a right to the air, for he must breathe; to water, for he must quench thirst; to
food, for he must have sustenance. So with all other parts of his nature. They origin
ate necessities which confer the right to appropriate from Nature’s great storehouse what
will meet them. Some of these needs are spontaneously supplied, as air flows to the lungs.
Others require his labor to produce them, as food; and thus he acquires a prior and exclu
sive right to these products, where man ceases to be isolated. Thus by his own labor,
and at his own cost, he supplies his needs; and thus equality of rights is guarantied.
Such is the law in regard to man’s needs, physical, moral, affectional, and spiritual.
On this ground alone, is there any propriety in talking about the right to a portion of
the earth’s surface or any of the elements of nature, the right to education, or the right
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to freedom of thought and action. For this reason, men with justice declaim against thea
monopoly of the natural elements, or of educational, civil, and religious rights. They
demand that the opportunities for all be equal. Though the results of their efforts undersuch conditions will be bounded by their powers, their rights are none the less. All will
not produce the same amount of wealth, or reach the same social or intellectual exalta
tion. While all have an equal right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, their en
joyment of these rights will differ in degree.
Such is the light in which the consistent and radical reformer views it. But he who*
is astride of a hobby fails to fathom the ground-work of lus faith, or is blind to its appli
cation. So he quakes at the alarm-cry of the Conservative:—“It will never do to carry
such reforms into practice.” “Your principles are right, but it is inexpedient to live them;
Attempt to, and it will shiver society to atoms.” “Men are so vicious, so selfish, so ig
norant, so devilish even, they are not fit to- have more than they now have. They must
yield to the stern hand of the law.” Talk to the slaveholder about the rights of the slave;
and he indignantly asks:—“Do you mean to steal my property?” as though no rights
but his ,were involved. Talk to the land monopolist of the poor man’s right to a portion*
of his broad acres, and he demands whether you intend, to* dispossess him by theft and/
murder? Both claim that the Past has proven your radicalism false, and point to theFrench Revolution as a standing witness that only rapine and blood flow from interference'
with “law and order.” As well abolish all government, they say, and let the thief steal
and the robber rob, as to give every man the right to take and use nature’s bounties just
as his needs require. Yet if such scare-crow logic has force against anti-slavery, land-,
reform, and religious freedom, it will do for hobby-riders to thunder with against freedom,
of the affections. But if shallow, false, and rickety at all, it is pointless. As Hine hastruly said: the true reformer “allows consequences to take care of themselves and never
becomes frightened by the gloomy forebodings of the sceptical.”'

CHARACTKR

VSw

REPUTATION.

BY C. M. OVERTON.

These two words are sometimes used as synonymous. hTothing is more common thair
the expression: such a person sustains a very bad character, and yet nothing is more er
roneous. The terms are heaven-wide in their signification. Character is what you are;
Reputation, what you are taken to be. The one, is your inheritance from God, and ther
fruit of your own exertions; the other, is the verdict which that “average of human prej
udice—Public Opinion,” pronounces upon you. The one is in your own hands, to makeand unmake; the other is ever at the mercy of fools. To create and preserve the one, in
nobleness, is worthy of a life-long effort. The other shall drag you down in this life, and
damn you in the world to come I know that the- great Shakspeare has said, that ‘theloss of a good name impoverishes;’ and it may materially, but not spiritually.
A popularity which is gained without merit, (and all mushroom popularity is,) like an
inherited fortune, is a curse. It paralizes exertion and unfits for active effort. Adversi
ty, not prosperity, makes men. Opposition develops energy and activity. It is the man
who breasts the current, who, by the law of increase by exercise, develops the muscles of
his soul and becomes fully a man, instead of remaining an inert thing, a log, a chip, a
thistleblow, the mere sport of every wind and wave..
But not only is a cotemporary reputation an evilf debauching in its effects on the indi -
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^idual, btlt, as the \Vorld is, it is a sure sign of demerit. There is no better evidence of the
utter worthlessness of a man, than the approval of his own age. The man whom every
body speaks well of, is a nobody. He either never had a thought worth thinking, or is
unfaithful to that thought. With a world full of folly, absurdity, and crime, and men
Who are wedded to them, and who are and ever have been ready to denounce all who dis
turb them in their idolatrous and criminal relations—-the man who can live in such a world
and tread on nobody’s toes, is a know-nothing or a flunky; and though the present age
speaks well of him, the next age will not speak of him at all. There will not be enough
left of him to stink in the nostrils of posterity. A kindly oblivion will save the ages the
necessity of a post-mortem on his soul. The man who would outlive his body, his own
age, must not court the favor of the present. Ho man ever deserves popularity, till he
has learned to despise it. And no man ever gained a lasting reputation, who worked
merely for a reputation.
Work for a character, and let reputation take care of herself. Remember that poster
ity will write your epitaph. Eternity is sure to reverse the unjust verdicts of Time.—
The brightest crown that ever mortal wore, all blooming with the amaranths of immortal
ity! was set upon the brow of one, who was called an “immoral man,” a most “pestiferous
fellow,” positively the most unpopular man in his age and country, as a mark of the rep
utation he sustained among his cotemporaries. The thief and the murderer had a better
reputation, than the God-man of Nazareth had among the moralists of his day! Suppose
now, that this great reformer, instead of living true to his mission in denouncing popular
sins and preaching his gospel to the poor and despised of his race, had taken counsel from
the conservatives of his day, in deference to the “speech of people” had kept good respect
able companions and flattered and fawned upon them, instead of showing them up as they
Were. Suppose that he had spent all his life nursing up a reputation among the chief
priests and elders and rulers of the land, instead of holding free meetings in the woods
with the infidels and spiritualists, pleading for the “Tree Lovers” of his day, and hurling
his anathemas at the civil and sacerdotal respectability of the land. Would the tempor
al crown, which he would have gained at the price of sacrificing character to reputation,
been a greater honor to him or benefit to the world, than the crown of thorns? He might
indeed, have found a where to lay his head and where to make a speech, for he would then
have been respectable and could have had a machine-shop, if not a synagogue, for his use!
I fancy I hear the respectable gossipers of Yellow-------- - (I mean Galilee,) quoting sage
maxims to him: “A man is known by the company he keeps.” You will lose caste if you
•associate with carpenters and fishermen, spiritualists and vile women. It is currently re
ported, that you eat with publicans and sinners. This Mary Magdalene that you were walk
ing out with, is a very bad woman; in fact she keeps a “Free Love Institute.” And here
the other day, you were seen tete-a-tete with a woman who was taken in the very act of
breaking the seventh law of Moses, and pettifogging her case! You miserable Free Lov
er! And the logic is just as good as that which is used now-a-days—a logic which makes
a Jesus, a Howard, a Pease, a Dix, the vilest of criminals. Away with a logic, which
makes a virtue of moral cowardice, and criminals of the best men that ever lived!
A Christianity which maintains itself by ignoring the brotherhood of the race, even in
error and in crime, is a Christianity without Christ. A respectability which disfellowships even the lowest forms of erring or sinful humanity, is a base counterfeit! A virtue
which is ever trumpeting itself, caging itself, and fretting itself, for fear somebody will
challenge it, is the virtue of the prude. In proportion as a man is conscious of a want of
character, he nurses his dignity and courts and cherishes reputation. The lowest grades
of humanity have no enemies so bitter as those a step above them. Nobody can “damn
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a nigger,” as energetically as an Irishman. He is so near one himself, that if the Negro
were allowed the rights which he has, he might have nobody to look down upon; and it
is very pleasant to have somebody below us to compare ourselves with to advantage.
Thus we have reform papers and reform denominations and parties, the most bitter oppo*
ments ot those a little below them in public favor. Thus a man, who, like Greeley, is a
believer in Socialism and Spiritualism, both of which legitimately lead to Free Love,(I do
not say that all Socialists and Spiritualists are Free Lovers, for they are not all philosoph
ical), must be the most busy in denouncing them because they are suspicious characters.
While an old fogy conservative need not be at the pains to deny it thrice, so a person
whose virtue is unquestionable, need not fear to attend a free meeting or a Free Love In
stitute. He may go and like the great 'Democrat, cast out the devils and reprove the er
ring, without being mistrusted of any sympathy with their views. While if he be not
certain of his own virtue, or if he be encumbered with a reputation any way damaged,
it were wisdom, perhaps, not to put it to the test.
Be a free man 0! reader! be true to yourself and the truth as it is in you, and don’t
fret yourself continually about your reputation. Believe me, there is no poorer business,
(except in minding other folks’ business), in which you can engage. Say not, I have no
aspiration for martyrdom. The martyrdom is all on the other side. Truth, Freedom,
Manliness, have no martyrs. He is the martyr who sacrifices his own eternal interests
to the critics of an hour! There is no safety, no progression, but in true manliness—de
votion to the True and the Right. God has not made interest to conflict with duty. As
you love your own soul, though you care not for God nor humanity, be true to yourselL
The martyrs of yesterdajr are the heroes of to-day—the martyrs of to-day are the heroes
©f to-morrow. I conjure you by j^our love for your race, by your faith in God, by your
sense of duty, by your hopes of happiness, by all the motives which can impel you on
ward, sacrifice not to an ephemeral reputation, a character which shall mould your destiny
through the countless cycles of Eternity;—and may God strengthen your back-bone!

SEXUAL,

RELATIONS.

Dear John:-—There are diversities of gifts and degrees of development. We are what
Nature and Society have made us. Few can comprehend and practice that enlarged lib
erty which advanced minds see, as the ultimate of human progress.
Our matrimonial alliances have been contracted under the old and false system.—'
Frequently parties are paired who never can be “one flesh.” They are legally—externally
married, but they have no points in common; no congeniality and no happiness. When
married, they had no knowledge of their own actual wants, and, consequently, were inno
cent of any wrong.
Children result from this union: one party progresses, and thus disturbs the formal
harmony that subsisted. He sees the cause of the discord and the only remedy—dis
solution.
He cannot go back, and she cannot come up to where he stands. Perhaps
there are five o? six children. The parties are poor and the children are helpless. The
parents have a common interest, and the mother the strongest affection and natural
claim; and farther, she has a strong attachment for the father of her children. Now
what shall he do? There are hundreds situated thus, and thousands living in discord,
who know not why.
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I see and feel the evil, but not the remedy for past false steps. The future is brighter;
we may teach the young:
1. -That law cannot sanctify what Nature condemns.
2. That great caution should be used in the choice of companions.
3. That a right life is necessary to the production of healthy, intelligent offspring.
It is unjust to compel the mother to support under existing circumstances. I see only
three ways. 1, In common by the parents. 2, Disjointedly. 3, By community. The
first seems the most natural and just and has frequently succeeded; the second unnatu
ral and unjust, and seldom succeeds. The third has a comprehensive idea of justice^
making the community or race a unit, and compelling it to the fulfilling of obligations
incurred by the compact. But it too seldom if ever succeeds long enough to give guaran
ties of its reliability. I desire earnestly the latter method; but as yet, I see only a mul
tiplication of evils; and yet they will not be remedied without an effort. To the pure, all
things are pure; but we must first purify. But you will say, wrong will not rectify itself
and yet it has its reactive influences, The relation of father and mother is certainly not
wrong. The wrong is in the abuse or misuse. My humble opinion is that the wrong is
in the starting po int. That they who are fitly joined, need no legal sanction to bind them;
and surrounded with similar circumstances will experience similar unfoldings, and neverbecome discordant, while constitutional discords never can be harmonized. It is for these
discords we must provide. rrhe whole need no physician, but the sick do. My mind
still requires a remedy which will do no wrong to the mother and the children; I have
read all on this subject in your paper; but the case to me is not met. To disorganize is
one thing; to rebuild, quite another. In the present state of society, when parties are
united in discord and have children, those children in case of separation, must have pro
vision. Now where are they to go? What is your remedy?
B>

BERLIN

MOVEMENT.

First, possibilities; then experiments; and last, realities,-—make up the Universe—these
three. At the Berlin Convention, all seemed to feel it a possibility that they could—and
then, perhaps, some time might—live together; form one Association. Probably it is not
too much to say, that all longed for such a result. But so were we all in a transition
state both those there and those there represented—and still are, (Socialists like the rest
of the world,) that “it doth not yet appear what we shall be,” what we can be__whether
all one or many. Doubtless all will yet be gathered into laps of love and harmony; but
will it be one great bosom that shall ever enfold all?. The possibility must be deter
mined by experiments—experiments of Homes, from among which we shall at last choose
if we are to flow to oneness, or (proving variety of location the stronger attraction,) which
shall be to our respective groups, for lesser and still happier abodes. So the “Star group”
go back to their own, bearing the blessings of all with them, to prosper, and thrive, and
prepare for what may yet befall, both to them and others. And friends from the West
return thither again, to accumulate, and grow in strength, and even possibly to locate
there the germ of what shall in time, compete for the great election. And scattered ones
from all parts, go home as before, only that henceforth they wait to join some Home to
grow—rather some of them at once plan how they may help start some or other Home
to be. And still others, have already inaugurated a Movement in Berlin—have made a be
ginning toward establishing an Association here—have said for themselves that thife unri»
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vailed Site should he the seat of an experiment, to challenge and attract, and if possible,
win all to it. The true Site includes some 600 acres, which we expect time and money
will give into our hands; but we have as yet bought but 90 acres; so gaining a foothold and
paving the way for what we can do when we have numbers and means. We pay $40
an acre—$1600 next April; $1600 a year from April, (with interest at the usual ten per
cent, though with the privilege of paying the whole at any time,) and the balance down,
which at once gives us possession (of a good house, barn, outbuildings, orchard and all
else requisite to living,) together with a deed, balanced by mortgage. We have begun,
and we intend to—die game!
“ ’Tis not in mortals to command success,
But we’ll do more—deserve it!”
And as between these different (present or prospective) experiments, and likewise be
tween all Socialists, in tbeir choice of one or another of these, or of yet some other pro
ceeding still, let the motto be—Liberty, Fraternity, Cooperation. Soon or slow, one or
many, then shall we go on to realities!
Further particulars with respect to Berlin Movement, may be obtained of Francis and
Cordelia Barry, Berlin Heights, Erie county, Ohio; or, (same post office,) of
Joseph Treat.

PSYCHO METRIC

CHARACTER

OE

WM.

DENTON.

Head very large, especially the intellect; body too small for the head; face long and
thin; a man; very large intellect; forehead projects; feeling of exhaustion; mind
seems to have been cultivated entirely at the' expense of the body; too much of a tadpole;
will not live to be old without very great care; nervous temperament greatly predomi
nates; how weak and powerless he feels physically; yet not diseased; weakness in tne
chest; not disease; amativeness too large for his physical strength. He is completely mas
ter of his passions; his soul is pure, hut his amativeness is hereditary; it has been crushed
considerably—far too much; it seems to come up the anterior part of his head, and then
to be crushed hack again. Concentrativeness large; has great mental force and depth of
intellect; mind thorough and tenacious; can take hold of anything and grasp it. Is both
a writer and public speaker; language large; head broad at the top; large approbativeness; very large ideality; large intuition and wit; benevolence very large; thinks and
talks for humanity. Has not a good memory for names; good locality. Social faculties
well developed; fond of home and domestic life, etc.; is not proud and ostentatious; would
like a home of beauty and love; cares not to dazzle bjr magnificence or grandeur, but
would like people to say how beautiful it is. Has excellent taste, hut can give directions
better than do a thing himself. Is a great reader. Yeneration moderate less than firm
ness or benevolence by a great deal. Though approbation large, could not he led by the
crowd, to do the most trifling actions contrary to his own convictions, hut prizes much
that approbation when he gets it.
In public speaking, his intellect, benevolence and ideality very conspicuous, and pos
sesses great power of climaxing, which he does beautifully as well as forcibly; would he a
noble man if he only had more body; lives naturally; is in no way a slave to his appetites.
Constructiveness large, hut acts with intellect. Takes not enough care of Ho. 1; should
read less, think less, get away into the country, and by all means, take care of his body;
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Dear Reader:-

TIAI.
Greenville, Ohio, September 26,1856.

The
Joearn°f °Ur eixPeriment in free journalism; has nearly expired. When
we commenced the S. R., we did not expect it to pay: that was no part of the calculai n. It has received as many subscribers as we expected, but the cost of publishino- has
We reCk0nCJ' Dunng the year, we have had much to encourage and
us^hathl‘‘Thi0<l1SCT?ge'i ^u™erGus comphmentary letters have been received telliJ
s that, _ the Social Revolutionist is the only free paper in the world,” “the best iour°nal m existence, ‘so good it ought to be* larger and the price increased,” “we must secAhat
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aiui
r, etfc.r etc.
irnw°
*1 otherofi,"i>ers’
b“t th°g- of appreciaall
the rest,
We are yeatr'«
satisfied of the smccrOy
these assurances
A fnd we h1ave'felt grateful for them.. Some have done what is more* to the purposethe} have made up clubs and used other means within their reach to help us onP A few
lecturers have assisted in the way ©f getting subscribers. On the other hand a few with
and Pr(^essillg„muciidoxe' for the-cause,, have only been: able* to take the S R
the first six monthsr a few others with sufficient means,, who ordered the journal have*
S iP5" A thGUSh lfc haS Felen mailed t0 them regularly. Before* wi started the
S. R. we wrote to a score or so of the most ultra reformers,, asking, not for donations but
or means on. trust to commence with. In response to this call, we received seven’dollar on subscription,, in time to appropriate it to the purchase of printing materials* and
JSShShEfSh nlighCSr"'’' bUt 1,01 a CMt- excel>t 120 from J- «•
a Wend
On account of getting out an.Extra and a reprint of the Jan. Xo. the cost of the S R
about
othei;wisejhaxe' been*- It Will not pay the first year' by
aboU $225.,. and the little- group* of workers-here,, will have to suffer the* loss* unless*
Othe^see* proper to* share*it wath us. About $S.25mf thisAs a loss in cash;* the’bahmce*
terkd@r" l ll& eStimate does not lncIude edltorial labor, office room, and the wear of ma. We*have averaged a circulation, of about 700 copies monthly, but have not received pav
for all these,.by any means. Reckoning three readers for each regular copy taken which
is perhaps a moderate estimate, the S*. R. has between 1000 and 1200 readers.
Sonm of
us think we would far rather write for these* than far the* many thousands who patronize
the more popular journals. Our journal reaches the* centers of radical thought and the
nuclei of integral reform, as perhaps only one other does. As to originality and power it
withstand' and as to a hold and manly freedom, we think it unequalled. Xotvithstandmg its limited circulation it seems to be moving upon the radical elements in.
society,. and giving an impetus to practical tendencies. We think we see* that it is con
tributing much in a germinal way to the inauguration of an era,, the grandest the world
has ever witnessed in numan progress; and with these impressions respecting its work we*
tlfisTn !Wl ing
^
K die- 0wins t0 the freshness,. force and point with which
this journal appeals_ to progressive minds,, there* are* enough to* make it successful who*
would begladtodake it,were it not for the odium-which.attache&to the free and candid discusnAs^ oAnAw8^ tCtS' ?°C1A deSp0tlsmpUts in je°Par% the reputation and even the busi
ness of sue has are known to patronize* a journal,.brave* enoughand free enough to admit the
advocacy of social freedom. This is an unfortunate state of things to obtain amongst a
people professing to be free;*but it is-even so; and we see* no remedy,, but through agitaAondispite* the-aversion thereto-and-tbfe agitation m,ust cost in various ways There
Srcm.Sl CDSt A6*5? infs"s5aim% j1 journakthat dares to pursue such a course as will
eventually create a demand for the* free investigation of all subjects.
edltors bave ?®?zed every opportunity to extend the circulation of the S. R* and
this they are still willing to do. The publishers have lost money in what they think a
good work,, but they are quite satisfied with the moral results, aAd are willingAentirely
Eo-to mvest more m the same way, provided others quite as abfe as themselves, and as
mi ca interested in the objects to be promoted, will cooperate with them. Are the radtoaLra™fJtL
C0;?tr-7 diSp0fed A° ACept a Share of the Sacrifice necessary at present
m he/ra °f/reej0Urnal,f m?: Conservatism and fragmentary but useful reforms*
get help, tract societies to circulate heathenism, get their thousands. It would not

speak tery well for the- friends of free inquiry, if they cannot put into the hands ofthepublishers of its organ; $500 per annum to sustain it. [It pa}^ only about $300 towards
its £©st this year.] If any help, they will choose their own way to do so. Perhaps some
one can suggest a ready way of effecting the object in view. Some of the spiritual papers
are getting up joint stock companies to place-them on a paying basis. Would it answer
to. start a S. E. fund, printing the names and amounts in the journal? Each contributor
might specify the use he wants his contribution applied to, or leave it to the publishers.
Could not almost every subscriber send for two copies instead of one, and have the extra
one sent to some friend who would read it appreciatingly ? Many could make up clubs by
writing to their liberal friends, even when they cannot do it in their immediate neighbor
hoods. We would prefer to have the-journal pay by its-subscription list, ratiler than by do
nation; but when the-list does not do it, donation must and somebody has to make it. We
can only suggest these things; it will be for others to db or not to do as they may feel in
clined. We should like to hear from!; all who are disposed to lend a helping hand, and as
soon as they cant make it convenient to Write us or visit us. We want to know within
the month, what arrangement to make-for next year. We shall issue some kind of a
journal from this-office next year, but if it be a free; one, friends must come to the rescue.
We leave it with them; trusting in their earnestness-: and liberality, and hoping each will'
‘■feel as thoughhimself werehe on whose sole arm* hangs victory.” if every one waits for oth
ers to do it all,.it will not be-done.
Some,. T feel assured, will act in an effectual way; we
shall, wait patiently to* know how many and what assurances of cooperation they will
give. Correspondents will please be definite, so that we can know what to rely upon.—
This is a candid and truthful statement,, and we confide it to those we believe to be
friends. The- S; E. has enemies, but none so much to be feared as the exclusive devotees of '
fragmentary assd superficial reform,.who dread the consequences of free inquiry on all sub
jects. But this-should only give additional energy to the efforts of the real friends of'
freedom.
I can hardly realize that the Social. Eevolutionist is a public journal. It seems to be rather the organ-of a society which has sprung up spontaneously for mutual and free ■
investigation upon all subjects; the society being composed of readers and contributors,
who, on1 account of geographical necessities,, cannot meet to- read, essays, discuss
propo sitions and compare views generally,.and so they send articles to be ■‘printeddn. their,
“journal” and sent to all the members of the-societjq..for-the- benefit of ’all; RMHer than dissolve such a society and lose- the-benefits resulting from its proceedings, theoretical and
practical,, would not all be willing to pay two dollars per annum to sustain it?
It
would hardly seem: just that eight or ten persons, and more than half of them women,
should pay twenty or twenty-five dollkrs:apiece per year, when others pay not more than
one. ^But I shall not pursue this thought farther;'our readers are intelligent, and thismatter is left to their generosity and justice. None need be afraid of putting profits in the
bands of the Publishers; we shall accept nothing of the-kind,.but we want pay for the ■
drudgery we perform, if we can get it. Should’any overplus accrue, it will be faithfully
appropriated to the -work.
Some of our friends' have labored well for the present
year, but it will require* additional effort and more -workers; If the needed help comes,
we shall be glad; fif not,, we-shall have to conclude that the day for free journalism lias
not come, unless others can do it better than we,and the S. El will be numbered with thethings- that were.
Friend, if the S. E. was for my especial benefit,, or for the especial benefit of the Eising
Star Group, or of an}r exclusive few, a part of the above statement might’ have been sup
pressed,. and the rest of it honeyed over. But this- journal is a free one according to the
extent of its mechanical capacity,' as all its readers know;-and it was undertaken in the
interest of all who love freedom., If you,, my brother or sister,, prize free- investigation,.,
the Si E. is not my journal more*than* it is- yours. This- circular is- meant to contain a
fair and open statement of the whole, matter,, as an appeal to such as carr appreciate itsspirit. The Publishers of the S. E„ earn their living by the-honest industry of their own.
hands; and they feel under no necessity to beg or cringe for any purpose-. The world
wants-examples of independence in all tilings;’ and in nothing more- tha® fife journalism.—•
If other responsible persons will undertake to make a. free journal suevessfnl,., we shall
cheerfully cooperate-with them,, as we proposed years--age £ if others will cooperate withus to a sufficient extent to achieve this success, we- shall go on joyfully with the work;
in hand, and the Social Eevolutionist will live.
John Patterson,
(For the Publishers.),
[l.

h. bigarel, book and job printer.]
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WHAT 0UR REIRERS THOK.
'The following are Words of Cheer given unsolicited. We print only a part of what
has been sent us. The first is from a legal gentleman of Pittsburgh, well known m
progressive literature as a profound thinker and fine writer. The second is from a
worthy working thinker of Boston, the “Athens of America,” whence we have received
orders for more regular copies than from any other one point. ReadiSocial Revolutionist received; have read its every article, and am highly pleased with
its matter, manner and spirit. “Those fellows ” said I, “have ideas, ^dot the^ngM sort,
and I will do what I can to help them on. ’ I promise, covenantdnd ugre
<
^
the said parties of the first part, to write them an occasional
lution; but at present I am so much engaged m my profession, (all our Courts being m
sion,) that I cannot promise anything for some weeks
I will distribute your prospectus or specimen numbers to all the liberal friends hpre
abouts, and commend you to their regards. Will try and send you some subscribers,
God speed your enterprise.—W. S. C., Pittsburg.
Sometime since, I received from you a letter referring to thyS“e“'|Pe™!UB’”i
said von had sent mo copies of the same They did not come to J-f ***£“5^
I received three copies. I was very glad to have them. I have foi a long time t>een a
reader of_______ - but since the editors have sunk their individuality, and accepted al
most without question, the authority of spirits, I have, to
^ J
confidence in them. So your Magazine was very welcome. On every page i found stron
wholesome truths which itdoes the soul good to dweU ujKm I amvmygdg^ycm spe
so fearlessly there are so few who do. Every article m the Social Revolutionist came
home to me, particularly the “Autobiography” and your allusions to
^
Cridge’s article on the Social Movement, is a valuable, and, mthe mam, a truth,ul paper.
KtheSuSeShigmmilSS are as full of interest, your Magazine will fill a vacuum-wi
sunulv a demand that has been long vfelt. Nothing short of the most ultra radicalism w il
reactAbe suot and I hope that you will continue to speak boldly. Eor one (and I speak
the sentimmrts’of those who joined their subscriptions with mine,) I am sick of the policy
artf
evS?wLre so rife;, I hate it, although I suppose Mas right m its place;
yet I cannot use it, but hesitate not to speak my mind, without truckling to persons or
things.—0. A. C., Boston, Mass.
Editors of S. Revolutionist:—I have road the first No, rfyy F*. jwmri;
•
”
’
of Free Inquiry I enclose one dollar m payment for the first volume.
Messrs. Patterson and Denton;-Dear Brothers,-A
sent it) for your Journal. It made two sad hearts merry for a while.—Miss M. L. ii.
Phillipston, Mass.
Enclosed you will find two dollars; please send two copies of the Social Revolutionist
We ^vu received the first No. and aro mhch pleased with its appearanej^ We shaii
use our influence to get you subscribers.—Mrs. C. H. B. and R. A. B.,W auke0 .
Messrs Editors :-I received the first No. and was pleased with the progressive freedom
manifested in its pages. I am already taking some half dozen periodical publications
professedly free and progresive, but they all appear to me to he more or less bound not
nossessirithat independence and freedom which the age and revolutionary movement of
SS»V ^lPfor, and almost imperiously demand; and
for the Revolutionist trusting that in this country, the people 01 which pic e
of speech and press, there may be one paper which ^rf
nf
d radical or nroairessive nature, for the spread of mental liyie, o* .
•
' in
toue^nSpksaha”
pertain to the well-being of mankind, witlmut wa.tmg
to consult
old conservatism, or time-honored orthodoxy.—J. W., RustJ, JN. x.
I have just received through J. H. the first No. of the Social Refolutionist; agOo^
-name, because a true one, and just the thing wanted; as you say, apaper
smy dare to utter oonflkiting thought.—V/, R., Toronto, Canada West.
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ftierfds'of Progression:—It is'cheering to see a new radical publication in the field.It seemed, as it came to me, like an unexpected reenforcement in the very time of need,.| consider your subscribers as so many signers to the new and higher Declaration of
Independence.—F. H., Nankin, 111.
Friends:—Tour Social Revolutionist has just come to hand, arid for a brief period
I have been absorbed in its contents. To say that I am pleased, with it, is alto
gether too tame. The bold and fearless position taken, has really charmed me. The re
alization (by the' actual appearance of your paper,) that there is now an apportunity for
the discussion of the most vital questions without fear of editorial tyranny or suppres
sion, has renewed ,my faith that the “good time” has really come.—T. P. W., Ceresco, Wis.Tou have my sincere thanks for sending me the first N o. of the Revolutionist. I am a
free thinker and heartily concur in your undertaking, and will do all I can towards its
Support.—I. K., Greenville.' IllI have waited some tim-e to get more subscribers for yourexcellent and valuable pa-'
per. I have as yet got but one besides myself, - but expect more some future day.'
Hope you will succeed in your noble undertaking.—E. W. D’C.jAdrain, Mich.
I am much pleased with the Social Revolutionist, and believe, if persevered in, it will
prove a great agitator of thought, which, I believe, is the beginning of wisdom.—MissM. J. L., Belpre, Ohio.
I have received the first No. of the Social Revolutionist, the spirit of which I like much.It increases my hope of humanity; to learn that the media of free thought are multiplying.
God help you in your efforts to develop individuality. The great battle of the world hasbeen, Institutionalism vs. Individualism; the latter must triumph before there can bepeace on earth.—E. H., Milford, X. H.
I have been much pleased with the reading'of the two first numbers of your very accept
able paper. If friend G----- and I should be separated am^ time soon, will try and send.
you a dollar for this year; for 1 feel there is much of the vivifying life principle, contained
in that welcome sheet, and of which I desire a share.—J. R. M., Modern Times.
Your Social Revolutionist is just what I want. I hope it will be sustained liberally.,
and live to a good old age. Enclosed, find one dollar for the present year, and if your
Journal continues to be the organ of free thought and speech, I shaii always be happy to
do all I can for it.:—M. L. P., Beaver Dam, Wis.
I enclose one dollar, for which please send me the Social Revolutionist.
your enterprise. God speed the right.—B. EL, Little Prarie Roride.

Success t&

Your paper came to us to-day; I like its tone, and getting up. There is no other paper'
that fills exactly the place yours does..—J. P. D„ West Union, Iowa.
Messrs. Editors of the Social Revolutionist:—A document of this title lodged in this
Post Office, with my name on it. I took out the paper and read it. Some of the senti
ments sound quite wild to me; hut as I thought, I would like to see “what it would come
to, ” I concluded to put one dollar in this letter, &c.—J. A. R., Honey Grove, Texas.
I am much pleased with the Social Revolutionist, and shall endeavor to aid it in every
way I can. I have obtained two subscribers for it, and will probably get more.—W. H.,:
Gowanda, N. Y;
I have just received the Social Revolutionist, and I do not hesitate to say, that if it
should continue to progress on the copy before me, it will be one of the best papers I
have ever seen. How glad I am that there are men and women that have courage enough
to speak what they think, and think for themselves. To speak and think truly, it has
been my strongest desire and fervent prayer (if I ever did pray, and I believe I have, but
not fashionable prayer,) to see the time that people might speak, think and do for them
selves and others, as best the circumstances and knowledge they had, dictated.—A. E.,.
Dunlevy, Ohio.
Perhaps it would be as well for me to state here that, with the No. of the Social Revo
lutionist, you sent me, I was well pleased, and should have become a subscriber immedi
ately,had I been permanently settled. It has few equals, and no superiors; and I very
much hope, that it will be extensively circulated. I like its free, bold., and fearless styleof promulgating the truth,—W. A., Oregon, Ohio.
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-—-4From the first, I have thought well of the S. Rev.—Mrs. M'. S'. G. K., Cincinnati, OhicfiI herewith send you one dollar for the Social Revolutionist. I hope it will he the most
thoroughly reformatory paper that was ever published. Its title is first rate -just as it
ought to be, and I hope it wifi be well patronized by all true reformers.—A. R., Geneseo,Ill.
Some one has said, there were “too many journals now;” but I say no; not while they
come to us filled with truth to overflowing; not yet, While it is necessary to say that free
discussion is the best means for imparting truth. You have begun to advocate the right
principles, and as far as I can judge, adopted the proper course in regard to the conduct of
your papor. We want free papers and free editors. May you prove to be free indeed,
and finally triumph in your undertaking.—I. W. I. S., Goshen, 0.
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I am much pleased with the Social Revolutionist. It is just what the times and pres
ent state of things need, and most earnestly do I hope it may not go down for the want of
patronage. I shall do all in my power to increase its success. Such a group of minds,
the editors and contributors of this paper, a bright and glowing constellation of stars of the
first magnitude in the mental firmament.—Mrs. 0. H. R. to 0. H. C.
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I have received the first number of the Social Revolutionist, and like it very much. It
seems to he just such a thing as I wanted. I do want a free paper.—W. G., Loami, 111.

alre

All of us, (a club of five,) wish to preserve the numbers of the first free paper which
we have ever taken.—J. W. T., West Union, Iowa.
I have just seen through the kindness of a friend, the first Ho. oi the Social Revolutionist.
I like the spirit of freedom manifested in it, very much. It is just the right kind of a lib
eral publication, for those who are prepared to take a step up into the higher plane of liie
and thought. I rejoice to see a publication of this character for human pi ogress, and for
one, will contribute a little to its support.—H. G. S., Olivet, Mich.
I am happy to hear from you. Some brother or friend, knowing me, forwarded the first
No. of the Social Revolutionist; just the periodical the times demand. You will be
warmly sustained by thousands who bear your own image.—You have confidence in Na
ture the Infinite—■you can never fail. Gould you know my history, it would greatly
strengthen you in your present purpose. I have passed through all the prisons, built by
Rriesteraft to enshroud the mind in darkness, ignorance and woe—I begin to breathe
the air of fredom. I demand the privilege of governing myself, thinking, acting and choos
ing for myself. I will put your work in circulation as far as 1 am able.—G. G., I oxcroit,
Maine.
I have received a copy of the Social Revolutionist.
I like its free, open, independent
manner‘so well that I am constrained to take it, notwithstanding lam taking more papers
now than I can read well, but yours fills a place both in matter and manner, to a consid
erable extent, that they do not.—G. EL, Parker, Ind.
I like the Social Revolutionist very well; much better for not being theoretic, poetic
(mawkish), mystic, xior spiritualistic. J.I., Centre, Ala.
I have received your Journal and read it, and for the most part, like it; there are some
things that differ from me, but we all have a right to differ in our opinions; therefore,
hoping that you may do as you say, and have a free paper, I enclose $1,00—A. b. W. A.r
Suffield, Conn.
We have just finished reading the Social Revolutionist. We like it well, mostly for its
bold radicalism. We hate or pity doughfaces of every kind; are not scared, but rather
pleased with the “naked truth;” have picked, inch by inch, our way through the shell ot
superstition and prejudice, and now rejoice in the light of such truths as have come to us,
and are ready to receive more.—W. W. M. and L. A. M., Arispe, 111.
The first number of the Social Revolutionist has come. I have carefully examined it,
and take this opportunity to say, I like its name, form, type, arrangement, matter, spirit
and design. Such journals are greatly needed, hut perhaps not generally wanted; but
time must determine how well they can he sustained; but it seems to me there ought to
be enough of the spirit of real Reform abroad to support your paper if hut judiciously and
economically managed by the the publishers. Will do what I can to help it on, J. W .>»
Wyanooska, Wis.
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I received a copy of your valuable journal and I cannot express the gratification I felt
on perusing it. It is the very thing wanted in the present age—never was there such an
age of inquiry and investigation as this. How many idols have been trampled down and
gloriously triumphed over, within the last three years! and may we not expect much more
in the coming time.—Really the glorious light of truth, is begining to lighten the dark ho
rizon of tyranny, bigotry and superstition—and the down trodden and priest-ridden, begin
ning to claim their natural birth-right of being God’s Freemen.—G. T., Rockford,111.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
The Social Revolutionist has received a sisterly welcome from liberal papers and peri
odicals generally; as the Hew England Spiritualist, Brooklyn Circular, Spiritual Messenger,
Type of the Times, Practical Christian, Fred. Douglas’ Paper, Wisconsin Home, Spirit
Advocate, Nichols’ Monthly, Murray’s Review, Excelsior, &c. Notices of the Press are
already before the public; we have room for only two:
We need not offer a word of explanation in regard to this new candidate for favor to
the reading public; our readers will recognize the names of many of its contributors, and
will not need to be told the character of their thoughts. Suffice it to say, that every art
icle of its pages will be to the mind like the crack of the whip to the tardy motion of the
body. The contents are and will continue to be entirely original; and it will be undoubt
edly a very acceptable journal to a large number of readers. We wish bur friends pros
perity and long life in their new undertaking.—Type of the Times.
The Social Revolutionist; a monthly journal, started by John Patterson and William
Denton, on the soil, at a place they name Rising Star;—their post office, Greenville, Darke
county; Ohio. Their specimen number is full of thought, life and freedom. It prom
ises to be an energetic and efficient helper in the . work of human improvement. This
single specimen number would be worth more than the money to as many as have more dol
lars than liberal thoughts, if they would buy and read it, divested of prejudice and bias.
Those who pay five, ten, twenty, fifty dollars a year for pulpit preaching, would be benefitted beyond measure, by taking one of their dollars and paying, for this journal, and then
reading it, instead of going to church. The same to the devotees of politics.—Murray’s
Review.

The Title Page, Prospecfcul|; Words of Cheer and Notices of the Press are quite suf
ficient, and we have little to add. We are thankful to friends for what they have alreadydone; and as we labor without hope of pecuniary profit, ourselves, we are free to ask the
cooperation of all who favor Radical Thought and Free Inquiry. We shall make use of
all proper means within our reach, to extend our circulation, and make the Social Revolu
tionist all that its friends could wish it to be;—a medium freer than any hitherto known;
thorough, radical, comprehensive and suggestive;—a neat, plain, substantial, working
Journal. Its projectors and publishers, and most of its editors, and contributors depend
upon the labor of their hands for the means of life, and they are determined to make a
free and independent Journal; or else make none. Will the friends of Fearless Investi
gation and Heretical Candor stand by them?
Conservative and progressive views have already been represented in the Social Revo
lutionist; and certain questions canvassed with a degree of out-spokenness not often to be
met with in the journalism of any country;—and the past is an indication of what the fu
ture will be. Our unique journal is a medium of conflicting thought; a representative of
diversified individuality; an organ of Freedom and Progress. The only conditions of ad
mission to its pages, are courtesy, earnestness, freshness, force, and point. We have no
place for prosy articles on hackneyed themes.
To establish such a journal, we shall continue to labor with all our might, as we have
heretofore done;—the rest we leave with the Public and the friends of Free Thought
everywhere.
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Pp. 300. Price, 50 cents single copy, paper cover; muslin, 75 cents. Postage pre-paid.
An Exposition of the Evils of existing Society, and a careful Investigation of the
Cardinal Principles and Practical Details by which the Societary Conditions of an ad
vanced Humanity may be instituted. It Discusses the Nature of the Individual Mind,
in reference to its Origin, its Education and its Future, and Considers the Quality and
Uses of the property Instinct, and the Theoretical and Practical Relations of Labor and
Capital, together with the Law of Distributive Justice, by the observance of which, Fra
ternity, Harmony and a just Individualism would be secured to all.
Friends have told the author of the above work that he should puff it, that it may be
more extensively known and read, as they say, it deserves to be. Grateful for their good
opinions, said author must, nevertheless, declare himself unattracted that way; and pub
lishers who cater to the popular taste, find other books, which suit their purpose better.
The fact of publishing evinces the author’s opinion of his own work; others must judge
for themselves. The following are good words from some of its readers.
Messrs. Loxgleys:—I noticed, when in your city, many vols. of “Charles Hopewell,
or Society as it is and as it Should be,” on your shelves. I regret it. I read that work
a year since; I thought then, and continue to think, that merely as a work of fiction, those
who are prone to read tales, colloquies &'c., would not find it destitute of interest on this
account, if it had no other recommendation. One thing it is safe'to anticipate, that even
this class of readers will; be benefited, albeit they may not read with any such purpose.
They will find themselves in the situation of children who gladly swallow nauseous drugs
for the sake of the sweetmeats which envelope them. Subsequently the drug operates in
its own way.
Apart, however, from any interest in the plot, thinking persons,- who see that present
claims: on property lie at the base of our anti-social relations, should read and consider it
for the simple, clear and important truths which are more distinctly brought into view
than I have seen them elsewhere..—-Amos Gilbert.
A few v/eeks since, I procured ybttr admirable work, entitled Society as it is and as it
Should- Be, and the principles developed therein meet the yearnings of my truest, highest,
noblest nature; a want which I have long felt, but which I then first found explained, and
with it the remedy. When I first read your book, I was reading law, but backed
out from' that—nobody knows the reason why.—-J. L. M., La Moille, 111.
I saw your letter in the Type. , I thought it likely you had hit upon the proper plan,
and on reading your book, I am better satisfied that it is even so. The book I have care-’
fully read, and in the experience of Charles Hopewell, I find much that has been my own
within the ast twelve years.—T. M., Wilmington, 0.
I have just finished reading your excellent Charles Hopewell, or Society as it is and as
it Should Be, for the second time, and I like its teachings better and better.—D. K.,
Layfayette, Ind.
Having read Charles Hopewell carefully and attentively, I am prepared to say, that I
most cordially agree with the sentiments therein contained, and feel disposed to enter heart
and soul into the practical carrying out of those ideas.—-G. M. G., Rockville, Conn.
Read the book, the contents of which does so much honor to your head and heart. I
was so delighted with it,-that I began to make my final arrangements to live and die
amongst a people determined to act upon such a broad and liberal basis.—G. H. D.f
Nauvoo, 111.
On the return of J. H., I received a copy of your invaluable book, and after reading it,
I am impelled to Write' you a word of encouragement. Although I have been a student
of -Socialism for fifteen years, I have never met with any work which presented the communial doctrine in such a clear and lucid manner, and at the same time, so attractive, with
the objections so well considered and answered.—W. B. P., Toronto,-C. W.
I read your book with much pleasure, although it seems like fishing with a larger pale
than I prefer to use; or in other words, you arrive at the same conclusions by science
and logical argument, that Ido by a simple intuitive sense of right.—J. A., N. Plains, Micb_

■Early in the Spring, or last Fall, I forget which, my friend L----- drew my attention to
ihe work, and wished me to notice if through his paper. Understood it to he a novel—
“don’t much care for novels—what has a novel to do with the Social system?—dare say
,Jtis a poor concern—got something of more moment before me—no time to read it—won
der if it he worth reviewing—L----- says it is”. But time went on, and there it lay. I
recemmended it to my daughters, however, and they having dipt into it, assured me that
it was well worth my attention. At their suggestion I resolved upon the first opportunity,
and amply have I been repaid the perusal. It is not only well written, but embraces the \
whole subject social even to the minutest point. Its condensation is its chief beauty.
W. McD. Cincinnati, 0.
I am pleased with the plan and execution of the work. It evinces a thorough investi
gation of the Social Systems already promulgated and an extensive knowledge of the dif
ficulties to be obviated, and the reasons of those difficulties. The subject is one of such
a peculiar character as to require more than ordinary boldness and ingenuity to present it
in a popular dress. The work is admirably adapted to prepare minds for natural liberty.
After all, this is the work for this age. We need preparation. A few minds are ready,
.and a part of these are restrained in durance vile.—J. B. W., Mounclsville, Va.

A

PROPOSITION.

It is perhaps about six years since the writer of this conceived a plan, by which pro
gressive thinkers might become known to each other; and he proposed it to certain pub
lishers who had the means of carrying it out; but they took no notice of the project what
ever. They knew who the Reformers were, and that was perhaps enough for them.
But the undersigned wanted to know too. Living in a by-place, he could not tell the
names of half a dozen independent thinkers, beyond those of his own neighborhood and
and such as figured in public. It used to be an epoch in his life, to meet with one who
encouraged revolutionary thought. It is different now. Such people are becoming more
numerous; and the writer knows of hundreds, where before he did not know of one.
But all are not'so situated. Many of progressive thought know not who their brethren
are. Radical thinkers are not yet so abundant, but it is meet for mutual encouragement
that they know each other.
The most liberal minds endorse’no creed. The negative of creedism is the claim for
■ ourselves, and the recognition in each other of the right to live our highest thought.
'This embodies the principle of toleration so essential to harmony and progress. A socie.ty of persons with such views would constitute a SOCIAL DEMOCRACY; Recognizing
the

Principles

of

Mutual Toleration.

If such as accept this abnegation of Sectism will send their names and P. Q. address,
with a postage stamp or two, at their option, to defray expenses, we propose to print a list
of the same, and send it to each one.
Let it be distinctly understood, that this project has no ulterior purpose which does
not appear upon its face. Its only object, is to enable the most liberal minds to become
acquainted ;with each other. It is without organization, and contemplates no combined
action; it has no secrets, no lead, no magnates, no center, no circumference; but is all cen
ter and all circumference. It is an absolute Democracy of sovereign individuals, recog
nizing the social right of each, to follow his own attractions according to his best concep
tions of right or harmony. While each avails himself of all the means within his reach,
of acquiring truth, he looks to himself, nevertheless, as the center of his own thought
and work., The list of names will be given, that each may make the most of it in his
own way. Will not hundreds respond?
Cannot now set a time when the list will appear; this will depend in some measure, up-,
con the promptness with which this gaits answered. Address:—John Patterson,
Greenville, Darke County, Ohio,
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A Monthly Journal of 32. Octavo Pages; Cincinnati.
William Deston, John Patterson, Editors.

This will he a Medium for the free discussion of General Principles and Practical Meas
ures, pertaining to Human Progress and General Well-Being. It will canvass the
grounds for the inauguration of a new Social Order, as an outward correspondent to
Spiritual Eegeneration.
Publications undertaken by individuals who must live by them, are necessarily controlled
by pecuniary considerations so as to prevent the discussion of unpopular subjects. Said
a publisher recently: “If I were to publish that article, I should lose half my subscri
bers.” Such is the trimming, time-serving spirit, necessarily characteristic of competitive
business and isolated effort, in which is involved the struggle for life. Thus is, the pre
sumed freedom of the Press, a fiction.
On the contrary, the Social Revolutionist will be wholly sustained by the labor (and
for awhile, if necessary, by the money) of an Association of practical Reformers, deriving
their subsistence from the soil. Owning the land which they cultivate, they are indepen
dent of the despotic exactions of conventionalism, and can fearlessly utter their own views
in the pages of a journal, free also, for the thoughts of others.
The publication of this periodical is guarantied for at least one year, whatever its patron
age. A remunerative subscription list will, however, be indispensable to its further con
tinuance. Any pecuniary surplus will be expended either on the Journal itself, or in the
publication of books and pamphlets, for the promotion of practical reform.
Terms.—One dollar a year, in advance. Specimen numbers sent gratis.
Address:— E I 8 X If G 8 T A E , Greenville, Darke County, Ohio.

P OEMS TOR REFORMERS:
EY WILLIAM DEHTON.
This is the title of a new Work, consisting principally of Poems of a reformatory charac
ter, suited to the Progressive Minds of the Age. Price, 36 cts.; four copies for $1,00.—
Cloth, 50 cts. Orders now received. Address: Greenville, Darke Co., Ohio.

MEMNONIA |NST ITU TE;
A SCHOOL OF HEALTH, PROGRESS AND HARMONY.
BE. T. L. HICHOLS ABD MAST S. GOVE HICHOLS
Have leased, for a term of five years, the spacious and beautfully situated Water Cure Es
tablishment, known as the Yellow Springs Water Cure, at Yellow Springs, Miami town
ship, Green county, Ohl , on the railroad between Xenia and Springfield, about seventy
miles North-East of Cincinnati, and acees; ible by all the great routes of Western travel.
Terms.—The price to each perso n, will vary from $3 to $10 pey week, according to
service, benefit and accommodation. The highest price will be for patients requiring spe
cial attention; the lowest for students and young persons, requiring less care and space.
To all, the price will be made as equitable as possible. Those who have known us for
the past eight years, will not accuse us of being governed by any mercenary considera
tions. We, and all we have, or shall have, are devoted to the work of Individual and
Social Reform.
It is to be understood, that, taking all responsibility, we shall exercise the right to re
ject any application, or dismiss any inmate of our home. Memnonia will be, provision
ally and necessarily, a despotism, as wise and benevolent as circumstances will admit. It
is to be neither a community nor a, house of refuge, but, as far as possible, a refined and
beautiful Harmonic Home.
Those who wish to enjoy its advantages, will apply by letter, giving all needful partic*
uxars, to
'
T. L. Nichols, M. D.,
W
Cincinnati, Ohio; after April, Yellow Springs, 0. *
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employment too sedentary ; requires more out door exercise. I like him; what a nice
disposition; nothing like intolerance or bigotry about him; much ahead of his time in his
ideas; has a large mind and large soul; feel as if I could talk about him for hours; seem
ingly no bounds to mind and soul; aims high and hopes much for the race. Deficiency in
Ms body could be corrected by a course of living and exercise. Would conform to any
plan conducive to physical restoration so far as he can.
That should be his aim, or he
will be as a meteor.
a. n. c.
Note.—The foregoing delineation was given by my sister, Anne D. Cridge, without
any knowledge as tb the writer of the letter placed upon her forehead.
w. D.

MY

SOUL’S

THRALLDOM AND ITS DKLIVERANOE.
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
BY ANNE DENTON CRIDGE.

CHAPTER YIIL
Meeting House sold;—Mr. B-----w;—Secret of Success in Business;—Bankruptcy;—Wales;—Ortho
dox Persecution;—Hard Times;—Providential Deliverance;—Brother Wm.;—Lectures, Discussions,
etc.;—Plenary Inspiration;—Miraculous Conception.

We sometimes visited our deserted meeting-house. We did not enter a pew, but took
our seats among the poor on the benches. As we did not believe in public singing and
praying, we sat still during these ceremonies. Of course we were marked ones. Ser
mons no longer made me sleepy; I was too busy criticising what was said. All was put
through the filter of common sense. Chaff was the principal part. Grains of wheat we
occasionally found which we treasured. We had learned one very important lesson, viz:
to honor truth wherever found. Once we were ignorant enough to suppose that all the
world would in time become Methodists, but now we recognized a true principle as the
germ of all sects, however buried in rubbish and delusion.
The congregation of course was small when four-fifths of them, like sheep, had gone
astray. Robert Patterson and his bass fiddle still remained, and, as of old, he might be seen
on his knees during prayer, moving his head and lips to the tune that was next to be
sung. Those near to him could hear him half whisper, half whistle the tune. I imag
ine he thought his fiddle and tunes “engaged in the worship of Almighty God,” so the
end would sanctify the means.
The glory had departed from Israel; the life, the power was gone; 'John Brown’s hear
ty amens were heard no more; the noisy ones were hushed; enthusiastic, noisy delusion
gave place to quiet rationality; but the few remaining in the church sincerely mourned the
ravages of infidelity. Nearly all the local preachers had joined the reformers. One zealous
preacher remained,Mr.B. He was talented both in preaching and praying. He had three stores
in the place; at one time, he advised Wm. Wales, his “brother in Christ,” who was going
into business, to do as he did, or he never would make money. “I make,” he said, “my
ready-money customers pay for my bad customers; for instance, if a person come to my
store and buy a quantity of goods, in making out the bill, I add a few shillings; if ha
discovers it and returns, I say, 0, it is a mistake, and rectify it. You iirast do the same,
or you will never succeed in business.”
Wm. Wales was a good, conscientious man; hence, did not take his advice, but exposed
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him. Yet, he was not turned out of church, but was smiled upon and greeted tenderly
by “his brothers and sisters in Christ,” and became more important to the church than
ever after the seism.
The remaining few tried hard to save the sinking wreck, but their efforts were useless-;
in a few years the church was sold. The Unitarians bought it. Had the Unitarians
made such a proposition four years before, they would as soon have sold it to his Satanic
Majesty to preach in. Unitarianism was considerably in advance of Methodism; their
calm, reasonable preaching vastly superior to the Methodist ranting, exciting, and pre
posterous teachings. Though they do not possess all truth; though there is much error-;
yet, I presume they are farther progressed than any other religious sect.
Though not
supplanted by the best, it certainly was by the better, and I rejoice. Father’s pecuniary
affairs became embarrassed through giving such extensive credit. It was a colliery dis
trict; labor was low. The men demanded higher wages; were refused; the consequence
was a general strike throughout the country among colliers. This effected father’s ruin.
He supplied his customers with goods for a time; but masters and men not coming to
terms, and seeing no prospect of getting the money due him, he made an assignment to
his two principal creditors.
Father was determined to do what he considered right. Though owed hundreds of
pounds more than he was in debt, yet he thought they would never be able to gather in all
the debts, so everything was given up.
Many store-keepers failed about the same time, but they took care to keep enough for
their families. Father in his excessive conscientiousness, effected the utter ruin of him
self and family. All our furniture, all beds, and even bedding were sold. Uothing of all
that belonged to my mother was retained. Father even paid many bills privately. Some
of his creditors were in moderate circumstances.
I remember with honor and love for
my good father, the words: I must pay such and such persons; they are not established
and could not sustain such heavy losses. One account I settled on the last day of the
sale. The gentleman called and expressed great sympathy. I told him father had left
the money for him. He was astonished; said he did not expect it; that he was unable to
sustain the loss, but had prepared himself for the worst. When our home was gone, we
found ourselves possessed of $120. With this small sum, we went to Newport, a town
of 20,000 inhabitants, on the borders of Wales, where my brother was teaching school.
Father was not old, though he looked old. He was very fragile, besides had the palsy,
which made his head and hands shake. By the use of cold water, he became much bet
ter in this respect, in after years.
Father by his honesty to others, but dishonesty to himself, so reduced his circumstances
■that he could not go into business again. I commenced a private school. My scholars
paid weekly. We lived comfortably, though our home was poor compared to the one we
Shad left. Wales is a beautiful country, very mountainous. We enjoyed it exceedingly.
Brother lectured several times every week, on reform subjects. Saturdays and Sundays
he visited the country. I was his constant companion.
G-enerally went six or seven
miles. We did not ride, but walked, enjoying a pleasure and buoyancy those who con
stantly ride know nothing of.
It very soon began to he whispered that we were Infidels; that brother did not believe
all the bible, and ought to be excluded from the public school, etc., etc.
Though his School Board was composed of all the ministers of the city, nothing was
said to him. Lectures on original sin, atonement, eternal torment, hired ministry, etc.,
he continued to give on the corners of streets, or anywhere he thought he could obtain
an audience. Many, very many warm discussions he had with ministers and others on
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supposed bible subjects, both parties holding to the “law and the testimony.” The bible
that William now fights so manfully, he always carried sacredly in his pocket. “His God
and his bible was all that he desired.” The bible was the mighty weapon with which he
slew the Philistines. Every epithet expressive of orthodox disgust and that frightens big
babies who would go astray without such hobgoblins, was applied to him—atheist, deist,
infidel, scoffer, besides ho it Was prophesied of in the bible, who should come in the latter
days. People became clamorous for him to be cast out of his school.
The mercy and long suffering of man will not last forever. After about two years of
patient endurance, a meeting of the Board was called; they resolved he should leave; they
would be relieved of the “troubler of Israel.”
Instead of a quarter’s notice, according to agreement, they advanced him a quarter’s
salary.
Their resolves were of none avail; friends flocked around, soliciting him to remain. His
friends were poor in the things of this world, and could offer him no pecuniary induce
ments in the shape of business.
We took a large hall and taught school together; fhe superintending the boys, I, the
girls.
In the mean time, father and mother with sister who was about eleven years of age, re
moved into the country. Their home was a little cottage among the mountains, ten
miles from Newport. Father attended to his garden, and found ample employment; sis
ter was a great admirer of flowers. In Summer, it was a smiling, loYely spot, flowery
within and without.
Brother and I walked home every Friday night, and returned on Sunday evening.
Ten miles over hill and dale, huge mountains rearing'their lofty heads everywhere. There
were always new charms, though we traversed it scores of times.
Our school did not succeed; the tide of public opinion was against us; still we hoped
and labored; brother continued to talk and lecture; people became afraid for their child
ren’s welfare; one after another left. “Hard times” came. Anxious for the loved ones at
home, wo denied ourselves of every luxury and many necessaries. Bread, and bread and
molasses, became our breakfast, dinner and supper, with occasionally “nothing,” as we
used to sing in sorrowful mirth, “for a novelty.” Winter came, and with it “hard times” at
home, in spite of economy and deprivation.
William left us, determined to try for a situation. This in England, is not easy to find, the
supply always being greater than the demand. Letter after letter arrived, but nothing
wsas found. Mr. Armstrong, a Unitarian minister in Bristol, knowing our circumstances,
was very anxious to serve him. The Unitarian school was offered him, if he would prom
ise not to lecture on the hired ministry, and to attend their church every sabbath with
his pupils. This, of course, he would not agree to.
Week after week passed away. I continued teaching, taking home all I possibly could.
We believed it wrong to go in debt. “Owe no man anything,” our authority. We
thought we ought to starve rather than go in debt. How much people do suffer from
mistaken ideas. Tell me not, religion has done good; if it has, the evil greatly outweighs
the good.
Often have I walked home, weeping all the way. Often has sister met me a few miles
from home, her childish face full of deep sorrow, telling me they had no bread, etc., etc.;
perhaps I had nothing or next to nothing for them; at other times, I had a bright store—
five or six shillings. In our extremity, I sought and obtained needle-work, which I did
in the evening, and thus obtained many a shilling for the loved ones. They were hard
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•and bitter times, but poverty never separated us—never brought cross or harsh feelings;
we were, if possible, more kind and gentle to each other. The world was dark enough^
We would not darken, bat brighten it for each other.
But why dwell on this painful picture? for while doing so, I live again the past. I will,
however, give one more scene.
The weather had been very stormy, raining every day, so that I could not go home for
two weeks. I was racked with anxiety and determined to go on the coming Friday,
Whatever the weather might be. My school was at its lowest ebb. Friday came; it was
fine and pleasant. The Postman’s well known rap and a letter, greeted me just before
starting. It was from Mr. Armstrong and contained £5, or $20, a present to father and
mother.
Sister Lizzie, as usual, met me when about three miles from home. How blessed our
meeting; how deep our joy. Would not mother be glad? The}'- had not tasted bread
for two weeks. How soon we walked the three miles; we had good news; merrily we
skipped along—the hills and valleys echoing and re-echoing to our glad shouts.
How mother’s suffering countenance and loving greeting comes back to me! I see her
as I saw her then. Alii that smile! ’tis indelibly impressed on my memory.
The effects of the gold were magical, though marks of exceeding mental suffering re
mained for days.
“Man’s extremity is God’s opportunity,” we thought was even so. We looked upon it
•as a providential deliverance.
A quotation from my diary may be interesting, written about this time.
“Dec. 4th, ’45.—My mind has been more composed to-day. I feel that I can trust in
God. As a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that love and fear him.”
“Dec. 25th.—I have been much cast down because of our trials. This passage, how
ever, has been applied to my mind with much comfort: ‘Cast thy burthen upon the Lord,
for he careth for thee.’ I will trust in God.”
“28th.—The dark cloud has passed. I do feel this a providential deliverance. Thank
God! 0, may I in return, give him my undivided heart.”
Singular providences occurred many times. Presents from friends, a sovereign found
by Lizzie when returning from market, a rabbit found in the path dead, apparently shot,
but a gun was not heard to go off—were all looked upon as gifts from our Father’s hand.
Often I queried, Why did not God send us at least bread enough? Why, or how, could
he see us suffer, when he could supply all our wants? I tried to believe in his fatherly
care, but doubts would creep in. Such questions arose as, Why are the Irish suffering? or,why
are hundreds dying of want? (The famine and plague were then raging in Ireland.) —
Newport was crowded with the vast numbers, who came over in the trading vessels, wan
dered the streets begging, and many of them died uncared for on the side-walks. How
often as I saw these poor wretches, I asked, Why does not God supply their wants, if he
can? Here was mystery. I knew well the condition of Ireland; that the land was monopolized by aristocrats; that the poor were made and kept so poor, hope and hence selfrespect were dead. Potatoes being the staple article of food, and that having been cut
<eff by the blight, famine and all its miseries ensued. 1 could trace all to a natural cause,
and then the thought would come unbidden, Is there not a natural cause for every effect?
A little light, but the time had not come, besides I had so to struggle for the necessaries
of life, there was little time for progress. This was another query: our heavenly Father
knew as well as I did, that were I not toiling so incessantly, I could improve more; could
progress faster; Why then, did he only occasionally put forth his hand, after intense suffering?
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I aimed, however, in all I did, at self-improvement. Self-examination I learned in
the church, but I considered it good and retained it. Had I done-any wrong? Could I*
do better? Was I any wiser? Had I learned anything? Such were specimens of the
questions I asked myself.
I was particularly careful to make every moment tell, and have often been able to say
at the close of the year, “I believe I have not spent one idle moment."
I see now, that though I did the best I knew, had I properly understood the laws of '
health, I should have been what I then considered idle, not only moments, but
hours.
Brother returned home after many wanderings, sick in body and mind; he could not
obtain a situation. He wrote to several friends, and at last was offered one, as assistant
teacher in a young gentleman’s boarding school in London. The principal, Mr. Holmes,
was a friend of ours. Salary was small—£20 a year, or about $100 and board. Of course
he was glad to accept it, small as it was.
While in Newport lecturing, he made his home with Mr. and Mrs. F---------, members7
of the Presbyterian church. Mr. F. was a good, simple-hearted Christian. Hn
and his wife were fond of arguing on religious subjects. The Atonement was the subject
one Sunday evening. Brother was going to illustrate a point by a figure. He-commenced
thus: “Suppose, Mr. F., your horse was going up Stow Hill------” He could go no farther;
with extreme horror Mr. F. exclaimed in a loud voice: “Hush,, Mr. Denton! ’Tis
blasphemy to compare Jesus Christ to a horse!" In vain William told him he was not goingto do anything of the kind; he would hear no more.
Mr. Gillmore, their “pastor," gave them a call and told them they ought to turn Williams
out of the house, for he was an infidel; that he ought not to be suffered to remain in the
house. There lived the same spirit, without the power,, that burned the martyrs- at thestake.
After several warm discussions and lectures, he left us. Every two weeks he sent a
remittance home. Summer came, bright days and bright scenes within and around.
I removed my school to another part of the city; had a large school and good attendance.
In the Fall, brother visited us. 0, how sweet was our meeting! Hope, bright hope, came
with him of better days. He had obtained the promise of a book-keeper’s situation, on
the South-East Bail way, the first vacancy. Then mother, father and Lizzie should go to
London; by and by I should go, and we would all be happy together again. How gayly
throbbed our hearts as we walked to our “mountain home!” Days of trials, but days of
love and blissful hope. Again, I walk that much loved road: again, we sit on the grass
and eat the London sausages; again, we talk of reform, and wonder if we have anything
more to unlearn—anything more to learn. Again, I feel all the zeal and faith we then
felt in the reformation of the world- We were enthusiastic; we foolishly thought our
opinions would, before long, be the opinions of all mankind in the civilized world. How
often I wish to bring back the zeal and enthusiasm of those days; but they come only as
a dream. We have learned not to expect sudden changes, but to labor and wait.
William’s visit caused a shaking among the dry bones of orthodoxy. They had*, just
begun to congratulate themselves that the “troubler" had left them, and to cry peace,
peace, whenlo! there was no peace, for he was again in their midst, affecting the flock.—
They denounced him from the pulpit, advised people not to listen to him, but this only
excited curiosity. The natural result of such advice was: “We will hear what this man
saith.”
We examined the doctrine pf plenary inspiration of the scriptures. We were a long
time reading, but especially thinking. It required so much investigation not only in it-
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self, but there was such a vast amount of collateral evidence to examine;' its claim; what
entitled it to the claim; then came the merits and demerits of the books;—their style?
Was it of one or many? Besides, truth was sacred everywhere, whether in or out of the
bible. It could not then be more so, if proven by G-od himself.
The stories given about Jesus, bore evidence of men’s mind. The incidents evidently
were colored by and given according to the impressions made on their minds. The whole
bible question had to be gone over. We were slow; but when I reflect, that we were train
ed up in orthodoxy; that all our reading and all influences were on its side; that we had
to make our way alone, being far from the reform agitation; that we only received one of
Barker’s tracts after we left for Wales,—I wonder not. Besides, we were almost stran
gers to all books and persons on the rational and true side of nearly all questions. How
much we had yet to learn! We often exclaimed, surely we can go no farther, but we
were willing and anxious to go wherever truth pointed. No wonder with such purposes
in out hearts, that we now are so far from the fold.
I spoke of receiving one tract in Wales. It was on the Miraculous Conception. We
saw the absurdity of the idea at once. God came to earth, visited a young woman,
and she had a child by him. Joseph was simple enough to believe her story, and
so have been hundreds and thousands of people beside. “Who,” enquires Joseph
Barker, “were there at the time to witness the transaction? Any one? She was alone,
says'the divine; but what proof does she give? How did she know it was God?” I leave
the story. Enough for me to say, is that we believed it a miraculous abomination, worse
or quite as bad as heathen mythology.

LETTER

FROM
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RANDOLPH.

The following extract is from a letter I received from P. B. Randolph, dated Paris, Oct.
8th, and will be interesting to some readers of the Revolutionist.
W. Benton:,,
Since I have been here, I have attended several magnetic seances among the gentry
of Paris, and I need scarcely tell you that the peculiarities of my case and the exhibition
of my clairvoyance attracted much attention. But let that pass, as I am anxious to tell
you some extraordinary things that took place here, and are of daily occurrence in select
circles—not spiritual but societary.
Yesterday, I witnessed the most wonderful and astonishing phenomena I ever dreamed
of; one, too, that must interest your philosophic mind; for it is not only astonishing, but
is food for mature deliberation and analysis; it effectually removed many of my previous
ideas concerning the effects of Spiritualism on the soul, and re-established Joseph Treat
in my confidence as a sane man, but a man nearly wrecked by a power like unto late it
self in strength and pertinacity—a power not understood by one in a million of those who
do penance and worship at its shrine.
This city is the great center of the mesmeric world; for I frequently see men, women
and children who will read you a book blindfolded, the book shut und locked up in five me
tallic and three wooden boxes; and read any page you call for. In the same condition,
they will beat you at chess, backgammon, checkers, or cards, every time you choose to
play a given number of games. But these are here scarcely worth notice, because they
are so common; and you frequently see such exhibitions in the public streets, on the
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Boulevards, in the Champs Elysee and at the various barriers on fete days. There are
in Paris three wonderfully gifted magnetizers just now, each of whom differs from the
other and whose feats are equally singular and suj generis. These are, an Italian gen
tleman with an unpronounceable name; a madame Doblin, a French woman; and a Rus
sian count named Tcheufdviklomki. The first is wonderful; the second, great; but the
third absolutely marvelous. You have seen nothing equal to him, I am quite sure. He
makes no passes or gestures, utters not a word, and instead of gazing at his subject, he
looks the other way and never tells who he is going to operate upon, but asks the
company if each one is willing to be tried. He must do this, for the laws are very strin
gent in France on this subject, as indeed they should be everywhere; and whoever, puts;
a person to sleep or even tries to, without that person’s consent, is liable to a heavy fine
and five years in the jail of Picardy, where they cut stone for the State. If all say yes^
all right, and they generally do, because it is a well known fact that most folks believe'
themselves the best people in the world, and that everybody save themselves are- subject
to magnetic influence. At the house of my inviter, in the Rue Grenelle St. Honore, we
all met and the conversation turned of course upon the phenomena and its cognate—Spir
itualism. He disbelieves it and says it is nothing but a sort of mesmeric insanity. I, of
course, defended the spiritual idea and contended that the whole thing was so clear that
not a peg was left ■whereon to hang a doubt. A gentleman present aided me,, and thecount smiled and looked at a mirror and changed his position until,, supposing his eye had
been a candle, the reflected ray would strike the gentleman on the back part of the-head.
This I noticed carefully, because I saw the count’s face turn red the moment he got the
gentleman in the right focus. How this man did not notice the count’s movements, for
the latter was in an easy attitude, and had been pacing the- apartment as he talked, but
no sooner did the count stop full before the mirror—a large one-—than the gentleman fell,
to the floor as suddenly as if he had been shot or struck down with a club. In an in
stant all was confusion, everybody thinking it a fit of apoplexy, except the count and twoothers. They went to raise him up, but before they reached him, he sprang to his feet
and began to sing and dance, and then he stood still and. prayed the judge not to have
him guillotined, and he spoke to the imaginary judge for his life,—the truth suddenly
flashed upon all in the room, the man was in the magnetic trance, and yet not a word, or
hint, or action on the part of the count, betrayed the fact that he was experimenting up
on him. His success first revealed it. He- then caused him to play the flute, the piano,
and the harp most delightfully, although awake he cannot play a single note. How comesthe mystery. Suddenly he ceased playing,, opened his'eyes and went to the center of theroom and stood before the same looking glass, and in two minutes the man who sat in theline of refraction, fell to the floor, and the lady who went to his assistance, followed suite1..
This last now began to dance about the two others, and in. less than half an hour, seven
teen persons were asleep, but the first one only was put so by the count, the rest went to
sleep by proxy, if I may use that term. Every one exhibited astonishing clairvoyance,,
such as telling how many beans or shells a man held in his- hand, who took a handful at
random from a couple of basins that were filled with them. He explained his wonderful
power to us at the request of the company,, after the close of the experiments. I hesi
tate not to declare that his theory will do more to upset the spiritual hypothesis, than
anything yet advanced. I told him all I had seen in the way of raps, etc., but he smiled
and said, “It is true these things are done, but we do still stranger things in Paris and Vi
enna. I can take the power of speech or action from any man living, and yet not let him
see me. There is Jean Ballin who merely looks at an object, and it straightway moves
towards him. On the Boulevard du Temple, Hector produces you a full-blown rose from
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a greea bud in thirty minutes. There is a girl clairvoyant in Rue---------, who when
awaked, beats half the sleepers; she tells you all that you already know and much that
you may have forgotten. In the street Grande Pere, lives a boy who does all that and
more in the wakeful state, for he will correctly read your past life, even the minutest cir
cumstance; and in the Rue de Jour, lives a sage femme (wise woman,) who can read the
future even to the closest scrutiny of an hour’s events! It is possible to cultivate this oc
cult power to any extent, in any person living. The fact is, Sir, that all your American
philosophy is at fault, nor do you know even the rudiments of mental science. I am al
most ashamed of the tardy steps of real knowledge, on the great subject of psycholism in
civilized communities. Progress, indeed! There is really no such thing in Christendom.
The Eastern magi know more of man than all the philosophers in Europe or America. The
fact is, monsieur, all your philosophy is at fault, and instead of being surprised at
modern revelations of science, I am ashamed of the tardy steps of progress. Progress,
indeed! Where is it when the Eastern magi know far more than we moderns? Where,
then, is the boasted progress of civilization? Bah! philosophy is a humbug.” And I be
lieved him. The gist of his theory, as also his marvelous practice, is this: “The pas
sions of the soul are markedjis the physique. The difficulty lies in correctly determining
their relative degree of strength. Three passions, as: Ambition, Music, Love, are ever found
as centers round which all the others rotate. The grand difference in man’s features
springs from the relative strength of not all the passions collectively, but of one to the
other two members of the central trinity; because each of these central passions locates
its throne by turns upon the brain just above the eyes, and each can be discovered by
the peculiar expression of the eyes, at the time it hold the seat of empire. Now when I
want to subdue a person, I find out what three passions govern the soul; having learned
this by the gait, the voice or the position of the head, I next find out which of the three
reigns king. This is easy. The next thing I do, is to call up in my own soul the exact
opposite of the ruling passion in my subject, at the moment of the experiment—
This done, I center all my power on this opposite.
Now a vacuum never long
remains such; it is unnatural.
Therefore, I concentrate all my force within
myself, and the consequence is, the party to be affected finds it utterly impossible to
maintain the train of thought originally had, but insensibly glides into that which I have
rendered dominant in myself by mere force of volition. Thus I can kill a healthy man
by firmly persuading myself that he will die, or cure him by the opposite course. You
object and say, reason prevents a man from believing an original falsehood, but I say his
tory proves the reverse, and that a powerful man will effect a complete bouleversement (re
versal) of the public pulse by firmly and persistingly ordering it thus and so. Your
old methods of thought and action are wrong, my dear Sir,” said he, ‘ ‘and I prove it thus.”
I here waited with all patience for a demonstration, and had a horrible proof of what he
had just said, for I distinctly saw two headless and bloody trunks emerge from behind
my bureau and move to the opposite corner of the room. I shrieked in an agony of fear,
for it was broad daylight, and two of us saw the same. Baptiste smiled and said, “these
spectres are of course unreal. 1 learned the secret on the Punjaub, in India. I have just
revealed it to you. I simply saw that incredulity was the leading passion of your spirit
just then,-and I made myself believe that two ghastly spectres crossed the room; what I
believed you saw. And now I will let you into another secret, which I learned in upper
Nubia, of an old negro Fetich man; look!” I did so, and as I am a living man, I saw
flashes of fire darting in white and silvery lines all over the room.
“These lights,”
said he, “are but the reflections on your soul of my thoughts; it is what we, French, call
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Biologie, and you, Yankees, Psychology, only that we do it all by acting on our own souls,
and you, upon that of your subject for the time being. I have only time to show you
one more experiment, which will not only convince you that Spiritualism is an errant
humbug in one sense, but also that it is a dangerous source of disease, insanity, vice and
premature death. Now,” said he, “I perceive that you are not an arithmetician by the
form of your skull, but you shall be in a few moments, by the action of your soul upon
itself.” ***** After this last experiment he told me that when an idea gets
hold of a man, it generally ends by mastering him by its innate force. Now, the domin
ant idea of Spiritualism injures many by unfitting them for all else but fanatical "worship
of itself—a mere idea. I shall write more on this subject when I understand it better;
but one thing is certain, and that is unless Baptiste can ring a bell and split a two inch
plank by will-power, I shall still believe in spirits.
Yours,
P. B. Randolph.

IMMORTALITY.
BY

JOSEPH

TREAT.

John Patterson throws down this to me; “The naked idea of immortality is essential
ly pernicious to human progress and general well-being, and the batteries of mathematics
should be opened against it till it be riddled.” I throw down this to John Patterson;
The naked truth about immortality is just what all men ought to want to know; and
we are weak to content ourselves without a most thorough discussion of the subject.
“The naked idea of immortality is essentially pernicious to human progress and gen
eral well-being,” if it’s a lie—that’s the first question. You’ve “got the cart before
the horse,” John! “Lies don’t bless.”
But yet, I’ll demonstrate your proposition—just to accommodate you. Notice: It’s
not the “idea of immortality,” but the idea that this "idea” does so much good, that’s to
be “riddled,” now. I think that all humbug.
Doubtless, “hell” is such an infinite bugbear to multitudes of the Orthodox, that they
are too badly scared to do wrong; as well as, “heaven” is such an almighty bait to others
that they are bribed and hired to do right: but yet, it will scarcely be pretended that the
mercenary motive has done much toward bettering, either of the classes.
And as
to Progressives and Spiritualists, it is after all, not so much their belief in immortality
which makes them what they are; but it is their own organizations. And neither are
these organizations the result of this belief; but only of all influences, of which this be
lief is but one. What makes men good, or bad, is not their doctrines, but their natures.
So if they are good, they do not need immortality; and if they are not good, immortality
will not make them so. Though if it will do a little toward making them so, still the
opposite doctrine will not neutralize even that little; since you cannot make low men be
lieve the opposite doctrine. And on the other hand: If some would certainly do wrong
from disbelief in immortality, yet others would just as surely do wrong from belief in it.
Having a whole eternity before them, in which to get over the results of their bad actions,
they would not live nearly so well, as if they knew there was no other world, nor future;
but only this world, and now.
The Hereafter would prove their infinite temptation.
So that the great incitement to good—the mighty motive to right—is yet not immor
tality.
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And neither will disbelief in immortality shroud the world in gloom—plunge men into
unhappiness. It is still men’s natures that make them happy, as well as good; and not
their beliefs, nor disbeliefs. And forever, that is the law—that Truth makes not unhap
py: but those who are on a level with it, as soon see it a good—even the best; and those
who are not on a level with it, to them it is not Truth!' And then, either way, the world
will take care of itself, and of its own happiness. And by this time, the grand incentive
to reform—the infinite call to progression—is yet not immortality.
But now this “idea of immortality” is a real evil, a positive injury.
It is the sheer
mother of all the superstitions. Clods, devils, ghosts, witches, and all the other phantoms—all invisible beings—grow out of it alone. So do revelations, judgment-days, heav
ens, hells, sins, and all woes; and the whole batch of silly lies—silly lies, yet, that rule
the world! So from it only, do all things grow, that turn men away from the real and
the now—from themselves and their own happiness—to the unreal and the future—to
what does them no good, but keeps them from good. And if I assume all this, yet I
have not learned that you have a right to do all the assuming? At least, all this is in
volved in that question of truth, which you wanted not to have discussed in the right
place—first! When that’s settled, all this will be.
But at last, I will give you something which is demonstration; and not any assump
tion. Immortality absolutely curses the race in this: That it dwarfs the foremost minds
on the Planet—it stops them from taking the final step of progress—it prevents them
from becoming the world’s full Saviors. They fall below saving themselves, and so no
higher can they save others. If in the lower stages of unfolding, men may perhaps need
immortality, (and they do,) nevertheless, there is a point where that very immortality is
changed into a hindrance—the precise cause which more than all others put together, ob
structs their going any further. The last step, is, to become themselves—individual,
integral, great, brave, strong; their own providence; their own inspiration; their own
happiness; their own universe; last of all, in that one word, and with literally an infinite
emphasis, their own selves—but this step they never can take so long as they believe
in Gods, spirits above them, immortality! No man will be his own God, who believes in
another: no man will rely on, nor live, himself, who believes in spirits: and no man will
live the Now, nor round out and fill the perfect Present, who is ever looking beyond, to
some Hereafter.
No man will live so well, so long, so carefully, so healthily, so truly,
who believes in immortality. I speak from experience. 1" know that no-immortality
has made me, every way, and eternally, and infinitely better. It has made me more
brave, strong, self-just, self-protective, self-perpetuative, self-perfective. I shall live long
er now, than before; and round myself out to larger and fuller proportions. It has thrown
me on my own resources: put me on my feet: made me my own omnipotence, my own
fate, my own salvation. To say that it has made me more happy, (by unfolding to
my enraptured gaze such an infinite and a blessed universe as no man can have with im
mortality,) is but to mock the ineffable reality I would fain express. My consciousness
witnesses to the humble but soul-full breathing. Every way, I am more a Man and an
Angel! To me, then, the demonstration is actual. And I believe no man can at last melt
away into the perfect and beautiful goodness, into philosophy, into happiness, until he
gives up immortality. And I believe no man can grow to be utterly calm, dauntless, re
gal—'equal to any fate—until he gives up immortality.
And I believe no man can be
any other than a trembling coward, who is not willing to give it up!
My “demonstrations” you wanted to have “brief and very convincing?”
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THE GALLOWS, THE PRISON, AND THE POOR-HOUSE; a Plea for Humanity. By G. W. Quinby. Published by the Author, Cincinnati, Ohio. 326 pp. 12mo.

We are indebted to the Author for a copy of the work, whose title stands at the head
of this article.
The questions discussed in its pages are vital to human welfare. Attempt to evade the
task as it will, Society must provide for the pauper, the vicious, and the criminal; and an
enlightened humanity demands that the barbarities of our present criminal code with thefalse and the vindictive principles which give them life, be swept away, as the first step
towards the inauguration of a new policy.
Man progresses intellectually, and necessarily must, socially. Take, for instance, Eng
land, where two centuries ago two hundred crimes were punished with death, while now
but one crime is capital, and the manifest progress cannot be disputed. But the principle
of retributive vengeance which gave birth to this bloody code, is the life and soul of our
present criminal legislation. Nor can it well be otherwise. On the one hand, are ranged
the infidels and heterodox who clamor for laws which recognise the manhood of the crim
inal as an element not to be crushed out by the dungeon or the halter, but worthy of de
velopment and culture—not to be chilled with merciless vengeance, but blessed with the
genial warmth of benevolence. On the other hand, the priests—the self-styled “mouth
pieces of the Almighty,” for centuries have boldly claimed, that Gfod visits sin with death
as one of the essential principles of his government, still cling to the gallows as one of
the most efficient means of human redemption. Like their prototypes, who 1800 years
ago, cried, “Crucify him,” their path has been marked with the blood of heretics and of
In the colony of Connecticut the priests re-enacted the laws of Moses, by
criminals.
Which rebellious and stubborn children were punished with death! In spite of priests
and bibles, such laws have fallen, and the gallows must follow them.
The bible is the strong arm which has upheld the gallows thus long, for men have been
taught to revere it, instead of reason or humanity. Hence, the Author has been compelled
to prove the death penalty opposed by the bible.
It is right that he should devote so
much space to this question, for this point gained, the battle is won; for the sweeping array
of facts he has given, tell with irresistible significance against the death penalty.
The Christian tells us, that God is just, holy, and pure; that we must be imbued with
his spirit, receive his law, and enforce it. He also, tells us, that no true and ennobling
conception of a Deity has come to man, but through the bible.
How then, stands it?
Nations do not rise higher than their God, in just and merciful government. And unless
the God of the bible can be shown to hold human life too sacred to be violently taken
from him as a penalty for disobedience, it is absurd to suppose that Christians will be
merciful enough not to wreak retributive vengeance on the criminal. The stream will
not rise higher, or be purer, than its fountain.
The Old Testament professes to give a history of God for over three thousand years;
the New Testament covers but one century. If “God is unchanging,” the former, cover
ing so much greater space of time, must be authoritative as to his dealings with man.
And in this, Gen. 9. 6., the advocates of hanging find its divine sanction: “Whoso sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed.”
This text, Rev. Dr. Cheever calls,
“the citadel of the argument commanding and sweeping the whole subject.” He and
others claim that this is an imperative and eternal law of God. His opponents style it a
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mere declaration that the murderer shall die by violence. Which is right? “Let me
say,” says the Author, “that this verse has had twelve different translations, all by
learned Christian men”—some on one side, some on the other. “And let us put the reas
onable question here, whether it is probable that Almighty God would have left a matter
of so much importance, resting upon a single line of Hebrew—and that line so ambiguous
as that twelve different Christian men of character, sincerity, and learning, give it as many
different renderings?”
Reason, so much reviled since the days of Tom Paine, is thus
made the tribunal before which the bible is arraigned!
This passage, so far from infallibly settling the question, needs the rest of the bible to
dispel its own obscurity. True, it was spoken just after God had made a wholesale de
struction of human life, by the Deluge, as a penalty for the disobedience of man. Here
the generic principle was evolved, that life should pay the penalty of violation of God’s
law. Is it unnatural or unreasonable to suppose that such a God would require the life
of the murderer to be taken?
He is represented as slaying the first-born of the Egyptians, and finally overwhelming
them in the Red Sea, for the hard-heartedness of Pharaoh. For the worship of the bra
zen calf, God ordered every man of the Levites to slay his brother, and three thousand
were slain to appease his wrath. Such out-bursts of passion were very common with
the God of Moses—Godhood as well as manhood being yet rudimental and needing de
velopment. Think of a God of love choosing the murderer Moses to write his law—a
law imposing the death penalty for thirty four different offenses! Jehovah was a God of
vengeance. His victims, of the Israelites alone, for such offenses as looking into the ark
and numbering the people, are counted by the hundreds of thousands. Such, were the le
gitimate fruits of the spirit which dictated the Mosaic code and sent the Jews on a fillibustering expedition into the land of Canaan.
Applying to him the rule of the New
Testament:—“By their fruits ye shall know them;” and it is an easy matter to conclude,
whether God has sanctioned the death penalty as of divine authority.
True, Christian men have said, that he who gave life has the right, alone, to take life.
Yery few deny this; and, it is within the memory of most of us, that on the death of a
darling child, priests have consoled the parents with the lie that God in his special provi
dence had taken its life! We deny divinity to the heathen conceptions of Deity, because
they are gross, sensual, and sanguinary. Yet, we are urged to accept another, at whose
deeds and spirit as portrayed in the bible, the humanity of this age stands aghast! To
say the least, it shocks our sense of propriety, that a God of Love should select as the
exclusive recipients ot divine truth for ages, a set of men, who, on the one hand, could be
kept from idol-worship only by the fear of death, and on the other hand, so deadened to
all humanitary instincts, as to wage a war of extermination against an unoffending people.
“Why, should we go back four thousand years for our morality, our laws, our religion,
our faith?” asks the Author. “Yet this is what the majority of Christians are every
where doing.” “We are not heathen, nor Hebrews, but Christians.” Very well, if you
have progressed beyond that age and its idea of right, why ask us to believe in the au
thor of a book now obsolete for eighteen centuries? Friend Quinby, throw aside your
cant about the bible “as the greatest gift of God to man,” and be a man, worthy of this
age, if you would strike true blows for humanity.
If this morality “was designed for a particular people, in a particular age, and was
therefore temporary”—out-grown by man; so is the Godhood of the bible. For, while
the precepts of Jesus were more humane than those of Moses, yet he fell a victim to the
merciless retribution of Jehovah, The God of the Primitive Church is essentially one

•yrivh that of fhe Jews. His vengeance on mankind must be sated with blood, not of bul
locks, but—so intensely diabolical had his wrath become in its culmination—nothing but
the blood of the God-man Jesus could appease it. Animals were slain in man’s stead,
qmder the old Dispensation, to atone for sin; but according to the creed of all evangelical
Christendom, a divine sacrifice, only, could atone for man. By just so much as Christ
surpasses Moses in character, does the Christian scheme of atonement exceed in vindict
iveness the Jewish. While the doctrine of justification bj’- the blood of Christ stands in
Christian creeds unmolested, will priests be the warmest champions of hanging. Nor
can the battle be successfully fought, without first overthrowing the bible, on which this
false dogma rests. No man can be true to his manhood and receive the bible or its pro
fessed author, as truly divine.
The fagot and the stake, to which heretics were doomed by the Church, the intolerance
of the Puritans, plainly show the vindictiveness of the doctrines of Christendom, and no one
need expect its priests to hold human life sacred. The blunted slaves of rum and lust, who
are “cheek by jowl” with them, the gallows renders worse, as the Author shows.
As a record of the progress of the race and an embodiment of facts, arguments, and
principles, which are invaluable to every friend of reform in criminal legislation, this work
ds of great worth, and we bid it a hearty God speed.
w. s. B.
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BY MINERVA PUTNAM.

In the discussions on free love, no woman has attempted to give her views on the sub
ject. Why is it? I know there are women who can and dare utter their thoughts.—
Then let them do it.
Will you let men fight the battle for you, when, without your help, they can never
•conquer, and for the reason they are not women, have not woman’s feelings, woman’s instincts; and of course, cannot bear her wrongs and her persecutions?
L. A. Hine talks very prettily, and gives woman a chance for a divorce if her husband
should use force in his demands on her person. Will the law grant her one for that?—
No!
But then she may refuse at pleasure, he says; she can do so, but the curses, the blows,
and broken bones, which sometimes follow such a refusal, show what it is her lot to bear.
If she have children, her great love for them will cause her to endure that bitterness of
speech, that moroseness of temper, those outbursts of anger, when his wants are denied,
which the strong though sensitive heart of woman only can endure. Wearied with contin
ual contention, she submits, knowing too well that one indulgence will soon be followed,
by another and yet another, till her physical system is prostrate and a lingering illness
follows, giving some rest to the body only to encounter the same fiendish outrage, soon after
if not before she can move from her couch. Women who might make kind and affection
ate wives, are compelled to be distant and even sour, for, say they, if we meet our husbands
wi th smiles and kind words, such as our hearts prompt, their demands would be so great that
we could not endure them, consequently, we must appear unnatural, or submit to what
we loathe. Such a state of things exists in every town, in every neighborhood, and I
m ight say, in almost every hamlet.
Bet me give a few facts out of the many which have come within my knowledge.—
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There is a man of prayer—one. who morning and evening asks his Maker to cleanse him
from all impure desires, to forgive his sins and lead him in the path of virtue. He is
looked upon by old and young as a good, kind, Christian man. Let us look into his in
ner life. His wife was a strong, rosy girl, whose whole life had been buoyant with health.
Soon after marriage, her strength gave way. Doctors were resorted to and money paid
freely; but she knew that all was in vain. She reasons with the Christian husband; she
begs, she implores him to spare her. “But no,” he answers; “I married you for that end,
and I must be gratified.” She threatens to leave him. Of what use is it? He knows
her parents would bid her return and obey her legal master. Then she refuses him en
tirely, but the rage manifested, the threats uttered by this devil incarnate, frighten her
into submission, and days and weeks of pain and misery are the consequence. Friend
Hine might visit such houses, and stay not a day but weeks at a time, and he would see
nothing but sunshine and harmony—so carefully is the marriage bed guarded, that unless
& person is more than a mere guest, he might be deceived into the belief that this cry
about woman’s slavery is false.
Again; a man, who it seems, thinks because a woman is his by legal sanction, he can
give loose reins to his passions, nightly spares not the one he professes to love and
has promised to protect; not even at those times When nature is monthly performing her
work of purifying the system, does he give her rest, but demon-like pursues this course
until exhaustion or death compels him to desist.
Instances like the last are common—'are taking place all around us. Still woman must
not raise her voice, must remain the humble flower to be crushed by man, smiling ever,
ready to obey, not daring to expose her wrongs, for fear it will break up the family. FamHies had better be scattered to the four winds of heaven, than grow up amid such scenes
of pollution as everywhere mar the face of this glorious earth.
Another fact; there is a man who is intelligent, honest, and, before the world, leads a
Christian life; yet in confidence he says, “he cannot get along without the sexual embrace
thrice as often as he retires to rest.” One angel wife lies in the grave; another noble one
is soon to follow. Had not those motherless children a right to a mother’s.life? Of course,
but the husband had a right too, and his lust took precedence of all higher claims.
Whose whole being does not revolt at the thought of such crimes? Friend Hine would
have us believe they are exceptions. I wish they were—all women wish so too, and it
is woman that must make them so. She must rise in the dignity of her nature and declare herself free—free only to love those she must; and rest assured such men would find
few indeed who would yield to such inhuman outrages.
What would our opponents say of a man, who not an hour before a babe is born unto
him, should outrage the person of the wife, because her sickness would prevent another
opportunity for some time? Yet such things have taken place, and among the so-called
respectables of society. Had such women been free, think you they would have submitted?
Marriage makes Woman the property of man, and she must submit. There is no use
of quibbling in this matter, of attempting to cover from sight those loathsome ulcers on
society which are bred by marriage, and which nothing but its abolition can heal.
Some who are laboring for humanity, would have us believe that when all become tillers
of the soil, men will be more spiritual and less animal. With a class it might be so, but
facts do not prove that farmers are less given to sexual excess than others, as every fact
I have stated, occurred with farmers’ sons who lived and worked on farms themselves.
. It is freedom, and nothing but freedom, that can restore men and women to their native
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purity. In ot freedom in one thing, but in all. One part of our nature cannot be curbed
'-except at the risk of injuring the whole structure, spirituall3r as well as “physically; and
nothing but entire restoration to nature will redeem the world from the moral filth and
'degradation in which mankind are every where, reveling.
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BT J. W. TOWNER.

We have been talking and writing a long time now, about the social equality of woman
and freedom and justice, and considering what we must do to bring about those much de
sired objects. And many of us, perhaps, the most of us, are waiting for the time to come
When we can do something; we are waiting for Association, for Community, for social re
organization of some sort, before we will undertake to do anything, or much, towards the
realization of those objects; we think we can do nothing in present social conditions worth
attempting; we can do nothing for freedom, while living in such enslaving and enslaved
conditions; we can do nothing above the common plane of social or commercial justice,
while surrounded and borne down by the organized injustice of civilization; we can do
nothing for the development of woman’s self-hood and independence for self-support, while
we are so isolated from one another, and have to labor under such and so great disadvan
tages as woman’s present social and industrial position presents. So we conclude to wait
for more favorable conditions, and accordingly we do wait—talk and wait, not “labor and
wait”—and so do little or nothing.
Is this wise? Is it philosophical or practical? To me it bodes no good. I fear, that,
if we continue in this conviction, we shall never do anything. Many seem determined to
accept of nothing short of a full realization of our cherished principles, and that immedi
ately we commence to work. So we must wait until we have acquired strength and sur
rounding advantages, which will enable us to pass the “great gulf” which lies between the
present social order and the one to which we aspire, at a single leap; we will not be sat
isfied to do it by short, slow, and arduous steps. But, after all, is it not becoming some
what evident, that the latter method is the only possible one, that it is an inevitable one,
and that, if we do not adopt it, we shall fail of our object entirely. Are we not beginning
to see that, instead of this waiting, we must go to work right here and now, and as
having studied out what we can do, even if it be but the smallest appreciable thing, take
hold and do it; and this done, find something else and do that, and so on, till the way is
prepared for great deeds and greater results? Each one of us, men and women, thus do
ing something—that each one best can with the means possessed and in the position oc
cupied—would we not, in the aggregate, bring about valuable results, even in our tran
sient state? and, more than all, would not the experimental life which we should thus
lead, bring us great individual benefit, in the way of educating us for the higher life
Which we wish to reach?
To illustrate: the industrial and consequent pecuniary independence of woman is the
chief prerequisite to her obtaining freedom and equality. Her labor must be rewarded
as well as that of man; she must control her own industry and manage for herself that
she may be able to support herself in independence.
Till she is thus independent, she
will be more or less enslaved in her affections. How, must we wait? Shall we wait for
social re-organization, before we undertake to secure this independence to woman? Is it
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consistentforusmen who live in love relations, to continue to hold all the property we may
possessor acquire? Ought we, any longer, to wink at or countenance, in any way, this ab
sorption of woman’s individuality in respect to industrial and pecuniary matters? Ought we to
consent to ha' , voman thus cramped and forbidden to develop within herself business tal
ent, by supervising, managing, husbanding, using and expending the fruits of her indus
try, as seems to her desirable and proper? Ought we to keep our clutches upon the purse
strings and thus keep woman, even if it be but nominally, in the position of a beggar?—
For one, I cannot bear the thought of so doing.
Having come to feel thus, sometime since, by mutual consent, myself and wife separated
our interests as far as possible under existing circumstances. In writing, I relinquish to
her one-half of our property and of its future increase, and, since that time, so far as the
rights of industry and property are concerned, we are as separate from each other as from
the world around us. Our relation to each other is that of business partners, both as it
respects the property we possess and the expenses of living. All expenses which accrue
for the purchase of supplies for mutual wants, such as food, house rent, wood, lights and
other like things, are equally divided between us. The same is true of the expense of
providing for our children. For the labors of the household, I pay her at the usual
/ rate of wages for men’s labor. A book account is kept which shows, at all times, the
exact state of our pecuniary affairs. Such things as are desired or needed exclusively or
mainly for personal use and comfort, are supplied by each, independent of the other.—
Thus, there is no degrading or hampering dependence; we escape, on the one part, from the
dishonorable position of owning another; and, on the other, from the degrading one of be
ing owned. We know that entire justice is not attained by us in these arrangements, but,
nevertheless, we feel that we have made a great and desirable approximation to it, and
the experience which such a course is bringing to us, we are confident, will bejof great ad
vantage to us in any future experiments in which we may be engaged.
What think
you, my brother and sister Socialists? Can not we do something practical now?

EDITORIAL ITEMS.
The Letter from Paris.—It must not be understood that we endorse this letter.

It
has a Munchausen air about it; but it is a curiosity, to say the least, and whether all true
or not, is worth reading. The author’s name has been handled pretty freely in some of
the Spiritual papers, and charges have been made both against his integrity and sanity.
But our readers must judge for themselves.
Discussion of Free Love.—Obnoxious as this subject is, it was publicly discussed for
several evenings in succession, in the Spiritual Conference of Cincinnati, last Spring, and
the resolution denouncing Free Love was lost on a final vote. The same subject was al
so discussed publicly in Waukegan, 111.; and recently in the city of Boston. Ladies at
tend these investigations, and proper people are outraged that they should. But there
are some who take love to be something higher than mere lust, and these will investigate.
Social questions are exciting a far more general interest than formerly. We shall thank
our friends to keep us “posted” as to what is being done in their several localities in the
way of inquiry, discussion, action, etc.
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THE SOCIAL MYOLUHQMST.
THE ENTIRE FRONT OF REFORM.
CHAPTER II.
TEMPERANCE

REFORM.

"THE PRIMARY CAtTSE OP INTEMPERANCE AND THE ONLY MEANS OF ITS ERADICATION.

We have normal appetites and desires, all of which should be gratified in temperance.
It is the excess that is wrong, and when this obtains, there is need for “temperance re
form.”
The exercise of the higher faculties ofour nature, as benevolence, love, religion, etc., may be
carried to excess, as well as the exercise of lovrer faculties. We may make a dissipation ofour
moral sentiments, as well as of our animal appetites. Every faculty is entitled to its just
share of action in the harmony of integral life; and when a monopoly is given to the high
er elements of our being, the lower elements are defrauded, and the harmony is deranged.
An example of this kind is to be met with in “protracted meetings ” and “revivals.” This
is the dissipation of what is religion on a lower plane of humanity. Our Methodist friends,
who occupied sixteen consecutive nights trying to get up a revival in this neighborhood,
would be fit subjects for a lesson in temperance. At the close of the first week, the “dis
tressed ” visages of the principal preacher and the more excitable and zealous of his coad
jutors amongst the members, betrayed the unmistakable effects of dissipation. The con
stant excitement and loss of rest exhaust the vital energies; and when the reaction cornea
on, irritable nerves, bad colds, and bad feelings are the closing consequences of religious
debauchery. After the meeting has been terminated, the excessive action of the religious fac
ulties subsides into a religious stupor, and the animal nature now takes its turn and rou
ses into unwonted action, commensurate with the fraud it has suffered through religious
monopoly. The “tempter” becomes more importunate than ever; and new converts tell
at class-meeting and love-feast, what sore temptations they had a few days or a few
weeks after a “revival;” and old members feel that the adversary renews his efforts at
such times, and they suffer a temporary dearth of divine favor;—and hence, what is due to
their own irregularities and excesses, they charge to the devil. Temperance in the ex
ercise of the religious and other exalting sentiments of our nature, is as much a virtue, as
temperance in the gratification of the animal appetites,—even more so, for the more rapt
the pleasure which belongs to the exercise of any faculty, the more exhausting is its ex
cessive action.
Intemperate study, or the excessive action of the intellect, is a fruitful source of in
sanity and disease. Society is so constituted, at present, that the vocations of life am
VOL. Ill, NO. IT.
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e .ther exclusively mental, or exclusively physical—at least, they are too much so; and as
every form of society will demand such system of education as is adapted thereto, so
the “schools” of civilization discipline the intellect only, or rather a part of the intellect.
Ambition, in consequence, allies itself with the action of those faculties, monopoly is
given them, the vital energies are exhausted, and the intemperate student is on his road
to the lunatic asylum or to the grave.
This form of intemperance is, therefore, to be
referred to the direction which ambition takes from the existing constitution of society,
and the evil will not be removed, till the structure and tone of society are modified, and
its vocations and schools made integral and harmonious.
A more circumscribed application of temperance reform would have reference to the
gratification of the animal appetites. By virtue of one of these appetites, the species is
continued; by virtue of the other, the life of the individual is maintained. There is a
great deal said about temperance in the use of beverages, something about temperance in
the use of food, but next to nothing about temperance in the gratification of the sexual
appetite.
There are three general forms in which sexual excess obtains. One, is the perversion
of solitary vice and otherwise, of the unmarried; another, the unbridled lust within the
pale of wedlock; and the other, the common prostitution of city life. Sexual excess, like
all other forms of intemperance, can only he removed by removing the cause, whenever
it be discovered what that is.
The usual application of “temperance reform” has reference to the use of intoxicating
drinks. The excess of such use is a curse so Well known as to need no definition or de
scription here. Various means have been resorted to, to effect a cure of the evil. Wash
ingtonian Societies, Carson Leagues, the Orders of Sons and Daughters of Temperance,
Maine Laws, etc., have all been tried. By these means, the siren cup has been deprived of
its victims in occasional instances, but yet drunkenness with its attendant miseries prevails
in all the land as heretofore. A new crop of drunkards rises up, to take the place of the
many that die and of the few that are reclaimed. The temperance reform that we have
had leaves the cause of the evil untouched, and this great Upas of civilization stands as
firmly and grows as vigorously as ever. Occasional branches are lopped off, but others
soon sprout up to take their place. We must cut up the evil by its roots, or its noxious
presence will forever mar the beauty of humanity.
There is a general cause for almost all forms of intemperance, and it may be stated
thus: The failure of existing society to provide the appropriate objects of gratification for
all the faculties of our integral nature, in their normal and harmonious uses. A s man rise®
in the scale of being, his legitimate wants increase, and unless the proper means of grati
fication increase in a commensurate degree, there is ungratified want, an aching void, a
craving for something; and if the appropriate food be not at hand, the sufferer is apt to
seek gratification in something foreign to his actual needs. An individual may have a
symmetrical organization, but if you place him in circumstances where only half his fac
ulties can have gratification, the other half become clamorous for their appropriate objects
upon which to act. What the individual wants is the harmonious exercise of all his facul
ties, and if part of these suffer deprivation, the rest will run into excessive or depraved
action.
So long as an individual enjoys the comparative freedom of unmarried life, his affectional nature has a pretty wide range for legitimate gratification in all respects but one, and
-for its gratification in this respect, he resorts to unloving amours or to solitary vice. Af
ter he is put in affectional bonds, and confined in his love to one object, and that one,
perhaps, not very congenial to himself, affording but a partial satisfaction to his affectional
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wants, lie is almost sure toresortto some kind of stimulation to make life endurable. He
generally takes to sexual excess within the “sacred” precincts of marriage, and to excess
ive money-getting any way he can.
Sometimes he takes to his religion, his politics, or
his studies with redoubled energy; but this only occurs when he is already too much
inclined this way by an idiosyncraey of his nature. Copious draughts of strong tea and
■coffee, or enormous quids of tobacco, are often used to fill up the affectional void. The
victim of unrest at home seeks the social and alcoholic stimulus of the barroom, and so
becomes the victim of habitual intoxication. Thus originates depraved appetite; and this
in turn sets the fashion. “Fast young men” feel manly with a cigar, pipe, or ping of to
bacco in their mouths, and manlier still with “a dram ahead.” B’hoys grow up in the
way that leads to drunkenness and other kinds of dissipation. The prostitution of wed
lock entails an irritable amativeness upon the offspring, and at an early age, these plunge
into some pool or other of sexual filth.—Hence I refer the various forms of intemperance
directly or indirectly to the compression and starvation in one direction ,which provokes
to excess in another direction. The great central cause of religious, intellectual, sexual,
and gastric intemperance, is plainly referable, as I conceive, to the want under existing
social conditions, of proper food for the gratification of all the faculties in harmonious
action.
The educational influences of the various activities of human progress have raised the
people above those mental conditions, which are satisfied with monotonous routine and the
meager sources of enjoyment. Even those who are born to poverty and degradation, are
often descended from ancestry that once stood much higher in the social scale, and had the
advantages of culture and refinement.
Such are weighed down with the burden of un
gratified longings, and becoming desperate with the injustice of deprivation they plunge
still deeper into debauchery and woe.
The light-hearted girl is temperate in all respects, except, perhaps, in the exuberance
■of her joy.
But her father fails in business, and the libertine makes her his prey, and
penury and disgrace curse her every hour. She finds none to love her, and none to em
ploy her—she is an outcast, and she flies to the house of prostitution, or marries some
wretched victim of dissipation, to become still more wretched herself. It was the depri
vation of social and moral, rather than of physical food, that drove her into intemperance.
The infernalisms of civilization cursed her all the way through; they provided a life of de
bauchery, and then plunged her into it.
Society is so constituted at present, that one becomes the oppressor of another. The
lucky one indulges the intemperance of excessive accumulation; and for every one that be
comes excessively wealthy, many become excessively poor. These suffer deprivation and
are tempted, in consequence, into the excesses which usually go hand in hand with starving
penury. The rich are tormented with the ennui of indolence, or harassed with perplexities
of business cares, and they resort to stimulation for relief; the indigent are driven to excess
ive toil and they, too, take to stimulation for a temporary relief from the canker of exhaus
tion and depression which gnaws at their vitals. Thus is the monopoly of property a pri
mary cause of intemperance. Another primary cause is affectional monopoly—the social
despotism of existing society, and especially of its central institution, marriage. The
free play of the social affinities is not permitted, and social starvation is the consequence.
A man may own a wife, who has little capacity to make him happy, but much capacity
to make others so; and in like manner, a woman may own an uncongenial husband.—•
Hearts formed for love find affinities where the tyranny of law and custom does not per
mit the freedom of enjoyment, and the wronged conscience and the wrung heart, by
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the blind impulse of their feverisii unrest, drive the sufferers to the tippling-house or the
bawdy-house.
The attempt to suppress intemperance by Maine Laws will be forever a failure.. Those
who resort to alcoholic stimulation, do so to relieve the depression which their own misfor
tunes have caused, or which exists as a constitutional tendency derived from an; unfortun»te
parentage. Such must have stimulation, and if deprived of one kind, they will resort to an
other. Philanthropists must learn that integral temperance cannot thrive i®' any but a
free atmosphere. Those legal tyrannies which a mistaken zeal has instituted for the ar
bitrary suppression of intemperance, will soon be known only as things that were. I will
admit that despotism plays its part to a certain extent among the activities of progress,,
but it is meet for us to remember that a growing humanity will not bear too much of thisThere is too much of the absolutism of Russia in the armed force which executes the
Maine Law, and aspiring freemen will endure only so much of this as they deem ab
solutely indispensable.
We may educate the higher nature, and develop greater capacity for enjoyment, but
unless we furnish the means of fruition to this enlarged capacity, the ranks of intemper
ance may gain by the very act of education. If we refine the sensibilities and enlargethe capacities for enjoyment, and then surround them with despotisms fencing out the le
gitimate objects of gratification, we increase the danger of perversion and excess. This
is shown by the large accessions which the ranks of intemperance are constantly receiving
from the professional and educated classes. With the advance of education; there is urgent;
demand for freer and more diversified social conditions. There is not an- open field in
society as it is for the gratification of all our legitimate needs. There is not that ready
access, which there should be, to the soil and to the industries for the means:of subsistence.
There is not that equality between the sexes, which should obtain for the' good of both.There is not that provision made, which should he, for the exercise of our-social faculties
in connection with elevating amusements. The conditions do not obtain which should, for
the gratification of our higher nature in connection with the exercise of our industrial
energies. The educational influences of life are not adapted, as they should he, to theintegral unfolding of our nature in the midst of harmonic surroundings; Society is a harJ
master; Retrains up its children in discord upon scanty fare, and then withholds the bounities of a peaceful and satisfied existence. Tyranny reigns, where there should be free
dom. The hands even, are fettered as they should not be; the conscience is not free as
at should be; the heart is weighed down with a crushing tyranny;—the highest energies
of our being are in thrall.
Our social nature allies itself, directly or indirectly, with
every aspiration of our existence, and man must live a distorted and fragmentary life,.till
the conditions of affectional freedom he established. The suppression in one direction
will forever result in excessive action in some other direction—-intemperance;-—and this
state of things will continue till the whole man be free—hands, conscience,.reason, heart—
free in all the relations of life.
The external conditions of society correspond to the mental aggregate of the ■ people
who constitute that society. The one is the projection or outgrowth of the other. The
animal nature of the mass, still being insubordinate to the higher nature, men will not
trust themselves, and so is social despotism still a necessity of the social condition of man.
This general insubordination of the animal man forges the chain of selfish and discordant
results. Individuals cannot be fraternal in the affairs of love, hut each must selfishly
appropriate an object of affection to be his own exclusively. Out of this selfish and ex
clusive sexual union of the pair, springs the family; and then follows the strife of families
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for the means of subsistence and the pageantry of family pride. Hence, the general ra
pacity of civilization—good in its place, and right in its way, I admit; hence, the scramble
for wealth, in which some are fortunate and others unfortunate; and thus do the few be
come the oppressors, and the many the oppressed. This selfishness and this wrong go
hand in hand, and till man is educated above this plane, into the freedom of all his facul
ties, there will be penury and starvation on the one hand, and excess and intemperance
on the other.
The evil of intemperance finds the soil of humanity adapted to its growth, and it will
not perish so long as that adaptation continues.
As man rises in development, and his
nature acquires a greater variety of wants, so does he also become more sensitive to the
denial of their legitimate gratification. The preponderating mass of humanity demands
the despotism which forbids the gratification, and hence the excess and intemperance which
offsets this compression, will not yield to the superficial, though well-intended efforts of
“temperance reformers.”
Intemperance is a disease which pertains to this stage of hu
man advancement; it is a necessity of existing conditions, and no power can eradicate it
while those conditions obtain. Dissipation is as much a necessity of existing social con
ditions, as the simoom is of the desert; and this must needs be, till humanity shall have
become more sensitive to the tortures of such a life as it now leads, when the crisis will
come, and the recuperative [progressive] energies of the race will remove the malady
through the institution of social conditions, which will supply to all the means of grati
fying their legitimate wants. This done, the symmetrical constitution will not run into
excesses in any direction.
There is much perversion of appetite now, that is hereditary, and the subjects of such
perversion would be likely to run into excess, even if surrounded with the conditions of
integral life; but this hereditary tendency was originally induced by deprivation affecting
the ancestry which exposed them to the inroads of temptation, and entailed upon the off
spring the perverted appetites of intemperate habits.
Once men are prepared for the
freedom of the individual from all arbitrary constraint; once they have established the
conditions wherein is to be found the gratification of all their legitimate wants, these mor
bid cravings would be speedily overcome, and the individual installed sovereign of himself
to live a life of greater harmony and happiness.
The great work then is education, as the means of progress. This, man is receiving
more, perhaps, than he intends, and he will receive it more and more. He must be edu
cated till he sees the need, and demands the institution, of other social conditions—such
as are freer—such as will afford the means of integral enjoyment; and then we shall have
a “temperance reform” that will be radical, effectual, and lasting.
That temperance reform has not abated the evil of intemperance, every one knows.—
New distilleries and new groggeries are yearly springing into existence, to supply the in
creasing demand for the stimulating beverage. When I say that intemperance is a ne
cessity of existing conditions, I but state a fact, for the consequences of which I am not
responsible. If its tendency be to weaken effort in behalf of temperance reform, I can
not help it, but it need not do so. I would not disparage efforts that are now being made
for the reclamation of the drunkard, and the relief of suffering caused by intemperance.
They have their uses, and in the gladness brought to the hearts of the few they save, the
labor is amply rewarded. But at best, the usual remedies are only anodynes and pallia
tives. Benevolent men are striving for the relief of their suffering fellows; and in doing
so, they must pursue such course as their own wisdom directs. Such activities keep the
waters of humanity from stagnating, and every effort that reclaims a drunkard and saves

his familyt is so much added to the general stock of progressive energy. All reformatory*
effort, however indirectly, is tending to the great culmination, social revolution and the
reconstruction of society. And until the social change takes place by which these evils wilB
be forever banished, the cry will continue to break forth, and with truth too,, in a sense,,
that “the world is getting worse.”
Men will feel it to be worse, in that the heart has.
become more sensitive to the pangs which the evils inflict.
But this increasing sensi
tiveness to wrong and pain will hasten “the good time coming.”
There be some ready
now, and they are entering upon the fruition of a higher freedom and a more harmoniclife. For the many, this consummation may be still in the far off future; but the activi
ties of progress will not cease; and suffering humanity will labor for relief; and there is.
a glorious hope for all.
That I have not mentioned the insidious character of alcoholic stimulants, and the
gastric perversion of coffee-drinking and tobacco-using, it must not be inferred that I
deny the influence of these things in aggravating the disease of intemperance. These
stupefying and intoxicating articles exist, and legislation will not put them out of the
way. Man must rise above them; and I claim that when people demand other social con
ditions so ardently as to go to work and establish them, they will abandon the excessive
use of stimulants,and discard all such as are unnatural. I have this faith in the moral
self-government of the individual man.

THAT

MATHEMATICAL

PROBLEM

AGAIN.

BY JOHN B. WOLFF.

Mathematical problems, when demonstrated, have the force of self-evident truths or
axioms, compelling the credence of all minds capable of comprehending; because every
step of the process, from the known and self-evident, to the unknown, is so clearly de
fined as to admit of no doubt.
“Ail truth is mathematical.”—“All possible mathematics are embodied in the human
organism;” may be true—not demonstrated, and this is the point for a mathematician who
should always be a logician. “An epitome” of the Universe upsets the second assump
tion; for no one part can equal the whole; that every principle and force may have a rep
resentation in man, may be conceded; butthe whole force can be comprehended in no being
short of infinite. If man contains all the forces, and these depend on organization, then,,
when the organism dies, the forces dependent, die also, and the Universe is extinguished.
Organization is the parent of life,” etc,, etc. Can there be organization without preexistent matter? Can there be matter without elements? Can the elements impart
that which they do not possess?
But “organization is self-existent.” Self-existent implies the capacity of perpetuity.—•
Hence, the organization may perpetuate itself in this or some other form, eternally.—If the organization is the Universe, and is self-existent, then the mathematical epitome
can never be extinguished, man never dies; no man has ever died; death is a mere phan
tom, the delusion of a disordered organization, a disordered mathematical Universe.
It dies, and so its resulting mind, power, action, all die.” Of course, it leaves the
power in nature to reproduce similar manifestations of mind, power, action. So then
there is an organism behind that of man; and it is of no force to ask, Whence the Infi-
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nite? There can be no organism without the adaptation of the parts to the whole.—
That adaptation implies intelligent action in preparation. It matters not to me that I
cannot tell whence the intelligence, nor yet trace it to its alpha; it is enough to deduce
mathematically that a higher power of mental manifestation exists, controlling universal
matter as my mind controls my own organism. There exists a general organism on a
stupendous scale, as perfect and harmonious in all its parts as that of man. If it is true
that mind results from organism then the organism determines the nature and pow
ers of the resulting mind—nothing can be clearer. Now the whole must be greater than
any of its parts; man is only a part of the general organism—a wheel within a wheel,
and,therefore,his resulting mind must be inferior to that which flows from the comprehending
mind or organism: Ergo, there is above and beyond man,a resulting mind pervading universal
organization, and comprehending within it, all the inferior and resulting effects. And
this is mathematical, if organism produces mind. I cannot comprehend the phenomenon
of my own intelligence; Why should I infer that I do not exist? So, why should I dis
pute the existence and intelligent action of a superior organism, because I cannot tell
whence it comes, or how it goes? Not cornered yet.
“The higher the organism, the greater the results.” Ergo, the universal organism must
produce greater results than the local or partial.
It may or may not be true that killing the organism, kills its results. In one sense, it
is not true. Every vegetable and animal organization has a specific purpose and use;—
these are accomplished in part, and pass off from the operator, and survive when the
cause has ceased.
“Mind results from organism.” That organism is composed principally of the grosser
parts of matter; Why may not finer, higher matter produce higher mind, action, power?
Does he not affirm this? But since gross matter produces the organism, which he esteems
an epitome of the Universe, yea, the Universe itself: and since this organism is itself a
result, Why may it not improve on the previous effort and produce an organism capable
of perpetuating ad infinitum, resultant mind, power, action? There is in this no greater
difficulty than presented in the first organism. There was a period w'hen I was not;
when my mind did not exist, for mind results from organism; What right, then, have I
to infer, that because I was not, I shall cease to be? That which caused me to be, may
cause me to continue; I know nothing about the former—nothing about the latter. He
knows what has been and is; he cannot know what will or will not be. Has he mas
tered all the latent principles and forces of nature, by which she works her wonders?—
How, then, can he affirm a universal negative? Is death an eternal sleep? Then he
cannot know it. If the mind results and ceases, then its capacity ends with the organism,
and there can be no report from the land of darkness. Mind ceasing, ceases to bear tes
timony; and since knowledge cannot exist without mind, and death destroying mind, it
is plainly inferable that I am treating Treat justly, when I say that he can know nothing
about the land beyond, because there is no mind, no intelligence there!!! And this is
mathematics. How irrational for him to affirm, that which according to his own mathe
matics, he knows nothing about.
“All power is in the human organism.” If true, how can he know this? There was
a time when this was not so; for power preceded him, or else he had not been. If all
power is in it, then he contains all the forces of the storm-king; all the might of the
slumbering or active volcano; all electricit3r, and all other forces, not in epitome, but “in
extenso.”
Then he is responsible for all the violence and wrong in the Universe.—Pudge! Ergo, human organisms produced the Bappings, etc. That is, because there is
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nothing but man; no power but man;no Universe but man; no mind but man;—all these*
mysteries must have been produced by that all-containing, controlling organism! The
conclusion would be very legitimate but for one difficulty,—the premises are not demon
strated; there are no mathematics in the logic,
“Matter ascends to higher and yet higher organisms;” the preceding and lower, seems,
a preparation for the succeeding and higher. No man can tell where organism and its re
sults commenced; how much less, where it will terminate. What right has any man to
infer that the powers of Nature are exhausted in the genus homo? Or that death ex
tinguishes the identity of any resulting mind, force, intelligence, in any organism?
For
aught Treat knows, all the results of all previous organisms may exist. He can only affirm
that it is contrary to his experience. But his experience is nothings for he affirms that
there is nothing beyond and above the human organism, and we cannot know or reason
about that which has no existence. It is plain, then, that if true, what he affirms can
never be known; there is, then, a resulting effect of natural action, for which nature has
provided no receptive intelligence. It follows, then, if some regular law or violent action
should extinguish the present organisms, the whole resulting action of the system, cul
minating in man, will be lost, unless, indeed, there exists the power, mind, intelligence,
to reproduce, and if to reproduce. I affirm to improve.
The moving, controlling power transcends the thing controlled; the resulting effect of
organism—mind—controls the body, and, hence, is superior to the body, (external) and
must be subject to other laws. The moving power is invisible; we cannot apply the ex
ternal senses to it; it is beyond our ken. We therefore do wrong to affirm or deny at
tributes to that power about which we can know nothing. The fourfold demonstration
is a failure, because it contains no self-evident or axiomatic truths applicable to the case,
and it fails to demonstrate its assumptions.
“Spirit is nothing; weighs nothing; has not matter enough to be mathematical.” How
profoundly conclusive and logical! “All truth is mathematical.” All matter was once
gaseous. All matter is mathematical. Air is matter; light is matter; electricity is mat
ter; magnetism is matter; mind is matter; all these are contained within six by two, and
»re mathematical, because they are matter. Neither of them are capable of being
weighed. Would like to see this specimen of “ALL-creating man” dissipate either of these
imponderable elements with a puff. And yet he knows “absolutely that the thing can
not be!”
Matter is indestructible. How can it be wasted and gone? He concedes electricity
and magnetism are mathematical; but who knows it but by interence? It is not yet
demonstrated, and how can a mathematician admit what is not demonstrated?
“To be a spirit, there must be first an organism, and then matter to render it compact,”
(he means dense.) How does he know this? He knows that this is true of man; but
he knows nothing about higher organisms, and, hence, he scouts that about which he knows
nothing. “That gets me.” So said a lady who said she would believe, if the spirits
would move her on the chair; straightway the chair turned and set her facing the wall.
“I’m got,” she exclaimed. But why pursue such a medley of assumptions and contra
dictions? Spirit is a mighty, omnipotent, self-existing, ALL-creating force, and no spirit
stall; Man is the Universe, and the universal actor or agent—does all these things; and
yet they are not done, for they are impossible!
All truth is mathematical—all matter is mathematical; all mathematics are capable of
demonstration; all positive knowledge is capable of demonstration; and yet he frankly
confesses he don't know how they are done, and because he don’t know, nobody knows;
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for he is man, and, therefore, an epitome; jea, the Universe itself, and must know all

things.
Is something done? Who does it? How is it done? The first he concedes; the sec
ond he answers by affirming man; and the third he confesses he knows not. It can
easily be shown, that if the phenomena called spiritual, are the product of human mind,
that the unconscious powers are superior to the conscious; and, therefore, that there is a
mistake in the organism. But the how is necessary to demonstrate the who;—the how
he cannot, and his unsupported assumption of the who, falls. Like the orthodox, he is
forced to admit the facts, but leaves us without a rational solution of the phenomena. Some
time it will come, when the infinite, all-creating Universe—man—is better understood by
his self-existing self. But not now; we must take the negative “ipse dixit” of men who
own up they do not know.
If these things are produced by human spirits in the body,, by mechanical means, they
must know it. If they know and deny, they are dishonest—untruthful. Can we af
firm this of all the believers and doers?
The effects of all conscious volitions must be known to the parties. And to suppose
the effects designed, willed, and no one able to repeat at pleasure, or honest enough to
show how, is absurd. If produced by the media, it must be by some unconscious, unknown
force. This hypothesis dispelled, and the objector must look elsewhere. To affirm the
unconscious theory, is to affirm that mind possesses knowledge without knowing it; exer
cises power without knowing it; which is simply absurd.
It is mechanical and mathematical that the moving of a ponderable body demands the im
mediate application of the agent or actor to the thing to be moved. Will Treat explain how
bodies are moved by human volition, without the visible physical contact or moving
agent? Has he the power to do this? What right, then, has he to affirm that which
is beyond his ability and contrary to his experience? If man is an epitome, and he is a
man, then he has all that any man can have, because he is the Universe; and the Micro
cosm contains more than the Macrocosm, and, therefore, he should be able to produce
all and singular these phenomena. Who is cornered now ?
But suppose these bodies are moved contrary to the wishes of all parties in the circle;
whence the directing intelligence? Suppose the moving power is left to its own voli
tions and intelligent action, above and beyond the physical ability, knowledge, and voli
tions of the parties, results; then whose the power and mind? But he has not seen such.
I have, and that makes the difference. Facts precede philosophy; — without matter there
can be no mathematics. The truly mathematical mind assumes nothing; demonstrates
all. Facts come first, and all philosophy must succumb to facts. He has produced no
fact, and it is doubtful if he ever can, to support his thesis. His twelfthly leaves us where
firstly began. He proves too much—proves nothing. Even if all these twelve agencies
Were combined to produce the result, there can be no unconscious conspiracy to produce
a conscious, intelligent result.
I affirm, then, 1, Power; 2, Extraordinary power; 3, Intelligence; 4, Extraordinary in
telligence. By power, I mean the moving of ponderable bodies; by extraordinary power,
the moving of bodies in such a way as to preclude the idea of human agency; and by ex
traordinary intelligence, I mean something beyond and above the minds of those who are
en rapport and form the circle.
I have seen five young men try to hold the leaf of a common dining table, by placing
their weight on one side, while the other side was unsupported. It neither tilted, nos
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yet could be held. I have seen objects transposed in a room without human contact;__
instruments carried over head, in every part of the room, while music was correctly played
on them, a light accompanying the instrument and the hand fully visible, that performed
this wonder. To affirm that this was an optical delusion, is to affirm that my senses are
of no use. To affirm that the hand is the conscious or unconscious product of man, is
to affirm that man is above nature, and can construct human organizations by a new and
improved method. If he possesses these latent powers, friend Treat should be thankful
for the advent of Spiritualism, by which they have been evolved; and those who are at
tempting to relieve woman and improve the breed of people, may as well shuc up shop,
as omnipotent, omniscient man will supersede the whole of them, by adopting a method
not at war with the rights of either party. The bible says, They that believe, out of their
bellies shall flow rivers of living waters. Yery convenient in a dry season and hilly
country. So I presume of friend Treat, out of magnetism, in human bodies, will flow all
possible force and knowledge—so that some day, we shall dispense with steam, electricity
and all propelling forces; for man need only will, and the tempest shall cease, and the
burning lava stay its fiery course, while the wings of commerce will flap listlessly against
the rigging—for almighty man wills the vessel to go, and off she moves, a thing of life
and action.
I have seen that hand write, and have read the writing; I have handled that hand at
pleasure. I have seen it perform many physical feats, and manifest superior intelligence.
I have propounded philosophical questions, original and unheard of by me, and the an
swer to which I could not imagine. I have seen the communicating intelligence affirm
the contrary of the opinion of the circle present, and yet the circle was wrong. In a word,
I have seen enough to convince me that we (some of us) are en rapport with the
spirit world; that a continued existence and identity are fixed facts. And I see nothing
in nature, nor yet in the mathematics of Treat ^unsettle that conviction.
“Why have they not occurred before?” The question applies equally to them as hu
man products. It has no force. Spirits were men, and are progressive; and, hence, the
conditions are improving; but no well-informed Spiritualist affirms their newness.

WHAT

IS

MARRIAGE.

BY FRANCIS BARRY.

Marriage is a system of Slavery.—The right of another to claim one’s earnings, consti
tutes one a slave. Every farthing the wife earns, belongs to the husband. In this re
spect, the essential feature of chattel slavery, the wife and the chattel-slave stand on a level.
They may wear fine clothes and fare sumptuously everyday, hut in both cases, the clothes
they wear and the food they eat, are the property of the master, and may be withheld at
his pleasure. The most devilish feature of chattel slavery, is the fact that the female
slave has no protection against her master’s lust; hut in this respect the wife and the
slave stand on a level. Either the husband or the master, in his conduct, may be manly
and pure, but if so, it is because he is too good to exercise the power placed in his hands.
Either the wife or the slave may be compelled to bear children against her will, and then
the mother and child may be separated by the man who owns them both.
Marriage is a system of Prostitution.—Prostitution is sexual intercourse without love.
That is, that degree of love that is essential to sexual attraction. Spiritual and sexual at-
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traction naturally go together. There may be, and are, various degrees of spiritual at
traction without the ultimation, but there is, naturally, no sexual attraction without a
high degree of spiritual attraction; that is, high in proportion to the spiritual develop
ment. But marriage is a system of sexual intercourse entirely independent of love.—Intercourse is always taken for granted in marriage, but love—at least a high degree of
love -is the exception rather than the rule; and generally the less love, the more ama
tive indulgence, but not the more amative enjoyment. The separation of the spiritual
from the physical element is a flagrant violation of Nature’s arrangements, and a violation
she is sure to meet with summary chastisement. It is the commonest thing that a wom
an marries for a home or for a position in society, or for some other reason, than that the
man to whom she is joined is the choice of her heart; and yet she is expected to lie down
with him and submit to his embrace; and this state of things continues even after it has
become disgusting and loathsome. What advantage has she over the common prostitute?
I hey both have sold themselves for a pecuniary reward, Indeed, the common prostitute
has some choice, but the wife has no choice;—-sheis a forced prostitute!
Marriage is a system of Rape.—This crime consists in imposing the sexual act upon a
woman, or demanding sexual gratification, without exciting the reciprocal feeling on her
part. It is not necessary that any force be used, but only that the indulgence be not re
ciprocal. As a general rule, there is no physical resistance, and, of course, no physical
compulsion. The wretched victim of lust is no doubt so crushed, so spirit-humbled, so
ignorant of her own rights, and of what her nature demands of her, that she goes on sub
mitting quietly, notwithstanding she submits in torture and unutterable loathing. Ninetenths of the children born in the world, are the product of indulgence unsought and un
reciprocated by the mother. The advocates of Free Love are charged with being licen
tious. We plead guilty to the charge of fascinating woman, but we never commit rape.
We resign lhat gentlemanly accomplishment to married men.
Marriage is a system of Masturbation.—Sexual intercourse when unperverted, is a ming
ling of the physical and spiritual. Love consists in the interchange of spiritual elements,,
or magnetism. But it is only when love reaches its ultimate, that this interchange is car
ried to the fullest extent. The parent is parent of the soul as well as of the body. The
spiritual nature of the parent produces the germ from which develops the spirit of the in
fant, while the physical furnishes the corresponding physical germ. The spiritual na
tures of both parties must be called into fullest action, in order to the concentration of
sufficient spiritual or magnetic elements for the germ of a well developed spiritual organiza
tion. But this production and deposite of spiritual elements is dependent entirely upon
the degree of attraction or reciprocity at the time of the sexual act.
There can be no
well developed children except as the product of a free or reciprocal sexual embrace;—
and the world must wait for the advent of Free Love before angels will be born upon
earth. In marriage, that reciprocal attraction is very rare, and what attraction there is
in marriage, is only so much free love under another name. Love is not essential to mar
riage, and what love there is between the married pair, is a thinghf itself; it is no part
of the marriage. Masturbation is the mechanical exercise of amativeness. It matters
not in what form it is indulged. If there is not a reciprocal indulgence, it is self-pollu
tion, no matter in what way the physical result is produced. The reason why we see
so many bodies walking about with no souls in them, is because these bodies are the pro
duct of masturbation. The physical part of the reproductive faculty is exercised often
enough, so there are bodies in plenty, but there is seldom a great degree of freedom or
reciprocity in the sexual act, consequently the, souls are very scattering and amazingly
small.
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TIE

AND

WOMAN’S

RIGHTS.

BT GEORGE ROBERTS.

“It is foolish, impious for a human being to swear that he will love another eternally."
A popular paper commenting on the above sentiment, says: “We take it for granted
that every Christian feels in his inmost soul, that it is both reasonable and right that he
should love and wed only one woman, and love her with constancy to the end of his or
her life." Possibly the writer would allow a “Christian” to love and marry a second
wife. That would be only one at a time, for Christians generally don’t believe in “dead
spirits.” Much less do they believe in living spirits who watch over their earthly loves
with tender care. Christians generally are looking forward to- the. resurrection morn,
when the blessed will be able to love a God who damns their dearest friends, not because
of their evil deeds, but because they didn’t believe on Christ, join the church and support
the priesthood!
There will be no danger of a “variety in love" in a heaven whose inmates can listen
with pleasure, to the wails of the lost. But to return,—the writer continues: “That so>
to love and cherish is his ‘reasonable service.’ We say we take it for granted that every
Christian man knows this. And upon this inward consciousness of the reasonableness and
righteousness of constancy in love, does the indissolubility of the marriage tie depend.’’’
If this be true, what need of law to secure the marriage tie?
Yet he asks, “Does any one doubt that if a law were passed by accident, dissolving
every matrimonial alliance in the United States, to-morrow, that the next day, ninetynine couples out of the hundred—without regard to the length of time they had been
married—would be all engaged in getting married over again?” He adds, “Whatever is
inevitable, ceases to be a hardship.” Every victim of marriage tyranny has sense enough
at least, to pronounce that assertion false.
Woman should claim a right to herself, and as one means for maintaining that right,
she should claim a right to her name. Married women have neither. True, many mar
ried women retain their own name, but another’s must always be attached; as, Harriet
Beecher Stowe, Lucy Stone Blackwell. Have Harriet Beecher or Lucy Stone any more
natural rights than others? Must a woman astonish the world with her literary power
before she can have a right to her name ? The loss of a name is looked upon as a small
affair, but who does not know that it is one link in the chain of woman's bondage—the sure
sign of her servility and subserviency? There are men who will help women to break
that link and throw off the chain. Let the married who are educated above the mar
riage plane, take the advance step in this reform. Every woman who can afford the cost,
should assert and maintain the right to her maiden name, and not wait for those who see
no need of reform, who are willing to surrender their soul and body and name to the
care of another, and ask, “What matters it, only so as we get along?”

Prudence.—On the most profitable lie, the course of events presently lays a destruc
tive tax; whilst frankness invites frankness, puts the parties on a convenient footing, and
makes their business a friendship. Trust men, and they will be true to you; treat them
gently, and they will show themselves great, though they make an exception in your fa
vor, to all their rules of trade.—Emerson.

TO

JARED

D.

GAGE.

You are fond of running analogies between brutes and men, and between eating and
material union. But you take analogy so far as it suits you, and when it don’t suit, you
drop it. Thus, you go to the lower animals to prove that coition should not take place
when there are no ova present. In brutes, you say the ova are formed periodically, and then
sexual desire obtains which excites it in the male, and impregnation follows naturally.—
Now if your analogy be worth anything, we should be able to read on: In like manner,
the ova are formed periodically in the human female, and then desire obtains which ex
cites it in the male, and then impregnation takes place according to the order of nature and
the analogies of the lower animals. But it don’t suit your idea of fitness for a girl to be
come a mother at sixteen and continue to bear a child every twenty months till the age of
forty, and so you treacherously abandon your analogy, and from physiological conditions
and consequent sexual desire, you turn a somerset into the cranium for an intellectual de
cision, in favor of a baby!
You cut your analogy remorselessly, when you say: “It
would be difficult to show that a demand for impregnation exists, whenever that result
is possible.” Under such circumstances, the physiological demand does exist in the
lower animals; and so it does in the human race; but you appeal to human elements of
character, to show that in woman, impregnation should not always take place when the
physiological conditions demand it; but when we appeal to human elements to show that
the physical ultimation may take place when conception is impossible, you express a feelingofgreat "repugnance,’’and go down to the brutes to teach us a lesson of purity. Now if
your analogy be valid, to show that in man, as in brutes, coition shall take place only
when conception is possible, we shall put you straight through on your analogy, to show
that in man, as in brutes, coition should take place whenever conception is possible.
A part of your argument presumes the condition that sexual desire does not exist till the in
tellect has decided in favor of a child. But to claim that sexual desire only exists as the se
quence of such intellection, is as absurd as to say that hunger does not obtain till the intellect
has decided that there is actual need of nutrition. We take food because the appetite
craves it. The intellectual recognition of the necessity of nutrition, is an after thought
which infants and brutes do not have,though they eat with as much gusto as a philosopher.
Now, if we are to accept the analogies between eating and material union, the latter
should be had whenever the sexual desire naturally or humanly craves it. I claim that
m a mutual matured love, the mutual desire obtains in human beings, and that it should
then be {gratified. You admit the plurality of loves; and you can’t escape the sequence
of variety in sexual ultimation, but by denying the desire of a matured sexual love. But
if the desire does not naturally .and humanly obtain in the matured sexual love, when, in
the name of truth and common sense, does it obtain? You must admit that it now ob
tains, or else you must make it a sequence of an intellectual decision in favor of offspring.
Then we have it: mutual amative desire a sequence of an intellectual decision in favor of
a child; and the desire for food, a sequence of an intellectual decision in favor of nutri
tion; and the absurdity of this needs no comment.
Considering that you thus ignore mutual amorous desire, except when the intellect hag
decided for offspring, your position is not inaptly represented by the statement: Subdu
ing amative desire, and begetting children from a sense of duty. To suit your case, it
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should read: Ignoring amative desire, and begetting children according to a moralizing
sentimentalism.
In assuming no use for material union but impregnation, you assume more than you can
substantiate, except by analogies from lower races; and you might as well assume that
because gravitation draws downward and the torrent runs down the mountain, that, con
sequently, the vegetable juices cannot ascend the plant. If your theory be true, child
ren born under the “law of progression” should be superior to others; but I deny that
they are equal, morally, to those even that are born under the abuses of wedlock.
The demand, illustrated by the case of the “dear sweet girl,” will assert itself as the
rule in healthy individuals of the race, through all time; and as often as you deny its
naturalness, I shall re-affirm it. I can’t see that your reference to the “interesting dys
peptic,” has any relevancy.
You perpetrate rather a bald sophism, in trying to set aside my strictures on brother
Pyburn’s coupling of physical union with the desire of offspring. You change your
phraseology from “the necessity of nutrition,” to “the love of life,” thus assuming these
two things to he identical. One with small vitativeness may have a very keen appetite for
food, and one with large vitativeness, may have a feeble appetite for food. The two are
functionally distinct, and yet in the healthy and symmetrical subject, hunger depends on
the necessity of nutrition, [not the love of life]; the keenness of the appetite being meas
ured by the urgency of this necessity. When we are happiest, the love of existence is
strongest; we are hungriest, when the necessity of nutrition is greatest; and these two—the appetite for food and the needs of nutrition, are essentially interrelated: while the ap
petite for food and the love of life, are essentially distinct. In logic, we must watch our
terms. I confidently repeat that amativeness and philoprogenitiveness are functionally
distinct, and that the philosophy which presumes their essential dependence or oneness,
is false.
The statement “that ‘the sexual demand in the healthy woman, is as great in the early
stages of pregnancy,’ is opposed to authority and analogy,” you say. I cannot allow you
to quote “analogy” to me, until you have answered me on that point. It will avail little
more to quote “authority.” I prefer my own observations and the testimony of livingwitnesses on “country” subjects to any “authority” based on the lives of sickly, senti
mental, squeamish women in the “unnatural” city. No free lover has ever contended for
the right of embrace, regardless of the repugnances of the mother, and you could have
spared us that fling at .“temperate indulgence.”
You deny the comparative weakness of sexual desire in the inferior human races; but
you will perceive that our friend, Dr. Nichols, claims the truth of this position, and I
leave you and him to settle it. I will just say, however, that the Doctor has the rule, and
you the exception.
So far as I have the testimony of individuals of the other sex with reference to sexual
longings, it is all against the monthly periodicity of desire; it being as great when concep
tion can not, as when it can take place. Perhaps, if they had considered the importance
of analogies derived from the lower animals, they would have known when the longings
should be greatest, and then they could have testified philosophically! I quote this tes
timony to show how slight the differenee'must be, even if we admit there is difference at
all; and I know that amongst women in the country, as the rule, desire does obtain when
there are no ova matured. This may be revolting to the sentimental and artistic perfection
of a “refined person,” but I must he allowed to think it a very manageable fact in true
philosophy. The ugly i&cis which don’t suit your fine paper-system, you set aside by
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the summary method of tabooing them “unnatural,’’ “revolting,” “repugnant,” “dis
eased,” etc.
And so you think “Peter” not much for freedom, because he emphasises the “must;”
yet, your philosophy is, that woman to be pure, must deny the physical embrace to all
her lovers but one, and to that one always but when she desires offspring. We may af
fect to start at that word “must” as we please; but I assure you, there are conditions of
freedom which we must observe, else make up our minds to dispense with freedom. You
are for a freedom so broad that it will comprehend exclusiveness itself.
Now that is
very fine. I and lady Delilah take a fancy to have an isolate home, and we use this free
dom of yours, to enjoy “love in a cottage,” all to ourselves so nice; and you and Miss
Jemima conclude to do the same, and all the rest pair off in this great Freedom, and rig
out themselves with family coops; and how much social freedom do you think we should
realize? My good friend, we must observe the conditions of social freedom, or we shall
forever plunge ourselves into the hell of social despotism. What I claim is, that every
matured sexual love leads naturally and humanly to the physical union, which cannot
be denied without such injustice, violence, and outrage as will forever damn the system
that incorporates the arbitrary exclusiveness of the denial. This is a question simply
of the natural law; for this we must observe, or suffer; and no claim for a spurious free
dom will stave off the penalty. Natural exclusiveness will assert itself in a just free
dom, and the obligation of “every woman to submit to the embrace of every man,” etc.,
which you affect to discover in my views, is a bugaboo of your own conjuring up.
When you get persons developed into the sphere of obedience to your law, they are
etherialked above the stern practicalities of life; and the rude and uncouth labors of the
farmer and mechanic are as repulsive to them as material union without the desire for
offspring.
In conclusion, you will permit me to say that your assertion, your idea of fitness, and
the lower analogies, will not stand against the facts and reasonings of a more comprehen
sive and well-jointed philosophy. You err in taking your esthetic sensibilities for the
touchstone of truth. I remember as if it were but yesterday, how “revolting” and
“bestial” men and women seemed to me, when I first learned that they cohabited at all.
I thought them no decenter than the cattle of my father’s barnyard. If it be revolting
that an act of material union take place soon after conception, it is revolting that any such
act take place at all; and the most that you can make of if is, that it is a revolting ne
cessity. Revolting! Why, my dear sir, if as refined persons as you and I, had been
“God’s first counsellors,” or if we had been the creators, possessed with omnipotence, we
should have had no material union at all! we should have effected the object by a kind
of nervauric impartation! Though it would have been better still to have dispensed
with this gross materiality altogether, and, like as not, we should have made a clean spir
itual job of it, and had it nice all the way through! When you speak of what is “re
volting and unnatural,” your assumption is, that what is revolting to you, is unnatural or
diseased. This runs through all your article and vitiates it. Those earthquakes and
volcanos, malignant seas and barren deserts, blasting winds and desolating frosts and
floods, loathsome reptiles and ravenous beasts, death and desolation, blood and carnage,
even before the advent of man, and now, below his sphere, as well as in it;—all these
things are so “revolting and unnatural,” that you and I would have had none of ;hem in
the world, if we had had the fixing of it in the first place! We should have made it at
once, all beautiful and artistic—a fit habitation for the spiritual and refined! But, seri
ously, my friend, there are gross necessities pertaining to this rudimental life of ours, and
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it is not philosophical, though it maybe sentimental, to ignore them.
In conclusion, permit me to say, that yours is the law of morbid, or unhealthy condi
tions, and as such, I do not combat it. Yet, I think that where the state of health is
such as to demand this law, it is unfortunate for the offspring, that a fruitful union takes
place at all. From the statements made in a late No. of Nichols’ Monthly, respecting your
own physical conditions, and those of the medium through whom this revelation was re
ceived, I think the law of total abstinence may be best for both of you; but I am disposed
to protest when you proclaim it the law for others.
Pkteb Socialist.

TO

“T.

L.

N.”

I admit that the “disgust to the sexual act,” is all due to its prevalent abuse; but the
“Anthropologist” who does not recognize the “antagonism” existing between those fac
ulties whose action is upward, and those which adapt him to his earth-sphere, has over
looked an important principle of his science. Man embodies the spiritual aiid the ani
mal within himself; and integral life, in this regard, consists, not in the suppression of
the animal, but in its sanctification by the spiritual.
You wish to know if I do not assume, without proof, that there is excess of amative
desire beyond the minimum requisite to reproduction. I must ask you to review that part
of my letter which relates to this subject, and show cause for rejecting the reasons there
adduced in behalf of this excess. 1 cannot be so obliging as to repudiate my own argu
ments for the mere asking. My authority for asserting the amative demand during preg
nancy, is the fact—the very best of “authority.” I rely upon the testimony of several
husbands and mothers, one of the latter having lived the “law of progression/' years before
it was promulgated by yourself. With regard to healthy women in the country, up to
the present writing, I have found the testimony uniform; my own observation confirms
it, and I cannot but accept it as the rule. If the mother had desire at the time of con
ception, she will have desire afterwards. When the blood ascends, to be used in the de
velopment of the mammae, the sexual longings begin to decrease, and continue to do so
till the birth of che child, at which time and during the early stages of lactation, they
are at their minimum; but while the blood is being diverted from the mammae to the gen
ital organs, the amorous propensity gradually increases until it again attains to full pow
er, in the return of the menses, and during the early stages of pregnancy.—But if the
Caucasian mother is to adopt the sexual habits of the lower animals, would it not be
well for her to adopt their habits in some other respects? Would not a consistent an
alogy require her to go naked, sleep on the bare earth, and cohabit openly whenever con
ception is possible?
To my mind, all your article partakes of the character of a quibble, and this feature
seems to culminate into a nasal prominence, in what you ask respecting the intention of
brutes in cohabiting, and of birds in building'hests. A child a few weeks old, has more
intelligence in its eye, than the grown brute, and yet it takes food without intending nu
trition. I was several years old before I thought of nutrition; I ate because the appetite
prompted, without any thought farther, and so I infer that brutes cohabit as the impulse
prompts, not intending offspring. They do as the activities of their being direct them
at the moment, without any regard to the consequences growing out of that act, months
hence. You seem to think that the mother bird labors at her nest, not from present in
stinct, but from a prospective calculation respecting her young.
She, of course, sits
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Upon her eggs with the shrewd intention of hatching out little biMs; yet, if you re
place her eggs with pebbles, she will hatch away as faithfully arid---—as Wisely as ever.
Nobody that I know of has asserted that there is “no love, no desire, no yearning of
the heart, but that Which leads to material union.” The statement is simply this: That
there is yearning that does lead to “material union,” when conception cannot take place,
andafterit has taken place.—^Your firscquestion and this involve something vexy like a con
tradiction. That implies that coition is essentially refined; this, that it is revolting to
refined persons. In the one, you presume no antagonism between the single procreative
act and our higher nature; in the other, you presume more than this modicum of your law,
to be coarse and sensual; and this you do in the face of the fact, that most women do not
know by their feelings, When conception has taken place, for weeks afterwards. So that
if desire led to the first act which was fruitful, it may have led to the second, without the sub
ject knowing her condition; and according to your philosophy, the one act was refined,
but the other coarse and sensual;—rather a nice distinction between purity and impurity.
There is not much reason to apprehend that the race will be injured by too general a
conformity to the “Law of Progression/’ as you teach it, for this reason, that the Caucas
ian race will not generally observe it; not many even of those who preach it. Still, I
think it a folly which should be exposed; for if any force their lives into a conformity
thereto, there is injury done by the Violence.
There is, I think, quite a material difference between the sexuality of the brute and
human female. In the brute, even when not impregnated, the ova are formed only dur
ing a small portion of the year, and not regularly then—this is the rule; while in the
healthy human, the ova are formed regularly through all seasons of the year. Since this
difference obtains in the female, we may presume a corresponding difference in the male.
You think the seminal flux a consequence of arrested development; and so by infer
ence, when there is no seminal flux, it is evident that development is not arrested. In
brutes, coition is sacred to conception, therefore, “development” is not arrested in them;
—yet, having matured, they become feeble and perish; and the Caucasian race which vi
olates this law most, progresses faster than any other race, human or brute. If your
proposition be true, the Shakers should stand far ahead in development; but, few of them
rise in their aspirations, above fine farms and fine stock.
That the amative power may be used to the last particle in fragmentary development,
I well know; and I think I know just as well by my own experience, that such use is a
most sinful monopoly, and that proper physical uses along with the mental, pre vent such
monopoly, and increase, instead of exhausting physical amativeness. I am as much in
favor of “chastity” as any one can be; but I deny that celibacy in mature years, is chas
tity. There is unchastity in the extreme of celibacy as in the extreme of harlotry. The
most repulsive women I ever passed on the street, were wilted nuns.
Peter.
As ever, your friend,
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I would crack that nut”as follows:—
1. If a woman who is considerably imaginative and impressible, believe it unnatural to
have desire after conception, and then hnds' this to be her condition, her faith will biolo-*
;gize her into the conviction that she has no such desire, whatever the fact may be.
2. If the prospective mother do not love her husband, she will not wish coition with
him during pregnancy. She may love him with a warm friendship love, and not feel
desire in his sexual sphere. Rut if a healthy woman conceive by a man who is sexually
adapted to her, and whom she loves, she will desire connection with him in che early sta
ges of pregnancy. This I believe to be the rule, and I question whether the exceptions
would amount to one in a thousand. Since replying to “T. L. H.,” I learn of a wife who
has no desire during pregnancy—and not at any time, for her husband is a cold, passion
less man, whom she does not love.
3. I will offset your fact by the following extract from a letter recently received from a
a physician, a married man, who was formerly a professor in one of the Medical Colleges
of the West:—
"I positively know that at least one woman, who for the last twenty years, has enjoyed as
nearly perfect health as falls to the lot of any woman - indeed, one wdio might be deemed
a model of good health, does, when pregnant, desire coition more than at any other timet
and yet a purer-minded woman never lived. If she is diseased at such times, I should
like to have the advocates of abstinence give us a standard of health, not necessarily in
volving their hobby.”

ANOTHER NUT *OR PETER, AND ONE FOR E. A. HINE.

During my last pregnancy, I performed more labor, both physical and mental, in a.
more orderly style and with far more ease, as all who know anything of the case cart
testify, than in any other period of time, of the same length, in iny life. (I am a healthy,,
working woman.) At the birth of my child, my husband was my only attendant, the
labor being over, with three not severe efforts. I went into another room and washed my
child myself, and had no “pull back,” but scandalized the neighborhood by walking out
in a garden and grove lying back of our house, three days afterward. So much as to health..
Now for the serious part of the subject.
Like an amiable wife, not wise woman, I occasionally submitted to, not desired, the neces
sities of marriage; in fact, the child itself was not desired by either parent; but with a.
mother’s true instinct, I shrunk from injuring my child, and adopted Dr. Nichols’ ad
vice in cases of such necessities—-that of passivity instead of action, by which the con
tiguous and lower organs received the principal injury, instead of the uterus, and I
thought possibly my child might have escaped. Foolish thought! My conditions were
stamped upon my child most truthfully. My daughter, not yet three years old, is beau
tiful and loving—a little angel-blessing to us all, and she is healthy, with the exception
of most obstinate piles and weakness of the rectum and sphincter of the bladder, with
which she has been afflicted since her birth. At times, she has every appearance of pro
lapsus and cannot stand a moment, for a day or two, without screaming, followed some
times, with irregular chilliness and fever, and derangement of the nerves, strongly symptom
atic of fits. I should have mentioned, that previous1 to her birth, after coition, I usually
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found it necessary to keep in a sitting position, and sometimes my nerves were so excited,
also, that I was entirely unable to work and obliged to keep my bed for from half a day
to two days. You may say that this Was not in the very earliest stages of pregnancy.__
1 have only to say, that with the exception of a few months, when 1 was psychologized
by 0. S. Fowler’s most infamous advice to cultivate amativeness as such, I
have not a half-dozen times in my life, desired the sexual ultimation. Not that I have
never felt the influence of hereditary taint, but my soul abhors the idea of being a slave
to the same excesses. I suppose you will say my faculties are not balanced. I have suf
ficient amativeness to produce children, that will compare favorably with others. If
more is needed, I do not know for what. I have a sincere and devoted love for men,
that makes me so desire their highest well-being, as to give them the benefit of my pri
vate experience, knowing that no philanthropic man will inflict injury upon his wife and
children, if he knows it, merely because they do not resist it. Do you ask what the
men shall do then? Follow Fowler’s good instead of his bad advice; allow the moral
and intellectual faculties to govern the propensities. I sincerely hope men never will
suffer as women have done.
I have no doubt that the same cause that produced my child’s disease, is the predisposing
cause of piles that afflict so great a portion of our citizens. Some slight deviation from
health produces indigestion; the weakest part suffers, and physicians say indigestion
causes piles.
L. A. Hine tells a revolting story of a free luster, and I will tell one to match of a li
censed luster, (for I do not like misnomers.) A respectable husband and wife lived to
gether twenty-five years. They belonged to the Congregational church, and brought
up a large family, the oldest of whom were daughters, in the most approved style “of pu
rity and morality as far as their limited means would admit. I have carefully looked
ever the twelve causes of domestic discord by L. A. Hine, and I have no hesitancy in
saying that in neither of them did these Causes exist. In fact, the discord between them
Was very slight. He, though called very set in his way, I believe was never known to
speak harshly to her; and she was a very hard working woman, considerably nervous,
frequently sick, and no trifle of a scold; the scolding her husband submitted to almost
without a remonstrance, knowing that her poor health and her ambition to work were cause
sufficient. She used to work so hard that she did not get rested over night, but some
times in the forenoon, she would get to going, as she called it, and work on till night.—
Finally, at the age of forty-seven, lung and liver with other severe symptomatic diseases
entirely prostrated her for a few months, and resulted in her death. Her husband’s busi
ness was so arranged that he was obliged to be from home the principal part of the time;
but this was the less regretted, as he was a poor hand to take care of the sick, and their
eldest daughter was with her. After she had been confined to her bed a number of
weeks, he came home to see her for a few days, and the night before he left, he proposed
to take the place of the daughter, who slept with her mother that *he might take care of
her through the night; the daughter knowing how soundly he slept, objected, hut he
knew he should not let the fire get down, etc. The next morning she thought she had
taken no more cold, and he left, never to hear her speak to him again, and he doubtless
had the satisfactory remembrance, that he was kind to her to the last.
But the external is not always the real. In the course of the day, the daughter wished
as usual, to get her mother up to make her bed, but she was unable, and then she told
the unsuspecting daughter, why and how her husband had wished to take care of her
through the night. Said she, “I asked how he could do so, when I had hardly the breath
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of life left in me. He didn’t say a word, but proceeded to business with as much
strength as if I had been in perfect health, and,” she continued With a look and accent
•that told far more than words, “it is dreadful weakening. That,” said she, “has been
the principal cause of all my weakness and suffering;—four or five times a night,—as
strong as a horse,—no matter what my health was. He would kill me in a very little
while now, if he was at home.”
She lived two or three weeks longer. Two or three days before her death, an enema
was ordered by her physician. She was nearly unconscious. “0------,” said she, calling
her husband’s given name with a moaning, piteous accent that her daughter will never
forget. In a short time, my mother’s spirit had fled, and I did not mourn for her, but re^
joiced in her deliverance.
If L. A. Hine should call at our house, and finding my husband a ready listener
should dilate on the peculiar beauties and excellencies resulting from his favorite schemes
for human elevation and happiness, I suppose I should be obliged to remain in the far
ther corner of the house, (preparing pork and coffee, perhaps,) lest like should at
tract like, and an approving or appreciating countenance should express it. We must
begin back where love can be restrained, for we all know what is the natural right of
love, and I, being one of Treat’s sort of despots, might “administer the decalogue to a
famishing bear,” etc.? I would like L. A. Hine to answer to himself the two following
questions: Have you ever loved your mother or sister, or intelligence and goodness in
any woman not legally your property? In case jmu have, Was it the restraint prescribed
by law, that keeps you from “bathing in the dirty sea of lust?”
Faithfully yours,

FREE

LOVE

FAIRLY

Louisa.

STATED.

BY JOSEPH TREAT.

Free Love requires explanation. It would not, if people were only thinkers; for then
it would be its own explanation. The name itself, would tell all. But as it is, half the
readers of the Bevolutionist are yet unconverted; and they will remain so, till something
more is said. Seeing they will not think for themselves, somebody must think for them.
And besides; men befog and pettifog the question, till many honest, but simple-minded
people, are unable to see on which side the truth is. So listen, good brothers, male and
female, and say what you can object to this—statement of Free Love.
The matter is very simple—plain enough, one would suppose, for even a child to com
prehend. The whol* doctrine is comprised in two words—Freedom, and Love. Free
dom is good, and Love is good; and then Free Love is. And at last, the whole doctrine is
comprised in that one word—Freedom. If you are not free to love, you are not free.—Then if words are any test, we’ve found one thing in the Universe that’s good; and
that’s Free Love!
But, now, just think a little. Is Marriage, Free Love? Is it even Freedom? What
is Marriage? A man and woman living together? No; for they might live together one1
day, and not the next—one year, and not the next. And a man might live with one wo
man awhile; and then with another; and after that with still another; and so on, all his

life. S'o there is no Marriage in simply living together. Well; is Marriage living togeth
er all the time? No; it takes something more than that, to make Marriage—it must not
©nly be true that they live together all the time, but also that they must so live. Mar
riage is not living together, but having to live together. Living together, or not, just as
they chose, would be Free Love—Freedom: but being bound to live together, any how,
is- what makes it marriage. Marriage is the indissoluble tie. “You two promise to live
together and love each other, till, Death do you part.”—that’s Marriage; but it’s slavery,
too, isn’t it? Marriage is always slavery, isn’t it? For you are not free to love, in Mar
riage; and if you are not free to; love, you are not free. And you are not free to love, be
cause you’ve sworn away your freedom! Said you’d love one, and wouldn’t any more!
Tied your hands! That’s the meaning of, “Tying the knot,” I suppose? And as th©
upshot of the whole matter, you have made a slave of yourself all round, haven’t you?
And then you have enslaved somebody else, too; you are a tyrant, as well as a slave__
a despot and a slave all in one. For you have made your wife a slave just as she has you;
you are both slaves, and both tyrants—you own her, and she owns you. You can’t do
as you have a mind to, because she won’t let 3rou, and you are her property; she can’t do
as she has a mind to, because you won’t let her, and she is your property. If you love
another, she will be jealous of you, and stir up a muss generally; and if she loves anoth
er, you will report it all round as proof of her “infidelity,” and the whole town will be
down on her.
You can’t even look at an attractive woman, but she throws it in your
face; and she can’t receive a letter from a gentleman,, but you instantly take both him and
her under your surveillance. And all this, simply because you two are married! You
have agreed to own each other; and now you are going to hold each other to it?
Did you ever think of it? The time is soon coming when the question will be, Does
that man own any one? Has that woman a slave?—not, Is that man married? Has that
woman a husband? It will be own and only “slavery,” right out.
“But people can get divorced..” Wonderful! They can, can they? And after they
have got divorced, go straight off and got tied up again? More wonderful still, ha, ha!
Mighty sight of good it did them, didn’t it? How much easier not to have got tied up in
the first placet The fault is in getting tied up at all; not in getting tied wrong—at all is
wrong. The very idea of Divorce proves this. Divorce and Marriage are contradictions
—if Divorce ought to be, then Marriage ought not to be. People are big fools, to believe
in Marriage and Divorce.
Free Love, then, sweeps away Marriage, at once, and forever.
Free Love is liberty;
Marriage is slavery—the one can not co-exist with the other. All who mean to he free,
must give up Marriage, give it up unconditionally and eternally. They can’t have it and
they mustn’t dream of having it. It can’t be theirs, any more than darkness can be light,
nor than life can be death. But they can live together in pairs; and have and rear fam
ilies. They can do this as well as not; but it will not be Marriage. They can do this if
they want to, and because they want to—not because they have to—because they have
agreed to. If they ever did agree to, their first act ought*to he to recant that agreement,
and each leave the other free—free to live together as long as they please—free to go from
each other when they please. If they are not thus free, even free to go, if they choose—
then they are not free, but only slaves!: And if one of them wants this freedom, but the
other not, then let that one have it—he or she has just as good a right to it, as if the
other wanted it too. And if Society is not willing they should live this freedom, then let
them live it in spite of Society; for they have a perfect right to. They too, have a right
against the whole world; and each one of the two, has a right even, against the other.
Individuality, is the first and supreme right of Humanity.
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Then all that Free Love demands for men and women in this matter, is this right to
be free. If they want to live together in pairs, and have and rear families, why, let
them—Free Love wants they should. They wouldn’t be free if they didn’t. But if
they don’t want to, who are you to say, they shall? Hug your own chains if you will;—
but don’t presume to impose them on others!
“But the consequences”—will take care of themselves; why wont they? Those who
are good, will do right without being made to; and those who are not good, wont have
Free Love anyhow, and you can’t make them; but on the contrary, they stand right
where L. A. Hine does, and kick and butt against it as lustily as even he could desire?—Evermore, the law of development on this planet is this: A truth will never hurt any
body; those who are on a level with it, will of course act in a line with it, and then therewill be harmony; and those who are not on a level with it, to them it is not truth!
“But families will be broken up!” Compelled families will—voluntary ones, not.—
Any objections? Don’t take long to “curry that horse?”
“But the flood-gates of impurity!” Bah! You to talk about “flood-gates!” As if
there could be any others equal to those you have got open, but we are going to shut?—
The Free Lovers are the purest people in the world—that’s precisely what makes them
Free Lovers. But you—steeped in all the abominable filth and sickening stench of your
marriage system—all your lives compelling and compelled to the most disgusting whore
dom and lechery—it mightily becomes you to hold up your pious hands in horror, at
mention of Free Love! Your pardon, good saints of the present dispensation ol virtue
according to marriage, (0!) but we didn’t happen to mean what you were thinking of! *
Our Free Love don’t go on all fours with your (so-respectable, and Christian, and none the
less free!) lust. But what is most in men’s heads, will come uppermost sometimes?
There are but four classes of lovers; (if all of them can be called lovers!) and Free
Love will never make things worse—on the score of purity—in the case of any of the
four. Atone extreme, are the Absolute Continents; (very few, I admit—I wish they were
more;) those who believe only in parentage: no one supposes that in Free Love, these
would ever hurt anybody, nor be hurt by anybody. And at the other extreme, are the
true Lusters—the absolutely disgraceful people—those who make no stick at giving them
selves up to debauchery and uncleanness: but neither would these be made worse by
Free Love,(for they are almost perfectly free now, (so far as their lust is concerned, nob
so far as their love,)either in spite of society—as libertines and prostitutes or else (and
also) in society—in the marriage bed. But I claim that they would be even made better;
and it is infallibly certain they would: even so that Free Love, (could they only be some
of them permitted, but most of them persuaded to accept it,) would prove their very med
icine—just the thing that would surely redeem them. For if they possessed love—though
it were no higher love than they were capable of—it would yet be more than they havenow, and so would take the place, in great part, of their present v/orse-than-beastliness.
Love is after all the true savior—equally when men can’t have it, and when they won’t
have it; and none need it more than these so-called, Most-of-all-unprepared-for-it!
Then, for the means between the two extremes, we have, first, the great body of the
people—the staid, good, moral ones (so they are called, but their beds never testify to
this!) connecting with those lowest-of-all below them: and then above these, and forming
the link between them and the Continents, the Free Lovers generally so known—ever
so much better and purer than the big multitude just described, but, nevertheless, not so
far along (so I think) as those Continents. But the first of these last two classes will
not be hurt by Free Love, for they are to a man, opposed to it,—they are L. A. Hines,
every hair on their heads? and as to the Free Lovers, though I am not one of them, (on©
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of this kind,) yet I will say for them, that they are infinitely in advance of those who
are so reviling them, and hounding them like dogs through the street! They will not
do the hundredth part the harm in Free Love, their vilifiers do now; nor a tenth part so
much as even they themselves are now doing. For a free, and true, and beautiful, and soul
filling love will still elevate and purify even these! And by this time, of the four classes,
the two-rejecting are made no worse; and the two-accepting are both made better. And
the only way the two-rejecting can be made better, is by accepting! ■ Funny, isn’t it,
how everything helps our side along?
“But the children”—-will fare infinitely better than they do at present, and make the
very worst supposition. I shall take care of my own, or at least, do my part towards
taking care of them: and I will venture, that is a grand deal more than you dare to say
now. [It would be, if you only knew what “taking care” was!] I shall not have any,
only when I want to; and ten to one, that is more than you dare say. And my children
will be love-children and good children,—and that is more than marriage can say of its
children, one case in a thousand. [People think they are good, because they don’t know
what a good child is, and wont, till Free Love comes!] They won’t be born with rotten
ness in their bones, nor lust in their hearts,—as almost all the offspring of marriage
are. And after they are born, they will grow up in the freedom of a pure and loving na
ture—what the civilized marriage never yet allowed a solitary one of its devotees to do.
And if others (Free Lovers) don’t all do as I do, why,. I am not responsible. But, then
you need not distress yourself about what they will do, nor what they wont do. I guess
lovers will care quite as much about their young, as those who don’t love—free parents,
as compelled ones—those who wanted them, as those who did not! You to borrow
trouble about the “children!”
Besides, Free Lovers are naturally and even instinctively Associationists; and in Associa
tion nobody so much as dreams of danger that the children will not fare, even A. No. 1! This
result is so perfectly inevitable, that the opponents of Free Love are driven to turn right
round and decry Association,and assert that we can’t keep one together. A truce to your fears,
kind gentlemen; if yourselves were only free, your instincts would draw you the same way,
and you would take hold and help insure that a Community could live. Your not doing
so, bespeaks our sympathy for you—still content to wear chains! And yet my charity
must believe that even some of you could stand Association, if you were only under good
leaders? Free Lovers hate isolation, because it is the perfect grave of their love; and they
as much yearn after society, because there their love can be gratified; and for both reasons,
they absolutely must and will associate: and then to say they can’t keep up an Association,
is to say, they are after all not Free Lovers; and so only those ever say this, either, who
are willing their own love should pine in a cell, or who have not a sufficient residuum to
pine anywhere! In vain, do the low seek to comprehend those above them.
This is the whole case, then. Freedom is good, and love is holy; and both are Bights;
—let those have them who want them. Dare not to deny me what is mine, because
somebody else will do wrong, if permitted to enjoy the same. Let not the high and the
noble be enslaved to the low and the brutal. Let those who stand in the front ranks of
humanity, live all their beautiful progress, and not hide it under a bushel. Let them
be an example, to teach others what to be. Meanwhile, those who are in the rear, will
first refuse this higher freedom—and then the freedom will have done no harm—but af
terward be led by degrees to want it, and then to grow into it (and with it its innocence,)—
and then the freedom will have been salvation! And pray, What other way of saving
men, is there?
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And still more particularly, as to the safety of all this, I say—as I wrote once before,
with respect to proclaiming this great freedom throughout the land, and its acceptance by
some and rejection by others,—-“The good will be a law unto themselves; and the bad
(seeing they are the rejectors,) will still (as before,) restrain each other.”
Then, is not the Free Love rationale perfect?
“But there are exceptions to this entire picture you have drawn.” There are. Thou
sands of married people do not so badly, nor will all Free Lovers do so well as I have de
scribed. O^yBut the systems themselves—Marriage and Freedom—are precisely what
I have portrayed them: I have not darkened the color of the one, nor heightened that of
the other. And the systems are to be judged as principles—the principle of Freedom,
and the principle of Slavery—and not by any exceptions, neither for, nor against, the
one nor the other.^Q But yet, because all likp to know how a principle is to be carried
out, therefore, I will answer to any questions, from friend or foe, as to how I would carry
out Free Love. Any question. Touching my loves, my children—anything. What
ever curiosity, scepticism—even opposition—can suggest. Is not the challenge a fair
one?

MAINTAINING

THE

CHILDREN.

I would give a brief solution of the difficulty presented by friend “B.,” in last number,
[see page 14]. Who will take care of the children? This is the grand stand-point from
which Free Love is assailed.
The opposition upon this ground, seems to me to arise
from an entire misconception of what freedom is. The general impression is, that people
must love in exclusive pairs; that such dual loves must fill the soul; or if they do not,
that they are not the right sort of loves, and entire separation of the parties should take
place. Something like this is the doctrine of H. 0. Wright, A. J. Davis, and others,
called by some, Free Lovers. This doctrine will have its uses in bringing many to a
knowledge of the truth; but considered in itself and in its consequences, I regard it as
abominable. It will create discord which real freedom alone can heal. Let me illus
trate :—
I have a wife and several children; I read Wright and Davis’ fine pictures of domestic
bliss where the parties are properly mated; wife and self feel that this is not our case, and
we become more dissatisfied than ever. We both long for our proper “mates,” but we
cannot separate to get them, on account of our children. We might manage to maintain
them after separation, but we both want to enjoy all our children; and we feel that the
mistake we made at first, and which we were sometime finding out, has cursed us for all
time to come. We will not accept the freedom which, according to our views, would be
necessary to make us conjugally happy; and for the sake of our children, we continue to
sigh and suffer.
But at this juncture, real Free Love flashes upon our minds, and now we understand our
trouble in this wise: we love each other—we are conscious that we do; but this love
does not satisfy; we feel the need of other loves to make us fully happy; but while we
love others, we may still love each other; and this freedom we joyfully accept. Others
like ourselves, have come to a knowledge of this saving freedom, and we both find other
loves. It is not necessary that all shall reside in the same house; all that is absolutely
requisite in this respect, is that they shall be sufficiently near each other to enjoy their
loves. Now, what is the consequence of the practice of this sort of freedom? Do we
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as parents, have to abandon our children? Do we love each other less for loving others?
Just the reverse. For loving others, we love each other the more; we have not to aban
don our children; for that we are more loving now, our children are dearer to us than thev
were before. Such Free Lovers as these will not abandon their children. Their system
ignores the animal idea of mating off in permanent relations, and so this bugaboo of the
abandonment of children, is no part of the system—it involves no such necessity.
“0, but there are few prepared for such freedom as that.” I know it. Eeal animal men
and women will have the mating process, whether necessitated by law and custom or
not, and it will satisfy them, for it is not love they want so much as a plentiful supply of
lust. It is those who are advancing out of this animality into more spiritual conditions,
but who still retain the old prejudice, and have not yet grasped the new truth, that will
suffer. An individual of this character, thinks that one love ought to satisfy him, but
he has not found such a one that is free; for the one he wants most, somebody else may
have appropriated, and then he must do the best he can, and according to his own system,
appropriate the best one within reach. But even if he gets his first choice, it may not
absorb him long. The twain may still love each other, but that love may not wholly sat
isfy, and they become unhappy; and this state of things will continue till they learn that
the wrong is not in loving this particular one, but in not having others to love. Convince
them that it is right for them to love others; let other loves come into their sphere, and
the old love will become dearer and sweeter than before, and the children more beloved
and better cared for. This is love that deserves the name of being free. It is a love that
has redeeming power. It melts the heart, intensifies spirituality, and makes life beauti
ful, joyous, holy. And this is not fanatical theory; I speak what I know. Eeal freedom
is at this moment bringing peace and joy to hearts that had been nettled to despair, by
the superficiaities of Fowler, Wright, and Davis. Both parties must, of course, accept
of this freedom for such results to obtain; for'1, if one accept, and the other not, there will
be pain, such as belongs to all crises, and which is chargeable, not to the new truth, but
to the old error. This freedom cannot bring peace and happiness, till it has broken the
bonds of conjugal despotism. If one believe in freedom and his legal partner not, while
all around him are the subjects of marriage slavery', there is no freedom for him. It is a
question of expediency whether he shall break his bonds in his own case, and seek the
society of the free; or whether he shall continue to bear his bonds. Each must decide
this question for himself or herself. Some who have children, are breaking the bonds,
rather than live in discord themselves and entail it upon their children. Others rather
than do so, endure the discord. I might be able to decide a matter of this kind for my
self, but I have no wish to decide it for others. It is unfortunate that such things exist,
but the misfortune is one which some will have to endure, since, owing to a complication of
existing necessities, there is no remedy that can reach them. But where the parties are
still young, I think it better for them to separate than to breed up a family in discord.—
As a rule, I might state, perhaps, that where one of the parties sees the cause of the
trouble and its remedy, domestic discord should be endured only with hope that the other
party may in time, grow into the sphere of freedom and happiness. Some have suffered
thus, still hoping, and are now happy.
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Gideon Lincecum, of Long Point, Texas, is an old pioneer in heretical agitation. He re-*..
nounced the slavery of superstition forty-five years ago,, and was one of the committee of"
three, appointed to fix the time and place of holding the Infidel Convention which met in,3
the city of New York, May, 1845. Of this convention, friend Lincecum writes: '"‘Itmet,
the second time, and at both meetings, urged for the consideration of the world, the pro
priety of instituting a Peace Congress that would have power to settle national and. state
difficulties, without resort to the sword, etc.”
Our correspondent thinks that he has discovered the cause of crime, and in that cause,
the remedy. He has memorialized the Legislature of Texas, on the subject, and
is now engaged'circulating memorials in every county of the state. He claims that
the project is meeting with much favor from persons of both sexes, as the only sure means,
of preventing crime. I quote from the memorial: “All crime and violence,—the wholecatalogue of vicious,and evil action in our species, are doubtless clearly attributable
to the influence of unterrified and misdirected amativeness.” “And finally, your memo
rialists would respectfully suggest and earnestly recomnlend for the deliberate consideration,
of your honorable body, the propriety of abolishing the entire catalogue of punishment as it
now stands in our penal code, and the substitution therefor as a penalty and preventive of
crime, deprivation of the procreative organs, with modifications to suit the degree of'
the offense.”
If all crime be referable to amativeness, is not all virtue equally so? If emasculation
rid the individual of the incentives to ill-doing, will it not equally rid him of the incen
tives to well-doing? Is not this sexual or love power in man, as much the central force
of all that is good, as well as of all that is evil in the Eace? The eunuch is tame and ser
vile, fit only to be a slave; he is too mean to do a great deed, whether vicious or virtuous.
"Would it not be better to confine the offender, retaining amativeness to be used as an in
centive to manly achievement? I do not approve of our friend’s scheme, but I do
greatly approve of his novel agitation. It will be suggestive, excite to inquiry, and do its
part in leading to right methods of criminal reform.

MATHEMATICAL

DEMONSTRATION.

I do not regret the proposition “thrown down” to brother Joseph, which called hink
out in last No., [see page 25]. The poetry of the demonstration is Joseph-like, rich, and
well worth the reading, though I can not speak so well of the logic. First, Joseph says:
“What makes men good or bad, is not their doctrines, but their natures.” Again: “It
is still men’s natures that make them happy as well as good, and not their beliefs or
disbeliefs.”
The next step in the demonstration, is to assume that “ this idea of
immortality is a real evil, a positive injury;” that it “absolutely curses the Eace, and
dwarfs the foremost minds on this planet,” etc. The next step completes the demonstra
tion, and is nothing more or less than a rhetorical statement of the rich blessings which have
come to Joseph himself, from his disbelief in immortality;—and this medley of contradic
tions is mathematics! One step more in progress, and our friend will have achieved the
conditions of a perfect manhood. Having become so much better for renouncing the?
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sommunion of spirits here and hereafter, would he not become still better to renounce*
all communion with spirits, whether in or out of the flesh? I imagine brother Joseph
looking out upon the vergin freshness of nature, from his hermit cot, in some “lonely
isle,” and exclaiming with more consistency than he now does: “I speak from experience. I
know that this life of seclusion has made me every way, and eternally, and infinitely better.
It has made me more brave, strong, self-just, self-protective, self-perpetuative, self-perfec
tive. It

has thrown me on mv own resources; put me on my feet; made me my own

OMNIPOTENCE, MY OWN FATE, MY OWN SALVATION!”

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

AURORA LEIGH; A Poem. By Elizabeth Barrett Browning. 12mo., pp. 366.

C. S. Erancis

& Co. New York.

Few poets meet our taste, simply because they fail to embody in their ideal creations
the highest elements of our common nature. Ballads may be touching, pastorals charm
ing, odes graceful and love-lorn, epics romantic and majestic; but unless there wells up,
through the choice rhetoric and the smooth versification, waters from the well-springs of
humanity, poems do not meet our inner needs or wake in the soul an echoing response.
The true poet is large-souied, and so transfers to paper the deepest impulses and highest
thoughts which ebb and flow within him. To disconnect the real from the apparent, the
ideal from the artificial, to portray human life as it looks and as it is, is his appointed task
which no meaner or smaller soul can actualize. The noblest thoughts and impulses of his
being are called into fullest and highest action, ere he can give them the harmonic form
of melodious verse.
Mrs. Browning has achieved this in Aurora Leigh. It is the genuine outgrowth of a
noble soul in its aspirations from girlhood up to ripest womanhood. No poet-woman of
England has been her equal, in the terseness, yet richness and beauty, of classic and mel
odious style. And, till now, the fullness of her wealth has never been revealed. Her
theme, the aspirations and life-purposes of a true woman, called out to a greater extent
the spontaneities of her nature, and so she fathoms deeper our souls and wakens respon
ses to herself.
Aurora Leigh was a tender flower of “sunny Italy,” transplanted at the death of her
father to his ancestral England. A maiden aunt cared for her, limiting here, and pruning
and clipping there, the spontaneities of her growth, as though she were a mere hedgeplant, wanted, not for beauty, but for stern use.
“She had lived, we’ll say,
A harmless life, she called a virtuous life,
A quiet life, which was not life at all.”
So Aurora pined and wilted under her withering touch, till good people said “she would
not live.” But trim England, whose external nature is subordinated to art, had power to
waken in her hew life, through the still voices of nature.
She loved nature, devoured
books, the dim dawning of a new life came upon her, and she grew apace.
At the age of twenty, her cousin Romney Leigh asked her to be his wife. He was of
proud lineage, yet too noble not to feel the terrible needs of humanity and the more pres
sing need that his life-purpose should be their alleviation.
He needed a noble woman
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like Aurora, for his co-worker; but she refused, because she would not sacrifice her self
hood out of philanthropic motives, or mere regard for him.
“Love to him, was made
A simple law-clause. If I married him,
I would not dare to call my soul my own,
Which so he had bought and paid for: every thought
And every heart-beat down there in'the bill,—
blot one found honestly deductible
From any use that pleased him!”
They parted; he took to world-reform with new zeal, abnegating self-hood for this work;
she became an author, a poet, and lived for the unfolding of her own soul-power. The
frigid aunt had died and left her free—free, to suffer, toil, and triumph. She had fame,
she had the consciousness of great truths for companions, of great life-deeds done; j'et
the unquiet heart, which had given its vigor to the intellect, hungered and murmured for
its just due.
Meanwhile, Romney, now a Christian Socialist, carries the dead weight of the wretched,
starving, crushed, and well-nigh soulless poor of England on his shoulders—like the ver
iest saint of Exeter Hall. Could he but get the right conditions, these fragments of men
and women might take a regenerating growth and attain to his ideal of manhood. Sor
he turns his Manor-Hall into a phalanstery, and gathers there an incongruous mass of the
victims of social want, from the highways and byways of life, and toils to develop and
harmonize them. Like his Master, Christ, he thought self-sacrifice for others the grand
duty of a redeemer of his race.
He forgot that social conditions do not develop from
without the inner life, but merely give the soul freedom to unfold from within outward.
His poet-cousin saw the truth, as she prophetically wrote of his failure;—
“Ah, your Fouriers failed,
Because not poets enough to understand
That life develops from within.”
We do the most for man, when we are the most manlike, and wield, in all directions
our powers to the fullest extent. This truth dawned on him, only after the bitter expe
rience of severe heart-throes. Impelled by sympathy and duty, to weld the links of the
social chain which should bind the extreme classes of society in unison, to give the world
a glorious example, he would have wed a pure, though outcast girl of the lowest class.—
But, on the bridal day, she failed him—spirited away by a rival; and his self-sacrifice
was thwarted. Even Aurora, who had sought out this Marian Erie, pronounced her wor
thy of him; but there was worship, not love, on her part. Thrown upon the world, by
an act of violence she became a mother, and thenceforth lived to shield her child from
the world’s scorn. Thus lived Marian, alive to but this one thought, till found by Aurora
on her way to Italy, who took her and the child to her heart and home.
We cannot refrain from giving the Author’s picture of that home;—
“Ho sun could die, nor yet be born, unseen
By dwellers at my villa; morn and eve
Were magnified before us in the pure
Illimitable space and pause of sky,
Intense as angels’ garments blanched with God,
Less blue than radiant. From the outer wall
Of the garden, dropped the mystic floating grey
Of olive trees, (with interruptions green
From maize and vine) until ’twas caught and torn
On that abrupt black line of cypresses
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Which signed the way to Florence. Beautiful
The city lay along the ample vale,
Cathedral, tower and palace, piazza and street;
The river trailing like a silver cord
Through all, and curling loosely, both before
And after, over the whole stretch of land
Sown whitely up and down its opposite slopes,
With forms and villas.”
Here rested Aurora, who had ripened in the burning noon-tides of life, had stood the
terrible shocks of a false world, and now reaped the fruition of an enlarged and self-reliant
womanhood.
She had not prated of her rights, but had achieved success in the sphere
■of action. She had doite, while others were clamoring for the privilege to no. Yet the
soul’s needs were not all met. Fame and gold could not atone for love. Rich in quick
sympathies and general love for her kind, she needed the quickening of a special object
of affection. Thus she was, when Romney came to her home to find and wed Marian.
Marian could not now marry him, for the mere uses a wife might be; her instincts for her
child of woe over-bore all other loves, and her lisping babe shut other lovers from her
heart. She saw, too, that the cousins loved, and left them to open their hearts to each
other. Their old love came anew, and they lived and loved thenceforth, together, realising,
“Art symbolises heaven, but Love is God
And makes heaven.”
Space foils us, to give a fair outline of the poem, or glance at its beauties, aglow as it is
with deep and earnest thought. We close with a thrilling extract from Romney’s last
words to Aurora, which quicken our own heart-beats.
“It is the hour for souls;
That bodies, leavened by the will and love,
Be lightened to redemption. The world’s old;
But the old world waits the hour to be renewed:
Toward which, new hearts in individual growth
Must quicken, and increase to multitude
In new dynasties of the race of men,—
Developed whence, shall grow spontaneously
New churches, new economies, new laws
Admitting freedom, new societies
Excluding falsehood. ”

W. 8. B.

Theory of the Functions of the Human Passions, followed by an Outline Yiew of
the Fundamental Principles of Fourier’s Theory of Social Science. By Albert Brisbane.
New York: Miller, Orton & Mulligan, 25 Park Row; price, 45 cts.
This work has been furnished us by the author, but too late for extended notice in this
number. It will be reviewed in Social Revolutionist for next month. The work is sug
gestive, and should be in the hands of every student of Social Science.

LITERARY

NOTICES.

The Circular is the organ of the Perfectionists, and is published, weekly, at Oneida,
N. Y., at one dollar per year. The life of the Perfectionists is a compound of the super
stitious and practical. Their paper gives a pretty fair portraiture of both. The verbiage
about “Jesus Christ,” would not pay the reading by those who understand it. The most
valuable portion of the paper, is the insight which “An Oneida Journal,” published in
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each number, gives of life in the communit}^. This feature of itself, is worth more thafi
the subscription price, and I could not but wish that every one who contemplates cooper
ative effort, might have the advantage of the example at Oneida.
In the number for January 1, 1857, is an article on “Infidelity Becoming Progressive,’7
in which the Social Revolutionist and the affectional freedom advocated therein, are re
ferred to as an indication that infidelity is becoming progressive! But the author of the
article despairs of “infidelity,” for amongst other things, he says: “ISTow, we have not
the least particle of faith that infidels can, in any way beneficially, reconstruct society.—
Their work is destruction; and their reward, desolation. * * Infidelity is essentially
and of necessity, egotistical and selfish; * * and can, therefore, give no genuine basis
of confidence to social life. * * * We don’t believe that infidelity can get any farther
in this matter than to a disorderly sort of marriage. It cannot help being exclusive and
claiming.”
I would reply that the Perfectionists never found Free Love in their Christ and
Bible, till they first found it in themselves. If the Free Love they have at Oneida, be
worth the name, as I trust it is, they found it in their higher nature first, and then they
could go to the Testament and find it there. The great mass of “Christians” are so lust
ful that they cannot find freedom for love anywhere. It is to be hoped that the Perfec
tionists are a noble exception.
Religion is the central element of human aspiration; it points directly upward and is the
elevating force of progress. By virtue of its direct and collateral activities, the Perfec
tionists have grown into the freedom of love, and by virtue of the same religious activities,
have we, “infidels,” grown into the same freedom. Our Perfectionist friends still cling
to the idolatry of Christ-worship, while we have renounced these relics of Paganism, and
stand forth unencumbered to grow still more, through religious unfolding, into harmony
with the divine principles of the Universe. We trust that our friends of the Circular
will refer their progress to the unfolding of the divine within themselves,, and that
they will yet renounce their idol-worship and become free in all things.
I can assure the writer of the article in question, that we, “infidels,” have the '‘recog
nition of a living, benevolent, and superintending power in the Universe.” If we want
blessings, we observe the conditions and laws by which we believe they are to be received;
and this is what the Perfectionists themselves do. If they want hay, they make it when
the sun shines, and in their trap-shop, they observe the mechanical principles upon which
traps are made; if they want social and intellectual culture, they read, study, converse, etc.;
they do as wise, practical people would do; and as they do not gap after any idol for
these blessings, I must regard their “palaver” about Jesus Christ as superficial and non
sensical. Jesus Christ, I have no doubt, was a very good man; and I have no doubt
the Perfectionists are a very good people: but I am sorry to find any of them at this shab
by business of bandying the word “infidel” as flippantly and unjustly as any orthodox
enemy of progress would.
The Ohio Cultivator enters upon the year 1857 with colors flying, as it should, its ed
itor being an unvanquished general. It makes the very grain-fields, Morgans, Short Horns,
Shanghais,ducks, and Little Giants, redolent of wit and literature; and when it comes to the
domestic department and the fair hands that serve it, there is no mask about the poetry.
The manner and matter of the Cultivator are commendable. Have no worship for mili
tary titles, but we took a liking to the vivacity and naivete of the “Colonel’s” pen, and
afterwards, when we met the editorial cavalier on the cars, and without knowing it was
he, pointed him out to our friend as a man of our fancy. Next he appeared at the head
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of the Fairy Light Guard at the State Fair. And after due observation of his personnel,
stocky build, patriarchal beard, intense eye, and all, wo (my friend and I,) pronounced
him one of the best specimens of an integral man, we had seen at the Fair. But the fact
is (and our compliment to the General will not seem so extravagant after all,) that amongst
the thousands there, we saw little evidence of human symmetry, male or female, although
on the IpedcouLfor it; and when it came to counting noses on integrality, the horses, cattle, pigs, and asses had it. TV e think it high time that a little more attention were given
to the physiological conditions oi integral manhood. How strange do men neglect them
selves to see after their cattle, pigs, and poultry! Let us see to them none the less, hut
to ourselves the more. The Social Revolutionist may have to discuss this, but the Ohio
Cultivator tells about fruit-growing, implements of husbandry, live stock, and such things
as the farmer ought to know. It is not too righteous to exchange with the Social Revolu
tionist. Semi-monthly, one dollar per year, Columbus, Ohio.
The Progressive World is a radical monthly which will be issued as soon as suffi
cient encouragement is received to warrant its success. Editors; John L. Andrews, Chicago, 111., Lindley M. Andrews, Mendota, 111. Terms, one dollar a year in advance.—
The Periodical Letter is a small monthly at fifty cents a year.
Conducted by
Josiah Warren, Box No. 252, Charlestown, Mass. It is devoted chiefly to Equitable Com
merce; Cost the Limit of Price. The following from its pages, accords with our own ex
perience, and may be useful to those who are founding associations:
As soon as these equity villages become publicly known, they become the receptacles
for the two opposite extremes of character, viz: those who are too good to live a life of
contention in the world at large, and those who are too bad to live among any people;—
and the latter are apt to be the majority.
Then again, anything done at that place, though ever so harmless in itself, being re
ported through a distorted medium to a reckless newspaper, and coming again distorted
through that, becomes a hideous looking thing; and in this way, the whole place and the
principles themselves, (unless the public first understand them,) are completely at the
mercy of mere catch-penny scribblers. * * *
Notoriety is a great inconvenience generally, and it is particularly so to those who
must have control over their own time, and who are thus exposed to be taxed by an un
limited idle curiosity as well as the impertinent criticism of every crude news-gatherer
who sees in any new enterprise only that material which he is previously disposed to find
^ These are^ some of the reasons against the indiscriminate publicity to the Equity VilIn the meantime, the inhabitants of these villages will communicate with their ac
quaintances and draw around them by degrees, such as they prefer for neighbors; each
one thus exercising his or her proper share of influence in forming the place; and no par
ticular person becomes despotic spokesman for the whole.
_ The Scalpel is now a dollar monthly, slashing with an inimitable freedom at the fol
lies, sentimentalities, and perversions of domestic life.
Few can wield the pen with
more raciness and force than Dr. Dixon. Address E. H. Dixon M. D., Box 3121, P. 0.
New York, if you wish a dollar’s worth of choice medical reading.
w. s. b.
The Sybil, a neat semi-monthly, from Middletown, Orange Co., N. Y., graces our table.
$1.00 per year.
Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck, its editor and publisher, is fearless and bold,
telling her truth without fear or favor.
We have fallen in love with the Sybil at first
sight. Its spontaneity charms us. It is not yet on our plane of activity, but is true to
its own thought and. gives indications of progress. It is the fashion now, in conventions
and through the press, to ignore all advocates of Woman’s Rights who are not orthodox,
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so as to keep the movement “respectable.” Some shun Dress Reform because Free LoW
women adopt it; and knowing as we do some of the prominent agitators of that cause, we
expect to see them drop it just so soon as its' advocacy ceases to help their pockets. So
with technical Woman’s Rights—some of its advocates are afraid of interference with
marriase. and justly too, for woman cannot have her rights with it. Women who are not
brave enough to overthrow marriage for the sake of freedom, will give up the agitation.
We have faith in the Sybil that it will be radical and' progressive, as the following extract
from its Few Year’s Greeting betokens;—[w. s. b.
“Those engaged in the reformatory movements of the day must become more practical,,
if they would triumph over error.
There must be more of sympathy and truthfulness
among them. There must be more devotion and faithfulness to an espoused principle, if
by their acts they would elevate it.
Then we need a symmetrical blending of different
branches of reform, to make our lives harmonize with the real laws of truth and beauty,
as seen in nature. We must be free in soul, thought, and action, to investigate new quest
ions agitated before the world; and when convinced that they are truths which will de
velop humanity to a higher standard, let us live them, regardless of the sneers, and scoffs
and vulgar words by which we may be assailed.”
The Horticultueist, for Jan. 1857, has just reached us. Each Fo. of this monthly
contains 48 large octavo pages, embellished with well-executed engravings of choice fruits
and architectural designs. It is invaluable to every fruit-culturist. Edited by J. Jay
Smith, assisted by a numerous corps of able contributors.
Terms $2.00 per year; edition with colored plates, $5.00. Address R. Pearsall Smith,
17 & 19 Minor St. Philadelphia Pa.
w- s- BThe Plow, the Loom, and the Anvil. J. A. Fash, M. P. Parish, Editors and Pub
lishers, 7 Beekman St., Few York.
We take pleasure in recommending this able monthly Journal of Agriculture to our
readers. It contains 64 pages, well filled with articles on agricultural and mechanical sci
ence. For terms, etc., see advertisement on last page of cover.
w. s. b.
The Spiritual Universe, of Cleveland, 0., is materially improving in tone and char
acter, and in comprehensiveness of reform agitation. It does not limit itself to the gener
alities and externalities of Spiritualism, but is as well, a “Radical Advocate and Journal
of Reform,” as its extended title now indicates. It aims to apply the truths revealed by
Spiritualism to the practical regeneration of mankind, and has commenced the discussion
of social questions which now engage the attention of progressive minds. The Rights
of Woman—The Sovereignty of the Individual—The Social and Affectional Relations—
Reform in Criminal Legislation—etc., etc., are some of the subjects being discussed in
the current volume. Weekly, $2. per year. L. S. Everett, Editor.
w. s. B.
The British Quarterlies, and others, will be noticed in our next, with extracts of
some of their choicest thoughts.
W- s. b.
A Call for Facts.'—Facts bearing on the marriage question, are in requisition for the
Social Revolutionist. The unbridled lust of marriage, needs to be exposed, and the work
may as well be begun now as any time. We want such statements only, as are entirely
reliable. Let the collector of facts be sure that the narrator is truthful, and has no motive to
falsify. We shall publish nothing of the kind without knowing who the writer is, but it
is not necessary that the name shall be given to the public, and we will not do so without
the writer’s consent. Will physicians and others, be so kind as to respond? The Social
Revolutionist is read exclusively by thinkers, many of whom are lecturers, writers,
and others who are qualifying themselves for agitation and propagandism, and we want tos
make the Social Revolutionist useful to them as a record of facts as well as a medium of
philosophy.
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THE ENTIRE FRONT OF REFORM.
CHAPTER III.
DIETETIC
THE

SIGNIFICANCE
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OF

MEDICAL

REFORM.

ADAPTABILITY AND IDIOSYNCBASY.

It is pretty generally considered that there is need for dietetic and medical reform; hut
as to what constitutes such reform, there is less unanimity. I shall speak more particu
larly with reference to dietetic reform. This might be considered with respect, first, to
the frequency of taking food; secondly, to the quantity taken; and thirdly, to the quality.
But I have no mind to treat the subject so formally. That the abundant use of fat meats
in warm weather, is a dietetic error, few persons will question. But some would claim
that it is an error of quality—that such food should not be taken at all; others, that it is
an error of quantity and time—that such food may be taken under right circumstances.
The regulation of the diet may be left, perhaps, more to instinct, taste, etc., of the individ
ual, than is generally presumed. Some make it a question of imperfect science and illinformed intellect, irrespective of the various needs of individual constitutions, and adopt,
in consequence, a diet which, in certain cases, proves disastrous. Morbid conditions often
demand food with reference to time, quantity, and quality, which is injurious; yet, it is
not unusual for the patient to crave the food that is best adapted to the requirements of
his disease. In healthy conditions, the rule certainly is, that the craving indicates the
quantity and quality of food to be taken. It would seem that instinct and taste should
be observed under the guidance of reason and science.
Variety of tastes is no indication of morbid appetite. Variety obtains in nature, and
it is a principle implanted in the human constitution. Man, above all others, is an adap
table being. He inhabits all climes and lives under an infinite variety of circumstances.
It is his nature thus to do; and without this adaptability in his constitution, he could not
he “lord” of the earth. That different people, under different circumstances, should
adopt different dietetic habits, and use a great variety of food, is entirely natural.—
The Abyssinian with a broad base to the brain, does not stop, when hungry, to examine
the structure of his teeth, jaws, stomach, intestinal canal, etc., to know what to eat: He
just takes a slice out of a live cow and devours it. When a Hottentot is hungry,
he just snaps up lizards and toads, and this is natural for him. The North American In
dian of destructive habits, has a destructive brain, and he kills game for his food, natural
ly. The Laplander and Esquimaux would not be greatly edified with a lecture on th©
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teeth and jaw, when hungry, and nothing within reach to eat, hut such animals as feett
on moss or live in the waters.
It would not be natural for such as the above, to subsist on grains and fruits. The formation
of the brain of savages, points to the destruction of animal life for the satisfaction of the appo^
tite. In human beings upon so low a plane as this, alimentiveness would be more likely
to associate itself with killing game, than with the more complex and beautiful pursuits of
growing grains and fruits. This view is confirmed by the history and geography of the race.
The rudest tribes subsist by hunting and fishing; a little higher class rear their own flocks
and herds; and only the more advanced peoples resort to agriculture for the means of sub
sistence. Undeveloped peoples get their food in the easiest manner possible, and it is nat
ural for them to do so. In temperate and colder climes, they subsist chiefly on animal
food; in tropical regions, more on fruits. Such food is the most easil}r procured. A similar
law seems to obtain in the case of monkeys and orang-outangs, whose anatomical structure is
similar to that of man. At least some families subsist chiefly on fruits, while others are remark
able for their carnivorous habits; and they may alternate from one kind of food to th<3
other.
The lower the animal, the less adaptability does it seem to possess. The lowest
forms of animal life, as the Radiata and some of the Mollusca, are attached to a particular
locality, and their manner of life has little variety. Animals higher in organization, pos
sess a wider range of adaptability, and live under a greater variety of circumstances.—Man possesses a greater degree of adaptability than any other sentient being, and he
ranges the whole globe. Man’s, is the highest organization. In a sense, he comprehends
all below him; he lords it over all, and lives in every region, from the Equator to the
Pole.
A law of nature is, teeming life. A drop of water in becoming putrid, generates a
multitude of animated existences. Life springs out of death in the decomposition of or
ganic matter. Animal preys upon animal, and fish upon fish, that the more may live.—For the same purpose, one species of organized being within or upon another, preys up
on its vital fluids. The air, the earth, and the sea swarm with living beings. Some of
these are very low in the scale, it is true. But organic life equally low, existed millions
of years on this planet, before the advent of man. The fiat of creation seems to be: Let
every physical condition have its appropriate life; or, in other words: Let the highest forms
exist, which the physical conditions of the planet, or any part of the planet, will permit.Hence, the noblest specimens of the human race, are found in the temperate regions where
the conditions of life are the most favorable; the most ignoble in the Arctic and tropical
regions, where the climate is least favorable to the development of the energetic and artistic
faculties. I know that some who are wiser than what exists in nature, have said that
human beings should not live in so inhospitable a clime as that near the Pole; I can
not regard this other than a subterfuge, necessary to sustain an exclusive theory of diet
etics. The highest possible forms will exist and subsist in Arctic regions, just as any
where else. The Icelander or Kamtsc'hatkian is a higher type of existence, and enjoys
more of life than the monkey or the goat; and yet these human types, situated as they are,
must subsist on a flesh diet. Such people just suit their abode, and their manner of life
just suits them. They enjoy such a home better than they would any other; and our philos
ophers who say that the Arctic regions, are not fit for the habitation of men, because only
a low class can live there, ignore this natural law, which places in every part of the earthy
the highest order of intelligence and sentient existence possible.
Animal food is used most exclusively in the extreme North; mixed diet is more com-
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tnon in the temperate zones, and fruit, perhaps, in the torrid zone. What is natural food
for the Esquimaux, is not natural food for the Hindoo. It is known that those animals
whoso alimentary system is intermediate between the carnivora and the herbivora, possess
the greatest amount of adaptability. Man, in this regard, stands highest in the scale; and
this fact of his adaptability, taken in connection with his lordship of the earth, proves a
variable or floating eclecticism in diet, as true for mankind at large, and effectually sets
aside any system of exclusive diet as the law for the Race. What if it be shown that
man’s digestive and masticatory organs prove his adaptation to vegetable diet only? Then
Is there contradiction in nature. We would have adaptation fitting man for the use of fruits
and farinacea only; an adaptability by which he can use almost every digestible sub
stance for food, thus fitting him to inhabit all parts of the earth, as seems to he his des
tiny. But I am not prepared to admit that this adaptation to an exclusive fruit and far
inaceous diet, can be proved from considerations respecting the structure of the teeth,
•alimentary system, etc. All that can be clearly made out is, that the anatomy of man in
this respect, is intermediate between that of the carnivora and herbivora;—and from this
some infer that he is adapted to a mixed diet, and others that he is adapted to an exclu
sive fruit and farinaceous diet; and the latter refer us to monkeys and orang outangs,
though it is known that some varieties of these are omnivorous, just as some varieties of
the human species are.
The adaptability of man enables him to go to either extreme, as necessity or conveni
ence may require, and subsist upon flesh or vegetables; or he may take an intermediate
position, and subsist upon fruits and farinacea; or he may use all these articles.
“Bmt fruits and farinacea are best.” Who for? Best for the Knisteneaux and Finland
er? I can hardly think it. Whale oil, I must think, is better for the Esquimaux than
the finest peacli that ever grew. Before we can say what is best for any people or any in
dividual, we must first know what the aptitudes of that people or individual are.
I will concede that different kinds of diet have different physiological and moral influen
ces. The gross diet favors the development of grossness, and the refined diet favors the
development of refinement. A flesh diet favors the development of animality, and a fruit
and farinaceous diet, the development of spirituality.
Whilst the earth is still unconquered, there must necessarily be much gross and uncouth labor to perform—much unre
fined life to live; and while this state of things obtains, it would not be best for all to
become too refined.
The individual who clears out the forest, drains the marshes, and
makes earth habitable, seems to require the grosser qualities of food to adapt him to his
sphere of life. It is known that the monopolizing action of the moral region of the brain is
physically exhausting. Excess in this direction leads to the death of the body, and the
more exalted life of the spirit. Some are born with too great a tendency in this direction,
and such are i/iost likely to discard the grosser kinds of food, and adopt such a diet as will
increase the excess which already obtains.
The invalid who most needs to take exer
cise is often the most averse to doing so. Yet the invalid should walk, and the individual
with too great an activity of his intellect and spiritual nature, should adopt such hygienic
habits as will antagonize this over activity, and rouse the physical energies into action.
I am not sure hut animal food would be useful in a case of this kind. But while some
are too delicately organized for the earth sphere, others are more grossly organized than
they might wish. Such would do well gradually to lay aside the grosser qualities of food
and adapt their general habits to a higher tone of being, so as to give greater activity to
the spiritual and refined elements of their nature.
That exclusive system of diet which discards stimulants, I regard as erroneous. Stim
ulating food and stimulants proper are to be had in all parts of the earth, and men every-
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where use them. One here and there may theorize himself into a different practice, and
the constitution adapts itself to the deprivation. But this might obtain even,'if stimulation
be a universal demand of the human constitution. The sexual appetite is an example of
such demand, yet, in certain cases there may be deprivation, and the constitution will
adapt itself to it.
In morbid conditions, stimulation by some process or other becomes
absolutely indispensable to recovery. It seems to be a recuperative energy and remedial
function of the system to restore health, as much as the invigorated action of the stomach
is a condition necessary to restore flesh to an emaciated frame. It may be the excessive
use of stimulating food at improper seasons, that constitutes the wrong. Since stimulantsi
are abundant in nature, grateful to the palate, and agreeable to the feelings, I can not but
regard these conditions as God’s warrant for their use in temperance.
It is clear that I do not consider the claims of all that assumes to be dietetic reform.
The conditions of the human race are far too variable and divergent for any narrow sys
tem to suit all.
Not only are there differences amongst peoples, but idiosyncrasies
amongst individuals of the same people.
The thousands of varied influences, physical
and spiritual, seen and unseen, which affect the reproduction and education of the several
individuals of the species, develop such an incalculable diversity of tastes and aptitudes,
that no limited system of dietetics can apply to all. The human constitution in this re
spect baffles science.
This is admitted by the profoundest students of nutrition and
therapeutics.
Something is known of general principles, but not all by any means.—
Systems of diet and medicine must yield to individual peculiarities and idiosyncrasies.
The physician in ordering food or treatment for his patient, must understand the peculiar
ities of the individual, or he may greatly err. All observing and thinking physicians know
this. Numerous facts showing the variety of constitutional aptitudes and conditions, are
on record. One substance affects one individual one way, and another individual a differ
ent way. The constitutional peculiarities of the same individual are not always the same.
Some medicines, by constant use, lose their power to affect the system.
Some articles
of food which agree with the stomach at one period of life, may not agree with it at an
other, and vice versa.
This complexity, variability, adaptability, idiosyncrasy, etc., which can only he hinted
at here, is some evidence for eclecticism in medicine as well as in dietetics. By eclecti
cism I mean, of course, no system which goes by that name. I mean the election of such
remedial agencies or processes as may be adapted to any particular case. To doctor ac
cording to routine is unwise, if not wicked, and yet this is the way it is mostly done.—
Every physician should be a medical philosopher, endowed with an original mind and
good powers of observation, so as to meet rightly the exigencies of every case.
Some discard medicines altogether; and this is an exclusivism which corresponds to that
of vegetarianism. This system might he generally best, and yet not adapted to all cases.
Such treatment might he best for some individuals, as the same is true of an exclusive
diet. In the matter of diet and medicine, I would discard no kingdom of nature, for man
comprehends within himself elements from all three.
The indiscriminate and excessive habit of drugging according to rule, is no doubt a
great curse to civilized people, yet it does not follow that medicine should he discarded in all
cases, or that it might not he useful in the art of healing generally. The greatest reform
needed in connection with medicine, is no doubt to drug less, and rely more on the vis
medicatrix nature.
This requires proper hygienic habits, physical labor hut not t©>
excess, rest hut not indolence, industrial cares hut not harassing perplexities, a hopeful,,
cheerful life, with love for the heart, and harmony for the soul. This brings us again t®>
the influence of our social conditions.
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111 health is a fruitful source of depravity, and bad eating and bad doctoring are fruit
ful sources of ill health. We need reform in these tilings., Every individual must con
sider what is best for himself^ and having learned as well as he can, do the best he knows.
But the fate of the individual is wrapped up in that of his fellows^ and one alone cannot
observe the conditions of health, whilst all around him disregard them. We have hope
ixi the increase of intelligence, and the general concert of action to establish some day
the conditions of health and happiness.

THE ABSURDITY OF

THE PRESENT FORMS OF INDICTMENTS
AND, GOVERNMENTS.
BY CBACEEO.

In legal phrase, an indictment is a written accusation of one or more persons, of a crime
or misdemeanor, presented to, and preferred upon oath or affirmation, by a grand jury,
legally convoked.
Law writers are very full and particular in showing the derivation of the word and its
exact meaning, from its origin up to the present time, as though it were of very grave im
portance, when, in cool reason, it is of very little; and might, as an accusation, be as ef
fectually drawn up, supposing it were in Texas, in the following form as any other:—
"The State of Texas,^
•County of Oraxge.

In the District Court of said County,
Spring Term, 1856.
•“The Grand Jurors of said County, upon the testimony of Tom, Dick, and Harry, find
that on or about the first day of May, 1856, John Doe maliciously killed Richard Eoe, in
said County.
John Fielding, Foreman.”

I

Now, why is not this sufficient?
It shows an offense, the place, and who committed it, and whom upon, as completely
as one at common law, which, for this same offense, would require even a page of fools
cap paper.
“But,” exclaims a learned member of the bar, “there is no precedent for such a docu
ment as this! It sets forth no offense known to the law. There is no precedent for it in
all the law books!”1
How very strange it is, that men will yet look to old precedents and to old law books
for a guide, instead of reason and convenience! What injustice could possibly happen
under the above form of indictment? Xone in the world, and ! defy any lawyer to point
out truly, where injustice under it, could happen, by reason, and keeping in view the real
object of the law, which is the conviction of an offender of the law. If he cannot, then
what an immense revolution might be effected in favor of public justice, by using this
simple form! What vast expense for recording, and time in doing it, might be saved!—
But, were all our institutions of government reduced to actual utility, would there be
any use for a grand jury to find an indictment at all? Look at the object of an indict
ment. It is used for the purpose of convicting a criminal and to point him out to pun
ishment.
Could not a Council of twenty-five persons, chosen from a County for their wisdom and
respectability, by the vote of the rest of the citizens, do the same as effectually ? Would
not such a Council be more effectual than the whole process of trial by an indictment?—
It seems to me that such a Council would be far more simple and certain. If not, I
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should like to know why, not from precedent and law books, but from reason and utility.
With a clerk or recorder for such a Council,, it could do call the public business of theCounty, and might be called “The County Council.” Besides the recorder,, a bailiff with;
his deputies would be necessary to execute the orders of the Council. Kow, if this
County Council” could attend to its own social affairs, then a similar one; elected by the*
people, could attend to the affairs of the State, the bailiff of which, attending to the executive'
department, inis would be truly a republican form of government,, or advisory Coun
cil. There is no real use for two Houses and the veto power in the Legislature- or €teacils of State, when the members are chosen annually by vote.
Were our governments of States and Counties reduced to simple State and County
Councils, oui statute Oook would be reduced to a mere pamphlet. The yearly printed
acts would be about the size of a common almanac. What an immense amount
of laboi and expense would be thus saved! We vould then be truly republican. Our
institutions would show that man is, in fact, capable of self-government. I think rea
son, under the intuitions of modern light, will show that a simple Council is all that a
community requires for its public affairs. The people of a County compose a small commuity, the State, a larger one; and the United States, one of the largest. Our govern
ment will eventually he reduced to something like this form, for it is yet imperfect, and
must fall away with all old things in the course of eternal progression. But when it is.
so formed, men will not look to the past, as our ancestors did, but to the present. Our
ancestors did the very best they could in their day, and should be venerated forever; but
when ourselves or posterity shall enter into the Council form of government, we or they
will look to the light within, and to intuition and reason.
I think I have clearly, simply, and indisputably shown, first: That an indictment might
be greatly and advantageously simplified. Second, that as a grand jury might be dis
pensed with, no indictment is necessary at all. Third, that all the whole process of an
indictment, courts and judges might be merged into the business of this “County Coun
cil,” which, in the investigation of crime, or any issue, should throw aside all the tech
nical rules of evidence, and receive all the information possible from all sources, and learn
the fact sought for, as we do any other. Precedent should be disregarded, and the light
of eternal progression should be the rule.
To approach this subject through the ancient door of an indictment, is rather an irreg
ular way of coming into the gloomy temple of old things, to show how they should give
way for the new; but I think it is a very appropriate one, as we can see there the rude
superfluousness which we will soon leave behind, and enter the bright and splendid Ymlh
of the Temple of Progression just before us, where will be held the councils of human
concerns, in which pure simplicity and utility will prevail.
If an indictment can be so simplified, so can a government; if the first can be dispensed
with by a plain Council, so can the last. Both grew out of ancient ignorance, supersti
tion, and prejudice. If one can be simplified by reason, so can the other; so, if a Coun
cil can supersede tae necessity of one, it can the other. A plain, simple, and democratic
Council is sufficient for the order and well-being of any society. Such is my conviction,
and if I am in error, I should like to know it.
Madison, Texas.
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Friend PATTERSON;™Yes, I believe in affectional freedom, and as the orthodox say,
I will give you “my experience.” My organization is such that anything but chastity is
a heinous crime, and my education strengthened the inherent virtue already so deeply

rooted in my being.
I loved, loved as only woman’s trusting heart can love; its reciprocity gave me great
happiness! Time passed, and I was aroused from my dream of future bliss by the tidings
that my heart’s chosen one had dared to love another. My sense of virtue was outraged
and the sacredness with which I held the one, and only one love, caused me to refuse to
have our marriage consummated. He plead in vain. My heart was yet his, but he had
taken other loves and I repulsed him. I believed I could never love again, yet I chose
a life of loneliness rather than accept a true heart who had shared those treasures with
others, which I considered wholly mine.
But my heart was true to its highest wants, and I found I did love others as ardently
as I had loved at first. I married, because I loved and was loved in return. We lived
happily, and years passed bringing love and contentment.
The subject of Free Love
came up. My husband was disposed to look at it favorably. I gave it but a thought,
for I felt I could never love another as I did him, and my whole being shrunk from the
idea of his loving others.
I could give him the privilege of having as many friendship
loves as he pleased, but sexual love was out of the question. I thought if he cherished
such love for other women, he would not love me, and I felt his love for me was so great
it would bind him to me for life.
Thus we rested in quietness and peace.
But, as I progressed in other directions, I
could not overlook the need of social reform; and as fate sometimes seems to open a way
for us, I at this time received a letter from a friend who had accepted and lived this free
dom, and who urged me to investigate it. Coming as it did from a person on whose judg
ment I could rely, whose life had been one of rigorous chastity, whose truthfulness I
could not gainsay, it awakened me on the subject sufficiently to lead me to look at it with
candor and a desire to know the truth. In fact, I could not have passed it by, had it been
my desire to do so.'
Alone and in silent communion with my own heart, did I canvass
the whole matter. I read the thoughts of our most practical and popular authors who
are opposed to it, still I could not decide. It was not my love for my husband, or his love
for me, that now held me back. The question with me was; Is it right? Will this free
dom bring to the world that love and harmony it has so long been seeking? Did nature
intend that her noblest and most perfect work, should of necessity be bound in chains
which death alone can sever? This, to me was more than all else. To live as the God
of nature designed man to live, was what I sought.
After long weeks of thought and study, it all became clear. Freedom stood revealed
to me encircled by a halo of light, such as my mental vision had never before comprehen
ded. I felt that I was indeed another being—more of a woman—more what my heart
in its longings for a better life had aspired to be; for I realized my freedom. . I had no claims
on my husband’s love, farther than I was capable of being to him what his love sought or
demanded. Did it separate us? Far from it; the fact that each had released the other,
cemented more firmly the love already existing between us, and when he loved another I
loved her too. I took to my heart as a dear sister, the one whose love had made happier
the heart I prized so much. Still I was but half tested. Gould I, with my woman’s
heart, love others and continue to love my husband with the same unselfish love I had
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so long known?
But it came, and not one silver link in the chain of our love was bro
ken. On the contrary, numerous golden ones were added, enlarging and beautifying the
one that had so closely woven itself into my very being.
Life, which before was bright and calm, came now to be radiantly beautiful: for I could
love now where I must, and it brought a happiness far greater than any I had beforeknown—not because it was more deep, but in loving now, I had nothing to continually
remind me that it must be for all time. Say what we will, about the happiness of a wo
man in a love she feels to be fully reciprocated—where she anticipates marriage, it is
not, it cannot be, what it would, if she loved in freedom. In the first instance, she loves
with an eye to the future^ on and on, through long years of toil and care, her now chos
en love is to be her only companion,, and whether he continue worthy of her love or not,
or whether she loves him, or only tolerates, or hates him cordially, she must live with
him, she must give him the semblance of love.
And even before marriage she is not
free, for if she be natural in giving such tokens of affection, such little tendernesses as
her love prompts, ten to one he would forsake her. Thus it is, that she cannot be free at
any time, and of course not as happy as she could or should be.
In freedom it is different; love goes out as spontaneously as water runs from an over
flowing fountain, and is received as cordially as given. No fear of future discord crowds
itself between us and our happiness, no fear of despised affection, no fear of abuse from
the loved one, comes in to cause a sigh and repress the outgushing of our very souls.—
We love and are loved; we are happy; this is as it should be, and we enjoy the sweets
that come so naturally and heaven-like to our being.
Yours for truth,

LOVE
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Minerva Putnam.

AGAIN.

BY J. W. TOWNER.

In the December number, is an article by J. D. Grage, written partly in reply to min®
under the above heading, which was published in the October number. I do not see that
he has invalidated the force of my positions or arguments, or adduced anything new in
support of the “law of progression in harmony.” Hence, 1 shall not aim here to add much,
in this respect, to what has already been advanced, but -will mainly make some remarks
of rather an explanatory character, to prevent misconstruction, and make plain that which
appears vague.
He “would prefer to consider the subject as it relates to healthy and harmonious men and
women,and to consider diseased conditions as exceptional.” So would I,but I cannot see or fee!
that it would be necessarily “folly and crime” or "pollution” for a healthy person to have
sexual intercourse with one not entirely healthy, any more than it would be for a healthy
person to magnetize a sick one, or to expose himself, in any way, to the noxious or infec
tious influences of disease. Any contact of a healthy person with a diseased one, is pol
lution in the same sense, differing only in degree. Speaking for myself, I do not hesitate
to say, that it would be a happiness to me, if the woman I loved had disease of this kind,
which would be bettered by intercourse, (of which, in some cases, there is no room for
doubt,) to have such intercourse to the extent of my power. Diseases and the means of
cure are measurably “revolting” to healthy and harmonious minds, but they must be met,
nevertheless.

Matibial

Ubiojj.
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It was not denied by me, that “in the harmony of nature, supply and demand are in
equilibrio,” except in the absolute sense in which friend Pyburn used that proposition.—
My remark was, that said proposition needed qualification, and then I endeavored to
show that the qualifications needed, were so great as to unfit it for the purpose for which
it was used by him.
“It would be difficult to show that the demand for impregnation exists whenever that re
sult is possible.” JSTot at all, according to the argument of friend G-age, from analogy.—
It may be the very thing most to be dreaded in certain cases which are exceptional, but
“we prefer to consider the subject as it relates to healthy and harmonious men and wom
en.” From the analogies of the vegetable and animal world, he concludes that “nothing
can be more evident than that the natural consequence of the sexual act, is the produc
tion of offspring,” and infers that the act should be performed by human beings, only
when offspring is desired. Now, the same analogies show just as clearly, that whenever
impregnation is possible, there is a corresponding desire and effort to produce it. If hu
man beings should follow those analogies and refrain from the sexual act when offspring
cannot be produced, and should perform it only to produce it, why should they not follow
them in the other direction, and desire and endeavor to produce it, whenever nature sig
nifies that the ova are formed and waiting for impregnation? The female among the
lower animals, desires and permits coition only for offspring, and friend Gage says wom
an should do the same. The female of the lower animals also desi res and permits coition
for offspring, as soon as, and whenever offspring is possible; now, why not say woman
should do the same?
One conclusion is as legitimate as the other. So every healthy
and harmonious girl should, as soon as she attains the age of puberty, commence bearing
children, and continue to do so as long as she can. The capacity for doing a thing, con
stitutes, or at any rate, supposes the existence of a demand that the thing be done, and
if we are to strictly follow the analogies of the lower kingdoms of nature, we shall soon
descend to their level.
I am willing to bear the charge of sensuality, if it can be made out from my former
article. In the sense there conveyed, I am a sensualist. The sensuality of kisses, ca
resses, etc., is admitted; but when friend Gage says that “when applied to the idea of ma
terial union, it would be like a man who habitually indulged in the use of food and
drink, when they were not required for the use of the body, but were taken for the
mere pleasure of the palate,” he begs the question entirely. I deny the existence of
such an exclusive relation between intercourse and offspring, as there is between food and
nutrition.
He would give us to understand, that he is not of that “certain largo class (fools), who
will not learn in any other than the dear school of experience.” I cannot flatter myself
that I am yet above the need of experience. I think, that repudiate and despise it as we
may, we may find ourselves after all, obliged to accept of its tuition. We may pride our
selves upon our “reason and consciousness” being sufficient to indicate the true path, without
practical experience, and may look down upon those who seek knowledge in that way,
but we may find ourselves at last at the foot of the class in that dear school. This dog
matic theorizing by those who can only express themselves “by way of opinion,” has
never yet produced much good in the way of practical results.
With what propriety the term “bestial” can be applied to “sexual unions for the sake
of their harmonizing and love-intensifying results,” even if we take intoaccount, “the means
—call them unnatural if you will—which must be used to prevent such a result,” I am
unable to see. Such a course seems to me to be highly human. It is the part of ration-
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al beings to use preventives of conception when s uch a result is undesirable or improper
It is the part of lower animals to exercise no control over this function, and the argu
ment of our friend, drawn from the analogies of nature, if fully carried out, would lead
us to closely imitate them, and thus be bestial in literal truth.
But sexual unions with such preventives are “revolting” and “repugnant” to friend
Gage’s “sense of right.” And the idea of “prescribing sexual intercourse as a remedial
agent, is extremely revolting!” Well, what of it? The idea of sexual intercourse, at
any time or for any purpose, is “revolting” to some persons and classes, to men and
women who have lost amative power through disease or other causes; it seems to have
been so to Paul and to Jesus, and has been so to many of their followers since; the Sha
kers of modern times are an example. Seth Paine thinks “sex is a great mistake?” and
this being the case, undoubtedly the position of the sexual characteristics, is revolting to
him, to say nothing of their manifestations. Does this prove anything? If so, what?
Some persons are in the habit of freely applying such terms as, repulsive, disgusting,
shocking, abhorrent, unnatural, etc., to the principles and practices of those who do not
agree with them, as if this settled the question of difference in their favor. And they as
freely characterise their own principles and practices as pure, beautiful, harmonious, and
natural. They and theirs are clean, others are “unwashed;” they are refined and
spiritual, others are coarse and sensual; they are orderly and regular, planets in their
orbits; others are “comets,” or, perhaps, unresolved nebulas. I do not claim to be wholly
exempt from this egotism and folly, but I think wo should seek to avoid it, being well
satisfied that it tends to further neither our owm advancement to knowledge, nor that of
others.

NO

IMMORTALITY.
BY J. W. TOWNEB.

Joseph Treat undertakes to “riddle” the idea that the doctrine of immortality “does so
much good” to mankind.
It seems to me, that in many respects, his “demonstration”'
stultifies itself.
For instance, “ ‘that the naked idea of immortality is essentially pernicious to human
progress and general well-being’, if it’s a lie; * * * “lies don’t bless.” “In the lower
stages of unfolding, men may perhaps need immortality, (and they do.)”
Then, after all, the “lie” of immortality is not so pernicious in certain stages of human
unfolding, for it is needed. Do men need that which don’t Mess them? If they need a
“lie,” won’t the “lie” bless? Again, “what makes men good or had, is not their doctrines,
but their natures.” “It is still men’s natures that make them happy, not their beliefs,
nor disbeliefs.”
If this he so, how is it, Joseph, that your “no-immortality” has made you “every way,
and eternally, and infinitely, better,” and so much more happy, that the saying so would
but mock the “ineffable reality?” It is not, you say, men’s doctrines, their beliefs, nor dis
beliefs, that make them good or bad, but yet you will have it, that your no-immortality has
done all this for you; yes, you say this doctrine is so essential to goodness and happiness
that no man can melt away into them until he gives up immortality and adopts it instead.
When you want to make out that men do not need immortality, you lay down the postu
late, that not man’s doctrines, but their natures make them good and happy; but, when
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you want to make out they do need no-immortality, you make the doctrine essential to
goodness and happiness. And you call this, demonstration!
Men’s doctrines do not make them good or bad, and yet you say that from this doctrine
of immortality, “only, do all things grow, that turn men away to what does them no good,
but keeps them from good.” According to your own assertion, we might say to you, “if
men are good, they do not need” your idea of no-immortality, “and if they are not good,”
it “will not make them so.”
“You can’t make low men believe the opposite doctrine” (no-immortality.) Who are
low men? Those that are ignorant? Many ignorant men believe it. Those that are
animal? Animal men believe it. Those that are cruel, unjust, and oppressive? These
are to be found among the believers in no-immortality. At least, this is true within the
sphere of my observation. I don’t think that, as a general thing, they are so much above
or ahead of others in their tendencies.
Some, “having a whole eternity in which to get over the results of their bad actions,
won’t live nearly so well, as if they knew there was no other world, nor future, but only
this world and now.” Progressives and Spiritualists don’t believe in such an eternity.
If harm would come from such an idea of eternity, it is no fault of immortality, but of a
wrong view of it. The corrective needed is to give right views, not to destroy the
idea itself.
Some Progressives and Spiritualists believe in immortality as the eternal continuation
of the “now” of which our friend says so much, and the “great incitement to good—the
mighty motive to right, so far as doctrine has any influence, comes from the idea that this
“now” is eternal in its duration, its relations, and its consequences.
How many, poor
and weak, would “give up the ship” and go to the bottom of the sea of human life, but
for this.
But, “Grods, devils, etc., and the whole batch of silly lies” grow out of immortality.
Well, “men need them in the lower stages of unfolding.”
But, “there is a point at
which immortality is changed into a hindrance.”
We want you to give us some proof
of this,‘other than the demonstration from your own experience. For, perhaps, after all,
it is only your “nature” which has done all this for you.
Remember, “doctrines don’t
make men good or happy.”
“Ho man will rely on, nor live himself, who believes in spirits.” As well say, no man
will rely on, or live himself who believes in anybody else. It is just as easy to be selfreliant and self-living, in relation to spirits, as it is in relation to men.

Dress Reform.—We wish tact, taste, genius, originality to be exercised in dress as
well as in any other department of life; for there is nothing more narrowing and belittling
to the mind and body, than this abject aping and cringing to forms, crushing and burthening the body, until every free and natural motion is lost and destroyed. American
women are too servile; they need to cultivate individuality and character. Their mode of
life weakens their physical powers, and this aids much to destroy their individualized
character. Our boast of a free and independent nation, is but in name; we constantly ig
nore it by our acts. We seek and passively throw around us, the bonds of society and
fashion, though we know and call them false and enervating, and destructive to our high
er natures as responsible beings to Glod and humanity.—Sybil.
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BY FRANCIS BARRY.

John Patterson says: “God is himself circumscribed by necessities.” Of course,
ibis is not the “Omnipotent” God, for he has “his own head” entirely?
“He doeth his
will in the armies of Heaven,” etc. Patterson’s God, I infer, is an uncommon smart
man, and generally “does things up brown;” but sometimes he is “hard up,” and can't
have everything just as he would like, and then, like a sensible man, he does “the next
best thing?”
But this God is smart, no mistake, for the author of “Social Democracy” tells us
about “God-given truth!” Where the truth was, before God gave it, we are not told.—Whether he “grinds it out up there,” or whether he had it boxed up from all eternity,
seems to be a question. Some have thought truth is eternal, but that is a wild no
tion, decidedly?
Now, John don't say anything. (You can’t, if you try?) I will agree to “drop the
subject,” if you will.
E E P L Y.

I should do as my friend bids, and say nothing, but that I see he needs instruction,
and my sense of duty obliges me to give it. My God is the Sum of Universal Energy;
in other words, the Collective Energies of the Universe in Unity; in Oriental phrase, the
Soul of the Universe; but these are descriptive phrases too cumbrous for general use; we
want a name to designate this idea, and I find all that I want in the little word “God.”—
This Infinite Energy is working out progressive realities;—such is the case in this planet,
we know, and we believe it to be so in the Universe. This Energy, or God-Power, acts
by regular sequence, and its laws are indispensable and good in themselves; but there is
a necessity which is inseparable from the very nature of law—a necessity which leads
to conflict, discord, and pain, in the action of the various laws of the Universe, as in the
clashing of the elements, the destruction of life, and the suffering in all the ranks of sen
tient existences;—hence, I say, God himself [Universal Energy, or the Boulof the Uni
verse,] is circumscribed by necessity.—The term Nature, or the Universe, does not con
vey the idea for me, since by the term God I understand the Animating Principle, or
Developing Force of Nature, or of the Universe. And this I believe to be essentially
the God-idea amongst all peoples; the compass of the idea being commensurate with the
breadth of cosmical view, upon any plane of intellectual and scientific development.
If my friend supposes all truth to be eternal, he is quite mistaken! Truth is an affair
of development—an unfolding of Progressive Energy;—it is “God-given.” There was
no moral truth in this planet, or any other, till moral creatures came into existence. If
Geology be true, there were physical and physiological truths, but not moral truths.—•
And after moral intelligences of a lower order were developed into being, only such moral
truth had existence, as belonged to their plane of mental unfolding. As the Race ad
vances, higher truths are unfolded; and it is more philosophical to say that the topmost
branch of a great oak is as old as the tiny germ from which the tree originally sprung,
than to say that the Sovereignty of the Individual is an eternal truth.
Our critic is slightly mistaken as to the identity of the “uncommon smart man,” he
speaks of; it is not Patterson’s God, but Patterson’s friend Frank? And, moreover, it is
aot Patterson’s God that is “hard up,” but his brother Barry?
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BY C. M. OVERTON.

It is to believe that attraction, or natural law, should form the bond of union between
conjugal partners, instead of a conventional service. This is all that is legitimately im
plied by the term. A man who believes in one love, may be as much a Free Lover as
one who believes in many. Henry James, Henry C. Wright, and* William Denton be
lieve in one love as the dictate of nature, and have faith enough in God not to wish to
“re-enact” his laws. They are, therefore, Free Lovers.
Fourier, “Vincent” and “Harmonia,” and democratic “John” believe that variety is
and will be, in the future, the law for many, but are none the more Free Lovers for that
fact.
Freedom is the condition of being at liberty to follow the law of nature, without de
fining that law. Monogamy, polygamy, or indiscriminate intercourse (which is the idea
that the popular mind at present attaches to the term Free Love,) are but the fancied
results of freedom. I envy not the man who believes that all these evil results would
necessarily follow. It evidences, it may be, an intimate knowledge of himself, and the
motives which prevent him from vice; but, it betrays a sad want of faith in God and
humanity!
An unfaith in God, and, consequently, in man, is the besetting sin of conservatism in
general.
And we have plenty of democratic despots and protesting Papists in this land, who
have really no more faith than Napoleon or Pius. All virtue, in their estimation, is merely
conventional, for which we are indebted, not to anything inherent in man, but to laws,
prisons, gibbets, and lakes of fire and brimstone.
I have great respect for Monarchists and Romanists, who profess to be what they re
ally are; but those democrats and Protestants, in name merely, who are mouthing words
which they do not comprehend, blarneying of a humanity which they have no faith in, and a
theoretical freedom whose advent were a curse.—Pshaw! why don’t they locate them
selves where they belong, instead of rendering lip service to the goddess of Liberty—en
tering the lists in her behalf, before they are naturalized to her atmosphere? Abolish the
gallows, and murder and assassinations would fill the land, for there would be nothing
left to prevent it! Abolish slavery, and the “niggers” would certainly massacre all the
whites!
Abolish hell, and there will be no incentive to virtue left! Abolish marriage, and ev
ery man will be for making a Sabine strike among the women,, and every woman will im
mediately turn prostitute!!
0, wise conservatives, that have so much more forethought than Deity, as to enable
you to remedy his blunders!!
That, whereas man was created a murderer, bethought them of a gallows! That,
whereas woman was born a prostitute, bethought them of the marriage bond! That,
whereas man was created prone to evil generally, incapable of self-government, devoid
of innate virtue, bethought them of injecting virtue by means of laws and institutions,
whips, chains, prisons, and gibbets!
0, happy foundling humanity, to be thus plucked by step-fatherly care, from the im
providence of thy reputed Creator! Stand fast by the statu quo, for if you drag anchor,
you have neither chart nor compass, motive power nor pilot, and will surely fetch up m
hell!

SociAX,

Revolutionist.

Stand fast by the great conservative institutions of the age—Marriage, Slavery, and
Brimstone! Our social, political, and eternal salvation depends on the preservation, in
tact, of these manufactories of Exoteric Virtue! A "vile Free Lover! Scum of crea
tion!” Gfo it, Old Hold-back! You can’t scare us by calling us hard names! Fifty
years ago, you were making mouths at the John Baptists of our political freedom—bawl
ing “democrat” at Jefferson and his compeers! And your allies in Europe, are to-day,
shivering over the horrors which they see wrapped up in the same term, as well as that
of “republican.” IVenty years ago, “abolitionist” was positively the worst term that
could be applied to a man, and Wm. L. Grarrison was dragged through the streets of
Boston, (yes, Boston!) with a halter about his neck; and Lovejoy met a martyr's grave,
simply for denying the right of property in man!—simply for criticising an established
institution. And to-day, through more than half of the territory of these United States,
every Anti-Slavery man who has the manliness to avow his sentiments, is a social outlaw.
Ten years ago, a Land Reformer was a “fool,” or a “fanatic”;—“vote yourself a farm,”—a
by-word for the rabble!
To-day the “silly vagary” is almost realized. Now it is almost as much of a disgrace
to be an Anti-Slavery man (in the North,) as it was a few years ago to be one!—•
And without pretending to any special gifts of prophecy, I predict that the children of
the next century will blush alike at the advocacy of chattel and affectional slavery! Free
Love! The bravest adjective in the language, joined to the holiest name! Hove the
term. To me, it is the synonym of all that is pure and good. Let others put their own
base thoughts into it, if they please or must! But as my democracy gives no warrant for
murder and rapine—as free thought does not, to me, imply a wish to lie or slander, nei
ther does freedom of the affections imply a wish or a right to do anything that is immoral
or unmanly! I am a Free Lover, and I cannot see how any magnanimous, manly soul
can be anything else. The man who would claim the body of a woman when denied
the spirit—the hand without the heart;—the woman who would fasten to a corpse from
whom the life of love had departed,—can lay no claim to the title. But what generous,
manly soul, not lost to SELF-respect as well as regard for her companion, would not scorn
such love? If any such there be, let them deny being Free Lovers. But let every per
son who is conscious that it js affection which binds him to his mate, and not law, ac
knowledge himself a Free Lover.
‘ T would not have a slave to fan me while I sleep,
and tsemble when I wake!” I detest all slave-holding—from the Christian who holds
but one, the Mormon who holds fifty—to the Almighty Jew who keeps a hell and a
heaven full.
not

I believe both in black emancipation and in white emancipation. I would hold prop
erty neither in man nor woman! I can see no more virtue in a habeas corpus got out by
a priest, than in the price of silver which purchases it of the creature of circumstances,
who carries the advertisement at her mast-head on the street corner. And to me, rape
under any other name, is just as heinous. Free Love seems, to me, a heaven-born bles
sing; and though now, like all other new truths cradled in a manger and wrapped in
swaddling clothes, I would approach to worship and defend, rather than to slay the young
Divinity. Let others delay their homage till she has attained the regal scepter which
awaits her maturity; but as for me, I would form one of the vanguard of freedom, for
“when truth is outlawed and outraged, she stands most in need of defenders;” and I feel
more than compensated in her genial companionship, for any wounds which I may re
ceive in her defense.
Yellow Springs, 0., Jan. 3, 1857,
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NICHOLS,

t do not cail you Doctor^ for the reason that I cherish a high regard for you. Doctors
hext to priests, I consider the greatest nuisance in community. There would be just
&s hutch propriety in calling an angel a devil, as in calling a true teacher and healer by a
name, that has always been applied to a set of men who have always busied themselves
in inaking dupes of people., and poisoning them. It has been a source of wonder to roe,
that you should consent to sport that tniserable title (M. D.,) conferred on you by a set
of blockheads, who are not perfect fools, only because they are half knave! “M. D.”—
“Doctor of physic!!*’ You and I have “thrown physic to the dogs;” let us kick all the
titles after it.
You think the Berlin Movement will prove a failure, t agee that it will, unless those
who engage in itt differ essentially in their ideas of things, from those who have engaged
in associative enterprises heretofore. There are three principal causes why socialistic en
terprises have failed. Two of these you have admirably stated in volume one, number
one, (New Series,) page 24 of your Journal,-—viz: Marriage, and the Slavery of Labor to
Capital. These two infernalisms are alone enough to damn any social movement. But
they have both been part and parcel of nearly all of these movements. No wonder they
have gone to the devil!
But there is still another cause. Socialists have been ambitious to get together the
gr&atest possible numbers, and the largest possible amount of capital. Fools all. They
have gathered together their hundreds of members, and counted their capital by tens of
thousands. But they have lacked the cementing influences, and have fallen apart like
cobble stones without mortar. The Shakers, and all others who have been successful,
have admitted only those who were attracted together by a oneness of feeling, purpose,
and faith. Hence their harmony and their success. There is *ess individuality and less
diversity of character among sectarians, than among radicals. So they can get together
greater numbers and still be harmonious.
We neither want nor expect a large Association. With the material the world can
yet furnish, we do not believe in large Associations. The present indications are, that
Berlin will be a grand rallying point for radical reformers. Various groups wall be
formed, each on its own plan. These will grow, and at last all will unite and form
one harmonious whole. While we believe that it is desirable that large numbers of re
formers should congregate in one locality, we do not believe that large numbers should
belong to one Association. For myself, I look to the children of Free Love to make up
the first large and harmonious Association. But I am yet to be made to believe that small
groups may not be formed out of material already on hand, that shall realize greater
harmony than the world has yet known. These groups may unite in owning a grand
Unitary Home; but any such unity of interest, as you contemplate in “Esperanza,” for
example, is for the next few years, out of the question. And I here intimate, that he
who hopes to see something better than isolation in Berlin, the coming year, may not be
more imaginative than he who thinks to see your beautiful ideal a reality within the
next ten years. It will take more than Memnonia, in my opinion, to transform, in so
short a time, beings fit only for isolation, into materials out of ■which to build a heaven!
What shall we do? We long for Freedom, Love, Harmony. We cannot all come to
Memnonia. If for no other reason, because we can look up to no man or woman as our
Teacher. Nature is our Teacher, and all her children are our school-mates. We have
already done what you would direct us to do, in the way of purification and harmoniza-
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tion. We never used tea, cotFee, or tobacco; we can hardly remember when we were
foolish enough to poison ourselves with drugs; we have made the cold bath a part of our
devotions, for many years; we have abstained from eating dead animals so long, that not a
single pound of our physical organism is made up ot them; we never visited the brothel,
or wallowed in the pollution of the marriage bed; we are so unpracticed in these accom
plishments of civilization, that we cannot even claim to be civilizees; and although we
have not taken the “Pledges of the Circle of Consecration,” and while we would not
claim that we are past being improved even with our present surroundings, we feel
that we need nothing so much as the love and development, that we cannot get in isola
tion.
We do not believe in getting ready to live;—we believe in living. You pay civiliza
tion a compliment it hardly merits, when you intimate that men and women, while un
der its influences, can become fitted for the life of “Esperanza!” If civilization can send
out such graduates, in humanity’s name, let us cherish civilization as the world’s great
est blessing and savior. Your ideas of preparation for harmonic life, seem much like the or
thodox idea of preparation for their fabled heaven. Living any kind of life, can poorly fit
us for living an entirely different life. The Spiritual idea that we should begin at once,
to live the “Life of the Heavens,” and when we enter the other sphere, only live
right along, continually progressing and growing more harmonious, is the more ration
al idea. It is only by living, that we can fit ourselves to live. I cheerfully admit, that
Memnonia, with some more individuality, and opportunities for all to support themselves
by their own labor, (the only way people can support themselves,) would be for the pres
ent, a true life. But I do not believe in schools. Life is the only school.
You speak of me as one of the “leaders,’ in this movement. I ignore leadership, ut
terly.
I may be called a pioneer, but never a leader. I will not lead, nor will I have
a leader. I will not even have a God to look up to. I shall exert what influence I may.
One will exert the most influence in one direction, and another in another. Strong men
arejthere not a few, who are waiting for the precise moment to come for them, to give to
this movement all their strength; and they may each exert more influence in it than my
self, or even my brave, strong brother, Joseph Treat. I welcome them all—both the
strong and the loving—as my peers! No being can recognize a leader, a teacher, or a
God, without being degraded. We are all teachers and all learners, all leaders, and all
led; but when terms mean everything, they mean nothing.
You will not, I trust, pronounce me impertinent, if I suggest that you have not, in the
highest degree, been wise in the location of your ideal home. It is not fit that refined
and beautified spirits should be surrounded by barbarians,—advanced minds should con
gregate only where the great mass can best appreciate them, and be most benefitted by
their presence and influence. In the “coming golden years,” the “sunny South” will be
dotted all over with beautiful homes, dwelling places of love, and freedom, and peace.—
Till then, it should be given up to strife, and hatred, and cruelty, and blood,—or be pene
trated only by such influences as may safely and efficiently make inroads upon its inhu
man and degrading institutions. The world is to be redeemed, and its redemption is to
be effected mainly through the contact of mind with mind. The low and undeveloped
cannot at all appreciate the most advanced and radical; while the influence of these few
who have made greatest progress, is absolutely essential to the best growth of the great
mass of partially developed mind. The main body of the world’s great army of reform
ers, is stretched along the Northern line of States, from Massachusetts Bay to the Mississippi, and this territory must be, for the next score or two of years, the great field
©f its operations. Where may the foremost of this great army—the leaders, if yo®
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-^please—better take their station, than on Berlin Heights, in the very center oV this field
•almost literally overlooking it, and of ready access to an}’ part of it. How can you, one of
"4ts ablest generals, consent to take any other position than where your voice may ring along
-the line, directing and inspiring its brave soldiery? Let no distrust of your brother ofsficers, or fancied jealousy on their part, deter you from taking such steps as humanity’s
greatest good may seem to require. In its name, and in obedience to an inspiration from
•the loving and far-seeing ones above me, I bid you come and plant your Esperanza around
our grand old mountain. We who abound in individuality and in strength, will, as pio
neers, go forth and exterminate what ferocious beasts and vile reptiles—bigotry and intol■erance—there may be lurking about, “make the rough places smooth,” and prepare the
way generally for the incoming of the reign of harmony; and you as the Christ of this
last dispensation, shall institute order, and perfection, and beauty. There is something
horrible in the thought of love and purity going to seek a home, where even lovely wom
an must shoulder weapons of death, as a protection against worse than beasts of prey.
I feel at last, that there is but little difference between us. We differ on minor points,
-and will welcome each criticism as only a suggestion from a kind, generous, manly heart,
but we all work for the same glorious end. I care not who is right, so that we reach the
'final goal, as we surely shall. We will each work on in his own way, experiment, grow
wiser, all the while keeping a steady eye and a brave, loving heart. May the blessed
fates guide us, and the dear angels help us, and we all at last, after faithful, manly toil,
<some into great freedom, harmony, love.
Francis Barry.

PRACTICAL
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'To the good, and true, and pure, and brave, and free, and loving, everywhere—to all
who seek to become more truthful, pure and loving, better, braver, freer, and who feel the
need of better conditions to enable them to live their highest life and do their greatest
good, I have a few words to say.
There is, at this point—Berlin Heights, Erie County, Ohio—being inaugurated, a re
form movement that may justly claim, at least, your passing notice.
We who seek here to live a better, happier life, are sick of the isolation, the antago
nisms, the slaveries, the frauds, the jealousies, and general selfishness and discord of the
civilized society. We seek to build a home of love and freedom. Where Woman, in
stead of being a petted or a tortured slave,—the recipient of whatever favors or abuses
her owner, in his generosity or his meanness, may patronizingly or insultingly, mete out
to her, shall be the owner of herself, claiming equal wages, and in all respects, occu
pying a position on a level with her brother man. Where Man shall seek to be pure, and
noble, and worthy, not from fear of a burning hell, nor yet the penalty of arbitrary laws,
nor yet the scorn of a senseless popular sentiment, but because his own nature is progres
sive; all his aspirations pointing upward; all his longings, for purity, and true nobleness
and worth.
We believe in Association. And for ourselves, we are going to live in Association.'—
We shall be ashamed of ourselves, of our Race, and of our mother Nature, who gave us
birth, when we are convinced that the isolated family, with its drudgeries, its wasteful
ness, and its social starvation, is at all a necessity. But Association proper, is only one
item in our plan. We want and we invite reformers of all grades, to make this locality
their home. Many will yet seek their highest life in the family relation. To these, w®
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extend a cordial and loving invitation. We aim to make this a grand Reform Center.
And in this, we are not narrow, contracted, or egotistical.
We believe in a Universe,
and that there are lots of people in it besides ourselves. Aside from the countless re*
formatory efforts and plans wholly unlike our own, all doing their work for the redemp
tion of the Race, there will one after another spring up all over the planet, so we believe,
movements in their general features, essentially like this in which we humbly, but con
fidently hope to find our highest work, live our highest earthly life, and achieve our
highest earthly destiny.
We shall establish a printing press and weekly journal, devoted to the investigation of
all subjects and the promulgation of all truth.
And in doing this, we shall hot rtiultiply reform journals, already too many, but rather combine in one several already pub
lished, besides absorbing the elements that would otherwise bring out still more, to find
a meagre support, a crippled existence, and a premature grave. Our journal will have ho
editor, but many editors, and will be the medium through which a multitude of frater
nal co-workers -with one general purpose, but of varied attainments, shall give their
thought to the world. With such co-operation, such a combination of means, avoiding
rents and editors’ salaries, we shall be able to make our paper as cheap as the cheapest;
and this with the vast amount of talent combined, and a host of lecturers in the field, all
contributing to its pages and helping to extend its circulation, it Will at length boast as
many readers as the most favored popular journals, and be a mighty power for humanb
ty’s good. Yerily, “in union there is strength.”
Another leading idea will be the establishment of a system of “Equitable Commerce,
by which goods of every description, will be furnished at cost, and by which all products
will be conveyed to the best markets, returning to the producer the full price minus the
cost of transportation.
We shall do all in our power to establish and encourage those branches of business in
which woman—poor, crushed, starved, insulted, and abused woman-may find honora
ble, healthful, and profitable employment. The printing office, the store, and the school
room, shall, as far as possible, be given up to her. But we shall never forget that if we
Would be refined and pure, and would have our sisters strong and brave, We must, both
in our labors and amusements, be together.
We shall combine in one, the lecture-room and the ball-room, and shall seek to promote
integral and harmonious development.
We do not expect to accomplish all we desire, in a day, but the causes are in operation
that will produce these results, and many more. Each will come in its legitimate order
and time. So it is with any great work that is also permanent.
As to the peculiar fitness of this place for such an enterprise,-—
There is no more healthy locality in the World.
There can nowhere be found purer water.
Nor yet a more favorable locality for fruit.
We have an excellent quality of soil.
We are near the best Markets.
There can scarce anywhere be found more grand and beautiful scenery.
It is confidently affirmed by those most competent to judge, and who have had the
best opportunities to know, that there is more intelligence and also liberality, in Berlin,
than in any other town in the State. We have a Free Discussion Hall, where the most
radical and generally obnoxious sentiments are uttered with impunity. Orthodoxy, once
proud and powerful, feebly totters over its grave already dug, while Spiritualism and In
fidelity stalk abroad at noon-day.
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Pioneer reformers should establish themselves in the midst of the mass of most ad
vanced mind. There is no territory of the same extent so reformatory as the Western
Beserve. And iNew England, New York, Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, together
■with Northern Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, must be the great field of radical re
formatory effort. We are in the center of this field, and the Cleveland and Toledo rail
road gives us access to either part of it.
We ignore leadership, and go infer individuality.
We invite all interested, without regard to age, sex, or pecuniary condition, to corres
pond with us, or, if possible, visit us.
Francis Barry.
Address, Berlin Heights, Erie, Co., 0.
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The name Free Lover is not so reputable yet, that any should wrangle about thei?
right to it; but as a matter of philosophy, it may be well enough to settle the claim, or
try to. In November number, I did list those amongst Free Lovers who believe in ex
clusive dual union, but ignore legal enactments; but I did not mean by that, to commit
'myself to this doctrine as real Free Love. I merely designed to classify those who are
denominated Free Lovers by the outsiders generally. I do not want to he captious nof
'exclusive, but really, I cannot see how those who maintain exclusive dual union to be the
law of nature, can be regarded as Free Lovers, even though they discard legislative inter
ference. Still, it may be so by virtue of some “mathematical” or social complication
which I may not yet be master of;—but let us look at it a little.
Henry C. Wright, A. J. Davis, and their school, believe in exclusive dual union, pro
vided the right ones get mated; but this seldom happens, as they themselves admit, and
as we all know. An animal man marries a refined and spiritual woman. He believes in
the Wright and Davis doctrine, and though he merely wants the gratification of his lusts,
he claims that he loves his wife dearly, and that they were born for each other. Such a
man cannot satisfy the affectional longings of such a woman, and she responds to the
sympathies of friend Overton. But her eternal mate finds it out, and puritanically mouth
ing the words, “one man with one woman in eternal union,” he summons the moral force
of the neighborhood, accepting like faith infreedom(?) with himself, and without statutory
law, they put friend Overton as effectually under their feet, as would Adin Ballou, Horace
Greeley, or the Pope of Borne, with such law. It is not the external force of legal en
actments only that constitutes despotism; this despotism may be as fairly embodied in
the conventional law which exists by virtue of arbitrary and false doctrines, as this of
exclusive dual union is. Henry C. Wright does not believe in law for the government
of the affections; but he wrote a hook to create a conscience for this purpose. He as
sumes to do himself what he does hot like the law to do; for the law which legislators
enact, is not any more despotic to me, than the conscience and public sentiment which
Henry C. Wright creates, to prevent the free play of my affinities. But I am not done
with this.
There are two persons in marriage, who make each other very comfortably happy.—
They believe in this exclusive dual union doctrine, and think they were horn for each
other—they are so happy. But their minds are of the higher order, and while they affinitize with each other, they may also affinitize with others. I am conscious of a sym
pathetic attraction for the good woman which 1 know is reciprocated, hut which she will
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not acknowlodga even to herself; and why not? Because she believes in duality. Her
faith stands between her and my love; it stands between me and the love she could give
me, and still love her “mate” as well as, or better than before;—it defrauds us both of
love that is righteously ours. The twain might still make each other happy, and yet
give of their love to make others happy also, but this exclusive doctrine prevents the free
play of the affinities;—it defrauds them and all who might affinitize with them. And
this is Free Love!
It is not best to be modest always. I know what I am saying. I have seen the play
of affinities under the two doctrines of duality and variety. One positive fact will stand
good against a million of negative ones. If I saw “the man that struck Billy Patterson,”
in the act, I know for myself that he did it, though a million testify that they did not
witness the deed. So if I have known women for years to protest that they could love
but one man at a time, that they believed they love that one now, and never can love any
other; yet come at last to accept a different faith, and find themselves loving more than
one at a time, and the old one with a sweeter love than before;—if I know this to be the
case, not in one instance only, but in repeated instances;—that fact stands invulnerable.
And this I assert to be the law of a higher humanity: variety in love;—and I moreover
affirm it to be the law in social freedom.
“What, do you call that social freedom which will not permit me and Miss Adelina to be
come absorbed in each other, if we want to, even in the widest field for affectional free
dom?” My friend, this very act of absorption, or exclusive flowing together, except in
the absence of other possible affinities, is the seal and center of social despotism. This
same demand of our lower nature, has made us the social despotism we have, and so long
as the demand exists, and asserts its claims, so long will the cry for social freedom be the
veriest folly. I accord you the freedom to monopolize a noble woman just as I accord to
Bronson the freedom of worshipping the Pope.
He wants freedom to be a despot, cry
ing, itis the law of God, and that is all you want. But, though I grant him this freedom, his
faith is incompatible with religious freedom, and though I grant you this freedom, your
faith is incompatible with social freedom.
I know I shall be called ultra and impracticable; perhaps, visionary and fanatical. But
the world will yet see that these ultra views of social freedom, are the only ones that are
consistent and practical. Men will yet learn that there is no stopping place between the
tyrannical dogmas of the “Christian republic” and the Papal church on the one hand, and
the variety doctrines of ultra socialists, on the other.
Though I object to it upon philosophical grounds, yet as a practical matter calculated to
bring about good results, in that it will give prestige to the name of Free Love, I have no
objection to Wrightj Hewtoo, Davis, Denton, James, Leverett, etc., being called Free
Lovers, but I rather suspect they would just as lief not be so identified before the
public.

SEXUAL

ABUSE

IN

MARRIAGE.

BY LILY WHITE.

Friend Patterson;-—I will not take up room with remarks—others can talk better
than I—but will briefly state a few cases of sexual abuse I have met in the sacred institu
tion of marriage, and which may have some bearing on the subjects under discussion.—
The readers of the S. R, will know where to apply them, and probably many of them
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haye known similar cases and so will not deem these incredible.
I think it time such
facts were published, instead of being confined to private circles. Better that our mod
esty be shocked a little than that the whole race be ruined by unchecked licentiousness,
though sanctioned by law and public opinion. Better that girls have a peep at the hid
den mysteries of the marriage institution than to enter blindfold, since there is no way to
get out of it respectably.
Many a married woman has said to me, “if I had known be
fore marriage what I know now, I never would have married; though my husband is just
as good and kind as any man.”
"In God’s name, let the marriage bed become (not continue) undefiled, and save it
If these evils can be remedied, while marriage exists, let it be
from unbridled lust.”
done; if not, let us demolish the institution itself. Let L. A. Hine teach the world that
women have a right to defend their persons from abuse; but not tell us, they can do so
now. Not one in a hundred of those who attempt it, succeeds.
One woman “refused her husband continuously,” for a time—after submitting to his
nightly demands for several years, and suffering all she thought her duty in childbirth and
otherwise—but he made grievous complaints, raised quite an excitement in the vicinity,
and finally the church took it up and after mature deliberation decided that she must re
turn to his bed,(she had taken another,) and submit to the duties or requirements of the
“sacred institution.”
She gave up in despair, and in a little over a year, was in such a
condition, that the women who witnessed her extreme agony of body and mind, conclu
ded she had borne more than was her duty; but the church did not reverse its decision,
or deal with him for abusing his power.
Men rule in church, as well as in state and in
the family; and what can women do, but suffer and die? They are not qualified for man
aging law-suits, nor allowed to have the money to do it with; and most of them have too
much regard for their husbands and too much modesty, to make such matters public.—
This husband was a deacon, “whose praise was in all the churches,” and was not so wealthy
but that his eldest daughter was “working out” at housework to get herself some clothes.
This wife was a mature, healthy woman at the time of her marriage—she was his sec
ond wife.
A fair, healthy young widow married a middle-aged man with a family of grown-up
children, a farmer, as well off as need be, and of good repute. Seven years later, and oh,
how changed! her bloom and vivacity all fled! She had had only two children, had not
been obliged to work very hard; but she was suffering much, though still strong. She
knew that sexual intercourse caused her a great deal of pain, and she resolved to avoid
it for a time, although her husband was not willing to be denied even one night. He be
came very morose and abusive, though he was very much engaged in religion at the time,
and attending a series of meetings which continued several weeks. One morning he be
came so enraged that he clutched her by the throat and held her, till her face was very
purpletand she ceased to struggle, and settled down like one dead.
Then, he became
frightened, loosed his grasp and tried to restore her; after awhile, her heart and lungs re
sumed their action; but, oh, how sad she looked for a long time after this! though kind
and pleasant to every one, and faithful to her religious duties at home and abroad; and
only to one kind friend, did she breathe her woes. Abusing her at home, did not satisfy
him; he complained of her to the neighbors and to friends at a distance. To one, he said,
it was a “hell upon earth to live with her,” giving the reason in words I can't repeat.—
Said, his “first wife never refused him, even in the day-time”—no wonder she was in her
grave!
Five years more have passed, and his second wife is laid in the grave.
She
could have no peace, and finally gave up to him, saying she might as well be killed on®
way as another.
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You need not Kay “he was a brute.” He was a man, very pleasant to every one except
his wife.
Very few saw him otherwise than pleasant to her.
He was considered one
of the best and most respectable men in the Presbyterian Church in that place, (and I
suppose he was?)
Another woman restricted her husband to once a month, after she had had a large fam
ily by him and he had become an old man. This was also complained of as a great piece
of cruelty and assumption “for a woman;” and she was censured severely by some and
ridiculed by others, but she had will enough to have her own way and lived to take care
of her children. Some of the women, who knew how to sympathise with her, said they
did not blame her, but they had rather endure their sufferings in silence than be made
“the town’s talk” as she had been. This man was very intelligent on some subjects, and
was a leading member of the Baptist Church,—had buried one wife (the mother of six
children,) was poor, had to work for a living, and that “on the land;” but this did not
prevent him from being lustful and quarrelsome with his wife, so that she left him twice
for this cause, yet went back for the sake of her children.
Two others, who died in the same township and near the same time, told a female friend
while on their death-bed, that it was sexual abuse had caused their sufferings in times;
past and finally brought them to the brink of the grave. Many a time, they said, they
had been obliged to leave their work in the day-time and submit to the sensual demands
of their husbands.
A woman who has read Minerva Putnam, sa3rs she don’t believe any man was ever so
inhuman, as to abuse his wife just before the birth of a child.
I happen to know that
one of her neighbors has stopped to gratify his lust, when his wife waked him to go for the
doctor, after her labor-pains had commenced. I never believed he could be guilty of such
a crime, till very lately, and could not now, but I have his wife’s word for it, and her looks
confirm her words.
She says he would not go for the doctor nor any one, till she sub
mitted. He is very kind, obliging, and industrious.
What but marriage makes him, and other men, so outrageous?
He would not think
of thus abusing any other woman save his wife.
Hone but the basest wretch, ever at
tempts to “force” a woman under any circumstances, except marriage has made her a
wife
“that thing I weep to speak.”
Unmarried or free women are exempt from such
outrages -’tis wives must “submit themselves to their husbands.”
Away with such
teaching!

CORRESPONDENCE.

De^r Friends:—I wish to claim all the friends of reform as my friends, for it is to
these I look for the salvation of the Race. And I do know that I have a real, anxious
desire for the progress of the world towards perfection.
This must be the great design
of our existence, to produce order out of confusion, and in this occupation, to find our
happiness.
The first and greatest question seems to be: What shall we do to be saved from
error (sin,) and its consequences? There is much confusion, much corruption in every
department of society; yet, in every department we can see glimpses of order, speci
mens of purity, of progress, of happiness. Almost every week we see or read of
some improvement in mechanical economy; and in literature, the Longleys and others
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are making great efforts at a ratioxai, alphabet. In medicine, we have Water Cures;
in theology, we have free thinkers; in politics, some real democratic republicans; in edu
cation, we have more rational modes of teaching, etc., etc. Now, my idea is, that if all
these partial improvements shall be united in one, we shall soon have a paradise—a heav
en on earth—what all reformers hope for, and what no old fogy would object to.
But how, ah how to come at it, is the question. Well, after reading and pondering up
on it for thirteen years, I have come to the conclusion that our arbitrary system of mar
rying and living in marriage (bondage,) is one of the greatest obstacles in the way. If
society is put together wrong, as it evidently is, then it must be taken apart, like a clock,
before it can be put together right. Let us illustrate by
A Parable.
A certain man who had heavy work to do, such as moving houses and breaking prai
rie, found upon trial, that his team of oxen would not pay; for when one ox pulled for
ward, his mate pulled backward, and when one pair drew one way, another drew the
other way; and when one string was starting, the other was not ready, and the conse
quence was a breaking of chains, and other damage, instead of doing good. Neverthe
less, by long perseverence in experiments, he brought his team to order, and it worked ad
mirably. Plow was it done? Principally by re-matching and practice.
Conclusion.—We cannot always tell what two animals or humans are adapted to each
other, until we try them.
My friends, I am anxious for experiment; but I for one, cannot conveniently leave
home at present, and I wish some one of you would send me a short, distinct, and par
ticular autobiography, and I will return the compliment. Let us become acquainted as
fast as we can. What say you? In this case, you may all speak at once.
Loami, Sangamon Co.. 111., Dec. 10, 1856.
Wm. Q-ould.

I do not accept the idea as Mr. Wright, and as I now undersatnd Dr. and Mrs. Nichols to
defend it. And yet, in the present practical use which the latter make of this spirit law,
at Yellow Springs, I think I very nearly harmonize with them. In this letter, I am pot
intending to argue the first sentence in support of my position®—only to state them.—•
First, I am a believer in freedom in love, and in all of its ultimations, and in its non-ex
clusiveness; and that in a state of entire mental, moral, and physical health, these ulti
mations may be proper without the motive of children.
Second, I am against all permanent communities, and believe I can demonstrate their
falseness to nature.
Third, I am in favor of present gatherings for schools—such as that at Yellow Springs,
and others like it. When, and so far as these continue in design and action, of the nature
of a school of discipline and reform, I am with them in heart and mind. But when, and
bo far as they pass into what I mean by community, I am not with them.
Fourth, I do not believe that such a school as I approve, can be sustained in the present
undeveloped state of the Race, without some “law of progress,” which requires more or
less sexual fasting. And if it could be sustained, it could not give moral health without some
fasting. So, while I deny that the “law of progression” referred to, is a final truth, I can
more than admit that in a certain state of progress, or lack of development, and under cer
tain circumstances, it may be wise;—may be the highest wisdom for a time.
I have had some experience as to the workings of freedom in love, in all of the several
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tHe'tifi^s. I have seen the necessity of a law of fasting, and its good results; and I have;
seen the evils of its too long continuance.
Austin Kent.
Hopkinton, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Jan. 13, 1857.
The following is an extract of a private letter to a gentleman friend, under date,
June 15, 1856.
I hear from K., the darling friend of former days, only through my other darling,
L. M., but 'tis only because she is in too deep trouble at home, with her children and an
unkind husband, to give that attention to friends that she used to bestow on me before
her unhappy marriage. 0, curses on a “marriage institution,” or a “public opinion,” or
any other sham structure, that will hasten girls into some mock marriage for the sake of
a livelihood, or from the fear of becoming that fearful thing—“an old maid,” and then af
ford them no escape from the fearful results of a most wretched union, as thousands up
on thousands have proved to be!
K. was dependent on her own physical labor for a home, with imperfect health, and
you know how the wages of females of all ages and. degrees of qualification, are “jewed
down” to the lowest terms, by the self-constituted “l\>rds of creation,” so weak, unpro
tected woman cannot, in weary years, receive enough for her toil to secure a home and
be independent like men, who receive more in a few months, perhaps weeks, than she in
as many years. So she must wear herself out, body and soul, trying to earn a living; or
she must yield to the prejudices of a false public sentiment, and risk her chance in the
marriage-lottery, with no possible chance of tnung her luck again, in case her first draft
be a blank.
Isn’t it consistency and justice “with a vengeance?” To think of driving girls to mar
ry in haste to repent at leisure, and then not allow them to take the benefit of repent
ance! Do you wonder that I haven’t ventured into some such relentless trap? I always
from childhood, had a wonderful dread of getting into anything I could not get out of?
and I believe that dread increases with my years. Single life has no terrors for me; but
I can by no manner of means, say the same of “married life,” I solemnly assure you.
You will believe me when I tell you I am no hater of my kind—no hater of men, (ex
cept in a few individual cases.) I am a devoted lover of men—a worshipper at man
hood’s shrine, as much as you at woman’s shrine. I don’t expect to marry, but I expect
to love always. I always have from my earliest remembrance. I can’t remember when
there was not some one—generally some man—and often more than one, to whom my
young heart paid its homage of childish love and adoration.
When I received your Circular (confidential,) I commenced toN respond to it. My
whole soul was interested and moved to earnestness. But circumstances called me away,
and have since kept me unsettled. But wherever I have been, I have found some per
sons to whose attention I might recommend my favorite journal. I shall still continue to
do so. Would that I might do more. I hope more from the Revolutionist than from all
other reform publications together—far more. I want it to become, by a natural growth in
freedom, all its present attainments promise. I am glad, too, that women are lending a
helping hand. In short, I am pleased with the new volume. But you do not need
my words.
You will be sustained by earnest souls and willing hands, and hearts with emotions un
told will palpitate with new joys in view of your success, and the consequent develop
ment of truth.
Thy friend and sister,
g. a. h.
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To the Publishers of the Social Revolutionist:—Enclosed, thee please find a club
t)f subscribers which I have succeeded in obtaining in this city of isms (as it is called).
Worcester is a place where the two extremes of bigotry and radicalism meet, so that
It is at the same time, the most radical and puritanic of any city in the country.
I have a hope that it will not be at any disadvantage for us to receive a little of the
light of the Rising Stait Free Lovers are as scarce here as snow in mid-summer almost.
Yet there are a few minds here as brave and free as any to be found in the country. I
ireceived a copy of the S. R. from a friend, the first I ever saw, in the early part of its first
tolume, and I doubt not that it was read by hundreds, for it passed from hand to hand,
and from town to town, till it was pretty well read, and it has been the same with each
humber. They have dropped some good seed among the homes of our priest-ridden New
England.
The S. R. is the freest and bravest journal I ever read, and I welcome it at every re
curring visit as the returning of a friend from afar. May it long continue to send out its
eorruscations of light upon the world, till all are as free as nature made them to be, and
as daring in every good act as the high thoughts that actuate them will teach them to
be, and as faithful to truth, and nature, and the instincts of the soul, as the star of the
North to the Pole.
Thine truly,
o. n. H.
Worcester, Mass., Jan. 1857.

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

THEORY OF THE FUNCTIONS OF THE HUMAN PASSIONS, followed by an Outline Yiew of
the Fundamental Principles of Fourier’s Theory of Social Science. By Aljsert Brisbane.—
Miller, Orton, & Mulligan, 25 Park ftoW, New York. 1856. Price, 45 cts.

This work opens with a general view of man. “Man is a compound being, composed
of two principles—one active, the other passive. The active principle is what is called
the mind, or soul; the passive principle is the body.”
Fourier and his disciples claim that in consequence of the unity of the Universe, the
laws which govern the material world, correspond to the laws which govern the human
passions, and that knowing one, we are directed by the unerring guide of analogy, to the
knowledge of the other.
“The Universe, like Man, is composed of two principles—the one Active, the other Passive
—called in common language, Mind and Matter; the former is the creative, forming
principle; the latter, the plastic principle which is acted upon. The order that reigns in
the Material World, and the laws which govern it, emanate from the Active Principle, or
Mind; as consequence, the Material World is an image, a mirror of the Spiritual World;
there is a correspondence, analogy, unity, between the two; comprehending the laws
which govern Matter, we can comprehend the laws which govern Mind; comprehending
the order, distribution, and classification which reign in tha kingdoms and creations of
Nature, we can comprehend the order, distribution, and classification which reign in the
Tassions; the knowledge of the one is a key to the knowledge of the other. As we can
Study Nature more easily than we can Mind, being aided by the Senses, it is important
that we should be guided in the study of Passional Phenomena, by the study of Materi
al Phenomena.
“From the principle of Unity of System here laid down, we infer that the Passions are
governed by the laws which we observe in the Material World; that they are distributed
in Series like the kingdoms of Nature—are, like them, divided into classes, orders, gene
ra, species, and varieties, and are capable of harmonies like the Planetary or Musical.”
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By the analysis of the first degree, the soul gives us three primary passions: “I, TlW
sensuous or material passion—^Attraction to matter and its phenomena. 2, The social orpsychical passion—Attraction to spirit and its phenomena. 3,. The intellectual or se.rial passion—Attraction to order and its phenomena.”
By the analysis of the second degree, these three primary passions are divided into
twelve, secondary passions. The first primary passion branches into the five senses:—
Taste, Smell, Sight, Hearing, and Touch.
The second primary passion is divided into the four affections:
“1, Amicism, or Friendship—-the benevolent and fraternal sentiment; Sympathy for
kind.
2, Amorism, or Love—the amatory sentiment; Sympathy for Sex.
3, Honorism, or Ambition—-the aspiring sentiment; Sympathy for CO-operators.
4, Familism, or Parentalism—the family sentiment; Sympathy for the Young.
“These four affections preside over and govern the four primary modes of Social Rela
tions possible between human beings, and regulate their intercourse with each other. They
are the Motors that guide Man in his acts and deeds,, as a Social Being, and establish Ofr*der and Harmony in the Social World.”'
The third primary passion is divided into the three faculties:
“1, Analysism—-tending to Division, Individuality, Dissonance.
2, Alternatism—tending to Change, Alternation, and Modulation:,
3, Synthesism—-tendency to Combination, Cbllectivism, Accord.
“These three Faculties or Forces, serialize- the play and action of the other Motors of
the Soul, and the elements and phenomena of the Material World over which Man pre
sides, and in which it is his-function to establish Order and Harmony.”'
These twelve passions are again subdivided,.giving thirty-two; these again,, giving onehundred and thirty-two; and these still once more, giving four hundred and five, includ
ing “pivots and transitions.”
These specialties of human passions, sometimes one, sometimes another, predominatein individuals and give character thereto. Hence, “the four hundred and five Characters:
duplicated as male and female, form a total of eight hundred and ten Characters,, consti
tuting the grand scale, masculine and feminine, of Human Characters. In this Scale or
Series, each Individual is a note, represents a character, and fulfils the destiny to which,
his Attraction directs him. The eight hundred and ten Characters united, constitute theIntegral Man, that is, the Complete Soul, developed fully in all its degrees.”
In speaking of the passion of love, the author says:
“The stimulants which excite this Passion to action, are:—*
1, Spiritual—Affinity of Soul, or Platonic Love.
2, Material—-Affinity of Sense, or Sensuous Love.
“The latter is the body of the former; it gives to it individuality, intensity, and defi
niteness; it should, however, always be kept under the control and regulation, of theformer, by which it is elevated and idealized,”
Respecting ambition, we quote:
“The Individualities of which the Race is composed, possess different degrees- and varreties of capacity, and stand to each other in the relation of Superiors and Inferiors, in
genius, talent, knowledge, and skill. Ambition associates them on this basis, that is to
say, as leaders and followers, instructors and instructed, directors and directed, organizers
and executors, co-operating together for the accomplishment of a common work. It cre
ates sympathies founded on admiration for genius, merit, and executive power. In its as
cending scale of development, it is, as we have said, the desire of Leadership, and in its
descending scale, reverence for capacity of Leadership. It ranks and classifies diversi
fied talents and capacities, establishes hierarchy in them, and creates sympathies between
individualities based on genius and merit.”
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The author finds the following to be the cause of social discord and moral evil : "1, De
velopment of the passions in their lower degrees. 2, Misdirection of the passions. 3,
Perveited or inversed development of the passions. 4-, The conflict of the passions with
each other and their unbalanced action.” The remarks under these several heads, are
excellent. The following paragraphs occur near the close of this article, on the “dual
action of the passions:”
The Passions being Forces, cannot remain at rest, but must act; acting, they must
act eitner truly or falsely, directly or inversely, naturally or subversively, harmoniously
or discordantly.
In their false, subversive, or discordant action, they engender Evil
and give rise to the reign of SOCIAL DISCOED; in their natural, direct, or harmonious
action, they engender Good, and give rise to the reign of SOCIAL HABMONY
one more explanation to be given on the subject of Human DepraVity and
Moral Evil, which we believe will cover the whole ground, and furnish a solution of the
direct or immediate cause of these phenomena; the indirect cause is to be found in the
false Organization of Society—in the conflict of all interests, in the poverty and ignorance
which reign, in the imperfect systems of Education, and the false system of Industry
etc., which pervert or derange the action of the Passions, and also"in natural circum
stances, such as climatic excesses, resulting from the absence of a, scientific and integral
cultivation of the Globe.
°
. ‘‘The additional cause of Moral Evil which we will proceed to explain will be found
m the unbalanced or excessive development of the Senses, and their preponderance over
the Social Affections.
“These two classes of Passions tend in two opposite directions; their action is the in
verse of each other. The Senses tend inwardly—to Self; they consequently give rise to
Selfishness Selfism. The Social Affections tend outwardly—to Others: they generate
the Love of Man, Self-denial, Self-sacrifice.”
The last two paragraphs contain a general statement of the principle; those which fol
low, amplify the same.
The second part of this work opens with “a general survey of the scope and character
of Fourier’s labors. The following is a summary of the same:
• 'll’ ^lscoveLF°f Nature’s Laws of Distribution, Classification, and Organization—that
is, the Laws of Universal Order and Harmony.
2 Discovery of the Theory of Universal Unity, or determination of the General Plan
of Creation.
3, Discovery of the Natural Order of Human Society, deduced from the Laws of Uni
versal Harmony; that is, determination of the Science of Society, necessary to guide
Man m his Social Career.
j
&
C t’l I)rFcovery °f the Science of Man, or Theory of the Human Passions; determination
of the Terrestrial Destiny of the tinman Eaee.
5, Discovery of the Science of Passional Attraction, or Theory of the Laws which gov
ern the Moral Universe.
6
6, Treatise on the Immortality of the Soul.
7, Treatise on Universal Analogy and Comparative Psychology; determination of the
principles which lie at the basis of this Science.
8, Treatise on Cosmology; determination of the guide which the Human Mind is to
follow in studying the great phenomena of the Universe lying beyond the scope of ob
servation.”
^ o v
i
The article on the social infancy of the Pace, has much interest. The doctrine of
Fourier is—
1, fl hat the Human Pace must pass through a Social Career corresponding to the
Urganic career of the Individual, and that it has its Social infancy, growth, maturity de
cline, and old age, corresponding to these periods in the life of Man; and
2, That the Human Race is now in the phase of its Social Infancy and Childhood.”
The following are given as proofs of the social infancy and childhood of the Race.—
,fl, The undeveloped condition of industry, and the disorganized state of science. 2, The
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reign of social incoherence. 3, Reign of evil on earth. 4, Development of the passions
in their lower degrees. 5, Absence of historical records and monuments of great antiquD
ty.” What is said under these several heads is unusually fresh and suggestive. The fol
lowing quotation on the “development of the passions in their lower degrees,” must suD
fice:—
“It is a characteristic, a law of Childhood, applicable to the Race1 as to the Individual^
that the Passions in this phase are undeveloped, or developed in their lower degrees, and
that the Senses alone are really active; in the Individual, the material appetites are, as we
know, predominant, while the social Affections, particularly those of a more universal
character, like Benevolence and Philanthropy, are dormant, and the Intellectual Pacuities
slumber, or are occupied merely with trifles. We will remark in this connection, that
the life of the Race being more complex than that of the Individual, a much more com
plicated degree of disorder exists in the childhood of the former than in that of the latter,
“The low or undeveloped state of the Passions, and the preponderance of the Senses^
explain why we find so much materialism and selfishness in the Social World, even
among the rich who are exempt from poverty, its privations, and its perverting influences,
__explain why the aims, the pursuits of men are of a low or purely individual nature,
their pleasures as a general rule, material and sensual, their friendships exclusive, rarely
rising to the higher degrees of Philanthropy and collective Sympathy, their ambitions
personal and restricted to self-aggrandizement, their family-sentiment limited to the
child or two of their own, with no eolieetive interest in childhood, their loves undeveloped
or developed only in the sensuous degrees, and their intellectual faculties occupied with
schemes and plans, combinations and manoeuvres of a narrow and trifling character.
“This is at present the prevailing passional state of Mankind, and it demonstrates that
the Race is in the earlier stages of passional development—in the Phase of Childhood.-—
In the Future, when the Race shall have entered upon the Harmonic Phases of its Social
Career, and the Passions shall be developed in their higher degrees, and properly culti
vated, disciplined, and refined, we shall see them producing the magnificent results which
we have described briefly in the Treatise upon the Functions of the Passions.”
The last thirty pages of the book are devoted to a “general view of Association.”—The following paragraphs will be of interest:
“Ho community of property will exist in Association; no confounding of interests will
take place. On the contrary, the principle of private property and of individuality in all
things will be strictly observed and carried out to a much greater extent than in the pres
ent Order; for example, the Woman and the Child, (the latter from the time that it be
gins to produce,) will possess the right of property, and, in fact, all industrial rights
equally with Man.
“An account will bg, opened in the hooks of the Association with every individual—
man, woman, and child—debiting them respectively with what they consume, and credit
ing them with their share of the individual profits of the establishment. The Associa
tion will deal with individuals, not with families; families can unite their interests if they
wish, but the Association will keep them distinct, as it admits of no community of any
kind. This principle of individual Liberty and Responsibility will be observed in all the
details of life; each member of the Association, for example, will choose his own apart
ments, and live in a way to suit his individual tastes and means. The Association will
balance its accounts once a year, when a settlement will take place with each member. —
At the end of every fiscal year, when the total annual profits are ascertained, a certain
portion will go to the payment of dividends on Stock, and the balance will be awarded to
Labor. The different kinds of labor will not, however, be paid alike, but each according
to the talent and skill exercised, and the repugnance overcome. The profits of the Asso
ciation will thus be divided among the members, according to their Capital, Labor, and
Talent.”
By way of criticism, I would offer the following:
1. That Fourier sometimes carries analogy too far into the minutia of things. Analo
gy may do very well in generals, when it fails signally in particulars. When the human
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passions are divided into three classes, twelve orders, thirty-two genera, one hundred and
thirty-two species, four hundred and five varieties, the arrangement seems to be rather arbi
trary and somewhat ridiculous. When the discord and misery which belongs to the infancy of
the Race,, are compared with th? necessary sufferings ofthe individual in youth and old age,
the analogy, though apt in generals, is greatly at fault in particulars. Fourier’s idea of
immortality is likewise shaped by this analogical feature of his system, and, perhaps,
this analogical tendency of his mind. The Universe is progressively unfolded, and,
hence, there must be points where analogies fail. New conditions and new principles,
even, are developed, for which there is no former precedent. If we admit that inferior
individualities are mortal, but the human, immortal, then does the individualized hu
man present a condition which no other individualized form does. But if the analogy
fails in this respect, it may in another, and we are no longer assured by its guidance; and
the human soul may not only live, but progress through all its future life. We are not
so sure that the Race must have senility, because it has youth. There are points in
destiny where these analogies run out.
2. It may do in common parlance to speak of existing society as false, and not adapted
to man’s passions; but it is hardly true in a scientific sense. The society of the present
day is as natural as that which will obtain on the earth ten thousand years hence. It is
that form of society which is exactly adapted to the preponderating tendencies of the hu
man passions in their present state of development.
3. I cannot see how a good faculty can take on inverted action; as for example, how dis
appointment, violation, outrage, or repression can turn philanthropy upon itself, into the
counter passion of misanthropy, benevolence into malevolence, confidence into distrust,
kindness into harshness, compassion into cruelty, etc. I must think that when a good
faculty acts, its action is always good. I can readily conceive how the repression of be
nevolence may excite malevolence, and how an outrage done to confidence, may excite
suspicion, etc., but it seems to me that these counter manifestations are legitimate
functions of antagonistic faculties of the mind. If it be true that love and hatred are
activities of the same faculty, the one natural and the other inverted, then it would follow
that the stronger the moral sentiments in any character, the greater would be the activ
ities of the lower propensities, under the repression of the higher faculties. But this is
not true. The individual with an ardent temperament is apt to love cordially, and hate
cordially; but some have a great power of loving, who can hardly hate at all under any
circumstances, and vice versa. Ambition may act with the lower faculties or higher ones,
and so may friendship.
4. Fourier’s greatest achievements, perhaps, are the discovery of fundamental princi
ples, and their application in a general way. - Owing to the future significance of these
labors, the name of Fourier will probably stand higher than any other in the annals of the
Race. But his elaboration of details gives his system a stiff, arbitrary, and mechan
ical aspect, and there will be great modifications needed in this respect. I regard his
scheme of Association as a failure for all practical purposes. Interest to capital, reward
to skill, its arbitrary rule, and hierarchy, seal its fate. A restless individualism will react
against the tyrannies and wrongs of such an organization. A stronger despotism might
save it, but there is only enough of this to excite the rebellion of individualism.
5. There is quite a great deal of repetition in the work, which is, in part, a necessity
of the general arrangement. But the treatment of the subject is clear and forcible, and
it is such a work as might he put into the hands of a tyro, at the same time that it may b©
wad with profit by the students of Social Science, generally.
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'The Indigenous Races

op the Earth: or, New Chapters of Ethnological Inquiry: including Mon
ographs on special departments of Philology, Iconography, Cranioscopy, Palaeontology, Path
ology, Archeology, comparative Geography, and Natural History.

Under this title, J. B. Lippincott & Co. of Philadelphia, are about to publish an orig
inal ethnographical work which cannot fail to command the attention of the thinking
world. The contributors to its pages will be Alfred Maury, Francis Pulszky, J. Aitken
Meigs, M. D., J. C. Nott, M. D., and Geo. R. Gliddon, M. D. Form, medium quar
to, containing six hundred pages, and illustrated with one hundred and forty-four wood
cuts, eight lithographic plates, and a large lithographed Tableaux of fifty-four tinted heads
of different races, and a map of fifty-four tinted monkeys and six human portraits.
The price will be five dollars per copy, payable on delivery of the book.
It will be
stitched in an appropriate cover; bound in cloth, six dollars'; extra, for costlier binding.
Our friends who are interested in anthropological researches should by all means have
this work, and we shall be pleased to forward their names and subscriptions; they should
be sent at once, as the period for receiving subscriptions will soon expire.
w. s. B.

LITERARY

NOTICES.

The North British Review. Vol. XXL No. I. November 1856., is a most read
able number. The Organ of the Free Church of Scotland, we had expected to find more
bigotry and less liberality about it.
Its tone, is religious, hut not gloomy, fully alive to
the importance of those humanitarian topics of the day, which really form the staple of
thought.
In its review of Dr. Chalmers’ works in this number, it does not cloak his faults, nor
deny the ability and sincerity of his opponents, whom he sneeringly branded as “infidels.”
It is so lifted above the meaner walks of theological warfare, it can afford to tell truth
about its own side of the question. Witness the frank spirit of the following paragraphs
from that article;—
We must acknowledge that, in reading those passages in Chalmers’ writings which we
have now in view, a misgiving has come over us. Quite right is he, as a Christian advo
cate, while contending with unbelievers; but, as a Christian theologian, is he not liable to
be slain by his own weapon? When the time shall come—and it will come—when the
initial axiom of Novum Organum shall be applied to the interpretation of Scripture, as it
has been applied to the interpretation of nature—then will Christianity return upon the
world in its power. The creeds and the confessions of the Reformation era were, indeed,
with scrupulous care, based upon the authority of “Holy Scripture,” and, looking at them
simply as they stood related to the manifold corruptions of the twelve centuries preced
ing, they might well claim to be Scriptural. But in what manner had they been framed?
A certain class of texts having been assumed as the groundwork of Christian belief—*
then a scheme of theology is put together accordingly, whence, by means of the deduct
ive logic, all separate articles of faith are to be derived.
As to any passages of Script
ure which might seem to he of another class, or which do not easily fall into their places
in this scheme, they were either ignored, or they were controlled, and this, to any extent
that might be asked for by the stern necessities of the syllogistic method.
A Christianity which should indeed be Inductive—and not Deductive—which should,
in its methods of proof, be Baconian—not Aristotelian, how unlike to any such controver
sial canons of Faith would it appear, and how unlike would it be! If Holy Scripture is
to be heartily accepted as true throughout—-and as trustworthy, and if it is to be followed
as our sufficient guide in religious belief—system or no system—then we shall take it just
as we find it:—and we find it to he a specific testimony;—we find it to be a Revelation
4‘in part”—we find it to be a conveyance of certain needful, but disjoined elements of Heav-
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'feri’s entire truth:—it is such a conveyance as will never yield itself to our plastic hand,
to be molded at our pleasure into form, even as we deal with a humanly devised philo
sophic scheme. In the world of nature, as often as facts come before us which are inex
plicable on any known theory—what do we do?—do we turn aside from those obdurate
facts, as if we had a quarrel with them?
Surely not.
Rather than take so insane a
course, we put a note of doubt upon the very best of our own, hitherto, accepted Philos
ophies.
It might be asked, Is the Christian world, even at this time, prepared for entertaining,
intelligently and reverentially, freely, boldly, and religiously, that great and arduous ar
gument which has so long stood waiting its time, and which is to determine what we mean
by the hackneyed terms—Revelation, and the Inspiration of Holy Scripture? If an an
swer to this question were peremptorily demanded, it must be, we think, of this conditional
80rt~~The Christian world is at this moment no better prepared to listen to a dispassion
ate discussion of this subject than it has been at anytime heretofore: it is not so, because
none have come forward to take it up, and to deal With it, in whom, as to their compe
tency, as to their freedom from entanglements, and as to the thoroughness of their relig
ious principles, it has any well-grounded confidence.
Another article, is a review of M. Le Play's work on the Workmen of Europe.
It
evinces a thorough appreciation of the importance of social reform. While it admits the
necessity of better social conditions, it sees as well the need of individual development to
make laborers more frugal and happy. The laborers of England are notoriously improv
ident; “Any rise in wages—any piece of good luck—means only a more expensive diet,
and the addition of sensual luxuries; often of unwholesome ones.
Drunkenness, riot,
and gluttony, are too often the correlatives of high wages among our artisan population.”
And the inmate of a model prison, is often better off than they;—
It is a sad lesson which society is so diligently teaching its lower classes, that poverty
is verily a crime, and that industry is not practically a virtue; that the felon is better cared
for than the pauper, and that while punishment is so swift, prevention and reward are so
tardy. What practical atheism is worse than this, now being taught the laboring classes
that a man’s labor, that all his life, and power, and soul, cannot support him as a Man
should be supported—in a Word, his virtue, frugality, industry, be they ever so great, prof
it him nothing? If married, and with young children to support, he can never be othertvise than on the verge of destitution.
finder the present condition of things, a hard
selfish celibacy is the only possible means by which a working man can attain a compe
tency for the future.
It also sees the necessity of those amusements which will call into action the higher
elements of character. The Swedish iron-worker is industrious and true to his wife, but
drunkenness is canonized as one of the most prevalent and serious diseases of Sweden,
elaborate works having been written upon it.
Monotonous toil causes dissipation, and
in the light of this truth, let American workers ponder the following;—
But as we have said before, the want of amusement in England—of mere mindless, pur
poseless, pure amusement—is one great cause of our working-man’s depravity, his brutal
habits and love of gin. It has become the fashion to decry such pleasures as we are now
alluding to, as unintellectual and unworthy the dignity of manhood, and many of our lead
ing classes have sought to substitute the most jejune, flat, and insipid kind of pseudo-in
tellectuality instead: we maybe sure, however, that men need positive amusement as
much as children do, and that pleasures, innocent and exciting, are the greatest foes vie©
can have. * * *
The low rate of wages,. the low range of education, the non-recognition of the divine
truths that labor has the right to its full reward, and that men have the right to labor, the
setting up of present social conditions as of unchangeable force, and the preferring to con
tinue a natural crime rather than disturb artificial arrangements—these are the real causes
of our present evils; and until we have courage to attack them boldly, we shall see no
amelioration. * * *
We subscribe to the necessity of the noblest amount of self-control; yet we repudiate
the belief of our present partial political economists, that the subjugation of every instinct,
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Hhe denial of every natural desire, can alone elevate the artisan.
This is what justie$
"demands should not be necessary; the free full life, under proper regulations, that nature
'meant all men to live, is whatVe claim for the artisan as for the aristocrat.
The WestMinster Review. Yol. XLIY. jSTo., I. Jan. 1857. Warmly as we hav®
spoken in regard to the North British Review, the Westminster is by all odds its super
ior. It grapples with political, theological, and social questions, with an instinctive knowL
edge that it has fathomed their depth and e'xtent and clfearly'cbnceived their true solution.
The present number contains,
Worldliness and Other-Worldliness—the Poet Young; Capabilities and Disabilities of
Woman; English Law-—its Oppression and Confusion; 'State of Parties in Italy since 1848;
Revision of the English Bible; Herat and the Persian W'ar; Boiling Water; Mysteries
of Cephalonia; Contemporary Literature.
This last feature is one of its best, and we prize the racy and critical survey it gives
of American and Continental Literature.
Blackwood’s Magazine is able enough in its way, but we are too radical to appreci
ate its conservatism. The No. for Jan. 1857, has a large amount of light reading, solid
articles on British Policy, and a caustic review of Aurora Leigh.
Price of the above, $3.00 each. Address, L. Scott & Co., 54 Gold St., New York.
The College Journal of Medical Science.
Conducted by the Faculty of the
Eclectic College of Medicine. $1.00 per year, in advance. Cincinnati, 0.
An able medical monthly, for the Profession, of 48 octavo pages. Such men as Buchan
an and Cleaveland, give weight and character to any Journal with which they are con
nected editorially.
Hall’s Journal of Health. New York. Monthly, $1.00 per year. 32 8vo. pages.
—An original and independent Journal for the people. It believes in agitation as a step
to progress, and so lashes the foibles and follies of mankind.
The Yanguard. Dayton, 0. A Quarto Weekly of eight pages. $1,00 per year.—
Alfred Cridge, Anne Denton Cridge, William Denton, editors.
Its editors, for taste, tact, polish of style, and vigor of thought, need no commendation
from us.
Their paper is one of the few that bear the impress of having a living soul
within them. Those wishing to sustain free thought, should subscribe at one<L
The People’s Paper. Cincinnati, 0. Monthly. 50 cents a year.—L. A. Hine, its
editor, understands his vocation, and battles nobly against the pride and aristocracy of th®
age, and for true Education.
We are glad to see in this form, some of the best of his
Occasional Addresses.
Type of the Times. Semi-monthly. $1.00 a year. Longley Brothers, Cincinnati, 0.
—For persistent devotion to a good cause, we know of no publishers who exceed our
friends, Longley Brothers. The friends of the Spelling Reform owe them a debt which
they should repay by deeds, not words. The Type is valuable not only for its Phonetic
features, but for its novellettes, scientific articles, and general-miscellany. It deserves th®
largest circulation of any paper in the Union.
w, s. b.

Editorial Items.—The post office of Union City, on the railroad ten miles west of
Greenville, was burnt on the night of Jan. 30th, with the western and, perhaps, part of
the eastern mail in it. Correspondents whose letters may not be responded to, will please
observe the date.—It should have been stated in last No., that the articles addressed
to Jared D. Gage and T. L. N.; also, the one headed, “The Nut Cracked,” were replies to
articles in Dec.iNo.->-Friend Towner’s article on Material Union, in this No., covers some
of the same ground which Peter Socialist’s article on the same subject, in last No., did;
but though authorized by the writer to expunge such parts, I preferred not to do so. And
owing to the resemblance between friend Towner’s reply to Joseph Treat, in this No.^
and my own little article on the same subject, in last No., I think it proper to say that
friend Towner’s article was received just after the Feb. No. came from the press, showing
that neither he nor myself plagiarised from the other.

THE SOCIAL
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THE ENTIRE FRONT OF REFORM.
CHAPTER IV.
GOVERN MEN T.
POLITi'OAL

COItHUPTION, LAND MONOPOLY, AND WAR.

The Race is progressive, and so must political institutions change. Governments are
projected from the needs of the people governed, and their form depends not only upon
existing necessities, but upon what the ancestry were and the institutions descended front
them. Any people may have more government than it needs, and it may be governed
otherwise than it wishes; but this obtains, because the children outgrow the institutions
of their fathers. If there were no progress amongst the people, there would be no cry
for progress in the type of their political institutions. The character of the government
and the character of the people mutually act and react upon each other. In Eastern Asia,
the forms of government are shells which do not grow and cannot be moulted, and the
people and their institutions correspond to each other, and are stationary from age to age.
In Europe, there is more change, and in some of its governments, there is progress; but
whether there be stagnation, or movement backward or forward, the people and their po
litical institutions correspond to each other. The Anglo-Saxons of America are the most
restless of all people, and the least bound by their social and political institutions.—
Here, organic laws are framed with reference to future change; and as the people ad
vance, they may reflect their progress upon the form of their government.
Political reform has a wide scope. Political government has to do with slavery of all
kinds, with the rights of the sexes, with the tenure of lands, with education, with prison
discipline, war, etc., etc. Most of these I shall treat under separate heads, referring
now-, only to such points as seem to belong more naturally to this connection.
Connected with the vast machinery of government, there must be a treasury. And the
same power of money which carries on the government, likewise sustains the individual
and the family, and procures the gratification of fashion and vanity in all their variegated
forms. Hence, in every government, the treasury attracts a crowd of patriotic expec
tants, who are eager to thrust their hands into it and help themselves. This heap of gold
can only be got at through the gateways of office, and hence, intrigue and bribery are re
sorted to for power and place, and the investment pays, once the incumbent gets hold of
the keys that unlock the public safe. Legislation affects property relations, and there is
no grander method of making a fortune than through corporate privilege, and hence, cor
ruption creeps into the halls of legislation and infects the law-makers and law-menders.
I regard political corruption as *a irremediable necessity of political government itself,—
vol. m. no. rv,
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As long as the people demand this vast machinery of government, there- must be a vasfe
treasury to keep it going, and this treasury will breed corruption. I see no cure for this
evil but in the exhaustion of the treasury and the destruction of political patronage.—
The people may foist those into office who cry, “retrenchment and reform,’’’ but these are
no sooner installed than their fingers are as long as-those of their predecessors. How can
they help it? The necessities of sustenance and social position breed cupidity, and when
any one gets a chance at the national, state, or county treasury, where money is plenty,,
who can blame him for taking what he needs?! It is not necessary for him to take morethan the law permits, for the law-makers, grateful for the chance they have of helping them
selves, can afford to create fat offices for the benefit of others. The hftnest yeomanry wink at
the swindle and help it on, not knowing what they do, and political gamblers play to1
each other’s hand against the people. And why shouldn’t they? They are all honora
ble men, and they must sustain the dignity of their positions, and the greater the spoils'
of any office, the more honor to strut its incumbent. It is “money makes the mare go,’*'
and it is money makes the man big. Society has made it so, and government perpetrates
the robbery, and the people made society and the government what they are. Then,,
what is the remedy? Education—the means of developing the people up to the point
where they will demand a better form of society, with elevating rather than debasing con
ditions. Not only must there be a better society made, but government with all its cum
brous machine-work, must be unmade. Some are now crying out against government as
a nuisance. It is a nuisance to them, perhaps, and I am not sure but we have too much
government generally, but the preponderating mass of the people, and their rulers as the
exponents of their will, want just this much, and we shall not have any less except
through the unfolding of the people into the consciousness of more exalted needs. The
people must be developed above government—■above any particular form or function of
government, before they can dispense with it.
That form of political corruption which calls most loudly for reform, is connected with
the public lands. Extensive grants of land are given to corporations as a bonus for the
investment of capital in the construction of railroads. The roads are accordingly built,
the tide of emigration rolls on, the stock pays a large percentage^ adjacent lands are
settled, and the company realizes immense wealth in its monopoly of real estate. These
railroad grants are obtained for the most part, through corrupt influences,, yet ft must be
considered some mitigation of the wrong, that the public improvement associated therewith,
is a great good—one of those goods which arises out of evil. The enterprise which is thus
constructing permanent improvements and facilitating communication with all parts of
the country, is desirable, notwithstanding the vehement protest of certain reformers
who take one sided views of the subj ect. The monopoly and the aristocracy which it supports,
are to be deplored, and it is well that we study their nature and tendencies; but they are
evils which belong to the existing stage of social progress, and we shall have to endure
them and take comfort from the good with which they are associated.
We may tolerate with a pretty good grace the fraud through which a great public im
provement is effected; but when it comes to ordinary land-jobbing, where there is no good
designed or accomplished, where there is no risk incurred, where bribery is resorted to, gov
ernment officials bought up, the best tracts secured and kept from actual settlement, re
tarding the improvement of the country, we have a combination of meanness not often
equalled. No one has a right to more of the soil than is necessary for his own use.—
This is a principle absolutely true, whatever may be thought of it in a relative point of
view. . If one man holds more of the surface of this planet than is his by right, his mon
opoly robs others. The speculator who secures thousands of acres of the public domain, re-
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taining it in its native wildness, operates against the convenience and prosperity of those
who settle in the vicinity of his possessions. The neighborhood remains sparsely set
tled from necessity, mills, shops, stores, etc., must in like manner, be few and far between,
schools cannot be supported, there can be little friction of mind in any way, and ig
norance and boorishness prevail amongst the people. The settlers labor under disadvan
tages imposed by the speculator, and not till their toil has quintupled the value of his
original investments will he relieve them from their embarrassment, by selling his lands to
those who need them. Speculation in public lands as usually carried on, is more igno
ble and worse in its immediate consequences, than even the working of slaves. The man
who inherits his chattels, may be noble and generous, and still retain them in servitude,
as the best that can be done under the circumstances; but jobbing in public lands is so
purely voluntary and unmixedly selfish, without risk or the least motive of good in its
immediate consequences to any human being, but evil only, that I cannot but give the
professional land speculator precedence over the slaveholder in the scale of inhumanity.
Many a Free State man opposes slavery because he knows its legalization in the territo
ries, would thwart his schemes of speculation in the public lands.
The people of these United States who ostensibly govern themselves, see the wrong
of speculation in the government lands; then, why in the name of justice do they not
right it? Here is my answer: The cannibalism of existing society will have it so, and as
long as the condition of social antagonism exists, so long will there be monopoly in all its
shapes and with all its attendant evils: under the existing social order, selfish strife for
the means of physical subsistence and social position concentrates upon property or its
representative, money, as the lever of power, and money dominates the government. We
may cry lustily for land reform, and appeal to the people, hut commercial strife and land
monopoly, the warp and woof of civilization, and woven by habit into the very texture of
the hearts of the people, will be proof against our assaults. Civilization is a whole, an
individual thing, and as long as civilization exists, it will preserve its own integrity.—•
Land monopoly is a part of civilization, and it is folly' to seek its overthrow but in the
destruction of the system of which it is a part.
The public lands of the United States are fast going from the control of the government
into the hands of settlers and monopolists. Land reformers will have to make haste if
they reach this form of the evil through the enactment of a prohibitory law. But if they
fail to put down this form of land monopoly by law, there is still another form upon which
they will have ample time to try their skill. Improved lands will still be held by indi
viduals in quantities which are not justified by the principle of individual need, and we
may limit, (if we can,) the number of acres which any one individual shall control. It
seems to be a natural tendency of the present state of things to concentrate the owner
ship of the soil into the hands of the few, and, hence, there should he abundant incentive
to land reformers to interpose the arm of the law or some other counteracting force to pre
vent such a result. Notwithstanding the injustice of one man’s holding hundreds or
thousands of acres of improved lands which he cannot use himself, but which he taxes oth
ers heavily for using; yet it will be a difficult matter—very difficult, indeed, for land re
formers to procure the enactment of a law against it. All the power of wealth will
stand in the way, and land monopolists will give reformers a harder fight than rumsellers
did. But the law prohibiting the manufacture aud sale of intoxicating drinks was enact
ed, and we will suppose the same of the law prohibiting land monopoly. But it has
been very difficult to enforce the Maine Law, and the prospect is that it will soon be erased
from the statute books; and I am not able to see, that the law against the monopoly of
real estate will fare any better. Intemperance belongs to certain stages of human develop- -
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tilent, when the supply ol aliments to the integral needs of the individual are not adequate
to the demand, and the passional energies rush out in consequence into unnatural channels,
constituting the various forms of intemperance and perversion. We have a specific form
‘of society of which the family is the basis, together with its selfish acquisition for family pur
poses. The great mass are precisely on the plane of this system, and have no just concep
tion of anything above it. The scramble for wealth and distinction, which at present ob-"
tains, is greater than at any previous period in the world’s history. There is a reason for this*
The basis of society may be essentially the same, yet the progress of man develops ac->
tivity in the higher class of faculties, and he claims in consequence, a wider range of free
dom. Old despotisms shackle him, and what he cannot get in one direction, he will have
in another. If he craves in consequence of his superior development a larger spihere for1
his social and religious faculties, and cannot get it, he becomes restless and uneasy. He
casts about him to find a channel open for adventure, and as the road to wealth is that
Which is most accessible at present, he is almost sure to take it. How, close up tlw road
to the accumulation of splendid fortunes, and you have added, through the despotism of
law, to the list of privations which the dissatisfied individual already suffers. Let this
point be noted well. Before your law was enacted, the individual who was unhappy at
home, or whose affectional wants were only partially supplied there, could go into un
limited speculation, and in this manner, divert his mind, obtain compensation in some meas
ure for his deprivations, and make life tolerable. How long do you suppose property
mongers from this or any other feverish incentive, will tolerate your prohibitory law?—
Those who need the law most from the necessities of ignorance and penury, have little influ
ence in the government, even when they vote, while those who hate the law most, having
practical force and business enterprise, will control the government, just so long as it is
their good pleasure to do so. And though I have presumed the enactment of such a re
strictive law, for the sake of illustration, yet I have no thought that any such monstros
ity of a law will ever be placed upon the statute books of any State. If the evil of mon
opoly cannot be successfully stayed by restrictive legislation, what is the remedy? Hu
man development through all possible educational influences, development above
•monopoly, above the law which recognizes it, above the selfish and contracted familism
Which generates it. Until man has progressed beyond his present social institutions into
the freedom of a higher plane, we must not expect him to deny himself the freedom of
the lower plane, whatever the injustice or raises involved therein. Elevate the people
to a plane above monopoly, and they will burst the bonds of the central despotism of civil
ization, as Samson did the cords with which the Philistines bound him; and they will not
only consummate justice in the distribution of the soil, but they will dispense with politi
cal government itself, and revolutionize society.
Those who would retain the selfish and exclusive order of the family, and find con
tentment and plenty for all, will have to go backward, and not forward. Though as we
find among existing people, types of all the grades of humanity that have ever had being,
there is no need that they should go back in time to find the essentials of their ideal.—*
They may go to Northern and Eastern Europe, where the working men “with whom is
neither enterprise nor ambition, neither extended commerce nor individual liberty, are far
better off for all material comforts than our own, in the heart of our rich, free, powerful
countries.”—[North British Review]. These contented and happy people are all bound
by various industrial obligations to superiors. They are an ignorant, stolid, and satisfied,
people, who make no trouble, and, hence, they fare well at the hands of their masters.
Their contentment and comfort is the legitimate accompaniment of their stupidity. Dovfclop their manhood, and they will become restless in their present circumscribed sphere.
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and will go on claiming and taking one right after another, till all the shackles of direct
tyranny will be broken. But still the worker is not redeemed;—ho now becomes thesubject of indirect tyranny more refined and cruel than the other, and he suffers more
than before. He cannot reverse the course of destiny and go back to the more comforta
ble quarters of serfdom, tutelage, or feudalism. It is equal folly to seek in the despotism of
legislation a remedy for the evils which grow out of other legal and conventional despotisms.
The new tyranny might neutralize the old one under the impulse which led to the restric
tive policy, but it is not in this way that the effects of any form of despotism will be
permanently annulled. The despotisms themselves must be cut up by the roots. Th&
only remedy is to be found in the means of growth beyond the laws and institution*
which involve the tyranny and the wrong. The hopeless conservative says we must re
turn to the relations of patronage and dependence for peace and plenty; the half liberal
says, we must give labor its just rates that the worker may live worthy of his manhood;
the land reformer wfiro is more liberal, and sees still farther into the relations of cause
and effect, says that before labor can receive its just award, monopoty, which is the basis
of privilege and oppression, must be destroyed—knocked on the head with the war-club
of legislation; while the ultra socialist goes still farther back, and says, you cannot get
rid of social dependence, oppression, and misery, but in the subversion of those institu
tions which generate and nourish monopoly itself. We must get rid of selfishness, exclu
siveness, and consequent deprivation of the isolated life of the family, and this will only
be effected through humanitary development up to a higher plane.
Land reform as usually urged, is as hopeless a work as temperance reform. Legisla
tors cannot graft the truth upon false institutions. The laws which regulate the use of
beverages, the rates of usury, the privileges of pre-emption, etc., are cob-wmbs which the
big flies are constantly breaking through. But as the agitation of all fragmentary
reform has its uses, so has the agitation of land reform. It will call attention
to the injustice of the existing system, to the suffering which it brings to the monopo
list as well as to those whom he robs; and when the superficial remedies now proposed
are applied and found wanting, failure itself will lead to a general recognition of the real
cause of the evil and the means of its extinction. There may be a palliation of the wrongs
of monopoly, but no effectual remedy short of social reorganization. Individual sover
eignty must be installed through industrial co-operation and the dissolution of the discor
dant familism of civilization. Provision must be made in the loving brotherhood for the
higher wants of our being, and then will monopoly and all its attendant evils perish, be
cause the conditions which generated and nourished them, will no longer exist.
Peace reform has some features in common with temperance and land reform. The
people make government, because they know they need restraint, and the same people
that need the machinery of government, need as well the machinations of war. The
same restless, aggressive propensities which need to be held in check by law, will breed
war and wage it. Whilst we have government, we shall have armies, and armies will
not want for something to do. Some want less law than we have and more freedom, but
the great mass of people and those who control them, want no such thing. So a few
want no more war, but the great mass, with those who have purposes of ambition to sub
serve, enter into the adventure and achieve the glories of war with great zest, and as long
as this state of things obtains, occasions will be made by restless and ambitious rulers for
the gratification of the martial spirit. The success of any reform is not an arbitrary work
to be achieved whenever certain parties desire it. A machine may be invented and set
to going in a day1', because the action of the machine depends on mechanical principles
which had existence already; but the general success of a reform depends on the state
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development to which the minds of men have attained;—it is relative, and cannot be
installed till the people are prepared for it. The collection of facts and statistics showing
the character of war, the vivid delineations of its ravages and miseries, and the earnest ap
peal to the sympathies of the heart, though useful in their way as educational and pro
gressive forces, will not bring the reign of peace on earth, whilst the preponderating mass
of the people and their rulers are down on the war plane. The way to get rid of this,
as of any other evil, is through human development. Social and educational influences
must be such as divert passional activity from the lower to the higher faculties. Despo
tism and war go together, but when the plane of human activity is elevated, and men
shall have relaxed the despotisms which they have fastened upon themselves, and given
full play to all the holy energies of their manhood, they will no longer need the stirring
adventure of war, and its demon will be exorcised.

REMARKS

ON

SPIRITUAL

EXISTENCE.

BY ALFRED CRIDGE.

I have noticed in the Social Revolutionist, various articles aiming to prove the non-exist
ence of spirits, and that the death of the body is the dissolution of the entire being. As many
arguments are based upon the analogies and phenomena of nature, attempting to prove the
materialistic doctrine, I desire to review the indications of nature, and ascertain by ac
cepted principles of reasoning, what bearing they have upon the question of spiritual ex
istence.— I will first present the basis of evidence and the form of reasoning;—seeing,
hearing, feeling, smelling, and tasting, are regarded as the foundation of all knowledge of the
external world. When several persons realize either of these sensations at the same time,
and in the same manner, some existing entity is presumed to cause it. The testimony of
several credible witnesses to similar sensations, is regarded as truth—seeing implies light,
and light exists independent of the thing seen, as the substance exists independent of
the light it reflects;—sound implies motion, and motion implies physical power;—the
sense of feeling is more varied;—extension, solidity, and weight are felt; heat is also felt
as an entity, distinct from the substance which radiates it; pain and titillation, or tickling,
are forms of the sense of feeling which indicate entities as causes, whether visible or not.
There are still more remote modifications of this sense, considered from a pathological
point of view—as diseases caused by infections or malaria. The sense of an electric
shock as well as the sight of electric explosions, indicate an entity distinct from
all others. Chemical experiment is reliable as establishing certain truths which no other
means can effect. So far, the basis of evidence. I will now notice some forms of rea
soning.
When an apple is seen on a tree and a spear of iron on the ground, it is received as
truth that they are two distinct and independent entities. Two different sounds indi
cate two different causes. When two substances, as salt and sugar, are alternately tast
ed, it is received as a truth that there is some distinct entity in one that is not in the other,
whatever there may be in common. When two substances are swallowed alternately, one
invariably producing pleasurable sensations, and the other, painful feeling, it is a truth that
one contains some entity entirely distinct from the other. When two substances give distinct
odors, or even colors, as a characteristic difference, it is a truth that one contains some en
tity distinct from the other. When two bodies influence each other at whatever distance,
it is a fact that some entity extends from one to the other.
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It is received as a truth, that many substances, carbonic acid for example, are received
(the same identical substance,) many times into the organism of plants, and given out
again in the course of a certain time. When the same identical substance, carbonic acid
for example, presents at different times, entirely distinct properties and characteristics to
.several senses, it is a truth that some entity entirely distinct from the carbonic acid, re.sides in it.
What are the various forms or kinds of entities known to us? The solid, extended,
ponderable materials of the globe are recognized among the first. Each of these materi
als must occupy its own distinct portion of space. No two of them can fill the same
identical space at the same time. In some forms of combination, they are capable of af
fecting all e«r senses at the same time. Chemical experiment has reduced them to com
paratively a few (as far as is now known,) simple elements. These elements are distin
guished from each other by certain characteristics which one or more of the senses recogsnize. By way of parallel illustration, the sounds of the human voice and their represen
tative characters may be alluded to. Besides these elements, there are known to be
;Other entities which have the quality of residing in and about the ponderable material, as
caloric, light, electricity, attraction, etc. These entities are more subtile, and many of them
pass freely through solid matter without affecting its properties, or being affected by them;
.as the same word spoken with a different degree of force, or inflection, or connection, con
veys a different idea. These "imponderable agents’'’ pass apparently freely through and
independent of each other. Some of them, like some of the material and solid bodies,
are known to us through remote evidence, owing to the subtility of their natures or
the intricacy -of their relations. Their existence has been recognized by the legitimate
.sources of knowledge. Among all the indisputably recognized entities in existence,
there are all grades of capability to affect one or more of our senses. Some can affect the
five senses; some four; others three; some two, and a large number but one. As new entities
are being occasionally discovered, it may be regarded as a truth that some yet exist which are
aot now known, nor ever can be known. New planets and other bodies are occasionally dis
covered. The reasonable presumption is, that many exist yet to be seen, and many never to
he known. Should the outermost visible planet show by its movements that some influ
encing body beyond the reach of the telescope, modified its motions, (as Le Yerrier was
.■discovered through similar movements in Herschell,) it could be regarded as a truth that
.such a body existed, though it might never be seen. So of the various entities existing
;about our globe. It is proved, then, that there are an unknown number of entities, many
tof -whose properties are not capable of affecting our powers of recognition.
All the known entities are found in various combinations with each other. The reasoniffig is valid that the rule extends farther, to the yet unknown. There is a species of en
tity intimately concerned in all combinations, viz: attraction or affinity. Several kinds
of attraction are recognized. Although they resemble each other, is there not as much
reason to believe that they are as distinct from each other as lead, tin, silver, and zinc?
Caloric is an agent well-known, to change in a remarkable degree, the external form and
properties of bodies—caloric being the cause, not the effect. Electricity and galvanism
are also known to exert as causes a remarkable influence in changing various material
compounds. No chemical change can take place without a change in the electrical and
calorific conditions of the substance. Almost always, if not invariably, the changed sub
stances exhibit modified conditions of other imponderables connected with them, as col
or, light, odor, taste, and some kinds of attraction. Experiment and observation, then,
serve to prove that all chemical change is caused by the direct action of some impondera
ble entities, residing in and controlling the material solids into their various forms. There
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is much additional evidence to establish this hypothesis. Two inert substances, as-oxy
gen and nitrogen, compose the air we breathe. The same two material elements will
form five other distinct compounds. Why should these six compound exhibit entirely
distinct characteristics to all the senses, unless there be somktiiing beside oxygen and
nitrogen in them? It may be said that each combination has different proportions of the
two elements. True;: but how can so different properties be brought out of so sim
ple elements? How is the case, where two identical elements combine in precisely the
same proportion, and present in one, entirely different properties from the other combina
tion?
For example, oil of roses and olefiant gas are each composed of equal parts of hydro
gen and carbon. It is not reasonable to assume that different combinations of some im
ponderable entities,—perhaps some we have never known before,—reside in the material
combination, and manifest these different qualities,. Are not oil of roses and olefiant gasas distinct in their predominating qualities as phosphorus is from iron? But when car
bon and hydrogen combine in proportions of five to four, they form eight distinct com
pounds, each differing in all those properties which address the senses. Does not the
presumption amount almost to demonstration, that the imponderables have variously com
bined to present the different properties through the same identical solid material? Will
any one pretend that the various properties of these compounds reside inherently in the*
combining elements? Admit any supposable hypothesis of their atomic arrangements,,
can so many different qualities and properties, tastes, odors, colors, medicinal effects, etc.,,
be attributed to the two combining materials, with any more claim to rationality than
that the various tints of the rainbow are inherent in the rain-drops? Do the numberless
ideas which the forty-two sounds of the human voice, or their written characters express
in their various combinations, reside inherently in those sounds or characters? Do not
our senses and our reason combine to establish the doctrine, that the material elements
of nature, like the letters of the alphabet, are employed as mere vehicles by an unknown
number of subtile entities and imponderable agents, in which to form their interior organ
izations? This idea is strengthened by every step of progress through the various depart
ments of animated nature. The vital principles of plants derived from the more simple
inorganic compounds, reside in corresponding material combinations. It is a well-recog
nized truth that the vital forces of plants effect changes in chemical substances which in
organic matter cannot. Evidently the organizations of the imponderable entities in
plants, are superior in power, to those in minerals.
The subtile agencies of the earth not only form to themselves innumerable compounds
of earthy elements as residences of greater or less beauty and complexity, but seem de
termined to take advantage of the progress thus gained, and push themselves into the
still more wonderful and intricate forms of vegetable life. In doing this, the conditions
of vegetable life indicate a persistency in the progressive tendency of their interior or
ganizations. Plants consist of a few simple material elements; all else, and that is
very much, is a remarkable organisation of subtile entities of singular attributes.
For the perpetuation of these higher organizations, certain conditions of sexuality were
established, and the tendency to procreate, strongly implanted. It is the predominative
quality in plants. A continuously living principle seems here to be established, depend
ent, as yef, upon matter for its existence, or, at least, for its manifestation. Any plant
that continues the existence of its species for centuries, manifests this. In every succes
sive step of organization, from the simplest binary compound, through the more complicat
ed (so called,) inorganic, to the simplest vegetable, through their gradations to the ani
mal development, are found corresponding evidences of its increased importance. Plante

exhibit the first idea of self-perpetuation and preservation. Their wounds heal, thoir
losses become supplied, and in many other respects, they assume conditions of defense
against aggressive external forces. Animals exhibit still more marked capabilities in
these directions. Endowed with higher power of sensation and voluntary motion, the
self-perpetuating, self-protecting instincts are more prominently perceived. In whatever
sphere, circumstances, or relations, these developments are placed, persistent self-preser
vation is their leading characteristic. This instinct is second only to that irresistible im
pulse which the subtile forces of vitality manifest in pushing themselves out into forms of
life. Even with the higher developments of man, these natural phenomena are no less
distinctive and remarkable. How indescribably wonderful is the organization of a high
ly developed human being!
How numerous his elementary faculties, powers, impulses,,
and emotions! How completely is every one of these powers supplied with its exciting
stimulus! Each organ seeks its stimulus, is delighted with action; and through ac
tion, there is a continual unfolding of new life and strength. The multiplied complexity
of human nature, creates corresponding relations. No known entity in the Universe, but
has an influence to affect man’s happiness.
But the guardians of his welfare are ade
quate^ numerous and reliable, although the absolute safety of all organized beings islimited by the general conditions of nature. Man, the ultimatum of the physical uni
verse, exhibits in his development, a remarkable climax of another kind. The instincts
of procreation and self-preservation, physically, seem to rea§h a crisis in the progress of
his development, beyond which they become the perfect subjects of a deliberative and
dignified intellectuality, which causes those instincts to seem matters of indilference. The
blind procreative impulse of the lowly organized becomes subdued in their advancement to
the decisions of wisdom and harmony. Combative self-preservation and the fear of death
are banished by the illuminating influence of hope. The thinking principle of all th»
beings of the human race, with few exceptions, is furnished with a conviction more or
less strong, that it will survive the dissolution of the body and is destined to a conseious
immortality. Throughout all animated nature, a few simple elements contain all the in
numerable forms of vital and mental manifestation. It is gravely said: “All these mani
festations are the result of material organization.”
In the same sense is all this
writing the result of a pen and ink. Organization is an effect. What is its cause?—Does any one presume that the inherent properties of oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and ni
trogen, caused the innumerably different organizations with a countless number of distinct
ive qualities? This is but going back to the first points which have been explained, and
the reasoning need not be repeated, except in recapitulation.

THK

WORK

AND

ITS

OBSTACLES.

BT JAMES W. TOWNEH.

The work which Social Revolutionists propose to perform, according to the conception of
the writer hereof, consists in the liberation, education, and elevation of man to a life of obe
dience and concord with all the laws of his being, physical and spiritual. It is desired to
see each individual enjoying all the rights which inhere in human nature, or, in other words,
perfect Equality of Being; to see each individual enjoying the liberty of performing all the
duties or functions which those rights include and of deciding what those duties and func
tions we, without dictation from others, or, perfect Liberty of Doing; and to see each in*
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dividual, likewise, conceding -to every other what he or she claims for self, standing side
by'side on the common platform, or, perfect Fraternity of Acting in all human relations.
To the realization of these objects, our higher nature dictates that we address ourselves
With an earnestness of manner, a steadiness and persistence of purpose, commensurate
with objects of such magnitude and importance, objects so pregnant with good to ourselves
and our race. But what a vast amount of labor is to be done ere anything like this work
can be accomplished! How many and great are the obstacles to be overcome, not only in
the shape of the inequalities which now exist, between human beings, but in the powers and
forces which cause and maintain *those inequalities. The inequalities between priests and
laymen, kings and subjects, masters and slaves, employers and employed, monopolists and
their dependents, and last, but By no means least, between man and woman, must all be
destroyed ere anything like Equality of Being can be enjoyed—as long as men are denied,
tinder priestly rule, the right to think and believe what'seems most true, the right to en
ter into the Holy of Holies, each for himself, and repudiating all mediators, to commune
with the Infinite face to face, there can be nothing like the enjoyment of the “right of pri
vate judgment'’ in matters of this kind, nothing like worship according to the dictates of
one’s own conscience—as long as rulers, whether they be kings or majorities, assume the
prerogative of enacting their law above the higher law which is written on the soul of
man—as long as men are coerced into toil by the lash of the master, or the equally terrible
lash of poverty and want, laboring for a bare subsistence, while others reap the profit of
their toil and roll in luxury without labor, simply because they have the land, the key to
the store-houso of nature in their hands—as long as man assumes to prescribe the sphere
of woman, and she is denied the right to decide for herself what,she will do in all the va
rious relations of life, and, more especially, in the spheres of love and matrimony,—there
can be no such thing as Liberty o? Doing, or Fraternity of Acting, and neither philanthro
py nor justice can “see of the travail of its soul and be satisfied.”
A comprehensive work is this, to overthrow despotism, whether it come with crown and
scepter, with mitre, canons and creeds, or in the shape of a time-honored custom; to de
mand and take and exercise, as far as possible, the right of self-government, or Individual
Sovereignty; the right to eat, drink, dress, labor, play, as shall seem to be most consistent
with, health and productive of comfort; the right to think, speak, believe, and love, as we
list, provided we do not infringe upon the great principle of fraternity, the right of every
other one to dothesame: to seek to destroy all caste, upon whatever based; to abolish and
damn to the uttermost all ownership of one human being by another which tends to ab
sorb qr impair the individuality of that other; to establish self-ownership, the right of
each to dispose of himself or herself as shall promise most good; and to institute the prac
tice of equity, the life of harmony and peace. What obstacles are to be overcome in its
prosecution? What errors must be corrected, what truths inculcated, to pave the way for
the accomplishment of such great objects? What pleas in favor of existing despotisms,
castes, and inequalities, must be shown to be unfounded and false?
The first in importance of these, is that these despotisms, castes, and inequalities, are
Divine; they are instituted and sanctioned by God. From the Pope down to the deacon
of the least of Protestant churches, it is considered that each dignitary holds his office as
in some sort, of Divine appointment, considers - the exercise of his functions as a sacred
trust for which he is to answer to his Divine Master. Rulers,-from the Autocrat to the
country squire, exercise dominion and judgment, as a sacred trust also; they are “ministers of God,” as Paul says, invested with “Divine right.” The lovers and supporters of
caste, from the Chinese mandarin to the American “negro-hater,” plead for it as of Divine
ordination. Man, in the pride of his intellectual and animal strength, claims Divine an-
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thofity for his selfish and brutish rule over woman; God made her for his use and coil*
venience, “a helpmeet for him.” So with the master over the slave.
Now, who or what is God? The popular belief regards him as a mysterious and awful
being, ■who made the Universe and all its inhabitants for his own glory; an absolute sov
ereign who makes and destroys worlds as he pleases; institutes such laws as he chooses,
and annuls them when it suits his fancy or caprice; creates weak and ignorant beings and
leaves them a prey to hostile forces—devils and fiends—condescending occasionally to inter
fere in their behalf from sovereign grace, not on account of their merit or value; dispen
sing riches and poverty, health and disease, beaut}'- and deformity, plenty and want, liberty
and slavery, rank, power and subjection, life and death, according to his sovereign pleasure;
who says to every man, “wo unto him thatstrivest with his Maker,” and commands that|
whether made unto honor or dishonor, the thing formed shall not presume to say to him
that formed it, “why hast thou made me thus?”
Now it is plain, that as long as men
have faith in such a being as this, they will support despotism and caste of every form;
God is a despot; he favors inequalities, and to interfere with them is fighting’against
him. God, then, is an obstacle in the way of the work under consideration, and T seri
ous one too.
He is is an antagonistic position to it; there can be no compromise between
it and him.
I he work can not be done while God is in the way, and we have first to
oppose and put him out of the way.
We must be atheists to such an idea of God.__
When men stand up and say, God justifies and sanctions despotism and inequality, the an
swer should be, there is no God, in your sense at least. Here we strike at the root of the
matter. To destroy this “Almighty Convenience” of despots and tyrants, as friend H. C.
Wright has termed the God of the popular faith, is the first thing in order in laboring with
the world at large. This is the first obstacle to be removed—this “Almighty” obstacle
in the path of the religionist.
Another plea in behalf of despotism and inequality is, that they are taught and sanc
tioned by the Bible; and the Bible is an infallible revelation; its doctrines are all true; its
precepts are all good; its prohibitions are all just; its dictum is not to be questioned.__
The priest goes armed with such weapons from the armory of divine truth as the following. ‘Obey them that nave the rule over you and submit yourselves, for they watch fdr
your souls, as they that must give account.”
How presumptions for a man to undertake
to think or act for himself in spiritual matters, when there is such a master owr him!__
What impiety to think of setting up to do his own thinking, to watch for his own soul, when
he has one “over him in the Lord,” to do it for him! Civil and political despotism has sim
ilar authority. Hear the Bible: “By me kings reign;” “God settethup kings;” “Pear God
and honor the king;” “Let every soul be subject to the higher powers; the powers that
be are ordained of God;” “Obey every ordinance of man for the Lord’s sake;” “Rulers are
ministers of God;” “Whosoever resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God, and
they that resist, shall receive to themselves damnation.” There, is despotism enough and
authority enough for despotic rule in all time to come. The Bible is the platform of Louis
Napoleon and of Border Ruffians. Their “law and order” find in it ample sanction.
The slavemaster, too, has the sanction of the “Lord.”
“Servants, in all things obey
your masters according to the flesh, in singleness of heart, fearing God.” Thus are mas
ters justified in exacting service; they may demand it in the name of God, and are lim
ited only to the employment of “moral threatening.” Allow the Bible to be authoritative,
and the master is furnished with an impregnable defence, behind which he can retreat when
he is assailed, and successfully repel all attack.
Man has the same authority for his rule over woman. He ©pens the Sacred Volume
and finds its author saying to woman: “Thy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shall
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o¥er ^hea;’',' “The head of tbe woman is man, as the head of man is Christ, and the
head of Christ is God;” “Wives,, submit yourselves unto j-our husbands as unto the lord;"
“The woman is not suifered to teach,, but required to be in silence, and to learn in silence
with all subjection.” Man claims that he does not prescribe the sphere of woman;, but
that the Bible does it, and in seeking to maintain his position as the head- ©f the woman
he is only carrying oat its requisitions.
Thus the Bible is in antagonism to the work
of Social revolution which would initiate and establish the'conditions of equality, liber
ty, and fraternity.
And while it is regarded as authority, as an infallible repository of
truth, despotism must stand with head erect and whip in hand to lash its subjects into
obedience. Faith in, and study of the Bible fails to make men friends and advocates of
equality and freedom.
The democrat, and abolitionist, and Woman’s Eights’'advoeatB,
become such iu spite of its teachings; if they use it in support of their doctrines, it is
by disregarding many of its plainest injunctions. The Bible, too, must be removed out
of the way. Dash it from the clutch of despotism and tyranny, and their arms are great
ly paralized. Speed the day when this shall be done! The work of reform has advanc
ed, and will advance in spite of Bible authority, and it may not be absolutely necessary
to meddle with it: but the shortest way seems to be, to enter at once into the temples
of Bibliolatry, cast down and break in pieces its idols, that their devotees may become:
pervious to the power of nature’s truth. Let us push the work bravely on.
role
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Friend Patterson:—I deem it due to the friends of reform that I make public a few
facts, which I am in possession of, relative to Social Reform.
About two years ago I came to this eonehision: That if a large tract of land could be
secured, which was naturally a desirable abode for mortals, in a few years a large number
of liberal persons, representing the different schools of reformers, might be gathered to
gether, who could, and would, form themselves into groups and neighborhoods as kindred
sentiment and feelings might dictate; and that the whole series of groups could unite in
some general regulations, such as a mercantile house, college, form of government, (if need
ed,) etc.
Xo plan was laid down to govern the groups. This was left to the groups
themselves. And for the present, nothing to be aimed at, but securing the location and
presenting the scheme to reformers. I took a tour through Northern Ohio, presenting the
plan.
It met with universal approbation amongst all kinds of Socialists.
The invisbles too, seemed anxious to monopolize every medium I met with, to inspire us with hope
and urge us on—said that thousands would join us. A location was pointed out through
two mediums living in different States, without any co-operation with each other or any
personal acquaintance.
There were so many indications favorable to success, that in the spring of 2855, Lasley’s
family and ours, with the addition of two females, started toward the “promised land."
But not being backed up as the visibles and invisibles had promised, we anchored at West
Union, Iowa, for a year, waiting to see what the friends would do as wrell as say. We
soon found that the flock was divided; some, looked toward Texas, some, Minnesota, some
Kansas, some, Iowa; others thought the older States preferable, suggesting Ohio, Tenn.,
and Va. The James River site was therefore abandoned. But an excellent location was
found where I now write from, which has proved to be even better than I represwmtod.—
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1 'tvill say now, what 1 now, and then believed to be true—that it is the best point I ever
saw.
W e did not succeed in entering land when the Land OtRce opened. We did not know
soon enough, that the officers had to have a bribe to let us have good lands, so the first
and second‘choices went into the hands of such as had some of the “placer” to hand over
to the officers, as a bribe—government pay not being sufficient for them. (Several have
informed me that they could get no lands until they had learned this fact, and that after
wards they could get a quarter section for about $2(\) This game was played at night.
But to return. 1 purchased 160 acres at $?. per acre^ and 80 acres at $12.50. 120 acres
more Were added to the domain at $3.-, by some who wished to co-operate. The whole was
surveyed into five acre tots, and offered at cost to such persons as Would unite with us.—
1 published the plan first in the Spiritual Universe, next in the S. R. After you published
my note, letters came in freely, proposing to join us. I have hunted up over fifty letters,
which 1 have received at this point, from persons scattered over at least ten States; select
ing only such letters as contained proposals to join us immediately. At least fifty persons
wrote that they would be here last fall or the early part of winter. Uot one has reached
here yet. Some would write that they would be here in a certain length of time. Tn a
few weeks, the 'Same would announce that they were going to Texas, or with the Kansas
Vegetarian or Octagon Companies; then again, that they would soon be here.
Others,
Would change round between Berlin Heights, Ceresco, Sheboygan, Greenville, and this
place.
While quite a number made but one spasmodic effort, and ever after held their
peace. Josiah Warren once wrote me, that the fourth only of those who promise can be
Itelied on. I think it not safe to depend on so large a fraction.
The reasons that these various persons have for this instability and non-performance of
what they voluntarily propose, are best known to themselves. Of course, each one thinks
them valid, and to him they are. To others they might not be so excusable, especially
when they are involved.
I purchased one-half of this land on credit, not having the means to pay for all, and
Velying on getting funds from the sale of lots, in season to meet the time payments. In
answer to every one, I think I urged the necessity of immediately securing lots, stating
that I could not save the location without receiving at least one thousand dollars, before
•January 1857; and that if we should not go on here, the lots would sell for double what
I asked for them; (and it is now a fact that one of our company is offered three-fold what
I asked, for poorer lots than mine.) Hot one cent has yet come to hand.
There are five families on the domain; the group is of good material, and every mail
Some of them from old veterans in the cause,
brings additional propositions to join us.
who evidently mean what they say. Others evident^, are from young converts, who see
the article in the Universe or Revolutionist, and immediately write a letter under excite
ment and never after think of the matter, or if they do. have some other idea by that time.
I regret to say that from pecuniary considerations, our efforts in the direction of Social
Reform, are suspended here.
My experience, here and elsewhere, has satisfied me of a few things;—
Hirst: As soon as it is announced that a scheme is on foot to change social affairs, (which
of course, always proposes saving labor, living easier and more in harmony, etc.,) immed
iately such as are too indolent to work, or who laboring cannot accumulate, joined with
others who are excitable and petulant, think the discord, which in the main, no doubt, they
cause themselves, is all traceable to society or to an uncongenial companion, rush into the
embryotic enterprise and break it down. Some come who have no money and scarcely
wearing apparel, thinking to find a home for humanity where others will supply the
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wants they are too stupid to provide for. When their impositions can no longer be borne,
they raise the cry of “hypocrite,” “not a reformer,” etc., etc. Others leave uncongenial
partners, thidking that all will be peace and harmony if they only can get into a commun
ity, just as aiitofthodox Christian thinks he will be happy when he dies and goes to heav
en. One of tbfe class was a Free Lover, and when he could not find any one to love him,
became frantic, threatened to kill himself, etc.
The fact was, no one could love such a
crazy loon. Another was a medium—spirits sent him here; left his tavern bill for friends
here to pay; strutted round in kid gloves, ordering the women to hand him a drink of wa
ter, put his hat up, etc. He proved a lazy, filthy drone.—But enough of this. I might
fill several articles with sketches of this kind of humanity, “who are tired of society as
it is,” “panting for higher life,”etc. And they, no doubt, need a higher life than they are
able to make.
Secondly: I feel confident, that if funds sufficient to secure a good location should be
lodged in the hands of a judicious committee together with funds to remunerate them for
making the selection, lands could be purchased, held by the company, and sold to co-oper
ators at cost.
On this plan, I am confident that a company could be assembled within
four or five years, that could effect changes in active life worth the effort, and far more.My letter is already too long, or I should say more, by way of warning, to all who wish
to experiment.
I deem it not only reasonable to suppose that there are thousands who
have outgrown old forms and want and need better, but that it is unreasonable to think
it possible to be otherwise.
The first thing to do, is to secure enough terra firma to op
erate on.
The second, is to avoid being run over, disjointed, and disheartened, by the
lower order of humanity.
Meanwhile I shall labor and wait—“cast down but not destroyed.” Not even disheart
ened, I shall go on thinking, speaking, and laboring, as I think will profit most. We have
made no worse failures than did John Finch, Robert Fulton, and many others, wholiave
attempted to demonstrate a great truth to the world. There is no such thing as failure.
Mitchell, Mitchell Co., Iowa, Jan. 22, 1857.
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There are now quite a large number of theoretical Free Lovers, who privately or pub
licly, directly or indirectly, advocate the entire freedom of all human loves. Only a few
of this number have had much if any experience in attempting to practice this freedom
of love. When I speak of love, I mean love, whose organ is located high in the coronal
region. Those who have, as yet, only theorized upon this subject through the intellect,
and look forward with high hope to the time when they shall enjoy this freedom and all
its concomitants, can hardly estimate or appreciate the cost that has been paid, or the
difficulties which have been encountered, by the few who have dared to try to realize, in
part, the true life to which they aspire. > It often costs much to make changes in the ma
terial or business world, where the advantages to be gained are more apparent to the com
mon mind; but it is far more difficult, costly, and dangerous to attempt to make
changes, so exalted and spiritual as are involved in the practice of Love’s freedom. Not
' all those who can say amen to this doctrine through their reason, could say amen to the
position in which it would place them, for a while at least, should they launch out upon
the unknown sea o! freedom, and become subject to the free play of human attractions
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and repulsions. Not all those who write so ably and beautifully in favor of freedom in
love, are prepared to stand the severe ordeal of its realities. It is not science or philos
ophy that makes us really and practically free. It is something freer, higher, more ex
pansive. a he top-head developments—-the social, spiritual, loving, benevolent, hopeful,
trusting, and conscientious faculties;, those “fruits of the divine spirit,” whose fields of ac
tion and objects of love and regard are boundless and unnumbered, make us truly free
when in the ascendency. “Where the spirit of Christ is, there is liberty.” Put the
spirit of Christ is found only in those who have this free, high nature in predominance.—
Many wise persons are wanting in love; many loving souls are wanting in wisdom. If all
free love theorists were as well developed in the entire top-head, as the}'- are in the fronthead, they would be much nearer “the kingdom” than they now are. There is, however,
an important idea to be borne in mind in this connection, and that is, the strong attrac
tion that love has for wisdom, and wisdom for.love. Love and wisdom are not often both
largely developed in one man or one woman. When one is largely developed, i? the con
stitution be refined and spiritual, it is naturally drawn to the othfer when largely devel
oped in some one of the opposite sex. A man of much wisdom is blessed in imparting
his wisdom to a loving woman; and a woman of much love is intensely happy in impart
ing her superabundant love to the deep philosopher. The road to the high fruition of such
ecstatic bliss is full of asperities, and most of those upon it are faint and weary travel
lers. If one has more strength than another, let him be kind and charitable towards his
weaker brother, and let Free Lovers become willing that each one should step as fast and
as far as their internal and external condition will permit.
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BY J. H. SfENDENHALE.

I now write to be instructed, not to teach. Have long felt that the present state of so
ciety is not the best obtainable. Have1 also labored in my feeble capacity for some years,
to change the present conditions of man for better ones. Have grown tired of the pres
ent system of isolation, and have looked to associations for redemption. But, as yet, have
seen their failure. Have found government unadapted to the production of the “goodtime coming.” Have seen all churches (as it were.) without a soul. Have seen the mar
riage institution made a bed of licentiousness and degradation, instead of purity and spir
it-elevation; and amidst all these, I am made to cry out: “What shall I do to be saved?”
I now take the Social Revolutionist. In it, I find the doctrine of “Free Love.” ’Well
I am in favor of Freedom in all things; hut we are so constructed in our nature, as to
measure other intellects by our highest conception of right; hence, the difference of opin
ion in the world. I have long been an advocate of Freedom. But what is Freedom? —
Does it harmonize with the law of our being, or with its violation? Has it no bounds
which might be termed the law of equilibrium? If so, where are these bounds? and can
these bounds be trespassed upon with impunity? To me, these seem to be proper ques
tions. If so, surely, there can be proper answers given. At present, I propose answer
ing them myself, and then will hear thee or others.
First, then, I think there is a law or line of equilibrium to which all things are attain
ing. This law constitutes the hound of right, or Freedom. For instance, I have a right
to exercise my body, yet I have not the right to exercise it at the expense of my intellect.
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Both claim their individual rights, and when obtained, ultimate in health, strength, and
happiness. Again, I have a right to exercise my acquisitiveness, for without this, I can
not secure to myself the comforts of life. But how far shall I give freedom to this fac
ulty of mind? Just so far as I can accumulate and apply to a good and benevolent pur
pose—no farther. Here benevolence steps in with its claims or rights. They shako
hands on half-way grounds, which I call the law of equilibrium. Just so, 1 think, with
all the faculties, or groups of faculties of the entire mind. They each and all have their
bounds, and these bounds are made by their individual functions. hTow to the point.—•
How far shall amativeness go to Teach its own true bounds or rights'? Wisdom seems
to have answered this query by asking another. Here it is: What number is required to
constitute a perfect number of productive unity? The positive^and negative^elements
flow together by affinity, and beget their own likeness, which results in a trinity—a fam
ily circle. Seeing, then, that two is the requisite number of productive unity, and since
this is the true function of amativeness, is it not reasonable to conclude, that this number
(two,) is adequate to supply the demands of this faculty, (amativeness,) when exercised
in harmony with the entire mind?
Please publish an answer.
Cerro Gordo, Ind.
ANSWER.

Our friend’s principle when resolved into its real significance, is not new to the readers
of the Social Pievolutionist. This principle would exclude me from the love of more than
one woman, because one with myself, constituting two, is the requisite number of produc
tive unity. As I understand it, an abstract statement of the principle would be: Pieproduction is the object of love, and as offspring results from the sexual union of the twain,
therefore, sexual love is exclusively dual. Now, even upon this principle, I cannot see
why I may not form such productive unities at different times with different individualsof the other sex. But if this minimum necessary to reproduction, be the limit of my
love sphere, and I am legitimately confined to one love through all life, then is there an
other limit equally binding with this. The single sexual act alone is necessary to re
production, and whoever transcends this minimum, sins as greatly against the principle
in question, as he who loves more than one woman. If we are confined by this principle to
the love of one individual of the other sex, we are confined by the same principle to the sin
gle reproductive act. Hence, brother Mendenhall’s view of this subject, leads us directly
to the Nichols’ “law of progression.” But this feature of the question has been abundantly
discussed already, in this and the last volume of the Social Revolutionist, and I have no
wish to enter upon it here. I may just state my faith, however, that sexual love has
other uses and other necessities governing it, than the mere reproduction of our kind, and
that a greater number of material unions in love, and a greater number of sexual loves
than are barely requisite to reproduction, are just and holy fo-r a higher humanity, one*
sex having equal rights and privileges with the other.
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Mr. Patterson:Dkau Sin:—As I am sure many of your readers desire “more light”
■on this matter ot the Conjugal Relation, will you suffer me to pronose a few questions, to
which, it is hoped, either you or some one of your coadjutors, will be able to give satis
factory answers?
1. I inquire, then, first, what you mean or understand by the eoniiiGral, for as Swedenboig calls it.) toe Gonjugial Relation? 1 suppose the life-relations are five in number:
the conjugal, paternal, filial, fraternal, and universal. From the conjugal, come each
•of the others. The filial cannot be dual; that is, the child can have hut one father, but
one mother. And from the fraternal, comes all we know of Individual Sovereignty,
Equality, and Justice. Hence, if individual sovereignty be the true doctrine of manhood,
then this sovereignty must correspond to and grow out of these life-relations. Now, if one
of these relations which originates from the conjugal, cannot be dual in the nature and
constitution of things, how do you prove that the first, or conjugal, can be double? The
■question is not in respect to marriage; not whether a man may not sustain the conjugal
relation nominally to a dozen women successively. The question to which I wish an
answer is this; Can the conjugal relation be dual? I understand as implied in the conju
gal relation, a harmonious, perfect, and satisfactory union of one man with one woman.
The divine, or highest form of love is female; and the divine, or highest form of wisdom
is male. These elements, male and female, enter into the nature and the constitution
of things—positive,.and negative. They are everlastingly attracting, and being attracted;
whence come all forms of life in the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms. The con
jugation of the divine love and the divine wisdom develops all that we know of life.—
But this conjugality is not and cannot be dual. Hence, the highest forms of conjugality,
would seem to be monogamy.
That is a beautiful description of the male and female,
given by Swedenborg, when he says:—
“The male is the wisdom of love, and the female is the love of that wisdom.”
Please bear in mind, that I do not wish to dogmatize here; I only desire to throw out
these few hints to assist the candid inquirer after truth. If it be not somewhat as I
have suggested, how is it?
2. What do you mean by “Freedom,” or “Free Love?” As far as man can be said to
be free at all, all love (or will,) must be free; that is, from the necessities of our nature,
we will what we love. Now, do you mean that the sexual instincts shall not be under the
control of the life-relations? These relations do certainly and absolutely forbid all indul
gence of the sexual instincts in certain cases. Indeed, all the duties of life grow out of
these relations, as I have attempted to show in my Book of Human Nature, page 372,
395. Life is consistent and harmonious, only when it is in perfect agreement with each
of the life-relations and the principles which those relations involve.
We understand
the true doctrine of manhood, or individual sovereignty, to imply that each is at liberty
to act always at his own cost. But how can the sexual instincts be mutually indulged,
when it would interfere with existing relations? If your act interfere with the conjugal,
or parental, or filial relation which another sustains to me, does the “Free Love” doc
trine teach that you have any right in goodness, justice, and integrity of character, to
commit such an act? Suppose that my wife do not love me at all. There is no real con
jugal relation between us. But we have children, and we sustain the legal relations of
husband and wife, and I am legally held to support her and her children^ Now, queffJT
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has my wife any right to perform an act (from which all the relations of life spring,) which
would interfere with the relations she sustains to me and to our children? Suppose I
and my children object to it, does ‘‘Free Love” say that she may consistently and right
fully cohabit with another, consistently with existing relations of life? If any course of
conduct can be sho\Vn to be inconsistent with either one of the life-relations, I take it we
shall all agree that it ought not to be performed, because in all such cases, we do not and
cannot bear all the cost of our own conduct.
<3. All the life-relations are involuntary, except the conjugal; this is voluntary, and can
only be formed by two individual sovereignties who become joint and equal partners to
the contract. Now, tell me if this contract can be dissolved by the mere volition of one
of the contracting parties? That is, if both parties agreed to be bound by the other’s
wishes in the indulgence of the sexual instincts, can one of the parties consistently act out
the Free Love doctrine against the wishes of the other?
4. Has any one a moral right to sexual intercourse with my child, my brother, sister,
father, mother, or wife, if such intercourse is more or less at my cost; that is, involves me
in trouble and expense against my consent?—expense and trouble for which the
life-relations make no provision. As you will see, what I wish to know is, whether
the life-relations do not or were not designed to restrain sexual intercourse ex
clusively to the conjugal relation? And if not, what restraints do these relations impose
in regard to it? If they do impose restraints, how can it be said to be strictly “free?”—Affection, or the element of love, may be free, the same as the taste is free; but the exer
cise of our taste in the indulgence of appetite, is a very different matter.
Any light shed upon these grave matters, will be gratefully appreciated.
Boston, Mass., March 10, 1857.
Yours truly,
La Roy Sunderland,

THE

DUAL

PRINCIPLE

IN

MAN.

BY P. I. BLACKER.

As there seems to be much confused writing and reasoning on this principle of our na
ture, I submit a few remarks in hopes of eliciting truth, and thereby coming to a scien
tific solution or understanding of the subject.
The common idea of monogamic societies and religions is, that a male person is but
one-half, and a female person the other half, and both halves must be joined together in
order to make the perfect Man. The only reason for limiting one of each sex to one of
the other, in most cases is, that it makes a more equal division of the women than the
system of polygamy does, and that male and female are born in about equal propor
tions.
In other cases, it is assumed that the male is the positive, and the female the negative
principle, and this is the dual nature of the species, and the union of the two is re
quired to make up the perfection and happiness of the two which in reality are but one;
and farther, that two persons once united, cannot change partners without violating a law
of nature.
My view is this: Each person contains all the elements, and is, in fact, a world with
in himself. Each person is both male and female, both positive and negative, in dif
ferent degrees, and it is a nice point to settle, where man begins and woman ends. We
constantly see men who seem to all intents, to have a preponderance of feminine quali-
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tics in Tort®., gait, voree, having no beard, and manifesting a taste always for what arc
■considered feminine pursuits and tendencies. I have read of cases where milk has been
extracted from the breasts of men. We also see the same variety of degrees in women,
the masculine preponderating in some to such an extent that nothing but their dress
distinguish s them — masculine countenance and expression, with sometimes a de
cent board, and a voice fully masculine, square, broad shoulders, and muscular and ener
getic frames. It is also well known that there are those in whom nature has manifested
this principle of duality, or double sexualit}', in the formation of the generative organs.
Now% to me, it seems reasonable to conclude, that the dual principle is in each individ
ual, and that we have amativeness as we have spirituality, ideality, acquisitiveness, etc.,
and wo arc attracted amatively or spiritually and intellectually, by chemical affinities,
and by interest to those who minister to our acquisitiveness. The cook, man or wom
an, does not become a half or part of me, because we mutually supply each other’s wants;
and I can see no reason why individuality is merged by simply supplying the wants, re
ciprocally, of one or more classes of our faculties and organs.

WHAT

IS.

BY JUSTICIA.

Mr. Editor:—You ask for facts on this question of marriage. Could the women of
our country gain courage to but whisper the half of what is, your pages would quiver in
anguish ’neath the crimson tide of woe. Some must and will answer. Facts are po
tent in the hands of the earnest, and they will he given. And who can give them as
woman can? But everywhere she shrinks, and dreads, and fears; her whole nature re
volts at the terrible disclosures she might make; and only the utter misery of a breaking
heart and the agonizing yearning for sympathy, has ever led her to open her souks secret
chambers to even the best heart-friend. And now, only the longing to save others, the
earnest wish of mothers that their daughters may he saved from this holocaust of death;
only this loosens utterance, only this makes them strong. To have these things made
public, needs a yet more comprehensive fear, a more unselfish care, and a philanthropy
world-wide in its benefactions.
I am young, and the polluting touch of marriage has never crushed nor dimned my
spirit, save as I took on from my mother’s life its blasting influence. These facts
have come to me from both the voice of warning and the despairing cry for sympathy.—
Only one case will I now give.
A mother’s warning first sounded in my ears;
but only in a general way, was I advised never to marry. I wanted to know the why,
and claimed it again and again; but the spirit was not strong enough; her sensitive na
ture shrank from the revealment. How could she give a girl of fifteen summers, such a
lesson? “No, no, my daughter; you cannot understand me.”
I had just commenced reading Fowler’s works; I went to my pillow one night, I well
remember; my mother had been sick, and cross and tender by turns; she had driven me
from her with harsh and bitter words, and I was utterly wretched. I spent my night in
tears, though as the small hours of the morning came, I was roused to think. Why did
my kind, good mother act thus? Why was she often times so sad and pale? W’hy
would she not tell me the cause of the hot tears that had traced deep channels in her
whitened cheek? Did not I guess? and should she not tell me all—child though I was?
My mind was fixed, and in the early morning when the hours of quiet came, I sat down
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beside her, told her all T thought, and }>ade her unburden herself to me. I cottld
derstand.” \ would know, and with will overpowered by my vehemence, and heart all
bursting 'v’th its lonjr-pent sorrows, she unrolled to me the record of her life, putting irr
at every sentence, however, some kind word for him, with woman’s ever-faithfnl instinct to'
shield the loved one's fame. I had thought, but I had gotten only into the shadows, the1
black darkness I could not reach.
Of course, young and short-sighted, I cursed my father, and felt that all his goodness
was but a cloak to conceal his diabolism, and he was really a very fiend incarnate. I
could comfort some, hut yet terrible invocations were mingled with my sympathy, and I
beat my heart in agony when I felt there was no way to help it, for was not Marriage
right? anu was it not beautiful to love and have blessed babes, as the true heart craves?1
1 could not see. Of course, this mating of marriage, was right, when two loved each
other, and 1 could see no way of escape from what untoward events might follow. I did
not see that the wife was necessarily a slave, both from law and public sentiment, and I
tried to think how the trouble was to be alleviated and yet hold to the idea of marriage.
The years went on; I soothed and pitied the one, and in mv heart, prayed that the otfeer might die!—weak, foolish, unphilosophical, all! But I have sat beside her bed, and
listened, with heart beats stifled in the intensity of ray indignation, to these facts in the
terrible life she led: how, sick, worn, exhausted, she would plead with him for rest, but all
in vain; how children were being continually born to her, though all her woman’s in
stincts were outraged, and all her woman’s nature humbled in the dust; how, when a babe
of two days lay upon her pillow, he had compelled her to submit to his insatiate lust;
how, though fifty winters had frosted their locks with silver, he yet demanded almost
nightly submission! Reasonings, pleadings, showing up the baseness of the life, availed
nothing. “You are my wife, and what else do men marry for? I have bought you, I’ve
paid for it, and it’s mine by law! Don’t I own you, body and soul? What can you do,
etc?” The blood s.eemslike molten lava in my veins, as I write; yet I must! Though
ray pen be dipped in my mother’s heart-blood—as it almost is—I must write! Don’t
talk to me, nor to my mother, nor to hundreds of daughters and mothers, of the holi
ness of THE marriage relation!
Show us the charms of the infernal pit; bid us-hear
sweetest music in the wailings of the damned; ask us to smile happily as you show us the
blackest regions of the nethermost hell; but—talk not to us of the holy marriage sac
rament!
When these revealments came to me, and I would pray her to resist; “ah, resist eren
to the dagger’s hilt—as in my frenzied moments I did do;”—she would look at me in
wild terror, trembling at what she had done in unfolding to me her life of woe, deprecat
ing the yearning that had led to it, and bewailing the fact that she had caused me to hate
my own father, answering: “It will only make matters worse,” and so lived on. Some
times I would not pity; she ought to stand out a woman, against such fiendish outrage.
“It would do no good; he would be so bitter against me; and now he will not speak to
me for days if his wishes are not met. I suppose he is no worse than other men; don’t
ever marry!” And thus she has lived; borne near a dozen children in loathing and ag
ony; had her highest aspirations crushed; her yearning for a true and beautiful life thrust
back upon her, until the rising tide of woe has well nigh ruined her. I look upon her
noble brow, scarred with care, yet regal in its native intellect, and think what “might
have been.”
My father was a good man, aye, good;, the world looked upon him as a pattern man im
most respects—benevolent, kind, genial, intelligent, moral; a Christian, just to all, easy
with his children, lenient to servants or debtors; in short, outwardly, one every way wor-
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thy and good. Flow could all this be, and yet he be the devil incarnate I knew? It is
plain to me now; she was
in his power; the law said it, public opinion said it, and both
these he reverenced; besides, it was true, and she felt there was no redress; that it was a
necessary condition of things—a sort of inevitable; though unlike hundreds of. others
who thus suffer, she did not feel it duty; did not accept the bibie injunction—“Wives,
submit yourselves.”
I have risen above the plane of blame, and see that false conditions necessitate false ac
tions. I see that no man, though a very angel in goodness, should ever have power over
another; as, he could not have, would every woman be her true splf, and in the majesty
and glorjr of her womanhood, say to the world: 1 am sovereign of my own self, and none
shall have power over me. All act as their organizations and their surroundings compel
them, so we have no anathemas to utter, but only heroic work for the upbuilding of bet
ter men and better conditions.
I know and feel my father to be far above the common
minds of the day. His intellect is clear enough to relish with a gusto, the teachings of
L. A. ffine; he is a believer in Woman’s Rights, (all except this vital right, without
which she can have none others—the right to herself,) where still he is with L. A. Hine.
He is a Spiritualist, but yet cannot apply their teachings, nor those of Mr. Hine, to this
old idea of legal marriage, and its conferring rights, (as it does,) and so he is all the ty
rant and despot we have seen him here.
Let me give a sequel that is worth something.
Since myself and others have talked
our Free Love, or freedom for woman, his deman Is are less frequent and tempered by gen
tleness; and .she who feels she loves him, despite all, as woman will, says, that however
much he may say against the faith, its leaven is working and is making him a better and
purer man. So these are facts on both sides of the thing, and though the world spits its
venom at us for our faith and our labors, “our eyes with smiling futures glisten.”

TO

J.

W.

TOWNER.

BY JOSEPH TREAT.

If my heart was not very kind to you, I would give you a real straightening-out? As
it is, my very article which you criticise, is all that I need throw back at you. ’Never,
again undertake to reply to a piece, till you have analyzed, digested, compared it. When
I make a brief statement, think it all out, before you charge it with “stultifying
itself.”
There are seven strictures in your critique. First, the contradiction, that “lies don’t
bless,” and yet, that “in the low stages of unfolding, men perhaps need immortality.”—•
Well, “lies don’t bless” as “lies;” but yet they may as truths; for they are truths to
those who believe them: but this is no reason why we should not try to teach them the
real truth. You were once a Universalist. “Hell fire” restrained some persons from do
ing wrong, and in that sense, made them better; but still you (as was well and need
ful,) sought to teach them something better than even that “lie” of “hell-fire.”
Second, the contradiction, that “it is pot men’s doctrines” which make them thus
and so, and yet, that “immortality” makes them so and so, and “no immortality”
wopld make them something else. The entire of my article was this: That “it is not
so much men’s doctrines or beliefs,” etc.; thus unequivocally asserting that it is these
SOME. Another time, do me justice—which you meant to this time, but did not, for want
of that thinking. '
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Third. As to “low men” believing in immortality; first, almost all men now living, or
who ever have lived, believe and have believed in immortality—the exceptions are not
worth the name. Secondly, all these men (both of the present and past,) are “low
men” compared with those of the future, as, indeed, they are nearly every one absolute
ly “low.” Thirdly, now it is a fair question: Will these in the future—these, not “low
men”—believe in immortality? I am certain they will not.
Fourth. The point you make, that the “eternity” I speak of, is not the same with the
“immortality” you speak of.
You wrong me. The two are precisely the same—in
your own words, “the eternal continuation of the Now.” And I again and most emphat
ically assert, that that “eternity” would and does, in the case of many, “prove an infi
nite temptation.”
Fifth. Your begging the question—taking for granted the very point in dispute—when
you say, that this “eternity” is the great motive to right. Speak for yourself, brother
James! It is not so with me. I believe the day will come when it will not be so with
anybody. I believe it really is not so with hardly anybody, now. I believe you and all
the rest are mistaken in thinking this of yourselves, just as you used to tell folks they
were mistaken in thinking “hell-fire” kept them from doing wrong. It did help keepsome; but most—ah! you kn«w better than that.
Sixth. Your call for some “proof,” that “there is a point where immortality is changed
into a hindrance.” Read my last paragraph, (not what refers to myself,) and think a lit
tle. And read this very statement of your own, on which I have just commented, thatso
far as doctrine has any influence,” it is this “eternity” which constitutes the mighty mo
tive to right. And for myself, I have J. W. Towner for “proof;” for_
Seventh. You say, “It is just as easy to be self-reliant and self-living in relation to spir
its, as it is in relation to men”—to which 1 beg to reply, that it is necessarily and
self-evidently false; and I feel, from my own knowledge, that my good friend James is a
living illustration of its falsity. And yet, from that same knowledge, I boldly assert
that he is less so than one in a thousand.
Response

to

Beotee Joxln.

In my demonstration, I expressly admit that men’s “beliefs do make some difference in
their character and conduct; and so I am perfectly consistent in the further statement
that “the idea of immortality is a positive evil, a real injury,” in that it “dwarfs the fore
most minds of the planet,” and through them, “absolutely curses the Race:” and then
what becomes of your “medley of contradictions?”
And as to the influence of no immortality on myself, you can run Free Love into the
ground, by the same argument you employ against me: If it makes you happy to love
more than one woman, then, to be consistent, you must fall in love with all women; and
if you stop short of that, you iail to carry out your own principle.
Or, in accordance
with your (and the common) doctrine of sexualism; if you have a right to have connec
tion with woman one night, not for offspring, then you ought to have it every night!
But you will agree with me, that even the fate you so graphically picture for me,—of
‘seclusion on that lonely isle”—would be welcomed by a great, manly nature, rather
than to drink in the dicta of “spirits,” with the simple greed of most believers.
Joseph Treat.

[If I had claimed that I were happier for deprivation in love, as Joseph claims he is
happier for deprivation in the term of his individualized existence, he might have run a
parallel between my doctrine and his; but my position with reference to love, is just the
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reverse of his position with reference to immortality;—he mistakes contrast for analogy,

and, henc'y the sophistry of the second paragraph above.—P.j
To J. B. Wolff.
You must have learned it when you were ft
priest. If I had served an opponent so, I should think it dishonest, mean, cowardly.—
Make as much fun of a man as you will, but never again try to misrepresent and blacken
him—wrenching his words even to contradict, their own meaning.
As to what of your performance is argument, as I do not wish to obtrude a discus
sion upon the S. R., I should be perfectly willing to leave people to read my article and
yours together, if they would only think. But if there ever seems a call upon me for a
straightening-out of your kinks and a rationale of your objections, you will be sure to get
I must rebuke the spirit of your article.

them.

Joseph Treat.

AN

EPISTLE

TO

PETER.

Friend Peter:—Be patient whilst I quiz thee a little. I am curious to know the cause
of so vast an expenditure of precious time and fine talent to the unworthy purpose of
lowering man’s principles of action to a plane corresponding with the perversions of his
lower nature. Why this anxiety to impose check-reins upon those who aspire to a life
of integral purity? Canst thou not endure to have others attain to a purer life than that
thy grovelling nature seeks?
‘•Analogies between eating and material union,” I conceive to be far more extensive
than thee or friend Gage have shown. Alimentiveness, like amativeness, has been most
wofully misdirected and abused. Thou sayest: “We take food because the appetite
craves it.” Aye, verily and greatly to our sorrow too, many times. We often experience
a craving very like hunger, when our “intellectual decision” is in favor of total abstinence
from food, well-knowing that the seeming hunger is but the result of former abuse or in
herited tendencies to gormandize. So, too, is the sexual desire experienced as the result
of hereditary transmission, together with various other sensualizing causes. Would Pe
ter advise taking food that the hunger-pain might be temporarily relieved? Would he ad
vise us to submit the wisdom of our superior nature to the gross demands of a morbid sex
ual nature?—increasing the demand we would quell—aggravating the ill we seek to cure.
Nay, verily! no poison will act, as its own antidote, however faithfully we repeat the dose.
How can we wholly remove an evil but by removing the entire cause? How hope to
emancipate ourselves or our descendants from the tyranny of lust, if we condescend to
yet tamper with the foul fiend? Can curses be heaped too heavily upon humanity’s chief
curse? If celibacy, or even the law of progression, be an extreme, pray, what short of that
can counteract the extreme of licentiousness inswhich our race has blindly wallowed forages?
Should we now practically accept the divine law of purity, as taught by Treat, Nichols,
& Co., how many ages, thinkest thou, ’twould require for man to reach the mesne between
the present extreme of vice and that ultimate of purity conceived of and hoped for by only
the few? Thou deniest that “children born under the ‘law of progression,’ are equal,
morally, to those even that are born under the abuses of wedlock.” Art thou right sure
thou hast seen a sufficient number of the first specimens, to insure thee a rule under that
law? But, candidly, Peter, didst thou ever see one child who was clear of all perverting
ancestral influences—whose ante-natal history presented not one sullied page?
“The demand illustrated in the case of the ‘dear sweet girl,’ will assert itself as the rule
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in healthy individti-il^ of the Race, through all time; and as often as you deny its natu
ralness, I shall re-affirm it.” (Tut, tut!)
Allow me to inquire if thou knowkst what thou assertest, and if so, how thou knowest it? (Hast thou a programme of the future “through all time?”)
Dost thou know, or hast thou known a “dear sweet girl” who was unstained by hered
itary taint—unblemished by the falsities that surround her on every side, directly tend
ing to stimulate and pervert the sexual nature?
Those “healthy women in the country,” were they, too, exceptions to the law of hered
itary descent? Were they slighted by the sins that are usually so faithful in their visita
tions from parents to children, “even to the third and fourth generations?”
Thy arguments, favoring frequency of material union, are strikingly analagous to those1
often presented in favor of the use of tea, coffee, and tobacco, and about as convincing.—
(I am. rather apprehensive, too, that they are dictated by the same propensity; we are so
prone to attempt to justify our own short-comings.)
\ arious instances of superior health and extraordinary old age, have been cited to me by
the devotees of tea, coffee, and tobacco, as evidences of the felicitous effects of using those
poisons. And “my own observation confirms” me in the belief, that there are many with
constitutions sufficiently analagous to that of a ho—swine to endure poisoning through a
long series of years, and yet retain the semblance of health. Very few are wanting in
this taste—often amounting to a passion—for tea and coffee, even “among healthy women
in the country.”
Yet, was I never philosopher enough to think of-accepting such facts, numerous as they
are, “as the rule?” 1 imagined it an inherited perversion of taste, which had been un
fortunately increased by exercise. (Am open to conviction, however.) But seriously, is
Peter Socialist a philosopher—a believer in man’s progressive nature? and can he content
himself with accepting existing facts, amid all the discordances of this miserably devel
oped age, “as the rule” for guidance “through all time?”
The Shakers? Humph! “a fig” for their health or their chastity!
“Wiltednuns!” And they were more “repulsive” than the poor, diseased prostitutes
thou hast “passed on the street,” eh?
Wert thou right sure that those “wilted nuns” were not the helpless, hopeless victims
of treachery and lust of their lecherous old father-confessors? Are nuns generally sup
plied with air, exercise, lively society, and the various healthful amusements accessible to
thy “healthy women in the country? Unless they are, and have nothing but chastity to
wilt them, and thou art sure the majority have that, thou hast no right to refer us to
them for examples of the “extreme of celibacy.” She who penned these lines, is a wom
an with as perfect health and good habits as this age often produces; yet, would she be
quite unwilling that her desires should be received as the standard? Ah! no; she
would rather elevate them to a correspondence with her higher intuitions, believing
that the model to which our lives should be adjusted, is not yet born; and that we should
be true to our superior natures, rather than for divine principles substitute crude facts.
2d Month, 20, 1857.
Kindly for truth, thy friend,
Ruth.

ANOTHER

NUT

CRACKED
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PETER.

. The points of Louisa’s case are these: 1, She is a healthy, working woman. 2, Occa
sional submission. 3, Its paralizing effect upon herself. 4, The child born with diseased
constitution.
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In disposing of this case, I Would make the following points: 1, Amongst healthy, work
ing women, the rule is, first, very hard work, and secondly, excessive coition during preg
nancy; yet, they rarely have children thus diseased.
2, I have no doubt but Louisa’s condition after coition was the principal, if not the sole
cause of her child’s morbid affections. But right here is the important question to settle:
Why did the occasional act of coition have this effect? It may have been due to one,
or all, of the following causes: first, the health of the subject may not have been as good
as she supposed; secondly, debility from over-work; thirdly, the want of sexual adapta
tion between herself and husband. That the last named cause had its influence, I am
persuaded, from the modicum of desire the subject has experienced. This is not that of a
woman in health, loving one who is sexually adapted to her.
“But this woman and her husband loved each other.” I do not question it; it would
be odd if they did not, having united to share the fortunes of life together. They may love
each other above all others, and yet there may not be anatomical adaptation; and what
is equally to the point in this case, there may not be spirituo-sexual adaptation, such as
justifies the sexual embrace and the parentage of a child. I have a lady friend, who, if
she had to give up all the world beside, would choose one-—a man, between whom and
herself there is mutual love, but in whose presence she is amatively passive, hie has lit
tle or no power to arouse her sexuality. And yet she loves another who has this power.
This is not owing to the fact, that one of these men has absolutely more amative power
than the other, but to the relation which obtains between her sexual sphere and theirs.
She believes herself, judging from her own experience ,to be sexually adapted to the one
and not to the other.
Many are thus mated in marriage—happy as loving friends, but
sexually unsuited to each other. These are apt to have no children, or such only as are
degenerate. And, furthermore, our marriage system favors this kind of unions.
This
question of sexual adaptation, and the utter impotence of all the prevailing marriage sys
tems to secure such adaptation, is a fruitful theme for inquiry and contemplation, but I
must not pursue the subject any farther in this connection.

SPIRITUALISM—-Fit EE

LOVE.

“The world has expended a vast amount of indignant virtue, in charging upon Spirit
ualism a tendency towards Free Love and all sorts of licentiousness. And this is just what
might have been expected—-not that the world has ever had any virtue to boast of—but
because, in the absence of both virtue and decency, it may hope to gain some credit by
making up faces at vice. This same world, if we take the testimony of its inspired teach
ers, has been an infamous harlot, from the times of David and Solomon, to say nothing of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, down to the present day.
If this is nature, for the love of
truth, let nature have the credit of it. But we deny that God ever disgraced himself by
giving to mankind propensities legitimately leading to results so deplorable.
They are
rather the out-growths of foolish and wicked institutions, and will cease to exist just as
soon as those institutions shall be repudiated and laid aside. And the fact that such evils
have existed, and still continue to exist, is a standing and palpable impeachment of all the
plans devised for their removal. There must be some radical defect in a civilization, un
der the direct influence of which, licentiousness flourishes wdth so rank a growth! And
what must we say of a religion, which, with all the aids of hea\ren and hell, has failed, du
ring nearly nineteen hundred years, to save either the world, or the church, from the curse
©f licentiousness? * * * We aauII not listen to homilies upon morality Avhich come up
to us from the dark dens of prostitution, instituted and liberally sustained by a civiliza
tion like ours. It being certain that no change can render the condition of mankind any
worse than it is, we insist upon it that almost any experiments which reformers may make,
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are alike demanded by the wants and woes of mankind, and justified by the sound rules
of expediency.
“Concerning the existing laws relating to marriage, we have only to say, that they have
been proved a thousand times over, as defective as ignorance could make them—render
ing woman a slave, and transforming man into a brute.
They ought to be repealed, or
essentially modified; and they will be, just as soon as men and women come to under
stand their inalienable rights, and gain strength enough to demand a restoration of them.
But marriage itself-—the union of one man and one woman, it being an ordination of na
ture and of God—will continue to be a sacred institution; and, if consummated on earth,
will survive all mortality, and continue to be one of the chief joys of the supernal spheres
through a limitless eternity. * * *
“We do not advocate the idea that love ought to be free—therefore we are not a Free
Lover! Let the world give us credit for this! But we unhesitatingly affirm that love is
free! Let the world curse us for that, if it dares to do so! And then we go on to say,
that all laws, institutions, ordinances, usages, customs, fashions, or despicable policies,
which attempt to impose restraints upon this divine principle, are both foolish and wick
ed—foolish, because no good can come from such attempts, and wicked, because they man
ifest a disposition to meddle with the soul’s rightful prerogatives. And if we are right iia
entertaining this conviction, then love exists in conformity to an eternal law, and marriage
is not only an natural result, but an eternal and imperious necessity.”
Spiritual Universe.
Comments.—Fogies call one an offshoot of the other, to sink both as objects of con

tempt. An over-zealous radical, to gain a fictitious notoriety and authority for his hobby,
may claim Free Love is a doctrine of Spiritualism. The dastardly meanness of the one
equals the short-sightedness of the other. Mediums have spoken in favor of Free Love
and against it, as they have spoken for and against the Bible, the family relation, church
organizations, etc.
Were the spirits infallible, mediums are not, and their ipse dixit is
not to be received as authoritative and unquestioned, by any thinking mind.
This phan
tom of Infallibility has cursed the Race under every form of priestly rule—has invested
Synods, Conferences, General Assemblies, Bishops, and Popes, with the function of au
thoritatively deciding what is Divine Truth. The moment they have the falseness of the
Bible, in a scientific or moral point of view, shown them, they demand that you produce
an infallible revelation. They will experiment, and analyze their processes rigidly,, to de
velop nature’s laws, but moral truth must come to them, at once, and forever, so full and
clear, that the most undeveloped man need not mistake it. So this class of minds, when
forced to admit the facts of Spiritualism, invest mediums with a sort of Divinity, and ig
nore their own manhood in blindly gulping down their utterances. This blind acceptance
of dogmas is the vampyre which sucked out the life-blood of Orthodoxy long ago, and
has, from the first, threatened a very large class of Spiritualists with the same fate.
We have analyzed the tendencies of Spiritualism, since its inception, quite as closely as
its enemies have, and the only just sense in which it can be said to tend to Free Love, is
that it tends to free thought! If this be a crime, make the most of it. But, what
ever vagary may be announced by a Spiritualist should be placed where it belongs—due,
not to the faith, hut to the idiosyncrasy of the individual Some prominent Spiritualists
have just gone over to the Romish Church. Does it therefore tend to Catholicism? If
so, then extremes meet—for Free Love is nothing, but Individual Sovereignty in the Afifeetional sphere! Infidel Free Love kissing the Bible at the feet of the Pope!
Shall we infidels, give up Spiritualism, because some of its devotees are endeavoring to
twist it into the support of the Bible or the Pope?
No: We adopted it, because it ac
corded with reason and truth; and on the same ground, we believe in Free Love.
If
true, no power in the Universe can stop their progress: if false, they must, and will per
ish. No unjust odium attached to Free Love can kill Spiritualism, if true. No factitious
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endorsement of spirits will save Free Love from its natural death, if false. Each stands
independent of the other.
“Love is free,” in an abstract sense, as truth is; but each has an essential condition for
its enjoyment—complete freedom of the recipient, entire self-ownership. Or, chattel slaves
are as free to believe and love, as friend Everett. The very fact that he demands aboli
tion of the- present marriage laws ,is an unimpeachable witness that men are not free to
love. Cast off the shackles of custom and law, and step upon the platform of Individual
ity, and you have a stand-point from which to begin to determine what is natural, and what
is not. Eternal mating of one man and one woman may be “an ordination of nature and
of God”—“a sacred institution”—but we decline appealing to the infernalisms of Civili
zation to settle the point. The Fogies affirm constancy and duality of love-relations and
show their lack of faith in their affirmation, by threatening us with fines and imprison
ment if we do not live their dogmas. We deny it, but do not ask the aid of law to com
pel men to practice variety in lave.
Men whose soul’s wants have been satisfied with
wedlock may think they have found their eternal complement, and do not wish variety'
but, till they have tested freedom their verdict is ex parte and inadmissible as to the real
wants and capacities of human nature.
„
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The Annual meeting of the National Dress Reform Association is to be held in Syra
cuse, N. Y., on the 17th of June next.
The Call enumerates the great preparations
being made to give it an imposing appearance. We quote the essential parts of it.
“That no one may lack ample time to make all needful arrangements to attend a Con
vention of a Society which has set itself to work to give to woman freedom of body as
well as of mind, the committee thus early call attention to the anniversary. Come then
if you have to stay at home and eat the bread of carefulness for the next three years.-/
Come to this great redemption meeting, and you shall see noble women and noble men
and take their hand, and hear words that shall do you good as long as you live.”
“Freedom of body as well as of mind;”' does this mean anything more than the right
of woman to dress just as she pleases, in the opinion of the committee who issued that
call?
To us, the words mean the right to choose, when, where, and at what, she will
work; the right to her own earnings; and the right to entire control of her own personfespecially in respect to the maternal and sexual functions. “Freedom of body,” if it bo
not a mere phrase, means all this. The true advocate of that, is something more than a
hater of crinoline and long skirts. Xo man has had better opportunity than the writer
of that call, Dr. Jackson, to know the intense and damning slavery to which wives are
subject. It has baffled his skill when patients were with him, and dragged them back,
when at home, from health to beds of suffering, where self-loathing, hate of the husband,
and resolves to commit suicide, by turns possessed them.
There is a loathsome ulcer
concealed here, which is sapping the physical health of American women, and ignoring it
for the sake of gaining respectability for Dress Reform and avoiding odium will never cure
it. Dalliance with popular prej udices will not free woman, physically.
The Tribune found fault with country cooking and in reply has been deluged with, hun
dreds of letters, in many of which, “the writers complain, in the roundest terms, in the
bitterest Saxon, that they are the drudges, the household slaves of money-getting hus
bands.”—“We do not make these charges, but they come thick and heavy in various let
ters, the writing of which may be bad, but the thoughts come hot from the k arc and brain.
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What, asks one lad}', is a farmer’s wife as often found? ‘A drudge, a slave!'
“We are implored, conjmed to appeal to ‘the blunted or undeveloped senses' of many
men in the country in regard to their treatment of their wives, dooming them to a “drea
ry slavery in the Free States.’ A girl, we are told, is married at say 17, ‘and from that
her slavery begins: children come thick as blackberries; births follow in furious succession;
and the matron is but the cook, washerwoman, dairy-woman, housemaid, scullion, nurse,
slave.’ The husband in this case, ‘what is he but a tyrant?’”
Here is an unimpeachable witness to the fact, that the household slavery of wives, is no
myth. It reveals, too, the sexual bondage, involving unwelcome maternity, which finds
its equal only in the slave-breeding of the Slave States. Till the chains of this bondage
are burst, it is useless to talk about Dress Reform bringing to woman physical health and
freedom. As well prescribe it as an antidote to avarice which fosters chattel slavery, as
to expect it to avail anything against the unbridled lusts of husbands. If the friends of
Dress Reform mean to be true to their manhood and womanhood, they will not fail to in
vestigate all of the causes which produce the enslavement of woman, and point out with
the same fearlessness, and battle with the same earnestness, against them all.
One-idea-ism has crippled every reform movement to which it has been applied, and
will prove no better in achieving woman’s freedom.
Is Dress Reform to follow in the
wake of Liberty Parties and Maine Laws? We hope not—we trust the coming Conven
tion will be free for the discussion of this question in all its bearings, and it may with some
justice claim to be “a great redemption meeting.”
Are we, or are we not, to take the fine words which have been, and will be uttered on
this topic as mere rhetorical flourishes to produce a sensation? Who will tell us. b.
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It may bo recollected by some, that last summer in the Spiritual Messenger, I gave a
notice to all, or any who might wish to heed the call, to come and help me enjoy a “happy
home.” I have received a number of communications in answer to my proposal; also sev
eral visits, which have been satisfactory, I hope, to all, and very pleasing to myself. I
find that the soul of man is no more to be content with the ills which have grown out of
Superstitious education and civilized life. Discussions, and investigation of principles have
become to some extent the order of the day; and vain is the attempt of Fogyism or Or
thodox Divinity to stay the torrent of Progressive Reform, as it rolls like a tornado through
the length and breadth of our land. And, although I am aware of the many damning ills
which seem almost inevitably to cling around our earthly sphere, and to which in some
degree we inadvertently submit, (having been educated in the school of religious and po
litical dogmatism,) until “darkness has covered the earth and gross daikness the people.”
Yet the day is dawning—the victory will be won. Link after link will be broken of that
chain, which has been so artfully entwined around the very soul and body of man. Free
dom and happiness are our destiny.
Well, I was going to say, I have succeeded in attracting four or five good philosophers,
as harmonial citizens; but we have room for several more; houses now vacant, and waitdug to welcome any good reformer to a permanent home—the sooner the better. In union
there is strength, and in the concentrated action of harmonial numbers there is great gain.
We maintain, and grant to all, perfect individual sovereignty—yet, we acknowledge the
very vast importance of social and combined action.
Our first main operation, out of doors, is to be gardening, which we are fully persuaded
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will pay: also, mechanical, musical, and other scientific departments of active life, can be
made both pleasing and profitable here.
We have a good music-band, in daily practice.
A good Library near. Intend building an Independent Free Hall this summer, to blun
der our own control. Have a small Store, Which with some additional stock and aid, as
I am tired of said business, would be quite worthy our attention. Our neighborhood is
healthy, pleasantly situated; good roads; Failroad nearly completed, one and a half miles
distant; many radical reformers and Spiritualists, (though we wish more.) Houses and
lots tor sale, or rent, very cheap to the right kind of philosophers.
Business ready to
“pitch in” at the drop of a hat; and, some cash to “pay the bearer on demand.”
Now Friends,—it may be well for s?ome of you to give these things a serious thought;
and if any shall be so circumstanced as to heed the invitation, please address, or come and
see. We are ever pleased to hear from our friends, both far and near.
Address, Cottage Grove, Union Co., Ind.
William Huddlestow.
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Some two months since, an investigating class was formed in New York City, which
meets every Sunday evening at the house of Charles Partridge. It has before it a list of
thirty “questions for elucidation by spirits and mortals.” Six or eight have already been
disposed of. The design is, I believe, to finish one every night. The questions relate to
life and death, this world and the next, God, Jesus, the Devil, etc., etc. They are airy
questions—spiritual and elevating, perhaps, as they keep the inquirers safely up in the
regions of theory. Not one of the thirty touches the actualities of everyday existence,
except in a remote or general way. Why is this? Why not come down to the homely af
fairs of everyday life? There is to my mind, a very simple and satisfactory reasoil: It is
so much more comfortable to philosophize than to do. So long as reform is fine-spun the
ory and splendid generalities, it is grand, but when it directly touches the actual life,
there is dodging. Inaugurate the investigation of social questions and we catch the
signs of revolution and tremble. Such investigation would not pay, for we do not like
anything that threatens to jostle us out of our social habitudes. The “Investigating
Class” and its organ, the Spiritual Telegraph, must adapt the supply to the demand;—it
is so nice to believe in the communion of spirits, talk about truth, and live on the good
old way.
A series of meetings with similar objects in view, commenced in Boston, March 10thThis seems to have been projected by the spirits, and the list of questions propounded for
investigation, has rather a formidable look, but the editor of the New England Spiritual
ist and others were found to act on the committee of arrangements. The subjects to be
discussed, are as follows;—
1st. The relation which Man hears to the mineral, vegetable, and animal kingdoms.
2d. The grand principles of the Masculine and Feminine, as exhibited in each and all
of these kingdoms.
3d. The whole subject of Reproduction, as it relates to the mineral, vegetable, and
smmal worlds.
4th. The whole subject of Marriage, both as a natural, a moral, a religious, and a
spiritual relation.
5th. The subject of Education, in all its various ramifications.
6th. The whole subject of Individual and Collective Rights.
7th. To consider the wisdom of taking incipient steps toward forming a new Confedej>
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tftion, wherein distinctions of clime, of color, and of sex, will be no bar to equality.
fff thorough work were made of these several propositions, the investigation might lead
to'revolutionary results; but we do not much expect from this source, anything so alarm
ingly heretical. Spiritualists generally, are remarkably endowed with the faculty of cir
cumspection, and the spirits are not very apt to communicate what their friends do not
want to hear. It is not very apparent how this investigation can be a very thorough one
without unmasking the deformity of many an existing social institution. No considera
tions of a gingerly politeness prevented Jesus and Luther from attacking the corrupt in
stitutions of their day; and even now, our spiritual reformers do not hesitate to expose
the sophistry and hypocrisy of the church and clergy, but when it comes to social insti
tutions—especially the sacred institution of marriage—why, then the angel of inquiry
must fold his wings, and we must all bow in profound humility — while the world,
stands still. Such investigation would damage our reputation as lecturers, weaken
our influence as writers, and curtail the circulation of our papers. I am not faultinganybody. It is proper to adapt the supply to the demand;—that we cannot do a thor
ough work, is not sufficient reason for not working at all. The field is wide enough for
all grades of reformers, and this note is not made to prove anybod}7 wrong, but only to
record a certain fact or state of things.
I repeat that people do not want their social habits molested, and whoever undertakes
innovation in this quarter, will find it an up-hill business all the way through. From this
we learn two things: First, not to be sanguine of the sudden and general inauguration
of great social changes; and, secondly, the greater need there is that those who are brave
enough for this work, enter upon it with renewed energy, and pursue it with an unflagging
and indomitable spirit. We must be shown the rotten timbers, leaks, and rat-boles of
the old house, before we will undertake to build a better; and while we are making the
old house do, we had as well be laying the foundation and collecting proper materials for
the new one.—If reported, I shall watch with much interest, the course of the Boston in
vestigation.
Socialists Under Discipline.—Friend Davis’ article may not he to the taste of some,,
yet I am glad he has written it. We could add a chapter of the same sort, and may
some time. Our experience is, that socialists are less reliable than outsiders in business
matters generally, and in the business of locating, especially. We have found in our inter
course with people, that when a civilizee forms a business purpose with reference to a
change of residence or anything else, the rule is, he will carry it out; but that when a so
cialist does the same, it is most likely that several counter purposes will intervene, and’
the original one fail entirely. I certainly attach no blame to socialists for this, and I trust
it is not friend Davis’ intention to do so. It would not become him or me to censure, in'
that we ourselves are guilty. I have changed my mind on several points connected with
theoretical and practical socialism within the last year, and I hope still to progress.
And friend Davis once designed to unite with the Rising Star Group, having visited its
locality, and then corresponding with reference to the union; but he changed his mind for
reasons which were no doubt valid to himself at the time, just as the reasons, which have
kept his correspondents from locating at Mitchell, are valid to them. Socialists—and I
include myself—are in theory, the most changeable, [progressive,] and in practice, the
most vacillating class of men I have had experience with.
This does not proceed from
want of moral balance—very far from it, as I think, but from a nervous, restless temper
ament, and a brain which is constantly observing and thinking, and so procuring new da
ta, and changing theories and schemes to suit. And in the matter of “locating,” social-
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ists greatly desire better conditions than they have, and yet they have no abiding assurance
of realization, and, hence, their vacillation. As a class, I think socialists are higher in “firm
ness” and perhaps in “integrity,” than any other class, but yet they have not that practical
cast of mind and persistency of purpose which a different temperament would give.—
We should be glad to know our foibles, that we may devise the ways and means of over
coming them. As a class, w'e have great need to cultivate practicality more, and castle
building less. And when we manage to develop ourselves more fully into practical life,
let us beware that Mammon does not blast the humanity in our hearts.
I am not so hopeful as friend Davis, about getting up an Association, in four or five years,
on an extensive tract of land. Prom what I have observed in the play of the social ele
ments the past year, I have no expectation that socialists of the several schools will group
together, or that large numbers will locate at any one point. Josiah Warren, in speaking
of Equity Villages, has made a practical suggestion worth considering. [See Social Rev
olutionist, current volume, page 63]. Let those who are practical, and who know each
other, group together, and add such as they attract—such as come to their hearts as true
brothers and sisters. These groups may, in time, exchange members for a season, be
come acquainted, and then unite. All socialists want freedom; but there are many shades
of freedom; and the various shades will not interblend. They will only unite according
to affinity; and the distinctive views of the sexual and property questions will be elements
of that affinity. But, even in this mo licum of realization, I feel that we have much reason
to rejoice; and there is every incentive to agitate in all possible ways, and to work, mean
time, as we have opportunity.
The Lecturing Field.—Mrs. IT. F. M. Brown and Mrs. Laura Frankenstein are
lecturing in concert in the northern part of this State; their efforts being characterised as
thrillingly eloquent and powerful for good.
William Denton has lectured through the winter, speaking at Cleveland, Buffalo, and
elsewhere. He has just finished a discussion at Richmond, Ind., with Rev. Mr. Bement,
on the Bible question. Reformers should secure his services for the agitation of thought
development of progress in their respective neighborhoods. FTo one who has heard from
him “thoughts that breathe and words that burn,” but will wish to listen again to the
outgushings of beauty and truth from his lips. Address him at Dayton, 0.
D. W. Hull, a young, able, and energetic advocate of Free Thought, will respond to
calls for reformatoiy lectures. Will speak on language, health, political, theological and
social reform. His address is Russiaville, Clinton Co., Ind.
We wish there were more self-sacrificing and soul-stirring lecturers in the field; and
there would be, if people but knew the good these lecturers could do them, if they would
make a small outlay to secure their services—but the lecturer, often, must toil on, brave
opposition, work at his own cost, and be thankful that he gets the slightest appreciation
at that! Why, good folks, you may send your sons and daughters to school or college a
year, and they will make less progress in true brain and soul culture, than during a short
course of lectures from such advocates of progressive ideas as these. Sustain the lecturer
then, not grudgingly and at starvation prices, but as will show that you appreciate their
labors and the cause they are devoted to.
B.
Social Democracy.—Since our last issue, we have printed and sent to the members,
the lists due them. If any have been overlooked, they will oblige us by giving notice of
the fact. We also sent a call to those who believe in variety of love, to send in their
names with nine or ten cents each, that they may be registered as Variety Free Lovers,
tlie list of which will be printed by the 4th of July next, and sent them in a pre-p&id.
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sealed envelope. Already the response has been cordial, far exceeding our expectations.
Let radicals make themselves known to each other. Who will respond?
b.
Green Mount Collkoe.—We call the attention qf radicals to the advertisement of
this institution. President Royce and Prof. Henkle sustain a superior reputation as
b.
teachers, and will not fail to give satisfaction to those under their care.

LITERARY NOTICES.
Yol. XLYI. No. I. January, 1857. L. Scott & Co., 54 Gold
St. Isew York. $3. per year.—This Quarterly has held a proud position ever since the
days when Horne, Brougham, Sydney Smith, and Jeffries gave it a world-wide reputation.
It contains, Philip II., and his Times; Prescott and Motley: Human Longevity: Con
vocation: Fergusson's Hand-book of Architecture: Macauley’s History of England:—
Rights and Liabilities of Husband and Wife: French Society under the Director}1': Scot
tish Lawyers and English Critics: Parliamentary Committees and Railway Legislation:
India, Persia, and Afghanistan.
Life Illustrated. Weekly. $2. per year. Fowler & Wells, 308 Broadway, New
York.—As a family paper this has no superior among the weeklies. Its tendency is lib
eral and upward, manifestly imbued with the spirit of Progress.
Spiritual Clarion. $1. per year. Auburn, N. Y.—This spirited weekly, edited
by Mr. and Mrs. Uriah Clark, is devoted to chronicling the progress and advocating the
principles of Spiritualism.
Age of Progress. Weekly. $2. per year. Buffalo, N. Y.—Edited by the veteran
Spiritualist, Stephen Albro.
It is a neat, interesting, and able sheet of sixteen quarto
pages, which no one can read without rising from its perusal invigorated in spirit.
New England Spiritualist. Weekly. $2. per year. Boston, Mass. Edited and
published by A. E. Newton.—More practical and comprehensive than the Telegraph, less
daring and free than the Universe. We are glad there is such a power as this at work
in Boston to agitate the stagnant elements of its conservatism.
The European. Weekly. $2. per year. 353 Fulton St. New York .—A museum
of social and political intelligence. It advocates the European ideas of liberty and gov
ernment, and is valuable and suggestive to thinking minds in this respect.
Benn Pitman discontinued his Phonographic Magazine at the close of the last year,
on account of the pressure of other duties; but he now issues in connection with ProsseFs
Phonetic Journal, a monthly two-page octavo sheet of engraved Phonography. The priceof both being but 75 cents per year. He has for sale bound volumes of the Magazine and
Reporter of last year’s issue, a variety of Phonographic books, and a Phonographic Chart
39 by 59 inches, which is sent by mail pre-paid for 75 cents, copies mounted on rollers,
$2.; all in Pitman’s unequalled engraved Phonography. Address him at Cincinnati, 0.
Tiffany’s Monthly, and other magazines, received too late for notice this month.
Edinburgh Review.

Errata. Dear John:—Forgive me. But your printer makes my cheek turn crimson,
and my heart fear to look up for shame. Excluding all angels, and so holding that all men
should be angel, my delicacy did at length give way to the utterance, (forced from me, as I
felt, under the circumstances,) uMy consciousness witnesses to the humble but soul-full
breathing, Every way, T am more a Man and an Angel.’’ But though I did say this, still
I never could have said, in one independent and absolute assertion, “Every way, I am
more a Man and an Angel,” as your printer, by changing my Q after “breathing,” injo as,
me-aay'.*-' Everybody pardon the indeficacy.
Joseph Tbeat. «(,

THE ENTIRE FRONT OF REFORM.
CHAPTER
THE

V.

STAVERIES.

•CNnEVEtiOPMKNT AND DISPARITY NECESSITATE SLAVERY.

One government may be freer than another, but there can be.no such thing as a free
"government. It would be equally consistent to speak of a free despotism. Where there
Es government, there .is central rule—an organized power of domination. The rulers may
be elected by the people—it don’t matter;—by virtue of the seals of office, they are em
powered to take hold of the machinery of despotism, rule, or government, and work it.
In England they have a mighty Constitution, forty volumes of Parliamentary law in Lat
in, black-letter, and modern English, besides, the Common Law in one Hundred and twen
ty volumes. All this embodies a scheme of arbitrary rule. In the United States, “the
freest government on earth,” we have a “sacred Constitution,” and great tomes of statutes,
'commentaries and judicial decisions, so that every lawyer must have ah expensive library
to be enabled to know how the people are governed.
The great mass of the people are
yet so much in the external life, that the)' are controlled by external means; and whilst
this state of things continues, the choice lies between absolute and constitutional govern
ment; but though the Constitution organizes arbitrary rule, it precludes the capricious
and still more arbitrary domination by the will of one man.
When the Race rises to a
higher plane, and each is a law unto himself, and none seek the glory of external domin
ion, no constitutional guards against the encroachments of tyranny will be needed, and
constitutions and governments will be dispensed with. Appoint a system of government
which involves neither favoritism nor oppression, then is the individual sovereign, and that
government a nullity.
But despotism is inherent in human nature, in its present state of unfolding. Annihi
late any form of government, and another very similar would soon spring up to take its
place. The Race has not yet risen above the plane upon which individuals must rule and
he ruled.
It must have tyranny in the political realm, and slavery in the social realm.
Social slavery as well as political slavery grows out of the past and present state of men
tal unfolding.
It is a lesson of all human history that the people of all times and places graduate into
different social orders; and however wrong it may be in an absolute point of view, it is
nevertheless a fact, that the stronger will oppress the weaker.
The domination of one
VOL. IIX. NO. V.
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class may rest on superstition, another on military or political organizations, or on' both/
and another on commercial combination; but there is rule and oppression nevertheless.
The different grades of society rest upon each other, and oppression is a necessity. The'
very principle of the caste-arrangement of society is the capabilities, for rule on the one
hand, and for subserviency on the other. The highest is the mightiest to oppress, and it
wields its power. The lowest class is the easiest subdued, and it groans at the feet of its
superiors. The hierarchical constitution of society grows out of the dominating tenden
cies of the Race in its present state of development, and is co-existent and co-extensive
with oppression and slavey. Where there is slavery there must be social grades, and so
long as the mental status of mankind ultimates into social castes, so long will there be'
social slavery. Hence, those Elysiums, Utopias, Phalansteries, Tcarias, and EsperanZas,
which as yet exist only in the ideal, will have to be revised and improved, and their hier
archy and despotism must be expunged, before the world will clap its hands at the triumph
of actualization.
They re-establish the conditions of slavery, and with the conditions,
slavery itself.
Since, it is the power of arbitrary rule—the inherent power of domina
tion that graduates and sustains social hierarchy, so when this power ceases to exist, the
hierarchy will crumble to pieces, and society will be a democracy of sovereign individ
uals.
The government with all its power to oppress and swindle is an affair of rank, from
the Pope in the White House and the Cardinals in the Cabinet down in regular hierarch-'
ical gradation, through all the army of officials, to the lav members who shove the plane,
hold the plow, and foot the bills. Amongst the most liberal of sects, there is hierarchy;
even the Campbellites, who claim to be Christians of the primitive kind and no sect at all,
have their ambitious priests and their submissive laymen—a superior class that deals out
the creed, and an inferior one that believes it. The institution of slavery is a conservator
of rank and order; and bv virtue of divine ordination the master holds the power of life and
death over those whom God has placed under his tutelage, and he wields this power for his
own particular interest in due subordination to the general interests of the institution it
self.
The work-ho we for hirelings is an organized despotism without fraternal relations
between the grades, from the monied nabob at the head, down to the puniest operative at
the other extreme. The institution of marriage is a hierarchy, practicalized in the fam
ily where the husband is chief priest, and the wife sub-priest having charge of the tem
poral and eternal interests of a numerous and often incorrigible laity.
The husband belongs to one social caste and the wife to another, and bv virtue of law and
custom the husband rules. The emolo-er belongs to one caste and the employee to an
other: the master to one caste an 1 the slave to another—one rules, and the other is ruled.
Wherever social castes exist, the stronger will oppress the weaker; and we have political sla
very, ecclesiastical slavery, chattel slavery, hireling slavery, marriage slaverv, feudalism,
vassalage, tutelage—slavery in some form. One individual has greater practical skill and
more force of character than another; and this potency of individualism dominates inferior'
minds whenever it comes in contact with them.
When a superior and inferior race are
brought upon the same ground, the inferior will he made hewers of wood and drawers of wa
ter for the superior. The Caucasian will dominate the African. He may do it in Georgia one
way, and in New York another. If he doers not claim to own the man and assume as his mas
ter to control his industrial energies, he will monopolize the soil and secure the channels of
industry, and through these instruments of despotism, as effectually tap the industrial re
sources of his inferiors, black or white, as if he owned them body and soul. It is said—•
and we should be glad if it were a libel—that persons living along the lines of the “Under
ground Rail Road/’ who are dreadfully shocked at the idea of owning a man, will get the
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'summer’s work of a fugitive slave for half-pay; or may be with a false alarm frighten him
'off to Canada, not paid at all.
Thousands of anti-slavery men, we know, only a few
months since, voted to elevate to the Presidency one of the greatest land monopolists of the
age—so far as their vote could do so under the circumstances, they gave their sanction to
land monopoly, the principal basis of all slavery. Many who are laboring to keep slavery
out of Kansas are doing so, because its legalization there would turn the tide of emigra
tion elsewhere, prevent any rapid rise in the price of its lands, and thus cut them off from
a part of the field in which they design to operate for fortunes through the monopoly of the
soil. They wish to knock one slavery on the head, that they may the more suceessfu uy
cherish another. This may seem to be practical folly, but it is not. The Law of Prog
ress seems to be, that the Race must rise from one slavery to another.
Those who
drench on chattel slavery to widen the basis of wages slavery, are doing service for the
•cause of human progress.
In the present state of human development, this domination of the weaker by the strong
er obtains not only between people of different races, but between those of the same race.
Negroes oppress each other in their own country, and Anglo-Saxons do the same. Chat
tel slavery is not authorised bjr law in the State of New York, hut improvident white men
and women, and women, even, that are not improvident, are in many instances as effect*ually enslaved there as the negro is anywhere. What is the freedom of a woman worth,
who is compelled by the tyrannies of civilization to live in a garret and toil 18 long hours
of the 24 for the merest pittance? The poor operative of Manchester, Leeds, or Lowell,
whose incessant and monotonous toil in a bad atmosphere is wilting the bloom of youth,
and planting deep in the-vitals of body and soul the seeds of disease and misery;—how
much better off is such a one than the domestic drudge that is owned?
The poor col
lier of Cornwall or Yorkshire, who is worked all the week like a beast till he has no
soul on Sunday even, and to find relief from corroding ennui flies to the unnatural stim
ulus of a religious or bacchanalian revel;—what better off is he than the veriest slave that
plods his life away in a cotton field of the South? But I need not instance cases of op
pression and misery even in States where chattel slavery is not sanctioned by law: these
are familiar to every intellectual person. Social necessity may as certainly make slaves
as does constitutional law. The child of a hireling slave, who is born with little practi
cal force or self-reliance, may he made to administer as servilely to the wants of another
as any chattel. And whilst these disparities of individual force obtain amongst the peo
ple of the same district, there will be slavery of some form. This is a decree of Fate and
anti-slavery agitators will have to submit to it.
The only remedy for slavery is to be
found in the elevation of ale by means of integral education, and the promotion of indi
vidual sovereignty through the appliances of mutual co-operation.
The application of
this remedy must be a gradual thing: it is slow as the processes of nature all are; and it
will require ages of steady resolve and earnest labor to effect a cure. Hence the folly of
those amiable reformers, having more sympathy than wisdom, who would knock the man
acles off the slaves of the South, and leave them in our midst. Turn these swarms of in
dolent, improvident, and vicious people loose amongst the white population, and all con
cerned would be worse off than they noware. If the laws of the State could be enforced
and order maintained, the negro would in some respects be as completely a slave as before.
The more energetic Caucasian would still monopolize the soil and control the indus
tries, and the colored man would be as dependent upon him for the means of life, as when
his person was held as property. Ho could only get employment, as opportunity would
be given by the land holders, and his labor done and pittance received, he must look
out for himself. There would be no master to see after him; and under such circumstan-
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ces he might suffer even more than when it was his master’s interest to maintain the phys
ical vigor of his slave.
Such is the disparity between the practical forces of the black
and white man, that the former would hardly find more comfort in hireling than in chat
tel slavery; and whilst large numbers of an inferior race are mixed up with an AngloSaxon population, slaves of some kind they will be. This is not mere theory. It is the
testimony of some who have seen the colored man in Canada and the Free States, that
he is not as well off there as in some parts of Virginia. For years after the slaves were
emancipated in the British West Indies, they were as completely the victims of AngloSaxon cupidity as before; and it was not till missionaries from England with the power
of capital in their hands, purchased freeholds and established freehold villages for the ne
groes, that they were in any just sense free. But the tendency of all civilized society
is to concentrate the ownership of the lands into the hands of the few, unless counterac
ted by revolution or the interposition of other arbitrary means, and the free society of theWest Indies will probably be no exception.
There is no abiding freedom for an infe
rior race which is in contact with a superior one. In the present stage of human devel
opment, there is no abiding freedom on this planet, for inferior individuals amongst
those of the same race. This is not a question of right, but a question of fact,—the supe
rior will dominate the inferior. The system of civilization is an outgrowth of what the mass
■of the people nowin Christendom are; and this principle of the “big ones eating the littleones” is inherent in the system of civilization; hence the only way to get rid of this canni
balism is to rise above civilization itself. When all are educated up to the point where the
weakest will claim their rights and co-operate industrially, and otherwise, to secure them,,
and where the strongest will seek no more than is justly theirs, then will there be nomore slavery. When this point is attained there will necessarily be social revolution.
The ownership of the person is the lowest of all forms of slavery, although it may cause
less intense agony to the individual than a higher form, as for example, either hireling or
marriage slavery; yet, more than either of these, does it blight humanity in the aggregate.
It unmans the master as well as the slave. The one robbed of individual responsibility
•cannot develope in manhood and become reliant.
Where slavery, however, is most len
ient, as in the more Northerly of the Slave States, the negro gets the right allotment of
labor to develop good physical powers, and business management enough to give a healthy
activity to the mind.
But even where the slave fires so well, the relation which the
master’s family sustains to the institution, is effeminating, and the general tone of society
is sinking! Farther South the slave is not made the friend of his master, no confidenceis reposed in him, nothing to make him realize that he is a man; he is set to work and
watched and driven as a brute; and under such drill must forever remain servile, stolid,
and mean. And, here too, do the corrupting and effeminating influences of slavery most
effectually dwarf the slaveholding aristocracy.
Where there are many slaves, labor isheld to be mean, and idleness a mark of nobility.
The son grows up improvident and
profligate, and the daughter indolent and degenerate.
The slaveholding aristocracy,
like the aristocracy of the cities, are losing their physical stamina, and would at length
become extinct, were it not for the fresh supplies of vigorous blood which the rural dis
tricts, exempt from slavery, are constantly sending to replenish the veins of the slave
holding population.
Slavery favors social stagnation, in that it prevents freedom of inquiry on social ques
tions.
The slave must not be taught, and nothing must be spoken in his presence to
suggest to him that he has rights which are incompatible with his present condition. The
poor whites are put upon pretty much the same social plane, held in no higher esteem, and
treated in a very similar way.
The only class which are educated or have any chance t©
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think, depend on others for support, and find no incentive to study the questions of labor,
capital, and co-operation. It is their interest to keep things as quiet as possible; they crush
ail agitation in this direction, and society is a stagnant mass, which can only be purified by
foreign invasion or internal revolution. Hence there can be little social or industrial prog
ress where slavery prevails.* In our own country the industrial activities are chiefly to be
found in the Free States. They are the theatre of almost all the great enterprises of the
age, and most inventions are perfected there. The people of the South are held by po
litical and theological leading-strings, and a new idea hardly gets amongst them, unless
it be some new method of slave-propagandism.
In the North, liberal views respecting
political, theological, and social questions spring up, and gradually wear their way into
the actual life of the people. The absence of chattel slavery leaves an open field for the
freer play of the social elements and intellectual faculties, and progress is the result.
The individual who has risenfroin chattel to hireling slavery, is notyet free, in that he has
only-the power to choose between starvation on the one hand, and ill-requited toil on the oth
er; so it would seem that from hireling slavery, there is at least one more step to be taken,
if there is to be such a thing as progress. The pro-slavery philosophers say that the pro- •
vision, whether of government or benevolent societies, to furnish'employment to the in
digent, is a proof that “free society” is not permanent, and that the provision itself is a
step toward slavery.
For say they, if your free men in free society cannot find paying
employment for themselves, but must be furnished it by others; they are as dependent
as slaves, and might as well be'owned. They say that the most philanthropic of men in
the Free' States are contemplating social re-organization, which is evidence that free soci
ety is a failure.f Our pro-slavery friends forget that this agitation is a means of purifica
tion and growth. This discontent does not point backward to chattel slavery, but forward
to a still higher emancipation. Pro-slaveryists in mistaking stagnation for the indications
of happiness and perpetuity, ignore the activities of a progressive destiny.
When society is freed from the shackles of chattel slavery, it has other planes of social
life to ascend. The next great step will be to disenthrall woman, and cut up selfish ex
clusiveness by the roots, and establish through co-operation the conditions of individual
sovereignty.
This will be a new social order in which there will be no poor class, no
hireling slaves, no enslaved women.
Until mankind reach this point through all the
appliances of education and development, we shall have slave-wives and wages-slaves—
master and servant in some shape, and all will suffer more or less from the injustice of
■slavery.
* “\Y© have got to hating everything with the prefix fkee, irom free negroes down and up thiough
the whole catalogue—free farms, free labor, free society, free will, free thinking, free children,
■and free schools—all belonging to the same brood of damnable isms.
But the worst of all these
abominations, is the modern system of free schools. The New England system of free schools has
been the prolific source of the infidelities and treasons that have turned her cities into Sodoms and
Gomorrahs, and her land into the common nestling places of howling Bedlamites. We abominate
the system because schools are free.’'—South Side Democrat.
[This writer understands perfectfully well that free intelligence is the prolific source of theolog
ical and social agitation. ,i. R.]
+ Prof Holmes of the Virginia University, the Richmond Enquirer, Charleston Mercury, etc.—
The following is from the Richmond Enquirer;- “Repeatedly have we asked the North ‘Has not the
experiment of universal liberty failed? Are not the evils of free society insufferable? And
do not most thinking men among you propose to subvert and reconstruct it?' Still no answer. This
gloomy silence is another conclusive proof, added to many other conclusive evidences we have fur
nished, that FREE SOCIETY in the long run is an impracticable form of society; it is everywhere star
ving, demoralised and insurrectionary.”
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BY C. M. OVERTON.

I protest, Friend Patterson, against your “test of Free Love.” Freedom, with you.
means the right to love many, but to love one only, is despotism. Now this sounds amaz
ingly like, “Freedom is the right to do right.” It might do for a Catholic, but it smacks toomuch of dogmatism for a Democrat. You assert that variety is a Law of Progress in free
dom which I neither affirm nor deny. But when you say that no Free Lover can believe
in duality, you take a decided step towards despotism—a step you would do well to ponder,.
else we may yet sea the anti-hierarchist of to-day sighing in the future for the crown
and purple.
The right to do right, I, T. L. Nichols, or, I, John Patterson, being judge of what that
right is. This is nothing new: it is as old as tyranny—a right which has never been de
nied to humanity! What man needs now, is the right to do wrong, (at his own expense)
and thus by the lesson of experience form a basis for judging for himself of what is
right! T. L. N. makes his attacks upon Freedom, in her own name, and under cover of
Philosophy! and J. P. in his efforts to “extend the area of Freedom” is very philosophi
cal. We should look well to a philosophy which leads to intolerance, even in thought.
True philosophy does not usually keep such company!
Faith in duality is not necessarily incompatible with freedom, any more than faith in
variety. A bigoted rigid faith in either, is what is inimical to freedom. What is wanted
to make free men and women—Free Lovers—is not faith in duality nor variety, but faith
in God and humanity!—-faith in the divine wisdom which rules the world—and especially,,
in the human soul—a faith which is servant, not master of the soul—a faith which is
humble and teachable. A faith which is in for life, which lords it over the intellect heed
less alike of observation and experience—this is the faith which enslaves, and which is
the seal and center of despotism, whether it ally itself to the one or the other theory.
. If I, having a divine faith in God, humble in the study of his laws, having a conscience
recognizing the divinity of freedom, whether it result in duality or variet3r, but believing
from my present light that freedom will (not ought to) eventuate in duality—if having
granted to Miss Adalina the control of her own soul and body, having put conscience un
der tutelage while we are taking testimony—if in the fullest liberty and the fullest faith
in liberty, I still absorb some noble woman, who shall say this is not freedom, and rob me
of the honorable title of Free Lover! Who shall say that this absorption is any more des
potic than John Patterson’s absorption of more than his share of beans!
Am I a slaveholder, because my help, with free papers in her pockets, still chooses to
work with me? Let us not in our zeal undertake to force people into freedom, lest it be
said we are fillibustering for slavery instead!
I don’t like these laws for the govern
ment of freedom, which come from “the sphere of assertion”—whether from this, or the
other side of Jordan—whether based on intercourse with the gods, or a partial experience!
I believe in a Freedom, without leading-strings, or a guide-board on her head! Here’s
H. G. Wright, and Mrs. Nichols, and John Patterson, writing books to “create a con
science” to act as guardian for Freedom, telling us when, how, and with how manjr, wemay have intercourse, under penalty of being pronounced sensual, immoral, or despotic!
I do not confer the cognomen of Free Lover on our monogamic friends, to add prestige to
the name, but to do justice to the individual! To say that they are not in favor of Free
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Love is to pronounce them in favor of forced love, which is rai'E—christen it what >oa
tnsiy, legalized to be sure, but meaner than that of the street-ruffian, because xnoiecow.ardly in skulking the penalties due the crime! It is to pronounce them in favor of sell-pol
lution, baser than the solitary kind, because it makes them tyrants also, in forcing others
to be partners in their guilt! So to avoid calling them either hypocrites, or poor misera
ble criminals against God and man, I call them Free Lovers.
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OR

THE TRIUMPH OF TRUTH.
BY JOEL PROGRESS.

To dancing waves, the chant, of jubilee!—
O’er shattered ramparts mid the encounter hurled,
My waters dash, in glory clothed, and free
To gleam enchantment on a wondering world.
For gladness, sublimated columns rise,—
The trumpet notes of victory rend the air—
Eejoice the stars from overlooking skies—
And brilliant bends the arch of triumph there.
Careering in his pathway o’er the scene,
The Storm-King sweeps the incessant tumult by;
And as his chiriot Hashes lire and sheen,
It rolls responsive thunders from the sky.
The Winter-King had struck these voices dumb,
But far too weak the Boreal Host he led;—
He stormed in wrath to find himself o’ercome,
And howled in disappointment as he lied.
In tempests Hedged mid dreary rocks and caves,
On wing aloft, the courier of the skies
Looks down upon the victory of my waves,
And screams a note of triumph as he flies.
The rocks beneath my peerless waters fall—
In fragments torn—receding more and more;
And as the billows break the opposing wall,
They carve my motto deep—Excelsior!
Progression, thus, recording gorges tell,—
And ever muttering vast—“Profundior,”
The solemn voices of the waters swell
O’er ledge-contesting wave and trembling shore.
The isle, and wood, and rock, and mountain yield
The hourly homage of respect and awe;
And surge on surge advance—the victory sealed—
And “Progress” is the inevitable law!
All grand and glorious! Barriers wrecked and riven!
Triumphant, aye, the speaking, radiant flood!
Its gleam and glory—see! the light of heaven!
Its thunders—hark! the eternal voice of God!
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BY ANNE BENTON CRIDGE,

CHAPTER IX.
LoBdoK} Adrantages of Large Cities for Ire • Speech and the Insemination of Free ThoughtRemoval to a small Town;—The Coal:a t —D bbery of Quakers:— Priests and Policemen;-- Alliance
of Political Tyranny with Ecclesiastical; - Church and State;—Episcoj acy, Coals and Blankets;
Sunshine ended by a Storm;-—Heading the Current;—Free Speech found Impracticable
on English Si il; -Amer ca:—Westward! Ho!

Christmas time in Wales abounds with relicts of priestcraft and superstition. Children
by scores, yes hundreds, wander from house to house with dolls fixed up, some with pret
ty good taste, but generally anything but beautiful, in light boxes, to represent Jesus
Christ in the manger. At such times, Christmas carols are sung, and pennies expected.
The following is a specimen;—
“There were three ships went sailing by
At Christmas day in the morning.”

And who do you think were in the'se three ships?

But Joseph and his fair lady.

“Oh! he did whistle, and she did sing;
And all the bells on earth did ring,
For joy that Jesus Christ -was born,
On Christmas day in the morning.”

It may seem like enlarging too much to take up the columns of the S. R. with such
doggerel; but it is well, not only to compare the condition of mankind now, with what
it will be in the future; but also, what they were, when the throats of humans were wide
enough to swallow all the abominations of priests and rascally power-lovers—beings, who
could be led by the nose anywhere and everywhere—with the independent, investigating,
truth-loving spirit which characterises the people of the present day, and will still more
those of the future.
Development, growth—so marked, so real to us, in our planet—from the liquid mass
revolving in space, from the crust of granite to the alluvial era, is not more real and stri
kingly wonderful than the progress of humans from the towering “sugar-loaf heads” to
the expansive intellect and prominent frontal region, which mark the real man of the
Present.
Who knows the destiny of man? The progress of the Past whispers, Hope! Faith!
and all loving hearts respond—“WeTl labor in love for humanity’s sake.”
I must return to my subject. Brother’s home was London. London! where Jew and
Greek, Arlan and Arminian, Methodist and Infidel, could all find audience—where the
people were accustomed in their rambles through the parks to hear expounders and prop
agandists of all creeds and opinions.
Of course, William had nothing to fear with re
gard to bread and butter; that was safe; he might preach and talk, and did so without
fear or frown. For once, a very large city was advantageous.
Peace did not continue long.
R. R. Company commenced building a new town, of
fices, etc.,about a mile from Ashford in Kent. This became our home, our last home in
England.
rAshford is a small town, containing about 3,000 inhabitants; of course, he w^as soon
known and marked. A choice few gathered round us, and all went well for a time.—
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jii7 Small, a true, fear-nothing reformer, was one. When trials and adversity came, he
stood bravely by our side, and always breathed hopeful, affectionate words.
Two years passed away. We in that time outgrew many foolish notions. Without
perceiving now we grew, or to what we were tending, vve suddenly found that the Ibble
was no more to us than other books; we could criticise-and compare it with the same free
dom as we did any other book.
George Fox, founder of the early Quakers, I presume,
had much to do with it; for 1 remember reading his Life and some of his writings, besides
Penn’s “Bandy Foundation Shaken.”
We became believers in spiritual visitors by reading in Chambers’ Journal an extract
from Mrs. Crowe’s “Night Bide of Nature.”
Previously to this, we had hooted at all
ghost stories—wo were on the high road to atheism. Here were tacts well-substantiated;
we became believers, but did not like it to be generally known. Ignorance and supersti
tion were ot course, supposed to accompany such a belief \\ e were a.ref 1 to bo tnomght
to belong to such company. Belie! and disbelief seemed abstract principles. vN e were
busy in other directions. We looked, believed, and passed on.
Vegetarianism now attracted our attention. An American gentleman called upon us—wished to lecture on the subject. But he was an exceedingly lean man, lean as Pharaoh’s
kine; both he and his subject only excited our risible iaculties. We thought of neces
sity all vegetarians must be lean. W'e would not forward any lectures on the ridiculoussubject.
In a few weeks it was announced that Dr. Horscll, now editor of a vegetarian paper
in London, would lecture on vegetarianism. Brother announced his intention to oppose
him. But, instead of doing so, at the close of bis first lecture, he was ready to say, “al
most thou persuadest me to be a vegetariantold the audience, that instead oi opposing,
he was going to try it tor three months. At the close of three months we were so in love
with pure diet, that we continued vegetarians eight years.
Travelling, the great ex
pense of fruits, and other circumstances, have induced us- lately to eat flesh occasionallyWhen compelled to choose one of two evils, it is wreli to choose the less.
Hydropathy came next. W’e threw away drugs and medicines, and became our ovm
physicians. Baths, bandages, and packs,, took the place of blisters, pills, etc.; physiology
and the laws of health, we studied greedily; the result was health and strength.
English girls are very early introduced into tight corsets.
Orthodoxy tightened and
compressed my mind, my soul; and corsets compressed my chest. The two had bent my
shoulders in beautiful humility( ? ). One trammel after another had been cast off—free
dom for the body now, as well as the soul and spirit! Corsets were taken off, dresses en
larged, skirts buttoned on to a waist, thus throwing the weight of the whole dress on the
shoulders. Incredible as it may appear, my waist expanded three and a half inches in
three months! When I think of the heavy skirts hanging upon woman’s slender waist,
and other heavy weights hung by law and custom upon her, I wonder not- that she is crush
ed to the earth, powerless and helpless-.
We often talked hopefully of having a printing press and reform paper of our own.—
We were undisturbed so long, that hope began to build many a bright castle in the fu
ture. We were doing well; we would work on, save money; then we would write and
print.
How many, many years have passed since then, and our fond wish, hoped for
and labored for during ten years, is only just beginning to be realized. Our Vanguard—
our pet, so long the cherished ideal, is now the real.
But it cquld only live for us on
American soil.
Priests, Episcopal priests, have great power in England.
In Kent steeples lift their
proud heads everywhere. From a hill near Ashford I have often counted over thirty.
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Priests are little demi-gods, who rule the poor with an iron rod. The poor are coaipdkd
to seem to be of their church, so that they and their little ones may have coal and blan
kets in winter.
The Quakers never pay church-rates, but every year furniture to tar
more than the amount is stolen from them to support the “mother-church.”_mother of
abominations. Miss Sagger a Quaker friend of ours, had during nine years, nine dining-,
tables, (halbfurniture and kitchen-furniture besides,) taken from her. William gave them
to understand, that it the Quakers were robbed any more, he would on the day of sale
give a lecture on the subject. The Quakers were robbed no more while we remained.
Alcott the high-pnest of the principal synagogue, after a time “waxed exceedingly
wioth,” and said to himself “this young man Denton, must be put down;” so he called
together the priests from round about, and they threatened his family with loss of bread
and the destruction of his sister’s school, etc. Not succeeding, they coaxed, and promised
their patronage to himself, and that his sister should be principal of the school about to be
built. All tins was in vain: true, he had great power, enough to close every hall against
him, but Spring came, and the open air was an ever-open lecture-room. Threats of po
licemen, to take him down, to send him to prison, etc., were alt disregarded.
A lecture snowing the discrepancy between the New Testament and the book of Com
mon 11 aj ei, filled the priests with indignation.
Alcott ordered policemen to take him
down as sonn as he commenced. Of course, the vassals obeyed; but a friend offered his,
house, saying he could speak from an upper window; he would lock the door and none
could enter without house-breaking. Accordingly this was done. Hundreds flocked ta
heai. In the language of Scripture, “The whole city went out to hear him.” The win
dow opened from the top and formed rather a comical pulpit.
He spoke six hours to a
quiet and attentive audience.
Alcott, the priest’s house stood opposite: a garden, only,
separating them. Doubtless, he heard many disloyal words; for he went to the Tele-.
giaph Office and demanded a message to be sent the Superintendent of It. It. to haveWilliam dismissed from the office. They only did business for the It. It. Co.; he had to,
be satisfied with the slow pace of rail-road speed to carry his message. He did, however,
eiect ids purpose, and it proves how much power and acrimony there is in the priesthood
yet. England is cursed with them. They have wealth and the State to back them; and
while these two powerful agents live, there will be serfs and serfdom.
In three months he received notice of dismissal. What was he to do? Where go?—England had vile priests everywhere. He had been hunted long enough, suffered much
and long; he would go to the United States.
Surely there he would enjoy freedom of
opinion, and, above all, that freedom of speech, which Ungland will not give to good and
holy men who dare to speak the truth and write with Freedom's pen.
All these bright hopes were not realized.
If there are not Alcott-priests, there- arepriestly school-directors; and even in this land of boasted freedom, and free speech(?) we
have been turned out of the common schools, and made to feel the iron hate of little wouldbe demi-gods! Were they in England, and possessed of a priestly robe, they would beau
tifully harmonize with their priestly brothers in the work of exterminating heretics.
There is nevertheless, more freedom here, but it may be attributable quite as much, or
more, to the readiness with which remunerative labor can be obtained, as to the fact of
freedom being recognized as a principle. Men, here, cannot for a piece of bread be forced
to acknowledge any set of opinions. The supply more fully equals the demand; other
wise F ree Speech would be taken into the market and sold with other merchandise to the
highest bidder.
Six months after William’s departure, we joined him in Philadelphia,
Many, very
many, dear friends and noble souls we left behind. Dreary was our home after brother
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left us; but our friend Small supplied (as much as another could) a brother’s place. Dai
ly he visited us; daily we studied together, sang together, and ever he had a cheering word
for our mother, who loved her “boy,” as she used to call him, with all the depth and
warmth of a woman’s and a mother’s love.
In Friendship’s Sanctum Sanctorum our
friend Small occupies the most sacred spot, and among the fondest and most cherished
memories of the Past he stands out in bold relief.
So far, my experience was principally in throwing off', growing out of, etc. So far, I
could have much better told what I did not believe, than what I did believe.
It was,
however, necessary; I was preparing for growth, preparing for a positive existence. The
old garments were being thrown away, and the time was now come to put on new ones.
My Experience in the clothing department, I propose to bring out, as a second part in
our paper, the Vanguard. First, because the S. R. cannot well affbrdpis much space
as I require; and, secondly, having a paper of our own, I do not wish to crowd the col
umns of the Social Revolutionist.
Allow me to say in closing, that I am going to publish it in book-form as soon as the
other portion is completed in the Vanguard.
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BY LILY WHITE.

In the pleasant town of C., there lived a very pleasant, kind-hearted woman, whom I
had known, admired, and loved, almost from childhood. She was a strong healthy wom
an, but had frequent sick-spells with violent pains in the pelvis. She faded gradually and
grew weaker, till at last she sunk down upon her bed, and there remained most of the
time for seven years—seldom able to walk around the house, or sit up two hours in a
day. Doctors were employed and various remedies resorted to, but all to no purpose.—
She “was nothing bettered, but rather grew worse.”
Finally a friend procured the attendance of a physician, distant some twenty-five miles,
hoping that he might benefit her, as he had been successful in some chronic cases. On
his first visit he told her and her friend, that her condition was evidently induced by sex
ual excess, and that no medicine, nor any other remedial agent, could make her better so
long as the cause of her suffering continued.
Then she acknowledged what she had
never before breathed to her dearest friend. She said; “Every night, and often two or
three times a night, from the time I was married up to the present, I’ve had to submit to
his demands, except for about three weeks (never more than that,) after the birth of each
child.” She had had seven. She “knew ’twas killing her—had remonstrated with him
and told him how it hurt her; but he replied, ‘you shouldn’t a been a woman then’; ‘that’s
what you were made for,’ etc.”
It was not enough for him to be told what the Doctor
said, even at this late day. Her bed had to be moved into her daughter’s room, and a
guard set to protect her from her “protector.”
This was done by the Doctor’s order,
and he will be long remembered with gratitude for that brave,, noble act.
After application of the various ivater-cure processes, and instructing herself and daught
er pretty thoroughly in regard to this system of treatment, I saw her much less miser
able and somewhat hopeful.
Within a year, she could walk about a little and ride
several miles at a time. Came to visit me, and said water had relieved her very much—
“but sleeping alone is the best medicine I’ve ever fried."
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Now, this bad husband was not a bad man, in any wa)-; did not drink, chew, or smoke;
was honest, very industrious and ingenious; a farmer and mechanic; managed to be poor;
was very punctual in Ins attendance upon the appointments of the church, and always led
the meetings when the preacher was not present. Many of his pray ers have I listened
to, and many a hymn have I sung after his reading, in my young days of ignorance and
bliss.
He used to pray in his family, say grace at table, and those who visited there
never saw anything wrong, except that he was sometimes crabbed to the children. She
never spoke impatiently or cross till after she had lived with him twenty years, and very
seldom after that.
Some women, I know, become very nervous or irritable, from this
cause, so that they are censoriusly called “scolds,” “fretty women,” and similar names,
while their husbands who have made them so, ignorantly it may be, are pitied for having
such cross wives!
Their daughter had been troubled from childhood with symptoms similar to those de
scribed by “Louisa,” as the symptoms of her child. She was weak and faint mornings,
(just as her mother had been previous to her birth,) while she was a mere child, and had
pains in the lower abdomen. I remember her symptoms and her looks perfectly, although
X Was but a little girl, and had no idea of the cause. As she grew up to womanhood her
■ health improved and her mother hoped, for a time, she was outgrowing her difficulties.
But when she was about fifteen, they began to increase, and finally, her prolapsus ut
eri and vaginae became so bad she was obliged to remain in a recumbent posture, nearly
all the time for nine years. She could not walk round the house, step into the yard, or
even stand upon her feet a few minutes, without causing her great suffering. Only once,
in all these years, did she walk five rods from the house, and then it made her sick. She
became so weak, at last, that she could not work at all nor read much; and this was her
condition when her mother became bed-fast. I now believe with the mother that the
same cause originated the difficulties of both. A faithful and long-continued application
of the water-cure processes restored her to comparative health.
During these years of affliction, a brother of hers who had scarce attained the age of
manhood, was confined to his bed nearly two years by seminal weakness, morbid excita
bility of the generative system, etc. Thus are “the iniquities of the fathers visited upon
the children.”
They were noble, high-minded persons, both of them; scorned to do a
mean act, abhorred sensuality, legal and illegal; but nevertheless, had to suffer the “pen
alty of the law”—the krw of transmission.
I cannot believe that a worse state of things could obtain in freedom, than now exists
in marriage.
Another, a very nice, pleasant man, whose noble and lovely wife had borne him a fine
family, (but who in the meantime suffered from prolapsus and other female complaints so
common in marriage,) became so exasperated at his wife s refusal, one Sunday morning,
that his angry words were overheard by his eldest daughter and another young lady, both
members of the same church with himself.
He was cross and sullen all the morning,
would hot shave, put on his clean clothes, nor go to church with them.
Judge of the
feelings of that sweet, amiable daughter and her friend, and oi that wife who had sub
mitted to the requirements of marriage without complaint, till she had become so ill and
sore she could no longer endure it, and was compelled hi refuse! She had small children
who needed her care, and freedom would have allowed her to save herself for them. But there is no freedom in marriage. Freedom in bonds! Marriage gives man power
over woman, and few are so perfect but that they will abuse that power, though many of
themj do it without evil intent.
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BY FRANCIS BARRY.

“Such members of the Social Democracy as believe in variety in sexual love” have been
requested to forward their names to be printed in a separate list. I am glad that such a
Just is to be made out. I should pity our poor unhappy world, if it had no prospect of
salvation except through the agency of such Free Love as ignores “variety.” Except as
a stepping-stone to something real, it is the veriest humbug. In some respects, 1 doubt
whether legal marriage itself is more mischievous.
I wish to make one or two inquiries. There is a class of Free Lovers who ignore every
thing in the shape of “duality,” and go as far as any in favor of variety in love, but are
opposed to sexual intercourse in toto. May such properly be on the list. So far as “va
riety” is concerned they are all right, and admit that a woman may have several children
by as m'any different men, and that a man may parent a child for no matter how many
women. Yet, as I understand them, they do not believe in “sexual love” at all. They
do not believe in intercourse as a love-rnanifestation, but only as a means of propagation.
There are some of this class who might wish their names on the list, if it is intended to
embrace such. There should be an understanding.
Members of the “Social Democracy alone are invited, but I suppose others are not ex
cluded. Let us see how many believe in nature! Let us see who are truly free!
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Is it a revelation from God to man? Has the God of the Universe employed human
language to make known his will?
Language is intended to convey ideas. If language is employed that fails to convey
any ideas, it fails of its purpose; if it conveys different ideas from what was intended,it
worse than fails of its purpose, as it inculcates error instead of truth.
Xo book contains such ambiguity of language—no book ever conveyed to the minds of
its readers so many conflicting and contradictory ideas—no book is so enigmatical and dif
ficult of comprehension as the Bible. More than three hundred conflicting creeds stand
arrayed in incontrovertible testimony to the truth of this statement.. Are all these con
tradictory doctrines contained in the Bible, or are they not? If they are, it is without di
vine authenticity; if they are not, it is not adapted to the understanding of mankind. It
has baffled the human understanding, and has been the puzzle of the world for eighteen
hundred years!
To reveal, signifies, to make known, if it signifies anything. And so far as the Bi
ble fails to make known the will of God to man, does it not thus far fail to be a revela
tion to man?
It cannot be a revelation to man any farther than it is understood by him.
Who can better know the powers of the human understanding than the author of our
being? Who better qualified to present ideas in language adapted to the understanding
of man? Xow God did intend that we should rightly understand his written word or he
did not: if he did, it has failed to accomplish the end that God intended it should accom
plish: if he did not, why then he did not intend to benefit us by it. If he intended it as.
a. revelation it has proved a failure!
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You hand us the Bible; we look at it and discover that it is not a thing of life; it is not
-a thing that breathes or thinks; to all visible appearance it is a thing manufactured by
human hands; in fact we discover it to be in itself only paper and ink. True its pages are
■covered with written language; but written .language is nothing in itself but a presenta
tion of arbitrary forms, any farther than it conveys ideas to the mind: if it conveys false
ideas to the mind, it leads us into error.
Dear Christian friends': Can jmu dispose of this question to your own satisfaction?—*
This subject is not presented in a spirit of controversy, but as an inquiry for truth. We
love truth, and honestly ‘employ the reason that is bestowed on us to search out the way
of truth. Wc cannot see things as you do, and it is our sincere conviction that had the hu
man mind been freed from its blind adherence to mythological traditions, and its unfet
tered powers been directed to the natural relation which man sustains to external nature
and to his fellow man—to all the wants and desires of human nature—to all the causes
of human misery—-to all the springs of happiness—had the same amount of talent, thought
and investigation been directed to the study of the natural laws of our being as developed
in the constitutional nature of man, as, for the last thousand years, has been wasted over
the mystic pages of the Bible, the Earth would have been blessed under the millennial
reign of peace, harmony, love, and freedom! But alas!—
“from our birth the faculty divine
Is chained and tortured,—cabined, cribbed, confined
And bred in darkness lest the truth should shine.”

SEXUAL

PURITY.

BY JOSEPH TREAT.

For a counter-statement to much you have published on an important
question, please insert the following—months ago declined by the Nichols’—and for a re
ply, wait till another No. J. t.J
Dear, Kind Friend, Dr. Nichols: You once wrote to me, “Send on your radical
isms.”
And will you find a place for this one, then—will j-ou welcome to your pages
this sweet nestling of my heart—this Statement of Principles dearer to me than my own
life, since they themselves arc a part of my very nature, my soul, my self?
Men are now debating, What is, and, What is not, Sexual Purity. Debate on. There
is need. No questions, than these can be greater. The weal of the world is bound upin their answer. ‘Then let still another, give in his testimony on the great issue; and add
his voice to those who have already spoken.
But I am no rule for others; so others are no rule for me. Therefore I cannot say what
is purity to others; but only what is chastity to me.
What constitutes purity to any
man, is simply a question of that man’s development. And it is not law, nor God, nor
spirits, nor a Hereafter, nor any kind of duty (for I believe in none of these,) that must
decide what is purity to me; but I must do that, apart, sole, and forever. Not even Na
ture can dictate to me, but only my nature; for that, to me, must eternally be the highest
thing in the Universe. And my nature, is simply what I love; what I want; what makes
me happy. Whatever I want, then, in my intimacy with woman—whatever my nature
craves, from her, or with her—whatever makes me happier to do or to be with her, than
not thus to be or to do—that, and all that, is sweet, and dear, and pure to me. So I will
say what that is—-free, instinctive, inevitable, unalterable, sexual purity to one man.
[Dear John:
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Ivty nature asserts and adopts these three definitions:
Sexual indulgence, is never right.
Sexual intercourse, may be right; for it may be the act of parentage; and that is one
pf the highest and holiest demands of our nature. Therefore.
Sexual purity may be defined to be: Total Abstinence, Absolute Continence, except
solely for the purpose of parentage.
This, to me is, freedom. This, to me, is love. This, to me, is human. This, to me, is
happiness. Anything beside this, to me is-not freedom; but the vilest bondage and the
most degrading slavery. Anything beside this, to me is not love; but lust—the sheerest
and basest possible form of selfishness. Anything beside this, to me is not human; but
bestial, and infinitely worse than bestial. And anything beside this, to me is not happihess; but on the contrary, it Would have been a seething hell to me, had I ever been there.
And so this, I love; but all else, I hate, and loathe, and abhor. This attracts me, and
I want it; but all else, disgusts and revolts me: so that I will not have it: nor anything
to do with it; but only to spue it forever away from my very thoughts. I like not even
to have anything so sickening in my mind; but would turn away from it, and look only,
on pictures bright, and beautiful, and pure, and holy.
Sexual indulgence, sexual gratification, sexual enjoyment—these wofds are all air inff*
nite lie to me. They are the veriest of self-contradictions, every one. Not only cotild I
hot be so “indulged,” nor “gratified,” nor made to “enjoy,” but I could not even stoop to
that low doing—my nature could not condescend that fall. 1 could not hurl myself* from
my proud pedestal of manhood into that dark abyss| to sink down, dowii-—“into the Eterhal down!”
No, no! I am base as I have any temptation to be: sensual as my secret
heart asks: unchaste as my most unbridled attraction. To live at all other than this life,
I could not. To live other, would be not to be myself; not to be the sahie being.
Parentage—I welcome its dear bliss, as not another can more.
I sigh to be a father.
I yearn to give existence to noble, and holy, and progressed offspring. That will be the
truest and sweetest sacrament of my life.
But therefore it shall never be profaned!_.
Therefore it shall be the purest, chastest sacrament of my life. Therefore will I never
cast the fearful die, but meaningly—will not peril all, nor risk the wrecking of my unborn
voyagers, by putting my bark afloat too soon!
Therefore when I do cast, it shall be a
die for the eternities: the greatest deed of which I am capable: the soul’s transcendent
essajdng: the most ethereal, least animal, act of my life. Tell me my children’s names,
and you have told the number of my ever-attractions to the sexual embrace. 1 have al
ways said I would as soon take a harlot to my bosom, as any woman who could ask but
to be a parent; for that would be to make my bed a brothel. And never a common wed
ding of youthful pair, have I seen, for horrible thoughts of that first and most terrible
night! A being whom I had loved, and won to lie on the same pillow with me—I could no
more think of prostituting her on that holy eve, nor any other eve of our loving life—•
prostituting not her alone, but myself, also, along with her—I could no more think of do
ing this, than of holding to her throat the butcher’s steel! And I read great Nature to the
same effect; that she, too, interdicts the sexual union, forever and under direst penalties, ex
cepting alone to those, who out of their loins, give her children to further her great work.
Nature consents to the ebb, only as the flow comes back into her own bosom again!
For indeed I feel that this purity, is my life, my love, my intellect, my soul, my good
ness, myall, everything in me that is beautiful, great, or worthy; so that if I could ever
foil away from my continence, and waste myself, then assuredly and fatally should I waste
all these. I could not even love woman, as now; a part of my love, that I ought to have
sacredly garnered as her right and my glory, I should have worse than thrown away—-ex-
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pended to drag both her and myself down into a bottomless deep, where Love lies nnrrdered at the hands of Lust! I could not live as long; be as strong in mind nor body; do
as much; nor at all unfold into so high a harmony; by reason of these raging passion-fires,
which were all the time consuming me. Ah, and I could not approach to parent such a
child!
And this purity, too—I know it is what multitudes of my sisters are dying for, dying
to be permitted to live!
Aye, they are dying to find some brother to love, and some
brother to love them; for they cannot love the sensual; nor is aught that the sensual have
to give, love to them.
They are dying to throw themselves into the arms of a great,
strong man, and to drink in love from his very bosom; but they dare not do it, for fear
he should after all be to them a lecher. And they are dying to become mothers—moth
ers of better than earth has yet seen—but, alas! there are forever no fathers; and what
can they do? Pine on still, and at last give not up to be victims, though they
die!
And I say to them, “Die—die and go home to the grave!” My heart is in the
valley of sadness with these sisters.
And the unborn—what shall yet be the fate of the world of the Future, if this purity
come not to be the life of all? 0 thou world that art yet to be! stretch out thy hands
to men beforehand, and beckon them that they now prepare to people thee with a great
development—-children of harmony; sons and daughters of an everlasting redemption!
But they shall only give thee what they themselves are.
Herein is the last hope and
only salvation of the race. A pure, snow-white parentage for the world!
Yet, verily, there need be no doubt. Of an eternal surety I know the day is coming,
when all this shall be; all men shall be thus pure.
Even this high Ideal shall yet be
reached by all the dwellers on the earth.
It will then be nature to all, as now it is to
only a part; the many will then stand, where now are the few. There will be no law;
but men and women, from the necessary attraction of their very being, will upward grav
itate to a pure love and an everlasting Vesta late; and not one of all the holy, happy mil
lions, ever dream of more!
Then will it be a ripe earth: everywhere it will be a har
monic home: and that will be Nature’s “finality.”
Come, come that day for which
we sigh!
0 Love! what horrible things are not done in thy name! How do not men and wom
en lie down, to wallow like beasts in their filth, [unlike them!] and still bapt'/e the impi
ous sacrilege Love? But then—how in that holy Future that hastes, will they not do
deeds that shall “make fast atonement for this long delay?”
How will they not then
live lives, all over worthy of thee? Then shall be thy blessed reign—denied thee now
—thou infinite, queenly Love!
And still we will not call it strange—this sexual impurity now existing everywhere,
and even believed in as rightThe Pace is just emerging from Midnight; and needs
must it he, that we are no more but heathen yet. There are no men on the Planet, hut
only germs of men: no oaks, hut only acorns.
We were none of us horn pure. Our
fathers and mothers have failed not to infect us with their own leprosy; and therefore it
is, that we see not the Present to be wrong, so long as it follows in the lead of the
Past. Onr natures are low; and so it is a low base right, which they erect to he our stan
dard, Were it not for this, we should none of us dream that we could ever he good while
living lives of incontinence and libidinous pleasure; but on the contrary, our eyes would
he open to the sin, and we should instantly adjudge ourselves whoremongers and adulter
ers, . Better we say it and cease; than the Future say it, and write us still in that Mid
night forever! Brother! come up higher.
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Conversion

CONVERSION S.

[Under this title, we find in the Catholic Telegraph of April 4th, the following.
readers will be interested to know how low Dr Xichols had to bend the knee.]

Our

We care not to publish conversions to the Catholic faith. But some are of such a na
ture as to escape from beneath the veil that wronld conceal them. Such are those of Dr.
Nichols, his wife, one of her daughters by a former husband, and Miss Hopkins, of the
famous establishment at Yellow Springs, near Zenia in this State; and of Mr. and Mrs.
Gardiner Waters and their young .son, of this city. The four first named were baptized
on last Sunday afternoon in St. Xavier’s church, Sycamore street, Cincinnati, by Rev.
Father Oakley, Rector of the College; and the latter by the most Rev. Archbishop Pur
cell, in the Cathedral, on the 2d February. * * *
It is needless to say that the ecclesiastical authorities were well acquainted with the an
tecedent teachings and writings of Dr. and Mrs. Nichols, and that they full}'' retracted, as
will further appear from a writing now being prepared by them and to be published in
this paper, before they were admitted to baptism. * * *
Since writing the foregoing article, the Most Rev. Archbishop has sent us the document
alluded to for publication. It will be found to say all that was necessary as a retraction
of past errors and conduct, and a rejection of every teaching and of all spiritual guidance
but those of the one, true, holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Church, which the Holy Ghost
teaches us to be “the house of the living God, the pillar and ground of the truth.”
Cincinnati, March 30, 1857.
Most Reverend Father

in

God:

In the interview kindly accorded to myself and Mrs, Nichols yesterday, you were
pleased to intimate that our relations to the public, might render it necessary that we
make some public testimony of our repudiation of our past errors, and of our acceptance,
by divine grace, of the doctrines and discipline of the holy Catholic Church. You sug
gested, for that purpose, the publication of my letter to Rev. Father Oakley, who has been
our spiritual director, and who has administered to us our first Sacraments; but after con
ferring with him, I have thought that it may be better that I make to you a more formal
declaration.
In the infinite mercy of Almighty God, we have been led, by what has seemed to us
the direct and miraculous interposition of the Holy Spirit, and, by the blessed teachings
of St. Ignatius Loyola and St. Francis Xavier, to the renunciation of infidelity, and to the
humble acceptance of the faith and guidance of the Church. In deep humility and con
trition we submit ourselves to her divine order; we accept what she teaches; and we re
pudiate and condemn what she condemns. Whatever, in our writings and teachings, and
in our lives, has been contrary to the doctrines, morality, and discipline of the holy Cath
olic Church, we wish to retract and repudiate, and were it possible, to atone for.
We have been, as you are aware, socialists of the school of Fourier; and have believed
in, and earnestly labored for, the establishment of a unitary, or harmonic society.
Our
studies and efforts to this end brought us to the conviction that such social regeneration
could be possible only in an orderly and holy life; and while we were endeavoring to at
tain to this, it pleased God to bring us to the knowledge and acceptance of His holy
Church as the divinely appointed means for the amelioration and final redemption of hu-
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manity. In that Church, one and indivisible, divine-and infallible, we see the order, the
devotion, the consecration, the faith and obedience necessary for the great work of human
redemption, and we reverently believe that God will, in his own good time, accomplish
this work. His will be done!
Believing in, and submitting to, the Church, we look for the triumphal accomplishment
of its divine mission; and upon disorder and failure as the necessary results of all other
schemes of human improvement.
After the study of many years, earnest labors and
some experience, we have come to the belief that Christ is “the Way, the Truth, and the
Life,” both for the physical and moral redemption of man. If the Infidels and Socialists,
the Reformers and Spiritualists, with whom we have labored in sincere, zealous, but mis
guided efforts for the good of our race, could see, as it has been revealed to us, that the
holy Catholic Church is the divinely established society for the regeneration of man, and
his temporal and eternal salvation, they would flie to her bosom for rest and peace.
I may not be able to give suitable expression to my feelings, or my faith; but I have
found already, in my first experiences, inexpressible peace; and I shall pray unceasingly
that thousands whom I may have assisted in leading into error may be brought to the
same divine source of consolation and hope.
With over-flowing gratitude to God, and to the truly Christian Fathers who have so
kindly received us, I suberibe myself,
In behalf of myself and my family,
Yours, in faith and obedience,
T. L. Nichols.
To the Most Rev. Archbishop Purcell.

WOMAN’S

NAME.-----A

LETTER.

Friend Patterson:—I have for sometime felt the importance of woman’s speaking
out on the social question, in the Revolutionist. Men have spoken such stirring words
as have strengthened and gladdened many hearts. But can men alone do so great a work,
which affects so deeply and intimately both sexes?' Women everywhere, who think,
feel the crushing influence of old institutions and customs on their growing liberty, in a
way and to an extent that men cannot feel; and then how much more effectually both
sexes can work together for any object, than one alone.
What is the need of reserve?
Man can do much for the advancement of social freedom; but he can never give woman
her rights, for they are not in his hands. He can help, or hinder the exercise of the rights
which belong to her; but she must do for herself—must work earnestly for her own free
dom—for her self-hood—else she cannot realize its worth, and would easily lose it when
she had it. When woman realizes the importance of being free in every relation of life,
she will feel that to be so will pay amply for all the cost of attaining it. The approba
tion of summer friends, the apathy of a vegetative life, and the sneers and taunts of such
as think it their business to keep their neighbors in the ways of respectability and order,
will seem alike unimportant.
Women are so much more under the control of custom,
than men, they dare not say what they think, or do as they wish, even when their fathers,
husbands, and brothers agree with them, for fear of losing caste and becoming outcasts
from society.
There are many who long to be free from this servility, but if they are
not fortunate enough to have wealthy “protectors,” they will be in danger of starvation in
some communities. Such women as see things as they are, and are able to bear the cost
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of it, should work with their might to change the state of affairs. Women generally, in
order to please Conservatism, will say they have all the rights and freedom they want;
and yet, if you are personally acquainted with them, you will hear them complain bitterly
in private of the wrongs and evils they endure, imposed on them by their fathers or hus
bands. I have been frowned upon with amazement and horror, for declaring’ that I had
not all the freedom I wanted, in marriage—it being taken for granted that it was freedom
for sexual indulgence that I demanded. It has so long been taught that the end and aim
of woman’s life is to love, and live for, her husband and children; that she should exist in
entire forgetfulness of self; should never have one desire for individuality; that her prop
er sphere of usefulness and enjoyment is in her father’s or husband’s home—that it ex
cites surprise, not to say suspicion, to see her in any way stepping out of the beaten track
in which our mothers and grandmothers walked.
What has now induced me to write thus, is, I have been considering the universal, but
servile and silly practice of women adopting the names of their lovers and throwing away
those inherited with their being. I have decided lately not to keep or take the name
of any lover—for by so doing, I must merge my individuality in that of another, and
publicly and openly, in one of the most effectual ways, sustain the crushing despotism
of marriage.
What reason can be given, why a woman should give up her own name
and adopt a man’s, if she loves him, that would not apply equally to a man who loves a
woman? I have adopted the names of my parents—the initial W. now representing my
mother’s maiden name, Weller, which I consider mine as much as my father’s.
So, in
stead of Clarissa W. Cook, as on the Lists of the Progressive Union and the Social Dem
ocracy, my name and address is now—
C. W. Wait, Box 43, West Union, Iowa.

TO

JOSEPH;

TREAT.

BY J. B. WOLFF.

I like Joseph, because he says a great many truths, says them plainly and boldly.—
But like all finite beings, when he goes beyond his capacity he must get befogged. I did
not intentionally misrepresent him; and I think so far as I attempted, my deductions
were legitimate from his own premises.
Mathematicians should be philosophers, and
philosophers should never get riled and use bad language, or question the sincerity of
their fellow men, without ample reason.
I would admonish Joseph that I am not the
Universe, have not all knowledge, and perhaps need charity—correction in love, rather
than a scourging to take the kinks out.
If the inside is as kinky as the outside, I fear
he will have much trouble, as I have been trying for forty years, more or less, to get the
external kinks out; but they are there yet.
Besides, when the kinks come out, I am
inclined to think they will not be brought out vi et armis, as they used to cast out devils
in olden time. Certainly Joseph’s note sounds clerically.
He who would not be misrepresented and blackened, must write so that his lan
guage is incapable of a double construction.
Too great brevity is sometimes greater
extravagance than prolixity. Men do not think; and they who do, do not, cannot think
alike!
I have tried to get rid of the priestly practice, and if I have failed it is no fault
of mine; and Joseph is again at fault, condemning what he practices.
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BY JAMES W. TOWNER.

The object of life should be to develop, educate, or unfold the capacities, all the ca
pacities of our nature, in harmonious and symmetrical proportion. So far as the mind is
concerned, this is to be done by the various processes of reading, studying, and commun
icating to others.
We are asking for freedom for love—freedom for the love-life, and
many earnest, whole-souled, persistent men and women are mingling their voices in ma
king this demand. We want freedom of being and of doing;—freedom to live our lives,
and all our lives, and we’ll have it too; we expect to work for it, till we have achieved
it. So far, all’s well.
Reformers are generally admitted to be a very plain, unostentatious, “open-hearted,”
if not “barefooted,” sort of people; and in view of this fact, I wish to offer a few sugges
tions in this brief essay, in respect to the cultivation of a class of faculties which wo
possess, which cultivation is highly necessary to our perfection and happiness, but which
in our plainness we are liable to overlook. I refer to the class of faculties whose man
ifestations are included in the rhetorical term, taste. If we would have a life of freedom
and love bless us, we must have taste.
Taste includes those faculties which give us a perception and relish of beauty of one kind
or another; a love of refinement and elegance; of melody and euphony; of grandeur and
sublimity: and a disrelish of what is gross, rude, uncouth, ill-proportioned, inelegant, or
discordant. All have these faculties more or less developed. The discernment and love
of the beautiful and concordant, is as much an essential of humanity as the powers of
speech and reason.
Children manifest the rudiments of taste in a thousand instances;
in their partiality for regular bodies; their fondness for pictures and sculpture; and in
their warm attraction to whatever is new and astonishing.
Rude and barbarous men
delight in tales and ballads, and dwell with fondness and joy upon the varied appearances
of the earth and heavens.
But how shall we cultivate these faculties?
By studying literature, especially gram
mar, rhetoric, logic, poetry, and oratory; by the study of etiquette, and the laws of order,
symmetry, and neatness, as applied to our personal appearance and habits; by studying
the music of speech and song. Is it needful to urge the importance of the cultivation of
taste, when the ground which it covers is opened before us? Are there any of us who do
not desire such cultivation, or who do not see theyT would be made much happier in con
sequence? Nature on every hand invites us, yea, importunes us, to seek correctness and
refinement of knowledge, and to be tasteful in our homes, our manners, and so, in our
lives. Is there no answering voice within us? When order, symmetry, and beauty are
so profusely bestowed in our surroundings, shall we be heedless of their monitions?
Why not study literature? Such study has a tendency to inspire us with a desire to
be orderly and refined in our social relations and spheres, and in the arrangements of our
personal affairs. And how desirable is this! It has been well said, that, “order is Heav
en’s first law.”
If it is the first, either in position or importance, it is, with many the
last to be heeded.
Some delight in being rough, slouching, and immethodical.
But
nature is, in general, orderly.
Day and night, and the changes of the seasons occur in
regular succession.
Planets and systems have their positions and courses and scarcely
vary therefrom. In nature’s great workshop there is “a place for everything and every
thing is in its place.”
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Proportion and symmetry characterize everything from the many-sided crystal which
lies in Ocean’s bed, to the mighty spheres which roll in measureless space. Even where,
to the unassisted eye, there appears to be roughness and irregularity, the microscope reveals
beauty and symmetry.
Forms of exquisite grace and elegance thrust themselves upon
our attention from all sides. The snow-flake, and tiny flower, upon which we tread with
scarcely a thought, sparkle and bloom with loveliness.
Taste is exhibited everywhere
Should we not endeavor to imitate
in the handiwork of nature’s architectural forces.
the same? It seems we ought, because we are endowed with faculties which enable ns
to perceive this beauty, order, harmony, and grandeur; and the possession of the capac
ity implies the obligation to use it. We ought, because such cultivation tends to purify,
soften, refine, elevate, and happify our lives.
Do these assertions need proof or argu
ment? I hope not. Do we not feel that the clearer and more delicate our perceptions
and appreciation of the beautiful and sublime, the sweeter and purer and more exquisite
will be the flow of the rills of happiness through our whole being. For one I feel thus
and wish to cultivate taste. I would like to know more and more of literature, and to
unite my efforts with those of others to secure this end. How the Unitary Home will
help us all in this direction!
As remarked above, nature is profuse in manifestations of beauty. Evidently it was
not fashioned by Quakers, Calvinists, or Methodists. Drab does not seem to be a favorite
color with it, nor is music ignored? Ornaments are not forbidden; on the contrary, Dame
Nature decks herself with them quite lavishly.
Why may we not;—why should we
not manifest a similar disposition? Why may we not wear ornaments upon our persons,
and embellish our garments with the attributes of neatness and beauty, aye more, with
elegance, provided we seek for the harmonizing and refining influence which they may
bring to us and not for gaudy show. Yes: why not?
I want freedom, love, justice, knowledge; and I want to enjoy them surrounded with
forms symmetrical and beautiful, both natural and artificial; I want to be surrounded
with an atmosphere of melody and harmony, that the mind and the heart may continually
grow in delicacy and refinement, may draw nearer and still nearer to the “Shekmah” of
beauty, harmony, and love.

GUR

NAMES.

BY ATHEOS.
Friend Patterson:—I notice that several women, who profess to be free, are still desig

nating themselves by their husbands’ names. Now I do not think there is much in a name;
but I do think this very unphilosophical. It, of course, makes no difference as between
the parties; but to the world, who are looking on, it means much. If then, we design to
live our principles, let us discard all the forms of despotism. Let woman be called her
self, as well as be herself.
And then the children-what shall they be called? Manifestly, they inherit the names
of both parents; and it is a question which shall predominate. Now, I go for placing the
mother’s name last, for two reasons: firstly, the mother’s affection is generally the strong
er, as she undoubtedly furnishes more material for the new organization; and, secondly,
man has hitherto monopolized so much, that even if justice required ordinarily that the
children he called especially by his name, still for the present, let us give the preeminence
to woman:

Does any one object?
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BY WILLIAM A. STEEBE.

Th<lfUdy °f the histor^ of education in this country, is alike interesting and profita.
Many of
arguments by which some of the most important progressive changes'
e een effected, show not only the relations which exist and which mutually affect
ie social and the educational reforms, but indicate the direction of the philosophy of
instruction.
Waiving, in this place, the consideration of the reasoning, upon which the following
propositions are based, it may be assumed that Harmoniai Education in youth is the natura grov th of every elementary faculty and power of the human being, placed in the
sp iere of the best available influences—that in age, it is the necessary result of the con
sumed realization, or living, of the true harmonic life.
A minute detail of such a life must form the most rational and interesting embodiment
t e elements of progressive education that can be recorded. This record made in the
-■ramatic style would be the most interesting method of instructing the mind.
Indeed
it could not fail to be almost universally pleasing and successful. As it now exists, the
rama consists mainly in attempts at illustrating certain phases of character more particu ar y pertaining to the social relations of humanity. Its various incidents and plots are
oun ed chiefly upon the manifestation of the strong social propensities and selfish pas
sions of human nature.
Dissappointed or successful ambition, love, hate, jealousy, in
trigue and ciime, highly-colored and interwoven with the ludicrous, compose an exciting
me ey of mental stimulant, against which are many serious and rational objections.—
o ramatizing harmoniai life, and of necessity the various natural sciences and arts in
corporated w ith it, these objections are easily obviated, while a pleasing and healthy ex
citement may be retained.
Harmoniai life in this sphere must remain in certain relations, more or less intimate,
cm ized society.
W hile these relations may not always be seriously hostile, there
wi arise out of them numberless little episodes, which may properly be employed to
give variety, life, and embellishment to the various scenes. There are three conspciuous
c aracteristics in civilized society which may be selected, each, represented by appropri
ate characters, illustrating its peculiar bearing and relations to the harmoniai sphere.
. T*0
an<^ mos^ intractable, stubborn, and hostile, is religious bigotry; the second,.
<Kh- r)0 a^0na'r^e anc^ commercial sphere, the money-getting “uppertendom;” and the
ird and most pliable and progressive, is simple, honest ignorance, considered somewhat
iree rom strong and intractable idiosyncrasies. The harmoniai sphere will illustrate the
‘ ^ eS^Prac^ca* ^deal
freedom, refinement, intelligence, and progression. To portray
m the dramatic style the essential elements of natural science and progressive art, inter
woven with the various incidents arising from the proximity of the four spheres above
noticed, and sustaining the triumphing and radiating influences of the higher life, is the
purpose of the following proposed work.
With reference to the arts and sciences, it is well known that some are more immedi
ately necessary and useful than others; and that in each of them, some certain element
ary principles claim priority in importance, and are found to be in more frequent demand
or constant use.
The natural experience of a true life only, can determine the relative
value of artistic or scientific principles and establish the order of their comparative use
fulness.
As nature furnishes the best field for the acquisition of intelligence, it would
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Seem that the natural and incidental order of events which forces itself upon the obser
vation, constitutes the most rational basis of education. It is one of the most prominent
beauties of the harmonial life, that its current incidents with all their minutiae in their nat
ural heterogenousness, form the most perfect system of mental hygiene upon which the
progressive mind can thrive.
The requirements and discoveries of the sciences and arts
are much subject to unforeseen incidents and circumstances. rIhe classification of these
principles must of necessity be subsequent to their discovery and use. It is the natural
process of the mind to seek, to discover, to acquire facts and principles, and to arrange,
digest, and classify them afterwards. The philosophical arrangement of the suoject mat
ter in the text books used in schools, should be regarded more as a subsequent effort and
result, than as a primary facility in education.
Classification is one of the most impor
tant exercises in which the mind can engage.
In commencing, therefore, a series of dramatic representations, the plan of their com
position will be as follows;—
I. The principles of science and art will be most coxspigously illustrated: 1, By
direct explanation; 2, By forms of conversation and argument; 3, By incidents in nature;
4, By example.
All these facts and principles will be classified, as an essential part of
educational processes—the result being the formation and production of books or class
ified records of science and art.
II. The principles of the sciences will be selected with reference to their relative
practical importance; and the same with the arts.
1, Physiological and immediately
personal. 2, Social and harmonial. 3, Chemical and philosophical. 4, Agricultural, etc.;
proceeding to the more remote elements of science or art in subsequent chapters.
III. The dramatic style of presenting these elements, with its plots incidents, tab
leaux, and will be natural, spontaneous, and facile. It will be designed in itself, to illus
trate continuously some of the innumerable elements of useful and esthetic life.
IV. The subject matter and its style of treatment must not be too much condensed.
It is designed to be different in its tendencies from almost anything now published; not
journalizing, not controversial, nor narrative, but purely educational, didactic, instruct
ive.
It will transform the elements now embodied in the various books employed in
schools into another form of life, expressly adapted to, and corresponding with, the har
monial sphere—to the young and the old of both sexes.
The old school-room style of
educating the young is becoming obsolete with harmonial philosophers, and a more ra
tional system is demanded. To meet this requirement is the purpose of this work.
Possessing by nature a constitutional adaptation, and having devoted twenty-five years
to practical experience in teaching and preparation for such a work, I have no higher ideal
or ambition, for a few years to come, than to put into practical operation what has been
so long in waiting.
I purpose to publish it in monthly numbers, similar in dimensions
to the Social Revolutionist.
Its typographical style and execution shall be as neat and
pure, as perfect type, fine paper and reasonable labor will make them.
The work will
be furnished at as low a price as reason and equity will permit. It being entirely unlike
any reform paper now published, (they being journalizing, propagandist, controversial, and
destructive of old and cumbersome matter,) it aims to meet the interior wants of every
harmonial reformer—to be constructive, nutrient, and life-giving. The work will be di
vided into “Scenes,” each of which will have but few speaking “dramatis personae,” and
may therefore be easily rehearsed. The temper or style of the conversations are as spon
taneous and natural as the primary purpose of the work will permit; a casual interming
ling of ignorance and intelligence, bigotry and toleration, selfishness and benevolence, the
spontaneous joy and prattle of youth and the wisdom of age. The first few scenes must
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necessarily be somewhat introductory of characters and conditions.
The form of the work is matured, the manuscript commenced, and several numbers will
be prepared when the time arrives for its publication, which will depend upon the response
or indication of demand. Those interested in these propositions will please address mefor the present at “Cottage Grove, Union Co., Indiana.”

NICHOLS’
LETTER

TO

MONTHLY.
ITS

PATRONS.

Dear Friekds:—“In the course of human events,” it has fallen to my lot to announce1
that the mission of “Nichols’ Monthly” is now terminated.
For several years, this
Journal had been the bond of union and sympathetic connection between its editors and
many devoted readers, binding each to all, all to each. Deeply implanted in every human
heart, there is more or less of that devotional adhesiveness felt by the church-member
who says, “No other minister can ever fully equal or fill the place of------The same
principle in another, will cause the expression; “No other Journal can ever equal this
©ne”—^“No other authors can ever write as do----- ,” etc.
In every human spirit there
is a deep yearning, a restless longing for the unattained, a want of the soul not yet sat
isfied, a prayer for “the good time coming.”
Many hope to hear some definite news
about this from the voice of “our minister”; others look for the same hopeful tidings in
the columns of a favorite periodical.
Every member of the human race is a subject of
the same law which causes the vine to reach forth its tendrils in search of some firm sup
port upon which to rest, something to help it on the journey upward toward the light.—
Those who have been leaning trustfully upon Nichols’ Journal will now many of them,
for a time, feel very keenly the want of something to fill the place of it.
The name and address of each one of you being in my hands, and the knowledge of the
facts just alluded to being in my mind, have caused me to look amongst the liberal peri
odicals for some one among the many, which might, ii you choose to take it, come near
est being a substitute for the one you have lost. I find none, which takes up the same
class of ideas, or advocates them with more bravery and signal ability than the “Social
Revolutionist.”
It will not cost you much to receive and examine a sample No. of
this paper.
The editorials, and many of the articles furnished by Contributors, show
great tact, even marked ability, in reviewing and discussing whatever subject they un
dertake.
True, the articles from some of the Contributors remind one of slaves who
have just got their freedom and are not yet sufficiently past the intoxicating effects of the
excitement to be able to appropriate liberty to the wisest purposes.
There is a sort of
wild, screaming recklessness, it seems to me, in the mode of now and then a writer; but
what of that—we have only to be patient, and these will all change for the better, as all
things must in due time. This is one of the most free papers, certainly, which the world
contains.
It contains more variety than did Nichols’ Journal.
It is more a channel
of communication for the readers with each other.
The other was more comparable to
an audience listening to one or two preachers.
I being one of the “Free Democrats,”
will, of course, be excused for favoring the most democratic paper.
Please also to understand me as quite a believer in the inspired origin of the truths
of the Bible.
May I not ask your attention to a scripture text or two, which seem to»
me to be in place in connection with this subject.—
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“Cease ye from man whose breath is in his nostrils: for wherein is he to he accounted
of.” Isaiah ii. 22.
And again: “But this shall be the covenant that I will make with
the house of Israel. After these days, saith the Lord, I will put my law in their inward
parts, and write it in their hearts, and will be their Cod, and; they shall be my people.-—
And they shall teach no more every man his neighbor, ami every man his brother, saying,
Know the Lord: for they shall all know me from the least of them' to the greatest of them.”
Jer. xxxi. 34. Yet another; “But ye have an unction from the1 Holy One, and ye knowall things.” “But the anointing which ye have received of him abideth in you, and ye
need not that any man teach you; except as this same anointing teacheth you of all
things, and is truth, and is no lie.”' John ii. 20—27-.
It appears very clear to my mind that the' writers of these Scriptures had a clear percep
tion of the individual sovereignty and equal right to liberty of man with his fellow-man,
throughout the world. Accepting as truth the spirit of the foregoing texts. I can recom
mend with a good conscience to favorable notice a public Journal, which so far as is prac
ticable gives its patrons equal encouragement and equal privilege to speak their several
portions of opinion or of knowledge. I have at present no great unity with the-idea of
having any one individual “settled” upon any people, for any considerable length of time,,
either as prophet, priest, or editor.
“Let the prophets speak two or three, and let the other judge. If anything Be reveal
ed to another that sitteth by, let the first hold his peace.
For ye may all prophecy one
by one, that all may learn, and all may be comforted.” 1 Cor. xiv. 29, 30, 31.
There, I have like a clergyman quoted texts of Scripture, and like a minister should
love to enlarge, and dwell long upon the probable meaning of each writer, I forbear, how
ever, only adding that after you examine the character of this sample No. of the Social
Revolutionist, if you are pleased with its appearance, its objects, and its contents, you
may rest assured it will be promptly published and furnished to you, up to whatever date
you may subscribe.
With best wishes to all, I remain
Valentine Nicholson,

TO

THE

HEADERS

OF

NICHOLS’

MONTHLY.

This No. of the Social Revolutionist is sent to all the subscribers of Nichols’ Monthlyr
whose names are not already on our subscription book. We have received only the names
from Valentine Nicholson, and in our arrangement with him have incurred no obligation
whatever, to furnish the Social Revolutionist to any who do not send us the subscription
price of the same.
Those who have sent remittances for Nichols’ Monthly must look,,
either to Dr. Nichols, or Valentine Nicholson, for their money’s worth, as per notice on
another page. If any should feel dissatisfied in any respect with the manner of closing
up the business of Nichols’ Monthly, it does not follow that any such should lose confi
dence in Socialism, or become less active in the work of radical agitation. The principles
of Social Reform are just as true since the Nichols abandoned them, as they were before,
and they have become sealed in the deepest convictions of many who will urge them upon
the consideration of all thinking and candid minds. Had this “defection” occurred three
years since, the cause would have suffered much more than it will now.
It was in its
infancy then, and hardly any dare utter a word in behalf of social freedom; but now the
advocates of this great freedom are many, and to be found in all the Free States as well
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as in the city of .New York. There are several weekly Journals in existence, which ag
itate the question of Free Love, and whose editors accept the doctrine, or regard it with
favor. The Social Revolutionist, however, is the only Monthly devoted to a full and thor
ough exploration of the entire’ field of social reform; it is the only Journal, in fact, which'
dares to trace those theoretical distinctions and practical bearings so necessary to be un
derstood before the principles of social harmony can be carried into actual life.
This
Journal does not assume to teach; it is a medium rather for the investigation of social
principles by such minds as have sufficient ability and originality to claim a place in its
pages.
It differs from Nichols’ Monthly in the severity of its logic,, the variety of its
subjects, and the diversity of views presented; but it is similar in many respects, and it
is hoped that the patrons of the Monthly will find it their pleasure and interest to assist
in sustaining the Revolutionist.
This is no ephemeral thing, got up in a fit of zeal, to
be coldly neglected some day, and left to perish at the cost of its readers. It was delib
erately projected, and has been industriously conducted. It is edited and published by
an Industrial Group through the labor of its members; and though we may have to work
at cheap rates, we feel too much interest in the principles we would live as well as preachy
to give up this method of agitation respecting them. There are good friends who have stood
by us thus far, and we believe that the Social Revolutionist has enlisted an interest, with
force of character and power of capital, which will not abandon it in any hour of triaL
Lecturers are prepared to enter the field in its behalf and for the principles it advocates,
and we believe the Social Revolutionist is destined to live on and on, from year to year,
growing in size and strength and beauty as it grows in years.
It is not expected that
every article in this Journal will please any one—not even its editors. We have an abi
ding faith in free inquiry—in all freedom and we are willing that others of taste and re
flection, should be heard in the Social Revolutionist as well as ourselves.
This No. is asfaira specimen of the subject-matter as any one No. can be" but there is
such variety that no one No. can be considered a very good specimen of the volume. The
mechanical appearance is not so good because we have suffered fraud in the article of
paper, but we expect to do better for next volume, and present our Journal to its readerswith a fairer page. Subscriptions will be received, either for six months ©r twelve, and
may begin with the January or July No. of this year. For terms, see prospectus.
We should, also, be “very happy,” as all publishers are, to receive orders for our books,
“Charles Hopewell, or Society as it is and as it should' be,” “Poems for Reformers/’
“Memoir of Frances Wright,” “Epitome of Spirit-Intercourse,” any of Nichols’ works,,
the publications of Bela Marsh, C. Blanchard, and Fowler & Wells,

OBITUARY.

Chloe C. Towner, a good and worthy sister, left the earth-life, at the residence of her
brother, J. W. Towner, West Union, Iowa, March 25th, 1857, aged twenty-five years.
She was one of nature’s noble women, and her death was a sad and heavy loss to her
friends, associates, and the cause of Progress in which she was so well fitted to work.—
She had a gentle and loving disposition, was kind and affectionate in her manner; and by
the innate goodness in her own soul she called forth the admiration and love of all with
whom she became acquainted. By her own unaided efforts, she had maintained and pro
vided for herself from early youth.
She had secured a good common English education, and with a high purpose she was
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preparing herself for a teacher and healer of her sex. Suffering humanity in all its pha
ses had a strong hold on her sympathies? and with a willing hand and devoted heart, she
sought to further the cause of all reforms for the alleviation of human misery.
Espec
ially was this true of those reforms which more directly affect woman. She was an ad
vocate of “WOman’s Eights.”
She protested against the legal disabilities imposed on
her sex by marriage. She was awake to the importance of Dress Reform; and both by
precept and example, was she a worker in its cause'.
She had come to accept the doc
trines of Affectional and Social Freedom, and their vital truths sank into the very depths
of her being, lending a new charm to her existence, and inspiring her with a new devotion
to the great mission of her life—to do good and bring blessings- to- those around her.
J.

E D I T 0 R IA L

V. L.

MISCELL AN Y.

Vincent and Harmonia at the CoNFESsiONAL.-Dr. T. L., and Mrs. Mary S. Gove
Nichols are now members of the Roman Catholic Church. Rumors have been reaching
us for months past that they were rapidly approaching the vortex of Romanism, and would
soon be swallowed up; but it was dreadful to think of, and we could not be reconciled to
contemplate so hard a fate for those we had loved. After taking a retrospective view of all
that the Nichols have written and done, and then considering where they are now wo
ought to be prepared for anything in the shape of human mutability and tergiversation.
It seems to be quite a step from Individual Sovereignty and Social Freedom, to the social
and religious despotism of Rome; a long step backward, and the reasons for taking it ought
to be strong ones.
We confess to little faith in those reformers, who are too proud or
too “refined” to rely on their own hands for the means of subsistence, and who plead for
t e hierarchical constitution of society.
Inasmuch as supercilious aristocracy is the at
torney of hierarchy, so does it seek to be sustained upon plebeian shoulders. If the Nich
ols could have had an abundance of worshippers, such as would have consecrated their
hves and their property to them by “oaths of a very sacred character,” they would hard
ly have gone over to Rome. Or, if they had been plain, democratic workers, content to
associate with their peers and earn their bread by the toil of their own hands, they would
ave been in the ranks of reform still.
When “Progressive Literature” had failed
them, they would have fallen nobly back upon their own industrial resources. They are
too aristocratic to work, and have, perhaps, been too long idle to do so, if they would; reonn was too poor to support them according to their magnificent ideas of refined life 'and
so they have thrown themselves into the arms of the Romish Church, where the discipline
of a well-ordered hierarchy is so complete, that they will not have any more trouble
with “erratic freedom,” “eccenstric individualism,” or “comets.”
Tne Nichols do not seem to have the stuff in them to brave persecution for a great
truth. They, indeed, uttered the truth, but when they felt the blight of ostracism, they
Wilted.
What Dr. Nichols used to write respecting the persecution they received in
New York City before they left there, betrayed to my mind at the time, a disconcerted
and almost subdued soul.
He and his consort lived too much in the external, and not
enough in the internal life; and. they were not of that class who can realize that:__

“One self-approving hour whole years outweighs
Of stupid- starers and of loud huzzas.”
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Their ambition was a diseased faculty, and "when it could rot get in prcgressite ran 1.3
the worship it craved,, it consummated treason. A friend who has stood by them faith
fully, writes us that he believes them candid. We wish that we could believe so. Hesays also, they were magnetized by Catholic spirits and church influences. If this he so,,
there is a reason why other susceptible minds- are not magnetized in like manner. Is it
not, because there is no recipiency in such minds for influences of this kind? Fishbough,.
Harris, Harvey, and some other Spiritualists, are going or have gone the same direction
-the Nichols have, but it is because they are fit subjects for the magnetic or mental influ
ences of anti-progressive forces.
In the dedication of Mary Lyndon, Mrs. Nichols said this was the best she had now to*
offer the world, but that she felt a prophecy of something better to give hereafter. When
Rome—pregnant with the babe of Progress-—is in travail, we may look for that better
thing to come forth.
The Nichols have been burdened for years with the weight of a
great mission, and the spirits promised its completion in the speedy upbuilding of a har
monic home. But, Desarrollo lies in ruins, Esperanza is not yet completed even on paper,
the Memnonia of Yellow Springs never existed hut in name, and these apostles of Social
Progress, having gone back to learn of Ignatius Loyola and St. Francis Xavier, are now
at the feet of Archbishop Purcell.
The writer of this owes much to Hr. and Mrs Nichols, and for this he cherishes a grate
ful remembrance of the services they have rendered the cause of Progress;—and now
that they are her children, may the “holy Mother” be good to them.
Since the above was written,, we have learned from a friend in Cincinnati, what we
should have known, perhaps, as a matter of course, that Hr. and Mrs. Nichols were remar
ried at the time of their admission into the church.
They are now married “divinely”
and the union is indissoluble! No need for the “Law of Progression in Harmony” now.
The rapidity with which one divine act follows another in this drama, is too unearthly to
behold, and we cannot but wish the curtain may never rise again for such performances.
Womaij an Integral Individual.—Hr Franklin said an unmarried man is like a
half-pair of scissors.
This was very well for Poor Richard, and is true as a fancy, but
it will hardly pass as an unquestionable postulate of Social Science.
It is a doctrine,,
however, of most social writers still. The idea that it requires one man and one woman
to make one human being, has the authority of such names as Swedenborg, Fourier, Bris
bane, Wright, Havis, Sunderland, etc. Yet I must regard this notion as the corner-stone
of social slavery.
It is odd how any one who accepts the doctrine of Individual Sover
eignty, can still cling to the idea of two people being one.
Think of a woman being
sovereign, whose individuality is merged into that of a man! Yoke up “Buck and Bright”
and swell fine periods about the individual sovereignty of your oxen!
If a woman be
sovereign, she must be pecuniarily independent, and free all through life to regard her
self as THE individual center of her own social sphere.
She must be individual
ized.
In a speech of Grerrit Smiths before the Canastota Hress Reform Convention, asr
reported for the Sybil, we find the following.
“If a woman be a part of the human family then is she a sister and equal of man, and
entitled to the exercise of the same rights and privileges as man; entitled to prescribe
and regulate her own sphere according to her own conscience; then is she the same indi
viduality as man. I am no believer in the doctrine that each man or each woman is likea half-sphere, and that it takes the two to make a complete individuality.”
A truthful utterance of a noble man! Under the auspices of such philosophy Wom
an’s Rights and Hress Reform are likely to mean something, compared with that babble
which trips so flippantly from the tongues and pens of their advocates generally.
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Woman’s Rights in England.—-Over the sea, there is a deep and thorough movement
'em this question; its leading Quarterlies having articles devoted to its elucidation.
The
Edinburgh Keview for Jan. 1857, has an able article on “The Rights and Liabilities of
Husband and Wife,” and advocates such a change in the laws as shall place woman in a
position of pecuniary independence after marriage. Such men as Dickens and Lord Lyndhurst, such women as Mrs. Norton, Mrs. Jamieson, and Harriet Martineau, have writ
ten powerfully in favor of a change in the marital laws.
Our literary men, where are
they? Peering at Hebrew roots, and fossils, as though a defunct language or the age of
the world were so much more important than human welfare!
The time will come
when education will not deaden manhood, and scholars will live in the Present alive to
its duties and claims.

Of the movement in England, the Edinburgh Review says;—“It appears that during
the last Session upwards of seventy petitions with 24,000 signatures attached have been
presented to I arhament, complaining of the law of property as it affects married women;
and if such petitions are to be weighed a pondeee, non nttmero, it will be found that
attached comprize some of the most eminent thinkers of our day, and nearly
all the distinguished women who have made the present such a remarkable epoch of female literature.
In truth, it must be admitted that married women have received but scanty justice as
to rights of property under the law of England. * * * ^Ve may assume, therefore,
that society has pronounced in its most thoughtful and provident circles, in favor of a sep
arate interest m married women, to be called forth whenever occasion requires it.
The
question for the Legislature at the present day is. whether the law should not frame equally
provident provisions for those who have been too thoughtless, too helpless, or wholly unable to make them for themselves.”
B
~
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Varietists.—-A call has been made for the names and Post Office addresses of

those who believe that variety of sexual love may be right, or who are willing to recog
nize in fraternal relations those who do. All will be classed as Varietists who think the
human neart large enough to comprehend under right circumstances more than one sex
ual love at a time, whether they believe with Joseph Treat that material union should
be limited to the modicum necessary to the continuation of the species, or whether they
believe with James W. Towner that it has other uses. Many who accept this faith in all
sincerity, are yet averse to the registration of their names in the manner contemplated lest
by some means they be subjected to persecution at the hands of those who cannot under
stand them; but as affectional freedom leads directly to industrial co-operation, and can
not obtain to any considerable extent without it, it is the interest of all who desire such
freedom to become acquainted with each other; and we know of no better way than the
one proposed.
The List will be confidential, and sent in a sealed envelope.
Those to
whom this appeal is made, might, perhaps, in some instances procure names for the List,
by corresponding with such of their friends as accept the principle of Variety, or concede*
that chaste and conscientious persons may accept it even in their lives.
The names
should be so written as to distinguish the sexes, and sent as soon as possible, as we wish
to print the List by the 4th of July next. Nine or ten cents with each name, will be nec
essary to defray the expense of printing and sending the List.
The Truth Seeker in CouRT.--This paper has been very guilty of late, having cop
ied from this Journal, Lily White’s article on “Sexual Abuse in Marriage,” and published
several communications in reference to it. One of these from Massillon, 0., wrought up
the indignation of Fogydom to such an extent, that A. P. Bowman, one of its Publishers,
was arrested for violating the laws of the State of Indiana in publishing an obscene print.
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On the 18th of April the case was tried, five lawyers hotly contesting it for six hours, and
resulted in a verdict of “ISTot guilty.” So it is not treasonable crime in the State of In
diana, to expose the oppression of slave-wives. May it never be!
The Truth Seeker is battling sturdily for Free Thought and all human rights for all.
True, now and then, it publishes contributions that are too pointless, wild or befogged to
suit our taste, but that may not he the case with others. It is published weekly at An
gola, Steuben Co., Indiana, at $1.50 per year.
BErrors on the S. D. List.—The name Harriet N. Wright on the List of the Social
Democracy seems to be an error; it should be Harriet N, Walker.—G. M. Killgore,
Scottsville, Claiborne Parish, La., is very much surprised to find his name and that of J.
M. Killgore on the List. He thinks our doctrines subversive of the fundamental princi
ples of society, and he holds no belief in common with us. Our dissatisfied friend must
be informed that his name was sent us for insertion in that List by James M. Killgore,
one of the editors of the Hempstead Democrat, Arkansas, who requested an exchange
with the Social Revolutionist, and gave a favorable notice of the same in his paper. The
error we presume is to be found in this, that Gr. M. Killgore is not so intelligent and lib
eral a man as J. M. Killgore supposed him to be. This is as near as we can come at the
“sheer justice” of “striking said name from the List.”—A fellow by the name of J. Thorne,
Fox Lake, Wis., has written us a blackguard letter, in keeping with his character nodoubt, to inform us that he wants his name struck from the List.
This is not possible
now, and we are sorry for it, as we don’t like such company.—We learn from William
Denton that he has “no less than sixty-two names for the List of the Social Democracy
which are not on it.” We are very sorry for this, but the names never came to hand or
they would have been on the List.
Barnes’ Weekly Mediator —This paper is discussing Free Love pro and con.

The
is laboriously sustained by an egotistic young man by the name of Hudson Tuttle.
He is a medium, and when he commenced his series, he backed it up by the authority of
spirits; and when the series had advanced somewhat, he published a psychometric delin
eation of his own character, which gives him the credit of “huge reasoning powers,” and
a lofty style of mind generally.
This delineation was given, we presume, by himself(!)
__as it is fathered upon no one else—and taken in connection with the reference to spirits
and the air of the series generally, might be regarded as a specimen of spiritual and psy
chometric snobbery. Only think of it; Hudson Tuttle with his huge reasoning powers,
and the highest spirits of the celestial realms, all going dead against Free Love! If this
don’t make the genius of Freedom shriek, we don’t know what will.
The pro is sustained by the editor and his ablest contributors; and considering the
sacrifices and manly perseverance of its editor, and the variety and freedom of its articles,
we cannot but recommend the Mediator as worthy the patronage of those who love free
dom.
con

A Word More.—Just as we were going to> press, we received a small pamphlet con
taining a “Letter from Dr T. L. Kichols and Mrs. Mary S. Gove Kichols to their Iriends
and Co-workers, giving an Account of their Conversion to the Holy Catholic Church.”
Very similar to that from Dr. Kichols on another page, it is unconvincing, illogical, and
unbearable in its cant.
BThe Wrong Name.—The article in last Ho., entitled “Remarks on Spiritual Existence,r/
should have been credited, not to Alfred 0ridge, but tc W illiam A. Steers-.
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The Entire Front of Reform.—It is the design of this series, of articles to give only
the animus or philosophy of reform as a plea for integral education and social re-organi
zation.
The frame-work of facts, which go to illustrate or support the principles ad
vanced, cannot be given in so small a space as the subject is necessarily confined to in this
Journal.
The author hopes at some future time, to be able to rewrite the series, re-arrange, perhaps, to some extent, treat the several parts more in detail, and make a liberal
use of Facts bearing on the pivotal points of the philosophy evolved, so as to give the work
more popular fitness for publication in book-form.
But it is hoped that as it is, the se
ries will be interesting and useful to thinkers as suggestive of independent thought.
Articles for Next No.—The Social Revolutionist has not space enough to bring out
all the suggestive articles as fast as they are furnished. “The Harmonic Home,” “Gov
ernment and Freedom or Theism, and Atheism,” “What is, is,” and others which we
would like to have in this number are crowded out. An article of some length in reply
"to friend Overton’s article on Tests, will appear in next number; and also, the first chap
ters of a brief Serial, entitled “My Married Life,” being the conjugal history (written by
himself) of one who is now an ex-editor and the author of several works which are well
known by the students of mental science and progressive literature.
We have also “Chastity,” and “The Indigenous Races of the Earth,” on hand for re
view in next number.
What Is.—Some of our readers seem to question the accuracy of the statements in
this article of last month. We believe them to be literally true. We could have wished
that Justicia had spoken more gently of the offender, hut she is endowed with much in
tensity of feeling and she made the record as she must.
If these facts had been given
in a less romantic style, some who now question them, might not have done so.
Current Funds.—Friends ordering the Social Revolutionist or books, would oblige us
by sending Eastern or Ohio money, or gold dollars.
We have lost on remittances in
Western money this year.

A Little Late.—This No. of the Social Revolutionist has been delayed somewhat,
on account of matters connected with the getting of Nichols’ subscription list.

LITERARY

NOTICES.

THE MAGIC STAFF: a Minute and Thrilling Narrative of the Life and Experiences of Andrew
To he Published by Bela Marsh, 15 Franklin St.. Boston, Mass.

Jackson Davis.

From the Publisher’s Circular we learn that, “It will be a well-authenticated history
of his domestic, social, psychical, and literary career, beginning with his first memories,
and ascending step by step through every subsequent year up to the present period. Many
wonderful events connected with his psychological development will be published for the
first time in this work; and the secret of his extraordinary gift he revealed in a new'
and most satisfactory manner.
It will be a hook of great usefulness and importance to
parents and children, teachers and pupils, reformers, philosophers, and seers.
Indeed,
every class of readers wall rise from its perusal with better heart and nobler purpose.”
The volume will contain about 500 pages, 12mo, well hound, and embellished with two
steel engravings, likenesses of the Author and his wife, with other illustrations. It will
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be furnished to subscribers at 1.25, payable on delivery.
Any of our friends who may
wish to subscribe, should forward their names to us previous to the 10th of June.
How to Write.—The first of a Series of Hand-books for the People, just issued by
Fowler & Wells, to whom we are indebted for a copy. It is a clear, concise and valuable
Pocket Manual of Composition and Letter-Writing. Will be followed by, How to Talk;
How to Behave: and How to do Business.
Price, in paper 30 cents., muslin 50 cents: one dollar will pay for the Series. Address
Fowler & Wells, 308 Broadway, Hew York.
L. Scott & Go’s Re-publications.—W^ehave received since our last issue, the Lon
don Quarterly Review for Jan., 1857, and the North British Review for Feb., 1857.
The first is conservative in its character—its articles mainly historical and literary.
It contains, History and Antiquities of Northamptonshire: Ferns and their Portraits:
Homer and bis Successors in Epic Poetry: Rats: Salmon Fishing, Breeding, and Legis
lation: Lord Raglan: Life of Sir Charles Napier: Prospects Political and Financial.
The last has able articles on—The Employment of Women: Modern Style: Dr Kane’s
Arctic Explorations: The Trade in Opium: TJ. S. Politics: etc.
Tiffany’s Monthly is devoted to the investigation and elucidation of Spiritualism,
the .philosophy of Christianity, and the relations and duties of man. It is fearless, sear
ching, and radical. Price $1. per year. Address J. Tiffany, 553 Broadway, New York.
Blancharu’s Bulletin to Independent Thinkers. No. IIP, has a very readable
sermon under the title of “Somethingism vs. Nothingism,” as well as specimen pages of his
publications. Price two cents.
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Neither the renewals of former subscribers, nor the addition of new ones to the list,
are sufficient to justify a continuance of this publication.
Many may regret the discontinuance; whilst a few may regret that it was not brought
to a termination months or even years ago.
Its contents have doubtless been a source
of instruction and edification to many; yet the receipts falling, as they did, short of the
cost of publishing, rendered its continuance a burden which no wise person would long
endure.
To all who have forwarded their subscriptions to me direct, since the announcement in
the January No., I am personally responsible and shall comply with the promise given in
that announcement, as early as possible. Others will please recollect the settlement is be
tween themselves and Dr. Nichols. All who have sent subscriptions to me have ordered
the remaining chapters of Esperanza to be sent them in case the Journal failed—most of
them have added other books to the list, which they wished sent them in return for
their money.
All will please understand this, as the reason of what may to them appear like neglect
on m}^ part.
The remaining chapters of Esperanza are not all written, up to this date. I have the
promise of them all next week.
When I do get them, a little time will be required for
them to be printed and sent. A few of the other books ordered, and a few of the mail
able syringes, I am waiting to get also.
There shall be no needless delay, for a day or
an hour, (after all things are ready,) on the part of
Valentine Nicholson.

THE ENTIRE FRONT OF REFORM.
CHAPTER YI.
WOMAN’S RIGHTS AND THE DRESS REFORM.
THE' MEANS AND CONDITIONS OF WOMAN’S FREEDOM.

From a state of utter desolation has this world of ours risen through the various sta
ges of intermediate progress to its present state of teeming life and sentient enjoyment.
And just as surely, has the race of human beings risen by the slow process of progress
ive unfolding up to its present attainments in intellectual, moral, and esthetic culture.-—
This growth of the Race obtains by virtue of inherent forces in the human constitution,
which act whether the individual be conscious of their existence or not. It is a lesson
of history that the Race must pass through the several stages of its progress, before it
comes to realize to any considerable extent the progressive nature of its destiny. Ru
lers and agitators—men of action, and even men of thought, labor in behalf of progress
without intending it, and revolution advances often by their own acts when they put
forth their hands to stay it. x\nd even when there is a general conception of progressive
destiny, many—^almost all indeed, agitate in behalf of reforms, the ulterior tendencies
of which they little foresee.
In no department of reform is this more strikingly true,
than in that which aims at the enfranchisement and elevation of woman. We have wom
an’s rights’ advocates who believe in the plenary inspiration of the Bible, not seeming
to see that so far as they produce an impression that a woman is entitled to the rights of
a sovereign human individual, that so far do they invalidate the teachings of Paul respect
ing women and wives, and weaken blind credence in the Scriptures generally. Many
claim the right of suffrage for woman without seeing that this right is incompatible with
the essentia,! spirit of the marriage institution. There are advocates of the reform stylo
of dress for woman as necessary to greater physical freedom and improved health, who
do not in the least suspect that this freer style of dress is a protest against the slavery
of woman, and that the agitation respecting it is clearing the way for the utter abroga
tion of marriage slavery. It is thus that the radical revolution of a progressive destiny
is promoted by those who least intend it.
Only shrewd conservatives on the one hand,
and a few ultraists on the other—the one fearing and trembling, and the other rejoicing—■discern with clearness whitherward this drift of agitation is tending.
The more sensitive of women feel that there is something wrong-—they are conscious
VOL, m. NO. VI.
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that the chains of slavery are festering in their vitals; and for the most part, they refer
the wrong to legal disabilities, as though the removal of these would give woman access
to all her nature craves.
We are told that woman is not happy, because she is not
healthy, and she is not healthy because the style of her dress encumbers her form, pre
vents free action, and deranges the vital functions of her constitution. But her slavedress, her legal disabilities, and every shape of her degradation are traceable to a source
which lias beyond all legislative enactments and all conventional requirements.
This
source is no other than the lower manifestations of mind which belong to a lower plane
of human development. It is the savageism which still reclines in the lap of civilization
that retains woman in bondage.
Abrogate every law and every conventionalism which
crushes -woman, and the great mass of popular sovereigns, even in this enlightened land
of ours, would speedily enact similar laws and establish similar conventional forms.—
Abrogate by an unalterable decree all statutory law concerning woman, yet would she lx?
as completely fettered by conventional sanctions as by the combined machinations of des
potism now in vogue.
The degradation of woman is to be found in the undevelop
ment of man and woman—the degradation is inseparably connected with the want of
development; and the elevation of woman is to be sought in the means of educating both
sexes up to a higher plane of humanitary being.
So long as woman is ignorant of her
rights, and submissive without a murmur to general forms of oppression; and so long as
man is self-willed and despotic without the highest regard for justice, so long will wom
an suffer as a slave, whatever might be the style of her dress or the nature of the laws
It is true, however, that so long as men and women are on this lower
respecting her.
plane, so long will encumbering laws, customs, porsets, bustles, crinoline, and long skirts
exist as the outward signs of woman’s thralldom. Slavery, and its uniform and banner,
must trail in' the dust together.
Man possesses superior physical power, practical intellect, and force of will; he subdues
woman, enslaves her; and man will do this wrong fill he is elevated above it. Hence to
think of elevating woman by appealing directly to her, to the neglect of man, is folly. And
it is equally a fallacy, to claim that man can be elevated without at the same time elevating
woman. The two must ascend or sink together. Man wants companionship; he has a
sphere which he wishes woman to occupy, a use to put her to, and he educates and molds
her for that companionship, that sphere, that use. He does this by virtue of the super
ior potency of his individualism-—he rules because he is the most powerful. A^s man has
risen in refinement and culture, so has woman risen in the scale of her womanhood.—The destiny of the sexes, whether of improvement or degeneracy, cannot be separated.
Some even go so far as to say that ages of degradation have entailed congenital inferior
ity upon woman, whilst ages of more exalting activities for man have given him congen
ital superiority.
This is a superficiality so palpable that it may be readily disposed of.
The same woman is the mother of both sons and daughters, and the same man is the
father of both sons and daughters; hence the sons must inherit this presumed inferiority
from the mother, and the daughters this presumed superiority from the father.
The
daughter inherits the peculiarities of the father as well as of the mother, and the son in
herits the peculiarities of the mother as well as of the father; consequently, one sex can
have no congenital advantages over the other possessing a class-designation sufficiently
marked to found an argument on. The differences as to advantages which obtain between
the sexes must be educational; and these do exist, but they rarely, if ever, begin to affect
the individual till after he or she has passed the period of infancy.
But as the mother
under existing social arrangements, and as woman under any .social economy would be
likely to have most to do with the early education of both sexes, so it must be obvious,
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that far more than the superior culture of man possibly can, must the superior culture
of woman operate directly for good upon the susceptible minds of the rising generation.
Amongst the ruder peoples of the earth woman is a direct, outright slave. The boor
yokes up his wife with his cow and makes them draw his cart; the savage imposes the
severest drudgery of out-door labor upon his squaw; and they do these things directly
and as a matter of course; hut not so with the accomplished eivilizee. He buys woman's
slavery—at a small price it is true, but he pays for it, nevertheless, by a thousand trivial
attentions and civilities which do not cost much even in the aggregate. He does not put,her
in harness or compel her to raise his corn and tobacco, but he enslaves her just as surely, nev
ertheless. He enslaves her, body and soul,—in the most exalted functions of her wom
an’s nature, and the most tender sensibilities of her woman’s heart. She may love with
the sweetness, fervor, and purity of an angel, hut she dare not make a declaration of the
same, or in any way betray it other than in the narrow channel which conventional forms
leave open for the activities of her loving nature, or society brands her with infamy. As
a girl of ten or twelve, she is rather free to be natural and joyous in her girl’s sphere, to
love and to be beloved; but once she has passed the line of puberty, the grossness and
selfishness of men have framed laws, written and unwritten, which wither up her soul
with the blight of their despotism.
That she is a woman she cannot be free and noble,
and true to herself, hut must live a hypocrite, cringing and servile. She must check the
warm gushings of her heart, and affect indifference where she loves most. By the sen
sitive tentacula of her woman’s nature she may have felt out who could make her hap
py in the most intimate relations of life, but she must not reveal the honest and inmost
sentiments of her heart. Such is the prudery with which she is “cribbed, cabined, and
confined,” and such the restraint which the “lords” impose on each other, that there is
little chance for the affectional affinities to find each other in the narrow orbit of “conju
gal relations”—she misses, and her heart goes bleeding all through life.
With right
views of affectional law and right relations in freedom, the body would go only with the
soul, but in this great despotism which now obtains, the body must be given up an un
willing sacrifice where the vile possession is revolting to all that is sweet and lovely and
pure in woman. Under existing conditions she is cut off from industrial independence;
her soul is too gentle and tender to grapple with the selfish antagonisms of civilized life,
and so she must have a “protector”—just one brave man to protect her against all the
rest. And she must surrender up her individuality at the hymenial altar and merge her
existence into his in all the dearest concerns of life;—and this is the price she pays for
protection!
She has now a master, who may use he? for the adornment of his parlor
and the gratification of his lusts, and she has no remedy in any social or civil law of the
age.
Society deprives her of the means of personal independence, and of the power to
live a woman’s life in freedom, and it thus literally drives her into the embrace of a man
who thus becomes her master, and may lavish his spleen or his lusts upon her to the ex
tent of any brutish demand, with impunity. By the very constitution and spirit of soci
ety, her bread, her honor, her children, her happiness, are all in his custody, and it is easy
for him to keep the letter of the law, and yet outrage every sensibility of her nature
through the loathsome privileges of this irresponsible guardianship. Thus are soul and
body cheated, enslaved, wronged, and outraged under existing conditions, and that to an
extent which is little conceived of. Slavery culminates in this great bondage of woman;
it sears the finer sensibilities of her nature, and damns more effectually than any slavery
on God’s footstool.
Chattel slaves are often happy and some enjoy much, and the
same is true of marriage slaves, but the system gives the power to curse and torture; and
it is a despotism which is doomed.
A greater achievement of reform than this world
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has ever yet witnessed, will be the redemption of woman from the gyves of this exquis
ite bondage. But ere this deliverance comes, there are certain specific means to be used,
and certain specific conditions to be established, and it is meet that we inquire something
respecting these.
There is no hope for woman, but in the integrity of her individuality. Two conditions
of woman’s personal independence are the following; 1. Some industrial pursuit of her
own, b)r which she can earn her living, and not be dependent upon any man for it.—•
This implies as free access to the soil as man has, not indirectly through his ownership
and labor, but directly, through a right of possession equally valid with his.
2. A
room and bed of her own, sacred to her individuality, to be shared with her friends and
loves according to her own sovereign pleasure.
Every human individual has an inner
sanctum which no one has any right to invade, and'this inner sanctum should have its
corresponding outward form, its sacred home, its room by day and its couch by night. I
know that I here step upon forbidden ground, but I hold these to be the conditions of
sovereign womanhood, and I am aware that every truth which has wrought out great re
sults amongst men, was first assailed with curses and stones.
Unless dependence and
submission be the natural condition of woman, how can she be true to herself, when she
depends upon another for the means of subsistence, when she has no room but his to oc
cupy, and no bed but his to recline upon? As long as she continues to be thus depend
ent, and allows herself to be yoked to a man for life, or even for a year or an hour, his
stronger power of volition will dominate her, and she will be compelled to do his behests
and administer to his lusts according to the measure of his demands, whether that be great
or small. All slaves arc the subjects of espionage, and especially is this the case with
woman. The selfish, leering eye of lust is fixed steadily on its legal possession, and wom
an is not the master of her own soul. She can only be free to guard her own purity, and
cherish her own happiness, when she has at command the means of self-support, and re
serves as a sacred and inalienable right the liberty of choosing at all times who her com
panions, either in business, friendship, or love, shall be.
All subsistence must be gained from the soil, and whoever is cut off from the use of it,
is a slave; if therefore, woman is to be a sovereign individual to live her own life free
from the surveillance of a conjugal master, she must be able to command her subsistence
of the soil.
If she can approach it only by tiie gracious pleasure of her legal lord, her
serfdom is manifest. But even if she owns a lot of ground in fee simple, she cannot set
up an isolate household of her own, and single-handed lay the soil under tribute for her
subsistence. How then, shall she fix herself directly upon the soil under circumstances
which will enable her to live the love-life of a woman? Simply, by industrial co-opera
tion in a group or groups of peers drawn and held together by affinities of taste and
life-purposes. Thus allied upon the soil with her affinities of both sexes, and provided
by co-operative effort with a variety of paying industries, she would combine in actual
life the conditions of her individual sovereignty and of the entire satisfaction of her es
thetic, intellectual, and affectionai nature.
“But this,” says an objector, “is not practicable; the mass of people are not prepared for
It.” Very true. The great mass of men want women to be the slaves of drudgery and
lust for them, and the great mass of women aspire to nothing higher than this slavery.
There are an abundance of women tolerably intelligent, after a fashion, who will boast
of their craven submission to the requirements of an institution which sanctifies the ser'vility of woman.
Those who glory in the deprivation of rights are not, of course, pre
pared to enjoy them. Few, indeed, are yet prepared to demand their rights, and fewer
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still to establish the conditions which are absolutely indispensable to the fruition of the
same.
But if the destiny of the Race is one of progress, there must be epochs which
are marked by the seemingly insignificant initiatory of transition from one discrete de
gree of progress to another.
The growth of the Race is slow, and all radical changes
must be effected by constant, patient, hopeful endeavor; a beginning must be made, the
first step must be taken.
Whatever may be thought of the practicability of the conditions here contended for,
I am well assured for one, that until the selfish, isolated, exclusive family is superseded
by the fraternal and co-operative brotherhood, woman can never achieve her independence.
The rights, which woman wants most are not political, but social rights. Give her the right
of suffrage, and retain the existing system of marriage in its integrity, with its inevitable
appurtenances, and what has woman gained? The various sects are now a source of do
mestic discord, the wife often favoring one hostile denomination, the husband another. Oth
er sources of disagreement and discord are, the place they shall live in, the style of their
house, furniture, etc. This copartnership, under ordinary circumstances, indissoluble, is
one of such intimate relations that occasions are constantly arising which develop practical
differences of opinion in which one party or the other must yield of necessity, or main
tain perpetual discord.
Grant woman the right of suffrage, and where there is force enough in the wife to maintain a political sentiment at variance with that of her husband,
there will be another source of inharmony. Their domestic copartnership is a unity which
requires unity in the management of its affairs. It is an institution which does not rec
ognize the free action of conflicting wills; and when the excitement of a great political
campaign develops practical purposes at variance with each other, there is outragedone to
the institution itself: for if. the weaker will may thus do its own behests in the political
sphere, then why be compelled to succumb in the domestic sphei-e? The occasion for such
mischievous inferences would not, of course, arise .in cases where the husband and wife
are allied with the same part}r; but the proposition to confer upon woman the elective
franchise does not presume such conjugal oneness in the political sphere, but is based up
on the distinct individuality of the wife—upon her indefeasible right to entertain politi
cal sentiments at variance with those of her husband, and to neutralize his political action
by her own, if it be her sovereign pleasure so to do. If men and women, husbands and
wives, believed their interests to be one, and had always acted in concert for the same ends?
there never would have been any agitation respecting Woman’s Rights. The very con
ception of this reform rests, not upon the practical oneness of husband and wife, but up
on their practical antagonism. This proposition may startle, but if I have any clear
conception of this movement at all, it certainly is based upon the presumption of practical
discordance.
It will not set aside this view of the subject to say that man’s interests
and woman’s are essentially the same, and cannot be disconnected.
I admit that their
interests are essentially the same, but I deny that men and women have sought unselfishly
and consistently to promote their real interests; since if they had, woman would have
had no grievances to redress by a movement set on foot for that specific purpose. This
particular phase of the question is not one of essentials, but of practicals, not one of ab
solute truth, but of actual fact, not what ought to be done, but of what is done. Even
the men and women of civilization are yet on the plane of social slavery; the stronger
subjects the weaker, and Woman’s Rights is a protest against this practical slavery, and
it recognizes the right of the “wife,” to splinter political and social lances with her “lord.”
The Very purpose of it is to organize the subjects of oppression, so as to enable them
more successfully to resist the wrongs imposed upon them by their oppressors.
Hence
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oao ot the immediate results of making woman the political equal of man will be to devel
op still more those conjugal discordances which already desecrate the hearth-atones of
so many homes in civilization.
But the right of suffrage is contemplated by this reform rather as a means than as an
end.
It is claimed that the wife has rights as a human individual, one of which is that
sae should be allowed to prosecute a business of her own choice, upon her own responsi
bility.
But even if she were permitted to do this on equal terms with man, how many
women in marriage would the privilege benefit the worth of a straw?
This divine in
stitution of marriage is a jealous despot bound at all hazards to maintain its integrity.—
The very essence of it is the subjection of one woman by one man for life, and the relation
which the institution sanctifies is incompatible with the individual rights of woman. She
must promise to “love, honor, and obey;” which being practically interpreted means, that
she must wait his pleasure by day, and pander to his lusts at night. Millions in this civ
ilization of ours have found it to be just so; millions, whose hearts have bounded at the
hymemal altar witn the bliss of a conjugal paradise dancing and sparkling in all the bril
liant hallucinations of virginal fancy, have been aroused from this elysian dream, alas,
with blanched cheek and sinking heart, ruthlessly debauched, and slaved to despair!*—
“Honor, and obey!” Just think of it! A woman pleads for the rights of an individual,
and forthwith promises to obey one man for life!
What has such a woman to do with
the right of suffrage or with independent business rights? I know that some of our lib
eral women marry under protest, but most of them go to the altar like lambs to the
slaughter, and utter not a word but the servile and absurd promise to “love, honor, and
obey!” But suppose the obnoxious words are omitted from the ceremony, or “the mar
riage bonds solemnized” under protest; still the spirit of the institution is the same; being
the submission of one man and one woman to the imposition of one yoke which is designed
to make one of the twain. Thus yoke-mated in an exclusive relation and set apart in an
isolated household, there cannot be individual sovereignty for more than one of them._
The best that can be is a dual sovereignty with more or less submission on the part of one
or the other, or both.
Hence the practical absurdity of giving the pair more than one
vote, or of giving each the power to establish a business independent of the other.
If the husband rule his household with supreme power, then is there no consistency
in giving his wife the right of suffrage, or any privilege independent of him. If the hus
band and wife are equal, and yet affinitize so perfectly that the wills of both merge into
one, then is there no consistency in giving the right of suffrage or any separate privilege
to the wife.
It would not change results to give the pair two votes instead of one, and
a unity of will and purpose cannot recognize separata business interests. Since the claim
of political and business rights for the wife is founded on the presumption that the wife
may vote one way and the husband another, that she may follow one occupation and he
another, that they may vote in opposition and compete in business, and thus become the
political and industrial antagonists of each other; then by what process of reason or
common sense, can we reconcile Woman’s Rights with the institution which yokes one
man with one woman in an exclusive union for-life, and places them in the isolated home
whose affairs, though diversified and complicated, are necessarily & unit, in the manage
ment and prosecution of which the two wills must be bruised into one, either by com
promise or the subjection of the weaker.
Marriage never contemplated the individual
sovereignty of the wife and the equality of the parties; it presumes the husband and wife
* See article “Enslaved Wives and Mean Husbands,” in N. Y. Tribune, March 14th, 1857. Also,
Sooial Revolutionist, Yol. II., page 137, and Vol. III., pages 28, 84, 139, otc.
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to bo one, of which unity the husband is the head; and the present constitution of society,
and the great body of the laws respecting conjugal relations are based upon this presump
tion.* Establish the individuality of woman and the equality of husband and wife, and
you have subverted marriage and revolutionized the existing order of society.
“The
husband and wife, self-sovereign and equal in marriage” is a proposition which stultifies
itself. The subjects of a despotism cannot be sovereign.
Woman is regarded in existing society as an appendage of man, the principal use of
which is to present him with a baby as often as possible. She is a domestic that has a
use. Caring for the household and the babies absorbs all the time of the great body of
American women; and what would be the use of an independent occupation for such?
Country women generally, with their practical good sense, see that Woman’s Rights has
nothing directly for them. Their hands are full of domestic drudgery, and this drudgery
is a necessity of their present social relations—relations which they are taught to regard
as inevitable and “divine”; and hence, they have no faith in Woman’s Rights. Is it not
manifest that the business rights now claimed for woman, can benefit only the privileged
few, whilst the great mass of women would still be the victims of drudgery and care
which necessarily belong to the isolate household. Hence, without co-operation to relieve
her of these engrossing responsibilities, there can be no industrial independence for woman.
Thousands of women in the U. S., who know more of our political institutions than
most men who vote, scout the idea of extending the elective franchise to themselves. If
a law is proposed for the benefit of married women, some little majority defeats it, or some
obnoxious feature is incorporated which nullifies the new grant of rights.f All this is the
struggle of existing social despotism to maintain its integrity.
There is a general con
sciousness of the incompatibility of Woman’s Rights with existing social institutions, and
as these institutions are generally believed to be of divine ordination, the reformatory
movement under review has a combination of powerful interests to contend with.
But
* Marriage deprives the widowed mother of the guardianship of her orphaned children. Such is
the law. Also, “marriage shall operate as an extinguishment of the widow’s authority as executrix,
and the other executor or administrator, or should there be no other, the Court must appoint one, who
may proceed and discharge tho trust, as if she were dead.” In the eyes of the law, a married wom
an is civilly dead, and this is the only condition for her that comports with the spirit of tho marriage
institution. Conservative legislation takes care of this thing.
The following is from the North British Review for February 1857, page 184.—“But we train girls
only to be useless. We bring them up with the assumption that they may marry; and that then there
will be an end of them. They will be absorbed into the man and become ‘non-existent.’
This is
the great cardinal error of our system. High and low, it is all the same. Instead of educating ev
ery girl as though she wore born to be an independent, self-supporting member of society, we educate
her to become a mere dependent, a hanger-on, or as the law delicately phrases it, a chattel.”
f A Bill submitting the question of woman’s' suffrage to a vote of the people passed the Lower
House of the Wisconsin Legislature last winter, but was defeated in the Senate.
A Bill to define
and secure the rights of married women, was before the last Session of the Ohio Legislature. Sec.
4th permits any married woman to carry on any kind of business in her separate name and on her
separate account, using her own capital and taking the responsibility upon herself; but with this in
solent proviso, “That before any married woman shall be entitled to the benefits provided by this section
of this act, she shall subscribe, in the presence of two attesting witnesses, acknowledge before a justioe
of the peace or a notary public, file with the recorder of the county where the business is to be car
ried on, and publish in some newspaper printed in such county, if there he one, and if there be none,
then in some newspaper in general circulation in such county, for.six consecutive weeks, a certificate
setting forth: 1. That she is a married woman; 2. The name of her husband; 3. The kind of busi
ness she proposes to carry on; 4. The place where it is to be carried on; 5. That the certificate ia
made to entitle her to the benefits of this section of this act.” To be recorded, etc., etc.
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the agitation will no doubt continue till the rights demanded are in some instances secured
by legal enactment. That the effect of these rights, thus secured to woman, will be, not to
allay the discontent which now exists, but to develop still more the discordances of exist-'
ing social relations, so I expect far greater results of a social than political character, from
the enfranchisement of woman. She will effect little by direct legislation, but every at
tempt to avail herself of her business rights, and every exercise of the right of suffragewill develop still greater dissatisfaction with certain existing social institutions, and at
length create a necessity for the eventual reorganization of society.
It is well for worn-an to have a voice in legislation, but not by this means will she remove the wrongs she
suffers. They lie too deep for legislation to touch them; and she must rise above the so
cial plane to which they belong. So we may let her vote and lighten the burden of her
dress, and Still not bring health and freedom to woman.
Whilst she is confined to the
isolated household and subject to its petty tyrannies and perplexities, it is not likely that
her cheek will bloom with beauty or her heart pulsate with the buoyancy of health and
happiness. But though woman’s redemption has a deeper significance than the abrogation
of legal disabilities and the excision of cumbrous skirts; yet the agitation of Woman’s
Rights and Dress Reform which is now going on, must be had before there can be any
general preparation for a more searching and radical reform. The more superficial work
does not alarm, and there are thousands engaged in it who wot little or nothing of the
goal they are driving to; but these will do their work and pass from the stage, whilst oth
ers, who see a step farther, will take their place and achieve yet another victory.
But
the full consummation and glory of woman’s freedom in harmony and happiness cannot
obtain, but in the abolition of marriage slavery and the installation of her individual sov
ereignty through the appliances of industrial co-operation.
I believe in the Reform style of dress for woman, and I rejoice that there are some
brave enough to wear it. I believe in the political enfranchisement of woman, and when
ever I can assist this work in my humble way, I shall cheerfully do so. When I believed
in the “eternal union” which was presumed to make one flesh of one man and one wom
an, I could not see any consistency in “Woman’s Rights;” but the case is different now that
I believe in the eternal freedom and individual sovereignty of woman-—rights she should
never immolate on the altar of any institution.
The movement of Woman’s Rights aims at the emancipation of woman; and so I have
said nothing of the slavery of man.
The social slavery to which woman is subject, is
more than any other a mutual slavery in which man and woman reciprocally tyrannize
over each other. Within the range of my personal knowledge, there are quite as many
men as women who suffer deprivation in their social nature.
Man as well as woman is
suffering intensely from social wrong—man who is “the head of the woman,” who wields
the elective franchise, and rules peerless in the political realm—man with all the prerog
atives of his turgid lordship, is crushed to earth, body and soul, by the tyrannies of his
own creation. Hence, the utter folly of thinking to arm woman with all her rights and
make her happy, by letting her vote, giving her separate interests, the guardianship of
children etc.
As it is social wrong that crushes woman most, so must her redemption
be social rather than political.
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By D. HITCHINQS.

I see before me a male; a spare person, with, rather dark hair, and complexion; ahead
high and long, and wanting in vitality, and nutrition.
This person has great tenacity
of life; a great deal of nerve and sinew; great excitability, sensitiveness and intensity of
feeling. If he had physical power, equal to his mental, he would be a mighty lever, to
turn the world of mind. 1 feel great action of the front and top-head „ There is great
versatility of mental power. The intellect has been greatly cultivated, under great dis
couragements, trials, and obstacles. The attractions and repulsions are very strong. I
feel great firmness of purpose, and sense of right and honor. I feel both proud and hum
ble.
I feel despondent, and unsettled, as to what course to pursue, to accomplish my
object. I feel greatly interested in social reform.
I feel a strong desire, to do much to
relieve woman from social bondage. I feel lonely, sad, and gloomy. I want the love and
sympathy of women in freedom. i feel great interest in the love-relations of men and
women. I feel great fullness in Benevolence and the middle top-head. I am pulled in
many directions. I feel pent up. I want more scope and freedom of action. I want to
progress onward and upward. Excelsior, is my motto.
There is very strong religious
feeling, and much of the devotional and spiritual. I feel intense action of the social and
domestic group, in the left hemisphere. This person is multum in parvo. I feel cautious
and restrained. I want to soar away into the region of the ideal and spiritual. I feel
my imagination greatly excited.
I want to break away from dull earth and matter-offact, and fly to spirit realms. I feel anxious and restless, I feel deep repentance and hu
mility. I want to be good and harmonious. I feel great moral ambition.”
Note.—The above was given through Mr. II., by placing some of my phonographic
manuscript upon his forehead, he being ignorant of its author.
h. c.

“WHAT

IS

CON J U G ADIT YU"

BY JOSEPH TREAT.

Dear Sunderland: I am a destroyer. People think me a fell one; but you do not. for
you know me better. But let not our old friendship be disturbed, if I sweep away your
whole family of “life-relations” at a breath.

First of all, a man is himself; and he looks at all things from the stand-point of him
self—-his self-hood is his very existence.
Then, next, when he opens his eyes on the
world, he sees others just like himself, and sees nothing more—sees only the one great
Brotherhood of his Kind. If one of these is his father, or mother; his brother, or sister;
his son, or daughter; still that makes no difference—there is yet only that one perfect
Brotherhood.
All men are men: his father is a man, his mother is a man, his sister is a
man, his child is a man; he is one man, and they are other men. So there is but ONE“liferelation”—brotherhood!
But, now, Sex steps in; and makes half these men still more brother to him. Woman,
is nearer to him than man; she can be to him what man cannot; she is still more truly
and utterly his other self. And then Sex, simply heightens, and perfects, brotherhood!
Then, next, love comes in, (or his particular sex-attraction,) and ones him more yet
with some body, or some bodies: in other words, makes somebody only the more yet
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brother to him—more a part of himself, than even the rest of the sex. Love simply
heightens still higher, and perfects still more perfectly, brotherhood!
And now, last of all, he may perhaps grow to a pivotal love; and then that Love, com
pletes him beyond all else—makes himself and another, one more than all others—broth
ers him to the utmost. He, becomes to her, the brother of brothers; and she to him, the
sister of sisters. Pivotal Love, (where it exists,) raises the “life-relation” to its acme-—is
the full and final involution of brotherhood!
Ready, then, for the “Conjugal Relation.” There is none! The above is all. There
is no more, even, any where, than this only brotherhood. Pivotal Love, is not “Con
jugal” Love; for it is free! “Conjugality,” is slavery; the very word means a yoke!
Now for your two questions.
“May somebody else love my mother, wife, sister, or
daughter, without my consent—when I shall have to bear the cost?” Yes: for it takes
only two to make the bargain of love; and then the third person, even if it is yourself,
can have leave to stand aside?
It isn’t at your cost; but if you make it so, why, then,
bear it!
“But may he practice sexual commerce with her?” That, too, is their business; but
if you make it yours, why, then as before, bear it!
You must. I do, though I hate
their commerce.

THE SOVEREIGNTY OF EACH INDIVIDUAL TO BE EXERCISED
AT HIS OR HER OWN
COST.

BY P. I. BLACKER.
In order to understand this principle of Equitable Commerce, it becomes necessary that
we discriminate between the cost which is entailed or inflicted upon us, by and through
the institutions and education of the past, and that which we unjustly inflict, or put upon
others, or they upon us. If I am a Catholic, I must always remain one, as it would cause
pain and sorrow to all my relatives and friends in the faith, if I should change: therefore
if I allow that this is legitimate cost I can never advance, but must remain where I was
educated. Any change of a person’s religious views is always considered as throwing cost
on those of the creed which he has left. The same is true of politics. Under monarchial
institutions no person has a right to entertain and disseminate republican and democratic
ideas. Men who lived hundreds, and perhaps, thousands of years ago, assembled them
selves in ecclesiastical and political bodies and decreed, that such and such acts performed
under certain specified conditions, should be recognized as sacred, honorable, and virtuous:
while the same acts performed without acknowledging or compensating the authorities
which dispense and control these conditions, is impious, dishonorable, and vicious.
The priests and teachers of youth are all employed to impress and biologize the young
with these decrees. And thus they make what they call a conscience, which is nothing
but a biological influence, and if any person gets out of and beyond this influence, he
causes pain to those who are still under it; and if we allow this pain to be legitimate cost,
the polygamist of Turkey should never change; and we must allow that men of past gen
erations could do all our thinking and regulate all oui' social arrangements, and understand
our wants and needs, better than we can ourselves in the light of the nineteenth century.
My definition of cost is this; I have the right to do whatever I think will conduce to
my happiness, so long as by so doing I do not inflict personal violence or direct pecuniary
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cost on others. And I should like to have any one show how we are to enjoy social lib
erty, or progress in any direction, if this line of discrimination is not recognized.

IX>

WE

NEED

MARHIAGEP

BY MARY A. CHILTON.
Dear Friend:—! cannot be silent while the many who are of my class, for I one am of
the People, are accused of being more sensual and devilish than the class you represent—
the favored few. 1 deny that any essential truth can be comprehended by the few that can
not as readily be comprehended by the many. That the mystifications of so-called science,
philosophy, and theology are not understood by them I admit; but just as little do the
select few understand them. While the many fail to see any harmony in the theories of
men respecting God’s truths, they rarely fail to see the force of any appeal made directly
to themselves.
I know that the masses in their collective capacity constantly do things
from which any individual of the mass acting on his own responsibility would shrink; but
that is the fault of the leaders, the few who are supposed to be more highly favored of God.
The sun shines, and the unlearned feel and see perhaps more deeply than the learned. It
rains; do the common people fail to be gladdened by it or to receive its benefits, because
they are unlettered?
Does the peach taste bitter to the masses?
Is vinegar sweet to
them? Is friendship enmity to them: and dear love, know they nothing of that?
I know, if it were possible, the few would bottle up the air of Heaven and deal it out
to the masses at so much per measure as now they do the land, pretending that ignorant
people could not and would not, without their supervision breathe it wisely or well. I
know that the blessed sunlight would be appropriated because the eyes of the unlearned
were too gross to appreciate it.
A child of the people dies and the mother and father
grieve. Does it need learning to enable them to feel? A woman is outraged—does she
A man breaks his leg—does he escape
fail to sutler because she is one of the masses?
pain because he has not learned the arbitrary name given by men to the broken bone?__
A heart is bereaved, desolated, or broken—is it of no consequence because the sufferer
cannot express his desolation in flowery, grammatical phrase?
Ah, my friend, you assume too much when you say that God’s truth on whatever sub
ject is not for the people; especially when you deny them the truth of social relations, and
assert that the marriage of the present is good enough for them.
If because they are
ignorant they are undeserving of knowledge, because they suffer they should be deprived
of enjoyment, and because they are poor they should be despoiled and kept poor—if this
is the true social theory, then I do not read aright the intention of life.
To me the
state of ignorance shows its victim entitled to experience which confers knowledge, the
existence of suffering proves beyond cavil a capacity for enjoyment, and the prevalence
of poverty and want demands the supply of riches and plenty.
So I assert that no one
man or woman of the mass is too low, coarse, or sensual, for light, life, and love or on
account of lowness or grossness to be doomed to darkness and vice; nor do I imagine that
the masses need the enactments and the penalties of men to compel them to eat when
hungry, drink when thirsty, or love what is lovely. But I do know that after the chosen
few have made every effort to compel them to bow in devotion to standards of their erect
ing, nothing but terrifying them by cruelty can keep them even apparently reverential.
The God, in even poor men, will reject the imposed authority, and assert ever the inaliena
ble rights of men.
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You grant that I personally am worthy of an honest expression of love; hut I assert
that all of human kind by virtue of their relation to the spiritual and divine, are worthy
also.
I cannot conceive of a heart so corrupt that it can be deserving only of hypocrisy
and falseness in social relations.
If the masses do not accept and enjoy the truth which I accept and enjoy, it is for the
same reason that I did not in years past do so—-because the arrogant few determinedly
held their written law before my eyes, intercepting the light of the divine law—because
they insisted, and I almost began to believe, that I was totally depraved, while to them
had been vouchsafed saving grace which I could not comprehend until they had made a
solution and dilution of God’s word for me.
If I took a “leap in the dark,” and in the
despair of great suffering saw greater light, and found it good and life-giving, that does not
prove that life and happiness might not have been mine years sooner had I not been blind
folded by those self-righteous interpreters. I would not compel or enforce my code of mor
als or freedom on any one; but I say cut the cords, loose the bonds, break the manacles
which now hold the masses forcibly subservient to a false and infernal system—a sys
tem which compels so many thousand women to submit to the embraces and bear the
children of unhealthy, corrupt, and drunken men—compels them to become the mothers
of diseased and distorted children that are and must ever be a great grief to the helpless
mother.
Alas! my friend, the child born of a trusting, loving mother, though she be
deceived as regards the forms and ceremonies that make up the drapery of respectability,
is a much more harmonious creation than one can be, that is born in the blunted sensibil
ities and stupid indifferences of legal marriage. To me the prisons and poor-houses cry
out in tones of thunder, demanding to have this abuse remedied, praying that no morechildren be born expressly to come to such places of torment; and every grave-yard en
treats that legal marriage shall be superseded, as fast as possible.
And: will you answer that legal marriage is good enough for the people now?
Will
you say that a false religion and the teachers thereof are good enough for the people, and
that the young and unsuspecting should still, as heretofore, be advised and induced to mar
ry from prudential motives, for home, position, wealth, or will you with me advocate those
principles of freedom which convince the people, that in friendship or love, as in commer
cial relations, honesty is the best policy, and that meaningless words and pretended affec
tion, however much it may simulate the real, never can pass current with the most unde
veloped men and women, or secure the happiness that springs from genuine love.
New Yoke, Jan., 1857.

THE

PHILOSOPHY

OF

PROGRESS.

BY JENNIE G. ADAMS.

Harmony is the world’s watch-word, and all are striving after it, though many are un
conscious of their aim: but no matter, Progression will finally open their eyes to the great
fact. Endless discussions fill our Reform Journals concerning the best ways and means
to obtain this harmony, and I am much inclined to think each person’s way is the best.
"We are very fond of cramming our theories down other folks’ throats, instead of simply
giving them what facts or principles we may have and allowing them to build their own
theories.
Because I have outlived the marriage institution, is no reason why I should
curse it and denounce it, rather than weep that the necessity for it exists. Yes, there is
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Si law of necessity in all men and women, who are bound by it, for this institution, and as
fast as they outgrow it they will free themselves from it. We are what we must be, and
nature is ever pushing us, to make us wise and harmonious; and if she pushes us through
the marriage rite, we may be sure that we shall be wiser men and women when we get
out. I condemn no man tor any wrong that he has done or may do, though I may con
demn the wrong, for is he not obliged to be what his organization has fitted him for? There
is no power that can make a saint out of a bad organization without requiring a great amount of training and discipline and many years of growth.
We must plant our feet
firmly on each round of the ladder of Progression, for \ve cannot overstep one. Now, I
feel that this same marriage ceremony has been, and still may be, to a great many persons
one of the rounds of the ladder that they cannot overstep, but must step firmly upon.—I rejoice with all souls who have got through it, and learned their lesson, though bitter
it may have been.
There is much happiness in the belief that all things that happen are for the best, and
that nature is ever making the best use of us she can. A philosopher will never be anx
ious about what he cannot help, and while he keeps his eyes fixed upon the eternal prin
ciples which control and govern all things, he will see the final results, but care little for
the means used to obtain them.
If we suffer, we are wont to make much ado about it,
and we urge the world to reform, instead of individually looking at our own case, and re
forming ourselves.
I care very little what others do, I must attend to myself, and see to it that I am a true
woman, or at least that I have that tendency. Agitation is the main-spring of reform;
hence, we are obliged to labor in the great field of humanity, and we well know what
crops wi!l grow from the seeds we plant. We must educate people before we condemn
them, and it seems to me to be the fundamental part of reform to teach people the way
to eat, dress, sleep, and even how to breathe. Ignorance is the great horned devil with
wnich we have to contend, but truth will overcome at last, and its grave shall be amid
the ruins of the churches.
In conclusion, I would sav7 to the suffering ones, you are at school now, and if yon are
apt scholars you will soon learn the Positive Philosophy of life, and then you can "hold in
your own hands the circumstances which have heretofore annoyed you.
Stand up on
your own feet, my sisters, and declare yourselves to be owners of yourselves, and if the
purse-strings are closed upon you, remember that though your wants are many, your
needs are but few, and you can earn all you need.
Better, even, die in freedom! than
live in bondage.
Charlestown, Mass., April 29, 1857.

A

FEW

THOU GUTS

ON

WOMAN’S

NEEDS.

BY C. SWEET TOWNER.

I desire much to see woman awakened from her mental torpor to a lively sense of her
condition, and the relations that she sustains, to those around her, to a full realization of
the injustice and wrong done her, by social and legal institutions; that she may arise in
strength and dignity of purpose, shake off the fetters that have so long bound her spirit
and well nigh crushed her to earth, and seek to occupy a more elevated position in tbo
social world.
The harriers that conventionalism has constructed around her, cramping
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her and leaving little room for growth and expansion, must be broken down. Her sphere
of action is so circumscribed, that the noblest faculties of her nature have lain dormant
for the want of opportunities to call them forth to action; consequently, she cannot, at
first, feel that firm reliance on her own strength which is necessary to sustain and carry
her through the opposition that she maybe compelled to meet. But if woman would b®
delivered from her thralldom, she must not sit down and expect it will be accomplished
by inactivity. Great achievements can be wrought, only by patient and unceasing toil.
She must have the elements of true nobility in her nature, or she will shrink from go
ing forth into the field of reform, as a brave champion in behalf of the oppressed and
down-trodden of her own sex, that are doomed to feel the crushing and blighting influ
ence of despotism in the form of legal marriage. This false superstructure has been her
prison-house; and long has she been a captive within its walls. If she would participate
in the blessed sunlight of liberty, she must hurl the shaft of destruction at its foundation,
and lay it in ruins.
She must dig deep to uproot this fatal Upas, which has grown and flourished from the
gathering moisture of her tears, till its deadly shades have excluded from her vision the
last ray of hope that had shone in upon her heart.
Oh what woe and suffering has not marriage brought woman! You can read it on the
pages of her past history—you can read it in the present. Wherever you turn, you may
see weeping woman, struggling beneath its oppressing yoke, and ever sighing ior ireedom
that can never be hers. Most gladly would she flee from her bondage, as doth the fugi
tive from chattel slavery. But if she have children and the husband refuses to yield his
claim to hers, she must bow to his decision; should she appeal to the law, it would afford
her no redress, because it would decide in his favor; it does not recognize her right to
claim that which by nature, belongs to her. The tie that binds her yearning heart to her
children cannot be severed; so there is no other alternative left her, but to remain and
sustain her unloving relations by passively submitting to all the requirements of a tyrant
—no matter how revolting the3r may be to her sensibilities, and how she is outraged in
the most sacred rights of her nature.
And thus must she toil on with her wearisome load, till death shall come like a wel
come visitant, to break those hateful bonds, and let her tried tried spirit go free. These
heart-sickening scenes, that are now so vividly portrayed on life’s canvas, are destined to
fade away, and be succeeded by those that are more beautiful—those that are painted in
living colors, and can never be effaced.
Already the rosy light of morn beams athwart
the eastern sky, heralding the dawn of a new era—it comes to woman as a harbinger of
good, and she hails it with joy, for it proclaims to the inhabitants of earth, that her redemp
tion is nigh.
Soon shall she attune her trembling lyre to the glorious notes of freedom; and its me
lodious strains shall greet the world, making glad many a lone and desolate heart. Yes,
“the good time” is surely coming, when woman will no longer be compelled to enter into
marriage bonds, for the sake of getting a home and a competence, d. he rigiu customs of
society will no longer force her into an alliance that is in every respect so repulsive to the
most interior feelings of her nature. Rather than be reduced to beggary, she sells her
self into slavery.
But when a different order of things is instituted, and society shall
award her for her labor in the same proportion as it does man, then will she be able to
rely on her own self-hood for support.
Then can she become noble, independent, selfsustaining, worthy to be loved and respected, and capable of living a life of greater pur
ity and harmony. This shall usher in the golden age of affectional freedom, when there
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shall be no unions, but those that result from the spontaneity of love—no owners, and
none to be owned; but each one as free to seek their affinities, as the particles of matter
that compose the great Universe—each being governed by the law of attraction.
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BY T. P. WRIGHT.

Patterson: Whilst writing to a friend the following thoughts flowed sponta
neously into my mind, and for the sake of a little variety from the plain, practical, and
somewhat dryly philosophical character of your paper, I send them for publication, if you
deem them worthy.
Friend

The social atmosphere, like the natural one at present, is rather chilling—89 degrees'
below zero last Sunday morning (Jan. 18th,) and ranging since from 18 to 28 below.—■
True, there is considerable theorizing in the one, and sunshine in the other; but the cold,
selfish, and whited-sepulcher condition of humanity, and the cold, snow-clad condition
of the earth, reflects it all hack; and the genial rays of the sun, and the warm, soul-in
spiring theories of the suns of humanity, seem to have no practical effect. And shall it
ever be so?
The great and all-saving principle of universal progression answers, no!—There will be aspring-time; and the seeds now locked in the ice-bound earth, will, by
the course of our planet, in the circle of its seasons, (being more directly presented to the
warm and vivifying influence of the sun,) be liberated from their bondage, and rejoicing
ly putting forth their roots and tendrils, clothe the now snow-clad earth with a mantle of
living green—their buds and blossoms bursting forth and gladdening the eye; the breezes
playing through the leaves and branches; and the warblings of the feathered songsters at
the opening beauty, and the flowing of liberated brooks and rills, will fill our ears with
a grateful anthem. Whilst our olfactory nerves will be fed to repletion by delicious odors;
our taste will be gratified with a rich profusion of fruits and vegetables. And the flow
er-carpeted earth, the trees and shrubs covered with soft and beautiful foliage, and even
the rocks and stones with their velvety moss, will afford ample gratification for the most
exquisite sense of touch. Thus the wants of our five physical senses will be all supplied.
And shall the spiritual essences, or radiations from these, starve or lack food? No! Shall
we not have a type of this in the mental world?
The spark of Divinity—the seeds of
eternally progressive Truth, sown in the organism of every human being, will by the con
tinued and persistent effort of the vanguard of humanity, be brought into a state of re
ceptivity for the direct influx of the constantly descending rays of Divine Intelligence and
Love.
The great spiritual sun, Truth, will shine upon them with its resplendent rays,
vivifying and fructifying the latent seeds, making them bud and blossom, and indue time,
bear fruit abundantly; filling the mental vision v/ith sights of love and beauty; the ear,
with songs of bliss and harmony; and all the spiritual senses, with a present fullness, and
and a certainty of a constantly increasing, progressive continuance of a heavenly unfold
ing. Yea: The Spring will surely come, with its buds and blossoms; the Summer
with its fruits and flowers; and Autumn with its ripened fullness. But the mental circle
of seasons, unlike the physical, shall know no Winter, except that which it experien
ces from reflection on the comparative degradation of the lowest developed of humanity.
For the difference in the degrees of human development will never be less than now; but
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this truth will have lost its sting from the certainty that in the universal order of pro*
gression, the lowest developed will sometime attain to the plane of the then highest,
and the word to all, will still be onwabd and upward.
West Union, Iowa, Jan. 31, 1857.
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It has been objected, that if matter retains its individuality, the whole Universe would
St last become spiritualized, and “There would not be any place to put so many.” This
is the most forcible argument against immortality, that I have heard. It has the appear
ance of philosophy. But let us see. It assumes that the Universe is either finite, or
that it is every where developed to the human sphere of formation. We shall agree that
the Universe is without limits; and whoever knows that the planetary system prevailsthroughout its whole extent, must have been an extensive traveller. Whether man's
sphere is co-extensive with the Universe, or not, the lower, we know, unfolds into the
higher; and so something does exist which is above man, and which we may call spirit.
Perhaps we may conclude that the spiritual and human spheres of existence are limited;
and hence, the Universe need not “run out.” But it is still objected, that this would make
the Universe imperfect. What if it does? It is self-evident that the Universe is imper
fect, else I, being a part of it, would be perfect also. A perfect whole could not be composed of Imperfect parts.
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BY WILLIAM A. STEER,E.

When, and where shall it be? Much vital energy has been expended in efforts to de
termine the most suitable location fora Harmonial Association. It does not yet seem to
have been discovered.
The principal cause of this failure, I attribute to deficiency in
degree and extent of harmonial development. Individuals differ much in their apprecia
tion of the integral or aggregate composition of a locality. These differences in taste and
judgment correspond to differences in organization or development, and thus exhibits the'
deficiency in concordant co-operative qualification. The true cause of the failure in find
ing the supply, is virtually the absence of the demand.
As leading attractive points, controlling the selection of a place, one wants cheap land,
another beautiful scenery;' one desires land in large quantities, another easy accessibility.
While one seeks peculiarities of climate, another must have certain business facilities
available.
When one is repelled by taxation, another is by slavery—one must be near
home, another will go a greater distance, etc., etc. Each sphere of development must,
therefore, select that which pleases itself.
Having given the subject some attention, and having travelled through different por
tions of the United States, I would like to give my views upon the practicalities of se
lecting the proper external conditions for the Harmonial home.
The great “valley of the Mississippi” extending from the Alfeghanies to the Rocky
Mountains, and from the great lakes to the Ghilf of Mexico, does not, in my apprehension,
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furnish complete natural conditions for a high harmonial development. This great valley
is but one vast river or rather lake bottom, prolific in the elements of vegetable and lower
animal life and growth, but too crude, fermentative, and unripe, to be the healthy resi
dence of highly developed beings. There is also a tame monotony in the soil, as well as
in scenery, which with other conditions produces impurities in air and water, bad roads,
and a poverty in the esthetic elements. Some observers, as John 0. Wattles and his cir
cle, have expressed their conviction, that the earth is diseased. Not accepting the idea of
disease in any sense of that term, I prefer the hypothesis, that this valley is geologically
too recent, immature and unfinished, to be suitable for the desired purposes.
Similar
qualities may be attributed very justly to its meteorological conditions, especially in some
parts. The terrible Northers, which prevail from Kansas to the Gulf of Mexico, are suffi
cient in themselves to expel Harmonists from the limits of their range.
A sense of these two grand deficiencies, induced an emigrant in Texas to exclaim, “God
never finished Texas.”
Thousands said “amen,” which echoed throughout the great val
ley A consciousness of something quite deficient, which called forth the above exclama
tion, induced the hypothesis of “disease,” and creates an almost universal yet indefinable
'Sense of incompleteness and poverty in the natural conditions of this valley, especially
among great numbers of those whose observation has been active and critical.
I believe the Harmonial home must be very near the ocean, in the midst of mountain
■scenery and influence, and a warm and uniform climate.
These conditions do not exist
in the United States, unless on the Pacific coast. In the New England States as well as
here, and farther north the winters are too long and cold. In other respects the Eastern
'States approximate most nearly the integral conditions. Retween Newport, R, I. and
New York city may be found many delightful situations.
The same may be found on
Ihe Hudson river. South of New York the Atlantic coast is low, level and shoaly, mo
notonous and unattractive, back nearly to the foot of the Blue Ridge.
For more than
one hundred miles west of Charleston S. C. there does not seem to be an undulation in
the surface exceeding twenty feet.
I can think of no place on the eastern borders of
Blue Ridge where a nearer approximate to integral conditions can be found, than in the
sphere of fifty or sixty miles around Harpers Ferry, Ya. I have passed near the Blue
Ridge from Georgia through S. Carolina, N. Carolina, and Virginia, and although there
is much that is inviting, its distance from the Ocean and the curse of slavery would very
much depreciate the locations. But it is my desire to assist in establishing conditions
which will enable a circle to which I may belong, to find, and possess, a more complete
ideal than this country affords, and I am turning my attention to the British West Indies.
I have had much conversation with a gentleman—a social reformer, who has lived several
months on the island of Jamaica.
His description of it encites me to further inquiry.
These islands are as accessible as Kansas and if they furnish the nearest approximation
to integral natural harmonic conditions, I think it becomes philosophers to regard them
lavorably.
I feel disposed to make some propositions to the Harmonic sphere, having
had some experience in various associational movements. I feel able and willing to fulfill
the requirements of a member of a very concordant, co-operative circle or group. Hav
ing commenced the formation of such a group which we call “Crystal,” we desire to become
known to progressives, in order that whoever among them may be attracted to us may
assist, participate in, and be assisted in living as true a life as our highest development
and the conditions of earth can afford. Excellent opportunities for commencing this work
are already offered, as will be seen in an article by Wm. Huddleston in the April No. of
•S. R. As soon as fifteen or twenty persons have made a trial of harmonial co-operation.
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which will warrant its prosperous and happy continuance, and this can be determined in
a year or too, I would be one to furnish from ten to twenty dollars which with a like sum
from others will enable a good observer to travel and examine carefully various localities.
This, with a proper and deliberate preparation, which might require one or two more years,
will enable the circle to plant itself on a spot possessing very complete adaptations and
conditions for living the desired life during the remainder of our stay in the earth-sphere.
Small points like this, Franklin Hill, together with Berlin Flights, Yellow Springs, Ri
sing Star, and indeed man}' others may be retained as preparatory depots for those who
do not desire to incur the hazard of going too far or committing themselves too much at
once.
I should be pleased to hear from any who feel an interest in these suggestions or prop
ositions.
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BY JAMES W. TOWNER.

In the S. R. for April is a letter from J. P. Davis, giving his experience in respect to
the “instability and non-performance,” by those interested in social experiments, of what
they themselves propose; and also, some remarks by John Patterson on the reasons for
this state of things. With both 1 am highly pleased. I think it a good plan to give to
each other our experiences in these matters, for they will afford us many suggestions as
to future methods and courses of action. But to come to the point. Socialists are change
able; they commit themselves at one time to a given project or plan, and soon change and
adopt some other. This is often discouraging to those who take the initiative in such ex»
periments; but these are, I think, as changeable as any others. And the fact that those
Who lead in these “movements,” that is, take the initiatory steps and conduct the busi
ness for the most part, do change their views, plans, and sometimes, to some extent, their
principles is one great reason why those who promise do not fulfill; why, those who speak
at one time of joining any particular “movement” fail to do so. And where such is the
case, there arises misunderstanding, and sometimes mutual crimination; because both
parties feel that there has been a want of integrity and honor.
Let me illustrate the fact of which I speak by a fewr quotations.
The pioneer of one
“movement” says at one time;—-“As to Free Love, I agree with you as to making it a
feature in the move. The principles we teach lead to Free Love. They are really Free
Love. None of them [those who join] know it until they find themselves landed in that
free, pure haven.” At another time he says; “Ours is not a Free Love movement. The
family is necessary and we do not propose to interfere with it; we must regard it as sacred.”
One of the pioneers of another movement says, at one time; “I would have but one
test — believe in freedom.
This must be absolute, unconditional, perfect.
I
would not grant freedom to monopolize love—in other words, believers in ‘duality’ could
not come in, only on condition that they run their own risks. The dualist may join and
he one with us, and we will not play the Pharisee, for he will not, and we will agree
that his ‘one love’ shall be eternal if attraction so wills, but if he finds his ‘connubial part
ner’ attracted to share her love with others, he must not complain. I am for individuality,
‘first, last, and always.’
As to the sexual embrace, it is not necessary that we agree, so
long as each is perfectly free to live his own life. There will be enough taking each view
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Tha fault I find with the Nichols is not that they go against
they require all who are ‘of them’ to see as they do on

THIS POINT.”

At another time he says; “Nothing is more important than that those who constitute
a nucleus should be right both theoretically and practically.
The love question—it is
very desirable, not to say indispensable, that we understand that alike.” Then be
goes on further to say, that the Association proper will be kept entirely clear of all who
have not outgrown marriage and mating in all their forms; that such will be welcomed
in coming and forming separate groups, and co-operated with as far as possible, but that
they cannot “join us;” those who are “of us must see as we do on this point.”
Another pioneer says, “We ask liberty—liberty of the person from all ownership, bon
dage, restraint or burthen; from all fraud and force; all despotisms of law, custom, or in
stitutions: of the mind from all arbitrary impositions of creeds, opinions, laws, or forms
of social or religious dogmatism—a true freedom, the right to do right—the right in each
case to be settled by the individual conscience of the person interested and not by any
general or arbitrary law.
A true society founded upon the principles of freedom must
not enter into arbitrary bonds. The greatest unity of action must consist with the most
entire individual liberty.”
Again; from the same source we are told, that “We are at one with none who do not
accept the same law and move forward in a pure and holy obedience.”
Again; “We
shall require of all the inmates of our home conformity to the civil law respecting mar
riage and paternity.” And again; “Memnonia will be provisionally a despotism. A des
potism may be the best of possible conditions; and where despotic power is exercised only
to protect and benefit, no one can complain of it.”
And still again; we are told of the
necessity of “discipline,” “probation,” “vestalates,” “consecrations,” “canons and pledges,”
“confession,” “penance,” and the next we know, the leaders of this “movement” are bap
tized into the “Holy Catholic Church.” A fitting finale to their conformity and despotism.
These quotations sufficiently illustrate my idea. When pioneers change and vacillate
in this way they must expect those who are looking to them will do so too. I would not
blame, or censure, or complain of them for changing, neither must they feel thus toward
those who give them encouragement and then fail to do as they promise. I think these fail
ures to come, arise mainly from this cau-e, combined with the tendency which pioneers
often manifest to extravagance in their representations. They go off with a great noise
in explosions of enthusiasm, magnifying the importance and character of their movement,
and the result is many are disappointed, and every one who is thus disappointed discour
ages many more. We should not blame others for these failures more than ourselves.—*
In our calculations respecting these experiments, we should leave a large margin for change
both in ourselves and others.

GOVERNMENT AND REFORM, OR THEISM AND ATEIEISM.

BY J. K. MOORE.

To govern means to control or regulate, and to govern power or force is necessary.
Therefore might has always been right with governments.
Governments a e an out
growth of Theism; Reform is the child of Atheism. Theism is the system of Slavery:
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Atheism is the system of Liberty, Peace, and Harmony.
Thus we have two systems
among men.
Theism asserts that matter was created out of nothing, and needs a “big God” apart
from matter to control it—God being self-existent. Atheism asserts that all matter is
eternal, self-existent; and acts from Necessity, and needs no governing.
Man fearing the physical manifestations of Nature, personified and worshipped them
because he feared the power he supposed to govern. Hence, in his undeveloped state he
became selfish from poverty. Thus came monopoly. And to protect his monopoly and
rascality arose governments—to protect the strong, never those who need protection.
God ruled by terror, poured out his wrath in storms and hurricanes.- Then to be “God
like,” man must rule as his supposed God did.
He must be tyrant and aristocrat, and
must lord it over all of the earth he could claim. Thus have we been God damned.—
“Holy wars” have drenched the world with blood. In their train have followed tyranny,
bigotry, aristocracy, selfishness, and poverty, with all their attendant filth and misery.
Priestcraft was a necessity of the system.
A yawning “hell” was, and is, kept open to
frighten the ignorant crowd into subserviency.
Some have yet to learn that religion is a system of fear, of cowardice, of slavery, of
death to the holiest aspirations within the soul. Many reformers are still lugging in a part
of heathenism, and putting God a little further off, by telling us that the world is partly
governed by natural law, and that science and kindness are better to reform the world
than implements of death. What an idea, to be forever prajung to the uisrchangeable!—What a waste of breath! Is it better than nothing?
To be and do are the all of life.
Happiness is the result to be obtained of the doing.
And the doing is the all with man. This is Atheism—to be happy! This the philos
ophy that does not teach to scourge a man for being born black or white, at the North or
South, short or tall, happy or sinful; it heals the sick, is kind to all, makes friends of its
enemies, by giving happiness to all. It tells us there are no punishments in Nature, and
that purity and goodness result from conditions of harmony. That greatness is in devel
opment. That freedom is a necessity of all development. So set your priests, doctors,
lawyers, mischief-makers, drones, and lechers of all kinds, at work.
Let your soldiers
till the soil. Open your prisons, let the oppressed, your God-isms have damned, go free.
Let your land and government gamblers try the hellish cells, and see how a dungeon would
reform them.

Now we see Theism was the father of kings, nobles, governments, laws, oppression, pov
erty, degradation, the gallows, the dungeon, religion, hell, and eternal damnation. "Thus
saith the Lord” was a divine right to murder and torture. Scenes of carnage, strife, lust,
and meanness, perpetuate themselves, as “Like excites like,” whether of the lower or
higher faculties.
Man, like a crystal spring, must “flow” to be pure.
Repress him by governments or
institutions, and he becomes pent-up like a volcano, or like the stream stagnates and be
comes infested with the most loathsome diseases.
Where is your remedy, Godite?—•
Would you damn the stream of life still more? Your system says yes! You would
cramp man into institutions. You would reform by force. You would shape the “head
to the hat.” Away! you poison humanity to cure! You are blind to all analogy.
The healing power is within. Mankind want freedom, and to be let alone. You
will have a flood, cries a Shanghai God!
Then let it come and sweep away your filth.
Nature is self-acting. It is a perfect spontaneity, a Necessity, a Fate. All things are rip©
in their time.
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Atheism is the system of attraction—of supply and demand. Godismis the claim 
system. Marriage is a branch. Atheism gives freedom of the affections,
to cleanse the social hell.
It says to the erring, “sin no more.”
It says to the world,
thy instincts, thy aspirations, thy attractions, are pure. They are the main-springs, the
fountains of life which bear us upward. Atheism would prevent, but never punish. It
would never be aggressive, only defensive. Now, bigot, conservative, what have you to
fear? Only that you can’t be scoundrels, monopolists, libertines, oppressors, aristocrats,
and perpetuate your vices. Farewell God.
Reformer! Hail the glorious day,
When Truth shall sweep old God away;
When Love all hearts and lands unite,
And Freedom all dark deeds shall right.
ing, forcing

Berlin Rights, O.

[I do not see that we gain anything in discarding Theism when we turn about and make
a God of Atheism.
To say that Atheism “heals the sick, is kind to all, makes friends
of its enemies, etc.,” is just as unphilosophical and untrue, as to refer these goods to dis
pensations of an arbitrary power in the Universe.
The difference between the author
of the above article, and the devotees of sect, is that they have one sort of a God, and he
has another. If Atheism never be aggressive, but the patron of all freedom, dispensing
all happiness, why did it not make a paradise of France when Tyranny and Atheism
leagued together, and in the name of Freedom, drenched the land in blood? To claim
that Atheism installs freedom and promotes development, is just as consistent as to say
that the Church has civilized mankind and promoted Science. The most advanced peo
ples are to be found where the Bible exists, therefore the Bible advanced them—sage con
clusion! The greatest freedom may subsist in connection with Atheism, therefore Athe
ism is the father of freedom—a conclusion just as sage as the other. If our friend will
define Theism to mean the preponderating influence of the lower sentiments in the human
mind; and Atheism to mean the preponderating influence of the higher sentiments, I shall
not object to his philosophy—but this definition is necessary. Theism, in any just sense
of the term according to present usage, was not the father of “kings, nobles, governments,
[arbitrary] laws, oppression, poverty, degradation, the gallows, dungeon, [idolatrous] re
ligion, hell, and eternal damnation;” but the arbitrary Theism of the past, the crude and
revolting ideas of the God amongst uncultivated peoples subsisted along with these things
as a co-ordinate product of the self-same cause; and an undeveloped state of the human
mind in which the lower faculties predominated, was the father of them all!
Develop
mankind to a plane upon which the higher faculties shall have control, and they will dis
pense with arbitrary Godism and all shapes of despotism co-existent therewith. “Theism”
grows outof “government” just as much as “government” grows out of “Theism;” and
“marriage” grows out of “Theism” no more than “Theism” grows out of “marriage.”—
A crude and undeveloped state of the human mind is the real source of all that is false
and despotic amongst men.
Our friend’s poetry seems to be rather more philosophical than his prose.
The body
of his article gives the credit of all good to Atheism; the stanza refers it to “love” and
“freedom,” activities belonging to our higher nature. J. p.]
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BY D. COLBURN BUSH.

There seems to be a general agitation amongst reformers on the subject of associatiom
All feel the necessity of co-operation. Some want to go West, the land is so much cheap
er and money can be made easier; some want to go here, beca.use it is healthier; some
there on account of good markets; and some elsewhere, because they can have fruit to
their liking.
All these things have weight, and should be duly considered; but minor
differences should not prevent us from uniting practically as well as theoretically, else in
striving for the greatest good, we lose the great good within our reach. Associationists are too few, for each to stand by himself expecting much good to come to him, thus
alone.
If their theory carried into practice can give the object sought, then why are
words the only show of its practicality?
We all know that with a large capital a greater, but perhaps not a better commence
ment can be made. If co-operation of several persons can produce more than the same
number could in isolation, then why work longer in isolation to accumulate money to co
operate with, when by combination now we can make it faster?
It is this thing of lo
cation that keeps us apart.
I do not claim that one location should be sought by all,
such a course would prevent the ver}r good we seek. Let those who own land in a favor
able spot, remain on it, work with both head and hands, persistently living the truths they
advocate, and though slowly, there surely will be added to them those whose life-purpo
ses are in harmony with their own.
If there is not something done soon, those now on the platform will feel that they are
too old to commence the work and their children must do it. Are their children being
properly trained to do it better than they? Will they carry out what their fathers failed
in doing for lack of faith and energy? Rather will they not go in an opposite direction?
It is on these very children’s account, that the work should not be delayed. Those who
now take hold of it will realize much, but the full fruition can come only to their children..
As the}r are now surrounded, those who come alter us will become vitiated by the influ
ences of the world, and in not having been led to adopt the life of which their parents
approved, maj1' soon abandon their principles.
We should seek not only to teach the
principles of harmony, but to carry them into practice, if we would redeem our children
by a living faith.
The elevation of mankind is necessary to a high degree of harmony and happiness.__
The attainment of this is by elevating woman—the mother. To do this she must be
relieved of much of the drudgery that is now crushing out her life by inches. The men
tal work necessary to rightly direct the varied and inquiring intellects of a family of chil
dren, the physical exertion that is required to minister to their wants, are all_aye, many
times more than the mother in justice to herself or them can accomplish.
When we
think of the thousand other cares, and the never-finished work for others she is often com
pelled to do, it is no wonder that she remains the thing she is, imbecile in intellect, a mere
apology in a ph}\sical sense, and spiritually anything but a woman. As long as she re
mains in isolation, she can never rise far above the place she now occupies. It is not pos
sible for her to do so; man with all his power cannot lift her to a level with himself. He
cannot as manhood, matures into age look with a satisfied heart on his sons aspiring and
attaining to great and noble things, or on his daughters and realize that in them he sees
himself reproduced, with intellects and hearts of which any father might be proud. Y*et
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he should he able to do this, and when woman can/occupy her true and natural positipn,
he can do it.
The first step of her advancement lies in the united efforts and co-operation of her sex,
and only in association can this be done. Numbers are required, so that order and sys
tem may obtain and give her a share of each day for rest and mental culture. Numbers
are also necessary, to give her such society as is everywhere demanded for true social en
joyment and intellectual improvement.
Not the society of the low-minded, cringing,
and subservient worldlings which everywhere surrounds us, but of those who are seeking
for, and dare live a true and pure life—whose whole nature revolts at the selfishness en
gendered and fostered by our present system of social life.
But it is not necessary to multiply words. The few hints I have given will be sufficient
for those aspiring for a more harmonic life, to realize that this matter should be met
promptly, but deliberately and wisely.

ROMANCE.

BY JUSTICIA.
Friend Patterson:—Reading the May No. of the S. R., I notice that some of your

readers question the accuracy of the statements in “What Is,” of the previous No.—*
and you term it “romantic in style” while giving assurance of its utter veracity.
There are two classes of persons who may doubt such statements;—one of dear, beau
tiful spirits, too good themselves to imagine such wrong in others, and who have ever been
surrounded with an atmosphere of harmony and love; not scrutinizing enough perhaps, to
detect what may be hidden so deep down, and cannot comprehend how such things are
possible. Another seem not to believe, lest perchance their own lives be bared and they
see their own image and life in the picture given them. They so know their own unhal
lowed life, that they wish to appear amazed to feign a virtue which they do not have. Let
doubters doubt on, let what must be, be: only hearken to the “facts” which woman brings,
and each search carefully the why, and the how, of redemption. When people remember
the olden adage “truth is stranger than fiction”, these truths may not appear so extrav
agant.
The world has yet to learn, perhaps, that facts in every-day life are more terribly “ro
mantic”, than anything so defined by lexicographers. I tell you it is not romance when
the dear love-life is so crushed; the beautiful dreams of a blessed home of holy happiness
in the charmed sphere of affection, all frightened away by the dead glare of civilization’s
sun-heat, and forever banished the sweet bliss an out-gushing spontaneity brings.
Con
ditions that place one being in the power of another, must necessarily cause such things
to be: must surely tend to tyranny, lust, rapine and murder.
As to giving the facts in “less romantic style”, I have only to say I gave them as they
were—out of the over-flowing fullness of my heart, and any “intensity of feeling” that
may have been apparent, I feel was but the natural result of speaking of one’s own parent
age, and the keen appreciation of the causes or conditions that should make such things
possible.
No pen can depict, nor words express, what a human soul can feel, under
circumstances such as I described to you.
Romance is tame, and imagination weak, to
the half-picture, “what is.”
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I.

“Like presentiments of danger,
Through the sky no shadow flings;
Or, that inner sense, still stranger,
Of unseen, unuttered things!
Is it.—0, can no one tell me—•
No one show sufficient cause,
Why our likings—and dislikings—
Have their own Instinctive Laws?”

My Dear Friend: As you h'ave requested it, I will now give you a short account of
my Married Life. Having myself, often been very much interested in reading the histo*
ries which different wives have given of their woes, caused by unequal marriages, it hasseemed to me, that half the story was not yet told, and could not be, until the husband
and father has been as fully heard. There are always two parties to these discords, and
both are entitled to add whatever justice may demand in order to make the picture per
fect.
The man is not without the woman, nor the woman without the man; male and
female are necessary to make one manhood.
Hence in all failures in the formation of
the Marriage Relation, the causes of those failures should be truthfully stated, in order ta
afford necessary instruction and warning to those who are to come after us.
And yet, my dear friend, how can I speak even to you, on such sacred matters of my
own inside heart, without some misgivings and more or less embarrassment? Sad and
cheerless has been the larger part of my married life; and for more than a quarter of a
century have I been compelled to shut up this crushing sense of loneliness within my
Having failed in the only attempt I was ever permitted to make for finding
own heart.
a conjugal companion, of course my griefs have been locked up, as unlawful to be seen or
known; hidden in the deep recesses of my own soul, where I supposed they must remain
tmtil, if ever, I might, perhaps, find relief in the silent grave.
Nor is it at all pleasant for me to speak of another, and especially of a woman in a man
ner that may even have the semblance of censure.
There is no one perhaps, but of
whom more or less good may be spoken, at the proper time.
But of the other party to
this complaint, it is not in place here to speak either good or evil.
I would not speak
of her at all, but that she is the mother of three darling boys, whom we have laid in their
graves, as also of three daughters whom I love, now grown up to womanhood. To speak
of her, or of a matter in which she is interested, as well as I, is no pleasant task. I would
indeed, much prefer to utter none but gentle words; to say nothing but which it might
be a pleasure for her to read who may be considered, in some sense, the defendant in this
case. However, a long and dreadful experience has demonstrated to me, that however
much good may be said of her, yet nothing I could possibly write about our married life
would be agreeable to her.
I never could tell my story so as to suit her taste, neither
could she tell hers so as to suit mine. And yet such is my own sense of justice that I
would not, could not do her intentional wrong; indeed I could even, now, wish to tell her
own story for her precisely as she would tell it herself, when I was not present to hear
it. However, I can satisfy the candid, I think, when I solemnly declare as I now do that
I have no words of disrespect, unkindness, or reproach for the mother of my children
whom I love. Except in so far as her conduct is purely voluntary, in spunging her own
support out of my hard earnings, since she left me, and ceased to be my wife, I would
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ttot indeed censure her even so much as might be implied in saying that I regretted we
Were ever married. This I know she herself has often said, iso one can be to blame for
his temperament or constitution; but the voluntary exercise of our various mental fac
ulties, less or more, makes either virtue or vice, for which we become fit subjects for
praise or blame. I have acted out my own nature, and she has done the same. And the
difference between us, perhaps, consists in this one thing more than any other. I take
this view ol the case; whereas she does not. She cannot see that we did not make our
selves, that we were not consulted in respect to the temperaments and tastes with which
we should be born.

THE
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BY JOSEPH TEEAT.

The world will want to know how Reformers and Socialists, take the defection of their
old-time “friends and co-workers,” the Nichols. And now and then a Reformer will ask,
“What of the night?” My thoughts shall find brief, but chastened expression.
Ten
derly, appreciatingly, bury the dead!
I accept the fate which has landed them at this goal.
The defection is not in their
hearts. They have done as well as they could—as well as they knew how.
They are
honest in this, as in all the past of their life.
They still mean well; and give the great
proof—martyrdom!
And I honor them for their frankness, sincerity, sacrifice.
They have done nobly to
be true to their convictions, and lay their good name, influence, all, on the altar.
They
bave risked calumny, scorn, the desertion of friends, and the cruel sundering of all love’s
dearest, holiest ties, to be able to respect themselves, and be approved of their own con
sciences. All that could be grateful to the ambition of a man of science, all that could
be precious to the yearning heart of a loving woman—its loss, they have boldly, unquailingly, looked in the free. Hardly in the history of the world, has there been so illustrious
a holocaust!
And I love them still. They are as good as I, and deserve as well, and my kind heart
beats it to them to the uttermost.
I should have done as they, in their place; and then
I still give them the same love and trust, I ask for myself. I only bid them, “Go on; be
true to yourselves, and accept whatever fate of your nature—and I give you my heart and
my hand as you do it! May you be happy in doing it!”
It is well—this, that is.
They have done glorious good; and this will do good, and
even more than all else.
Long will their other works be remembered; but long after
those shall have paled, and been lost from the future’s glowing sky, will this stand out,
a sad, particular star, (too sad!) and a beacon to that great Posterity that shall judge us
all. This will yet be their charity to earth—their grand Sermon to the race!
They have gone before, but we shall not follow them.
But we will lay them in their
graves—the graves of the old world’s midnight—and turn us away to the new world’s
morning—to this dawn and life and work of to-day—■and toil on in faith and hope, without
ever an end till we cut short that ancient reign, and all these woes and follies be overpast
forever!
Esperanza will never be built—never be even written!
Too well we knew it; for Eg-
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peranza—was a despotism!
But the world wants freedom, and freedom the world will
yet have.
Humanity will repair this wrong against itself; and evolve even from such
foredoomed impossibilities—such false schemes—the true, the possible, the real! Society
is onward!
So we “part company,” as they have often said; but this time, it is they, that “part
company.” Pass on, brother, and—farewell!
But I who write, am too magnanimous not to feel that some will retort upon me, the
the same Epitaph I inscribe for others; and for my rejection of immortality, visit on methose same sad, soul-melting words, “Tenderly, appreciatingiy, bury the dead!”

PETER

TO

HIS

SISTER

RUTH.

If I were to advocate laughing and dancing in temperance, wicked wretch that I am,
some demure-faced Puritan, 0, so holy, might open upon me in the words of thy first par
agraph, and conclude the quizzing category with this clincher: “Canst thou not endure to
have others attain to a higher life than thy grovelling nature seeks?” and then would I
not be demolished?
How often dost thou refer to the taint of hereditary influences? One would think up
on reading thy letter, that we are all depraved sure enough, especially thy sisters; if not
by the “fall,” why then by “hereditary taint.” What a failure is the human race for its
graceless depravity! But it is some credit to the heart of the Creator, at least, if not tohis wisdom and foresight, since it repented him that he made man on the earth. If thou
dost not know, my sister, I do know, that persons physically well-developed and
HAPPILY SITUATED IN THEIR AFFECTIONAL RELATIONS HAVE MORE SEXUAL DESIRE THAN
SICKLY PERSONS under any circumstances.
But what matters this fact, when thou

canst so easily summon thy favorite hobgoblin to set it aside;—such potency is there in
merely asking: “Hast thou ever known a dear sweet girl unstained by hereditary taint?”
If I were to assert that by the law of gravitation the planets will revolve around their
respective suns through all time, it would be very easy lor a logical lady as thou art to
exclaim, “tut, tut,” and then to stultify me with the simple query: “hast thou a programme
of the future through all time?”
Ho one has advocated “frequency of material union” that I know of. I have and still
do advocate temperance of material union in mutual love and mutual desire. And I do
this, sincerely believing it to be the only remedy for existing abuses. If I want the pendu
lum to occupy a vertical position, I do not swing it by the center.
Extremes develop
each other.
The extreme of civilization has developed thy extreme, and thy extreme
will again run into the extreme of civilization.
Set a natural and attainable standard
and we may all at length conform; but set an unnatural and unattainable standard, and
thou makest hypocrites. Such a standard have priests, monks, nuns, and Shakers set
for themselves, and thou sneerest at the idea of their chastity!
Thou settest a similar
standard and what more reason have we to believe in thy sincerity, than thou hast in
theirs? “Humph! A fig for thy health and thy chastity!”
rfhe measure thou givest,
that I mete to thee. When thou seemest in a better humor and more charitable, “thee’r
and I may “take up this subject” and “reason together.”
Thy Quaker garb once be
came thee better than if does now. Good-bye, sister.
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RELATION.

BY QUIETUS.

I may be wrongs but I must hold to the proposition that the procreative act should have
sole reference to offspring. Reason and nature both seem to sustain this idea.
If the
conditions are present, the result designed ensues-—if it fails, it is repeated periodically
until the end is attained. In the Wealthy woman there is an infallible monthly indication
of gestation or the reverse.
Reason and not passion should guide us.
Ignorance and
habit have perverted us. Clarke says “Beasts too, once in their season, enjoy this luxury,
but the Beast of reason revels in it all the year”.
That females during gestation desire
material union I do know.
But the same female seldom has that desiie except when
sleeping with her husband.
The contact of their bodies—the magnetic, or artificial
excitement resulting therefrom must be taken into the account when you estimate such
cases. The only proper subjects, are good healthy, well-balanced females, who are re
moved from the other sex shortly after conception. Let us have their expeiience, if truth
is our object. Again: What is the practice of those people unperverted, by a corrupting
civilization?
Reason as you will, these facts will meet you. One condition is necessary to the act of
conception, another, to the work of development. If this were not so, trees would bloom
all the season—women would retain their monthly excretions, &c., &c. But this is not
so, except in a few cases—and these do not constitute the rule. Cultivation will increase
the desire and capacity; but at the expense of some other part. I admit that it is better
to gratify the longing of the pregnant woman: but this is again an exception.
Now for facts:—I know a physician, who the first year, and while his wife was preg
nant with twins, indulged his excessive amativeness 780 times. How long he continued
I know not. The twins were born—lived a few months and passed away.
Two other
children followed—one had fits, and is dead; and only one survives. The woman is bro
ken down, and barren. Moreover she is united to a man who must be disgusting to one
so refined as I know her to be.
I know of one Methodist preacher who indulged seven times within twenty-four hours;
and of the wife of one Methodist minister who has sense enough to repel only when she
pleases. I have known of frequent cases of a second child in nine months, and I have
known and can name numerous children born out of wedlock, who were even superior to
their own parents. And as long as I remember, bastards have been considered the smar
test children. Whence comes this general opinion? Is common observation at fault?
It is simply self-evident to my mind that during gestation no other faculty connected
directly with the procreative powers should be exercised; and cannot be but at the ex
pense of the system and offspring. It is demanding more than nature ever intended. I
repeat, that all the power of the system is necessary to the perfect and healthy child.
Some may contend that this extra indulgence has its uses. I will not say it is false, but
I will say, I dont believe it!
That farmers may indulge more freely is true, because they have more health and power;
but does it follow that it is right? Some men drink immoderately, and outlive those who
do not indulge; the debauchee concludes liquor does not hurt, but is it true? Is man an
epitome of the Universe?
Is he the ripe fruit of her creative energy; and yet must he
in dui0e beyond what nature intended, and thus convert a necessity into a habit, love into
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lust; and introduce to the world diseased, perverted, impracticable, groveling types of him
self.
Talk as you will, the mental states and passions of the mother are impressed on
the child. Excessive amativeness must be the result of indulgence during gestation. It
cannot be otherwise, unless the union is compulsory; and then, antagonism results in the
child.
Suppose a nation developed under the rule I suggest, would amativeness exist beyond
the necessity of reproduction? Where it is only exercised for that purpose,, would it not
of necessity accommodate itself to the demand, and thus leave the vital energies for intel
lectual development?

EDITORIAL

MISCELLANY.

Our Pet.—This is the last No. of another Yolume, and still our pet lives. It is thriv
ing better now than it did this time last year; for which we have our good friends every

where to thank; and with their continued co-operation we hope for still more. It would
make our hearts light if the S. R. could be placed on a paying basis. W ehave not been
begging our friends at every issue for help, help, help, as some Journals advocating un
popular truths have done; not a word of this kind has been said in this Volume yet; and
now that this is the last No., may we not remind our friends that it would be a good time
to get new subscribers? This Journal seems to be well appreciated by the circle of read
ers it now has, and may we not enlarge that circle, without a great deal of cost or effort?
We are grateful for this appreciation, and can labor with small pay or no pay at all (as
we do in some respects) for the good we may do, and the gratification these monthly
visits may give. All the work in getting out the S. R. is now done by members of the in
dustrial group here and with reasonable remuneration for the drudgery connected there
with, we could labor more cheerfully. Our cause is yet unpopular; many who are liber
al in some respects, do not like the exposure of secret vices which come too close home,
and, like the boy that whistled in the dark to keep his courage up, they cry out “obscene
print” to drown their own consciences. But all are not of this class;—the evils of soci
ety must be probed, the cause given, and the remedy prescribed; and the brave must do
this work.
The greatest truths are the most revolutionary; and their power to bless
seems to be the measure of hostility with which they are first met. But may we not hope
to overcome all the difficulties which are thrown in our way? By not depending on each
other to do the work, but by each laboring in his own locality and in his own way as best
he can, we may in time make it triumphantly successful. We shall do our part as well
as we can.
The mechanical execution of the Journal for this year so far, has not been
as good as we should have wished, but causes not easy for us to control have made it so.
We shall have better paper for the body of the Journal hereafter, and with the greater
skill which we are acquiring, we promise our readers that the No. for July will be the
neatest which has yet been issued. We do not mean that it will be flashy like a literary
fop or belle of the city;—we could not do anything of that kind if we would, and would
not if we could; we intend that it shall be plain, neat, substantial, chaste, and cheerful like
a field or garden, cottage home or country maiden.
Subscriptions may begin either with January or July.
The following are some of the Notices of the Press;—
“The subject of sexual relations, lying as it does at the root of all measures calculated
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Id 'ensure permanent progress, should receive the earnest, though not undivided, attention
of every true philanthropist. In the Social Revolutionist, it is fully, freely, and ably dis
cussed. The series of articles on “the Entire Front of Reform,” are very suggestive.—Fearless and thorough, the S. R. is deserving of a high and permanent position in pro
gressive literature.”—The Vanguard.
The Social Revolutionist.—This is the title of a monthly magazine published at
Greenville.
Some of the articles before us are quite ably written.
We are not quite
able to locate the magazine in the moral world, not having read enough of it to speak con
fidently of its character.
It appears to be an advocate of “Free Love psychology” and
kindred topics, and pitches into the good old Bible terribly at times.
Its sentiments do
not suit us.
But every man has a right to publish what suits himself and his patrons.
The Reformer.
The Revolutionist.—This is a Socialistic monthly magazine, published at Greenville,
0., at $1. per annum. John Patterson is at the bottom of it, and probably does as much
as any one can to startle the sleepy world. Much of it is devoted to the Marriage ques
tion, in which we do not sympathize, except so far as the equality of Husband and Wife
is concerned. Make them equal under the law in all respects, and I think there need be
no complaint of the Marriage Institution. The Revolutionist is ably conducted, and those
who delight in its peculiar notions will be abundantly satisfied with it.
Hire’s People’s Paper.
The Social Revolutionist.—Such is’the appropriate title of a Monthly publication
issued at Greenville, Darke Co., 0., edited by John Patterson, supported by an able corps
of assistants.
It is an out-and-out radical reform paper, determined in its opposition to
the existing evils of our civilization, as it is fearless in its advocacy of whatever may be
deemed true. If we rightly understand the objects of the leading minds connected with
the publication, they aim at a reorganization of society on the basis of entire independ
ence of the individual—a position to be reached only by the process of individualization,
by means of Associated action.
The Social Revolutionist discusses the Free Love doc
trine with entire boldness, and gives expression to the different views of those occupying
Various stand-points.
Dissenting, as we do, from some of the doctrines and ideas ad
vanced in the Revolutionist, we nevertheless approve of its fearlessness, and respect the
ability of its editors and contributors. Plaving entire confidence in the eternity of Truth,
and believing that it can stand on its own legs, we go in for the largest liberty in the agi
tation of thought.
Spiritual Universe.

The following are some of the cheering words we have received from readers and co
workers:—
Mr. Patterson: Through the courtesy of Miss M. L. S. of Ottowa, 111., I have had
the pleasure of reading several numbers of the Social Revolutionist; and I am impelled
to write to you, to express my gratitude and thanks to the gentlemen who contribute to,
and sustain the Journal.
I have hungered for a liberal, comprehensive, free paper, hut have heretofore found no
food. Therefore, I hail the Revolutionist as manna in the wilderness.
It is conducted
with ability, dignity, fairness, and a desire for truth. It is the best discussional publioa-
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cation tho world has yet seen.
And 1 most cordially pay my tribute of thanks to the
brave, magnanimous minds, who have conceived and started it.
J. D.
Elkhorn, Wis., April 12, 1857.
I will say, that to me the Social Revolutionist improves in every number; although I
thought the first one was the best thing I ever saw.
J. m. h.
Mendon, Mercer Co., 0., April 16, 1857.
I have been reading the S. R. for the past two weeks, and T have found more food for
thought and soul than anything I ever got hold of.
I travel considerably and I will try
to do something for it
w. F. E.
Marlboro, 0., April 17, 1857.
I buy the Revolutionist here of Blanchard. I think the gentleman who conducts it a
model editor.
I never saw a man preside in the editorial chair with greater dignity and
impartiality. He sheds light upon the subjects discussed, and dispenses justice to con
tributors, whether opponents or on our side, very much as if he had free admission to the
great fountains of those rare and abstract commodities. I hope his parish of readers, and
consequently his usefulness and influence and the fame thereof, will rapidly widen and
expand, so that he will be encouraged and sustained in his yet unpopular but most impor
tant work.
At all events, may Heaven, or his own clear judgment, preserve him from
any such ghostly refuge as Jesuitism and Rome.
Terrible is flying the field of trusted
leaders.
But for the Providential uprising of braver ones, we rank and file might be
thrown into confusion and cut to pieces.
T. c. L.
Hew York, May 7, 1857.
I have long been hungering; but last evening I had a feast of fat things.
I chanced
to get hold of No. Y. of the Social Revolutionist, and it furnished a feast indeed. I have
long been looking for a bold, independent, radical Journal, and I really feel that I have
lost much by not seeing a No. of the S. R. before. True, I had seen it noticed in papers
as being bold and free. But I had been so many times led astray by such notices that I had
lost all hope of ever finding one. Though I have read almost everything of the bold and
radical of the present age, T have not read anything that so completely “fills the aching void
within,” as the Social Revolutionist—truly bold and free. The chapter on the Slaveries
alone is worth the subsciption price. And then how man}/- other articles, instructive and
useful—the one on Cultivation of Taste, how truly excellent.
And then the novel one
by Bro. Joseph on Sexual Purity —though interested in reading it, I cannot say that I
believe anything of the philosophy it inculcates. Not that I do not love purity, hut I do
not see purity as be sees it.
Here is the beauty of freedom in allowing both sides of a
question to appear. While reading the article, I could not help thinking what a pity it
is that a great soul like Bro. Joseph’s, should concentrate its thoughts on the grave as a
home.
“0, Solitude! Where are thy charms?” How lovely it would be for such soul®
to look beyond the grave for a home—to a higher sphere of being, where kindred souls
shall join and mingle their joys and sympathies in a divine life.
e. d.
Huntly Grove, Me Henry Co., 111. May 13, 1857.
Now a word about' your pet. First, Joseph Treat is a trump—a whole team, despite
his vagaries about immortality, etc. So is Francis Barry. And then those articles of
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thine, “The Entire Front of Reform,” are superlative. Still all are thrown in the shade
in comparison with your female writers. I tell thee what, friend of mine that thou art,
more good has been done for mankind by this Soc. Rev. opening the door hitherto sealed,
than all the publications in the U. S. put together. The mass of wickedness shown up
so fearlessly by your female Contributors is so appalling—-it almost looks fabulous. I had
no conception of the amount of misery under cover thus depicted. Truly this marriage
system has great need of being overhauled, and I have no hesitation myself in saying that
had T, when a young man, had the knowledge of Physiology and Anatomy which I now
have, and been gorged with Church Catechisms less—less of Gospel, and more of com
mon-sense, I could no more act the part I have done—even conscientiously done in my
married capacity—than I could fly in the air; and 1 have that good opinion of humanity,
that I believe most men at the present day could say the same thing, if they chose, that
is, if they dared!
“Justicia” was perfectly right in her expose. There’s no necessity now, and it has been
too long the fashion to cover up, or “plate sin with gold.” Let us have the truth though
the heavens should fall.
Poor, confiding woman!
She has much to endure yet—5iis but the beginning of an
end—hardly at letter A. of the alphabet of her Reform vet. She must reform first, and
she will succeed, too. But where’s her brother Man all the time? Asleep! She must
wake him—and she will, too. But it will only be by hard knocks. The Soc. Rev. has
opened the door to and begun the waking process—and begun it well, too. A sacred fire
is kindled upon the altar of Truth, which nothing can extinguish.
What is to be the next act in the Drama? Persecution b}' the vile, time-serving, and
would-be-called Christian Press, and led on by Priests. I perceive they have been trying
on the game already in Indiana. The word given is "'obscenity!” What a piece of hy
pocrisy! But an honest jury stayed that torrent—for a time only. Your turn will come
in time. They will ostracize you—at least they will try. Perhaps it may prove too late
in the day. We shall see. There is nothing that a hypocritical Priesthood will not at
tempt, to stem the tide of Reform now fully set in against them.
In fine, from such an amount of misery and venality amongst us, who can wonder at
the great prevalence of disease, both physically and morally, of daily occurrence? OhI
no; we are a far way from true Reform yet. Woman has been too long in speaking out.
In truth, she has had no chance. Every door has hitherto been closed against her, until
the Soc. Rev. started. But that is a door now opened which no power on earth can ever
■close; and in proportion to its use (as used it assuredly will be,) just in like proportion
will your persecution be. So look out for it.
Oh! I could give jou a long chapter upon these matters; but I have no time to write—I’m but a wages slave. The spoiler,—the labor-robber, says, you shall not wwite, fo^our
time is mine, and a false state of society sanctions the same. This state of things, I hope,
won’t attach to me much longer. Let us hear no more of black slavery—we have quite
enough of white!
w. mc. d.
Cincinnati, May 18, 1857.
Woman’s Rights.—Chapter VI. of the “Entire Front of Reform” is printed in tract
form for distribution amongst thinkers. The author of it has incurred the expense of get
ting it out, and distributing nearly a hundred copies gratuitously, and perhaps others could
find it convenient to assist in circulating the rest of this edition. Could not friends who
believe in individual sovereignty and affectional freedom for woman, order copies for dis-
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tribution amongst such of their Woman’s Rights brethren, as the “tract” would be likely
to set a thinking?
Single copies, four cents; ten copies, three cents each; fifty copies
two cents each: postage prepaid.
Deferred Articles.—We have on hand a fine supply of articles from contributors,
which will be brought out as fast as possible.
That the Chap, of “Entire Front” for
this No. is so long, my replies to Sunderland and Overton are again laid aside for some
future No.
The Variety List.—Immediately after the issue of the next No. of the S. R. the list
cf Varietists will be printed. Those who wish to receive it should send their names at
once.
Our Sister Contributors.—We give them a hearty welcome. It is meet that woman
be brave to assist in the work which contemplates her redemption.
Under the auspices
of woman, social reform must achieve a success, which it otherwise could not.
It will
be seen that our sisters do not agree, but no matter for that, it is freedom we want, and
agitation must be had first. In selecting matter for the S. R., we have two points of pref
erence: Practical tendency and female authorship—and we believe our readers will com
mend our taste.
Errata.—In friend Overton’s article in May No., the last word of fourth paragraph
should read brains instead of “beans.”

LITERARY

NOTICES.

CHASTITY: A Lecture by Dr. Sylvester Graham.
Price, 30 cents, pre-paid by mail.

Fowlers & Wells, 308 Broadway, N. Y.

The Author of these Lectures, now republished ,was one of the pioneers of Progress in
his day, daring to lay open the secret vices of society at the risk of reputation and in the
face of mob-violence. This work is useful to awaken thought on the sexual question and
excite a demand for more radical literature.

WORD

MORE.

Dear John: Two things. I never said I was happier “for deprivation in the term of
my individualized existence.” You may charge that mistake to the Printer; who think
ing he knew better how to print my manuscript, than I did how to write it, changed my
*<]S[o—immortality,” (the Doctrine that we are not immortal,) to mere “no-immortality,”
(in my own case,) or my individual living-on-forever. The doctrine, does make me hap
pier; for I believe there is a Universe—this Universe, of infinite, eternal, (both ways,)allcomprehending glory and happiness—only as the Doctrine is true! Some time, I shall
be glad to tell how, and why.
Secondly. Thong# “deprivation in the term of my individualized existence,” has had
nothing to do with making me happier, (nor yet has it with making me unhappier,) never
theless. the KNOWLEDGE of it has. Whatever is, I want to know it; and it makes me
happy to know it. Till I die, Knowledge is Happiness!
Joseph Treat.

THE SOCIAL REVOLUTIONIST
MY

MABRIED

RIFE.

LETTER II.
“0 think not that my eyes are dry,
Because you mark no falling tears;
There flows a river deep and dark,
Whose waters ebb not with the years,
0 think not that my lips are mute,
Because you hear no spoken word;
'Full-freighted with the tones of grief,
I hear a voice you never heard.”

"Mr Dear Friend:—You may have noticed how very strong the aeeectional ele
is in the constitution of my nature; hut you may never know how much I have
•suffered during the past thirty years, for the want of a conjugal, or as the New Church
men would say, a conjugial companion; not merely a wife, hut a companion for my soul.
The degree of loneliness, desolation, and suffering, which each one must endure, who
finds himself thus conditioned for life, will depend upon the temperament, education,
and numerous constitutional susceptibilities over which we can have but little control.—
Hence, the object of each one should be, to familiarize the mind with the laws of his own
nature, and arrange all eternal persons and things accordingly, as far as it may be in our
power to do so.
The great desire I felt, to avoid all mistakes in my choice of a wife, kept me from com
mitting myself in matrimony until my twenty-sixth year. At this time, I was a clergy
man in the service of a sectarian Church. In the summer of 1828, meeting with an old
minister at one of our Annual Conferences, whom I had long known and confided in as a pa
ternal friend, he put the following question to me:—-“Brother S.,” said he, “have you found
your rib yet?”—referring to Gen. ii. 22. My answer being in the negative, he then pro
ceeded to give me a description of a beautiful young sister in his parish who had expres
sed to him a preference for marrying a clergyman, and he thought her personal attractions,
piety, education, and parentage, such as would be highly gratifying to me, and so he in
vited me to make him a ministerial visit, when he would have the pleasure of giving me
an introduction to her. His glowing account of the young lady, seemed to approach very
near to my Ideal; and the thought that there was a probability that I should find what
I wanted, when permitted to behold her face in the course of a few months, filled my
heart with emotions of joy unknown to me before. He was a good man, one in whom I
VOL. IV. NO. I.—JULY 1857.
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placed great confidence, and lienee the view which theology then presented to me was
that this announcement was providential, and to be implicitly relied upon as an evidence
of the divine favor-—such a favor as I had been waiting for, had ‘‘sought but never found"
until now. Hence, just in proportion as I relied upon the good old minister, so it was a
matter of course that I should love the woman he had proposed to me, though indeed, I
had never seen her face. I knew, or believed, what she was or must be, from the descrip
tion he had given me of her, and the anticipation of the pleasure I should enjoy in the
fruition of my faith, was food to my soul far more sweet than any I have tasted since the
marriage ceremony was performed.
I first saw the lady in October; once, again, in November; and we were married the
following January, three months after the introduction.
I was alone in my parish and
wanted a conjugial companion; she was in her twenty-third year, and had been waiting
for some time to marry a minister; hence, there did not seem to be any obstacles in the
way of a marriage so soon after our acquaintance began. And, then, again, we were both
members of the same Church, both believed it was providential, and so made the contract
and entered upon the journey in good faith, each believing that it was, and would be, all
For the best.
But, neither of us had any reliable knowledge of the real difference be
tween marriage and conjugality.
We were influenced by the general notions which
prevailed on this subject, which were to the effect, that all that was necessary was for us
to be married; and being joined together by God, we could not be put asunder, really,
however discordant our temperaments and tastes in the process of time might prove to be.
Commencing my married life with such feelings and hopes, it is now in place to say, that
if I have found this relation not what I at first anticipated, I do not consider it from any
moral fault of either party; nor because we may not have been both equally honest, truth
ful, and sincere in the bargain we then made.
We followed the highest light, the best
judgment we had; hence, what we did becomes not a matter of complaint, but of instruct
tion, for thus it is we may have learned useful lessons which we never could have known
but for the trials through which we have passed.
LETTER III.
“And think not that my heart is cold,
Because no passion fires my breast;
There is a chamber in my soul,
That only owns an angel-guest.
My tears fall inward on my heart,
And, dew-like, keep its memories green;
Sad strains unheard by other ears,
For me break forth from lips unseen."

My Dear Friend:—When I commenced these details I thought I could open my in
most soul, and “think aloud” to you. But my courage almost fails me here. “Every heart
knows its own bitterness,” but to tell the story of one’s domestic discords is no pleas
ant task. On no account should we extenuate or set down aught in malice; we should
do here, precisely as we would be done by.
In domestic affairs the Golden Rule is safe
and reliable, at least I have found it so, and hence I would not lose sight of it in anything
I may say to you on this subject. Suppose then, I could refer to no one word, to no one
action on the part of the woman I married, as proof of uncongeniality.
Conjugality
is not to be measured with a yard-stick; it is not to be weighed in the balances of the
apothecary; it cannot be tested alone by either of the external senses.
“Many waters
cannot quench love, neither can the floods drown it; if a man give all his goods for love
it would utterly be contemned.”
I know what is lovely to me; and my case is made

My
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Life.
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•out, when I, honestly, declare what is, or is not, congenial and agreeable to my taste.—-"
I know, indeed, that all the loves, peculiar to the five Relations of Life, have each their
appropriate language, as has the Wisdom element also, by which that language takes form
and expression. I have often been more delighted with the exhibitions I have seen other
married people give of real connubial felicity, than by anything I ever knew by my own
experience.
And then, between husband and wife there may be ten thousand little oc
currences, each of which signify something in the solution of this great problem; but,
these little things cannot be described, neither in detail nor in the aggregate. Hence, in a
long life even, there may be found but a few occurrences which it would subserve any good
purpose to refer to in an account like this. If an experience of t'wenty-eight years be not
enough to bring a man to some just conclusion as to whether he is or is not duly appre
ciated by his wife, it is difficult to say what experience would have this effect. The sus
picion was excited in my own mind, that I had, indeed, made a mistake, had been too much
led on by the old minister, within a very few hours after he had tied us together, truly,
as he said “for better or for worse until death.”
But at that time I was in the fog of a
dark theology; a theology which forbade the stud}'' of my own nature, and hushed the
voice of God within.
My tongue was tied, my sight perverted, and what if things did
occur from the hour we were married, which, truly interpreted, would have put us
asunder, in despite of the old minister’s bonds?
I did not, could not, allow, even their
■•consideration for a single moment, such was the power of this theology over me. Hence,
what if she, from the first to the last act she ever performed, did only show her utter in
ability to understand my wants and feelings? What if she never did seem to know me!
I could not notice it.
The marriage ceremony was performed publicly at her father’s one bitter cold night in Jan,
1829. In a few hours after, she treated me with gross neglect and an inexcusable over
sight, which was, indeed, ominous of the scenes that have followed. The next day, even,
she declined to walk with me “arm in arm” in the street; and in a month succeeding the
marriage she refused even to trust me merely with the safe keeping of a small note which
she held against her own father; and, from that hour to this, she has seemed to me tos^ek
her own pleasure precisely as if she had no knowledge of any such relation as our vows
and the prayer of the priest had established between us.
Thus my married life began. The first week, the first day even, I discovered a mani
fest lack in congeniality and conjugial love; that to me she was selfish, incompatible,
and utterly incapable of appreciating the man she had married. This was not her fault,
but my misfortune, perhaps. And hence, my “honey-moon” was very soon eclipsed; or,
I may say, that I am not aware that it has ever yet arisen at all!
Such have been the
clouds which have obscured the heavens over me.

WHAT

LOVE

IS

NOT.

BY JENNIE G. ADAMS.

It is very much easier to tell what Love is not, than to tell what it is. A true love can
only be known, felt, and appreciated by the harmonious, for Love is Harmony, and where
are the truly harmonious to be found? Echo answers where. We see the world moving
and jostling each other, all in pursuit of something, and but few understand what the re
sults of their labor will be, and perhaps care as little. But we, who are ever thinking while
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working and “whose eyes with smiling futures glisten” can see somewhat of the tendency
and results of our labors, as well as nature’s aims and ends. We see the world striving
to be “rounded into spheres,” and we cannot help being amused to see the processes go
ing on.
We see that men and women are in every conceivable form but round, full of
angularities, horns, and hollows, and when the wheel of Progression in its ever-onward
inarch shall turn horns to corresponding hollow, thus uniting more or less individuals,
immediately the shout goes up: Behold how we brethren love! We have found Life’s high
est aim—Universal Love! But alas! the wheel moves on, and turns horn to horn, and a
general melee is the result. Thus two individuals often adhere upon the same principle,
and the priest says, “What Grod hath joined together, let not man put asunder;” forget
ting to add, that ye may sunder yourselves when nature divides you, and thus compels per*
sons to live forever together, no matter how much thumping and jarring there may be
between them. Now if we all could see with philosophic eyes, and see the good resulting
from this adhesion, we should be perfectly satisfied wfith things as they come.
The diamond is polished by contact with some other body, which produces friction, and
we, like it, are undergoing the same process: the results will be Individuality and Har
mony. Then we shall know what Love is, and not till then perfectly. As fast as we be
come round, we shall fall into our true orbit, and revolve on our own axis. WeTshall not
If
merge or fuse our personality with any other body, any more than Mars or Yenus.
there exists a chemical affinity between two souls or spirits, for I contend that the spirit
is the real man, of course there will be harmony in the combination.
Oxygen and Hy
drogen unite and water is formed, but each retains its original identity and can be separa
ted at pleasure, though an union is inevitable when they come in contact.
Thus with
individuals who are composed of chemical elements that will combine and affiliate. We
need wisdom then to know what the results of certain chemical mixtures will be, for we
do not wish to always produce acids, nor salts, nor subtle and deadly poisons, in our cru
cibles, and this wisdom is only attained by experimental education. The married world
has manufactured quite enough of the acids already—indeed we have a superabundance
on hand, and now we would like some of the sweets of life produced, and if we are wise
enough we shall only affiliate or combine such particles and proportions as will produce
desirable goods.
We talk much of sexualism, its uses and abuses, but as long as men
and women have not wisdom enough to eat and sleep right, there will always be a neces
sity in themselves for an abuse of the sexual element; and variety will be the constant
demand. We demand freedom to love, was that freedom ever denied us? We have al
ways had it, for love is spontaneous, and not a thing of the will; and if we had backbone
enough, we enjoyed our loves too.
To enjoy a love, or good, we are not obliged to go
upon the house top and proclaim that we are in love with father’s clerk or mother’s ser
vant.
’Tis enough if we speak our principles to the world; our acts are our individual
rights if we choose to have them so, and when the Hunker world can appreciate our prin
ciples, they will our lives based upon them. Lack of wisdom robs us of manjr blessings
which we might enjoy if we made less bluster about our personal affairs, and lived more'
quietly.
Toleration is quite a hard word to learn, but we Reformers should not only know that
word perfectly but be very happy to have everybody live their own lives in their own way,
if they do it at their own cost, and not barely tolerate them.
This is a glorious world
after all, to those who have grown up out of the valley, and can look over the mountain
tops to see the bright sun coming up that will gild with beauty the little valley flower as

well as the sturdy oak, when it has attained its meridian.
ones—

So hope on ye desponding

“For Lo! your day bursts up the skies,
Lean out your souls and listen.”

“SEXUAL

PURITY.”

BY MARY A. CHILTON.

Mr. Editor;—Allow a woman to speak on the subject of “Sexual Purity”—partly m
answer to Joseph Treat, but mostly to vindicate humanity from the implied charge of to
tal depravity on account of love-manifestations.
Joseph says “Sexual purity may be defined, to be—Total abstinence, absolute continence^
except solely for the purpose of parentage.”
A fine, healthy, manly man meets a lovely, womanly woman. The look of recognition
calls the color to face and neck. He speaks, and in her heart are awakened echoes never
before dreamed of, making sweeter music than wind-kissed Eolian, or sweet voiced night
ingale ever prophecied or foreshadowed. Has he done wrong in expressing by that look
the involuntary admiration he felt on seeing her? Was it wrong to ask for the cup of
cold water or the way to the next town? The needle is not more surely attracted to the
pole than her heart to his. He takes her hand in parting. Why does she grow pale and
lean against the casement, overcome with emotion.
He would pass on his way, but a
sweet spell binds him. Call it “sensual,” brand it “bestial,” denounce it as “lust,” base
“selfishness,” anything an impure imagination can suggest; but ever will nature vindicate
the purity of that admiring, reverential look, the purity of those manly tones, the truth
and inspiration of that electric touch; and, unless the most cruel wrong is done, the ho
liest feelings of womanhood outraged, the beauty, the truth, the love of that hour will be
incarnated in Human Form Divine.
At what point does Joseph recommend total abstinence? Perhaps the man should b©
less observant of the laws of life and health in order to prevent the possibility of impress
ing his manhood upon those he may chance to meet. Better perhaps the dim glance of
the invalid eye than the electric spark of energizing health; the sickly touch exciting
pity, than the thrilling power of vital force. Perhaps he should remain a recluse at homey
knowing that womanhood must appreciate and gravitate toward manliness whenever it
comes in her way. He might refuse the cup of cold water, tendered to the thirsty trav
eller by woman’s hand. Not having abstained from these, shall he pass on martyr-like,
I had almost said demon-like, tearing the actual from the ideal, depriving her of the only
real joy that ever blessed her deepest heart, leaving it crushed, withered, desolate?
Call you it “prostitution,” Joseph, to kiss the lips of the legitimately won, to hold her
to your heart in fond embrace on that “eve or any other eve?” And if the reciprocal in
terblending of spirits should not result in offspring, will it prove that lust, selfishness,
bestiality prompted those kisses and that embrace; and that thus you have made your “bed
a brothel,” and your loved one a prostitute?
“Nature consents to the flow only as the ebb comes back into her own bosom again.”
What is reciprocity? What is equity? Have you lost anything by exchange? Would
you be richer by keeping back to curse you, what, given would energize and bless anoth
er? When the pure upwelling life of love seeks expression, and finds a reciprocating de
mand for such expression, and you refuse to give or receive that manifestation of love,
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what then is “murdered?”
Can you “live as long, be as strong in mind or body, do as
much, be unfolded into so high a harmony by reason of” that niggardly refusal to ex
change the truest and sweetest expression of love?
Call you it lust, to live honestly
and deal truly by your own heart and by the loved one—to give the inspired kiss, the
mutual embrace? By what name, then, will you call the unloved intercourse and forced
maternity of marriage and prostitution? Is there indeed, to your mind, no difference be
tween the reciprocal acknowledgment of love, and the compulsory imposition of an an
tagonistic magnetism simulating love?
Ah, my brother, boast not of purity, while you find impurity in true love-manifestations,
or expressions of whatever kind. Boast not of health, strength, or manhood, while you
live the life of an unblessed ascetic monk—a life of inversion, stagnation, and inevitable
annihilation.
Well do I know that those who have lived in false and unloving sexual relations shrink
in real horror from a repetition of the same offense against nature, knowing how sad and
degrading are the consequences of such violations; but that any woman’s heart would
feel or imagine wrong any genuine expression of divine love is not true—or, at least, can
be true only of those who are under the domination of a conscience cruel as the Inquisi
tion, and subservient to a doctrine infernal as hell.
To Joseph Treat the philanthropist, the reformer, the lover of Progress, I have nothing
to say, or if anything, only encouragement and commendation; but to Joseph Treat, the
exponent of sexual purity in the May No. of the S. R., I have much to say as opportu
nity may offer.
Meantime, a word to all of like faith;—Go on, crucify the holiest and
dearest affections of the heart in the name of Purity and Humanity, but do not hope thus
to attain to great excellence, either morally or physically; or hope thus to become wor
thy to be the parents of beautiful, harmonized children; and learn too, that even refusal
to give true expression to genuine love sooner or later reacts with destructive force upon
the individual, branding him as great a criminal as the adulterer.
Learn also that all
love blesses, that all love is life, whatever the mode of manifestation; while the achingvoid of the unloving and unloved can never be filled, however desperate the effort to sim
ulate love in outward forms and imposing ceremonies.

THE

“LAW

OF
ITS

PROGRESSION
LOGICAL

IN

HARMONY;”

SEQUENCE.

BY ALFBED CBIDGE.

There is but a step from the doctrine of no sexual intercourse, except for propagative
purposes, to that of the Shakers or monks. Begin with crushing the faculty of Amativeness to the extent this doctrine demands, and we may as well “go the whole figure” and
maintain that our whole nature being totally corrupt, the “crucifixion of the flesh,” other
wise the crushing of all that is natural and desirable, is the surest and quickest road to
the salvation of the spirit.
From the “law of Progression in Harmony” to the “rope*
girdle about his waist, the knotted ends of which were stained with blood,” (Nichols’ let
ter,) the transition is easy and (logically) irresistible.
“Memnonia” naturally ends with
the convent, and both culminate on the top of the pillar of St. Simon Stylites.
It may be said that we are in an unnatural, artificial state, and that no inference can b@
drawn from our present desires in that respect, as to what they should and would be,.in
a harmonious society. Let us, for a moment, admit this, and see where it carries us.—-

J'Jf'O
Free

Love.

T

If this is true of Amativeness, it must also be true of all the other faculties. We must
live on hermit’s fare, for Alimentiveness, too, must be equally unfit to determine what
food our bodies need.
Reason must be “carnal,” and therefore unfit to be used in mat
ters which concern the important matter of the soul’s salvation, and the only safety or
truth must be found in unconditional submission to the teachings of the Holy and Infalli
ble Catholic Church!
Thus reasoned our late co-workers, the Nichols. Granting the premises, as regards
-the function of Amativeness, this reasoning is without a flaw.
It was an artful dodge,
quite worthy of a practiced and accomplished Jesuit, to begin by getting the notion well
grounded in the minds of the apostles of Individual Freedom, “destinies proportioned to
attractions,” etc., before they could see where it led; and having them once fairly in the
vortex of this deadly whirlpool, their descent was rapid and certain.
Those who believe in crushing, instead of directing and admitting of a wholesome
and spontaneous activity, would confer a benefit tp the cause of Reform by leaving its
ranks, and going where they belong, as Dr. and Mrs. N. have done.
It may be objected that I am advocating unlimited activity of the animal faculties, ir
respective of the dictates of reason and experience.
This is, however, not my position.
I believe, however, that these latter means are sufficiently competent to decide upon the
amount of activity that each faculty should be allowed.
Reason would naturally infer
that every faculty of our nature should be called into activity oftener than once in three
years, which is as often as even healthy women can bear and nurse children with impu
nity. Experience of evil resulting from its over activity would, if attended to, prevent
any serious harm.
For one man to lay down iron, arbitral rules for another, either in
respect to eating, sleeping, or the amative function, is as absurd as to prescribe the size
of a garment, or the length to which we should be allowed to grow. There is an indi
viduality about these things that should be respected.
True reformers might occupy
themselves more appropriately and usefully than in increasing the number of straight
jackets for mankind, which are already sufficiently numerous.
If they need such things
themselves, by all means let them use them; but excuse others who have full (or even
partial) possession of their faculties, from being hampered in any such restraints. Such
despotism, like that of religious creeds, is far more insufferable and pernicious than that
of the civil law. I go for freedom in eact.

EXCLUSIVENESS

IN

LOA^E.

Friend Patterson:—As the list of Yarietists has been called for, and I feel a deep
interest in all that is going on in the world of reform, it has given rise in my mind to
many serious reflections of which I feel strongly impressed to speak.
In the March No. of the S. R. you say: “I did list those amongst Free Lovers who be
lieve in exclusive dual union, but ignore legal enactments—but I did not mean by that to
commit myself to this doctrine as real Free Love.”
And again: “I do not want to be
captious, nor exclusive—but really I cannot see how those who maintain exclusive union
to be the law of nature can be regarded as Free Lovers,” &c.
To which I will reply, for myself only, as I cannot speak for another, thus far I have
never loved but one individual at the same time—and, although my name is on the list
of Free Lovers, I presume that you and many others consider me not one, though to me
it looks different. I am free to love the one, and cannot be compelled to love more.—
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Kot but that I am free and willing to love many, or any number, but as yet I have no£
been able to discover within my own heart the principle of variety—not that I object to
the principle or sentiment.
0, no! It is beautiful and truthful to those who feel it in’
their souls to be a truth. But such in my estimation are no more free than those of the
one love, as they are compelled by the very necessity of their unfolding natures to love
the many. And now, which is free, the one that is drawn and bound to the one love by
the necessity of his own nature, growth, and being, or the one that is compelled by the
same principle to love the many? To me, they are both bound and free, on one and the
same principle.
Were I now to send in my name as a Free Lover you might hesitate whether or not to
accept me as such with my one “little love.”
But as we are progressive beings, by the
time the list is fairly in circulation I may grow into the truth of variety by meeting with
individuals I never before saw—-the same is variety. By what we now are, we know
not what we shall be. Variety in love is a truth to those who feel its potency: the ex
clusive, the same. We shall probably grow out of one into the other, and I have no choice
which. I am willing to leave it to nature and destiny. I have no belief to fasten to on
that, or any other subject; but leave my mind open and free to the reception of truth
as it presents itself to my understanding.
I can fellowship the variety lover with the
same warmth of soul as the exclusive or one lover—so that you will discover that I am
not a close communionist; nor do I feel like contending about the trinity, duality,.
or unity [one-ity] of the Godhead, and care notwhether persons worship “one or twen
ty gods.”

Toleration is the motto of all true and loving souls, the only principle that can pos
sibly save social bodies or societies from plunging into the much dreaded vortex of Secta
rianism.
Yours for toleration and faith in humanity,
Waukegan, 111., May 16, 1857.
Charlotte H. Bowen..

VARIETY

IN

LOVE.

BY J. R. MONROE.

That variety in love is, or would be, natural and generally prevail, I have not the least
doubt. It seems to be a question with many whether new loves would displace old ones,
or whether the tendency would not be to enhance, intensify, and purify the old ones.—*
As a general question, or as to the general tendency of this, I have no doubts.
There
may be loves of some character or extent that would be dropped or changed on finding
new loves of a higher, purer, and more happifying character, some that are more real;
for it must be obvious to the close investigating socialist, that there are many that appear
to be love-relations which are merely accidental, or entered into from sinister motives,
motives other than love or real attraction. But in.freedom, adaptation, attraction, is the
thing to bring the opposite sexes together. As far as my experience and observation ex
tend, I am fully satisfied that where a great degree of freedom obtains, the one love will
be the exception, and variety or many loves will be the rule.
For various reasons I believe new loves will improve and intensify old ones, and perpet
uate or extend them. One obvious reason for this is the culture, growth, and expansion
of our love-nature, consequent on having a variety of objects to love; and of course, all
loves must be difierent to some extent in degree and kind, as the organizations, surround
ings, and influences of all the difierent lovers will differ to some extent.
Thus acting
variously upon us, all the activities of our whole love-nature will be drawn out, and our
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Capacity or capability to love will be enlarged, and at the same time our attractiveness or
lovableness will be increased. Another reason is, by loving many our love-nature is not
only strengthened, and so our capacity to love more, but we are still becoming ourselves
more lovable. But our loves being more diffused, the points of attraction between any
two would be less likely to be absorbed, or at least, not so soon as though we had but tho
one lover. But our time, attentions, and love-manifestations being divided between
many, the points of attraction between any two of course, to say the least, will not so soon
be absorbed. To illustrate; Suppose I love another who loves me; in time I find anoth
er one to love, a dozen, or twenty, and she finds as fhany more. Well, these loves all
differing one from another, of course by this means many points of attraction in my lovenature become active, and hers in like manner; and now we come round together again.
But how is this, we still find each other more attractive than before? Now I am so hap
py, I exclaim, I thought I knew you before, but I am continually discovering something
new, some still more attractive points in your character, how fortunate that we ever came
together! What a heaven it is, to be thus continually finding something new, something
still more attractive, instructive, and intensely happifying in your nature! How beautifully
we seem to be adapted to help and happify each other! To all this, and more, she read
ily and joyfully responds, exclaiming, this is just as I feel towards you; I find I am just
beginning to appreciate you. What a world of delights is ours! What mines of wealth
are continually unfolding to our enraptured gaze!
But the secret of this is, we have both been students in this beautiful school of free
dom, we are being more integrally developed, we have been following our attractions with
out hindrance; we are coming to a wholeness of life that we knew not of, nor could we know
only in freedom. We are now, as it were, new beings, new lovees. In addition to the
former points of attraction that drew us together, there are now on both sides many more
attractive features that have been brought into activity by our many and variously acting
love-relations. So then all can see the sphere of our love-activities, is widening, is ex
panding. The more we love, the more we can love: the more we give, the more we have
to give. The more our love-nature is cultivated, the more active it is, the more capable,
the stronger, and more powerful it becomes. But on the other hand, in marriage of what
ever kind—legal mating or what not, (for it is all about the same,) the tendency is to
absorb the points of attraction; and then repression comes in with all its chilling and dead
ening influences—a coldness, an apathy, an indifference is engendered between the two,
thus shut out from the world; no chance for growth or development for either. In most
cases, their condition becomes still more intolerable, when they might in freedom become
still more attractive to each other by the extending and widening growth of each, and
thus be enabled to bless each other and all as far as their influence may be felt.
Marriage, mating, or the one love, hinders growth, development, and happiness. And
besides all this, it actually produces the positive hells that are peculiar to marriage, the
thousandth part of whose miseries and damning curses have never been told. The thought
of retaining a love that blesses and happifies us is certainly a pleasing one, and the way
to do this most surely is variety in love in freedom. For in this way we are continu
ally making ourselves more attractive to all we can affinitize with, are adapted to, or can
love. The points of attraction not being fully absorbed, there is a life, a sprightliness, a
vivacity, a brilliancy, in our loves, that the really married, mated ones cannot know;, or
if they happen to feel something of it when they first come together, it soon flees from
them. The rose is gone, but the thorn is left behind.
But finally, it is not so very important whether we retain for a long or a short time the
love of others; so that we enjoy all that is for us in a glorious and up-building freedom.
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For one, I am entirely of the faith, that variety in loto will bring ^to poor, crush^T hi.
manity a thousand untold blessings; and that the whole tendency of the entire activity
of our whole love-nature, in freedom, will be purifying, refining, elevating, ennobling, and
intensely happifying.
Let us have the conditions, and I fear not, but hope everything
good. We want Spontaneity, the broadest Freedom, and Toleration to match it.
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LOVERS.

BY A. HUNTER.

Many articles having appeared in the Social Revolutionist on the subject of “Free Love”
my object, in the present paper, is to make a few comments on extracts from some of those
articles.
A. S. Davis defines love to be an “involuntary action of the mind,” and J. Patterson
(Vol. III., LTo. 1., p. 8) accepts the definition. He says, “I am much pleased with your
definition of love, I could not have made it better myself.” All love, according to this
definition, as it is “involuntary,” must not only be essentially free, but uncontrollable.
All involuntary action exhibited in the mental or physical phenomena of human beings
are beyond the control of the individual. We are not capable then of directing, modify
ing, or extinguishing this purely mental attribute—this sentiment, feeling or emotion.
Peculiar organizations may limit it, but conventionalities cannot enslave it. As organiza
tion varies among individuals this “involuntary action” is more remarkable in some than
others.
The natural instinct of a mother makes it peculiarly strong for her offspring.
How could you enslave this sentiment in the mother?—how prevent its free action? Try
to circumscribe it and it becomes the more intense. So is it with all pure loves. I am
taken with a severe “involuntary action of the mind”—my other faculties tell me that it
exists—I know it does. Can I prevent its involuntary existence? And if I cannot, who
can? Then if it cannot be prevented, this is Free Love, and I enjoy it.
Why? Not
because I have a right to it, but because I cannot heln it.
If this “involuntary action” find its affinities among the higher attributes of the mind
then we have “Free Love” of a higher order, exhibiting a purely moral aspect. If among
the lower, or that which is common to all animated creatures, then we have “Free Love”
manifesting sexual symptoms. In the one case our love is satisfied with reciprocal inteL
ectuai or moral enjoyment, but in the other it demands the gratification of the sexual
passion. The latter love is an “involuntary” exaltation of venereal desires—an instinct
ive sentiment. . The former is a concentration of the nobler qualities of the mind—an
intellectual sentiment, peculiar to man.
There are various types of love just as there are various grades of intellectual develop
ment, and various characteristics of organization. I have said that peculiar organization
units the extent of love’s action. It does more it fixes its character. An idiot is capable
o. ovmg intensely, but his organization is such that his love must necessarily be of the
instinctive or animal kind.
Intellectuality is wanting, and therefore the higher degrees
o love are absent.
The love of the savage is proportioned to the development of his
mind. And so m civilized society we find every degree of love, from the lowest sensual
to the highest spiritual. Love demands in return love of its kind. The sensualist can
not feel, and therefore cannot enjoy the love of a highly cultivated and virtuous mind..
He seeks enjoyment among those of his class. He practices free sexual intercourse, and
wallows in the mire of lust without restraint. Talk to him of “Free Love” and he will
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tell you that he breathes its atmosphere every day.
To the complete man—the man
in whom is combined, in a high degree the more excellent qualities of the human mind
with a large degree of culture, such love would be revolting. And why? Not because
the instinctive principle within him is wanting, but because it is subdued by the culti
vation of the intellectual and spiritual, and his aspirations are upwards and onwards.
The following paragraphs used as an illustration by an advocate of unrestricted sexual
connexion (S. It. Vol. III., No. 2., p. 56.) will show the mis-applicationof the term “free
love” as well as the exalted ideas of love entertained by the writer.
The emphasized
words, and sentences enclosed in brackets, are mine;—
“I have a wife and several children; I read Wright and Davis' fine pictures of domestic
bliss where the parties are properiy mated; ^wife and self feel that this is not our case
and we become more dissatisfied than ever. [Considerable dissatisfaction has existed be
fore.] We both long for our proper “mates” but we cannot separate to get them on ac
count of our children, and we feel that the mistake we made at first, and which we were
some time in finding out, has cursed us for all time to come. We will not accept
the freedom, which according to our views would be necessary to make us conjugally
happy; and for the sake of our children we continue to sicai and suffer.”
Now, pause for a moment. Would you think from the above that “wife and self” loved
each other? Yet it appears from the sequel that they did. Notice the exhibitions of
love. They became more dissatisfied than ever. Their mistake had cursed them.—
“For the sake of their children” they continue to “sigh” and “suffer.”
Strange love!
Extraordinary “involuntary actions” these! But the talisman is at hand:
“At this juncture, real Free Love flashes upon our minds, and now we understand our
trouble in this wise: We love each other—we are conscious that we do; but this love
does not satisfy; we feel the need of other love to make us happy; but while we love oth
ers we may still love each other; and this freedom we joyfully accept. Others like
ourselves, have come to a knowledge of this saving freedom, and we both find other
loves. It is not necessary that all shall reside in the same house; all that is abso
lutely requisite in this respect is that they shall be sufficiently near each other to enjoy
their loves.”
Real Free Love has dispelled all dissatisfaction.
The electric “flashes” have meta
morphosed it into a peculiar exhibition of “conjugal happiness.” The “mistake”, which
they were a long time finding out, proves to be a strange mental hallucination which they
were still longer finding out.
The eternal “curse,” presto! it is gone! It is now num
bered among the beatitudes of “real” Free Love. The “sigh”—simply a heaving of the
bosom—a sign of the deep feeling that exists between lovers. And the “suffering.” 0!
it is only a little counter-irritation, a blister, calculated to remove the superfluous love
from the heart. An effectual cure-all is this “real” Free Love.
Now, pray, if love be an “involuntary action of the mind,” how could this first love
be a mistake? And if first love of “wife and self” was a mistake, may not all the “other
loves” be mistakes also? And how long will they be of finding them out? How many
children will be born by their different “loves,” before dissatisfaction begins to exist?—
And if the first “involuntary action” was a mistake, how could sexual intercourse with
others make them “conscious” of their error and prove that they loved each other? It
does seem to me that society organized on this real Free Love” hasis would he a con
tinued series of mistakes.
Again: “We both want to enjoy all our children.” But “to enjoy their other loves”
“wife and self” do not think it “necessary that all should reside in the same house.” Did
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it never occur to “wife and self,” that little children may be the product of their other
mistakes, and if all did not live in the same house together—all could not enjoy “all their
children?” Or did it escape the clear vision of “self” that if “wife” had children by oth^
er lovers, that he would be enjoying the society of other men’s juveniles, whilst their
FATHERS could not enjoy them? Cannot the modest matron perceive that the individual
sovereign who lives with her for the sake of her children, may have other children
with whom he cannot live, and therefore cannot enjoy, and that the voice of nature is as
strong in the one case as in the other? Would it be an unpardonable crime to insinuate
that neither “wife nor self” were governed by any higher principle than that of mere lust?
That the soul-filling spirit of pure affection had no place within them. But they had
come to a knowledge of the “saving freedom”—the freedom which “favors chastity,
which they joyfully accept and are happy! Requiescat in pace.
It does not require a great deal of acumen to perceive the difference between love, an
“action of the mind,” and cohabitation, the sexual act. Yet the terms are used synony
mously. Both are denominated love. Thus the real question is enveloped in a mist.—Free sexual commerce or unrestricted sexual communion would be appropriate terms, and
these or similar ones I shall use. Let things be called by their right names.
Let love
be love, and coition coition.
Or let love be an “involuntary action of the mind” and
coition an “involuntary action of the body;” but do not call two things essentially and
radically different by the same name.
Now let us take the latter paragraph of the above quotation and substitute the correct
terms, instead of “love” and “Free Love” and see how it stands.
In all other respects
we shall copy verbatim :—
“At this juncture free sexual intercourse flashes upon our minds, and now we under
stand our trouble in this wise;—we cohabit with each other—we are conscious that we do;'
but this sexual intercourse does not satisfy; we feel the need of sexual intercourse with
others to make us fully happy—but wdiile we cohabit with others we may still cohabit
with each other, and this freedom we joyfully accept. Others, like ourselves, have cometo a knowledge of this saving freedom, and we both find others to cohabit with. It is not
necessary that all should reside in the same house; all that is absolutely requisite in this
respect, is that they shall be sufficiently near each other to enjoy their sexual pleasures.”'
The above, I submit,, is the true representation of the idea meant to be conveyed. And,
if it be, as I believe it is, it follows that what Reformers require and plead for is not a
greater elevation or freedom of the affectional in man; but a more extended liberty in the
gratification of the sexual propensity—a wider range for the exhibition of the sexual pas
sion—variety in sexual intercourse.
But love is a soft, sweet name. It appeals to every heart. It touches every soul. It
blends harmoniously with every sympathy. And therefore it is prudent to throw the
silken robe of love over the ghastly features of their deity in order to lead to his shrine a
host of simple worshippers. The end will sanctify the means. It is done with a view to
extend the area of human happiness—to deliver woman from the abominations of the
marriage bed—to stem the tide of legal lust, and raise a beautiful temple of freedom, dedi
cated to the Goddess of love, perfect in all its architectural points, under whose roof hu
man passions will be perfectly still—human imperfections will cease, and the “involun
tary” principles of the human mind have full and absolute liberty. Sublime conception!
Let us now quote from S. R. Yol. III., No. 3., p. 83;—
“There are two persons in marriage who make each comfortably happy. They believein this exclusive dual union doctrine, and think they were born for each other—they are@9 happy. But their minds are of the higher order. But whilst they affinitize with eac&
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■other, they may also affinitize with others.
I am conscious of a sympathetic attraction
For the good woman which I know is reciprocated; but which she will not acknowledge
even to herself; and why not? Because she believes in duality. Her faith [perhaps vir
tue] stands between her and my love; [no not love, for you are “conscious of a sympa
thetic attraction for the good woman” already reciprocated—this is love already existing
and nothing can stand between it; but her faith stands between her person and your lust
that is all.] it stands between me and the love she could give me and still love her “mate”
as well or better than before; it defrauds us both of love that is righteously ours. The
twain might still make each other happy and yet give of their love to make others happy
also, but this exclusive doctrine prevents the free play of the affinities;-—it defrauds them
and all who might affinitize with them. And this is Free Love!”
Here the misapplication of the term love for the sexual act is again apparent. Indeed
it extends itself throughout the whole domain ef Free Love literature.
Strange that this love-sick hero could see no other reason, why this virtuous woman
would not submit to his embraces but “because she believes in duality.” Might it not be
that as her mind was of a “higher order” her soul was filled with a purer love that con
trolled her sexual passion, and that whilst she “sympathized” and “affinitized” with him
she could not permit herself to become the victim of his licentiousness. Or might it not
be that as she also affinitized with her “mate” she indulged as much in sexual intercourse
with him as her physical abilities could permit without injury. But he discovered a re
ciprocated sympathetic attraction, and therefore he was “defrauded” of that which was
righteously his. Nay, they are “both” defrauded.
But supposing she had cohabited
with him, and still having an eye to her health, refused her “mate,” would she not have
been defrauding her mate of that which was righteously his? Selfish love, this of yours,
Mr. Revolutionist. “Do unto others as you would wish,” &c. ,
But there is another way in which he may be defrauded out of a little sexual enjoy
ment.
If in the freedom of his loves he forms an attachment that is not reciprocated;
and still after all the wiles and blandishments of an accomplished lover it is not recipro
cated, is he not “defrauded” out of what according to his doctrine the true instincts of his
nature demands. There is no “mate” in this case to interfere with him. “But the affin
ities were not mutual.” True, but he is none the less defrauded out of the desired ulti
mate. He cannot control the “involuntary” actions of the mind, and what is he to do?
Seek other affinities of course. Yes, but to the point.' Here is a law of the mind, which
affirms that he, in all his freedom, sighs for sympathies which he cannot obtain, and al
though he may enjoy “other loves” still the feeling is there that will render him unhappy,
and he cannot help it. Is his condition any better than that of the married pair who are
“conscious that they love each other,” yet “sigh and suffer.” And if his loved one per
mits the sexual act for the sake of variety, what is she better, nay is she not worse, than,
one of those unfortunate outcasts that society so harshly condemns? Or what is she bet
ter than the “mate” who discovers after years of sexual intercourse, that she does not love
her husband, but permits the gratification of his passion, when she is conscious he is in
fluenced by a true and sincere affection.
But it is not necessary that all affinities should result in sexual intercourse. Minds
essentially gross may consider themselves defrauded if they do not.
But to the pure
there are affinities of a higher order.
Soul blending harmoniously with soul. Sympa
thy with sympathy.
Elevating, purifying, ennobling affinities. Affinities so spiritual
and holy that the animal instincts sink into utter insignificance and are lost amid the
brighter attractions of the soul’s higher attributes. These are the affinities which gov®rn pure minds. These are the affinities by which nature’s nobility are known. Thes©
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are the affinities which are calculated to revolutionize society, by drawing the virtuous
together; by associating those who can look upon other men’s “mates” through other op
tics than the eye of sexual passion, and give them a love unadulterated by the lower pro
pensities of their natures. These affinities may be called the higher law of the affections.
They are the law of true social freedom.
And they who ignore this law by as
serting the supremacy of the lower law, either do not or cannot comprehend the desires
and impulses of truly noble and exalted minds; or, are strangers to the soul-elevating
influences of true spiritual affinities.

SOCIAL

DOGMATISM.

BY J. H. COOK.

The wisest of us are, as yet, but tyros in social philosophy. I think we often talk and
write with too much self-assurance and positiveness. I know I have often done so.
Much has been said and written about the conditions of Social Freedom and the natu
ral results of the free, spontaneous play of human affinities. Much truth, but notalways
“the whole truth and nothing but the truth” has been elicited.
Our little company of
social writers and theorists, so intensely interested in love’s freedom, (however analytical,
logical, or discriminative, they may be,) have not yet had sufficient experience, in being
the subjects, objects, or observers of human affinities in full, free action, to be all-wise or
safely state their opinions and arguments, dogmatically. They have not yet fully under
stood the complicated machinery of man’s physical organization, through which and by
which “we live and move and have a being;” nor the number, nature and character, and
relations of all the subtle and intangible media, powers, and agencies that move that ma
chinery. The social and spiritual are closely allied.
The true social relations, now so
sought after by the highly-developed, are based upon those high, spiritual, subtle, widely
diffusive powers of mind in the central and anterior coronal regions of the brain; and are
not comprehended nor appreciated, nor extensively or permanently enjoyed by the great
mass of humanity.
They are so volatile, and have such scope and rapidity of action,
that it is impossible to accurately weigh, measure, or determine them with mathematical
precision. Hence the adept in mathematical or physical science may not be so successful,
for a long time, in his attempts to unfold the modus operand! and results of human affini
ties in freedom.
Let us, then, who have entered upon this department of research, try
to be modest, docile, and willing to let time and practice test the truth of our respective
positions upon this subject. My social nature, as a whole, differs, more or less, from that
of every other person. Ergo, my social attractions and experience as a whole differ, more
or less from that of every other perspn. A person’s experience for some time with differ
ent attractions, may seem to confirm the truth of any previous theory whiclg^he or she
may have held; but it does not follow that all future cases will confirm that theory
in toto.
Hone of us have yet had the right conditions, nor time, nor a sufficient number of at
tractions to draw such a conclusion. Future circumstances and attractions of an entirely
new character, in connection with the rapid changes in each progressive mind, may prove
too much or too little for our hypotheses. A. J. Davis, in the fourth volume of his Great
Harmonia, page 329, says the number of different shades of human character and differ
ent forms of attraction in this great universe, is fifty-one quintillions, ninety quadrillions,
nine hundred and forty-two trillions, one hundred and seventy-one billions, seven bus-
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^red and nine millions, four hundred and forty thousand!
The number is no doubt too
great to be comprehended.
Some positively affirm that the more loves a person has
among the opposite sex, the more love he has for each; and, that however intense a new
attraction may be, an old or previous one will not be lessened, but increased thereby.—
Others are just as sure, that an intense new love tends to dissipate and disregard an old
one.
From what I have experienced and observed thus far, I am led to believe that in
some cases the first position is true, and in others the second position is true and the first
one false. I can say truly that I love all now, that I ever loved. But it is not true of
all, for I know those, who have become cold and indifferent towards those whom they for*
tnerly loved with the greatest intensity and the most devoted affection. Of course, I am
talking of love that was free in all these cases.
The result of any attraction depends upon the organization of the persons attracted.—
Persons of great impressibility and memory or ability to recall and keep before the mind
previous attractions and impressions, and a large posterior coronal region of the brain, and
large consciousness or development of the central forehead, which gives the ability to see
the whole of a person at sight and sum up and balance at once all the attractions and all
the repulsions, are the most likely to be stable in their loves, be they more or less in num
ber and degree of intensity. On the other hand, those who are deficient in these devel
opments and some others I have not mentioned, will be the most likely, other things being
equal, to be absorbed by a new love, and other loves will rapidly fade from the tablet of
memory and pass but dimly, if at all, before their mental vision, or in some cases become
permanent objects of repulsion. Hence the social and love attractions depend, for their
numbers, duration, and intensity, upon unnumbered conditions, that none of us have yet
comprehended, and about which it becomes us to be moderate and unassuming.
There are some, who in consequence of deficient amative power or feeling repudiate all
sexual coition.
Others believe that sexual connexion, as a manifestation of love, when
mutual and spontaneous is natural, and healthful, like other manifestations of love, when
no law of health and harmony is infringed upon.
The former class cannot prescribe a
course for the latter, nor vice versa, because their conditions are different. He who launches
his “house I live in” out upon the sea of practical social freedom, if I may so speak, will,
after awhile, find himself like Columbus “far from land,” and sometimes, “far from the
track of other navigators.
It is quite probable also, that before the new social world is
reached, there will be more or less mating, by that numerous and discordant crew, within
the cranium. Every organ of the brain, in proportion to its strength, is eager and urgent
to be gratified—and just as urgent and pressing in a Socialist’s or Free Lover’s head as
in an old fogy’s head. If I am wanting in integrity, or honor, or sympathy, or any other
exalted and manly virtue as a man of business, I shall also be wanting in them as a So
cialist, or a lover, or a reformer of any kind.
Socialists have their proclivities, and like the rest of mankind are liable to he dogmati
cal and oracular in those directions in which they are positively developed, and indifferent
or opposed to those principles, relations, objects, and results, which lie in other directions.
It will take years of experiments in affectional freedom, with large numbers of both sexes
before We shall be able to approximate to truth, concerning the true nature, action, and
results of sexual and social attraction.
At last we can look back and say, as an aged
minister once said: “I have seen more bad folks among good folks, and more good folks
among bad folks than I ever expected to see”—the first will prove, often, to be last; the
last will prove, often to be first: attractions become repulsions, and repulsions, ultimate
in attractions. A new and intense attraction will convert man or woman to the freedom
love, when all the philosophy in the world would not convince them. May we all then,
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in view of the paucity of facts yet obtained, and the unnumbered conditions, and compli
cated relations, of human attractions,—think, speak, or write, charitably and advisedly.
“Truth should be taught as though we taught it not;
And things unknown, proposed as things forgot.”

ATTRACTIONS

AND

REPULSIONS.

In a former article of the S. R.—“That Mathematical Problem”—occurs a most excel
lent statement of a truth, which it might be well for Free Lovers to heed.
It is this:
“Repulsion is as well a principle in Nature; for that is the creator and continent-base of
all Individuality; but there is no repulsion so strong, (none so moving!) as that of a hu
man organism; both antagonizing other organisms, and also antagonizing Nature.”
Our repulsions are just as sacred as our attractions; and in the initiative of affectional
freedom, they should be heeded even more. Repulsion preserves not individuality only,
but the purity and sacredness of the individual, likewise, and is absolutely necessary to
its loveliness. Break down the barriers of repulsion, and there is no holy of holies in the
temple of individualism. If Free-Lovers who are entering upon the fruition of a wider
sphere of love, would maintain the sweetness of chastity and the power of individualized
self-hood, let them observe well the guard which their repulsions throw around their per
sons. Above all, let them shun the arbitrary and mechanical manipulations of the art of
fascination, by which repulsions are overcome, the weaker will subdued, woman deprived
of spontaneity, and the free play of the affinities thwarted.
This is not practiced much
that I know of by Free Lovers, and I trust it never will be; but it is practiced much by
a class of magnetizers, professedly opposed to Free Love, who seek every opportunity to
fascinate women and unbalance their self-hood. Such men are the worst of villains, and
Free Lovers should be careful that they do not become identified with them. Those who
understand the means of preserving and cultivating the efficiency of their loveliness, will
be careful that the affinities in their case play first in the higher elements of their nature.
Such as precipitate love into the physical by premature bodily contact of any kind, need
not wonder if they find themselves becoming unlovely and unattractive to such as they
might wish most to attract. The enjoyment of sexual love is of too delicate and raptu
rous a nature to be dealt with heedlessly, or made a dissipation of. The more exquisite
and thrilling the exercise of any power, thb greater the danger of excess and the more
need of temperance in its use. This is the law, and I am assured that the dissipation of
sexual love, even without the excess of physical ultimation, will result in languor, relax
ation, and general debility of the mental and physical energies.
If our repulsions are to be disregarded, we give up half the argument for freedom itself.
Repulsions obtain in marriage, and they are G-od’s warrant for the dissolution of such mar
riage; yet they are disregarded and the parties live in habitual pollution.
But if Free
Lovers are to have no repulsions, why then marriage is not so bad after all; and there is
no such thing as sexual purity.
Let it be understood that I am speaking of sexual repulsions;—of those antipathies that
repel advances of this character, when the laws or conditions of sexual purity do not per
mit them. Friendship is a sentiment that requires a far wider range for its activities than
does sexual love; and friendship or fraternal love demands a general agreeableness in the
demeanor of the individual. If any one should think it necessary for the preservation of
her chastity, that she be frigid and formal, she would fail in the conditions of friendship
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which require her to be social and genial. The repulsions which guard chastity and the
suavity which promotes friendship are entirely compatible with each other: and it should
be the study and constant effort of every one to give each its proper bearing in the char
acter. This balance is not to be had at once by an act of the will—it is an affair of cul
ture, and where it does not already exist years of patient discipline may be necessary for
its attainment.
But how about our attractions?
Shall we always yield to them?
I think the rule
with reference to this is: Our social attractions indicate the direction we should go.
It
is never wrong to yield to any species of social attraction so far as not to give it a monop
oly. We may yield to our attractions so far as to make dissipation of love, and carry it
to an emasculating excess.
To prevent this excess, we have the faculties of coldness,
restraint, modesty, chastity, justice, and reason.
There is an exalting pleasure in exer
cising the power of restraint which these faculties give, and it is indispensable to prevent
the waste of dissipation and preserve the native force of the attraction.
This restraint
acts upon the attractions as the dam does upon the stream; it prevents the waste of the
.element, and retains the “head” that is necessary to make it an efficient “power.” The
restraint I speak of is a different thing from repulsion.
Repulsion prevents attraction
from taking place at all; restraint checks it after it has become active.
It is quite probable that some who have embraced the doctrines of freedom for the af
fections have misapprehended the real nature of love-reciprocity.
They feel the want
of love, and if they happen in the society of those who accept of freedom, they think that
.any special demand for love should be supplied.
The idea is that a Free Lover should
give love in some such arbitrary manner as one individual would hand another an apple
or a rose. They forget that love cannot be given, but must be taken.
And some such
are a little inclined to behave as though their principles gave them the privilege of being
impudent to persons of the other sex.
But this is no argument against freedom, any
more than the child’s falling is an argument against walking;—this wrong obtains under
•the despotism of marriage still more, where it is hopeless; for wrongs can only be righted
in freedom.

TO

C.

M.

OVERTON.---- FREEDOM

VS.

DUALITY.

My Good Friend: The first thing you and I have to do in this investigation is to define
what we mean by “Free Love.” By a contrast in your article, I infer what your defini
tion is; but since mine is very different from this, there is some chance for us to make our
selves ridiculous, fighting men of straw of our own setting up—unless we “define.”
Near the close of your article, you use the term Free Love in opposition to “foi’ced love”
and forced love you say is “rape.”
Now according to this showing, all who do not be
lieve in rape, legalized or not, are Free Lovers!
I guess the most whom this “test”
would include in the ranks of Free Love, would “bat their eyes” at you for your pains?

For my part, I do not believe there is any love about rape of any kind, and I cannot
conceive that there is any such thing in all God’s Universe as “forced love,” and whoever
can conceive of such a thing has a stretch of passional discernment to which I can lay no
claim. Hence by the freedom to which I refer in the use of the term Free Love, I mean
the antagonist of some other kind of tyranny than that of forced love or rape; I mean it
to be the opposite of some form of tyranny which exists in fact, and of which my mind is
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able to take cognizance. While I cannot conceive of forced love, I can conceive of an ar
bitrarily circumscribed sphere for the activities of love to range in.
Our civil laws
have been made by monogamists, and these laws and the conscience as well which Henry
C. Wright and other dualists would create, all circumscribe the sphere of my love, and this
to my mind is the opposite of freedom for love, or, in shorter phrase, Free Love. I want
my love nature free from the restraints which affectional dualism has imposed upon it.—
Affectional despotism, to my mind, consists in preventing the free play of our affectional
affinities; according to you, it consists in forcing love—a solecism which means nothing.
Tour Free Love means freedom from the coercion which makes affectional activity com
pulsory; my Free Love means freedom from the coercion winch circumscribes the sphere
of love and prevents the normal play of its activities. We shall see which of these finds
an abiding place in the philosophy of freedom.
Let it be distinctly understood that my idea of Free Love demands a field for the free
play of the affections,—that it discards the interference of all law but what springs eter
nally out of the affections themselves. Now the law which legislators enact, and the
conscience and public opinion—let it be marked well—the conscience and public opinion
which dualists create and maintain, contract the field of love and prevent the free play
of the affectional elements of our nature. This is its effect upon me, and from all I see,
I believe it to be the effect upon all who do not break through the barriers thus interposed;
hence, I repeat, whoever believes that the exclusive duality of sexual love is a law of the
human constitution, is not a Free Lover.
His very faith is the essence of social despo
tism, and he and his compeers put the halter, not on their love nature only, but on mine,
and choke the life more than half out of it. Believing that plurality of love is impossi
ble, he cannot give me the freedom of variety.
If I attract the love of more than one,
he believes me immoral and unjust;—he thinks I make pretenses of love I do not feel, and
that I rob others of their rights.
With his faith, he cannot rise to the conception that
those who love me may love others as well, for according to his interpretation this would
be unnatural.
He thinks there may be variety for lust but not for love, and so when I
assert variety as the law of my life, he calls me a free luster, and marks me for the ex
ecration of all who think like him.
But I made these points in my former article, and
they remain untouched by the generalities you throw at them. To characterize my po
sition, that “the dualist cannot be a Free Lover,” as a decided step towards despotism, is
about as consistent as to charge Newton with wanting to dominate the heavens because
he declared the law of planetary motion, or that Jefferson and his compeers made a deci
ded step towards lording it over the earth, because they assumed to set forth the rights
of man in the Declaration of Independence. When I assert that exclusive dualism is in
compatible with Free Love, I define the philosophical principle as I understand it, and in
doing so, I no more make a decided step towards despotism than when I assert that a bo
na-fide wife-owner [husband] cannot be a Woman’s Rights man, or that a slaveholder by
faith and practice cannot be a human rights man.
In setting forth this principle, I be
lieve that I make a decided step towards freedom, however few may be able to perceive it
through the monogamic fog which envelopes us all.
One statement of the reason why a dualist cannot be a Free Lover is, that if the exclu
sive duality of sexual love be the law of the human constitution, then is freedom for sex
ual love not a law of the human constitution, and despotism is inevitable. Freedom in
variety is one horn of the dilemma; despotism in duality is the other horn, and those
who claim to be Free Lovers can take which they have a mind to; and if their logic don’t
drive them to one or the other, their practice will. I but announce what I believe to be
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a principle of Social Science, and sticklers for the vagaries of an impossible freedom [in
duality] cry “despotism!”
When I say dualist, I mean one who believes the exclusive duality of sexual love to
he the law of nature.
Those amiable persons you speak of, “humble in the study of
God’s law and having a conscience recognizing the divinity of freedom, whether it results
in duality or variety,” are not dualists of the school of Henry James, Henry 0. Wright,
[named in your first article] 0. S. Fowler, etc., who assume to find monogamy in the
brain or otherwise in the human constitution, and teach it as an unquestionable truth.—Sincere inquirers who are willing to accept of variety if it comes to their hearts in freedom are not dualists in any just philosophical sense of the term, and I cannot allow you
to break the force of my reasoning against dualists, by assuming them to be such. There
are many I think, rather inclined as yet to dualism, who half suspect that like as not va
riety is the law after all, and such I bid God speed.
When they get a little farther on
this road, they will perceive that exclusive duality is necessarily despotism, and as incom
patible with affectional freedom, as the relation of master and slave is with personal free
dom.
When you tell me that Free Love is not only not circumscribed by the dogma of dual
ity, but that it is based upon faith in God and humanity, I reply that there is not a civil,
social, or theological despot in Christendom, but will shout “God and humanity” as loud as
any of us. Such vagaries ring well enough in rhetoric, but they amount to nothing in phi
losophy. We cannot base freedom in any philosophical sense upon such flexible generali
ties. The freedom we talk about is mere slang till we form a truthful conception of its
specialties and define them.
Hone vindicate the empty name of freedom with more
fiery zeal than those who own slaves and wives. Freedom of any kind has specific condi
tions without which it cannot exist. The slave cannot be a free man whilst the law, his
master’s will, and his own faith bind him. He can only be free under the conditions of
freedom. Fire has its conditions without which it cannot burn, and you might as well talk
of kindling a blaze by the friction of ice and pewter, as to think of installing Free Love
amongst those who believe dualism to be the law of “God and humanity.”
The progress of the Race may be regarded as taking place by planes or grades which
rise one above another. Individuals upon a higher plane demand a greater scope of ac
tion—a high order of freedom.
Again, all human institutions grow out of the human
mind, and are adapted to the particular state of development of any people as a whole,
amongst which they obtain.
How, we cannot take the people which are fitted for one
plane, and adapt them to the conditions of a higher plane, since the only means by which
this adaptation can take place is by growth. Hence those who are adapted by the con
stitution of their own nature for the plane of dualism or marriage, cannot adopt in their
lives the conditions of a higher plane.
They will necessarily be selfish, and appropria
ting in their love, and in consequence of this spirit of appropriation they will become pit
ted against each other as rival lovers, and hence they will re-establish for themselves the
conditions of dual marriage. They will determine the “right” to be thus and so—they
will create a conscience, not for themselves only, but for all whom they are able to dom
inate.
In this way a community of “Adelinas” with men to match, might talk very
largely of living affectional freedom; but their practice would ultimate in dualism, and
they would find their freedom in monogamy, which to those of a different plane would
be social despotism.
I must think there is considerable of confusion in your article for want of a proper dis
crimination between faith and practice. You may believe as an absolute truth what you
would not think it right, from considerations of expediency, to practice. You may be-
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lieve in variety, but you may also think with the Nichols, that we should observe the
civil law; or your legal companion may not believe as you do about variety, and you may
think it right for the sake of her happiness to defer to the requisitions of her faith. This
is the predicament of a good many Free Lovers, male and female. Again, you may be
lieve in variety when it is not possible for you to practice it.
You may love only one,
because there is no one else near you with whom you can affinitize. And hence, “in the
fullest liberty and the fullest faith in liberty,” you may still absorb some noble woman,
but if you do so, you do it in default of the presence of other affinities, and not by the
tyrannies of an arbitrary belief. Under such circumstances she is yours, because nobody
else can attract her love or any part of it.
Duality is the fact here in her case, but not
the law, for whenever another who is sexually adapted to her comes within her sphere,
she will love him also, and then plurality will be the fact. If she believe in variety, she
will acknowledge this other love to herself and enjoy it; if she believe in duality, she
will contract her soul if possible so that it will only contain one love, and the necessities
of her faith will oblige her to crush out the new love or abandon you; and this would be
the freedom of duality! and the harmony of Pandemonium!
You may love only one in the absence of other affinities, but with faith in variety you
will allow me to love more than one if I am so attracted. More than this, if your faith is
consistent with the freedom of love you will interpose no obstacles to the reciprocal love
between myself and the only woman you love. Now don’t tell me that the dualist who
bases his faith on “God and humanity,” “divine wisdom,” the “human soul,” or any com
plex riddle, will permit any such freedom as this. If my friend believed he should go to
hell for free thinking, he would do everything in his power to prevent the free play of his
thoughts; and so if he believes he will lose his “lady love” through an attraction on her
part for me, he will do what he can to counteract the free play of her affinities, and pre
vent the attraction. A priest is a free thinker as much as a dualist is a Free Lover. Mo
nogamists, I know, are at this moment, swelling fine periods about social freedom; and
priests laud reason to the skies, but when reason touches their petty dogmas they squirm,
just as dualists do when freedom invades the sanctum of their domestic tyrannies.
If you understand from my advocacy of variety, that everybody must absolutely love
more than one, you greatly mistake me. When you say that with me “freedom means
the right to love many, but to love one only is despotism,” your statement is not warranted by
any jusficonstructionof the language of my article. It is rather likely, we shall love one
before we love more, as it will probably not often happen that more than one love will be
matured exactly at the same time. The faith which I deem consistent with freedom, is
that which permits any one to accept more than one love when they appeal to the heart.
But in that the dualistic faith does not permit this freedom—in that it wars against other
than the solitary love as unnatural and immoral, I must regard it as incompatible with
social freedom. I believe it to be a principle of advanced humanity, that the heart will
not be satisfied with one sexual love all through life; and there are others who find this
faith in their own experience; but dualists throw barriers around us, and we cannot be
free under the arbitrary rule of their dogma. There is no mathematical conclusion clear
er to my mind than this. In showing the character and tendency of dualism, therefore,
I only seek to break the chains, knock off the handcuffs, I am well aware that no part
of mankind by any geographical division of the Race, are yet ready for variety, and so we
have marriage of every shape and social despotism everywhere.
But faith and philoso
phy assure us that mankind will one day rise to the plane of unselfish, non-exclusive love,
or that which is willing to share with others, and then shall we have social freedom, and
not before.
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But while I claim that affectional freedom for all can only subsist by such faith and
under such conditions as permit the free play of the affinities in variety, yet 1 freely ac
cord to ‘‘Miss Adalina” and all others the right to live the affectional life they wish. But
when they crush the warmest sympathies of the soul and stifle the response their hearts
would give to those who would be free—I don’t call that freedom; nor this either, when
a selfish nature seeks to appropriate the object of its love, whether in the name of free
dom or not. I want the conditions under which all can he free, and I discard affectional
dualism for the same reason that I discard political absolutism. W here absolutism pre
vails all cannot have political freedom, and where dualism prevails all cannot have social
freedom. Your view of socialfreedom is a vague generality involving discordant elements,
and it stings itself to death. I should not go amongst Baptists for the religious freedom
I want, and in like manner I should not go amongst dualists for the affectional freedom I
want.
I could not be free where the monogamic conscience prevails. When we ask
freedom for despots, we ask in the same breath slavery for those who are affected by the
despotism.
When we raise the flag of freedom for oligarchs, we endorse the enslave
ment of the people in the prostitution of the emblems of freedom. We might as well
talk of Jesuitical freedom as to talk of freedom in monogamy or dualism.
The enjoy
ment of social rights cannot be had in solitude; and the extent and quality of such en
joyment depend on the social conscience of those with whom we associate. If they are
free to respond to us, not seeking to appropriate, we enjoy the freedom of our own plane;
and if they are not free thus to respond, or if they seek appropriation in love, we must be
content with the freedom of their plane, however contracted that may be. Hence, the
the folly of mixing up continents, monogamists, dualists, pluralists—individuals on differ
ent social planes, and thinking to give them all such freedom as they want.
The affec
tional supply and demand must stand in equilibrium, and this can only obtain amongst
those who occupy the same social plane.
Dualists must isolate and become at length
perpetuate-dualists or monogamists; and varietists must group together, and not with
others, if they want social life according to the sanctions of their own consciences.
;
I regard variety as the negation of duality;—the freedom of variety as the negation of
the despotism of duality. I believe that the exclusive dual union in sexual relations is
the basis of social despotism; I want to negate that despotism, and I do so by the asser
tion of freedom for variety, just as anybody would negate despotism by the assertion of
freedom. And this is the sum of my treason against freedom; and I am warned that
the “Anti-hierarchist of To-day, may sigh in the Future for the crown and purple!”
I have been thus lengthy in this article, because it seems to me the subject is one
which has need to be better understood. Whether my views be correct or not, I have
tried to express them with sufficient clearness not to be misapprehended.

TO

JAMES

W.

TOWNER.

As I am evidently one of the “changable pioneers” to whom you refer in your article in
the June No. of the S. R., and as I do not quite like your coloring, I propose to give the
subject a different shade.
I have changed a considerable within the last thirty years I cheerfully admit, besides
having a small quantity of the same sort of work on hand, but I beg to be excused from
admitting that I have materially changed since the commencement of the Social Move
ment at this point.

Your third paragraph is made up of quotations from a letter, or letters, written in ref
erence to the Berlin Social Movement.
Your next paragraph is a quotation from a
letter written in reference to a particular Group, which group has never been expected
to constitute more than a small part of the “Movement.”
It is true that I spoke of it
as the “Association proper.”
This was allowable for two reasons.
The group I re
gard as a small Association, that shall eventually grow into a large one. Again, the group
referred to, embraced at the time all of the socialists on the ground, and was generally
called “the Association.” While I have never urged anybody to come to Berlin, and do
not intend to, I have always been ready to welcome any and all, liberal enough to be at
tracted here. But I have never given anybody reason to suppose that I would enter into
close relations with those who cling to marriage in any form.
I am not convinced that
the two paragraphs are, when properly understood, at all inconsistent with each other.
I am willing that they should stand side by side on the record.
The printer changed
“belief in freedom” to “believe in freedom,” and “if he will not” to “for he will not.”‘
I object to your classing me with those who complain that “they do not come.” I
have no reason to complain, for they are all coming? For the encouragement of all in
terested in the Berlin Movement, I will say that prospects were never more encouraging.
The interest is steadily increasing, and numbers of the best socialists are fully committed
to the work.
Public sentiment is on our side to a surprising extent, and we are made
happy by the assurance that our humble labors are to be crowned with abundant success.
In deep love for you, and all true socialists, I am your earnest co-laborer.
Berlin Hights, June, 1857.
Francis Barry.

FOWLER

A

FREE

LOVER.

BY C. M. OVERTON.

Last evening Prof. 0. S. Fowler gave us a lecture on the sexual relations, in which he
spoke of the Divinity of Love, and its beneficial influence on the human character, ma
king it the redeemer of mankind. More than this, he asserted that love constitutes mar
riage, and that marriage without Love is adultery. Parents and guardians should have
laothing to say about who their children should choose. It was a business for two, and
two only. All other interference was an impertinence.
Love was the basis of all im
provement. All great men had been made such by its influence. All criminals were
such from the want of it. Marry where you love, said he, even though betrothed to an
other! The contract had nothing whatever to do with marriage. Love could not be
forced, and when the product of duty was a counterfeit—he repelled it.
Here are the fundamental principles of Free Love endorsed and recommended. Surely
any man who concedes to him sufficient logical acumen to trace the inevitable result of
his admissions and arguments, cannot hut say Fowler is a Free Lover, even though he
turns round and talks about “Tom Nichols’ (any ass may kick a dead lion) views,” in con
tradistinction to his own. Whoever is governed by ideas rather than names, must call
him a Free Lover in disguise—a disguise, the result either of a studied policy to introduce
all he can of their doctrines by throwing dust in the eyes of an indiscriminating public,
or the product of a moral cowardice which prompts him to save himself at the expense of
the faith which he would serve, but dare not follow to the crucifix. In either case he is
a Free Lover. Paul was a Christian though a Jesuit in practice. And Peter and Judaswere Christians even though they denied and betrayed the founder of their faith.
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If a Jesuit, his conscience doubtless pardoned his crooked logic and unmanly shifts, on
the ground that the faith is subserved though at the expense of the man.
And if the
flesh failed him—if the attack on the brethren of the faith was caused by a palpitation of
the heart, which induced him to offer up S. P. Andrews to the popular Moloch as a sub
stitute for 0. S. Fowler, he may still derive some comfort from the thought, that though
the standard bearer may fall, his truth shall live forever.
Brother Free Lovers! Let us be charitable to this our weak brother. That necessity
which excuses the denial of a Peter and the kiss of Judas may palliate the calumnies of
a Fowler. He made quite a show of candor, saying to his hearers, the Free Love ques
tion should be met with reason and argument rather than be thrust aside with prejudice.
Acting on the suggestion he proceeded to show them how it could be done.
The argu
ment in favor of variety in Love drawn from the analogy of Nature, he knocked on the
head thus: It is true we love different binds of flowers and various kinds of fruits, &c.;
but the more we confine ourselves to one kind of food the better we like it; and so of
Love. I don’t know but this bald assertion, contradicted alike by human physiology and
the facts of experience passed for reasoning among his hearers but I judge that his suc
cess did not strengthen their faith in the policy of a change of tactics. Ah! Mr. Fowler,
if the popular prejudices were as weak as your arguments, the varietists might look for
the conversion of the world in short order! Free Love was at fault because his science
had a Union for Life. “There is little doubt of the existence of this organ.” Why? Be
cause there ouqht to be one! Reason enough!
Society says men and women should
be united for life. Adhesiveness would not do. It was not definite enough.
There
should be one adapted precisely to the wants of the popular standard! If there couldn’t
be one found it might be made, perhaps. God overlooked it, but Fowler equal to any
emergency could supply the deficiency, and should an accommodating man hesitate?
Hadn’t he already by the aid of his science made sabbath breaking “unconstitutional” to
suit the Church, and now the State demanded it, why not accommodate that too? Thus
Phrenology is harmonized with Religion and morality. 0, most facile science! how pli
ant thou art in the hands of a Fowler!
Out upon such a quack! such base prostitution of a noble science! How very conven
ient! Theologians are now at liberty to send the husband to heaven and the wife to hell,
or the reverse, pheenologically—preserving at the same time earthly morality and heav
enly justice! What miserable charlatanry! As if any true union would be severed at
death! What a sublime idea of human affection this man must have!
The presumption that Fowler is the author of this “bump,” instead of God, is strength
ened by his admission that the latter personage generally fails in his matches. “Twentynine out of thirty young men reported progress to each other, after trying the experiment
of marriage, and all reported adversely as to its effects on their happiness, and the thirti
eth concluded (very wisely) to remain single.” Simple-minded people might infer from
such facts that there was something wrong in the institution, or the “organ,” that it did
not work better. But no.
They did not come to Mr. Fowler and get his “Matrimony
Made Easy,” or “How to Win a Lover!”
One would naturally think that if there is
much of a God at the head of human affairs a chart from him would be sufficient. But
as he fails-so often, it is lucky that we have a substitute so much more successful. True,
it would seem to have been rather better, had Fowler been born at a little earlier period,
so that past ages might have known how to get married. And then again it would seem
at first sight a little inconvenient to have all the ends of the earth compelled to make a
pilgrimage to Fowler’s office for a chart before they can get married. But if he is really
so much more successful than God, perhaps the end will justify the means.

The world is overrun with tinkering quacks and impostors, and Fowler is a specimen
of moral humbuggery gone to seed.
This social Barnum has labored long and hard toconvince the world that he is a great man, and by dint of reiterated assumption has at least
convinced himself of the fact.
When people have been wheedled, cajoled and hum
bugged enough with patent remedies for the moral ills of their own creating, they will
“throw physic to the dogs” and trust to Nature. It is perhaps Fowler’s mission in this
world to disgust mankind with the whole system of nostrum-vending, by carrying it to a
palpable excess, and thus prepare them for a pure Theocracy.

THE

LIFE

PRINCIPLE.

BY P. I. BLACKER.

In every state and condition of society, as our present system is called, whether among
rich or poor, we hear nothing but sighs and groans caused by the mental and physical dis
ease which is the product of the marriage system and the isolated household. This will
continue to be the case till the life-principle is understood. The atmosphere we breathe
must have free circulation and be in constant motion, or it becomes poisonous. The wa
ter we drink must come from living springs and rivulets in constant motion, or it becomes
stagnant and gives us death instead of life. The different kinds of food we consume re
tain the life properties but for a short period, and must be constantly reproduced.
In the human system, we find that there are subtle qualities, fluids, and forces, which
are both mental and physical, the action of which produces Affection, Attraction, Love
and Life. In order to have a constant supply of these products, human beings must have
the freedom requisite to preserve the activities which will keep them in constant motion.
A man and woman marry; they are confined to each other’s society, and all are kept at
a distance.
The supply of life in each is soon used up and they become mentally and
physically, poison to each other, and life is endured instead of being enjoyed. Some per
sons suppose they will obtain the life they want, by leaving one partner and living in as
close connection with another. This is simply like getting a new bottle of air to breathe
over until it becomes fetid as the one they left. Married people need not run away from
each other to seek life; they have only to understand the cause of their misery and apply
the remedy. I think they will find it is more loves, instead of a new love, that they
need.
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BY CORA CORNING.

Man has been sifted and tried thoroughly: bravely too has he submitted to it. Not a
word of complaint has escaped his lips. He has, I suppose, felt himself deserving all.—
This augurs well; for where there is so much light and perception remaining to enable
the wrong-doer to see it, there is some hope of reformation.
To what conclusions do we come, from all that has been written in the S. R. and other
publications on the sexual relation, Free Love, etc., especially in the S. R? Why, that
man is more amative than woman. Is this so? Does not the supply in nature equal the
demand? Does not the sexual supply in woman equal the same demand in man? If
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this can be proved, then one woman can not supply one man; and he ought to have one,
two, three, or more, and nature must send us more women than men! Somehow or other,
however, she sends us about equal numbers of both. Now I believe nature, and I will
trust her in this as well as in other matters.
As the number of males and females are about equal, then one woman ought to supply
one man; or, if Free Love is true, and I believe it is, on that ratio. If females are not
equal to the demand, there is a cause for it, not originating in nature, but acquired. I be
lieve it can be accounted for.
Paper shoes, thin, low-necked, and short sleeved frocks,
heated rooms, and want of open air exercise in childhood, lay the foundation of weakness
and effeminacy. A little farther on, tight dresses, heavy and long petticoats, paper shoes
all through life—add to these unnatural diet, and you have the causes in possession, for
the inability of women to reciprocate sexually. Did woman, as she ought, strengthen
her muscles by labor—were she, as she ought, the sharer of his toil—the supply would,
as it ought, equal the demand. Nature is true to herself, though every man be a liar.
Think of our women. How often do thej^ “go for a walk?” To what does it amount,
when they do? How many muscles, compared with the whole, are exercised? Think
of them in their “tight bibs and tuckers!” Or a little lower down, think of them over
the cooking stove; think of them in isolation, three or four little ones around them, two
crying babies; think of their working, hurrying, cleaning, nursing, cooking, washing dishes,
making garments, mending, washing, ironing, and the thousand and one things that go
to make up “housekeeping;” at the same time don’t forget the heavy petticoats hanging
from her delicate waist, and other atrocities I have mentioned, and then you possess the
key that unlocks the secret containing the why they cannot reciprocate to their husbands,
mates, or whatever you choose to call the chosen one, who has been working all day, but
who by that working is stronger and better every way.
I know there are beasts in the shape of men; I know, too, from the confessions of many
of my sisters, that force and rape reign triumphant in the marriage bed. I know too, that
hundreds have submitted, and are nightly submitting, to prostitution. Yes! To their hus
bands, just because they are married and therefore think they ought to submit.
Facts are solicited. I’ll give one. My mother had a rather good constitution origin
ally; but, after marriage her health gradually declined. When I became a woman, and
began to read and think, I suspected the cause. A few years ago my father died; the veil
was then rent. Here are my mothers words:—“Oh! your father’s death is such a relief,
he was so amative; I could never talk to him on ahy subject, or lie one moment in the
morning, without his becoming excited. I submitted to it all, because I thought I was
married, and ought. I thought it was woman’s duty to submit to what I conceived man’s
right, and that what I had to suffer, others had, the wide world over. Oh! when I think
of my suffering during child-bearing and nursing, when I think of the disgust so para
mount in my soul, and how different it would have been had I known more of myself—
yes, when I look on a life of force and violation, I must say your father’s death was a re
lief.
Had I known it was injurious, had I been possessed of the light on those matters
you possess, I would have died rather than have submitted.” She added after a pause,
“but I loved him after all.”
My mother sleeps in the grave. She might have been with us now.
Facts are stubborn things, and this I learn from them, that as the appetite for food dif
fers in different individuals, and as one kind of food will suit some but not all, so differs
the appetite, in both men and women, for sexual connection; and though once a week,
once a month, or once a year, may do for some, yet not one of these rules will apply to all.
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ANOTHER

FACT.

BY J. W. TOWNER.

Those facts given to us by Lily White and others are just what we need to make us
realize the depth of the horrors hidden under the veil of the “first divine institution”—
marriage. Those who suffer them, cannot help but realize them, though they know not
their source. But there are many living in marriage in comparative happiness, and for
these, it is necessary that the veil be occasionally lifted to show them that their natures,
and not marriage, is the source of their greater happiness, and that the legitimate tenden»
cy of the relation ter se, is to oppression, tyranny, ravishment and death. Such revela
tions are necessary too, to startle an indifferent and stupid world from its apathy, even
if it do but enrage and exasperate, for, after the storm, will come the calm of thought and
reflection. The facts of intemperance and chattel slavery have been of great value in
making the labors of temperance and anti-slavery advocates effectual. Especially is this
true, with respect to slavery. Nothing has served to awaken the public mind more than
those facts which have been given, illustrative of the practical workings of this “peculiar
institution”—of irresponsible power in the hands of a master. A thousand “St. Claires,r
would not avail to save slavery from the horror and odium awakened by one Legree.—
Marriage too, has its “Legrees,” as well as its “St. Claires.” Let them be exposed to
the gaze of an incredulous and unfeeling world and marriage will be doomed and damned.
G-ive us the facts, then, you who have them, and we who can use them, will do so as best
we can.
But the married are not by any means the only ones who suffer. The public opinion,
the social atmosphere which marriage creates, give license for the commission of mani
fold wrongs, many of them dark and terrible, which go unthought of, and of course un
condemned. How many noble women are crucified in what is called, by way of taunt,
“single-blessedness,” because they cannot submit themselves to the domination of mar
riage! How many have been dogged, some, even to death, in order to get them into
marriage with those they did not and could not love. A case of this kind is very familiar
to me.
I knew a young woman, gentle and loving in her disposition, kind and affectionate in
her manner, beset by a man with whom she had been acquainted and on very friendly
terms for several years. He was a reformer, an advocate of radical Anti-slavery, Wom
an’s Rights, and other schemes for human amelioration! He had been married and had
several children. After his wife’s decease, he engaged the woman I am speaking of, to
take charge of his household.
She had been an intimate friend of his wife, felt great
sympathy for him and his little ones, and entered upon the task with cheerfulness. He
soon proposed marriage. She reftised, saying she thought them not adapted to each other.
Lie promised to let the matter drop, and asked to be regarded as a brother and a friend.
This she assured him he might expect. But he could not be satisfied. He commenced
a series of efforts to win her consent to the union, made her presents, sought to insinuate
himself into her affections in those Protean shapes which one madly in love only knows
how to assume. He offered her property of considerable amount, and benefactions of va
rious kinds if she would only live with him. Some of these offers he professed to make
out of pure benevolence, but afterward tacitly acknowledged that he expected them to
change her mind toward him, and contended it was right.
By night and by day he
haunted her for long, long months, following her like an evil genius, and casting a shad-
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ow over her pathway continually.
She remonstrated with him and as often he would
promise amendment. But it was of no avail. He seemed to have forgotten everything
else, lost his manliness, his sense of honor, and his self-control, and to have staked all upon
her.
Her goodness of heart caused her to remain in his family and care for his children,
andher great dread of doing anything to wound his feelings kept her from giving him such
an abi upt and unconditional refusal as he needed. Still she could not love him and did
not expect to. These things soon had a serious effect upon her health. She became ex
ceedingly peevish and discordant in mind: “she seemed,” she said, “to have become very
hateful, and yet she could not help it.” She began to grow weak and to droop. Finally
she went away to school, and undertook a course of study, but soon broke down and had
to leave. She returned again where that “hateful presence” as she called it, shadowed
her.
He repeated his propositions as before, but soon under the combined influence of
many sorrows her form fell and her spirit departed! In a short time this man, who had
protested he never could love another, and who had declared himself ruined without her
married!
’
Such events as these, I am sure, could never occur in the atmosphere of freedom.__
May the lightnings of justice and the thunders of an awakened and indignant humanity
soon purge the social atmosphere of the miasm of marriage.
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Your letter to your friends and co-workers has been received and read with care, and
and its contents duly considered.
I am not surprised at the result you have reached
though I confess I am somewhat shocked,—shocked because I did not look for so great a
plunge at once—shocked when I look back and compare your position a few years since
as the advocates of the“Sovereignty of the Individual” with that which you now occupy,
enjoying what you call a “divine freedom,” yet bound and fettered in thought and in con
science,—so enslaved that you dare not publish such a letter as this without the permission
or approbation of your spiritual Father the “Most Reverend J. B. Purcell!”
I want to
say a few words to you, and they shall be but few. I do not propose to argue with you
any of the points contained in your letter. That would be useless. You have for some
time, ignored argument; you will do so now. You have thrown yourselves farther out
side the sphere of reason than ever before. I must think you most hopelessly infatuated
or consummately hypocritical; and consequently, instead of entering into argument with
you, must look upon you with pity as upon maniacs, or shrink from you as from the steal
thy assassin.
You must run your course of madness and folly, or falsehood; I do not
see that your case can be helped.
You greatly mistake and misrepresent when you speak of yourselves as “leaders of a
social movement,” as “the center of a large society of reformers.” You have heretofore
disclaimed all desire or intention to assume leadership.
But it has been all along appa
rent enough that you would be leaders if you could: and no doubt you have felt sadly
disappointed because reformers would not submit to your dictation and follow your coun
sels. Had they done so to any considerable extent you would not be found in your pres
ent position.
You say you have not “accepted anything coming from a spirit because of its ultra
mundane origin.” You will be disappointed if you expect to be believed in this. You
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have for a long time paid a deference to the teachings of spirits, which you would not think
of according to the best and wisest of men in the form. It was so in respect to your law
of Progression in Harmony.” It was a spiritual revelation, and you received it upon the
authority of spirits, just as you now receive what the “Church” prescribes. Ilou unwit
tingly acknowledge in your letter that you have been thus led.
If you have not received
the teachings of spirits “in a blind credensiveness,” you have those of a spirit a guardian
spirit.
Mrs. Nichols would speak with no other spirit without the “permission” or en
dorsement of this one. She broke off friendships for no other reason than that this spibit
advised her to do so. So of other things. If this is not “blind credensiveness,” it is not
to beHound in this world.
You think the “Church” will redeem humanity. From what? From ignorance? It
has made but sorry work of it so far. Wherever it has had the greatest prosperity, there
is the most ignorance and degradation. From animality? It is time that she gave us
some evidence of it in “her history through the progress of centuries.” From despotism?
That would be suicidal. Will you pretend to say “the Church” will redeem humanity
from the yoke of despotic power? you cannot; no, you will justify despotism as a good.
Will she redeem from serfdom or slavery? She sanctions it. Will she redeem woman?
She puts her heel upon her, as you know; makes her a slave, an appendage to man. You,
to talk of “the Church” eedeeminu humanity! Why do you pour such disgusting twattle into our ears?
You pray that you may “atone for the mistakes of the past.” I thank God you can
not. No, the work you have done will stand. Mary Lyndon, “Marriage,” “Anthro
pology,” etc., are imperishable. The principles you have in them assisted to develop and
promulgate cannot be changed. All the “sacraments” of the “Church” would not avail
in their behalf.
They will live, and spread widely and more widely, in spite of all you
and the “Church” can do against them. Could you have carried these principles over to
the “Church” with you, we should have reason to be discouraged. As it is, we have
none. For one, I see more clearly than ever the truth of the cardinal principles for which
we have, to some extent, labored together; and your example, instead of having any in
fluence to lead me to their renunciation, will only tend to lead me to avoid the folly of
which you were guilty, when, sometime since, you undertook to enunciate the “Law” for
others.
West Union, Iowa, May 10, 1857.

EDITORIAL MISCELLANY.
A Proposition.—Friends Alfred and Anne Denton Cridge;—Thank you for your kind
notice of my tract. In that notice I observe you say that you have not found marriage
to be incompatible with freedom; and from your remarks in this connection, I infer you
meant to be understood by your readers as abnegating the position taken in my Tract on
the Philosophy of Woman’s Rights.
This theme I must regard as one which is well
worthy the trouble of further investigation, and perhaps you and I are as competent tu
undertake it as anybody else? At least, I perceive that you assume to know what a prac
tical understanding of Individual Sovereignty is, and I make some little pretensions that
way myself? You affirm that the marriage institution is compatible with the individual
sovereignty of woman: I deny. If either of you, or both of you, will undertake to sus-
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tain the aflSrmative of this proposition, I will agree to examine your arguments. If you
Should use more than two full columns of the Vanguard, I should want an equal amount
of space; if you should use less than two columns, I would still want the privilege of this
much for the negative. Or, if you are unwilling to have this discussion in the Vanguard,
I will open the Social Revolutionist thereto upon the same conditions I have named for
the Vanguard, using pages in the one for columns in the other, and changing the propo
sition to this: That marriage is incompatible with the individual sovereignty of woman,
so that I may have the affirmative and control the quantity of space which shall be given
to the investigation. If the discussion take place in the Vanguard, I will agree to notice
it in the Social Revolutionist; and if it take place in the S. R., I would expect you to
notice in the V. What say you friends?
I am aware that many who advocate Woman’s Rights, would abandon that reform if
they thought it had the least tendency toward the abrogation of the sacred institution of
marriage; but while this is the fact, I am well convinced for myself, that woman can never
be her own sovereign whilst subject to the thralls of marriage. If the institution
be eternal—a fixed fact of human destiny, then is “Woman’s Rights” only a fanatical
dream;—the two cannot subsist together. What is known as the Woman’s Rights move
ment has grown out of the wrongs which woman suffers, and these wrongs are sufficient
ly galling to keep up the movement, in spite of all the radicals like myself that could be
hung to it. This movement is strong enough in the conditions of its origin and progress,
for a more radical class to presume something on it; and I would take advantage of its
popularity to make a diversion in favor of woman’s social as well as political emancipa
tion.
If the Woman’s Rights agitation lead, as I believe it does, to the abrogation of
marriage slavery, and the installation of individual sovereignty and affectional freedom
for woman; and I am able to show it does, then would the cause of progress gain by the
investigation. If I and others who see the thing as I do, are in error, we wish to know
it; and none, perhaps, would be abler, my good friends, than yourselves to show what the
truth in this regard is. At any rate, good only could result from the investigation con
ducted in the right spirit; for you know that we radicals entertain the faith in common,
that, “The cause of truth is best promoted by free inquiry,” and that, “Error alone fears
investigation!”
Making Wills.—The Ohio Cultivator for June 1. has an article from Mrs. Bateham,
advising all to “make their wills,” as the Legislature has not removed the legal disabili
ties of woman. She urges this course to save the surviving parent the injustice, insult,
and annoyance of legal interference.
This plan may do pretty well for people whose
opinions are “proper,” so that there can be no question of their sanity; but it would not
do so well for anti-marriage reformers to make wills, if the amount at issue would justi
fy the interference of dissatisfied heirs.
It would be very easy to satisfy any judge or
jury of the insanity of an advocate of affectional freedom; for it is a lesson of history
that till the advocates of any radical and revolutionary philosophy become sufficiently
numerous and influential to compel deference from the mass of men, they are deemed
crazy or fanatical.
By a singular coincidence, since the above was written, I find in the Ohio Farmer, a
sister of the Ohio Cultivator, the following notice of my Tract on the Philosophy of Wom
an’s Rights:—
“We have received the above tract, with a request to notice it.
Nothing but a sense
of duty to our readers, and of courtesy to the sender of the tract, could prevail upon us
even to allude to it. It is nothing but a filmy dream, produced by unlicensed thinking,
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if not unlawful deeds. We are in doubt whether the author is a fitter subject for the
penitentiary or the asylum, but incline on the whole to the latter opinion. We need only
state that it is published in Darks County.”
If I were to devise one-fourth of my little property for the benefit of the Social Revo
lutionist, and the question of my sanity were raised, a jury of such fellows as wrote this
notice would not hesitate a moment to adjudge me non compos.
[Just think what a powerful argument it is against a “tract,” that it is published in
Darks County! The Social Revolutionist is published in Darke County too, yet a co
worker in Boston made up a club of 30 for Yols. III. and IV., and our publisher there
orders 19 regular copies, and a well-known author Of that city another copy, making 50
to the “Athens of America.” Now, “I’ll bet” the editor of the Farmer a squash, that,
although his paper is published in Cuyahoga County,it has never received alike testimo
nial; and if this agricultural editor does not cultivate the article [squash] he can stake
the one that dawdles over his shoulders!]
The Sibyl.—It may not help the Sibyl much for such heretics as we are to commend
it to the public; but we are so thoroughly convinced of the importance of the work it is
doing that we cannot refrain from urging its claims upon the attention of such as may be
inclined to heed a word from us. It is not so alarmingly radical as the Social Revolution
ist is, but the reforms it advocates strike toward the roots of great social evils at least, and
its work is greatly needed. Many who read the S. R. but dare not show it to their most
liberal neighbors even, might procure a specimen No. of the Sibyl and get them to sub
scribe for it, and by that means get the reading of it themselves, and plant seed that would
in time produce many-fold. Our readers, especially who feel an interest in Dress Reform,
and whose women folks wear the improved style of dress, should by all means introduce
this pretty and able sheet into their respective neighborhoods. To those who want sug
gestive reading, an occasional production of Gerrit Smith’s in the shape of a speech or let
ter, is worth the subscription price. Will our readers think of it?
Address, Lydia Sayer Hasbrouck, Middletown, Orange Co., N. Y.
The Sanctities of Private Life:—Thank you sister Clarion, or brother, as the case
may be, for your very kind notice of the S. R. You seem to have said what you think,
and that is what I respect any man, woman, or Journal for doing. I would not be cap
tious if I knew it; but yet when I think I see any one somewhat in error, I feel inclined
always to say a word that will be suggestive of thought in what seems to me the right
direction. You say you “must honestly confess yourself unprepared to make public dis
cussion of certain relationships which belong solely to the sanctities of private life, and
which cannot be discussed freely before the unspiritualized masses without giving them
a liberty to be used as a cloak for licentiousness.” It is the candor with which this is
said, so free from all taint of that contemptuousness which some are so ready to mani
fest toward the agitation of social freedom, that induces me to examine your position.—
Nearly all the public teachings with which the world has been blessed, relate to “private
life,” but we cannot discard their publicity on that account. Spiritualism, itself, has such
relation. As I look at it, religion is still more a private matter than the social relations.
Religion is an affair between every one and his God or Destiny; but as social beings, we
are necessarily related to other social beings—to one another, and hence, as it seems to
me, the propriety of investigating with each other the nature of these social relations.—Some of us cannot accept all our fathers and mothers taught us about these things, and we
do not see at present that we can do better than to confer about them through the S. R.
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The most intimate friendships involve very private relations, yet it is meet that we un
derstand the laws of these relations that we may observe them and enjoy the fruits of obe
dience. The relations of love are sacred and private, but hardly more so than those of
religion; then if we discuss the nature of religion, why not investigate the laws of love?
Nothing in life lies nearer the springs of human happiness than the relations of love;
then why not pursue such course as will enable us the most speedily and surely to un
derstand these relations and and the laws which govern them? I can see no reason why
we should not. I know there is a prejudice which most persons have to investigations
of the kind; but these prejudices I find most strongly marked in those whose education
and sexual habits have been most perverted. I don’t like to say this; but so far as my
observation enables me to judge, I believe it to be true, and so I must say it.
Here are
two individuals of my acquaintance—I knew them in early life; and one was rather dis
solute, while the other had moral control of himself and lived true to his conscience. I
hand the Social Revolutionist to both; the one throws it down with disgust and contempt
uously calls it a lewd paper, while the more worthy friend is disposed to regard its con
tents with charity at least, and entertain respect for the earnestness of its tone. Incidents
like this have occurred repeatedly since issuing the first No. of the S. R. And one point
we would have our friends of the Clarion notice particularly, is, that though the adver
tisements and notices of our monthly must have brought a knowledge of its character
before many -who love lewd literature, yet not one of this class—so far as we know, has
patronized it to the extent of paying for a specimen No. Treatises on sexuality, which
are advertized as secret works, sell by thousands; but the 'S. R. in its frankness has not
had luck in the line of a big circulation and a plethora of “dollars- and dimes.” Hence,
there is little danger of reaching the “unspiritualized masses” with our Journal, and therer
by giving them liberty as a cloak for licentiousness. And since these affectional relations
are so vital to harmony and happiness, we must go on with free inquiry respecting them.
Very few, indeed, but those who are sufficiently “spiritualized” will take any interest in
our work; none will brave the infamy which attaches to free investigation in this new
field of human inquiry, but those who are impelled to do so by the deepest convictions
of right and duty.
The Economy of Co-operation.—The fact is stated in the Circular, that two men and
two women get the breakfast for the Oneida Association which consists of nearly two hun
dred persons. The experience at the Raritan Bajr Union is similar.
This shows what
association may do in the way of economy. On the isolated household system, getting
breakfast for this number, requires about forty kitchens and forty cooking women with
forty cooking stoves and other kitchen furniture to match. Is it not strange that social
ists do not more generally adopt the co-operative plan, since its economies and its practi
cability are thus demonstrated by the actual fact? If they are distrustful of association
in general, it would still seem that they might at least, locate their little farms and work
shops together either as individuals or families, and build a joint-stock hotel for boarding
and lodging purposes.
Large city hotels are unitary homes, where all sorts of people
live; then why do not socialists do even this much? There are sufficient reasons of course
why they do not; but this is not the place just now to inquire after them.
The work
must be done eventually—the economies and all the moral and social advantages of the
co-operative home must be secured; but before this obtains very generally even amongst
professing socialists, much agitation is necessary.
Let us have the agitation in all its
forms; and the practice as fast as we can get it.
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Exclusive Mating Incompatible with Harmony.—We take the following from tho
“Circular” of June 4th (—
Monday and Tuesday.—These evenings we were entertained with the personal history
of our new friends Mr. and Mrs. M., recited by themselves. Their marriage experience
was exposed with a frankness that did honor to their sincerity. It was the oft-repeated
tale and yet-oftener-repeated fact of matrimonial unhappiness—a tale of jealousy, coquet
ry, mutual irritation, and discord.
Incidents illustrating their conjugal manners were
told with amusing naivete, and though the subject was tragic, it had all the effect of the
comic—human nature was hit off with such rare fidelity. He provoked her to jealousy
——she provoked him to be contrary and hectoring. Yet both seem to have been well-dis
posed, and every one could see that the fault was not so much in the persons themselves,
as in the institution they were victims of. Marriage brought them too close togetherlike a tight bearing without oil, they chafed and ground each other. They wanted a lit
tle more space and the lubricating influence of the Community spirit between them. In
the Association we expect to see them not only peaceful friends, but lovers, perhaps of the
most ardent kind. They are evidently in a very good-natured, genial state of feeling toeach other at present—seeing each other at that happy distance where amiabilities can be
appreciated and incompatibilities need not annoy.
The Entire Eront

of

Reform.—This series is suspended for the present Volume

to make room for other matter.
Its Looks and Quality.—In the quality of paper and neatness of mechanical exe
cution, we think this No. of the Social Revolutionist will “pass muster.” It is about to
our mind in these respects, fora “plain, horny fisted, hard workin’ ” Journal. Is it not
such a monthly as ought to be sustained? and will not its friends everywhere make re
newed efforts to “boost it up?” There is more on the subject of Eree Love In this than
has yet been in any one No.—more, perhaps, than will be in any other No. soon.
But
there seems to be a demand for such investigations, and we think them profitable and in
teresting.
We select matter for its originality, freshness, and suggestiveness, rather
than for its literary qualities, yet we think that the force, point, and artistic fitness of the
style in this Journal for the most part, will compare favorably with any other.
Might
not the Social Revolutionist be made an institution of more potency in its influence upon
the ages of the future, than any literary institution now in existence? Now is the time
to do the work; the Future only can make the record. May we not hear from many of
our co-workers in a way that will tell?

LITERARY

NOTICES.

A PLEA FOR THE INDIANS; With Facts

and Features of the Late War in Oregon.
By John Beeson. New York: published by the Author, No. 15 Laight St. 1857. Price 25 cts.

This work is favorably noticed by the liberal press. There is need for the book, and
it may serve to temper the treatment of the Red Man with justice and gentleness some
what; but the race is nevertheless doomed. The annihilating hand of the Anglo-Sax
on cannot be wholly stayed.
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“And dost thou think because I smile,
And joy, and wit, and friends surround me,
There is no torturing thought the while,
That with its secret power can wound me ?
Ah ! know, then, I have schooled my heart
To stifle every wayward feeling;
And, dearly have I bought the art,—
Not of'conquering, but concealing.”

My Dear Friend
Am I, indeed, to believe, that such a portion as my married
life has been is all that the Benignant Father and Mother in Heaven designed in the in~
•stitution of the Conjugal Relation ? What! marriage, conjugality, without companion
ship ! Married for life, and no conjugality ! no spiritual or mental affinities ! no equal
ity ! no union of soul with soul! Alas! what a mockery is such a marriage ! And
what a story for a man to tell, married twenty-eight years !
Of real conjugal love,
which gives an equal companion for your inmost soul, I have no experimental knowl
edge. A conjugal companion I never had ; and such are the laws and the state of soci
ety around me, that I can have none. Like other matured human beings, I can but feel
the want of companionship. I feel the want of sympathy when in trouble ; the want
of a counselor when in doubt; but no such congenial, competent companion has yet
come to me—-none such ever can come. The married life, which to others brings a division of joys and sorrows, which unites one soul in two bodies, and brings to both par
ties mutual sympathies, affinities, harmonies and heaven—this state has been to me a
“hard road to travel,” and in it I have found more of the dreary, cheerless and repulsive;
and much of my journey has been through scenes of utter desolation.
In a few years after our marriage my health failed so as to incapacitate me for per
forming pastoral labors; and, as we were destitute, I was under the necessity of com
mencing business as a means of livelihood for myself and family. I moved to New York,
where we lived for some seven years, and in a measure free from the shackles of bigotry.
I had leisure for literary and philosophical pursuits more suited to the tenor of my mind.
Gradually I had been outgrowing the theological notions in which I was educated, so
that in 184:2 I found myself wholly free from all the ■ sectarian cords that! had hitherto
bound me ; and she had, in the meantime, become infected with the Millerite mania,
(from which, indeed, she has never .since recovered) and her total abandonment of soul
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and body to the fanatical vagaries of the so-called “Second Advent” delusions, severed
the last cord that had seemed to bind us together. The breach has been widening for
years, and now it has approached a crisis. Believing, or wishing to believe in the speedy
destruction of this world, she beset me to yield up to her control one-half of my estate,
which she claimed as her own property by right of marriage! She wished to spend it
in furtherance of the Millerite doctrine, to which she had become a convert. And, as I
declined to accede to this request, often made to me, I soon found that she never missed
any chance for appropriating my funds, in any way that she thought would help on the
epidemic to which she had fallen a victim: To give you some just conception of the es
timate she put upon me, as also, the kind of companion and “help-meet” I had for a wife,
(as good as she may have been in many respects) let me now compress a series of years
into a few paragraphs, like the following :—
1. She never co-operated with me, labored for me, or assisted me in any study, busi
ness or work, at any time, first or last.
2. She opposed me persistently, and sometimes with bitterness, in the only remuner
ating business I ever undertook to do. One plan of mine, in New York, I had to aban
don on account of her opposition, when it was immediately taken up by a medical gen
tleman, who, in less than one year, made over five thousand dollars by it.
3. As she did not assist me in my peculiar studies and labors, at all, so, from religious
scruples she never joined me or our children in any forms of intellectual recreation, either
private or public. My amusements have been sought and enjoyed alone.
4. For more than twenty years I have been more or less engaged in scientific investi
gations ; and, besides editing papers, I have also found time for writing and publishing
some twenty-five pamphlets and books on theology, physiology, psychology, pathology
and health, and other important subjects connected with human welfare ; but I do not
remember an instance in which she ever once entered into conversation with me for solv
ing any of the problems which so deeply and constantly interested my own mind, nor am
I aware that she ever read one of the pamphlets or books entirely through which I ever
published.
5. Having accumulated sufficient funds, she managed, by the assistance of a relative,
to purchase a house and lot in the country, without my knowledge or consent, where she
lived for more than one year before I found out the purchase she had made. She wished
to become independent in her resources.
6. Thus she left me, and ceasing to be my wife, as she had, indeed, never been my
conjugal companion, she has done nothing for me, rendered me no services, whatever;
and yet she thrusts her hand into my pocket and takes my money from week to week, as
she has declared she means to do while she lives; which was the last declaration which
I ever heard from her oym lips, made while avowing her unfeigned love for me !
LETTER V:!4:
“What Love is, if thou would’st be taught,
Thy heart must teach alone,
Two souls with hut a single thought,
Two hearts that beat as one.
And whence comes Love ? Like 'morning's light
It comes without thy call,
And how dies Love ? A spirit bright,
Love never dies at all.”

My Dear Friend :—Such is my ideal of

conjugal love.

It is the highest and most
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sacred. I suppose the Divine is really male and female, and the conjugation of the Dh
vine Love and the Divine Wisdom makes all the Forms of Life we have in the Mineral,
Vegetable, Animal and Spiritual Kingdoms. It is well known that these male and fe
male (positive and negative) forces pervade all nature, attracting and repelling whatever
is or is not in affinity with each. Thus we see all nature teeming with Life, because
these male and female forces conjugate for the evolution of Life; and, the higher we as
cend in Nature, the more select, refining and spiritual do these unions become, until they
are ultimated in one Conjugal of
“Two souls with but a single thought,
Two hearts that heat as one.”

Such a marriage of Goodness and Truth,—such a conjugation of the Love and Wisdom
Llements makes a real Conjugal Oneness, which is perfect and satisfactory to the
parties. This Love must, in the nature of things, be the highest: because it is the or
igin of Life—the source whence comes all the other loves : the Parental, Filial, Frater
nal and Universal. And this shows why it is that the most bitter woes which are ever
endured by human beings, all come from the errors committed against this highest Love.
My opinion is, that, as Conjugal Love is the highest, so conjugal delights are the purest
-which mortals ever enjoy; and, it follows, what that woe—that hell must be, which
results from the want of this Love. But this want of real Conjugal Love does not im
ply, necessarily, any want of goodness, justice, or integrity of character. Real Conjugal
Love may exist where each of these elements are sadly deficient. But the case is made
much worse where there is a deficiency in goodness, justice and integrity of character,
und no Conjugal Love to supply the defect. In such cases, this want of Conjugal Love
becomes the occasion of cupidity. One of the parties lives entirely at the cost of the
other, rendering no love, no services, no kind acts in return. If both parties are equally
•responsible in contracting these unhappy marriages, then both should bear their share in
the consequences. There should be mutual pity and forbearance, as without these fruits
of goodness, burdens are often imposed by the wife upon the husband, that outrage all
we know of justice and integrity, which makes equal sovereignties of all, and forbids
"that one should act and live at another’s cost.
On finding that my wife had purchased the house in the country of which I have be
fore spoken, after she had left me, of course I could not feel myself called upon to make
■any overtures for her return ; and hence, for the past ten years, furnishing her with an
independent support, I have allowed her to seek her society among her religious associ
ates, where, I am persuaded, she is more happy than she could be anywhere else.
And now, my friend, what do you say to these details ? Is there any remedy ? My
'hope died out long ago.
“What is man’s history ? Born, living, dying;
Leaving the still shore for the troubled wave ;
Struggling with storms, winds, over shipwrecks flying.
And, casting anchor in the silent grave.”
“I hoped I Hope has fled !”

I am alone, live alone, work alone, suffer alone, and alone I expect to die. Yet I mur
mur not. Instruction comes from the past. And here, for the present, I close my ac
count of
“Footprints, that, perhaps, another,
Sailing o’er Life’s solemn main,
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again.”

Boston, March 4, 1857.
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[The writer of the foregoing letters has now in preparation for the press, a work, enti
tled ‘‘Conjugal Love : The Mysteries, Miseries, Felicities of Courtship and Marriage;
with remarks on Celibacy, Polygamy, Free Love, and Divorce.” This work will con
tain some original views of the Life-Relations, whence come all we know of Goodness,
Justice, and Integrity of character. Some new and important thoughts are also elab
orated in his “Book of Human Nature,” published by Bela Marsh, Boston. Sent by
mail, free, for $1.—L. S.]

INJUSTICE! TO DEAF AND] (DUMB TEACHERS.
BY JOB, THE JERSEY MUTE.

Know all men by these presents, that I, Joe, the Jersey Mute, of the city of Phila
delphia, and state of Pennsylvania, am employed as a teacher in the Deaf and Dumb In
stitution, with a salary of seven hundred dollars a year. Of my hearing associates, the
married get eleven hundred dollars per year, and the unmarried one thousand dollars.
As to the unmarried mute teachers, their wages do not exceed six hundred dollars a year.
I blush to say it, but the truth must be said. The wages which the mute teachers re
ceive for labor are disproportioned to those of their hearing colleagues, notwithstanding
the service rendered is of the same nature, and is as well performed by the former as by
the latter. The managers of the institution attempt to account for and justify this dis
tinction, by saying that the classical education which the hearing teachers received must
be taken into consideration in regulating the compensation alloted them. Oh, no won
der ! Never mind the low rate of the mute teachers’ wages ! Put down any attempt of
these human animals to strike for higher wages ! Cut them short if they complain of
the difficulty of defraying the current household expenses in consequence of the inade
quacy of their salaries ! Threaten to reduce their wages to the very lowest point com
patible with existence, and they will not raise up their hands against you ! Teach them
to bend the knee before the powers that be ! No matter how scanty the pittance afford
ed, they must aceept it, because they are deprived of speech and hearing ! They must,
of necessity, learn to look for comfort and consolation from on high, taking into consid
eration their bereft condition ! The mute begs for a rise in the rate of his wages | Oh,
ye gods ! he is ungrateful! the wretch '■ who has been schooled in all kinds of useful
knowledge at the expense of hearing people ! Freedom of speech is not intended for
those who, by nature, are shut out from verbal communication with the world, but solely
for those who convey their ideas by word of mouth. It is not for the deaf and dumb,
however gifted with uncommon reasoning powers, to discuss things pro and con ! They
must preserve a stolid;silence, in character with their infirmity ! The mute is like a
half-sphere, body, mind, and everything else considered. His want of speech incapaci
tates him from emerging his individuality into that of a citizen, so as to make a complete
individuality ! A petition for an increase of salary, therefore, is about equal to showing
the demon of ingratitude up ! He has taken a “better half” ' It is folly in one of his
limited income to rush madly into the trials, perplexities and expenses of marriage | But
the thing is done, and he must suffer the consequences of his-imprudence ! He sends in
his petition praying for an increase of salary, and backs it up by the reason of the en
hancement in the cost of all the articles of consumption ! What business has he to mar
ry and then ask for an increased salary ? He ought to know that it is no use to attend
to the matter ! Better negative his request at once !
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Such are some of the ideas of the managers of most of the Deaf and Dumb institu
tions in the United States. As I have before said, the mute teachers get seven hundred
dollars a year, while the hearing ones get one thousand. You see, herein, the enormous
difference between the wages of the mute and the hearing teachers. This is justice in
verted. In truth, it must be admitted that the mute teachers, as a general thing, have
recived but scanty justice as to rights of compensation. The evil must be remedied at
once,—immediately,—without delay. The Legislature must see to it that the mute and
speaking teachers are equally remunerated. In my opinion, I am not exceeding the
bounds of truth when I say that the mute teachers in some of the institutions feel most
of the evils resulting from inadequate remuneration that fall on clerks with small sala
ries. The employment of a teacher, be he deaf or hearing, rises to the dignity of a pro
fession ; but the majority of mechanics in the humble walks of life, are better off than
the mute teachers. In spite of the universal rise in the wages of all classes of mechan
ics, clerks, and other employees, the mute instructors are kept on a scanty allowance. I
should not be surprised if they were impoverished by the exorbitant prices that reign in
the markets. In view of the famine prices at which the commonest necessaries of life
range, and the strike of different trades with favorable results, no reason can be assigned
why the governors of the institutions should not give the deaf teachers a lift.
Mr. Job Turner, himself a well-educated mute and assistant teacher in the Virginia
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, has a salary of nine hundred dollars a year,—a large
amount, indeed, when it is remembered that the expenses of life in that neighborhood
are not so great as I have shown them to be in great cities. The salary of a deaf teacher
in the Ohio Institution, it is understood, averages eight hundred and fifty dollars ]fer an
num.
Touching the literary acquirements of mute teachers, I have only to quote the opin
ions of the principals, expressed in the annual reports they transmitted to the Legislat
ures of the respective States in which the institutions of which they have the charge are
situated :
The principal of the Michigan Institution says of one of the mutes employed in that
establishment as teachers: “Mr. William L. M. Breg, a deaf mute, who was educated
at the New York Institution, and was under instruction ten years, was appointed to fill
the vacancy occasioned by the resignation of Mr. N----- , and entered upon his duties
the first of May last. His literary attainments and general character were commended
to us in unqualified terms by the President of the New York Institution and his son,
(the latter had been his instructor for the last three years), but the result of our ac
quaintance with him thus far has more than equaled our expectations. In his superior
education he is a rare specimen of what can be accomplished for the unfortunate deaf
mute. Added to this, his amiable disposition and correct deportment, his energy, indus
try and perseverance, his love of order and discipline, eminently qualify him for the sta
tion he occupies.” The President of the New York Institution, in speaking of the ap
pointment of two “distinguished” graduates of the high class (recently organized in that
institution for the prosecution of the higher branches of a thorough English education),
to fill the vacancies in the corps of instructors, says : “Teachers of the deaf and dumb
who are themselves well-educated deaf mutes, are, in most cases, better fitted than teach
ers who hear and speak, for the instruction of the younger classes.” It may not be out
of place here to remark that the mute teachers in the New York Institution are greatly
underpaid, notwithstanding their extraordinary attainments in those higher branches of
an English education, as algebra, astronomy, natural history, &c.
Now, for the reason why this abused class of persons are poorly remunerated. It is,
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that they cannot speak ! It is not because they can converse fluently on the topics of
the day,—it is not because they are well-grounded in the principles of grammar; it is
only their want of speech that, in the opinion of the sage managers of the institutions,,
entitle them to earn three times less the sum. If they could speak they would be al
lowed the same rights and privileges as teachers who hear and speak, but since they are
debarred the faculty of speech they must be content to work for a scanty pittance !
It is impossible to live decently on seven hundred dollars a year when provisions range
at prices somewhat like one hundred per cent, over what they were about fifty years ago.
Yet I know some mute teachers who are restricted on such a slender salary, while the
enhanced cost of the necessaries of life is speedily followed by a general movement among
all classes of mechanics for a rise in the rate of wages. Seven hundred dollars a year
would pay in a country town, but in a large city all the expenses of living come out of
this, leaving nothing, in the end, to turn to good account.
[Injustice to deaf and dumb teachers is a part of the cannibalism of existing society.
Institutions defraud such teachers just because they can. The strong crush the weak in
whatever the weakness may consist. Woman can not get so much for the same kind of
labor as man can. She has a tenderer heart, a longer dress, and less energy—she is not
as well qualified for selfish competition, and so she suffers. It all belongs to the same
system of '‘Christian civilization”—“the big fish eating the little ones.” The remedy is
education and co-operation justice and fraternity must mold the life itself.]

EXTREMISTS.
BY LA EOY SUNDERLAND.

It is an old proverb that “one extreme leads to another.” And we have been told, al
so, that “the worst sinners make the best saints.” It will be readily conceded, I think,
that when those persons who have occupied prominent positions in society are seen to
run into excesses in credulity or in traditional theology, they necessarily become legiti
mate subjects of public criticism. Any sober and truthful remarks may be made of such
characters without doing them any real injury, however much, indeed, the subjects them
selves or their friends may object to the notice which is thus taken of them. Having
voluntarily made themselves, as it were, puplic property, they can have no just grounds
for complaint when different and even conflicting views are expressed of their character
and conduct. The public have an undoubted right to scrutinize and pass solemn and
candid judgment upon its own servants, or those who have professed to be such.
That two reformers have recently turned Papists and “kissed the Pope’s toe,” is. not,
to me, any matter of surprise, at all. I am, indeed, more surprised that the friends who
have known them for a series of years should marvel at what they have done. Having,
myself, been well acquainted with Mrs. Grove (that was), for more than twenty years, I
was fully prepared for a summerset like this : and, long ago, spoke of it to mutual friends
as highly probable. She has a benevolence of character somewhat attractive ; but the
elements of her nature are unevenly developed, as the whole history of her life will
abundantly prove ; with a decidedly nervous, sympathetic temperament. Her mind is
so constituted as to give her an unusual susceptibility, especially to those influences
which flow from the spheres of men. She was so some twenty-five years ago, when 1
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first saw her. She is exceedingly excitable and impulsive; and in this respect she may
justly be called an extremist. “One extreme leads to another”—and her life has been
made up of extremes. She showed them in her “Lectures to Ladies,” twenty years ago;
and her “Mary Lyndon” is a bundle of extremes. No intelligent friend of Human Pro
gression who knows her, will differ, I think, from the opinion here expressed. Many
have relied upon the writer of “Mary Lyndon” for instruction and guidance ; many,
indeed, have looked up to her as an able, womanly, safe leader, who never knew, very
well, how to estimate her true character. How long a woman constituted as Mrs. Nich
ols is, remains in any one given position, will depend very much on her surroundings.
It is in the female to lean on the male for guidance and support—the female heart is more
“accustomed to cling” than the male. I always supposed that Mrs. N. would be very
likely to become a Papist, or anything else which the occasion or surrounding circum
stances might suggest, or which should hold out the biggest promise of hope to her wil
ling ear. We do all long for the greatest good; but we differ in our faculties of hope, by
which to anticipate its fruition. These female characteristics of yielding and recep
tivity, are often manifest in the male. Such men and such women (some of whom I
know to be of the excellent of the earth), constitute that class, out of whom the spirit
ual media and pathematic subjects are made, always. Orestes A. Bronson is one of this
class. From the extremes of Protestantism he went over into Popery. He said to me
once, that he had shifted about so much, that he could compare himself to nothing, more
fitly, than a man leaping for life from one cake of ice to another. So, he had jumped
from one position to another, until he finally got stuck fast in the ice of Popery. I know
that he is one of this class of highly susceptible persons. As he was about to attend one
of my public lectures on Pathetism, he requested that I should not exercise any of that
influence over him that it was well known I did exert over my audiences. And, what
American Protesant has ever shown himself a more obsequeous, devoted Papist, com
pletely dependent on the “Mother Church”—so much so, that he can not stand alone, or
even think for himself ?
I have no knowledge of T. L. Nichols, except from his writings. I have admired the
independence which he manifested in battling for what he thought to be the right; and,
I remember he gave me a brief hearing, in defense of my theory of Nutrition, against
what I considered some injustice done me by Dr. Trail, of the Water-Cure Journal.
And yet, on the wTiole, I have always thought I could discover those imperfections in his
mental constitution, the knowledge of which had prepared my mind, long ago, for his
submission to popery.
We ought to know and be able, correctly to estimate those men
who set themselves up for leaders in matters of the public weal. The writings of Mr.
Nichols show him to have been an extremist of the rankest kind. He let himself to
cater for a morbid sexual appetite. His book on “Marriage”, his “Private Letter to La
dies,” and his “Anthropology,” although containing much physiological truth, and some
good cautions, yet they originated from what I conceive to have been a morbid state of
feeling in the author. They are so obviously addressed to a morbid sexual appetite that
I do not see how any evenly-balanced mind can doubt or deny it. Indeed, their author,
himself, now repudiates them, and confesses to his “Holy Father in God” the very judg
ment which is here passed upon them. There are no writers better paid than those who
promise information and indulgence to the sexual instincts. It was but recently that I
refused an offer of five hundred dollars from a publisher in this city, to prepare for him a
small tract on the sexual system. But, in making these observations, I would not be un
derstood as saying that Mr. and Mrs. Nichols have not acted out the impulses of their
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own mental constitutions, as honestly as I may have done my own. I impose no respon
sibilities which do not grow out of human nature and the well-known relations of life.
As I do not, myself, take for authority, in matters of belief or conduct, any so-called
revelations from the dark, invisible world : so, I infer, that people who do this, are not
fully developed into the doctrine of true manhood. When we hear people, therefore,,
talk of being “converted” by traditional dogmas, or by the “blessed teachings” of imagi
nary invisibles of another world, I must conclude that such persons are not yet fully ma
tured. They cannot think for themselves. They have, perhaps, misjudged themselves,
and thus attempting what they did not succeed in accomplishing, they are disappointed;
and so, wanting something—they know not what—they go backward, and lean on tra
dition, on the priest and the Pope. The ostrich feels secure while its head is thrust un
der the leaves. I have no unkind words, I am sure, for any who become Papists. Mr.
and Mrs. Nichols, in going backward into the vagaries of Popery by advice coming from
the invisible world, have done nothing more absurd than many other Spiritualists who
have surrendered their self-hood and sovereignty to the inhabitants of another world, of
whose grade and character they know precisely nothing at all. The Popish sect, it should
be borne in mind, forbids and denounces all such spiritual communications, as of the
Devil, and deserving God’s bitter curse ! And yet, that same Popish church receives in
to its bosom Mr. and Mrs. Nichols, “converted” to its faith by these very spiritual com
munications, which it has denounced with “bell, book and candle.” Such are the mon
strous inconsistencies of Popery,—that gigantic system of error to which Protesant
Americans are being converted, “by the blessed teachings of St. Ignatius Loyola and St.
Francis Xavier.”
Those who comprehend Nature’s alternating conditions are not surprised when mortals
run from one extreme into another. Carry a pendulum to an extreme on one side, and
when you loose the force that holds it there, you will see it swing as far the other way;
and, if left to itself, will continue its vibrations until it hangs, perpendicularly. So it is,
somewhat, with the human mind. We do not progress in straight lines.
My own opinion is, that if Mr. Nichols should not receive that patronage among the
Papists which he wants, he will, of course, become dissatisfied ; he will then make the
discovery that God has some other “divinely-appointed means for the amelioration of hu
manity,” besides the traditions and mummeries of Popery.
Boston, May 13, 1857.

TO LA ROY SUNLLRLAND—RIGHTINGf THE PREMISES.

In the April No. of the S. R. (page 113), is an article from your pen, designed, as I un
derstand it, to show the incompatibility of free love with certain relations which human
beings (in civilized society) sustain to each other. The difficulties you present, were dis
posed of in vol. 2 of the S. R., according to my way of looking at the subject; and as I
prefer to use my space in this journal for fresh matter, I thought that your article did
not require any reply from me ; but as many of our present readers did not read vol. 2,
they cannot know what was there said ; and as this is a new subject, vre shall have to re
volve it over and over, and examine it on all sides, before there can be any just concep
tion of the new views. You ask me (in a private note), not to attribute any opinions to
you, as you are only a learner: I trust we are all learners, and if so, it is meet that we
“reason together.”
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As I look at your objections to free love, they are such as a monarchist would make to
republicanism, or a pro-slaveryist to emancipation. The monarchist says to the republi
can; “There are certain political relations which are incompatible with your theory;—•
there is the relation of ruler and subject which has existed from the foundation of the
world, and is divine, and this relation, your scheme would subvert: it is perfectly ridicu
lous to attempt a system of government which makes the subjects rulers,” &c., &c. In
like manner, your objections are based on the presumption that the life-relations which
obtain in “civilized society,” are the only relations which are possible ; and herein, as I
conceive, is to be found the fallacy of the objections, you urge against social freedom.
We have marriage and social despotism now; and the sjrstem is complete within itself,
having its own proper relations, inclusive of “conjugality.” Marriage despotism necessi
tates certain social relations, just as political despotism necessitates certain political rela
tions; but republicanism requires and establishes other relations, and so does affectional
freedom, or the sovereignty of the individual.
You ask, “how can the sexual instincts be mutually indulged, when it would interfere
with existing relations?” Your question would be answered by the tyrant Louis Na
poleon, were he thus to appeal to his republican subjects: “How can your instincts of
freedom be gratified, when it would interfere with existing relations?”
I admit that the life-relations you specify are absolute—all but one, and that one may
or may not exist. If this one relation (conjugality), obtain, then we have marriage, of
course, and free love is a nullity; but I contend for freedom, and hence I ignore this rela
tion. If any want to enter into it and bind themselves by the marriage contract, they
should be free to do so—as free as they should be to join the Roman Catholic Church, or
to sell themselves into any slavery; but the parties themselves must take the consequen
ces, and if they find the chains galling and repent their folly;—why, I have nothing to
do with their case;—I hold that the relation they entered into is a factitious one—a man
made relation not necessary at all; and when they passed the Rubicon of “single life”
and swamped their individual sovereignty in a life-contract, binding up two wills in one,
THEY PASSED BEYOND THE REACH OF MY PHILOSOPHY !

The very animus of social freedom fixes an eternal blight on the yoke-mated or conju
gal relation. Affectional freedom can no more subsist with this relation than political
freedom can subsist with Gzarism. It is nevertheless true, that some are as free as they
want to be under the rule of absolutism—they have no conception of a greater freedom
as their right, and aspire to none; but it is not so with all. Some are as free as they
want to be under the absolutism of marriage—they have no conception of a greater
freedom as their right, and aspire to none; but all are not so contented. In despotic gov
ernments a class is growing in intelligence, developing into the activities of a higher life,
and suffering, in consequence, more and more from the constraints of tyranny; so, the
increase of intelligence and the demand of higher activities, are, at this moment, arming
rebels against marriage.
To answer your question, “Can the conjugal relation be dual?” (I would say multiple
or plural instead of “dual”), would be like answering the question, Can the same sub
jects have more than one king? My philosophy does not recognize either relation as a
finality. Affectional freedom, to my mind, implies the total abandonment of the yoke
mating process, and the practical recognition, in its stead, of individual sovereignty. The
sovereign individual must be free at all times to live her best thought, and be true to her
highest aspirations, without having to petition a yoke-mate for the privilege. And why
one of these sovereign individuals may not be sexually attracted at the same time to
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more than one of the other sex, I am not able to see. An individual particle of matter
finds many affinities. Mr. Oxygen is not an exclusive monogamist.
There are a class of minds that are content with monotony in airthe relations of life.
They have been conceived in routine, bred up in routine, and they"never aspire to any
thing else. They are not progressive. Another class are not satisfied with monotony;
they crave variety in the pursuits of life, and such are progressive. The attraction of
positive and negative constitutes A, if not the creative force of Nature; sexual love is the
highest form of such attraction that we know any thing of; and some are satisfied with
monotony in this creative sphere; others crave variety, and as to wdiich class possesses
the higher type of mind, I must be allowed from what I observe, to have my individual
opinion. Recollect, I have no reference here to those who have no higher idea of sexual
enjoyment than the gratification of lust, (the material embrace without love), but to such
as crave variety in all that constitutes the fruition of integral love—the physical never
without the spiritual.
The one exclusive love belongs to the plane whereon the animal, centripetal, or con
vergent forces of our nature are most active; this love concentrates upon one object, and
seeks to own it. Unselfish love belongs to the plane—the higher plane, on which the
spiritual, centrifugal, or divergent forces are most active, and it craves variety—asks for
more than one love, but seeks to appropriate none. This is what I deem the plane of so
cial freedom; but as few are yet prepared for it, variety in love (not lust), is still the ex
ception, and duality, mating, or the two-one love, the rule.
While I claim that the conjugal relation is factitious, or the creation of a lower plane
of human development, yet the parental relation is natural and absolute; and in this, one
man and one woman must furnish the germ of the human individual. But we know
that the father is not the only object external to the mother which affects the character
of her child. An odor, a taste may excite longings in the mother, and stamp an ineradi
cable appetite upon the prospective man. An animal or a lunatic may start up before
her, and affect her child with irremediable deformity or imbecility. Not the father of the
babe, only, but her friends, male and female—all her surroundings have their influence on
the human germ she nourishes. If persons of the other sex whom she deems worthy,
influence her by the interchange of social amenties, I am not able to see •why their influ
ence would be bad, even if she should enjoy the caresses of sexual love with them, if so
attracted. I am not saying, just now, that she would be so attracted, even in freedom;
but this I do say: the fact that external objects other than the father do impress features
and characteristics upon the offspring, is a fact which is fatal to the exclusive influence of
one man, is proof of a variety of influences, and is presumptive evidence in favor of free
dom for variety in love. If the prospective mother may receive masculine influence of a
certain degree from persons of the other sex, by what principle shall we limit that de
gree? How shall we determine where the interchange of sexual feeling—masculine and
feminine elements of character—shall stop. I know that some women do love more
than one; and I believe that others would, if free from prejudice and conventional con
straint, to do so. It is just as true that the law is different for others. Give them free
dom to love more than one, yet would they just as surely love only one. Selfish sexual
love necessarily concentrates upon its solitary object, and as a pretext to appropriate that
one, if asks to be appropriated itself. Such as are capable only of this kind of love, may
attempt freedom, but will ever revert to dualism, mating—to marriage, wixh its peculiar
oppressions and repressions. But failures of this kind would not disprove freedom, since
we know there are those sufficiently unselfish to live affectional freedom in harmony.
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Your objections assume the conjugal relation, the marriage contract, and the isolated
household, all to be fixed and eternal conditions in the earth-sphere; and from this stand
point, you present the case. If I stood on your ground, I should reason as you do; but
when I deny your premises and ask you to fortify them before I can proceed with’you,
then have I nothing to do with the consequences you develop. If the affections are not
to be bound in eternal thrall upon this planet, then are we to hope for other social con
ditions than we now have. Affectional freedom demands facilities for industrial co-ope
ration, and the fraternal or unitary home with a room and bed for each adult individual.
It is not necessary that such co-operation shall sink the individual. Large hotels are, in
a sense, unitary homes. Individuals sojourn or reside in them, and find their own em
ployment; and yet are they as free as those who live in the isolated household. Unite
many thus in one home, give each the control of his own business, free at all times to co
operate as seems to the parties concerned, best, then would the unitary home and indus
trial co-operation exalt, rather than depress the individual. Thus located in the frater
nal home, or in many of them accessible to each other, and woman independent therein,
then may affectional freedom obtain, and be wholly compatible with all the rights and all
the relations of humanity. Love—free love, if you please, would take the place of arbi
trary yoke-matching, and parents will not be robbed of rights in their children, nor chil
dren of rights m their parents. Parties who may have loved, but are not fitted to live as
‘ usband and wife” in a life-union, may part quietly, and still enjoy their children if
there be any. Marriage makes a hell for such now, and it does so by its arbitrary bonds;
freedom knows no such bonds.
It will not militate against this system to say that it is impracticable. Any form of
society is an outgrowth of the minds of such as compose it; and if we think to erect a
new form of society out of the materials fitted only for the old, we shall fail, of course;
ut it does not follow from this that none are prepared, or that none ever will be prepared
for a higher order of society than the present. It must be recollected here that I am at
tempting to show that affectional freedom is not incompatible, under right conditions,
with any essential love of the human heart, with any essential relation of life, and the
case is clear enough to my mind. It would not be strange if you should see it diferently. Ihus, you derive all the life-relations from the conjugal; I demolish this
relation, and still the others exist—the paternal, filial, fraternal, universal-more ex
alted, as I must believe, than before. The conjugal relation and its especial appurten
ance the isolated household, are all I see that stand in the way of freedom for the
p urahty of sexual love, so that when we get rid of the conjugal relation, and estab
lish the independence of woman, love may be free without infringing the right of any
love or of any life-relation.
^
If this my good friend, be not satisfactory, I shall be glad to learn from yourself,
or any other candid investigator, wherein it is not so. One of the methods of arriv
ing at truth on any subject, is by the kindly and candid interchange of views; and I
shall always be ready to present to the readers of the S. R. my convictions of truth
w enever there seems to be a demand for them, however unpopular they may be.

Tiuth and Love are two the most powerful things in the world; and when they both
go together they cannot be easily withstood. The golden beams of truth and the silken
cords of love twisted together, will draw men on with a sweet violence, whether they
will or no.—Cudworth.

CONJUGAL FACTS.
BY LILY WHITE.

A young, trusting girl—very healthy and strong, became the wife of our “first chor
ister”__one of the best and most pious young men in the township; and every body
seemed to think she had done well to get him for a husband. But ’twas not long till
her rosy cheeks began to pale, her sparkling eyes to lose their lustre, and her pleasant
countenance its happy expression. And ’twas not because she dressed tightly, or wore
heavy skirts—she did neither—she was posted on these subjects ; and she was maustrious—kept every thing clean and in place—worked in the garden, milked the cows and
fed the chickens—like any good country housekeeper. But her husband had been born
and brought up under the orthodox notions respecting marriage, and its infernal license
for the unrestrained indulgence of lust.
When she had been married six years she had had four children and two miscarriages.
I was with her when the last occured. After the fright was over, and the immediate
danger seemed removed, she began to cry and fret about the miseries and. slaveries of
mabried life, and complain of her husband being so amorous ; said he was good enough
in other respects, but in this he was so bad, she could have no peace ! Said she to me,
“You may thank your stars that you didn’t have him. I thought you foolish, then;
but ’twas me that was the fool, that time, and dearly have I paid for my folly.
For more than a year after this she was not able to sew a patch on her children’s
clothes, and yet, within the year, she had another child ! I know not what has be
come of her since, but probably she is in her grave.
Is there no remedy for these evils? It seems to me there ia. In the first place, let
men cease to make the marriage-bed a hot-bed of licentiousness avoid transmitting to
the children a morbid excitability of the generative system; and, in the second place, let
men consider the influence of low, sensual talk, on the character of boys, and refrain
from it in their presence, if not altogether. Mothers can not shield their sons
from this influence, as they do their daughters. But I know some women who will not
allow their young sons to go out into the road or into a field where a parcel of men are
at work, just because they “can’t bear to have their sons hear such talk !”—and this,
in respectable neighborhoods ! I know some men who are disgusted with such stuff,
and discountenance it, and I know some pretty nice, respectable men, who would be
ashamed to see their

own

words in print.

Aye, boys not only have an excess of amativeness transmitted to them, but they are
taught to be sensual, and to think it cunning, by the precepts and example of men—married men! And this brings me to marriage again, with a grave charge—that ofmaking men licentious. It gives unlimited exercise to this passion, and we all know that
exercise increases the activity of any passion or faculty; and I have observed that mar
ried men are more lustful than the UNmarried.
Yery many of the seductions and rapes
which come to light (if not a majority of them), are the work of married men; (exclu-
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Rive of the rapes committed upon the persons of their wives), and a large majority of
the attempts at seduction which have come to my knowledge, certainly have been made
by married men.
Married women tell me their husbands become more amorous, and much more impera
tive in their demands after the first few years; and I see them becoming less refined in
their feelings, and in their manner toward their wives, and, finally, toward all women—
though other women are treated with more courtesy than the wife, as a rule. Married
women say they grow more amorous, themselves, in marriage, till they get worn out
with excess. And then, when I advise temperance as necessary to the restoration of their
health, they say, “Can’t follow that part of your advice—husband would not allow that
■—whatever he wants he will have, even when I am sick,and tired half to death!”
But, say I, reason with him !—coax him, or try to persuade him! In some cases, I say,
Assert your right, and resist him. These are some of the answers I receive: “I might
as well reason with a horse or jackass !” “I might as well try to persuade or coax a
mule!” “I might as well resist an avalanche or a mad bull !” And last, though not
least, a married man says, he “might as well administer the decalogue to a famishing
bear!” But I have the happiness of knowing that there are noble exceptions to this
rule. I do not charge all the sensuality upon the men, either; both (men and women),
are in the mire, and neither will ever get out without the united efforts of both. I know
it is a general opinion that marriage (as well as brothels), is a safeguard to virtuous girls
—that men who have wives are not so apt to annoy girls—try to seduce them; but my
observation, experience and knowledge, otherwise gained, have brought me to the oppo
site conclusion—it is the fruit of that idea of license; (they become familiar and
bold in marriage), and we can never get out of that till we abolish marriage, with its
rights and obligations, and become individuals, like UNmarried men and women—with
no power over each other, or obligation to each other—seperate beds and purses, &c.

SECOND EPISTLE TO PETEK.
\

___

This second epistle, beloved, I now write unto you; in both which I stir up your pure
mind by way of remembrance:
That you may be mindful of the words which were spoken before.
Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last day scoffers, walking after their
own lusts, (n. Peter; iii: 1, 2, 8).
And thee thought I was out of humor. See, then, if I don’t undeceive thee before I
am done. I may have been deceived in mj^self, hut methought I was in a fine vein of
humor when I wrote, before. However, if my attempted pleasantry looked ill-natured to
thee, I’ll try how “right-down, sober earnest” will look. I am surprised that thee should
flinch and squirm so, merely at the overflowing of a “weaker vessel.” I would join thee
in recommending “laughing and dancing in temperance.” Have often joined other Qua
kers in practical demonstration of my faith in those exercises. But all this has no hear
ing on the point at issue. Our lungs and limbs require daily exercise, which is furnished
as perfectly and agreeably by the laugh and dance as by any other means. Our bodies
require daily nutrition, which is mainly supplied by our daily meals; but I imagine thee
would hardly bring material union alongside here. Hor am I able to see, after all that
has been said through the S. B., that man’s life or health requires a monthly, or even
yearly exercise of the sexual function.
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I see not why thou shouldst ridicule the law of hereditary descent, even though it
should militate strongly against thy doctrine. Surely, thou art not old-fogy enough to
deny physiological or psychological science, art thou? Show me exceptions to “the
taint of hereditary influences,” then sneer “upon reading my letter,” if thee likes.
Thee places undue emphasis upon the assertion that “persons physically well-devel
oped and happily situated in their affectional relations have more sexual desire than
sickly persons, under any circumstances.” I echo thy query, “What matters this fact?”
Have I denied the like? Have I even alluded to sickly individuals? Have I not ad
mitted that most people (it matters not what are their affectional relations, or whether
healthy or diseased), “have more sexual desire” than ever ought to be indulged?
(Abundant proof of this fact I have witnessed in every neighborhood and village in
which I ever resided). The healthy may have stronger impulses in any direction than
the sickly, and they of course have the power for indulging to a greater extent whatever
desire they do have, be it amative, alimentive, or any other. But might don’t make
right. Nay, I have neither denied nor “set aside” any of thy favorite facts; but simply
questioned the propriety of receiving facts on so low a plane, as patterns from which to
fashion our lives. Pray, don’t talk to me of “favorite hobgoblins,” so long as thee con
tinues to present the ghost of some poor, melancholy fact, to every one who opposes thy
creed.
Should’st thou make an assertion respecting the “law of gravitation,” or aught else that
I had reason to doubt, I might, perchance, answer thee Yankee fashion, as I did before,
by asking if thou knowest what thou assertest, and if so, how thou knowest it. As to
the timid little query that I placed in parentheses, rest assured, I had no idea ’twould
“stultify” thee.
“Temperance of material union?” I don’t understand how that’s to remedy “exist
ing abuse.” These temperance folks, as they call themselves, don’t stop at temper
ance. They adopt total abstinence, to eradicate the evil of drinking to excees. They
allow no temperance of drinking—no occasional glass, from fear that “extremes develop
each other.”
Allow me to ask if it is thy prerogative to decide what is, and what is not “natural
and attainable,” any more than it is mine, or that of any other who differs from thee?
Begging thy pardon, I set no standard—have made no professions of chastity; would
gladly, however, attain to that only stand-point of purity which we-can with justice and
truth term chastity; have never hinted that I had already done so; should cherish no
hope of being believed, if I had. I don’t expect others to think me purer or better than
themselves.
I did not expect to tell thee any thing thee did not know before, in my former letter;
but merely to stir up thy mind by way of remembrance, as thee seemed to have forgot
ten the unnatural, enervating lives that nuns and Shakers lead, aside from their sexual
natures.
Thou hast given a vastly different measure from that I meted thee. I assayed to reas
on, and gave thee my best efforts. I am more than ever convinced that ’tis vain for wo
men to remain at home and ask the men.
From the reasoning proclivities which I fancied thou had’st displayed in responding to
others, I had hoped for something bearing the impress of reason, in reply to my interrog
atories; but I regret to say thee manifests far less of patience and philosophy than does
friy young clerical correspondent, when I propound my most heretical and saucy questions
c oncerning his Calvinistic faith.
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Yea, astonishing as it seems, Peter, surnamed Socialist, whom I had supposed a social
reformer—a defender of woman’s rights, and redresser of her wrongs—this same Peter,
has met a woman’s appeal to his better judgment, onty with derision! Aye, ridicule—
that contemptible weapon, worthy only the hand of the vanquished coward. My inqui
ries and arguments—the pearls of my reason—I find, were “cast before” an unapprecia
ting mind. Truly, as saith the text: (not included in the “sermon on the mount),
4‘Blessed are they who expect nothing, for they shall not be disappointed !”
FarewellRuth.

REPLY TO “J. P.”

BY J. K. MOORE.
Friend Patterson:—Do I “turn about and make a God of Atheism?”

If twelve
inches make one foot, or words have definitions, and we have standards, then I have not
made a God of Atheism. Webster says an Atheist is “One who disbelieves in the ex
istence of a God or Supreme intelligent Being; and, Theist, “One who believes in a Su
preme Being—Creator, and Sovereign of the Universe.” Now, friend P., you make a
new definition for a word when you say, “The collective energies of the Universe is
God.” Why not say collective energies, and let God step out? But if you still persist,
I shall have to call on each of the great men to tell me what the word God means.
When we discard God, what have we left, but just the Universe and its powers, or sim
ply Nature, and find all the greatness and power very near ourselves? Wonder how
you can be a “Free Lover” and not be a devotee of sect, if being without a God makes a
sectarian? May be the influence of sect remains with you a little, or you would not ask
the question that fogies ask so frequently as to Atheism in France. I grant all the good
or bad inherent in human nature, and speak of creeds or systems as influencing that na
ture. If the French were more animal than we, they would he quite sure to rebound,
and get to an extreme of cruelty we would not, after having been repressed by priests;
for no system of hygiene heals all diseases in a day, so loathsome as superstition.
Do I claim all good springs from Atheism, or only that it is the- letting-alone system—
freedom, or harmony, which comes from freedom? Your God-system made the Universe
—keeps constantly busy with it, to govern it—makes horrible blunders, at that. I have
defined Atheism to be the system of harmony, spontaneity, or a Universe without a God,
and can’t be so accomodating as to make another, till I learn there is another; and cer
tainly could not define it to be “the preponderating influences of the moral sentiments,”
for that would not be harmony: for some get so moral they despise all the animal senti
ments, and call them sensual—devilish; and that’s a long way from harmony.
Friend P., do you spat folks right in the face, when they don’t say things just accord
ing to your notion? You speak of the “just sense” of the word Theism. I know of no
more “just sense” than definition according to standard dictionaries; but if you claim the
right to call the belief in the “collective energies of the Universe,” Theism, why, I will
give up your right; but if allowed to go by the dictionaries, shall still insist that the God
idea was the father of arbitrary power. The very word implies power; (not good, as
some claim), and the more ignorant, the worse use would be made of the poison—for
creeds do poison, don’t they, John? Man first learns from Nature, (the appreciation of it
is all in him),.and imitates that which is greatest and most powerful. The idea of gov
ernment had to exist first, and that had to be derived from something supposed to rule;
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jret I allow the “hen had to exist before the egg,” or the “oak before the acorn.” Yes; I
grant that it is ignorance makes people unhappy, and as they let creeds hurt them; hut
being “ignorant” don’t hinder Gods and creeds hurting them. But may be you think it
policy only to tell your side of the story; but that, no doubt, (if it is so), is the effect of
Godism ? Things bearing their true relations to us make them good, and vice versa;
and if we have no creeds or Gods to govern us, but let “it do itself,” we are in the best
possible condition to find true adaptations.
And, brother John, if I have failed to tell all the truth, and come short, if you will
splice it out for me, and I can live it, it will be just as dear to me as if I had found it
without your help. Give us your hand—Good-bye!
Berlin Heights, June 26.
[Discussions respecting the abstract phases of the “God-question,” I cannot but regard
as rather unprofitable, considering the large questions of a more practical character we
have on hands for the small space in the Social Revolutionist. Perhaps friend Moore and
I can make a final disposition of this question ? and with this hope, I proceed to the ex
amination of some of his positions:
He savs that “if twelve inches make one foot, or words have definitions, and we have
standards, then he has not made a god of Atheism.” He then gives Webster’s definition
of Theism and Atheism, but passes over Webster’s definition of God: the very word we
want most, in this connection, to know the meaning of. I signified that friend Moore
made a god of Atheism, and I used the word “god” in a sense in which it is very com
monly used—that given in Webster under figured: “Any person or thing exalted
too much in estimation, or deified or honored as the chief good; as, ‘their god is their
belly.’ ”
Friend Moore thinks I make a new definition for the word, when I say, “God is the col
lective Energies of the Universe.” The same word has, very frequently, many defini
tions; and I have the same right according to the extent of my reading and hearing, that
Webster had, to say what the definition of a word is. What is it that establishes the
meaning of a word? Simply usage. Then, when I observe radical thinkers of taste and
literature, who no more believe in a God-entity with feet and hands, and “hinder parts”
[bible], than our friend, himself;—when I observe many such using the term “God,” to
designate the collective Forces of the Universe, then does such usage establish this as
one of the meanings of the word. Terms get new significations, legitimately. This is a
necessity growing out of human change and progress, ihe word “platform,” for exam
ple, is used every Presidential campaign in a sense not to be found in TVebster’s definition
of the term. But our friend will not have the hardihood to question the legitimacy of
those “new definitions,” based, as they are, in the constitution of the human mind and the
progress of thought. But even if his philosophy set aside the legitimacy of the “new
definitions,” still the stubborn fact would remain as part and parcel of the history of ev
ery cultivated language. And the progressive idea attached to the word “God,” but ex
emplifies what is true of a great many other words.
If the preponderating influence of the moral sentiments be not a condition of harmony?
then reason, benevolence, and justice should not overrule destructiveness—there should
be no regulating force of the human mind manifesting itself through the upper and front
al region of the brain; all the faculties should be peers—none lower and none higherdestructiveness should not be under the control of reason and the moral sentiments, but
should mangle and destroy for its own gratification. The influence of the sun prepond
erates in the solar system; but this is a condition of physical harmony; and I am not able
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to see why the predonderating influence of the moral sentiments over the animal propen•sities may not also be an absolute condition of mental harmony.
I think you misapprehend the dictionary, and get things mixed, when you say that the
'God-idea was the father of arbitrary power. Was not the “God-idea” and the idea of
"“arbitrary power” one and the same thing ?
If our friend can not be patient with criticism, he should not write for a “free paper.”
I suggest, that if he can not have his positions examined without treating his critic to
“unmannerly talk about “spatting folks right in the face,” he should give due notice of the
fact, so that we can all keep at a respectful distance, with our hats off, and regard his ut
terances with deferential silence?]
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The first part of our friend’s article emphasizes the principle that the higher kind of
loye—that which “is satisfied with reciprocal intellectual or moral enjoyment,” is neces
sarily beyond control, and consequently free. He says that “peculiar organizations may
limit it, but conventionalities can not enslave it.” And, further on, in reference to these
higher affinities, he says, “this is Free Love, and I enjoy it. Why? Not because I have
a, right to it, but becsuse I can not help it.”
If this bd true, then a married woman is free to enjoy all this kind of love that her
nature craves; yet this same married woman is cooped up in an isolated house, under
the surveilance of a master who usually guards her well;—but the point our friend
makes is this: that any one—a married woman, for example, can enjoy all her loves of
the “higher order,” without the objects of them residing with her in the same house.
But, further on, his gutta percha logic has a different part to play, and he writes: “Or
did it esacpe the clear vision of ‘self’ that if ‘wife’ had children by other lovers, that he
would be enjoying the society of other men’s juveniles, whilst their fathers can not en
joy them? Can not the modest matron perceive that the individual sovereign who lives
with her for the sake of her children, may have other children with whom he can not
live, and therefore can not enjoy, and that the voice of Nature is as strong in the one case
as in the other?” Now, if the parents can not enjoy such “juveniles” when all do not
reside in the same house, how are they, living thus separated from their other spiritual
affinities, to enjoy the exalted love our inimitable logician prates so rapturously about?
If our friend can not manage to have parents enjoy the “higher love” for their children
unless all are under the same roof, how does he manage so adroitly to have them enjoy
the “higher love” for other sexual affinities, under the self-same conditions of isolation?
But, in another part of his article, he does manage to have parents (mothers), enjoy their
parental love, in spite of all possible barriers. In illustrating the higher love, he says,
"“the natural instinct of a mother makes it peculiarly strong for her offspring. How
could you enslave this sentiment in the mother?—how prevent its free action? Try to
circumscribe it, and it becomes more intense.” She enjoys this love, not because it is her
right, but because she can not help it. This is his doctrine. We are here given to
understand that the love of the parent must have full scope for action—that it is impossi
ble to prevent it; while he asserts, further on, that certain parents could not enjoy their
own juveniles! But I will drop this part of the subject; I don’t like to carry my read
ers so far into the regions of the sublime?
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Our friend plays upon the words “sigh” and “suffer,” in a way that may be smart, for
any thing I know. He plays, also, upon the word “mistake,” but in such a way as to
prove his entire misapprehension of the sense in which it was used in the quotation he
gives. The word was used in that connection with sole reference to the idea that the one
dual love would make the parties happy for life. The “mistake” consists, not in loving
each other, but in. expecting that it should make them entirely satisfied and hap
py.
Let our friend’s remarks in this connection be read with this sense of the term in
the mind—the sense in which it was used in the quotation—and it will be seen how to
tally irrelevant and unjust his reflections are. He misconstrues the meaning of a writer,
and then fires hollow words at Free Love !
Whilst I believe it is a “mistake” to expect too much of any love, yet T can not con
ceive that any love is itself a mistake. Whether the love last for a year or a life-time, I
can not see that it is in any sense an evil; I think it a good so far as it goes—an angelvisitation, and any thing but a mistake.
Talking of mistakes, reminds me that our friend has made a few in his valiant onset
against Free Love. One of these I shall refer to as a preliminarj^—the other as a cardi
nal mistake. The first consists in the presumption that the “higher love” between the
sexes is not circumscribed by conventionalities. A woman who has promised to “honor
and obey” one man, thus submitting her will to that of another, who guards her day and
night;—is not such a woman’s opportunities for the enjoyment of this higher love circum
scribed by the conventionalities of marriage? She has not even a room sacred to herself
which her husband may not break into any hour—she is not securely free to exchange
any of the endearments of a higher love which her husband may not witness. There areno sanctities of love for the woman but such as her legal master shares. He may be very
stupid, but he has an instinct in his heart far truer than our friend’s quasi-philosophy.
He knows very well that it is not best to let the intimacies of the higher love between hiswife and other men, go to far; for he has the consciousness within himself that this ten
der and exalting sentiment which obtains between the sexes may descend into the body
and demand the physical embrace as its right and only satisfying condition. But this
would be too much freedom for him—and he is a virtuous man; he has the right of prop
erty in a woman’s person—it serves him a purpose, and he takes care to prevent every
sweet endearment of the higher love that puts his exclusive right and use of said wo
man’s person in jeopardy. And yet we are told that “pure loves” can not be circum
scribed by conventionality! Nonsense! They are so circumscribed and proscribed in
every nook and corner of civilization!
This brings us to our friend’s cardinal mistake—a mistake which vitiates all his article,,
and neutralizes all its caustic properties. It consists in treating of love between the
sexes and sexual communion as if there was no relation between them—as if they were
distinct and separate things.
Integral sexual love, as I understand it to obtain in healthy persons, embraces two el
ements: the spiritual and physical—the spiritual always preceding the physical, and fit
ting the subjects for that intensity which the latter gives. In an integral love-manifesta
tion the physical is always a part, and always subordinate to the spiritual. Where there
is not physiological affinity between the parties, their love can not be regarded as an in
tegral sexual love, since they may be attracted to each other as friends, but not as loversr
to the sexual union. But in speaking of “sexual love,” I have reference to a love when;
matured, that demands the physical ultimation by virtue of the eternal laws of love, it
self. To deny such ultimate expression, I must regard as injustice to love and treason
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^against purity. The denial is a flagrant breach of natural law; and it meets with its just
reward in a disquieted soul and a diseased body. Such suppression of the rights of love
have reacted into the opposite extreme, and swelled the ranks of prostitution. It has
unhinged the minds of sensitive and loving ones; it has unbalanced the health of others,
and hurried them to premature graves. “Virtue”—the cant of imbecility and hypocrisy,
has done this damning work !—virtue: which means the puritanical outlawry of the high
est principles implanted in the human constitution ! Such “virtue” does not spare the
rod, lest it spoil the child; it makes Sunday a day of gloom, and the home a prison-house
for youth, lest they romp and sing, and be joyous, as it is their wont to be; it snaps the
strings of the harp and stops the dance with a scowl; it seeks every occasion to staunch
the warm gushings of the heart and throw a pall over the jubilees of universal life! Con
ventionality drives a man and woman into wedlock which results in discord and hate; but
it grants no release from the conditions of habitual prostitution, and this is “virtue l” If
our friend loves this unclean prude, with a face as long as a priest’s, and a heart full of
hypocrisy—let him; but give me the nymph of Nature—sweet, and clean, and chaste,
and beautiful, with a heart that must be true to itself.
“Would it be an unpardonable crime to insinuate that neither wife nor self were gov
erned by any higher principle than that of mere lust?” This question, together with the
•context, proves that its author has no higher conception of the physical manifestations of
love than of the unloving coition of the bawdy-house. Though he refers, often, to the
physical embrace, yet not in any one instance in all his article of four pages, does he
speak of it as the legitimate right of a matured love, subordinated thereto—the physical
sanctified by the spiritual; but he divests the act of all love—is at pains to do so, and al
ludes to it solely as a low, gross, bestial act, till we feel that he has no conception of it in
any other light. I hope he does not speak on this matter from his own experience.
Such zest has this writer for the lascivigus, that he takes an extract from the S. R. and
substitutes “sexual intercourse,” “sexual pleasure,” and “cohabit,” for “love,” and “free
love,” and then it reads to his mind; for he says, “I submit, this is the true representa
tion of the idea meant to be conveyed.” I, John Patterson, the writer of that extract,
know that this filthy travesty is not the true representation of the idea meant to be con
veyed; but that the original might have conveyed such an idea to an imagination polluted
with diseased amativeness, [ do not question.
Our friend speaks of affinities of a higher order which “are calculated to revolutionize
society by drawingfthe virtuous together; by associating those who can look upon other
men’s ‘mates’ through other optics than the eye of sexual passion, and give them a love
unadulterated by the lower propensities of our nature.”
Here we have “virtue” all
in a nut-shell. Virtue does not require that a man who has a “mate” shall monopolize
all her spiritual love. His mate may give of that to other men—she is allowed control
of the spiritual elements of her being, but her body—so much more precious than her
soul in the eye of this supernal “virtue,” belongs exclusively to her husband, who is so
much better qualified than herself, we presume, to keep it “pure.” She may give a pinch
of “intellectual or moral love” to others j^but the physical—why, her husband owns all
that just as conclusively and exclusively as he owns his horse; and all who believe in
this sort of thing are “virtuous!” Plenty such—and it is a wonder they have not re
deemed society, long ago ! The cause of the failure is to be found in this, perhaps: that
such ^virtue” grew, originally, out of the base of the brain; whilst it is unchastened ani
mality that sustains it now, and diseased amativeness that breeds all this mawkish ’senti
mentality about “love unadulterated with the lower propensities,” and “affinities so spir-
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itual and holy that the animal instincts sink into utter insignificance,” and (in the same
strain it might have been added), “are everlastingly nasty.”
This valiant defender of the faith erst delivered to the “virtuous,” forgets that the
physical ultimation of love—the sexual act subordinated to love and informed by it, may
seem, really pure and good—natural and exalting, even' to such as have not had their affectional nature diseased by lives sexually unnatural—that such act is pure to pure minds,
and impure only to impure minds. We commend these reflections to our good friend,
hoping they will not be entirely lost upon him.
Dr. Hunter asserts that a certain writer for the S. R. is “an advocate of unrestricted
sexual connection.” This I deny; and so the burthen of proof falls upon the doctor;
and this he must furnish or retract the charge, else stand convicted of wilful misrepresent
ation. If he undertake to sustain the assertion, let him not resort to unfair garbling and
travesty, nor mistake the blur of his own optics for the sense of the writer. I know that
not a word has ever been traced by the writer in question, with reference to the normal
functions of love, which does not presume the entire and complete' subordination of
the physical union to spiritual love, and no case incompatible with this can be made
out against him.
But our chivalrous knight, not content with this charge, proceeds upon the heels of the
travestied paragraph, I have already noticed, to announce “that what Reformers require
and plead for is not a greater elevation of the affecfional man, but a more ex
tended liberty in the gratification of the sexual propensity,” &c. This charge, without
any exaggeration, might be deemed a sweeper—it takes down the whole army of “Re
formers” at one fell swoop—and the champion that does such mighty works in the cause
of Pogyism, ought to be well fortified with facts, logically aymed, and protected by a pon
derous shield of—“virtue.” But he has made the assault; and as the Social Revolution
ist is an open field, we shall see how well be acquits himself.
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We are talking a great deal about social freedom, without talking very definitely to the
point; and the result is that in not understanding ourselves very clearly, we fail to un
derstand each othei. I begin with the proposition that all mankind are just as free as
they want to be. This is stated; of course, as the rule; there are exceptions,; as for ex
ample: political “insurgents,” religious “dissenters,” and social “revolutionists;” but these
classes altogether are not numerous when compared with the entire population of the
earth. There is most discontent amongst the most advanced peoples, because with them
the activities of progress are greatest, and discontent is a necessity of progress. But the
point is this: the great mass of mankind—all the millions of Europe and Asia are quite
satisfied with their condition—they have all the freedom they want—all the freedom they
could enjoy. The same is essentially true of the chattel slaves of the South and the
wages slaves of the North—they do not know of any higher freedom for themselves, and'
they plod along, stolid and satisfied with what they have. The same is essentially true
of the great mass of marriage slaves. What do the millions of wedded women in civili
zation want with more affectional freedom than they have? They would take the very
offer of more as an insult.
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Freedom is a thing of grades. The individual more highly organized, wants a wider
range than one of lower organization. What is adequate freedom to a German boor,
would be slavery to a restless Yankee. The peasant who was conceived and reared in
the midst of routine and, insipidity, is content with the routine of every day occurences,
and sups his beer and smokes his pipe, dreaming of no enjoyment more exalted than
this; but a Humboldt or a Herschel must have scope to revel in the midst of other ac
tivities. The conditions of life for the two classes are very different. The boor can not
enjoy the freedom of a Humboldt, because he has not the capacity to use its conditions;
a Humboldt would be cramped to death in the contracted sphere of the boor. What is
true in this case, is true, as I conceive, in every other. Every grade of mankind has so
cial conditions adapted to the freedom demanded by that grade. Thus, monogamic mar
riage has its conditions, and those conditions, and the scope of freedom which they per
mit, are just what the great mass of civilizees want. Monogamists enjoy all the freedom
they want—they have all the freedom they have capacity to appreciate; and hence they
erst established, and perpetually maintain the conditions of monogamy.
But some are dissatisfied with any fprm of marriage; they want more freedom than is
consistent with its necessary conditions. Now, I claim that as monogamy has its peculiar
conditions, so has a higher freedom its peculiar conditions. Every grade of society—ev
ery grade.of social freedom, has its own special conditions. Some assert the claim of so
cial freedom, and yet assume that they have a right ih freedom to establish for themsejyes
the conditions of exclusive dualism, as mating off, and occupying the same room and bed,
continuously. They certainly have this right; they have the right to employ a priest to
mumble the ceremony, if they wish; but this much I feel to assure them: that if they
establish the conditions of a lower freedom for themselves, they will have to “put up”
with that lower freedom; and that if they want a higher grade of freedom, they will have
to conform to the conditions of such higher grade. How the more exalted freedom is to
be actualized under the conditions which are adapted only to a lower grade of freedom, I
am not able to see.
I repeat, that every grade of freedom has its own peculiar conditions. The conditions
of marriage do not give a noble woman the freedom she craves. She wants a freedom,
the conditions of which, at no time, rob her of individual sovereignty. So, she must be
sovereign through the day and through the night; she must have her own room and her
own bed at her own sovereign disposal. If she become, either by her love or by any
other condition, dependent upon any one man, then is her individual sovereignty at an
end; she becomes the mere appendage of a man—the thing that she is now held to be
by law and gospel. I say, if a woman is thus dependent upon any one man in any condi
tion growing out of love, as that of pregnancy, for example: then is the social freedom
we are hoping for an ignis fatuus. If, in this condition, her love must become the monop
oly of one man, no one would be willing to love her, but under circumstances which
would not be likely to exalt another to the chief place, and drive the first from her love
with a wrung heart; and hence, the old-process of mating off would be the result; and
there is nothing freer for humanity than marriage—and there is a hell in thedniverse.
Many who now seem to wish for the higher freedom will only re-establish the condi
tions of the old freedom, such as it is in marriage. Place the boor in Humboldt’s library,
or in Faraday’s labratory, and he would want, as much as ever, to swig his beer and
smoke his pipe. It is only on those with a preponderating activity of those faculties
whose scope of action is divergent and comprehensive, that we can rely, to establish the
conditions of the higher freedom, and give an example of the same to the world.

TOLERATION---WHAT

IS

ITP

It is easy to talk about toleration, and easy to claim it, but not so easy to know just
what it is. Toleration is a thing of actual life; and those who agree very fully in theory
snay differ when it comes to the minutiae of practice. In a practical light, hardly two
mmds will conceive precisely the same thing of toleration; and hence the error of those
who claim that mutual toleration may unite such as entertain conflicting views of life,
and make them a harmonious brotherhood. I can not see that “toleration” has any such
magic power; since two minds for the union of which, we might presume toleration a ne
cessity, would, for that very reason, conceive differently of toleration itself, and would,
consequently, be as far apart as ever. The idea of toleration, itself, will be diversely
tinged in passing through two minds who take different views of life; and, therefore, tol
eration can not be a bond of union between them.
W e may get at the meaning of toleration most readily, perhaps, by inquiring what in
tolerance would be. When Rome had the inquisition, the rack, and stake, she was intol
erant. . We all agree as to that If a Protestant sect assume that all who do not belong
to it will be damned, and refuse fellowship with those of different faith from its own, it is
intolerant. We shall not disagree as to that. But if the people of one denomination ac
cord to others the credit of sincerity, and give them cordial fellowship in their religious
exercises, are they not tolerant? Some denominations in the rural districts, where “civil
ization” has not yet done its work, are thus brotherly; and I claim that they are tolerant
to each other on the subject of religion.
But we want to know what toleration is in the social sphere. Those who claim to be
of noble blood, or of the “best families,” surround themselves with conventional barriers,.
.
better persons than themselves of a “lower caste” are not permitted to break
through. . Such society, in discarding the companionship of others, upon arbitrary
grounds, is, to my mind, intolerant. I am an avowed free lover—I am such from princi
ple; but whatever might be my capabilities for giving and receiving enjoyment in society
of standard respectability, yet would that society contemptuously reject my companion
ship. Such society would be intolerant. But I have a neighbor who thinks me wrong
m my social faith, and absolutely in my life; and he says so to others; and tells me so
whenever proper opportunities present themselves for doing so; yet he does not think me
insincere because of my faith and practice; nor does he discard my companionship upon
arbitrary grounds; but recognizes me as his brother, to the extent which we are mutu
ally capable of responding socially to each other. If I understand the matter rightly,
t is neighbor is tolerant. He may seek the companionship of those who see like him, far
more than he seeks mine; and this would be right: since, all things else equal, one who
took the same views of life with himself, could give him a fuller response, and, conse
quently, more social happiness than I could.
. Sociai tolerance seems t0
to consist in withholding fellowship from others from con
siderations which are purely arbitrary or conventional; social toleration: in accepting the
companionship of others so far as they have social affinities for us—so far as thev can give
us social response.
But I am convinced that some who are making the claim of toleration, demand a good
deal more than this. Toleration, as they seem to understand it, means approval; or, if
not approval, then, no expression of opinions adverse to the course which they pursue.
- nat is: they want toleration for their acts, at the expense of free speech in others. Thus,,.
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I believe, that living under the symbols of marriage, as in mating off and rooming to
gether, whether legally united or not, is incompatible with the social freedom of all; and
so, those who profess freedom, yet adopt these outward expressions of dualism in their
lives, charge me with intolerance, for the free expression of my opinions respecting their
course. Honestly believing, as I do, that their habits in this regard, must eventuate in
social despotism; or, in other words, in permanent dualism, isolation and the family, I
must suppress the utterance of that thought, or else, I am held to be intolerant. Now,
if I allow them to live their own lives, without charging them with insincerity because of
their faith or practice, and without discarding their companionship in any respect in which
they are capable of responding to me, I am every whit tolerant, as I suppose, though I
give utterance, in my own way, to candid opinions adverse to their course of life. Let
those who claim toleration for their acts, remember, that in return, they must tolerate
thought and speech.
But I have intimated that toleration will not hold those together, who do not legiti
mately belong to each other. Here is one party who adopts a course of life which an
other party thinks unwise: and it so gives expression to its opinions. The first party
feels reflected upon, gets uneasy, suspects censure, and becomes nettled. They fail to
come to an understanding; the breach widens, and the parties separate. I do not see
how toleration can unite those upon different social planes, in the same harmonic brother
hood. The world of mankind always has divided upon this principle, into clans, cliques,
groups, communities, &c.; and I think it always will. Those will unite who can respond
most fully to each other; and the sameness of faith and life is an element of social affin
ity and a condition of the fullness of response. “Birds of a feather flock together/’ is the
homely statement of a principle which I believe is true—not for the past, only, but for the
future—not for the earth, only, but for the heavens.

LAYING-

DOWN

THE
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BY COEDELIA BARBY.

We good people talk very largely about what is “natural,” and “law,” and “right,” in
regard to the various manifestations and expressions of love; in regard to the free play
of the affinities, attractions, repulsions, &c. We who claim to have reached the plane of
freedom; who have ranked ourselves as acceptors of more than one, only love, are, like
all the rest of the world, forever laying down the law—we believe so and so; Nature’s
law is this or that. To me there is little of the absolute which we have yet attained to;
of few things can we say, this is axiomatic; for what is the law of right and harmony for
us to-day, may be outgrown to-morrow; what is natural and legitimate in our present
unfolding, will seem unnatural and wrong in the futures that come to us.
We all know the idea of freedom is absolute—we all feel that freedom is an ever need,
and that whatever else is not, this must be; yet what we count as fieedom, can not be
seen so by another; and what is legitimate and conclusive to us, may be wildest vagaries
to them. We see from different stand-points, and, of course, a different view is presented
to each. We should remember this, when the naturalness and beauty of certain mani
festations pertaining to the affectional sphere are written, or talked of. We grow: are
not forever standing on the one round of the ladder; and every step upward brings a dif
ferent landscape to our eyes—a different shape and shading to all objects. So in the
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whole wide realm of thought—change is the life of the universe; and this precludes theidea of marking out the “straight and narrow way.”
Men and women give out their thought and experience—both coming from the discord
ances and fetters of marriage, mostly; yet it is given us as law, nature, purity, as veri
fied in their own lives: presuming, or imagining that what has seemed the law to them
is, perforce, as much a law to others; and that which has seemed natural and inevitable
in marriage, must also hold good in freedom. Here is our grand mistake. Women who
have thrown out those “nuts to crack,” have given us “law” as marriage has unfolded it
to them—have given their experience in one condition, as our rule in far other conditions;
and we, out of that phase, yet in the more transitional state, and knowing scarcely noth
ing of the freedom we are growing to—we, as much, seem inclined to think we have
found “the law,” in our brief experience to an approaching freedom; and, most magnan
imously, give it to the world. It is all good; I like all experiences, in all phases: all
philosophies, for all conditions; only let us not assume to ourselves we have found the
positiveness—the everlasting-unchangeable; for as conditions change, so do our relations
to things; and this is law—the relations of things. Sd, one thing may be law to us
now, while the “to come” will bring other conditions, other developments, other “rela
tions to things.”
Then what have we to do, as apostles of the new dispensation—or, rather, as individ
ual human souls—self-reliant, self-poised, yet ever-developing spirits: but simply to live
our own life daily and hourly, as it comes to us; being true to our own natures; flow
ing out in the spontaneous, free, upwelling life of love, and joy, and beauty; asking not of
our souls—“Dost act as thy faith teaches?” but living as our whole being prompts, and
rendering reverent homage to the law of now. Presuming on the future from the desires
and aspirations of the past or present, is like imagining that a coat that fits and pleases us
to-day, must ever thus fit and please—even in those “coming golden years,” when condi
tions shall be so changed, our own natures necessarily developed to a higher plane, and
the radiance of a more glorious day shall shed its shine upon our spirits.
We shall be charged with “inconsistency” if we live not to-morrow what we talked and
acted upon to-day: but what boots it? Are we not to grow? Is not change inevitable?
Must we feel there is anything stereotyped, when the very pith of life is progress? Melancthon could be thus inconsistent; for when accused, his answer was: “I should be
ashamed to have lived these years and not have learned anything.” We need advocate
no faith; we need have no creed; we can truthfully present nothing with a “Thus saith
the Lord,” for the myriad voices of Nature speak to each soul differently, and the life and
aspiration of each, is as their development. So, on whatever plane we are, we must live
out our own natures—be true to our own interior convictions, as the only path to a true
and beautiful unfolding. We need not quarrel with ourselves, that we see not like oth
ers; it is well, and beautiful as well; it is a part of the great plan of the universe that
our very differences should most unfold us. There is an eternal fitness of things; and
because our brother sees and acts differently from us, we need neither count him lower,
nor ourselves higher; for each is acting just as he must—just as his organization and sur
roundings make him; and we have but to realize, in the clearness of our philosophy, that
only as each is true to his present growth, does he lead a pure and fitting life; and that
each is pure and beautiful, in proportion to his trueness and naturalness.
When we lay down no laws; when we assert nothing dogmatically; when we presume
not to judge for another; when we have no sectarian faiths to uphold—then shall we
know something of freedom, and something of the wants it may bring to us.
Berlin Eights.
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Reformers, as a class, are generally poor; and the high price of land in most of the pro
posed localities for social effort, has prevented, and will continue to prevent many from
doing anything practical in the way of social reorganization. They very naturally want
to own the land they occupy, from the start; and where a man has next to nothing to be
gin with, and land costs from $25 to $100 an acre, this is not so easily done. Now, if
land can be got at a cheap rate, with nearly all the desired advantages, and an opportu
nity to develop the rest, this difficulty will be obviated.
In many parts of Missouri are quantities of land which can be had (by actual settlers)
at from 12^ cents to 75 cents or $1 per acre. After June next, all the government land
in southern Missouri can be had on these conditions, at not over 75 cents an acre. Mis
souri is fast settling by free state men, and slaveholders are leaving as fast; so that the
objection to settling in a slave state is of no consequence. The anti-slavery feeling is
rapidly gaining a preponderance, and those who are disposed to attend to their own affairs,
and not meddle with those of other people, can live without molestation in any part of
the state. I have recently seen a man (Mr. Sumpter), who has traveled considerably iu
the state, and bought land in the south-western district. He observed, closely, the con
dition of things; and from him, and other reliable sources, I gathered the following infor
mation: The soil is generally good—some variety, but mostly a reddish clay-sand, inclin
ing, sometimes,'to muck; deep and loose; well adapted to growing fruit: which, together
with Irish and sweet potatoes, melons, and, in fact, everything that thrives well in a loose,
warm soil, grows luxuriantly. Fine large grapes grow wild. There is every variety of
scenery, from rich lowlands to mountains and valleys. Prairies abound to some extent,
though not so much as in some other states of the West. Briskly running streams of
good water abound in many localities; also, springs of water, more or less pure. Plenty
of fish and game—for those who want them. The Summer season is about a month
longer at each end, than in the latitude of central Ohio; and melons, Indian corn and
many other things come to a perfection not attainable in more northern latitudes. The
Winters are mild and short; and stock requires but little care. Mr. S. said that cattle
were good beef when he left, (about June 15), though the Spring was about a month later
than usual. (By the way, cattle-growing would be a profitable business for those who
are disposed to go into it). Fruit is a pretty sure crop. Last Winter was unusually se
vere; the ground froze, under the leaves—and the inhabitants were afraid their timber
would all be killed! F The cold season being shorter and less severe, many expenses
would be greatly diminished: as clothing, fuel, &c. People would not need to make
slaves of themselves to maintain a bare existence; but could afford a little time for rest,
and to cultivate their higher natures. For this reason, as well as being better for fruit
and other crops, a situation well to the South would be desirable.
All the land offices have been lately closed, to keep out speculators, it is supposed; but
pre-emptions (which hold the land for a year), can be made at any time. One may pre
empt for others; Mr. S. did so for several friends—the expense is $1. The amount one
may buy, with the benefit of the graduation law, is 320 acres—enough for any reasona
ble man, I think.
I have not learned as much about the 12}£ cent land, as the other, but understand it
lies mostly in the south-east part of the State (St. Louis district). One man I talked
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with said it included as good land as any in the state; but was generally too uneven to
suit him. (He didn’t like Kansas, for the same reason). That is just the reason why I
would prefer it, unless it is too broken. It would be preferable to a level country, for
several reasons: better for fruit, better scenery, better water, and more healthy; and, be
sides, it would give good southern exposures for grapes and other fruits.
Land at 12)4 cents is certainly preferable (other things being equal), to that at 75 cts.
But I would not sacrifice anything worth while for such a consideration. With a rapid
influx of immigration, making a ready market for all that could be raised, a man ought
to make enough off of his land in a single season to pay for a good home, at 75 cents.
Some, who have the means to do so, might prefer to buy improved farms; these, I under
stand^ could be got far cheaper than farms similarly situated, further north or east. Mr.
S. stated, that farms with first-rate improvements could be got for from $5 to $25 per
acre. The fact is, slaveholding is getting to be a precarious business, and slaveholders
are anxious to leave and go where their property will be more safe. Slavery will proba
bly continue to exist in Arkansas, south, and Indian Territory, south-west; and it would
be advisable to locate far enough from either to be out of its atmosphere—30 to 50 miles
I would consider a safe distance. It would also be desirable to locate on a stream, large
enough to furnish plenty of power for machinery, and, also, water for irrigation, &c.
Now, what I am coming at is this: There are several reformers in this neighborhood,
myself included, who talk of going to Missouri and starting a reform neighborhood. I
am acquainted with several, in other parts, who will also be likely to go. We want to
get as many whole-souled, practical reformers as we can, who like the idea, to go
with us. We want, if possible, to go in sufficient numbers to control public sentiment,
'establish a union store, library association, and such other measures of economy and prog
ress as may be thought best. Would not propose any special rules for future action, but
leave circumstances to develop such measures as may be needed. Some may form asso
ciations, and others co-operate in certain directions, as a matter of economy. It would
be desirable to have none along but those who are practical in their reform, and who
dispense with tobacco, pork, drugs, and spirituous liquors.
We do not expect to escape all the privations incident to the settlement of a new
country; but these will be much less than in Iowa or Kansas, for the reason that Mis
souri has been partially settled for a good many years, and the necessaries and conven
iences of life are far more plenty than in newer states. I think the advantages to be
gained will far overbalance the privations; and those who can not endure a little tempo
rary inconvenience for the sake of the benefits to be gained, are not worth having along.
Whatever is done, should be done without unnecessary delay. I would propose that
some one or more competent persons, who can do so, start on an exploring expedition as
soon as possible, find a suitable location, (where there is considerable vacant land, in a
body), make a start for themselves, and pre-empt for others, who could follow up, as fast
as they get ready.
Let us have as much concert of action as circumstances will allow. Any person, pos
sessing further important information respecting southern Missouri, would confer a favor
by publishing it. We expect to report progress through the Social Revolutionist, or
'Vanguard—probably both. Those wishing to join the movement may address (enclosing
a stamp, if an answer is desired),
M. Boyd,
Union County Water-Cure, Cottage Grove, Ind,
Spiritual and reform papers please copy.
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To T. McWhorter:—
I object to the following

not to its being thy honest conviction; but to its philosophy

cn«lto riXcStlT^t0"’ than h,»
h“man lniM b“" freed
its Wind adher
«ncv io myinologicdi Irachlions, unci ils^imfettered powers, been directed to the mtnrn
Ssl “LZatnnf ltot0,,eS6nlal “‘T, ^ h'S fenow-man^o all^ wants anc
piness—hdthpLr!14 t /i10, CaUSeS of human misery—to all the springs of hap.
study ofMhe naturari^°o?o 0Sta-ent’th°1n§hit aRd inv8Sti8'ation been directed to the
as for the las thoulnrve! E I"8'’ “ deve °Ped in the constitutional nature of man,
^ n , iousand years, has been wasted over the mystic pages of the bible the
d0m.’’-[Sdlt%eolbe3,npage
the millenial reign of Peace- harmony, loye and freeNow, brother, permit me to say, that no talent, time nor means have been wasted over
whatTwdl PT«f ^ ^ ^ C°Uld the “millenial reign”
in any sooner than
above merit"
i T C° 1 ^ unfettered Powers of the mind have been directed to the
theh UrTr
,
^ SUCh Peri0ds °f the WOfld,s history as were adapted to
i promulgation, for all things are governed by the unerring law of progresi m hence, all come up at an appropriate time, and had they come sooner they would
hindTh t r ^ ‘ Had they n0t yet C°me’the WOrld would onIT be that much beis as d had toT1S’ T fP°mt °f Pr°SreSS- He Wh° Can l00k int0 lNature can «8o that aid
as had to be-not from any wall or design of some supposed deity: but from the inna e tendency of the law of progression, which pervades all things known to man. Time
nay be measured mto ages, periods and revolutions-each measure brings forth its own
gitimate fruit, good, or bad m quality, according to the development made. With this
iew, brother we see that “whatever is, is right.” Each individual is true to its own orOanization, and acts in harmony with the general surroundings of its own sphere.
To P. I. Blacker:—
ftach person is both male and female • -both positive and negative.”—[S. R., vol.
p?ge 114].
Now, as it is generally acknowledged, among reformers, that there is nothing too sacre
o talk about, I trust the Revolutionist will not censure me if I use plain language in rc
viewing this question. If the above quotation is true, in reference to the dual principh
n might the propagation of the human species go on without the aid of what is com
monly known as the female sex. Each male, when desirous of offspring, would exercis
'S d
organism, and lo ! a child would be born-perhaps a Christ-or a sodomite- fo
these are the only cases of the kind that I can now recall to mind?
Again: if the brother has made such new discoveries as he asserts in Li* j
would it not be an impr„vement to ,et the world knowit tbatTlSlbt be bllst 1,7
ableTn3 eb
USt S8ne''atl0n' derived from 11,8
males of the earth? as, also charit
bis keelotrfe'X? P0<>r ^ fr°m ^ U"t0ld
“f 8™-b8™ng, at whicl
And again: Nature don't often make demands without supnlies- and vice ver«o wu
there are supplies there always are demands. Now if brother Blacker’s fh ’ • ^
xect, then there would be no such demands and suppSf^
"T
sexual relations call for: but each would produce their own kind, regardless of thVother
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TO

MARY.

BY JOSEPH.

My own Mary, to whom my heart has long been so kind, and to whom I feel I to-day
render the deep and worshipful homage of an appreciation of which few are capable yet
you are fallen to me ! There's a terrible spell in your words, that stifles my very breath
as I read, and turns my heart to an icy cold; and I shrink from its withering, as from the
touch of fire! I shudder at your Article, and I shudder at you.
It is to me a great “depravity,” that can bring a woman so to write herself down a
procurer and a set-on. The great world of to-day will praise you, and exclaim, A Dan
iel come to judgment!” but they that shall make up the verdict in the good world that
shall be after, shall hang their heads, and sigh over your record of Jesuitism and evasion,
and seek to blot it out, but that the Universe embalms all its annals imperishable for
ever ! Myself would not be the author of that record then, for more than this round
world of gold!
The spirit of your Article must yet breathe to my receiving nature, that it is the “hit
bird that flutters!”
Maryj dear, I still love. One day, may you yet be saved! Then you will be glorious.

EDITORIAL

MISCELLANY.

A Practical Movement.—There is a movement originating amongst New England
Spiritualists, which is exciting some attention at present; and about which there are con
flicting opinions. The writer of this has tried, somewhat, to study it; but so far, has not
made satisfactory progress. Some of the principal agitators are J. M. Spear, T. S. Shel
don, S. C. Hewitt, Lorin Moody, D. E. Goddard, J. H. W. Toohey, S. P. Andrews, Miss
Hinkly, Mrs. French, &c. They have held meetings at Buffalo, Boston, New York and
Portland. There has been no full report of their proceedings as yet. The most satis
factory report—that of the New York meeting, was published in the Spiritual Age; but
this report did not contain all the papers read at the convention. The spirits seem to be
the prime movers; and the papers read and the machinery exhibited have been prepared
by the spirits. In what has been given respecting the improvement of the Race, by
greater attention to the laws of reproduction, and the inauguration of better social condi
tions, there are suggestions certainly worthy of something better than the sneers they
have met with from some reformatory quarters. The fault of these agitators, as I con
ceive, has been in presenting to the public their spiritual papers unpruned of their prolix •
and peurile English. If the ideas they embody had been clothed in vigorous and tasteful
language, their reception by the “spiritual” public would certainly have been more cordial
than it has been. Another cause of the ridicule with which this movement has been re
ceived, is due to what seems to the most of us, rather wild projects about a spiritual ma
chine and a palace, to be constructed on the model of the human organism. The writer
of this not being a machinist or mechanic, can not believe much in this machine of spir
itual origin, till it is made to run a pump or saw for a year or two; and he can not but
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think that the spiritual architecture will work better in ~a model than in a palace; and
that when it comes to touching a spring, and transporting articles from one part of the
mansion to another, it will probably “cost more than it comes to.” But S. C. Hewitt,
and the spirits, and the sure test of time will eventually decide these things.
This movement appears to contemplate three things, chiefly: The reorganization of
society on natural principles, and the establishment of a new church and a new republic,
growing out of the legitimate needs of “progressed Spiritualists.” Whether all these
things are really distinct, or one and the same thing, this witness saith not. With re
spect to the new church, the following is quoted from the proceedings of the Portland
meeting, as reported in the N. E. Spiritualist:
Mr. Andrews said: There is a natural law and order, which, when allowed to onerate
will regulate a 1 things. The best hatter will attract aid control the haSg buSss:'
and so, the best teacher, the highest mediator, will draw around him those who need his
mediations. In one sense, we are not so much to fohm an organization, as to recognize
THAT WHICH ALREADY EXISTS IN THE CONSTITUTION OF THINGS.
There are mtnrn.1
priests, as well as natural hatters and shoemakers. These will be recognized bv those to
whom they constitutionally bear this relation, and no others are to be required to recog
nize them. But every natural internal function requires accommodation for its external
exercise and expression. _ Hence, association for the supply of this want. Whatever in
terferes with free expression should be removed. The religious idea seeks expression_
hence the need of churches, etc., for its accomodation. But none should be compelled to
worship; on the contrary, the non-worshiper should be defended in his right not to wor
ship. Individuality is not to be infringed upon in any way.
Mr. Hoddard said: he disliked old organizations as much as anv one could But »
TRUE church will be a wise and normal projection of the innate religious elements in
man What are these? 1st. Faith, or aspiration towards and dependence upon the
Ihgher. hence, devotion, reverence, humility. We all recognize this—the goings forth
of the soul toward the Infinite Wholeness, by whatever name It or He may be addressed
2d. Love or the desire to bless others. These two-love to God and love7to man make
the two ha ves of a whole. They require mutual co-operation, machinery by which to
accomplish benevolent ends—Sisters of Charity and a Brotherhood of Mercy—architect
ure, art, music, commerce educational institutions—all those surroundings and aids which
help to develop man’s highest and finest powers.
_ Suppose they get a new church; will it not have to support a privileged class, with
lily-white hands and assuming manners, to do its talking, managing, &c.? And will it
not be honorable, in this new organization, as it is in the old, to govern, even if selfelected and qualified by nature for the places of trust? And will not these posts of honor
be sought after and secured by hypocrites? Even if ambitious and mercenary motives
have nothing to do with setting up this new church, will they not creep in afterwards—
so much so that the “new” church would soon stink with corruption, just like the “old”
ones do? And if such things should obtain in the new church, would it not be quite as
likely to obtain in the new republic?
Yet this agitation is a God-send; and this humble pen bids it God-speed! It will stir
up the elements of progress, even in the ridicule and opposition it meets; and though it
fail as to any practical results, for the present, it certainly is one of the means which will
lead to practical results hereafter.
Sham.—Our readers are aware that Benjamin Pierce, Ls. Agassiz, B. A. Gould Jr.
and E. N. Horsford consented to make a scientific inquiry into the merits of spirit-com
munication. In their report, they say:

“It is the opinion of the committee, derived from observation, that any connection with
spiritualistic circles, so-called, corrupts the morals and degrades the intellect. They,
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therefore, deem it their solemn duty to warn the community against this contaminating
influence, which surely tends to lessen the truth of man and the purity of woman.
“The committee will publish a report of their proceedings, together with the results of
additional investigations and other evidence independent of the special case submitted to
them, but bearing upon the subject of this stupendous delusion.”
At this writing, the report here referred to has not been published; yet enough has
been divulged to show that the eminent savans did not intend to conduct a candid inves
tigation. They refused to allow Dr. Gardner to establish the conditions without which
the manifestations could not take place; and then the above quotation is sufficiently in
dicative of the rancor with which, at least, the chairman of the committee regards Spir
itualism. Yet this same Prof. Pierce had admitted to Prof. Hare “that certain manifest
ations must be due to deception or the spirits of departed mortals.” This, taken in con
nection with his late scientific (?) bull respecting manifestations in general, would go to
show that he regards Dr. Hare a deceiver, or else that he (Pierce), is a hypocritical time
server. Posterity will give a just verdict upon the scientific honesty of the two savans,
Prof. Robert Hare and Prof. Benjamin Pierce.
Clearing their Skirts.—The Ravenna Convention of Spiritualists did not go quite
to the minds of some who are very solicitous about the reputation of Spiritualism. “At
a meeting held at the Universalist Church, in Ravenna, on Tuesday evening, July 7th, at
the close of a lecture by Mr. Denton, of Dayton, Seth Day was appointed chairman, and
J. S. Curtis, secretary.” Four “resolutions were then offered, and after some discussion,
were adopted, with one dissenting vote.” Two of them read as follows:

Resolved, That the sentiments uttered by Mrs. Carrie Lewis, of Cleveland, and ap
proved by Mrs. H. F. M. Brown and Henry C. Wright, in reference to the abolition of the
marriage relation, meet with our deckled disapprobation.
Resolved, That, as Spiritualists, we discard the doctrine of Free Love, as advocated by
Mrs. Lewis, (whether called by that name or any other), as demoralizing in its tendency,
and unworthy our countenance or support.
Antioch College.—A friend writing from Yellow Springs, says: “College commence
ment is over, and a grist of fifteen infidels (nearly all), are turned out [have graduated],
and the majority of them are pretty well indoctrinated into the principles of Free Love.”
But Antioch seems to be alarmed; or else, has naturally a great concern for the “pro
priety” of its female students. It has been the custom of literary societies connected with
Antioch College, to hold, occasionally, public meetings in the chapel; and the Alethezetean society, composed of female students, presented the Faculty a request for holding
such a meeting; but it was refused, on the ground, in part,
it it was too near the close
of the term. The society then petitioned to hold a public meeting on the 19th of Sep
tember, but this was refused, on the ground that the Faculty “did not think it proper
for ladies to speak in public, alone !” A series of resolutions was then passed, declaring
the facts in the case, and disbanding the society; and signed by seventeen lady students.
I find the resolutions in the Practical Christian (Hopedale, Milford, Mass.), of July 11th.
The following are resolutions 4 and 5:

4. Resolved, That we are not able to see wherein it is a greater violation of the rules
of propriety for a lady to speak upon the platform when none but ladies are there with
her, than to do so when a gentleman precedes or follows her, either at the public meeting
of a literary society, or at the public examination of a school.
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5. Resolved, That the Faculty consider woman must forever be compelled to exercise
lier talents in a prescribed sphere simply because she is a woman, rather than man—a
sentiment which contributes more to promote misery and the degradation of our common
humanity than all others combined, and one which we had thought your honorable body
incapable of fostering, but being supported by those in authority, must yet live; and
while it may make of a fortunate few angels in purity and refinement, the great mass,
who are compelled to bear the responsibilities of actual life, are, in consequence, subjected
to unjust accusations and unnecessary evils, from which they will never be able to extri
cate themselves till mankind become more enlightened, and see the effects of such erro
neous opinions.
Good, for the noble girls of Antioch!
The ’Variety List.—The List was mailed in sealed envelopes, July 22d—hope it will
reach all; if it does not, we will remaii to such as fail to receive it. An occasional name
sent us may have been left out by mistake. Names are still coming in; and we may con
clude to get out another list. We can not send this list to any whose names were not
mailed in season to reach us before it was printed. The number of names registered has
quite transcended the expectations of all, so far as we know; yet there are very few from
Charlestown, Boston, Eew York, Modern Times and Cincinnati, where the principles of
freedom in chastity have numerous adherents. They seem to apprehend betrayal and
annoyance from those who can not see the difierence between free love and free lust.

Berlin Higiits.—The writer hereof made a brief visit to Berlin Eights a month since.
The Berlin boys and girls were in excellent spirits, and determined to conquer. Their
place is a fine one; and many talk of coming to make it their home. If any of our so
cialistic brethren have a taste for fine scenery and intelligent society, and want to know
how it feels to breathe a free social atmosphere that braces one right up, let them sojourn
a while at Berlin, by way of experiment. They can find comfortable quarters at the Ber
lin hotel, where the host, sister Sophronia Powers, and all that co-operate with her, do
just the thing, naturally and cordially, to make their guests feel at home.
Discussion on Marriage.—My proposition in the July No. of the S. R. to the editors
of the Vanguard, (Dayton, Ohio), has led to an informal discussion in that papert In the
No. for July 25th, A. D. C. and A. C. manage to close their reply with an incidental im
peachment of the Social Revolutionist! Now, this, the editor of said journal is not go
ing to stand? and his vindication of “our pet” by a statement of the facts in the case re
ferred to, will be made in the September No. of the S. R.

The Spiritual Age.—A notice of this new weekly was crowded out of the last No.
of the S. R. It is published at 333 Broadway, N. Y. City; and is edited by S. B. Brittan
and VV. S. Courtney. It is a fine-looking sheet and able.

Please Send It.—If any one whose eye catches this item, can send to the address of
the Social Revolutionist, a copy of the weekly N. Y. Tribune of date March 14, 1857, he
Will much oblige. This No. of the Tribune contains an article entitled “Enslaved Wives
and Mean Husbands,” which we wish to place more permanently on record for Socialists,
in the S. R. The paper will be returned if the sender wishes it.
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COBBESPONDENCE.
[The following was copied and sent for publication in the S. B.]:
My Dear Sister:—We are born—we open our eyes upon a multitude of forms, and
are deeply interested. We feel a pleasure in examining them, and they seem beautiful.
Their beauty soon produces in us the feeling of love. The more we love them the hap
pier wp become. If we are deprived of the loved objects our happiness departs. Miss
ing the sources of our love we become restless and unhappy. Love, then, is of vital im
portance to our happiness, and if nothing interrupts its course, it embraces all objects.
We soon learn to love a great variety of things. We love this very variety; we can not
furnish the eye with too many objects. The ear, the taste, the touch—all love, naturally,
great variety.
All interruption of this natural flow of love, all shackling of this free enjoyment of va
riety, produces unhappiness. By comparing objects, we learn that some furnish more in
terest, more pleasure, more plenty, more love, more happiness than others and far above
all others rises woman, to bless the eye, the ear, the exquisite touch, and fire the heart
the soul, with inexpressible love and bliss.
At first, no obstacle is thrown upon the bright child’s path, and, in his joyous sport, his
glad shout rings to heaven. He says: “How good this peach !”—and all reply: “So good!”
He says: “How sweet these songs of the birds, and murmuring brooks, and voices of dear
friends!”—and all, with sympathizing looks reply: “Howsweet!” So far, no obstacle—
but his hour has come !
A bright-haired girl meets, with her clear, dark eye, his steady gaze; and the youth
stands entranced ! Lost, in holy worship of the vision, his gaze attracts the notice of
older persons; and when, at last, his eye turns to them, he meets, instead of sympathy,
their hateful sneers, because he loves ! And now commences the never-ending struggle
for a joy which (ninety-nine chances in a hundred), he shall never reach. “Alas! the
love of woman!” &c., &c.—ad infinitum. These bitter sneers are among the earliest
recollections of my life !
Love is always natural—always pure—always holy. Love never pollutes; Bis a foul
aspersion of that most beautiful god to surmise it, for one moment! Was not Don Inca’s
blessed Haidee as innocent as her unborn babe? If not, then is Nature false and the
Universe a failure !
Why is it that this holy love must be continually thwarted? I answer, it is because
the accursed, selfish, short-sighted jealousy of men would shackle woman’s love; and
because woman has not pride enough to say: “I will not be a slave !” Nature’s law is,
Love whom thou thyself chooseth to love, forever! But some old black------must stand
up, and, with solemn mockery, say: You must promise to love and obey some selfish, in
tellectual-dwarf, forever! thus making her lie in the face of Grod, and Truth, and Nature.
Woman ought neither to consent to this slavery, nor ought she to be driven to prostitu
tion. She should be suffered to obey Nature’s simple law; and she should be infinitely
too proud to obey any other.
Variety and change are among Nature’s glad laws. Must we, for the sake of “con
stancy,” forsooth, always eat peaches and cream? Let a holy woman be “constant” so
long as “constancy” yields her happiness—and no longer! and let a man, in the name of
God, eat arsenic, just as long ! Instead of practicing, as hertofore, “constancy” and “fi
delity” to chains and misery, let us endeavor to practice constancy and fidelity to freedom
and happiness!
k.
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POLYGAMY.

Dear Patterson:—You may remember, that in your April Ho. 1 offered a few
thoughts in respect to the true Conjugal Relation-—“What is Conjugal^?’*—and, as I
have not yet seen any solution of the problem presented in that article, will you, now,
permit me, while perhaps, you and others may still have this subject under consideration,
to give you some further views upon it. I do not wish to dogmatize; I desire, merely to
suggest—to state how this subject looks, to me.
If it be not so, how is it?
We have been told by the Mormons and others, that God expressly authorized polyg
amy. This I do not admit. If God authorized polygamy among the Jews, so did he
authorize a parent to put his own child to death; he authorized the killing of a man for
merely gathering a few sticks on a particular day of the week; he commanded one to be
put to death who merely approached a certain tent; and those must be “Latter Day” or
some such saints, who can worship such a God as this. How, my theory is this: The
Jews uttered what they believed, or what they imagined God would have them do«
In a word, they went into that dark invisible world; they drew upon their faith and
imagination for “revelations” as authority for what they did; and so they attributed the
whole to God, as all fanatics and the Mormons do, to this day. I draw my authority from
the visible world, against polygamy, and here it is:
1. Hature does not provide females enough to give to each man more than one wife.
The proportion has always been about sixteen women to seventeen men, and the ratio of
premature deaths among males in similar excess; it is, therefore, impossible for one man
to have several wives, without depriving several other men of a wife.
2. Individual sovereignty (male and female), is the true doctrine of manhood. Hence,
manhood is not complete without the male and the female, which makes one perfect con
jugal union. But, to take more than one female into this compact, vitiates and destroys
its completeness in many ways:
1. It attenuates and weakens the life-relations, which flow from the conjugal, and
whence come all we know of goodness, justice, and integrity of character. The bond
can not be as strong between one man and two or two hundred women, as it is between
one man and one woman. Hor can the fraternal bonds be as strong around fifty children
of fifty different mothers, as around five children of the same father and the same mother.
Thus the family relation is corrupted by polygamy.
2. The progeny of polygamy is deteriorated, and any physiologist can readily underVOL. iv.—no. in.
(65)
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stand the reasons why, in the nature and constitution of things, it must be so. It is well
known that the issues of Mormon polygamy are scrofulous, sickly, and generally a squal
id set. A correspondent of the New York Tribune, who has resided among the Mormons
at Utah, says, in regard to the Mormon children, they appear like a neglected, uncaredfor set, generally dirty and ill-clad. The majority of them are girls, and this troubles
the women very much, for they know that a woman is doomed to slavery and a life of mis
ery. It is also a singular fact that a large proportion of them are white-headed. White
hair and blue eyes are often indicative of a scrofulous temperament. And those who
wish to understand how it is that sexual habits render children scrofulous, should read
“Lugol on Scrofula.” Nor is bad physical constitutions in children of polygamy the
worst form of this evil: its consequences are developed in the human mind. The Report
of the State Industrial School for girls, in Massachusetts, informs us that of the forty-six
inmates, ten girls had no mothers, ten had step-mothers, and the parents of fourteen had
separated. This is a. sad comment upon the effects wrought upon children by changes in
fcheir domestic relations.
3. Polygamy always has been a fruitful source of discontent and domestic trouble; for
as no man, who is perfectly free to take a wife, will be contented without one, so no fullgrown, womanly woman, will prefer to be one of a plurality of wives, rather than to be
the loved wife of one man, if perfect freedom of choice be left to her. No such sexual
monopoly on one hand and privation on the other was ever assented to, or existed where
there was freedom for the people and equality of condition for the support of families, or
where religious fanaticism did not draw authority from imaginary “revelations” as a
reason for polygamy.
4. Monogamy has its origin in Nature; and the Conjugal Relation can no more be
double than the paternal or maternal. I can have but one father: but one mother. There
is but one North Pole: one South Pole. Some of the Life-Relations, we know, can not
be double, as in polygamy. Hence, polygamy has never been the traditional custom of
the Teutonic and Celtic races, and it can never become so. Thus, all we see in the past
history of the world, all we know of the endearing life-relations, whence come perfection
and beauty; wisdom, power, and government; faith, hope, and aspiration; individual sov
ereignty, equality, and justice—all point to monogamy as their true and highest source.
5. Finally, polygamy only exists among people where there is great inequality of con
dition as to property, and where all political power is held by a hereditary few—where
caste prevails—and the ruling classes are above public opinion or law; or, where they ig
nore the life-relations, and take imaginary revelations from the invisible world as the
higher law for what they do. This, indeed, is precisely what all fanatics and licentious
persons have always been known to do. Hence, as soon as Mormon men and women be
come free from priestcraft and superstition, polygamy must, of necessity, die out; each
man will choose but one wife, and the women will consent to no more than one.
A man, by indulging his sexual instincts, may easily persuade himself that he has as
good a right to take two or twenty wives, with their consent, as to take one, and it might
he difficult to prove to him, logically, that be was in error; and, in a similar manner, one
might persuade himself that he might steal or murder; but a knowledge of Nature’slaws, as revealed in these life-relations, will, in due time, set him right, and he will find
his greatest happiness in their harmonious fulfillment, whence alone come goodness, jus
tice, and integrity of character.
LaRoy Sunderland..
Boston, June 25,1857,
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PRAYER.

BY C. M. OYEETON.

Ignorance is said to be the mother of Devotion; hut if it be, I think the analysis may
be carried still further. All public and oral prayer may he divided into the absurd, the
idolatrous, the egotistic, and the blasphemous; or a combination of some or all of these
•qualities. It is absurd in that it is an address with no object who can hear it. There is
not one iota of evidence that there is any power capable of hearing prayer; and there is
abundant evidence that if there is, he never pays any attention to it. But if there be a
'God, it is proved, by all experience, that he works in an organic, constitutional manner,
and is “without variableness or shadow of turning.” It is, therefore, again absurd, in that
it attempts to change the Unchangeable ! It is idolatrous, because it is addressed to a
mere creature of the imagination. All the difference between Christian and other idola
ters is, that the one • incarnates the ideal in physical form and substance, of which his
senses take cognizance, while the other idol is only visible to the eye of faith. It is no
more absurd and no more idolatrous to think of changing the established order of things
through the intercession of Mumbo Jumbo or any wooden idol, than it is through Jesus
•Christ, or any one of the triune firm. But suppose there is a Personal God, to hear
prayer; and suppose, further, that he has power to trangress the established order of
things: is it not the highth of assumption to dictate an “All-Wise and All-Good Being?”
Every prayer addressed to Deity, to change- him, is an impeachment, either of
’■his wisdom or his goodness! It is virtually saying: He either knows not what is for

the best, or he is not disposed to do it! How, I don’t know that God is All-Wise and
All-Good, but Christians say he is; and if it be true, what is it but vain egotism to get
up an attempt to edify him and persuade him from his course? To get up and pray to a
'God who exists not: or, if he does, can not answer prayer: or, who, if he could, is sup
posed to do every thing right, without asking, is a triple absurdity of which only heathen
-could be guilty. But it is some times said: “We pray, not to change God, but to express
our acquiescence in his will—not to alter God, but to benefit ourselves, by cultivating a
filial and devotional spirit.” Is it, then, necessary to enlighten Omniscience as to the.
state of your mind? Among human beings it is considered a mark of ill-breeding to ad
vertise yourself by praise or depreciation—fishing for a compliment; and it is certainly
the highth of ill-manners to attempt to bore Omniscience with thrice-told tales of your
self; and how far short of idiocy does it fall to be continually crying out: “Thy will be
done!” or, in other words:—How, do ! Do as you please—please do! The man who
would talk so to another man would be considered a Tool; but neither common politeness
nor common sense is considered necessary in our interview with the gods! “But it shows
our humility.” As though it were not inconsistent with the nature of humility to prate
of her own qualities and blow her own trumpet! “0, God | we feel humbled in thy pres
ence !” And, for fear he would not find it out, they must needs tell him I Infidels are
said to be too proud to pray. The fact is, as between pride and humility, it is pride, and
nothing else, which dictates such prayer. “But would you shut out all avenues to communioii with God?” I have no objection to aspiration for the Better,—devotion to the
True, the Beautiful and the Good, It is cant, hypocrisy, and idolatry which I criticise.
Any conditions or attitudes which tend to elevate and harmonize the soul are desirable;
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but oral public prayer is entirely inimical to that self-communion which is calculated to
harmonize the mind and one it with the spirit of the Universe. He who would attune
his heart to the music of the spheres, must seek the closet, rather than the house-top—
the grove, rather than the street-corner, or the church. The truly devotional man prays
without ceasing; but neither “to be seen of men”—nor to be heard of God. Meekness
and humility look not about for an audience. I say not that every man who prays pub
licly is a hypocrite; but I do say that the public mart is the appropriate place for hypoc
risy. I say not that every oral prayer is dicated by pride; but I do say that speech is the
natural language of Phariseeism. I say not that it is only the inflated egotist who gets
up and calls upon men to witness his devotions; but I say that it is the native attitude of
pride and presumption. Many good men, doubtless, pray thus; but it is the force of cus
tom and education—-the sheer momentum of habit, rather than because it is the natural
expresssion of humility and aspiration. I have said that prayer is some times blasphe
mous. What else shall we call that which calls lustily upon God, to refrain from plung
ing one’s soul into everlasting torment? If a mau meets me in the street, and cries out:
Don’t murder me! when I have not given him the least intimation of intended evil, I
must certainly call him insane, or disposed to pay me a poor compliment. So, the man
who is continuously calling upon God to spare him from torment, when he has received
nothing but kindness at his hands, through life, is a crazy babbler—or, if there be a God
to be affected b3r his imputations: a horrible blasphemer. Formal prayer belongs to the
age of childhood—the age of undevelopment and ignorance. In the light of the present
it can neither be justified or excused. And yet, even in such liberal colleges as Antioch,
where neither faculty nor students believe one word in its efficacy, they submit to bore
themselves with the Paganish rite. And even some of our reform lecturers, Spiritualists
and Pantheists, continue to go through the mockery of praying to an Almighty Princi
ple ! It is high time for men of sense to get out of the ruts of heathenish customs, and
drop this senseless practice.

MARRIAGE

EXPERIENCE.

Friends:—I think truth all the brighter for use. If we would reform, we must put
ourselves in a way to reform; and I can think of no better way than to speak our thoughts
freely. I think we can become acquainted with one another to a great extent, although
distance separates us. I can see great need of social reform. The misery that men and
women suffer in their present state of isolation, can never be known.
As brother S. has given a sketch of his married life, I will do the same: I lived a
single life until my thirtieth year. My wife, whom I shall call Louisa, was in her twen
ty-seventh year; so, you see that we had tried the single life long enough to know some
thing of its blessedness. We thought we saw in each other our ideal, therefore we mar
ried, according to law. We lived together the first eighteen months without any appar
ent discord. Louisa was all-confiding, and let me have all things my own way; there
fore there was no chance for discord. She was an obedient wife, in the strictest sense of
the word. She never doubted my judgment until about this time—it was in consequence
of my treatment of our boy, then about two months old. I had read a little on water’
treatment, and as a little learning is dangerous, so it proved in my case: fori nearly killed
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my boy by using cold water. At the end of two months he had gained but two pounds.
My ti’eatment of the boy caused Louisa to doubt my infallibility. She remonstrated with
me. I maintained my position for some time, but gave up, by degrees. I became satis
fied that Louisa knew more about the care of children than I did. This is what I call
her declaration of independence. As soon as she had discovered one fault, it removed
the veil from others; she discovered I had many faults, and I became sensible of the fact,
myself. In the process of time your excellent journal made its appearance among us,
discussing the subjects of free love and sexuality. This gave us a key to our troubles.
It was the dawn of a new day to us. I have amativeness full, or large; Louisa has it
small. She had submitted to sexual commerce when it was repulsive to her, because she
felt bound to do so. I never became sensible of the fact until within the last year. I
had entertained the idea that sexual intercourse had a tendency to strengthen love be
tween husband and wife, if not indulged in to excess or at the expense of the general
system. Taking this view of the subject, I have sought connection for the purpose of
increasing or strengthening her love for me, when I felt very little desire, myself. Poor,
foolish man that I was! Instead of attracting her to me, I onty drove her further from
me! Would to God that I had learned the lesson earlier! But it does little good to
brood over the follies of the past, unless we do better for the future. And it is for this
purpose that I write this article: that others may be benefited by my experience, and be
induced to give theirs. My present belief is, that where pure love exists between hus
band and wife, there will be no desire for sexual union except for parentage. I believe
pure love is an antidote for passion. It is the highest and most God-like principle in
man or woman, and where that exists passion can not exist.
With these few remarks I subscribe myself—not Paul, but

Silas.

[Thank our good friend Silas for his facts. He asks for the experience of others, and
I do not hesitate to second his request. But in giving those facts, much care will be
requisite: first, to state them in the best chosen language, and secondly, to interpret
rightly the passional results of different courses of affectional life, not attributing to one
thing what may be due to another. Silas says that a certain course which he specifies,
drove his wife further from him. Other parties than Silas and Louisa might have referred
this repulsion to something else, not thinking that these sacred rights of marriage could
drive the married asunder. It would require some philosophy to give even a correct
statement of facts in such a case.
While I accept brother Silas facts, I must be allowed to question his philosophy. This
is the thinker’s right. If, as he says in his concluding sentence, that where “pure love™
obtains, passion can not exist,” it seems to me that “pure love” between a married pair
would prevent offspring, for conception can not take place without the ultimate of the
“passion.” He says, also, that “pure love is an antidote to passion.” This implies that
passion is a disease. I can not altogether consent to have “passion” snubbed in this way,
without entering my protest. Passion, in the sense in which it is here used, I can not
but regard as a normal activity of our being, entirely consistent with “pure love.” Love,
we know, may obtain between persons of the opposite sexes, without passion; and pas
sion may obtain, without any abiding love; but my ideal of a love-union as the best from
which offspring can result, is one in which the “pure love” and passional love co-exist in
sane minds and sound bodies. If the passsional love be not there, I think the parties, so
far from consumating sexual union for offspring only, should, beyond all things, avoid the
union for such purpose. Without passional love, I could not but regard the embrace for
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any purpose, as mechanical and revolting. I can not see how its consumation for off
spring, could redeem it from disgust. If it is not “pure love” intensified into the pas
sional, that sweetens and sanctifies the embrace, I can conceive of nothing that does.
And when tljis intensified and rapturous love does not attract the pair, it is to be feared
that their children will be sorry specimens of an integral and healthy humanity. Pas
sional attraction, as I conceive, can only exist in healthy, well-balanced persons, where ■
there is physiological fitness for reproduction with each other; and in cases where such
attraction does not obtain under suitable conditions for its development, its absence is to
my mind conclusive evidence that the parties are not physiologically adapted to each
other for the purpose of reproduction.

1 feel oppressed with what seems to me the vast importance of this question:

What'

AEE THE PASSIONAL CONDITIONS OF THE MOST SANE AND HEALTHY REPRODUCTION, AND UP
what physiological conditions are they based?—What does the reputed “sci
ence” of the world know of this question? of this, one of the most important of all ques
tions “pertaining to human progress and general well-being?”]

ON

CLAIM-MAKING

IN

MINNESOTA.

Dear John:—I thought it might interest your readers, to give a brief sketch of my
late trip to Minnesota. Being lame and not able to do much, and my pocket-book being
gaunt, I resolved to try my luck at claim-making. I had heard very flattering accounts
of making money in that way in a few weeks; and four of my friends had gone beforeme, made claims, and were hopeful of soon making handsomely thereby.
I started from West Union, Iowa, on the 18th of June, in a stage filled with trumpery
and mail-bags, having no back to my seat, for the village of Austin, in Minnesota, twelve
miles north of the state line, on the Cedar River. It being just after a great rain, the
roads were awful. We struggled, and wallowed through sloughs; and stood up on the
edge of the wagon-box, holding our things in our hands, to keep out of the water, in
passing through several streams’; We paid enormous prices for sleeping in rooms where
there were a dozen beds side by side, occupied by whisky-drinking, tobacco-chewing,
pork-eating men, and the windows (if so they might be called), closed, so that the air was
not fit for a saurian to breathe; and a little bread, meat, butter and sugar of poor quality,
generally. On the third day I arrived at Austin, about ninety miles, it having cost me
about nine dollars. I asked the way to my friends, sixteen miles west of there, and wastold the wrong road, by a man who pretended to know all about it. Every one there
seemed to be intent on making money; and some of them whom I questioned for neces
sary information, looked as though they wanted to charge me, for answering. The hospi
tality and brotherly love which used to characterise newly-settled countries, have not
found their way to this region. I started on foot, tp find my friends, with my satchel,
cane, blanket, and a small tin-pail of butter, making a good load for a lame man, and one
already fatigued and half-sick, from his journey. After going five miles I found I was on
the wrong road. I went on, about eight miles further, and being about north of the point
I wished to reach, I left the road and tried to go directly south. There were no inhabit
ants near me. I waded through marshes, and forced my way, with difficulty, through
thick and tangled brushwood. I came to a marsh about a mile wide, waded in water
almost up to my hips and through grass up to my shoulders, part of the way across it, and
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came to a deep, impassable creek, which 1 had not seen. I wish I had a picture of myself,
standing in the middle of that marsh in water almost up to my hips, and my hat and
blanket just visible above the rank grass ! At the end of four hours after leaving the
road, I got back to it again, and was told by a man whom I met, that I could not get
where I wished short of going away round by a lake, and wading through its outlet,
which would be fifteen miles. I was very weary and thirsty, but there was no place of
rest. I went on until I came to a piece of woods on the shore of the lake. Unable to
go any further, and some ways from a habitation, with feet parboiled, and covered with
sores and blisters, in wet pantaloons and shirt, I lajr down on the grond, to spend the
night. I put my blanket around me, and took a shirt out of my satchel and wrapped it
around my head, to keep off the blood-thirsty musquitoeA I was too uncomfortable to
sleep, but passed the night, repenting of my great sins, thinking of my distant friends,
and the comforts of that civilization with which we reformers find so much fault. At
break of day I started on; and after much wading through wet grass and marshes,found
my friends. They slept, nights, in a cabin without a floor, upon some dried grass, with
out a blanket or any covering but their coats and a wagon-cover.
All the best claims about them were taken, but I made one, near them, expecting to
stay three months, and do the best I could with it. I soon heard, that in consequence of
a projected railroad through that region, I could not file on odd sections, and if I claimed
on even sections I must pay two dollars and a half per acre. From this and many other
considerations, I concluded to come back and be as comfortable as I could, if I never had
any land or money. Those who do stay there, and suffer all the privations incident to
claim-making, ought to make something, pecuniarily, and I hope they will. If I had
gone earlier, so as to have got land at ten shillings, I should have staid a while. Flour
was five dollars and a half per hundred; nails, ten cents; sugar, (poor), eighteen cents,
and butter, thirty cents per pound; and poor molasses, one dollar seventy-five cents per
gallon, &c. Good water was scarce, as but few had dug wells. It was ten miles to the
nearest post-office, and but one mail a week. There being no roads, wading through the
grass wet with heavy dews keeps the feet wet, and rapidly spoils leather. The country
immediately around my friends is rolling and interspersed with small marshes, and cov
ered with scattering burr-oaks, most of which are too short for timber or rails, and very
hard to cut. Fencing-timber is a great desideratum in that region. My friends, going
there without means or any team, have already paid a heavy cost; but, I believe, are de
termined to stay until they make it pay. I think, one winter in that cold region, buying
all their provisions at high prices, and shut out from the world, will try them. The
country is very pretty to look over from an eminence, but I do not like it, for it is too wet
and marshy. Musquitoes there, to a sensitive skin and soul, are damnable—horrible—
execrable!
I must leave my readers to imagine the rest, as I have no space for details. I will sim
ply advise no social reformer to think of going to the unoccupied West to live, without a
goodly number of congenial minds and almighty dollars. I simply speak for myself,
when I say that I would prefer five acres in the eight place, to a whole section, where I
could be an “individual sovereign”—with a vengeance ! I know it is hard to choose be
tween broad acres of your own on the one hand, and slavish dependence on the other. It
does seem as though there was now demand enough for material wealth and social free
dom in combination, to- soon realise a supply, in part, at least. When a man, hitherto
poor, comes into possession of 160 acres of land, he is strongly tempted to become (for a
while, at least), indifferent to, or easy about social freedom.
J. H. Cook.
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PROGRESS

LOCALLY

CONSIDERED.

Wm. A. Steere—
Dear Sir:—In the June No. of the Social Revolutionist I observe your suggestions
concerning the locality for a Harmonial Association. That much every way depends upon
climate, soils, and various advantages, is palpable. That there are localities such as you
desire, there is no doubt. I question, as do you, if the valley of the Mississippi is, in any
perfect sense, the “Garden of the Lord;” and I think that time will reveal its effects as
adverse to longevity or highest'physical or mental cultivation. Was it the valley of the
Nile, I should think otherwise; for no spot on the earth has in it more of the equable
and harmonious, with the preservative element, than that. Indeed, preservation—lon
gevity, of course, health, and, as another consequence, physical and mental harmony—•
seems the order of Nature there. But I had not thought of that as the locality of the
Home, even though it has in it so much of the desirable. Rather, my mind has been
drawn out after some sections of our own continent upon our Pacific Coast: such as Chi
li, or Peru, or New Grenada, Honduras, Sonora, and much beside. I am recently in
formed by a young man (two, in fact), who has lately traveled quite extensively in Hon
duras, Nicaragua, New Grenada, Sonora and lower and upper California, that of all the
places he has seen as possessing the most advantages as regards climate, soils, water, min
erals and metals, societary and commercial, he knows of none more to be desired than
Sonora, Lower California; and speaks glowingly over all of the vicinitj^ of Monterey.
That the western coast of the Americas is yet to be the grand theater of Civilization
in its highest type, of the arts and sciences, of philosophy and learning, of moral and
mental attainments, there can be no doubt. Commerce, and its own inherent nature, will
yet make its cities large and opulent; and by the humanitary influences of Education, in
its better sense, its people shall reach to a glory and power equal to the high-wrought
tales of oriental life of ancient days. It needs not a prophetic gift to see that this is one
of the laws of Necessity, one of the decrees of Fate. It is, in fact, but the legitimate,
irreversible order of Nature. And no candid, free, observing mind, can fail to observe
this as being the certain Destiny of the Pacific Coast; and it shall surely glow in full
noon-tide of the highest possible moral, intellectual and spiritual culture of which man
is capable. And with the same assurance with which we look for the revolution of the
earth and the continuous exposure of its various countries and peoples to the morning’s
dawn, or splendors of noon, or shades of evening, may we look after the Order of Earth,
in the cycles of Human Destiny, as found in the History of Nations. As astronomers
calculate most infallibly the orbit of the planets, or other heavenly bodies, when once a
sufficient amount of an orbit is determined, even though not the whole is known, or even
but a very small portion, as is* the case with the orbits of our comets; so, to any mind
who has observed the evident revolution of the earth and its consequent exposure to the
influences of the Sun of Intellectual Power, of Moral and Spiritual Cultivation, the com
putation of Man in his concrete assemblages in Nations, may be determined. To be
more clear, let me say, that while I do most distinctly discard the fiction of the day, the
phantasm of very many minds, in the Progress of the Race, I as vividly see and appreci
ate the LAWS OF MAN as shown in the rise, the zenith of power and glory, and the de
cline, and absolute annihilation of Nations. And this rise and fall of Nations is at
tended by a most singular and yet actual result, demonstrating the presence of a law.
To make myself still better understood, let me say, in the further explanation of my no-
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tions, what is the practical and historical illustration, as wrought in the grand Book of
Human Destiny. Within the present cycle of History, either in parchment, stone, fable
or otherwise, there can be but little doubt but that China was once as high in the scale
of Moral and Intellectual Power, as has been any other portion of our globe. And yet
this is known to us only by analogy, since even History is not able to give us any clear
data, and only very vague myths and fables tell us anything. Next in order, from East
to West, as comes over earth the light of the sun, comes India, and there we find distinct
traces and enduring monuments of a people whose name even is not left, but whose lan
guage is not surpassed even in our day, in any respect; and aside from this language (the
Sanscrit), are architectural evidences of a moral, mental, and spiritual cultivation, such as
has had no superiors since. And this Acme of Human Development, as found, in fact,
first in Hindostan or the Indies, is what I mean by the Sun of Intellectual Power reach
ing its noon-tide more westward. For observe, after the Indies, comes in History as next
in order, the Assyrian Empire, with its Babylon of Magnificence, such as, in some re
spects, man has never looked upon since, especially in its vastness of Splendor; then
comes the tide of empire westward, and lightly rests in the mountainous country of Pal
estine, but really gaining a fulness of glory in Greece and Egypt. Even to-dajr, with all
our boast of Progress, we look back for our models in Language, in Poetry, in Philoso
phy, in Religion, in Sculpture, in Architecture, in Painting and in Learning, and, in a
large degree, in the Arts, to the Past of History, as found in those ancient Nations—and,
forsooth, we call it Progress ! By this era of the world, when Greece rose to its dizzy
highth, the decline of mind-power was distinct in the Indies, in China, and even in the
Assyrian Empire. Rome comes next; and as she rises, Greece declines, and with her,
cotemporaneously, are also Egypt, Palestine and a galaxy of Nations of more or less ac
count. With Italy rises Germany, and in the same longitude, nearly; but afterward, and
in the proportionate time, comes France and England. I can but take a very rough
sketch, of course, simply to develop this matter for the further consideration by others,
more thoroughly posted.
And now we reach a period when, from the platform, of To-day, it is not so easy to
make our position apparent; but I am confident that any sane mind will admit, without
further labor in demonstration, that the Atlantic Coast of America shall yet rise to a
glory equaling, at least, that of the Proudest era of Europe, whether it be already at
tained or not; and I suspect the noon of their Glory is gone. Already fast rising to their
destined Grandeur are our Atlantic peoples, and catching the impulse of Divinity, the
valley of the West shall be drunken with the wine of their Greatness; and yet on and
on shall go the noon of Man, until the Pacific shall be reached: and there, shall rise as
in one great overmastering wave, the very highest apex of Human Progress. And this,
because it is apparent that Nations, from the East to the West, have invariably risen, in
proportion to the influences arising from their positions in regard to climate, soils and re
sources. So, as the Pacific seems to be the culmination of all that man would seem to
require, it is evident that there, too, man shall stand at his culmination of Power.
Do you ask, What next? I don’t know. But my opinion is, that there shall grow in
the very splendors of that People a cause of their decline, and, I think, anarchy, wars,
perhaps physical changes, till the earth’s present historical cycle shall be blotted out, and
only so much of Man be left as that in the far East he shall feel the God within him
moving, and Mind shall again rise, and again History shall be born for still another cycle.
You see I can but partially elucidate my views; and if I have but put any one upon
the line of thinking, my purpose is answered.
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Hence it is, I would give to your enterprise a prestige akin to such as came with the
Pilgrims, and yet of a higher type, and leave you he as the fibst bays of Light over the
Andes, and thus give there to Man a type, combining all the good of the Past, that in so
doing, individuals may reach their greatest exaltation and largest development of which
Man is capable in this, his present phase of being. The effort should have Prophecy in
its very Genius. It should have in it the very seeds of all that I have so feebly pictured.
Holding fast to the good of to-day, it should see with a clear eye of Faith, based on
Knowledge, how much depends upon establishing a Religion whose Genius shall rise su
perior to any other, if a Nation is to be grown superior; for everywhere and always, a
people is as good and no better than its Religion.
Yours truly,
A. M. Potter.
Elmira, K Y., June 25, 1857.

THE

AMERICAN

RELIGION,

THAT

IS

TO

BE.

BY A. M. POTTER.

Every distinct people have developed a Religion suiting their capacities and condi
tions. I might except the Christian, perhaps, for it has as yet never been the property of
any people, either Hebrew, Roman, Teutonic or American. It lives only by piece-meal,
and will really never attain to the dignity of a Religion, in any oneness of a Nationality.
Springing from the one altogether lovely principle and practice of one—Jesus of Naza
reth and his Love, it lives still, and will, always, as one of the cardinal points of Human
Excellence, but of itself can never become a Religion. As well grow a Religion out
of the principle of Faith. As India has grown Brahmanism, Palestine the Mosaic or He
brew, Greece its Philosophy and peculiar Mythology, Rome its conglomerate of Christian
and all others, and together, forming the Catholic; and as every tribe, almost, becomes
identified in some distinct sect, as, Germany in Lutheranism: so, New England maybe
said to have grown a general and popular system, but it is still a great remove, in my
opinion, from what shall eventually stand out as the American Religion. For myself, I
would send all Religions, as such, to the nethermost Hell: but the fact remains, that ev
ery Nation will have a medium for its expression of the so-called religious element; and
this I would by no means suppress, but, rather, direct. My own views of the American
Religion is, that it will be the outgrowth of the present era of Spiritualism; and is to be
found in a very considerable degree, though, as I think, in somewhat crude form, in So
cialism. The Christian Religion, or the outgrowth of Spiritualism in that age, has given
to Man an essential—a very essential ingredient of any truly-based Religion, but not all
the ingredients; and here is the cause of the absolute anarchy and actual neutralization
of this religion upon itself—that of attempting to make one idea stand for many—or the
Love principle for itself, and all other equally essential ones. Now, add the Wisdom
principle to the Love principle, and I seem to find all that Man needs. This, I think, is
to be the fruit of Spiritualism, and for reasons I can not now explain, except to say, I
find the line of argument in a negative consideration of Spiritualism, fully as much as in
the positive. Its contradictions and rough-hewn good is, to my mind, pre-eminently the
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we need. Out of the Wisdom principle, then, as added to the other^shall rise all
that man will attain in the present era or cycle of Humanity. It is what age gives to the
individual, making the Love element subdued, but strong, and making life equable and
honorable in old age—not in dotage, necessarily. And out of these elements shall rise
the Religion of America, and its apex of greatness shall stand upon the Pacific Coast.
good

INDIGENOUS

RACES

OF
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EARTH.”—GLEANINGS.

Under the above title I may furnish a few articles for the S. R. of substantial interest
to its readers. I had designed a review of the book, but there would not be space in this
small journal for such a review as would satisfy me, and so I prefer to give a series of
gleanings,

with such remarks as seem to me appropriate.

The work is a large 4to. volume of more than six hundred pages, with a full title page,
which may be condensed to what follows: Indigenous Races of the Earth: or, New
Chapters of Ethnological Inquiry; including Monographs of special departments of Phi
lology, Iconography, Cranioscopy, Palaeontology, Pathology, Archaeology, Comparative
Geography and Natural History: contributed by Alfred Mury, of France, Francis Pulszky, of Hungary, and J. Aitken Meigs, M. D., of Philadelphia, U. S., (with communica
tions from Prof. Jos. Leidy, M. D, and Prof. L. Agassiz, L. L. D.), presenting fresh In
vestigations, Documents and Materials by J. C. Nott, M. D.,of Mobile, Alabama, and
Geo. R. Gliddon, formerly U. S. Consul at Cairo, Authors of “Types of Mankind.” Phil
adelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co. London: Trubner & Co. 1857.
The authors and contributors are of the Mortonian school of Ethnographers in Amer
ica, and of the Champollion school of Archaeologists in Europe. They deny the genesis
and chronology of the bible, and claim that mankind consists of many “types” or species,
that they have had several genetic centers, and may have existed—indeed, must have ex
isted upon the earth many thousands of years before the time assigned to “the begin
ning by Bishop Upsher anu other bible chronologers. The way Geo. R. Gliddon, in on©
of his chapters, demolishes ecclesiastical chronology is a caution to all unreasoning “be
lievers.” He not only annihilates the child-idea which confines human existence on this
planet to less than six thousand years, but, by a brilliant array of facts and reasonings,
he establishes the presumption of a genetic remoteness for mankind (the lower types),
which may be indicated, possibly, by millions instead of thousands of years. But more
of this in our “gleanings.”
Pulszky’s chapter on the Arts of the human races, (profusely illustrated), Meigs’ chap
ter on Cranial Characteristics (illustrated, also), and Nott’s on the Acclimation of races
are very suggestive and useful to students of social science. I have not read any work
avowedly on social science, that has interested me more with reference to social princi
ples, than has this scientific work on the Indigenous Races of the Earth.
Gliddon’s chapter on “the principal distinctions observable among the various Groups
of Humanity,” and on “the Geographical Distribution of the Simiae (monkeys), in rela
tion to that of some inferior Types of Men,” is accompanied “with a tinted Lithographic
Tableau containing fifty-four human portraits,” and “a tinted Map containing fifty-four
monkeys and six human portraits.”
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In gleaning from this work I shall pay no respect to the order observed in it, but tak©
what occurs to my mind as most striking, at the particular time of writing. 1 he figures
given, refer to pages of the book.
1.

FAITHLESS TRANSLATION.—HUMBOLDT AN “INFIDEL.”

I will begin with an example of real “infidelity” or faithlessness in the English transla
tors of Humboldt’s Cosmos. In the translation of this work by the Sabines, a certain
passage is simply suppressed, whilst in Otte’s translation it is diluted with evasive phra
seology, in such a way as not to offend the dainty palates of Anglo-Saxon readers gener
ally. Gliddon gives the German original, Guigniant’s French and Otte’s English of the
passage in question; and also, a translation of his own, by which we learn that Alexan
der Von Humboldt, “the Hestor of Physical Science,” does up Moses in the following
style: [The words in brackets are Gliddon’s].
“Geographical researches on the primordial seat, or, as it is said, upon the cradle of the
human species, possess, in fact, a character purely mithic. 'We do not know,’ says Wil
liam de Humboldt in a work as yet unpublished, upon the diversity of languages and of
peoples, ‘we do not know, either historically, or through any certain tradition, a moment
when the human species was not already separated into groups or peoples. [Hebrew lit
erature, in common with all others, is thus rejected, being equally unhistorical as the rest].
Whether this state of things has existed from the origin, [beginning], or whether it was
produced later, is what cannot be decided through history. Some isolated legedns be
ing re-encountered upon ver}" diverse points of the globe, stand in contradiction to the
first hypothesis, and make the entire human genus descend from a single pair. [As, for
example, in the ancient book called “Genesis”]. This tradition is so widely spread, that
it has sometimes been regarded as an antique remembrance of men. But this circum
stance itself would rather prove that there is not therein any real transmission of a fact,,
anysoever truly-historical foundation; and that is simply tne identity of human concep
tion, which everywhere leads mankind to a similar explanation of an identical phenome
non! A great number of myths, without historical link between the ones and the others,
owe, in this manner, their resemblance and their origin to the parity of the imaginations
or of the reflections of the human mind. That which shows still more, in the tradition
of which we are treating, the manifest character of fiction [Old and IN ew Testament
narratives included, of course], is, that it claims to explain a phenomenon beyond all
human experience, that of the first origin of the human species, in a manner conforma
ble to the experience of our own day; the manner, for instance, in which, at an epoch,
when the whole human genus counted already thousands of years of existence, a des
ert island, or a valley isolated amid mountains, may have been peopled. Vainly would
thought dive into the meditation of this first origin: man is so closely bound to his spe
cies and to time, that one can not conceive an human being coming into the world with
out a family already existing, and without a past. This question, therefore, not being re
solvable either by a process of reasoning or through that of experience, must it be con
sidered that the primitive state, such as a pretended [alluding, necessarily, to the bibli
cal], tradition describes to us, is really historical—or else, that the human species, from
its commencement, covered the earth in the form of peoples?’ ”
It would not do for such a passage as this, from the pen of William de Humboldt, en
dorsed by his brother Alexander, to poison the minds of British and American readers;
0, no! the clergy take care of the faith and morals of the people, and translators must
stand in awe, and book-dealers must adapt the supply to the demand, and so we have the out
right suppression, or the bogus translation of a “noble passage” from Humboldt’s Cosmos!
What truthfulness there is in the piety of orthodox tastes ! It is in this way that the in
fluences of the priesthood have long operated against the dissemination oi progressive
truth amongst the people. There is another case of the kind given in Gliddon’s chap
ters, page 628:
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“I assert that these peculiarities—which incontestibly prove the Hottentots to he a dis
tinct “species”—are not only little known, but that the facts have been suppressed—and
by Cuvier himself—in order not to alarm monogenists [those who maintain the “unity
of human origin”].
*
*
*
President of our Academy of Natural Sci
ences, Mr. Orel, possesses the suppressed plates (which he has kindly shown me), and
knows where the original colored drawings, made at the Cape by Peron & Lesueur, are
preserved.”
What danger there must have been of a truth in the hands of a Cuvier! If this great
naturalist had allowed the facts in his possession respecting a peculiar conformation of
the female, to prove the Hottentots a distinct species from the rest of mankind, both so
ciety and religion had been put in -jeopardy ! What a blessing it is that we have flunk
eys and fogies always zealous for the well-being of the people, and always ready to pro
tect existing dogmas and institutions against the heretical encroachments of scientific
truth!
But the Humboldts are not the only scientific men by a long, long way, who maintain
the diversity of human origin against the traditionary account given in “Genesis.” Prof.
Agassiz, notwithstanding his late “pronunciamento” against the “spirits,” stands side by
side with the Humboldts on the “diversity” question. One brief extract from the book
before us will suffice to show what his position is:
“We maintain, that, like all other organized beings, mankind cannot have originated in
single individuals, but must have been created in that numeric harmony which is charac
teristic of each species; men must have originated in nations, as the bees have origin
ated in swarms, and as the different social plants have at first covered the extensive tracts
over which they naturally spread.”
This is somewhat different from the idea of making one man out of clay, and then a
woman out of his rib? Prof. Agassiz laughs at spirit-wonders and philosophizes about
the origin of mankind; but it would not be any wonder if the “science” of spirit-phe
nomena would yet throw light upon the modus operandi of human origin. About some
of these heretical manifestations there seems to he a creative energy, which is still unex
plained by science, and is rather significant, to say the least.
With reference to the diversity of human origin, Geo. R. Gliddon, one of the authors
of the book from which we glean says; page 575:
“When each type of man is thus replaced in the natural province of his origin, we can,
by taking a map of the earth, indicate in colors, several centers, within and around
each of which the group of humanity traced to it, seems—the theological point of view
being, in the discussion, left aside as obsolete—aboriginally to have clustered.”
Brief gleanings from other authorities, which go to sustain this same abnegation of the
biblical record, maybe given thus: Lepsius,in his inquiries into the origin of humanity,
“leaves aside the theological point of view, which has nothing to do with science.”
Prof. Tuch says that philosophers have understood “the paradisiacal myth” better than
the theologians have, and that “the historical individuality of Adam is no longer
maintained; he becomes the general representative of humanity.”
Dohn says: “The small and circumscribed people of the Hebrews, who were gener
ally despised, and who never maintained any intercourse with other nations, by trade or
by conquest, by religious missionaries or by philosophical travelers, are supposed, accord
ing to the dreams of certain learned men, to have supplied all Asia, and from thence the
whole world, with religion, philosophy and laws, and even with manners and morals”—
“not to mention Ethnography 1” adds Gliddon.
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Renan maintains the same position with Dohn, and in speaking of the first chapters of
Genesis, says:
“During the antediluvian phase, it is a fabulous geography, to which it is very difficult
to attach a positive meaning: they are fictive genealogies, of which the degrees are filled,
either by the names of ancient heroes, and perhaps by some divinities that are to be found
among the other Semitic populations; or by words expressive of ideas, of which the sig
nification was no longer perceived. They are fragments of confused recollections, where
in dreams are mixed up with realities, very nearly as in the remembrances of early in
fancy.”
Giebel, a German, in “Kosmos for the People,” says:
“Nothing remains but to embrace the opinion, that the distinct characteristics of the
human race were imprinted at all times; or that, in general, mankind does not descend
from one man and one woman, from Adam and Eve, but from several human pairs; &c.
*
*
*
We know, very positively, that, without the sun, no day or night
interchanges; and that the sun was not created on the fourth, but on the first day. As
certainly do we know, that neither plants nor animals could have lived previously to that
creation of the sun; that the beasts, the worms and the reptiles, were not created later
than the birds; and that Adam and Eve were not alone the first human beings on earth.”
Other authorities, equally decided, are quoted in this connection, by our author, Geo. R.
Gliddon, who says:
“Thus, then, the doctrine above advocated by the Humboldts is supported, at the pres
ent hour, by the most brilliant scholarship of the European continent—as might easily
be proved through quotations from a hundred recent works.”
“Infidels,” every man of them ! and if they do not recant, the orthodox Dragon will
roast them all!
Here is the testimony of one who has spent months in the libraries of Paris and Lon
don, turning over volume after volume: The most brilliant scholarship of Europe, (in
cluding that of the Humboldts), as might be proved by quotations from a hundred vol
umes, abnegate the Mosaic account of the origin of Man. And yet there are vast num
bers of gospelers making large pretensions to a knowledge of the truth, and scarcely
knowing the name of an “infidel,” beyond those of Voltaire, Paine, Hume, and perhaps
Bolingbroke and Volney, who feel real contempt for the “ignorance” of any one who does
not give entire credence to the historical accuracy of all the “legends” to be found in the
bible. Think of one of these well-meaning people, without the least scientific discipline
of mind, sneering at the ignorance of a Humboldt? because, forsooth, said Humboldt be
lieves the biblical account of the creation to be a fiction!
I conclude this chapter of gleanings with a quotation from Luke Burke, which is sig
nificant enough:
“Does he speak as a theologian, or does he speak as a man of science? If as a theo
logian, he may argue in peace to the end of the chapter; we shall not care to disturb him;
but if he claims to reason as a scientific man, then we expect that he shall submit to the
laws of science; then we consider ourselves privileged to judge him by the rules of com
mon sense. Then he must be reminded that those who live in glass houses ought not to
throw stones, and that those who use theology to pinion scientific men within hopeless
dilemmas, may find, in the end, that it is less difficult than they supposed, to turn the ta
bles upon themselves; for assuredly, if scientific men were only to rouse themselves to
the same zeal and love of conquest which animate theologians, thebe would soon raust
down upon theology such a pitiless storm, as would require stronger brains to weather
than any we have at the present day to contend with.'”
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CONSTITUTIONAL PECULIARITIES OF DIFFERENT RACES OF MEN WITH RESPECT TO
CLIMATE AND DISEASE.

Dr. Nott’s chapter, though one of the shortest in the work, is, at the same time, one of
the most interesting and instructive. Its object is to prove the diversity of human origin
and of human species by a consideration of “the influences of climate and disease on
man.” I cannot do better, perhaps, than to give the reader, first, the eight conclusions
with which the author closes his chapter, page 401:
“1. That the earth is naturally divided into zoological realms—each possessing a cli
mate, Fauna and Flora, exclusively its own.
2. That the Fauna [animals], of each realm criginated in that realm, and that it has
no consanguinity with other Faunas.
3. . That each realm possesses a group of human races, which, though not identical in
physical and intellectual characters, are closely allied with one another, and are discon
nected from all other races. We may cite, as examples, the white races of Europe, the
Mongols of Asia, the blacks of Africa, and the aborigines of America.
4. That the types of man, belonging to these realms, antedate all human records, by
thousands of years; and are as ancient as the Faunas of which each forms an original
element.
5. That the types of man are separated by specific characters, as well marked and as
permanent as those which designate the species of other genera.
6. That the climates of the earth may be divided into physical and medical; and
that each species of man, having its own physiological and pathological laws, is pecul
iarly affected by both climates.
That no race of man can be regarded as cosmopolite; but that those races which
are indigenous to latitudes intermediate between the equator and poles, approach nearer
to cosmopolitism than those of the Arctic or the Torrid zone.
8. That the assertion, that any race ever has, or ever can be assimilated to all physi
cal or all medical climates, is a hypothesis unsustained by a single historical fact, and op
posed to the teachings of natural history.”
It is claimed for these deductions that they are scientifically based upon fact; and they
are certainly very revolutionary, and will have hard battles yet to fight. They deserve
careful study.
I will add a few gleanings from the same chapter, bearing on the last four of the above
given conclusions.
On page 356, our author says: “All races of men, like animals, possess a certain de
gree of constitutional pliability, which enables them to bear great changes of tempera
ture or latitude; and those races that are indigenous to temperate climates, having a wide
thermometrical range, support best the extremes of other latitudes, whether hot or cold.”
He refers to the Jews as that type which approaches most nearly to the cosmopolitan
character. The Anglo-Saxons, as sojourners or masters, embrace a wide range of lati
tude, while the Jews are very widely disseminated as actual inhabitants, and deteriorate
less than the Anglo-Saxons, in climates of extreme temperature. They bear acclima
tion in India and Jamaica better than the English.
Particular climates or localities engender diseases peculiar thereto, as fever, in marshy
and tropical regions, and lung diseases, North. Certain races of men seem to have been
fitted, by a native peculiarity of constitution, to withstand the several causes of disease
in its own particular climate. The negro is proof against yellow and most malarious fe
vers, but liable to pulmonary diseases and the plague. Dr. Nott says, “I hazard the as
sertion, that one-fourth negro blood is a more perfect protection against yellow fever, than
is vaccine against small-pox.” Yet all know what ravages this fever makes amongst the
white races, untainted with negro blood. According to the census of the United States,
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the mortality of the slave population is only one in sixty, which may be too low; yet,
owing to the vast increase of the negro population in the slave states, we are led to infer
that the climate of these states, as well of Africa, is favorable to the health and long life
of the “colored man.” But the negro is not hardy and long-lived everywhere. The
race is rapidly becoming extinct in the West Indies; it does not thrive well in Egypt,
Barbary or Spain; and in the United States, in the latitude of New York, the rate of
mortality amongst the colored population is about one in twenty or twenty-five: being
twice as great as it is in the Southern states, and nearly twice that of the white popula
tion of the same parallel. The white races, on the other hand, are hardier in temperate
than in tropical climates, and more subject than the negro to malarious diseases. And
our author contends that there can be no such thing as complete acclimation; that the
adaptation to particular climates, and the power to resist certain diseases are inherent in
races, and cannot be acquired; and he supports the position by numerous facts. As one
of our socialistic friends has spoken of the valley of the Nile as a suitable place for the
harmonic home, I will quote what our author says in reference to it:
“In Egypt, no European or Turk risks his own person as an agriculturist; the labor is
performed there, as in Mesopotamia, by the indigenous Eellah.” Gliddon subjoins, from
Dr. Boudin, the following;
“In Egypt, the austral negroes are, and the Caucasian
Memlooks were, unable to raise up even a third generation.”
As another of our socialistic brethren has spoken highly of Jamaica as a fit place for
the harmonic home; and as some other Socialists are strongly attracted Southward, I ex
tract what follows, bearing upon this subject, page 364:
“Place an Englishman in the most healthful part of Bengal or Jamaica, where mala
rial fevers are unknown, and though he may be subjected to no attack of acute disease,
may, as we are told, become acclimated, and may live with a tolerable degree of health
his three score and ten years; yet, he soon ceases to be the same individual, and his de
scendants degenerate. He complains bitterly of the heat; becomes tanned; his plump,
plethoric frame is attenuated; his blood loses fibrine and red globules; both body and
mind become sluggish; gray hairs and other marks of premature age appear—a man of
forty looks fifty years old—the average duration of life is shortened (as shown by lifeinsurance tables); and the race, in time, would be exterminated, if cut off from fresh sup
plies of immigrants. The same facts hold in our Southern states, though in a less de
gree; and the effect is in proportion to the high range of temperature. We here have
short Winters, which do not exist in the tropics; and the wear and tear of long Sum
mers are, by Hiem, to a great extent, counterbalanced. The English army surgeons tell
us that Englishmen do not become acclimated in India: length of residence affords no
immunity, but, on the contrary, the mortality amongst officers and troops is greatest
among those who remain longest in the climate.”
Again, page 356:
“The latter [Scandinavian], becomes tanned,emaciated,debilitated [in the tropics]; his
countenance, energy, everything undergoes a change: and were we not familiar, from
daily observation, with these effects of climate upon Northern races, we should not sus
pect the original ancestry of many of the present inhabitants of hot climates. In these
cases we behold, not simply a healthful modification of the physical and intellectual man,
hut a positively morbid degradation. The pure white man carried into the tropic dete
riorates both in mind and body; the average duration of his life is lessened; and without
fresh importations, his race would, in time, become extinct. When, however, his de-^
scendants are taken back to their native climes, they revert to the healthful standard of
their original types: the latter may have been distorted, but can never be lost, except in
death.”
Again, page 369:
“The strictly white races reach their highest physical and intellectual development, as
well as most perfect health and greatest average duration of life, above latitude 40 degrees
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in the Western, and 45 degrees in the Eastern Hemisphere; and whenever they migrate
many degrees below these lines, they begin to deteriorate from increased temperature,
either alone, or combined with morbific influences incident to climate.”
It is with a feeling something akin to pride, perhaps, that I present these extracts.,
They confirm the positions I have maintained since Considerant commenced his colony
in Texas. It is something of a coincidence that Dr. Nott should name the parallel of 40
'—the same I have specified in letters to friends, as that, North of which flourish in their
greatest vigor, all the energies of human progress. Yet there is quite a penchant amongst
Socialists to stray down South; but considering that, as a class, they have no supera
bundance of health or energy, they had as well, perhaps, remain North, and continue the
work upon the spot which develops these higher activities of our nature.
Two things seem necessary to human progress: First, a suitable climate—that which
re-acts from hot to cold in right proportions—corresponding to action and rest; and sec
ondly, a type of mankind possessing inherent capabilities for progress. These two con
ditions must be brought together. Place an inferior, unprogressive type of human kind
on the 42d parallel, and it suffers from the climate and finally becomes extinct. Place
a superior, progressive type within the tropics, and it becomes sluggish, heedless, ex
hausted. If these considerations be correct, first, it is very certain a high order of soci
ety cannot obtain over all the earth, without certain geological, cosmical, or other
■changes necessary to fit unfavorable localities for the higher activities of the human mind;
and secondly, altogether propable, that the progressive types, finding their appropriate
climates, will go on developing higher and higher degrees of activity, and attaining more
and more of the elements of harmony and happiness, till they have reached the utmost
limit of progression which the climate permits—-if there be any limit where progression
obtains, at all.
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BY J. M. STAHL.

What shall we say of these illustrious personages? The name of one is revered and
Worshiped throughout all Christendom. He is looked upon by the great mass of the
Christian world as the greatest personage that has ever appeared on earth; being God
Incarnate. The name of the other has never been deified; but he has ever been looked
Upon, by all who have known him, as a wise and good man. Neither have left any elab
orate works of their own, to which we can refer, to learn the precise doctrines they set
forth to the world. All that we know of them, or ever can know, is through the writ
ings of their disciples; and these have come down to us through the dark mists of time
and the prejudices of translators and transcribers. Of these, there are many and much
disagreement and contradiction, which makes it difficult to arrive at the truth concerning
the precise character of their lives on earth, and to consign to each his true position in
the social and moral world. But still there is a general agreement as to the more im
portant features of their characters, and it is of such, only, that we shall speak.
Socrates was an Athenian—born at Athens in the fourth year of the 77th Olympiad,
w about 468 years before Jesus. His father was a sculptor—at that time one of the
most honorable arts in Athens. It was here, under his father, that Socrates received his
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first education; and it is said that he became a great proficient in the art, while yet a
youth. He had a keen perception, and an ardent love of the noble and beautiful in nat
ure; and from his youth up his aspirations were heavenward. Of his youth, there has
but little come down to us; but it is generally believed that he remained with his father,
working at his art, until he was about thirty years of age, at which time he was furnished
the means lor prosecuting his favorite studies—-natural and moral philosophj^. It is said
that in the former of these he made uncommon progress, but did not pursue it long until
he became convinced, by experience, that it was of but little utility to the promotion of
real happiness; and he prosecuted it no farther, but made moral philosophy and the wel
fare of mankind his sole study and concern. “He was the first who called philosophy
down from the heavens and placed her in cities, introduced her into private families, and
compelled her to enquire concerning human life, morals, and the good and evil of every
action.” He continued to prosecute the study of this, to him, all-absorbing subject for
some years, until, “in an age of the grossest idolatry, and without the assistance of su
pernatural agents,* he collected, by human reason alone, from the nature of things, the
following important truths concerning God, to establish which, he fell, a glorious and un
daunted martyr; viz: That he was One, eternal, uncreated, immutable, immaterial, in
comprehensible being; that he was omnipotent, omniscient, infinitely good and wise; that
he created and continued to govern, by his unerring wisdom, all things in universal harmony; that he regarded mankind with a particular affection, and endued them with reas
on, that ray of divine light, to guide their steps, in this probationary state, to temporal,
and afterwards eternal happiness, through the paths of virtue; that He was exempt from
all human passions; and though the wicked were afflicted both here and hereafter, that
their punishments did not proceed from his anger, but from those inevitable laws ordained
at the creation of the world, through which they incapacitate themselves, bj' their crimes,
to be united in the beatific visions of heaven, to the ever-blessed society of great and
good men.” [Cooper’s life of Socrates, page 6].
Such were the tenets that Socrates, by his own unaided researches and study, arrived
at and set forth to the world. But to win over the Athenians from their gross idolatry
and superstition, in which they were then immersed, to this new faith of one true and
living God, was a task not to be accomplished at once. Great precautions were taken by
the Priesthood to prevent any innovations being made upon their long-cherished institu
tions; sophists, priests, and magistrates were all combined in defending and propagating
their established superstitions. But Socrates did not despair. Cooper says of him:
“Though he found this superstition an almost invincible obstacle to the propagation of
his own divine doctrines, 3ret, as it was interwoven by the legislature into the civil pol
icy, and, therefore, whilst established, a support to the laws of his country, which he al
ways held in the highest veneration, he prosecuted the end in view, not like a wild enthu
siast, intoxicated with his own notions of right, but with the caution and concern of a
patriot, through ail measures respecting the peace of society, and gently endeavoring, by
degrees, to untwist that civil and religious union, which the priests had so artfully woven
together. He very well knew that the first prejudices of education are not all at once to
be eradicated from human hearts, especially from those of a people complexionally prone,
as the Athenians were, to the grossest superstition. He therefore seemingly complied
with all the external ceremonies of devotion, and often sacrificed to the gods upon the
common altars of the city. This occasional conformity sheltered him a while from the
*It must be recollected that Socrates was a Grecian; and that the Christian revelation was not
i,hm made, and the bibls was not known or heard of among the Grecians at that time.
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notice of the jealous hierarchy, and gave him frequent opportunities of conversing with
the most eminent citizens, whilst their minus were warm with gratitude to heaven at the
shrines of their imaginary deities, and thereby converting, by his irresistible arguments,
their zeal to the service of truth and religion.”
Socrates was about forty years of age before he fully entered upon what he considered
the practical duties of his mission. True, he had, previous to this time, served his
country as a soldier in the Peloponnesian war, in which he took an active part—he was a
great lover of his country, and was ready and willing to brave any danger in its defense;
but this he did not consider the business of his life; his mission was to redeem mankind
from ignorance, superstition and misery, and to bring them to a knowledge of their own
true interests in th's life and to prepare them for a happy reception in the life to come. His
manner of inculcating his new doctrines was peculiarly his own. He never delivered his
addresses in houses, or at any appointed place or time, but sought the public streets,
■walks, paths and private families, and there labored to instruct mankind in all the enno
bling duties of life. It made no difference to him who he met, whether they were high
or low, rich or poor, ignorant or wise—all were alike to him; he was ever ready to in
struct all, and lead them on to true wisdom and happiness. He delighted in polemic de
bates with the most learned of his age; but still he would never contradict his antago
nist, or even make a positive assertion. His method of reasoning was by induction, “al
ways interrogating, and never affirming anything.” He investigated truth without dog
matically asserting it, and made the antagonist, himself, before he was aware of the coun
terplot laid for him, confute the fallacy of his own ill-grounded propositions. By these
means, he, without assuming any pretensions to knowledge, himself, baffled the sophistry^
detected the ignorance and exposed the vain-glorious designs of these pompous profess
ors of wisdom.
Perhaps no man ever lived who was less tinctured with the superstitions and preju
dices of the age in which he lived, than Socrates. Original in all things, acknowledging
no guide but reason and the “still, small voice within,” he taught mankind to know them
selves—to learn what pursuit in life they were best fitted for by nature, and to carry out
that pursuit in practical works. He was emphatically a practical man, and all his lessons
had a practical bearing on the well-being of the race. For near forty7 years he labored
for the good of his fellow-beings; and at last, after this long life of indefatigable toil, he
was charged with crimes too great in the eyes of the Athenian tribunal, to live out the
few days that nature would have allotted him. His great crimes were, the denial of the
gods of his country, and corrupting the Athenian youth.
The religion of Greece at that time was one of Polytheism, in which the priests and
politicians had gained quite a lucrative business. They saw clearly that, should the doc
trines of Socrates be publicly and universally taught to the people, their profession as im
postors and leaders of the common people, must soon come to an end. Hence, to save
their most holy institutions, and to secure to themselves a continuance of their cherished
profession, they summoned the innovator to appear before the public tribunal, and there
formally tried, convicted, and sentenced him to die by the draught of hemlock. After
making a lengthy address to his judges on the injustice of their proceedings, and one
to his friends on the immortality of the soul, he took the cup of hemlock which had been
prepared for him, and offering up a short prayer that his passage from earth might be
fortunate and happy, drank it with the greatest tranquillity, laid himself down upon his
bed and shortly expired. Thus ended the earthly career of the Athenian sage.
Jesus was of obscure parentage, and even the place of his birth is not known to a cer-
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tainty; some accounts place it in Bethelem, and others, in Nazareth. Chronologists also
differ as to the time of his birth, as much as ten years. All that we know of him has
come down to us through the sacred writings of the Christians; and in these we find so
many discrepancies, and so little relating to his talents as a man, that it is difficult to ar
rive at his true character. Yarious trades have been assigned to his father, but the one
most generally agreed on is that of a carpenter; and it is the general conclusion that Je
sus worked with his father at that trade until he was grown up. Of his talents while a
youth nothing is said more than he was found in the temple disputing with the doctors
while yet in his twelfth year. It would seem from this that he was more than an ordi
nary youth. Whether he ever received a scholastic education is not known; but from
the fact that there is no writing extant that is said to have been written by him, it is reas
onable to suppose that he never learned that art. In the apocryphal gospels we have
quite a detailed account of the marvelous acts he performed while yet a youth—miracles
analogous to those in the New Testament—but as these books are not considered canon
ical by Christians, themselves, there is no reliance to be placed in this account of his
youth.
It seems that‘Jesus was thirty years old when he first made his appearance in public
and commenced the great work of his life. The Jews, among whom he was born and
brought up, were at that time divided into three distinct sects: the Pharisees, the Sadusees and the Essenes. There seems to have been an intimate relation between the latter
of these and the Christians. It is supposed that John the Baptist was one of the Essenes, and some time previous to the appearance of Jesus as a public minister, he made a
break off from them, and started a sect that afterwards became the Christians. He had
been for some time preaching in the land of Judea, and had become quite famous for his
new doctrines, and was collecting large numbers into his church and baptising them.
The Jews long previous to, this had been looking forward to a time when the spirit of
Grod would be poured out upon them, and they would be freed from the Roman bondage
they were then in, and a happier day would be theirs—a kingdom of heaven to them on
earth. Now, as the Baptist had raised a great excitement, and the people were flocking
unto him in such large numbers, it was natural to suppose that the good time was com
ing; and John verily believed it to be so, and becoming the mbre interested in his work,
he the more zealously preached unto the people to repent and be baptized, for the king
dom of heaven was at hand. It was generally believed, too, that this good time would
be ushered in by some individual who would lead them on and redeem them from all
their evils.
Jesus at this time being attracted by the fame of the Baptist, put himself under his
tuition, and having remained for some time among his followers, and been initiated into
his ideas of the approaching messianic kingdom, fell in with it and was baptised. After
the imprisonment of John, he, under certain modifications, carried on the work, and, in
fact, far surpassed his predecessor. John seeing his superior talents, spoke of him as
one coming after him who was mightier than he; who was a man, that would baptize
them with fire and with the Holy Grhost; and the spirit of the Lord would be poured out
upon them, and they should be redeemed. Jesus feeling his superiority as a man and a
teacher, and being filled with zeal in the cause of reform, which was then running like
wild-fire through the land, became impressed with the idea that he was the Messiah that
was. jtp Be .instrumental in working out the great redemption. Others, too, looked upon
him as%uch, while many, again, doubted.
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With this conviction fully riveted in his mind, Jesus zealously entered on the great
work of reform. The doctrines he set forth to the world were of a more practical nature
than any that had previously been taught to the Jews. Perhaps there was never a purer
code of morals taught to the world than was taught by him. Whether his teachings
were original with him we are not able to say—perhaps they were; but it is well known
that they had all been taught long before his day, by PjThagoras, Confucius and Socrates.
He possessed a large development of the moral organs, and also of firmness and combat
iveness—those organs that give force of character. Much of the language that is attrib
uted to him is mild and forbearing, though invariably firm and decided; and in speaking
to the Pharisees he breaks forth in the most sarcastic epithets that ever fell from the lips
of a sage. Plain and simple in his manners, he scorned the high-sounding hypocrisy of
the sects of his age, and showed up their true characters in a strong light. He practiced
what he taught, and perhaps came as near living up to his teachings as any man that
ever lived.
Jesus professed to work miracles, and was a strong believer in the supernatural, and in
a Heavenly Father that exercised a special protection over his people on earth. He be
lieved himself to be under the special guidance of this Heavenly Father, and that it was
through his special care that he had, time and again, been protected and rescued from the
hands of his enemies. But this protecting Power did not long shield him from the
abuses and dangers to which he was, like all other propagators of new theories, exposed.
In less than three years from the time he commenced his public career, he was summoned
before the bar of Pontius Pilate, and there triced and sentenced to die. Seeing that there
was now no escape for him he set up the very significant prayer, “My God ! my God S
why hast thou forsaken me ? That God in whom he had trusted had now forsaken
Kim—no answer came from his Heavenly Protector, and he was left to agonize upon the
cross until death released him from his pains. Thus ended the earthly career of the
Christian’s Messiah.
It will, no doubt, be considered by the Christians of the day, the wickedest heresy to
compare Jesus with Socrates; and even Bosseau has said, “What prepossession, what
blindness must it be, to compare the son of Sophronius to the son of Mary.” But could
we divest ourselves of the prejudice that has attached to us as Christians, and view the
works and teachings of these two great men through the light of reason, it seems to me
that Jesus would have nothing to lose by the comparison. There seems to have been a
striking similarity in their lives, and yet there is a marked difference in the character of
the two men. They both labored for the good of mankind by strenuously endeavoring
to inculcate into the minds of the people a more rational and practical system of ethics.
Both suffered the persecutions of a conservative world; and finally sacrificed their lives
for the principles they taught. They both taught a similar code of morals to the world,
but their manner of teaching was different. Jesus was more positive in his assertions,
more sarcastic in his language, and hence his manner had a greater tendency to outrage
the popular feeling, and he was soon cut off from his earthly career. Socrates was more
mild, more inoffensive in his style, and therefore he excited the prejudices of the people
less, and was permitted to continue his work to a good old age. Socrates was more orig
inal, more comprehensive, more philosophical. J esus was more religious—in fact, this
was his only theme. He was more influenced by the institutions and superstitions of the
age in which he lived, than Socrates. Honest in his convictions, he was by no means an
impostor; j'et, by his professing to perform miracles he allied himself to that class of
men. Socrates was more unassuming, more rational in his pretensions. Jesus was a sec-
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tariah; Socrates was not. Jesus being a Jew and educated under Jewish influences, be2came tinctured with the mythology of that people. He labored to reform the then exist-ing hierarchy of the Jews, and not to destro3r the basis on which it was built. Socrates^
endeavored to undermine the very foundation of Grecian mythology, and to build up in
its stead a practical religion of rationalism.
Another reflection in contemplating the history of these two men, is to consider the
effect that their lives have had on the destinies of the race. The career of Jesus has had
a tendency, more than anything else, to keep alive the Jewish mythology, the tenets of
which have become instilled in the minds of the people throughout the most enlightened
parts of the world. It was for his sake that the wars of the Crusaders were waged, in
which there was more human blood spilt than in any other war on earth. It was he that
caused the keys of infallibility to be given to St. Peter, by which was established the in
quisition, with all its horrors. In short, it is universally acknowledged by the enlight
ened world, that the Christian religion has caused more bloodshed than all other causes.
Jesus'should not be held accountable for all this; yet his professing to be the Jewish Mes
siah has had a tendency to confirm the people who come under its influence, in the ple
nary inspiration of the bible, thereby establishing it as an infallible guide. This guide of
infallibility being once fully established in the minds of Ihe people, then, as a matter of
necessity, must follow all the concomitant train of evils arising from a belief in such a
standard.
No organization, either political or religious, followed the earthly career of Socrates.
No train of fanatical followers has laid waste the fertile plains and strewed the earth
with human gore, for his sake; but calmly and silently has his teachings been instilling
themselves into the minds of f?he people, and slowly but surely undermining the founda
tions of all mythological systems, and leading the race on to a higher and holier destiny.-

DREAD

OF

EXCESSIVE

MATERNITY.

BY ELSY GRAY.

For a few years past I have been studying the nature, aspirations and needs of
American women. In my visits to different places, I formed the acquaintance of a goodly
number of private families; and, contrary to the rules of etiquette, I “caught” many
‘“items,^ carelessly thrown out, but, to me full of meaning.
Aboye all else, stands forthin unmistakable characters, the dread of excessive matebhity. From. childhood I had heard it hinted by old women, that “those who have
few or no children are lucky;” but supposed it was owing to the toil and care of rearing
the young. But arriving at an age to observe and think on all subjects, for myself, I be
gan to see a cause, or rather, causes, farther back; and after I had, myself, become a
MOTHER, I could understand, all.
Then came to me those who had nine, ten, and a dozen
children, and spoke sadly of the suffering endured during gestation, and the untold ago
nies of parturition. I heard more than one woman say that she lived in constant fear
of becoming pregnant; so that if she chanced to have a period of rest and comparative
health, the mind, was never buoyant and free.
The law and, society, too, denies a wife the right to live in continence; even whea
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she may feel that anything else is a sin against soul and body. This I consider the great
est wrong that humanity can conceive of. If woman cannot in marriage refuse to give
up her person to her husband’s wishes without gaining his displeasure, or in some wav
wounding his feelings, then is marriage, or mating, a barrier to happiness, and therefore
a wrong. But I think I have reason to believe that there are even many men and wo
men who do not look upon marriage as a license to indulge ail amorous desire; on the
contrary, neither are willing to have material union except there be mutual desire, and
blending of soul with soul, together with a mutual sanction of reason. [Some wives
have good husbands, as some negro slaves have good masters, but such facts do not ap
prove these relations to the acceptance of a higher humanity.—Em]
For myself, as I now think, I should see no wrong in coition as often as once a month;
(except during pregnane}" and lactation), but when a woman thinks she should not and
does not want to conceive, she must know that she will not, and only in continence
can she know this.
I am aware that some say, if women were not diseased, and lived in harmony with na
ture, gestation and parturition would not, as now, be periods of suffering. But we must
take people as they are—not as they should be. Women do suffer; and at present, at
least, it cannot be otherwise. Many also assert that nature will not allow a woman to
conceive when she cannot, with proper surroundings, in justice to herself, perform the
duties of maternity. I have not quite as much faith in nature. In the vegetable king
dom do we not see the soil exhaust itself trying still to produce if the seed be sown?
The acorn may fall upon barren, rocky places, yet perchance in seme crevice where it
may find a little soil and moisture, there nature will put forth every effort to rear a
mighty oak, but the wee twig is soon doomed to wither and die. So, too, scores of wo
men are exhausted by excessive maternity; and numberless abortions, and a fearful
amount of infant mortality, give a lesson that all should heed.
I wall say no more in this connection, as I cannot speak from painful experience, as
some others can who are less fortunate in their love relations.

CIRCULAR
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SOCIALISTS,

EVERYWHERE.

You are, every one, deeply interested in whatever efforts for the realization of better
social conditions; and many of you, with more or less of hope, and hearts full of asking,
are looking to us for some promise of the better day. We would have you know that
we are still at work, and that our labors promise not to be in vain. Thus far, the fates
have smiled upon us, and now our fondest hopes bid fair to be fully realized.
We are not, as we have not been, blind to the fact that an experiment like ours is lia
ble to multiplied and unforeseen difficulties; but, with unbounded faith, we rely upon a
purpose that will not be baffled and a spirit that will listen to nothing that speaks not of
success.
It is the business of Socialists to show—not what can be done with capital; for the
world is fully awake to its value: nor to show that Association involves an immense sav
ing of money and labor; for this all freely admit: but to show that harmony in social re
lations is practicable, a. his truth, of more interest to the world, now, perhaps, than any
other, w'e hope to illustrate at Berlin Plights.
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Owing to the great pressure in the money-market, we have not, as yet, been able' to
command a large amount of capital; but we believe that this is well; in consequence, our
material is more select, our plans are more matured, and what we do will be done moresafely and surely. Capital now promises to come to us as freely and as fast as there is
need, and pecuniary success seems no longer a question. There could scarcely be greater
inducements to such as have means to invest in a social enterprise, than are here held’
out. It is the general opinion of those who have the best means of judging, that no
other locality in the world combines so many advantages. These advantages can be fully
appreciated only by such as are personally familiar with them. Hence, we will only urgeupon those interested, the desirableness of visiting and judging for themselves.
So far as public sentiment is concerned, it is not only perfectly tolerant, but decidedly
and more and more in our favor. The advantages of having this fact already proved will
be readily appreciated.
To the hundreds who have written us letters of inquiry we would say that our pros
pects are more flattering and our success more certain than we felt justified in represent
ing to you. But we cannot help urging upon your consideration the fact that any social
movement, in its infancy, should have imposed upon it no burdens not perfectly legiti
mate and absolutely necessary. It is very natural, especially at a time when it is so very
difficult to turn property into money, that a large proportion of those who apply should
be persons of little or no means. To such we can only say that we are doing all in our
power to hasten the day when willing hands shall find pleasant, healthful and remunera
tive work; but for the present the greater need is for those who have it in their power to
establish conditions by which this result can be secured. All who come to us, for the
present, must rely upon tbeir own resources. A very small amount of means, however,,
in many cases would be sufficient; and even those with no resources but the ability to
labor, might find a place in some attractive Group—but all must come at their own risk.
Attraction is our only law; and we will not even work with those, however good, who are
not attractive to us.
There will be a Convention of Socialists held here in September, of which due notice
will be given. One of the leading objects of that Convention will be the discussion of
practical measures. It is confidently hoped that it will bring together men and means
sufficient for important practical results.
A Socialist of eminent ability and energy is preparing to establish a Water-Cure in
connection with the Movement, and as a part of it, to be conducted on strictly hydro
pathic and socialistic principles. It is expected to be completed as early, at least, as the
coming Spring.
The Social Revolutionist, without question one of the ablest and freest journals in the
world, will soon be published at this place. The influence of this Journal in favor of our
Movement, it will be readily perceived, will be very great.
Persons visiting us from a distance will come on the Cleveland & Toledo Railroad,,
(Accomodation train), and stop at Berlin station. The hotel at Berlin Eights (three
miles from the station), is in the possession of a Group of Socialists.
Those who cannot visit us are invited to correspond. Letters of inquiry should con
tain a postage-stamp.
Francis Barry,
Cordelia Barry,

Joseph Treat,
Sophronia Powers,
and others.

John Patterson,.
E. S. Tyler,

CONVENTION
The

undersigned to their

AT

Brother-Socialists

BERLIN.

in all parts of the

Country-*—

Friends in a Common Cause
Ourselves, who send you this greeting, appoint to
meet in convention at Berlin Eights, Erie county, Ohio, on Saturday and Sunday, the
26th and 27th of September, to plan what in us lies, toward maturing a practical and
successful effort at Social Re-construction; and we hereby invite you to meet with us, to
combine your wisdom and action with our own, that by as much as the union* of en
deavor is more wide-spread and universal, the result may the more surely and speedily
be reached.
The Convention will be addressed by the best speakers on Social Science; and the
whole great question of Freedom, Association, and Harmonious Human Relations will
come up for discussion.
Joseph Treat,
*** J. P. Lasley,
Sophronia Powers,
Samuel Patterson,
->•“ Clara W. Wait,
A. J. Moore,
Thomas Horner,
Susan Fisher,
David Edgar,
E. S. Tyler,
Carrie Lewis,
J. H. Mendenhall,

John Patterson,
Francis Barry,
Dee Colburn,
Charles PIuston,
C. S. Rowley,
J. A. Noyes, ------Jane Rowley',
G-. W. Lewis,
M. A. Hunter,
John Allen,
Annie D. Cridge.
M. T. Mendenhall,

James A. Clay,
Cordelia Barry,
Esther Patterson,
A. Walter Smith,
Caroline Handy,
Mary E. Dame,
Gr. W. Reeve,
G-. W. Carpenter,
C. M. Overton,
John M. Sterling,
Alfred Cridge,
R. M. Lucas.

EDITORIAL MISCELLANY.
Exposing Free Love.—We receive the information from various sources, that W. S»
Bush, A. M.,M. D.,our former associate in the management of the Social Revolutionist,
has recently made statements by letter and otherwise, to the effect that he ‘‘has been
amongst free lovers and seen their practice, till he has become thoroughly disgusted with
the whole thing, and that it ought to be exposed to the world.”
I can imagine three different motives which might actuate an avowed friend of free
love to turn about and threaten an exposition: 1, Petty spite toward certain individu
als who are somewhat identified with free love; 2, a wish to reinstate himself in the fa
vor of the more conservative classes; 3, to benefit the world, in good faith. If either of
the first two motives be the one, or if actuated by both, the Doctor’s best plan, no doubt,
would be to make his expose chiefly by conversation and private letter, operating in an
indirect and underhanded way against the abettors of social freedom, and poisoning the
minds of certain leading Spiritualists who can be thus affected, that they may give their
friends and auditors to understand that Dr. Bush is too virtuous a man to tolerate free
love in practice. But if the object really be to do good, then does it appear to me that
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said ex-editor of the Social Revolutionist should come to the very spot where he had been
known as the advocate of freedom, and there undo the work he had so zealously done.
One year ago he was not able to see how reformers could fight under the same black flag
with bigots; and it is the readers of the Social Revolutionist, that he should now tell
why he is so ready to trample under foot the white flag of freedom. If there are any classof people to be undeceived as to free love and the Doctor’s advocacy of the same, they
are the readers of this journal; and, as its conductor, I hereby inform our old associate
that the doors of the Social Revolutionist are thrown wide open, and the Doctor, himselfr
cordially invited to walk in, like a man, and deposit his budget of disclosures, for our in
spection. Some of us, who have seen the Doctor’s practice of what he was pleased to
consider free love, are a little curious to know how he is going to shape his accusation.
We desire him to be “open and above board” about this business, and tru st he will clear
his conscience “thoroughly.”
I commend the following parable to his careful study:

The inhabitants of the moon had never risen above the art of crawling; but once upon
a time, strange news reached them, that the people of the earth walked. Some doubted
the story, as they did not think any people could be so reckless as to attempt locomotion
in an upright attitude; but those who had done a little secret walking for themselves,
thought the rumor a correct one, but were very indignant at the presumption of any who
should attempt such a thing. But, one amongst them, whom, for the sake of a name,
we*shall call Shayler, having a taste for novelties, made application of his own shrewd
philosophy to the subject, and fairly came to the conclusion in his own mind, that walk
ing was the best way of getting along. He became more and more dissatisfied with
crawling, and so he made up his mind, covertly, to visit the earth and do- some walking
for himself. He watched the aspect of the planets, and when he found the moon in the
right position he crawled down the plane of the ecliptic.
It was early in the morning when his journey ended; and he made his debut at a nur
sery where there were manjr children. Some of them were walking as princely as if
they were the lords of the earth; and they were are as happy as cherubs in their new pe
destrian freedom. Shayler was delighted with the feats of locomotion performed by the
little “codgers,” and he determined to emulate their example. I should premise first,
however, that there were several smaller “chaps” amongst the others, who were not yet
able to “navigate,” though they kept trying, till one tripped up, slightly to the damage of
his “nasal prominence,” while another knocked his little “choppers” together and bit his
tongue; and a third bumped his occiput, and so on. By this time, Shayler, the man of
the moon, came toddling along with great enthusiasm, but unfortunately made a misstep,
and fell, too, close by those who were already overthrown, and they got into a “general
muss.” The outraged urchins, as might be expected, were none too good to do such
a thing, and they scratched Shayler’s eyes. Chagrined at his own defeat, and piqued
that others were still walking, and hopeful and happy, Shayler determined to leave such
a place; and whilst it was morning, still, of the same day, he crawled back to his home
in the “cold, round moon.” Upon arriving there, he communicated with certain chiefs of
the planet, stating how* that he had been down to the earth, where people pretended to
walk; and said he, “I have become thoroughly disgusted with the whole thing, and have
had it under advisement v/hether I should not expose this iniquity to the citizens of the
Universe;” whereupon they all resolved to do as their venerated fathers had done before
them—as they, themselves, had always done:—they resolved to go on their way, crawl
ing triumphantly ! Allah be praised!
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Determined to Clear their Skirts.—In north^t^iTohio, Spiritualists and al]
have been m qmte a ferment about free love. It began at Ravenna, and has received ad
ditional impulse at Hudson and Grafton:
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have So m0S not

mgly invite, sanction or aid any person or lecturer in the promulgation of the Free^^"
doctrine among ns; believing it to conflict with the spirit and XcMes of { armor' r VS
and regarding it as detrimental to the best interestsPof communitr being m ra.r l .'l ^r’
mon^amicand in no wise sympathising with the doctrine el’ctSSK
These resolutions are curiosities of “virtue-and fairness, and we give them entire as
far down as to the signatures. It is a gratifying feature of the proceedings that as
some were not m sympathy,” the rest gave us their names, to the number of thirty-six
one or two of which, we had seen in print before. The editor of the Spiritual Universe
endorses all of them—the whole thirty-six, as-persons of intelligence and unquestioned
respectability.- This reminds us of a Methodist preacher who was alL llwyer
and sometimes run for 0ffiee;-he was preaching a funeral sermon, and concluded the scrSmTT
hlS h<,ar6rS 0f the ,,BSI,ECTiMU" of 0« relatives of the deceased, as
P oved by the large concourse of people in attendance. Respectable! It would havo
been funny if Jesus had boasted of the respectability of those who sanctioned his teach.
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ings? Were not the Scribes and Pharisees who wanted to gag the Jewish reformer, all
respectable? And are not the editers of the Cleveland Herald, and Boston Courier, and
the Buffalo doctors, and the savans of Cambridge, “all honorable men?” A laughing
philosopher could get any amount of fun out of the course of such spiritual teachers as
make indignant war on unreasoning fogy ism, and then turn round and treat others more
radical and braver than themselves, just as the upper rank of aristocratic toadies and
flunkies had treated them. But so wags the world; and it is better for health to laugh?
about it than cry, and quite as good for “mankind,” perhaps.
I will now give a sublime .extract from an editorial leader of the Spiritual Universe, in
which its author is “clearing his skirts:”
“In definino- 0ur position, therefore, as the conductor of this publication, we draw a line
of distinction between the Facts and Philosophy of Spiritualism, and each and every ism
under heaven. Let us be understood. The Philosophy of Spiritualism is the Science of
Immortal and Eternal life—the Facts, whether phenomenal or otherwise, are the proofs
and illustrations of that Philosophy. We are striving to learn that Philosophy, by
observing- and studying those Facts. And this study, as the spirits tell us, is o e
the labor of eternal ages! But some among us think they have learned it already, and
are suffering, immensely, from a plethora of knowledge! Having comprehended, as
they supposed, the hight and depth, the length and breadth of this eternal Science ot
eternal interests, and eternal relationships, they are now prepared, and have nothing else
to do but to make a practical application of their discoveries to the concernments ot man
kind on earth. Hence, the world is full of practical reformers, and mankind are furnished
with a panacea for every evil that exists, and a preventive for every one that the devil
may hereafter invent. Thus, fortunately, we have all possible contrivances for all possi
ble purposes—from shingle-machines to mental-telegraphs, and from mental-telegraphs
all along down to the sublime science of reproduction and loafing at the public expense.
The only misfortune remaining, is that of having more professors than learners, ibis
evil however, is in a fair way to be removed by the advent of another generation; and
even now the want of pupils is measurably supplied by the plan of seizing congregations
of Spiritualists by the button-hole, and compelling them to listen to the wisdom ol the
ultra wise, “whether they will hear, or whether they will forbear.”
Upon this Philosophy and the Facts which go to establish it, we have bestowed some
attention, and are still studying these things, with all the ardor of our nature; but, in
spite of our best endeavors, there is hardly a beardless boy, or progressed woman, within
the limits of our acquaintance, who has not gone a thousand leagues beyond us. this
resurrection from the “deep damnation” of common sense, “into the glorious light and
liberty” of intuitional immaculateness, has been so sudden and unexpected that before
we can rub our eyes open, the kingdom of God will be upon us, and we shall be buried
under the dust and ruins of a despised and ridiculous antiquity ! Out upon this thing
called Spiritualism, with its infinite realities and immortal hopes ! Let us know the price
of Pork, and the way to be born aright! Let us know, “0, ye gods and little fashes,
whether it is best— * * * * But no matter.”
It will be conceded on all hands, that the above is very spiritual and refined. The ed
itor of the Universe is willing to prove to its readers the readiness with which his pen
associates human reproduction with the “price of pork” and “loafing at the public ex
pense.” With such teachers, Spiritualism becomes very exalting, and all its devotees
will, of course, be lodged safely in the topmost heaven!
The following, from the same pen, is a passage that outdoes grandeur, itself! In speak
ing of the proceedings of the Grafton meeting, as given above, he says.
“We regard the doings of the Spiritualists of Grafton as a full endorsement of the res
olutions adopted by the friends in Ravenna, and significant of a very general determina
tion to repudite all “side issues,” until the great sine qua non of a demonstrated im
mortality can be secured for the world of mankind. Such spontaneous movements
among the receivers of Spiritualism are not chargeable to any foreign or outside inliu-
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ences. They come from the heart of our Philosophy, and will reach the hearts of countiess thousands We rejoice that the crisis has come, and that we are on earth to meet it.
Alt this, has been foreseen; and the time was when we prayed that this cup might pass
away, without our being called upon to drain its dregs. But now we see the end, and
are prepared for it. Spiritualism, glorious as the upper heavens, and terrible to the vicums of error and delusion as an army with banners, is about to be cut loose from every
form ol extravagance, and to stand forth, as in the presence of God and man, the world's
last hope ripened into full fruition, and the World’s perpetual and unspeakable joy! No
longer can its enemies wag their heads at it, as the Jews did at the dying Nazarene say
ing, ‘home down from the cross and save thyself!”—for in this divine Philosophy there
is a power, a mighty and glorious life, an imperishable activity, which shall redeem, not
only it, but all who understand and love its principles.^
And what is all this grandiloquence about? “Demonstrated immortality!” Naked
immortality the beginning, middle and end of Spiritualism—all “side issues” are to be
lopped off all issues bearing upon the most vital relations of life, and which we most
need to understand, for our welfare here and hereafter—all these are to be indignantly
repudiated” by its spotless devotees; and then, Spiritualism, glorious as the upper heav
ens, and terrible to the victims of error and delusion as an army with banners—having
cut loose from every form of extravagance—will stand forth, as in the presence of
God and man, the world’s last hope ripened into full fruition, and the world’s perpetual
and unspeakable joy!
What regenerative power there is in the idea of immortality! and yet there is hardly
a penitentiary convict that does not believe in it; and the world, with all its wickedness,
has believed it time immemorial. But vagaries and rhapsodies about immortality pay
better than heretical inquiries into the social relations. It is not so popular with “virtu
ous” people to maintain the doctrine that a woman should be sovereign of her own per
son and the guardian of her own chastity, for this might rob some of the legal gratifica
tion of their lusts, and overthrow the “divine sanctions” under which sexual abuse is per
petrated through all the length and breadth of Christendom. I have no objection to dem
onstrating immortality—this is well; but when the demonstration of immortality is
wrought into a Martelian club to knock practical reforms, still unpopular, on the head, I
beg leave to protest.
The Banner of Light, a fine two-dollar weekly of Boston, devoted to Spiritualism and
liberal literature, has a use of its own—not very unpopular—to put Spiritualism to.
With it, the great object of communion with spirits, is to reform the individual. It has
nothing to do with free love or communism, for the genius of our people is incompatible
with the one, and not prepared for the other. It is not the design of Spiritualism 'to
meddle with existing society, but to make the individual better in such society as we
have. The Banner seems utterly to ignore the fact that prevailing social influences
school the individual, and make him better or worse, according to their specific character.
It seems also to ignore the fact, that the discipline of the individual in turn reacts upon
society, and that when the individuals composing it are inspired merely with the desire to
become better, and with the requisite wisdom to compass the means of effecting that ob
ject, they will seek to establish higher social conditions. They will not be satisfied with
this meaningless cant about making people better, regardless of their surroundings; they
will feel that the institutions which grew out of a lower plane of humanity cramp the
growth of the higher man and vitiate his life; and they will strive for the renovation, en
largement, or overthrow of all such institutions. The mere fact of spiritual communion
wdl not enable any to enjoy peaceful and exalted lives whilst social despotism, industrial
antagonism and commercial cannibalism perpetuate discord and degradation in all the re-
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lations of life.
The Banner would sink Spiritualism to a level with churchism. The church pretends
to regenerate the individual and transform him into a saint, whilst it leaves him subject
to all the Ishmaelitism of existing society; and the Banner, with appliances slightly dif
ferent, is going to do the same thing. The church, by this process, has manufactured an
abundance of hypocrites, and made the thing pay; and I shouldn’t wonder if Spiritual
ism would be made to do the same.
It is shrewd to adapt the supply to the demand, for that pa)^ in dollars and dimes and
ephemeral honors; but it is the culmination of human effort, the sine qua non of human
progress, to create the demand for advanced truths, and it pays in the current curses of
the Present and immortal blessings of the Future.
I do not suppose that the Universe, Banner, and their class of agitators mean really to
censure those more radical than themselves—they are only clearing their skirts and I
certainly do not mean to censure them. It is their business to do their own work in
their own way, and mine, in part, to let them; but criticisms such as this belong to the
activities of progress, and when the mood is on and justice demands, I hope still to make
them.
Noble Utterances.—What has created the necessity for all this “clearing of skirts,”
were the sentiments respecting affcctional freedom, delivered by Mrs. Carrie Lewis, of
Cleveland, at the Ravenna Convention. Her advocacy of free love was seized upon by
the enemies of Spiritualism, to create a sensation against that heresy, and published far
and wide. Whilst the editors of spiritual papers have conceded to Mrs. Lewis the right
to think for herself and to express her sentiments on proper occasions, not one of them
has endorsed her sentiments nor recognized her right to deliver them at a convention of
Spiritualists, nor commended her for her bravery in giving them utterance anywhere.
Quite a few have indulged in ridicule or denunciation, and as some of these are well
known to cherish in private the sentiments which Carrie Lewis bravely uttered, we may
set down a part of this outcry against her freedom of speech, as due to the flunkeyism of
the spiritual press.
The following letter from Mrs. Lewis appeared originally in the Cleveland Herald:
“Me. Editor:—As I have been assailed in your paper for declaring what I honestly
believe to be the great principles of Divine life, I feel that you will not deny me the right
of speaking through the same channel.
What right Ravenna or Cleveland people have to call meetings or pass resolutions con
demnatory0of sentiments I teel called upon to utter in a meeting given out publicly for
free expression of thought and discussion of principles, is unknown to me. . I do not be
long to the Spiritualists, or to any inquisitorial body. God has written His laws upon
the vestibule of my inmost soul, and outside of that I acknowledge no law. I deny the
right of clans or individuals to sit in jugment on my thoughts or acts.
I said at Ravenna that I had a right to the ownership of my soul and body; that it
was mv right to live a pure life—that no one should make laws to dethrone that purity;
if they did I should trample them beneath my feet as unworthy of me. I said that I
was a Goddess, and that my life should be so blameless, so noble, so aspiring, that the
world should acknowledge me the representative of a perfect Womanhood.
I said that woman had a natural right to say who should be the father of her children.
Henry C. Wright said he believed in the one eternal union of one man and one woman.
I replied, if by one man you mean ail men who have or will live, then I accept your phil
osophy, for I am married to all men—to the Divine God principle—and it is for me u>
say what expressions or manifestations of love I shall give to all. With their lusts, th61*’
tobacco, their brandy, their slaveries, their extortions, I have no marriage or union. _ Ana
yet the grave expo nenfcs of spiritual truths stood still with wonder, and said—“she is ao<
my wife S”
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Mrs. Coan said Spiritualism had to hither woman’s rights, free love, etc. I then said*
Spiritualism does include “free love;” it includes everything in the great arcana of ]STatuie, whetner in the natural or spiritual word. “Free Love,” I said, is the great Question
of the day. 1 he world was asking and demanding an explanation of “free love,” and the
question must be met and answered intelligently—that it included principles as broad, as
vast, as deep as God; that freedom of the affections would spiritualize the world and free
h fiom the dominion of lust: that men and women would live holier lives, and people the
earth with spotless children.
These, Mr. Editor, were the sentiments I advanced at Tavenna, and for which I have
been tried and condemned. I wish I could say that those who have been the loudest in
the cry against me, are people of pure, noble lives; but alas! too many of them are wo
men whose moral code is written in the law-books and fashion-plates, and men whose
fives are base, whose hearts are corrupt. These men and women see me from their stand
point, and it is no marvel that they condemn me, for how can vice comprehend purky?
I he editor of the Universe says my language was the same used in brothels. I am
not able to judge of the character of the language of those unfortunate people dwelling
m the haunts of misery; but it they talk of a holy life, as I have talked; if they repudi
ate licentiousness, in and out of the marriage state, as I have done; then those who have
so wantonly sought to pollute my fair name would do well to go to those places and learn
what is. purity. I know the lives of some of those who have condemned me—I know
that while they talk ot one love they have a plurality of wives, or secret loves, out of
maniage. 1 nese men and women need the refining fire of free love to purify their hearts
and lives. . the angel world has called out the world’s evangels to aid in the great work
of purification. They will labor on and on for the upbuilding of a Divine brotherhood
•and a holy sisterhood. Resolutions and gags and thumb-screws will not silence the
heaven-sent.
******
I covet nought but truth, and through it a Divine life. Allow me here to express my
thanks to the noble men and women in Ravenna and other places, for their letters of ap
proval and sympathy. Their testimonies of love strengthen my heart by the assurance
that great truths Divine germs are taking root in the human soul.
Carrie Lewis.”
It is cause for hope, that a woman has made this demonstration in behalf of a cardinal
principle of woman’s rights, in a manner so public. Hardly any but one fortified by the
consciousness of her own rectitude, could have done so, May her own defiant words be
verified by her own acts: “Resolutions, and gags, and thumb-screws will not silence the
heaven-sent.” We shall hope that the savage and unjust attack which has been made
upon her by both the liberal and conservative press, wall only make her stronger, and
arm others with her, for the great battle which has yet to be fought for affectional free
dom and the sovereignty of woman.
d his much respecting the treatment of the open avowal by a woman of her own sovereigntyover her own heart, such treatment showing the despotism of lust which still pre
vails, the readers of the S. E., I trust, will not object to. I have made the record for fu
ture reference.
Tracts for Thinkers. Uo. 2.—The title of this No. is “Humboldt and Agassiz,
Tnfidels.’ ” It is composed of the first four pages of the article in this No. of the S. R.,
entitled “Indigenous Races of the Earth,” with slight revisions and omissions. The reader
will see that there is nothing original about it; it is simply a statement of facts, showing
that some of the most prominent scientific men of the world are what are called, in cleri
cal style, “infidels.” It is by means of authority that the world is now kept in super
stitious darkness in submission to the church; and this tract aims to use that same prin
ciple of authority to break the thrall of superstition. UH11 not our friends circulate it*^
If but eighty of our subscribers would procure a dozen each, and circulate them, the
whole edition would be exhausted; and the germs of much free thought might thus be
planted, at a very small cost to each one so ordering and distributing a dozen copies. -Se©
©over for advertisement.
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The Berlin Circular—It

is but proper to state that, some who have studied the Ber
lin Movement, think the Circular respecting it, rather sanguine and overdrawn. That
persons of property have committed themselves to the movement and given authority for
saying all that the Circular contains, I have no doubt; but Socialists may be a little vacil
lating; and if some of our friends should visit the Eights next Spring, thinking to see the
Water-Cure looming up in all its grandeur, and should be disappointed, they would do
well, perhaps, to consider that the Water-Cure is not the Berlin Movement? Cool, prac
tical men on the ground, who do not like the style of the Circular, say that Berlin hasmuch to hope in reliable men with means, who are getting ready to locate there. I look
at Berlin in this wise: Liberalism has sprung up spontaneously at that point, and is in
creasing; it is a beautiful place, and reasonably healtny and fertile, therefore. Socialists
who design to move, could hardl3r do better than to locate at Berlin on a safe, individual
plan, to begin with; since they will always have liberal society there, and a fine place to
live, even if they fail to actualize all they desire of co-operation and social ireedom, while
these are not likely to be realized anywhere sooner than at Berlin Eights.
Various Items.—Thank good friends for copies of the K Y. Tribune sent in response
to our call in last No. of the S. R.—Reply to the Vanguard’s “impeachment” of the S. R.
is crowded out of this No. by our lengthy miscellany, but will appear next month. This
No. will be mailed a little early, and next No., perhaps, a little late, as the press will he
removed, meantime, to Berlin Bights, Ohio. Orders for the journal or for books and
tracts, should he sent to Greenville, as heretofore; though if more convenient for the
writer, they may be sent to Berlin Bights. Contributions should be sent to Berlin Eights—and'as many of them as our friends please. They know what we want: philosophic,
scientific or practical point, and as much of the artistic as possible. IVe aim to attend
to all orders promptly and correctly, but may occasionally fail. The mails are very un
certain, and often very slow. A letter is sometimes two or three weeks getting over the’
150 miles between Greenville and Berlin Eignts. We hope that our friends will be pa
tient with delays, and give us credit for trying to avoid all business mistakes.
Errata.—In July No., page 15, 17th line from bottom, for “more or less mating,” read,
“more or less mutiny.” In August No., page 4n, 19th line from bottom, for hinder
parts,” read, “back parts.” I suppose the sense was right enough, but it purported to be
a literal quotation. In August No., page 54, 8th line from bottom, for “social tolerance,”'
read, “social intolerance.” In this No., page 75, 28th line from bottom, Mury should
be “Maury.” We think that typographical errors occur as seldom in this journal as in
any other.
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This is a hopeful little paper, devoted to Temperance, Education, the Arts and Sciences.
Those who read it will learn that its editor is one of the brave and liberal ones. I could
not show this better to the readers of the S. R. than by quoting her notice of our “pet,”'
hut there is not room for it here.
THE PRINCIPLE ; 276 Baltimore st., Baltimore, Md. 50 ets. a year.

Laning & Conklin, Editors.

This useful monthly has reached the eighth No., having been commenced in hiew York
City by J. B. Conklin, the well-known test-medium. It is now removed^ to Baltimore,
and will do battle in a more fogy latitude for liberal “principles.” May it be successful
in its enlarged field of labor S
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From J. Aitken Meigs’ chapter on “The Cranial Characteristics of the Races of Men,
I will present a few extracts embodying principles and a problem of the deepest interest
to American thinkers. Page 221:
“The brain is the organ or physical seat of the mind, and variations in its development
are, as is well known, the constant accompaniment of mental inequalities. Hence, the
variations in size, texture, &c., of the encephalon, and the proportions of its difi'erent
parts, vve are necessarily led to seek in great measure for the causes which so widely and
constantly dispart the numerous families, which in the aggregate, constitute mankind.”
Page 213:
“If the acts of an individual are to a considerable extent the outward expressions, or
functional manifestations of the organism, and if the acts of a society are the sum total of
the individual acts of its members, then it necessarily follows, the civil history of a na
tion in great measure arises from, and is dependent upon, the natural or physical charac
ters of its citizens. Thus, then, paradoxical as it may seem, the polygamy of the Orient,
the cannibalism of the South Sea Islands, the difference between the civilizations of Eu
rope and Asia, between the artistic powers of the negro and the ‘Caucasian,’ are so many
indications of the philosophical value of human osteology [craniology].”
Pages 249 and 250:
“It has not yet been determined how far the physical identity of the individuals com
posing a nation is a proof of purity of race and the homogeneity of the nation. Neither
is the law demonstrated, in obedience to which individual dissimilarities are produced by
intermixture of allied races. The first effect of such intermixture is to disorder the ho
mogeneity of type by the introduction of divergent forms. If the influx of the foreign
element is suddenly arrested, these abnormal or accidental forms are absorbed into the
primary type. If the introduction is continued over a long period, the homogeneous as
pect of the nation is destroyed, and the physical characters of the primary stock, togeth
er with those of the disturbing element, disappear, as the fusion proceeds to give rise to a
hybrid race blending the characters of both, and assuming a homogeneousness of its
own, which, if the fusion were perfect, would very likely lead to the supposition of its be
ing a pure form, especially if the history of these changes was not made known. * *
The thoroughness of the fusion, and the time required to affect it, will depend very much
VOL. IV.—-NO. IV.
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upon the degree of difference between the parent stocks, and upon the relative numbers
which are brought into contact. The more closely allied the groups, the more likely are
they to fuse completely; the more widely separated, the less likelihood is there of a per
fect intermixture.”
The following is quoted on the same page, from Crania Brittannica:
“The amalgamation of races, there are strong reasons for believing, depends chiefly on
their original proximity—their likeness from the beginning. Where races are remote,
their hybrid products are weak, infertile, shortlived, prone to disease, and perishable.
Where they are primitively nearer in resemblance, there is still an inherent law operating
and controling their intermixture, by which the predominant blood overcomes that which
is in minor proportion, and causes the offspring ultimately to revert to that side from
which.it was chiefly derived. As it is only where the resemblance of races is most inti
mate that moral antagonisms can be largely overcome, so it is in these cases alone that we
may expect to meet with the pvysical attraction productive of perfect amalgamation; na
ture, probably, still, at times, evincing her unsubdued resistance by the occurrence of fam
ilies bearing the impress of one or the other of their original progenitors.”
The following is from Meigs, page 251:
“Here, then, are the elements of a theory, or rather the indications of an unknown phys
iological law, whose importance is self-evident, and whose elucidation connects itself with
an allied series of phenomena. I allude to the instances in which the progeny of the fe
male by a second husband, resemble the first husband in physical appearance, tempera
ment, constitutional disease, &c.
“From the above remarks, it will be readily inferred that every additional foreign ele
ment introduced into a nation, will only serve to render a thorough fusion more and more
difficult. Indeed, an almost incalculable time would be required to bring the blending
stocks into equilbrium, and thus cause to disappear the innumerable hybrid forms or
pseudo-types. As long as the blood of one citizen of such a nation differed in the degree
of its mixture from that of another, diverse and probably long-forgotten forms would crop
out in the most unaccountable manner, as indications of the past, and obstacles to the as
sumption of that perfectly homogeneous character which belongs to the pure stocks
alone. To be assured of the truth of these propositions, we have but to examine with
care the population of any large commercial city, as London, Constantinople, Cadiz, New
York, &c.”
To these extracts from Dr. Meigs’chapter, I add the following from Squier, the Ameri
can archaeologist, as quoted by Gliddon, page 589:
“Anthropological science has determined the existence of two laws of vital importance
in their application to men and nations.
“1. That in all cases where a free amalgamation takes place between two different
stocks, unrestrained by what is sometimes called prejudice, but which is, in feet, a natural
i nstinct, the result is the final absolute absorption of one into the other. This absorption
is more rapid as the races or families thus brought in contact, approximate in type, and in
proportion as one or the other preponderate in numbers; that is to say, Nature perpetu
ates no human hybrids, as, for instance, a permanent race of mulattoes.
“2. That all violations of the natural distinctions of race, or of those instincts which
were designed to perpetuate the superior races in their purity, invariably entail the most
deplorable results, affecting the bodies, intellects, and moral perceptions of the nations
who are thus blind to the wise designs of Nature, and unmindful of her laws. In other
words, the offspring of such combinations or amalgamations are not only generally defic-
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• lent in physical constitution, in intellect, and in moral restraint, but to a degree which of
ten contrasts unfavorably with any of the original stocks.
“In no respect are these deficiencies more obvious than in matters affecting govern
ment. We need only point to the monarchial states of Spanish America to verify the
truth of the propositions laid down. In Central and South America, and Mexico, we
find a people not only demoralized from the unrestrained association of different races,
but also the superior stocks becoming gradually absorbed into the lower, and their insti
tutions disappearing under relative barbarism of which the latter are the exponents.”
Dr. Meigs saj^s, pages 213 and 214:
“But to the American citizen, especially, does our science [cranioscopy] recommend
itself as one worthy of all consideration, since upon American soil, representatives from
nearly all parts of the earth have been gathering together during the last two hundred
years. The peaceful and semi civilized Toltecan man—once the proud master of our
•continent, which he busily dotted with forts and mounds, with mighty monuments and
great cities—has just been swept away by the unrelenting hand of the longer-headed
but less intellectual nomade of the North—the red Indian—who, in his turn, is suffering
•annihilation in the presence of, and by contact with the yet larger-headed Teuton of Eu
rope. While the lozenge-faced Eskimo of our Polar coast-line is mysteriously fading
away, under the action of influences tending to render the extreme North an uninhabited
waste, from the old world a steady stream of human life, a heterogeneous exodus of va
rious races of men, is inundating our soil, and threatening to change our entire political
aspect by the introduction of novel physical and intellectual elements. The Scandina
vian, the German, the Sclavonian, and the Kelt of Southern Europe, the follower of Ma
homet, and the disciple of Confucius, the aboriginal Red Man, and the unhappy children
of Africa, have in congress assembled in the New World—not brought together fortuit
ously, for chance has nothing to do with the history and destiny of nations—but impelled
by laws of humanitarian progress and change, as yet improperly understood. All these
have assembled to work out the problem of human destiny on the one hand, and the sta
bility of our boasted republic on the other. Let the American reader steadily contem
plate this picture, and study its details; let him give ear to some of the momentous ques
tions which are anxiously disturbing the ; eace and quietness of this congress,—the ulti
mate disposition, for example, of the prognathous man [negro], imported by our English
forefathers, and left with us, a fearful element of discord,—the operations of the “manifest
destiny principle” in the Nicarauguan Republic, &c. Furthermore, let him contemplate
the members of our National Legislature daily debating questions involving the antipa
thies and affiliations of the races of men, without the slightest notion of their true eth
nological import; let him not be unmindful, also, of the various political parties and secret
assoc'ations which have suddenly sprung up in our midst, and are based upon ethnical
peculiarities; let him behold the Chinaman celebrating his polytheistic worship in the
h 'art of a Christian community, and within the shadow of a Christian temple; while up
on Beaver Island, and about Silt Lake, another institution of the East, polygamy, flour
ishes in rank luxuriance. Let the American reader, I say, contemplate .all this, and in
his anxiety to know the causes of these strange phenomena, the labors of the cranioscopist, in conjuction with those of the philosophical historian, will assume their full impor
tance.”
Finally, pages 251 and 252:
“If now, it be true, as Count de Gobineau maintains, in his philosophical inquiry into
fthe Causes of National Degeneracy, that a nation lives and flourishes only so long as th©
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progressive and leading ethnical element or principle, upon whichjt is based, is preserved
in a vigorous state, and that the exhaustion of this principle is invariably accompanied
With political death, then should the American statesman turn aside from the vapid and
mischievous party-questions of the day—questions whose very littleness should permit
them to pass unheeded—and earnestly compare the historical phases of our youthful re
public with those of the fallen Greek and Roman empires, and the already enfeebled En
glish Commonwealth, that he may learn those unalterable laws of political reproduction,
evolution and decay, and thus, forewarned, provide intelligently for the amelioration of
that disease whose seeds were planted when the Declaration of Independence was pro
claimed, and whose -deadly influences threaten, sooner or later, like the sianes of a tropiical forest, to suffocate the*national tree over 'which they are silently spreading.
The way to study the destiny of races in this country, we presume, would be, guided
by the laws of amalgamation, to ascertain the proportion of blood of the various peoples
now on American soil and already intermingled or destined to become so, and also to
reckon the probable effects of future emigration from foreign countries on the relative
proportion of ethnical elements now in process of intermixture. So far as the loss or
permanent viciation of the leading type is concerned, there seems to he nothing serious
to apprehend from the negro, since, in his physiological characteristics, he is too far re
moved from the “Anglo-Saxon,” and the antipathies between the races too great for any
general amalgamation to take place, or if it did, for the mongrel stock to possess suffic
ient constitutional stamina to make any considerable impression on government or society.
But the negro race is increasing very rapidly, and what is to be the ultimate destiny of
the millions of this inferior type on American soil, it is probably still impossible, from the
immature state of anthropological and ethnological science, to divine.
Emigration from Germany is bringing vast numbers of that people, but, though mostly!
of the lower social grades, they have large heads of fine conformation, and all that their
descendants want, is American culture to make them as truly American as those who
made and sustained the Declaration of Independence. The children of German Catho
lics and Lutherans, even of German nativity, become transformed through American in
fluences into theological sceptres and “Dutch Yankees.”
It is claimed by some that the Celtic or Catholic Irish are of an inferior type. If this
be true, the greatest danger of ethnical corruption is to he apprehended from this class of
the American population. The Celt is not so far removed from the Teuton, but that
the two peoples readily become fused, and so far as this takes place, there would b©
deterioration. The number of native Irish in the United States is; almost as great as
that of all other foreigners put together; but all the Irish are not Celts, and what the
proportion is, the returns do not show.
jfrom the seventh census of the United States, we learn that the
“Natives of Ireland in the U. S. in 1850, were 961,719
572,225
Germany
278,674
England
147,700
British America
70,550
Scotland
54,0,69
France
29,8,68
Wales
95.022”
All other c’tries
But I did not mean to attempt the solution of this problem; only to extract it from the
work before me, for the consideration of such as desire to study whatever relates to hu
man destiny. This part of the work from which I glean, has been vastly interesting to
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sne. Without a knowledge of the laws of amalgamation and hereditary descent, it is im
possible to estimate the forces of human progress, dhe advances and relapses oi human
faith and culture cannot be accounted for without conceding to hereditary influences their
proper value. A greater diversity of individual peculiarities obtains amongst the mixed
races, and it may not be improbable that the complex relation of temperaments produced;
by the intermixture of the higher types, has already, and will still more, necessitate a di
versity in human activities and a wider range for individual freedom in all things, and es
pecially in whatever relates to^the conditions of human reproduction.
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nocent and worthless as the Christian Religion. It does not disturb people in their prej
udices. It deprecates agitation. It says nothing to Woman’s Rights—nothing to thegospel of Freedom, except to disown and misrepresent it—nothing to Slavery—nothing
to Land Monopoly—it is bare, aye, thread-bare “Immortality.” It is “Christ and him
crucified—“Christ” without any of the works of Christ. “Immortality”—if the wrongs
of earth are to be immortalized—if the crimes and castes, monopolies and slaveries of
Earth are to be continued above—if Heaven has no word of encouragement for the op
pressed and down-trodden of Earth—no word of reproof for injustice and tyranny—I
wish for no part in it. But it is false. The inhabitants of the spheres do take a deep in
terest in the regeneration of* Earth. Those persons who so misrepresent them are more
anxious to preserve their own dignity and popularity than to correctly state the philoso
phy of Spiritualism. They would make it popular, and (hey deprive it of all vital powr. God save the cause of Spiritualism from the keeping of “respectable” men—they
ire the curse of every reform movement—these careful weather-cocks who never utter
an opinion till they feel the popular pulse—who go into the field of reform with their kid
---------1

^

U Will

B spade, and then set up for a separate table lest they smell the perspiration or lose caste
They are a nuisance in any really vital movement—they have been the death of every
reform effort that they could control, and they will damn this if they can have their way.
They ignore the facts of spirit life—belie the Spiritual Philosophy, and then talk about
Free Lovers, who all correctly respect spirit teachings, as “tacking themselves on to Spir
itualism,” and take pains to advertise their own immaculate virtue—very virtuous no
doubt. Add to our vices moral cowardice and hypocrisy, and we have the sum of your
virtues as they are in nine cases out of ten, and the world you are courting knows ftlH
The Spiritual Philosophy embraces and endorses Free Love, but is not by any means
the father of it. Spiritualism* is of comparatively recent date; Free Love is as old as the
Etei nities. Spiritualism depends for its proof on the testimony of men; but the whole
Universe of God is a living proof of the principle of Free Love. The one, like all other
systems dependant on human testimony, is only extremely probable; the other is demon
strable. The grain of sand, the glittering dewdrop, the blade of grass, the tiny flower,
the fluttering leaf, the flying insect, the crawling reptile, the warbling bird, every animal
that roams the forest, every wheeling planet, every entity, from the atom which help- to!
form the infinitesimal animalcule to rolling suns and systems—is a witness for the Divi|
ity of Freedom—a living verification of the Truth that “God is Love.” From atom i
system, Affinity is the only rule of action. The relation which each atom in the Un
verse bears to every other atom, is regulated by the principle of attraction, 05 the lov
which each bears to the other. Every pebble, leaf, tree, and animal, is begotten in th
first place, and retains its position in after life by the attracting and cohesive power <f
Free Love. Each atom which composes them, finds and retains its position by the powe
of this principle. They connect and combine according to affinities. They come togetf
or because they subserve their own happiness thereby; and when they no longer love, cF
a stronger love attracts them, they separate, and again unite writh other atoms, neve1,
dreaming it a breach of morality, in the least. Every planet regulates its own move"
ments .according to its own attractions, and no one presumes to tell another when it if'
out of its sphere. Throughout all Nature, animate or inanimate, organic or inorganic,1
atomic or planetary,, mineral, vegetable, or animal, the right to “liberty and the pursuit of
happiness” is recognized. Every atom or combination of atoms is an individual sover-"
controled only by the inner law. Their marriages are all for love—not a mercenanf
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match among them. He wins who has the strongest powmr of attraction—the rights of
property are scouted at and jealousy is unknown. They not only marry without con
sulting dither the priest or public opinion, but they unmarry with equal facility!' There
is not a single monogamist (from a sense of .duty), throughout all God’s Universe. There
are “unions for life,” but love is the bond, happinessdhe object, in all cases. "Morality,
conscience, duty, never enter as incentives to action. All are content to live out their
own natures according to their own instincts, never thinking of anything wrong in the
arrangement. Beast, bird, fish, insect, atoms and systems obey, joyfully, unquestioningv
ly, the law ot their being. It is left for man—wise man, to question the wisdom of his
Maker. He, alone, distrusts the Divinity of his nature. Undep the influence of a damn
ing theology, or a conventional education, he pronounces himself totally depraved, and
the glorious human body becomes an unclean thing, to be curbed, crushed and crucified.
The best gifts of God become a curse to him—the holiest impulses of the soul take on
the hue of evil—to be subdued and eradicated. Shame on the ingrates, to thus grumble
at God s beneficence to thus disparage, and depreciate their highest;, purest faculties.
That old Heathenism, dotal Depravity, is at the root of this whole matter. Reason is of
the Devil, and we must not trust it—we must pay a priest to think for us, or tell us how
to think. The body is also depraved. Love becomes lust, earthly, sensual and devilish*
It must be restricted and sanctified by the blessing of some holy man.' We must think
to order and love to order! And even some of our liberals, who think themselves eman
cipated from theological superstitions, are yet very much tainted with the old notion of
depravity. Spiritual love is pure, but love which descends into the body is depraved—
why, unless the body is depraved?—an idea which they pretend to discard, but neverthe
less retain, and build their prejudices on it. Now, I believe that the Creative Energy
has made the human body worthy of the spirit which inhabits it. It is j-ust as pure, just
as holy, and is just as much entitled to its rights. Any other view is a reflection upon
Deity. To call thosts faculties “sensual,” “base,” “nasty,” on whose use depends the peo
pling of the Universe—it is a stretch of egotism, ingratitude and blasphemy, which, how
ever common, is wholly inexcusable—it is to call God a fool and a bungler, and yourself
wiser than He! These men whose sense of propriety is so much nicer than Nature’s—
who are so much wiser than God—if they could only haye been born into the wmrld
without any bodies, or at least without those parts which they deem especially unworthy
bf them, they might then have an opportunity of ascertaining whether the body is really
any detriment to the soul—-whether they are, in reality, as much wiser than God as they
seem to suppose. It is pride—it is egotism—it is ingratitude thus to vilify the glorious
human body—the master-work of Nature. Whatever is natural is right—is proper_is
pure—is holy—is righteous.
In the great chain of Being, from the smallest atom to wheeling systems, Love is the
only law, the only incentive to action. Every atom in all the Universe is a Lover, free
to love every other atom—and as Deity exists only in and manifests Himself through Na
ture, therefore God is a Free Lover! The whole Universe is a vast field of Free Love,
where the atoms of matter attract and repel bach other in perfect freedom. God, then,
being the author of Free Love, must of course, approve of it: and our title to a respect
able parentage is sufficiently proved!
We, then,"as Free Lovers, are at one with God and in harmony with Nature; and you
self-righteous pharisees wEo pass by on the other side, are as far from the kingdom of
Heaven as your ancient prototypes were; you are the outlaws, not us. You are at war
with God, and endeavoring to thwart his will. If conformity to the law's of God be a
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test of righteousness, then are ye miserable sinners—infidels, without faith either in Godl
or man! Go chasten your self-consequence! . Repent ye, for the Kingdom of Heaven is.
at hand !
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Straws show which way the wind blows. If on6 has trouble, one easily finds out who
their true friends are; If wc weep, some will chide, and tell us we are not true women;
othbrs, that we ought to have more spirit, and not care a straw about these things, that eat
into our very heart’s core. If those whom we have once loved and cherished, turn against,
us, and slander us for the good we have done them, is there any way or means devised
whereby a sensitive person may become wholly indifferent to the falsehoods which throw
blight and mildew upon her future life-path? There may be a heart somewhere in the
great Universe that can come to us at such times, and enfold us with his love, soothe by
his kindness, and with gentle words bind up our crushed spirits. Who has not known
something of earth’s trials but who has found a true comforter?
Shall I read you a page from a life history? In a far distant city sits a woman, alone
in her chamber. Her eyes are red with weeping, for, spread out before her, is the chart
of her future, yet to be lived. The past of her married life has been a series of unkind
nesses and harsh treatment—why expect better things in. future? Hoplessness and de
spair are her guests, and bid her remember the marks she will wear to the grave, as an
earnest of what she is still to expect.' She sees no way of escape but by death, and for
it she earnestly prays. - She thinks of her far distant childhood’s home—of her mother,
who knew the secret springs of her nature, and when grief stirred the deep fountains,,
could fold her to her heart, and still the troubled waves. But, alas! that mother is in
the Spirit Land.
If she rallies and goes into company and talks socially, her husband says she has made
a “fool of herself;’’ and if she talks but little she is “stupid, and digraces” him; if she
labors hard, and does her own domestic labor, she is a “scrub,” and “only fit for the
kitchen;” if she hires a domestic, she is “extravagant,” and will “rum” her husband; if
she dress plainly, he is “ashamed of her;” if she dress gaily, she is “a vain fool;” if she
give the beggar at the door part of her dinner, she is- “wasteful;” if she refuse, she is a
hard-hearted wretch;” if she go to church, “it is to show her finery;” if she stay at
home “she is an old infidel;” if she cook a good dinner Sunday, “all she thinks of is
something good to eat;” if she do not, she is “too lazy to live;” if she gets up early in
the morning, she “disturbs his forenoon nap” and “burns up the wood and coal;” if she
lies in bed she is,“shiftless and idle;” he observes that her face is pale and her eyes are
sunken, and he tells her that “she eats too much” and “lacks exercise;” she is sick, and
asks him to call at the market and send home her dinner—it is beneath“his dignity, and
he tells her to “keep a negro to wait upon her;” if he choose to lie in bed at mealtime,
she must carry up his meals to him; and if he throws the cup and saucer at her head
because she looks tired, she must feel’grateful to him, for “if some men had her she
would get cowhided for being sullen and ugly.”
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■Will there ever come a day of emancipation for woman? Can ^
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men ever cease to be tyrants, because they are stronger than we?
W and wearied sisters? If you break your bonds, you must go forth into the world
without money, and your reputation doubtful If he choose to
you with the slime of his evil imaginings, what can you do? You must struggle w
poverty' you must bear to have your bosom pierced with the shafts of malice and le
Ceep in silence at the covert sneer or open scorn of the unkind
b!^
^;^l:^^'^"sr'"kether.
what you enaure

j

Aay.

You have to drink the wormwood and the

WMMsmm,

0t Doete“reahZe how many noble, true, and great womanly hearts are being crushed and
broken by unkindness and neglect? Beformers tell us we must rouse
sert our rights? Will they give us money to feed and clothe us whi e w
P
tag om freedom? -I would say, for one, better is a dinner of herbs with freedom to love,
than a stalled ox, in slavery, and hatred therewith.”
I have made an effort for freedom, and if 1 die without achieving it I deem
honorable to die in the attempt, than to die, having made no effort. I can ook thro g
the bars of my cage, into the bright world outside, and occasionally a glad sunbeam
streams through its ton gratings. Sometimes a stray zephyr brings to my ears the glad
musitonove, and ere I can analyze its sweet strains, a foul miasma bearing disease and
, • 11 i-i ’j-q
fury I 3>hi blinded for ttic time,
death in its train, sweeps past, with all its devasta^
y
and all things look dark then. I can believe the sun shines, but cannot see it. Ihere
Ta good time coming, yet I know not when. But hope poiuts upward, and -tis no long,
at fathlt t fore our earth-trials will have passed, and we shall be free then, ,f no now.
WelaU know as we are known, and calumny will fall harmless at our feet. No longer
shall we have care for the body’s wants, nor longer wish for congenial souls to sympa
thize lith us or aid our feeble footsteps. We shall tod all there that we can apprec.ate
“we’must toil on, and live what lives we can, truthfully and lovingly. We may have
many bright flowers ipring up in our pathways; and if truth and justice is our motto,
we must have a glorious future.

______

,

ANOTHER PAGE, BY JENNIE, WHEN FREE.

am free_yes free in soul and body-and how jubilant I feel this calm, sweet Summer mornhj The earth seems dressed in brighter green than ever before and the
ta LTre singing softer, sweeter melodies than are their wont! How glorious ,s Freedom
after tight yea« of servile bondage-crushing, agonizing, brutal bondage! Life now
seems worth the living; and new hopes and loves spring up all around, to beautify, ehe ,i
t

and Pnoourao-e me to lofty elforts and noble thoughts.
aHTre hack upon the dark past, how dreadful seems the road I have traveled!
What heart-aches! What burning tears of agony over life’s sweetest, dearest hopes
bet aid bleeding' What nights of terror, and even horror, have burned themselve
crusbed and bleeding^.^
hopeless, desolate and despairing were those fearful
years ol married life!

They seem like an eternity of misery to me; and 1 would never

(?1
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lift the veil but for the encouragement of some poor sister or brother, who ml^l^be

opelessly living, and feeling that death alone can free them from this legalized slavery
—worse-ten thousand times worse than death-a living death! How often have I
wis md for the quiet rest of the grave: for no ray of hope ever pierced through my gloom'
JHust i not toil on, uncomplainingly, drinking only the bitter waters of life-for was I
not a wife? It could never end, only through death—and what hope had 1?
One day my physician placed in my hand a reform book: and it opened a new world to
my desponding eyes—but, oh, how far off it seemed! Could I ever reach it?
Day after day passed: and the faint hope born, was cherished and nourished in silence
and alone. But if I left my home, what could I do to earn a living? How could I meet
the slanders and unkind sayings of an unsympathizing world? These were questions al
most overwhelming. I had never learned a trade; and if I had, such was my health that
I could not have worked at it. What could I do, then, but suffer on, in silence and die
as I had lived?
But a new thought was born in my brain, one day, while conversing with an artist.
Could I not learn to draw and paint, and thus fit myself for a teacher in these branches?
I had often been told of my ability in that direction—why should I not cultivate it’ But
how was I to obtain the funds necessary to defray the expenses of a teacher materials
and other items necessary for such an enterprise? My wits were now fairly at work:’
and I managed to earn some money, and with it commenced my studies. My husband
seeing my determination to learn, and the facility with which I mastered the rudiments
concluded to furnish the remainder necessary for my instruction in oil painting, sagely
concluding that I could be more useful to him now, if I could earn money to add to his
already comfortable store. I wisely kept my own secret; and bore all his jeers and crit
icisms upon my artistic efforts. I was working for Freedom; and, in my imagination I
could almost hear the rustle of her wings.
Darns, weeks and months passed. An advertisement appeared in the daily paper, that
I would receive pupils—and how my heart beat when I found myself teaching ten schol
ars in the various branches of drawing and painting! I soon found myself abundantly
occupied; and now came the resolution never to sul mit to a personal indignity again.
I was hardly certain that I could maintain this resolution, yet I would try. My heal h
had improved with my new exertion; but I was not the same joyous, healthy, happy girl
as when I first became a wife. Cares and troubles had made their impress, and happi
ness was a stranger to me.
My trial came, and I asserted my right. Never can I forget that trial!—the look of
astonishment that came over his face, when, with a forced calmness, I said that I had re
solved, from that time henceforth and forever, to be my own keeper! He wondered how
I had dared to thus place my will in opposition to his wishes. I, who had hitherto been
led along in my chains so easily, and who dared not disobey, had now placed myself in
antagonistic attitude what was to be done? His hand was raised to fell me to the
earth, for he was maddened into fury. Never! said I, as I sprang from him—never will
I take another blow- from you. Henceforth our paths through life lie in different direc
tions, and no longer am I a slave! Thus we parted. He took his money and left me
alone—not peacefully did he leave me, but the venom of his malice tainted all the atmos
phere through w-hich he passed, and no slander was too vile to break upon me.
Months passed, each full of trials and sharp thorns, tearing the tenderest fibres of the
heart. ’Twas a dark journey to freedom, but it has been achieved, and I am happy, now.

Aye, happier than when a joyous school-girl; for I am wiser for this harsh experience.

&&
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These trials only serve for a dark background to my picture, and all the light can be bet
ter seen. I have no wish, now, that my life had been other than it has been. Many are
the shoals and quicksands over which I have passed; but in so doing I have learned their
location, and shall never make their acquaintance again. My views of life have enlarged?
and a holier, deeper love now pervades me than could ever have done but for the wisdom
gained by experience. All things are bright and fair to me qow; and every day brings
new joys in its bosom. Sweetly and pleasantly float the hours along; and my “life seems
all love and my love all life.” The old world has passed, and a new and glorious world
is now my home. I have been, paid a thousand fold for all I suffered, in the delightful
joys which Freedom alone can give.
Sisters, who feel your bonds, make the effort to free yourselves, and, depend upon it,
you will succeed. Energy and perseverance will accomplish wonders; and you will feel
new strength develop, with every new effort. Swedenborg says “the Heavens are built
upon the Hells :” and I can bear witness to the truth of it, though; perhaps, in a little dif
ferent sense from his. There are thousands of lone souls who are hoping, and living
what lives they can in bondage, while they see almost clearly the bright world beyond.
This is their song:
Alone we walk Life’s pebbly way,
Our footprints dimly seen;
Alone we spend each fleeting day,
Our hopes no longer green.
In early life our morn was fair—
No clouds obscured the sky;
We freely breathed the dewy air—
Our hearts distilled no sigh.
But joys, like Summer winds, have flown.
And cares our pathway dim.
No heart is ours—we live alone,
Communing deep within.
But, from the buried past—new hope*
Have from its ashes sprung.
We travel up the mountain slopes,
Our banners widely flung.
Our watchword Freedom—on we march,
Where Truth points out the way.
Free as the clouds ’neath yon blue arch,
Shall Truth bear sovereign sway.
Free Love is mighty—’twill prevail;
And hearts now crushed and torn
Will sweetly load the passing gale
With joys in Freedom born.
The right to love—the right to live
We claim for every soul.
To sovereign man we never give
A woman to control.
We claim for woman equal rights
To mount with man to fame.
If knowledge fill her with delights,
Be hers its radiant flame.
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To all my brothers and sisters who can sing this song, let me say to you, ‘•you are very
near the kingdom;” and soon its radian e will burst upon you, covering you with a flood
of livinglight.

SUGGESTED

PERPENDICUEAR;

BY JOSEPH TREAT.

Extremes meet.'® The affectional starvation of Society, is one extreme; the resultant
and inevitable recoil of the Reformers—Free Love—is another. Each is equally asi e
from the soul’s due, great mean.
We have been denied love so long, that now, love has come to be our perfect hobby.
We can think nothing, say nothing, do nothing, but love, love, love ! It is not Life we
care about, but Love—is not Freedom we want, but only Free Love. The live-long day,
and still more the night, we crave for some one’s winding arms—crave to be m some
body’s bosom. We are not easy, if we are not carried clear away with passion. And
all this is natural, just what might have been expected. We are not to be blamed by
others; we can not even blame ourselves. Society has cursed us with this deep hunger
of surfeiting and drunkenness.
But so, we overdo the thing. We get beyond our proportion. And we violate the
harmonies of Great Nature. We subvert Order, which is evermore Nature’s first law.
We break up the eternal permanence of things. We destroy quiet, and rest, and fast
anchoring; and set ourselves all afloat. We cut loose from the center, and shoot off into
the void, with no goal nor polestar forever. Life becomes a dizzy whirl—of excitement,
and longing, and striving, but not satisfying !
The human soul wants rest. It refuses to be pacified till it gets home. It will not
cease its sighing till it is oned. It must meet, and be met, or it will still renew its plaint,
and say, “I am alone !” And it is not the many that can ever meet it, (though, yet, it
still needs the many, and then the many are a true meeting to it), but it must at last be
one that so fills and blesses it—being oned with the multitude, is the blotting out ot
Arithmetic. A hundred can never be so one, as two can—the nature of the thing is the
very impossibility. If there are more than two, it is not the oneness they sought; and
the soul is not satisfied Each wants to feel, “We two, love each other best of all: are
most to each other of all: are the true and perfect One of all.” Each craves the unut
terable joy of knowing, that there is one person in the world to whom he is dearer than
all the Universe, be it ever so infinite; as his own exquisite and continually-increasing
rapture tells him, that other is dearer than the Universe to him. And then the yearn
ing of the heart is forever stilled! Two souls have been born into heaven! They have
gravitated to one center, and now it is—Rest!
Free Love at first wars against this soul-consummation, by such utter hunger of desire
as must look to Variety for its gratifying. Our greed makes us omnivorous; and we
would fain appropriate all. But time brings a reaction; change will not always satisfy;
the heart is conscious it is ill at ease; and at length we find—what perhaps we littledreamed—that after all we are Two-and-Two, and must make back to that headland
once mope!, jAnd then Free Love cures, what Free Love first induced.
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So I suggest the following, as the Perpendicular of Nature—the Goal which the Race
will reach hereafter; and to which, the experience of Freedom will bear us alFon:
The first thing] is Life, and not Love—Freedom, and not Free Love—the greater in
cludes the less.
Next, Freedom in the department of Love, is absolute—the all and perfect that can
possibly be wrapped up even in the conjoined words, Free Love !
>So, No-Marriage forever; nor any thing at all like Marriage; but only its eternal abo
lition.
Voluntary (and then necessitated—for those who love must!) flowing together of
Two-and-Two, and dwelling in the oneness of interior and integral Families—but yet
the furthest possible from Isolate; both because thus elective, and also, because embraced
in the one great household, Association. Some of these pairs will live as one till death,
(probably all of them, when the world shall become Clairvoyant), but others of them,
who either first mistook, or afterward grew away from each other, will humanly change,
■and get righted at last.
For their Names—when the word is ripe, and Marriage forgotten, I know not but
they will come to be called one, as in fitting harmony with their own oneness of nature;
but that one will as often be the woman, as the man. But for the present, and so long
as loss of name is identical with loss of existence, let them both keep their own true
names. I could never consent that any should take my name, however oned v/ith me;
but both we must stand in this breach, and brave the world’s mistaking and dishonor,
and bear our testimony against its wrong, and teach it that the most beautiful and glori
ous lives known to earth may be against law; even till the holy and pure example break
down all opposition, and men everywhere be swayed to the same fair goodness and inno
cence of nature, and all these woes and pollutions of Marriage be overpast forever!
And for the names of their Children—I should want mine called after her I loved, in
honor of that great love; and she might wish them called after me, for a like reason in
her own case; and then they might naturally come to bear the names of us both. Or, a
child might fittingly take the name of the parent it most resembled. But for the pres
ent, it would be but a general make-weight in the scale of justice to Woman, that the
identity and consequence of Offspring, be devolved upon her; besides, that the mother
has the strongest right to the children, seeing they are most hers, and she has most to do
with them. And in time, names may come to be greatly bestowed by qualities, and not
by ancestry. And would it be progressing backward, if sirnames (sire-names, parentnames) should some day cease altogether, as in the earlier ages of the world? Yet I im
ply not that they will.
But these Pairs, so holily oned, and in this oneness forever finding their holiest bliss,
and their highest life, will as well be something more—still something more, to widen
the joy, and deepen the delight, even of that infinite onening! The HEART-home must
be their room, and their bed, and the other’s bosom; but another home will encircle them
each, whenever they leave their enchanted bower—the Home of Society—and that will
be a passport to the friendship and love—all their souls can ask and win—of any and ev
ery brother and sister, So that not they alone will bless each other with love; but many
will bless each, and each in turn bless many. The loves of society will but serve to
strengthen their love; and their loves will equally react to highten the loves of Society.
It will be the perfection of bliss—this Oneness, and this variety—this Life-Love, and its
episodes!
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CURE.

BY J. H. COOK.

Much has been said and proved in favor of the Water Cure and other modern cures,
for poor, diseased, unhappy mortals; but the potency of the Love Cure has scarcely be
gan to be known or appreciated. Some of our most popular Water Cures publish, from
time to time, lists of those who have been cured or greatly benefitted b)7' them. I would
not disparage the virtues of water, for I know by experience what they are. It has
been said by some hydropathists that, water, when properly applied, will cure any dis
ease that is curable. But I believe there are many men and women whom nothing but
love, free, spontaneous and unrestricted, can cure. Some of these men and women have
been, or are now, at water cures. In spite of all the faithful appliances of water and its
usual concomitants, they are still, pale, bloodless, lifeless, sleepless, restless and strength
less, because, in many cases, they are loveless or loverless.
I know love would not cure all these cases; but it would cure many of them, and
make life far more endurable to most of them. Love can bring out the spirit from its
inmost recesses, where disease may have driven it, and set in circulation the doimant
blood, infusing motion, life, heat and vigor throughout the human system.
I knew a woman who had hardly been out of doors for a jmar, who -went three miles
on foot, to meet a former lover, who she supposed had forsaken her, but who, she heard,
was again coming to see her. Much of the efficacy of water at the water-cures, is ow
ing to love and water together; although love gets none of the credit.
Our most popular ■water-cures are places of comparative social freedom and toleration,
where the sexes are permitted to talk, eat, sing, dance, play, romp, ramble, sit or lounge
together, kiss and embrace each other, have private walks and interviews with each oth
er, with much more freedom and far less suspicion and gossip than at home or in society
in general. Here kindred spirits often meet; “soft eyes look love to eyes,” the drooping
spirit revives, and life’s machinery moves.
Water and other material agencies, in some constitutions and diseases can cure alone.
But in female and nervous diseases, to which those who are the most highly developed
and the most susceptible to the influences and atmospheres of love are the most liable,
love is more potent than all of them. Some patients find no affinities at water-cures: or
if they do, they suppress all manifestations of them, yet all the while suffering intensely
for some congenial soul to lend its aid, draw out the spirit from its hiding-place, and im
part to it reactive power.
Let us suppose a man goes to a water-cure, who, in consequence of a predominance of
certain temperaments, has too much heat or inflamation in his system, and is therefore
predisposed to certain diseases. He finds a woman there, who, from a predominance of
those temperaments in which he is deficient, has too little heat or too much cold in her
system, and is suffering from a class of diseases to wdiich he is a stranger. Their differ
ent temperaments draw them together, and they feel that they love each other. That
man’s surplus heat, and his other surpluses, are just what that woman wants: and her
surpluses are just what he wants. Bj- contact she can reduce his fever, and he can pro
duce a fever in her which is what they both need. Hydropathists say that Nature knowswhat she wants: and if she wants water let her have it. I sajq also, if she wants love,
let her have it, in nil its way of administration. The more social freedom we have at
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Water-cures, (it never will be less) or the more of the love cure we have with the water
cure, the more salutary they will become.
Water-cures are, in fact, important preparatory schools of social freedom. Not a few
lovers have been brought together at these establishments, and their efficacy been attrib
uted to water, diet, &c. Soon may the time come—and soon it will come—when all the
“weak and wounded, sick and sore,” who are so developed as to be susceptible to the
power of love, shall have free access to it, in all its forms of natural manifestation, with
out money and without price. On this point I speak both from experience and observa
tion: which have not been limited to small space or numbers.
0, sick, depraved and selfish man, the love of woman in freedom is your salvation!
O, feeble, degraded, enslaved and suffering woman, the love of man in freedom shall yet
strengthen, elevate ana free you, and make you as healthy and happy as you are now
sick and wretched ! 0, sick, dying and loveless world, stand out of the way, and let the
great physician—the very Christ—the Love Cure, have a chance to cleanse the leper,
cast out sin, and raise the dead !
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BY CORA BARRY.

Strange, wild, witching mystery—Love !
I sit upon the mountain-top, watching the paling
Of the morning stars, as fair Aurora climbs
The eastern slope with glowing feet. I sit and watch
The bright awakening of this dear old earth
Prom midnight’s starry slumbers; catching, with ear
Acute, the first faint twitter of the robin from her
Leafy nest amid the maple boughs, listing with
Smiling lip, the sweet, soft murmur of the shimmering
Leaves, awhisper with the zephyr’s wooing breath:—
Then shut my wondering eyes, and fold my still hands
O’er my gushing heart, I breathe me to my enrapt soul—•
So sweet to live !
Now the sun hath kissed the linden tops,
And like an angel-presence casts a charmed light
O’er all the dewy earth—touching with magic wand
The tiny grass-blade, and making of each simple thing
A glorious banner studded o’er with pearls.
The shadows dark, that hung on Erie’s troubled breast,
Affrighted, haste awajr; and now her surging waves
Only flash back brightness for brightness, and from
Her jewelled bosom now reflects alone the loving joy
The Sun God’s glances give. In the distant forest, far away,
I hear the sweet, sad plaint of mourning wood-dove,
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With her tender asking plea—Come home, home, home !
And sighing, wonder if these cooing song-birds
Ever die of “hope*deferred”—-if in all nature’s fair domain,
These sweet, sad yearnings rise, and are not met.
The breezes highten as the morning beams
Trip gaily up the vaulted skies; andgstill I sit,
Watching the floating vapor pass before the sun,
Flecking the earth with shadows, or anon, tracing
The unmarked pathway of some snowy clondlet,
Walking the great untraveled highways of the air—
Asking with thoughtless child-trust, what soft hand
Had framed its fair proportions, or what master’s
Touch, had spent its highest flight,
In lending to the fairy thing its wondrous grace and beauty.
The shadows sleep upon the hillsides warm,
Or with winged feet run all achase, o’er greening forests,
Open glades, or distant, gleaming waters:
The anthem grand of all the rolling spheres, sweeps
O’er my soul’s tense wires, and wakens yet,
The sweet refrain so often sung before—so beautiful to live!
Aye, so beautiful to live !—
My spirit’s chords are all attuned to harmony and joy—
My souls interior life is like a fount of blisses,
And in the garden of my heart, bloom fragrant flowers,
Azure-eyed and golden, like angels lying in the lap of Heaven.
A great, deep love is in my soul—a wild, sweet worship,
Starring all my life’s dim days with sunbeams bright,
And bringing, with the largeness of its holy joy,
A life, so deep, impassioned, thrilling,
That it seemeth pain to hold the blessedness so close.
The surging winds are ’round me, and I fling
My ribboned hat upon the turf, put back the dark hair
From my sun-kissed brow, and standing up erect,
I let the summer breezes whisper thro’ my straying locks,
As darts that sweet celestial charm—the airy humming bird—
Within the nectared cups of trailing vines.
I reach my quivering hands to out-most verge of heaven,
And walk alway with white-browed wanderers there ;
I lay my cheek familiarly to God’s, and breathe the aroma
Of elysian lands; while thro’ the chambers of my soul,
I hear the tripping feet of golden memories, like pattering:
Rain-drops tinkling on the leaves. Fair greening isles
Float by me, and from their sunny banks, o’er-arched
With mantling vines, whose purple fruitings load the ambient air
With perfumes equaling “Araby the blest;” and scented
Slopes, astir with fragrant flowers, whose charming beauty
Only tells of heaven; and dewy lawns, whose velvet turf,
’Neath angels gliding feet, seems soft as eider down.
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0, from these pure, enchanted realms, dear angel hands
Are proffering tti my asking lips, the pearl-crowned
Chalice, where is set the holiest seal of love!
My pulses still their wild, wild beating, and the throbbings
Of my yearning heart, are hushed in reverent awe:
With folded palms, and tearful eyes, and sweet, sweet pain,
I put away the gift so craved, and whisper to my waiting soul—
“Not yet—tho’ soon shall come the radiant shine
Of all thy glorious dreamings, and soon shalt thine interior life.
Feel all zoned round with this, full, beauteous love
That cometh only as the breezes come, or nears thee only
As the rounded spheres retain their tihieness ever.
Await the utterest filling—attraction sweet, and law
Inevitable as fate, shall bring thee all thine own—
For thou art free!”
The noon-tide comes apace—
,
And as careering sunbeams, zenith reached, have found
Their highest flight, my soul, leans out, and looks
Upon a sea of jmars.—-The beauteous past,
All sunned and circled round with joy,
From living as the angels live—unchained, unfettered, true;
Bringing such love as only life-free souls can know-—
Spontaneous,free,devoted—devoted still,and sheening all my pathway o’er
With heaven-hued days of bliss, making the retrospection sweet
As childhood’s balmy dreamings. The charmed now
Is like a golden hour, within, around, above me—
Singing me ever of the shining futures, garlanded
With rosy hopes, and whitened into angelness divine:—
Futures that shall be more blest, from being yet more true.
And so I sweetly live! and so I deeply love!—that,
As I look up to the beaming skies, the fading moon,
So softly cradled in the arms of day; the tinted-wood;
The hazy light asleep upon the hill; the white ships hovering near.
Like winged spirits from the near confine's of Heaven—
And feel the holy hush of deep voluptuous life,
From Nature’s yearning breast—oh, all the stilly joy
That pulses through this full-veined earth; ,my soul
Seems sent afloat upon the billowy air, enrapt in halcyon dreams;
I bathe my brow in Orient beams, and touch my mute lips oft,
With hallowed incense from life’s jewelled cup;
With winged feet, T wade thro’ sunset-dyes, and cleave the ether blue,
With pinions dipped in the starbeam’s silvery wave;
I sit ensphered in more than rainbow'glories,
And all my heart goes; out in songs and gladness wild,
And all its chords but breathe forth harmony divine,
As Love’s Soft fingers sweep its thousand strings.
0, at his rosy touch, the quivering pulses play a sweeter
Strain, than e’er was heard from wind-harps ’mong the trees,
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Or lyre Eolian, kissed by gentlest breath, from land of
Orange blooms. And still it comes—this madness sweet—
This surging flood of bliss; again this spirit-harp responds
To mine, this soul so regal, rounded, glorious, free, again
Hath shot athwart my sky, and every neyer is all atilt with joy.
Alone—alone—yet so sphered ’round with all this gleaming
Love, so twinned|with this one-other life, that even now
I feel the pressure of his wildering touch, and sun
My entranced soul in the dear radiance of his beaming smile.
I know the loving eyes—eyes only less than heaven, in
Their glorious blue—are looking in my soul—oh, looking
As I would have them look—for I could bare my very life to him*
The deep, low tones of love fall on mj^ heart, waking wild
Echoes through its sounding aisles; the twining arms are ’round me,
And the electric chain that binds our oned souls ever,
Hath sent along its quivering links the swelling tide of
Love divine—while wing and wing, we pass the pearly gates—
Soul melting into soul, and bodies answering, meet
With star-crowned sanction of the higher life:
No need have we, who touch our hands to God’s,
Of “old wives fables,” qr. ritesflower laws.
Divine and equal giving, of this love and life, oh, this shall bring
Our yearning hearts, an incarnation glowing,
Of this most beauteous dream—a sweet embodied prayer,
Divine, and pure, and holy—a seraph from the Summqr land of love,
Alit on earth, that we may bask our souls in gladsome
Smiles of beauty, called from sunny side of Paradise regained;
Such winsome presence bringing e’er, the scattered fragrance
Of the Eden land. Our souls are filled with melody
And song—each pulse aquiver with its burden sweet,
And rich blood dancing wild, at trilling strain of joy,
Whereto our hearts keep happy step, tho’ it be unbreathed,
Voiceless music. 0, the entranced soul grows dumb
With rapturous awe—the pale words almost mockery seem,
Tho’ a Gabriel’s pen might picture, and its nib de dipped
In the rich surf of climbing light, which floodeth all
The thirsty east with gold.
I hush my breathings now, and only whisper—
This is life; and this is love; and all, is but—
“A voicing forth of golden prophecies.”

The mind that is afraid to look upon the wide Universe, to receive the image that
Nature would impress upon it every day and moment of his life, is denying the birth
right of his soul -—Ex.
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CONVENTION.

Drab Josttr:—I’ve just been reading Carrie’s own statement of the matter as published
in the Cleveland Herald, and copied into your September journal, and I ask for space on
your pages to make sufficient remarks and record my name in a manner that shall show
conclusively, which side my prayers and Sympathies incline in such a contest, and midst
such protests and resolutions.—“Verily, verily I say unto you,” that where thousands
upon thousands of such “ Spiritualists,” and such “ Reformers,” as passed those resolu
tions at Ravenna, against Mrs. Lewis, might be assembled together, one pure—chaste wo
man could “chase a thousand, and two put ten thousand to flight.” What a lack there
is of true manly courage, and virtuous independence the wide world over !—What trem
bling—what shrinking—what hiding and concealing of opinions behind “noncommital”
expressions.—A group of soldiers even, who had volunteered to become the “Vanguard,”
for the main army—to go ahead, spy out danger, and give timely warning—-tho they had
their reporters or sentinels present at the RATTLE of RAVENNA, we are left to learn
the news of this conflict through other channels.—I knew a young man who spme years
ago voluntabily offered as candidate for “Justice of the Peace”—he was elected,, a trial
soon came before him—a lawyer was present to manage the interests of each one of the
contending pairties.—When the testimony was all taken and the pleadings concluded, the
young dispenser of judgment and justice,, appeared to be in a very merciful frame of mind,
and remarked, “Well really I dont know hardly what to say, now I would like to give
this decision so as to satisfy both pabties if I could.”

Some time ago I read an account of a company of young men, of no great experience in
hunting, yet they procured each a gun, and volunteered to become the guard of the flocks
in the neighborhood, to shield them from the beasts of prey.—They had not gone far into
the woods before they discovered a huge bear.—One of the company immediately brought
his gun to his shoulder and leveled it at one of his comrades.—The subject of the “aim”
cried out “0, don’t—don’t—don’t shoot me !” The young vanguard answered “0, I’m
only making the bear think that I’m taking his part, so thkt he’ll go by, and not be mad
and hurt us.”—It may be that-many persons who witness this commotion from afar, may
be induced to enquire with wonder and admiration what Carrie Lewis could have said in
a public meeting, thus to call down such a storm of abuse and ridicule throughout the
whole land.—Her own account of it is, “ I said at Ravenna, that I had a right to the own
ership of my soul and body, that it was my fight to live a pure life—that no one should
make laws to dethrone that purity—if they did I should trample them under my feet as
unworthy of me.”
Now it appears plainly proven, that however clearly the chaste, and the pure in heart,
might have seen the truth and the beauty of the above expressions, and however joyfully
they might have responded to the same in the inmost of their hearts, there are neverthe
less large numbers of people who deny to woman these rights.—In a very especial man
ner do men, who have inherited sensual organizations, deny these sacred rights of self
ownership and purity of life, to the helpless victims whom they have decoyed into “ legal
marriage,” for the purpose of prostituting them to the gratification of their own uxbeastly, and it might perhaps be said manly, passions, and base desires; for beasts do not so
corrupt themselves, or so injure their own kind, or so endanger the lives of their offspring
by disregarding the laws of purity, chastity and health, as men do. O, ’tis a sad record
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to make, when one says that within the pales of every professing Christian denomination,
and also within the bounds of many professing Spiritualist families, there are suffering fe
males, women who pray secretly yet fervently, for the privilege of living pure, chaste lives,
yet find themselves bound as it were hand and foot, and laid helpless victims upon the al
tar of popular licentiousness, legal lust, and sensuality.—In a further account of her own
experience in that meeting, Mrs. Lewis adds—“ I said that woman had a natural right to
say who should be the father of her children.” Now this is either true, or it is not true
—and if not true, then woman is a poor, pitiful slave, with no rights worth the living to
enjoy—and if it be a truth, then why all this excitement, confusion, and general uproar
at the bare mention of that truth ? Can it be for a similar reason that in places where
mankind are held in Slavery absolute, for the gain of plundering them of their labor, that
the slightest allusion to the “Declaration” that all men are created free, immediately
kindles a blaze of angr3r excitement against the person who dares thus attempt to under
mine the “peculiar institution.”
I feel called upon to record a statement here, by way of caution to the unmarried ; it is
this; that wherever men and women engage to be companions for each other through
motives like the acquisition of wealth, or a high position in society, or any other motive
than that of finding and satisfying the highest—the holiest—the purest and greatest love,
that the soul of each is capable of realizing or experiencing toward one of the opposite sex
—that altho’ these selfish and mercenary marriages may have the sanction of the Church—
the prayers of the clergy—and the binding chains of law, together with all the force of
public opinion, to hold the parties in the position—it may nevertheless be the fact that all
such marriages are in reality just as much prostitutions for pay, as tho’ the arrange
ment for companionship had been for a smaller sum and a shorter time—I quote one
more of Mrs. Lewis’s startling expressions, and with a few comments upon it 1 will close
this letter. She says “ I am married to all men—to the Divine God principle—and it is
for me to say what expressions, or manifestations of love, I shall give to all.—With their
lusts—their tobacco—their brandy—their Slaveries—their extortions—I have no marriage
union.”
I can readily imagine why those who look upon woman as a mere convenience, or a
means only for the gratifying of feverish, amative desires, should be flooded with streams
of impure and jealous thoughts, on hearing one declare that she was united, or married,
to the Divine principle in all men.—Yet I do think it is time for Spiritualists, and profes
sing Christians, and “ the rest of mankind,” to begin to learn that a more high and Hea
venly meaning is sometimes expressed by that word than they are in the habit perhaps of
supposing.'—Webster in his dictionary, says of the word marriage thus, “In a scriptural
sense the union between Christ and his Church by the covenant of grace.” Those who
regard the texts of the Bible with reverence should remember the very numerous instan
ces wherein the word is used in a high and apparently pure and chaste sense. One exam
ple I will here give. “Turn, 0, backsliding children, saith the Lord, for I am married un
to you and I will take you one of a city, and two of a family, and I will bring you to
Zion,” Jeremiah, 3d and 14th. I think it is very beautiful testimony to the purity of mo
tives in any female to find her thus truthfully, and frankly avowing before the world, that
she recognized the good which might fiow to her spirit from the Divine in the male prin
ciple everywhere. I think it must have been a joy to the angels who were looking with
interest upon that assembly. I think they hailed it as a sign of promise for the future,
when mothers should bear their beauteous smiling offspring as the joyful and gladdening
results of pure, chaste love, instead of the tearful shudderings with which they now too
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often brins forth the offspring of lust. And had that large assembly furnished but one
man who could have denied himself and taken up the cross sufficiently to have made a
similar public declaration that he too was united to the Divine in all women throughout
the world, or even throughout the Universe—I think the joy in Heaven might have been
still greater—vet when we remember her declaration with regard to men, that with their
“lusts,” “their tobacco,” “ their brandy,” “ their slaveries,” “ their extortions,” she had no
marriage union, it is not at all to be wondered at, if the vast multitude of Sinners each
one looking into himself, and finding himself habitually addicted to some one or to all of
these vices, should in the momentary honesty which her influence may have clothed him
with, exclaim, “ She is not my wife.” (as it is said some of them did.)
Now, Brother Patterson, shoul 1 this letter find sufficient favor in thy sight, to be print
ed I may in a month or two offer one more letter on an other division of the same sub
ject. I feel more sentences asking me to write them but this letter is full of length al
ready.
With good wishes for all,
Valentine Nicholson.
Hakveysbubgh, Warren Co., Ohio, Sept. Gth, ’57.
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The Cooking controversy has deluged us with letters, several hundred in number, from
various parts of the country, chiefly written by women. Not a few of these communi
cations give a certain complexion to the discourse, or a turn to the argument, to which
heed is due. In one word, the writers complain, in the roundest terms, in the bitterest
Saxon, that they are the drudges, the household slaves of money getting husbands, who,
provided they can lay by year after year money (one lady says $3,000) of profits, are
either indifferent to, or do not appreciate, the cares, sorrows and over-toil of their wives.
We do not make these charges, but they come thick and heavy in various letters, the
writing of which may be bad, but the thoughts come hot from the heart and brain.
What, asks one lady, is a farmer’s wife as often found? A drudge, a slave! Sharp terms,
these. What does'she do? asks the same querist. Everything but instruct her mind.
She has no time for social enjoyment, for domestic adornment, and hardly leisure to go
to church even occasionally. She toils with all the heavy claims of maternity—child
bearing, suckling—as though woman’s lot was not hard enough without being made to
work full up to°the mark like the man day-laborer. Erom morn to night, and night in
terrupted bv the thousand anxieties of a mother, she is going in the kitchen, the nursery,
the wash-house, the dairy, a ceaseless round of hard and unrelieved drudgery. What
time, ask our fair correspondents, can such a woman have to learn to do anything intelli
gently? learn to cook as cooking should be learned? What time to give grace and
beauty to the table, when it is spread, by her toilette, her leisure and her accomplish
ments? What is life to her but a slavish burden? shout a chorus of feminine corres
pondents.
We are implored, conjured to appeal to “the blunted or undeveloped senses” of many
men in the country in regard to their treatment of their wives, dooming them to “a
dreary slavery in the free states.” A girl, we are told, is married at say 17, “and from
that her slavery begins: children come thick as blackberries; births follow in furious
succession; and the matron is but the cook, washerwoman, dairy woman, housemaid,
scullion, nurse, slave.” The husband in this case, “what is he but a tyrant? ’ He is pe
nurious—he grudges everything except his own “modest” vices: that is, he drinks, per
haps_he certainly chews and expectorates his filthy tobacco, and as certainly smokes;
and occasionally he “frolics”; but his poor wife, what care is there for her? Then in
America, whether of the country or the town, you have a great deal to learn before you
appreciate the rights of woman, and as we use these words we hope no fool among you
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will grunt “strong-minded,” “bloomer,” “horse-marine,” &c.

The great poet says:

“Man so oft unjust to man,
And always so to woman.”

But yesterday woman in European Christendom was relieved from absolute slavery—
trom being bought and sold like dumb beasts, or like—2,000,000 American-born women.
Now, in Europe,it is a fact that when an occupation is harder or more repulsive than anothei, a woman may be selected to do it. We have seen such scenes as this, which we give
to exemplify our position: At a French port a wharf was being repaired; it was necessaiy to drain a portion of the dock round about it; the operation engendered a stench so
intolerable that the workmen recoiled, and—workwomen accordingly were sent down to
complete the operation. In France we have seen a woman, geared with a quadruped,
plowing. In Paris women are scavengers and porters. On the Rhine the}'' drag the boat.
In Vienna they carry hods. And so through the vrhole catalogue of masculine mean
ness, cowardice, cruelty and infamy. Every scoundrel called great—the Napoleons, the
Caesars, the Alexanders dooms women to yet more ghastly drudgery by the wars which
kill ofl their natural protectors, destroy capital, and multiply pauperism. “I was ” says
an American, “six months m the south of France, at the time of Napoleon’s Russian
campaign. During that time I did not see six men working in the fields, but all women
—the men being dragged away for slaughter and glory.”
Low, while we are shocked at these citations of the degradation of European women
and especially of the wives of European peasants, what shall we say of the women of our
own country? American women are either European-born, that is immigrants with im
migrant husbands most likely, or of European descent. Accordingly our rural customs
—as well as those of the towns—partake largely of the brutality and barbarism of Eu
ropean life. Plence it is that the farmers, complained of by our fair correspondents do
not treat their wives like women, but like beasts of burden, after the chivalric European
fashion. Hence it is that such farmers—and be it understood we do not make the application except where it is deserved—have not got out of the slough of European deo-radation have not learned to respect the exceeding glory of woman—her beauty her
charms, her devotion, her piety, her measureles work—which are the themes of inspired
poets, above all of a Shakspeare, who, if he lived now, would give to the whole sex_to
the poor, the obscure and the oppressed—the love, honor and ecstasy he bestowed after
the fashion of his chivalric time, on the nobly-born and beautiful.
Remember, men who turn your wives into drudges, that the custom of thus making
brutes of women, is the lie direct to the tender and lovely spirit of Christianity as well
as to all true ideas of humanity. Remember, too, that our political system is a ghastly
farce if social amelioration, and above all, the exaltation of women, is not one of its fruits
If you are making money, don’t hoard it all, but use it generously and wisely for the
purposes of a decent life. Is it not better to spend a little of it, that she whom you have
sworn to love and cherish, shall be really loved and cherished, rather than to be a little
richer and a great deal meaner at the end of the year?
[We give the above article entire from the N. Y. Tribune, facts, comments and all.
The revelations it contains are not those of a “crazy free lover,” but of a host of slavewives in all parts of the country, who tell their own story. There is a great and wide
spread wrong here, which the Tribune refers to European influences in America. If the
slavery of American wives is derived from the social customs of Europe, where did the
intenser slavery of European wives come from? This congenital and historical deriva
tion of social habitudes is in a great measure fallacious. Drop a beastly man from the
moon, and he will create from his inner nature, beastly circumstances around himself, and
treat woman in a beastly manner. There are hereditary tendencies as a matter of course;
but American husbands do not get their domestic severity from France, Cfermany, or any
other place. The slavery o( woman is in the social system wherever civilization exists.
The Tribune conjures those who are making money to spend a little of it for the behoof
of woman. Nonsense! Mr. Pinchfip is striving to get rich faster than his neighbor,
Mr. Grraball, and this strife growing out of the selfishness of familism, so absorbs them
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that the ubiquitous voice even of the New York Tribune will avail utterly nothing. The
Tribune is taken to keep the man posted in the price of beef and cheese, and it has no
business to meddle in these domestic matters—they are “sacred.”
Those who are making $3,000 a year, are doing so by appropriating the toil of others
—getting rich by making others poor;—then what will it amount to for the Tribune to
exhort these defrauded hirelings to spend a little of their earnings to make women, of
their wives? they are glad to get enough to “keep body and soul together,” and it would
be folly for them to have any aspiration beyond this. Such is civilization, a system which
all the parsimony in Christendom cannot patch up. The penuriousness which makes
drudges of women is but part of the system; and many, no doubt, who wrote complainingly to the New York Tribune, are as full of greed as their husbands, and would refuse
the assistance of a “hired girl,” if offered it. To beat their neighbors in the race for rich
es is the all-absorbing aim, and they go on slaving, exhausted and perplexed, and as they
never dream the evil is in the system, they rail at their husbands.
But there are farmers all through the Western country with, say 50 or 100 acres of
tillable land, who cannot save their wives from drudgery. If there be need, they can hire
men, but not women. Girls would rather work at home—or dawdle, if the home be
overstocked with them—than to “work out.” But there can be very few, at most, to
work abroad: the utter want of co-operation in domestic affairs; the, thousand kitchens
of a thousand isolated homes, with a numerous family in each, to be Ted and cared for, so
absorb the time of the female members of the household, that there is little chance for
self-improvement; and if there are not many girls able to assist, the mother is compelled
to be a “drudge, a slave.” There are plenty of neighborhoods in Ohio, where the mana
ger of the household could not get even the washing of the family done for love or
money. Woman’s slavery is “part and parcel” of the isolated household of civilization,
and that slavery will continue til! society is revolutionized~but the New York Tribune
dare not say so.
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The following is the statement in the Vanguard, which was referred to in August No. of
the S. R.
Freedom is not the sole ingredient of perfection, and absolute freedom cannot be at
tained in any conceivable relation of life. Even,in conducting a free journal, our friend
finds it necessary to exclude much that is presented, even of that which is unobjectiona
ble as regards style, and subject.
An urgent call for “facts” bearing on a certain question, was recently made in the So
cial Revolutionist. A large number on one side were furnished and inserted. A. D. C.
offered a few on “the other side,” under that title. The title was, oddly enough, retained,
but the facts constituting “the other side,” carefully excluded. The article in this form,
strikingly resembles the play of Hamlet with that important part omitted.
It is not, therefore, surprising that A. D. 0. “a few weeks after” such exclusion does not
feel, in writing for the Social Revolutionist, as “free as she was before,” when she thought
that journal free for any opinions or facts bearing on the great social questions of the day.
Nevertheless, we apprehend that our friend would not think us warranted in denying
on these grounds, that the Social Revolutionist is “emphatically free;” “the only free
journal in the world.”
A. D. C A. C.
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The following is the principal part of my reply:
With reference to the four concluding paragraphs of the “reply” under review, I will
not suppose that our friends designed to prejudice their readers against the S. R.: they
merely intended to illustrate the position that “absolute freedom cannot be attained in
an}r conceivable relation of life.” I have never plead for absolute freedom in social rela
tions, only for a higher freedom—a higher freedom than can be attained in marriage re
lations. Cut, as our friends have given details, (by way, 1 suppose, of making their il
lustration emphatic,) they will, no doubt, accord to me the privilege of giving a few
more, that we may understand the case more fully.
The “facts urgently called for” were those which go to expose the abuses of marriage.
A. D. 0. sent an article about a fourth of which was occupied with details of excessive
amativeness in women. I replied to her, first, that these facts did not bear on the sub
ject for which facts were called, that women, however sensual, cannot force men to the
loathsome embrace, as men can women bound to them in marriage. Secondly, that she
would not dare to publish such an article in the Vanguard. But thirdly, I said that if
she would endorse the article with her own name, instead of that of Cora Corning, her
article should be inserted just as it was written. She refused to let her name be used,,
but told me to “chop up” her article as I saw fit. I expunged the statement of eight
facts, three of which are very useful ones, but not on “the other side” and without any
appropriate place in the article that I could see; and this I did in the exercise of my
FREEDOM.

If the title of the article was adapted to the five facts on “the other side,” which con
stituted about one fourth, and not to the balance of the article, the taste which
adopted such a heading was “ odd enough.”
To this, Alfred Cridge rejoined as follows :
An old judge once counselled a young one never to give a reason for his decisions, be
cause although a decision might sometimes be right, the reasons were certain to be defect
ive. So in reference to the exclusion of a d c’s facts—it might have been right, but the
reasons were obviously inadequate. As to its being anonymous, Lilly White’s communi
cation, to which a d c’s mainly referred, was also anonymous. He had her permission tO'
chop it up, because he would not insert it in any other terms, unless the real name was
given, which there were good reasons for withholding. In short, we know of no possible
reason for excluding one article that would not have excluded both—unless it be that as
signed by Calvinists for their God sending
“ Ane to heaven and ten to hell
A’ for thy glory,
And na’ for only gudc or ill
They’ve done afore ye.”

namely that it is “his sovereign will and pleasure.”
In preference to our friend’s making any extended remarks on the subject in his next
issue, I would suggest the insertion of the omitted portions of Cora Conning’s article, with
the real name, and let his readers judge for themselves. Because we state facts, we are
not to be understood as making insinuations. Every one his their own idea of “free
dom
we wanted to ascertain what his was. That was one object in stating the circum
stances. One other object was to illustrate, that there is no such thing as absolute free
dom, even in a paper admitted by us and himself to be free. With the exception of the
above case, I know of no dereliction from freedom, as I understand the term, in the Social
Revolutionist.
Perhaps it would be useless for me to attempt to convince brother Alfred of the validi
ty and good faith of my reasons for the rejection of the anonymous facts in question, as
well as of the manifest difference to my mind between the bearing of these facts, and those
given by Lily White. It is sometimes true that, “he who is convinced against his will
is of the same opinion stilland then it may be that the,editor of the Vanguard is a little
in the habit of rejecting articles for one reason, whilst he renders another, and so judges
me by himself? But I beg leave to be judged by a different standard ? If Anne Denton
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Cridge had allowed her name to be used in connection with her facts, they would have
been published as I proposed ; or if I could have seen any use which they could have sub
served in the present state of the investigation, to offset their necessarily objectionable char
acter to some readers, I would have inserted them on my own responsibility, without the
public sanction of their author’s name. This is the case with Lily "White’s facts ; I can
heartily endorse their bearing and use, and hence, as conductor of the S. R., I assumed
the responsibility of publishing them.
But A. C. thinks there are no reasons for rejecting Cora Conning’s facts, which would
not be equally valid for Lily White’s. This is sheer assumption which our friend is not
fairly authorized to make, till he has set aside my reasons for such rejection, as given in
the above reply. I may have been mistaken in supposing Cora Coming’s facts irrelevant
and inappropriate, but if so, it was an error of judgment, which I ought to be free, like
everybody else to make; and I cannot accept our friend’s ipse dixit respecting it, till he
presents his credentials. The Vanguard assumes to be free, but it has rejected well writ
ten matter on free love endorsed by the author’s name, and I shouldn’t wonder if the
reasons given in support of this verdict, were the wrong ones that time, just as the old
judge apprehended? But I care nothing about this, only that “those who live in glass
houses should not throw stones.”
It seems that it requires a great deal more to constitute freedom in the Social Revolu
tionist than in the Vanguard? Let it be as our friend assumes, that it is necessary to the
freedom of this journal, that it accept whatever comes in grammatical English from the
pen of any anonymous writer on the sexual, the most delicate and most difficult to man
age of all questions; then does not such a principle of freedom jeopardize, not only the
usefulness, but the very existence of said journal? Make this a condition of freedom in
the Vanguard, and if I wished, I could write it to death in a twelve-month—unless it be
dreadful hard to kill? And it would make no difference, if I did confide my name to its
editors, as a professional secret.
I repeat that I rejected Cora Coming’s facts in the exercise of “my freedom;” and when
A. C. asserts that I did this as Louis Napoleon would, when he meddles with the freedom
of others, I protest against A. C.’s remarks as illogical and unjust. If the manager of a
free paper be not at liberty to eliminate such parts of an anonymous contribution as he
deems useless or objectionable, he is simply the slave of every anonymous contributor.
I repeat that when he is the only responsible party known to the public, he has entire
and unlimited control of every word and thought for which he is thus responsible, and
that in exercising such control, he in no wise infringes upon the just rights of any other
individual, but simply exercises the legitimate privileges of an undivided freedom which
is his by every just interpretation of social law.
I would not have enlarged upon this as I have, but it is something more than a per
sonal controversy; it relates to a question of principle—free journalism—which seems at
present to be little understood; and our friend A. 0. must excuse me for thinking, that,
though the editor of a paper professedly free, he seems to have been quite unfortunate in
his conceptions as to what such freedom is in its practical details.
I cheerfully comply with our friend’s suggestion to publish the omitted portion of Cora
Coming’s article with the real name. To get its connection rightly, it should be placed
on page 25, vol. 4, immediately before the last paragraph on that page. It will be ob
served that this paragraph contains a statement of the principle that is embodied in the
facts, and as I supposed, would, be quite sufficient without the details.
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I’ll leave that side of the picture, as there are two sides to every thing, and as I com
menced this article with the intention of taking a peep at the other. I will do so by stating
a few facts which have come to me from the parties themselves.
Mrs. A., a beautiful and wTell formed woman, is married to a gentleman much older
than herself. Of her husband, who sometimes embraces her twice in one night, and nev
er less than four or five times in a week, she says '£He does not half satisfy me.”
Women feel verj^ backward about making such confessions, but a lady friend at my side
says she knows another female who very bashfully confessed her husband did not half sat
isfy her.
Mrs. B., awoke her husband twice and sometimes three times in the night for sexual
connection ; though nearly every night her husband cohabited with her of his own free
will. She is dead and he thereby relieved of a plague. Let us pity such men as well as
women in the same bondage.
Mrs. C. says she never enjoys sexual connection with her husband only when she is
pregnant. Curious facts. Another lady, a neighbor of mine, feels no attraction in that di
rection during gestation and lactation.
Mrs, D. is a healthy little woman, is married to a man intellectually her superior, and
who says he thinks himself possessed of large amativeness, yet she says, “ He does not
begin to satisfy me.”
This woman says that during pregnacy and lactation she enjoys the sexual act quite as
much as at other times, and that she knows no difference.
Mrs. F., a friend of ours, was honest enough to confess that before marriage she could
never talk with a man without getting excited. She is very pretty, tall and healthy—is
married to an old man whom she thinks cannot satisfy her as a young man would.

TO

MARY

CHIDTON.

Since seeing the words addressed to you in the last No. of the S. R. I have re-read the
Article to which they refer. I see nothing in that article but Naturalness, Beauty, Truth ;
and I cannot refrain from expressing my unqualified approval and admiration of its senti
ments, and my reverence for the character it indicates. All around me, from those who
know something of the beauty and purity of your life, I hear but one voice—expressions
of regret that Joseph Treat, who has the kindly feeling of all, could find in his heart the
prompting to such words. I know that Joseph is brave, and faithful, and earnest—hard
ly a pen so eloquent, hardly a heart so kind ; yet for his life as shadowed in those words,
I have no love.
A faith so false to Nature, so destructive to health, purity and manliness, is but the nat
ural outgrowth of the monstrous perversions the popular morality necessitates ; but as
blessed love shall exert its purifying and healthifying influence upon the diseased and
crushed heart, shall Nature assert her right, and the manifestations she lovingly prompts,
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fee welcomed as beautiful blessings that alone shall fit us for the Angel life.
To brave, beautiful, loving Woman, I look, to redeem our poor humanity from the influ
ence of this cruel faith, and to win its victims from a life so unnatural and false ; and in
the name of Purity and the Angel loves that are waiting us, I thank you for your words
and your life.
Fbancis Barry.

THE

BERLIN

CONVENTION.

Some seventy Socialists were in attendance upon this convention; coming from Maine
Massachusetts, New York, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnes
ota and Canada. The proceedings were marked by great interest, deliberation, harmony
and unanimity.
m

An informal meeting was held on Friday evening, Sept. 25th, in the ball-room of the
hotel, to take into consideration the subject of Locality. Francis Barry referred to some
of the advantages of the locality already selected, and spoke of the disadvantages of
Southern and Western localities. E. S. Tyler made a speech of great earnestness and
power, in which he presented the claims of the various localities, and urged upon the
meeting the great importance of a combined effort at one point, expressing his readiness
to go wherever it seeemed on the whole wisest and best. Dr. Newbery expressed his
regrets that the question of locality had been broached, contending that we must first
settle principles, and that locality was of minor importance. It seemed to be the gen
eral opinion of the meeting that the thing now was to agree upon a locality where prin
ciples already understood in theory could be carried out in practice.
Saturday morning, Sept. 26th.—Convention met in Free Discussion Hall, where the
question of locality was resumed. One or two individuals were in favor of a warmer cli
mate, better soil, and cheaper land. Missouri and Tennessee were referred to as very in
viting to Socialists. It was urged on the other hand that they were decidedly objection
able on account of the character of the people, and the physical hardships ,and difficul
ties which would have to be encountered, and to meet which Socialists were unprepared
and unfitted. In favor of Berlin it was urged that the climate was not seriously objec
tionable, it being much milder than in the same latitude East or West,—that the soil
was decidedly productive, adapted to all kinds of crops, and never suffering seriously
from wet or drouth; and that taking into account the near proximity to markets, and its
especial adaptation to fruit-raising, which requires but little land, a few acres in Berlin
would return more money than a large farm in the South or West. The purity of the
water was spoken of, and the fact stated that in the whole tenitory of Kansas there was
not the first spring of pure, soft water, and that good water was very scarce in much of
the Southern and Western country. The fact that the people of Berlin were more than
ordinarily liberal arid progressive, and utterly tolerant, was urged as one of the best reas
ons for remaining among them. It was declared to be a gross violation of the principle
of adaptation and fitness for progressed minds whose business it is to labor for human el
evation and redemption, to leave the millions who are ready and waiting to drink in the
great truths of the Gospel of Freedom, and go among half savages whose highest aspira
tions are for “hog, hominy and whisky,” and who would murder an advocate of free prin
ciples, sooner than listen to his teachings. Dr. Newbery made an unsuccessful attempt
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to induce the Convention to leave the question of locality, and take up the question of
Principles.
At the opening of the afternoon session a motion was made to appoint a chairman and
secretary. Francis Barry expressed the hope that these relics of fogyism would have
the “go by.” After some discussion, it was voted that a chairman and secretary should
be appointed.. Considerable difficulty was experienced in finding persons to accept the
offices. Hon. Mr. Todd was appointed chairman, and Mrs. Mary Lewis secretary. It
was noticed by some of the incorrigible opponents of “order” that the chief use of the
“chairman” seemed to be to waste time, and play the leading part in a ridiculous farce,
as all of the important business, to transact which it was claimed a chairman was neces
sary, was at last disposed of by one of the leading and practical men of the Convention,
upon whom it seemed naturally to devolve. J. W. Towner made some very interesting
remarks relative to frontier life, expressing his utter repugnance to it, and his intention to
make his home in Berlin. Saphronia Powers declared herself in love with Ber'in, and
expressed her determination to live and die on the ground. Joseph treat made some
lengthy and eloquent remarks, in which he hinted at the labors and sacrifices of the
early workers in the Berlin Movement, of what they had already accomplished, and of
their determination to stand by and follow up their work. E. S. Tyler then gave some
account of his experiences in frontier life, and succeeded in touching the hearts and wet
ting the cheeks of at least some of his hearers. After surveying the whole ground and
weighing well the arguments, pro and con, he declared his decided preference for Berlin.
This announcement was received with evident satisfaction by the greater part of the au
dience. A vote was then taken to ascertain who were in favor of a practical effort at so
cial reorganization. Fifty-five men and women rose to their feet in response to this call.
An expression was then taken to decide the question of locality—forty two were found
to be in favor of Berlin,—only two indicating a preference for some other locality.
The Convention met in the evening for the discussion of general principles. Dr. J.
Gr. Buddy avowed himself heartily in favor of freedom, but decidely opposed to “Free
Love” as he understood it, and called upon Free Lovers to define their position, that peo
ple might know what they did and what they did not believe. In response to this call
Francis Barry made some remarks by way of defining Free Love. Declared it to be sim
ply freedom in the affectional sphere, and to be defended on precisely the same grounds
as freedom in thought or belief;—people could not help believing according to evidence,
nor could they help loving according to attraction; and they had a right of course to be
lieve what they could not help believing, and to love what they could not help loving;—
and that believers in freedom for love were no more responsible for other people’s love,
than were believers in free thought responsible for other people’s belief. A very interest
ing discussion was carried on during the evening by E. S. Tyler, J. G. Buckly, Joseph
Treat, and others.
Sunday morning, Sept. 27th.—A large audience assembled in the Grove. Francis
Barry introduced a series of resolutions, defining and defending Free Love, Spiritualism,
&c. The main part of the forenoon was occupied by E. S. Tyler in illustrating the idea
of human progress and in.defense of the general principles of Freedom. After a few re
marks from John Allen the meeting adjourned for dinner. J. AY. Towner opened the af
ternoon session in a very radical and logical speech in defense of Variety in Love, which
was listened to with apparent interest, and commanded the most respectful and patient
attention. This speech was considered as a thorough test of Berlin liberality, intelli
gence and toleration. E, S. Tyler followed with an able and effective speech. The res-
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olations were slightly criticised by Towner and Allen, but seemed on the whole to be ac
ceptable. The exercises were interspersed with instrumental and vocal music. Notice
was given that the subject of Free Love would be discussed in the evening at the Hall.
J. Gr. Buddy gave notice that he should speak in opposition.
In the evening Free Discussion Hall was filled at an early hour with eager listeners.
The time was mostly occupied 03^ Dr. Buckly in favor of freedom, with One Love, and
against the two extremes of Variety in Love and legalized prostitution; and Joseph
Treat against Variety and in condemnation of all sexual intercourse except for parentage.
Some earnest remarks were made by E. S. Tyler in opposition to the views of the other
speakers. Dr. Newbery made a few scientific and logical remarks in favor of Variety in
Love.
Meetings were held in the ball-room on Monday to discuss ways and means, and meas
ures. A public meeting was held in the Hall in the evening. John Allen made one of
the ablest and best speeches of the Convention, in illustration of the popular marriage,
and of the need and advantages of a New Social Order. Fragmentary remarks were
made by Joseph Treat, Dr. Buckly, Francis Barry, E. S. Tyler, and various others, in
cluding several of the most intelligent citizens of Berlin, against Variety in Love, but in
favor of the general principles of Freedom, and especially the most complete and utter
toleration.
Various other sessions were held during and after the Convention, for con
ference, and scientific lectures by Drs. Buckly, Newbery, Westbrook and others.
The Convention, on the whole, was a decided success. Some of the best property in
the place, including the Hotel, has already been purchased by Socialists, and Berlin So
cialism seems now to be on a permanent pecuniary basis.
F. B.
RESOLUTIONS DISCUSSED AT THE BERLIN CONVENTION.

Resolved, That the first great right of Humanity is the right to love; and that there
can be no possible justification of any attempts to interfere with the freedom of its exer
cise.
Resolved, That Free Love is neither “Variety in Love,” nor exclusive love; neither
constant love, nor transient love—but simply freedom—the freedom of each heart to be
true to its own nature—to obey" its own attractions.
Resolved, That if Nature has made the human heart inconstant or promiscuous in its
tendencies, it is Nature’s fault and not ours; and that they who find fault with freedom
for the reason that men and women are naturally inclined to vice and impurity, have their
quarrel with Nature and not with us.
Resolved, That so far from believing that freedom in love tends to promiscuity, we re
gard such an intimation as an unmitigated insult to Human Nature; and that such ten
dencies, wherever they exist, are the result, not of love gratification, but of repression and
starvation.
Resolved, That all opposition to Free Love is founded in the Orthodox idea of Human
Depravity—the idea that men, when free to obey the promptings of their own natures,
are inclined to immorality and crime; and that so soon as people are really convinced,
that Human Nature is not depraved, but that Man’s aspirations are towards all that is
good, and beautiful, and noble, so soon will they hail Freedom in all relations, as the great
purifier and savior.
Resolved, That the doctrine of a future life of love, and happiness, and progress, and
that angels are our associates and guardians, is as beautiful and attractive as the doctrine
of Annihilation is horrible and repulsive; and that therefore Spiritualism is to be wel
comed and cherished, as Man’s only salvation from soul-withering hopelessness and black
est despair.
Resolved, That we can do justice neither to the heads nor the hearts of our spirit
friends, except byr presuming that their efforts are directed to the redeeming of Man from
all error and all. wrong, and to the promulgation and success of all beautiful and saving
truths.
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Resolved, That the central doctrine of Spiritualism is Free Love, it not being denied
that the angels are themselves Free Lovers, and it being unreasonable to suppose that
they are laboring for any other purpose than to bring Heaven to Earth, and make us like
unto themselves.
Resolved, That we do not believe in, and that we do not want for ourselves, any other
Free Love than such as is cherished, and taught, and practiced by the angels.
Resolved, That all laws, and customs, and prejudices, that fail to recognize Woman’s
perfect equality with Man, as an intellectual, moral and social being, are relics of an
cient superstition and barbarism.
Resolved, That the first great right of Woman, and without which all talk of other
rights is but mockery and nonsense, is the right to herself, involving the right to an in
finite security and exemption from interference in the regulation of her love and maternal
nature and manifestations, according to her own highest, purest, and most sacred instincts.

TO

THE

HEREIN

SOCIALISTS.

The few, frank, earnest words I have for jmu, it will do others no harm to hear. There
will be no charge of egotism or extravagance when I claim that upon us—as the largest
number of radical Socialists ever combined in-one effort to work out the social problem,
upon the correct solution of which, the happiness of the race so greatly depends, rests a
responsibility not often shared equally by others. Proud and happy, then, that it is ours
to bless and* save, let us calmly, wisely, hopefully, firmly, set about our work. Thus far
our poverty and the doubts and dangers that seemed to surround us, have done much to
keep away the cowardly and the mercenary, while our own clear-seeing instincts have
saved us to a great extent (and always when obeyed) from the undeveloped, the sensual,
and the base. It is now and in the near future that the greatest drafts will be made upon
our wisdom and bravery ; let us see to it that these drafts are not dishonored ! I said bra
very : do you understand that word ? It is not to fight beasts in human form that we on
Berlin flights are called,—but the cowardice in our own hearts, that bids us shrink from
sacrificing whatever of the friendship, or esteem, or praise of our brother Socialist, for the
good of our sacred cause. Hear me for a moment,—The few Heaven-appointed, to save
our glorious enterprise from the dark fate that has so mercilessly swallowed up the labors
and hopes of the brave ones who before us have toiled for this salvation,—Tell me what has
damned these enterprises, one and all, around which so many fond hopes have clustered ?
There is but one answer. The builders have not understood the constructive law. The
law of attraction, the corner stone of any permanent social structure-—has not been un
derstood and obeyed. People have been huddled together in utter violation of the idea of
adaptation.—Are you willing to repeat this folly ? I am now speaking only to such as
understand this matter—a few here, and others as yet elsewhere, but into whose keeping
the interests of the Berlin Movement are committed, the subjects of a true inspiration, who
have the wisdom to know, and who will be our saviors if they shall have but the will to
execute.
It is not for us to say who may make their home in Berlin, but it is for the wise and
clear-seeing to indicate the material of which our social structure shall be composed ; and
not onl}^ to select the material, but to decide in regard to the place it shall occupy. It is
not for me to say what another may or may not do, in his own place, and on his own re
sponsibility ; but if I would not foolishly waste my life, and spoil the work I undertake to
do, my highest inspiration must decide as to who I shall co-operate with, and how. There
need be no dictation, there need be nothing arbitrary. We have but to recognize the fit
ness of things and act accordingly. It is to be regretted that persons worthy in them
selves, and acceptable in their sphere, jmt not understanding the law of adaptation, should
be forever creating annoyance and vexation for themselves and others, and so far as their
influence extends, periling the best interests of the cause, by their well meant but mista
ken efforts at getting people together in violation of this law. Any efforts in this direc
tion are illegitimate, except they are mad e in obedience to a clear knowledge of the true
interests and attractions of all concerned. Every man has his place, and but one most ap
propriate place in the Universe. While there is room, and need, in Berlin, for every varie
ty and almost every grade of character, it is not true that all who might be induced to join
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us, could be even tolerated. I do not insist that those who come among us, should be de
veloped in the highest degree, but I do insist that they shall understand something of, and
pay some regard to, the law of attraction. I would not attract to Berlin any who were
not superior in development to the average of its population (and many so-called Socialists
are not) and I would not attract into near relations, or into any important position, any but
the spiritual and refined; but I would of course recognize the right, even of a worldling,
to choose his home wherever he might please, so as he did not impose upon others.
Obedience to the law of attraction, is the first, middle, and last of our creed. It is only
in obedience to it that we can honor the great principle of freedom. This obedience we
demand ; and shall cease to regard as Socialists, or as worthy a place among us, those who
persistantly violate it. It is in the matter of love manifestations that this principle is
most frequently and flagrantly violated. Well do we know that men’s hearts have been
corrupted, and their passions perverted, by the repressions of a false social state, and we are
not to believe that adopting a mere theory of freedom (the practice of which would lead to
all that is pure and noble) is to change them into angels in a day, but we are not to admit for
a moment that anjr man is developed to the plane of Socialism, who does not recognize and
sacredly cherish and obey the principle of reciprocity in regard to the slightest of these
manifestations. The man who indulges in any manifestations without knowing that they
are acceptable, is guilty of an outrage. The man who can boast much manhood does not
need to be repulsed, but will refrain from advancing farther than indications will warrant.—
It is said that woman should protect herself-—true, but shame on the man who forces upon
her this necessity. A woman may be attracted on the plane of friendship, but have no de
sire for a man’s caresses ; yet I have known men, of “character and standing,” too, under
these circumstances so persistent with their unasked-for attentions, that breaking of friend
ship was the only salvation from the annoyance. I am aware that there are those who are
very indiscriminate, so far as the lesser love-manifestations are concerned, and with this I
find no serious fault, so long as it is their nature, it is their right; but I do find fault with,
more, I will not tolerate, those who take it for granted that all are so. I will not here
question the propriety of any manifestations, public or private, where there is evident rec
iprocity,—for the present I will lay that aside as a matter of taste,—but I wish it under
stood that to some, at least, of the Berlin Socialists, any promiscuous kissing, holding of
hands, or any other forms of personal contact, is decidedly objectionable; and no matter how
few this number may be, they have a right to exemption from annoyance and outrage. I
here take the liberty of suggesting to each individual the propriety of ascertaining by some
means, whether their favors are desired, before they persistently proffer them. I hold my
self under no obligation to treat any man as a gentleman, who violates this simple dictate of
propriety and decency. Personal contact of any kind, is legitimate only between those who
have a reciprocal attraction that calls for it; and the refined and delicate will understand
each other before making any demonstrations in public.
But it is not publicly, always, that offenses against propriety and delicacy are commit
ted. Men who have succeeded in securing a woman’s confidence on the plane of friend
ship, often abuse this confidence by taking liberties wholly unwarrantable. Let no world
ling misunderstand me—I refer to nothing more than what you would consider proper,
even in public, on special occasions, but what is often repulsive to women who are in love
with the delicacy and purity that is possible in a life of Freedom. Men sometimes place
a very high estimate upon their own attractiveness. I have known men to boast that
their attractions were always met, and then persist in unreciprocated attentions, in a way
and to an extent that a man with less brass would be ashamed of. I am read y to make all
due allowance for mistakes, but I pledge myself to expose any man who is known in future
to pursue any such course. I am quite willing that women should protect themselves, but
I am not willing that among Berlin Socialists, women should be subject to any such ne
cessity. A sensitive woman is not likely to be attracted where she will be under the neces
sity of carrying revolvers, or of repulsing in any other way the men she may chance to
meet.
Francis Barry.
To Contributors.—-Only well written articles can be accepted for this journal. Per
sons who are not accustomed to writing, for the press, but who think they have ideas
suitable for the consideration of our readers, should pass their productions through the
hands of some literary friend, before sending them to us. The real name of the writer
JRust be confided to the editor, or the article cannot be published.
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~The Pay Needed.—Quite a few have received the Social Revolutionist on a promise
to pay, and as we have treated them with a “generous confidence,” they will no doubt

prove themselves worthy of the same by forwarding the amount due.
'BRIEF LONGHAND: A system of longhand contractions, by means of which the principal advan
tages of shorthand are secured without resort to stenographic characters, and with perfect legibil
ity; the whole methodically arranged and amply illustrated; with directions for correcting the press,
and with keys to the exorcises, embracing remarks upon the means of acquiring ease and correct
ness in composition, the method of keeping a common-place book and index ------, the most useful
modes of reading, improvement of educational processes, &c.; to which are addea several appen
dixes pertaining to phonotopy and phonography. By Andrew J. Graham, 80 Madison st., New
York. 50 cts.
In his introduction the author says: “From a careful estimate, it appears that by the

use of the Second Style of abbreviated longhand a saving of more than thirty per cent,
is effected. A saving of ten per cent, is secured by the use of ten of the contractions of
the First Style. The use of the contractions and principles of contractions of the Third
Style, results in a saving of fifty per cent.; and yet the legibility is so slightly impaired
by judicious contractions, that even the Second Style may be read with ease after a very
few minutes study. A manuscript in the Second Style was read at sight by a young lad,
a ‘reader’ in the office where the work is stereotyped. The First Style, which makes a
saving of more than fifteen per cent., may be used, without endangering legibility, in all
ordinary correspondence; and the Second Style may be employed, with as much safety
as the unabbreviated style, in all correspondence between persons acquainted with the
system; and so legible is it, that printers will ill deserve the vast amount of business they
owe the literary world, if they should refuse to authors the privilege of employing this
style in their ‘copy.’ ”
The Third Style could be of but little use to phonographers; but as so many cannot
read phonography either in “copy” or correspondence, the writer of this is disposed to
give further attention to Graham’s First and Second Styles of Brief Longhand, with a
view to making a practical use of the same.
ADDRESS TO THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE ON THE CHARACTER AND MERITS OF THE
CHINESE PGTATOE—Dioscorea Batatas, delivered March 17,1857. By Wm. R. Prince.

The closing paragraph of the address reads as follows:
“It is a matter of interest that we have a solution of two enigmas which have long been
inexplicable to statisticians and economists. Firstly, That this vertical root, by its
small lateral extension, and consequently, immense product, together with its re
markable nutritive qualities, constitutes the alimentary basis of the 300,000,000 of in
habitants comprised within the limits of the Chinese Empire. Secondly, That the
Azote so essential to the formation of muscular fibre, and in the combination of which
this root is unique, reveals to us the reason why Chinese laborers are vigorous and healthy
without the use of meat. This latter consideration, derived from analysis, forces Upon us
the conviction that this esculent is destined to occupy in other countries the same position
it does in China, that it will usurp a portion of the present consumption of Wheat and
Indian Corn, and may, by its cheapness, affect the price of meat. As a summary of its
properties, we have first—its perfect hardihood; second—its agreeable and highly nu
tritious quality; third—its easy and cheap culture; fourth—its abundant product; filth
__its capacity of being preserved in a dry and perfect state, above a year, free from sprout
ing and decay. It would be, indeed, a difficult task for the mind of man to conceive
and demand a more perfect boon from his Creator.”
Wm. R. Prince, of Flushing, Long Island, introduced this esculent into the ITnited
States, and is enthusiastic in speaking of its good qualities. He invites an inspection of
his “Plantation of the Chinese Potatoe, containing 108,000 plants;” and he assures Ins
“countrymen that the most triumphant success has attended its culture, and will consum
mate its progress.”
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN: The advocate of industry, and journal of scientific, mechanical and
other improvements.
We commend this journal to. Socialists, because it is practical. Those who have no

a taste for such reading, should cultivate it for their own individual discipline as well as
for the uses it may subserve them in actual life. See cover for prospectus-.
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Mankind are classed by some into progressive and passive races. The unprogressivo types include most of the Browns, the hunter-tribes of the Reds, and all the Blacks.
These have little or no history of their own. The progressive types may be studied
with reference, either to their aptitudes for imitative art, or for science, literature, com
merce and government. The races which excel in sculpture and painting, are not usu
ally the races which excel in commerce, industrial pursuits and political power.—The
following extracts from Francis Pulszky’s chapter of the work from which we glean, bear
upon this point. Page 99:
_ “History teaches us that eminence in painting and sculpture is not the result of either
high mental culture or political power, and that it does not always accompany the re
finement and wealth of nations. We find it growing out of a peculiar disposition of
some nations, predestined as it were, for art; whilst other races living under the same so
cial, climatic, and political conditions, never rise artistically to represent the outward
world in colors or in plastic forms. And again, among the artistical nations we meet
with the most remarkable differences in treating the same subjects. Some strive for the
most scrupulous reproduction of nature and cling to faithful imitation; others are cre
ative, embellishing whatever they touch: some show a deep understanding and love of
nature; others concentrate their power exclusively on the representation of the human
body; some excel by the harmony and brilliancy of their coloring; others charm by their
correctness in plastical forms: but all of them express their nationality, their peculiar re
lation to God, nature, and mankind throughout their Works.”
Pages 130 and 131:
< “Such are the lasting benefits mankind owes to the Shemitic race, which, besides, was
m antiquity, the forerunner of Indo-European civilization on the Mediterranean and along
the eastern shores of the Atlantic, and subsequently again in Hindostan and Java during
the middle ages. Even now it paves the way for European culture and commerce in the
Soudan and Central Africa. These highly gifted carriers of civilization never rose, not
withstanding, to any eminence in imitative arts, and were unable to invent or establish a
National style of painting or sculpture. As to the Hebrews and the Arabs, this deficiency
|s often attributed to the prohibitions of the Pentateuch and Koran: but it would proba
bly be safer to derive the prohibition from the want of artistical feeling among the na
tions for whom the law was framed. Besides, the Arabs, even before Mohammed had few
or no idols of human form, no plastical art and no pictures; at the same time that the
horan could not prevent the Perso-Affghan Mussulmans, both the Sheea and the SunVOL. IV.—NO. V.
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nee, to continue drawing and painting, and even sculpturing relief. Down to the pres
ent day, portraits are painted at Delhi, and Caboul and Teherin, by true believers with
out any religious scruples; whereas the Arab envoy of the Sultan of Morrocco to Queen
Victoria, whose daguerreotype was taken without his knowledge, at Claudet’s in Re
gent’s street, felt himself both insulted and defiled for having had his form ‘stolen from
him,’ as he expressed himself.”
Pages 152 and 153:
“The Koran was introduced by fire and sword and became soon the undisputed law of
the Persian race. Accordingly we might expect the cessation of artistical life. But
here we meet with the most striking evidence in favor of our assertion that art is the re
sult of a peculiar innate tendency of some races which cannot be crushed out by civil
and religious prohibitions. As soon as the Persians recovered their political independ
ence, and fell off from the Arab Khalifate of Bagdad, they continued to draw and even to
carve human forms, though they never ceased to profess strict adherence to the Koran.
Their stylo of art changed now for the third time; but neither the instinct for art, nor
its habitual practice has ever yet been destroyed among the true Iranian race of
Persia.”
Not only art itself, but the peculiar kind of art seems to have originated with the peo
ple amongst whom it obtains. Page 160:
“The national character of the Greeks, as expressed in their history, is fully developed
in their art, which from its very beginning, is characterized by freedom and movement,
restricted by the most delicate feeling for measure, and refined by a tendency toward the
ideal, without losing sight of nature. Progressive in its character, Greek art often
changes its forms of expression,—we may say from generation to generation,—with a fer
tility of genius, easier to be admired than explained. In Egyptian, Assyrian, and Per
sian sculpture, we noticed successive changes in the details, but scarcely any real and
substantial progress. Among all those nations, the rudiments of art were not materially
different from their highest development; whilst in Greece we are able to trace the his
tory of sculpture from comparative rudeness to the highest degree of eminence—human
perfectibility, under the rule of freedom, has never been more gloriously personified than
in the Greek nation.”
Page 164:
“The sense of beauty was not yet sufficiently developed among Greek artists; but it is
remarkable that even in its rudiments Greek art, unlike the Egyptian, had nothing to do
with portraits; it was not the king, but the hero and the god who became the objects of
the artists’ creation. Not less striking is the complete absence of the landscape in Gre
cian art. The human form and animated nature are for the Greek the exclusive object
of representation; accordingly, he personifies day and night, the snn and the moon, time
and the seasons, the earth and the sea, the mountains and the rivers; he gives them the
features of men; but the human figure he draws is always a type of the race, not the ef
figy of an individual.1’
Pages 168 and 169:
“The aboriginal barbarism of the remoter provinces of the Macedonian empire,—which
was strongly modified, but never entirely overcome by the civilization of the conquerors,
renders the history of Hellenism in Asia, after the death of Alexander, most instructive.
It is recorded on the relics of its art, especially on the coins of those Greek dynasties
which were not surrounded by Greek populations. Erom the shores of the Euxine to
the confines of India, they proclaim the supremacy of Greek genius. Still, Hellenism
maintains its glory only there where a continuous, uninterrupted influx of Greek ele
ments keeps up the original blood and spirit of the conquerors, as for instance at the
court of the Seleucidm at Antioch, and of the Ptolemies at Alexandria. But here the
degeneration of the royal houses could not destroy the fertility of Hellenic art; though
in all the countries which were locally separated from Greece, Hellenism declined, and
went over into barbarism so soon as the original Greek blood of the conquerors was
amalgamated with, and absorbed by, native intermixture.”
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Page 172:
“We might have given equally instructive specimen^ of the power and successive ex
tinction of Hellenism in Thrace, Cilicia, Adiabene—from the coins of those countries,—clearly proving that foreign art cannot maintain itself among unartistical races for any
length of time, but must decline and cease so soon as the artistical race which imported
it has become thoroughly amalgamated with; and has merged into, the bulk of the na
tives.”
Page 200:
“The European conquest of India has not improved art among the patives. Trying
to imitate their European lords, and struck with the peculiar effect.of light on our draw
ings and paintings, the Hindoo painters have lost the traditions of their own art, and are
lapsing into barbarism, wherever the contact with Europeans/is great—for instance in
Bengal: whilst the painters of the Dekhan are somewhat better, though not equal to the
masters who produced those miniature-likenesses, &c., of the greater time of the Grand
Moguls.”
Page 179:
“The history of Christian art has often been written, and leads invariably to the result,
THAT ART NEVER DEVELOPED ITSELF BUT ON A NATIONAL BASIS; THAT CLOSE IMITATION
OP FOREIGN FORMS NEVER COULD IMPART LIFE TO ART; AND THAT ECLECTICISM INVARIA
BLY leads to destruction.
Accordingly, the Academies of painting and sculpture,

founded upon eclecticism, and rejecting art’s national development, became always ,and
everywhere the tombstones of art.”
We give, another extract in this connection, and it will bring us to the point whence
we started. Pages 191 and 192:
“Negroes, however, are not the only unartistical race. We have already spoken of the
Shemites among the whites, and we must add to them the Turanian or Turk-Tartar fam
ily of nations; that is to say, the Hungarians proper, the Turks and Turkomans, the:
Finns, and some migratory tribes of Southern Siberia; none of them ever having pro
duced any painter or sculptor. But not even all the Japetides are endowed with artisti
cal tendencies. The Celts and Slavonians, and among the Teutonic races, the Scandina
vians, had no national art. The imagery of their epics and lyrics is neither picturesque
nor sculptural; their buildings, pictures and statues, are characterized by no peculiar
type, and are either the works of foreigners, or servile imitations of imported models.
The Turks and Celts have at least, a peculiar feeling for ornament, for decorative art and
harmony of colors; but all the other nations mentioned above have never felt that in
ward impulse which prompted even the semi-civilized Toltecan nations of America to
build gigantic structures and to adorn them with sculptures and paintings: the genius of
art has never smiled upon them. But such being the indubitable facts of history, have
we, therefore, to consider Hungarians, Celts, Shemites and Scandinavians, as Tower races
than the anti-Columbian Aztees of Mexico, and the Aymaras and Quichoas of Peru?”
&c., &c. .
The perfection of art may obtain amongst a people which is greatly inferior in other re
spects to another people which has no art of its owmat all; and the same may be true of
individuals. The diversity of art which obtains amongst the various artistic races as a
native and not an acquired tendency, is a strong proof of the original distinctiveness of
human races. But a stronger proof still is to be found in the permanence during histor
ical times of the external characteristics of the various homogeneous types of men. I
will quote from the work before me without reference to the page or writer:
“If it should now be asked what representations of the different nationalities of oldhave to prove about the original ‘unity’ or ‘diversity’ of the human race, we point to thef
unmistakeable constancy of the types of the Egyptians, Assyrians, Wallachs, Negroes,
Jews,—which are at the present day exactly such as were represented on ancient monuments.”
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“We know likewise several Roman cameos, which represent Negroes with all the re
fined elegance of the imperial epoch. Thus we possess the effigies of negroes drawn by
six different nations of antiquity: Egyptians, Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, Etruscans and
Romans; from about the 18th century B. C. to the first centuries of our era, which all
speak for the unalterable constancy of the negro type such as it is in our own days.”
“It has been clearly shown that the Jewish type can be followed up through the
stream of time backward from the present day to the 4th Dynasty of Egypt (a period of
more than 5,000 years) where it stands face to face with that of the Egyptian and other
races.”
“The Fulahs are now, in all their physical characteristics, just what they have been for
many centuries.” “These few specimens of the indigenous ante-columbian art of Amer
ica show sufficiently the constancy of the Indian type.”
“Icelanders, however, may challenge the rest of mankind to exhibit another nation up
on which a thousand years have entailed neither change of race nor alteration of speech.
Their high-caste Scandinavian features, abundantly figured in portraits by Gaimard,
equally attest the purity of their blood and permanence of type, despite their long po
sition on the Arctic circle,—where according to alledged climatic action upon the human
frame, and Bishop Arason’s genealogical tables aforesaid, they ought to have become
either Lapps or Eskimo!”
Oh page 354, Dr. Nott says:
,
“Our limits forbid the examination in detail, to any extent, of the effects of Physical
Climate; but, fortunately, knowledge in this department has so greatly advanced of late
years, as to permit us to pass over, as well settled among naturalists, certain points
which formerly consumed a large share of time., It was long taught, for example, that
types were constantly changing and new ones forming, under the influence of existing
causes; but we may now assume, without the fear of contradiction from a naturalist,
that, within historical times, no example can be adduced of the transformation of one
type of man into another, or of the origination of a new type. Writers still living have
attributed to climate almost illimitable influence on man. Numerous citations have been
given, from credulous travelers, showing examples of white men transformed by a tropi
cal sun into negroes; of negroes blanched into Caucasians; of Jews changed into Hin
doos, Africans, American Indians, and what not. In short, the whole human family has
been derived (as well as all the animals of the earth) from Noah’s ark, which landed on
Mount Ararat some 4,000 years ago.
“Such crude ideas obstinately maintained their ground, in spite of science, till it was
proven beyond dispute, from the venerable monuments of Egypt, that the races of men,
of all colors, now seen around the Mediterranean, inhabited the same countries, with
their present physical characteristics, fully 5,000 years ago; that is, long before the birth
of either Moses, Noah, or even Adam—were we to believe in the chronology of Arch
bishop Usher. Nor did these various races exist merely as scattered individuals in those
early times, but as nations, warring with each other. Since these discoveries, we hear,
among, the well-informed, no more about the influence of existing climates in transform
ing races.”
Page 543—a quotation by Gliddon from, Luke Burke:
“Here [in Africa] we find the negro races occupying some of the most torrid regions,
but not exclusively. Arab races have been living in the midst of them for thousands of
years, and yet they are only brown. Some of them, indeed, are nearly fair; for their
blood'has been repeatedly mixed with -that of northern tribes; and where such is the
case, we ; find that the climate does no more than simply tan or freckle such
parts as are generally exposed to the light. Still farther to the South, farther even
than the true region of the negroes—extend the tribes of the Galla, who have of late
years conquered a large portion of Abyssinia. These have for ages occupied the plains
of Central Africa, almost under the equator; and yet they are, at the utmost, brown, and
many of them comparatively fair. But, more than this, there are nomadic families of the
Tauriok race, who have wandered from an unknown period among the burning sands ot
the great desert itself, and still retain their fair complexions. They are, indeed,, no more
affected by this torrid region than most Europeans would be after a residence there of a
few months.”
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Facts pertainin'g to the Moors in northern Africa, and to the Jews and Gypsies in ev
ery part of the habitable world, and also to other pebples, all militate against the claims
made for the transforming influences of climate; but, I will give no more extracts in this
connection. I have quoted thus abundantly from the work before me, because, it seems
to me, that the extracts given are suggestive to students of. Anthropology in other re
spects, than that, which relates merely to the “unity” or “diversity” of the origin of hu
man races.
Note.—I had proposed another chapter of “Gleanings,” on the uncertainties of historical chronol
ogy, on the relations of propensity and habitat which obtain between the-lowest types of men and
the highest species of monkeys, and on the “humatile” remains and industrial relics of men,—all of
which converge to establish the presumption of a great antiquity for mankind on this planet; but I
find that it is impossible to present the subject intelligently in the language of the eloquent author*
within the brief space to which I am necessarily restricted in this, journal, and hence, I must refer
the reader wishes to be “posted” in this interesting department of human inquiry, to the volume
itself.

A
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INDIVIDUAL.

SOVEREIGNTY.

A writer for the S. R. says, [Vol. Hi/page 134] “What man needs now is the right to
do wrong (at his own cbst).” I am not able to see the philosophical consistency of this
proposition. The individual never moved amongst his fellow beings, who could do wrong
at his own expense exclusively. “The sovereignty of the individual” to do eight, is the
scientific rendering of the formula, “The sovereignty of the individual at his own cost.”
In this connection I may specify two classes of wrong which I may commit: In one
case, the wrong falls directly upon others as well as upon myself; in the other case, the
wrong falls directly upon myself but indirectly upon others. If I refuse to requite my
neighbor for services rendered or repugnances overcome in my behalf, I inflict injustice
directly upon him, and he suffers for the wrong I do; but when I make myself Sick by
wanton exposure, I suffer the consequences directly and my neighbor indirectly. He is
united to me by the bonds of sympathy, which it is not in his power to sever at willy and
when I do a wrqng which brings me suffering, debilitates me, or debases me, my course
affects him disagreeably—he suffers through the wrong I have inflicted upon myself. I
cannot have the toothache, take a cold, or cut my finger, entirely at my own cost. To
presume that the individual can do wrong at his own cost exclusively, is to overlook the
solidarity of the Race, and commit a blunder in Social science. Hence, if the individual
be sovereign to do nothing which will bring cost to others, then is he not sovereign to do
any wrong whatever; he is sovereign only to do right!
But here comes up the question, Who shall decide what the right is? We have no
mathematical standard which all can accept, and so each one to a certain extent, or within
a certain limit, must judge for himself. And since the individual cannot do the smallest
wrong wholly “at his own cost,” I claim that he is free beyond this limit. So long as
any one takes the cost of his own actions directly upon himself, I shall in all probability
not meddle with his sovereignty; but when he exercises the freedom to do what will
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cause me to suffer otherwise than through the wrong which he has done himself; then it
is that his actions become a proper subject for interference on my part, and I may right
fully use means to impose restraint upon the unwarranted liberty he assumes. The
squalid wretch who has been brought up in garrets of a city, and has been taught by pre
cept and example to regard theft as the chief business of life, and has never heard of mor
al principle;—I will not allow such an one to interpret the law of right for himself, when
he thrusts his hand into my pocket in search of my purse. When men shall have risen so
high in the scale of harmonic intelligence that they will do nothing to inflict pain directly
upon others, then shall we dispense with criminal law and tribunals of justice; and all
w ill be sovereign. But as long as there are so many who are vicious—and it matters not
why they are so wre shall have laws defining how the accused shall be dealt with; and
regularly constituted tribunals to adjudge his case, and secure society against the depre
dations of the vicious; and all cannot be sovereign. And since restraint must be exer
cised in a case where one individual trespasses upon the rights of another, experience has
shown that it is best not to leave it a personal matter, but to take cognizance of it in a
regular way by regularly constituted tribunals.

WHAT

FREEDOM

WILL

DO

FOR

WOMAN.

BY J. W. TOWNER.

Whatever our views may be as to the character of the destiny for which humanity lives,
all must agree that man and woman are, in this respect, on common ground. Woman’s
destiny is as valuable and important as man’s, and, if man to attain his in the best manner,
should have the means of cultivation, and should be constantly employing the same for
his own development and growth, intellectually and morally; if men should become think
ers, as all admit; then should woman have equal means of cultivation, &c.; women should
become thinkers also, original, independent thinkers, able to strike out into untrod
den paths, and make discoveries of truth for themselves and humanity.
This, freedom will do for woman. It will make them such thinkers and discoverers ;
not of all alike, but it will give them an impulse in that direction, and with some, will
produce great results.
Women are not now thinkers. There are exceptions, but this is the rule. The mass
of them have only second-hand opinions. They follow fashion and the priest and doctor,
more than men do, though men have nothing to brag of? in the way of originality and in
dependence. Freedom will help man too; but woman more, because her thralldom is
greater.
Marriage is generally the end of cultivation with women. The constant toils of the
household, the drudgery and care imposed by her relations as mother and nurse, effectual
ly deprive hero f opportunities, and finally of the desired-for improvement. The absence
01 excitement, and the monotony which mark the one love of marriage, tend, strongly too,
to pioduce this lesuit. If a facultyj or class of faculties, is allowed to rest, their influence
extends to others.
In marriage the love faculties rest.

They have found what they sought.

There is
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nothing further to Ro than to enjoy what has been acquired. Thus they rest,; and stupid
ity results, and is communicated more or less, to the whole being. Hence, many women
who were active, mentally, before marriage, become; after marriage, quiet, and are scarce
ly heard of beyond the kitchen and ^parlor. Free love will produce opposite results.
I am led to these remarks from reading an article on “ Woman in Franfce,” in the West
minster Review, for Oct. 1854, from which I will make some extracts. The writer affirms
that, “ in literature, we must turn to France for the highest examples of womanly achieve
ment, in almost every department^’ that, “in France alone, woman has had a vital influ
ence on the development of literature ; in France alone, if the writings of woman Were
swept away, a serious gap would be made in the natural history.”
This high position and influence, he tells us was held and exercised more especially,
from the beginning of the seventeenth, to the close of the eighteenth century. He speaks
of the women of that time, as follows :—“ Those delightful women who formed some of
the brightest threads in political and literary history, wrote under circumstances which
left the feminine character of their minds uncramped by timidity, and unstrained by mis
taken effort. They were not trying to make a career for themselves I they thought little
of the public; they wrote letters to their lovers ! and friends,—and described the tragedy
or comedy which was going on before their eyes. Always refined and graceful, they wrote
what they saw, thought, and felt, without proposing any model to themselves, without
any intention to prove that women could write as well as men, without affecting manly
views or suppressing, womanly ones.”
They were original and natural, and they had lovers ! It may be wondered whether
this had anything to do with making them what they were. We shall see.
It is worth)?- of notice, however, that these women were not few. Women generally
were of this character. The writer speaks of Mesdames DeSevigne, Dacier, DoStael, and
Roland, as soaring' “like tall pines amidst a forest of less conspicuous, but not less fascina
ting female writers ; and beneath these again, are spread, like a thicket of hawthorns, eg
lantines, and honeysuckles, the women who are known rather by what they, stimulated
men to write, than by what they wrote themselves—the women whose tact, wit, and per
sonal radiance, created the atmosphere of the Salon, where literature, philosophy^ and
science, emancipated from the trammels of pedantry and technicality, entered on a bright
er stage of existence.”
What thus elevated and ennobled woman ? free love, of a sort, was one of the causes.
This writer says: “ a secondary cause was probably the laxity of opinion and practice with
regard to the marriage-tie.” Then, as if startled at his admission, he exclaims : “ Hea
ven forbid that wo should enter on a defence of French morals, most of all, in relation to
marriage J” But after this ejaculation, he goes bravely on, and says : “but it is undenia
ble, that unions formed in the maturity of thought and feeling, and grounded on inherent
fitness,’and mutual ATTRACTION, tended to bring women into more intelligent sympathy
with men, and to heighten and complicate their share in the political drama. The quies
cence and Security of the conjugal relation * * * * rarely foster a passion sufficient to
rouse all the faculties to aid in winning or retaining its beloved obj ect—to convert indo
lence into activity, dullness into perspicuity. Gallantry and intrigue are sorry enough
things in themselves, but they certainly serve better to arouse the dormant faculties of wo
man, than embroidery and domestic drudgery j * * * ” Then, after speaking of the
manner in which women were interested in the political Struggles of the times, he says :
“the vivid interest in affairs, which Was thus excited in woman, must Obviously have tend
ed to quicken her intellect, and give it a practical application ; and the very sorrows—the
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heart-pangs and regrets of a life of passion—^deepened

heb nature by the questioning

OF SELF AND DESTINY. WHICH THEY OCCASIONED, AND BY THE ENERGY DEMANDED, TO SUR
MOUNT them and live on. No wise person, we imagine, wishes to restore the social con
dition of Prance in the seventeenth century, or considers the ideal programme of woman’s
life, to be a marriage of convenience at fifteen, a career of gallantry from twenty to eight
and thirti', (free love ?) and penitence and piety for the rest of her days. Nevertheless,
that social condition has its good results.” Those good results, as we have seen, consisted
in women becoming thinkers, true, original, and every way noble and womanly. Now we
would dispense with the “penitence and piety,” and marriage, and let “gallantry” (free
dom) form the whole programme; for if its results were so good to woman two centuries ago,
what would they he now, with more intelligence, and purer and loftier aspirations to guide
her ?

SCIENTIFIC

HUMBUG

ON

“UNION

FOR

LIFE.”

BY J. H. COOK.

When the Fowlers announced that they had discovered in the human brain an organ
of union for life, the idea was so absurd that I supposed they would discover the absurd
ity after a while, but they have continued to teach the public that there is such an organ,
and now many believe it. Monogamists have often referred me to this organ, as an un
answerable argument against change and variety in love; and so it would be if it existed.
The old woman said: “Doubtful things are very unsartin”-—so is union for life.
My mind has recently been called to this subject by friend Overton’s article, in which
he alludes to 0. S. Fowler’s lecture on the sexual relations, in which he speaks of the or
gan of union for life as all-sufficient against the doctrice of Free Love. It will be appar
ent to every logical mind, that such an organ would be superfluous. Every organ of the
brain is SELF-attracted by, and SELF-attractive to these objects, which excite and gratify
it. Hence there is no need of an organ of union for life, any more than there is need of
union for honey-moon, or any other limited time. If the organ of conjugal love need an
assistant, to secure its LiFE-action, then does every other organ of the brain need an as
sistant; and these assistants, being in turn as helpless as the first, would also need an as
sistant, and so on ad infinitum, which is nonsense.
Again, every organ has its own peculiar function, and cannot fill the place or office of
another; but union for life does not imply any distinct function of its own—it only aids
and times the function of another organ. The very meaning given to it by Mr. Fowler,
is, that it helps to strengthen and continue through life, a power arising from another
organ of the brain. Does Mr. Fowler believe that unions cease with this life? If so,
then I have not before understood his writings on this subject. If so, then he virtually
believes in the destruction, at death, of all human individualities.
Again, the location of this organ is proof enough that it is—-nowhere. The organ of
conjugal love is located high in the coronal region, just where its character and good
sense demands it should be located; and if union for life is its aid, in any sense or degree,
then it should be located up there also—but it is located down in the lower part of the
back head, among organs whose functions pertain to the lower planes of animal life, and
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must aid or co-operate with these, and tend to antagonize the love functions.

Let us see, admitting the practice of union for life, how it would work, practically. A
man and woman, in both of whom this organ is small, get married; but it is impossible
for them to stay together, no matter how numerous and strong their attractions, by fa
vorable temperaments and developments. Again, if two get married who have this or
gan largely developed, they must live together, although their other developments and
their temperaments repel and rebel and raise—the devil.
Hence, union for life is, to me, like the Frenchman’s flea: when you put your finger
on him he’s not there. But I will not further impose on the good sense of the readers of
the S. ft., by trying to prove, a self-evident absurdity. If any scientific savan, or logical,
mental philosopher wishes to discuss this subject, I shall be pleased to do so. First catch
your hare, before you talk about having him for dinner.

POLYGAMY.

In the September No. of the S. It. is an article on polygamy, by La Roy Sunderland.
In his reasons against polygamy he gives as first: Nature does not provide females
enough to give to one man more than one wife. The proportion has always been about
sixteen women to seventeen men, and the ratio of premature deaths among males in sim
ilar excess. It is, therefore, impossible for one man to have several wives, without de
priving several other men of a wife. Turn the leaf, and he says of the Mormon children:
The majority of them are girls. Put this and that together.
I would state his argument in this wise: 1st. In monogamy the number of males and
females is about equal; therefore polygamy is wrong: for if some men have more than
one wife, some men will have none. 2d. In polygamy the number of females is greater
than the number of males; therefore polygamy is wrong: for if some men have not more
than one wife, some women will have no husbands.
Is not ths legitimately drawn from his words? The thing is this: Nature provides
men and women according to demand—as other things are provided.
But let it be borne in mind: the Variety Lovers are not—if I understand—polygamists.
They believe in variety in both sexes; which would not disturb the monogamic equality
in the number of the sexes. Is it not so?
A Monogamist.
Mendqta, 111., Oct. fi, 1857.

Hardships is the native soil of manhood and self-reliance. He that cannot abide the
storm without flinching or quailing, strips himself in the sunshine, and lies down by the
wayside to be overlooked and forgotten. He who braces himself to the wind to struggle
when the winds blow, gives up when they have done, and falls asleep in the stillness
which follows.—(John Neal.
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Deai’ ^' ttersom:—For some years I Mve bef’n an on-looker, a watcher of the signs
of the , urns, instead of an earnest worker in the reform field. I have been amused,
grieved and disgusted by the want of sympathy, the total absence of charity, manifested
by those who have themselves been martyrs for Truth’s sake. For the past fifty years
“Freedom of thought and expression” have been the watchwords; yet every new truth
has been decried—the truth-seeker crucified. The spirit that maligned and murdered
Socrates, Grallileo, and Jesus, still lives, and is nursed and petted in the bosoms of those
who canonize the dead heroes and saviors.

Spiritualism, the young giant, went among the churches and took away their pillars,
leaving them with a tumbling prospect. No wonder that Herod sent forth his priests
and elders to demolish the destroyer of his altars and idols! How could he be expected
to tolerate those who were taking away his bread and his divinities? But what of you
Spiritualists? Have you followed in the wake of your traducers? You have been per
secuted; you have suffered much for Truth’s sake; and you have preached to your
cursors charity and toleration—what has been your practice ? How have the Spiritualists
treated Mrs. Carrie Lewis since she read to the people at Ravenna a short chapter from
the Book of Nature? In that chapter she said, “Love and not hate, must redeem the
world!”—'that to the Divine in all men she was wedded—that it was the prerogative
of woman to “choose the father of her children.” “Love,” and “wedded,” to the mass,
were synonymers with lust and legalized prostitution; consequently, there was, as
you said, a terrible “clearing of skirts.”
The Methodists, who had proudly claimed Mrs. Lewis, suddenly remembered that she
belonged to the Spiritualists; while the Spiritualists of Ravenna called a meeting to ex
onerate themselves from all sympathy with the woman who had sent a bombshell into
their camp. To put the whole thing straight and strong before the world, they added a
“resolution” condemnatory of two individuals who were strongly suspected of approving
Mrs. Lewis’ position.
The Spiritualists in other places saw that one girlish hand and a womanly heart, would
ruin their craft, so they followed the example of the Ravenna people, and cried out, “cru
cify her and all who do not crucify her!” The Spiritualists’ Journals that have not con
cluded silence, the wisest course to be pursued, have either condemned the woman for her
honest speaking, or, Peter-like, denied knowing the “new Savior.” Many who have eaten
nor bread, and have been hospitably sheltered in her house, remember her only as the friend
of other days. Not a few who are living in false relations, and practice free lust, cry
out, “I swear unto you I have no sort of sympathy with this woman!”
I would not condemn the whole body of reformers because of the want of justice mani
by many. A few have been fearless in defending the truths Carrie Lewis pro
pounded to the world; but where are those who believe and secretly practice what they
think she preaches?
If their lives are false, why not learn to do well? If their prac
tice is honorable, let them, like honest men and women, come out and defend the right l
fested

You alone have dared to speak through the press in behalf of the principles uttered
at Ravenna. ’Tis not that you are, the only soul who endorses those truths; but I rather
taink you are less a slave to the merciless tyrant, Public Opinion.
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What 1 wished to ask> when 1 commenced writing, was this: Who is to be the arbi
ter of the Goal? Who will limit the truth-seeker? Will those who claim freedom for
themselves enslave another soul? Will the persecuted persecute? Will those who have
written “Excelsior” upon their banner turn back to be swallowed up in the cess-pools of
scandal? Will the redeemed crucify the world’s new saviors? Heaven in mercy save
me from my friends!
Thine for Truth,
j. A W.

THE

OTHER

SIDE.

BY FRANCIS BARRY.

T wiU ncver complain of the presentation of any truth, however horrible or disgustirw
it may be, if any good purpose can by the means be served, but before calling special at
tention to anything shocking or indelicate, it is well to enquire whether the good result
ing from the disclosure will be sufficient to warrant what would otherwise be an offense
against delicacy and propriety. Whether Annie Denton Cridge made any such inquiry
before offering the “facts” which appear under her name in the last No. of the Social
Revolutionist, I am surely unable to say; however this may be, the presentation of such
lacts must be pronounced wholly unwarrantable, and a gross offense against delicacy, not
to say decency. I have been heartily in favor of the investigation that has brought out
so much that is revolting, in the workings of the popular marriage system. Marriage is
a system of slavery the husband being to all intents and purposes the owner of the wife
—and any facts in relation to the outrages and cruelties inflicted by the master upon tho
slave, however much they may horrify and disgust, may, and should, be proclaimed to the
world. I have no sympathy or patience, with that kind of delicacy that lends its sanction
to a system, and then turns up its hands in holy horror when a true picture of the sys
tem is presented. But the faets presented by Anne Denton Cridge, are not of this char
acter, and if they serve any other purpose than to disgust the refined and sensitive, and to
lower her in the estimation of modest and sensible people, I am unable to see it The
facts” are presented on the “ Other Side !” Pray what is the question at issue ? Is it
as to whether men, or women, are most sensual and base ? It would seem that Mrs. Cridge
thus understands it. If this is the question under discussion, her “ facts” have some per
tinence. but if the question is whether Marriage is a system of outrage and corruption,
her “ facts,” instead of being on the “ Other Side,” are, so far as they amount to anything
at all, only additional illustrations of the unfortunate workings of the marriage system
’The Article then, is not only an illustration of a want of modesty, but of the possession
of a remarkable amount of dullness on the part of the writer !
It is painfully evident that the position of the Editors of the Vanguard, in relation to
the Social Revolutionist, is one of jealousy and hostility. Whether their names properly
belong on its list of contributors, is a question I shall have the presumption to raise.—
1 lacing altogether too high an estimate upon their own importance, they cannot be ex
pected to appreciate the work of more humble laborers. Accordingly, it seems to be a
matter of small consequence with them, as to whether the Social Revolutionist shall main-
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tain its position as a Journal of character and ability. Had anything else been true, such
an article would hardly have been offered. If the fault is one of the head, and their mo
tives have been perfectly pure, it is nevei thelcss true that they do not belong among its
contributors. A contributor should not only aim to write properly, but be capable of do
ing so. The Editor of a free Journal, should never be under the necessity of deciding
whether the productions of a regular contributor are fit for publication. The contributors
for a free Journal, are in a certain sense, its conductors, and certainly do much to give it its
character,—hence the importance of their being proper persons. For one, I feel no dis
position to expend my strength on a Journal which derives its character from such wri
ters as I have referred to.
Whether I am thought to be in my place, in making these suggestions through the col
umns of the S. R., I am not anxious to know. I am very happy in taking the responsi
bility of backing myself up, in such a course. I feel it to be a duty I owe to myself, as
one of its contributors ; to the band of Socialists in whose midst it is published; to the
community at large, who have a right to expect that its columns will be filled with what
is fit to be read ; to the Social Revolutionist itself, a messenger of truth, and love, and
gladness, to the crushed and sorrowing, if its character shall be preserved unspotted ; to
purity and propriety, and delicacy; to enter my earnest and unqualified protest against
any person being recognized as fit to give character to its pages, who from any motive, is
disposed to disgrace those pages, and cast reproach upon a sacred cause, by penning words
which seem unbeautiful to the most delicate and refined. I would not be unduly censo
rious and would give every one sufficient opportunity to correct any errors, but when, as
in this case a serious offence has been committed, a decent respect for the rights of the
reading public, would seem to dictate the propriety of quietly withdrawing, and seeking to
establish a better reputation, by efforts in other fields. Whatever course the Proprietor
of the Social Revolutionist may think proper to pursue, I shall have the satisfaction of
knowim- that my voice has been heard in condemnation of what can only be a disgrace
•md inj ury to our cause. I trust it will be distinctly understood that Anne Denton Cridge
is a prominent opponent of Free Love, and that the worst that can be said of the Social
Revolutionist is that its Editor allows our opponents (the ablest and best of them,so un
derstood) to occupy his columns with matter that the least chaste Free Lover, would hesi
tate to present.

gIK>__gin does not always come directly from the devil. A torpid state of the liver,
or those cold dumplings at bed-time, have provoked the “old man” with his deeds into
masterly activity. Many a time, to be wicked is only to be billious, and to be diabolical
is just to be a dyspeptic
Many a patient has sent for the wrong doctor, calling a divine, when he simply needed
a prescription ; thinking he had failed in worship, when he had failed in washing ; bewail
ing an impure heart that he could not cleanse, and forgetting a pair of hands looking like
a couple of toads, that he could.
People affect creed and sermon, sometimes, when their real need is a “ creek,” soap and
a “crash” towel.—B. F. Taylor.
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Pale and patient, watching ever,
Weary watehings damp with tears;
Watching for the joys which come not
Through the droning lapse of years.
Hearts nigh bursting—pent their feelings,
Hushed their gentle, soulful strains—
'
Heads that at their shrines should worship
Bow at other, fairer fanes.

,

My Beau Ideal of woman. Who she is, what her age, or where she lives, not knowing
I cannot tell. What she is T do know, but do not know who she is. Is this parodoxical ?
She lives in the inmost of my affectional nature, is ever present in my thoughts, is ever
attractive. She is all I know, all I can conceive of perfection, and the symmetrical and beau
tiful in woman. And yet, I know not in what sphere, or what part of the vast Uni
verse she may be found. Hence, if I address her in these pages, she may be likely to lis
ten, as touch so, as if I were to extend my call in any other direction.
But, it is not more of her, that I wish to speak, than of myself; and, if in these articles
I should draw my own portkait, or, perhaps, present the reader with one which a lady
daguerreotypist in Dayton, Ohio, has drawn of me, you will thus be the better able to see
my Beau Ideal; for, if you know what I am, you may perceive what I want. If you can
measure and estimate me accurately, why, of course, you may esfemat^. the quality of my
loves, the height and breadth of my delights ; how much I love, and what, and the reasons
why ? Ever present as she is to my inmost thoughts, why does she always elude my ex
ternal senses ? In my dreams, it is true, I have seen her, have met her very many times
during the past twenty-five years. Nor have I any idea of Heaven, and the regions 61 the
blest, higher than the sphere in which I find myself. When t meet my Ideal in the
dreamland, when my external senses are suspended, and I am present with her, I am sur
rounded with all that is surpassingly beautiful and sublime. Here is Symmetry, Perfec
tion and Beauty, beyond the power of language to describe, and most delightful aromas,
far exceeding the magic creating of enchantment. Here are streams of living water, on
whose banks, flowers of perennial beauty bloom. Here are those undulating valleys of
loveliness indescribable, the theme of poets, and the home of the blest. Here are the lux
urious groves, where do flourish the trees of immortal life. -' The atmosphere of these de
lightful springs, is fragrant of Heaven, when once breathed, imparting life and love to the
inmost recesses of the soul. Ah, why does' she elude my external senses ? why does she
avoid me ever ? why may I not always dream ?
I have my Ideal of the Divine Father and Mother in Heaven, whom I have not seen ^
any more than I have seen my Ideal of the Divine. And, yet, I may speak of, if 1 cannot7'
describe, both the one and the other. The term God, I use to signify the absolute of love,
will and wisdom ; or goodness, power, and intelligence. It is an intuition of my in
most nature, that all effects must have an adequate Cause. So, when contemplating cau
ses, I trace them as far back as my own mind can extend, saying to myself that is the
First Cause, and what I call God. I can find no other, and must rest there. No matter
by what name we call the most remote cause, Jove, Pan, Lord; Jehovah, or Nature. We
speak of God, Nature and Law, we perceive effects, and then we'trace to laws, which we
find in Nature, and as we contemplate Nature as an effect, so we speak of the cause as
God. For thus it is, that the intelligent and evenly balanced mind is disposed to find form
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and order, in the Nature and constitution of things.
It is not, perhaps, strictly philosophical, to speak of Nature, or the visible Universe, as
the ultimate or First Cause. There must he a more philosophical mode of thought, in
which the higher forms of Intelligence are disposed to consider things, which combine all
we know of Design, Cause and Effect, and the Essence, Form and Life, of all things.—•
Let us aspire for the higher modes of thought. Contemplating Nature, then, as a whole,
why not consider it as an effect ? All phenomena must have adequate causes, which ex
ist before the effects appear. Nature is the Universe of phenomena. The world of causes
is invisible. We do not see with our external senses, the laws or causes, which precede
phenomena. But, throughout the Universe, effects become causes, and produce other ef
fects ; and so, throughout the great whole, each effect in time may become a cause, and sc
produce other results in geometrical progression.
The most, perhaps, that we can do, when speaking of the Divine, is to say that we mean
by the term the Absolute of love, or life ; the Absolute of power or force ; the Absolute
of intelligence or knowledge which gives form and order. As the Essence, Forms and
Uses, comprehend the whole of all things in Nature,' so we say, the wisdom, power,and
goodness, which are absolutely perfect, is what we mean by God. And, when we have said
this, it were the same as if we had said, it is impossible in the Nature of things, for us to
find out who God is. He is incomprehensible ; what can wo know ? and, how shall we
begin to describe that which is indescribable 7 The mind is satisfied when we saiq God is,
and is absolutely perfect ; and, as goodness, power, and intelligence, in absolute perfectioir
comprehend all we can express of his qualities, we use these terms, as coming the nearest
to ■completeness in our theory and forms of speech. Thus contemplating the Divine, wo
can express some ideas as to the relation beholds to Nature and to Law, or the constitu
tion of things. For, as Nature, when contemplated as a whole, is a grand result of a su
perior cause; so we say the Divine is not an effect, but the cause of all effects. If it he
said, that the human mind is not capable of contemplating God as the first cause of all
things, because all objects of contemplation must be phenomenal, or results, I answer :—That we cannot imagine an effect, hut which was preceeded by an adequate cause ! and
as the cause must always and forever be superior to the phenomenal world, we cannot rid
the mind of the idea of God. And further, this objection deifies the human mind, inas
much as it assumes that the mind cannot stop in its search for causes, but must go on un
til it finds nothing but phenomena, or effects, without a cause ! The human mind is finite,
and limited in its powers. Hence we deify the mind, as it were, when we assume that
the mind cannot stop in its searches for causes, and we make an ideal something, of the
mind, which it is not, in reality. There must be limits to the human intellect, in its search
for causes; it must settle upon an ultimate or final cause, behind which, we cannot go. I
ask, then, what can be the harm in calling that last cause, behind which we cannot pene
trate, the Divine, the Infinite? And, when we say this Infinite is not Nature, although he
is the soul of Nature, and the cause thereof, as it is this Divine who makes Nature, and
Nature’s laws. Nature is the body, God the soul. Nature is the outer form, and God the
siurit.
He is in Nature as the life is in the body, for it is the life in each particle, in all
the parts, which gives t© the body, heat, motion and light. The life elements give the
Essence, Forms, and Uses of all things. Hence we speak of the Deity, not only as the
inmost life of all things, but as that Wisdom Element, which gives form and order, in the
outer or external world And thus we are conducted to the idea of the Divine life. The
development of life in Nature’s Matrices, Mineral, Vegetable and Animal, is from the con
jugation of the love and wisdom elements which are male and female, throughout the con-
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stltution of things. Thus we have paternity and the evolution of the different forms o.
life. The jjresence of these two forces, male and female, love and wisdom, positive ami
negative, in all spheres and kingdoms of Nature, suggest the necessity of some appropri
ate terms for designating this sexual duality, when speaking of God. It is certain, tin ■
God is really the Infinite Mother of the Race, as he is the Divine Father, and we nee :
terms of expression accordingly.
Yours Truly,
LaRoy Sundebland.

Boston, Sept. 3d, 1857.
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BY C. M. OVEKTON.

Tired in body, wearied in soul, saddened and sickened by a contemplation ol the fol
lies and miseries of my kind, I hied to my accustomed grove, again to attune to the beau
ties and harmonies of Nature, a heart unstrung by the discords of society. Throwing
myself on to the lap of dear old mother Earth, I “cuddled up” to her, listened to her
great pulsing heart and gentle whisperings with all a lover’s interest. The starry eyes
of heaven caught mine; the wooing chestnuts, fanned by the evening’s breath, waved
their loving arms over me, and, spell-bound by their soothing manipulations, my soul
drank in the genial influence, till I sank into a state of half conscious somnolence, and
the gift of the seer came in answer to the questions of my soul.
Misanthropy, foe of my waking hours, still dogged my steps, embodied in dim outline
and half-averted face, yet haggard, gaunt and pale. “Curse God and die!” she cried.
“Fool! thus to cherish life—a cheat—a sham—a fraud! ’Tis but the coward lives—the
brave man dares to die !”
“Avaunt!” I cried; while Reason, and leaning on her arm, Philosophy, approached.
“The fates are gods, and man leads not, but follows Destiny! She makes and unmakes
not gods nor men. ’Tis Ignorance alone that frets, and undevelopmcnt that blames.”
And then came Sloth, escorting Ease, smooth-faced, corpulent, sleepy. “Think you to
mend the world? The world goes well, and well without thy aid.”
And then came Fame, and Wealth, her minister. “Up, sluggard! rub your sleepy
eyes! shake off your languor! What matters it to live—to live, and be unknown?
Come, get to thee a name ! Make wealth; and wealth shall then make you ! Who
handles gold, rules men ! Get gold, and you shall then have ease !—get gold and you
shall then have fame '.—and fame is what gods live for.”
And then Ambition came, sustained by smooth-tongued Policy. “To live is well—to
have it known you live, is better still, so you but gain the plaudits of the passing throng
•—but to be known and cursed, better not be known ! ’Tis well to have your name upon
the lips of men—but not to be damned thereby. Gain ease, gain wealth, gain fame, gain
power—all these are naught unless you win the praise of men—sweet popularity.”
She passed; and in her regal train went sleek, luxurious Ease, and jeweled Wealth,
with splendid Equipage, and haughty Fame, borne o’er the heads of men; and Rank and
Power, swaying the nations at their will. They passed; and as they passed, extending
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each a hand, said, “Come!” Lured by the glittering pageantry, I thought to rise—they
vanished, and in their stead arose a form, as sweet and pure as beautiful, but sad. With
calm benignity she gazed into my soul, then said, “Dost love me, mortal?” “Could mor
tal man do more?” “Wilt follow me?” “Whither?” “Wheresoe’er I lead?” With
still enquiring look, I said, “I will!” “Hast counted well the cost? My name is Truth •
My brother, here, the Right, is my companion.” (Here I observed a noble form, bland
and benevolentj with hands inlinked in hers). ^ “Born of the' old Eternities, inhabitants
of the spheres, we come to dwell on Earth, and cleanse her of her sins. We have raised
aloft our flag ; but none enlist in our service. We have beat our Reveille, but the world
still slumbers on. Only a few of the lowly—only the outlaws of Earth, can we gather.
Hast weighed thy purpose well, 0 mortal ? Look at my thin clad followers. Behold
their bleeding feet; "We promise you- not ease, and rest and peace, but sleepless nights,
ceaseless toil, and thankless, profitless warfare. We promise you not the treasures of
wealth, but the stipends of poverty, not the bandits of fame, but the hisses of notoriety.
The curses of enemies—the upbraidings of friends—the finger of scorn—the breath of
obloquy—this is the dowry which we bring. “Poor, despised, outlawed, insulted, out
raged ; will you walk with me the thoroughfares of life ? Will you parry the shafts of
malice, or receive in your own breast, the arrow designed but for mine ? Will you love,
honor, and protect, whento do so, involves the sacrifice of all the world holds dear?” Who
will stand by the Truth when deserted, slandered and vilified ? Who will lift up her ban
ner when crushed and trodden under foot of men ? Who will stand by the Right, when
to do so, is to be a target for all Humanity ? when even those she pleads for, revile and
spit upon her ? Who will stand by a cause which cuts them off from all sympathy ?Who will be a defence to the weak, knowledge to the ignorant, joy to the despairing, cour
age to the timid ? Who will be a voice to those who cannot, or still worse, who dare not
speak, for themselves ? Who will bear the taunts of Humanity, for Humanity’s sake ?
Who will follow me to a moral exile ? Who will ascend the pillory, and receive with me,
the stamp of the “ scarlet letter ?” taste with me, the vinegar, the wormwood and the
galls ? Who will follow the Right, for the love of the Right ? Who will cherish Truth,
for her own sweet sake ? “ Mortal, dost still love me, and, wilt follow me still ?” Her
countenance, lovely from the first, now beamed with an unearthly splendor; a beauty and
glory so Divine, that it enraptured my soul. I sprang forward to embrace her, and in the
ecstacy of the moment, forgetful of human weakness, I cried, I will. “It is well” said
she. “May the knowledge Of your indebtedness to Earth’s earlier martyrs for much of
the freedom and knowledge you now enjoy,—the Voltaires, the Fouriers, the Shellies, the
Paines, the Wolstoncrafts, and the Wrights, nerve you to emulate their integrity and de
votion ! And should your love for me at any time grow cold, remember also that the path
of “ Duty,” however rough and thorny, is no less the path to Glory. With one wave of
her hand, and a finger pointing upward, my angel guardian vanished. But ever amid the
struggle with the world, when the devils of selfishness would tempt me to side with tri
umphant wrong, or disown a friendless Truth, that angel face appears to me again, and the
whispered reproach, “ And thou too, my friend !” fills my soul with a new devotion, and
strengthens my resolution still to do and dare for Humanity, and her, my angel visitor.

Human Life is a problem to be solved only in Eternity.—[Wright,
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BY JAMES W. TOWNEE.

"Vve need to have the subject of sexual laws and relations, discussed in all their aspects
and bearings. We want all facts which will give us light, respecting our sexual natures
and functions, whether they result from normal or abnormal activities of those natures and
functions. Especially, do we want facts which show the legitimate working and results of
any institution based upon the sexual nature, such as Polygamy, Monogamic marriage, or
Free love. Let us have the truth, ye who possess it, whatever may be its character.
But while we are opening such a delicate subject for free and full discussion, let us be
careful and state our positions, and present our facts, in as chaste and delicate language as
is possible, consistently with truthful expression. I would not dodge any question ; nor
would I suppress any truth or fact worth being known : nor be so indefinite, circumlocutory, or ambiguous in stating facts, as to destroy their strength. But there are two 'trays
of dealing with a subject of this kind, and at the same time preserve directness and plain
ness. In one, we use the refined language of Ideality ; in the other, we employ the slang
of sensuality. I do not think we can be too careful in avoiding the latter. We want this
subject discussed, but we should do it so as not to shock the feelings of truly delicate
minds. That prudery which would ignore such questions entirely, is not worthy of no
tice. But I am sorry to see in the pages of the S. K., facts stated in so gross a manner as
those found on page 122 of the Oct. No. Such expressions as the persons there alluded to,
are said to have used, savor too much of coarseness and sensualism. Doubtless, manjr
facts might be obtained from the Five Points” in N. Y., which would be instructive and
useful in such a discussion as this, but I doubt very much the propriety of stating them in
the current language of that locality. Bar-room slang, or tea-table gossip on this sub
ject, would hardly be fit for the pages of a public journal.
We object to the Bible, on account of the impurity and vulgarity of many of its state
ments of this kind. Their tendency is to debase and make coarse. The accounts of LoBs
daughters, Judah and Tamar, the parable of Aholibah and Aholibamah, the descriptions
of sexual characteristics in Solomon’s song, the reason of Paul for marrying,—what can
be more gross and indelicate ? Bible believers have no reason to complain of anything for
obscenity. But we don’t want to be on their level. As we reject compelled relations
between the sexes, on account of the grossness and impurity to which they lead, we should
also reject their language, and seek the greatest purity and delicacy of expression pos
sible.

Unpopular Truths.—-It is a trying duty to speak plainly of wrong which good men
perpetrate. It is very easy to cry out against crimes which laws punish, and which pop
ular opinion has branded with infamy. What is especially demanded of the Christian is,
a faithful heart, and honest, generous testimony against enormities which are sanctioned
lay numbers and fashion and wealth, and especially by great and honored names, and
which, thus sustained, lift up their heads to Heaven, and repay rebuke with menace and
indignation.--[Ex.
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BY CORDELIA BARRY.

The soul whose aspirations are for all truth, whose inmost prayer is for knowledge of
Nature’s laws, that he may so live as never to come in antagonism with them, finds as he
penetrates farther and yet farther her great Arcana, that with all his gain, all his clear
seeing, all his gathered wisdom, he is yet a little child, still looking out from the infancy of
ideas, with a vast unexplored field lying before him, and every advancing step brings him
into new relations, shadows forth to his ever opening vision, new laws. To learn these,
to search out their bearing upon himself, and raise his being in harmony "with them, is the
aspiration of every earnest spirit, the one heart-prayer of the truth seeker. I hough re
sisting all “ authority,” and yielding never once to the arbitrary edicts of another, he yet
accepts with a sweet trust, the restraints which nature imposes, and renders a glad and
loving obedience to her all-beautiful requirements, as indicated by the soul’s development.
If we know not the law of health, of bodily harmony, we can never be true and beau
tiful beings, can never live fair, angel lives, can never embody the Divine and Godlike in
our natures, can never become Christians, even. We can be good, only as our being is
developed in harmony, only as our whole self is fed, called out, exercised. Step after
step has the old Earth taken, in the ever onward path of progress, giving us to-day, the
thought upon which we are to build a greater one to-morrow ; giving us from the labora
tory of her garnered stores, the needs and complements of a fuller life.
Since the days of Hj^ppocrates, have learned doctors been giving to the needing world^
new thoughts and experiences, in regard to the true conditions for promoting and retain
ing the vigor and purity of the bodily functions, thereby securing a clear and healthful
brain, and an intellectual force and scope, which undeveloped, or diseased conditions, could
never give. Mesmer, whose name is immortalized among the “isms,” along with John
Calvin’s and Mahomed’s, gave us light in a new direction, and to-day the words mesmer
ism or magnetism, give to the veriest school boy, an idea, however vague it may be, of the
active and unseen forces of the soul, of the power of mind over mind, and the hidden en
ergies there are in the subtle essences of nature, to accomplish great results, in the growth,
development, unfolding of the human soul. No enlightened mind thinks to question the
positive and direct influence of mind on mind, nor can any such mind dare to question,
either, the vague, indirect, and less perceptible influences which sensitive natures feel.
The electrical conditions of the atmosphere act most strongly < n some ; and the simple
fact of lying at right angles with the subtle currents of electricity, ascertained by philos
ophers and men of science, as extending from pole to pole of our earth, will prevent sleep,
produce nervous irritation, and wild unrest in impressible persons; a law which the sages
of the olden time had not discovered. A mother, giving way to violent temper, permit
ting her higher nature to become overpowered, will give to her innocent babe, milk poi
soned by her mental condition, and the soul-sphere that surrounds her will stifle its young
life, to its almost eternal injury; sitting in a room even, with one who is angered, or who
is low and groveling in his nature, or who is sad and depressed, will cause some peisons
the most exquisite unhappiness. Soul acts on soul, mind influences body, and through
the impressions on mind, is the physical being oftenest killed or cured. These are facts,
or truths, known to all who possess themselves of the thoughts of the age, acceded toby
all who are not prejudiced against what is new and perhaps inexplicable.
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So, holding ourselves in comparative harmony with all these benificent laws; rendering
reverent homage to what we find written with the hand of Divinity upon the tablets of
the inner and the outer life ; giving a sweet acceptance to all beautiful truths, all glorious
Divinities; taking to our souls all holy aspirations,, and clear, prophetic seeings ; heeding
the “still small voice” of the inner life, and living out the inmost of our soul’s seeing—
will bring to our spirit the peace and wholeness of an harmonious life. All beautiful emo
tions, all lofty aspirations, all noble conduct, all sweet thoughts and blissful feeling, brings
to us all, something of their own bliss, something of their own sweetness, something of
their own beauty, nobleness, charm. We cannot live, surrounded with a sphere of love
and kindly feeling, without our souls being partakers in that love and kindness ; we can
not mingle with the earnest and sincere worker, drink in the aroma of his life, and be not
made loftier in our own aspirations, more truly brave and earnest to live our thought of
right.
Integral unfolding is what we should aim for ; the aspiration to become great, rounded,
self-centered beings, to feel ourselves a wholeness, is the grandest and noblest yearning of
the soul; and to attain this harmony, and this fullness of being, we search for the laws tha t
govern life; we go back to the discoveries of antiquity, add to them our own researches,
and live the life that seems to us true, that seems to our seeing, to be in harmony with the
laws of ever unfolding nature ; ever looking onward to the fair opening future, for the
light that shall lead us yet farther. Still, with the surely beautiful future dim shadowed
before us, we live alone in the now, and have only to seek the law that pertains to our
present harmony, knowing with the clearness of a prophet’s seeing, that as we live true to
the now, so shall the futures be, in trueness. Integral unfolding, or.soul-health and bodyhealth, (though yet there is no such disintegration, no soul and body, in our work of
heal(hifying) this is our one want. Mind and matter act upon each other ; we need pure
physical sj^stems, else we cannot have pure thoughts or gentle feelings ; and also if we
have not internal serenity, if we are not good and happy, our soul-liie reflects upon the
outer man and vte are sick and diseased throughout. The mind must have its needed work,
every faculty must be exercised, developed, fed, else the being becomes deformed, one
sided, inharmonious. What dwarfed, cramped lives we live ! How many noble spirits
have walked the whole journey of life, with the genius, perhaps, of a Napoleon or a Mi
chael Angelo, yet with that divine spark never fanned, the soul’s forces have riot manifest
ed themselves above the falses and perversions which everywhere so trammel it. This
laudable ambition, this lofty desire to achieve something worthy of one’s self, to not pass
like thistle-down, down the eddying currents' of life ; is well nigh crushed out in its bud
ding, from utter impossibility of achieving, for the hero-soul is not permitted development
in our civilization, the fires of genius which shorie but dimly, perhaps, are smothered from
the want of conditions to unfold them, and the life innately rich in soul wealth, goes down
with its destiny unachieved. Society thus inflicts a terrible injury upon both itself, and
the individual; and the social state which grants not every facility for the wholeness of life,
proves itself atheistic, to the farthest extent,—atheistic to truth and justice and nature,
because it fails to recognize the Divinity of man, and fears to unfold in him the principles
of the G-odhead. We would work for another, and better, and wholler Hying, even the
instituting of the Divine harmonic order, which shall give to Earth’s millions, the possible
of a truer life.
In seeking the means and conditions of this fuller living, the rents and gaps in the so
cial world, ire first to ask for reparation ; right social surroundings are among the found
ation needs of humanity, for with all the wants of the social man supplied, will come
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that true and full development of all the' faculties and passions of the soul, that shall give
to humanity’s children, anobler, grander being. .Parke Godwin most truly says : a A great
number of the maladies^ that attack^us, come from our not knowing how to develop, and
enploy, integrally, with measure and equilibrium, all the springs of action that are in us.”
The spirit can only grow into an harmonious and perfected life, as its askings are met and
satisfied; only as the outer and the inner world conspire to give it-complement of being.
It asks for all the means of intellectual culture, philosophy, science, art; poetry; and mu
sic, and sculpture ; all beautiful sights, all melodious sounds, all harmonious numbers ; it
asks food for a completer growth,*for the bringing into being a Diviner manhood and wo
manhood, for the upbuilding of the grand Man, which alone can come with these bettered
conditions.
So many of the nobler impulses of our nature lie forever dormant, in our present dis
cordant, isolated, fragmentary lives! The passion of Ambition which acts inversely, in
its half-developed, half-perverted condition, when given free scope, and attuned to the har
monies of the Divine order, will give us lives of lofty purpose, of grand heroism,, of Christlike bravery ; and great, earnest, heartful deeds will stand out on the life-pages of the souj,
where now are only meagre apologies of doing. An integrality and a selfhood must
be ours, and the conditions necessary for the out-calling of each person’s particular gen
ius, else life is a grand.failure. It is pitiable to feel, how many are robbed of this indi
viduality, which is themselves, by this falseness of life ; the real person never manifesting
himself, the (Possible of his life having never been attained. So of love, the holiest, Divinest, best; its'influence is paralyzed, its powers cramped, its liberty curtailed, and the
soul-life shorn of half its blessedness and joy. We cannot conquer in the field of Atabition, nor achieve the noblest destinyj if the heart is yearning for a needed sympathy, Nei
ther can we give a full and ripened love, if the aspiration to be, become not actualized, and
our souls grown to the being. We can become heroes and martyrs for love’s sweet sake,
and for the! sake of this principle of growth ; for all truths, and beauties, and goods, and
graces,' are only a wholeness, and there is no clashing. Each newly discovered truth, but
shows us a surer way to build up the last, and they ever go hand in hand. The human
soul needs all of good and beauty it can gather to itself, and this smothering and stifling,
and this forever lack of life’s fulfillment, found alone in the natural and harmonious action
of the whole being; brings us monotonous, unattractive, frivolous lives, renders us less as
piring, less noble, less pure, beautiful, good : and so I would welcome to my soul the ful
ler life, the life of love, and heroism, and aspiring; the life of greatness, and wholeness, and
harmony ; the life of completest health and only can there be this health, with aspirations fed, with heart-askings met, So there is beauty, and naturalness, and philosophy, in
the “Love Cure,”—for—“Love is life J”
“Love is life—each fragrant blossom
Spangled o’er with morning dew,
Bears that motto on its bosom,
’Tis a motto sweet and true.”

No one can be fully and wholly good, unless he be happy, and none can be truly blest^
who has not love ; for with his charmed presence, cometh gladdening songs and beaming
smiles—-and heart-shine golden ; cometh ever, gentle'words, and utterance softer, and
thoughts more holy; bringeth ever, a glad light to the eye, buoyancy to the step, and to
the whole being"’a breathing of blessedness and heaven.
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’vViiat happy things are youth, and love, and sunshine;
How sweet to feel the sun upon the heart,
To kn ow it lighting up the rosy blood,
And with all joyous feelings prism-hued,
Making the dark breast shine like a spargrot,
We walk among the sunbeams as unto angels. ”
“

So its denial brings drooping, and disease, and death ; death to all the sweet charms of
the soul, death to the creative forces of the mind, death to the active energies of the body.
Many a gentle wife has gone down in sorrow to her grave, because the deep longings of
her spirit was not met, because the heart she leaned on, gave back no answering tokens of
love ; and men of generous soul, and purpose high, have sank in utterest debasement, with
out love to purify and save. Many otherwise beautiful, worthful lives, are forever de
barred the ripening of a glorious life, from this starvation in the affectional realm. Every
where must the discerning mind recognize this crying want of the soul, for everywhere
do our eyes meet these half-humanities, with sad, and cheerless faces ; no soul-light shinhag out from the eyes, no great, calm
forever welling up in their hearts. Our girls,
jnately full of aspiration and life-power, become light, frivolous, well nigh soulless, from
the need, unsupplied, of mingling with men of cultivation and refinement, men of expe
rience, thought, development; and living in the spheres of the great and wise of earth.
But the natural and every way beautiful upbuilding, is cried down, mostly, by our unwise
and short-sighted civilization, and we have undeveloped, inharmonious, unbeautiful char
acters as the result. Our lives may not be blessed with a Bettinna, though another Goethe
should of necesdty, call into play a similar passion; for the world puts on her frowns even
at our saying, the light-hearted, joyous maiden, with her naivete and innocent ways,
should mingle with the philosopher and the man of science, and the wisdom of experience
and age, win rest and joy, from the bounding spirits of youth. But, let nature assert her
own needs, let her seek the always legitimate means of unfolding, and we, nevermore
dare thrust our outside apprehensions, our sacreligious faiths, into these interior chambers
of the soul, excluding thus, the Divine right each soul possesses, ol'integral growing.
There are degrees, or different accords of love ; there maj" be the accords of contrast,
affinital loves, or the sympathetic relations of minds cast in similar moulds. The sage is
attracted to the innocent prattlings of childhood, and the eager, asking mind of youth
seeks with gladness, the sphere of appreciative old age : Yet more does the matron or
woman of ripeness and cultivation, bless and instruct the youth, and more does buddinggirlhood gain, in charm, and womanly grace and virtue, by receiving lessons at the hands
of matured manhood. Each is lovely in its place, all worthful, when left to their own
out-giving ;—which place and which out-giving, must alone be indicated by the whollest
wisdom of each soul’s judging. Everywhere, love is beautiful, forever as it is a child of
the Divine ; but more beautiful, more Divine, is the tender appreciation which man gives
to woman and woman to man, which everywhere, the masculine gives to the feminine and
the feminine to the masculine, than these lesser loves we give our own. Difference of sex
or the contrast and minglings of masculine and feminine elements, magnetisms, spheres,
gives the charm to all our social intercourse. It can touch a chord in the heart that will
vibrate to none other, it can stir the waters of the soul as no other power can move them
it can wake the music of the inner life as nothing else can do. The same faculties of
mind, called into action, but their manifestation,and character being moulded by this opposite
magnetism, gives each a power to bless, not otherwise gained.
To attain to noblest growth, all of love that can come' to our souls, should he received
•with the same quiet acceptance, as the flowers receive dew and sunshine, remembering that
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as flowers assimilate what they need, so we can have only our own. The tree appropri
ates to its own upbuilding, all of the various elements which go to make up its life ; so
may our souls gather to themselves, all of charm and fragrance, all of joy and beauty, all
, of thought and growth, all of gladsome song, and radiant shine and Divinest living which
the bright world can bring ; from cloud and tree and blossom, from starry skies, and dewy
earth, and chanting winds, to the far-away dreamy life of the souls other living, to the elec
tric fires of thought which flash from the pen of genius. The wants of mind and body
may be supplied, by this giving and receiving from all sources. The charming child-loves
which so trusting walk into the ever open portals of my heart; the appreciation sweet, of
minds of riper growth ; and most, and best, and fullest, the reverent love my soul can give
from pure, unselfish manhood’s large and giving spirit; these make my spirit strong to live
the better life. The loving trust, dear children give me, brings glad smiles to my wearied
heart, and the touch of their soft hands, gives rest to the tired nerves ; and other loves as
well, bring each their blessing, leave each their memory sweet.
From the great, noble souls who have given me of their thought and love, has my spir
it gathered blessings which the world can neithergive nor take away ; getting the earnest
thought of cultivated minds, and growing my own soul up to their ripened richness ; drink
ing iii the perfume of their glorious lives, from the subtle aroma of their written words,
feeding soul and body on each its own legitimate aliment; and forever blessing the dear
God, that I was fSee.
In the pleasant past of my ,brief life, I have had a friend, a dear, beautiful, loveful spir
it, who poured out the wealth of her love on my soul like a very tide of glory, and whom
I loved with nigh a mother’s fondness, I could sit by her side, or fold her to my heart,
with such a happiness, such a bliss, as perhaps the world knows not of. Opposites in tem
perament, and in. mental unfolding, we came to each other as positive and negative, mu
tually acting upon, and blessing each other; another, one I could not so love, who is not
so of me spiritually, can, when I am weary or suffering, cuke me by the gift of her mag
netism, the touch of her hands. I simply hold a letter in my hands and if it be soul en
rapport with my own, I feel the electric flash thrill my entire being ; I receive a spiritual
and magnetic good. I place my hand in another’s, and the interchange of magnetic aro
mas, gives to each a wholler life, and as Mr. Cook has said, each has given of his own sur
plus to build anew what the others lacked, and is as much received by the giving, as bless
ed by receiving. The spheres of some, inspire us with a heroism and a purpose, till we
feel their life is a part of us, a necessity of our doing; though no word they give us, yet
are our lives made wholler by their presence;; and even we cannot be ourselves—round
ed into the, largeness of our destiny—only as these needed influences come. It is beauti
ful and well! I trust nature, and have too deep a reverence for the Divinity in my own
soul, to thrust aside her clear-eyed seeings, for these other lives of souls not moulded like
my own. So I must lives my own life, be true to its holiest inspirations, as I would be
true to God ; and so, while welcoming these other beauteous friendships, I yet more, ac
cept of man, and bid him be my friend as none others can, bid him be my lover,as the sun
is the lover of the earth, and so let m}r soul receive of good, all the sweet fates can bring
me.
Jesus said, “Love is the fulfilling of the law jg accepting alone, my own intuitive seeing;
I yet would win the Christians’ sight, to the loveful life of the humble outcast child of
Nazareth. Surely love fulfilleth much ; and so we only know our own souls are good and
true, only so we fear no incarnated Devil is forever, prompting us to wrong, only so we suf
ficiently love truth and holiness, only so we give a reverent worship to the Divine within
us; we will not fear its freedom, .we will not distrust humanity, but accept the all of good
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and beauty and happiness, that can come to us from any source. We may find a grain of
gold in a bed of muck—can the true gold be dimned ? If we are good and pure, we need
fear no contamination, for, “to the pure all things are pure.” If we would grow above
Jesuitism and narrow intolerance, let us labor for the whollest life, the largest unfolding,
the completest development; and so shall Love be recognized a saving power, a Divine evan
gel, a “ very Christ.”
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“FREE

I expected that what I said in October No., in defense of my management of this jour
nal, with reference especially to its freedom, would be all that I need say on that subject;
but since Mrs. Cridge’s article, “ The Other Side,” has created much excitement in the
immediate vicinity of the office of publication, it may be proper for me to add a brief state
ment respecting the principle which has governed me, in conducting the journal.
As its title page sets forth, the Social Revolutionist was projected “for the free discus
sion of general principles and practical measures pertaining to human progress and gene
ral well-being.” And so far as I am aware, all who have written for its pages, have done
so in good faith, believing that what thej wrote would be useful. I could not, myself,
write out details for the public eye, such as Mrs. Cridge’s article contains, but I can give
the credit of sincerity, to those who do what I would not.
The idea of free discussion was never intended to embrace the license of wrangling; and
the editor has aimed to reject whatever was written in an improper spirit, especially if
written in defense of views which he regards as truthful. He acknowledges that with ref
erence to opinions adverse to his, he has felt less solicitous about the language in which
they were clothed, as he does not consider it his duty to protect what he believes to be un
true. He would be loath to insert an article in favor of affectional freedom, which betrayed
as much mental agitation as that of Dr. Hunter’s article against freedom, in this No., and
he would not do so, in fact, without making an effort to have its style chastened.
The idea of freedom upon which we set out, since it is not license, has a limit. It would
not permit the discussion of any subject, which by common consent, is foreign to human
progress and general well-being; nor could it permit the acceptance of prolix and prosy
articles, nor such as were written in a spirit evidently insincere.
As conductor of this journal, I have aimed to encourage the investigation of such sub
jects as other liberal journals, awed by a public sentiment which I deem capable of im
provement, would not, or dare not, discuss. On this account, I have not encouraged the
discussion of merely theological questions to any considerable extent, though I might have
made the journal more popular by doing so. But whilst I have aimed to direct attention
chiefly to social questions, I have not assumed to dictate to any contributor, what he should
write. Let it be distinctly understood that this journal is open to any sincere and candid
writer who is able to maintain his views with ability, whatever those views may be, pro
vided he permits the public use of his name, in connection with his article. If such were
not the character of this journal, its motto, “The cause of truth is best promoted by free
inquiry,” would be a lie upon its title page. Others may abandon the principle, but whilst
the Social Revolutionist lives, I shall not, though a Berlin mob tear me in pieces for my
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fealty to it.
If an article were sent for publication, which I deemed an offensive one, calculated, all
thing’s considered, to do more harm than good to the principles I cherish, I would address
a private note to the author, requesting him to withdraw it, and my reasons for such re
quest; but if he still insisted upon its insertion, I should not hesitate to-comply with his
wishes. I should use the pages of the journal to enter my protest against the article, and
that would be all. The rest I could confidently leave to the charity and good sense of our
readers.
When the usefulness of the article is a question with me, and I.choose not to endorse its
insertion, I demand the public use of the name of the writer, as sponsor for the article,
and a test of sincerity. With reference to Mrs. Cridge’s article, as has already been stat
ed, she refused her name, and I suppressed the facts, just as I would do again in such a
case. As I look at the matter, there is nothing wrong in the mere statement of facts—
the wrong is all made out of the statement by impure imaginations. A knowledge of such
facts, is useful to me for philosophical purposes, and cannot harm me more than similar de
tails which I may read in medical works, and in the Bible ; but as the facts did not, in my
opinion, bear upon the particular place of the question for which facts had been requested,
and as their insertion in the S. E., might, in consequence of perversions engendered by
existing social influences, be made to reflect upon the cause of social reform, which this
journal and its friends aim to promote ; therefore, I suppressed this part of Cora Corniiw’s article. I rejected it, I repeat, because I apprehended that the good it would do
through the cognizance taken of its facts by the higher faculties of our nature, would not
offset the injury it might do through the cognizance taken of such facts by a lower class
of faculties. But when Mr. Cridge made a public request, in his own paper, that the re
jected portion of his wife’s article should be published, with the author’s name, I had no
longer any wish to withhold it. Mr. and Mrs. Cridge, are well known as reformers, and
when they become publicly responsible for what they write for the S. R., I am not war
ranted by the principle of freedom heretofore observed in its management, to close the
journal against them. When an article comes to me, endorsed by the real name of the
writer, who is held by any considerable class of intelligent persons, to be competent to take
the responsibility of what he or she writes, its insertion in this journal, is the simple ne
cessity of a principle which had heretofore met with the unanimous approbation of all the
patrons of the Social Revolutionist. That principle, I am not prepared to abandon. I
have nothing of the past to recant, and nothing different to promise for the future. My
position in this regard, has no favors to beg—it is simply defiant, and must stand by its
own native strength, or fall. If the S. R. cannot live, with this as its animating principle,
it must die. If it appear that there are not enough free people to vindicate the claims of
a free journal, it would, of course, be folly for me to sacrifice time and property, to estab
lish what the age cannot appreciate, and the enterprise must be abandoned. But whilst
the banner of free journalism waves over me, I must be true to it, whatever the peril.
If I had edited the compilation of the Bible, I should have objected to some of the facts
presented, for the same reasons I urged against Cora Coming’s. The purpose to be sub
served by the stories of Onan, Lot’s daughters, David and Uriah’s wife, &c., &c.,in my
humble opinion, do not sufficiently offset the mischief resulting from the cognizance taken
of them by a low class of minds, to justify their insertion in the book. And inasmuch
as the Bible is a great deal more popular work, and more generally read, than the Social
Revolutionist, it would seem, upon rational grounds, that those conservators of public
morals, whose passions seek the destruction of this journal, should first purge the Bible
of its questionable records.
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REMAKKS, BY FRANCIS BARRY.

The position of the Editor of this journal, as defined in the foregoing statement
and defense, I (speaking in general terms) heartily and unqualifiedly endorse.—
Agreeing with him, so far as concerns the general principle he announces, and means to
carry out, I may differ with him as regards its application to individual cases. He says :
—“ The idea of freedom upon which we set out, since it is not license, has a limit.” The
question then is—what is the limit ? My opinion is, that Annie Denton Cridge’s article,
on account of its indelicacy, has no claim to a place in the columns of a free journal. This,
I have no disposition to sa}r of any other article that has ever appeared in the journal.—•
And in taking this position in regard to the article in question, I abandon no principle ; I
do nothing to please the enemies of a free journal. My position is as obnoxious to them,
as is John Patterson’s. They have equal, and even greater objections to articles I un
qualifiedly endorse, and the publication of which, I am ready to defend to the uttermost.
I wish it distinctly understood that my opposition, and that of those with whom I co
operate, to the appearance of such matter in a journal in which we are especially inter
ested, and for which we are anxious to labor and sacrifice, is based on the facts of its real
unfitness, and that it has no connection with the outside outcry that has been raised against
it, in common with articles which we approve. In regard to Dr. Hunter’s article, to which
friend Patterson refers, I have only to say that it was the unanimous opinion of those who
have been intrusted, to a certain extent, with the care of the journal, as also the opinion
of their wisest friends, that it was unfit for publication. It was accordingly laid aside, to
await the Editor’s further orders. I only speak for myself, in saying that I have too lit
tle strengtn left, to expend any in aid of the publication of articles so utterly void of can
dor and decency.
I wish to say that there is no prospect of a “ Berlin mob.” The most determined and
bitter of our opponents in Berlin, speak in decided terms against the mob-spirit exhibited
by people from neighboring towns ; and while there has been not a little of this, yet con
sidering the numberless and shameful misrepresentations and falsehoods that have been in
dustriously circulated, and the great prominence that has been given to our movements
it is perhaps a wonder that the opposition has been so feeble and mild. I am more than
confirmed in the opinion that there is no other community in the world, so liberal and tol
erant.

Church and State.—“ The Church of England is unpopular. It is connected with
the crown and the aristocracy, but it is not regarded with affection by the mass of the
people : and this circumstance greatly lessens its utility, and has powerfully contributed
to multiply the number of dissenters.”—Emngburgh Review, Ho. Ixxxviii.
“We are overdone with standing armies. We have an army of lawyers with tough
parchments and interminable words to confound honesty and common sense ; an army of
paper to fight gold ; an army of soldiers to fight the French ; an army of doctors to fight
death; and an army of parsons to fight the devil--—of whom he standeth notin awe!’
—■•Fox.
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BY JOSEPH TREAT.

There is a winged justice in the air. There is an unseen power retaliates doom. No
man can always triile, with the awful Soul within him. But that Soul will yet have ven
geance;. and soon or slow, extort from him the great secret of his sin. Nature will come
uppermost at last. The Level will be reached.
And there is no such Penalty, as this of the'Soul itself—compelling the man to retrace
his steps, and undo his own work. This is to make amends to virtue, for the insult he
had offered. Nature scourges, by bringing the man to be in harmony with Nature. In
this, lies the most terrible of all her revenges. And this Nature, is still nothing but that
Soul of the man hinlself. The Soul punishes, by regaining its old rule and mastery; and
constraining the man to come back to his true self.
So when a man strays from himself, there is but one goal of his road. The longer he
goes, the further he shall have, to return. And by as much and as long as he thus turns
aside, and departs from the harmony of his own being, will Nature hedge up his way be
fore, more closely; and pursue him from behind, more hotly; and drive him into greater
straits; and set upon him from every side—till in the en,d he shall be fain to save alive,
and with one vast rebound, .to clear the whole length he has gone over, and find himself
once more at home with the Soul. The recoil, though sudden, must equal the long line
of the violation. Nature will avenge her wrongs with a. break, at last.
And thus it was meet that I, who had helped from the first to found this Berlin—-from
the day of earliest beginning, and infinite odds, and almost none to come to the rescue—
should at length, just When the effort promised to be a Success, be compelled,to with
draw from the very Berlin those early toils and pains had founded 1 It was meet that I
should be forced to disconnect myself from the band of brothers, With whom I had stood
shoulder-to-shoulder, during the weary and uncertain months that had gone before—to
take myself out of their company, and plant myself down alone; as if I belonged not to
them, and they no longer,belonged to me.- And it was meet that the pressure upon me
should be so strong, and all things should seem to me to have swelled to such a crisis,
that I was driven to take this step upon the very heels of our great Convention; and
even before the close of Convention-week, to call another meeting of those same
there assembled, to announce to them, and the public, these news—that I had thus, so
suddenly and so strangely; cut loose from all that then was, of Berlin! It was meet that
the reaction with me should be such, that ail the more when it came it came ! It was
fitting I should thus—at such a time, in such a way—expiate my long offense against
my own Soul, in being so bound up with those who were not of my faith, nor of my life.
It was the chalice of Justice to my lips; the sacrament of—Retribution!
And from the first, I had foreseen and expected all. From the first, Nature—my na
ture-had urged me on to all. For from the first/ my Soul had forbid my even uniting
myself with those so unlike me. . And thus it came, that from that earliest hour when I
undertook this enterprise, I never did a single thing for Berlin, which was not done in
my Soul’s very despite—done under protest! I was not of that I worked for—and that
I worked for was not of me—and still I had no home—most of all, I had no home With
my Soul.
Purity was the rock on which I split with my brothers'; and on Purity must I yet split
with all—saVe the fewest few. T had written against Sensualism; and now I acted.
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For while I had written, I had still been in fellowship with those who wrote as strongly
the other way; so that I was dividing myself, and tearing down faster than I builded.
And I had also defended this Berlin (though thus not my own,) against attack: both
here before a meeting of citizens; and likewise afterward, in a card to the public, over
my own name; as well as then, at several sessions of the Convention: so that by this
time I was thoroughly merged in the rest; and made to stand sponsor for their life, and
not mine. I had quieted myself till I could quiet no longer. But it was my own act
had wrought all; and there was no escape but to meet its consequence. I paid the pen
alty in the separation.
Henceforth, I am an individual. I resolve into my original elements. In this great
Universe, of such an infinite number and variety of folks, I will stand for one. I will be
responsible for myself. I will live my own life. I will not be holden for the way of any
other. I will not be mixed up with that which I can not approve. I will refuse the
hand of fellowship to all who are not oned with me. I will flow only to those who can
live my life; but they, shall be my home and my heaven. With them I will blend, to
found another and a holier Berlin—a Home of Society, Freedom, Purity. I will not fear
to give myself to these; for I know that I shall still have but one life to answer for; and
that, my own!
I believe in Freedom; and am to the uttermost a Free Lover: and I will do what I
can to redeem that glorious name from the dishonor of the sensual. I hate MarriageSlavery. first, because I hate all Slavery; but most, because it compels millions of my
sisters to lives of prostitution and ravishment. For myself, I put my heel on Marriageand I will never bow my neck to its yoke. But I renounce and I denounce the perfect
system; in my own name, and that of its victims. Were I to die to-morrow, I would ex
ecrate what gave up woman’s chastity to somebody who owned her. The difference be
tween Man having his say-so in this matter, and Woman not having hers, is, that Might
makes Right; and the stronger can have his own way! And the difference between a
public woman in the streets of Hew York, and a compelled woman in the marriage-bed
is, that the body of the one is sold for an hour, but the body of the other is sold for life!
And the difference between a woman subjected to forcible violation, and a woman coerced
in Marriage, is, that the one suffers once; for she can cry, and be rescued: but the other
may suffer even nightly; for she dare not cry; but the laws are all on the side of the
rape. I am against all to the hilt! But I believe in men and women flowing together
in Pairs, (but not in Isolation,) and thus two becoming One. I believe that Love'! (and
not Law,) makes the twain One; and gives the right, as it creates the necessity, to live
together as One: and that this Love, so irresistible and free—unchained, and even un
claimed—is instead of any and every Marriage. I believe in Purity between the Sexes*
and in a beautiful and hol3r Innocence of their intercommunion—even a Vestalate of ev
erlasting Continence and Virginity: and this must exclude everything but the congress
of Parentage; and all that is more, though I should stand alone, I yet must forevei^ ex
communicate and anathematize as Lust. I class all in one, be it least, or be it what—
anything but the naturalness of sexed but yet unsexed beings—the intransfused oneness
of incorporeal members. And I call it Lust, not because I will; nor even because my
nature will compel me to (which could not possibly know how to go to work to grow in
to conceit with it, nor to look upon it other than as repulsive, and a perfect evil, to be
afraid of, and saved from,); but because, when I would be good, and great, and noble, and
worthy of my destiny—when I would try to climb up, and become all angel and highthen, it seems so low, degrading, sensual; so far down, down, down, infinitely beneath a
mortal or immortalSoul! To parent a child, is clean, and chaste, and beautiful; and
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when men and women get to be wise, it will he to save the world, for peopling it with in
finite Messiahs: hut this other—this peofaninu f '.rentage, to satisfy the clamor of igno
ble desire, and glut a bodity appetite—what shall he said of that? Ah! if my body
could be pleased, yet my Soul could never 1 But that, would scorn to be subjected to
the lust of the flesh—the greater enslaved to the les*, the master to the servant—but
would instantly rebuke it, and compel it under: and then the harmonious, self-poised me
_my perfect, utter nature—would spurn,and hate, and loathe, the base indulgence, that it
could no longer possibly be any indulgence, but only a thing-forevermore too vile and des
picable, for me to stoop to have any thing to do with it. The Soul will not barter its
golden freighted loves, and hopes, and aspirations, and swellings to reach the eternal and
infinite, and be all one with the perfect and ineffable Vast, for less than filthy lucre—
filthy gratification—but it will still cling to the ark wherein its jewels lie hid, and hold
on to its Virginity. , Woman must be a Virgin, or the world is not safe, for she is its moth
er; and then man must be a Virgin, or woman can not be: but more, both yet will be
Virgins: for they will grow to that, that their natures will not let them be any thing else.
For I believe the future will bring an earth, wherein not one man nor woman will ever
experience a temptation to prostitue this holy function of offspring, nor will even dream
of any such thing; and then we can measure our own lack of goodness and perfection,
by seeing how far we now fall short of this. And to me it is monstrous, that those who
believe in an angel-world, and in angels standing thick around, and in communications
from these immortal messengers, should yet lend their Souls to such low uses, as panderin^ to their base natures, in the gratification of this sensual and groveling commerce.
And though my heart is kind, and it is an instinct in me to love all, yet I am revolted
from those who lead this life, even if they should be the All, and there was not one left.
I can not take delight in them; but I wish to get away bj myself, and home with my
owm. I will not be at all bound up in their company, though I should have to be still
more an exile than I ever was yet! I will not take home to my bosom and fellowship,
one sheer jot of this, their life; which to me, is not worthy of a man who is so soon to
cease; and therefore I will not live it—nor answer for it. I must prefer the risk of being
called vain, weak, silly, or even of being so, to that of being “mixed up” with what my
Soul so abhors, as Lust!
Yet not that I am as far from these in Berlin from whom I have come out, as from the
rest of the world; for in coming out from them, I am far more coming but from the
world, from which they have come out. In coming out from these, I am coming out
from every body. Of a truth I know that the Berlin Socialists are purer than the world,
(though the world will not believe it,) and that the world slanders them; and also their
Freedom, is infinitely better than the world’s Slavery; seeing it does not compel, but
leaves all to live as purely as they will. But I must judge them, not by the world’s
ideal of goodness, nor yet by their own, but only at last by mine: and then I must bid
them come up higher; and give them my hand and my heart, as they shall grow to be
still better and purer yet. Most of them believe in the unending Life: and then will
they always live there, as they do now here? and then will they live so, here? I have
hope for these brothers.
And not that all this past of mine, in Berlin, has been a failure. But indeed it has not
been thrown away; but it shall all come back to me, and to this new Berlin which shall
yet be built. What I have done, can never be turned aside from that true end for which
I did it; but the fates hold it in reversion, for those who will further that first great end.
It shall serve as a stepping-stone toia nucleus, around which shall gather the selected el
ements, which shall at length work out the destined though delayed realization a Home
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of Parity. What others have done, shall all be theirs; but what I have done, shall yet
inure to me and mine—this Home. And then that will be—Retribution !
But what a holy and beautiful Goodness, this Home Avill inaugurate for those who shall
be found worthy to live in it! A Goodness of Love, and Innocence, and Nature, and
whatever Supernal Spheres, (mortal or immortal, human or angel,) up to the transcend
ent Universe ! A life of Aspiration, and Development, and perpetual climbing up to what
is higher, and leaving still further behind all that is low. The filth of the world gone,
and no unclean thing to enter our tabernacles! But every man angelic, and all his fel
lows celestial! “ Pure as ice, and chaste as snow ! ”
For Love’s language in this Home, instead of being Lust, must be an everlasting
Prayer—“May you be happy; may you be good; may you be holy ! I love you to make
you all these. And may you be pure, too. I love you to make you pure. May you
grow up to be angel. I love you to make you so—and you the while help make me so !”
The very Love, a Sanctifier and a Savior !
0 ! I look with clear gaze through the dim distance, and see this Goodness—born in
this Home—spreading abroad and filling the world! That will be a glad day, though so
long coming; and gladder yet will it make mankind. Those who now essay to live this
Goodness, may be disallowed of all, and their names be cast out as singular, and targets
for men to shoot at; and they may even be persecuted, and hunted to the'wrath of a mob,
or the jail of the State: but justice will be done to them then. We belong to that Fu
ture, 0 ! ye all who think ill of us now, or who call txs evil-doers; and into its hands we
commend our spirits!
And I who write such plain words, and honest truths, (cutting myself off from all, and
doming the whole race to one common condemnation,) that even my friends do chide me
as weak, presumptuous, and wanting in the milk of human kindness—let me go to that
Future—0! let me go home ! They will greet me there as their own, and I shall then
be with the many and the strong ! Then I shall be satisfied—and then I am satisfied
now!
And my answer to them who chide, and in firm despite of their chiding, is in these yet
stronger words still—this final challenge, with which I silence all: There is something
better, and I will “come up higher :” I will not walk with the rest, nor live as do you:
I will put my heel on the Past, and look only to the Future: for I know that the Past is
all wrong, and the Future alone is right: and so I bid Farewell to even every faith of the
By-gone, and reach forth to grasp what they hold out to me in the great To-come: for I
hear them calling, “Come to us ! Come to us!” and my whole heart sends back, I come !
I come !—I welcome that Heaven!
So I wash my hands of Berlin (that is now—not that is soon to be,); - and I wash my
hands of all who live in Berlin; and I wash my hands of the Race : and stand out—if
there could be need—alone, with that other world that is coming—that great world
on-and-on-and-on of the Ages—when the men and women shall be good and noble, and
very angels shall fill the places, of us who walk on the earth to-day ! I throw myself
upon the stream of Time, to be floated down to that great Awaiting, and drink in the just
judgment of the End. And I cast myself into the lap, and sink on the bosom, of the per
fect Universe of Infinite Existence !
Before I took this step, my Soul said to me, Maranatha. But now that I have repented,
and got home, I join with my Soul, and say to the life I have left behind, Maranatha.
And then that Soul further says only to me, Excelsior. And then that is —Retribution !
“And ever the Eight comes uppermost,
And ever is Justice done.”
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EDITORIAL MISCELLANY.
The Unitary Home.—The following extracts are from one of a series of practical ar
ticles in the Vanguard, entitled “Integral Education:’7
“All the advantages that can possibly be derived from living in Reform neighborhoods
and far more, are attainable in the Unitary Home. A better idea of the peculiar advan
tages cannot be given than by describing the domestic arrangements at the Raritan Bay
Union, Perth Amboy, N. J.

At the time of our visit there, there were about 70 persons. All the cooking was done
by one person, who cooked about six hours daily, assisted by three or four to wash up,
about two hours daily each. There were also two to wait on the table. All belonged
to the establishment, so that no inconvenience was sustained either spiritually or physicallv by the presence and spheres of undeveloped persons, as is the case in most house
holds where there is ‘hired help;’ and on the other hand, no mothers were overworked,
and the children consequently severely injured by the harassing and unhealthy drudgery
incidental to ordinary domestic life. Washing and ironing were done by machinery.
Mothers with three or four children had time to walk around with them, and answer
their questions, thus attaining both their mental and physical development.
I could not avoid contrasting them with the mothers of the isolated household—moth
ers who had to do their own work, and could not afford help.”
“I think there is a decided movement among progressive persons for unitary life; yet
the majority of reformers have been so used to the old ding-dong way, that they cannot
imagine any happiness or comfort where the little, selfish, smoky, greasy kitchen is sev
ered from the household, and where the food is eaten among scores of smiling faces.
Such is habit!
But those who have seen and realized associative life in its best phases, as we have
seen it, must ever after be dissatisfied with the isolated household. Had I not visited
such an institution as I have described, it is not likely that I would ever have become a
Socialist. But I am now satisfied that there is no more necessity for a kitchen in every
household, than for the loom and spinning-wheel; and that woman can never attain her
independence, will never take her proper place, never can have physical health, (the only
secure foundation for mental health and strength), she never can be man’s equal, until
she is relieved of the drudgeries and abominations of isolated life.”
Will it not be strange, after all the agitation that has been, and is still being had on
the subject, if “progressive persons” cannot manage to get together in sufficient numbers
at eligible points, so as to secure for themselves the advantages of the Unitnry Home?
They need not sacrifice their property where they are, but proceed with deliberation, and
when they can sell to advantage, do so, and then establish themselves at the new point,
on an individual basis as far as possible. I am persuaded that there must be disintegra
tion of the Old before there can be a satisfying construction of the New. The elements
should be free that co-operation may spring up spontaneously according to the needs of
the co-operators; and it may obtain in the dwelling, even if it obtains in nothing else.
Here is the greatest need, and here the greatest advantages are to be derived. At Rari
tan Bay where they have the Unitary Home, each has to find his own employment. In
dividuals might co-operate in the domestic department, whose business would prevent
them from co-operating in any other. Theorists apprehend more trouble from discord in
the kitchen than anywhere else, but practice has gone to prove that this department is
the most easily subjected to the harmony of organization. This was the experience at
the North American Phalanx. We hope to see the day when there will be a general
awakening amongst thinking workers, with reference to this practical matter.
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“ Otra Children.”—I don’t like to contemplate awkward things, but one has to some
times; aiid it is furthermore needful that we occasionally point them out, so that we may
all avoid them. The author of the excellent extracts of the preceding item, perpetrated
the following in the next No. of her paper:
“Our Free Love leads us to love each other above all others; to form a union, a home,
a family circle. Our Free Love does not induce us to seek constant variety; it does not
induce us to have one child by this one, and another by that one; but it leads us. to a
higher fount of enjoyment than such Free Lovers can possibly realize; and our offspring
impart a pleasure unknown to such, when we feel as we gaze on our little ones, and ex
claim to each other: your children, my children, our children; here is a union, a love,
you rabid Free Lovers know nothing about.”
This is a very shrewd kind of free love; it is such as the veriest fogy could preach
without any danger to his reputation; it is such as our laws and conventionalities at
present recognize, and is, in short, very safe. But this is not the point, I intended to
make. I can imagine a “pair of eternal unionists,” who do believe in the unitary home,
lecturing the author of these extracts in this wise: “Our freedom leads us to love each
other above all others; to form a union, a family circle, and a home as a fit place for the
‘family circle,’ a little wTdte cottage amongst the green trees! And our offspring and
home impart a pleasure unknown to you, when we gaze upon them and feel as we exclaim
to each other: Your children, cottage, &c., my children, &c., our children, cottage,
kitchen, cook-stove, pots, kettles and stew-pans; here is a love, an exclusiveness of in
terests, you rabid Phalansterians know nothing about!”
“ Progenitive Law.—Concerning the development, harmonization and exaltation of
the human species, there is one reform that lies at the bottom, and takes absolute preced
ence of all other reforms. It is that of begetting or propagating the race under proper
conditions and with a strict regard to true progenitive law. The parents fully and com
pletely daguerreotype all their constitutional characteristics and their conditions and af
fections upon the spiritual and natural form and nature of the offspring. The child is
the combined miniature type or focal representation of all the faculties^ proclivities, hab
its, states, ruling affections and conditions of the parents at the time it was begotten and
conceived, and afterward, in its growth and development, it discloses all these"traits and
conditions, and retains them through life. Before the human family can ever reach that
long-looked-for millenium, a new race must be born—not of lust, avarice, drunkenness,
selfishness, parental misdirection and mal-adaptation—but of conjugial love, purity, jus
tice, harmony, goodness, and truth. Violations of progenitive law lie at the base of al
most all the inharmony, bestiality, idiocy, vice and crime we see around us. Think, read
er, of this immense responsibility the laws of God, your own nature and the good of hu
manity lay you under! The subject is exuberantly prolific of suggestions, and a volume
might be written on it. Read the appended extract, which only embodies a single phrase
of this evil:
‘ Idiocy is arrested development. There is, in all cases, a deficiency of brain, a low
physical organization. The humane and accomplished Dr. Wilbur says, that out of a
class of twenty pupils only three could count ten. Their almost universal fault was
gluttony. Their great want is the want of attention. Many can not talk; it often re
quires two or three years to enable them to utter a single word distinctly. In almost all
cases home treatment only confirms the malady. In three hundred and fifty-nine cases,
all but four originated in parents who had brought on some confirmed disease by the vio
lation of the laws of Nature. In every instance, the four excepted, either one or both
parents were either unhealthy, scrofulous, disposed to insanity,"indulged in animal ex
cesses, or had married blood relations. Let every reader commit to memory these five
cause's, for to have an idiot child, how terrible the infliction ! More than one-fourth of
359 idiots were the children of drunkards; one out of every twenty was the child of the
marriage of near relation; in one such family five children out of eight were idiotic. If,
then, health, temperance and chastity are not duties, then we are irresponsible.—Journal
of

Health.’ ”
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The above is clipped from Brittan <$; Courtney’s Spiritual Age. It is a common sense
view of the matter and quite a contrast to some Of the coarse and flippant verbiage we
have had'frdm certain “spiritual” quarters, about the “sublime, science of reproduction.”
If the-editor of the Cleveland Spiritualist is not hopeless in his fanatical opposition to
“side issues,” we commend the above editorial remarks of the “Spiritual Age,” to his can
did and'earnest attention.
/Woman’s Individuality.—Some of the Sibyl’s exchanges were deploring the increase
of “old maids,” and the social conditions which cause such a state of things ; when the
Sibyl replied that girls are far more apt to marry too young, than to wait till they are too
old. With reference to the “fearful stigma of old maid,” the editor of the Sibyl says :
. “ Then why should it be a stigma ? It would not, if woman was more properly and fit
tingly cultivated, and enjoyed privileges as she should. If woman would spend the time
to fit herself for business that man does, she could then show what were her powers; she
would have a field to develop her faculties, to'encourage thought, to strengthen individu
ality, giving her an independent existence instead of a reflective one. This alone, will
wipe away the stain. We trust that woman will one day be awakened to this fact, arous
ing .from the servile bonds now resting over her.”
Off with the bonds,'and let her be an individual and a woman worthy of her woman
hood ! She must now give up her destiny as an independent individual, and become an
appendage, to fulfil her destiny as a mother; but this is a wrong to which she will not al
ways submit, and the day is coming when she will cling the more scrupulously to her pre
rogatives as an individual, that she may the more nobly meet her responsibilities as a
mother.
ObscbnE'Publications.—An obscene paper, called the Yenus Miscellany, printed in
JTew York City, and secretly circulated, was suppressed by the police, in September last.
It circulated several thousand copies, and had opened accounts-with more than seventy
persons/ booksellers and others, ranging from $1 to $1300 in five, months. The books
showed that one of thepartners received, as his share of the profits, $ 50 or more per week,
during thee summer. The proprietors-did an extensive business in “yellow covered liter
ature,” the police having discovered several thousand copies of “ several,dozen volumes of
the most obscene and filthy stuff that ever disgraced language, with illustrations to match.”
Such is one of the chaptei’s: of civilization ; and the patrons of this publication, male and
female—and the latter did patronize it—are almost all, the reputed children of marriage,
a holy institution, which, it is held to be very improper to say aught against. These abet
tors of obscenity have also had the training of that state of society which is based upon
marriage, and so desirable, to ' maintain, that we must not even touch with scrutinizing
hands, its chief c orner stone..- A thought occurs in this connection, that if the Social Revolutionist were pretty exten
sively advertised as akecret publication on sexuality, it would soon number thousands of
subscribetk for hundreds it nbw has; but in that ease, the trouble would be, that most
who paid their dollar, would not read such a dry affair, hut rather set it down as an in
corrigible bore', and upon finding they had not got their “money back,” would never re
new their subscriptions!
: “ The Im-Fending- Obisis of the South.”—^AsfikaTions ,of - Kattire.’’—Reviews of

these works are in the printer’s hands, but can not find room in this Kq*
pear in December Yo.
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CREMATION.—"AN

INTERVIEW

WITH

THE

SPIRITS.

BY VALENTINE NICHOLSON.

“The spirit searcheth all things, yea, the deep things of God; for what man knowetfe
the things of a man, save the spirit of man which is in him.;?
A few weeks since, a small company of us were “gathered together with one accord,
and silently waiting to know whether any messages of instruction might be given us
from the land of spiritual life. It was in the quiet of evening’s hour—the locality was
in Cincinnati—there were five of us in number; and when we had all joined hands, and
brought our minds into as much tranquility as we could do, then "Angels came, and min
istered unto us.” Some of them gave us hopeful encouragement, that an advanced con
dition of social harmony should yet be realized by some of us, and we should be partak
ers in the life of Brethren and Sisters, dwelling together in harmony, before the close o,
our earthly pilgrimage.
One very dear friend, whose experience as an angel had been of comparatively short
duration, (having left the physical life 3d of July last,) came to us near the close of our
circle, and said, that he was aware of our being convened in circle, and also of the desire
of some of us, that he should commune with us, during the early part of the evening,
and that it would have been a great pleasure to himself to have gratified us, yet other,
and more important duties, were at the time demanding his attention, for at that same
hour, Charles Fourier, and several other earnest friends of the cause of social harmony,
were convened in council, and were completing some very important arrangements, by
means of which, they were hoping to aid those who were engaged in the same cause on
earth. It had been, he Said, of much more importance for him to attend that council,
than to give his time and attention wholly to our little circle during all the evening; and
that he had come to us as early as his duties in aiding at that council would permit him;
and gave us also to understand, that he had hope that the work they had accomplished
on that evening, Would result in making glad the hearts of the friends of social harmony
on the earth, and that before a very great while, (measuring by our time.) He gave us
some new ideas respecting the resurrection of the spirit from the physical body; said he
had been turning his attention, since his entrance into that state of life, to some subjects
which it appeared to him had been overlooked and unobserved by others, heretofore; and
VOL. IT.—NO. Vf.
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tliat he haa found it to be the fact, that spirits were more dependent upon the essence,
which was retained in the physical body, for the complete fulness of their form and thi
gathering of their full strength, than was known or believed by mortals. He stated that
he was, himself, as yet, comparatively deficient in both strength and beauty, and this was
owing to the slight advance which was made, as yet, in the process of decdfiipositMl in
his physical body; that just so long as there was sufficient of attractive force in the cast
off body, to keep the atoms of which it was composed Mhenhg to each other in a degree
sufficient to preserve the image of the human form in the same, there was in the same
proportion spiritual essence lingering there, which belonged to the newly-arisen and
growing spirit; that there was a kindred relationship of the atoms composing the spirit,
and the essence or attractive power which remained in connebtion with the external parts!
of the body and kept them from scattering apart and falling into the common mass of
earthly dust; that no where in the Universe could this requisite supply be found so read
ily, as there, in the same body which had so recently held in attractive embrace, all the
atoms comprising the entire spirit; hence it was a fact well worth knowing, that the care
and attention which was often bestowed by frieHds of the ddceHsed to prevent decompos
ing of the earthly remains, was a manifest injury to the spirits, because they were thus
coi ipelled td wait for the life essence to be set free from the cohesion to which it was held
With the atoms of the external form. And that the more speedily the old body could be
decomposed the better it was for the spirit; and so soon as people were intelligent upon
this subject, they would burn the bodies of friends quite as readily as they would now
dtnve to save them from burning. The decomposition by fire, it was said, liberated at
once, all the fine elements, or essences which belonged to, or could be appropriated bv the
spirit, from the earthly body.
May the whole family of mankind on earth be intelligently convinced of their own
spiritual and immortal destiny! and may each and every one becorne a recipient of “ Di
vine Love and Wisdom,” in a sufficient degree to enable each one of us clearly to “Behold,
how good and holt pleasant it is for bfethrefi to dtveil together in linity !”

HOKRORS

OP

SLAVERY.

BY C. M. OVERTON.

X have said that all high-minded and honorable men are Free Lovers. The distin«
guishing features of Free Love is, that it proclaims a woman’s right to herself—to the
control of her own body the right to be let alone—-to be free from personal abuse at the
hands of force, legal or illegal—the first and most sacred of all rights, the right to her
own soul and body—a right so plain and self-evident, that its denial by any man, but es
pecially by the majority, is terribly significant of a barbarous age ! A woman claims the
right to choose the father of her own child, and at once the hell-hounds of calumny are
loosened upon her, and all America “ thrusts her from her doors and mocks her from her
windows!” In the name of common decency, what do these savages in broadcloth
want? If a woman is not to make the choice, who is? The man who denies to woman
tliis central right, has yet to learn the first principles of politeness—the very A of human
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"fights! whether he babble df* {itiman liberty as president of a “ liberal ” college, or deseferate the sacred name of Freecldiii in the editorial chair of the leading paper of America !
Ve future antiquarians—-ye chroniclers of earthly undevelopnleht and crime take note,
that under the noontide rays of the nineteenth century, in the ftill .blaze of science and
civilization, in the most liberal and enlightened portion of the world, the

assertion-__

not the denial—df woman’s right to her own body, consigned to a moral ostracism the
person who dared to make it! Look down the darkening ages; and mark the period in
Earth’s history, when bipeds rdanied her surface so deficient in all manliness—so ignorant
of the rudiments! of human rights—so wanting in the simplest elements of courtesy and
even brute ideas of the deference which the strong sex owes the Weaker, as to make the
statement of this simple axiom, an epoch in history ! Stop^ here, nor longer search the
moral darkness for footprints of manhood ! Surely, this must antedate the birth of souls!
Will any man on whom is felt “ one finger-touch of God,” pretend that the marriage con
tract gives him any moral right to the control of a woman’s person against her wish?
Such a man (“mankind, I crave your pardon !”) would knock her down in the street if
Marriage didn’t save him the trouble ! And this is the damning sin of Marriage, that it
'delivers over woman, bound hand and foot, into the hands of a master—privileged to out
rage her at his will—with a priestly permit to deeds of darkness Which unsanctified ruf
fianism would blush to own !—deeds which should entitle him to a home in the peniten
tiary, or a berth in hell, if there he one ! Lives there a man aspiring to an immortality
bf memory, so bold as to say his will should be the law instead of woman’s? Yes, there
are some yet unhung, who make this ruffian claim ! I would that every woman who falls
mto such clutches could be endowed with a knowledge of her rights and the nerve to
maintain them, even to the dagger’s hilt! and by her own right arm save herself from
the fate to which the civilization and morality of the age consigns her! Go to your four^eoSed brothers, ye animals, and learn some respect for the opposite sex! Be not of
fended !—the brutes may take offense—not ybli! Alas ! that in leaving the form of the
brute, ye should leave his virtue also !
Am 1 harsh? So is the crime the darkest in all of Earth’s long catalogue!
1 he offense is rank—it smells to heaven;
It hath the primal eldest curse upon it—
A brother’s murder?—
nay, a sister’s outrage ! This hell’s code Bf Hoiidr throws dowtl every bulwark of female'
virtue every guarantee of personal protection—strikes down the sentries of the soul—
lays her precious jewels all bare, and invites into her holy-of-holies the Goths and Van
dals of civilization! It involves the prostitution, not only of the few women who fall in
to the hands of the outlaws of society, but of a whole race given over to the privileged
violators of woman’s purity, which Civilization generates and Christianity sanctifies !
Such is the condition in which man’s Marriage places woman. Can Free Love do
worse by her? Freedom finds her an individual, and something more-a woman ! and
. eaves her such, with at least the power of choice between virtue and vice ! But Mar
riage knows her not as an individual, but a slave—not as a woman, but as a thing! Among
the members of that sex to whom Marriage and morality, Civilization and Christianity
law and custom say: “Be a slave !—love as a slave loves, or die without love !” I number’
sisters, a mother, and a wife. In the name of these sisters, whom I love—in the name of
that mother, whom I reverence-in the nanie of that wife, whom I adore—in the name of
the millions of human sisters who writhe under the iron heel of this accursed institution
and live, And suffer, and die, without a sign—in the name of hopes blighted, happiness de-
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stroyed, purity defiled, virtue outraged—in the name of woman and of man, of the liv
ing Present and the coming generations—in the name of a patient God and a crucifie
Humanity, I arraign this damning Despotism as a standing outrage on human rights—t le
culminating crime of the ages! And though it clothe itself in a garb of respectability,
and the mantle of Piety be thrown upon it, we will pursue it even to the baptismal font;
and though it shelter itself under the very throne of Jehovah, we will tear from it its
borrowed robes and reveal it in all its hideous nakedness, till that Humanity which now
hugs it to its bosom shall shrink aghast from its touch, and it becomes a hissing, a by
word and a reproach.
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Editor RevolutionistIf we cannot answer the above question in the affirmative, where
in the name of progress, can we start one ? I see that many of your contributors invid
iously speak against starting one in the South-speak in contempt of our institution
negro slavery, and scorn the idea of establishing a reformatory association within the sun
ny precincts'of the South, because we have keaelt all black slaves, instead of a good
ly mixture of whites and blacks, or hirelings, as at the North ! Is not this mode o
speaking, unkind? unbrotherly ? Is a person who thus speaks of his neighbors, in a
proper condition for a Harmonial Home, himself? Could an association of such persons
last ? Reformers should set better examples, and act more kindly, particularly those of
the North, when speaking of negro slavery of the South, because their ancestors assisted
ours in entailing this very slavery upon us.
„
,
And, before they should seek to cast the mote from our eyes, they should first cast t
beam from their own. Is there not a set of more abject slaves at the North than at the
South ? If there be such, I do not suppose they are of the same kind as ours, m name
or color, but the same or worse, in fact. It is true that a black person at the South is com
pelled to labor for the person who supports him, during his life. But then he is proper J
cared for by the owner. Now is not the poor hireling at the North compelled to work all
his life for another, his hirer, or master, who may dismiss him as he chooses, whether sick,
well younc or old ? He is thus compelled to work or starve, in many cases.
What is°the eeal difference in the two kinds of slaves ? The black has the advantage,
for his slavery progresses his race, while Northern slavery is degrading our own race.
Northern hired slavery makes native beggars in the North. There are no native beggars
in the South, so far as I have ever seen. Foreigners come here and beg for a subsistence,
but real natives, white or black, never do. I never saw an American begging for a sup
port till I went to New York in 1839. Then and there, m the broad land of Washing
ton, beneath the glorious banner of the stars and stripes, the colors of Freedom m aboasting community, I saw a native American begging for a support ’
, ,. ,
I say this not to reproach the Northern people ; but to show them that they should be
charitable to us, and that we all should let Progression, in its ever onward course, free us
from all our evils, as it is a remedy for all evils. Our institution of slavery cannot possi
bly be worse than theirs. They say we separate husband, wife and children, m
for pecuniary motive*. Does not the same thing happen at the North , Are not t
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father, mother and children, among the poor of the North, compelled to separate by liv
ing out, to gain a hard support ? Yes ! while their employers, who may be millionaires,
are trying to enjoy their social loves in splendid homes together, the poor toil and labor
apart from their families and homes, to augment the wealth of those millionaires, or starve .
Thus, poor families are often separated for life ! What is the ke&l diiterencc in buying a
man and hiring him ? The hirer is as much compelled to give his consent to this mode
of sale, as the negro of the South. Starvation compels the hirer to give his consent, while
the negro gains his support by it. What is the difference in reality ? Why, as I said be
fore, the negro has the advantage, for his support is certain, and his race is progressed by
his system of slavery. The negro of to-day, is far superior to the first sold on James
river, so far as intellect and reason are concerned.
But I wish to stop this unkind investigation. Let us all unite in controling the circum
stances which will eventually drive all evils from our land. If a Harmonial association
will serve as a bright and useful example to the rest of mankind, why, let us establish one
where most needed, whether in the North or the South. While I am confident that ma
ny should be established in the North, 1 am equally as confident that no better spot on
Earth can be selected for one, than in Pickens District, South Carolina.
Clayton’s Mills, South Carolina.
Clayton.
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CONQUEST

OF

PRINCIIT.E.

BY CORDELIA BARRY.

If the spirit that crucified a Jesus yet lives; if there are yet hands who would press
the cup to the lips of a Socrates; if there still be those who can pile the fagots around an
other Servetus ; as much does there yet exist, that same adherence to principle, that same
calm resolution to speak the thought and live the life of the soul’s asking, as when the
Christ was led a sacrifice to Calvary’s mount, or the hemlock administered to the noble
Roman in his dungeon-keep. If the prison and the rack are yet among the moral forces
of our little earth, there will be found sufficient of the spirit of Luther and Huss, and a
host of brave protestors of the by-gone days, still warming the hearts and firing the souls
of protestors later born. Not enough is it for a true, earnest, conscientious soul, to alone
speak his thought, for if he be a being of purpose and principle, he must seek to embody
in his life, the faith he cherishes—the truth he sees ; else be untrue to his own selfhood,
as well as prove himself a hypocrite and a coward.
We who pray for a diviner life, who scorn the so-called virtue of the civilized world, who
loath with an utter dread, the purity which marriage grants to woman, who believe in the
divinity of nature, and the supremacy of each soul over itself, shall live the faith of our
soul’s perceiving; and with the consciousness of a holy purpose, and an aim for a higher
life, nothing shall intimidate us from the living, what, to the deep interior seeing, seems
natural, and worthful, and beautiful. Nothing can bring us to belie the principles we bold
as more sacred than life itself, more precious than the “eternal rest,” bought at the soul’s
sacrifice.
The “heresy” is in us, and not the two edged sword of public opinion, nor frowns, nor
faggots, nor misrepresentation, nor calumny, can kill it. We are proud to be protestors
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against the shams of civijigatiq?}; against its marriages, its isolate homes, its enforced matermties, its spurious Christianity—a Christianity that is content with believing in some-*
thing they cal] holy and good, in the spirit of forgiveness and brotherhood, thouHi care
less of practicing what they teach—a Christianity that is content if we but talk our faith
if we only live hypocrites to the truths we see—even encouraging us to deny the Christ
in our own souls, that
may float as smoothly down the current as do those who seem
to have no souls to hearken to. It may not be. We must turn our faces to the coming
light, and work for holier living, even though owls and night-hawks hgot about our ears "
for work is prayer, and praying thus, we seek fulfillment in a bettered life, that opens in the
sure futures.
Whatsoever the world Way dp, we m^bg true,
no slaves, for—

shall be no hypocrites, we shall be

“ They are slaves who would not choose
Hatred, scoffing, and abuse,
Rather than in silence shrink,
From the truths they needs must think
they are slaves who dare not speak
For the fallen and the weak,—
They are slaves who dare not be
In the right with two or three.”

There can be martyrs if there is .need! though ygt thqre is nq martyrdom to him whQ
suffers for the truth he loves-not martyrdom if he die-for life alone is beautiful when we.
hold our spuls too high for any yielding to wrong; when the living this life of aspiration
is more to us than the world’s smiles and blandishments—more than its revilings and abu
ses. The eternal truth of ages cannot be buried ; the spirit which animated our father’s
cannot be quenched; nor can the Anglo Saxon soul be bowed to any yoke it essays to
But the world must do its work, and we nqqst do ours, and evermore shall the angel
sjound from the watch-tower the battje cry of freedom ; and evermore will there be spirits
too firm for yielding, too brave to flinch, too heroic to turn bapje from this work of the*
•world’s redemption ; evermore will there be Social Revolutionists, tp do, and die, and con
quer.
Truth crushed to e^rtk, shall rise agairq
The eternal years of God are hers—
While Error, wounded, writhes in pain,
And dies amid her worshipers.”

“

0^7“ The organizatiqn of Society will never be perfect so long as some persons have
mpre than enough to make them as happy as property can make them, while others, by
their best exertions, cannot obtain enough for this purpose. Property, of itself consid
ered, is nothing; but taken in connection with what it brings, it is of much importance
to happiness, as furnishing the means of protecting ourselves from those outward things
which excite disagreeable sensations, and of gratifying those senses which Nature has
given us, as the eye, the ear, &c.—[Ex.
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SDKE IMPENMNG CRISIS OF THE SOUTH : HOW TO MEET IT. By Hinxc-j Rowan Helpek
of North Carolina. ISew York, Burdick Rkotiieks, 8 Spruce street. 1857.
h'
■*

This book soerns to have prpatqd some sensation. It has been in thp ’jj^rket but three
pr four months, and the copy sent us for notice, is of the “ninth thopsa^jd?
The work opens with a comparison of the free and slave states ip thgjp industrial as
pects. The figures are given, the subject presented in its various phases, apd a strpng case
made out against the South. A point or two will illustrate.
I he value of the annual hay prpp in the free states is, in round number^ $14^,000,000
a sum which is $3,500,000 greater than the value of all the cotton, tobacco] j-ipe, hay, hemp
and cane sugar, annually prodpceij in ail the slave states ; showing clearly enough in the
language of CassiusM. Clay, “that far from Cotton being King, Grass ij TCing.”
Ihe value of all the property in the slave states, real and personal, ^vaq, jn 4850, $2,§36,000,000. But this included thq slaves, valued at $1,^00,000,000, which beina- de
ducted from the whole, would leaye only $4,336,000,000 as the] true wealth pf tjiedave
gtates. The corresponding property in the free states amounts to $4,4OO Qpp CXX) conse
fluently, the property in the free states ^vas, in 1850, worth pore than three iimes as much
as the property in the slave states.
t
In 1850, the average value pf lapd in the Northern states, was $28,7Q per acre and in
the Southern states, $5,34. The author says:
1
,
in consequence of numerous natural adyantages, among which may be enumera
ted the greater mildness of climate, ricWss of soil, deposits of precious InetalsTbun'
dance and spaciousness of harbors, and super-excellence of water-power, '^e contend that'
had it not been for slavery, the average value of land in the Southern and South-western
d
^eeiiiAT |;EAST> cq^1 t0.the aYCpge value of the sapie in the Nothern
' • ‘
cooclude thereiore, and tye think the conclusion is founded on principles of
S>2 73’ wf-+nie i?!aveholde.rs’ are indebted tp us, the non-slaveholders,’in the sum of
$22,^3, which is the difference between $28,70 and $5,34, on every acre of Southern soil
in our possession. This claim we bring against you? because slavery, ydiiph hasTnureS
xc usively to your benefit, if, indeed, it has been beneficial at all, has shed a blighting in'
fluence over our lands, thereby keeping them out of market, and aamagingevefy acre To
the mnount specified. Sirs ! are you ready to settle, thq amount ? Let us see how much
The estimate is fairly arrived at that the area of the slaye states owned by non-slaveS wTTT'T2’000’000 aCreS’ Which beinS reckoned at $22,73 per acre, would amount to
$7,544,000,000 ; whereupon the author remarks—and we give the quotation in full as a
specimen of his style :
5
And this is our account against you on a single score. Considering how your villainous mstitutmn has retarded the development of our commercial and manufacturing interests how it has stifled the aspirations of inventive genius ; and, above all, how it has bar
red fiom us the heaven-born sweets of literature and religion—concernments too sacred
to be. estimated m a pecuniary point of view—might we not, with perfect justice and propne y dupheate the amount, and still be accounted modest in our demands ? FullyTdvised, however, of your indigent circumstances, we feel it would be utterly useless to call
other draft on theTunTo?111
\d^ 5 WG sha11’ thercf()re> in 3'our behalf, make ank
n 11 f
of non-slaveholdipg generosity, and let the account, meagre as it
is stand as above Though we have given you all the offic^and you have given us none
f the benefits of legislation ; though we have fought the battles of the South while you
^he;Term rJf miy0’lr PiaZZaSx! °r playin= the t0IX and endeavoring to filch from us
r birthright of freedom ; though you have absorbed the wealth of our communities in
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sending voar own children to Northern seminaries and colleges, or in employing Yankee
teachers to officiate exclusively in your own families, and have refused to us the limited
privilege of common schools ; though you have scorned to patronize our mechanics and in
dustrial enterprises, and have passed to the North for every article of apparel, utility and
adornment ; and though you have maltreated, outraged and defrauded us in every relation
of life, social, civil, ana political, yet we are willing to forgive and fokget you if you
will but do us justice on a single count. Of you, the introducers, aiders and abettors o
slavery we demand indemnification for the damage our lands have sustained on account
thereof; the amount of that damage is $7,544,148,835 : and now. Sirs, we are ready to
receive the money, and if it is perfectly convenient to you, we would be glad to have you
pay it in specie 1 It will not avail you, Sirs, to parley or prevaricate. We must have a
settlement Our claim is just and over due. We have already indulged you too long.
Your criminal extravagance has almost ruined us. We are determined that you shall no
longer play the profligate, and lure sumptuously every day at our expense. How do you
propose to settle ? Do you offer us your negroes in part payment ? We do not want your
neo roes. We would not have all of them, nor any number of them, even as a gift Y'o
hold ourselves above the disreputable and iniquitous practice of buying, selling and ownin,r slaves. What we demand is damages in money, or other absolute property, as an
ennivalent for the pecuniary losses we have suffered at your hands. Ion value your neJJoes at sixteen hundred millions of dollars, and propose to sell them to us for that sum;
we should consider ourselves badly cheated, and disgraced for all time, here and hereafter,
if we were to take them off your hands at sixteen farthings ! We tell you emphatically,
we are fairly resolved never to degrade ourselves by becoming the mercenary purchaser
or nronrietors of human beings. Except for the purpose ol liberating them, we would not
srive a handkerchief or a tooth-pick for all the slaves in the world. But m order to show
how brazenly absurd are the howls and groans which you invariably set up for compensation Xnever we speak of the abolition of slavery, we will suppose your negroes are
worth all you ask for them, and that we are bound to secure to you every cent of the
before they can become free-in which case our accounts would stand thus .
4g825
Non-slaveholders’account against S aveholders,
1 fiOo'oOOOOO
Slaveholders’ account against Non-slaveholders,
’
’
’
5,944,148,825
“Now, Sirs, we ask you in all seriousness, is it not true that you have ffiched froni us
nearly five times the amount of the assessed value of your slaves ? Why then do you
clamor for more ? &c.
The complement of this statement is as follows :
“ Let us see, therefore, even in this one particular, whether the abolition of slavery wi
not be a real pecuniary advantage to you. The present total marke yaueo
landed property, (estimated at 173,024,000 acres) at $5,34 per acre is only $92
With the beauty and sunlight of freedom beaming on the same estate, it would be wor
a!
<5:98 70oflSS'
ner acre $4 856 873,680!
deducted
from
wtS
and to theThe
full former
extent sum
of this
amount
wHlthe latter, leave
creased in value whenever you abolish slavery ; that is, provided you abolish it be
completely ‘ dries up all the organs of increase.’”
* _ *
+v,,a ncfirrmt-pd val“ Now, Sirs, this last sum is considerably more than twice as great as the estim , d
ue of your negroes ; and those of you, if any there be, who are yet heirs to sane min
honest heartsfmust, it seems to us, admit that the bright prospect which freedom presen
for a wonderful increase in the value of real estate, ours as well as yours to say no h g
of the thousand other kindred considerations, ought to be quite sufficient to i^
Southern states, in their sovereign capacities, to abolish slavery at the ear
p
period. You yourselves, instead of losing anything by the
ff^rould
Eroes—even though we suppose them to be worth every dime of li.bQQ’OOO.OOC)
in this one particular, the increased value of land, realize a net profit
three hundred millions of dollars ! _ Here are the exact figures •
. cmi.
Net increment of value which it is estimated, will accrue to slavehold
!a ^
sequence of the abolition of slavery,
1* 600 000,000
Putative value of slaves

Slaveholders’ estimated net landed profits ol emancipation.

2,333,535,520”
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Certain considerations would modify the preceeding figures somewhat. Good lands in
the most northern of the slave states, rate as high, in some instances, as $100 per acre ;
and there is not that difference on the two banks of the Ohio river, in the price of lands
of the same native quality, as the work before us, and abolition authorities generally would
have us believe. The low price of lands in the South, is due, in part, to actual impoverish
ment through the usual bad cultivation by slave labor; and consequently, the increase of
value by the immediate abolition of slavery, would not be so great as here reckoned. Af
ter making allowance for the sterility produced by slave cultivation, the richest lands of
the South are still in the hands of slaveholders ; consequently, the above figures designed
to show the gain of abolition, to land owners in the South, should be relatively higher
for the slaveholders, and lower for the non-slaveholders, than they are.
The following is the author’s plan for the abolition of slavery :
“ \ t Through Organization and Independent Political Action on the part of the Non
slaveholding whites of the South.
rri _ ,
,
2. Inelligibility of slaveholders—Never another vote to the Irafficker m Human I lesb.
3. No Co-operation with slaveholders in Politics—No Bellowship v.ith them in religion
.—No Affiliation with them in Society. [That’s a tough one.]
_ _
4. No patronage to slaveholding merchants—-No guestship in slave-waiting Hotels—No
fees to slavebolding Eawyers—No employment to slaveholding Physicians No audience
to slavebolding Parsons.
_
.
5. No recognition of Pro-slavery Men, except as Ruffians, Outlaws, and Criminals.—
[Uncharitable, intolerant, unjust.]
6. Abrupt discontinuance of subscription to Pro-slavery Newspapers.
7. The greatest possible encouragement to Free White Labor.
8. No more hiring of slaves bjr Non-slaveholders.
_ _
9. Immediate death to slavery, or if not immediate, unqualified proscription of its ad
vocates during the period < f its Existence.
.
.
10. A tax of sixty dollars on every slaveholder for each and every Negro m his Pos
session at the present time or at any intermediate time between now and the 4th ol J uly,
2863—said Money to be applied to the transportation of the Blacks to Liberia, to their
Colonization in Central or South America, or to their Comfortable Settlement within the
Boundaries of the United States.
11. An additional tax of forty dollars per annum to he levied annually, on every slave
holder for each and every Negro found in his possession after the 4th of July, 1&63—said
Money to be paid into the hands of the Negroes so held in slavery, or, in cases of death,
to their next of kin, and to be used by them at their own option.
The pecuniary feature of this plan may be just enough, but Mr. Hinton Rowan Helper
has undertaken a big job, and when he gets it into operation, we shall no doubt hear of it.
The non-slaveholders of his own state, so many of whom cannot even read, and are ready
at any time to cringe and fawrn in the presence of slaveholders, will be pool sticks to
help Mr. Helper in a pinch. B'or reasons which there is no room here to enumerate, it is
very likely that slavery will not be abolished in North Carolina or any other slave state
near that latitude, till quite a considerable proportion of the slaveholders themselves take
it in hand; and it is to be regretted that Mr. Helper’s book is not better calculated than it
is, to conciliate that class of his countrymen.
There is no doubt but the author’s statistical showings are generally correct, but he ar
gues with so much vehemence, that we sometimes suspect him. rl bus, he adduces the
testimony of ancient and modern writers, foreign and American, Northern and Southern,
against slavery, and amongst them, some who could be arrayed with the same plausibility
on the other side. He makes out the Bible an anti-slavery document, and the principal
Orthodox Churches the abettors of freedom ; while everybody knows that the Bible and
those Churches are on both sides of this question. He passes lightly over the fact that the
negro belongs to an inferior race, and sewins to make out what L notoriously untrunf that
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the climate of the Southern states is even more favorable tolhe health and longeOty of
the white race, than the climate of the free states. He leaves out of his argument the feet
that the working whites in the South, are to be found mostly amongst the elevated ard
sterile regions of the country, and that the whites of the more fertile and unhealthy sec-?
txons, are chiefly owners and overseers, the former not exposed to |he viciss^$e§ of the
weather, and the, latter an animal class of men, who are attracted to their business from
the very fact of thejr institutional coarseness. A case is made out of fragmentary facts
and statements, which is altogether unwarranted. The process is not a fair one, as might
be shown in the pase of D.r. J. G. Nott, who is very far from believing as might be inferred
from the garbled, extracts in the work under review, that the climate of the Southern
states is favorable to the white race. See Social Revolutionist, Vol. 4, page 80.
Notwithstanding its faults, “ The Impending Crisis” is unquestionably a fresh and able
work. Its statements are made with clearness and force ; and if the author could man
age to rid his own remarks of their ferocity, and retain their snap.; to betrav a little less
eagerness in discussion, and remove some of' the ex parte character of his arguments so
obvious to every unprejudiced and intelligent reader, his book would be a greater blessing
to his country, and more effective for the work it contemplates, than it can possibly be, in
its present form. Still, its statistical information is abundant and well arranged, and for
this alone, the book is of great value. No student of the slavery question, should be with
out it.
.- ’
AlS?A™e 75 ctl ^TTJRE-

By L T- Heckek-

Xew York • James B. Barker, 371 Broadway,

The author of this book was once a prominent Socialist, but now a Rorngn Catholic.
He has found entire satisfaction in the Catholic Church, and appears anxious to' show
others how this is, that they may be redeemed as well as he. The book is especially
addressed to those who have not found satisfaction in the Protestant faith in which they
were bred, and have betaken themselves to “the different movements of the day,” or to
the construction of “ a religion agreeable to the laws of man’s intelligence, ^nd commen
surate with the wants of Human Nature.” This, of course, includes the readers of this
journal, and this being the case, we vy.ould like to give the work a somewhat thorough
examination, but it is not possible, to find room for it here. The book • is fresh enough,
and if any should wish more of it than is to be found in this brief notice, wd think they
Will find it sufficiently entertaining and suggestive to pay cost;—-and to some it might
be a profitable investment. We never can know exactly where we stand, unless we have
taken an accurate survey of the stand-points of others. The mind which has not pa
tience to learn and weigh well the doctrines of others can never be fully qualified to
make a rational defense of its own. We should aim, as far as possible, to master the
whole field, that we may be able, at least, the more fully to assure ourselves. But many
reformers seem to be groping without the breadth and compass of illumination they
should have. this may be only too true ol all of us. A plausible idea appeals to us,
engages our sympathies, and the momentum of its force carries us too far in that direc
tion; by and by another idea, somewhat diverse, perhaps, does its work for us in a similar
way, and thus on until finally we become dissatisfied with all that bears the name of re
form, and we are ready to cuddle down snugly in the bosom of the Mother Church, or some
other, where we have a “ thus saith the Lord,,’ or a thus saith the Pope, Synod, or Coun
cil, for all that it is our duty to believe and do, to make us perfectly happy. We are
dreanry and do not base our views so much upon science and reason as upon vague in
tuition, we are impressible, sensitive, and liable to extremes, and such are likely to be-
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pome Roman Catholics, or anything else that is weird and wild. We take our author to
be ot this class. He has the capacity of erecting g, false structure on a true foundation
without seeming to be aware of it.
arly in this volume, we find the principle stated that the true religion must satisfy
reason and all the unperverted faculties of our nature. The next step is to show that
neither the Ancient, German, nor French philosophy has met the wants of the human
T
Frotestantlsm 18 next examined, and the utter rottenness of the views held by
uther and certain other Protestant reformers and churches respecting human nature
t^iAms nSh °USneSS’ &C-’ most effectually exposed. We give some of our author's quo’
fhnl Tiv man ,of faitk throttles Reason and says to it: £ Reason, vou are a sillv blind
bel owiAronnliSrh TV* ,farthmg’s worth- Do net cut up so rnanv pranks wifh your
bellowing opposition, but shut up your mouth and hold your tongue " Do not uretend m
y0*™*™* hear what it fells you" and believe it
dn
fait[lful Sln°ther the beast, which the whole world could not do and bv
Lord Godg"
thf m0St?Iernt °ffering
sacrifice that can be givei to our

does “o he

!>« f

■'«'i^geaecording to Reason: if he

^;«»sSSS«SSSSiSS

whore with

^ ^ ^

^ «* P-‘“

„WS, 'S./r0m “art;“ Ii'!ther- a“d rather “d odd inauguration of the Reign of Free
Thought, it is. The fohojpng is froni Sir Rowland Hill, a Methodistmfcht d*
fair, my dove, my undefiled; there is no spot in thee ’

TWh T lt l!!,

This is but the logical consequence of “imputed righteousness
the thing perfectly clear :
' "

/ f art f11

But Luther makes

of CIhl’ist that Christians are called snow-white, even much nurer than
rity isUnot ou^but^aneous purfty! b For"he" Lord ChH.f'adonv61^!!111 L thiS PU"

acti°fehSefa.r *U"“

to ^

^

^

Mieve

There remains this indubitable truth which no artifice enn Qtialro fn tman is so far alienated from God's justice,
after nothing that is not impious, fallacious, filthy imnure- his bef Pk . ’ mb f 1
poison that it breathes forth nothing but stench."
^
’ 1
S &0 6IIed Wlth
Whereupon our author remarks :
If our nature be wholly bad, desires nothing, and nan do nofhino- tmf
f
we cannot be expected to desire the truth to love the ?mod to
' / C°UrSe
ence Ud, or to wish for any virtue oV goodness whatever° Human y ;ellgl0n’^ r,evorare once and for all eternally separate^ and divorced." ' ‘
!
C and lieilgl0U

;
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------------------_____________________ ________—tT~*"aiStta^5r«»a fcr • P«pW»4 WIoim e»W-‘ne« Perl“Ps-that Ws schooling m MPhilonoph, hns not been lost upon him. If the « inMlible Church ” had taken th,
'ew of 1 niatter, it would hardly have found the impugn necessary in its dea in
with heretics-it would not hare applied tl-.e rack to their bodies, but appealed
faculties of reason, truth and goodness, to restore them to religion.
j
a ATy
In seeming- to regard the views of Luther, Melancthon, Calvin, Wesley and others on
the depravity of human nature, the blindness of reason, the method of justification, &c
^P—ism, „»r author is hardly just. Luther in *>ic fooiish on^aught against
reason was widening the sphere of its activities, without seeming to know it. The very
J- his protesting was virtually to claim the rights of human nature, reason
e
luhoth our author labors to make so much out of Luther’s castigation of

J

reason, yet he elsewhere acknowledges the influence which the Reformation had m ataching importance to the individual judgment. He says:
“ Protestantism in its pr^tical dovolopmen^^^^^^
private judgment to the entire exclusion of all other authorities.
He says further:

f^
.. f
of the authonty
.„ , ,

-n

l

Church'had ”1101 erred^ there could be no grounds for an opposition to it.
The complement to this statement would be, The first decided step of *'*««*•>•
1 1 pan ofLrtion of the rights of reason and conscience; for what but these
was necessarily the assertion 0
^ ^ discovery that the Church had erred.
faculties coul
e
protestants generally that the labors of Luther and
Hence, the opinion of Car1^
redounded to the behoof of reason, conscience^and^riman^ature generally, is vindicated, notwithstanding the artful sophistry

Roman Catholic Church maintains with reference to human nature, reason, free will, justhe commandment of God in the garden of
‘ Phe effect 01 Aclctm b
0
,
„n(i inetk*e wherein he was eonstitutParadise, was the ‘ immediate loss of the J1^in„eJ tit^t d consisted in the gifts of ined.’ The holiness and justice wherein he was constituted consist^ ^
was ex.
tegrity and SANCYFIpeGrexXoEf the0pa3ns sickness’and death; and lost his title,
posed to ignorance, to the revolt °t the pass
,,
^ other wordS) Adam by his
state to which he was elevated by the gifts and graces of Cod’s

pure bounty upon his mere and unadorned natum

"

Up0n the soul.

HS^Ehs&^or

ttJ rigLe Xh absolutely belonged to man's ““‘^^“^XiXXoUy ell ta*
k±^'^XSS;XXfCX^,orS^av/heen,ere-

It would appear from this that the Catholic faith leaves a basis in man to improve upon which the Protestant notions of depravity do not.
.
rf^ nf the RoThe chapte1’ on individuality is a good one. It shows that the umversa i y
mish Church, so far as it obtains, is due to the fact, that through its '-mus rehg.ous^
ders, styles of worship, social indulgences, Sc., the church adapts itse.f
the p
ties of all the diversified peoples upon whom it has a hold.
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The author lays much stress on two points in particular: Firs!,
isfy, but the Christian religion, and secondly, that the religion which does satisr, uiiist «o
catholic-adapted to all peoples, and contain an outward form, whh h corresponds to the
corporeal investment of the soul. So far as the idea of satisfying is concerned, there
are in the Roman Catholic Church, notwithstanding its adaptability, certain tenets which
the communicant must accept, and consequently, its religion can only satisfy Roman
Catholic minds. And if the number which accept a religion be any guide to the satis
faction it gives, Buddhism, which teaches annihilation and inculcates morals, and is held
by three or four hundred millions of the human race, bears the palm away from Roman
ism. Although it is true, that any religion is, to a great extent, but the outgrowth of
the religious instincts of the people who accept it, yet it is also true that the human mind
is quite accommodating, and will adapt itself to the monstrosities of the prevailing relig
ion. And with respect to the outward unity of the Church upon which Father Flecker
insists, we beg leave to assure him that there are certain minds of this age, who conceive
very clearly of an interior unity which comprehends in its outward torm, all toe religious
establishments of the earth ; and compared with the catholicity (universality) of which,
that of the Roman Catholic Church becomes not insignificant merely, hut absolutely null.
Our author does not believe in an invisible Church, but when he maintains that sanctifica
tion according to Catholic principles, “ is an intrinsic work of grace, which restores the
soul to its primitive purity, and adorns it with its ancient beauty, making it thus a fit tem
ple of the Holy Ghost,” he certainly does believe in invisible or latent “ parity” and
i‘ beauty,” when Irish and other besotted devotees, with their contracted foreheads and
sinister visages, are the subjects of sanctification.
Our author says that, “ The authority of the General Councils of the Catholic Church
is, with its members, beyond all dispute ;” yet he maintains that this authority is compat
ible with the rights of private judgment. He claims that supreme authority rests not
with (God through) Reason, but with God through the Church ; and consequently, it is
presumed that every reasonable mind will accept the decrees of the Church. According
to this view of the subject, papal decrees become the test of rationality ; and what it all
amounts to is this, that the Romish Hierarchy is supreme to do what it lists in the name
of God, and religion upon the presumption that it must be reasonable and right; and by
consequence, all the millions of her laity are the intellectual slaves of Rome.
The work before us aims to place the doctrine of “ Infallibility,” upon rational grounds.
“A Church which professes to-be charged with the office of teaching the truths of the
Christian Revelation, and which is not provided with the Divine promise never to fall in
to error, or be subject to corruptions, is only fit to address upon their eternal interests, men
who have never exercised their thinking faculties, or who are wholly indifferent about
their future welfare.
Of all assumptions of power that were ever heard of, the most arrogant and awful, is
that which, without an unerring and Divine sanction, makes the profession of teaching to
mankind, the way of eternal salvation. This is an unbearable imposition, and should be
resisted by every man who retains his manhood, and would not rashly expose his soul to
eternal perdition.”
In keeping with this bull which Father Hecker fulminates, is his claim for the Church
that, “ All truths of science, find in her a welcome”—a claim so notoriously false, that he
who does not know it to be so, must be a great ignoramus in the history of science. Flaving exposed the Calvinistic notions of justification, it would hardly have answered for our
author to say anything of Romish absolution and indulgences—doctrines as vicious as any
A.ntinomian h©rssvr in their practical results. The Roman Oktholic Church is Infallible
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and cannot err ! it is Divine, and consequently, is not now, and iiever has been corrupt I
All it teaches is true, arid all it does is right. Purgatory is a dogma of the Church, and
Oar author shuts his eyes and guljfe it with real gusto ; and he thinks it a “precious privL
lege of piety” “ that we, who are oh this side the grave, can, by our prayers, by our almsdeeds, and other good works, alleviate the suffering of those beyond it.” The Church
teaches the doctnhe of Transubstantiation ; and 0, the fervor of piety and the swell of
sublimity With which Father Hecker describes the celebration of “Solemn High Mass'
the grandest rite of the Catholic ritual!” We should like to give the passage entire, but
have room for only a part :
“ But still more is designed to complete this act of Divine Worship; and this is God *
o , not as in the Jewish Temple, His presence concealed behind a cloud, but truly and
really the present Godhead in his own Divine Person. Neither is this refused ;—at the
awful moment a hushed silence reigns throughout the kneeling throng; which is only bro
ken by the sound of bells, by the pulling of the censer chains, and softened tones of the
organ ; and now the Priest, by the divine might of his ordination, pronounces the sa
cred woids of consecration over the elements of bread and wine, arid their substance is
changed into the Body and Blood of our Lord Jesus Christ, where'wiifii is his “ Soul and
Divinity. Behold God, the great God, the all-loving and eternal Go<h really, truly, and
personally present on the altar of Christians; while they with clasped hands, bowed down
heads, humbled minds and hearts, penetrated by gratitude and love, adore in their Tem
ple, Him whord the1 Heaven of Heavens cannot contain !”
This is almost as sublime as Blair, Deck, Headley, and other Protestant Divines become
iri describing the Resurrection, when the last trufnp shall sound, and the dead shall rise,
and the air be darkened with limbs and other parts of human carcasses flying from place
to place, th meet their fellows, &c., &c. But in the case before us, the sublime sacrament
is not yet tioncludecl, and there is a still more lofty stretOh of grandeur for us to contemRlate*. We will let Father Hecker portray it :
n “ The Sacrifice continues and becomes the dacrameni; of Communion of Love. The
Priest lifts up his voice and chants aloud, ‘ the Lord's Prayer,’and while reciting in se
cret several prayers preparatory to communion, the choir sings the ‘Agnus Dei; ’ after
haviri°; received the .consecrated elements, he communicates the Holy Sacrament to the
faithful. . Oh wonderful mystery ! God dwells in the hearts of his creatures corporally !
Man participates in the Divinity ! God and Mari become One!”
In less pdetic arid perhaps less divine phraseology; the Priest drinks of the very blood
of Christ, rind the Communicant eats of His verj^ flesh [muscle], and the latter instead of
taking the usual course of food thrbugh the esophagus into the stomach, passes into the
heart and dwells there. And this is the boasted RATioNALixY of the Roman Catholic
Church !—and the close of our review.
The Educator: being Suggestions theoretical and practical, designed to promote Manculture and integral Reform, with a view to the ultimate establishment of a Divine Social State on Earth. Comprised in a series of revealments from organized assooiations
in they spirit-life, through John Murray Spear. Yol. 1, embracing papers on, 1, Social
Re-organization; 2, Electrical Laws; 3, Elementary Principles; 4, Education; 5, Agri
culture; 6, Health; 7, Government; 8, Miscellaneous Topics. Edited by A. E. Newton.
The volume is prefaced with a Biographical Sketch of the riiedium by Mrs. H. F. M.
Brown. We have only room for the title page here. A re flew of the work will be given
in some future No. of this journal. From the title of the papers and the reputation of
J.M. Spear as a medium, we expect the book to be of interest to Socialists of every
schdoi. Address A. E. Newton, 14 Bromfield st., Boston.
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It is de

signed for schools and home study; The arrangement seems to be excellent and the
style of typography such as to male each topic stand out with much perspicuity. It is
well got up as a work of reference on domestic science. We give the section on “ Tem
perature and Character: ”
Temp.®rattjr® fNI) Character.'--—The effect of cold is to benumb the bodv and blunt
,
enfblllt?; whl}e warmth opens the avenues of sensation, and increases the suscenf
Inon7 th’n eXtemf ^ip!lefl0PS- Thus> the ^tensity with which the outward world acts
bniint ths inward throdgli the sensory channels, is regulated by temperature In cold
' "rG ^ t0r?ld and sluggish> and man is plodding, austere stolid and
eeling. V ith the barrenness of the earth, there is sterility of thought poverty of'in
X ann coldn«f|of fanW- On the other hand, the inhabitants of torrid regions nos’
sess feverish sensibilities. I hey are indolent and effeminate, yet capable of furious1 ac
ingeniT in devicei the^ are extravagant and wild in imS
the S0rgeous>th8 darling, and the marvellous. In the medium
C
C! ch™ates> these marked excesses of character disappear; there is mod
ation without stupidity, and active enterprise without fierce impetuosity
Society has
^ore freedoih and justme^ncl the individual more constancy and prindpie• wi hVofti
thought, there 1S also chastening of the imagination. By comparing the eSs
of piffate im
t.ornd> temperate, and frigid zone, we observe the detemiinirL influence
Xelf^^W l°n<iltl0nS’i?t0n^"P0" the Physical nature of man, but over the toiffd Tt/ ,, 6 ma7i aPP®al ^ individual experience for the enervating effects of hot clihktes
or to the common understanding of men as to the great control which atmospheric chan<ms
exercise, not ohly over the intellectual powers, but even our bodily well heino- "
within a narrow range of climate that great men have been born. In the CaSs south
ern hemisphere, as yet, not one has appeared; and in the northern, they Borne only with n
certam parallels of latitude. I am not speaking of that class of men; who in all Les and
n every country, have risen to an ephemeral elevation and have sunk a-aii into their na
bfit of tSt^r06’,80 TV8 ^ « which have forced them from obsmlrith^e"
oth8r class of whom God makes but one in a century, and rives him a nnua,r
of ehchantment over his fellows, so that by a word, or even by a look °he cnn amPf r
and guide, and govern mankind.”—(Dr. Draper.) a’0r even ^ a look> he 8an electrify,
The following is the section on the “Ancient Metliod of warming : ”
bnlv^m nffimETH0D °F Warmi^—The chimfiey is a modern device, corking into use
only 500 or 600 years ago, with the mariner’s coinpass, the printing p^ss' mineral cn^l
and that array of capital inventions and discoveries which appeared with the davK n 1 r
the new civilization that succeeded the dark ages PreviolFv to
r
ybieak °f
heated as Iceland huts are now,~by
^
smoke escaping by the doot, or passing7out throngh apeS “sin the T„f S X Ts
mZgement^ hSf The^TX h*d.‘4™«^« ^ than thisTn “thIXmestic
wf 1
Th k F1 fires m °Pen Pans Cfdled braziers. Those of the Ro
mans were elegant bronze tripods, supported by carved images with a round dish above
for the fire. A small vase below contaified perfumes; odorous gums and aromatic snfres
tions ofrth?xUSnd t0 fiaSk t ie1 dlsagreeable odor of the combustive products. The1 portions of the walls most exposed were painted black, to prevent the visible effects of smokelhat ther^^E^lS^f0^ and n° CarTCd
~
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ofRense’The brain andbtellect, have their periods of repose and aetion

wthdraw^
al of light from the theatre of effort is the most favorable condition,
^ aS
ral signal for rest • while its reappearance stirs us again to activity, there is sometn j,
in darkness soothing, depressing quieting ; while light, on the contrary, excites and arous
es ^ is common to see this illustrated socially : a company assembled m an apartir en
diml v lighted, will be dull, somnolent and stupid; but let the ro°™
ed am
ed and the spirits rise, thought is enlivened, and conversation proceeds with incr®a®ecl
imation. “ Most delicate and mysterious is the relation ^hich
^XngfoMhe
sing light! How our feelings, and even our appearance change with every change oi ine
aky ! When the sun shines, the blood flows freely, and the spirits are ig i^ a^ u }; ■
When gloom overspreads the heavens, dullness and sober thought possess the mind,
energy is greater, the body is actually stronger, m the bright hght of day,^hile the healtn
is manifestly promoted, digestion hastened, and the color made to play on the cheek, *
the rays of sunshine are allowed freely to sport around us.
We have no room for other extracts. The young men and women of a neighborhoo
could not do better during the Winter season, than to make up a class and study such a
work as this.
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY.

Devoted to Literature, Art, and Politics. November, 1857. Boston-

Phillips, Sampson & Co., 13 Winter street.

This is the first No. of a new American monthly. Hard times to start a new montUy,
hut this will achieve a success, no doubt. It has engaged the best wnters on th.s and the
other side of the “Atlantic.- Have not had time to read all the No, but Personal miniscences of Douglas Jen-old,” the first article, is excellent; and we shall venture
promise that if any Socialist will remit 25 cts. for a copy of No. 1, he will “ get his money
lack,” b, the perusal of just one article, " Fendlam, a Modern Reformer y and then all
the other articles will be clear gain. Pendlaro is a representative man of the Brow
Hecker, and Nichols school, over-wrought, of course, but worthy of serious s u y
7
soul-sick Reformer who reads the sketch, will laugh himself into a healt y
'
would pay, to be sure, hard as the times are. “ The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Tab^
we can’t make much of asa whole, butthe drollery of the follow,ugfrom one of thebreakfast entertainments, is patent, even to an apprehension as dull as our own .
“ What if, instead of talking this morning, I should read you a copy of verses, with
critical remarks by the author ? Any of the company can retire that like.
•‘When Eve bad led her Lord away,
And Cain had killed bis brother.
The stars and flowers, the poets say,
Agreed with one another
"To cheat the cunning tempter's art,
And teach the race its duty,
Bv keeping on its wicked heart
'Their eyes of light and beauty.

*‘On hill and prairie, field and lawn,
Their dewy eyes upturning,
The flowers still watch from reddening dawn
Till western skies are burning.
"Alas! each hour of daylight tells
A tale of shame io crushing,
That some turn whi'e as sea-hlcached shell#,
And some are always Mushing.
"But when the patient stars look down
On all their light discovers,
The traitor’s smile, the murderer’s frown,
The lips of lying lovers,
'

"A million sleepless lid“, they say,
Will be at least a warning;
And so the flowers would watch by day,
The stars from eve to morning.
"They try to shut their saddening eyes,
And in the vain endeavor,
We see them twinkling in the slues,
And so they wink forever.”

"What do you think of these verses, ray
my landlady’s daughter. Yes^nd
my chiR
off-hand, the other tw o took a week,
• •,
forlorn, unrhymed condition a* Jo** os that. .
jWt yon know traw haul ti ^ At

f

^

^^/^vLTers^webe written
Five^^tibe^seven^ ^ ^ a rafrged,
' ts wifi tell vou just such atone#*
thm viait is

k‘ ^ oik 01 a
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Mly over? They want to be off', and you want to have them off, but they don’t,know
how to manage it. One would think they had been built in yoiir. parlor or study, and
were waiting to be launched. I have contrived a sort of ceremonial inclined plane for
such vistors, which being lubricated with certain smooth phrases, I back them down, met
aphorically speaking, stern-foremost, into their ‘ natural element,’ the great ocean of. out
doors. Well, now, there are poems as hard to get rid of as these rural visitors. They
'come in glibly, use up all the Serviceable rhymes, day, eat, beauty, duty, skies, eyes,
other, brother, MOUNTAIN, fountain, and the .like; and so they go on until you think it
is time for the wind-up, but the wind-up Won’t come oh any terms. Bo they lie about
until you get sick of the sight of them, and ^nd by thrusting some cold scrap of a final
couplet upon them, and turning them out of doors. I suspect a good many ‘impromptus’
could tell just such a,stOry as the above.—-Here .turning to our landlady, I used an illus
tration which pleased the company much, at the time, and has since been highly com
mended. ‘ Madam,’said I, ‘ you can pour thrhe gills and three quarters of honey from
that pint jug, if it is full, in less than one minute; but, Madam, you could not e'fhpty
that last quarter of a gill, though you were turned into a marble Hebe, and held the ves
sel upside down for a thousand years.’ ”
The Atlantic Monthly is for sale in all the cities and principal village's, by all Book
sellers, Newsmen; and Periodical Dealers. The publishers will send it by mail, pre-paid?
for one year, updii the receipt of three dollars.
ROUMANIA : The Border Land of the Christian and the Turk, comprising adventures of travel in
Eastern Europe and Western Asia. By James 0. Royes, M. L>., Surgeon in the Ottoman army.
New York : Rudd & Carleton, 310 Broadway. 1857.

The contents are : “Hungary,” “Life in Servia,” “La Porte de Per,” “Steaming down
the Ister,” “Low Life among the liaco-Romans,” “City Plagues and Land Plagues,” “The
Daco-Romans,” “The Greek Church,” “A Night Ride in Roumania,” “Silistria,” “Ramtiles in Bulgaria,” “Turkish Traditions,” “Life in Bulgaria,” “The Euxine and the Bos
phorus,” “Stamboul,” “The Walls of Constantinople,” “Asia,” “Mussulmans and NonMussulmans.”
Friends wMo have beeii looking through the book like it. The following will give our
readers a taste :
“Among the Servians, the institution of ‘ the family ’ retains its primitive character,
every household being in itself an entire community. In the Villages, picturesquely sit
uated on the borders of the streams, or for greater security concealed in the fastnesses of
the mountains, the low rude dwellings are at a distance from each other, and of such a
size, that one not unfrequently forms an entire, street. Around the main room, which
contains a hearth in the centre, are, chambers for the younger married people. Iron is
scarcely used in the erection of Servian dwellings, chimneys and windows are rare, the
well-trodden earth serves for a floor, while the loam walls and bark roof are blackened
with soot and smoke. The father is the patriarch of the family. When he dies, one of
the sons appointed by his brethren, becomes master of the house. All the members of
the family work and eat together, sharing each other’s joys, and alike independent of the
world for support. Individual interest is merged in that of the family. Paternal and
filial affection are strong : the brother is the chosen protector of the sister, of whom he
is the joy and the pride.
Marriage is arranged by the fathers of the two families. At her new abode the young
bride dresses ah infant, touches the walls with a distaff, and spreads a table with food,
wine, and water., Her mouth is sealed by a piece oi sugar, indicating that she should
utter only what is good. For a whole year shb is termed the ‘betrothed.’ In the pres
ence of others she scarcely convenes with her husband.”
THE LIFE-LINE OF THE LONE ONE : or, autobiography of the World’s Child. By the Author
Boston : Published by Bela Marsh, 14 Bromfield st. 1857.

This is the autobiography of Warren Chase.

The preface opens thus :
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“ This little volume^-a true and literal history of the struggles of an ardent and am
bitious mind to rise from a dishonorable birth, and the lowest condition of poverty and
New England slavery—is published more for a guide and advice to those who live in the
humble walks of life, and for a rebuke on the tyrannical and malignant spirit of arrogant
and selfish individuals and societies, who ever attempt to trample upon and despise such
reformers as attempt to rise, by individual effort, to distinction or fame, than for the book
market, or for the pecuniary reward it may bring the author.”
THE MISTAKE OF CHRISTENDOM ; or, Jesus and his gospel before Paul and Christianity. By
George Stearns. Boston : Published by Bela Marsh, 14 Bromlield st.

The Author takes the position that Jesus did not institute the Church nor any of its
ordinances ; that he did not inculcate the Christian Faith ; but that Paul was the in
ventor of Christism, and Constantine the Father of Ecclesiastical Authority. Theologi
cal students will find it an interesting work.

“INDIVIDUALITY

VS

SECTISM.”

BY J. K. MOOBE.

Humanity demands better conditions—hence the need of reform. Intellectually, we
have arrived to a condition of seeing that we might enjoy more happiness by other condi
tions. As plans have to be conceived before ultimated, and ambition being quite a pre
dominant trait, we have plenty of theorizers and but few versed in practical science. As
Spirituality cannot act without Materiality, so it becomes necessary to look scientific facts
sternly and calmly in the face, and make all the theories square to the facts.
Our first inquiry should be as to what IS—not as to the fine palaces and celestial har
monies which exist—not here. If we commence here, we have a foothold, and cling to
all that is good, and grow to the conditions of “ bringing the Heavens down.” Now what
shall we do to be saved ?—in the present, as well as the future. Reformers claim to be
in advance of civilization ; if they are, in justice to themselves and to others, they should
be judged so. Now our inquiry is as to the position they should hold, to be thus judged.
Why sectarianism is condemned, is because the person uniting himself to a sect or par
ty, cuts himself off from the enjoyments he might otherwise receive. Now who are sec
tarians ? Is it the Religious world alone, or Infidels, Spiritualists, Free Lovers or Social
ists,—or still further, American, English, Irish and Dutch. There does not seem to be a
party, sect, society or nation, but which has some prejudice to contend with, so that being
ranked by any name, ism, ology, party or society, or known by any name but a given name,
we are judged unjustly. If the sect is popular, we are apt to be over estimated, if un
popular, we are underestimated and judged wrongly by the prejudiced. Either way, it
works a wrong. If over estimated, it breeds aristocracy. If under estimated, humanity
loses. Then what shall we do ? Be an Individual! Things judged of collectively, can
not be judged of correctly, because too many objects confuse. Judged of Individually,
they must be judged of according to the capacity of the person judging. It is argued
that a person should be known by a name for the sake of the influence. Admit there is
an influence from a name, title, party or action, we are as often deceived from titles or
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names, as from any other cause, by the veneration. How great should be a person’s influ
ence then ? just as great as it can be, judged to be by his given name Individually. As
each sect has its officers, a person by belonging to a clique, loses his influence according to
the amount of prejudice against the name.
And again a person ought not to have prejudice against them, for whatever ill feelings
we receive from others injure, weaken and make us less. Preaching new truths is hard
enough with just the idea of dislike of change.
Fora person to do the greatest amount of good, he needs the greatest health, freedom,
happiness and sympathy from all; otherwise we are being sectarians and cutting ourselves
•off from the good that IS. A person must LIVE all the truth he can, to do the most
good. Prejudice seems more against words than ideas. Say Spiritualism, Infidelity, or
Socialism, to a person and it is enough. The American party uses the National prejudice
against foreigners. National Sectarianism gives rise to wars. People do collectively,
what would be the most horrible, Individually. Murder by thousands is honorable ; but
murder Individually, is the height of crime against man and God ; but killing by the mil
lions, is an honor to God. Again, a person cannot be free to receive truth, who belongs
to a party or sect, as the name turncoat, backslider, and disgrace of losing caste among
his peers, is sure to keep him from progress. The feeling of brotherhood, causes people
to unite in sects, parties, and communities, but good intentions do not prevent wrong.—•
The moment Individuality is sacrificed, or anything that pertains to Individuality, that
moment there is cause for discord. This feeling of bondage, gives rise to prejudice against
bonds, which is severing all combinations, Governmental, Political, Religious or Social.—
The Millennium never will dawn till organization gives full Individuality to all, in prop
erty as well as belief and action.
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Ever since the birth of the race there have been social changes. The society of any
people grows out of the social wants of that people ; and as they change, society changes.
The cause of social revolution whether forward or backward, is to be found in the vary
ing wants of mankind.
There are moral and physical appliances of social change. Schools of all grades, the
spread of intelligence by all means, and inventions, the facilities of commerce, &c., are
all promoting social revolution. The fogy element of society may quake at the name and
imminence of social revolution, but constant change is the law of all existence.
Once any system of social usages are established, it requires a certain social momentum
to overcome them ; and hence, those who are dissatisfied with the conditions of existing
society, may for a time, strive in vain to effect the change they desire ; but the very at
tempt, shows that there is a want which demands supply ; and it usually proves true, that
every trial of strength, even when it fails to accomplish all it designs, gains renewed en
ergy for other efforts that will inevitably be made.
The movements now being made to establish little social groups, neighborhoods of the
liberal, communities, associations. &c., are all so many indications that there is prevailing
dissatisfaction with the existing state of things. These attempts may not effect much
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now they may generally fail; but they are so much necessary discipline for the wohkTv'
in
hand. Success in modes of life different from what prevails in civilization, has been
achieved by the Shakers in several communities in the United States ; by the Ebenezerh
near Buffalo, who are very wealthy ; by the Rhappites at Economy, Pa.; by the Zoarites
xn Ohio, by the Swedes in Henry Co:, 111,; by the Perfectionists at Oneida, N. Y., and
other communes in New England ; by the Practical Christians at Hopedale, Mass.; by the
Icanans m Iowa and St Louis ; by Individualists at Modern Times; by certain co-opera
tors in the Raritan Bay Union, Perth Amboy, N. J.; and it may be by others, of whom
we know little or nothing, perhaps.
Besides these, there are newer movements. That at Berlin Mights, 0., has just been
set on foot, and premises to do something toward the solution of the problem. The edu
cational and social movement at Harmonia, Battle Creek, Mich., is in the hands of able
men, and deserves to be mentioned here. There is a new movement at Hardin City, Har
din Co., Iowa, by persons of property and practical, talent. There is another group at
Winneshiek Co., Iowa, of intellectual and cultivated persons. Another is at Pennville;
Jay Co., Ind., by persons chiefly of Quaker origin, practical and well to do in the worlds
It is said that John Tippie, formerly of Athens Co., Ohio, has purchased a tract to found
an association on, in Southern Indiana. At Greenville, 0., is g, group of cautious, practi
cal persons, who contemplate gradual accessions, we believe. A neighborhood of liberal
persons is forming at Twin Mound, Kansas ; and a company of Socialists contemplate go
ing to Missouri in the Spring. Besides these, there are groups of radical persons in vari
ous parts of the free states, who have not combined for any considerable practical purposes,
but who are looking to some movement which promises the most of what they desire.—•
The Socialists of New York and Cincinnati, have regular meetings for the purposes of so
ciability and agitation. These may lead to something more intimately connected with the
every day affairs of life. We learn that some of the Cincinnati Socialists contemplate prac
tical operations at an early day.
Arnold Buffum of Eagleswood, Perth Amboy, New Jersey, has issued a circular for a
World Reformatory Society.” It proposes, the organization of effort everywhere “ to
investigate and to present to the world a demonstrative expose of the causes of the
wretchedness, degradation, and crime which now prevail in the world, and to unite the
friends of humanity in persevering co-operative labors for the annihilation of those cau
ses.”
With respect to the movement at Hardin City, Iowa,’ the following is given by Andrew
Rickel, its originator :—■“ It has excellent prairie, good timber, good quarries of sandstone
and limestone rock, a good mill stream, very good shelter, and some noble springs of pure
water, and a very healthy country.” The tract contains 440 acres.
With respect to the movement at Pennville, Ind., J. H. Mendenhall may be addressed.
It is called the “ Fraternal Home,” has 228 acres, 70 cleared, good soil and timber, stock
water, fair orchard, two dwelling houses and one large barn. Land is worth $20 to $25
per acre. The neighborhood is liberal.

(fW There is not by any means too much sympathy expended upon physical starva
tion, but mental starvation is a thing almost entirely Ignored, though the latter is far
more frequently to be seen than the former.-—[Ex:
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BY A .FRIEND.

Damaris Colburn Bush, after a long and painful illness, departed this life, November 21,
1857. As our readers know, the deceased was one of the contributors to the Social Rev
olutionist. The articles in Yol. 3, signed Minerva Putnam, are from her pen. She would
have written more, but the inroads of disease deprived her intellect of its wonted vigor.
But it is not as a writer, that our sister f'pujd wish especially tp bg remembered, but
rather as a thinking, just, and loving woman.
She was of English descent, a native of Vermont, near Shrewsbury, and born Septem
ber 3, 1826. The neighborhood was liberal—so much so that the Universalists had an
interest in all the churches ot the place, and gave a liberal tone to sectarian feeling. Her
father and mother were inclined by nature to the genial faith of universal salvation, and
their child was never taught to believe in an angry God and eternal punishment.
Damaris had a taste for inquiry which the literature of her neighborhood did not sup
ply, and she procured the works of 0. S. Fowler and other liberal writers; on humanitary
reform. These opened up new char|nqls of thought, an4 her intellect followed mental
science out in its moral and religious hearings, ^he no longer accepted the doctrine of
plenary inspiration for any book, but took nature, science and reason for her guide in all
the concernments of life.
When she was twenty years of age, her parents removed to Alleghany Co., N. Y., where
they died. Damaris was married, April, 1853 ; and though happier than most in mar
riage, yet did she regard herself a victim of the institution—not victimized in it, but by it
before entering within its palp. Of an organization naturally delicate and sensitive, the
social deprivation whifih she voluntarily imposed upon herself, as the best she. could do
under existing social conditions, together with the loss of her mother at the same time,
broke down her health irrecoverably. The shock which her physical constitution then
received, resulted finally in hemorrage of the lungs, consumption and death.
It is indeed a sad thing to witness the decline of one so young, and so dear for all that
is lovely in woman; to contemplate, through long weeks, the emaciating form and fading,
eye, and realize that the clear flash of thought and the warm gush of feeling, once so en
rapturing, are now only things of the past. And 0, the heart is heavy and the soul is
sick to think of staying ten, twenty, perhaps thirty years in this earth.-ltome, and looking
back through the long vista of years to recall the dear presence that was wont to make the.
heart leap with very joy! And to one, to whom her glorious faith brought her and made
her all that one could be to another—every pulse beating in holy accord with his, now
that all is hushed forever in death and the rhythmic cadence broken—is this a more griev
ous remembrance still, and only can this gush of tears relieve the oppressed heart!
Truthful beyond most ^ho get the. education of her sex, you could never doubt her
yeracity and candor. Phrenologically speaking., hey. conscientiousness and cautiousness,
associated with a sensitive organization, were too prominent for a just balance of the men
tal faculties, and she was in the habit of reproaching herself when there was no need.__
She was much beloved for the sincerity of her nature, the sweetness of her disposition,
and the warmth of her affections. No one could look upon that clear, bright physiogno
my, and feel that impurity had an abiding place there. ‘ Her repulsions were as decided
as her attractions, and, guided by the intuitions of her sensitive nature, she must needs re
pel whatever would defile. She was by constitution and culture, a child of freedom, and
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those who understood her and loved her, cannot but wish that she had lived to fill the
measure of her joy.
The tender sensibilities of her being, attached her not to loving brothers and sisters
only, but to all that was lovely in Nature. When only six or seven years of age, she was
at church on a Sunday, with a boquet of flowers in her hand. She fell asleep during the
services, and dropping tne flowers, forgot to take them with her w’hen she returned. There
was school in the same house, and on Monday morning she returned early. The chil
dren were playing outside, but little “ Dama” thought of her flowers and hurried in, to
look for them, but found they had been crushed under the feet of the retiring congrega
tion. She felt that she had neglected her little friends, and left them to perish cruelly •
and the child wept bitterly for her lost ones.
As a woman, she was an ardent advocate of the individual sovereignty of her sex ; and
her own faith, whatever it might be, she always tried to live. Her intellectual perceptions
of right, molded her life. The prejudices of education were rooted out by the advances
of radical thought. When she adopted the principle of affectional freedom, it became a
part of herself; and when some who were dear to her had overthrown themselves by their
selfishness, and had turned to inflict a wound upon the cause itself, she wrote to a distant
friend, a letter which closed thus : “ I accepted of freedom because I believed it was right,
and though I lose
and all the friends that have been dear to me in this world I
shall never forsake my principles.” She gave me the letter to read, the evening it was
written ; all the queenly elements of her being, were roused into action, the time of her
departure from earth, she knew was not far in the future, and already she seemed to be
wrapt in the peerless sweetness of her angel life. There was a moral grandeur in her
sphere which lifted my soul to the heavens, and I know that I am better for the soul-com
munion of that hour.
In an article on page 71, Vol. 3 of the Social Revolutionist, she tells how she came to
adopt the doctrine of affectional freedom. She had mentally wrought the principle out to
a consistency and complemness of practical detail, which, as I must think, few, as vet, of
either sex, have attained to. Her experience in different Water Cure Establishments, her
observations upon the victims of sexual abuse, her trials in the various phases of life,
through which it was her lot to pass, enabled her, with her quick perceptions, to under
stand with unusual clearness, all that relates to sexual habitudes and relations. And that
cause which looks to the emancipation of woman from sexual slavery and to the inaugu
ration of her personal independence in all things, has suffered a great loss in the premature
departure of the subject of our notice. One of the dearest, sweetest, and best of earth
has gone; but if she is lost to us in the flesh, it would be joyful to realize that her freed
spirit watches for our good, and assists us to find the narrow pathway wherein happiness
most abounds ; and God grant that this be so !
The following touching lines were written by a love-sister/on the occasion of a tempo
rary parting. When finished, they were handed her, and when she had read them, she
fell weeping into the bosom of her friend. They have met thrice since, and spent dear
hours and days together ; and yet once more may they meet, where partings will not tear
the heartstrings!

A DEAR ONE DEPARTED.
“ Dear, cherished friend, the time has come :
The parting words must soon be spoken ;
But let us ’ere were severed, vow,
This tie of love shall ne’er be broken!
Oh, let us ever fondly cherish
This wreath from Friendship’s flowery chain,
And never let the sweet thought perish,
That we, my own, shall “ meet again.”
God bless thee, darling—clouds and sunshine
Mingle in the life of all;
But my heart would hope the shadows
Few, that o’er thy pathway fall.
Only keep thy radiant spirit
Ever pure and bright as now :
And the best of earthly sunlight
Will circle, lovingly, thy brow.
Good bye !—I need not speak the wishes
Uprising in my surcharged heart :
Thou knowest, full well, the thoughts there sleeping—
I only know, that we must part ! ”

“ Departed,”—
Aye,—and whither hast thou gone,—thou loved departed ?
0, whither stray the lightsome feet, that once
So joyous trod this glad, green Earth of ours ?
And whither does the winged soul, so regal once,
And queenly, sitting aloft like a fair shining star,
Reflecting from its radiant life, a beaming bright,
Of blessedness and joy
say, whither has it flown ?
And where may asking souls whose veins are
Knit so close with thine ; whose pulses only answer
To the mellow cadence of thine own—where may these many
Hearts, inlinked with thine ; giving from their fullest life
The richness of a holy love ; climbing with thee
The shining paths of thought, and gaining
Prom thy clearer seeing, a closer glimpse of the great
Infinites beyond—0, where shall their warm prayers find answer
And tell me where thy gentle spirit, now so free,
Finds rest, and peace, and Heaven ?
In the deep stillness of the midnight hour,
When holy stars are watching in the darkling skies,
And wailing winds are chanting requiems grand
To the slow parting of the waning year, and voicing
To my listening soul, a wordless song of the
Eternities—the far eternities of which our love was born,
Bespeaking me of yet that other life beyond
The shaded vale, where love shall still live on,
And all the yearning of aspiring souls be met and lived,
With such a wholeness and a freeness as alone the
Angels know :—oh, with pulses stilled to deathly calm,
And heart all hushed, as if ’twere Hod’s own fingers
Lay upon its strings—thy Cora asks the answering !
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Awaiting thee;
My soul goes hieing back to by-gone days, when thou
Didst lay thy peachy cheek to mine—and thus
We conned together, o’er and o’er, the burning words of poet-souls,
Or sage logicians’ weighty argument: the pro and con

pf each new thought that sprang, flame-winge4
And earnest, leaping forth Aon. out tlae. ocean va§t
Of growing mind ; searching the world’s*great needs,
And planning how, to most perfect and bless the race
We loved. And I recall each heartful word ,each
Loveful glance and tender tone ; remember all the wealth
Of golden imagery, perception keen, and soul far-reaching
In its scope and power- • ami then again I ask : oh, “ whither ” ?
I droop my eyes from abstract gazing pn the.
Star-decked blue, call back my wanderinglspirit from
Remembrance, sweet ; and now, before me lies a casket fair
Begemmed with “ mother pearl ” and framed ydth foldipg
Rose-leaves flush with crimgjpped life, and fragrapt
Flowers, whose roots were grown in Heaven. Within,
A human soul was once most sweetly shrined, and once?
This beauteous casket, opened from its sparkling stores
A shower of hidden sweets, and breathed aromal
Blessings, born of holiest life, tipon us. But now
I gaze, the soul that shined it into life hath fled ; ]'
No more its warm and breathing life speaks back
To mine ! no, more the fond eyes’rest on me
In loving joy, or speak the lightning flash of thought
Re.spon^iyp back ! no more those lips of matchless
Sweetness ope, to whisper breathing tones of life, and love !
And gentle hands, now lying meekly q’er the quiet breast,
No more shall gather
i$|; the hearts so deay I
For in their white grasp holdeth now, the last
Of earthly touching—these winter roses, and these myrtle sprays
Thor; precious, precious friend ! say, whither
Is thy home ? and where the darling spirit we have loved so well
Not back, can go that comprehending mind, into
Oblivion’s dark void -not back to elemental crudeness
That fair, rounded soul:—nor lost forever, this one
Distinctive providence tp man—-0, no ! Stand out,
My soul, and liftjthe curtain of the outer life,
And read, with clear interior seeing, pf the life beyond !
For may we not, in chrysalis state, well know
The hour must ripen, when, the shell outgrown,
The casket shattered,‘the bright-winged captive
Shall escape to Summer climes, and somewhere live
The aspiration and the longing for a great, diviner life,
And go yet on and on, tp gather wisdom as the.
Ages pass. And so I sense thee,—angel-friend,—
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And this all-beaiiteous future,—
And feel within my spirit’s deeps, a calm, sweet
Rest, in taking tp my heart the thought and faith,
That s|;ill cur Dama liyes. And when th§
Wild, tumultuous waves of Jib have Jia(| thek:
.Ebb and flood, and we shall find our shallop
Nearing close “ that, other shore,” thy voice melodious
Will be first to greet, and first to give
TTs welcome sweet—from “ Home of the Immortals ” 1
Dec. 1st, 1857.
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Sib:—As one of those obnoxious individuals whom you are honoring with so much at
tention, I take the liberty of addressing you. You are evidently a man, of
some intellectual cultivation, but whether the finer sensibilities pf your moral nature are
pqually active, is- a matter of doubt. But you undoubtedly lay a claim to some goodness
of heart as well as soundness of head. I would like to know, then, on what principle of
ethics you think to justify yourself in the part you are now enapting. j’h im. inform me
how you, as a gentleman, a member of society, acknowledging your obligations; to the or
dinary rules of courtesy which govern men in their relations to other men, can so disre
gard the plainest and most obvious dictates of social politeness'and the deference which
one human being owes to another, as to attempt to intermeddle fyith pne?s private busi
ness matter^, which in no wise concern you, and dictate to hijp.jp the paapggpfnent of his
own affairs ; how you, -as a member of a regularly constituted constitutional government,
a stickler for law and order, can advocate and instigate a resort tp -mob yiolence and utter
lawlessness ; how you? as a Christian, professing to be governed by the jteapfiipg of Jesus
' of Nazareth, the great head of your Chur&h, whose pivotal doc£rippJya$ die (Overcoming
evil with good, and who deprecated and forbade by line upon line and precept upon precept, backed up by a life-long example, all. resort to coercion, either lawful pr Unlawful;
how you can so disregard your great exemplar as to emulate the prucifier instead of the
crucified, and cry ppt, “Away syith them!” instead of, “ Fatherpfprgiye thejn, for they
know not what they do! ” Where, in the sermon on the mount, or the other recorded
precepts of Jesus: where, in the Constitution of the United States or the established prin
ciples of Republicanism, can you find iii\^
ip. ’ynii for your course ? If ypu regulate
your conduct, not by the common rules of courtesy which obtain among gentlemen,-—
not by the precepts of the Christian religion,—not by the requirements of constitutional
law, but in defiance of them all, how can you in justice claim to be a Republican, a
Christian, or a gentleman ? Please inform me how you, in your present phase, differ,
either in principle or polish, from the most untutored boor or clodhopper, ignorant of all
rules of social etiquette, the njost uncivilized barbarian, or the most benighted heathen.
How does the Border Ruffianism of your clique differ in spirit from thatfexhibited on the
plains of Kanzas ? And if tfie more intelligent and. respectable Missouri bandits are
Justly responsible to a great extent tor the crimes ccmmitted under ^heir instigation, w by
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are not the Atchisons and Stringfellows of Berlin as jastty held to answer for the out
rages committed by their followers under an excitement of their own fomenting ? And
how is that modern Abdalism which fanatically pounces upon its enemies in the streets of
Berlin, to stand any better in the eyes of impartial justice than its oriental counterpart ?
Sir, you discover a power of dissection,—a talent for turning the weaknesses, either real
or apparent, of an adversary to your account, which proves you capable of occupying a
nobler position than that of captain-general to a band of weak women or uncultivated
men, and inciting them to acts which you and they will one day choose to forget! I trust
you are sufficiently philosophical to learn, even from an enemy ; and you will doubtless
appreciate me when I suggest to you that your forte is the PEif, not the sword.
Your attempt to fasten the charge of inconsistency on us because we claim the protec
tion of law and yet criticise and denounce some laws, is so evidently sophistical that it
cannot (unless I mistake you), command even your own respect! You are, doubtless,
so consistent that you would not prosecute a man for stealing your horse, burning your
barn, or dirking you in the dark, provided you had placed yourself on record as opposed
to the fugitive slave law ! When “ free love horse-flesh ” fails us, and our poverty or
something else drives us to desperation, we maybe induced to turn your consistency to
our account.
You inform us that no paper conducted by Free Lovers will be tolerated in Berlin^
This is the language of tyranny and cowardice! A fine poshion for an intelligent man
to take, in the free State of Ohio, and in the middle of the nineteenth century,—to at
tempt to gag a free press and free speech in this age of the world ! Have you just
wakened from a Rip Yan Winkle sleep of a few centuries, with the spirit of the dark ages
upon you ? or, did you fancy yourself in South Carolina with a whip in your hand, ready
to preserve by a resort to brute force, the sacredness of the “peculiar institution”?
There, the “ moral seuse of mankind” would bear you out in your cowardly assault up
on free thought, and you could safely hang up the agitator so bold as to question a “ di
vine institution.” Perhaps you can, here. I know not but you are correct in your esti
mate of Berlin tolerance. Frank Barry may have been mistaken in representing Berlin
to be above the plane of heathenish fanaticism, papal despotism and brute force. You
think he is. It may be so. It may be that the Social Revolutionist will share the
fate of the Kanzas Herald of political freedom ; it may be that its editor will meet the
death of a Lovejoy, and Berlin become the Alton of Ohio ; it may be that Socialists will
be flogged and bullied to expatriation from Berlin, and hung in case of returning, as the
Quakers and Baptists were, from Hew England. I know not but we may all be called
to seal our testimony against Marriage with our blood. I stop not to enquire whether
the men of Berlin be courteous Christians, or mere baptized heathen. I cherish life
as a boon from my Creator, and for the sake of family and friends, would not wantonly
throw it away ; but there are circumstances which might make it a duty. To be ignominiously driven from the home of my choice by men at least no more than my peers—
no, sir ! We can die, but we have too great an appreciation of the dignity of our natures
to be treated like beasts ! We know, sir, that you are many, we few,—that you are
strong, we weak,—you popular, and we despised : but we are strong in the righteousness
of our cause and the purity of our intentions !
You war against an inoffensive people, with no better motives than intolerance, bigotry
and tyranny have always adduced; we, for firesides and friends, for families, Freedom^
and our God-given rights. We know that the power of numbers may crush us out, but
£he progress of modern improvement places the weak not so entirely in the hands of ani-
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mal superiority as they once were ; and we shall not all be killed, without en
deavoring to take a few of you to join issue with us before a higher tribunal. Have you
fathomed the full import of your demand upon us ? To expatriate us from Berlin is to
banish us from the world. No Christian,—none but mercenary worldlings would ever
think ox inflicting a “ nuisance ” on another community which they could not endure
themselves. Its selfishness and meanness is on a par with its barbarity and wickedness,
that is, if you expect us to be allowed to live anywhere : but you do not. You know
that any other community has quite as good a right to drive us off as you have. You
assume the prerogatives of Deity, and rob us of the right to a place on the Earth, which
He, in giving us life, endowed us with. It is robbery, sir ! It is an assault upon our
lives which leaves us no alternative ! Our lives, and all that is dear to us, are involved
in the issue you present us, and we shall sell them as dearly as possible, whenever and
wherever the attempt is made ! We shall not leave at the dictation of lawless violence !
and if we die we shall leave our bones as a testimony against you ! Posterity will vindi
cate us, hold you as guilty of your brother’s blood, and assign you a place in history
alongside of Cotton Mather and Bully Brooks ! Berlin will be a stench in the nostrils of
all men, and this epoch a mournful commen t on the barbarism of a professedly civilized
and Christian people ! But whatever may become of us, our Truth can never die ! Our
bones may be lelt to whiten the fields of Berlin : but, as God lives, the love of Freedom
and Humanity cannot die out of the hearts of men ! And this question of Marriage will
be discussed ! The fate of this little handTil of men is wrapped in uncertainty ; but the
triumph of Free Discussion is a fate as inevitable as Destiny ! And you, sir, will live to
fear to look your own soul in the face ! The memory of this day will haunt you like the
ghost of Hamlet, which will not “down at your bidding” !
As a justification of your course, you accuse us of defying “ the moral sentiment o
mankind. ’ That moral sentiment of mankind which you represent, is that same moral
sentiment which sneered at a Fulton, a Fitch and a Columbus: which led a Garrison
through the streets of Boston with a rope around his neck, and mobbed anti-slavery lec
turers through all the Northern States : which murdered a Huss and a Septimus : which
brought a Gallileo on to the bended knees of recantation : which poisoned the cup of
Socrates, and drove the nails into the feet of Jesus ! The spirit that animates you and
such as you, is the same that erected the scaffolds of Salem, lit the fires of Smithfield,
and plotted the massacre of St. Bartholomew ! If the words of your mouth belie not
the feelings of your heart, you are a Cathobc and a crucifier, to all intents and purposes ;
and you would inaugurate the Inquisition in Erie county if the spread of what you call
infidelity had not rendered it impossible ! You are a poor student of history if you have
not learned that all the orthodox truths of to-day were born heresies, cradled in a man
ger, and hunted in their infancy by just such tlerods as you ! Had you the patience to
turn back the pages of your own church hfsxory, they would soon lead you to a period
when you, as a Baptist, would be quite as obnoxious to “ the moral sentiment of man
kind” as we Socialists are, now;—when your brother Presbyterians, instead of aiding
you in your plots against us, would cry out, “ Down with these miserable Baptists !—
away with them !—keep them moving ! ” You a Baptist in those days ? No !—not a
supposable case, lou would not have been a Baptist, but a Presbyterian, supplying boys
with rotten eggs, inciting the sisters to burn Baptist documents- reading Roger Williams
a lecture for “ passing by the unsettled territory ” and blasting the fair fame of your Mas
sachusetts Berlin by settling right down under the nose of Presbyterian respectability !
or, “benevolently ” ordering him off to Providence plantations ! Not till Baptist pio
neers had run the gauntlet of pious persecution, defied the “ moral sentiment” of Pres-
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byterianism, arid smoothed the pathway for mental imbecility and moral cowardice, would
you have been a Baptist! But do not attempt to make a virtue of flunkeyism, dress up
riioral cowardice and pass it off for moral principle, and, fox-like, endeavor to set the fash
ion and compel those to whom Nature has not been so stingy to adopt the stand of your,
moral abridgenient! No one, doubtless, vpill ever accuse you of defying public opinion.
As well indict a thistle-blow for insubordination, or a weather-cock for turning its tail to
the wind, as you for defying the moral, paeteorolpgy of the hour, as you read it. But,
nevertheless, you riiay not always read the signs' aright, with all your practice. You
may be mistaken in fancying that you and your cliqup embody the ‘‘ iporal sentiment of
mankind,”, pr even of Berlin. I presume the majority of the people pf Berlin do not
stop to enquire whether we believe in one God, or twenty, or hone at gll: whether we
are followers of Qwen, Fourier, or Greeley: whether we are men of one idea or more :
whether we belong to a church,, or are simply men and women, before they accord to us
the common rights of Humanity. They know that we are amenable to the same laws
of the State of Ohio that govern them. They know that those laws tolerate and protect
freedom of. speech, freedom of the press, (within lawful limits), and the utmost freedom
of opinion. They know that we have submitted to all legal requisitions; They know
also, that we)have a right, by the laws of Nature,—by the laws of God, and the State of
Ohio, to defend Ourselves to ,the death against a mob, whether hatched up by “ respecta
ble ” men or not; and I belieye they will despise us if we do not do it I 1 Theyknow—or should know, if they do not,—that no one having any interest in, or control over the
Social Revolutionist, has made any stipulation to remove it from the county : that it was
removed froin the hptel because the lease of the room was debatable, because we did not
wish to embarrass the landlord, and because elsewhere we could protect from assailants
better a free press r-a press as free (and more so), to our assailants as to us. They
know, also,—or the liberal portion of them,^—how to put a proper estimate on your pa
triotism. They know that it is Freedom, rather than “ Free Love ” that you fear that
you hate Spiritualists and ‘-Tom Paine ” mfidelS“Hine and others,—about as much as
you hate Barry, pr Patterson ; and that you pitch into “ Frpe Love because you think
it weak, from a natiye proclivity to that Falstafflan valor which instinctively looks about
fpr ah enemy that it cap handle, rathqr than i tk1* pne of its size. They know that you.
would like- to see “ Free t^iscussiop Hall burned,” whether the \Free Lovers, run away
by the light of it” or not. Keep cool, friends ! Be not premature in your incendiarism I
A people who anticipate such extraordinary facilities for roastiqg heretics in the next
world, can well afford to wait I
Yours appreciatingly, T
0. M. Oveeton.

Do Betteb if you Can.—J. H. Cook, for twenty years, a student of Anthropology,
lectures upon mental and'spiritual philosophy, showing man’s future high destiny on the
earth and in higher worlds ; and how by and through his organization) he is surely ap
proaching 'conditions, of harmony, Miss, &c,. He will give a course of ten or twelve lec
tures fur $25, room found. Address J. H. Cook, care of A. Cridge, Richmond, Ind.
Removal.—Jacob Bimpson, formerly of Tiskilwa, wishes to be addressed hereafter at
Battle; Creek, (Harmonia), Calhoun co., Mich.
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Legal Annoyaitces.—A brief history of the proceedings here, will be of interest to our
readers. Last month the professed conservators of public tnorals at this place, procured
sire arrest of several parties at Berlin Eights, on charge of adultery, fornication, keeping
a house of prostitution, &c. The hearing was had before the mayor of Sandusky. Some
of the parties were discharged, and some bound over to appear at the spring term of the
Court of Common Pleas. Mr. Tyler was induced to give up the Hotel, and Mrs. Lewis
was forced back to the home of a man she does not love, to promote the cause of mor
ality and religion, by living in legalized adultery with her legal master ; but she could
hot endure the outrage and is free again.

Suffice to say that little resulted from the affair of the arrest, although the prosecutors
and their organ, the Sandusky Register, have tried to make a great deal of it. It has been
published that the persons arrested, agreed to leave, to remove the press of the Social
Revolutionist, and that the whole colony was broken up. These misrepresentations have
been copied far and wide, and the whole country is laboring under a delusion. There
never was such determination amongst the Socialists to stand fast at Berlin Eights, as there
is now. In the present financial crisis, it is difficult for us to turn our property into ready
money, but as fast as we can do so, some here, and many who contemplate coming, will
plant themselves immovably upon Berlin Plights.
HovejjIber Ho. oe the SociAL REVoriXJTioHiST I3tjRi>rED sir a xPoB I——Some of oiir per
secutors effect great contempt for our principles in that they militate against the institu
tion of marriage, and they seem determined to exterminate' ils and destroy bur press.—To stop oui agitation of Social questions, and save the institution of marriage from scru
tiny, THEY WILL THEMSELVES INVADE THE BIGHT OF HBOPERTY AND OF A FREE PRESS, than
which there are no dearer rights to an American citizen. ; When November Ho. of the S.
R. was ready to be mailed, our friend Francis Barry took part of the edition embracing
over 450 copies to the Post Office, but was intercepted by a mob in front of the office door.
Two men pounced upon him, and held him fast, maltreating him in the act, while a gang
of infuriated women, hissed oil by their owners, ran off with the packages and burned them
all except a few copies of the interesting document, which they saved out to read ! We
have been threatened with violence by men who pretend to be respectable. They say
that the doctrines we promulge are at variance with the general sentiments of the com
munity, and that, therefore, we have no business to publish our journal here. They
claim that public opinion is (a despot), above the laws of the country, and that if they
cannot destroy our press apd stop our publication by legal means, they will effect their
object some other way. Hot our property only, but our lives have been threatened, and
we have prepared for tne worst. Wb are determined to protect our property and our
persons by all justifiable means, accepting even the ^ dernier resort ”, if need be. We
are neither moral nor physical non-resistants, and shall teach our enemies to respect our
rights. We are as determined as ever to agitate all social questions : and we shall do it
here on Berlin Eights. The battle is the old one of despotism against freedom, and it
may as well be fought here as anywhere. We are determined to see whether mob vio
lence is strong enough in this age and in this liberal place to put down the freedom of
the press, because that press dares to expose the enormities of a certain “ sacred institu
tion,” and to ask for woman the rights of individual sovereignty.
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The offenders in the matter of burning' the journal were arrested for riot a few days
since and examined before a justice of the township, but by some hook or crook in law
or something else, they were discharged, and great was the victory ! They lit a bonfire
in the street, and fired guns for joy. We took this as quite a compliment. But the end
is not yet. We have other issues to try them on, when there will be less chance for
dodging on the witness’ stand. Our Socialistic friends have been almost unanimous in
favor of making a demonstration of the law against the authors of these outrages. They
have destroyed property and threatened life, and we are determined to see how far the
law will give us protection and redress. We are determined to vindicate and maintain
the freedom of the press, whatever the cost; and will not our good friends everywhere
s and by us ? Even if successful the pecuniary expense will be considerable, and we
ask our brethren to send us aid, that we may manage this struggle in the best manner
possible, and come out of if victorious. Our persecutors affect to believe us an improvi
dent, poverty-stricken, God-forsaken set, who cannot even pay for legal counsel or give
b 'll for costs. The aggregate of property of only six of our wealthiest subscribers, all
free lovers, is not far short of a million; and the aggregate of the property of all our sub
scribers, we are entirely safe in putting at millions. May we not teach our enemies that
tlie abettors of radical inquiry constitute a power which this age must respect? The
friends here cheerfully accept the trouble and personal peril of the difficulties in hand;
and I will myself furnish the means of dealing with them, if friends do not. If any as
sist us they may rest assured that what they entrust to our care, will be appropriated as
well as we know how; and to those who require it, we shall render an account of the
sums received, and the objects to which they are devoted.
November No. of this journal is a good one, and our readers must have it, sometime.
For this purpose it must be reprinted, and means will be requisite. Some have already
promised help to get out a reprint of the No., and others will no doubt assist. Should
be glad if our readers would order duplicate numbers, so as to give it a wider circulation,
and thwart the pious intentions of those who hoped, by a lawless act, to put an end to
“ free love literature in Berlin.”
Let not our friends think that we are waging a hopeless warfare only to be overcome at
last. This might be so, if the people here were generally of the aggressive kind, but
they are not. The mobites are greatly in the minority; and not true to the time they
got for the execution of threats. They have done their work by a cowardly assault on a
lone and unarmed man, and by brow-beating and swaggering generally. So far as we
can learn, at least three-fourths of the people of this vicinity are in favor of everybody’s
attending to his own business, and letting us and our press alone; and part of this num
ber, embracing the most wealthy and intelligent, sympathize with us very decide lly, so far as the humanity of our common nature and the spirit of Ameri
can freedom require them to extend their sympathies to the persecuted.
Our most active enemies are members of the church and their sympathizers. We desire to be prudent and considerate, as well as brave. We have measured
our enemies, and we think we know the ground upon which we stand. Shall not we, as
the friends of progress, triumph ?
Our Paper Next Year.—With respect to what I should publish next year, I have been
for the last three months in an uncomfortable state of “ betweenity” and vascillation.—
Not that the Social Revolutionist in its present form, has not done well this year, for its
circulation is one-fourth greater than it was last year, but for other reasons have I hesitac-1. When I came to Berlin Sights the last of November, the press had just been re
moved from the “Hotel” to the “Farm,” and the prospect for permanence at this place,
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was by no means encouraging. I had not even determined to mail another number of the
Social Revolutionist at Berlin Hights, when certain parties who have treated the Social
ists here, in “ border ruffian” style, took occasion to threaten, brow-beat and bully respect
ing the press and the publication of our journal at this point. They said that an argreement had been made, to remove the press from Berlin, that all the free lovers had agreed
to leave, both of which statements were utterly false. I am the principal owner of the
press, and sole manager of the same, and I had never had any communication with any of
these parties previous to the time that they claimed and even published in the news-pa
pers that an agreement had been made to remove the press. Persons of “ Anglo-Saxon”
blood are not easily bullied out of a purpose, and on this occasion, the misrepresentations,
threats, and insolence generally of our persecutors, had the effect to determine me in fa
vor of remaining at Berlin Hights, and getting out some kind of a journal for the coming
year. I had at one time concluded to get out a monthly a little smaller than the Social
Revolutionist, and call it the Social Monthly, at the same time changing its character so
much as to give me entire control over its pages, a control which I have never felt author
ized to assume over the Social Revolutionist. It is a settled matter with us all, that the
principle of freedom heretofore observed in conducting this journal, will have to be set
aside so far as to exclude such matter as that from the pen of Mrs. Bridge, in Oct. No., and
some other of a wild and angular character, which has appeared from time to time in its
pages. i
I am only staying in Berlin for the present; my property and family are at Greenville,
and I have fpund that it will be neither convenient nor pleasant for me to conduct a jour
nal at this place, till I have made my home here. But yet I could not think of giving up
all communication with the appreciative readers of this journal, and so I contemplated
quite a small monthly which I could easily enough manage without being on the ground
myself. But having ascertained that my friends here, wished to meet the present crisis
with a weekly, I cheerfully placed the printing materials of the Social Revolutionist, and
its mail book, at their disposal. They will have some additional material to procure before
they can issue the first No., but as soon as they can get it ready, it will be Sent to all the
subscribers of the Social Revolutionist. We ask for it a careful examination, and when
that is had we are sure it will meet with a cordial welcome. The matter for it, will bo
furnished by the best writers of the Social Revolutionist. They are earnest and deter
mined, and will make a weekly, not surpassed in point, trenchant vigor, and practical
bearing, by any in existence. I have, myself, no pecuniary interest in the paper, but I
feel that I have a great moral interest in it, and besides giving the use of the subscription
list and my share of the press) I shall do all I possibly can consistent with other duties, to
extend its circulation. Will not all the readers of this journal do likewise? . A monthly
does some things which a weekly cannot do, but a weekly has its peculiar advantages, and
suits the mass of readers better than a monthly. “The Age of Freedom” will be more
moderate in its advocacy of radical doctrines, and more popular in its style, than the So
cial Revolutionist ; and consequently, such of our readers as wish to make up clubs) will
find it much less difficult to do So, than in the case of the monthly. I sincerely trust that
our friends will be sustained in their much needed and most worthy enterprise.
The Social Revolutionist has done a good work, and for one, I rejoice that it was ever undertakert. It has made a mark upon the progressive mind of this day which can never be
erased. We need a radical monthly still,and if no one else supplies the need, I shall be happy
to do so as soon as I can make the necessary arrangements. I shall come to you again, good
friends, in monthly visits, and that from Berlin Hights, or I do not read the stars aright.
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Meantime, you will hear from me often through the columns of the “Age of Freedom/'-'"
See cover for Prospectus and other business items.
A Call to Practical Socialists.—Friends, when shall we be able to exemplify what
we believe ? “Hot till there is more concert of action,” we all answer with one accord.
How,.I don't know that our kind of folks want a leader, I rather guess they don?t, but
even jf they did, I do not so mistake my qualifications, as to aspire to anything of the
kind i Put I w ant to see concert of action, so far at least as to build up one free home ,
and that home, I intend to be in. It can be just as easily done as not, if we only will. I
much desire that tvorkihg Socialists may know- more of each others’ aspirations and prac
tical competency, and With this in view, I make this call. Therefore, if those who desire
better society for themselves and better educational advantages for their children, will
send me their pbs't-ofilce addresses, social relations, amount of property clear of incumberences, practical intentions;, lobal preference^, &c., I promise to put them in a way to be
come acquainted with each other, so that there may be mutual reliance and concert of
action, so far as parties desire it.
For the present, all letters intended for me, should he addressed to Berlin Eights, Ohio;
Seemixg to sir yMt Righteous.—Some of us Reformers get into the habit of’fault
finding ; and when #e have castigated all the old ways of doing, we “turn to” and “lam
it into” the new w-ays. It is quite fashionable for one class of progressives to “ pitch in
to” those wrho are a little more radical than themselves. I suppose that this course makes
them feel rather conservative and respectable—a comfortable feeling at times, no doubt.
Thus a Bible-killer, who never lives more than a few months in one place, and does not
pay his honest debts, nor maintain his own family, will let fly at radical, social reformers,
and wing scandal all over the country. Buell as have no better business, had better em
ploy themselves in this way, of course. • But those who judge others by, false standards;
and in doing so, seem to be very righteous themselves, sometimes need a little looking af
ter. One of this class, a noted Spiritualist, said it Was no use to preach free love if we
practice it. His friend told him that he thought moral honesty required us to vindicate
by our words; tjie' principles we accepted in our lives. “You may,” was the response, “but
you’ll get the tickf? snd we’ll get the pay.” This was very pretty, and nqt so much to
be objected to, perhaps” if those who “get the pay,” w-ere not so ready to help give the
“kicks.”—A lady who Ha^been fery solicitous as a public character, to “'clear her skirts,”
and vindicate her fealty to marriage and her abhorrence of ultra free-loveism, has assured,
us that this same individual who objected to the “kicks,” was one of the right kind of
free lovers, because he was a “practical” one ! Verily, verily, I say unto you^we live in
a naughty world ; but all toadies and flunkies shall have their reward in the’Great Fu
ture that is coining 1 ;
t
. .
, Explained at Last,—Mrs. Annie Renton Cridge has published a letter in the Cleve
land Spiritualist, to shift the responsibility of tier article, “ The Other Side,” in Oct, Ho.f
upon the editor of this journal. J/he states that she wrote the whole article, “ The Other
Side,” to prove that “nature comd not have made such difference between the sexes as
argued my-many; that women as well as men, are licentious, and that no rule would apply
to all.” She wrote the article becafi.se, in her opinion, “ the absurd ideas” of some of us
about “love and marriage, vrere founded on ignorance of woman and human nature.” This
article, she says was intended to be o'tie of a series on the same subject, but that the edit
or of this journal “ekpunged her facts; find So mutilated anp disjointed her article, as
to make it appear on his side !” , She closes by saying that tfie' editor of this journal af
terwards “published her facts without the .article, the natural result of which, was that
they appear to hate been written merely for f ulgarity’s sake ; that, when they appeared,
thus disconnected, she blushed for very, khiame, at their natural tendency—a tendency the
basest imaginable; and the very Opposite of that for which they were intended.”
Mrs. Cridge would make a first rate lawyer—“that’s so”—if her “Twistifications” were
not so obvious? She was shrewd enough, though, not to tell the readers of “ the Spirit
ualist” that her husband had suggested the publication of the rejected portion of his wife’s
article, and that she herself, soon after, wrote me a fiote respecting the matter, making no
objection whatever, to her husband’s suggestion. As they made a show of wanting the
facts published, and as I considered them competent to take ihe responsibility of their lit
erary productions, I handed the “ copy” to the printer.—I regret that the length of Mrs,
bridge’s letter to “the Spiritualist” is so tongaS to exclude it frbm iJhis page—it would be
i curiosity to our readers:
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